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FRONT_1 Notices
References in this publication to IBM products, programs or services do not imply that IBM intends to make these
available in all countries in which IBM operates.
Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only IBM's product,
program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not infringe any of
IBM's intellectual property rights may be used instead of the IBM product, program, or service. Evaluation and
verification of operation in conjunction with other products, programs, or services, except those expressly designated by
IBM, are the user's responsibility.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter in this document. The furnishing of this
document does not give you any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
500 Columbus Avenue
Thornwood, New York 10594
USA

License's of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of enabling: (i) the exchange of
information between independently created programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of
the information which has been exchanged, should contact:
IBM Corporation
Mail Station P300
2455 South Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-5400
USA
Attention: Information Request

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in some cases, payment of a
fee.
Any pointers in this publication to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only, and do not in any manner
serve as an endorsement of these Web sites.
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FRONT_2 Programming Interface Information
This [publication] documents intended Programming Interfaces that allow the customer to write programs to obtain the
services of [product name].
Subtopics:
FRONT_2.1 Trademarks
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FRONT_3 About This Book
This book describes how to use the commands and parameters offered in IBM BatchPipes/MVS BatchPipeWorks.
Subtopics:
FRONT_3.1 Who Should Use This Book
FRONT_3.2 How to Use This Book
FRONT_3.3 Where to Find More Information
FRONT_3.4 World Wide Web (WWW)
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FRONT_3.1 Who Should Use This Book
The book is intended for system programmers and application developers who use the BatchPipeWorks function:
With batch jobs that are part of a BatchPipes pipeline
With batch jobs that are not part of a BatchPipes pipeline
In the TSO environment, as part of a REXX exec and as a command on the TSO command line.
The readers should be familiar with BatchPipes and with the batch jobs that are using BatchPipes. Additionally, others
in your installation might find the BatchPipeWorks function helpful in the non-BatchPipes batch environment and the
TSO environment.
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IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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FRONT_3.2 How to Use This Book
The book is organized as follows:
Chapter 1, "Introduction and General Concepts" in topic 1.0 describes BatchPipeWorks terminology, how
BatchPipeWorks processes its commands, and how to read the syntax diagrams in the book.
Chapter 2, "Syntax of a Pipeline Specification" in topic 2.0 describes, in reference form, the function, syntax, and
operands of a pipeline specification.
Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0 describes, in reference form, the function, syntax, and parameters of all
BatchPipeWorks stage commands.
Chapter 4, "Pipeline Subcommands" in topic 4.0 describes, in reference form, the function, syntax, and
parameters of pipeline subcommands that you use to write your own stage commands.
Two Appendixes follow the chapters:
Appendix A, "Characteristics of Stage Functions" in topic A.0 consists of a table that lists all stage commands and
summarizes their characteristics: input and output streams, commit level, stage position, and type of command.
Appendix B, "BatchPipeWorks Processing" in topic B.0 describes BatchPipeWorks processing and how
BatchPipeWorks uses the commit level to coordinate the processing of the stage commands.
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FRONT_3.3 Where to Find More Information
Where necessary, this book references information in other books, using shortened versions of the book title. The
following tables show the complete titles and the order numbers of books you might need while you are using this book:

Short Title Used in
This Book
BatchPipes Introduction
                         
BatchPipes Users Guide
and Reference
BatchPipeWorks Users
Guide
MVS/ESA Assembler
Services Reference
MVS/ESA JCL Reference
TSO/E REXX/MVS User's
Guide
TSO/E REXX/MVS
Reference
VM/ESA CMS Command
Reference

Title
                                  
IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1
Introduction
IBM BatchPipes OS/390 Users
Guide and Reference
IBM BatchPipes OS/390
BatchPipeWorks User Guide
MVS/ESA SP V5 Assembler Services
Reference
MVS/ESA SP V5 JCL Reference
TSO/E REXX/MVS User's Guide
                                  
TSO/E REXX/MVS Reference
                                  
VM/ESA CMS Command Reference
                                  

Order
Number
GA22-7459
           
SA22-7458
           
SA22-7457
           
GC28-1474
           
GC28-1479
SC28-1882
           
SC28-1883
           
SC24-5461
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FRONT_3.4 World Wide Web (WWW)
For the latest news about SmartBatch for OS/390, including information on how to obtain updated SmartBatch product
documentation, visit us at the S/390 World Wide Web site:
___________________________________________________________________
www.s390.ibm.com/products/batchpipes/
___________________________________________________________________

This site is Powered by S/390.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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1.0 Chapter 1. Introduction and General Concepts
To use BatchPipeWorks, you should understand the terms described in this section. Basic terms are presented at the
beginning; they become more complex as you proceed through the pages.
Subtopics:
1.1 Pipeline
1.2 Stage
1.3 Stage Separator
1.4 Stage Function
1.5 Filter Stage Function
1.6 Device Driver
1.7 Pipeline Subcommand
1.8 Option
1.9 Delimiting Character
1.10 Delimited String
1.11 Stream
1.12 Input Stream
1.13 Output Stream
1.14 Primary Input Stream
1.15 Primary Output Stream
1.16 Secondary Input Stream
1.17 Secondary Output Stream
1.18 Tertiary Input Stream
1.19 Tertiary Output Stream
1.20 Multistream Pipeline
1.21 Consume a Record
1.22 Label
1.23 Label Definition
1.24 Label Reference
1.25 Stream Identifier
1.26 Connector
1.27 Target
1.28 Null String
1.29 Commit Level
1.30 Message Level
1.31 Defined (Streams)
1.32 Connected
1.33 Sever
1.34 End of file
1.35 Delay the Records
1.36 Stall
1.37 Short
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1.38 Understanding Syntax Diagrams
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1.38 Understanding Syntax Diagrams
This section describes how to read the syntax diagrams in this book.
Getting Started: To read a syntax diagram, follow the path of the line. Read from left to right and top to bottom.
The >>___ symbol indicates the beginning of a syntax diagram.
The ___> symbol, at the end of a line, indicates that the syntax diagram continues on the next line.
The >___ symbol, at the beginning of a line, indicates that a syntax diagram continues from the previous line.
The ___>< symbol indicates the end of a syntax diagram.
Syntax items (for example, a keyword or variable) may be:
Directly on the line (required)
Above the line (default)
Below the line (optional).

Syntax Diagram Description
Abbreviations:
Uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation. If an item appears entirely in
uppercase letters, it cannot be abbreviated.
                                                   
You can type the item in uppercase letters,
lowercase letters, or any combination.
                                                   
In this example, you can enter KEYWO, KEYWOR, or
KEYWORD in any combination of uppercase and
lowercase letters.
Symbols:
You must code these symbols exactly as they
appear in the syntax diagram.
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
Variables:
Highlighted lowercase items (like this) denote
variables.
                                                   
In this example, var_name represents a variable
you must specify when you code the KEYWORD
command.
Repetition:
An arrow returning to the left means that the
item can be repeated.
                                                   
A character within the arrow means you must
separate repeated items with that character.
                                                   
A footnote (1) by the arrow references a limit
that tells how many times the item can be
repeated.
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
              
              
Repeatable Choices:
A stack of items followed by an arrow returning
to the left means that you can select more than
one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.
                                                   
In this example, you can choose any combination
of A, B, or C.
A Fragment

Example
                        
>>__KEYWOrd_________><
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
* Asterisk
: Colon
, Comma
= Equal Sign
- Hyphen
() Parentheses
. Period
                        
>>__KEYWOrd__________>
                        
>__var_name_________><
                        
                        
                        
                        
     <________
>>____repeat_
                        
                        
     <_,______
>>____repeat_
                        
                        
     <________
>>____repeat_
                        
Note:
(1) Specify repeat up
      to 5 times.

Defaults:
Defaults are above the line. The system uses the
default unless you override it. You can override
                        
the default by coding an option from the stack
     <_____
below the line.
>>___
                                                   
      
In this example, A is the default. You can
      
override A by choosing B or C.
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Required Choices:
                        
>>__
When two or more items are in a stack and one of
     
them is on the line, you must specify one item.
                                                         
                        
In this example, you must choose A, B, or C.

                        
     
>>__
     
     
                        
                        
                        

Syntax Fragments:
Some diagrams, because of their length, must
fragment the syntax. The fragment name appears
between vertical bars in the diagram. The
expanded fragment appears in the diagram after a
heading with the same fragment name.
                                                   
In this example, the fragment is named "A
Fragment."

Optional Choice:
When an item is below the line, the item is
optional. In this example, you can choose A or
nothing at all.
                                                   
When two or more items are in a stack below the
line, all of them are optional. In this example,
you can choose A, B, C, or nothing at all.
                                                   
                                                   

                        
>>__
                        
A Fragment:
    
    
    
                        

                        
>>__
     
                        
                        
                        
>>__
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2.0 Chapter 2. Syntax of a Pipeline Specification
The diagram on page 2.0 of this chapter shows the syntax for a pipeline specification. It includes the options you can use
to define certain characteristics (such as the stage separator, labels, and end character) for a pipeline specification,
How you issue a pipeline specification depends on which environment you are using. The following examples show you
the various ways and tells you where in the companion users guide you can find more information.
With BatchPipes jobs:
The FIT subparameter on the JCL SUBSYS parameter contains the pipeline specification:
:
//pipeout DD DSN=some.name,DCB=(...),
// SUBSYS=(BP01,'FIT=pipeline specification')
:

The FITDD subparameter on the JCL SUBSYS parameter identifies the ddname that contains the pipeline
specification:
:
//pipeout DD DSN=some.name,DCB=(...),
//
SUBSYS=(BP01,'FITDD=PIPESPEC','CMT=--')
//PIPESPEC DD *
pipeline specification
:

See the section on using a BatchPipeWorks fitting in the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
As a batch job
The PARM parameter on the JCL EXEC statement contains the pipeline specification, where PGM=PIPE
identifies an MVS program:
:
//STEPNAME EXEC PGM=PIPE,
// PARM='pipeline specification'
:

If the pipeline specification exceeds 100 characters, you can use the RUNPIPE subcommand to specify stage
commands.
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See the chapter on using BatchPipeWorks in batch applications in BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
In the TSO environment:
The PIPE command, issued on the TSO command line, contains the pipeline specification:
pipe pipeline specification

See the chapter on using BatchPipeWorks with TSO in the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<_endchar______
|
| >>__ ___________ __ __________ ____| Pipeline |_|_____________________>< |
|
|_| Opt A |_| |_stagesep_|
|
|
|_endchar__|
|
|
|
| Pipeline:
|
|
<_stagesep__
|
| |____| Stage |_|_______________________________________________________| |
|
|
| Stage:
|
| |__ _ ____________ __ ___________ __stgcmd__ __________ _ _____________| |
|
| |_| Lgroup |_| |_| Opt B |_|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_| Lgroup |__________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Lgroup:
|
| |__ _label:___________________________________ ________________________| |
|
|
(1)
(1)
(1)
|
|
|
|_ _______ ______._____ __________ ______:_|
|
|
|_label_|
|_streamid_|
|
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
<____________________________________
|
| |__(____ ________________________________ _|__)________________________| |
|
|_ _ENDchar_ __ _char____ _______|
|
|
| |_ESCape__| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_LISTCMD________________________|
|
|
|_LISTERR________________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC_________________________|
|
|
|_ _MSGlevel___ __ _decstring__ _|
|
|
| |_NOMSGlevel_| |_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NAME__name_____________________|
|
|
|_ _STAGESEP__ __ _char____ _____|
|
|
| |_SEParator_| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_TRACE__________________________|
|
|
|
| Opt B:
|
|
<__________________________________________
|
| |__(____ ______________________________________ _|__)__________________| |
|
|_ ____ __ _LISTCMD__________________ _|
|
|
|_NO_| |_LISTERR__________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC___________________|
|
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_TRACE____________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 1. Syntax of a Pipeline Specification
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Purpose
The pipeline specification invokes BatchPipeWorks.
Operands

stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following stage. By default, the stage separator character
is the character on your terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.) However, you can
use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a different stage separator character. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to separate multiple pipelines on a single
specification. You must specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left parenthesis, right
parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for endchar. See "Example 3" in topic 2.3 for an example of using
endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams. The first occurrence of a label is
called a label definition. It establishes the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline
where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a label reference. Use label references to define
additional input and output streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only label with no
stage command. See "Example 3" in topic 2.3 for an example of using a label.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. It must be immediately followed by a stream identifier or a colon
with no intervening blanks. For more information about using labels, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by adding an identifier to the label. Write
the label immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream identifier must be immediately followed
by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
is the name of a stage function or the name of a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage command. If you
specify a user-written stage command, the REXX program must be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to
ddname REXX. For a complete description of the stage functions, see Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage function or user-written stage command.
Options
You can specify options in two places:
1. The options you specify immediately at the beginning of the pipeline specification apply to the entire pipeline.
These are the global options.
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2. The options you specify at the beginning of a stage apply only to the stage on which the options are specified. If
you specify a label definition, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage: ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME,
STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally. Enclose options in parentheses.
NO

turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified. Use NO to turn off an option for an
individual stage that was specified as global to the entire pipeline specification. Blanks are allowed between NO and the
option it precedes.

ENDchar

char

hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or the 2-character
hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ENDchar

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the pipeline end
character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an option for an individual stage.
ESCape

char

hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the processing of a character that has special
meaning to the pipeline specification. These special characters include the stage separator character, the pipeline end
character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined). Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period and
colon (:) may have a special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape character immediately
before the character that you do not want treated as a special character. The escape character can be specified as a single
character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.

ESCape

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the escape character.
There is no default escape character. You cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option, you can specify two adjacent stage separators or end characters to override the
defined character.
See "Example 2" in topic 2.2 for an example of overriding the processing of a stage separator.
LISTCMD

causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT,
OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, and REXX.

LISTERR

causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return code.

LISTRC

causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends executing.

MSGlevel

controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111').
A message level of 7 issues messages BPW001I, BPW002I, and either BPW003I or BPW004I in conjunction with other
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messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel

suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that determine which messages are not issued.
The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
representation in quotation marks.

You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message BPW003I or BPW004I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message BPW002I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message BPW001I while issuing other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001I and BPW002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001I will always be issued regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
name
assigns a name to this invocation of the pipeline specification. Messages resulting from the invocation of this pipeline
specification. will include the name you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging application programs
that use the pipeline specification. You cannot specify NAME as an option for an individual stage.

NAME

STAGESEP

char

STAGESEP

hexchar

SEParator

char

hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to separate the specification of a stage from a
subsequent stage. The character can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal

SEParator
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representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the default stage separator, you can use the
default stage separator as an argument of a stage command.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the STAGESEP or
SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE

displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application programs. This option can cause a large
amount of data to be displayed. Specifying the TRACE option does not cause a trace of pipelines issued with ADDPIPE
or CALLPIPE. To trace pipelines issued by CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE, you must do one of the following:
Specify the TRACE option on CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE
Issue ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE as part of a user-written stage command that is included in a pipeline that is
passed to the RUNPIPE stage command and specify the TRACE operand on RUNPIPE.
For more information about using the TRACE option, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
Usage Notes

1. Specifying a stage defines both the primary input and primary output streams for that stage. Using label
references defines additional input and output streams for a stage.
2. The stages of a pipeline can write records up to 2(31) - 1 bytes in length.
3. If a pipeline specification is too long for the command line, put the command in a REXX exec. Putting each stage
on a separate line makes the PIPE command easy to modify. See "Example 3" in topic 2.3 for an example.
4. The escape character, stage separator character, and pipeline end character have no effect within the specification
of options. These characters take effect only outside the parentheses in which the options are enclosed.
For example, in the following PIPE command, only the third and fourth occurrences of the @ character are treated
as a stage separator character.
pipe (stagesep @ name @PIPE1) < INPUT.FILE @ locate /||/ @ terminal
This command displays any lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that
contain the character string, ||. The first occurrence of the @
character defines @ as the stage separator. Because the second
occurrence of the @ character appears within the specification of the
options, the second @ is treated as part of the name assigned to the
pipeline, @PIPE1.

5. When specifying the ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, SEPARATOR, or STAGESEP option, you can use the 2-character
hexchar form to define the character. However, when the character is subsequently used in the pipeline, a single
character must be specified.
For example, the following PIPE command, which uses the STAGESEP option, displays all of your cataloged
data sets with TEMP as a qualifier.
pipe (stagesep 6C) tso listc % locate /TEMP/ % terminal
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Note that 6C is the hexadecimal value of the percent sign (%).
Examples
Subtopics:
2.1 Example 1
2.2 Example 2
2.3 Example 3
2.4 Example 4
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3.0 Chapter 3. Stage Functions
This chapter describes the formats and operands of the BatchPipeWorks stage functions. The stage commands are
presented in alphabetical order. Each description includes:
The format and description of operands.
For each stage command that uses one or more streams, a section describes stream usage.
Unless otherwise stated, descriptions of the primary input stream and the primary output stream assume the
stream being described is connected.
Usage notes.
The first usage note in each command description explains whether the command delays the record. If the usage
note states the command does not delay the records, then it never delays the records under any circumstances. If
the usage note states the command delays the records, then it also describes any predictable conditions under
which it delays. For stage commands that delay based on unpredictable conditions, the usage notes state they
delay the records.
A usage note sometimes describes the commit level. Stage commands in this chapter start at commit level 0
unless otherwise stated.
Return codes, where they exist.
One or more examples of using the stage command.
Table 1 summarizes the function of each stage command:

Table 1. What Each Stage Function Does
Stage Command
Task Performed
<
Reads the contents of a physical sequential data set
                 or member of a partitioned data set.
>
Writes a physical sequential data set or member of a
                 partitioned data set.
>>
Appends data from the pipeline to a physical
                 sequential data set.
<OE
Reads the contents of an OpenEdition text file.
>OE
Creates or replaces an OpenEdition text file.
>>OE
Appends or creates an OpenEdition text file.
ALL
Selects records containing a specified string or
                 specified strings defined by an expression comprising
                 of character strings and logical operators.
Writes primary input stream records to the primary
APPEND
                 output stream followed by records from a specified
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                 stage command or subroutine pipeline.
ASATOMC
Converts ASA carriage control to machine carriage
                 control.
BETWEEN
Selects records between two specified targets
                 including the records containing the target. The
                 specified targets must begin in the first column of a
                 record.
BLOCK
Blocks records.
BPCOPY
Makes copies of data flowing through a BatchPipes
                 pipe.
BPREAD
Reads records from a BatchPipes writer or a
                 BatchPipes pipe.
BPWRITE
Writes records to a BatchPipes reader or a BatchPipes
                 pipe.
BROWSE
Displays data on a 3270 terminal.
BUFFER
Accumulates all records in a single stage not passing
                 any on until all have been received.
CASEI
Selects records relative to a target character string
                 regardless of the case representation of the
                 character string.
CHANGE
Replaces a string of characters with another string
                 of characters.
CHOP
Selectively truncates records.
COLLATE
Matches records from two input streams and writes
                 matched and unmatched records to different output
                 streams.
COMBINE
Combines several records into one record according to
                 a specified logical operator.
Issues TSO commands. TSO then writes the responses
COMMAND
                 from the commands to the terminal.
CONSOLE
  Reads from, or writes to, the terminal in line mode.
COPY
Delays by one record the passing of records from the
                 input stream to the output stream to prevent a
                 pipeline stall.
COUNT
Counts bytes, blank-delimited character strings, or
                 records.
DEAL
Reads and writes one record at a time from its
                 primary input stream to one of its connected output
                 streams, sequentially starting from primary output
                 stream 0, then stream 1, stream 2, and so on, to the
                 highest specified connected output stream.
DEBLOCK
Converts blocked records back into their original
                 format or creates logical records from an external
                 data format.
DELAY
Waits until a particular time of day or until a
                 specified interval of time has passed to copy the
                 record.
DROP
Discards one or more records.
DUPLICATE
Writes each input record in addition to the specified
                 number of copies of each input record.
ELASTIC
Puts a sufficient number of input records into a
                 buffer to prevent a pipeline stall.
ESCAPE
Inserts escape characters in records.
FANIN
Combines multiple input streams into a single stream
                 in a specified order.
FANINANY
Combines multiple input streams into a single stream.
                 FANINANY reads an input record from any input stream
                 that has a record available.
FANOUT
Copies primary input stream records to multiple
                 output streams.
FBLOCK
Reformats the primary input stream records to blocks
                 of a specified size.
FILEDESCRIPTOR
Reads from, or writes to, an OpenEdition file that is
                 already open.
FIND
Selects records that begin with a specified text.
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FRLABEL
                
                
FRTARGET
                
FULLSCR
                
FULLSCRQ
FULLSCRS
GATE
GATHER
                
                
GETFILES
HELP
HOLE
INSIDE
                
                
                
INSTORE
                
                
JOBLOG
JOIN
JOINCONT
JUXTAPOSE
                
LISTCAT
LISTDSI
LISTISPF
                
                
                
LISTPDS
                
LITERAL
                
                
LOCATE
                
                
LOOKUP
MCTOASA
                
MEMBERS
MERGE
                
NFIND
                
NINSIDE
                
                
                
NLOCATE
                
NOT
                
OUTSIDE
                
                
                
OUTSTORE
OVERLAY
                

Selects records that follow a specified target
including the target record. The specified target
must begin in the first column of a record.
Selects all records starting with the first record
selected by a specified stage command.
Writes input records to a 3270 terminal and reads
data from the terminal into a pipeline.
Writes 3270 device characteristics.
Formats 3270 device characteristics.
Causes portions of a pipeline to end.
Reads records from its connected input streams in
either sequential or some other specified order, and
writes them to its primary output stream.
Reads a list of data sets.
Displays help for pipelines.
Discards records.
Selects records between two specified targets not
including the records containing the target. The
specified targets must begin in the first column of a
record.
Reads records from its input stream into storage and
writes a single record containing only the pointers
to the records in storage.
Writes lines to the joblog from a batch job.
Concatenates groups of records.
Joins records marked with a continuation string.
Prefaces records in the secondary input stream with
records from the primary input stream.
Obtains data set names.
Obtains information about data sets.
Reads the directory of a partitioned data set and
writes a record for each member of the partitioned
data set, including any information that ISPF has
added to the directory.
Reads the directory of a partitioned data set and
writes a record for each member.
Writes the specified data to the primary output
stream and then copies primary input stream records
to the primary output stream.
Selects records that contain a specified string of
characters. The characters can appear at any position
within the record.
Finds records in a reference.
Converts machine carriage control to ASA carriage
control.
Extracts members from a partitioned data set.
Combines records from all input streams in ascending
or descending order.
Selects records that do not begin with a specified
text.
Selects records not located between two specified
targets. The records containing the targets are also
selected. The specified targets must begin in the
first column of a record.
Selects records that do not contain a specified
string of characters.
Reverses the primary and secondary output streams of
a specified stage command.
Selects records not located between two specified
targets. The records containing the targets are not
selected. The specified targets must begin in the
first column of a record.
Unloads a data set loaded into storage by INSTORE.
Reads a record from each input stream and merges the
records read into a single record.
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PACK
Compacts data.
PAD
Extends records with one or more occurrences of a
                 specified character.
PAUSE
Sends a signal from the pipeline containing the PAUSE
                 stage to the pipeline containing the RUNPIPE stage to
                 receive a type X'11' PAUSE event record.
PICK
Compares a field in the primary input stream record
                 to a specified string or a second field in the
                 record, and selects the record if the comparison
                 satisfies the specified relation.
PIPCMD
Issues primary input stream records as pipeline
                 subcommands.
PIPESTOP
Terminates stages waiting for an external event.
PREDSELECT
Copies a record from its primary input stream to
                 either its primary or secondary output stream
                 depending on the order of arrival of input records on
                 its other input streams.
PREFACE
Writes records from a specified stage command or
                 subroutine pipeline to the primary output stream
                 followed by primary input stream records.
QSAM
Gets records from or puts records to a physical
                 sequential data set using queued sequential
                 processing.
QUERY
Displays one of the following: the version of
                 BatchPipeWorks, the message level, the list of
                 messages that have been issued, or the level of
                 BatchPipeWorks.
READPDS
Extracts members from a partitioned data set.
REVERSE
Reverses the contents of records on a
                 character-by-character basis.
REXX
Invokes a REXX program as a stage command.
REXXVARS
Gives information about REXX variables.
RUNPIPE
Issues input stream records as pipelines.
SCM
Lines up comments and completes unclosed comments in
                 REXX and C programs.
SNAKE
Builds a multicolumn page layout.
SORT
Arranges records in ascending or descending order.
SPECS
Rearranges the contents of records.
SPILL
  Spills long lines at word boundaries.
SPLIT
Splits records into multiple records.
SQL
Issues DB/2 statements.
SQLSELECT
Queries a database and formats the results.
STACK
Reads from or writes to the data stack.
STATE
Determines whether the specified data set or data
                 sets exist.
STEM
Gets or sets REXX variables with the specified stem.
STRFIND
Selects records that begin with a specified string of
                 characters.
STRFRLABEL
Selects records that follow a specified target
                 including the target record. The specified string
                 must begin in the first column of a record.
STRIP
Removes leading or trailing characters from records.
STRLITERAL
Writes the specified data to the primary output
                 stream and then copies primary input stream records
                 to the primary output stream.
STRNFIND
Selects records that do not begin with a specified
                 string of characters.
STRTOLABEL
Selects records that precede a specified target, not
                 including the target record. The specified target
                 must begin in the first column of a record.
Selects consecutive records that begin with a
STRWHILELABEL
                 specified string. The records must be at the
                 beginning of the input stream. The specified string
                 must begin in the first column of a record.
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SUBCOM
                
SUSPEND
SYNCHRONIZE
                
SYSDSN
SYSOUT
SYSVAR
TAKE
                
TERMINAL
TIMESTAMP
TOKENIZE
TOLABEL
                
                
TOTARGET
                
TSO
                
UNIQUE
                
UNPACK
                
UNTAB
                
UPDATE
                
VAR
VARLOAD
VCHAR
VERIFY
                
WHILELABEL
                
                
                
WRITEPDS
XLATE
                
XRANGE
                
ZONE
                
                

Passes specified commands to a specified subcommand
environment.
Allows other stage functions to run.
Reads records from each of its input streams while
each stream has a record available.
Tests whether a data set exists.
Writes to a system output data set.
Retrieves the value of a system variable.
Selects one or more records from the beginning or end
of the primary input stream.
Reads from or writes to the terminal in line mode.
Determines when a record was read.
Parses records according to a specified token.
Selects records that precede a specified target not
including the target record. The specified target
must begin in the first column of a record.
Selects all records up to but not including the first
record selected by a specified stage command.
Issues TSO commands and writes the responses from the
commands to the pipeline rather than the terminal.
Compares the contents of adjacent records and
discards or retains the duplicate records.
Converts primary input stream records compressed by
PACK back to their original format.
Expands tab characters (X'05') to blanks for lining
up data into columns.
Modifies the primary input stream based on the
contents of the secondary input stream.
Gets or sets a REXX variable.
Sets a REXX variable.
Recodes characters to a different length.
Verifies that a record contains only specified
characters.
Selects consecutive records that begin with a
specified string. The records must be at the
beginning of the input stream. The specified target
must begin in the first column of a record.
Stores members into a partitioned data set.
Translates characters based on a specified
translation table.
Creates one record containing a specified range of
characters.
Defines locations of the input data in records from
which records are selected when using a specified
stage command.

Subtopics:
3.1 < (Read a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)
3.2 > (Write a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)
3.3 >> (Append to a Sequential Data Set)
3.4 <oe Read an OpenEdition Text File
3.5 >oe Replace or Create an OpenEdition Text File
3.6 >>oe Append to or Create an OpenEdition Text File
3.7 ALL
3.8 APPEND
3.9 ASATOMC
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3.10 BETWEEN
3.11 BLOCK
3.12 BPCOPY
3.13 BPREAD
3.14 BPWRITE
3.15 BROWSE
3.16 BUFFER
3.17 CASEI
3.18 CHANGE
3.19 CHOP
3.20 COLLATE
3.21 COMBINE
3.22 COMMAND
3.23 COPY
3.24 COUNT
3.25 DEAL
3.26 DEBLOCK
3.27 DELAY
3.28 DROP
3.29 DUPLICATE
3.30 ELASTIC
3.31 ESCAPE
3.32 FANIN
3.33 FANINANY
3.34 FANOUT
3.35 FBLOCK
3.36 FILEDESCRIPTOR
3.37 FIND
3.38 FRLABEL (FROMLABEL)
3.39 FRTARGET (FROMTARGET)
3.40 FULLSCRQ
3.41 FULLSCRS
3.42 GATE
3.43 GATHER
3.44 GETFILES
3.45 HELP
3.46 HOLE
3.47 INSIDE
3.48 INSTORE
3.49 JOBLOG
3.50 JOIN
3.51 JOINCONT
3.52 JUXTAPOSE
3.53 LISTCAT
3.54 LISTDSI
3.55 LISTISPF
3.56 LISTPDS
3.57 LITERAL
3.58 LOCATE
3.59 LOOKUP
3.60 MCTOASA
3.61 MEMBERS
3.62 MERGE
3.63 NFIND (NOTFIND)
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3.64 NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE)
3.65 NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE)
3.66 NOT
3.67 OUTSIDE
3.68 OUTSTORE
3.69 OVERLAY
3.70 PACK
3.71 PAD
3.72 PAUSE
3.73 PICK
3.74 PIPCMD
3.75 PIPESTOP
3.76 PREDSELECT
3.77 PREFACE
3.78 QSAM
3.79 QUERY
3.80 READPDS
3.81 REVERSE
3.82 REXX
3.83 REXXVARS
3.84 RUNPIPE
3.85 SCM
3.86 SNAKE
3.87 SORT
3.88 SPECS
3.89 SPILL
3.90 SPLIT
3.91 SQL
3.92 SQLSELECT
3.93 STACK
3.94 STATE
3.95 STEM
3.96 STRFIND
3.97 STRFRLABEL
3.98 STRIP
3.99 STRLITERAL
3.100 STRNFIND
3.101 STRTOLABEL
3.102 STRWHILELABEL
3.103 SUBCOM
3.104 SUSPEND
3.105 SYNCHRONIZE
3.106 SYSDSN
3.107 SYSOUT
3.108 SYSVAR
3.109 TAKE
3.110 TERMINAL
3.111 TIMESTAMP
3.112 TOKENIZE
3.113 TOLABEL
3.114 TOTARGET
3.115 TSO
3.116 UNIQUE
3.117 UNPACK
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3.118 UNTAB
3.119 UPDATE
3.120 VAR
3.121 VARLOAD
3.122 VCHAR
3.123 VERIFY
3.124 WHILELABEL
3.125 WRITEPDS
3.126 XLATE
3.127 XRANGE
3.128 ZONE
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3.1 < (Read a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__<__ _dsname_____ _________________ __ ________________ __________
____________________________________________>< |
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname_____ ________________ ________________________|
|
|
|
|_(member__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|_member__ ____________ __ddname______________________________|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_DDname=____|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the < stage command to read the contents of a physical sequential data set or a member of a partitioned data set into the pipeline. < reads the
specified physical sequential data set or the member of a partitioned data set and writes the records to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. A < stage command can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set or partitioned data set. The data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
member
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is the name of a member of the partitioned data set.
Enclose the data set name (and generation and member if specified) in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname=

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated data set.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: < writes the records read from the specified physical sequential data set or the member of a partitioned data set to its
primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to < because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the < stage command's primary output stream is not connected, it ends.
3. The data set name, data definition name, and member name are translated to uppercase before processing begins.
4. If the data set you specify is not allocated, the data set is temporarily allocated with a disposition of DISP=(SHR,KEEP). The temporary
allocation is freed when the data set has been processed.
5. < starts at commit level -2000000000. It then opens the DCB and commits to level 0. If in trying to reset the commit level the return code
is not zero, < closes the DCB without reading it.
6. See also LISTPDS, LISTISPF, READPDS, >, >>, and GETFILES.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.1.1 Example 1
3.1.2 Example 2
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3.2 > (Write a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__>__ _dsname_____ _________________ __ ________________ __________ __ ________ __ __________________
___________> |
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _|
| |_CHOP___| |_PAD_ _char____ __|
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
| |_COERCE_|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ________________ __ ___ _|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname_____ ________________ ________________________|
|
|
|
|_(member__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|_member__ ____________ __ddname______________________________|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_DDname=____|
|
|
|
| >__ __________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________>< |
|
|_ISPFSTATs________________|
|
|
|_USERDATA_ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the > stage command to rewrite an existing physical sequential data set, replacing the contents of the data set, or to replace a member of a
partitioned data set. This data set must already be preallocated. > copies its input stream records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
A > stage command cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands
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dsname
is the name of an existing physical sequential data set or an existing partitioned data set. The data set must be cataloged.
A fully qualified name must be specified unless the pipeline is running in TSO.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
member
is the name of a member of the partitioned data set.
Enclose the data set name (and generation and member if specified) in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname=

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated physical sequential data set or partitioned data set.

CHOP

specifies that input records longer than the specified record length of the data set are truncated to the record length of the data set.

COERCE

specifies that input records are padded with blanks or truncated to the record length of the data set.

PAD

specifies that records shorter in length than the record length of the data set are padded with the specified pad character to the record length of
the data set. If PAD is specified without COERCE or CHOP, input records must not be longer than the record length of the data set.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
ISPFSTATs

updates or creates user data in the format maintained by ISPF that is inserted in the directory entry. ISPFSTATS can be specified only for
partitioned data sets.
USERDATA

inserts the specified literal string in the directory entry. USERDATA can be specified only for partitioned data sets.
string
defines a string of characters to insert in the directory entry.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to insert in the directory entry. The X or H
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be inserted in the directory entry. The B can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: > copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes

1. > does not delay the records.
2. > translates the data definition name, data set name, and member name to uppercase.
3. If the data set you specify is not allocated, the data set or member is temporarily allocated with a disposition of DISP=(OLD,KEEP). The
temporary allocation is freed when the data set or member has been processed.
4. > starts at commit level -2000000000. It allocates the data set (if required) and commits to level 0. If in trying to reset the commit level the
return code is not zero, > does not open the data set. The data set is opened on commit level 0.
5. See also >>.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.2.1 Example 1
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3.3 >> (Append to a Sequential Data Set)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__>>__ _dsname_____ ______________ __________ __ ________ _________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
| |_CHOP___|
|
|
|
(1)
| |_COERCE_|
|
|
|_'dsname______ ______________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_| |_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ __________________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_PAD_ _char____ __|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the >> stage command to append data from the pipeline to a physical sequential data set. >> appends all records
from its primary input stream to the specified physical sequential data set. A >> stage command cannot be the first stage
of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set. The physical sequential data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified physical sequential data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated physical sequential data set.
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CHOP

specifies that input records longer than the specified record length of the data set are truncated to the record length of the
data set.

COERCE

specifies that input records are padded with blanks or truncated to the record length of the data set.

PAD

specifies that records shorter in length than the record length of the data set are padded with the specified pad character
to the record length of the data set. If PAD is specified without COERCE or CHOP, input records must not be longer
than the record length of the data set.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: >> copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. >> does not delay the records.
2. >> translates the data definition name and data set name to uppercase.
3. If the data set you specify is not allocated, the data set is temporarily allocated with a disposition of DISP=
(MOD,KEEP). The temporary allocation is freed when the data set has been processed.
4. >> cannot append to a member of a partitioned data set. Use the < stage command to read the member and use the
> stage command to replace the member.
5. >> starts at commit level -2000000000. It allocates the data set (if required), opens the DCB, and commits to level
0.
6. See also >.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.3.1 Example 1
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3.4 <oe Read an OpenEdition Text File

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__<oe__ _word_________ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_quotedString_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
<oe reads a file that is stored in the OpenEdition file system and deblocks it at line end characters (X'15'). If the file
contains no line end character, a single record is written containing the entire file.
Type
Device driver.
Operands
You must specify a word or a quote string.
Usage Notes

1. <oe must be a first stage.
2. <oe starts on commit level -2000000000. It issues the subroutine pipeline, which will commit to 0.
3. <oe terminates when it discovers that its output stream is not connected.
4. <oe uses a subroutine pipeline that contains hfs to read the file and deblock TEXTFILE to perform the deblocking.
Related Information
hfs.
Examples
To read a file in the current working directory, enter:
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pipe <oe .profile ¦ count lines ¦ console
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3.5 >oe Replace or Create an OpenEdition Text File

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__>oe__ _word_________ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_quotedString_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
>oe replaces the contents of a text file that is stored in the OpenEdition file system. It creates the file if it does not exist.
>oe appends a line end character (X'15') to each input record before it writes the record to the file.
Type
Device driver.
Operands
You must specify a word or a quote string.
Usage
Usage Notes

1. <oe must be a first stage.
2. <oe uses a subroutine pipeline that contains block TEXTFILE to append the line end and hfsreplace to replace the
file. When the file exists, >oe buffers the new contents of the file and thus replaces the specified file when it
reaches end-of-file.
3. >oe strictly does not delay the record.
4. >oe starts on commit level -2000000000. It issues the subroutine pipeline, which will commit to 0.
Related Information
hfsreplace
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Examples
To replace a file in the current working directory:
pipe literal line two ¦ literal line one ¦ >oe 'two line file'
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3.6 >>oe Append to or Create an OpenEdition Text File

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__>>oe__ _word_________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_quotedString_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
>>oe appends lines to a text file that is stored in the OpenEdition file system. It creates the file if it does not exist.
>>oe appends a line end character (X'15') to each input record before it writes the record to the file.
Type
Device driver.
Operands
You must specify a word or a quote string.
Usage Notes

1. >>oe must be a first stage.
2. >>oe uses a subroutine pipeline that contains block TEXTFILE to append the line end and hfs to append the file.
3. >>oe strictly does not delay the record.
4. >oe starts on commit level -2000000000. It issues the subroutine pipeline, which will commit to 0.
Related Information
hfsreplace
Examples
To replace a file in the current working directory:
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pipe literal line four ¦ literal line three ¦ >>oe 'two line file'
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3.7 ALL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ALL__| expression |_____________________________________________>< |
|
|
| expression:
|
|
<_ ! ___________ (1)
|
| |____| stringdef |_|_________________________________________________| |
|
|
| stringdef:
|
|
<_&_______________________________ (1)
|
| |____ _____ __ _/string/___________ _|_______________________________| |
|
|_ ¬ _| |_Xhexstring_________|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_________|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_________|
|
|
|_| expression |_____|
|
|
|_(_| expression |_)_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional between the logical operators and the
|
|
strings.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ALL stage command to select all records containing a specified string or strings determined by an expression.
The expression can be a character string, hexadecimal character string, binary string, or a combination of character
strings, hexadecimal character strings, binary strings, and logical operators. All records that contain the specified string
or strings are written to the primary output stream in the order found in the input stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, ALL writes all records that do not contain the specified string or strings to
its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, ALL discards these records.
Operands

¬

negates the selection criteria for the specified string or expression which immediately follows the ¬ operand.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, % , (, or )
for a delimiting character.
string
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specifies a string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the string of characters to be located. The
X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the string of characters to be located. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.
!

is the symbol for the OR operation. You can also use the vertical bar (|) as the OR operator. The records containing any
of the strings separated by a ! or | are selected.
&

is the symbol for the AND operation. Only the records containing all of the strings separated by an & are selected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ALL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: ALL copies input records that contain the string or strings determined by the expression to its
primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If the secondary output stream is connected, ALL copies to its secondary output stream all
input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. ALL does not delay the record.
2. If ALL's output streams are not connected, ALL ends.
3. You do not have to specify the delimiting character on the last delimited string.
4. If you specify only one string on ALL, it may be more efficient to use the LOCATE or NLOCATE stage
command.
5. If you specify ALL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must be completely located
within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of the
column range.
6. ALL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected, analyzes the argument
string, and then issues a subroutine pipeline to process the data. This subroutine commits to level 0.
7. See also LOCATE, NLOCATE, ZONE, CASEI, FIND, NFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND, and PICK.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.7.1 Example 1
3.7.2 Example 2
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3.8 APPEND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__APPEND__ _stagecommand__ __________ _ __________________________>< |
|
|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_subroutine_________________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the APPEND stage command to invoke another stage command or subroutine pipeline and write the records
produced by that stage command or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream (if it is connected) after first
copying the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a stage command or the name of a user-written stage command. If you specify a user-written stage
command, it must either be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it must be invoked
through the REXX stage command. The stagecommand must be a stage command you can specify as a first stage in a
pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified PipeWorkds stage command or user-written stage command.
subroutine
is a subroutine pipeline. No explicit connector can be specified. The beginning of the subroutine pipeline is not
connected. The output stream from the last stage in the subroutine pipeline is connected to APPEND's primary output
stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: APPEND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: APPEND copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream. APPEND then
writes any output resulting from the specified stage command or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes

1. APPEND does not delay the records.
2. If APPEND's output stream is not connected, APPEND ends.
3. BatchPipeWorks scans the operands of APPEND twice; first it scans the entire pipeline and then it scans again
after resolving the operands of APPEND. Because of the two-scan processes, be careful when you use a special
character in the operands of APPEND.
During the second scan, the vertical bar (|) is defined as the stage separator, the back slash (\) is defined as the end
character, and the double quotation mark (") is defined as the escape character. If you wish to use a vertical bar (|),
back slash (\), or double quotation mark (") in the operands of APPEND, you must precede it with the double
quotation mark ("), or you can specify two adjacent vertical bars (||), back slashes (\\), or double quotation marks
("").
For the first scan, you must also precede each special character with the escape character defined for the first scan,
or you can specify two adjacent stage separator characters, end character characters, or escape characters.
For example, there are several ways to append a record containing D|E to a stream containing only the record ABC:
You can use four adjacent vertical bars (||||):
pipe literal ABC| append literal D||||E| terminal
For the first scan, the PIPE command passes each set of || to the
APPEND stage as |; the resulting stage is:

append literal D||E
For the second scan, the PIPE command passes || to the LITERAL
stage as |; the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

You can define an escape character other than a double quotation mark for the first scan:
pipe (escape @) literal ABC| append literal D"@|E| terminal
During the first scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding at-sign (@); the
resulting stage is:

append literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
the resulting stage is:
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literal D|E

You can define a stage separator character other than a
pipe (separator ?) literal ABC? append literal D"|E? terminal

You can define an escape character as a double quotation mark for the first and second scan:
pipe (escape ") literal ABC| append literal D"""|E| terminal

During the first scan, the vertical bar and the second double quotation mark are not treated as special
characters because of the preceding double quotation marks; the resulting stage is:
append literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character because of the preceding double
quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

You can use two adjacent vertical bars (||) for the first scan:
pipe literal ABC| append literal D"||E| terminal
During the first scan, the second vertical bar in the string D"||
is not treated as a special character because of the vertical bar
preceding it; the resulting stage is:

append literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

4. If you specify REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or VARLOAD as stagecommand, REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or
VARLOAD accesses the variable environments in effect for APPEND.
5. See also PREFACE.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.8.1 Example 1
3.8.2 Example 2
3.8.3 Example 3
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3.9 ASATOMC

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ASATOMC_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ASATOMC stage command to convert ASA carriage control to machine carriage control. ASATOMC reads
records from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary output stream if it is connected. Null input
records are discarded.
ASATOMC inspects the first column of the first record to determine if the data set already has machine carriage control.
If the data set does not have machine carriage control, the ASA carriage control character in the first column of each
record is converted to the corresponding machine carriage control character and set in the previous record.
If the first record of the input data set already has machine carriage control, ASATOMC copies it to the output stream
and verifies that each record has valid machine carriage control.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ASATOMC reads records from its primary input stream. Null records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: After converting the records read from its primary input stream, ASATOMC writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. If conversion is performed, the carriage control character is not delayed but the data part of the record is delayed
by one record. If no conversion is performed, ASATOMC does not delay the records.
2. If ASATOMC's output stream is not connected, ASATOMC ends.
3. ASATOMC truncates records after 256 bytes without indication of an error.
4. Valid ASA carriage control characters are:
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Character
blank
0
+
1 through
9
A
B
C

Meaning
Space 1 line before printing
Space 2 lines before printing
Space 3 lines before printing
Suppress space before printing
Skip to the specified channel
                                     
Skip to channel 10
Skip to channel 11
Skip to channel 12

5. The last output record has a write-no-space command code (X'01').
6. See also MCTOASA.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.9.1 Example 1
3.9.2 Example 2
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3.10 BETWEEN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BETWEEN__ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ _______________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BETWEEN stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with the first
record that begins with a specified target string. BETWEEN writes a group or records to its primary output stream, if
connected, ending a group with the record that has the second specified string or with all remaining records once the
specified number of records that won't be selected is reached. Each specified target string must begin in the first column
of an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, BETWEEN writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, BETWEEN discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
BETWEEN /abc/ ?def?
is the same as

BETWEEN /abc/ /def/
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If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target
strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.

n
specifies the number of records to be written to the primary output stream, starting with and including the record that
begins with the starting target string1. BETWEEN writes n records each time the starting target string is found in the
first column of an input record. n cannot be less than 2. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less
than n, the remaining records are written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: BETWEEN reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: BETWEEN writes to its primary output stream input records that begin with the specified
target string and all records up to and including the record with the second specified target string or up to and including
the record corresponding to the number specified.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, BETWEEN writes all input records not selected
to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. BETWEEN does not delay the records.
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2. If BETWEEN's output streams are not connected, BETWEEN ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
BETWEEN /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

BETWEEN 1a1 171

The first BETWEEN stage selects records between a record beginning with target a and a record beginning with
the target 7. The second stage selects a group of records that includes a record beginning with target a and the
next 170 records. That is, 171 is processed as n rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target string, BETWEEN writes all the
records in its input stream to its primary output stream, starting with the record that begins with string1.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | between /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| cccddd
|
______________
| B |
| dddeee
|
| aaabbb
|
| E |
| eeefff
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
|______________|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| W |
| cccddd
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| dddeee
|
| E |
______________
| eeefff
|
| N |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
|______________|
|
|
| bbbccc
|
|_____|
| aaabbb
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, BETWEEN will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
target string is found before the ending target string, BETWEEN writes the records that are between (and
including) the first occurrence of the starting and ending target strings to its primary output stream. This also
includes the second record that begins with the starting target string.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | between /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
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ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| B |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| E |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| W |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| E |
| dddeee
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| N |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence of the starting target string is
found within the selected group of records, BETWEEN writes n records starting with the starting target string
including the record that begins with the second occurrence of the starting target string to its primary output
stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | between /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| B |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| E |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| W |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| E |
| dddeee
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| N |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

7. BETWEEN selects records from multiple groups, whereas FRLABEL followed by TOLABEL selects only one
group of records.
8. If you specify BETWEEN as an operand on the ZONE stage command, each target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
9. BETWEEN starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
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10. See also INSIDE, OUTSIDE, NINSIDE, CASEI, ZONE, and PICK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.10.1 Example 1
3.10.2 Example 2
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3.11 BLOCK

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_Fixed______________________________________________
|
|
>>__BLOCK__blocklength__|____________________________________________________|____________________________________>< |
|
|_ADMSF______________________________________________|
|
|
|_C__ ___________ __ _________ ______________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|_CRLF__ ___________ __ _________ ___________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|_Fixed__ ______________ ____________________________|
|
|
|
|_recordlength_|
|
|
|
|
_15______
|
|
|
|_LINEND__|_________|__ ___________ __ _________ ____|
|
|
|
|_char____| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|_NETdata____________________________________________|
|
|
|_SF_________________________________________________|
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ __ ___________ __ _________ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|_TEXTfile___________________________________________|
|
|
|_Variable___________________________________________|
|
|
|
| EOF:
|
|
_3F______
|
|
|__EOF__|_________|________________________________________________________________________________________________| |
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________|
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Purpose
Use the BLOCK stage command to block, or reformat, records in any of several different formats. BLOCK reads logical records from its
primary input stream and writes blocks of data to its primary output stream. Some blocking formats fill all output blocks to capacity (except for,
possibly, the last block). As a result, one input record may be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block.
Operands

blocklength
is the maximum length in bytes of the blocks. The value you specify for the variable blocklength depends on which format you choose:

Block Format
ADMSF
C
CRLF
FIXED
LINEND
NETDATA
SF
STRING
TEXTFILE
VARIABLE
VB
VBS
VS

Minimum Length
              2
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              9
              9
              9
              9

Maximum Length
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
          32760
          32760
          32760
          32760

Notes:
1. Although the minimum values for blocklength are acceptable, in most cases they will not be useful.
2. For the SF format, the minimum value for blocklength is 1 even though each logical record has a 2-byte record length prefix added to it.
A block size of 1 is allowed because that 2-byte prefix can be spanned across blocks.
3. For the VARIABLE, VB, VBS, and VS formats, the minimum value for blocklength is 9 because the block descriptor word and the
record descriptor word of the first record use the first 8 bytes in each block.
ADMSF

specifies that each block is in the structured field format used in Graphical Data Display Manager (GDDM*) objects. Before writing the
input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a 2-byte prefix to each logical record. This prefix contains the length of the record
(including the 2-byte prefix). A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely, with the following exceptions:
1. The last block may not be filled completely.
2. The 2-byte prefix cannot span 2 blocks. Instead, the last byte is padded with X'00' and the 2-byte prefix of the next record will
occupy the first 2 bytes of the next block.
C

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a line feed (X'25'). (This is equivalent to specifying LINEND
25.) A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter
because it is not padded). If you have any line feed characters in the input records, they are copied unchanged to the output record.
TERMinate

specifies that the last line of the input file should have a terminating line-end sequence. By default, BLOCK will insert line-end sequences
between input records and leave the last record free from a line-end sequence.

EOF

specifies that an end-of-file character is appended to the last record of the file, after the line-end sequence. If you omit the EOF operand,
no end-of-file character is appended. If you specify EOF with nothing after it, X'3F' is used as the default end-of-file character. If you
want to specify a different end-of-file character after EOF, the valid choices are:
char is the character that you want as the end-of-file character.
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hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you want as the end-of-file character. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

defines the end-of-file character as a blank (X'40').

CRLF

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a carriage return and line feed (X'0D25'). (This is equivalent to
specifying STRING X0D25.) A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block,
which may be shorter because it is not padded).

Fixed

recordlength
specifies that each block contains one or more complete logical records where all the records are the same length and have no control
characters appended between them. Null records are discarded. You can specify FIXED with or without a number following it. If you
specify recordlength, then all the logical records must be that length. If you do not specify recordlength, the length of the first nonnull
record is used as the record length. The default blocking format is FIXED.

Fixed

The length of a block (blocklength) must be an integral multiple of the input record length (recordlength). Each block contains one or
more logical records from the input stream depending on the value of recordlength. Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly,
the last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded).
LINEND

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a line-end character. The line-end character marks the end of
one logical record and the beginning of the next logical record. A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely
(except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded). If you have any line-end characters in the input
records, they are copied unchanged to the output record.
The default line-end character is the new-line character (X'15'). If you want to use a different character as the line-end character, you can
specify any one of the following:
char is the character that you want as the line-end character.

hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you want as the line-end character. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

defines the line-end character as a blank (X'40').

NETdata

specifies that blocks are segmented and spanned using the NETDATA format. The first byte of each input record is a flag byte indicating
whether the record is a data record (X'00') or a control record (X'20'). Note that the contents of the control records must have been built
previously (possibly by one or more LITERAL or PREFACE stages). Null records are discarded.

SF

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records in structured field format. Before writing the input record to the output
stream, BLOCK adds a 2-byte prefix to each logical record. This prefix contains the length of the record (including the 2-byte prefix). A
logical record and the 2-byte prefix can span blocks. Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which may be
shorter because it is not padded).
STRing

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a delimited, binary, or hexadecimal string that you supply.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters that you want to separate logical records.

Xhexstring
Hhexstring
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specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters that you want to separate logical
records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters that you want to separate logical records. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

A logical record and a string can span blocks. Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter
because it is not padded).
TEXTfile

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records that are each terminated with a line-end sequence. TEXTFILE's default lineend character specification is LINEND, its default line-end sequence is X'15', and TERMINATE is the default specifying that a line-end
sequence will be appended as the last line of the last input record. A logical record cannot span blocks. A line-end sequence may appear as
a separate record if it does not fit in a block with its corresponding record.
Variable

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in any one of the following formats:
Variable, where each input block contains one logical record in unblocked variable format. Before writing the input record to the
output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word before each block and a 4-byte record descriptor word before each
input record. Thus, the block size must be at least 8 bytes greater than the size of the longest input record.
Note: BLOCK blocklength VARIABLE ends if an input record is too large. Because of the two 4-byte descriptor word prefixes, the
input record must be at least 8 bytes less than the block size.
VB, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked format. Before writing the input record to the
output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word before each block and a 4-byte record descriptor word before each
input record. The number of logical records in a block is the maximum number that can fit in a block depending on the length of the
input records and the value of blocklength. A logical record does not span blocks.
Note: BLOCK blocklength VB ends if an input record is too large. When calculating the block size, remember to add 4 bytes for the
block descriptor word prefix and 4 bytes for the record descriptor word prefix for each record that will fit in the block.
VBS, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked spanned format. Records are segmented
where necessary to fill each block. Before writing the input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor
word before each block and a 4-byte segment descriptor word before each segment of an input record. The first 2 bytes of the
segment descriptor word contain the length of the segment (including the 4-byte prefix). The third byte of the segment descriptor
word contains a segment control code. The last byte of the segment descriptor word contains X'00'. Segments cannot span blocks.
The number of logical records in a block is the maximum number that can fit in a block depending on the value of blocklength.
If an input record is read and there are 4 bytes or fewer remaining in the output block, the input record will be written to the next
output block. In this case, the block is not filled completely because the 4 bytes of the record descriptor word must remain as a unit
in addition to at least 1 byte of the record.
VS, where each input block contains one (or part of one) logical record in variable spanned format. If an input record is larger than
the block size (blocklength), then the record is segmented to fit within the blocksize. A block contains either one logical record or a
segment of one logical record. Before writing the input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word
before each block and a 4-byte segment descriptor word before the input record segment. The first 2 bytes of the segment descriptor
word contain the length of the segment (including the 4-byte segment descriptor word). The third byte of the segment descriptor
word contains a segment control code. The last byte of the segment descriptor word contains X'00'. BLOCK puts each logical
record in a new block, even if the last segment of the previous record is less than the blocksize.
Note: To be compatible with DEBLOCK, BLOCK has synonyms for the 3 other MVS data formats: VB, VBS, and VS. However, be
aware that BLOCK blocks input records in the same MVS data format that they were unblocked in. If the input records were unblocked in
VBS format, BLOCK blocks the records in VBS format, even if you specified one of the other 3 MVS data formats. For example, the
following PIPE command unblocks the data in VS format and tries to block it in VB format:
pipe < testvs file | deblock vs | block 20 vb | > testvb file a
However, when you examine the output of TESTVB FILE, you will find
that BLOCK blocked the data in VS format, not VB format. Because
BLOCK recognizes that the input records were unblocked in VS format,
it ignores the fact that you specified VB as the blocking format.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: BLOCK reads records from its primary input stream. Each input record is a logical record to be blocked according
to the specified format.
Primary Output Stream: After blocking the records read from its primary input stream, BLOCK writes blocks of data to its primary output
stream. Depending on the format, one logical record can be spanned across more than one block.
Usage Notes

1. BLOCK delays the records.
2. If BLOCK's primary output stream is not connected, BLOCK ends.
3. BLOCK treats null logical records as if they were logical records that contain no data, with the following exceptions: the FIXED
and NETDATA blocking formats discard null logical records.
4. BLOCK starts at commit level -2000000000. It allocates the buffer of the specified size and then commits to level 0.
5. See also DEBLOCK, FBLOCK, JOIN, and SNAKE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.11.1 Example 1
3.11.2 Example 2
3.11.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.12 BPCOPY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BPCOPY__ddname1__ _________ ____________________________________>< |
|
|_ddname2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BPCOPY stage command within BatchPipes fittings to make copies of data flowing through a BatchPipes pipe.
You can make up to two copies of the data with this stage command. BPCOPY can be associated with either a
BatchPipes writer or reader:
If BPCOPY is associated with a writer, it reads each record from the writer, writes it to ddname1 and, optionally,
ddname2. Then, if a primary output stream is connected, the record is passed along to the next stage on the
primary output stream. The record then passes to the BatchPipes pipe.
If BPCOPY is associated with a reader, it reads each record from the pipe, writes it to ddname1 and, optionally,
ddname2. If a primary output stream is connected, the record is passed along to the next stage on the primary
output stream. The record then becomes input to a BatchPipes reader.
If no output stream is connected, BPCOPY is the single stage command in the fitting.
ddname1
is the data definition name of the physical sequential data set that receives a copy of the data. This operand is required.
ddname2
is an optional data definition name of the physical sequential data set that receives a second copy of the data.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: The primary output stream, if connected, receives a copy of each record.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to BPCOPY because it can be used only as the first stage of a fitting in a
pipeline.
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2. BPCOPY must be the first stage in the pipeline and can be the only stage in the pipeline.
3. BPCOPY can be used only in a BatchPipes fitting; it cannot be used in a half-pipe fitting or any other
environment.
4. BPCOPY is mutually exclusive with BPR and BPW.
5. BPCOPY starts at commit level -2000000000 and remains at that level.
6. BPCOPY is more efficient than using the equivalent fitting:
BPR|QSAM ddname|BPW

7. See also BPWRITE and BPREAD.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.12.1 Example 1
3.12.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.13 BPREAD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BPRead__________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BPREAD stage command within BatchPipes fittings to read records into the pipeline and write them to its
primary output stream, if it is connected. BPREAD can be used only as the first stage of a fitting in the pipeline.
Whether in a writer-connection fitting or a reader-connection fitting, BPREAD reads data into the fitting:
In a writer-connection fitting, BPREAD reads each record from the BatchPipes writer
In a reader-connection fitting, BPREAD reads each record from the BatchPipes pipe
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: BPREAD writes the records it reads to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to BPREAD because it can be used only as the first stage of a fitting in a
pipeline.
2. If BPREAD's output stream is not connected, BPREAD ends.
3. BPREAD starts at commit level -2000000000 and remains at that level.
4. BPREAD can be used only in a BatchPipes fitting.
5. See also BPWRITE and BPCOPY.
Example
Subtopics:
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3.13.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.14 BPWRITE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BPWrite_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BPWRITE stage command within BatchPipeWorks fittings to write records from its primary input stream to its
primary output stream, if it is connected. BPWRITE cannot be the first stage of a fitting.
Whether in a writer-connection fitting or a reader-connection fitting, BPWRITE writes data from the fitting:
In a writer-connection fitting, BPWRITE writes records to a BatchPipes pipe.
In a reader-connection fitting, BPWRITE writes records to a BatchPipes reader.
If a primary output stream is connected, BPWRITE passes each record to the next stage.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: BPWRITE copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. BPWRITE does not delay the records.
2. BPWRITE starts at commit level -2000000000 and remains at that level.
3. BPWRITE can be used only in a BatchPipes fitting.
4. See also BPREAD and BPCOPY.
Example
Subtopics:
3.14.1 Example 1
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3.15 BROWSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _BROWSE_ __ _____________ __ ________________ _________________>< |
|
|_BRW____| |_| options |_| |_(__| text |__)_|
|
|
|
| options::
|
| |__ ____ __ ______________________ __ ______________________ ________| |
|
|_CC_| |_DATACODEPAGE__number_| |_TERMCODEPAGE__number_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
browse displays its input data on a 3270 terminal. You can control the display with program function keys. The display
is your terminal. The input is passed to the output as it is being displayed.
Subtopics:
3.15.1 Type.
3.15.2 User Notes.
3.15.3 Example.
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3.16 BUFFER

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BUFFER__ ___________________ ___________________________________>< |
|
|_n__ ____________ _|
|
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BUFFER stage command without operands to accumulate all the records (including null records) from its
primary input stream, not passing any of the records until end of file is reached on the primary input stream. When
BUFFER reaches end of file on its input stream, it writes all the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Use the BUFFER stage command with an operand to accumulate input records until a null record is read or end of file is
reached. BUFFER writes this set of input records the specified number of times. If you specify a number greater than
one, a null record or a record containing the specified string is written between the copies of the set of input records.
Then BUFFER copies the null input record or the specified string to its primary output stream. This process continues
until BUFFER reaches end of file on its primary input stream and all sets of input records are written to its primary
output stream.
Operands

n
is the number of copies of the set of input records that are written to the output stream. If you do not specify n, one copy
of the set of input records is written to the output stream. If you specify n without specifying string, hexstring, or
binstring, BUFFER writes a null record between copies of the set of input records.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters written as a record between multiple copies of the set of input records.
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Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters written as a record
between multiple copies of the set of input records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters written as a record between multiple
copies of the set of input records. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: BUFFER reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After reading all its input records or a null input record, BUFFER copies the records to its
primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. If no operands are specified, BUFFER delays the records until end of file is reached. If one or more operands are
specified, BUFFER delays the records until the end of a set of input records is reached.
2. If BUFFER's output stream is not connected, BUFFER ends.
3. If you use the same input streams, identical output streams are produced by the following two buffer stages:
... | buffer | ...
... | buffer 1 | ...

The timing of the output records is different if there are null records in the input stream. When used without
operands, BUFFER reads all input records before writing output records. When used with operands, BUFFER
produces its first output record after it reads the first null record.
4. A BUFFER stage may be necessary to prevent pipeline stalls. See BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more
information on pipeline stalls.
5. Be aware that the accumulating records might require a large virtual storage buffer.
6. See also SORT, INSTORE, OUTSTORE, COPY, ELASTIC, and DUPLICATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.16.1 Example 1
3.16.2 Example 2
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3.17 CASEI

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__CASEI____________________________________________________________> |
|
|
| >__ ___________________________________________________________ _____> |
|
|_ZONE__ _________________________________ __| Inputrange |_|
|
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| >__ _________ __stagecommand__ __________ __________________________>< |
|
|_REVERSE_|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CASEI stage command to invoke a stage command that selects records from its primary input stream. Input
records are selected regardless of whether the characters are uppercase or lowercase in the input records and target string
specified on the stage command.
The target string on the specified stage command is translated to uppercase and the input records are translated to
uppercase before the search begins. When the match is found, CASEI writes the original untranslated input records
containing the string to its primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, CASEI writes the original untranslated input records that are not selected to
its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, CASEI discards the records that are not
selected.
CASEI discards an input record if the invoked stage command discards the record. That is, CASEI does not write a
record to its primary output stream or secondary output stream if the invoked stage command discards a record it reads.
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Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal c-b-A | casei zone ws - w3 find a| terminal
c-b-A
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a CASEI stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FS to specify that the
question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b?c? | literal c?b?A | casei zone fs ? f3 find a| terminal
c?b?A
READY
If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a CASEI
stage, a field separator character remains in effect until the next
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
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Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which the specified stage command operates.
The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character
string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words each where the words are separated by a
blank:
pipe literal G H I | literal g h i | casei zone word 2 find h| terminal
g h i
G H I
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, the letter c
is the third word (regardless of the case):

pipe literal ?A?B??C a?b?c | split | zone ws ? w3 find c| terminal
?A?B??C
a?b?c
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the specified stage command operates. The
FIELDSEPARATOR operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal AB-CD | literal ab-cd | casei zone fs - f2 find c | terminal
ab-cd
AB-CD
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters without data
between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?C?B??A C?B?A | split | casei zone fs ? f3 find a| terminal
C?B?A
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
the specified stage command operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative
number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the
beginning of the record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
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-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the third-from-last to the second-from-last columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDE FGHIJ | split | casei zone -3;-2 find hi| terminal
FGHIJ
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -3;-2 specifies that the
third-from-last word or field to the second-from-last word or
field is the input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
CASEI are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
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is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command that reads records from
its primary input stream and writes records to its primary or secondary output stream depending on some condition. The
stage command you specify must be one that selects records. When both its output streams are connected, the stage must
write an input record only once and to only one stream. The stage must not delay the records. If you specify a userwritten stage command, it must either be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it
must be invoked through the REXX stage command. The stagecommand must not be a stage command that you can
only specify as a first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
ZONE

specifies that the information following ZONE indicates the column range of the input record from which the target
string on stagecommand is to be selected. Only the specified part of the input record is passed to the stagecommand. See
"Example 3" in topic 3.17.3.

REVERSE

reverses an input record before it is passed to the specified stage command. If you specify the ZONE operand, only the
characters in the specified column range are reversed.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: CASEI reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: CASEI copies the original untranslated input records that contain the target string to its primary
output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If the secondary output stream is connected, CASEI copies to its secondary output stream all
input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. CASEI does not delay the records. If you specify a stage command that delays the records for stagecommand,
results are unpredictable.
2. The stagecommand operand must be a stage command that selects records. If you specify a stage command that
does not select records (such as SPLIT), CASEI will produce unpredictable results.
3. The input records are translated to uppercase before the stagecommand operand processes them. Keep in mind,
however, that if stagecommand searches for a lowercase character specified as a hexadecimal or binary string,
stagecommand will not find the character because the records have all been translated to uppercase. In the
following example:
pipe literal AaBbCc| casei locate x81 | terminal
the lowercase a (X'81') in the literal string is not found because it
was translated to uppercase before LOCATE processed the string x81.
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4. The CASEI and ZONE stage commands are commutative. In other words, the following two stages give identical
results:
... | casei zone 7-10 frlabel abc | ...

... | zone 7-10 casei frlabel abc | ...

5. If you specify both the ZONE and REVERSE operands, you can specify them in any order. However, regardless
of the order in which you specify them, they are always processed as if you specified ZONE first and then
REVERSE. For example, the following two PIPE commands display the same results:
pipe literal AbcdEf| casei zone 2.2 reverse locate /Cb/ | terminal
AbcdEf
READY
pipe literal AbcdEf| casei reverse zone 2.2 locate /Cb/ | terminal
AbcdEf
READY

6. BatchPipeWorks scans CASEI only once, unlike the specified stage commands for APPEND and PREFACE.
7. CASEI starts at commit level -2. CASEI does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage command must
do so.
8. See also ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.17.1 Example 1
3.17.2 Example 2
3.17.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.18 CHANGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1-*___________________
|
| >>__CHANGE__ _________ __|_______________________|___________________> |
|
|_ANYcase_| |_columnrange___________|
|
|
|_CASEANY_| |
<_____________
|
|
|
|_(____columnrange_|__)_|
|
|
|
| >__ _/string1/string2/_________________ __ ___ _____________________>< |
|
|
(1)
| |_n_|
|
|
|_ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/____ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2__|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2__|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2__|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) When string1 and string2 are specified as two separate delimited |
|
strings, the delimiter used for each string must be different.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CHANGE stage command to replace a string of characters with another string of characters of the same or a
different length. CHANGE reads records from its primary input stream, replaces any specified strings that are found
within the specified column range, and then writes the records to its primary output stream if it is connected. If the target
string does not appear in an input record, CHANGE writes the record unchanged to its secondary output stream, if
defined. If the target string does not appear in an input record, and its secondary output stream is not defined, CHANGE
writes the record to its primary output stream.
If ANYCASE is not specified, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is
found only if the data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank characters. Blank
characters contained in the input stream must match the blank characters in the target string.
Operands

ANYcase
CASEANY

specifies that the case of letters be preserved in the following manner. The characters specified in the target string and in
the input string are compared in uppercase. If the target string is found, and contains one or more uppercase characters
or contains no letters, the string that replaces the target string is inserted in the output record without change of case;
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otherwise, an attempt is made to preserve the case of the string being replaced. When the target string contains no
uppercase letters and starts with one or more lowercase letters, the following rules determine the case of the replacement
string:
When the first two characters of the replaced string in the input record are both lowercase, the string that replaces
the target string is used without change.
When the first two characters of the replaced string in the input record are uppercase, the complete replacement
string is translated to uppercase.
When the first character of the replaced string in the input record is uppercase and the second one is lowercase (or
not a letter or the string is only one character), the first letter of the string that replaces the target string is
translated to uppercase.
columnrange
specifies what input record columns CHANGE searches for string1, hexstring1, or binstring1. If you do not specify
columnrange, CHANGE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1. You can
specify columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify and you must enclose the set of columnrange operands within parentheses. You
must specify columnrange operands in ascending order. If you specify more than one columnrange operand, the ranges
of columns must not overlap.
/(diagonal)
signifies a nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string1 or string2. When three delimiters are used,
you must specify the same delimiting character in each position. When two separate strings are specified, each with two
delimiters, a different delimiter must be used for each string. Also, the character used as the delimiter for the first string
cannot be present in the second string. For example,
CHANGE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as
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CHANGE /abc/def/

If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
is a target string of characters to change. If you specify a null string for string1, CHANGE inserts string2, hexstring2, or
binstring2 immediately before the first column of the first columnrange operand you specify.
If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a target string of characters to change.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring1

specifies a string of binary characters, following the B, that defines a target string of characters to change. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.
string2
is the group of characters that is to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1. You must specify the trailing delimiter
after string2. If you specify a null string for string2, CHANGE deletes occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1
within the range or ranges you specify for columnrange.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters that is to replace
string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 X or H, that defines a target string of characters to change. The X or H can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring2

specifies a string of binary characters, following the B, that defines a string of characters that is to replace string1,
hexstring1, or binstring1 The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
n
is the maximum number of occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 to be changed in each input record. If you
do not specify n, all occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 within the range or ranges you specify for
columnrange are changed. If you specify a null string for string1, 1 is the default value for n and 1 is the only value
allowed for n.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: CHANGE reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream: After replacing any specified strings in records read from its input stream, CHANGE writes
both records that have been changed and records that remain unchanged to its primary output stream when no secondary
output stream is connected.
Secondary Output Stream: When the secondary output stream is defined, CHANGE writes changed records to its
primary output stream and unchanged records to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. CHANGE does not delay the records.
2. If CHANGE's output streams are not connected, CHANGE ends.
3. If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. For example,
CHANGE /8/9/
is not equivalent to

CHANGE 38393

The first CHANGE stage changes the string 8 to 9. The second stage results in an error message because 38393 is
processed as columnrange rather than as delimited strings. The error message is issued because string1 and
string2 are required operands.
4. Occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 that are outside all specified column ranges are not changed.
5. By default, the CHANGE stage command changes all occurrences of the specified target string found in the input
records provided you did not specify a null string for the specified string.
6. To change a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE with all occurrences of the character string
A|B changed to B|C, issue the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | change /A%|B/B%|C/ | terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the CHANGE stage
command is used to change all occurrences of the string A|B to B|C. The string contains the | character, which is
the default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the |
character as a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage
separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the
CHANGE stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the CHANGE
stage as |. For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
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pipe < INPUT.FILE | change /A||B/B||C/ | terminal

7. CHANGE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
8. See also ESCAPE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.18.1 Example 1
3.18.2 Example 2
3.18.3 Example 3
3.18.4 Example 4

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.19 CHOP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_80_____
|
| >>__CHOP__ _|________|______________________________________ _______>< |
|
| |_column_|
|
|
|
|_ _____________ __| Group |__ _____ __| Target |_|
|
|
|_ ___ __disp_|
|_NOT_|
|
|
|_-_|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
_BEFORE_
|
| |__|________|________________________________________________________| |
|
|_AFTER__|
|
|
|
| Target:
|
| |__ _charrange______________ ________________________________________| |
|
|_ANYof__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CHOP stage command to truncate records selectively. CHOP reads records from its primary input stream,
truncates them at the column specified, and writes the truncated records to its primary output stream if it is connected. If
its secondary output stream is connected, CHOP writes the truncated portion of each record to its secondary output
stream. If you do not specify an operand, CHOP truncates records after column 80.
Records are truncated relative to occurrences of a specified target. The target can be a range of characters, a list of
characters, or a character string.
You can specify that the records be truncated at, before, or after a target. If you specify that the records are to be
truncated before or after the target, truncation can occur at a specified displacement before or after the target.
Operands

column
identifies the column after which CHOP is to truncate the records.
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disp
-disp
is the relative displacement, in number of columns, from the target to the position in the record where truncation is to
occur. If you specify:

disp and BEFORE, truncation occurs before the column that is disp columns to the left of the target
disp and AFTER, truncation occurs after the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and BEFORE, truncation occurs before the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and AFTER, truncation occurs after the column that is disp columns to the left of the target.
BEFORE

causes truncation to take place before the target. This is the default.

AFTER

causes truncation to take place after the target.
If you specify AFTER with STRING, the records are truncated after the column containing the last character of the first
occurrence of string, hexstring, or binstring.
NOT

negates the way in which CHOP locates the target.
If you specify NOT with charrange, the target is any character not within that range. If you specify NOT with ANYOF,
the target is any character not in the specified list. If you specify NOT with STRING, the target is any column not part
of a matching string.
charrange
is a range of target characters. The record will be truncated before or after the first character it finds in the range. You
can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
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hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.

When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the range is based on the hexadecimal
representation of the characters. The characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1',
X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof

specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of target characters. Truncation occurs when any one of
the characters in the string is matched.
STRing

specifies that the string of characters following STRING is a string of target characters. Truncation occurs only when
the entire string is matched.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match.

Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a group of characters to be located. The
X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a group of characters to be located. The B can be specified
in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible
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by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: CHOP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After truncating the records read from the input stream as specified, CHOP writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, CHOP writes the truncated portion of each
record to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. CHOP does not delay the records.
2. If CHOP' output streams are not connected, CHOP ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal representation of the ending character is less
than the starting character, the hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is X'00'.
4. CHOP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
5. See also JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, STRIP, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.19.1 Example 1
3.19.2 Example 2
3.19.3 Example 3
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3.20 COLLATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__COLLATE__|__________________|__| Group |________________________>< |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
_1-*__1-*_______________________
_MASTER DETAILs_
|
| |__|________________________________|__|________________|____________| |
|
|_columnrange1__ ______________ _| |_MASTER_________|
|
|
|_columnrange2_|
|_DETAILs________|
|
|
|_DETAILs MASTER_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COLLATE stage command to match records in its primary input stream with records in its secondary input
stream and write the matched and unmatched records to different output streams. The records in each input stream must
be in ascending order based on the contents of a key field.
The records in the primary input stream are referred to as master records. Each master record has a key field, a specific
range of columns within a record which identifies the record; two master records cannot have the same contents in their
key field.
The records in the secondary input stream are referred to as the detail records. The detail records are related to the
master records. A detail record matches a master record when the key fields have identical data. Two or more detail
records can have the same data in their key field.
COLLATE writes records to three output streams if each is connected:
The primary output stream contains matching records. The operands for COLLATE let you specify the sequence
of the master and detail records in the primary output stream and whether COLLATE writes both the master and
detail records, only the master records, or only the details records to the primary output stream.
The secondary output stream contains master records that do not have any matching detail records.
The tertiary output stream contains detail records that do not have a matching master record.
Operands
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NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. This is the default.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange1
defines a key field for the master records. If columnrange1 is not specified, the key field is the entire record for both the
primary and secondary input streams. The format for columnrange1 is identical with the format for columnrange2.
columnrange2
defines a key field for the detail records. If columnrange2 is not specified, columnrange1 defines the key field for both
the primary and secondary input streams. You can specify columnrange2 (which is identical with the format for
columnrange1) as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)-1 for n.
MASTER DETAILs

specifies that for matched master and detail records, the master record followed by its matched detail records are written
to the primary output stream. This is the default.
MASTER

specifies that for matched master and detail records, only the master records are written to the primary output stream.
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The matched detail records are discarded.
DETAILs

specifies that for matched master and detail records, only the detail records are written to the primary output stream. The
matched master records are discarded.
DETAILs MASTER

specifies that for matched master and detail records, the matched detail records followed by their master record are
written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: COLLATE reads master records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream. The secondary input stream
must be defined.
Primary Output Stream: COLLATE writes matching records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: COLLATE writes master records that do not have any matching detail records to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Tertiary Output Stream: COLLATE writes detail records that do not have a matching master record to its tertiary output
stream, if it is connected.
Usage Notes

1. COLLATE does not delay the records.
2. If COLLATE's output streams are not connected, COLLATE ends.
3. The following diagram shows the input and output streams for the COLLATE stage command using the default
operands:
__________
________________
|
|________ÿ|Matching MASTER |
___________
|
C
|
| and DETAILS
|
| MASTER
|____ÿ|
|
|________________|
|
|
|
O
|
|___________|
|
|
Primary Input
|
L
|
Stream
|
|
________________
|
L
|________ÿ|MASTER without |
|
|
|matching DETAILS|
|
A
|
|________________|
|
|
___________
|
T
|
| DETAILS |____ÿ|
|
|
|
|
E
|
________________
|___________|
|
|________ÿ|DETAILS without |
Secondary Input
|
|
|matching MASTER |
Stream
|__________|
|________________|

Primary
Output
Stream

Secondary
Output
Stream

Tertiary
Output
Stream

The PIPE command in the following REXX exec shows how to code a COLLATE stage as shown in the
preceding diagram. The COLLATE stage reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes
the contents of its primary, secondary, and tertiary output streams to separate files. Note that the input data sets
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must be sorted in ascending order.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MYCOLLAT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < MASTER.RECORDS',
/* read MASTER.RECORDS */
|
|
'| c: collate',
/* find matches */
|
|
'| > MATCHING.RECORDS',
/* write matching masters and details */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< DETAIL.RECORDS',
/* read DETAIL.RECORDS */
|
|
'| c:',
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE */
|
|
'| > UNREF.MASTERS',
/* write masters without details */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
' c:',
/* define tertiary output for COLLATE */
|
|
'| > UNREF.DETAILS'
/* write details without masters */
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

4. Although the COLLATE and LOOKUP stage commands both process master and detail records read from their
input streams, COLLATE reads master records from its primary input stream and LOOKUP reads master records
from its secondary input stream. COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream and LOOKUP
reads detail records from its primary input stream.
5. Unlike LOOKUP, COLLATE requires that input records be sorted in ascending order by the key field.
6. COLLATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
7. See also LOOKUP, MERGE, and SORT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.20.1 Example 1
3.20.2 Example 2
3.20.3 Example 3
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3.21 COMBINE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1____________________
|
| >>__COMBINE__|______________________|__ _N___________ ______________>< |
|
|_*____________________| |_AND_________|
|
|
|_n1___________________| |_X___________|
|
|
|_KEYLENgth__n2________| |_EXClusiveor_|
|
|
| _STOP__ALLEOF_____ | |_Or__________|
|
|
|_|__________________|_| |_FIRST_______|
|
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ _|
|_LAST________|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|_n3_____|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COMBINE stage command to join the contents of multiple primary input stream records into one output record
according to a specified function. COMBINE writes the output record to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Records can be treated as a string of bits and combined according to a specified logical operator, or the contents of an
output column gathered from the first or last input record in the range that contains that particular column.
When both a primary and a secondary input stream are connected, one record from each stream is paired up for
processing, and specifying the asterisk, n1, or KEYLENGTH n2 operand is regarded as an error.
When records of varying lengths are combined, any bits that extend in one record beyond bits found in a shorter record
are just copied to the output record.
Operands

n1
specifies the additional number of primary input stream records to combine with the first primary input stream record.
That is, it combines the first n1+1 primary input stream records into a single record. It then combines the next n1+1
records. This process continues until all primary input stream records are processed. If the number of records in the
primary input stream is not evenly divisible by n1+1, then the last output record written contains the combined
remaining records. If you do not specify n1, COMBINE assumes the default is 1 and combines pairs of primary input
stream records.
If you specify asterisk (*) for n1, all records in the input stream are combined into a single output record. If you specify
0 for n1, COMBINE copies all primary input stream records unchanged to its primary output stream.
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KEYLENgth

specifies that primary input stream records are combined as long as they contain the same key in the first n2 columns.
COMBINE leaves the key unchanged, combining only those columns beyond the key. If there is only one primary input
stream record that contains the key, the record is written to the primary output stream unchanged.
n2
specifies that the key is in the first n2 columns of each primary input stream record. COMBINE writes one record to its
primary output stream for all of the adjacent primary input stream records that contain the same key.

STOP

when two input streams are connected, STOP specifies whether either or both input streams must be at end of file for
COMBINE to stop processing input records. STOP ALLEOF is the default.

ALLEOF

when two input streams are connected, STOP ALLEOF specifies that input records will stop being processed when
COMBINE determines that all its input streams are no longer connected. Records continue to be read as long as at least
one input stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the default.

ANYEOF

specifies that records will stop being written as soon as COMBINE determines that either of its input streams is no
longer connected.
n3
is the number of streams required to become unconnected and reach end of file before COMBINE stops writing records.
Specify either decimal number 1 or 2. Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF. Specifying 2 or a greater
number is the same as specifying ALLEOF.

N
AND

specifies that the records are combined according to a logical AND operation. A bit is 1 in the output record only if it is
1 in that position in each of the input records in the range. A bit is 0 in the output record if any record in the range has a
0 in that position.
X
EXClusiveor

specifies that the records are combined according to a logical EXCLUSIVE OR operation. A bit in the output record is 1
when an odd number of input records in the specified range have a 1 in that position. If an even number of records have
a 1 in that position, or if no records have a 1 in that position, the resulting bit in the output record is 0.

Or

specifies that the records are combined according to a logical inclusive OR operation. A bit in the output record is 1 if
any record in the specified range has a 1 in that position; it is 0 when all input records in the specified range have a 0 in
that position.

FIRST

specifies that the contents of an output column are to be taken from the first input record in the range that contains that
particular column.
LAST

specifies that the contents of an output column are to be taken from the last input record in the range that contains that
particular column.
Streams Used
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Primary Input Stream: COMBINE reads records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: COMBINE reads records from its secondary input stream, if connected, combining one
primary input stream record with one secondary input stream record as a pair.
Primary Output Stream: After combining the records read from its primary input stream, COMBINE writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. COMBINE delays the records. The last input record in each set of combined records is not delayed.
2. If COMBINE's output stream is not connected, COMBINE ends.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.21.1 Example 1
3.21.2 Example 2
3.21.3 Example 3
3.21.4 Example 4
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3.22 COMMAND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__COMMAND__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COMMAND stage command to issue TSO commands from a pipeline and to write the responses from the
commands to the terminal. If an operand is specified, it is passed as a command to TSO for execution as if the command
were invoked using 'ADDRESS TSO' from MVS/REXX. Then, any primary input stream records are read and passed to
TSO as commands. When the COMMAND stage command issues each of these commands, any line mode output from
a command is written to the terminal.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage command writes all line mode output from a
command to the terminal and then writes the return code from that command to its secondary output stream. This is
repeated for each command issued by the COMMAND stage command.
Operands

string
is a command to pass to TSO for execution. The string operand cannot be specified if the secondary output stream of the
COMMAND stage command is connected; in that case, the COMMAND stage command issues only the commands
that it reads from its primary input stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: The COMMAND stage command reads records from its primary input stream. Input records
must contain a command to be passed to TSO for execution. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage command writes the
return code from each command to its secondary output stream after any line mode output from that command has been
written to the terminal.
Usage Notes
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1. COMMAND does not delay the records; it writes all of the output from each command to the terminal and writes
the return code to the secondary output stream before it consumes the input record.
2. If COMMAND's secondary output stream is no longer connected, COMMAND ends.
3. COMMAND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
4. See also SUBCOM and the TSO stage command.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.22.1 Example 1
3.22.2 Example 2
3.22.3 Example 3
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3.23 COPY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__COPY____________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COPY stage command to prevent a stall in a multistream pipeline when a one-record delay is sufficient to
prevent a stall. COPY delays the passing of its input stream to its output stream by one record.
COPY reads each record from its primary input stream into a buffer. COPY consumes an input record before it writes
the contents of the buffer to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: COPY reads records from its primary input stream. Each input record is read into a buffer.
Primary Output Stream: COPY writes the contents of the buffer to its output stream after reading the next record into
the buffer.
Usage Notes

1. COPY delays one record.
2. If COPY's primary output stream is not connected, COPY ends.
3. See also BUFFER and ELASTIC.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.23.1 Example 1
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3.24 COUNT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<______________
|
| >>__COUNT___ _BYTES______ |_________________________________________>< |
|
|_CHARS______|
|
|
|_CHARACTErs_|
|
|
|_WORDS______|
|
|
|_LINES______|
|
|
|_RECORDS____|
|
|
|_MINline____|
|
|
|_MAXline____|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COUNT stage command to count bytes, blank-delimited character strings, or records. You can also use COUNT
to return the length of the shortest or longest record. COUNT reads records from its primary input stream and counts
each specified item. If its primary output stream is connected but its secondary output stream is not connected, COUNT
writes a single record containing the count information to its primary output stream and discards the records from its
primary input stream. If both its primary and secondary output streams are connected, COUNT copies its primary input
stream records to its primary output stream and writes a single record containing the count information to its secondary
output stream.
Operands

BYTES
CHARS
CHARACTErs

specifies that the number of characters or bytes in the records read from the primary input stream is to be included in the
count information record.
WORDS

specifies that the number of blank-delimited character strings in the records read from the primary input stream is to be
included in the count information record.
LINES
RECORDS
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specifies that the number of records read from the primary input stream is to be included in the count information
record.
MINline

specifies that the length of the shortest record read from the primary input stream is to be included in the count
information record. When there are no input records, the value is returned as 2(31) - 1.

MAXline

specifies that the length of the longest record read from the primary input stream is to be included in the count
information record. When there are no input records, the value is returned as 0.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: COUNT reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is not connected, COUNT writes a single record containing the
count information to its primary output stream. If its secondary output stream is connected, COUNT copies its primary
input stream records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, COUNT writes a single record containing the
count information to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. COUNT delays the count record until end of file is reached. If its secondary output stream is connected, COUNT
does not delay the primary output stream records.
2. If COUNT's primary output stream is not connected, COUNT ends. If its secondary output stream is connected,
the counts are written to its secondary output stream. The record being processed when COUNT's primary output
stream is not connected is not included in the counts.
3. COUNT writes only one count information record regardless of the number of input records it reads. The count
information record contains information about only those operands that you specify. If you specify more than one
operand, the counts are returned separated by single blanks.
If you specify the same operand or operands of equivalent function more than once, only one count of that
information is returned in the count information record.
Regardless of the order in which you specify the operands, the count information is always returned in the
following order:
characters words lines minimum-record-length maximum-record-length.

4. COUNT writes the count information record when it gets an end-of-file condition on either its input or its output.
5. For each item in the count information record, the maximum count is 2(63) - 1.
6. COUNT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.24.1 Example 1
3.24.2 Example 2
3.24.3 Example 3
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3.25 DEAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF___________________________
|
| >>__DEAL__|________________________________________|________________>< |
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ _______________________|
|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
|_SECONDARY______________________________|
|
|
|
_1-*___________________________ |
|
|
|_KEY__|_______________________________|_|
|
|
|_| Separator |__| Inputrange |_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DEAL stage command to read records from its primary input stream and write records to one of its connected
output streams in either sequential order starting with the primary output stream, or some other order specified on the
secondary input stream. Unless otherwise specified, DEAL writes the first input record to the connected primary output
stream, the second input record to the connected secondary output stream, and so on until the last connected output
stream receives a record, and then the cycle is repeated.
When the SECONDARY operand is specified, the DEAL stage command sequentially processes a secondary input
record and a primary input record as a pair. Each secondary input stream record must contain a word that is the output
stream identifier and that will control the order in which DEAL writes out records. In this way you can choose your own
output stream order rather than use the sequential default. DEAL first inspects a record from the secondary input stream,
and retrieves the identity of the output stream that will receive a written record. DEAL then inspects a record from the
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primary input stream. When DEAL determines that the output stream identified in the secondary input stream record is
connected, DEAL writes a record read from the primary input stream to the specified output stream. DEAL then
consumes the records from its primary and secondary input streams.
You can also write a contiguous series of primary input stream records that have matching keys to the same output
stream. DEAL searches for an identified location in each input record that contains the specified key, comparing the key
from one record to the next. If the key location is not specified, or is specified but is not found, DEAL uses the entire
record as the key.
Operands

STOP

specifies how many output streams must be at end of file for DEAL to stop writing input records. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.
ALLEOF

specifies that input records will stop being written when DEAL determines that all output streams are no longer
connected. Input records continue to be written as long as at least one output stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.
ANYEOF

specifies that input records will stop being written as soon as DEAL determines that any one of the output streams is no
longer connected.
n
is the number of streams required to reach end of file and become unconnected before DEAL stops writing records.
Specify a decimal number of 1 or greater. Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF.

SECONDARY

specifies that DEAL first inspects a secondary input stream record containing a stream identifier before reading its
primary input stream record and writing it to that identified output stream. One secondary input stream record is
processed with one primary input stream record as a pair, so the order of the records on the secondary input stream
controls the order in which DEAL writes primary input stream records to its output streams.

KEY

identifies the location in each input record that contains the key of each record. A contiguous group of input records
with the same key are written to the same output stream. When the key changes from one input record to the next,
DEAL writes the record with the changed key to the next sequential, connected output stream.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal 001-input-records',
'| literal 002-input-records',
'| literal 002-input-record',
'|d:deal key wordsep - w1',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the first word, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream (1)
contain:
0 002-input-record
0 002-input-records
1 001-input-records
READY

A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the
exclamation mark separates each field:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| literal a!b!',
|
|
'| literal e!!f',
|
|
'|d:deal key fieldsep ! f2',
|
|
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons',
|
|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the second field, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream
(1) contain:
0 e!!f
1 a!b!
READY

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
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WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data that the DEAL stage command will use as a key.
The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input stream in
the following set of pipelines consists of two records with three words each where the words are separated by a blank:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| literal aj cd kl',
|
|
'| literal ah ij kl',
|
|
'|d:deal key words 2',
|
|
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons',
|
|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the second word, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream
(1) contain:
0 ah ij kl
1 aj cd kl
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, 3 is the
third word:

______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal -10-2--3 10-2-3',
'| split',
'|d:deal key wordsep - words 3',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',
'?',
'd:',

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the third word, which matches, so the primary output stream (0) contains:
0 -10-2--3
0 10-2-3
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data that the DEAL stage command will use as a key. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with three fields separated by the default field
separator character (X'05'):
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| strliteral x8182058384058586', /* hex representation of ab cd ef */ |
|
'| strliteral x8889059192059394', /* hex representation of hi jk lm */ |
|
'|d:deal key fields 2',
|
|
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons',
|
|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the second field, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream
(1) contain:
0 hi jk lm
1 ab cd ef
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal -10-2--3 10-2-3',
'| split',
'|d:deal key fs - f3',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',
'?',
'd:',

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the third field, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream (1)
contain:
0 -10-2--3
1 10-2-3
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which
DEAL uses to define the key of each input record. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A
negative number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative
to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a location, DEAL uses the entire input record as the key. You can
specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following set of pipelines specifies the next-to-last and the last column as the input location:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal afbc adfi ghfi fjkl',
'| split',
'|d:deal key -2;-1',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',
'?',
'd:',
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
'| cons'

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the last two columns, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output
stream (1) contain:
0 afbc
1 adfi
1 ghfi
0 fjkl
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the
input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
DEAL are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DEAL reads records in sequential order from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: DEAL reads a record from its secondary input stream, if it is connected and the SECONDARY
operand is specified. The secondary input stream record is paired with a primary input stream record.
Output Streams: DEAL writes each of its primary input stream records to one of its connected output streams, in either
sequential order starting with the primary output stream, or the order specified on the secondary input stream.
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Usage Notes

1. DEAL does not delay the records.
2. If DEAL receives an end-of-file condition on either its primary or secondary input stream, it ends.
If the SECONDARY or KEY operand is specified and the output stream DEAL needs to write the next record to
is not connected, DEAL ends and any remaining input records are not fully processed.
If the number of streams specified by the STOP operand are not connected, DEAL ends. There may be input
records that remain unprocessed if the number specified is less than the total number of input streams. If the
number on the STOP operand is greater than the total number of output streams in the pipeline that can become
disconnected, DEAL processes as though STOP ALLEOF were specified.
3. If the SECONDARY operand is specified with no connected secondary input stream or no secondary input
record, the pipeline waits until a secondary input record becomes available, and may eventually stall.
4. Leaving an output stream unconnected will not cause records to be dropped, it causes DEAL to end.
5. DEAL starts at commit level -2. With any operand other than SECONDARY specified, DEAL verifies that its
primary input stream is the only connected input stream and then commits to level 0. If the operand
SECONDARY is specified, DEAL verifies that its primary and secondary input streams are the only connected
input streams before committing to level 0.
6. See also FANIN, FANINANY, FANOUT, and GATHER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.25.1 Example 1
3.25.2 Example 2
3.25.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.26 DEBLOCK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__DEBLOCK__________________________________________________________> |
|
|
|
_Fixed__80__________________________________________
|
| >__|____________________________________________________|___________>< |
|
|_ADMSF______________________________________________|
|
|
|_C__ ___________ __ _________ ______________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|_CRLF__ ___________ __ _________ ___________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
| _Fixed_
|
|
|
|_|_______|__recordlength____________________________|
|
|
|_GDForders__________________________________________|
|
|
|
_15______
|
|
|
|_LINEND__|_________|__ ___________ __ _________ ____|
|
|
|
|_char____| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|_NETdata____________________________________________|
|
|
|_SF_________________________________________________|
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ __ ___________ __ _________ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|_TEXTfile___________________________________________|
|
|
|_TEXTUNIT___________________________________________|
|
|
|_Variable___________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
_LINEND 15___________
|
| |__|_____________________|___________________________________________| |
|
|_C___________________|
|
|
|_CRLF________________|
|
|
|
_15______ |
|
|
|_LINEND__|_________|_|
|
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| EOF:
|
|
_3F______
|
| |__EOF__|_________|__________________________________________________| |
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DEBLOCK stage command to convert data that has been blocked into one of several formats back to an
unblocked format. DEBLOCK reads blocks of data from its primary input stream and writes the logical records to its
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primary output stream. Some blocking formats fill all output blocks to capacity (except for, possibly, the last block). As
a result, one logical record may be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block.
Operands

ADMSF

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in structured field format used in Graphical Data
Display Manager (GDDM) objects. Each logical record in the input stream has a 2-byte prefix that indicates the record
length (including the 2-byte prefix). This prefix is discarded before the record is placed in the output stream.
If ADMSF was the format specified when blocking the input records for this DEBLOCK command, BLOCK or GDDM
may have padded the last character with X'00'. If so, DEBLOCK discards this character. A logical record can span
blocks, and each block is filled completely, with the exception that the 2-byte prefix (containing the length of the record
plus the prefix) cannot span 2 blocks.
C

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a line feed (X'25'). (This is equivalent to
specifying LINEND 25.) A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the
last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded). DEBLOCK writes a null record to the output stream
whenever it finds two consecutive line feed characters to the input stream.
TERMinate

specifies that when the last record of the input file has a terminating line-end sequence, a trailing null line is suppressed.

EOF

requests DEBLOCK to scan input records for the specified end-of-file character, and once located, to consume the first
record containing an end-of-file character and reach end of file. DEBLOCK discards the end-of-file character and all the
remaining input. If the EOF operand is omitted, DEBLOCK does not scan for an end-of-file character. If EOF is
specified with nothing after it, DEBLOCK scans for the default end-of-file character (X'3F'). If you want to specify a
different end-of-file character after EOF, the valid choices are:
char is the end-of-file character that DEBLOCK should locate.
hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the end-of-file character that DEBLOCK should locate. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that DEBLOCK should scan for a blank (X'40') as the end-of-file character.

CRLF

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a carriage return and line feed
(X'0D25'). (This is equivalent to specifying STRING X0D25.) A logical record can span blocks, as can the carriage
return and line feed sequence. DEBLOCK writes a null record when it finds 2 consecutive carriage return and line feed
sequences.
recordlength

recordlength
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with one or more complete logical records where all of the records are the
same length and have no control characters appended between them. The variable recordlength is the length of the
logical records in bytes. Specifying DEBLOCK recordlength or DEBLOCK FIXED recordlength are synonymous. If
the size of the block is not an integral multiple of the output record length, the last record that DEBLOCK writes is
smaller than the other records from that block. DEBLOCK FIXED recordlength discards null input records.
Fixed
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If you do not specify any operands after DEBLOCK, the default is to unblock in fixed 80-byte records.
GDForders

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in an already unblocked Graphics Data Format
(GDF) structured field format.

LINEND

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a line-end character. The line-end
character marks the end of one logical record and the beginning of the next logical record. A logical record can span
blocks. DEBLOCK does not write the line-end character to the output stream. DEBLOCK writes a null record when it
finds two consecutive line-end characters.
The default line-end character is the new-line character (X'15'). If the records are blocked with a different line-end
character, you can specify any one of the following:
char is the character that you want as the line-end character.
hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you want as the line-end character. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

defines the line-end character as a blank (X'40').

NETdata

specifies that the input stream contains blocks of data segmented and spanned in the NETDATA format. Input records
in NETDATA format are built from segments and the first character of each record is the flag byte, which always has
the 2 high-order bits (X'C0') on, indicating a complete record. DEBLOCK verifies that all input records, except the last
one, are the same length.

SF

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in structured field format. Each logical record in the
input stream has a 2-byte prefix that indicates the record length (including the 2-byte prefix). DEBLOCK strips off this
record length prefix before writing the record to the output stream.
STRing

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a delimited, binary, or hexadecimal
string.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters that separate logical records.

Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters that separate logical
records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There
must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
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specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters that separate logical records. The B
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits
must be divisible by 8.
A logical record and the string that separates the input records can span blocks. Each block is filled completely (except
for, possibly, the last block). DEBLOCK writes a null record to the output stream when it finds two consecutive
occurrences of the specified string.
TEXTfile

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records that are each terminated with a line-end sequence.
TEXTFILE's default line-end character specification is LINEND, its default line-end sequence is X'15', and
TERMINATE is the default to suppress a trailing null line when the last input record ends in a line-end sequence. The
input file may be a byte stream file; it does not have to be in the format produced by BLOCK TEXTFILE.
TEXTUNIT

specifies that DEBLOCK writes an output record for each text unit found in NETDATA control records. (A text unit is
part of a control record that encodes the attributes of a data set, such as its name and time stamps.) Input records must be
control records with X'E0' in the first position; columns 2 through 6 must contain the literal "INMR0"; column 7 must
contain the number 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 7. DEBLOCK discards the data set count in record type "INMR02." Before a
DEBLOCK TEXTUNIT stage command, you should use, for example, the FIND stage command.
Variable

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in any of the following formats:
Variable, where each input block contains one logical record in unblocked variable format. The input record has
an 8-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and the record descriptor word. DEBLOCK does not write this 8byte prefix to the output stream.
VB, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked format. The input record has
a 4-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and a 4-byte record descriptor word prefix for each record in the
input block. DEBLOCK does not write these prefixes to the output stream.
VBS, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked spanned format. The input
record has an 4-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and a 4-byte segment descriptor word prefix for each
record segment in the input block. DEBLOCK does not write these prefixes to the output stream.
VS, where each input block contains one (or less) logical record in variable spanned format (an MVS data
format). The input record has an 8-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and the segment descriptor word.
DEBLOCK does not write this 8-byte prefix to the output stream.
Note: To be compatible with BLOCK, DEBLOCK has synonyms for the 3 other data formats: VB, VBS, and VS.
However, be aware that DEBLOCK unblocks input records in the same data format that they were blocked in. If the
input records were blocked in VBS format, DEBLOCK unblocks the records in VBS format, even if you specified one
of the other 3 data formats. For example, the following PIPE command blocks the data in VS format and tries to
unblock it in VB format:
pipe < testvs.file | block 20 vs | deblock vb | > testvb.file
However, when you examine the output of TESTVB.FILE, you will find
that DEBLOCK unblocked the data in VS format, not VB format. Because
DEBLOCK recognizes that the input records were blocked in VS format,
it ignores the fact that you specified VB as the unblocking format.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DEBLOCK reads blocks from its primary input stream. Each input record must contain a block
of data. Depending on the format, a block can consist of one or more logical records, and one record can be spanned
across more than one block.
Primary Output Stream: After converting the blocked data read from its primary input stream into logical records,
DEBLOCK writes the logical records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. DEBLOCK delays the records.
2. If DEBLOCK's primary output stream is not connected, DEBLOCK ends.
3. DEBLOCK discards null input records.
4. When unblocking fixed records, DEBLOCK FIXED writes a short record for each block that is not an integral
multiple of the output record length. Use the FBLOCK stage command if you want all of the output records
(except possibly the last one) to be of the specified length.
5. DEBLOCK starts at commit level 0.
6. See also BLOCK, FBLOCK, SPLIT, STRIP, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.26.1 Example 1
3.26.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.27 DELAY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__DELAY___________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DELAY stage command to wait until a particular time of day or until after a specified interval of time has
passed to copy the record. DELAY reads a record containing a time or time interval from its primary input stream, waits
until the specified time, writes the record to its primary output stream (if it is connected), and then reads the next record
from its primary input stream.
The first word of each input record specifies a time interval or a time of day. The remainder of the record is not
inspected. A DELAY stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DELAY reads records from its primary input stream; it discards null or blank input records. The
input records must contain a time interval or time of day.
To specify a time interval, input records must be in the following format:
(1)
>>__ + __ ______________________ ______ss__><
|
(1)
|
|_ _________ ______mm:_|
| (1)
|
|_____hh:_|
Note:
(1) No blanks are allowed in this position.

+

indicates that the time is relative to the current time.
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:

separates the hours, minutes, and seconds (hh, mm, ss).

To specify a time of day, the first blank-delimited word of each input record must be in the following format:
>>__hh__ ______________________ __><
| (1)
|
|_____:mm__ _________ _|
| (1)
|
|_____:ss_|
Note:
(1) No blanks are allowed in this position.

:

separates the hours, minutes, and seconds (hh, mm, ss).

Primary Output Stream: DELAY copies primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Although DELAY causes a time interval delay or time of day delay, it does not delay the records.
2. If DELAY's primary output stream is not connected, DELAY ends.
3. Following are examples of time designations and their meanings:
+1:20:00
means 1 hour and 20 minutes from the time the record is read
+5:30
means 5 minutes and 30 seconds from the time the record is read
+60
means 60 seconds from the time the record is read
+0
means no delay
8:30:30
means time of day; 8:30:30 A.M.
1:45
means time of day; 1:45 A.M.
10
means time of day; 10:00 A.M.
15:30
means time of day; 3:30 P.M.
27
means time of day; 3:00 A.M. tomorrow
4. You do not need to follow the usual conventions for representing a time of day or a time interval. The minutes
and seconds can be greater than 59 and the hours can be greater than 23. For example, 1:17:64 equals 1:18:04.
DELAY calculates the time of day starting with the most recent midnight. Therefore, the number of hours, hh,
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may be greater than 23 to specify an hour the next day. For example, if you specify 34 for hh as a time of day,
DELAY will wait until 10:00 the next morning.
5. If the input record contains a time of day that has already passed, DELAY copies the record to the output stream
immediately (there is no delay).
6. DELAY passes the complete input record, including the time-of-day, to the output stream.
7. Use the following two stages to wait to copy the record until the next midnight: pipe literal 24 | delay ...
8. The following two stages copy a record to the primary output stream at the specified intervals until its primary
output stream is no longer connected:
... | duplicate * | delay | ...

9. Enter PIPMOD STOP or use the PIPESTOP or GATE stage command to stop DELAY while it is still running.
10. In the primary input stream, any information following the time specification is ignored.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.27.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.28 DROP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_FIRST_
_1_
|
| >>__DROP__|_______|__|___|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_LAST__| |_n_|
|
|
|_*_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DROP stage command to discard one or more records at the beginning or end of its primary input stream.
DROP selects the remaining records, copying them to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary
output stream is connected, DROP passes any unselected records to its secondary output stream.
Operands

FIRST

discards records from the beginning of the input stream. This is the default.
LAST

selects records until only the specified number remain, and discards the last specified number of records from the end of
the input stream.

n
is the number of records to discard from the input stream. The default is 1. If you specify 0 for n, all records in the
primary input stream are selected and copied unchanged to the primary output stream.
*
specifies that no records are selected. Unselected records are passed to the secondary output stream if it is connected.
Otherwise, DROP discards all records.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DROP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: Any records that are not dropped are copied to the primary output stream, if it is connected.
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Secondary Output Stream: DROP passes any unselected records to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Usage Notes

1. DROP FIRST does not delay the records. DROP LAST delays the specified number of records.
DROP LAST stores the specified number of records in a buffer. For each subsequent input record (if any), DROP
LAST writes the record residing longest in the buffer to the primary output stream, if it is connected. Otherwise, it
discards the record. The input record is then stored in the buffer, queued on a first-in, first-out basis. When end of
file is reached on the primary input stream, DROP LAST writes the specified number of records from the buffer
into the secondary output stream, if connected, otherwise it discards the records.
2. If all DROP's output streams are not connected, DROP ends.
3. DROP writes an input record to one output stream when both output streams are connected.
4. DROP FIRST disconnects its secondary output stream before it shorts its input to its primary output stream.
DROP LAST disconnects its primary output stream before it writes the unselected records to its secondary output
stream.
5. DROP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
6. See also TAKE, HOLE, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, and TOTARGET.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.28.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.29 DUPLICATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1__
|
| >>__DUPlicate__|____|_______________________________________________>< |
|
|_n__|
|
|
|_*__|
|
|
|_-1_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DUPLICATE stage command to write each input record in addition to the specified number of copies of each
input record. DUPLICATE reads records from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary output stream,
if it is connected. It does not discard null input records.
Operands

n
is the additional number of copies of each input record. A positive number or 0 must be specified for n which causes
DUPLICATE to write the original record to its output stream. If you do not specify n, DUPLICATE writes one
additional copy of each record.
*

specifies an infinite number of copies of the input. When you specify DUPLICATE *, the first input record is the only
one duplicated because it is the only one ever read.
-1

specifies that all input records are consumed and no output is written to the output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DUPLICATE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: DUPLICATE writes to its primary output stream the original record plus the specified number
of copies of each record read from its input stream.
Usage Notes
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1. DUPLICATE does not delay the records.
2. If DUPLICATE's primary output stream is not connected, DUPLICATE ends.
3. See also BUFFER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.29.1 Example 1
3.29.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.30 ELASTIC

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ELASTIC_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ELASTIC stage command to prevent a stall in a multistream pipeline.
ELASTIC may have either one or two input streams defined and connected. When ELASTIC has only one input stream,
it copies its input records to its output stream, putting at least as many records as necessary into a buffer to prevent a
stall. ELASTIC reads input records whenever they become available and writes output records as they are consumed,
while attempting to minimize the number of records in the buffer.
When ELASTIC has two input streams, it copies records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream and
it copies records from its secondary input stream into a buffer. When it reaches end of file on its primary input stream, it
begins writing the records from the buffer to its primary output stream, continuing to read into the buffer any records
arriving on its secondary input stream. When the buffer is empty, ELASTIC gives up control to allow any other ready
stage to run. When it regains control, it determines whether it has any additional secondary input and ends if it does not.
It can end before all of its input has been processed if its primary output stream is not connected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ELASTIC reads records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: If the secondary input stream in defined, it is assumed to be feedback from stages connected to
its primary output stream.
Primary Output Stream: If ELASTIC has one input stream, it writes the records it receives from its primary input stream
to its primary output stream. If ELASTIC has a secondary input stream defined, its primary input stream records are
copied to its primary output stream and any records that are received from its secondary input stream are put into a
buffer. After end of file is reached on the primary input stream, ELASTIC writes records from the buffer to its primary
output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. ELASTIC delays the records that it writes to a buffer. If its secondary input stream is defined and connected,
ELASTIC does not delay its primary input stream records.
2. If ELASTIC's primary output stream is not connected, ELASTIC ends.
3. ELASTIC can replace any COPY or BUFFER stage that is used for prevention of a pipeline stall. However, use
the COPY stage command when a one-record delay is sufficient, and use BUFFER when you know that the
complete data set must be put in a buffer (for example, when another branch of the pipeline contains a SORT
stage).
4. When ELASTIC has a secondary input stream, you can say that it maintains a to-do list. It adds items to do when
records arrive on its secondary input stream and it deletes an item from the list when the corresponding output
record is consumed. It ends when the list is empty.
5. ELASTIC starts at commit level -2. It ensures that its secondary output stream is not connected, then sets up a
stage to put the records in a buffer and commits to level 0 when both stages are ready to continue.
6. See also BUFFER, COPY, FANIN, and FANINANY.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.30.1 Example 1
3.30.2 Example 2
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3.31 ESCAPE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ESCAPE__ ____________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ESCAPE stage command to insert escape characters into the records that pass through it so that any special
characters in those records are treated as data. (For example, ESCAPE can override the processing of a vertical bar so it
is treated as part of a character string and not as a stage separator.) ESCAPE reads records from its primary input stream
and writes the records to its primary output stream.
If you do not specify any operands for ESCAPE, the default escape character is the double quotation mark (") and it
escapes the double quotation mark, backslash (\), and vertical bar (|).
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines the escape character and other characters that are to be prefaced with the escape character. The first character in
the string is the escape character; the remaining characters in the string specify additional characters that need the escape
character to preface it.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the escape character and other characters
that are to be prefaced with the escape character. The first two hexadecimal characters in the string represent the escape
character; the remainder of characters in the string represent additional characters that need the escape character to
preface it.
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The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the escape character and other characters that are to be
prefaced with the escape character. The first eight binary digits in the string represent the escape character; the
remainder of binary digits in the string represent additional characters that need the escape character to preface it.

The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ESCAPE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After inserting the escape character or characters, ESCAPE writes the records to its primary
output stream.
Usage Notes

1. ESCAPE does not delay the records.
2. If ESCAPE's primary output stream is not connected, ESCAPE ends.
3. See also CHANGE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.31.1 Example 1
3.31.2 Example 2
3.31.3 Example 3
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3.32 FANIN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FANIN__ ___________________ ____________________________________>< |
|
| <_______________ |
|
|
|___ _streamnum_ _|_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FANIN stage command to combine multiple input streams into a single output stream. FANIN reads records
from all specified input streams and copies the records from each input stream to its primary output stream, if it is
connected.
FANIN, without operands, reads all of the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream, then all of
the records from its secondary input stream to its primary output stream, and so on, until all of its input streams have
been processed. Operands can be specified with FANIN to indicate which input streams are read and the order in which
they are read.
Operands

streamnum
is a number identifying a particular input stream that FANIN will read, where 0 is the primary input stream, 1 is the
secondary input stream, and so on.
streamid
references a particular input stream that FANIN will read, so the input stream identifier must match the assigned stream
name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and
for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
To indicate more than one input stream, delimit each streamnum or streamid operand with a blank.
Streams Used
Input Streams: FANIN, without operands, reads all records from all of its connected input streams starting with the
primary input stream and continuing with the rest of the streams in order of increasing stream number. If one streamnum
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or streamid is specified, FANIN reads all the records from only that input stream. If multiple operands are specified,
FANIN reads records from all the identified streams in the order specified.
FANIN reads all the records from a stream before it begins reading records from the next stream.
Primary Output Stream: FANIN copies its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it reads the input
records.
Usage Notes

1. FANIN does not delay the records.
2. If FANIN's primary output stream is not connected, FANIN ends.
3. FANIN can cause a set of pipelines to stall if:
Two or more input streams originate in the same device driver
Stream n does not reach the end of file because a previous stage is trying to write to stream n+1. The
following diagram shows how a BUFFER stage can prevent a pipeline that uses a FANIN stage from
stalling. Stream numbers are shown to identify the streams used.
________
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________
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If you run out of virtual storage, you can replace the BUFFER stage in the preceding diagram with an
ELASTIC stage to prevent a stall.
You can also use FANINANY to prevent a stall.
See BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more information on pipeline stalls.
4. You do not have to specify all connected input streams with FANIN. For example, if streams 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
connected, you can specify only streams 0, 4, and 2 as in the following FANIN stage:
... | f: fanin 0 4 2 | ...

FANIN does not read any records from streams 1 and 3.
5. FANIN starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream and
then commits to level 0.
6. See also FANINANY, FANOUT, BUFFER, ELASTIC, and GATHER.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.32.1 Example 1
3.32.2 Example 2
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3.33 FANINANY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FANINANY________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FANINANY stage command to combine multiple streams into a single stream. FANINANY reads any available
input record, regardless of the input stream it is on, and copies the records to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. Records from a particular input stream appear in the output stream in the order in which FANINANY reads
them from that input stream, but they may be interspersed with records from other input streams. When FANINANY
reads multiple input streams, the relative order of the records read from any two input streams is unpredictable unless
both the following are true:
The input streams originate in FANOUT or in a common stage that has the following characteristics:
The stage reads from its primary input stream and writes to its primary or secondary output stream
depending on a condition
When both of the stage's output streams are connected, an input record is written once to only one stream.
No stages in the multistream portion of the pipeline delay records.
Streams Used
Input Streams: FANINANY reads any available input record, regardless of the stream number.
Primary Output Stream: FANINANY copies its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it reads its
input records.
Usage Notes

1. FANINANY does not delay the records.
2. If FANINANY's primary output stream is not connected, FANINANY ends.
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3. You can control the order in which FANINANY writes records by controlling the order in which records arrive at
FANINANY. For example, if you want records to pass through a multistream portion of a pipeline and exit from
FANINANY in the same relative order, specify only stages that do not delay records in the multistream portion of
the pipeline.
4. FANINANY does not cause a set of pipelines to stall in situations where FANIN would cause a stall. See
BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more information on pipeline stalls.
5. FANINANY starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output
stream and then commits to level 0.
6. See also FANIN, FANOUT, GATHER, and ELASTIC.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.33.1 Example 1
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3.34 FANOUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF_____
|
| >>__FANOUT__|__________________|____________________________________>< |
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ _|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FANOUT stage command to make a copy of its input stream on every connected output stream. FANOUT
copies records from its primary input stream to multiple output streams in the order stream 0, stream 1, stream 2 and so
on. FANOUT reads one record at a time from its primary input stream and writes each record to all connected output
streams.
Operands

STOP

specifies how many output streams must be at end of file for FANOUT to stop copying records. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.

ALLEOF

specifies that records stop being copied when FANOUT determines that no output stream is connected. Records
continue to be copied as long as at least one output stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the default.

ANYEOF

specifies that records stop being copied as soon as FANOUT determines that any one of the output streams is no longer
connected.
n
is the number of streams that were originally connected, but are now unconnected causing FANOUT to stop copying
records. Specifying 1 is equivalent to specifying ANYEOF.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FANOUT reads records from its primary input stream.
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Output Streams: FANOUT copies its input records to all of its connected output streams starting with the primary output
stream and continuing with the rest of the streams in order of increasing stream number.
Usage Notes

1. FANOUT does not delay the records.
2. FANOUT copies its input records to all of its connected output streams before it tests for the number of streams at
end of file. When the stream that causes FANOUT to end becomes unconnected, FANOUT writes the record that
it tried to write to the unconnected stream to all other connected streams. Then it ends.
3. FANOUT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary input stream is the only connected input stream and
then commits to level 0.
4. See also FANIN, FANINANY, and DEAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.34.1 Example 1
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3.35 FBLOCK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FBLOCK__n__ _________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FBLOCK stage command to reformat input records to fixed-length blocks of a specified size. FBLOCK reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the blocks to its primary output stream, if it is connected. Records from
the primary input stream can be variable-length or fixed-length.
An input record can be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block. You can specify a pad character to fill
the last output block if there is not enough data to fill it to the specified length.
Operands

n
specifies the output block size in bytes.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding the
last record. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding the last record.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FBLOCK reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream: After reformatting the records read from its primary input stream, FBLOCK writes blocks of
data to its primary output stream. An input record can be spanned across more than one output block.
Usage Notes

1. FBLOCK delays the records.
2. If FBLOCK's primary output stream is not connected, FBLOCK ends.
3. FBLOCK is similar to DEBLOCK FIXED, but DEBLOCK FIXED does not allow input records to span output
records. Conceptually, FBLOCK concatenates all the input records to a single record, which is then written to a
number of fixed-length blocks.
4. The last output record is shorter than the other output records when the length of the concatenated input records is
not an integral multiple of n and the pad character is omitted.
5. Once FBLOCK reformats variable-length records, the records cannot be reformatted back to their original
variable lengths.
6. See also BLOCK, DEBLOCK, JOIN, PAD, CHOP, and SNAKE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.35.1 Example 1
3.35.2 Example 2
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3.36 FILEDESCRIPTOR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FILEDEScriptor__number__ _____ _________________________________>< |
|
|_hex_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
filedescriptor connects the pipeline to a file that is managed by OpenEdition.
When it is first in a pipeline, filedescriptor reads from the file until it receives zero bytes. When it is not first in a
pipeline, filedescriptor appends the contents of its input records to the file.
The file must have been opened by the application before it issues the PIPE command; and the file descriptor must be
closed by the application after the pipeline has completed. A program can use the callable services interface to open a
file and to close a file descriptor.
Subtopics:
3.36.1 Type
3.36.2 Usage Notes
3.36.3 Related Commands
3.36.4 Return Codes
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3.37 FIND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FIND__ ______ __________________________________________________>< |
|
|_text_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FIND stage command to select records that begin with a specified text. FIND reads records from its primary
input stream and writes the records that begin with the specified text to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its
secondary output stream is connected, FIND writes all other records to its secondary output stream.
Operands

text
is any text that you want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. Each character in text must exactly
match the corresponding character in the input record, with three exceptions:
1. A null string (FIND with no operand specified) matches any record
2. A blank character in text is considered to match any character in the corresponding position in the input record
(including a blank).
3. An underscore character (_) in text matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do not match. To be selected, an input record
must be at least as long as text, including any trailing blanks specified in text.
If you do not specify text, FIND copies all records in its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: FIND copies each input record that begins with the specified text to its primary output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, FIND copies each input record that does not
begin with the specified text to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. FIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of FIND's output streams are not connected, FIND ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate FIND from its operand. The operand starts after the blank and continues until the
next stage separator, the next endchar character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. FIND selects all records beginning with text.
5. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that begin with the character string A|B, issue
the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | find A%|B| terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the FIND stage
function is used to locate records that begin with the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the
default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as
a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the FIND
stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the FIND stage as |. For
example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | find /A||B/| terminal

6. If you specify FIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first column
of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must
be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal
to the length of the column range.
7. If you want to select records that contain an underscore character (_), use the LOCATE stage command.
8. FIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
9. See also LOCATE, NFIND, NLOCATE, STRFIND, STRNFIND, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.37.1 Example 1
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3.38 FRLABEL (FROMLABEL)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _FRLABel___ __ ________ _______________________________________>< |
|
|_FROMLABel_| |_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FRLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are determined
by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record. Once a
record that begins with the target string is found, the record that begins with the target string and the following records
are shorted to the primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, FRLABEL writes the records that are before the record that begins with the
target string to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, FRLABEL discards these
records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

string
defines the string of characters to be located in the first column of an input record. If string is not specified, FRLABEL
copies all input records to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FRLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: FRLABEL copies the first input record that begins with the specified target to its primary
output stream. All remaining input stream records are then copied to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, FRLABEL copies all input records up to but not
including the first record matching the specified search string to its secondary output stream. FRLABEL copies the
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remaining records that do match the specified string to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. FRLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all of FRLABEL's output streams are not connected, FRLABEL ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the FRLABEL stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the blank
and continues until the next stage separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. If you specify FRLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
5. FRLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
6. See also STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.38.1 Example 1
3.38.2 Example 2
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3.39 FRTARGET (FROMTARGET)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _FRTARGet___ __stagecommand__ __________ ______________________>< |
|
|_FROMTARGet_|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FRTARGET stage command to select all records starting with the first record selected by a specified stage
command. FRTARGET invokes another stage command and rejects all records until the specified stage command
selects a record. FRTARGET passes records read from its input streams to the specified stage command until that stage
command writes a record to its primary output stream. Once this trigger record is written to the specified stage's primary
output stream, FRTARGET copies the input record corresponding to the trigger record and shorts the remaining primary
input stream to its own primary output stream. It writes the unselected records to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. This specified stage
command must support a connected primary input stream, a connected primary output stream, and a connected
secondary output stream. If the secondary input stream of FRTARGET is connected, the specified stage command must
support a secondary input stream. The stage command should produce one output record for each input record without
delaying the records. The stage command should also end without consuming the current record when neither output
stream is connected, and it should not consume the record it is writing when it encounters end of file on any output
stream.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FRTARGET reads records from its primary input stream and passes these records to the primary
input stream of the specified stage command until the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output
stream. FRTARGET then shorts the primary input to its primary output, starting with the input record corresponding to
the trigger record.
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Secondary Input Stream: FRTARGET reads records from its secondary input stream and passes the records to the
secondary input stream of the specified stage. Once the input record corresponding to the trigger record is written to
FRTARGET's primary output stream, FRTARGET reads no further records from the secondary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: FRTARGET shorts the first input record selected by the specified stage command (the trigger
record) and the remaining primary input records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, FRTARGET copies to its secondary output
stream all records that the specified stage command writes to its secondary output stream. FRTARGET disconnects its
secondary output stream when the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. FRTARGET itself does not delay the records. If the specified stage command delays the records, then any records
that the specified stage command is buffering at the time it writes the trigger record, including the trigger record
itself, will be lost.
2. If all of FRTARGET's output streams are not connected, FRTARGET ends.
3. When both of the specified stage's output streams are connected, the specified stage command can read each input
record and write many copies of this input record to its secondary output stream. In other words, the specified
stage command can delete records.
4. When both of the specified stage's output streams are connected, the stage should not write the same record first
to its secondary output stream and then to its primary output stream because that would cause the trigger record to
be written to both output streams of FRTARGET.
5. FRTARGET causes a set of pipelines to stall if the specified stage command does not end when all of its output
streams become disconnected.
6. BatchPipeWorks scans FRTARGET only once, unlike the two-scan processing of APPEND and PREFACE.
7. FRTARGET starts at commit level -2. FRTARGET does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage
command must eventually commit to level 0.
8. See also FRLABEL, TOLABEL, TOTARGET, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, TAKE, DROP, and PREDSELECT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.39.1 Example 1
3.39.2 Example 2
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3.40 FULLSCRQ

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FULLSCRQ________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
fullscrq writes a line containing information about the terminal. This includes the device geometry and the reply to a
structured query device, if the terminal supports write structured field queries.
One record containing the terminal characteristics is written to the primary output stream.
Subtopics:
3.40.1 Type
3.40.2 Output Record Format
3.40.3 Usage Notes
3.40.4 Related Commands
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3.41 FULLSCRS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FULLSCRS________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
fullscrs processes the output record from fullscrq. to extract screen geometry and other information useful to a REXX
program that generates data streams for display on the specified terminal.
When fullscrsis not first in a pipeline it is assumed that the input record is in the format produced by fullscrq; when
fullscrs is first in a pipeline it prefixes fullscrq to produce a record describing the terminal or the specified display
(which must have been dialed in).
If fullscrs is first in a pipeline, it prefixes a fullscrq to obtain the characteristics of the log-on terminal.
Subtopics:
3.41.1 Type
3.41.2 Output Record Format
3.41.3 Input Record Format
3.41.4 Output Record Format
3.41.5 Usage Notes
3.41.6 Related Commands
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3.42 GATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__GATE__ ________ ________________________________________________>< |
|
|_STRICT_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the GATE stage command to end portions of a pipeline. GATE copies records from its secondary input stream and
higher-numbered input streams to the corresponding output streams until it determines that a record has arrived on its
primary input stream. GATE then ends, which causes all of its input and output streams to be severed. The severing of
these streams may cause other stages to end, depending on the configuration of the pipeline.
GATE can operate in two different modes, depending on whether the operand STRICT is specified. When STRICT is
specified, whenever GATE receives a record on any input stream other than its primary input stream, it does not read
that record until after it has first checked to be sure that no record has arrived on its primary input stream. Thus, when a
record arrives on its primary input stream, it will read no more input records from any input stream.
When STRICT is not specified, GATE may read some number of records from a higher-numbered stream before
noticing that it has received a record on its primary stream. In this mode, GATE may continue reading from a given
stream until that stream has no more records. Only then does it check to see whether the primary input stream has a
record. (In other words, in the non-STRICT mode, GATE provides function similar to the pipeline subcommand
SELECT ANYINPUT.)
Operands

STRICT

specifies that GATE is to check for a record on its primary input stream before reading any record that arrives on any
other input stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: GATE does not read records from its primary input stream. It ends when a record arrives on its
primary input stream.
Secondary and Higher-Numbered Input Streams: GATE reads records from its secondary and higher-numbered input
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streams. If all of its secondary and higher-numbered input streams reach end of file without a record arriving on its
primary input stream, GATE ends.
Secondary and Higher-Numbered Output Streams: If the secondary or higher-numbered output streams are connected,
GATE copies records from its secondary or higher-numbered input streams to its corresponding output streams.
Usage Notes

1. GATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of GATE's output streams are not connected, GATE ends.
3. For performance reasons, use the non-STRICT mode whenever possible because the non-STRICT mode uses less
overhead than the STRICT mode does. If the pipeline is configured so that GATE can never have more than one
input record at a time, then STRICT mode is unnecessary. To ensure that GATE receives only one input record at
a time, you must maintain the relative order of records. For more information, see the section on maintaining the
relative order of records in the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
4. GATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that the primary output stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
5. See also PREDSELECT and PIPESTOP.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.42.1 Example 1
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3.43 GATHER

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF________________________________
|
| >>__GATHER__|_____________________________________________|_________>< |
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ ____________________________|
|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|
_1-4___________________________ |
|
|
|_STREAMid__|_______________________________|_|
|
|
|_| Separator |__| inputrange |_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
| (2) Record cannot exceed 4 bytes.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the GATHER stage command to read records from its connected input streams in either sequential or some other
specified order, and write records to its connected primary output stream.
GATHER, without operands, writes the first record from its primary input stream to its connected primary output
stream, the first record from its secondary input stream to its primary output stream, and so on, until one record has been
written from each connected input stream. GATHER repeats this processing cycle in sequential order until all records
from all connected input streams are processed or end of file is reached. GATHER without operands, or with the STOP
operand, bypasses unconnected input streams.
Specify the STOP operand to tell GATHER when to stop processing. The STREAMID operand indicates which input
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streams GATHER should read and in what order. When the STREAMID operand is specified, the GATHER stage
command inspects the first primary input stream record and searches for the stream identifier according to the specified
input range. GATHER then reads the identified input stream and writes it to its primary output stream. If the stream
identifier directs GATHER to read from a non-primary input stream, it writes that record first and then consumes the
primary input stream record.
Operands

STOP

specifies how many input streams must be at end of file for GATHER to stop processing input records. STOP ALLEOF
is the default.
ALLEOF

specifies that input records will stop being processed when GATHER determines that all its input streams are no longer
connected. input records continue to be written as long as at least one input stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.
ANYEOF

specifies that input records will stop being written as soon as GATHER determines that any one of its input streams is
no longer connected.
n
is the number of streams required to become unconnected and reach end of file before GATHER stops writing records.
Specify a decimal number of 1 or greater. Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF.

STREAMid

identifies the location in the primary input record that contains the stream identifier identifying a particular input stream
that GATHER will read. The stream identifier can be a decimal number, where 0 is the primary input stream, 1 is the
secondary input stream, and so on. The stream identifier may also be a name that references a particular input stream
that GATHER will read, so the input stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline.
Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and
CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
pipe literal 000-in-rec | gather streamid wordsep - w1 | terminal
000-in-rec
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the first word, 000, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
primary output stream.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the
plus sign separates each field:
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pipe literal 000+in-rec | gather streamid fieldsep + f1 | terminal
000+in-rec
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the first field, 000, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
primary output stream.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FIELDSEP or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FIELDSEP or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data that the GATHER stage command will use as a
stream identifier. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words.
For example, the input stream in the following pipeline consists of one record with three words separated by the default
word separator (blank):
pipe literal in rec 0 | gather streamid w3 | terminal
in rec 0
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the third word, 0, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
primary output stream.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. In the following example, 4 is
the first word and 0 is the second word:
pipe literal +4++0+07+3 | gather streamid wordsep + w2 | terminal
+4++0+07+3
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the second word, 0, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
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primary output stream.
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data that the GATHER stage command will use as a stream identifier.
The FIELDSEPARATOR (or FIELDSEP or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains a record with three fields separated by the default field separator
character (X'05'):
pipe strliteral x8105F00582 | gather streamid f2 | terminal
a 0 b
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the second field, X'F0', so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to
its primary output stream.
A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields,
pipe literal +4++0+07+3 | gather streamid fieldsep + f3 | terminal
+4++0+07+3
READY

When GATHER inspects the primary input record, and finds the third field is null, it writes the primary input stream
record to its primary output stream. Note that 4 is the second field and 0 is the fourth field:
wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which
GATHER uses to determine the stream identifier of the input stream it is to read from. The location is relative to the
beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the
record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a location, GATHER uses
the entire input record as the stream identifier, so your record must contain up to 4 alphabetic characters or a
combination of alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. You can specify a
location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.

location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
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is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. The following
example specifies the next-to-last and the last column as the location of the stream identifier in the input record:
pipe literal 410107130 | gather streamid -2;-1 | terminal
410107130
READY

The last two columns in this instance are a zero and a blank because the record is padded. GATHER, upon seeing a
zero, writes the primary input stream record to its primary output stream.
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is
the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
GATHER are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
Streams Used
input Streams: GATHER reads one record from each connected stream in sequential order, starting with the primary
input stream unless otherwise specified. GATHER, without the STREAMID operand, bypasses records on streams that
are not connected and have reached end of file. If STREAMID is specified, and a non-primary input stream is identified
on the primary input stream record that GATHER has inspected, GATHER reads the non-primary input record first, and
then consumes the primary input stream record.
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Primary Output Stream: GATHER writes its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it reads the
input records.
Usage Notes

1. GATHER does not delay the records.
2. If GATHER's primary output stream is not connected, GATHER ends.
3. When using the STREAMID operand, if you do not specify a location, GATHER uses the entire input record as
the stream identifier, so your record must contain up to a maximum of 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of
alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A record with more than 4 bytes
will cause GATHER to end with a warning message.
4. GATHER can cause a set of pipelines to stall if:
Two or more input streams originate in the same device driver
input stream n does not reach the end of file because a previous stage is trying to write to stream n+1. The
following diagram shows how a BUFFER stage can prevent a pipeline that uses a GATHER stage from
stalling. Stream numbers are shown to identify the streams used.
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If you run out of virtual storage, you can replace the BUFFER stage in the preceding diagram with an
ELASTIC stage to prevent a stall.
You can also use the FANINANY stage command to prevent a stall.
See BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more information on pipeline stalls.
5. You do not have to specify all connected input streams with GATHER. For example, if streams 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4
are connected, you can choose to specify only stream 4 in the primary input stream record that GATHER
STREAMID will inspect. You may also direct GATHER to read several, but not all input streams by introducing
many primary input stream records to the GATHER stage, each with a separate stream identifier.
6. GATHER STREAMID can be used for an application that needs to process some records through one part of a
pipeline, while the remaining records undergo separate processing that utilizes the BUFFER or ELASTIC stage
command. For example, records with a 1 in the first column will be sent to a server for processing, and buffered
enough to wait for that server, while records with another value in the first column should not be sent to a server.
7. GATHER can be used to gather the records that the DEAL stage command dealt out to a set of parallel streams.
Such a pipeline is usually built with loop processing.
8. input records must arrive in the order that GATHER reads them. Use the FANINANY stage command when the
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order is unpredictable.
9. GATHER starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream
and then commits to level 0.
10. See also FANIN, FANINANY, FANOUT, BUFFER, ELASTIC, SPECS, and DEAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.43.1 Example 1
3.43.2 Example 2
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3.44 GETFILES

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__GETfiles________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the GETFILES stage command to read a list of data sets into a pipeline. GETFILES reads records from its primary
input stream. Each record specifies the data set identifier of a data set to be read.
If its primary output stream is connected, GETFILES writes to its primary output stream the contents of each data set
that it reads.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: GETFILES reads records from its primary input stream. Each primary input stream record must
be a data set name, a fully qualified data set name, a data definition name, or a member and a data definition name in the
same format as the operands of the < stage command. See topic 3.1 for a description of these operands.
Primary Output Stream: GETFILES writes to its primary output stream the contents of each data set read.
Usage Notes

1. GETFILES does not delay the records.
2. If GETFILES's primary output stream is not connected, GETFILES ends.
3. If a data set to be read was previously packed using the PACK stage command, GETFILES unpacks the data set.
4. See also <.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.44.1 Example 1
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3.44.2 Example 2
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3.45 HELP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__HELP__ _MENU________________ ___________________________________>< |
|
|_number______________|
|
|
|_MSG__number_________|
|
|
|_MSGnumber___________|
|
|
|_word________________|
|
|
|_SQL__string_________|
|
|
|_SQLCODE_ ________ __|
|
|
|_number_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
help processes requests for help. You can ask for help about:
BatchPipeWorks built-in programs, commands, and syntax elements.
BatchPipeWorks messages. You can get help for a message issued by BatchPipeWorks even if you do not know
the message number; BatchPipeWorks keeps track of the messages it issues.
SQL "topics" and messages. BatchPipeWorks also remembers the previous "sqlcodes."
Help about BatchPipeWorks is stored in a partitioned data set which should be allocated to pipehelp.
When help finds the information to display, help is displayed on your terminal unless the primary output stream is
connected; when the output stream is connected, the information is written to the pipeline rather than to the terminal.
Subtopics:
3.45.1 Type
3.45.2 Usage Notes
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3.46 HOLE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _HOLE__ _______________________________________________________>< |
|
|_DUMMY_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the HOLE stage command to read all input records and consume them. HOLE reads records from all its connected
input streams and does not write records to any output streams. The output stream remains connected until all input
streams reach the end of file.
Streams Used
Input Streams: HOLE reads records from all connected input streams.
Primary Output Stream: Although HOLE does not write any records to its primary output stream, the output streams
stay connected until all input streams reach end of file.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the records does not apply to HOLE because it does not write any output records.
2. HOLE pulls records through a pipeline when an earlier stage would otherwise end because of receiving end of file
on its output stream.
3. Some stage commands requires the output stream to remain connected. If you do not need to process the output of
one of those stage commands, use HOLE after the stage command to give it a place to send its output.
4. HOLE is useful for performance measurements on a device driver where it is desired to read a complete data set.
5. See also TAKE, DROP, and DUPLICATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.46.1 Example 1
3.46.2 Example 2
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3.47 INSIDE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__INSIDE__ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ ________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the INSIDE stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with the first record
following the record that begins with a specified string. INSIDE writes a group of records to its primary output stream,
if connected, ending a group just prior to the record that has the second specified string or the record corresponding to
the number specified. Each specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, INSIDE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, INSIDE discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
INSIDE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as

INSIDE /abc/ /def/
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If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target
strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.

n
specifies the number of records to be written to the primary output stream, starting with the record immediately
following the record that begins with the target string1. INSIDE writes n records each time string1 is found in the first
column of an input record. n must be 0 or greater. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less than n,
the remaining records are written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: INSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: INSIDE writes to its primary output stream all selected records.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, INSIDE writes all input records not selected to
its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. INSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If all of INSIDE's output streams are not connected, INSIDE ends.
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3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
INSIDE /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

INSIDE 1a1 171

The first INSIDE stage selects records between records with the targets a and 7. The second stage selects records
that follow the record with a for a total of 171 records. That is, 171 is processed as the number of records to be in
the selected group (n) rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending string, INSIDE writes all the records in
its input stream to its primary output stream, starting with the record immediately following the record that begins
with string1. For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | inside /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
______________
| I |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| N |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| S |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| I |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| D |
______________
| dddeee
|
| E |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
|
|
| bbbccc
|
|______________|
|
|
| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, INSIDE will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
string is found before the ending target string, INSIDE writes all the records that are between the first record that
begins with the starting string and the first record that begins with the ending string to its primary output stream.
These records do not include the records that begin with the starting string and the ending string, but they do
include the second record that begins with the starting target string. For example, after issuing the following PIPE
command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | inside /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:
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PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| bbbccc
|
______________
| I |
| aaabbb
|
| aaabbb
|
| N |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| S |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| I |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| D |
______________
| dddeee
|
| E |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
|
|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
|
|
| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

6. If you specify the starting string and n and a second occurrence of the starting string is found within the selected
group of records, INSIDE writes n records, starting with the record following the record that begins with the
starting string and including the record that begins with the second occurrence of the starting string, to its primary
output stream. For example, after issuing the following:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | inside /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| bbbccc
|
______________
| I |
| aaabbb
|
| aaabbb
|
| N |
| cccddd
|
| bbbccc
|
| S |
| dddeee
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| I |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| D |
| dddeee
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
|
|
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

7. If you specify INSIDE as an operand on ZONE, each target string must begin in the first column of the specified
column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length
of the column range.
8. INSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, NINSIDE, OUTSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.47.1 Example 1
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3.48 INSTORE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__INSTORE__ _________ ____________________________________________>< |
|
|_REVERSE_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the INSTORE stage command to read the records from its input stream into storage. INSTORE writes to its output
stream (if it is connected) a single record. INSTORE's output record is used only by the OUTSTORE stage command
and tells OUTSTORE how to read all the records back into the pipeline from storage. Optionally, you can store the
records so they can be retrieved in reverse order.
Operands

REVERSE

stores all input records so that OUTSTORE can read all the records back into the pipeline in reverse order.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: INSTORE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: INSTORE writes a single record to its primary output stream. This record is the primary input
stream record to the OUTSTORE stage command.
Usage Notes

1. INSTORE delays the records until end of file is reached.
2. When processing the output from INSTORE in a REXX program, use the PEEKTO pipeline subcommand to read
the output record. Enter the READTO pipeline subcommand without operands to discard the record when it has
been processed.
3. Do not process the INSTORE output record with a stage command other than OUTSTORE.
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4. See also BUFFER and OUTSTORE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.48.1 Example 1
3.48.2 Example 2
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3.49 JOBLOG

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>____JOBLOG________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
JOBLOG reads the data from its input stream and writes it to the joblog. If JOBLOG is the first stage of a pipeline, it
receives an EOF and no output is sent.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JOBLOG reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: JOBLOG writes the records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JOBLOG does not delay the records.
2. First, JOBLOG tries to write to the terminal using TSO terminal services. If TSO services are not available,
JOBLOG uses WTO to write to the joblog.
3. When JOBLOG is in a pipeline set that has been issued under control of RUNPIPE EVENTS, JOBLOG signals
write events instead of writing to the joblog.
4. To read about the JOBLOG limits, see the WTO macro in the MVS/ESA SP V5 Assembler Services Reference.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.49.1 Example 1
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3.50 JOIN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1____________________________________________
|
| >>__JOIN__|______________________________________________|__________>< |
|
|__ __ _*_ __ ____________ __ __ ___________ __|
|
|
| |_n_| |_/string/___| | |_maxlength_|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|
_1_
|
|
|
|__|___|__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|_*_| |_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_n_| |_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the JOIN stage command to concatenate one or more input records into a single output record. JOIN reads records
from its primary input stream, concatenates the records, and writes the concatenated records to its primary output
stream, if it is connected. Records are concatenated in the order in which they appear in the primary input stream.
Operands

n
specifies the additional number of input records to join to the first record. That is, it concatenates the first n+1 records
into a single record up to the maxlength if specified. It then concatenates the next n+1 records up to the maxlength if
specified. This process continues until all primary input stream records are processed. If the number of records in the
input stream is not evenly divisible by n+1, then the last output record written contains the remaining records. If you do
not specify n, JOIN concatenates pairs of input records. If you specify 0 for n, JOIN copies all primary input stream
records unchanged to its primary output stream.
*

specifies that all records in the input stream are combined into a single output record, if maxlength is not specified.
If maxlength is specified, input records are combined into one or more output records.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If n is not specified but string is specified and
string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note
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3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters to be inserted between concatenated records.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to be inserted
between concatenated records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks
in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be inserted between concatenated
records. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the string. The number
of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

maxlength
specifies the maximum length of an output record. For example, if you specify * and 72 for maxlength, input records are
concatenated into one or more output records that are not longer than 72 characters. JOIN does not split input records
when trying to create an output record with a length that is equal to the maxlength specified.
An input record with a length that is equal to or greater than the maxlength specified is written unchanged.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JOIN reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After concatenating the records read from its primary input stream, JOIN writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JOIN delays records. The last input record in each set of concatenated records is not delayed.
2. If JOIN's primary output stream is not connected, JOIN ends.
3. If n is not specified but string is specified and string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a
number as the delimiting character. For example,
JOIN /2/
is not equivalent to

JOIN 121

The first JOIN stage concatenates pairs of records and inserts the string 2 between each pair. The second stage
121
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concatenates groups of 122 records. That is,

is processed as n rather than as a delimited string.

4. See also CHOP, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, STRIP, and BLOCK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.50.1 Example 1
3.50.2 Example 2
3.50.3 Example 3
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3.51 JOINCONT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_TRAILING_
|
| >>__JOINCONT__ _____ __|__________|__ _/string1/___ _________________> |
|
|_NOT_| |_LEADING__| |_Xhexstring1_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_|
|
|
|
| >__ _____________ __________________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string2/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the JOINCONT stage command to join records that are marked with a continuation string at the end of the first
record or at the beginning of the second record. JOINCONT deletes the continuation string, but you can specify another
string to be inserted between joined records.
JOINCONT reads records from its primary input stream and concatenates records as long as the specified continuation
string is present. When JOINCONT encounters a record without the continuation string, it writes the data it has
concatenated thus far as a record to its output stream and then goes on to read its next input stream record.
Operands

NOT

specifies that the records are joined when the specified string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 is absent.
TRAILING

specifies that the continuation string is at the end of the record being continued. TRAILING is the default.
If you specify TRAILING, each input record is inspected for the specified trailing string of characters (string1,
hexstring1, or binstring1).
LEADING

specifies that the continuation string is at the beginning of the second record being continued.

If you specify LEADING, the next input record is inspected for the specified leading string of characters (string1,
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hexstring1, or binstring1).
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
defines the string of characters as the continuation string.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the string of characters as the
continuation string. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring1

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the string of characters as the continuation string. The B
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits
must be divisible by 8.
string2
defines the string of characters to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 when two records are joined. When string2
is used with the NOT operand, string2 is inserted between the two records being joined.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the string of characters to replace
string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 when two records are joined. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the string of characters to replace string1, hexstring1, or
binstring1 when two records are joined. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JOINCONT reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: JOINCONT writes the joined records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JOINCONT TRAILING processes records as follows:
Records that are not continued are not delayed
The last record of a set of continued records is not delayed.
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JOINCONT LEADING processes records as follows:
Records that are not continued are delayed by one record
The last record of a set of continued records is delayed by one record.
2. If JOINCONT's primary output stream is not connected, JOINCONT ends.
3. Use a STRIP TRAILING stage before a JOINCONT stage in a pipeline to remove the trailing blanks from a
fixed-format data set.
4. See also JOIN.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.51.1 Example 1
3.51.2 Example 2
3.51.3 Example 3
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3.52 JUXTAPOSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__JUXTAPOSe_______________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the JUXTAPOSE stage command to prefix one or more records in its secondary input stream with a record from its
primary input stream. JUXTAPOSE reads records from its primary and secondary input streams as they become
available. Each record from the primary input stream is stored in a one-record buffer, replacing the previous contents of
the buffer. The record which was previously in the buffer is then discarded. When a record is read from the secondary
input stream, it is prefixed with the record currently in the buffer and the combined record is written to the primary
output stream. If a record is available on the secondary input stream before a record is available on the primary input
stream, the secondary input stream record is not prefixed.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JUXTAPOSE reads records from its primary input stream as they become available and stores
the record in a one-record buffer.
Secondary Input Stream: JUXTAPOSE reads records from its secondary input stream as they become available and
prefixes the records with the record currently in the buffer.
Primary Output Stream: JUXTAPOSE writes the combined records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JUXTAPOSE discards records read from its primary input stream. Records read from its secondary stream are not
delayed.
2. If JUXTAPOSE's primary output stream is not connected, JUXTAPOSE ends.
3. JUXTAPOSE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary output stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
4. See also PREDSELECT, SPECS with the SELECT operand.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.52.1 Example 1
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3.53 LISTCAT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__LISTCAT__ ______ __ _____ __ __________________ ________________>< |
|
|_ASIS_| |_All_| | <______________ |
|
|
|___DSname__word_|_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
listcat writes a list of data set names into the pipeline. The list is qualified by a specified string or the current prefix, or
both.
Names are listed for each word in the DSNAME list and each word in the input records. When the word does not begin
with a quote, the user's TSO/E prefix is prepended to the word specified, if a prefix is set. When the word begins with a
quote, it is used without further prefixing.
Subtopics:
3.53.1 Type
3.53.2 Output Record Format
3.53.3 Usage Notes
3.53.4 Related Commands
3.53.5 Examples
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3.54 LISTDSI

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__LISTDSI__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
listdsi calls the REXX function listdsi() and writes the contents of the variables that describe the data set to the primary
output system. It then writes the function result (the return code) to the secondary output system (if it is defined).
The argument string (if it is non-blank) and each non-blank input record are passed to the listdsi()function without
inspection or modification. When the return code is less than 16, the variables shown below are obtained from the
REXX environment and written to the output stream if they are defined. Directory information (ADIRBLK,
UDIRBLK, and MEMBER) is written only if the return code is 0. The variables are written in the order shown, column
by column. When the return code is 16, only the last three variables are obtained (REASON, MSGLV1, MSGLV2).
DSREALUNEXTRMEMBERS
VOLRUSEXPABLREASON
UNBLPRCRRAADMSGLV1
DSKESEREUPUDMSGLV2

Subtopics:
3.54.1 Type
3.54.2 Output Record Format
3.54.3 Streams Used
3.54.4 Usage Notes
3.54.5 Related Commands
3.54.6 Examples
3.54.7 Return Codes
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3.55 LISTISPF

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__LISTISPF__ _dsname_____ ______________ _____________ ____________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname___________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
| <________ |
|
|
|___member_|_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LISTISPF stage command to read the directory of a partitioned data set. After discarding the dictionary header
record, one record is written to the primary output stream for each member of the partitioned data set. If the member has
been stored by ISPF, the information that ISPF adds to the directory is formatted and written to the primary output
stream along with the member name. If the member has not been stored by ISPF, only the member name is written to
the primary output stream. A LISTISPF stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a partitioned data set. The partitioned data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname

indicates that the partitioned data set to be read is already allocated.

ddname
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is the data definition name of the allocated data set.
member
is the name of a member of the partitioned data set. If no member name is specified, LISTISPF lists information about
all members of the specified partitioned data set.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: LISTISPF writes the directory records to its primary output stream. Each record is in the
following format:

Table 2. LISTISPF Format of Output Records
Offset
Offset
Length
Description
Decimal
Hex
                                                     
0
(0)
8
Member name
10
(A)
5
Version and Modification
16
(10)
8
Date in ISO format of last modification
                            (yyyymmdd)
25
(19)
5
Time on a 24-hour clock of last
                            modification (hh:mm)
31
(1F)
5
Current size of member (number of records)
37
(25)
5
Initial size of member (number of records)
43
(26)
5
Number of modifications
49
(31)
8
User who last stored the member

Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to LISTISPF because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If LISTISPF's primary output stream is not connected, LISTISPF ends.
3. LISTPDS translates the data set name, the data definition name, and the member name to uppercase.
4. If you concatenate a group of partitioned data sets to a ddname, and then specify that ddname as input to
LISTISPF using the DDname=ddname operand, LISTISPF reads the directory of the first data set in the
concatenation. See "Example 2" in topic 3.55.2 for an example of reading the directories of all data sets in a
concatenation.
5. LISTISPF starts at commit level -1. It opens the DCB and then commits to 0.
6. See also LISTPDS, <, QSAM, and READPDS.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.55.1 Example 1
3.55.2 Example 2
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3.56 LISTPDS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__LISTPDS__ _dsname_____ ______________ _____________ _____________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname___________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
| <________ |
|
|
|___member_|_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LISTPDS stage command to read the directory of a partitioned data set. After discarding the dictionary header
record, one record is written to the primary output stream for each member of the partitioned data set. The first eight
bytes of each output record contain the member name. The remainder of the output record depends on the type of data
set. A LISTPDS stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a partitioned data set; it must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group. If the name
is fully-qualified, enclose the specified data set in single quotation marks.
DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated data set.
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member
is the name of a member of the data set. If no member name is specified, LISTPDS lists information about all members
of the specified data set.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: LISTPDS writes the directory records to its primary output stream. The first eight bytes of each
output record contain the member name, and the remainder of the output record depends on the type of data set.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to LISTPDS because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If LISTPDS's primary output stream is not connected, LISTPDS ends.
3. LISTPDS translates the data set name, the data definition name, and the member name to uppercase.
4. If you concatenate a group of partitioned data sets to a ddname, and then specify that ddname as input to
LISTPDS using the DDname=ddname operand, LISTPDS reads the directory of the first data set in the
concatenation. See "Example 2" in topic 3.56.2 for an example of reading the directories of all data sets in a
concatenation.
5. LISTPDS starts at commit level -2000000000. It opens the DCB and then commits to level 0.
6. See also <, LISTISPF, QSAM, and READPDS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.56.1 Example 1
3.56.2 Example 2
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3.57 LITERAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__LITERAL__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LITERAL stage command to write a specified character string as a record to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. If the primary input stream for the LITERAL stage contains any records, LITERAL then copies the records
from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

string
is a string of characters that make up a record. The string begins exactly one space after the LITERAL stage command
and ends with the last character before the stage separator (|), the pipeline end character or the end of the pipeline. It
includes any leading or trailing blanks. If you do not specify string, LITERAL creates a null record.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: LITERAL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After writing string to its primary output stream, LITERAL copies any records read from its
primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. LITERAL does not delay the records.
2. If LITERAL's primary output stream is not connected, LITERAL ends.
3. Because LITERAL writes string as the first record of its output stream before copying its input stream, records
from multiple LITERAL stages are written to the output in reverse order compared to the order of the stages in
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the pipeline. Here is an example:
pipe literal or not to be | literal To be | terminal
To be
or not to be
READY

To write the character strings to the output in the same order as they are written in a pipeline, use APPEND stages
following the first LITERAL stage, as in the following example:
pipe literal 1 | append literal 2 | append literal 3 | terminal
1
2
3
READY

4. To write a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option with an escape character or use a double stage separator. For example, the following two PIPE commands
produce the same results:
pipe (escape %) literal 10%|3| literal Girl/Boy ratio: | terminal
pipe literal 10||3| literal Girl/Boy ratio: | terminal
In the first stage, LITERAL writes the ratio of girls to boys. The
string contains the | character, which is the default stage separator
character.

In the first PIPE command, the ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. To prevent
the first PIPE command from treating the occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
In the second PIPE command, the PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the
LITERAL stage as |.
5. See also APPEND, STRLITERAL, and VAR.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.57.1 Example 1
3.57.2 Example 2
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3.58 LOCATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1-*____________________________________________
|
| >>__Locate__|________________________________________________|_______> |
|
|_ _| Separator |__| Inputrange |______________ _|
|
|
|
<__________________________________
|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|
|_(____| Separator |__| Inputrange |____|__)_|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(2)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a |
|
blank.
|
|
|
| (2) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LOCATE stage command to select records that contain a specified target string of characters. LOCATE writes
primary input stream records that contain a specified string to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its
secondary output stream is connected, LOCATE writes all other input records to its secondary output stream. If you do
not specify a string, a null string is assumed.
LOCATE searches for the specified string within one or more specified locations of the input data in the record. If you
do not specify a location, LOCATE searches the entire input record. When at least one input data location is specified, if
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you do not specify a string or you specify a null string, LOCATE writes to its primary output stream only input records
of length x or greater, where x is the input data location with the smallest absolute value.
When LOCATE is used to search for a string, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match. A match is found only if the data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank
characters. Blank characters contained in the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target string.
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal d-e-f | locate wordsep - w3 /c/ | terminal
a-b-c
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a LOCATE stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the
question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b? | literal e??f | locate fieldsep ? f2-3 /f/ | terminal
e??f
READY
If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a LOCATE
stage, a field separator character remains in effect until the next
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
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SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which the LOCATE stage command
operates. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input
character string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words each where the words are
separated by a blank:
pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | locate word 2 /j/ | terminal
gh ij kl
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, ab is the
first word and a is the third word:

pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?a| split | locate (ws ? w1 w3) /a/| terminal
?ab?c??a
ab?c?a
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the LOCATE stage command operates. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d |literal
a b-c d
READY

c f-g h | locate fs - f2 /c/ |terminal

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?a| split | locate (fs ? f1 f3) /a/ | terminal
ab?c?a
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
LOCATE operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range
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indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record.
If you do not specify a location, LOCATE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string, hexstring, or
binstring. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the next-to-last and the last column as the input location:
pipe literal afbc adef ghfi fjkl| split | locate -2;-1 /f/ | terminal
adef
ghfi
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the
input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
LOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
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*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If no operands are specified before string and
if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a target string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a target string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a target string of characters to be
located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There
must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring

defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a target string of characters to be located. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: LOCATE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If the target string is specified, LOCATE copies input records that contain the target string
within any specified column range, word range, or field range to its primary output stream. If the target string is not
specified and cnumberrange, wnumberrange, or fnumberrange is specified, LOCATE writes to its primary output
stream only input records of length x or greater, where x is the input data location with the smallest absolute value.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, LOCATE copies each input record that is not
written to its primary output stream to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. LOCATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of LOCATE's output streams are not connected, LOCATE ends.
3. If no operands are specified before string, and if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. For example,
LOCATE /5/
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is not equivalent to

LOCATE (5(

The first LOCATE stage selects records that contain the string 5. The second stage results in an error message
because (5( is processed as cnumberrange rather than as a delimited string.
If no input range is specified, you cannot specify asterisk (*) as the delimiting character when string consists of
only a hyphen (-).
4. Unlike the FIND and NFIND stage commands, LOCATE does not require the target operand to begin in column 1
in order for the record to be selected.
5. Use a LOCATE stage followed by an NLOCATE stage to select records of a particular length. For example, the
following PIPE command displays all records of DATA.FILE that are exactly 20 characters long:
pipe < DATA.FILE | locate 20 | nlocate 21 | terminal

6. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that contain the character string A|B, issue
the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | locate /A%|B/ | terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the LOCATE stage
command is used to locate records that contain the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the
default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as
a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the
LOCATE stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the LOCATE
stage as |. For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | locate /A||B/ | terminal

7. If you specify LOCATE as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must be completely located
within the input range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of the input
range.
8. If you want to remove blank lines from a data set, use STRIP to remove leading and trailing blanks, and then use
LOCATE with no operands to search for input records of length 0. For example, to remove blank lines from the
data set NOBLANK.FILE, issue the following:
pipe < NOBLANK.FILE | strip | locate | > OUTBLANK.FILE
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9. LOCATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
10. See also FIND, NFIND, NLOCATE, ALL, ZONE, CASEI, STRFIND, and STRNFIND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.58.1 Example 1
3.58.2 Example 2
3.58.3 Example 3
3.58.4 Example 4
3.58.5 Example 5

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.59 LOOKUP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__LOOKUP__ _______ __|__________________|__________________________> |
|
|_COUNT_| |_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
_1-*__1-*_______________________
_DETAILs__MASTER_
|
| >__|________________________________|__|_________________|__________>< |
|
|_columnrange1__ ______________ _| |_DETAILs_________|
|
|
|_columnrange2_|
|_MASTER__________|
|
|
|_MASTER__DETAILs_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LOOKUP stage command to find records in a reference.
LOOKUP matches records in its primary input stream with records in its secondary input stream and writes matched
and unmatched records to different output streams. The records are matched on the basis of a key field (the contents of a
specified range of columns in the records).
LOOKUP reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes records to its primary, secondary, and
tertiary output streams, if each is connected. The secondary input stream must be defined and connected.
The records in the secondary input stream are the master records. LOOKUP first reads the master records into a buffer,
where records with duplicate key fields are discarded; the first occurrence of a key is retained. The records in the buffer
are referred to as the reference.
The records in the primary input stream are the detail records. LOOKUP compares detail records to records in the
reference.
LOOKUP writes records to three output streams, if each is connected:
The primary output stream contains matching records. You can specify the sequence of the master and detail
records written to the primary output stream and what is written to the primary output stream: both detail and
master records, only detail records, or only master records.
The secondary output stream contains detail records that do not have a matching master record.
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The tertiary output stream contains master records in ascending order by their key fields.
The primary and secondary output streams are severed at the end of file on the primary input stream before records are
written to the tertiary output stream.
Operands

COUNT

specifies that each master record is prefaced with a 10-character field that represents the number of detail records that
match the master record. The 10-character field is right-justified with leading blanks.
If you specify COUNT and the tertiary output stream is connected, all master records written have a 10-character prefix
that contains the number of matching detail records; unmatched records have a count of 0.
If you do not specify COUNT and the tertiary output stream is connected, only unmatched master records are written.
NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. This is the default.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange1
defines a key field for the detail records. If columnrange1 is not specified, the default key field is the entire record for
both the primary and secondary input streams. You can specify columnrange1 as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
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inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) - 1 for n.
columnrange2
defines a key field for the master records. If columnrange2 is not specified, columnrange1 defines the key field for both
the primary and secondary input streams. You can specify columnrange2 (which is identical with the format for
columnrange1) as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(3)(1) - 1 for
n.
DETAILs MASTER

specifies writing the matched detail records followed by their master record to the primary output stream. This is the
default.
DETAILs

specifies writing only the matched detail records to the primary output stream. It discards the matched master records.

MASTER

specifies writing only the matched master records to the primary output stream. It discards the matched detail records.

MASTER DETAILs

specifies writing the matched master record followed by its matched detail records to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: After reaching end of file on its secondary input stream, LOOKUP reads detail records from its
primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: LOOKUP reads master records from its secondary input stream. The secondary input stream
must be connected.
Primary Output Stream: LOOKUP writes matching records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: LOOKUP writes detail records that do not have a matching master record to its secondary
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output stream, if it is connected.
Tertiary Output Stream: LOOKUP writes master records in ascending order by their key fields to its tertiary output
stream, if it is connected. If the COUNT operand is specified, all master records are written. Otherwise, only the
unmatched master records are written.
Usage Notes

1. LOOKUP delays its secondary input stream records. LOOKUP does not delay its primary input stream records.
2. If all of LOOKUP's output streams are not connected, LOOKUP ends.
3. The following diagram shows the input and output streams for LOOKUP using the default operands:
__________
_______________
|
|________ÿ|Matching MASTER|
___________
|
L
|
| and DETAILS
|
| DETAILS |____ÿ|
|
|_______________|
|
|
|
O
|
|___________|
|
|
Primary Input
|
O
|
Stream
|
|
_______________
|
K
|________ÿ|DETAILS without|
|
|
|matching MASTER|
|
U
|
|_______________|
|
|
___________
|
P
|
| MASTER
|____ÿ|
|
|
|
|
|
_______________
|___________|
|
|________ÿ|MASTER without |
Secondary Input
|
|
|matching DETAIL|
Stream
|__________|
|_______________|

Primary
Output
Stream

Secondary
Output
Stream

Tertiary
Output
Stream

The PIPE command in the following REXX exec shows how to code a LOOKUP stage as shown in the preceding
diagram. LOOKUP reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes the contents of its
primary, secondary, and tertiary output streams to separate files.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MYLOOKUP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< DETAIL.RECORDS',
/* read DETAIL.RECORDS */
|
|
'| l: lookup',
/* find matches */
|
|
'| > MATCHING.RECORDS',
/* write matching masters and details */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
' < MASTER.RECORDS',
/* read MASTER.RECORDS */
|
|
'| l:',
/* define secondary streams for LOOKUP */
|
|
'| > UNREF.DETAILS',
/* write details without masters */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
' l:',
/* define tertiary output for LOOKUP */
|
|
'| > UNREF.MASTERS'
/* write masters without details */
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

4. Although the COLLATE and LOOKUP stage commands both process master and detail records read from their
input streams, COLLATE reads master records from its primary input stream and LOOKUP reads master records
from its secondary input stream. COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream and LOOKUP
reads detail records from its primary input stream.
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5. LOOKUP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
6. See also COLLATE and MERGE.
Subtopics:
3.59.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.60 MCTOASA

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__MCTOASA_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MCTOASA stage command to convert machine carriage control to ASA carriage control. MCTOASA reads
records from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary output stream. It discards null input records.
MCTOASA inspects the first column of the first record to determine whether the data set already has ASA form of
carriage control. If the data set does not have ASA carriage control, MCTOASA converts the first byte of each record to
an ASA carriage control character. Based on the carriage control of the next record, MCTOASA moves the converted
first byte to the following record, if appropriate, to turn a delayed carriage movement into an immediate one.
If the input data set already has ASA carriage control, MCTOASA copies it to the output stream and verifies that each
record has valid ASA carriage control.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: MCTOASA reads records from its primary input stream. Null records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: After converting the records read from its primary input stream, MCTOASA writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. If conversion is performed, MCTOASA delays the records. MCTOASA does not delay the records when no
conversion is performed.
2. If MCTOASA's primary output stream is not connected, MCTOASA ends.
3. MCTOASA truncates records after 256 bytes without indication of an error.
4. For the machine carriage control character to be valid, bit 7 must be odd and bit 5 must be 0. The value of bit
positions 1 through 4 must be in the range 1 through 12 when bit 0 is on (indicating skip) or 0 through 3 when bit
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0 is off (indicating a space command).
5. See also ASATOMC.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.60.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.61 MEMBERS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<________
|
| >>__MEMBERs__ _dsname_________ ____member_|_________________________>< |
|
|_'dsname__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MEMBERS stage command to extract members from a partitioned data set.
MEMBERS searches the directory for each member you specify. If a member does not exist, MEMBERS translates the
member name to uppercase and performs the search again. A null record is written after each member.
MEMBERS searches first for the members in the argument string. Then MEMBERS reads records from its primary
input stream and searches for members listed in those records. Null and blank input records are discarded.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set. The physical sequential data set must be cataloged.
DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated physical sequential data set.

member
is a name of the member to be extracted from the data set specified.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: After searching for all members specified as operands, MEMBERS reads records from its
primary input stream and searches for the members listed in the input records. The records must be in the same format
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as one or more member operands. Null and blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: MEMBERS writes the found members to its primary output stream followed by a null record.
Usage Notes

1. MEMBERS does not delay the records.
2. If MEMBERS's primary output stream is not connected, MEMBERS ends.
3. If a data set does not exist with the data set identifier you specify, MEMBERS translates the file name and data
set type to uppercase and performs the search again.
4. MEMBERS starts at commit level -2000000000. MEMBERS commits to level 0 after reading the directory of the
library.
5. See also LISTISPF, LISTPDS, <, and QSAM.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.61.1 Example 1
3.61.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.62 MERGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
_Ascending__
|
| >>__MERGE__|__________________|__|____________|_____________________>< |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _| |_Descending_|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|_| Group1 |_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group1:
|
|
<_________________________
|
| |____columnrange__| Group2 |_|_______________________________________| |
|
|
| Group2:
|
|
_Ascending__
|
| |__|____________|__ ____________________ ____________________________| |
|
|_Descending_| |_NOPAD______________|
|
|
|_PAD__ _char______ _|
|
|
|_hexchar___|
|
|
|_ _BLANK_ _|
|
|
|_SPACE_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MERGE stage command to merge the records from up to 10 input streams in the order one or more key fields
specify. A key field is a specific range of columns within each record. If you do not specify a key field, MERGE merges
the records according to the entire record.
MERGE writes all the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. The primary output stream is sorted
provided all input streams have already been sorted according to the same key fields.
Operands

NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The NOPAD operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE stage command:
If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, NOPAD applies to
the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD applies only to that particular key field.
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PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The PAD operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE stage command:
If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, PAD applies to the entire
record.
If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD applies only to that particular key field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Ascending

merges records in ascending order. The ASCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE stage
command:
If ASCENDING is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, ASCENDING
applies to the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify ASCENDING after columnrange, ASCENDING applies only to that particular key field. This is
the default.

Descending

merges records in descending order. The DESCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE
stage command:
If DESCENDING is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified,
DESCENDING applies to the entire record.
If you specify DESCENDING after columnrange, DESCENDING applies only to that particular key field.
columnrange
defines a key field. If you do not specify columnrange, the complete record is compared. You can specify columnrange
as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
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*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)-1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify.
Streams Used
Input Streams: MERGE reads records from up to 10 input streams.
Primary Output Stream: MERGE writes the records read from the input streams to its primary output stream. The order
in which the records are written depends on the key fields and on the specified operands.
Usage Notes

1. MERGE does not delay the records.
2. If MERGE's primary output stream is not connected, MERGE ends.
3. The following diagram shows how MERGE merges three input streams in ascending order (the default sort order)
according to the entire record (the default key field):
Primary Input Stream
___________
__________
|
|
|Annette
|
|
|
|Denise
|_______ÿ|
|
Primary Output Stream
|Elizabeth |
|
|
__________
|Ted
|
|
|
|Annette
|
|__________|
|
M
|
|Barb
|
|
|
|Chuck
|
Secondary Input Stream |
E
|
|Dave
|
__________
|
|
|Denise
|
|Barb
|
|
R
|
|Elizabeth |
|Lisa
|_______ÿ|
|__________ÿ|Jeff
|
|Mike
|
|
G
|
|Kevin
|
|__________|
|
|
|Lisa
|
|
E
|
|Mike
|
|
|
|Ted
|
Tertiary Input Stream |
|
|__________|
__________
|
|
|Chuck
|
|
|
|Dave
|_______ÿ|
|
|Jeff
|
|
|
|Kevin
|
|
|
|__________|
|
|
|___________|

4. You can divide a large data set into smaller data sets, sort the smaller files, and then create a single data set again
with MERGE.
5. If two or more streams have identical key fields, MERGE writes the records from the lowest-numbered stream
first. This ensures that input streams sorted more than once always produce the same result.
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6. During comparison of two records to determine their order in the output stream, a position that does not exist in
one record has a lower value than any possible value in a record that does have a character in that position. Before
comparing key fields, use the PAD operand to pad short key fields with a specific character.
7. You can specify the ASCENDING and DESCENDING operands and the PAD and NOPAD operands for the
entire record and also for individual key fields. Following is an example of a MERGE stage that specifies a blank
pad character for the entire record, no padding for columns 1 through 5, and a pad character of ? for columns 10
through 18:
... | merge pad blank 1-5 nopad 10-18 pad ? | ...

8. MERGE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream
and then commits to level 0.
9. See also SORT, COLLATE, and LOOKUP.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.62.1 Example 1
3.62.2 Example 2
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3.63 NFIND (NOTFIND)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _NFIND___ __ ______ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_NOTFIND_| |_text_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NFIND stage command to select records that do not begin with a specified text. NFIND reads records from its
primary input stream and writes the records that do not begin with the specified text to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, NFIND writes all other records to its secondary output stream.
Operands

text
is any text that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. To be considered a match and
therefore not be selected, each character in text must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with
two exceptions:
1. A blank character in text is considered to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in text matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do not match. Records that are shorter in
length than text are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.
If you do not specify text, and if the secondary output stream is connected, NFIND writes all input records to the
secondary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: NFIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: NFIND copies each input record that does not begin with the specified text to its primary
output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, NFIND copies each input record that begins with
the specified text to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. NFIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of NFIND's output streams are not connected, NFIND ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the NFIND stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the blank
and continues until the next stage separator, the next endchar character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. The NFIND stage command selects all records that do not begin with text.
5. If you specify NFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first column
of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. The target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore,the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of
the column range.
6. If you want to select records that do not contain an underscore character (_), use the NLOCATE stage command.
7. NFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
8. See also FIND, LOCATE, NLOCATE, STRFIND, STRNFIND, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.63.1 Example 1
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3.64 NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _NINSIDE___ __ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ _________________>< |
|
|_NOTINSIDe_| |_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NINSIDE stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with all records
preceding and including the record that begins with a specified string. NINSIDE writes a group of records to its primary
output stream, if connected, ending a group with the record that has the second specified string and any succeeding
records, or with all remaining records once the specified number of records that won't be selected is reached. Each group
of records is written in the order found in the input stream. Each specified target string must begin in the first column of
an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, NINSIDE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. These are the records between but not including the record that begins with the first specified target string, and
either all the records up to the record with the second specified target string or the record corresponding to the number
specified. If the secondary output stream is not connected, NINSIDE discards the records that are not selected.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
NINSIDE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as
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NINSIDE /abc/ /def/

If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target
strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.
n
specifies the number of records to be written to the secondary output stream (or to be discarded, if the secondary output
stream is not connected), starting with the record immediately following the record that begins with the starting target
string. NINSIDE writes (or discards) n records each time the starting target string is found in the first column of an input
record. n must be 0 or greater. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less than n, the remaining
records are written to the secondary output stream (or discarded).
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: NINSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: NINSIDE writes the selected input records that have the specified target strings as well as the
records not located between records with the target strings to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, NINSIDE writes all input records not selected to
its secondary output stream.
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Usage Notes

1. NINSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If all of NINSIDE's output streams are not connected, NINSIDE ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
NINSIDE /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

NINSIDE 1a1 171

The first NINSIDE stage selects records preceding and including the record beginning with the target a, and
records including and following the record with the target 7. The second stage selects records that precede and
include a record beginning with a, and writes all remaining records once 171 unselected records is reached. That
is, 171 is processed as the number of records that won't be selected (n) rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target string, NINSIDE writes the records
preceding (and including) the record that begins with string1 to its primary output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | ninside /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (ABC.SCRIPT), the primary
output stream, and the secondary output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| N |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| I |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| N |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| I |
| dddeee
|
| D |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| E |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, NINSIDE will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
string is found before the ending target string, NINSIDE writes all the records preceding and including the first
record that begins with the starting target string and records succeeding and including the first record that begins
with the ending target string to its primary output stream. The records written to the primary output stream do not
include the records following the record beginning with string1 up to the record beginning with string2, nor do
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they include the second record that begins with string1. NINSIDE writes these unselected records to its secondary
output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | ninside /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| N |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|
| I |
| dddeee
|
| bbbccc
|
| N |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| I |
| dddeee
|
| D |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| E |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| bbbccc
|
|_____|
| aaabbb
|
|______________|
_____

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence of the starting target string is
found within the selected group of records, NINSIDE writes n records, starting with the record following the
record that begins with the starting target string and including the second record that begins with the starting
target string to its secondary output stream, if connected. NINSIDE writes the remaining records, including the
first record that begins with the starting target string, to its primary output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | ninside /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| N |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| I |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| N |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| I |
______________
| dddeee
|
| D |___ÿ| bbbccc
|
| eeefff
|
| E |
| aaabbb
|
|______________|
|
|
| cccddd
|
|_____|
| dddeee
|
|______________|
_____

7. If you specify NINSIDE as an operand on ZONE, each target string must begin in the first column of the specified
column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
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located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length
of the column range.
8. NINSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, INSIDE, OUTSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.64.1 Example 1
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3.65 NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _NLOCATE___ ____________________________________________________> |
|
|_NOTLOCATe_|
|
|
|
|
_1-*____________________________________________
|
| >__|________________________________________________|________________> |
|
|_ _| Separator |__| Inputrange |______________ _|
|
|
|
<__________________________________
|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|
|_(____| Separator |__| Inputrange |____|__)_|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(2)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a |
|
blank.
|
|
|
| (2) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NLOCATE stage command to select records that do not contain a specified target string of characters.
NLOCATE writes primary input stream records that do not contain the specified string to its primary output stream, if it
is connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, NLOCATE writes all other records to its secondary output
stream. If you do not specify a string, a null string is assumed.
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NLOCATE searches for the specified string within one or more specified locations of the input data in the record. If you
do not specify a location, NLOCATE searches the entire input record. When at least one input data location is specified,
if you do not specify a string or you specify a null string, NLOCATE writes to its primary output stream only input
records of length x-1 or less, where x is input data location with the smallest absolute value.
When NLOCATE is used to search for a string, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match. A match is found only if the data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank
characters. Blank characters contained in the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target string.
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal d-e-f | nlocate wordsep - w3 /c/ | terminal
d-e-f
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a NLOCATE stage, a word separator character remains
in effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to
specify that the question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b?| literal e??f | nlocate fieldsep ? f2-3 /f/ | terminal
a?b?
READY

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a NLOCATE stage, the field separator character remains
in effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEParator (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEparator (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
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BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEParator (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEparator (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which NLOCATE operates. The
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character string
in the following PIPE command consists of 2 records with 3 words each where the words are separated by a blank:
pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | nlocate word 2 /j/ | terminal
aj cd ej
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, in both records, e is the third
word:

pipe literal ?a?c?e a??c?e | split | nlocate (ws ? word 3) /c/ | terminal
?a?c?e
a??c?e
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which NLOCATE operates. The FIELDSEPARATOR operand
defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d | literal c f-g h | nlocate fs - f2 /c/ | terminal
c f-g h
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters without data
between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd | literal a??ef | nlocate fs ? field 1 /a/ | terminal
?ab?cd
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
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NLOCATE operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range
indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record.
If you do not specify a location, NLOCATE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string, hexstring, or
binstring. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.

location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the last column as the input location:
pipe literal afbc adef ghfi fjkl| split | nlocate -2;-1 /f/| terminal
afbc
fjkl
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the
input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
NLOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
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*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If no operands are specified before string, and
if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a target string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the target string of characters to be
located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There
must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a target string of characters to be located. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: NLOCATE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If the target string is specified, NLOCATE copies input records that do not contain the target
string within any specified input range to its primary output stream. If the target string is not specified and columnrange
is specified, NLOCATE writes to its primary output stream only input records of length x-1 or less, where x is the input
data location with the smallest absolute value.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, NLOCATE copies to its secondary output stream
each input record that is not written to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. NLOCATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of NLOCATE's output streams are not connected, NLOCATE ends.
3. If no operands are specified before string, and if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. For example,
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NLOCATE /5/
is not equivalent to

NLOCATE (5(

The first NLOCATE stage selects records that do not contain the string 5. The second stage results in an error
message because (5( is processed as cnumberrange rather than as a delimited string.
If no input range is specified, you cannot specify asterisk (*) as the delimiting character when string consists of
only a hyphen (-).
4. Unlike the FIND and NFIND stage commands, NLOCATE does not require string to begin in column 1 in order
for the record to be selected.
5. Use an NLOCATE stage followed by a LOCATE stage to select records of a particular length. For example, the
following PIPE command displays all records of DATA.FILE that are exactly 20 characters long:
pipe < DATA.FILE | nlocate 21 | locate 20 | terminal

6. To select only null records, use the following stage:
... | nlocate 1 | ...

7. If you specify NLOCATE as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must be completely
located within the input range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of
the input range.
8. NLOCATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
9. See also NFIND, LOCATE, FIND, ALL, CASEI, ZONE, STRFIND, and STRNFIND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.65.1 Example 1
3.65.2 Example 2
3.65.3 Example 3
3.65.4 Example 4
3.65.5 Example 5
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3.66 NOT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__NOT__stagecommand__ __________ _________________________________>< |
|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NOT stage command to reverse the position of the output streams from any stage command that uses exactly
one input stream and two output streams.
The primary output stream of the specified stage command is the secondary output stream of NOT, if connected, and the
secondary output stream of the specified stage command is the primary output stream of NOT. NOT ends when the
specified stage command ends.
Operands

stagecommand
specifies the name of a stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. The specified stage command
must have one input stream and two output streams.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: Records read from the primary input stream of NOT are the records passed to the primary input
stream of the specified stage command.
Primary Output Stream: The records written on the primary output stream of NOT are the records written on the
secondary output stream of the specified stage command.
Secondary Output Stream: The records written on the secondary output stream of NOT are the records written on the
primary output stream of the specified stage command.
Usage Notes
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1. NOT delays the records if the stage command specified as an operand delays the records.
2. Unlike APPEND and PREFACE, NOT does not scan for stage separators before running the specified stage
command.
3. Use NOT with BatchPipeWorks stage commands or user-written stage commands that do not have a converse
operation. For performance reasons, do not use NOT with a stage command (with one input stream and two
output streams) that has a converse operation (like FIND and NFIND or like LOCATE and NLOCATE). If a
stage command already has a converse stage command, then the converse stage command performs more
efficiently than using NOT with the stage command.
4. See also NFIND, NINSIDE, NLOCATE, and STRNFIND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.66.1 Example 1
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3.67 OUTSIDE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__OUTSIDE__ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ _______________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OUTSIDE stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with records
preceding the first record that begins with a specified string. OUTSIDE writes a group of records to its primary output
stream, if connected, ending a group with the record following the record that has the second specified string or with all
remaining records once the specified number of records that won't be selected is reached. Each group of records is
written in the order found in the input stream. Each specified target string must begin in the first column of an input
record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, OUTSIDE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. These include the record beginning with the first specified target string and either all the records up to and
including the record with the second specified target string or the record corresponding to the number specified. If the
secondary output stream is not connected, OUTSIDE discards the records that are not selected.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
OUTSIDE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as
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OUTSIDE /abc/ /def/

If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. The X or H
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.
n
specifies the number of records to be written to the secondary output stream (or to be discarded, if the secondary output
stream is not connected), starting with and including the record that begins with the starting target string. OUTSIDE
writes (or discards) n records each time the starting target string is found in the first column of an input record. n must
be 2 or greater. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less than n, the remaining records are written to
the secondary output stream (or discarded).
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: OUTSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: OUTSIDE writes selected input records that are not located between records with the specified
target strings to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, OUTSIDE writes all input records not selected to
its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. OUTSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If OUTSIDE's output streams are not connected, OUTPUT ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
OUTSIDE /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

OUTSIDE 1a1 171

The first OUTSIDE stage selects records not between records with the targets a and 7. The second stage selects
records that precede a record that begins with a, and writes all remaining records once 171 unselected records is
reached. That is, 171 is processed as the number of records that won't be selected (n) rather than as a delimited
string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target string, OUTSIDE writes all the
records in its input stream to its primary output stream, starting with records preceding the first record that begins
with string1. For example, after entering the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | outside /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| O |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| U |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
|______________|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
| cccddd
|
| I |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| dddeee
|
| D |
______________
| eeefff
|
| E |___ÿ| cccddd
|
|______________|
|
|
| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, OUTSIDE will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
target string is found before the ending target string, OUTSIDE writes the records preceding the first record that
begins with string1 and all records succeeding the first record that begins with string2 to its primary output
stream. This does not include the second record that begins with string1. OUTSIDE writes this record and the
other unselected records to its secondary output stream. For example, after entering the following:
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pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | outside /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
______________
| O |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| U |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| I |
______________
| dddeee
|
| D |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
| E |
| bbbccc
|
|______________|
|
|
| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
_____

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence of the starting target string is
found within the selected group of records, OUTSIDE writes n records, starting with the record that begins with
the starting target string, to its secondary output stream, if connected. OUTSIDE writes the remaining records,
including the record that begins with the starting target string to its primary output stream. For example, after
entering the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | outside /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
______________
| O |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| U |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| I |
______________
| dddeee
|
| D |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
| E |
| bbbccc
|
|______________|
|
|
| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
_____

7. If you specify OUTSIDE as an operand on the ZONE, each target string must begin in the first column of the
specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to
the length of the column range.
8. OUTSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, INSIDE, NINSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.67.1 Example 1
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3.68 OUTSTORE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__OUTSTORE________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OUTSTORE stage command to write to its primary output stream (if it is connected) records the INSTORE
stage command has put in storage. The primary input stream consists of a single record prepared by INSTORE that tells
OUTSTORE how to read all the records back into the pipeline from storage.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: OUTSTORE reads a single record from its primary input stream. The record must be the output
record from INSTORE.
Primary Output Stream: OUTSTORE writes to its primary output stream all the records that were stored by INSTORE.
Usage Notes

1. OUTSTORE does not delay the records.
2. If OUTSTORE's primary output stream is not connected, OUTSTORE ends.
3. See also INSTORE and BUFFER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.68.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.69 OVERLAY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_ _BLANK_ _
|
|
| |_SPACE_| |
|
| >>__OVERlay__|___________|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_char______|
|
|
|_hexchar___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OVERLAY stage command to read one record from each connected input stream and create a single record
such that each position in the output record contains the character in that relative position from the highest-numbered
input stream. OVERLAY writes the output record to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
One character has the property that it does not overlay a character from a lower-numbered stream. By default, this
character is a blank. The operand may select a different character. If a record in the highest-numbered input stream
contains the specified character in any position, OVERLAY replaces the character in the output record with the
corresponding character from the next highest-numbered input stream that has something other than the specified
character in that position.
Operands

char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, that does not overlay
data on lower-numbered input streams. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank character is the character that does not overlay data on lower-numbered input streams. This is the
default.
Streams Used
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Input Streams: OVERLAY reads records from each connected input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After reading a record from each of its connected input streams, OVERLAY combines the
records into a single record and writes the record to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. OVERLAY delays one record.
2. If OVERLAY's primary output stream is not connected, OVERLAY ends.
3. The following diagram shows two input streams for OVERLAY and its resulting output stream when BLANK,
the default, is specified:
Primary Input Stream
________
__________
|
|
Record 1|XXXXXXXX |
|
O
|
Record 2|STUVWXYZ |_______ÿ|
V
|
Primary Output Stream
Record 3|A
|
|
E
|
____________
|__________|
|
R
|
|AAXABXBB
|
|
L
|________ÿ|ABCVWXYZ
|
Secondary Input Stream
|
A
|
|ABCDE GH
|
__________
|
Y
|
|____________|
Record 1|AA AB BB |
|
|
Record 2|ABC
|_______ÿ| BLANK |
Record 3| BCDE GH |
|
|
|__________|
|
|
|________|

The following diagram uses the same input streams, but specifies char as A:
Primary Input Stream
________
__________
|
|
Record 1|XXXXXXXX |
|
O
|
Record 2|STUVWXYZ |_______ÿ|
V
|
Primary Output Stream
Record 3|A
|
|
E
|
____________
|__________|
|
R
|
|XX XB BB
|
|
L
|________ÿ|SBC
|
Secondary Input Stream
|
A
|
| BCDE GH
|
__________
|
Y
|
|____________|
Record 1|AA AB BB |
|
|
Record 2|ABC
|_______ÿ|
A
|
Record 3| BCDE GH |
|
|
|__________|
|
|
|________|

4. If a position in each input stream contains the specified character, OVERLAY places that character in the output
record.
5. If a record in the highest-numbered input stream is not as long as a lower-numbered input stream record,
OVERLAY writes the remaining characters from the lower-numbered input stream records to the output stream.
6. If OVERLAY processes input streams where one input stream does not have a record to compare, it compares the
records from the other streams.
For example, if
Stream 0 contains 12 records
Stream 1 contains 14 records
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Stream 2 contains 10 records
OVERLAY combines the first 10 records from all three streams and writes those records to its output stream.
Then it combines the 11th and 12th records of its primary and secondary input streams and writes those two
records to its output stream. And, finally, OVERLAY copies the 13th and 14th records from its secondary input
stream to its output stream.
7. OVERLAY reads a record from an input stream, processes it, and then releases it before it reads a record from the
next input stream or writes to the output stream.
8. OVERLAY processes input records until all input streams reach the end of file.
9. OVERLAY starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream
and then commits to level 0.
10. See also SPECS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.69.1 Example 1
3.69.2 Example 2
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3.70 PACK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_Variable________________
|
| >>__PACK__|_________________________|_______________________________>< |
|
|_ _Variable_ __ _______ _|
|
|
|_Fixed____| |_lrecl_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PACK stage command to compact data. PACK reads records from its primary input stream, compresses the
records, and writes the compressed records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. The output stream contains
records that are 1024 bytes in length. PACK discards null input records and pads the last output record with zeros.
Use the UNPACK stage command to uncompact data that has been compacted by the PACK stage command.
Operands

Variable

specifies that the input stream has variable-length records. This is the default.
Fixed

specifies that the input stream has fixed-length records. All input records must be the same length.
lrecl
is the maximum input record length.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PACK reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PACK writes to its primary output stream a record containing the length of the longest record
in the input stream. Following the length record, PACK then writes the compressed records to its primary output stream.
If the FIXED operand is specified, PACK determines the length after reading the first record. If the VARIABLE
operand is specified, PACK determines the length based on whether you specify lrecl:
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If lrecl is specified, the length in the first primary output stream record is set to lrecl and no input record can be
longer than this length.
If lrecl is not specified, the length in the first primary output stream record is set to the largest possible value.
After all the input records have been processed, PACK writes a record containing the length of the longest record
in the input stream to its secondary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: When packing variable format records, if lrecl is not specified, then after processing all the
input records, PACK writes a corrected length record to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PACK delays the records.
2. If PACK's primary output stream is not connected, PACK ends.
3. PACK starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
4. See also UNPACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.70.1 Example 1
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3.71 PAD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_ _BLANK_ _
|
|
_Right_
| |_SPACE_| |
|
| >>__PAD__|_______|__n__|___________|________________________________>< |
|
|_Left__|
|_char______|
|
|
|_hexchar___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PAD stage command to extend records with one or more specified characters or blanks. You can extend a
record on the left or the right. PAD reads records from its primary input stream, extends the records, and then writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Operands

Right

causes records to be padded on the right. This is the default.
Left

causes records to be padded on the left.

n
is the length to which PAD is to extend records. If the length of a record is less than n, PAD extends the record with the
number of characters needed to make the output record n characters in length. If the length of the record is greater than
or equal to n, PAD copies the record unchanged to its output stream.
char
hexchar
specifies the character used to extend the records. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or as the 2character hexadecimal representation of the character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in
quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
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specifies that blank is the character PAD is to use to extend the records. This is the default.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PAD reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After extending the records read from its primary input stream, PAD writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PAD does not delay the records.
2. If PAD's primary output stream is not connected, PAD ends.
3. See also CHOP, JOIN, SNAKE, SPLIT, and STRIP.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.71.1 Example 1
3.71.2 Example 2
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3.72 PAUSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PAUSE___________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PAUSE stage command in a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE EVENTS to send a signal from the pipeline
containing the PAUSE stage to the pipeline containing the RUNPIPE stage. Each time PAUSE reads a record from its
primary input stream, it signals the RUNPIPE stage to receive a type X'11' PAUSE event record. Refer to the event
record layout shown in RUNPIPE for a detailed description of the type X'11' PAUSE event record. The PAUSE event
record is one of many records that RUNPIPE issues to describe each milestone in the processing of a pipeline. When
RUNPIPE writes the type X'11' record to its output stream, a subsequent stage may take some action based on having
received that PAUSE event record. After PAUSE signals RUNPIPE to receive a PAUSE event record, PAUSE copies
its unmodified input record to its output stream.
A PAUSE stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PAUSE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PAUSE copies the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PAUSE does not delay the records.
2. If PAUSE's primary output stream is not connected, PAUSE ends.
3. If PAUSE is used in a pipeline that was not issued from RUNPIPE EVENTS, it shorts its input stream to its
primary output stream and ends.
4. When RUNPIPE EVENTS receives an event record, the pipeline being run by RUNPIPE is suspended until that
record has been consumed by the stage connected to RUNPIPE's primary output stream. By taking advantage of
this, you can build a pipeline that monitors actions in real time as it receives PAUSE event records. Once the
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action is complete, the stages following the RUNPIPE EVENTS stage can consume the PAUSE event record,
allowing the suspended pipeline to resume running.
5. See also RUNPIPE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.72.1 Example 1
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3.73 PICK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__PICK__|__________________|__ _________ __________________________> |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _| |_ANYcase_|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| >__ _/string1/_____________________ __ _==______ ____________________> |
|
|_Xhexstring1___________________| |_ _¬==_ _|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1___________________| | |_\==_| |
|
|
|_Bbinstring1___________________| | |_/==_| |
|
|
|_| Separator |__| Inputrange |_| |_<<______|
|
|
|_<<=_____|
|
|
|_>>______|
|
|
|_>>=_____|
|
|
|
| >__ _/string2/_____________________ ________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring2___________________|
|
|
|_Hhexstring2___________________|
|
|
|_Bbinstring2___________________|
|
|
|_| Separator |__| Inputrange |_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PICK stage command to compare a field in the primary input stream record to a specified string or a second
field in the record, and to select the record if the comparison satisfies the specified relation. PICK writes selected
primary input stream records to its primary output stream if it is connected. Records that do not match the specified
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relation are written to the secondary output stream if it is connected, otherwise they are discarded.
If ANYCASE is not specified, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not compare equally.
For example, a comparison satisfies a specified relation only if the content of the input record exactly matches the target
string you specify.
Operands

NOPAD

specifies that two comparison fields should be of equal length. If one field is shorter than the other it is not padded.
Input ranges that are specified in the input record must have the same length to be considered equal. This is the default.
PAD

specifies that the shorter of two comparison fields is extended on the right with a pad character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the pad character.
ANYcase

specifies that the case of letters being compared is ignored. The default is to respect case when comparing fields.

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, % , (, or ) for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
specifies a string of characters (constants) to be compared. If no operands are specified before string and if string
consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character.
Xhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring1
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be compared. The X or H can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
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specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be compared. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-a | literal d-e-f | pick wordsep - w1 ¬== w3 | terminal
d-e-f
READY

PICK compares word 1 with word 3 of record d-e-f and record a-b-c, and writes to its primary output stream the record
where word 1 is not equal to word 3.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, specify that the question mark
separates each field:
pipe literal a?a? | literal a?b?a | pick fieldsep ? f1 == f2 | terminal
a?a?
READY

PICK compares field 1 with field 2 in each record. PICK writes to its primary output stream the record that satisfies the
relational comparison. In the a?b?a record, field 1 (a) does not satisfy the equal relation when compared to a field 2 (b).
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks. Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data which the PICK stage command uses for
comparisons. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the
input character strings in the following PIPE command consist of two records, each with three blank-delimited words:
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pipe literal 11 22 33| literal 33 22 11| pick word 2 << word 3 | terminal
11 22 33
READY

PICK compares word 2 to see if it is less than word 3, and writes one record to its primary output stream because the
comparison is satisfied. WORDSEP BLANK does not have to be specified because it is the default.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. In the following example, for
both records, ab is the first word:
pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?ab | split | pick ws ? w1 ¬== w3 | terminal
?ab?c??a
READY

PICK compares word 1 to word 3 in each record, and writes the record to its primary output stream if the words are not
equal.
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data which the PICK stage command uses for comparisons. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c| literal
READY

c f-g h | pick fs - f2 == /c/ |terminal

PICK compares field 2 in each record to the character string c and writes the first record to its primary output stream
because the second field is c, and does not write the second record because the comparison is not satisfied. With
NOPAD as the default in this pipeline, the bytes of fields being compared must be equal in length to be considered
equal.
A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?1??ab ab?2?ab | split | pick fs ? f1 == f3 | terminal
ab?2?ab
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which
PICK uses for comparisons. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the
range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the
record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
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-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command compares the first and second column in the input record to the sixth and seventh column
(counted from the last column):
pipe literal ababefg 1231267890| split | pick 1-2 == -5;-4 | terminal
ababefg
READY

In the first record, ab is compared with ab. In the second record, 12 compares unequally with 67.
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -5;-4 specifies that the fifth-from-the-last word or field and the fourth-from-thelast word or field is the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
LOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
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location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
==

specifies the equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings byte for byte. The two strings must
be equal byte for byte. The inverse relational operator is ¬==, \==, or /==.

¬==
\==
/==

specifies the not equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. The inverse relational operator
is ==.
<<

specifies the less than sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. string1 must contain a character
that is lower in the collating sequence than the corresponding character in string2. The inverse relational operator is >>=.

<<=

specifies the less than or equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. The inverse relational
operator is >>.
>>

specifies the greater than sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two fields. string1 must contain a
character that is higher in the collating sequence than the corresponding character in string2. The inverse relational
operator is <<=.

>>=

specifies the greater than or equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. The inverse
relational operator is <<.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PICK reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If the target string is specified, PICK writes input records that contain the target string within
any specified column range to its primary output stream, if connected. PICK discards the records if the primary output
stream is not connected.
Secondary Output Stream If the target string is specified, PICK writes input records that do not contain the target string
within any specified column range to its secondary output stream, if connected.
Usage Notes

1. PICK does not delay the records.
2. If PICK's output streams are not connected, PICK ends.
3. You can specify a literal string as both string1 and string2 that does not exist in the input records. This results in
all primary input stream records being either selected or discarded based on the static relation between the two
constants. In the following example 1 is not equal to 2 so PICK writes all input stream records to its primary
output stream:
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pipe literal abcdefg manny | split | pick 1 ¬== 2 | terminal
abcdefg
manny

4. If string1 or string2 consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character.
5. A secondary input stream may be defined, but it must not be connected.
6. PICK starts at commit level -2. PICK verifies that its primary input stream is the only connected input stream and
then commits to level 0.
7. See also ALL and BETWEEN.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.73.1 Example 1
3.73.2 Example 2
3.73.3 Example 3
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3.74 PIPCMD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PIPCMD__________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PIPCMD stage command to issue pipeline subcommands. PIPCMD reads records from its primary input stream
and issues nonblank records as pipeline subcommands.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PIPCMD reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must contain pipeline
subcommands. Blank records are discarded.
Usage Notes

1. PIPCMD does not delay the records. The pipeline subcommand issued by PIPCMD may delay the records.
2. The following pipeline subcommands cannot be issued with PIPCMD: BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT, PEEKTO,
and READTO.
3. A pipeline subcommand issued with PIPCMD can read from any defined input stream and write to any defined
output stream.
4. See also RUNPIPE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.74.1 Example 1
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3.75 PIPESTOP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PIPESTOP________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PIPESTOP stage command to end stage commands waiting for an external event such as DELAY. When
PIPESTOP reads an input record, it ends the stage commands.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PIPESTOP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PIPESTOP copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PIPESTOP does not delay the records.
2. You can use PIPESTOP to stop the DELAY stage command.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.75.1 Example 1
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3.76 PREDSELECT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PREDSELect______________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PREDSELECT stage command to copy a record from its primary input stream to either its primary or secondary
output stream. The output stream to which PREDSELECT copies the record depends on the order of arrival of input
records on its other input streams. When PREDSELECT receives a record on its secondary input stream, it copies the
original record from its primary input stream to its primary output stream. When PREDSELECT receives a record on its
tertiary input stream, it copies the original record from its primary input stream to its secondary output stream.
PREDSELECT discards the records it reads from its secondary and tertiary input streams. PREDSELECT requires that
at least two input streams and one output stream be connected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PREDSELECT reads records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: PREDSELECT reads records from its secondary input stream, if it is connected, and discards
them.
Tertiary Input Stream: PREDSELECT reads records from its tertiary input stream, if it is connected, and discards them.
Primary Output Stream: PREDSELECT copies a record from its primary input stream to its primary output stream when
a record is received on its secondary input stream.
Secondary Output Stream: PREDSELECT copies a record from its primary input stream to its secondary output stream
when a record is received on its tertiary input stream.
Usage Notes

1. PREDSELECT delays its primary input stream records. Records read from other streams are not delayed.
2. If all of PREDSELECT's output streams are not connected, PREDSELECT ends.
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3. PREDSELECT can be used when testing a stage or sequence of stages to keep an unmodified copy of the input
records intact. To do this, connect the primary output stream of FANOUT to the primary input stream of
PREDSELECT. Then, connect the secondary output stream of FANOUT to the stage or sequence of stages to be
tested. Connect the primary or secondary output streams of the stage or sequence to the secondary and tertiary
input streams, respectively, of PREDSELECT.
4. PREDSELECT severs the secondary input stream when the primary output stream is not connected.
PREDSELECT severs the tertiary input stream when the secondary output stream is not connected.
5. PREDSELECT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary output stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
6. See also GATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.76.1 Example 1
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3.77 PREFACE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PREFACE__ _stagecommand__ __________ _ _________________________>< |
|
|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_subroutine_________________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PREFACE stage command to invoke another stage command or subroutine pipeline, write the records produced
by that stage command or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream, and then copy all records from its primary
input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. If you specify a userwritten stage command, it must either be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it
must be invoked through the REXX stage command. The stagecommand must be a stage command you can specify as a
first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
subroutine
is a subroutine pipeline. No explicit connector can be specified. The beginning of the subroutine pipeline is not
connected. The output stream from the last stage in the subroutine pipeline is connected to PREFACE's primary output
stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PREFACE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PREFACE writes any output resulting from the specified stage command or subroutine
pipeline to its primary output stream. PREFACE then copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.
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Usage Notes

1. PREFACE does not delay the records.
2. If PREFACE's primary output stream is not connected, PREFACE ends.
3. BatchPipeWorks scans the operands of PREFACE twice; first it scans the entire pipeline and then it scans again
after it has resolved the operands of PREFACE. For this reason, be careful when using a special character in the
operands of PREFACE.
During the second scan, the vertical bar (|) is defined as the stage separator, the back slash (\) is defined as the end
character, and the double quotation mark (") is defined as the escape character. If you wish to use a vertical bar (|),
back slash (\), or double quotation mark (") in the operand of PREFACE, you must precede it with the double
quotation mark ("), or you can specify two adjacent vertical bars (||), back slashes (\\), or double quotation marks
("").
For the first scan, you must also precede each special character with the escape character defined for the first scan,
or you can specify two adjacent stage separator characters, end character characters, or escape characters.
For example, there are several ways to write a record containing D|E to the output stream and then copy the record
containing ABC from the input stream:
You can use four adjacent vertical bars (||||):
pipe literal ABC| preface literal D||||E| terminal
For the first scan, the PIPE command passes each set of || to the
PREFACE stage as |; the resulting stage is:

preface literal D||E
For the second scan, the PIPE command passes || to the LITERAL
stage as |; the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

You can define an escape character other than a double quotation mark for the first scan:
pipe (escape @) literal ABC| preface literal D"@|E| terminal
During the first scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding at-sign (@); the
resulting stage is:

preface literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
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the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

You can define a stage separator character other than a vertical bar:
pipe (separator ?) literal ABC? preface literal D"|E? terminal

You can define an escape character as a double quotation mark for the first and second scan:
pipe (escape ") literal ABC| preface literal D"""|E| terminal

During the first scan, the vertical bar and the second double quotation mark are not treated as special
characters because of the preceding double quotation marks; the resulting stage is:
preface literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character because of the preceding double
quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

You can use two adjacent vertical bars (||) for the first scan:
pipe literal ABC| preface literal D"||E| terminal
During the first scan, the second vertical bar in the string D"||
is not treated as a special character because of the vertical bar
preceding it; the resulting stage is:

preface literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

4. If you specify REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or VARLOAD as stagecommand, REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or
VARLOAD accesses the variable environments in effect for PREFACE.
5. PREFACE starts at commit level -1. It does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage command must
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commit to 0 if it generates output.
6. See also APPEND, LITERAL, and STRLITERAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.77.1 Example 1
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3.78 QSAM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__QSAM__ddname____________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the QSAM stage command to get records from or put records to a physical sequential data set or a member of a
partitioned data set using queued sequential processing. When QSAM is the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM gets records
from the specified data set and copies the records to its primary output stream. When QSAM is not the first stage of a
pipeline, QSAM reads records from its primary input stream, puts the records to the specified data set, and copies the
records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
QSAM generates a 4-byte record header and a 4-byte block header when doing put operations to data sets in variable
formats V or VB. QSAM removes records descriptor words when doing get operations.
Operands

ddname
is the data definition name of the physical sequential data set or member of a partitioned data set to get records from or
put records to.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When a QSAM stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM reads records from its primary
input stream.
Primary Output Stream: When a QSAM stage is the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM writes the records it gets from the
data set to its primary output stream. When a QSAM stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM copies its primary
input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. QSAM does not delay the records.
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2. If the QSAM stage command is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, QSAM ends.
3. QSAM obtains all data set characteristics for a data set from the DCB or catalog.
4. When you use use QSAM in a fitting, do not use the RLSE subparameter on the JCL SPACE parameter for the
files that are output from QSAM.
5. QSAM starts on commit level -2000000000. It opens the data set and then commits to level 0.
6. See also <, >, >>.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.78.1 Example 1
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3.79 QUERY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_VERSION__
|
| >>__Query__|__________|_____________________________________________>< |
|
|_MSGlevel_|
|
|
|_MSGLIST__|
|
|
|_LEVEL____|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the QUERY stage command to display at the terminal or write to its primary output stream, if connected, the
version of BatchPipeWorks, the message level, the list of messages that have been issued, or the level of
BatchPipeWorks.
A QUERY stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

VERSION

displays or writes the version of BatchPipeWorks.
QUERY VERSION issues the following message:
BPWINX086I CMS/TSO BatchPipeWorks, 5785-RAC/SB5409 1.0109
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is
displayed at the terminal.

If the primary output stream is connected, the message number and the message text are written to the primary output
stream.
VERSION is the default value.
MSGlevel

displays or writes the message level.
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QUERY MSGLEVEL issues the following message:
BPWINX186I PIPMOD MSGLEVEL 15
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is
displayed at the terminal. The message level is displayed as a
decimal number. In this example, the message level returned is 15.

If the primary output stream is connected, four bytes of binary data are written to the primary output stream. The third
and fourth bytes represent the message level.
LEVEL

displays or writes the level of BatchPipeWorks.
QUERY LEVEL issues the following message:
BPWINX560I CMS/TSO BatchPipeWorks, 5785-RAC/SB5409 level 110900xx
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is
displayed at the terminal. The level is displayed in EBCDIC. In the
previous message, the level is 110900xx, where xx is the maintenance
level.

If the primary output stream is connected, four bytes of binary data, representing the level of BatchPipeWorks, is written
to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: The QUERY stage command writes records containing the information specified by the
operands to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to QUERY because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. The QUERY stage command starts at commit level -4. It commits to level 0 when the argument keyword is
validated.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.79.1 Example 1
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3.80 READPDS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__READPDS__ _dsname_____ ______________ _____________ _____________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname___________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
| <________ |
|
|
|___member_|_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the READPDS stage command to read members from a partitioned data set.
READPDS searches the library directory for each member you specify. If a member does not exist, READPDS
translates the member name to uppercase and performs the search again. A null record is written after each member.
If an argument string is specified, READPDS searches first for the members in the string. Then READPDS reads
records from its primary input stream and searches for members listed in those records. Null and blank input records are
discarded.
Operands

dsname
is the name of the partitioned data set.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname
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indicates that the partitioned data set is already allocated.
ddname
is the name of the allocated partitioned data set.
member
is a name of the member to be extracted from the partitioned data set specified.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: After searching for all members specified as operands, READPDS reads records from its primary
input stream and searches for the members listed in the input records. The records must be in the same format as one or
more member operands. Null and blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: READPDS writes the contents of the found members to its primary output stream followed by
a null record.
Usage Notes

1. READPDS does not delay the records.
2. If READPDS's primary output stream is not connected, READPDS ends.
3. If READPDS cannot find the specified member as written, READPDS translates the member name to uppercase
and performs the search again.
4. MEMBERS and PDSREAD are synonyms of READPDS.
5. READPDS starts at commit level -2000000000. It opens the DCB and then commits level 0.
6. See also LISTPDS, LISTISPF, < and QSAM.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.80.1 Example 1
3.80.2 Example 2
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3.81 REVERSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__REVERSE_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REVERSE stage command to reverse the contents of records on a character-by-character basis. The first
character of the input record becomes the last character of the output record, the second character becomes the secondto-last character, and so on. REVERSE reads records from its primary input stream and writes each record in reverse
character order to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: REVERSE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: REVERSE writes each record in reverse character order to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. REVERSE does not delay the records.
2. If REVERSE's primary output stream is not connected, REVERSE ends.
3. When REVERSE reverses the order of characters in a record, any blanks that are part of the record (including
trailing blanks) are reversed as well.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.81.1 Example 1
3.81.2 Example 2
3.81.3 Example 3
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3.82 REXX

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__REXX_____ _member___________________ __ ________ _______________>< |
|
|
_REXX___
| |_string_|
|
|
|_(__member__|________|__)_|
|
|
|
|_ddname_|
|
|
|
|_| Stream |_______________|
|
|
|
| Stream:
|
| |__ _*:___________ __________________________________________________| |
|
|_*.streamnum:_|
|
|
|_*.streamid:__|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Typing the REXX stage command may be optional if you are invoking |
|
a REXX program that is a member of a partitioned data set that is |
|
allocated to ddname REXX. See the Purpose for details.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REXX stage command to invoke a REXX program as a user-written stage command. The REXX program can
be a member of a partitioned data set or read from an input stream. An explicit REXX stage command is not required to
invoke a REXX program that is a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX unless the name of
the program is the same as the name of a stage command
If you want to invoke a REXX program which has a name conflict with a stage command, the REXX program must be
invoked as an operand of the REXX stage command. When the REXX program is invoked with the REXX stage
command, the member names of partitioned data sets that are allocated to ddname REXX are searched for the member
name specified on the REXX stage command. If the member is not found, the list of BatchPipeWorks stage commands
is searched. This allows the program you specified on the REXX stage to be the first one encountered in the search, and
therefore the program that gets executed.
Operands

member
is the name of the member of a partitioned data set that contains a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage
command.
ddname
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is the data definition name of the partitioned data set that contains the member that is to be run as a user-written stage
command. If you do not specify ddname, a data definition name of REXX is assumed.
*:

specifies the program is to be read from the REXX stage's primary input stream.

*streamnum:

is a number identifying the specific input stream containing the program to be read into the pipeline, where 0 is the
primary input stream, 1 is the secondary input stream, and so on. A colon must immediately follow streamnum with no
intervening blanks.

*.streamid:
references the particular input stream containing the program to be read, so the input stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command
with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively. A
colon must immediately follow streamid with no intervening blanks.

string
is the argument string to be passed to the REXX program.
Streams Used
Input Streams: When the program is read from an input stream, the REXX stage command reads records from the
specified stream. The program invoked by the REXX stage command can read from any connected input stream.
Output Streams: The program invoked by the REXX stage command can write to any connected output stream.
Usage Notes

1. REXX may delay the records depending on the user-written stage command that it runs.
2. If the program is read from an input stream and the program reads from that stream, the program receives an endof-file condition.
3. REXX programs to be run as user-written stage commands are run in a dedicated re-entrant environment.
Therefore, to issue a TSO command from a user-written stage command, use the COMMAND, TSO, or
SUBCOM stage commands. To issue the TSO LISTCAT command, use the CALLPIPE subcommand. The
following REXX excerpt shows a TSO command being issued.
/* Issue a TSO command */
'callpipe command listcat'

4. The REXX stage command starts at a commit level of -1. When the program is read from an input stream, REXX
commits to 0 before reading the program. When the program is not read from an input stream, REXX commits to
level 0 when the first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued
unless the stage command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand. The stage command can issue
COMMIT before READTO or OUTPUT to test if another stage has returned with a nonzero return code on
commit level -1.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.82.1 Example 1
3.82.2 Example 2
3.82.3 Example 3
3.82.4 Example 4
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3.83 REXXVARS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
|
| >>__REXXVARS__|__________|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REXXVARS stage command to get information about defined REXX variables. A REXX environment must be
active before REXXVARS can be used. A REXXVARS stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when retrieving information about variables. invocnum
must be 0 or greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the REXXVARS stage is specified on a PIPE command or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand,
the variables are in the exec that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the REXXVARS stage is
specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variables are in the userwritten stage command that issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: REXXVARS writes a record to its primary output stream containing the source string from the
REXX environment. For each REXX variable in the program, REXXVARS then writes two records to its primary
output stream. Each record written begins with a single character prefix followed by a blank. The prefix character
identifies the information that follows the blank. The prefix characters and their meanings are:
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Prefix Meaning
s
n
v

The source string passed to the REXX program. This is the first record written.
Variable name.
Value of the variable whose name is defined in the preceding record. Only the first 512 bytes of data are written
to the output stream.

Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to REXXVARS because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If REXXVARS's primary output stream is not connected, REXXVARS ends.
3. REXXVARS can be used to dump the contents of variables in the section of a REXX program that handles syntax
errors.
4. The output from REXXVARS must be buffered if other stages access the environment. For example,
REXXVARS output must be buffered when the STEM stage command is also being used.
5. REXXVARS cannot be used to obtain the default value assigned to a stem because it does not distinguish
between a default value and a compound symbol with a null index. Therefore, the following example will fail. To
obtain a valid stem variable, see Figure 101.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(RXTEST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
array. = 0
/* default value */
|
|
inx = ""
|
|
array.inx = 1 /* compound symbol with a null index */
|
|
|
|
'PIPE rexxvars | terminal'
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

When you run RXTEST it returns to the terminal every assignment but the default value assigned to the stem:
Figure 101 illustrates this point.
rxtest
s TSO CLIST
n INX
v
n ARRAY.
v 1
Ready;

Figure 101. REXXVARS Stage Command Example: Terminal Output Resulting from
RXTEST
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Use the VAR stage command to obtain the default value of a stem. For example, the following REXX exec
named VARTEST returns the default value of zero (0):
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(VARTEST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
array. = 0
/* default value */
|
|
inx = ""
|
|
array.inx = 1 /* compound symbol with a null index */
|
|
|
|
'PIPE var array. | terminal'
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

6. If REXXVARS is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, REXXVARS retrieves
information about variables in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command
was issued.
7. REXXVARS starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while
processing its parameters). It gets a dummy variable from the pool to ensure that it starts getting variables at the
beginning of the pool and then commits to level 0.
8. See also STEM, VAR, VARLOAD, and STACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.83.1 Example 1
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3.84 RUNPIPE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__RUNPIPE__ __________________________ __ ________ _______________>< |
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _| |_TRACE__|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|_EVENTS_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the RUNPIPE stage command to issue pipelines and intercept the BatchPipeWorks messages those pipelines
produce as they run. RUNPIPE reads records from its primary input stream and issues them as pipelines in the same
way that the PIPE command does, creating a new pipeline set for each record it reads. Each pipeline issued by
RUNPIPE runs until it completes. When a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE produces an events or trace record, it waits
while RUNPIPE writes that record to its primary output stream, if connected, and then resumes when the record
RUNPIPE wrote is consumed. The MSGLEVEL setting allows you to control the BatchPipeWorks messages written to
its primary output stream.
A RUNPIPE stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

MSGlevel

suppresses the issuing of certain messages for each set of pipelines run by RUNPIPE. RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL also
controls the messages issued from a stage it runs that invokes an ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE subcommand. If
MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to the global message level setting specified in the pipeline
issued by the RUNPIPE stage command. The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
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Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
representation in quotation marks.

You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
A message level of 7 (X'07', B'111') issues messages BPW001, BPW002, and either BPW003 or BPW004 in
conjunction with other messages.
A message level of 4 (X'04', B'100') issues message BPW003 or BPW004 in conjunction with other messages.
A message level of 2 (X'02', B'010') issues message BPW002 in conjunction with other messages.
A message level of 1 (X'01', B'001') issues message BPW001 in conjunction with other messages.
If you specify a message level setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify MSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001 and BPW002 are issued in conjunction with
other messages.
Note: If an operand or option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001 will always be issued at the initial start of each stage regardless of any message level setting.
TRACE

forces a trace of all stages running in the pipelines issued by RUNPIPE. The trace cannot be disabled by options in the
individual pipelines.
EVENTS

writes detailed records ready to be processed by other programs describing each event in the processing of the pipeline
issued by RUNPIPE. Refer to "Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS" in topic 3.84.4 for a complete
format description of each type of events record. The EVENTS operand applies to all pipelines issued by RUNPIPE.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: RUNPIPE reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must be in the same
format as the string of operands and options on a PIPE command. Blank and null input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: RUNPIPE writes an events or trace record produced by a pipeline it runs to its primary output
stream, if connected. When the record is consumed, control is regained by the issued pipeline. RUNPIPE writes
messages produced from pipelines it runs to its primary output stream. The RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL setting allows you
to control the BatchPipeWorks messages produced from pipelines run by RUNPIPE. All BatchPipeWorks messages
produced by the issued pipelines (including any produced by the MESSAGE pipeline subcommand) are written to the
output stream of RUNPIPE. Both the message identifier and the message text are included in the output records.
Usage Notes

1. RUNPIPE does not delay the records.
2. The first 10 or 11 characters of every message issued is the message identifier. Programs that process these
messages should be able to handle messages with three- or four-digit message numbers.
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3. RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL works in coordination with a MSGLEVEL setting on the PIPE command that issued that
RUNPIPE stage. RUNPIPE can suppress messages returned from a stage it issued, messages that may be
requested in the PIPE command's global MSGLEVEL option, but it cannot request messages that have already
been suppressed in a PIPE command's global MSGLEVEL option. For example, if a PIPE command suppresses
all messages (B'000'), its global setting overrides any local MSGLEVEL setting of the RUNPIPE issued by that
PIPE command.
4. RUNPIPE displays the messages it obtains along with messages returned to it from any stage invoking an
ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE subcommand, dependent upon their MSGLEVEL setting.
5. The REXX environment for a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE is the one in effect for RUNPIPE.
6. A stall or error condition in a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE does not affect the pipeline that contains the
RUNPIPE stage command.
7. See also PAUSE and PIPCMD.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.84.1 Example 1
3.84.2 Example 2
3.84.3 Example 3
3.84.4 Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS
3.84.5 Record Header
3.84.6 00--Message
3.84.7 01--Begin Pipeline Set
3.84.8 02--End Pipeline Set
3.84.9 03--BatchPipeWorks Scanning
3.84.10 04--Pipeline Vector
3.84.11 05--Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
3.84.12 06--Scanner Item
3.84.13 07--Calling Syntax Exit
3.84.14 08--Start Stage
3.84.15 09--End Stage
3.84.16 0A--Resuming Stage
3.84.17 0B--Calling Dispatcher Service
3.84.18 0C--Pipeline is Stalled
3.84.19 0D--State of Stage
3.84.20 0E--Pipeline Committing
3.84.21 0F--Terminal Input
3.84.22 10--Terminal Output
3.84.23 11--Pause
3.84.24 12--Subroutine Pipeline Complete
3.84.25 13--Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
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3.85 SCM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_39__71__/*__*/_________________________________
|
| >>__SCM__|________________________________________________|_________>< |
|
|
_71__/*__*/_______________________ |
|
|
|_startcol__|__________________________________|_|
|
|
|
_/*__*/_______________ |
|
|
|_endcol__|______________________|_|
|
|
|_string1__ _________ _|
|
|
|_string2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SCM stage command to line up comments and complete unclosed comments in programs written in languages
such as C and REXX that require beginning and ending comments.
An input record is copied unchanged to the output stream when:
It has no beginning comment string
It has an ending comment string that is after the last beginning comment string in the line and the ending
comment string is not at the end of the line.
When a line has only one beginning comment string and is the first nonblank string on that line, the ending comment
string is aligned with the ending column (assuming the line does not extend beyond this column).
If the line contains nonblank characters before the last comment string and if the instruction and comment parts are both
shorter than the width of their respective column ranges, the string is aligned within the specified columns.
If the instruction or the comment is longer than the column range allocated, but combined are shorter than the area
allocated, the comment is aligned to the right. Otherwise the comment is appended to the instruction.
Operands

startcol
specifies the column number where a comment should begin when the REXX instruction is short enough to leave room
for alignment. The default is 39.
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endcol
specifies the ending column number for the comment. The default is 71.
string1
specifies the beginning comment string. You cannot specify a blank within the string. If string1 is not specified, the
default is /*.
string2
specifies the ending comment string. You cannot specify a blank within the string. If string1 is specified, but string2 is
not specified, the default is a null string. If neither string1 nor string2 is specified, then the default is */.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SCM reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: SCM writes records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SCM does not delay the records.
2. If SCM's primary output stream is not connected, SCM ends.
3. SCM starts at commit level -1. It verifies its operands and then commits to level 0.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.85.1 Example 1
3.85.2 Example 2
3.85.3 Example 3
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3.86 SNAKE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SNAKE__numcols__ _________ _____________________________________>< |
|
|_numrows_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SNAKE stage command to reformat records into one or more matrices. Each matrix is of size numcols by
numrows records. Each matrix is formed column by column where a column is made up of sequentially read input
records. When the number of columns in a matrix equals numcols and there are more input records to read, the next
matrix is formed using the same procedure. If numrows is not specified, the input records are formatted into 1 matrix
with the smallest possible number of rows. If numrows is specified, each matrix is formed column by column until the
number of columns equals numcols.
Operands

numcols
specifies the decimal number of columns to create. If the number of records in the input data set is not evenly divisible
by the number of columns specified, the last column is not full.
numrows
specifies the number of rows in each matrix of output records.
If you do not specify numrows, the number of rows is the number required to format at least one record into the last
column. SNAKE fills the last column as much as possible. SNAKE reads the entire data set to determine the number of
records and sets the number of rows accordingly. It chooses the smallest possible number of rows.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SNAKE reads the records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: SNAKE writes the multicolumn records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. SNAKE delays the records.
2. If SNAKE's primary output stream is not connected, SNAKE ends.
3. The following diagram shows how input data is formatted into a matrix if you specify SNAKE 3:
_____
__________________
|a |
| __ _ |
|b |
| |
|
|
|c |
____________
|a | e |i |
|d | |
|
|b | f |j |
| e |-----| SNAKE 3 |-------| c | g | k |
|f | |
|
|d | h |l |
| g | |____________|
|| | | |
|
|h |
| |__| |___|
|
|i |
|col. col. col. |
|j |
|1 2 3 |
|k |
|
|
|l |
|__________________|
|_____|
input
output
stream
stream

The following diagram shows how the data is formatted if you specify SNAKE 2 2:
____
_________________
|a |
|
_
|
|b |
| |
|
|c |
____________
| a | c row 1 |
|d |
|
|
| b | d row 2 |
| e |------| SNAKE 2 2 |-------| | |
|
|f |
|
|
| |__|
|
|g |
|____________|
|
_
|
|h |
| |
|
|i |
| e | g row 1 |
|j |
| f | h row 2 |
|k |
| | |
|
|l |
| |__|
|
|____|
|
_
|
input
| |
|
stream
| i | k row 1 |
| j | l row 2 |
| | |
|
| |__|
|
| col. col.
|
| 1 2
|
|_________________|
output
stream

4. If you specify numrows, then the first record of the output data in the first matrix contains records 1, numrows+1,
2*numrows+1, and so on. (For example, if numrows is 3, the first record in the output contains the records that are
numbered 1, 4, 7, and so on.) Thus, if the input records have been sorted, then the columns on the page will be
sorted downwards.
5. If the input stream consists of fixed-length records, SNAKE divides the records among the specified columns and
does not pad or truncate the records. Therefore, the resulting output columns will line up corresponding to the
way the input stream records would line up.
If the input stream consists of variable-length records, the input records are treated as variable-length character
strings and the resulting output columns may not line up. In this case, you may need to precede the SNAKE stage
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with a CHOP or PAD stage command depending on if you need to remove or add blanks to make the columns
line up.
6. SNAKE starts at commit level -1. It verifies its arguments and then commits to level 0.
7. See also JOIN, JOINCONT, SPLIT, CHOP, PAD, STRIP, BLOCK, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.86.1 Example 1
3.86.2 Example 2
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3.87 SORT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_Ascending__
|
| >>__SORT__ ________ __| Padtype |__|____________|___________________>< |
|
|_COUNT__|
|_Descending_|
|
|
|_UNIQue_|
|_| Group |__|
|
|
|
| Padtype:
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| |__|__________________|______________________________________________| |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
<__________________________________________
|
|
_Ascending__
|
|
| |____columnrange__|____________|__| Padtype |_|______________________| |
|
|_Descending_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SORT stage command to arrange records in ascending or descending order. SORT reads records from its
primary input stream and writes the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. SORT reads all records from
its primary input stream before it writes any records to its primary output stream.
By default, SORT compares the entire record to determine the order of records in its output stream. However, you can
specify one or more key fields to determine the sequence of records in the output stream. A key field is a specific range
of columns within each record.
Operands

COUNT

specifies that each record in the output stream is prefaced with a 10-character field that represents the number of records
with identical key fields. The number is right-justified with leading blanks. Records are considered to be identical if the
specified key fields contain the same data. If a key field is not specified, records are considered to be identical if they
contain exactly the same data.
When COUNT is specified, only the first record is retained; duplicate records are discarded.
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UNIQue

writes all unique records and the first record of each set of duplicate records to the output stream. Records are
considered to be identical if the specified key fields contain the same data. If a key field is not specified, records are
considered to be identical if they contain the same data.
NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The NOPAD operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage command:
If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, NOPAD applies to
the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD only applies to that particular key field.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The PAD operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage command:
If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, PAD applies to the entire
record.
If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD only applies to that particular key field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Ascending

sorts records in ascending order. The ASCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage
command:
If ASCENDING is specified and columnrange is not specified, ASCENDING applies to the entire record. This is
the default.
If you specify ASCENDING after columnrange, ASCENDING only applies to that particular key field. This is
the default.

Descending

sorts records in descending order. The DESCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage
command:
If DESCENDING is specified and columnrange is not specified, DESCENDING applies to the entire record.
If you specify DESCENDING after columnrange, DESCENDING only applies to that particular key field.
columnrange
defines a key field to sort on. If you do not specify columnrange, the complete record is compared. You can specify
columnrange as follows:
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column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)-1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SORT reads all records from its primary input stream before writing any output records.
Primary Output Stream: After sorting the records read from the input stream, SORT writes the records to its primary
output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SORT delays the records until end of file is reached.
2. If you do not specify COUNT or UNIQUE, records that are identical or have specified key fields that are identical
remain in the same order as in the input stream.
3. If the key fields in two records are of differing lengths when SORT is determining their order in the output
stream, a position that is not present in one record is less than the contents of a record that has any character in
that position. Use the PAD operand to extend a key field with a specific character.
4. See also MERGE and UNIQUE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.87.1 Example 1
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3.88 SPECS

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF_____
|
| >>__SPECs__|__________________|________________________________________> |
|
|_STOP_ _ANYEOF_ __|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
| <_______________________________________
|
| >____ _| Group |_________________________ _|__________________________>< |
|
|_READ______________________________|
|
|
|_READSTOP__________________________|
|
|
|_WRITE_____________________________|
|
|
|_SELECT__ _streamnum_ _____________|
|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|_PAD_ _char____ ___________________|
|
|
| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
| |_BLANK___|
|
|
|
| |_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|__ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ ___|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|__ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
| |__| Input |__| Conversion |__| Output |__| Alignment |________________| |
|
|
| Input:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange________________ _________________________| |
| |
(1)
|
|
| |_Fields_______fnumberrange_______________|
|
| |_cnumberrange____________________________|
|
| |_/string/________________________________|
|
| |_Xhexstring______________________________|
|
| |_Hhexstring______________________________|
|
| |_Bbinstring______________________________|
|
| |
_FROM__1_______ _BY__1_____ |
|
| |_RECNO_|_______________|__|___________|__|
|
| |
|_FROM__fromnum_| |_BY__bynum_| |
|
| |_TODclock________________________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Conversion:
|
| |__ _______ __ ______________________ _________________________________| |
| |_STRIP_| |_C2B__________________|
|
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|
|_C2D__________________|
|
|
|_C2F__________________|
|
|
|_C2I__________________|
|
|
|_C2P_ _____________ __|
|
|
| | (1)
| |
|
|
| |_____(scale)_| |
|
|
|_C2V__________________|
|
|
|_C2X__________________|
|
|
|_B2C__________________|
|
|
|_D2C__________________|
|
|
|_F2C__________________|
|
|
|_I2C__________________|
|
|
|_P2C_ _____________ __|
|
|
| | (1)
| |
|
|
| |_____(scale)_| |
|
|
|_V2C__________________|
|
|
|_X2C__________________|
|
|
|_f2t__________________|
|
|
|
| Output:
|
| |__ _Next_ ________ ____________ ______________________________________| |
| |
| (1) |
|
|
| |
|_____.n_|
|
|
| |__ _NEXTWord_ __ ________ __|
|
| | |_NWord____| | (1) | |
|
| |
|_____.n_| |
|
| |_columnrange________________|
|
|
|
| Alignment:
|
| |__ ________ __________________________________________________________| |
| |_Left___|
|
| |_Center_|
|
| |_Right__|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are not allowed here.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SPECS stage command to rearrange the contents of records. SPECS reads records from its primary input
stream, by default, or from the one or more input streams specified by the operands. SPECS writes records to its primary
output stream.
SPECS constructs one or more output records on a field-by-field basis. The output fields can come from input record
fields (from one or more input records), literal values, the record number, or the time-of-day clock. The data may be
converted into a different format before it is placed in the output record. The output data can be left-aligned, centered, or
right-aligned in the output field.
The basic format of the SPECS stage command is:
<______________________________________________
>>__SPECS____input__ ____________ __output__ ___________ _|_____________><
|_conversion_|
|_alignment_|

input

is literal data or the location of data in the input record you specify. For example, you can specify the string ABC or
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columns 1 through 5 of the input record.
conversion

is the type of conversion you can specify to change the format of the input data. For example, input records in
binary integer format can be converted to a printable decimal string.

output

is the location where the data will be placed. For example, the data can begin in column 3 of the output record.

alignment

is the type of alignment you can specify for the data written to the primary output stream. You can specify the
output data to be left-aligned, centered, or right-aligned.

Other operands allow you to:
Specify more than one input stream
Specify a character to be used for padding
Write pieces of multiple input records to a single output record
Write multiple output records from a single input record.
The following is an example of a SPECS stage:
... | specs 1-* x2c 5 right | ...
| | | |
| | | |
| | | |
input __________| | | |
| | |
conversion _________| | |
| |
output ________________| |
|
alignment _________________|

Operands
Note: The definitions of most of the operands begin with a notation that describes if the operand can be used to define
input, conversion, output, or alignment. The operands that do not begin with this notation do not fall into one of
those categories.
STOP ALLEOF

specifies that SPECS stops processing records when it determines that all input streams being used are at end of file.
STOP ALLEOF is the default.
STOP ANYEOF

specifies that SPECS stops processing records when it encounters the first input stream at end of file.
n
specifies that SPECS stops processing records when the specified number of input streams (n) are at end of file, or when
all streams used are at end of file.

STOP

Words

(input) defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited character strings (words). The
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character string
in the following PIPE command consists of 4 words that are separated by a blank:
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pipe literal abc def ghi jkl | specs words 2-4 1 | terminal
def ghi jkl
READY

The operands WORDS 2-4 specify the second, third, and fourth words in the string as the input data for the SPECS
stage.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. The following example shows
both types of null words:
pipe literal ?abc?def??ghi?jkl | specs ws ? words 2-4 1 | terminal
def??ghi?jkl
READY

Fields
(input)

defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited fields. The FIELDSEPARATOR operand
defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal ab cd-ef gh |specs fs - field 1 1 field 2 10 |terminal
ab cd ef gh
READY
The operands FIELD 1 1 specify that the first field, ab cd, is placed
in column 1 of the output record, and FIELD 2 10 specifies that the
second field, ef gh, is placed in column 10 of the output record.

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters
withOUT.DATA between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef| specs fs ? f1 1 f2 2 f3 5 f4 9 f5 14 | terminal
ab cd
ef
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
(input) defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers.
The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates that the range
is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. You can specify a
location as follows:
location
-location
(input) is

a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last
location in the record is -1.
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location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
(input) is a range of columns,

words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you
specify both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2
must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input
record, (that is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For
example, the following PIPE command specifies the last eight columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDEFGHIJKLMN| specs -8;-1 1 | terminal
GHIJKLMN
READY
If you specified WORDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last word and the second-from-last word as the input
location:

pipe literal ABC DEF GHI JKL MNO| specs words -3;-2 1 | terminal
GHI JKL
READY
If you specified FIELDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last field and the second-from-last field as the input
location:

pipe literal ab?cd?ef?gh?ij| specs fs ? fields -3;-2 1 | terminal
ef?gh
READY

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
SPECS are rearranged if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
(input) is a range

of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field
of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
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(input) is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending
with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

(input) is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
(input) is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)
-1 for n.
/(diagonal)
(input) is a nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string. You do not have to use the same delimiter
character if string is specified more than once in a SPECS stage. For example,
... | specs /abc/ 3 ,xyz, 8 | ...

is the same as
... | specs /abc/ 3 /xyz/ 8 | ...

You cannot use a W, w, B, b, X, x, H, h, F, or f for a delimiting character.
string
(input) specifies a string of characters that defines the input data. The data defined by string is written to the output
record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
(input) specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the input data. The X or H can
be specified in uppercase or lowercase. The data defined by hexstring is written to each output record. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
(input) specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the input data. The B can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. The data defined by binstring is written to each output record. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
RECNO

(input) specifies that the record number of each record (where, by default, the first record number is 1, incrementing by
1 for each subsequent record) is the input data. The record number is written to each output record. The record number
is a 10-character field. The number is right-aligned with leading blanks. For example, the two records generated by the
following PIPE command contain the record number:
pipe literal ABC | literal XYZ | specs recno 1 1-* 12 | terminal
1 XYZ
2 ABC
READY
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fromnum
specifies the record number for the first record. The default is FROM 1.
FROM

For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 10 1 1-* 12 | ...
the first record is record number 10, the second record is 11, and so
on.

You can specify fromnum as a negative number. If it is negative, a leading minus sign is inserted in front of the most
significant digit in the record number. The minus sign is dropped if the number has 10 significant digits.
bynum
specifies the increment for the record numbers. The default is BY 1.

BY

For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 10 by 2 1 1-* 12 | ...
the first record is record number 10, the second record is 12, the
third record is 14, and so on.

You can specify bynum as a negative number. For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 100 by -2 1 1-* 12 | ...
the first record is record number 100, the second record is 98, the
third record is 96, and so on.

If the record number is negative, a leading minus sign is inserted in front of the most significant digit in the record
number. The minus sign is dropped if the number has 10 significant digits.
TODclock
(input) specifies

that each input record written to the output stream has a 64-bit binary field containing the value of the
time-of-day clock that was stored when the corresponding set of input records started getting processed. The time-ofday clock is the time at the primary meridian. A local time zone offset is not applied. BatchPipeWorks does not provide
facilities to convert timestamps.
If you specify the WRITE operand to write more than one output record from a set of input records, the time-of-day
value remains constant while the set of output records is built.
STRIP

(conversion) specifies that the input data is stripped of leading and trailing blanks before being converted and placed in
the output field. For example,
... | specs 6.8 strip c2x 1 | ...
removes leading and trailing blanks from the input data and then
converts it to hexadecimal.
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Note: The following C2x conversions convert data from an internal (binary) representation to a format that can be
printed or displayed.
C2B

(conversion) converts input data bytes (character) to binary. Each byte is converted to its 8-character binary equivalent.
For example:
Input C2B
Output
----- ----------- ---------------A converts to 11000001
13 converts to 1111000111110011

C2D
(conversion)

converts input data that is in System/390* internal format for binary integers (with negative numbers in
twos-complement notation) to a decimal character string.
Note the following when converting with the C2D operand:
Numbers must be within the 32-bit precision of the fixed-point instruction set.
Input fields that are longer than 4 characters are only allowed if the leading characters represent a sign extension
of the fourth-to-last character. The result is 11 characters right-aligned with leading blanks.
Negative numbers have a leading minus sign immediately in front of the first significant digit.
Positive numbers and 0 are unsigned.
C2F

(conversion) converts input data that is in System/390 internal format for long floating-point numbers to scientific
notation.
Note the following when converting with the C2F operand:
The input field must be from 2 to 8 bytes in length; a field shorter than 8 bytes is padded on the right with binary
zeros.
Exact zero (positive or negative) is converted to the single character, 0. All other numbers are converted to a 22character string where the number is in scientific notation.
Numbers in scientific notation have a leading sign, one significant digit before the decimal point, and a 15-digit
fraction.
Numbers in scientific notation with an absolute value from 1 to 10 have 4 trailing blanks.
Scientific notation 10 and greater are represented with a positive exponent.
Numbers in scientific notation less than 1 are represented with a negative exponent.
C2F conversion can show the effect of rounding errors in the least significant digit when the exponent is close to
the limits of the representation.
C2I
(conversion)

converts input data which is MVS Julian date format to International Organization for Standardization
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(ISO) (or sorted) format.
Note the following when converting with the C2I operand:
The format of the input data (MVS Julian date) is:
>>__ ____ __yyddds__ ____________________ __><
|_cc_|
|_hh__ ____________ _|
|_mm__ ____ _|
|_ss_|
Thus, the input data can contain between three and seven
characters where:

Each two digits represents eight bits (for example, yy is eights bits)
cc, if present, is the number of centuries beyond 1900
yy is the last two digits of the year
ddd is the Julian day
s is the sign (which must be X'F')
hh, if present, is hours
mm, if present, is minutes
ss, if present, is seconds.
The output field contains at least eight characters for the date, expressed in printable ISO format: yyyymmdd.
(Each output digit is a readable EBCDIC character.) Additional characters in the form hhmmss are appended
when the input field contains a timestamp.
The following PIPE commands perform C2I conversions:
pipe strliteral x93063f| specs 1-* c2i 1 | terminal
19930304
READY

pipe strliteral x0100132f073000| specs 1-* c2i 1 | terminal
20000511073000
READY

C2P
C2P(scale)
(conversion)

converts input data which is a packed decimal number to a printable form.

Note the following when converting with the C2P operand:
The input field must contain a valid IBM System/390 packed decimal number (but it is not restricted in length).
Parentheses containing a scale factor (scale) may be appended to the C2P operand. (Do not put any blanks
between C2P and (scale).) When no scaling is specified, the scaling is assumed to be zero. A positive scaling
indicates the number of decimal places; a negative scaling represents additional orders of magnitude in the
number.
The output field contains a sign (plus or minus), the integer part of the number (if any), a decimal point (if the
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scale is specified), and the decimal fraction (if the scale is specified).
C2V

(conversion) converts input data which is a character string prefaced by the length of the string to the character string
only.
Note the following when converting with the C2V operand:
The preface of the input data that indicates the length of the string is 2 bytes in length and in binary format. The
number may be in the range 0 through 65535 inclusive.
The number of characters in the output character string is the number defined by the 2-byte length from the input
data.
An error results if the length specified by the first 2 bytes of the input field is greater than the length of the input
field minus 2. If, for example,
40 is the length specified by the first 2 bytes of the input field
34 is the length of the entire input field
then an error message results because 32 (34 minus 2) is less than 40.
C2X

(conversion) converts input data from bytes (character) to hexadecimal representation. The output data contains 2
characters (the hexadecimal equivalent) for each input byte. For example:
Input C2X
Output
----- ----------- -----AB converts to C1C2
23 converts to F2F3

Note: The following x2C conversions convert data from a format that can be printed or displayed to an internal (binary)
representation.
B2C

(conversion) converts input data from binary to byte (character) representation. For example:
Input
B2C
Output
--------------- -----1100100010001001
converts to Hi
111100011111000011100111 converts to 10X

Note the following when converting with the B2C operand:
The input data must consist entirely of the characters 0 or 1 and its length must be a multiple of 8.
The output data consists of 1 character for every 8 characters in the input data.
D2C
(conversion)

converts input data that is a signed or unsigned decimal integer to a fullword binary number in
System/390 internal representation.
Note the following when converting with the D2C operand:
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The decimal integer may contain leading and trailing blanks. Blanks are also allowed between the sign and the
number.
The output data is 4 bytes with the number in binary using twos-complement notation for negative numbers. The
number must be within the 32-bit precision of a fullword (4 bytes).
F2C

(conversion) converts input data that is a floating-point number from an external representation (scientific notation) to
the System/390 internal representation of a long floating-point number.
Note the following when converting with the F2C operand:
The input data can be signed and can have an exponent.
The resulting internal floating-point number is 8 bytes in length.
Conversion to floating-point format is, in most cases, accurate within rounding of the least significant bit.
I2C
(conversion)

converts input data which is ISO timestamp format to Julian date format.

Note the following when converting with the I2C operand:
The input data (ISO timestamp) must consist of readable EBCDIC characters in the following format:
>>__ ____ __yymmdd__ ____________________ __><
|_yy_|
|_hh__ ____________ _|
|_mm__ ____ _|
|_ss_|

The length in bytes of the input field must be even, between 6 and 14. When the input field is 6 characters long, a
3-byte output field is generated. When the input field is 8 characters in length or longer, the first 4 characters
specify the year.
The output field contains the Julian date in the form:
>>__ ____ __yyddds__ ____________________ __><
|_cc_|
|_hh__ ____________ _|
|_mm__ ____ _|
|_ss_|
Where:

Each two digits represents eight bits (for example, yy is eight bits)
cc, if present, is the number of centuries beyond 1900
yy is the last two digits of the year
ddd is the Julian day
s is the sign (which is X'F')
hh, if present, is the hours
mm, if present, is the minutes
ss, if present, is the seconds.
P2C
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P2C(scale)
(conversion) converts input data which is in printable form to packed decimal numbers.

Note the following when converting with the P2C operand:
The input field consists of an optional sign, an optional integer, and an optional decimal fraction. Blanks are
allowed before and after the number, and between the sign and the number.
Parentheses containing a scale factor (scale) may be appended to the P2C operand. (Do not put any blanks
between P2C and (scale).) When no scale factor is present, the packed number contains all digits from the input
field, right-aligned. When a negative scale factor is specified, that number of integer digits are truncated on the
right (the fraction is ignored). When a positive scale factor is specified, the fraction is truncated or padded with
zero on the right to this number of digits. When 0 is specified for the scale factor, the digits after the decimal point
are truncated.
The PAD 00 and RIGHT operands are required when an output range is specified that is greater in length than the
resulting output. For example,
pipe < in.data | specs pad 00 49.5 p2c 1.5 right | > out.data
PAD 00 and RIGHT ensure that the packed decimal is padded with
leading nulls (X'00') instead of leading blanks (X'40').

V2C
(conversion)

converts input data that is a character string to a character string prefaced by the length of the string.

Note the following when converting with the V2C operand:
The preface of the output data that indicates the length of the string is 2 bytes in length.
The maximum input data length is 65535 bytes.
X2C
(conversion)

converts input data from hexadecimal character strings to bytes (characters). For example:

Input
X2C
Output
----- ----------- -----C1C2 converts to AB
F1F5F8 converts to 158

Note the following when converting with the X2C operand:
The input data must contain an even number of hexadecimal characters.
Blanks are allowed in the input data but only between byte boundaries; blanks are not allowed at the beginning or
end of the data.
The resulting output data is a character string where each character represents 2 hexadecimal characters from the
input data.
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f2t
(conversion) converts input data directly from one printable format f to another printable format t. Table 24 shows the
possible values for f (From) and t (To).

Table 24. Valid Printable to Printable Conversion Combinations
  To D   To X   To B    To F   To V   To P   To I
From D    -   D2X    D2B     -   -   -   -From X    X2D    -   X2B    X2F
   X2V    X2P    X2I
From B    B2D    B2X    -   B2F
   B2V    B2P    B2I
From F    -   F2X    F2B     -   -   -   -From V    -   V2X    V2B     -   -   -   -From P    -   P2X    P2B     -   -   -   -From I    -   I2X    I2B     -   -   -   -Note: The -- means the combination is not valid. (For example, D2F
is not a valid combination.)

If you use an f2t combination that converts to or from P, you can also specify a scale factor. Parentheses containing a
scale factor (scale) may be appended to the f2t operand. (Do not put any blanks between the conversion name and
(scale).)
NEXT
(output)

specifies that the output field begins in the next position in the output record.

Specify .n immediately after the NEXT operand to indicate a length (number of columns to be used) for the output data.
There cannot be any blanks between NEXT and .n.
In the following PIPE command, SPECS writes abc in column one of the output record, and then takes the whole record
currently in column one (pipeline) and places it in the next position in the output field:
pipe literal pipeline| specs /abc/ 1 1-* next | terminal
abcpipeline
READY

.n
(output) specifies the output data length (where n is the number of columns) after the operands NEXT, NEXTWORD,
or NWORD. There cannot be any blanks between NEXT, NEXTWORD, or NWORD and .n, for example:
pipe literal BatchPipeWorks are| specs 1-* 1 /fun to learn/ next.3 | terminal
BatchPipeWorks arefun
READY

NWord
NEXTWord

(output) specifies that the output field is to begin in the column that is one after the next available column. A blank is
placed in the next available column.
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Specify .n immediately after the NEXTWORD or NWORD operand to indicate a length for the output data; the length
you specify does not include the blank that separates the output data. There cannot be any blanks between NEXTWORD
or NWORD and .n.
The SPECS stage in the following PIPE command writes its input data, Princeton, beginning in the first column of the
output record and then writes the character string University one space after the next available column in the output
record:
pipe literal Princeton| specs 1-* 1 /University/ nextword | terminal
Princeton University
READY

Specifying NEXTWORD.1, as shown in the following PIPE command, writes the first character, U, one space after the
next available column in the output record:
pipe literal Princeton| specs 1-* 1 /University/ nextword.1 | terminal
Princeton U
READY

columnrange
(output) defines a range of columns that can be used to specify a location of the output data. You can specify
columnrange as follows:
column
(output) is a single column number.
column1-column2
(output) is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2,
inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
*-column2
(output) is

inclusive.

a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2,

column1.n
(output) is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)
- 1 for n.
Left
(alignment)

specifies that the output data is left-aligned within the output field. When there is no conversion of the
input data, leading and trailing blanks are stripped before alignment. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C,
F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and trailing blank characters before alignment.
When the conversion is D2C, F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading and trailing
blanks before alignment.
If the data is too large for the specified output field, the right-most data is truncated to fit the output field.
Center
(alignment)

specifies that the output data is centered within the output field. When there is no conversion of the input
data, leading and trailing blanks are stripped before centering. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C, F2C,
I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and trailing blank characters before centering. When the
conversion is D2C, F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading or trailing blanks before
centering.
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If the data is too large for the specified output field, data is truncated evenly (when possible) on the left and right to fit
the output field.
Right
(alignment)

specifies that the output data is right-aligned within the output field. When there is no conversion of the
input data, leading and trailing blanks are stripped before alignment. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C,
F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and trailing blank characters before alignment.
When the conversion is D2C, F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading and trailing
blanks before alignment.
If the data is too large for the specified output field, the left-most data is truncated to fit the output field.
READ

consumes the current input record and reads without consuming the next record on the currently selected input stream
(which is initially the primary input stream). READ can put data from consecutive input records into a single output
record. If end of file is encountered when reading without consuming an input stream record, input fields referring to
any part of that record is considered to be null.
The following example shows a SPECS stage that specifies the READ operand:
pipe literal ABCD| literal 123| specs 1-* 1 read 1-3 4 | terminal
123ABC
READY

The SPECS stage reads the first record in its input stream and places the data (123) in the output record beginning in
column 1. The READ operand signals that it is done with that input record. SPECS then reads the next input record and
places the first three columns of the data (ABC) in the same output record beginning in column 4.
You can use READ if you want to process the output records from the LOOKUP stage command to combine a master
record and detail record into one record.
READSTOP

consumes the current input record and reads without consuming the next record on the currently selected input stream
(which is initially the primary input stream). READSTOP can put data from consecutive input records into a single
output record. If end of file is encountered when reading the data set, then SPECS writes the record build so far and
does not process the remainder of the operands for the stage specified after READSTOP.
In the following example, when SPECS processes the last of three records, READSTOP writes the record built so far
and does not go on to add the asterisks to the final output record.
pipe literal a| dup 2 | specs 1-* 1 readstop 1-* nw /**/ nw | terminal
a a **
a
READY
If you use READ in place of READSTOP in this example, READ continues
processing the remainder of the stage which adds the asterisks:

pipe literal a| dup 2 | specs 1-* 1 read 1-* nw /**/ nw | terminal
a a **
a **
READY
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WRITE

writes the output record built so far to the primary output stream. A new, empty output record is begun. WRITE can put
data from a single input record into multiple output records. The following example shows a SPECS stage that specifies
the WRITE operand:
pipe literal ABC123| specs 1-3 1 write 4-6 4 | terminal
ABC
123
READY

The SPECS stage reads the first 3 columns of the input record and places the data (ABC) into the output record beginning
in column 1. WRITE writes the record to the output stream. SPECS then reads the data in columns 4 through 6 of the
same input record and places the data (123) into the next output record beginning in column 4.
You can use WRITE if you want to write a record for each word in the input record (provided you know there are a
fixed number of words).
SELECT

sets the currently selected input stream. When SELECT is not specified, the primary input stream is the currently
selected one.
SPECS reads one record from all input streams specified by the SELECT operands for each output record that is built.
SPECS stops when all input streams reach end of file.
streamnum
is the number identifying the input stream to be used as the source for the subsequent input data specification, where 0 is
the primary input stream, 1 is the secondary input stream, and so on.

streamid
references the input stream to be used as the source for the subsequent input data specification, so the stream identifier
must match the assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE
stage command with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6
respectively.
One record is read from each of the selected input streams for each output record that is built. Input streams that are
connected, but not referenced, are not read when SELECT is used.
The SPECS stage command stops only when all input streams have reached end of file. Until then, an input stream at
end of file is considered to hold null records.
PAD

specifies that a pad character is used to pad the output positions that do not contain data after the input data is written to
the output location. For example, PAD fills positions in front of the output data if you specify the data to begin in a
column other than the first column or the next available column:
pipe literal 3.14159| specs pad 0 1-* 5 | terminal
00003.14159
READY
PAD fills positions at the end of the output data if the output data
does not extend to the last column you specify. For example:

pipe literal Why| specs pad ? 1-* 1-10 | terminal
Why???????
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READY

If PAD is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a pad character remains in effect until the next PAD specification
is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for PAD.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | specs wordsep - w1 1 w2 5 w3 9 | terminal
a b c
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to
specify that the question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b??c| specs fieldseparator ? f1 1 f2 5 f4 9 | terminal
a b c
READY

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a field separator character remains in
effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
PAD to specify the pad character.
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
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specifies that blanks are used as the:
Pad character when specified with the PAD operand.
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Streams Used
Input Streams: By default, SPECS reads records from its primary input stream. If specified by the operands, SPECS
reads records from other specified input streams.
Primary Output Stream: After rearranging the contents of the input records as specified by the operands, SPECS writes
the resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SPECS does not delay the records unless the READ or READSTOP operand is specified. SPECS with the READ
or READSTOP operand delays one record for each record read.
2. If SPECS's primary output stream is not connected, SPECS ends.
3. SPECS is not required to use any part of an input record. For example, SPECS does not use the data contained in
its input stream (the literal string XYZ) in the following PIPE command:
pipe literal XYZ| specs /Bob is a tennis player./ 1 | terminal
Bob is a tennis player.
READY

4. Depending on the length of a record, the input data may be present in full, partially, or not at all. If input data is
not present in a record, the field is null (the length is 0).
For example, if you specify an input data range that is larger than the input data itself, SPECS writes the data up
to the end of literal data or record and does not issue an error message. The following pipeline shows an example
of this:
pipe literal record1 record2| specs words1-5 1 | terminal
record1 record2
READY

5. NUMBER is a synonym for RECNO.
6. The C2D, D2C, C2X, and X2C operands define a conversion similar to the REXX/MVS conversion routines that
have the same names.
7. Because LITERAL does not allow you to specify a hexadecimal string as an operand, you can use the following
two stages of a pipeline to write a hexadecimal string of characters to the pipeline:
... | literal | specs x00c4 1 | ...
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8. If alignment is not specified, the data is written to the output field left-aligned. The output field may have leading
blank characters, may be truncated, or a pad character may fill the field on the right to the size of the output
specification.
9. The output record is at least long enough to contain all literal fields and all output fields defined with a range. It is
longer if there is an input data field beyond the last literal field, and the input record does contain at least part of
the input field.
10. Output data whose position is specified by NEXT or NEXTWORD can be overlaid by a subsequent specification
indicating a specific output column.
11. SPECS with the SELECT operand can cause a set of pipelines to stall when a record is not available on all
connected input streams. When the SELECT operand is specified, there must be a record available on all input
streams before any input record is consumed.
12. For every conversion operand there is another operand that performs the opposite function. For example, C2B is
the opposite of B2C, and C2D is the opposite of D2C.
13. SPECS starts at commit level -2. If SPECS finds an error in the operands you specify, it returns a nonzero return
code. SPECS commits to level 0 when the operands are processed without error. SPECS does not continue if the
commit return code is not 0.
14. See also PREDSELECT, XLATE, XRANGE, VCHAR, UNTAB, and GATHER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.88.1 Example 1
3.88.2 Example 2
3.88.3 Example 3
3.88.4 Example 4
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3.89 SPILL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_/ /____________________________________
|
| >>__SPILL__number__|________________________________________|________> |
|
| _STRing____________
|
|
|
|_|___________________|__delimitedString_|
|
|
|_ ________ __ANYof_|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_NOT____|
|
|
|
|
<_______________________________
|
| >___ _____________________________ |________________________________>< |
|
|_ANYcase_____________________|
|
|
|_KEEP________________________|
|
|
|_OFFSET__ _number__________ _|
|
|
|_delimitedString_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional between NOT and ANYOF.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
spill splits lines longer than a specified number into multiple output lines. Unlike deblock FIXED, spill splits at word
boundaries.
Input records that are shorter than the specified length are passed unchanged to the output.
A leading string is split off long input records until the remainder is not longer than the specified length. The remainder
is then passed unmodified to the output.
For the first output record for a long input record, the split position is at the specified length or before; for subsequent
records, the split point is at the specified length less the length of the offset. The split point is established at the
rightmost occurrence of the word separator within the specified range, or abutting the range on the right.
If no word separator can be found within the required range, further processing depends on whether the secondary
output stream is defined or not. When the secondary output stream is not defined, the split point is then established
within a word. When the secondary output stream is defined, no further attempts are made to split the record. Instead,
the remainder of the input record is written to the secondary output stream. It is prefixed with the offset if one or more
records were written to the primary output stream before the long word was encountered.
Unless KEEP is specified, word separators are discarded when records a split; this can lead to complete record segments
being discarded on the output.
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Subtopics:
3.89.1 Type
3.89.2 Usage Notes
3.89.3 Converse Operation
3.89.4 Related Commands
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3.90 SPLIT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SPLIT__ ____________ ____________________________________________> |
|
|_MINimum__n_|
|
|
|
|
_AT__BLANK______________________________________
|
| >__|________________________________________________|_______________>< |
|
|_| Group |__ _____ __| Target |__ ____________ _|
|
|
|_NOT_|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_numrep_____|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
_AT__________________________
|
| |__|_____________________________|___________________________________| |
|
|_ _____________ __ _BEFORE_ _|
|
|
|_ ___ __disp_| |_AFTER__|
|
|
|_-_|
|
|
|
| Target:
|
|
_BLANK__________________
|
| |__|________________________|________________________________________| |
|
|_charrange______________|
|
|
|_ANYof__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Do not let Target default to BLANK if you specify numrep.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SPLIT stage command to split records into multiple records. SPLIT reads records from its primary input stream,
splits the records, and writes the resulting records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If no operands are
specified, SPLIT divides the records at blank characters and discards the blanks.
Records are split relative to occurrences of a specified target. The target can be a range of characters, a list of characters,
or a character string.
You can specify the number of characters to skip before SPLIT begins looking for the target. You can also specify that
the records be split at, before, or after a target. If you specify that the records are to be split before or after the target, the
split can be made at a specified displacement before or after the target.
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Operands

n
specifies a number of characters (n) that are skipped before SPLIT begins searching for the target. n must be a positive
integer. Thus the smallest possible output record is n bytes long.
MINimum

AT

causes the input records to be split at the specified target. The target characters are discarded. AT is the default.
disp

-disp
is the relative displacement, in number of columns, from the target to the position in the record where the split is made.
If you specify:

disp and BEFORE, a split occurs before the column that is disp columns to the left of the target
disp and AFTER, a split occurs after the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and BEFORE, a split occurs before the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and AFTER, a split occurs after the column that is disp columns to the left of the target.
BEFORE

causes input records to be split before the target. The target characters are retained.

AFTER

causes input records to be split after the target. The target characters are retained.
If you specify AFTER with STRING, the records are split after any columns that contain the last character of string.
NOT

negates the way in which SPLIT locates the target.
If you specify NOT with charrange, the target is any character not within that range. If you specify NOT with ANYOF,
the target is any character not in the specified list. If you specify NOT with STRING, the target is any column not part
of a matching string.
charrange
is a range of target characters. If you do not specify charrange, ANYOF, or STRING, the default target is a character
string consisting of a single blank. You can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
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hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.

When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the range is based on the hexadecimal
representation of the characters. The characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1',
X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof

specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of target characters. A split occurs when any one of the
characters in the string is matched.
STRing

specifies that the string of characters following STRING is a string of target characters. A split occurs only when the
entire string is matched.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match.

Xhexstring
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Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to be located. The
X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be located. The B can be specified
in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible
by 8.

numrep
specifies the maximum number of times each record is split. For example, if you specify a numrep of 2, only the first
two occurrences of the target in each record cause a split. Thus, there will be at most three output records. If numrep is
not specified, every occurrence of a target causes a split. If you specify numrep without specifying any target character,
the number you specify as numrep is interpreted as the charrange operand. Thus, if you want the default target
character, you must specify the BLANK operand before numrep.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SPLIT reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After splitting the input records into multiple records, SPLIT writes the resulting records to its
primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SPLIT does not delay the records.
2. If SPLIT's primary output stream is not connected, SPLIT ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal representation of the ending character is less
than the starting character, the hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is X'00'.
4. SPLIT copies null input records to its primary output stream. It does not generate null output records.
5. Use the DEBLOCK stage command with the FIXED operand to split input records after a specified column.
6. See also CHOP, JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, STRIP, DEBLOCK, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.90.1 Example 1
3.90.2 Example 2
3.90.3 Example 3
3.90.4 Example 4
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3.91 SQL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<______________
|
|
_COMMIT___ |
|
| >>__SQL____|__________|_|__ ____________________________ ____________> |
|
|_RELEASE__|
| <________________________ |
|
|
|_NOCOMMIT_|
|__ _INDicators___________ |_|
|
|
|_NOINDicators_________|
|
|
|_ _SUBSYSID_ __system_|
|
|
| |_SSID_____|
|
|
|
|_PLAN__plan___________|
|
|
|
| >__ _ _________ __ __________ __SELECT__statement____ ______________>< |
|
| |_EXECUTE_| |_DESCRIBE_|
|
|
|
|_ _________ __INSERT__INTO__tablename__| Group |_|
|
|
| |_EXECUTE_|
|
|
|
|_EXECUTE__ ___________ __________________________|
|
|
|_statement_|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
| |__ ______________________ __________________________________________| |
|
|
<_,__________
|
|
|
|_(____columnname_|__)_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SQL stage command to query and maintain DB/2 tables, insert rows in DB/2 tables, and invoke DB/2
commands in a pipeline.
When an SQL stage command issues a statement to query a table, the result is written to its primary output stream, the
result of a second query is written to its secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further output streams.
The result of the remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered output stream defined. The output streams must
be connected.
When an SQL stage command inserts rows in a table, the rows are specified by the records in its primary input stream.
The SQL stage command can invoke DB/2 statements read from its primary input stream.
Note: Before you can use the SQL stage command, your system administrator must install DB/2 on your system and
your system administrator must perform the steps in the SmartBatch Systems Management book for preparing
BatchPipeWorks to use DB/2.
Operands
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COMMIT

commits the unit of work without releasing the DB/2 connection at the completion of a stage, or rolls back the unit of
work without releasing the DB/2 connection when a negative return code is received from DB/2. Because the
connection is retained, COMMIT should only be used when you expect to access DB/2 fairly soon. This is the default.

RELEASE

commits the unit of work and releases the DB/2 connection at the completion of the stage, or rolls back the unit of work
and releases the DB/2 connection when a negative return code is received from DB/2. Because the connection is not
retained, RELEASE should only be used if you do not expect to access DB/2 in the near future. If you remain connected
to DB/2, resources will be tied up. On the other hand, re-establishing a connection also creates overhead.
NOCOMMIT

does not commit without releasing the DB/2 connection at the completion of a stage, or rolls back the unit of work
without releasing the DB/2 connection when a negative return code is received from DB/2. Use NOCOMMIT when
processing multiple cursors or if you wish to issue DB/2 statements from multiple invocations of SQL as a single unit of
work. The connection to the DB/2 server is retained.
REPEATable

requests isolation level repeatable read. This means that you choose to put a lock on all the data that your program's
current logical unit of work has read. If you do not specify REPEATABLE, isolation level cursor stability is used. With
cursor stability, you choose to put a lock on the row or page of data that your cursor is pointing to.
INDicators

includes the indicator halfwords in front of the variables in the data streams used by SQL SELECT and SQL INSERT.
The halfword field precedes each column and specifies whether the column has a null value or contains data.
NOINDicators

suppresses the indicator halfwords in front of the variables in the data streams used by SQL SELECT and SQL
INSERT. For SQL SELECT, indicator words are read and discarded; therefore, errors are not reported when null fields
are selected. Null fields contain blank or zeros, as appropriate to the field format.
SUBSYSID
SSID

specifies the subsystem identification of the DB/2 system to be used. If you do not specify a subsystem, the default is
DSN.
system
specifies the name of the subsystem of the DB/2 system that is to be used.

PLAN

specifies the plan to use. If you do not specify a plan, the default is PIPSQI.
plan
specifies the name of the plan that is to be used.

EXECUTE

invokes SQL statements. A statement specified after EXECUTE is run first; the primary input stream is then read and
each statement in the input stream is run. All DB/2 statements are run as a single unit of work. Most DB/2 statements
are supported; see the description of the PREPARE statement in the DB/2 Application Programming Guide for TSO and
Batch Users for a list of unsupported statements. DB/2 operator commands are not supported.
___ Question _______________________________________________________
|

|
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| What is the MVS equivalent of the PREPARE statement?
|
|
|
|____________________________________________________________________|

The SQL stage command invokes CONNECT, COMMIT, and ROLLBACK directly; thus, they are also supported.
Unsupported statements are returned by DB/2 with return code -515. Processing stops as soon as an error is reported by
DB/2.
DESCRIBE

describes a query. One line is written for each field in the query. See the description of the SQLDA (SQL Descriptor
Area) in the SQL/Data System Application Programming for IBM VM Systems book. Each record has five blankdelimited fields of fixed length:

Length
      3
     16
        
        
        
      5
        
        
      5
        
        
        
        
        
     30
        

Field description
Decimal number defining the field type.
Field type decoded, or Unknown if the field type is not
recognized by BatchPipeWorks. The first four positions have
the word LONG if the field is a long character or graphics
field.
Field length as reported by DB/2. This is a single number
except for decimal fields where the precision and scale are
reported with a comma in between.
Maximum length of the field in characters, including a
halfword length field if required, computed from the length
and field type. This is the number of bytes SQL SELECT
reserves for the field in the output record from a query, and
the number of bytes required in the input record to SQL
INSERT. The length does not include the indicator word.
Field name. The record is truncated at the end of the name;
the name field is from 1 to 30 bytes.

When SQL DESCRIBE SELECT is run with EXECUTE, the result of the first query is written to the primary output
stream, the result of the second query is written to the secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further
output streams. The result of the remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered stream defined. The output
streams must be connected.
SELECT

performs a query. The result of the query is written with one record for each row. By default, each column is preceded
by a 2-byte indicator word specifying whether the column has a null value or contains data. Use the NOINDICATORS
operand to suppress this field in the output record.

In an indicator word, binary zero indicates that the column has a value; the column has a null value when the indicator is
negative. A positive value in the indicator word means that the column is truncated; this should not occur because each
column has as many positions reserved as SQL DESCRIBE reports for the table. Columns with a null value and variable
length columns have blanks or zeros in the unfilled positions, as appropriate in the field format. When the last field has
variable length, the record is truncated to the end of the data present.
When SQL SELECT is run with EXECUTE, the result of the first query is written to the primary output stream, the
result of the second query is written to the secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further output streams.
The result of the remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered output stream defined. The output streams must
be connected.
statement
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is a statement to be passed to DB/2 for execution. The statement must be written exactly as specified in the DB/2
Application Programming Guide for TSO and Batch Users book.
INSERT INTO

adds a single row of data into an existing table.
An INSERT statement with a VALUES clause is run immediately without reference to an input stream. The VALUES
clause cannot specify host variables.
When you do not specify a VALUES clause with an INSERT statement, SQL supplies a VALUES clause that
references fields in input lines. A row is inserted in the table for each input line. You can specify a list of fields to insert
in parentheses; this list is used by SQL to build a data area describing the input record.
When there is no list of columns after the name of the table, the input record contains data for all columns in the table in
the order returned by SQL DESCRIBE SELECT * FROM. When a list of columns is specified, the input record has the
columns in the order specified and in the format returned by the describe function. You cannot insert a literal value into
a column; use the SPECS stage command to put a literal into all input records. The format of an input line is the same as
the output record from SQL SELECT.
Use the operand INDICATORS when you wish to load null values into selected columns. All columns must have a 2byte prefix which is binary zero when the field has a value; it is negative to indicate a null value. The default is not to
use indicator words.
Input lines are read from the primary input stream when EXECUTE is omitted. When SQL INSERT statements with no
VALUES clauses are issued with the EXECUTE operand, the first statement reads lines from the secondary input
stream, the second statement reads from stream number 2, and so on. It is an error if a stream is not defined.
tablename
specifies the name of the table where the row is to be inserted.
columnname
specifies the name of the column where the data is to be inserted. If you do not specify columnname, then the default is
all the columns in the order that they were named when the table was created.
Streams Used
Input Streams: When EXECUTE is specified, SQL reads DB/2 statements from its primary input stream. When
INSERT is specified without a VALUES clause, SQL reads rows to be inserted from its input streams.
Output Streams: When SELECT is specified, SQL writes the query results to its output streams.
Usage Notes

1. SQL does not delay the records.
2. If the SQL stage command discovers that any of its output streams is no longer connected, the SQL stage
command ends.
3. The SPECS stage command is often used to insert indicator words for columns that are always present.
4. The result of a query can be a single integer; use the following SPECS stage to convert it to decimal, if necessary:
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... | specs 1-* c2d 1 | ...

5. To make sure that all DB/2 requests are issued from the same MVS task, use ADDRESS LINK to invoke
BatchPipeWorks from a REXX exec.
6. SQL INSERT must have a values() clause specifying literals. Use the SPECS stage command to construct an
insert statement from data in the record.
7. SQL starts at commit level -4. It allocates any work areas needed, loads the SQL interface if not linked, allocates
an DB/2 cursor and then commits to level 0.
8. See also SQLCODES.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.91.1 Example 1
3.91.2 Example 2
3.91.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.92 SQLSELECT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SQLSELECT__ _______________ __Select Operands___________________>< |
|
|_(SQL Options)_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SQLSELECT stage function to query DB/2 tables and convert the results to a printable format with a header
line showing the names of the columns.
When an SQLSELECT stage function issues a statement to query a table, the first record written to the primary output
stream is a header record containing the column names. The result of the query is then written to the primary output
stream.
Note: Before you can use the SQLSELECT stage command, your system administrator must install DB/2 on your
system and your system administrator must perform the steps in the &hcpa5. book for preparing BatchPipeWorks to use
DB/2.
Operands

SQL Options
When the first non-blank character is a left parenthesis, the string up to the first right parenthesis is processed as options.
Refer to the SQL stage function for a description of available options.
Select Operands
is treated as an SQL SELECT statement.
Streams Used
Output Streams: Output Streams: SQLSELECT first writes a header record containing column names followed by the
query results to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. SQLSELECT does not delay the records.
2. If the SQLSELECT stage command discovers that its output stream is no longer connected, the SQLSELECT
stage command ends.
3. SQLSELECT starts at commit level -4 and then commits to level 0.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.92.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.93 STACK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_FIFO_
|
| >>__STACK__|______|_________________________________________________>< |
|
|_LIFO_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STACK stage command to read from or write to the data stack. When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline,
STACK determines how many lines are on the stack, reads that number of lines, and writes the lines to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK writes its primary input
stream records to the data stack. If its primary output stream is connected, STACK also writes its primary input stream
records to its primary output stream.
Note: No operands are allowed when using STACK to read from the data stack.
Operands

FIFO

specifies that records are to be written to the stack FIFO (first in, first out). This is the default.

LIFO

specifies that records are to be written to the stack LIFO (last in, first out).
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK reads records from its primary input
stream.

Primary Output Stream: When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline, STACK writes the lines read from the data stack
to its primary output stream. When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK copies its primary input stream
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the record does not apply. When STACK is not the first
stage of a pipeline, STACK does not delay the records.
2. If STACK is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, STACK ends. An additional line
may have been consumed from the stack when this occurs.
3. STACK lets you read all the lines on the terminal stack including null lines which would cause the TERMINAL
stage command to stop reading.
4. All lines on the data stack may not be read if a subsequent stage ends or disconnects its input stream before
STACK writes all the lines. For example, assuming there are at least two lines on the program stack, the
following PIPE command reads only the first two lines from the stack:
pipe stack | take 2 | > STACKED.INPUT

Any other lines remain on the stack after execution of the PIPE command.
5. STACK causes lines longer than 255 characters to be truncated.
6. When using a TERMINAL stage followed by a STACK stage to read from the terminal and write the lines read to
the program stack, specify a BUFFER stage between the TERMINAL stage and the STACK stage. A loop may
result if no BUFFER stage is specified.
7. See also STEM, VAR, VARLOAD, and REXXVARS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.93.1 Example 1
3.93.2 Example 2
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3.94 STATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STATE__ ______________________________________ _________________>< |
|
|_QUIET________________________________|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_dsname_____ ______________ __________|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ ______________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_| |_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname________________________|
|
|
|_member__ _________ __ddname__________|
|
|
|_DDname=_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STATE stage command to determine if one or more data sets exist.
STATE searches first for the data set named in its operands, if any. It then reads records from its primary input stream
and searches for the data sets named in those records. When a data set is found, STATE writes the fully qualified name
of the data set to its primary output stream. When a data set is not found, STATE copies the input record to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Operands

QUIET

specifies that the return code is set to 0 when one or more data sets are not found. When the QUIET operand is not
specified, the return code is set to 28 when one or more data sets are not found.
dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set or a partitioned data set. A physical sequential data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified physical sequential data set or partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully
qualified.
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DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the name of the allocated physical sequential data set or partitioned data set.

member
is the name of a member of a partitioned data set.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STATE reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must contain the data set name
or ddname of the allocated data set (in the format required in the operands) to search for. Null or blank input records are
discarded.
Primary Output Stream: STATE writes the fully qualified data set name to its primary output stream for every specified
data set it finds.
Secondary Output Stream: STATE copies its primary input stream to its secondary output stream if the specified data
set is not found.
Usage Notes

1. STATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of STATE's output streams are not connected, STATE ends.
3. If a data set name you specify does not exist with the exact case you specified, STATE translates the name to
uppercase and performs the search again.
4. If a data set exists, it does not mean that data set is readable. You cannot determine if a data set is readable using
STATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.94.1 Example 1
3.94.2 Example 2
3.94.3 Example 3
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3.95 STEM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
_FROM__1_
|
| >>__STEM__stem__|__________|__|_________|___________________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_| |_APPEND__|
|
|
|_FROM__n_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STEM stage command to retrieve or set REXX compound variables whose names begin with the stem you
specify. Specify STEM on a command invoked from a user-written stage command or a REXX exec.
The stem of a REXX variable is that part of a variable name up to and including the last period. For example,
pipe.var. is the stem of the REXX variables pipe.var.1, pipe.var.2, and pipe.var.3.
When STEM is the first stage of a pipeline, STEM retrieves values of variables. Before STEM can be used to retrieve
variables, variable stem0 must contain the number of variables whose value you want to retrieve. The value should be 0
or positive. For each variable retrieved, STEM writes a separate record containing the variable's value to its primary
output stream. By default, output records are written beginning with stem1. The output records are written in ascending
order of the numeric suffix of the variables until the number of records written equals the value of stem0.
When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM sets variables. By default, when STEM is used to set variables, it
sets one variable for each record in its primary input stream. Variables stem1 through stemn, where n is the number of
records in the primary input stream, are set to the contents of the first through the nth input stream records, respectively.
After all n records have been set, STEM sets variable stem0 to the number of variables that were set. STEM also copies
its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Operands

stem
is the stem of the compound variables whose values you want to set or retrieve. The stem of a REXX variable is that
part of a variable name up to and including the last period.
invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when retrieving or setting the variables. invocnum must
be 0 or greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
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The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the STEM stage is specified on a PIPE command or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the
variables are in the user-written stage command that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the STEM
stage is specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variables are in the
exec that issued the CALLPIPE or RUNPIPE.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
APPEND

specifies that variables are to be set beginning with stem(n+1) where n is the value of variable stem0. Variable stem0
must contain a zero or positive whole number prior to invoking the STEM stage command with the APPEND operand.
After all variables have been set, STEM sets variable stem0 to the numeric suffix of the last variable that was set.
APPEND cannot be specified on a STEM stage command that is used in the first stage of a pipeline.
n
specifies that values of variables are to be retrieved or variables are to be set beginning with stemn where n is the value
specified. When retrieving a variable, n should be 0 or positive, and less than or equal to the value in stem0. After all
variables have been set, when STEM is not the first stage in the pipeline, STEM sets variable stem0 to the numeric
suffix of the last variable that was set. The default value for n is 1.
FROM

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM reads records from its primary input
stream. Input records must contain the values of the variables to be set.
Primary Output Stream: When STEM is the first stage of a pipeline, STEM writes records to its primary output stream.
Each record contains the value of a variable retrieved by STEM. The number of records written is the number contained
in variable stem0 when the FROM operand is not specified.
When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.
Usage Notes

1. STEM does not delay the records.
2. If STEM is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, STEM ends.
3. If STEM is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, STEM sets or retrieves
variables in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
4. STEM starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while processing
its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
5. See also REXXVARS, VAR, VARLOAD, and STACK.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.95.1 Example 1
3.95.2 Example 2
3.95.3 Example 3
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3.96 STRFIND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRFIND__ _/string/___ _________________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRFIND stage command to select records that begin with a specified string of characters. STRFIND reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the records that begin with the specified string to its primary output
stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFIND writes all other records to its secondary
output stream.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines a group of characters that you want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. Each character in
string must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in string is considered to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in string matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic characters do not match. To be selected, an input record
must be at least as long as string, including any trailing blanks.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a group of characters you want to find,
beginning in the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Each character
in hexstring must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
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1. A 40 (the hexadecimal representation of a blank) in hexstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 6D (the hexadecimal representation of an underscore character) in hexstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
To be selected, an input record must be at least as long as the string defined by hexstring.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a group of characters you want to find, beginning in the
first column of an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Each character in binstring must
exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 01000000 (the binary representation of a blank) in binstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 01101101 (the binary representation of an underscore character) in binstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. To be selected, an
input record must be at least as long as the string defined by binstring.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRFIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRFIND copies each input record that begins with the specified string of characters to its
primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFIND copies each input record that does not
begin with the specified string of characters to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRFIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRFIND's output streams are not connected, STRFIND ends.
3. STRFIND selects all records beginning with the operand.
4. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that begin with the character string A|B, issue
the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | strfind /A%|B/ | terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the STRFIND stage
function is used to locate records that begin with the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the
default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as
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a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the
STRFIND stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the STRFIND
stage as |. For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strfind /A||B/ | terminal

5. If you specify STRFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
6. If you want to select records that contain an underscore character, use the LOCATE stage command.
7. STRFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
8. See also FIND, LOCATE, NFIND, STRNFIND, NLOCATE, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.96.1 Example 1
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3.97 STRFRLABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _STRFRLABel___ __ _/string/___ ________________________________>< |
|
|_STRFROMLabel_| |_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRFRLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are
determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record.
Once a record that begins with the target string is found, the record that begins with the target string and the following
records are shorted to the primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, STRFRLABEL writes the records that are before the record that begins
with the target string to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, STRFRLABEL
discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must be located in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be located. The string must be located in
the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
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Bbinstring

defines the starting string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be located. The string must be located in the first column of
an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRFRLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRFRLABEL copies the first input record that begins with the specified target to its primary
output stream. All remaining input stream records are then copied to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFRLABEL copies all input records not
copied to its primary output stream to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRFRLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRFRLABEL's output streams are not connected, STRFRLABEL ends.
3. If you specify STRFRLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
4. STRFRLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
5. See also FRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, TOLABEL, WHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.97.1 Example 1
3.97.2 Example 2
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3.98 STRIP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_BOTH__BLANK_______________________________________
|
| >>__STRIP__|___________________________________________________|____>< |
|
| _BOTH_____
|
|
|
|_|__________|__ _____ __| Target |__ ____________ _|
|
|
|_LEADING__| |_NOT_|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_TRAILING_| |_TO__|
|_maxnum_____|
|
|
|
| Target:
|
|
_BLANK__________________
|
| |__|________________________|________________________________________| |
|
|_charrange______________|
|
|
|_ANYof__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Do not let Target default to BLANK if you specify maxnum.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRIP stage command to remove leading or trailing characters from records. STRIP reads records from its
primary input stream, removes the specified characters, and writes the resulting records to its primary output stream, if it
is connected. If no operands are specified, STRIP removes leading and trailing blanks from the records.
Operands

BOTH

removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from the beginning and the end of the records.
BOTH is the default.

LEADING

removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from the beginning of the records.

TRAILING

removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from the end of the records.
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NOT
TO

negates the way in which STRIP locates the leading or trailing characters to be removed.

If you specify NOT with charrange, only characters that are not within the range are removed. If you specify NOT with
ANYOF, only characters that are not in the specified list are removed. If you specify NOT with STRING, only
characters not matching the specified string are removed.
TO is a synonym for NOT.
charrange
is a range of characters to be removed. STRIP removes leading or trailing occurrences of any characters within the
specified range. You can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
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SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.
When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the range is based on the hexadecimal
representation of the characters. The characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1',
X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof

specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of characters to be removed. STRIP removes leading or
trailing occurrences of any characters within the specified list.
STRing

specifies that the characters to be removed must match the string following STRING.

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to be located.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. The X or H can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters
in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be located. Uppercase and
lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any blanks in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

maxnum
is the maximum number of characters to remove from the beginning or end of the input records. When BOTH is
specified, maxnum applies independently to each end of a record. If you specify maxnum without specifying any target
character, the number you specify as maxnum is interpreted as the charrange operand. Thus, if you want the default
target character, you must specify the BLANK operand before maxrep.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRIP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After removing the specified characters from records read from its primary input stream,
STRIP writes the resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. STRIP does not delay the records.
2. If STRIP's primary output stream is not connected, STRIP ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal representation of the ending character is less
than the starting character, the hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is X'00'.
4. STRIP copies any null input records to its primary output stream.
5. If all the characters in a record are removed, STRIP writes a null record to its primary output stream.
6. See also CHOP, JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, and DEBLOCK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.98.1 Example 1
3.98.2 Example 2
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3.99 STRLITERAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRLITeral__ _/string/___ ______________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRLITERAL stage command to write a specified character string as a record to its primary output stream, if it
is connected. If the primary input stream for the STRLITERAL stage contains any records, STRLITERAL then copies
the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
is a string of characters that makes up a record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that makes up a record. The X or H can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that makes up a record. The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRLITERAL reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream: After writing the operand string to its primary output stream, STRLITERAL copies any records
read from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRLITERAL does not delay the records.
2. If STRLITERAL's primary output stream is not connected, STRLITERAL ends.
3. Because STRLITERAL writes the operand string as the first record of its output stream before copying its input
stream, records from multiple STRLITERAL stages are written to the output in reverse order compared to the
order of the stages in the pipeline. Here is an example:
pipe strliteral /or not to be/ | strliteral /To be/ | terminal
To be
or not to be
READY

To write the character strings to the output in the same order as they are written in a pipeline, use APPEND stages
following the first STRLITERAL stage, as in the following example:
pipe strliteral /1/ | append strliteral /2/ | terminal
1
2
READY

4. To write a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option with an escape character or use a double stage separator. For example, the following two PIPE commands
produce the same results:
pipe (escape %) strliteral *3%|3*| strliteral *G/B ratio:*| terminal
pipe strliteral *3||2*| strliteral *G/B ratio:*| terminal
In the first stage, the STRLITERAL stage command is used to write the
ratio of girls to boys. The string contains the | character, which is
the default stage separator character.

In the first PIPE command, the ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. To prevent
the first PIPE command from treating the occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
In the second PIPE command, the PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the
STRLITERAL stage as |.
5. See also APPEND and LITERAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.99.1 Example 1
3.99.2 Example 2
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3.100 STRNFIND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>____STRNFIND____ _/string/___ ____________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRNFIND stage command to select records that do not begin with a specified string. STRNFIND reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the records that do not begin with the specified string to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, STRNFIND writes all other records to its
secondary output stream.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
is any string that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. To be considered a match and
therefore not be selected, each character in string must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record,
with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in string is considered to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in string matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do not match. Records that are shorter in
length than string are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a group of characters that you do not
want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
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To be considered a match and therefore not be selected, each character in hexstring must exactly match the
corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 40 (the hexadecimal representation of a blank) in hexstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 6D (the hexadecimal representation of an underscore character) in hexstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Records that are shorter in length than the string defined by hexstring are always selected, regardless of the contents of
the record.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a group of characters that you do not want to find,
beginning in the first column of an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. To be considered a
match and therefore not be selected, each character in binstring must exactly match the corresponding character in the
input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 01000000 (the binary representation of a blank) in binstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 01101101 (the binary representation of an underscore character) in binstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Records that are
shorter in length than the string defined by binstring are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRNFIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRNFIND copies each input record that does not begin with the specified string to its primary
output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRNFIND copies each input record that begins
with the specified string to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRNFIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRNFIND's output streams are not connected, STRNFIND ends.
3. STRNFIND selects all records that do not begin with the operand.
4. If you specify STRNFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. The target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to
the length of the column range.
5. If you want to select records that do not contain an underscore character, use the NLOCATE stage command.
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6. STRNFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
7. See also NFIND, NLOCATE, FIND, STRFIND, LOCATE, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.100.1 Example 1
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3.101 STRTOLABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRTOLABel__ _/string/___ ______________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRTOLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are
determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record.
STRTOLABEL writes to its primary output stream, if connected, the records that are before the record that begins with
the target string.
If the secondary output stream is connected, the record that begins with the target string and the following records in the
primary input stream are shorted to the secondary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is not connected, the STRTOLABEL stage stops before reading the record beginning
with the target string.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must begin in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be located. The string must begin in the
first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces
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in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring

defines the starting string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be located. The string must begin in the first column of an
input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRTOLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRTOLABEL copies input records that do not begin with the specified target to its primary
output stream until a record is found that begins with the target. The record containing the target is not copied to the
primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRTOLABEL copies to its secondary output
stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRTOLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRTOLABEL's output streams are not connected, STRTOLABEL ends.
3. STRTOLABEL disconnects its input stream when the record that begins with the target string is found.
4. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the STRTOLABEL stage stops before reading the record
beginning with the target string, and this record is available for further processing.
For example, the following user-written stage commands translate records to uppercase up to, but not including,
the first line that begins with the string xxxxx.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|strtolabel /xxxxx/', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'short'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|strtolabel /xxxxx/', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'callpipe *:|*:'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
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|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

When you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | MYTOLAB | terminal
the SHORT pipeline subcommand or the second CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand processes the matching record and remaining records.

5. If you specify STRTOLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the
first column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the
target string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be
less than or equal to the length of the column range.
6. STRTOLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
7. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, TOLABEL, WHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.101.1 Example 1
3.101.2 Example 2
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3.102 STRWHILELABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRWHILElabel__ _/string/___ ___________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRWHILELABEL stage command to select consecutive records from its primary input stream. The records
selected are determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an
input record. If the first record of the primary input stream begins with the target string, this record and any consecutive
records that begin with the target string are written to the primary output stream. When a record is found that does not
begin with the target string, the record and the remaining records in the input stream are shorted to the secondary output
stream, if connected.
If the first record of the primary input stream does not begin with the target string, no records are written to the primary
output stream. If the secondary output stream is connected, STRWHILELABEL copies all the records from its primary
input stream to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, STRWHILELABEL
discards all the records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must be located in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
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defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be located. The string must be located in
the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
blanks in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines the starting string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be located. The string must be located in the first column of
an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRWHILELABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRWHILELABEL copies to its primary output stream consecutive input records that begin
with the specified string. STRWHILELABEL copies records to its primary output stream only if the first input record
begins with the specified string.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRWHILELABEL copies to its secondary
output stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRWHILELABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all STRWHILELABEL's output streams are not connected, STRWHILELABEL ends.
3. If you specify STRWHILELABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in
the first column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the
target string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be
less than or equal to the length of the column range.
4. STRWHILELABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
5. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, TOLABEL, WHILELABEL, FRTARGET, TOTARGET,
TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.102.1 Example 1
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3.103 SUBCOM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SUBCOM__name__ ________ ________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SUBCOM stage command to pass subcommands to a specified subcommand environment. If a subcommand is
specified as an operand, it is passed to the specified subcommand environment. Then, any primary input stream records
are read and passed to the subcommand environment. If its primary output stream is connected, SUBCOM copies each
subcommand record to its primary output stream after the specified subcommand has completed. SUBCOM does not
intercept terminal output from the subcommands issued.
If its secondary output stream is connected, SUBCOM writes the return code from each subcommand to its secondary
output stream after it has copied the subcommand record to its primary output stream.
Operands

name
is the name of the subcommand environment to which you want subcommands sent for execution. If the environment
with the name you specify does not exist, SUBCOM translates name to uppercase and searches again for the
environment.
string
is a subcommand to pass to the specified subcommand environment. The string operand cannot be accepted if the
secondary output stream of SUBCOM is connected. If the secondary output stream is connected, all subcommands that
you want issued must be passed through the primary input stream of SUBCOM.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SUBCOM reads records from its primary input stream. Input records should contain a command
to be passed to the specified subcommand environment for execution.
Primary Output Stream: SUBCOM copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, SUBCOM writes the return code from each
subcommand to its secondary output stream after it has copied the subcommand record to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SUBCOM does not delay the records.
2. In addition to system-supplied subcommand environments such as the TSO environment, you can use SUBCOM
to pass subcommands to an environment you or your installation has defined.
3. If SUBCOM's secondary output stream is no longer connected, SUBCOM ends.
4. To intercept line mode output from the execution of TSO commands, use the TSO stage command. To issue TSO
commands without intercepting terminal output, use SUBCOM with a subcommand environment of TSO.
5. SUBCOM starts at commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
6. See also the TSO stage command and COMMAND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.103.1 Example 1
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3.104 SUSPEND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SUSPEND_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SUSPEND pipeline subcommand to prevent a stage from running until all other stages have been run by the
dispatcher. The return codes is set to the number of other stages that were ready to run at the time the stage was
suspended. The return code is computed at the time the stage is suspended even though the stage must resume before it
can inspect the return code.
Usage Notes

1. The order in which stages are called by the dispatcher is unpredictable. The dispatcher may call the suspended
stage before it has run all the stages that were ready at the time the stage issued SUSPEND. If the return code is
positive, at least one other stage has run.
2. A program should not go into a loop waiting for a producer or a consumer to commit itself to write or read a
record. Two stages using SUSPEND can be chasing each other tails forever doing this.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.104.1 Example 1
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3.105 SYNCHRONIZE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYNChronize_____________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SYNCHRONIZE stage command to synchronize records in a multistream pipeline. SYNCHRONIZE reads
records from each of its input streams until any stream reaches end of file or an output stream is no longer connected;
reading from all streams then stops. Records read from an input stream are copied to the corresponding output stream.
Streams Used
Input Streams: SYNCHRONIZE reads records from each of its input streams.
Output Streams: For each of its input streams, SYNCHRONIZE copies records read from an input stream to its
corresponding output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SYNCHRONIZE does not delay the records.
2. When reading stops because end of file is reached on an input stream, each lower numbered input stream has a
record available that stays in the input stream.
When reading stops because an output stream is not connected, all input streams have at least one record
available. Those records remain in the input streams. A record has been written to each lower numbered output
stream. No records are written to higher numbered output streams after an output stream is no longer connected.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.105.1 Example 1
3.105.2 Example 2
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3.106 SYSDSN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYSDSN__ ________ ______________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
sysdsn calls the REXX function sysdsn() and writes the function's result to the output stream.
Subtopics:
3.106.1 Type
3.106.2 Usage Notes
3.106.3 Related Commands
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3.107 SYSOUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYSOUT__ _____________________ _________________________________>< |
|
|_OUTDESCriptor_word__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
sysout writes a system output data set. sysout writes each input record to SPOOL and then copies it to the output, if it is
connected.
Subtopics:
3.107.1 Type
3.107.2 Usage Notes
3.107.3 Related Commands
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3.108 SYSVAR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYSVAR__ ______________ ________________________________________>< |
|
| <__________ |
|
|
|___variable_|_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SYSVAR stage command to retrieve the value of a system variable and write the value to its primary output
stream. If a system variable is specified as an operand, SYSVAR retrieves the value of the system variable and writes
the value to its primary output stream. SYSVAR then reads its primary input stream records, which must contain system
variable names, and retrieves the values of those system variables and writes each value to its primary output stream.
Operands

variable
is the name of a system variable.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SYSVAR reads records from its primary input stream. Input stream records must contain a
system variable name. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: SYSVAR writes the value of the specified system variable to its primary output stream. Each
value is written as a separate record.
Usage Notes

1. SYSVAR does not delay the records.
2. If SYSVAR's primary output stream is not connected, SYSVAR ends.
3. See also TSO.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.108.1 Example 1
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3.109 TAKE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_FIRST_
_1_
|
| >>__TAKE__|_______|__|___|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_LAST__| |_n_|
|
|
|_*_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TAKE stage command to select one or more records from the beginning or end of its primary input stream.
TAKE copies the selected records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is
connected, TAKE copies all other records to its secondary output stream, otherwise it discards the unselected records.
Operands

FIRST

selects records from the beginning of the input stream. This is the default.
LAST

selects records from the end of the input stream.
n
is the number of records to be selected from the input stream. The default is 1. If you specify 0, TAKE copies all records
to the secondary output stream, if it is connected, otherwise it discards all records.

*

specifies that all records are written to the primary output stream if connected, otherwise TAKE discards all records.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TAKE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TAKE copies the selected records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Secondary Output Stream: TAKE copies the unselected records to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.
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Usage Notes

1. TAKE FIRST does not delay the records. TAKE LAST delays the specified number of records.
TAKE LAST stores the specified number of records in a buffer. For each subsequent input record (if any), TAKE
LAST writes the record residing longest in the buffer to the secondary output stream, if it is connected. Otherwise,
it discards the record. The input record is then stored in the buffer, queued on a first-in, first-out basis. When endof-file is reached on the primary input stream, TAKE LAST writes the specified number of records from the
buffer into the primary output stream, if connected, otherwise it discards the records.
2. If all TAKE's output streams are not connected, TAKE ends.
3. TAKE writes an input record to one output stream when both output streams are connected.
4. If no secondary output stream is connected, then TAKE FIRST reads the specified number of records and
disconnects its input stream without reading any additional records.
5. TAKE FIRST disconnects its primary output stream before it shorts its input to its secondary output stream.
TAKE LAST disconnects its secondary output stream before it copies the selected records to its primary output
stream.
6. TAKE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
7. See also DROP, HOLE, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, and TOTARGET.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.109.1 Example 1
3.109.2 Example 2
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3.110 TERMINAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>____TERMinal____ _____________________ ___________________________>< |
|
|_EOF__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NOEOF_______________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TERMINAL stage command to read lines from or write lines to the terminal in a TSO environment.
When TERMINAL is not the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL reads records from its primary input stream and
writes them to the joblog or terminal and to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
When TERMINAL is the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL reads records from the terminal and writes the records to
its primary output stream, if it is connected. TERMINAL stops reading if its output stream is not connected. If no
operands are specified, TERMINAL also stops reading when a null line is entered. To enter a null line, press enter
without typing anything on the command line.
Note: No operands are allowed when using TERMINAL to write to the joblog or the terminal.
Operands

EOF

specifies that TERMINAL is to stop reading from the terminal if the line read matches string, hexstring, or binstring.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters you want TERMINAL to recognize as a signal to stop reading from the terminal. The string is
not written to the output stream. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match.
TERMINAL stops reading from the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify.
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Xhexstring
Hhexstring
is a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters you want TERMINAL to
recognize as a signal to stop reading from the terminal. The string is not written to the output stream. TERMINAL stops
reading from the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify. The X or H can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters
in the string.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters you want TERMINAL to recognize as
a signal to stop reading from the terminal. The string is not written to the output stream. TERMINAL stops reading from
the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
NOEOF

specifies that the data being read is not inspected for an end of file indicator signaling that TERMINAL should stop
reading. Therefore, TERMINAL only stops when its primary output stream becomes disconnected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When TERMINAL is not the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL reads records from its
primary input stream. When TERMINAL is the first stage of a pipeline in a TSO environment, it reads from the
terminal.
Primary Output Stream: When TERMINAL is the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL writes the records it reads from
the terminal to its primary output stream. When TERMINAL is not the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL writes the
records it reads from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. TERMINAL does not delay the records.
2. If TERMINAL is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, TERMINAL ends.
3. TERMINAL first tries to read from or write to the terminal using TSO services. If TERMINAL is not used in a
TSO environment, then TERMINAL tries to write using WTO (write-to-operator) services.
4. TERMINAL may stop reading from the terminal before the condition specified in the operands occurs if a
subsequent stage ends or disconnects its input stream before the condition occurs. For example, the following
PIPE command stops reading from the terminal after two lines of data are entered. The lines are written to the
existing data set TERMINAL.INPUT.
pipe terminal | take 2 | > TERMINAL.INPUT

5. When TERMINAL is in a pipeline set that has been issued under control of RUNPIPE EVENTS, TERMINAL
signals read or write events instead of reading from or writing to the terminal.
6. To read about the TERMINAL limits, see the WTO macro in the MVS/ESA Assembler Services Reference.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.110.1 Example 1
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3.111 TIMESTAMP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_8_
|
| >>__TIMEstamp__|___|________________________________________________>< |
|
|_n_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TIMESTAMP stage command to determine when a record was read. TIMESTAMP prefixes each record with a
timestamp showing when the record was read. The TIMESTAMP output consists of the year (including the century), the
month, day, hour (in 24 hour format), minute, second, and hundredth of a second in the form yyyymmddhhmmss00.
Operands

n
specifies the number of characters to include in the timestamp. Valid values are 1 through 16. The default is 8. If n is
less than 16, the characters are truncated from the left and put in front of the data from the input record when it is passed
to the output stream. The default results in the hour, minute, and second. The hundredth of a second (the two rightmost
characters) are always zero.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TIMESTAMP reads records from the primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TIMESTAMP writes records to its primary output stream prefixed with the timestamp of the
record.
Usage Notes

1. TIMESTAMP does not delay the records.
2. If TIMESTAMP's primary output stream is not connected, it ends.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.111.1 Example 1
3.111.2 Example 2
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3.112 TOKENIZE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TOKENIZE__ _/string1/___ __ _____________ ______________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_/string2/___|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TOKENIZE stage command to parse the contents of records. TOKENIZE writes one output record for each
token found in its input stream. Optionally, it writes an additional record at the end of the set of records derived from
each input record. Blanks always delimit tokens; you may also specify a list of single-character tokens that delimit other
tokens.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
TOKENIZE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as

TOKENIZE /abc/ /def/

You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
is a list of single-character tokens that delimit other tokens. This operand can be specified as a null string, such as //.
Blanks always delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this list. Character tokens in this list are
written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks are not written to the output stream.
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Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
is a list of the hexadecimal representation of single character tokens that delimit other tokens. The X or H can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. Blanks always delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this
list. Character tokens in this list are written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks are not written to the
output stream.

There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters following each X or H.
Bbinstring1

is a list of the binary representation of single character tokens that delimit other tokens. The B can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. Blanks always delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this list. Character
tokens in this list are written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks are not written to the output stream.
The number of binary digits following each B must be divisible by 8.
string2
is a record that is written to the primary output stream, if connected, after each input record is processed.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2

is a hexadecimal representation of a record that is written to the primary output stream, if connected, after each input
record is processed There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the record.
Bbinstring2

is a binary representation of a record that is written to the primary output stream, if connected, after each input record is
processed. The number of binary digits following each B must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TOKENIZE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TOKENIZE writes to its primary output stream one output record for each token it finds in its
primary input stream. If string2, hexstring2, or binstring2 is specified, TOKENIZE writes an additional record
containing string2, hexstring2, or binstring2 at the end of the set of records derived from each input record.
Usage Notes

1. TOKENIZE does not delay the records.
2. If TOKENIZE's primary output stream is not connected, TOKENIZE ends.
3. Tokens are not padded, truncated, or translated to uppercase.
4. See also SPLIT and CHOP.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.112.1 Example 1
3.112.2 Example 2
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3.113 TOLABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TOLABel__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TOLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are determined
by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record. TOLABEL
writes to its primary output stream, if connected, the records that are before the record that begins with the target string.
If the secondary output stream is connected, the record that begins with the target string and the following records in the
primary input stream are shorted to the secondary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is not connected, the TOLABEL stage stops before reading the record beginning with the
target string.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. string must begin in the first column of an input record. If string is
not specified, no records are written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TOLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TOLABEL copies input records that do not begin with the specified target to its primary output
stream until a record is found that begins with the target. The record containing the target is not copied to the primary
output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, TOLABEL copies to its secondary output stream
all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. TOLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all TOLABEL's output streams are not connected, TOLABEL ends.
3. TOLABEL disconnects its input stream when the record that begins with the target string is found.
4. Use only one blank to separate the TOLABEL stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the
blank and continues until the next stage separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the
pipeline.
5. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the TOLABEL stage stops before reading the record beginning
with the target string, and this record is available for further processing.
For example, the following user-written stage commands translate records to uppercase up to, but not including,
the first line that begins with the string xxxxx.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|tolabel xxxxx', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'short'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|tolabel xxxxx', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'callpipe *:|*:'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

When you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | MYTOLAB | terminal
the SHORT pipeline subcommand or the second CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand processes the matching record and remaining records.
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6. If you specify TOLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
7. TOLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
8. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.113.1 Example 1
3.113.2 Example 2
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3.114 TOTARGET

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TOTARGet__stagecommand__ __________ ____________________________>< |
|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TOTARGET stage command to select all records up to but not including the first record selected by a specified
stage command. TOTARGET invokes another stage command and selects all records until the specified stage selects a
record. TOTARGET passes records read from its input streams to the specified stage command. The records are written
to the primary output stream of TOTARGET until the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output
stream. TOTARGET does not write the input record corresponding to this trigger record or any following records to its
primary output stream; it writes them to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. This specified stage command must
support a connected primary input stream, a connected primary output stream, and a connected secondary output stream.
If the secondary input stream of TOTARGET is connected, the specified stage command must support a secondary
input stream. The stage command should produce one output record for each input record without delaying the records.
The stage command should also end without consuming the current record when neither output stream is connected, and
it should not consume the record it is writing when it encounters end of file on any output stream.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TOTARGET reads records from its primary input stream and passes these records to the primary
input stream of the specified stage command until the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output
stream. TOTARGET then writes the input record corresponding to that trigger record and all remaining primary input
records to its secondary output stream, if connected.
Secondary Input Stream: TOTARGET reads records from its secondary input stream and passes these records to the
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secondary input stream of the specified stage command. Once the specified stage command writes a record to its
primary output stream, TOTARGET reads no further records from its secondary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TOTARGET copies to its primary output stream all records that the specified stage command
writes to its secondary output stream. TOTARGET disconnects its primary output stream when the specified stage
command writes a record to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, TOTARGET writes the trigger record and the
remaining primary input records to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. TOTARGET itself does not delay the records. If the specified stage command delays the records, then any records
that the specified stage command is buffering at the time it writes the trigger record, including the trigger record
itself, will be lost.
2. If TOTARGET's output streams are not connected, TOTARGET ends.
3. When both of the specified stage's output streams are connected, the specified stage command may write the same
input record to both streams. However, the stage should not write the same record first to its secondary output
stream and then to its primary output stream, because that would cause the trigger record to be written to both
output streams of TOTARGET.
4. TOTARGET causes a set of pipelines to stall if the specified stage command does not end when all of its output
streams become disconnected.
5. BatchPipeWorks scans TOTARGET only once, unlike the two-scan process for APPEND and PREFACE.
6. TOTARGET starts at commit level -2. TOTARGET does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage
command must eventually commit to level 0.
7. See also FRTARGET, TOLABEL, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, TAKE, DROP, and PREDSELECT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.114.1 Example 1
3.114.2 Example 2
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3.115 TSO

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TSO__ ________ _________________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TSO stage command to issue TSO commands from a pipeline and to write the responses from the commands to
the pipeline rather than the terminal. If an operand is specified, it is passed as a command to TSO through the TSO
subcommand environment with full command resolution. Then, any primary input stream records are read and passed to
TSO as commands. When the TSO stage command issues each of these commands, any line mode output from a
command that would usually appear on the terminal is buffered until the command ends and is then written to the TSO
stage command's primary output stream, if it is connected. Each line of output is written as a separate record.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the TSO stage command writes all line mode output from each command to
its primary output stream and then writes the return code from each command to its secondary output stream. This is
repeated for each command issued by the TSO stage command.
Operands

string
is a command to pass to TSO for execution. The string operand cannot be specified if the secondary output stream of the
TSO stage command is connected; in that case, the TSO stage command issues only the commands that it reads from its
primary input stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: The TSO stage command reads records from its primary input stream. Input records must contain
a command to be passed to the TSO subcommand environment for execution. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: The TSO stage command causes any line mode output from the commands to be written to its
primary output stream. Each line of output is written as a separate record.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, the TSO stage command writes the return code
from each command to its secondary output stream after it writes any line mode output from that command to its
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primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. The TSO stage command does not delay the records; it writes all of the output from each command before it
consumes the input record.
2. If the TSO stage command's secondary output stream is no longer connected, the TSO stage command ends.
3. TSO commands are invoked with full command resolution through the TSO subcommand environment. This
means the command is invoked exactly as if it had been entered from the command line. The REXX ADDRESS
TSO instruction also causes commands to be issued in this manner.
4. To issue TSO commands without intercepting terminal output, use the SUBCOM stage command.
5. Because the TSO stage command writes no output to its output stream until the command it is issuing has
completed, it is recommended that you do not use the TSO stage command to invoke full-screen applications. The
TSO stage command captures line mode output regardless of whether you are using a line mode or a full-screen
application.
6. The TSO stage command starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and
then commits to level 0.
7. See also COMMAND and SUBCOM.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.115.1 Example 1
3.115.2 Example 2
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3.116 UNIQUE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__UNIQue__ _______ __|__________________|__________________________> |
|
|_COUNT_| |_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
_1-*_________________________________________
|
| >__|_____________________________________________|___________________> |
|
|_columnrange_________________________________|
|
|
|
<___________________________________
|
|
|
|_(____columnrange__ __________________ _|__)_|
|
|
|_NOPAD____________|
|
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
_LAST________
|
| >__|_____________|__________________________________________________>< |
|
|_FIRST_______|
|
|
|_SINGLEs_____|
|
|
|_MULTiple____|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_PAIRwise____|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) You cannot specify the PAIRwise operand with the COUNT operand.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UNIQUE stage command to select unique or duplicate records.
By default, UNIQUE reads records from its primary input stream and compares each one with the following record to
determine if they are the same. When the records are the same, UNIQUE continues reading records until it reaches a
record that is different. The comparison is based on the contents of the entire input record. When a contiguous set of
duplicates is read, UNIQUE selects only the last record in each set and discards the others. UNIQUE writes the selected
records to its primary output stream. The discarded records are written to the secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Two matching records that are not contiguous are not considered to be duplicates. Therefore, the input stream for the
UNIQUE stage must be sorted for UNIQUE to determine unique and duplicate records in the data set.
Optionally, you can choose to compare two records to each other and write output records based on those two records
before reading in another pair of records. The comparison can be based on the contents of the entire input record, or you
can specify one or more key fields to determine which records are considered duplicates. A key field is a specific range
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of columns within each record.
Operands

COUNT

prefaces each record in the output stream with a 10-character field that represents its position in a set of duplicate
records. Consecutive records that have the same key fields are considered a set of duplicate records. The count is 1
when a record is unique. The number is right-justified with leading blanks.
When combined with the default operand LAST, COUNT puts the number of duplicate records in the first 10 positions
of the each record written to the output stream. For example, if the first three records of an input stream are duplicates,
the third record is written to the output stream prefaced by the number 3. 3 is the position of the last record in the set of
duplicates; this is the same as the total number of duplicates.
NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields of
other records. The NOPAD operand can be specified in two positions on the UNIQUE stage command:
If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, NOPAD applies to
the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD only applies to that particular key field.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields of
other records. The PAD operand can be specified in two positions on the UNIQUE stage command:
If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, PAD applies to the entire
record.
If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD only applies to that particular key field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange
defines a key field. If you do not specify columnrange, the key field is the entire record. You can specify columnrange
as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
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column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify and you must enclose the set of columnrange operands within parentheses.
LAST

writes all unique records and the last record of each set of duplicate records to the primary output stream. All duplicate
records that are not written to the primary output stream are discarded or written to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected. This is the default.

FIRST

writes all unique records and the first record of each set of duplicate records to the primary output stream. All duplicate
records that are not written to the primary output stream are discarded or written to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected.
SINGLEs

writes only the unique records to the primary output stream. All sets of duplicate records are discarded or written to the
secondary output stream, if it is connected.

MULTiple

writes only the duplicate records to the primary output stream. All of the unique records are discarded or written to the
secondary output stream, if it is connected.
PAIRwise

specifies that if a pair of records are not identical, both are written to the primary output stream. If the records in a pair
are identical, both are written to the secondary output stream, if it is connected. If there is an uneven number of input
records, then the last input record is written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: UNIQUE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After selecting the specified records from its input stream, UNIQUE writes the selected records
to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: UNIQUE writes the unselected input records to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. UNIQUE FIRST does not delay the records. UNIQUE PAIRWISE delays the first record of a pair but does not
delay the second record of the pair. If neither FIRST nor PAIRWISE is specified, UNIQUE delays one record.
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2. If all UNIQUE's output streams are not connected, UNIQUE ends.
3. UNIQUE waits to write a record to its output stream until it has compared it to the next record in its input stream.
However, if you specify the FIRST operand, the input record does not wait to be compared before it is written to
the output stream. If you specify the PAIRWISE operand, UNIQUE waits to write the first record of the input pair
to the output stream until it has compared it to the second record of the input pair before writing both records to
the output stream.
4. The following diagram shows how UNIQUE (with the default operand LAST) compares input records:
Primary Output Stream
_________
Primary Input Stream |
|
|jog
|1
_________
| U |
|sprint
|3
1 |jog
|
|
|_________ÿ|jog
|4
2 |sprint
|
| N |
|sprint
|5
3 |sprint
|
|
|
|jog
|6
4 |jog
|_____ÿ| I |
|walk
|7
5 |sprint
|
|
|
|stretch |9
6 |jog
|
| Q |
|_________|
7 |walk
|
|
|
8 |stretch |
| U |
Secondary Output Stream
9 |stretch |
|
|
_________
|_________|
| E |_________ÿ|sprint
|2
|
|
|stretch |8
|_____|
|_________|
_____

Note the following points about the diagram:
UNIQUE, by default, writes the last record of a set of duplicate records and the unique records to its
primary output stream; the duplicate records not written to the primary output stream are written to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected.
The numbers to the left of the primary input stream indicate the position of each record within the stream.
The numbers to the right of the output streams indicate the position the record was in the primary input
stream.
Although records 2, 3, and 5 contain identical data, record 5 is not adjacent to records 2 or 3 and therefore
record 5 is considered unique.
5. Use the SORT stage command with the UNIQUE operand instead of separate SORT and UNIQUE stages when
the data set has many duplicate records and you do not wish to process the duplicate records further.
6. UNIQUE does not have an operand to specify the inverse of the PAIRWISE operand. To invert the contents of
the output streams so that the unique records are written to the secondary output stream, use the NOT stage
command with UNIQUE as its operand.
7. UNIQUE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
8. See also SORT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.116.1 Example 1
3.116.2 Example 2
3.116.3 Example 3
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3.117 UNPACK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__UNPACK__________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UNPACK stage command to convert packed data to its original form. UNPACK reads records from its primary
input stream and writes the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: UNPACK reads records from its primary input stream. The records must be in the same format
as the output from the PACK stage command.
Primary Output Stream: After unpacking the records read from its primary input stream, UNPACK writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. UNPACK delays the records.
2. If UNPACK's primary output stream is not connected, UNPACK ends.
3. UNPACK determines if its input data has been packed. If not, it copies the records to its output stream
unchanged.
4. The input stream can contain multiple packed data sets. A null input record is interpreted as the end of one input
data set and the possible beginning of another. The next record is inspected to see if it is the beginning of another
packed data set.
5. See also PACK and CRC.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.117.1 Example 1
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3.118 UNTAB

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_-3_______
|
| >>__UNTAB__|__________|_____________________________________________>< |
|
|_-n_______|
|
|
| <______ |
|
|
|__column|_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UNTAB stage command to expand tab characters (X'05') in a record to blanks. This puts the data in the record
into columns.
Operands

-n

specifies a tab stop in column 1; data is written starting in column 1 and for every n columns. For example, specifying
-10 writes the data separated by tab characters in each record in columns 1, 11, 21, 31, and so on until each tab character
is processed. The default is -3, which is equivalent to specifying 1 4 7 10 and so on.
column
specifies the tab stops desired. Specifying one column writes the complete record starting in the column specified.
Specifying more than one column inserts blanks according to the tabs in the record and the columns specified. The
columns specified can be in any order. The smallest column number specifies where the leftmost character in the input
record is to be placed.
If the input record has leading blanks, specifying 1 preserves the leading blanks in the output record. If the input record
has leading tabs, specifying 1 inserts a leading blank for each leading tab in the output record.
Specifying more columns than the number of tabs in your input record, expands the record according to the number of
tabs in your input record. After all tabs have been expanded, the remaining column numbers are ignored. Specifying less
columns than the number of tabs in your input record, expands the record according to the number of columns specified
on UNTAB. After the tabs have been expanded for the columns specified, the rest of the record is written inserting a
blank for each remaining tab.
Streams Used
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Primary Input Stream: UNTAB reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: UNTAB writes records to its primary output stream. Records not containing tab characters are
written to the primary output stream unchanged.
Usage Notes

1. UNTAB does not delay the records.
2. If UNTAB's primary output stream is not connected, UNTAB ends.
3. If you want to enter tab characters from the terminal, use the field mark key, if available.
4. UNTAB starts at commit level -10. It sets up the tab positions and then commits to level 0.
5. See also SPECS, XLATE, and VCHAR.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.118.1 Example 1
3.118.2 Example 2
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3.119 UPDATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_73-80_______
|
| >>__UPDATE__|_____________|__ _______ __ ______ __ ___________ _____>< |
|
|_columnrange_| |_FIRST_| |_LAST_| |_*__string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UPDATE stage command to modify a data set according to UPDATE control statements. The update applied by
UPDATE contains UPDATE control statements in the format defined by the CMS UPDATE command.
UPDATE reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes records to its primary and secondary
output streams. The secondary output stream must be connected in order for the data to be written to the primary output
stream, if the primary output stream is connected.
The primary input stream contains the records to be modified and the secondary input stream is an update data set which
contains the UPDATE control statements. UPDATE writes the updated records to the primary output stream and writes
the update log to the secondary output stream. An update log is a record of the changes that were made to the input data
set; it identifies the records that were added, changed, or deleted.
Operands

columnrange
defines the location of the sequence field for the records in the primary input stream. The length of the sequence field
can be 1 to 15 digits. If you do not specify columnrange, 73-80 is the default column range. You can specify
columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 15 for n.
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FIRST

specifies that the sequence numbers of the primary input stream records are to be verified (the records must be in
ascending order). FIRST specifies that this is the first (or only) update in a series of updates to the data set.
LAST

specifies that the sequence numbers of the primary output stream records are not verified. This lets you generate an
updated data set without sequence numbers. Note that LAST should be used only when you want to suppress sequence
numbering for the lines added by the last update applied.

*

is the first character of a comment that identifies the update being applied.
string
is a comment you specify to display in an error message. If an error is found, the error message returned contains string
to identify the UPDATE stage. The comment string is not used by the UPDATE stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: UPDATE reads records to be modified from its primary input stream. The primary input stream
records must contain a sequence field whose length can be from 1 to 15 digits.
Secondary Input Stream: UPDATE reads CMS records from its secondary input stream. The input records must be in
the format of a CMS update file which contains UPDATE control statements. The secondary input stream must be
defined.
Primary Output Stream: UPDATE writes the updated records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: UPDATE writes the update log to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. UPDATE delays the records.
2. If either of UPDATE's output streams is not connected, UPDATE ends. If you do not want the update log records,
connect the secondary output stream of UPDATE to the HOLE stage command.
3. If errors regarding the sequence numbers are found during processing, the messages are written to the update log
(secondary output stream).
4. The information that determines the updates to the primary input stream are called UPDATE control statements.
The control statement data must not extend beyond column 50. For more information on UPDATE control
statements, see the CMS UPDATE command in the VM/ESA: CMS Command Reference.
5. The update records in the secondary input stream and the records in the primary input stream do not have to be the
same length.
6. UPDATE applies updates in parallel when there is a series of UPDATE stages in a pipeline.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.119.1 Example 1
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3.120 VAR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
|
| >>__VAR__variable__|__________|__ __________ _______________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_| |_TRACKing_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the VAR stage command to retrieve or set a REXX variable. Specify VAR on a command invoked from a userwritten stage command or a REXX exec.
By default, when VAR is the first stage of a pipeline, it retrieves the value of an exec variable and writes the value to its
primary output stream. When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, it sets the specified variable to the contents of the
first record in its primary input stream, then requests a short operation which disconnects the VAR stage. If the input
stream is at end of file, the variable is dropped. VAR also copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.
Operands

variable
is the name of the variable whose value you want to retrieve or set.
invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when retrieving or setting the variable. invocnum must
be 0 or greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the VAR stage is specified on a PIPE command or an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the
variable is in the user-written stage command that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and VAR is
specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variable is in the exec that
issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or RUNPIPE command.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variable is in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
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TRACKing

specifies that VAR, when it is the first stage command of a pipeline, continuously obtains the value of the variable and
writes it to the primary output stream. When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, TRACKING specifies that VAR
sets the variable to the contents of each input record as it is read. The final value of the variable is the last record read
from VAR's primary input stream. The variable remains unchanged if no records are read from the primary input
stream.
Note: VAR with the TRACKING operand, when it is the first stage of a pipeline, writes an infinite number of records
unless you limit the number of records.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, VAR reads records from its primary input stream.
When the TRACKING operand is not specified, the first record in the input stream must contain the value of the
variable to be set. When the TRACKING operand is specified, the last record in the input stream must contain the value
of the variable to be set.
Primary Output Stream: When VAR is the first stage of a pipeline and the TRACKING operand is not specified, VAR
writes a record containing the value of the specified variable to its primary output stream. When VAR is the first stage
of a pipeline and the TRACKING operand is specified, VAR writes the infinite number of records containing the value
of the specified variable to its primary output stream.
When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, VAR copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. When VAR is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the records does not apply. Otherwise, VAR does not delay
the records.
2. If VAR is the last stage in a pipeline and you wish to consume any remaining input records before end-of-file is
triggered, connect a HOLE stage command to the primary output stream of VAR.
3. If VAR is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, VAR sets or retrieves variables
in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
4. VAR translates the specified variable name to uppercase before accessing the variable in the REXX environment.
5. VAR starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while processing
its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
6. See also REXXVARS, STEM, VARLOAD, and STACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.120.1 Example 1
3.120.2 Example 2
3.120.3 Example 3
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3.121 VARLOAD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
|
| >>__VARLOAD__|__________|___________________________________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the VARLOAD stage command to set REXX variables. Specify VARLOAD on a command invoked from a userwritten stage command or a REXX exec.
The names and values of variables set by VARLOAD are specified by the records in its primary input stream.
VARLOAD sets one variable for each input record that contains a character other than blank or asterisk in the first
position of the record. Records beginning with blank or asterisk are ignored. All other records are treated as delimited
strings. VARLOAD copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream. A VARLOAD stage cannot be
the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when setting the variables. invocnum must be 0 or
greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the VARLOAD stage is specified on a PIPE command or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand,
the variables are in the user-written stage command that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the
VARLOAD stage is specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variables
are in the exec that issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or RUNPIPE command.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
Streams Used
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Primary Input Stream: VARLOAD reads records from its primary input stream. Input records must contain the names
and values of the variables to be set. Records beginning with blank or asterisk are ignored. Records must be in the
following format:
/name/value

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in name.
name
is the name of a variable to be set. The name must be in uppercase.
value
is the value to be assigned to variable name.
For example, in the record /NUM/7, NUM is the name and 7 is the value.
Primary Output Stream: VARLOAD copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. VARLOAD does not delay the records.
2. VARLOAD does not translate variable names to uppercase. VARLOAD does not substitute symbols in the stem
of a variable name specified as a compound symbol.
3. To remove unwanted trailing blanks from input records before running VARLOAD, use the STRIP stage
command with the TRAILING operand.
4. If VARLOAD is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, VARLOAD sets
variables in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
5. VARLOAD starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while
processing its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
6. See also REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, and STACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.121.1 Example 1
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3.122 VCHAR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__VCHAR__n1__n2___________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the VCHAR stage command to recode data to a different number of bits per character. VCHAR copies each record
from its primary input stream, changes the length of each character in the record, and writes each record to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. The input and output records are considered bit strings. The operands of VCHAR
specify whether to decrease or increase the length of the bit strings. VCHAR truncates the high-order positions of a
character to shorten the length, or adds zeros to the high-order positions of a character to increase the length.
Operands

n1
is the number of bits per character in the input record. The value you specify for n1 must be positive.
n2
is the number of bits per character in the output record. The value you specify for n2 must be positive.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: VCHAR reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After changing the length of each character in records read from its input stream, VCHAR
writes the resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. VCHAR does not delay the records.
2. If VCHAR's primary output stream is not connected, VCHAR ends.
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3. If the number of bits in the input record is not an integral multiple of the number of bits in an input character (n1),
the incomplete last input character is discarded. Characters are not spanned across input records.
4. If the number of bits in the input record is not an integral multiple of the number of bits in an output character
(n2), the output is padded with zero bits to complete the last output character.
5. See also XLATE, SPECS, and UNTAB.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.122.1 Example 1
3.122.2 Example 2
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3.123 VERIFY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__VERIFY__ _________ __ ____________ __delimitedString____________>< |
|
|_ANYCASE_| |_inputRange_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
verify selects records that contain only specified characters. It rejects records that contain characters that are not present
in the specified string.
verify tests the characters within the input range for being in the specified string. If the input range is null or all
characters in the range are in the specified string, the record is passed to the primary output stream. Otherwise, the
record is discarded (or passed to the secondary output stream if the secondary output stream is connected).
Subtopics:
3.123.1 Type
3.123.2 Stream Used
3.123.3 Usage Notes
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3.124 WHILELABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__WHILELABel__ ________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the WHILELABEL stage command to select consecutive records from its primary input stream. The records
selected are determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an
input record. If the first record of the primary input stream begins with the target string, this record and any consecutive
records that begin with the target string are written to the primary output stream. When a record is found that does not
begin with the target string, the record and the remaining records in the input stream are shorted to the secondary output
stream, if connected.
If the first record of the primary input stream does not begin with the target string, no records are written to the primary
output stream. If the secondary output stream is connected, WHILELABEL copies all the records from its primary input
stream to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the primary input stream records
are available for further processing by another stage command.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. string must be located in the first column of an input record. If
string is not specified, WHILELABEL copies all input records to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: WHILELABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: WHILELABEL copies to its primary output stream consecutive input records that begin with
the specified string. WHILELABEL copies records to its primary output stream only if the first input record begins with
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the specified string.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, WHILELABEL copies to its secondary output
stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. WHILELABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all WHILELABEL's output streams are not connected, WHILELABEL ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the WHILELABEL stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the
blank and continues until the next stage separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the
pipeline.
4. If you specify WHILELABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the
first column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the
target string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be
less than or equal to the length of the column range.
5. WHILELABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
6. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, TOLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.124.1 Example 1
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3.125 WRITEPDS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__WRITEPDS__ _dsname_____ ______________ __________ _______________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ ______________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_| |_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname________________________|
|
|
|
|
_DELIMiter__*COPY_____
|
| >__|______________________|__ ________ __ __________________ ________> |
|
|_DELIMiter__delimiter_| |_CHOP___| |_PAD_ _char____ __|
|
|
|_COERCE_|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| >__ __________________________ _____________________________________>< |
|
|_ISPFSTATs________________|
|
|
|_USERDATA_ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the WRITEPDS stage command to store members into a partitioned data set. WRITEPDS reads records from its
primary input stream. Primary input stream records are either the member name prefixed by a delimiter, or a record to
be stored into a member. If the record contains the member name prefixed by a delimiter, the delimiter must begin in
column one and be separated from the member name by at least one blank.
When WRITEPDS reads a record that contains the delimiter beginning in column one, it identifies the next word as the
member name and begins storing subsequent input stream records into that member until another record is identified as
the delimiter and a member name.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a partitioned data set. The partitioned data set must be cataloged.
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generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname

indicates that the partitioned data set that the member is being stored in is already allocated.

ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated partitioned data set.
DELIMITER

specifies the word that is used to identify records that contain member names.
delimiter
is the word that is used to identify records that contain member names. *COPY is the default.

CHOP

specifies that input records longer than the specified record length of the data set are truncated to the record length of the
data set.

COERCE

specifies that input records are padded with blanks or truncated to the record length of the data set.

PAD

specifies that records shorter in length than the record length of the data set are padded with the specified pad character
to the record length of the data set. If PAD is specified without COERCE or CHOP, input records must not be longer
than the record length of the data set.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
ISPFSTATs

updates or creates user data in the format maintained by ISPF that is inserted in the directory entry.

USERDATA

inserts the specified literal string in the directory entry.
string
defines a string of characters to insert in the directory entry.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to insert in the
directory entry. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string.
There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
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Bbinstring

defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be inserted in the directory entry.
The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: WRITEPDS reads records from it primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: WRITEPDS copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. WRITEPDS does not delay the records.
2. If WRITEPDS's output stream is not connected, WRITEPDS ends.
3. PDSWRITE is a synonym of WRITEPDS.
4. Use the CHOP, COERSE, and PAD operands when storing a member into a fixed-format partitioned data set.
5. WRITEPDS starts at commit level -2000000000. It opens the DCB and then commits to level 0.
6. See also LISTISPF and LISTPDS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.125.1 Example 1
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3.126 XLATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1-*____________________________________________
|
| >>__XLATE__|________________________________________________|________> |
|
|_ _| Separator |__| Inputrange |______________ _|
|
|
|
<__________________________________
|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|
|_(____| Separator |__| Inputrange |____|__)_|
|
|
|
|
_UPper_____________________________
|
| >__|___________________________________|____________________________>< |
|
|__| Transtable |__| Modifytable |__|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(2)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Transtable:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
| <_____________________________ |
|
|
|__ _UPper_____________________ |_|
|
|
|_LOWer_____________________|
|
|
|_A2E_______________________|
|
|
|_E2A_______________________|
|
|
|_ _TO___ __ __________ __n_|
|
|
|_FROM_| |_CODEPAGE_|
|
|
|
| Modifytable:
|
| |__ ________________________________ ________________________________| |
|
| <____________________________ |
|
|
|___fromcharrange__tocharrange_|_|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a |
|
blank.
|
|
|
| (2) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
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Use the XLATE stage command to replace characters according to a translate table. XLATE reads records from its
primary input stream, compares and replaces characters according to the translation specification, and writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. The output record has the same length as the input
record.
If its secondary input stream is not connected, and no translate table operands or modify table operands are specified,
XLATE defines the translate table as the uppercase table. Otherwise, XLATE constructs the translate table as follows:
If its secondary input stream is not connected, XLATE defines the translate table according to the operands. Each
operand specified has a cumulative effect on the translate table. The first translate table operand defines the
translate table, and any following translate table operands modify this translate table, cumulatively. Then, any
fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify the translate table by mapping a "from" character or range of
characters to a "to" character or range of characters. If no translate table is defined in the operands, any
fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify the neutral table.
If its secondary input stream is connected, XLATE reads the first record from its secondary input stream and
defines the translate table by the first 256 bytes of that record. If the first record read from its secondary input
stream is less than 256 bytes, XLATE defines the translate table by overlaying the neutral table with the contents
of that record starting at the first byte of the neutral table. Any remaining bytes in the neutral table are not
changed. The translate table is then modified by any operands, each operand having a cumulative effect. All
translate tables operands modify the translate table before any fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify
the translate table by mapping a "from" character or range of characters to a "to" character or range of characters.
You can use XLATE to translate entire records or specified locations of the input data in the record. You can specify
locations of the input data in terms of columns, words, or fields. By default, words are defined as blank-delimited
character strings, and fields are defined as tab-delimited character strings. Input data that is outside all specified
locations is left unchanged. When more than one input data location is specified, the contents of each location are
translated in the order they are specified (left to right in the command specification).
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | xlate wordsep - word 3 | terminal
a-b-C
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in an XLATE stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to
specify that the question mark separates each field:
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pipe literal a?b?c | xlate (fieldsep ? fields 2-3) | terminal
a?B?C
READY

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in an XLATE stage, a field separator character remains in
effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited character strings (words). The
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, in the following PIPE
command, the input character string to XLATE consists of 4 words that are separated by a blank:
pipe literal abc def ghi jkl | xlate words 2-4 | terminal
abc DEF GHI JKL
READY
The operands WORDS 2-4 specify the second, third, and fourth words in
the string as the input data for the XLATE stage.

A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. In the following example, the
first word begins after the first delimiter, and the third word begins after the two consecutive delimiters:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef | xlate (ws ? word 1 word 3) | terminal
?AB?cd??EF
READY
Fields

defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited fields. The FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand
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defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains three fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal ab cd-ef gh-ij kl | xlate fieldsep - field 2 | terminal
ab cd-EF GH-ij kl
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd???ef | xlate (fs ? field 3 field 6) | terminal
?ab?CD???EF
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which is to
be translated. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates
that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. If you do
not specify a location, XLATE translates the entire record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the last eight columns as the input location:
pipe literal abcdefghijklmn| xlate -8;-1| terminal
abcdefGHIJKLMN
READY
If you specified WORDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
second-from-last and third-from-last words as the input location:
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pipe literal abc def ghi jkl mno | xlate words -3;-2 | terminal
abc def GHI JKL mno
READY
If you specified FIELDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last and second-from-last fields as the input location:

pipe literal ab?cd?ef?gh?ij| xlate fs ? fields -3;-2 | terminal
ab?cd?EF?GH?ij
READY

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
XLATE are translated in the following PIPE command since location1 is positioned after location2 in the record:
pipe literal abcdefghijklmn| xlate -8;6| terminal
abcdefghijklmn
READY

location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
UPper

specifies that lowercase alphabetic characters are converted to uppercase; uppercase letters remain unchanged. If you do
not specify any operands for the XLATE stage or if you specify only column ranges, characters in the input records are
translated to uppercase.
LOWer

specifies that uppercase alphabetic characters are converted to lowercase; lowercase letters remain unchanged. If the
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uppercase translate table translated two or more characters to a particular uppercase character, when translating from
uppercase to lowercase, the character with the lower hex value is used.
A2E

specifies that an ASCII-to-EBCDIC translation is performed where characters are changed from the ISO 8859 Latin
Character Set 1 (Western Europe) characters to the characters from code page 500.
E2A

specifies that an EBCDIC-to-ASCII translation is performed where characters are changed from code page 500
characters to the ISO 8859 Latin Character Set 1 (Western Europe) characters.
TO

specifies that characters are translated to one of the national-use code pages from code page 500.

FROM

specifies that characters are translated from one of the national-use code pages to code page 500.

CODEPAGE

specifies a code page to be used to translate characters.
n
is the number of the national-use code page used to translate characters. Code pages 037, 273, 274, 275, 277, 278, 279,
280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 297, 437, 500, 819, 850, 863, 865, and 871 are supported.
fromcharrange tocharrange
is a pair of characters or character ranges that modifies the translate tables. The character or range of characters
specified by fromcharrange is converted to the character or range of characters specified by tocharrange. For example,
specifying A-B as fromcharrange and 1-2 as tocharrange translates A to 1 and B to 2. The order of characters in the
range follows the standard collating sequence. If you specify fromcharrange and tocharrange without specifying a
translate table, the neutral table (no translation at all) is in effect for the characters not included in fromcharrange. You
can specify fromcharrange or tocharrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
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hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: XLATE reads records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream: XLATE reads the first record from its secondary input stream, if it is connected. The first 256
characters from this record define the first translate table used by XLATE. If the first record read from its secondary
input stream is less than 256 bytes, XLATE defines the translate table by overlaying the neutral table with the contents
of the record starting at the first byte of the neutral table. Any remaining bytes in the neutral table are not changed. After
this record is read, XLATE severs the secondary input stream before processing any records from its primary input
stream.
Primary Output Stream: After translating characters in records read from its primary input stream, XLATE writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. XLATE does not delay the records.
2. If XLATE's output stream is not connected, XLATE ends.
3. TRANSLATE is a synonym for XLATE.
4. You can specify a character as fromcharrange more than once in an XLATE stage. However, XLATE uses the
last (rightmost) translation; it ignores all earlier ones. For example:
pipe literal ABCDEFG | xlate A X B Y C Z A 1 | terminal
1YZDEFG
READY

Here, A is specified as fromcharrange twice in the XLATE stage but only the translation from A to 1 is performed.
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See "Example 4" in topic 3.126.4 for a more complex illustration of this concept.
5. If you specify a translation of characters where A is translated to B and B is translated to C, it does not follow that A
is translated to C, as shown in the following example:
pipe literal ABCDEF | xlate A B B C | terminal
BCCDEF
READY

Note that this is true for column ranges that do not overlap.
6. When you are translating the entire record and are specifying fromcharrange and tocharrange, specify a
cnumberrange of *-* to prevent your first translation element from being interpreted as cnumberrange. For
example, the following PIPE command returns an error message because 40 is interpreted as column 40:
pipe literal X X X| xlate 40 F0 | terminal

Using *-* as in the following example ensures that 40 is interpreted as fromcharrange and not as cnumberrange
(column 40):
pipe literal X X X| xlate *-* 40 F0 | terminal
X0X0X
READY

7. XLATE changes characters in the order specified by the cnumberrange, wnumberrange, or fnumberrange
operands. When you specify ranges that overlap one another, as in the following example, the resulting
translations are cumulative:
pipe literal ABCDEFG | xlate (1-7 5-7) F G G H | terminal
ABCDEHH
READY

The first cnumberrange specified (1-7) translates F to G and G to H, and then the second cnumberrange (5-7) goes
through the same two translations.
8. When you use the fromcharrange and tocharrange operands where tocharrange is shorter than fromcharrange,
the last part of fromcharrange is translated to the last character of tocharrange. For example, the following PIPE
command maps A to 1, B to 2, C to 3, D to 3, and E to 3:
pipe literal ABCDE| xlate *-* A-E 1-3 | terminal
12333
READY

Conversely, when fromcharrange is shorter than tocharrange, only the part of fromcharrange that tocharrange
specifies is translated. For example, the following PIPE command maps only A to 1 and B to 2:
pipe literal ABCDE| xlate *-* A-B 1-5 | terminal
12CDE
READY
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9. See also SPECS, UNTAB, VCHAR, and XRANGE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.126.1 Example 1
3.126.2 Example 2
3.126.3 Example 3
3.126.4 Example 4
3.126.5 Example 5

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.127 XRANGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_00-FF_____
|
| >>__XRANGE__|___________|___________________________________________>< |
|
|_char______|
|
|
|_charrange_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the XRANGE stage command to create one record containing a specified range of characters. The record can be no
more than 256 bytes in length. XRANGE must be the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

char
specifies a single character to be selected. You can specify char in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
charrange
specifies a range of character values to be selected. You can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
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SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.
char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: XRANGE writes a single record containing the specified characters to its primary output
stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to XRANGE because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. Not all alphabetic characters are adjacent in EBCDIC. For example, if the default coded character set is United
States CECP (00697 00037), the following PIPE command includes the seven non-alphabetic characters between
i and j in its output:
pipe xrange i-j | terminal
i»«ðýþ°±j
READY

3. If the range is specified in the form char.n, and if n is larger than 256, n is divided by 256 and the remainder is the
length that is used. For example, if 2.259 is specified as the range, then only 3 bytes of data beginning with the
value 2 (which is the string 234) are written to the output stream.
4. The range wraps from X'FF' to X'00' if necessary. For example, if the argument to XRANGE is a range where the
first character is larger than the second character, the range wraps from X'FF' to X'00' and continues until the
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second character is reached. If the range 9-0 is specified on XRANGE, the range starts at 9 (X'F9'), continues
until it reaches X'FF', wraps to X'00', and continues to 0 (X'F0') for a total length of 248 bytes:
pipe xrange 9-0 | count bytes | terminal
248
READY

5. See also LITERAL and SPECS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.127.1 Example 1
3.127.2 Example 2
3.127.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.128 ZONE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ZONE__ _________________________________ ________________________> |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ __ _______ __ _________ ___________> |
|
|
(1)
| |_CASEI_| |_REVERSE_|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| >__stagecommand__ __________ _______________________________________>< |
|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ZONE stage command to specify locations of the input data in a record from which records are selected when
using a specified stage command. ZONE reads records from its primary input stream. A specified stage command that
ZONE invokes selects records based on the specified input data location. ZONE writes the matching records to its
primary output stream.
If its secondary output stream is connected, ZONE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. If its secondary output stream is not connected, ZONE discards the records that are not selected.
ZONE discards an input record if the invoked stage command discards the record. That is, ZONE does not write a
record to its primary output stream or secondary output stream if the invoked stage command discards a record it reads.
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS
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specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal c-b-a | zone ws - w3 find a| terminal
c-b-a
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a ZONE stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FS to specify that the
question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b?c? | literal c?b??a | zone fs ? f4 find a| terminal
c?b??a
READY
If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a ZONE stage,
a field separator character remains in effect until the next
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which the specified stage command operates.
The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character
string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words each where the words are separated by a
blank:
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pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | zone word 2 find i | terminal
gh if kl
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, ab is the
first word and ef is the third word:

pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef ab?cd?ef | split | zone ws ? w3 find e | terminal
?ab?cd??ef
ab?cd?ef
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the specified stage command operates. The
FIELDSEPARATOR operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d | literal c f-g h | zone fs - f2 find c | terminal
a b-c d
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters without data
between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??af ab?cd?af | split | zone fs ? f3 find a | terminal
ab?cd?af
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
the specified stage command operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative
number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the
beginning of the record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-

;
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location1 location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the third-from-last to the second-from-last columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDE FGHIJ | split | zone -3;-2 find HI| terminal
FGHIJ
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -3;-2 specifies that the
third-from-last word or field to the second-from-last word or
field is the input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
ZONE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
CASEI

specifies that the stage command selects records regardless of whether the character string is in uppercase or lowercase.
The target string is translated to uppercase and the contents of the specified input record locations are translated to
uppercase before the search begins. ZONE writes the original record (not the uppercase version) to its output stream if it
is selected.
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REVERSE

reverses the contents of the specified input record locations before selecting the records. ZONE writes the original
record (not the reverse) to its output stream if it is selected.
stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command that reads records from
its primary input stream and writes records to its primary or secondary output stream depending on some condition.
When both its output streams are connected, the stage must write an input record only once and to only one stream. The
stage must not delay the records. If you specify a user-written stage command, it must either be a member of a
partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it must be invoked through the REXX stage command. The
stagecommand must not be a stage command that you can only specify as a first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ZONE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: ZONE copies input records that contain the selected records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, ZONE copies to its secondary output stream all
input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. ZONE does not delay the records. If you specify a stage command that delays the records for stagecommand,
results are unpredictable.
2. When you specify the CASEI operand, the input records are translated to uppercase before the specified
stagecommand processes them. Keep in mind, however, that if the stagecommand searches for a hexadecimal
representation of the lowercase character, it will not find any occurrences because the input records have all been
translated to uppercase. In the following example:
pipe literal AaBbCc| zone 1-* casei all x81 | terminal
READY
the lowercase a (X'81') in the literal string is not found because it
was translated to uppercase before ALL processed the string.

3. ZONE and CASEI are commutative; in other words, the following two stages give identical results:
... | casei zone 7-10 frlabel abc | ...

... | zone 7-10 casei frlabel abc | ...

4. If you specify an input range as an operand on the stagecommand, then that input range is relative to the input
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range specified by ZONE, as in the following PIPE command:
pipe literal 123456789| zone 2.3 locate 1.1 /2/| terminal
123456789
READY
The column range specified after ZONE, 2.3, refers to the 234 in the
input stream. The column range specified after the LOCATE stage
command, 1.1, refers to the 2 in the data string 234. Note that the
column range specified after LOCATE did not refer to the entire input
record 123456789.

5. ZONE is scanned only once. unlike the two-scan processing of APPEND and PREFACE.
6. You should not specify as stagecommand any stage command that modifies records; ZONE should only run a
stage command that selects records. If a specified stage command that ZONE invokes modifies records, the
output record that is written is not be modified.
7. See also CASEI, ALL, FIND, NFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND, LOCATE, NLOCATE, FRLABEL,
STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, BETWEEN, INSIDE,
OUTSIDE, and NINSIDE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.128.1 Example 1
3.128.2 Example 2
3.128.3 Example 3
3.128.4 Example 4
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4.0 Chapter 4. Pipeline Subcommands
This chapter describes the formats and operands of the BatchPipeWorks pipeline subcommands used in user-written
stage commands. The subcommands are presented in alphabetic order. Each subcommand description includes the
format and description of operands and, where applicable, usage notes and return codes. Each command description also
gives at least one example of using the command.
Table 25 summarizes the function of each pipeline subcommand:

Table 25. What Each Pipeline Subcommand Does
Pipeline Subcommand
Task Performed
ADDPIPE
Adds one or more pipelines to the set of running
                      pipelines.
ADDSTREAM
Defines an unconnected input or output stream.
BEGOUTPUT
Enters an implied output mode where anything
                      directed to the subcommand environment is
                      written to the currently selected output stream.
CALLPIPE
Invokes a subroutine pipeline.
COMMIT
Commits a stage to a different commit level.
MAXSTREAM
Gets the number of the highest numbered input or
                      output stream.
MESSAGE
Displays a message at the terminal.
Disables automatic commits performed by pipeline
NOCOMMIT
                      subcommands
OUTPUT
Writes a record to the currently selected output
                      stream.
PEEKTO
Reads a record from the currently selected input
                      stream without removing the record from the
                      stream.
Reads a record from the currently selected input
READTO
                      stream.
Determines if a stage command is a
RESOLVE
                      BatchPipeWorks stage command.
REXX
Invokes a REXX program as a stage command.
SELECT
Selects a stream.
SETRC
Sets a return code.
SEVER
Disconnects from the currently selected stream
                      and restores the previous connection, if any.
SHORT
Connects the currently selected input stream to
                      the currently selected output stream.
STAGENUM
Gets the relative position of a stage in a
                      pipeline of the primary stream.
STREAMNUM
Gets the stream number of a specified stream.
STREAMSTATE
Gets the state of a specified stream.
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Subtopics:
4.1 Using Pipeline Subcommands
4.2 Notes for Writing Your Own Stage Command
4.3 ADDPIPE
4.4 ADDSTREAM
4.5 BEGOUTPUT
4.6 CALLPIPE
4.7 COMMIT
4.8 MAXSTREAM
4.9 MESSAGE
4.10 NOCOMMIT
4.11 OUTPUT
4.12 PEEKTO
4.13 READTO
4.14 RESOLVE
4.15 REXX
4.16 SELECT
4.17 SETRC
4.18 SEVER
4.19 SHORT
4.20 STAGENUM
4.21 STREAMNUM
4.22 STREAMSTATE
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4.1 Using Pipeline Subcommands
Pipeline subcommands must be issued from a user-written stage command or from a PIPCMD stage command. They
cannot be specified as a stage of a PIPE command. BatchPipeWorks sets the REXX variable RC to the return code
resulting from the execution of a pipeline subcommand. When BatchPipeWorks does not recognize a command that is
specified in a user-written stage command, return code -7 is given without issuing any messages.
Unlike stage functions, most pipeline subcommands use the stream that is currently selected. When a user-written stage
command begins running, the selected stream is stream 0. To use a different stream, specify the SELECT pipeline
subcommand in the user-written stage command.
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4.2 Notes for Writing Your Own Stage Command
Consider the following items when you write a user-written stage command. For more information, see BatchPipeWorks
Users Guide.
Because a user-written stage command is stored as a member of a partitioned data set, any restrictions for naming
a member apply to naming a user-written stage command. See the MVS/ESA JCL Reference for these restrictions.
When a user-written stage command is invoked from BatchPipeWorks, the default environment to which
commands are passed is BatchPipeWorks, not the TSO environment. To issue TSO commands from a userwritten stage command, use the REXX ADDRESS instruction.
If you change the default command environment without saving it, you cannot restore it as the default.
User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or
SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage command first issues the NOCOMMIT
pipeline subcommand. The stage command can issue COMMIT before a PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or
SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand to test if any other stage has returned with a nonzero return code on
commit level -1.
When you invoke a REXX exec as a stage command, the seventh word of the string returned by a REXX PARSE
SOURCE instruction is a question mark. A REXX program can examine the seventh word to distinguish whether
it is invoked as a stage command or a REXX exec.
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4.3 ADDPIPE

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_LONG______
<_endchar______
|
| >>__ADDPIPE__|___________|__ __________ ____| Pipeline |_|____________>< |
|
|_| Opt A |_| |_stagesep_|
|
|
|_endchar__|
|
|
|
| Pipeline:
|
|
<_stagesep__
|
| |__ _________________________ ____| Stage |_|__________________________> |
|
|_| Connector |__stagesep_|
|
|
|
| >__ _________________________ _________________________________________| |
|
|_stagesep__| Connector |_|
|
|
|
| Connector:
|
|
(1)
_.*_______________
|
| |__*_____ _______________ __|__________________|__:____________________| |
|
|_.__ _INput__ _| |_.__ _*_________ _|
|
|
|_OUTput_|
|_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
| Stage:
|
| |__ _ ____________ __ ___________ __stgcmd__ __________ _ _____________| |
|
| |_| Lgroup |_| |_| Opt B |_|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_| Lgroup |__________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Lgroup:
|
| |__ _label:___________________________________ ________________________| |
|
|
(2)
(2)
(2)
|
|
|
|_ _______ ______._____ __________ ______:_|
|
|
|_label_|
|_streamid_|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed within connectors.
|
|
|
| (2) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
<____________________________________
|
| |__(____ ________________________________ _|__)________________________| |
|
|_ _ENDchar_ __ _char____ _______|
|
|
| |_ESCape__| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_LISTCMD________________________|
|
|
|_LISTERR________________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC_________________________|
|
|
|_LONG___________________________|
|
|
|_ _MSGlevel___ __ _decstring__ _|
|
|
| |_NOMSGlevel_| |_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NAME__name_____________________|
|
|
|_ _STAGESEP__ __ _char____ _____|
|
|
| |_SEParator_| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_TRACE__________________________|
|
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|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Opt B:
|
|
<__________________________________________
|
| |__(____ ______________________________________ _|__)__________________| |
|
|_ ____ __ _LISTCMD__________________ _|
|
|
|_NO_| |_LISTERR__________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC___________________|
|
|
|_LONG_____________________|
|
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_TRACE____________________|
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand to add one or more pipelines to the set of running pipelines. The stage that
issues ADDPIPE continues to run in parallel with any newly added pipelines.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, you can specify connectors to change the connections between the invoking stage and
other stages as follows:
If one or more input connectors are specified, one or more of the following occur:
The pipeline specified on ADDPIPE is connected to the input stream of the invoking stage. The original
connection can later be restored.
The output stream of the stage that precedes the invoking stage is connected to the pipeline specified on
ADDPIPE. This change is permanent; the original connection cannot be restored.
Any unused streams are disconnected.
If one or more output connectors are specified, one or more of the following occur:
The output stream of the invoking stage is connected to the pipeline specified on ADDPIPE. The original
connection can later be restored.
The pipeline specified on ADDPIPE is connected to the input stream of the stage that follows the invoking
stage. This change is permanent; the original connection cannot be restored.
Any unused streams are disconnected.
Operands
Note: With the exception of connectors, the syntax of ADDPIPE is identical with the syntax of the PIPE command.
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stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following stage. By default, the stage separator character
is the character on your terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.) However, you can
use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a different stage separator character. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to separate multiple pipelines on a single
ADDPIPE subcommand. You must specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left parenthesis,
right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
*

specifies a connector. Connectors begin with an asterisk and end with a colon (:). Two optional components of a
connector can be specified between the asterisk and the colon. If specified, each component must begin with a period.
The first component controls how the added pipeline is connected to the streams of the pipeline that invokes ADDPIPE.
INput

when specified at the end of a pipeline, INPUT causes a connection to be made to the input stream of the stage that
issues the ADDPIPE subcommand.
When specified at the beginning of a pipeline, INPUT causes a connection to be made to the output stream of the stage
preceding the stage that issues the ADDPIPE subcommand.
When a connector is at the beginning of a pipeline, INPUT is the default.
OUTput

when specified at the beginning of a pipeline, OUTPUT causes a connection to be made to the output stream of the
stage that issues ADDPIPE.
When specified at the end of a pipeline, OUTPUT causes a connection to be made to the input stream of the stage
following the stage that issues ADDPIPE.
When a connector is the end of a pipeline, OUTPUT is the default.
The second component specifies the stream to which the connection is to be made.

*

specifies that the connection is to be made to the currently selected stream. This is the default.
streamnum
is a number identifying the stream to which the connection is to be made, where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the
secondary stream, and so on.
streamid
references the particular stream name to which the connection is to be made, so the stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. To see how to assign a stream name on ADDPIPE, refer to topic 4.3.
Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the CALLPIPE subcommand
with topic 4.6.
The colon must follow the other components of the connector with no intervening blanks. You can place connectors at
the beginning or end of a pipeline (or both), but not in the middle. You must place a stage separator between a connector
and the rest of the pipeline.
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See Usage Note 1 for more information on how to modify connections with connectors.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams. The first occurrence of a label is
called a label definition. It establishes the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline
where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a label reference. Use label references to define
additional input and output streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only label with no
stage command.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. A label must be immediately followed by a stream identifier or a
colon with no intervening blanks. For more information about using labels, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by adding an identifier to the label. Write
the label immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream identifier must be immediately followed
by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
is the name of a stage function or the name of a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage command. If you
specify a user-written stage command, the REXX program must be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to
ddname REXX. For a complete description of the stage functions, see Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage function or user-written stage command.
Options
You can specify options in two ways on a ADDPIPE subcommand:
1. You can specify options immediately after the subcommand name, ADDPIPE. In this case, the scope of the
options is global to the entire ADDPIPE subcommand.
2. You can specify options at the beginning of a stage. In this case, the scope of the options is limited to the stage on
which the options are specified. If a label definition is specified, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage: ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME,
STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally on a ADDPIPE subcommand. You must enclose options
in parentheses.
NO

turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified. Use NO to turn off an option for an
individual stage that was specified as global to the entire ADDPIPE subcommand. Blanks are allowed between NO and
the option it precedes.

ENDchar

char

hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or the 2-character
hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ENDchar

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the pipeline end
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character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an option for an individual stage.
ESCape

char

hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the processing of a character that has special
meaning to the ADDPIPE subcommand. These special characters include the stage separator character, the pipeline end
character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined). Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period and
colon (:). may have a special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape character immediately
before the character that you do not want treated as a special character. The escape character can be specified as a single
character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.

ESCape

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the escape character.
There is no default escape character. You cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than specifying the ESCAPE option, you can override the processing of a stage separator or an end character by
specifying a double stage separator or double end character.
LISTCMD

causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT,
OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, and REXX.

LISTERR

causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return code.

LISTRC

causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends executing.

LONG

is a default function that enables stages to write records of up to 2(31) - 1 bytes in length. Though it does not have to be
typed in, LONG is included for compatibility reasons.

MSGlevel

controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111').
A message level of 7 issues messages BPW001I, BPW002I, and either BPW003I or BPW004I in conjunction with other
messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel

suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that determine which messages are not issued.
The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
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representation in quotation marks.
You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message BPW003I or BPW004I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message BPW002I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message BPW001I while issuing other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001I and BPW002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001I will always be issued regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
name
assigns a name to this invocation of the ADDPIPE subcommand. Messages resulting from the execution of this
ADDPIPE subcommand include the name you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging application
programs that use the ADDPIPE subcommand. You cannot specify NAME as an option for an individual stage.
NAME

STAGESEP

char

STAGESEP

hexchar

SEParator

char

hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to separate the specification of a stage from a
subsequent stage. The character can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

SEParator

If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the default stage separator, you can use the
default stage separator as an argument of a stage command.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the STAGESEP or
SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE

displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application programs. This option can cause a large
amount of data to be displayed.
Usage Notes

1. Table 26 summarizes how stream connections are modified when connectors are used on an ADDPIPE
subcommand. All connections that are not mentioned remain unchanged. The table also identifies which
combinations of operands allow the original connection to be restored. For the entries containing YES in the last
column, the original connection is saved on a stack. To restore the stacked connection, specify the SEVER
pipeline subcommand.
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Assuming that A and D are any valid stage commands, the table shows the result of each possible ADDPIPE
subcommand issued by user-written stage command Z in the following command:
PIPE A | Z | D

and C, which appear in the ADDPIPE subcommands in the table, are any valid stage commands. There can be
more or fewer than two stages specified on ADDPIPE; two stages are used in the table.

B

Table 26. Effects of Using Connectors on the ADDPIPE Subcommand
Original
ADDPIPE Subcommand
Result
                                                            Connection
                                                            Restored?
ADDPIPE B|C
No connections are
Not
                               changed.
applicable
ADDPIPE B|C|*.INPUT:
C's output stream is
Yes
                               connected to Z's input
            
                               stream. A's output stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE *.OUTPUT:|B|C
Z's output stream is
Yes
                               connected to B's input
            
                               stream. D's input stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C
A's output stream is
No
                               connected to B's input
            
                               stream. Z's input stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE B|C|*.OUTPUT:
C's output stream is
No
                               connected to D's input
            
                               stream. Z's output stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE
A's output stream is
No
*.INPUT:|B|C|*.INPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to Z's input
            
                               stream.
            
ADDPIPE
Z's output stream is
No
*.OUTPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to D's input
            
                               stream.
            
ADDPIPE
A's output stream is
No
*.INPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to D's input
            
                               stream. Z's input stream
            
                               and output stream are
            
                               disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE
Z's output stream is
Yes
*.OUTPUT:|B|C|*.INPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to Z's input
            
                               stream. A stall is
            
                               possible.
            

For more information about using connectors with ADDPIPE, see BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
2. The ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands add pipelines to the set of running pipelines. However, ADDPIPE
and CALLPIPE differ in the following ways:
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a. When CALLPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it is suspended until the new pipeline has run to
completion. When the CALLPIPE subcommand completes, its return code is the return code resulting from
the added pipeline.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it regains control as soon as the new pipeline has been
created. The added pipeline runs in parallel with the stage that created it. Neither pipeline is able to examine
the other's return code. The return code from the ADDPIPE subcommand indicates only whether its
operands are syntactically correct.
b. CALLPIPE can use only a subset of the connectors shown in Table 26. INPUT can be specified on a
connector at the beginning of the pipeline, or OUTPUT can be specified on a connector at the end of the
pipeline, or both of these may be specified. No other combinations are allowed.
c. When using connectors, restoration of the original connection differs between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE.
When a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE stops processing records and returns an end-of-file
condition to the invoking stage, the invoking stage's original connection is automatically reinstated.
After an ADDPIPE subcommand runs, if the original connection is restorable, as shown in Table 26,
restoration of the stage's original connection is not automatic; a SEVER subcommand must be issued to
restore the connection.
d. A pipeline added by CALLPIPE can run only at the same commit level as the invoking stage or at a lower
commit level than the invoking stage. If a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE attempts to commit to
a higher level than the invoking pipeline, it is suspended until the invoking pipeline reaches that commit
level.
The commit level of a pipeline added by ADDPIPE is independent of the commit level of the invoking
pipeline. Data can flow on a connection established by ADDPIPE even if the pipelines on the two sides of
the connection are not at the same commit level.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.3.1 Example 1
4.3.2 Example 2
4.3.3 Example 3
4.3.4 Example 4
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4.4 ADDSTREAM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_BOTH___
|
| >>__ADDSTREAm__|________|__ __________ _____________________________>< |
|
|_INput__| |_streamid_|
|
|
|_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand to define an unconnected input stream, an unconnected output stream, or
both for a stage. You can optionally assign a name to a stream with a stream identifier.
Operands

BOTH

defines an additional input stream and output stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is invoked. This is the
default.

INput

defines an additional input stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is invoked.
OUTput

defines an additional output stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is invoked.

streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream that you are defining to the stage. Name a stream using up
to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic
character and no intervening blanks.
Usage Notes

1. After defining a stream with ADDSTREAM, use the ADDPIPE subcommand to connect a stage to the stream.
2. Use the MAXSTREAM subcommand to obtain the stream number immediately after defining an additional
stream. This is useful if you do not specify streamid on an ADDSTREAM subcommand.
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3. If you specify ADDSTREAM BOTH, the stream number assigned to the added input stream may not be the same
as the stream number assigned to the added output stream. For example, if a stage's currently defined streams are
input stream 0, output stream 0, and output stream 1, specifying ADDSTREAM BOTH causes input stream 1 and
output stream 2 to be defined.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.4.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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4.5 BEGOUTPUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BEGOUTput__ ________ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BEGOUTPUT pipeline subcommand to enter an implied output mode where anything directed to the
subcommand environment is written to the currently selected output stream. By default, this mode ends when a null line
is issued in the user-written stage command.
Operands

string
specifies that BEGOUTPUT is to stop processing pipeline subcommands as data if a subcommand is issued that
matches string. If string is eight bytes or less in length, the subcommand must match string exactly. If string is more
than eight bytes in length, only the first eight bytes of string must match. If string is not specified, a null record is the
default.
Usage Notes

1. As with any subcommand, REXX evaluates the expression before passing it to the subcommand environment.
Therefore, literals must be enclosed in quotes.
2. BEGOUTPUT cannot be issued from PIPCMD. BEGOUTPUT can be issued only from a user-written stage
command program.
3. While in implied output mode, anything directed to the subcommand environment is written to the currently
selected output stream with the OUTPUT subcommand. Therefore, the stage that issues BEGOUTPUT
automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0 and if NOCOMMIT has not been
issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the first PEEKTO, READTO,
OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage command first issues the
NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
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Examples
Subtopics:
4.5.1 Example 1
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4.6 CALLPIPE

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_LONG______
<_endchar______
|
| >>__CALLPIPE__|___________|__ __________ ____| Pipeline |_|___________>< |
|
|_| Opt A |_| |_stagesep_|
|
|
|_endchar__|
|
|
|
| Pipeline:
|
|
<_stagesep__
|
| |__ _________________________ ____| Stage |_|__________________________> |
|
|_| Connector |__stagesep_|
|
|
|
| >__ _________________________ _________________________________________| |
|
|_stagesep__| Connector |_|
|
|
|
| Connector:
|
|
(1)
_.*_______________
|
| |__*_____ _______________ __|__________________|__:____________________| |
|
|_.__ _INput__ _| |_.__ _*_________ _|
|
|
|_OUTput_|
|_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
| Stage:
|
| |__ _ ____________ __ ___________ __stgcmd__ __________ _ _____________| |
|
| |_| Lgroup |_| |_| Opt B |_|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_| Lgroup |__________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Lgroup:
|
| |__ _label:___________________________________ ________________________| |
|
|
(2)
(2)
(2)
|
|
|
|_ _______ ______._____ __________ ______:_|
|
|
|_label_|
|_streamid_|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed within connectors.
|
|
|
| (2) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
<____________________________________
|
| |__(____ ________________________________ _|__)________________________| |
|
|_ _ENDchar_ __ _char____ _______|
|
|
| |_ESCape__| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_LISTCMD________________________|
|
|
|_LISTERR________________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC_________________________|
|
|
|_LONG___________________________|
|
|
|_ _MSGlevel___ __ _decstring__ _|
|
|
| |_NOMSGlevel_| |_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NAME__name_____________________|
|
|
|_ _STAGESEP__ __ _char____ _____|
|
|
| |_SEParator_| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_TRACE__________________________|
|
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|
|
| Opt B:
|
| |__(__ __________________________________________ __)__________________| |
|
| <______________________________________ |
|
|
|___ ____ __ _LISTCMD__________________ _|_|
|
|
|_NO_| |_LISTERR__________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC___________________|
|
|
|_LONG_____________________|
|
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_TRACE____________________|
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand to run a pipeline and wait until that pipeline completes. The argument of the
CALLPIPE subcommand is called a subroutine pipeline. The stage that invokes CALLPIPE is suspended until all stages
of the subroutine pipeline have completed running and the invoking stage's streams are reconnected.
To connect the subroutine pipeline to the input or output streams of the pipeline that issues a CALLPIPE, connectors
may be specified as follows:
If an input connector is specified, the pipeline specified on CALLPIPE is connected to the input stream of the
invoking stage.
If an output connector is specified, the output stream of the invoking stage is connected to the pipeline specified
on CALLPIPE.
Connectors in the subroutine pipeline connect to streams in the pipeline that issues the CALLPIPE until an end-of-file
condition is passed across the connection. The streams of the invoking stage are reconnected when end of file is
transmitted from the subroutine pipeline.
Operands
Note: With the exception of connectors, the syntax of CALLPIPE is identical with the syntax of the PIPE command.
stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following stage. By default, the stage separator character
is the character on your terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.) However, you can
use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a different stage separator character. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to separate multiple pipelines on a single
CALLPIPE subcommand. You must specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left parenthesis,
right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
*
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specifies a connector. Connectors begin with an asterisk and end with a colon (:). Two optional components of a
connector can be specified between the asterisk and the colon. If specified, each component must begin with a period.
The first component controls how the subroutine pipeline is connected to the streams of the pipeline that invokes
CALLPIPE.
INput

causes a connection to be made to the output stream of the stage preceding the stage that issues the CALLPIPE
subcommand. INPUT can be specified only at the beginning of the pipeline. When a connector is at the beginning of a
pipeline, INPUT is the default.
OUTput

causes a connection to be made to the input stream of the stage following the stage that issues the CALLPIPE
subcommand. OUTPUT can be specified only at the end of the pipeline. When a connector is the end of a pipeline,
OUTPUT is the default.
The second component specifies the stream to which the connection is to be made.

*

specifies that the connection is to be made to the currently selected stream. This is the default.
streamnum
is a number identifying the stream to which you make the connection, where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the secondary
stream, and so on.
streamid
references the particular stream name to which the connection is to be made, so the stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. To see how to assign a stream name on the CALLPIPE subcommand,
refer to with topic 4.6. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the
ADDPIPE subcommand with topic 4.3.
The colon must follow the other components of the connector with no intervening blanks. You can place connectors at
the beginning or end of a pipeline (or both), but not in the middle. You must place a stage separator between a connector
and the rest of the pipeline.
See Usage Note 1 for more information on how to modify connections with connectors.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams. The first occurrence of a label is
called a label definition. It establishes the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline
where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a label reference. Use label references to define
additional input and output streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only label with no
stage command.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. A label must be immediately followed by a stream identifier or a
colon with no intervening blanks. For more information about using labels, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by adding an identifier to the label. Write
the label immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream identifier must be immediately followed
by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
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is the name of a stage function or the name of a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage command. If you
specify a user-written stage command, the REXX program must be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to
ddname REXX. For a complete description of the stage functions, see Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0.
operands
are any specified operands valid for the stage function or user-written stage command.
Options
You can specify options in two ways on a CALLPIPE subcommand:
1. You can specify options immediately after the subcommand name, CALLPIPE. In this case, the scope of the
options is global to the entire CALLPIPE subcommand.
2. You can specify options at the beginning of a stage. In this case, the scope of the options is limited to the stage on
which the options are specified. If a label definition is specified, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage: ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME,
STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally on a CALLPIPE subcommand. You must enclose
options in parentheses.
NO

turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified. Use NO to turn off an option for an
individual stage that was specified as global to the entire CALLPIPE subcommand. Blanks are allowed between NO and
the option it precedes.

ENDchar

char

hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or the 2-character
hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ENDchar

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the pipeline end
character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an option for an individual stage.
ESCape

char

hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the processing of a character that has special
meaning to the CALLPIPE subcommand. These special characters include the stage separator character, the pipeline
end character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined). Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period
and colon (:). may have a special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape character
immediately before the character that you do not want treated as a special character. The escape character can be
specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ESCape

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the escape character.
There is no default escape character. You cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than specifying the ESCAPE option, you can override the processing of a stage separator or an end character by
specifying a double stage separator or double end character.
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LISTCMD

causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT,
OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, and REXX.
LISTERR

causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return code.

LISTRC

causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends executing.

LONG

is a default function that enables stages to write records of up to 2(31) - 1 bytes in length. Though it does not have to be
typed in, LONG is included for compatibility reasons.

MSGlevel

controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111').
A message level of 7 issues messages BPW001I, BPW002I, and either BPW003I or BPW004I in conjunction with other
messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel

suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that determine which messages are not issued.
The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
representation in quotation marks.

You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message BPW003I or BPW004I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message BPW002I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message BPW001I while issuing other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001I and BPW002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001I will always be issued regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
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name
assigns a name to this invocation of the CALLPIPE subcommand. Messages resulting from the execution of this
CALLPIPE subcommand will include the name you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging
application programs that use the CALLPIPE subcommand. You cannot specify NAME as an option for an individual
stage.
NAME

STAGESEP

char

STAGESEP

hexchar

SEParator

char

hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to separate the specification of a stage from a
subsequent stage. The character can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

SEParator

If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the default stage separator, you can use the
default stage separator as an argument of a stage command.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the STAGESEP or
SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE

displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application programs. This option can cause a large
amount of data to be displayed.
Usage Notes

1. Table 27 summarizes how stream connections are modified when connectors are used on a CALLPIPE
subcommand. All connections that are not mentioned remain unchanged.
Assuming that A and D are any valid stage commands, the table shows the result of each possible CALLPIPE
subcommand issued by user-written stage command Z in the following command:
PIPE A | Z | D

and C, which appear in the CALLPIPE subcommands in the table, are any valid stage commands. There can be
more or fewer than two stages specified on CALLPIPE; two stages are used in the table.

B

Table 27. Effects of Using Connectors on the CALLPIPE Subcommand
CALLPIPE Subcommand
Result
CALLPIPE B|C
No connections are changed.
CALLPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C
A's output stream is connected to
                                     B's input stream. Z's input
                                     stream is disconnected.
CALLPIPE B|C|*.OUTPUT:
C's output stream is connected to
                                     D's input stream. Z's output
                                     stream is disconnected.
A's output stream is connected to
CALLPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:
                                     B's input stream. C's output
                                     stream is connected to D's input
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stream. Z's input stream and
output stream are disconnected.

For more information about using connectors with CALLPIPE, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
2. The ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands add pipelines to the set of running pipelines. However, ADDPIPE
and CALLPIPE differ in the following ways:
a. When CALLPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it is suspended until the new pipeline has run to
completion. When the CALLPIPE subcommand completes, its return code is the return code resulting from
running the added pipeline.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it regains control as soon as the new pipeline has been
created. The added pipeline runs in parallel with the stage that created it. Neither pipeline is able to examine
the other's return code. The return code from the ADDPIPE subcommand indicates only whether its
operands are syntactically correct.
b. CALLPIPE allows only a subset of the connectors valid on ADDPIPE. See Table 27 for the combinations
of connectors valid on CALLPIPE.
c. When using connectors, restoration of the original connection differs between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE.
When a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE stops processing records and returns an end-of-file
condition to the invoking stage, the invoking stage's original connection is automatically reinstated.
After an ADDPIPE subcommand runs, if the original connection is restorable, restoration of the stage's
original connection is not automatic; a SEVER subcommand must be issued to restore the connection.
d. A pipeline added by CALLPIPE can run only at the same commit level as the invoking stage or at a lower
commit level than the invoking stage. If a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE attempts to commit to
a higher level than the invoking pipeline, it is suspended until the invoking pipeline reaches that commit
level.
The commit level of a pipeline added by ADDPIPE is independent of the commit level of the invoking
pipeline. Data can flow on a connection established by ADDPIPE even if the pipelines on the two sides of
the connection are not at the same commit level.
3. A common use of CALLPIPE is for packaging a frequently used sequence of stages in a user-written stage
command. You can easily invoke that sequence by using the user-written stage command. For example, the
following user-written stage command named HEXSORT contains a sequence of three stage commands that
perform a hexadecimal sort:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HEXSORT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*.input:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* A-F fa-ff', /* Translate A to F to be above X'F9'*/
|
|
'| sort',
/* Sort the records */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* fa-ff A-F', /* Restore original characters A to F*/
|
|
'| *.output:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
Exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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These three stages could be used directly in a pipeline. However, if you need them frequently, it may be simpler
to package them together under an easily remembered name and use that name in your pipelines.
Note the connectors at the beginning and end of the subroutine pipeline established by this CALLPIPE
subcommand. These connectors allow the subroutine pipeline to take over the input and output streams for the
HEXSORT stage. Records flow into the subroutine pipeline through its input connector and later flow out through
its output connector.
4. Use CALLPIPE for gaining access to BatchPipeWorks function within a user-written stage command. For
example, use the following CALLPIPE subcommand within a user-written stage command to set a REXX
variable to the number of data sets in your catalog:
callpipe tso listcat | drop 1 | count lines | var data setcnt

5. When an end-of-file condition is transmitted from a subroutine pipeline through an input connector, there may
still be records in the input stream. If so, the stage that issued the CALLPIPE can read them after CALLPIPE
completes. This situation arises when certain filters are used in subroutine pipelines. When their secondary output
is not connected, those filters that would ordinarily discard the remainder of the input stream upon reaching a
specified record simply signal end of file and end, leaving the remainder of the input stream intact.
For example, use the following user-written stage command to position the input stream at the next record that has
a comma in column 1, or to read the remaining records if no record has a comma in column 1:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(FNDCOMMA)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe *: | tolabel ,| hole' /* Find next leading comma.
*/
|
|
'peekto'
/* Was there one?
*/
|
|
If RC = 12 Then Exit
/* If not, exit.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following CALLPIPE subcommand copies the next five input records to the output stream while leaving any
remaining records available to the stage:
callpipe *: | take 5 | *:

Examples
Subtopics:
4.6.1 Example 1
4.6.2 Example 2
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4.7 COMMIT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__COMMIT__n_______________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COMMIT pipeline subcommand to commit a stage to a different commit level or to obtain the current aggregate
return code.
When the specified commit level is higher than the commit level to which the stage is currently committed, the stage is
suspended until all the other stages have committed at least to the commit level the stage requests. When all stages are
committed to the level specified, the COMMIT pipeline subcommand completes and the return code is set to the
aggregate return code.
When the specified commit level is less than or equal to the level the stage is already committed at, the return code is set
to the current aggregate return code for the pipeline. The commit level is never decreased, even if the requested commit
level is less than the current commit level.
Operands

n
is a number specifying the commit level. n can be between -2147483647 and 2147483647.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.7.1 Example 1
4.7.2 Example 2
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4.8 MAXSTREAM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__MAXSTReam__ _INput__ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stream number of the highest numbered input or output
stream that is defined. MAXSTREAM sets the return code to the stream number.
Operands

INput

returns the number of the highest numbered input stream.
OUTput

returns the number of the highest numbered output stream.
Usage Notes

1. To define an input stream or an output stream, use the ADDSTREAM subcommand. Then, use MAXSTREAM to
find the stream number of the new stream.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.8.1 Example 1
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4.9 MESSAGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__MESSAGE__ ____________________________ __text___________________>< |
|
|
(1)
(1)
|
|
|
|_xxxmmmnnn_____ ___ ______s_|
|
|
|_n_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MESSAGE pipeline subcommand to issue a message using BatchPipeWorks. Multiple blanks in the message
are reduced to a single blank before the message is issued. If you issue an error or warning message, BatchPipeWorks
may issue additional messages depending on the current message level.
Operands

xxxmmmnnns
xxxmmmnnnns
is the message identification.
xxx
is a three-letter prefix.
mmm
are three letters indicating which module generated the message.
nnn
nnnn
is a 3- or 4-digit message number.
s
indicates severity and is one of the following:
R - response
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I - information
W - warning
E - error
S - severe error
T - terminal (irrecoverable) error
text
is the text of the message to be displayed.
Usage Notes

1. Messages displayed by the MESSAGE subcommand are not written to any output stream.
2. If the stage issuing the MESSAGE subcommand is in a pipeline that was invoked from a RUNPIPE stage, blanks
are not removed from the message text and the text is not written to the terminal. Instead, the text is written to the
primary output stream of the RUNPIPE stage.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.9.1 Example 1
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4.10 NOCOMMIT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__NOCOMMIT________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand to prevent an automatic commit to commit level 0 when the stage issues a
READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand. User-written stage commands begin
at commit level -1. They automatically commit to commit level 0 when a READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT
ANYINPUT subcommand is issued, unless a NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand has been issued previously.
Usage Notes

1. A stage that has issued a NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand must issue an explicit COMMIT 0 pipeline
subcommand when it is ready for data to begin flowing through the pipeline. It should test the return code from
the COMMIT 0 pipeline subcommand and exit if it is not zero.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.10.1 Example 1
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4.11 OUTPUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__OUTPUT__ ________ ______________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand to write a record to the currently selected output stream.
Operands

string
is the data to be written to the output stream. If you do not specify string, OUTPUT writes a null record to the output
stream.
Usage Notes

1. Use only one blank to separate the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand from its operand. The operand starts after the
blank.
2. The stage that issues OUTPUT automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0
and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the
first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage
command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
3. OUTPUT writes to the currently selected output stream. To write to a different stream, use the SELECT
subcommand to select the desired stream before issuing the OUTPUT subcommand.
4. When a record is read by the PEEKTO subcommand, the OUTPUT subcommand of the previous stage cannot
complete until the record is read with the READTO subcommand. After READTO is issued, the OUTPUT
subcommand completes.
5. To write a stage command to implement a stage for which no stage function exists, you may be able to use the
following REXX program as a skeleton:
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______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYSTG)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
do forever
|
|
'peekto record'
/* read record without consuming it */
|
|
/* place your task specific commands here */
|
|
/* to modify the record
*/
|
|
'output' record
/* write record to current stream */
|
|
'readto record'
/* consume and discard the record */
|
|
/* already read by PEEKTO */
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/* return 0 if end of file
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The REXX variable record is not placed within the quotation marks on OUTPUT because the operand is an
expression that is evaluated by REXX. On the PEEKTO and READTO subcommands, the operand, record, is
placed within the quotation marks because the assignment of a value to the variable is performed by PEEKTO or
READTO, not by REXX.
At REXX label error, the EXIT instruction causes return code 0 to be returned if a return code 12 was returned
from READTO or OUTPUT. READTO gives return code 12 when all records have been read. OUTPUT gives
return code 12 when its output stream becomes not connected. The EXIT instruction passes back any other return
code unchanged.
Note that this user-written stage command does not delay the records. See the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for
more information on delaying records.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.11.1 Example 1
4.11.2 Example 2
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4.12 PEEKTO

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PEEKTO__ _________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_varname_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PEEKTO pipeline subcommand to read the next record from the currently selected input stream without
consuming the record. If a REXX variable is specified, the variable is set to the contents of the record.
Operands

varname
is the name of the variable in which PEEKTO is to place the input record. The variable may have a stem. The name you
specify must be a valid name for a REXX variable. If you do not specify varname, no variable is set.
Usage Notes

1. The stage that issues PEEKTO automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0
and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the
first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage
command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
2. A record read by PEEKTO remains in the input stream. The next PEEKTO subcommand will read the same
record unless the record is removed from the input stream by a READTO subcommand.
3. Use PEEKTO without specifying varname if you wish only to set a return code indicating whether there is
another record in the input stream.
4. PEEKTO reads from the currently selected input stream. To read from a stream other than the currently selected
stream, use the SELECT subcommand to select the desired stream before issuing the PEEKTO subcommand.
5. When a PEEKTO subcommand receives return code 12 (end of file), the variable specified by varname is
dropped.
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6. When a record is read by the PEEKTO subcommand, the OUTPUT subcommand of the previous stage cannot
complete until the record is read with the READTO subcommand. After READTO is issued, the OUTPUT
subcommand completes.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.12.1 Example 1
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4.13 READTO

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__READTO__ _________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_varname_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the READTO pipeline subcommand to read the next record from the currently selected input stream. If a REXX
variable is specified, the variable is set to the contents of the record. READTO consumes records; once a record has
been read by READTO, it is discarded.
Operands

varname
is the name of the variable in which READTO is to place the input record. The variable may have a stem. The name you
specify must be a valid name for a REXX variable. If you do not specify varname, the input record is discarded and no
variable is set.
Usage Notes

1. The stage that issues READTO automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0
and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the
first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage
command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
2. READTO reads from the currently selected input stream. To read from a stream other than the currently selected
stream, use the SELECT subcommand to select the desired stream before issuing the READTO subcommand.
3. To write a stage command to implement a stage for which no stage function exists, you may be able to use the
following REXX program as a skeleton:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/

|
|
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|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYSTG)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
do forever
|
|
'peekto record'
/* read record without consuming it */
|
|
/* place your task specific commands here */
|
|
/* to modify the record
*/
|
|
'output' record
/* write record to current stream */
|
|
'readto record'
/* consume and discard the record */
|
|
/* already read by PEEKTO */
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12) /* return 0 if end of file
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The REXX variable record is not placed within the quotation marks on OUTPUT because the operand is an
expression that is evaluated by REXX. On the PEEKTO and READTO subcommand, the operand, record, is
placed within the quotation marks because the assignment of a value to the variable is performed by PEEKTO or
READTO, not by REXX.
At REXX label error, the EXIT instruction causes return code 0 to be returned if a return code 12 was returned
from READTO or OUTPUT. READTO gives return code 12 when all records have been read. The EXIT
instruction passes back any other return code unchanged.
4. Use READTO without specifying varname to discard the next record on the input stream.
5. When a READTO subcommand receives return code 12 (end of file), the variable specified by varname is
dropped.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.13.1 Example 1
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4.14 RESOLVE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__RESOLVE__stagecommand___________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the RESOLVE pipeline subcommand to determine if a stage command is one supplied by BatchPipeWorks. If the
specified stage command is a stage function, a positive return code is set. Otherwise, the return code is set to 0.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name BatchPipeWorks searches for in the list of stage functions.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.14.1 Example 1
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4.15 REXX

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__REXX__ _member___________________ __ ________ __________________>< |
|
|
_REXX___
| |_string_|
|
|
|_(__member__|________|__)_|
|
|
|
|_ddname_|
|
|
|
|_| Stream |_______________|
|
|
|
| Stream:
|
| |__ _*:___________ __________________________________________________| |
|
|_*.streamnum:_|
|
|
|_*.streamid:__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REXX pipeline subcommand to invoke a REXX program as a user-written stage command from within another
user-written stage command. The REXX program can be a member of a partitioned data set or read from an input
stream. Using the REXX subcommand in a user-written stage command is equivalent to calling an external function
from a REXX command procedure.
Operands

member
is the name of the member of a partitioned data set that contains a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage
command.
ddname
is the data definition name of the partitioned data set that contains the member that is to be run as a user-written stage
command. If you do not specify ddname, a data definition name of REXX is assumed.
*:

specifies the program is to be read from the REXX stage's primary input stream.

*streamnum:

is a number identifying the specific input stream containing the program to be read into the pipeline, where 0 is the
primary input stream, 1 is the secondary input stream, and so on. A colon must immediately follow streamnum with no
intervening blanks.
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*.streamid:

references the particular input stream containing the program to be read, so the input stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command
with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively. A
colon must immediately follow streamid with no intervening blanks.
string
is the argument string to be passed to the REXX program.
Usage Notes

1. A stage command invoked with the REXX pipeline subcommand can use subcommands such as the READTO,
PEEKTO, and OUTPUT subcommands to access the streams of the stage that invoked it.
2. The BatchPipeWorks command environment is not available in an external function called from a user written
stage command.
3. If the program is read from an input stream and the program reads from that stream, the program receives an endof-file condition.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.15.1 Example 1
4.15.2 Example 2
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4.16 SELECT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_BOTH___
|
| >>__SELECT__ _|________|__ _streamnum_ _ ___________________________>< |
|
| |_INput__| |_streamid__| |
|
|
| |_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|_ANYINput__________________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SELECT pipeline subcommand to select a stream for subsequent use by the READTO, PEEKTO, or OUTPUT
subcommands. The stream specified becomes the currently selected stream.
Operands

BOTH

assigns the stream you specify as both the currently selected input stream and the currently selected output stream. This
is the default.

INput

assigns the stream you specify as the currently selected input stream.
OUTput

assigns the stream you specify as the currently selected output stream.

streamnum
is a number identifying the stream you want to select, where 0 is the primary input or output stream, 1 is the secondary
input or output stream, and so on.
streamid
is a name identifying the particular stream you want to select. The streamid must match the stream name on the label
specified in the pipeline, or a stream name on an ADDSTREAM or other pipeline subcommand. Write the label
immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic characters and
digits that includes at least one alphabetic character.
ANYINput

specifies that if the currently selected input stream has records available, the records are read from that stream. If there
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are no more records available on the currently selected input stream, the next stream to be selected cannot be determined
by the user; any input stream on which records are available may be selected.
Usage Notes

1. If no SELECT subcommand is issued, the initial selected stream for READTO, PEEKTO, and OUTPUT is stream
0.
2. Use the STREAMNUM subcommand to obtain the stream number of the input stream selected when you specify
ANYINPUT.
3. When SELECT ANYINPUT is specified, the stage that issues SELECT ANYINPUT commits to level 0 if the
stage is not already committed to level 0 and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.16.1 Example 1
4.16.2 Example 2
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4.17 SETRC

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SETRC__n________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SETRC pipeline subcommand to set the return code for an OUTPUT subcommand issued by the previous stage.
SETRC cannot be issued from a stage command that is the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

n
is a return code to be passed to the waiting stage.
Usage Notes

1. The stage that issues a SETRC subcommand must first issue a PEEKTO subcommand to ensure that the stage at
the other end of its input stream is waiting for an OUTPUT subcommand to complete. After issuing the SETRC
subcommand, it should issue a READTO subcommand to read the waiting record. This will cause the other
stage's OUTPUT subcommand to complete with the specified return code.
2. SETRC should be used only when connected to a program that is prepared for the return code to be passed to it.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.17.1 Example 1
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4.18 SEVER

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SEVER__ _INput__ _______________________________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SEVER pipeline subcommand to disconnect from the currently selected stream. After a SEVER subcommand is
issued, the severed stream is no longer attached to the pipeline containing the stage that issued the SEVER. If the stage
that issued the SEVER originally connected the stream with ADDPIPE and if ADDPIPE stacked the connection, the
connection at the top of the stack is restored.
Operands

INput

disconnects the currently selected input stream.
OUTput

disconnects the currently selected output stream.
Usage Notes

1. When a stream is severed, the effect on the stage at the other side of the connection depends upon whether the
connection was created with CALLPIPE.
If the connection was created with CALLPIPE, the previous connection is reinstated. If the connection was not
created with CALLPIPE, the streams become unconnected. If the stage is waiting for input or output on the
stream, or if it is waiting for input on any stream and this is its last input stream, it receives an end-of-file
condition.
2. For more information on stacked connections, see "ADDPIPE" in topic 4.3.
3. In a stage with more than one output stream, sever a stream as soon as you finish writing to it. This may avoid a
stall.
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Examples
Subtopics:
4.18.1 Example 1
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4.19 SHORT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SHORT___________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SHORT pipeline subcommand to connect the currently selected input stream directly to the currently selected
output stream. The stage that issues SHORT is bypassed.
Usage Notes

1. Use SHORT when you want to copy the remainder of the input stream to the output stream.
2. After using the SHORT pipeline subcommand, the stage that issues SHORT cannot read from the input stream
nor write to the output stream.
3. It is more efficient to use SHORT to connect the currently selected input stream directly to the currently selected
output stream than to use READTO followed by OUTPUT for each record in the input stream.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.19.1 Example 1
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4.20 STAGENUM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STAGENUM________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STAGENUM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stage's relative position in the pipeline. The return code from
STAGENUM is the position of the stage in the pipeline.
Usage Notes

1. If the stage that issues STAGENUM appears in more than one pipeline of a multistream pipeline, the return code
indicates the stage's position in the pipeline to which its primary stream is connected.
2. If a CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand issues a user-written stage command that issues
STAGENUM, STAGENUM returns the stage's relative position in the pipeline specified on the CALLPIPE or
ADDPIPE command. If the pipeline specified on CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE begins with a connector, the connector
is counted as the first stage of that pipeline.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.20.1 Example 1
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4.21 STREAMNUM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_*_________
|
| >>__STREAMNUm__ _INput__ __|___________|____________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_| |_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stream number of a specified stream. STREAMNUM sets
the return code to the stream number. A stream number of 0 (zero) refers to the primary input or output stream, 1 (one)
refers to the secondary input or output stream, and so on.
Operands

INput

returns the stream number of the specified input stream.
OUTput

returns the stream number of the specified output stream.

*

returns the stream number of the currently selected stream. This is the default.
streamnum
is a number identifying a specific stream, where 0 is the primary input or output stream, 1 is the secondary input or
output stream, and so on. By specifying a stream number as your stream identifier, you can use the number returned to
verify you have a defined and connected stream.
streamid
references the stream whose number you want to obtain, so the stream identifier must match the assigned stream name
on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for
the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
Usage Notes
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1. If you specify streamnum or streamid, STREAMNUM checks if the specified stream is defined. If the stream is
undefined, STREAMNUM sets return code -102 or -178.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.21.1 Example 1
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4.22 STREAMSTATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_*_________
|
| >>__STREAMSTate__ _INput__ __|___________|__________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_| |_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand to obtain the state of a specified stream. STREAMSTATE sets the
return code to indicate the state of a stream. The possible stream states are:
Not defined
Defined but not connected
Defined and connected
Within the defined and connected state, there are three possible states:
The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is waiting for an action to occur on the
specified stream
The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is waiting for an action to occur on the
specified stream on a different commit level
The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is not waiting for an action to occur on
the specified stream.
Operands

INput

returns state information about the specified input stream.
OUTput

returns state information about the specified output stream.

*

returns state information about the currently selected stream. This is the default.
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streamnum
is a number identifying a stream for which status is returned, where 0 is the primary input or output stream, 1 is the
secondary input or output stream, and so on. By specifying a stream number as your stream identifier, you can use the
number returned to verify you have a defined and connected stream.
streamid
references the stream whose status you want to obtain, so the stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on
the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the
ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.22.1 Example 1
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A.0 Appendix A. Characteristics of Stage Functions
The following table lists all the stage functions and some of their characteristics. These characteristics include:
The input streams from which the stage command can read. For example, whether the stage command can read
data from a primary input stream, secondary input stream, or tertiary input stream. Also, some stage commands
process data that is not read from any input stream.
The output streams to which the stage command can write. For example, whether the stage command can write
data to a primary output stream, secondary output stream, or tertiary output stream.
The position in a pipeline where the stage can be used. For example, whether the stage command can be specified
only as the first stage, cannot be specified an the first stage, or can be specified as any stage.
The commit level at which the stage command starts.
The type of stage command: filter, device driver, host command interface, or other.

Table 28. Stage Function Characteristics
Stage
Input
Output
Stage
Command
Streams
Streams
Position
<
None
Primary
First
                                                   
>
Primary,
Primary,
Not first
              Secondary
Secondary
           
>>
Primary,
Primary,
Not first
              Secondary
Secondary
           
ALL
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           
APPEND
Primary
Primary
Any
ASATOMC
Primary
Primary
Any
BETWEEN
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           
BLOCK
Primary
Primary
Any
BPCOPY
None
Primary
First
                                                   
BPREAD
None
Primary
First
                                                   
BPWRITE
Primary
Primary
Not first
                                                   
BUFFER
Primary
Primary
Any
CASEI
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           
Primary
Primary,
Any
CHANGE
                           Secondary
           
CHOP
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           

     Starting
Commit Level
            0
              
            0
              
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
            0
  -2000000000
              
  -2000000000
              
  -2000000000
              
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              

Type
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Other
              
Other
Filter
Other
              
Filter
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Filter
Other
              
Filter
              
Filter
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COLLATE
             
             
COMBINE
             
COMMAND
             
COPY
COUNT
             
DEAL
             
             
DEBLOCK
DELAY
             
DROP
             
DUPLICATE
ELASTIC
             
ESCAPE
FANIN
             
             
FANINANY
             
             
FANOUT
             
             
FBLOCK
FIND
             
FRLABEL
             
FRTARGET
             
GATE
             
             
GATHER
             
             
GETFILES
             
HOLE
             
             
INSIDE
             
INSTORE
JOBLOG
             
JOIN
JOINCONT
JUXTAPOSE
             
LISTISPF
             
LISTPDS
             
LITERAL
             
LOCATE

Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
All
connected
streams
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
None
            
None
            
Primary
            
Primary

Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
            
Primary
            
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
            
Primary
            
Primary (1)
            
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,

Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
Not first
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
Any
Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
Any
Any
Any
           
First
           
First
           
Any
           
Any

           -2
              
              
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
              
            0
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
              
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
              
            0
              
            0
              
              
           -2
              
            0
            0
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
           -1
              
   2000000000
              
            0
              
           -2

Other
              
              
Filter
              
Host command
interface
Filter
Filter
              
Other
              
              
Filter
Device
driver
Other
              
Filter
Other
              
Filter
Other
              
              
Other
              
              
Other
              
              
Filter
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
              
Other
              
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
              
Other
              
Filter
Device
driver
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Other
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LOOKUP
             
             
MCTOASA
MEMBERS
             
MERGE
             
NFIND
             
NINSIDE
             
NLOCATE
             
NOT
             
OUTSIDE
             
OUTSTORE
OVERLAY
             
             
PACK
             
PAD
PAUSE
PICK
             
PIPCMD
             
             
PIPESTOP
PREDSELECT
             
             
PREFACE
QSAM
             
QUERY
READPDS
             
REVERSE
REXX
             
             
REXXVARS
             
RUNPIPE
SCM
SNAKE
SORT
SPECS
             
             
SPLIT
STACK
             
STATE
             
STEM
             
STRFIND

            
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Up to 10
Streams
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary
Primary
Primary
            
None
Primary
            
Primary
All
connected
streams
None
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary

Secondary
Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
            
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary,

           
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
Not first
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
First
Any
           
Any
Any
           
           
First
           
Not first
Any
Any
Any
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any

              
           -2
              
              
            0
           -1
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
            0
              
              
            0
           -2
              
              
           -1
  -2000000000
              
           -4
  -2000000000
              
            0
           -1
              
              
           -1
              
            0
           -1
           -1
            0
           -2
              
              
            0
            0
              
           -2
              
           -1
              
           -2

              
Other
              
              
Filter
Device
driver
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Filter
Other
              
              
Filter
              
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Other
              
              
Other
Other
              
              
Other
Device
driver
Other
Device
driver
Filter
Other
              
              
Device
driver
Other
Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter
              
              
Filter
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Other
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STRFRLABEL
             
STRIP
STRLITERAL
             
STRNFIND
             
STRTOLABEL
             
STRWHILELABE
SUBCOM
             
             
SYNCHRONIZE
             
             
SYSVAR
             
TAKE
             
TERMINAL
             
TIMESTAMP
TOKENIZE
TOLABEL
             
TOTARGET
             
TSO
             
             
UNIQUE
             
UNPACK
UNTAB
UPDATE
             
VAR
             
VARLOAD
             
VCHAR
WHILELABEL
             
WRITEPDS
             
XLATE
             
XRANGE
             
ZONE
             

             Secondary
                          
Primary
Primary,
Any
           -2
             Secondary
                          
Primary
Primary
Any
            0
Primary
Primary
Any
            0
                                                    
Primary
Primary,
Any
           -2
             Secondary
                          
Primary
Primary,
Any
           -2
             Secondary
                          

              
Other
              
Filter
Device
driver
Other
              
Other
              

Primary
            
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
None
            
Primary,
Secondary
None
            
Primary
            

TSO
foreground
interface
Other
              
              
Device
driver
Other
              
Device
driver
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Other
              
TSO
foreground
interface
Other
              
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
Filter
Other
              
Device
driver
Filter
              
Device
driver
Other
              

Primary,
Secondary
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary

Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Not first
           
Any
Any
           
Not first
           
Any
           
First
           
Any
           

           -2
              
              
            0
              
              
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
            0
          -10
            0
              
           -1
              
           -1
              
            0
           -2
              
  -2000000000
              
            0
              
            0
              
            0
              

(1) Although HOLE has a primary output stream, it never writes records to it.
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B.0 Appendix B. BatchPipeWorks Processing
When you issue a pipeline specification, BatchPipeWorks checks to see if each stage command exists and if each stage
command's syntax is correct. (This phase of processing is called scanning.) If an error is detected during scanning, the
pipeline ends with a nonzero return code.
BatchPipeWorks next chooses which stage to run and when to run it. (This phase of processing is called dispatching.)
BatchPipeWorks might not run stages in the order specified in the pipeline specification. A stage does not necessarily
run from start to finish once it gets control. Instead, BatchPipeWorks runs part of one stage, then part of another, and so
on.
The order in which BatchPipeWorks runs stages is affected by the commit level assigned to each stage command.
BatchPipeWorks uses the commit level to coordinate the processing of each stage. In most cases, you will not have to be
concerned about the commit level of a stage; BatchPipeWorks handles it for you. The section "Commit Level" in topic
B.3 describes when you must explicitly change the commit level.
The information in this section describes how the scanning, dispatching, and commit level work together to process your
pipeline specification.
Subtopics:
B.1 The Scanning Process
B.2 The Dispatching Process
B.3 Commit Level
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B.1 The Scanning Process
If it detects errors in the pipeline specification, BatchPipeWorks stops scanning at any one of the four stages of its
scanning:
First BatchPipeWorks processes the options on the pipeline specification. If it detects any errors in the options, it
stops processing the pipeline and reports the error.
Then, it searches for connectors, stages, and pipelines. The errors detected include null stages and null pipelines.
BatchPipeWorks checks the entire pipeline specification. If it detects errors, it reports them and stops processing
the pipeline.
It resolves the labels and stage command names in the pipeline specification. Errors include unresolved stage
command names, undefined labels, and labels that are defined more than once. If it detects any errors, it stops
processing the pipeline and reports the error.
It checks the placement of arguments and the syntax of the arguments of the stage functions. in the pipeline
specification. If it detects any errors, it stops processing the pipeline and reports the error.
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B.2 The Dispatching Process
After the syntax checking is complete and successful, BatchPipeWorks runs the stages. The order in which
BatchPipeWorks initiates the stages at a specific commit level is unpredictable.
BatchPipeWorks never interrupts the execution of a stage. Once a stage is called, BatchPipeWorks gets control only
when one of the following occurs:
The stage command completes and returns from the initial call
The stage command issues a pipeline subcommand or the equivalent internal function. When BatchPipeWorks
gets control, it may not return to the stage that issued the pipeline subcommand.
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B.3 Commit Level
Each stage command has a commit level associated with it. In usage notes that accompany descriptions of the stage
commands, you can find the level. Additionally, Appendix A, "Characteristics of Stage Functions" in topic A.0 includes
the commit level for each stage command.
Use the information about the commit level to prevent the loss of data only in the case where the data read by the
pipeline cannot be recreated once read. If, for example, your input comes from a TP line and the pipeline breaks, you
cannot recreate the input data. In this case, understanding and using the commit level information helps prevent loss of
data.
For most pipelines, understanding the commit level is unnecessary. If you can reread or recreate the input data, you do
not need to know the commit level, as these two examples show:
Some stage commands read from data sets. If the pipeline breaks during processing, you can reread from that
same data set
Some stage commands read from a BatchPipes pipe. If the pipeline breaks during processing, you can rerun the
BatchPipes jobs and recreate the input.
BatchPipeWorks uses the commit level to coordinate the progress of the various stages. It allows all stages to validate
their argument strings before any stage takes an action that might destroy data, such as erasing a data set or writing on a
tape. Thus, BatchPipeWorks stops processing a pipeline if a stage command has an error in its arguments or if a userwritten stage command returns with a nonzero return code before it reads or writes data.
The commit level is a number between -2147483647 and +2147483647. Each stage is at a particular level at any time. A
stage increases the commit level with the pipeline subcommand COMMIT; it cannot decrease its commit level.
The parser performs an implicit commit when a stage is defined. The definition of a stage function includes the commit
level at which it begins; stages that read from or write to multiple streams begin at commit level -2; user-written stage
commands begin at commit level -1; other stages begin at commit level 0.
BatchPipeWorks initiates the stage with the lowest commit level first. When more than one stage begins at a particular
commit level, it is unspecified which one runs first. The stages at the lowest commit level run until they complete
(return) or issue a COMMIT pipeline subcommand.
At any time, BatchPipeWorks can issue an aggregate return code in response to a pipeline specification. Initially, the
aggregate return code is zero. BatchPipeWorks updates the aggregate return code as each stage completes processing. If
either number is negative, the aggregate return code is the minimum of the two numbers; otherwise, BatchPipeWorks
uses the maximum.
When all stages at the lowest commit level have ended or committed to a higher level, BatchPipeWorks examines the
stages at the next commit level. If the aggregate return code is not zero, BatchPipeWorks abandons stages that have not
begun. For stages that have begun and are waiting to commit to the new commit level, BatchPipeWorks sets the return
code for the COMMIT pipeline subcommand to the aggregate return code at the time of the commit to the highest level;
BatchPipeWorks then prepares to run those stages. A stage can inspect the COMMIT return code and perform whatever
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action is required; stage functions deallocate resources they have allocated and return with return code zero when the
COMMIT return code is not zero, thus quitting when they determine that another stage has failed.
The scope of the commit level is a pipeline specification. BatchPipeWorks added with the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand commit without coordinating their commit level with the pipeline that added them.
When a pipeline specification that is issued with CALLPIPE increases its commit level, BatchPipeWorks checks that
the commit level for the stage that issued the CALLPIPE is at or above the new level requested. When the subroutine
pipeline would go to a commit level higher than the caller's current commit level, BatchPipeWorks performs an implicit
commit for the stage that issued the CALLPIPE. The subroutine pipeline proceeds only after the caller's commit has
completed (that is, only after the commit level of the calling pipeline has been raised to the new level). If the caller is
itself in a subroutine pipeline, then the same process occurs for its caller.
By convention, all stage functions process data on commit level 0. Stages must be at the same commit level for data to
pass between them, except when data flows on a connection that has been set up with ADDPIPE. The pipeline stalls if a
stage at one commit level writes a record after the stage on the other side of the connection has issued a COMMIT
pipeline subcommand to commit to a higher level.
A user-written stage command begins at commit level -1. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0
when the first OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued. Because
BatchPipeWorks raises the commit level automatically, most user-written stage commands need not be concerned with
commit levels. In the usual case, a user-written stage command validates its arguments before it begins reading and
writing data. If it finds an error in its arguments and exits with a nonzero return code before it has used any of the four
commands that cause an automatic commit, then the pipeline specification will in effect terminate at commit level -1,
before data has begun flowing and before other stages have taken any irreversible actions (assuming they adhere to the
same convention). On the other hand, if a user-written stage command finds no error in its arguments and begins to
process data by using one of these four commands, then the automatic commit is done, possibly suspending that stage
until all other stages are ready for data to flow.
In some cases the automatic raising of the commit level for user-written stage command may not be suitable. If your
user-written stage command erases data sets or performs some other irreversible function before it reads or writes, it
should first use the COMMIT pipeline subcommand to do an explicit commit to level 0 to wait until all other stages
have validated their arguments. If the return code on COMMIT is not zero, then the user-written stage command should
undo any changes it may have made and exit with return code 0.
If your user-written stage command needs to use any of the commands that cause an automatic commit before it is ready
to commit to level 0, it must issue the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand to disable the automatic commit and then
later issue a COMMIT. To perform read or write operations on commit level -1 (to read a parameter data set from a
different input stream, for example), use ADDPIPE to connect the input or output stream (or both) to your user-written
stage command. (You cannot use CALLPIPE for this because it would force a commit to level 0 before data could
flow.) Having defined the new streams with ADDPIPE, use READTO and OUTPUT to read and write. When you are
finished, issue SEVER to restore the original connection. Then issue COMMIT to perform an explicit commit. Check
the return code on the COMMIT before reading or writing the original stream.
Subtopics:
B.3.1 How a Pipeline Ends

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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Index

Special Characters
/== operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
* operand
DROP stage command, 3.28
TAKE stage command, 3.109
\== operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
< (Read a sequential data set or member of a partitioned data set) stage command, 3.1
description, 3.1
3.2
3.3
3.13
3.14
examples, 3.1
3.2
3.3
3.13
3.14
<< operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
<<= operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
== operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
> (Rewrite a sequential data set or member of a partitioned data set) stage command, 3.2
B operand, 3.2
BLANK operand, 3.2
H operand, 3.2
ISPFSTATS operand, 3.2
SPACE operand, 3.2
USERDATA operand, 3.2
X operand, 3.2
>> (Append to a sequential data set) stage command, 3.3
BLANK operand, 3.3
CHOP operand, 3.3
COERCE operand, 3.3
DDNAME operand, 3.3
3.61
PAD operand, 3.3
SPACE operand, 3.3
>> operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
>>= operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
¬== operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
| stage separator, 1.3

A
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A2E operand
XLATE stage command, 3.126
accumulating records, 3.16
adding data to a data set, 3.3
adding records after the output stream, 3.4
3.8
adding records before the output stream, 3.77
adding records to a data set, 3.119
adding zeros to high-order positions of character, 3.122
additional copies of a record, 3.29
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand
B operand, 4.3
description, 4.3
differences between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE, 4.3
ENDCHAR option, 4.3
ESCAPE option, 4.3
examples, 4.3
H operand, 4.3
LISTCMD option, 4.3
LISTERR option, 4.3
LISTRC option, 4.3
LONG option, 4.3
MSGLEVEL option, 4.3
NAME option, 4.3
NO option, 4.3
NOMSGLEVEL option, 4.3
OUTPUT operand, 4.3
SEPARATOR option, 4.3
STAGESEP option, 4.3
TRACE option, 4.3
tracing pipelines issued by, 2.0
X operand, 4.3
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand
BOTH operand, 4.4
description, 4.4
examples, 4.4
INPUT operand, 4.4
OUTPUT operand, 4.4
return codes, 4.4.1
ADMSF operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
AFTER operand
CHOP stage command, 3.19
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
aggregate return code
definition, B.3
ALL stage command
B operand, 3.7
description, 3.7
examples, 3.7
H operand, 3.7
X operand, 3.7
ALLEOF operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
DEAL stage command, 3.25
FANOUT stage command, 3.34
GATHER stage command, 3.43
SPECS stage command, 3.88
AND operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
ANYCASE operand
CHANGE stage command, 3.18
ANYEOF operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
DEAL stage command, 3.25
FANOUT stage command, 3.34
GATHER stage command, 3.43
SPECS stage command, 3.88
ANYINPUT operand
SELECT pipeline subcommand, 4.16
ANYOF operand
CHOP stage command, 3.19
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRIP stage command, 3.98
APPEND operand
STEM stage command, 3.95
APPEND stage command
description, 3.8
examples, 3.8
return codes, 3.8.3
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append to an OpenEdition text file, 3.6
appending data to a data set, 3.3
appending two data sets, example of, 3.8
ASA carriage control
converting from, 3.9
converting to, 3.60
ASATOMC stage command
description, 3.9
examples, 3.9
ASCENDING operand
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
ascending order
sorting records in, 3.87
ASCII-to-EBCDIC translation
performing, 3.126
assigning escape character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
ESCAPE stage command, 3.31
pipeline specification, 2.0
assigning name to
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
assigning pipeline end character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
assigning stream identifier
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.4
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
assigning symbolic name to a stream
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
AT operand
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
automatic commit by user-written stage commands, 4.2
avoiding pipeline stalls, 3.23
3.30

B

B operand
> stage command, 3.2
ADDPIPE subcommand, 4.3
ALL stage command, 3.7
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
BUFFER stage command, 3.16
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
CHANGE stage command, 3.18
CHOP stage command, 3.19
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
JOIN stage command, 3.50
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
pipeline specification, 2.0
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
SPECS stage command, 3.88
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRFIND stage command, 3.96
STRFRLABEL stage command, 3.97
STRIP stage command, 3.98
STRLITERAL stage command, 3.99
STRNFIND stage command, 3.100
STRTOLABEL stage command, 3.101
STRWHILELABEL stage command, 3.102
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
TOKENIZE stage command, 3.112
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
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B2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
BatchPipeWorks
inserting rows in DB/2 tables, 3.91
issuing DB/2 commands from a pipeline, 3.91
list of pipeline subcommands, 4.0
list of stage functions, 3.0
querying DB/2 tables, 3.91
subroutine pipeline
invoking with CALLPIPE, 4.6
BEFORE operand
CHOP stage command, 3.19
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
BEGOUTPUT pipeline subcommand
description, 4.5
examples, 4.5
return codes, 4.5.1
BETWEEN stage command
description, 3.10
examples, 3.10
binary data
converting from character, 3.88
converting to character, 3.88
bits per character, changing, 3.122
BLANK operand
> stage command, 3.2
>> stage command, 3.3
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
CASEI stage command, 3.17
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
DEAL stage command, 3.25
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
FBLOCK stage command, 3.35
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
OVERLAY stage command, 3.69
PAD stage command, 3.71
PICK stage command, 3.73
SORT stage command, 3.87
SPECS stage command, 3.88
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
block
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
descriptor word, 3.11
FBLOCK stage command, 3.35
specifying size, 3.35
block descriptor word, 3.11
3.26
BLOCK stage command
ADMSF operand, 3.11
B operand, 3.11
BLANK operand, 3.11
C operand, 3.11
CRLF operand, 3.11
description, 3.11
EOF operand, 3.11
examples, 3.11
FIXED operand, 3.11
H operand, 3.11
LINEND operand, 3.11
NETDATA operand, 3.11
SF operand, 3.11
SPACE operand, 3.11
STRING operand, 3.11
TERMINATE operand, 3.11
TEXTFILE operand, 3.11
VARIABLE operand, 3.11
VB operand, 3.11
VBS operand, 3.11
VS operand, 3.11
X operand, 3.11
BOTH operand
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.4
SELECT pipeline subcommand, 4.16
STRIP stage command, 3.98
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BPCOPY stage command
description, 3.12
examples, 3.12
BPREAD stage command
description, 3.13
example, 3.13.1
BPWRITE stage command
description, 3.14
example, 3.14.1
buffer
BPCOPY stage command, 3.12
BUFFER stage command, 3.16
COPY stage command, 3.23
ELASTIC stage command, 3.30
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
BUFFER stage command
B operand, 3.16
description, 3.16
examples, 3.16
H operand, 3.16
interchanging with ELASTIC, 3.30
X operand, 3.16
BY operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
bypassing a stage, 4.19
BYTES operand
COUNT stage command, 3.24

C

C operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
C2B operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2D operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2F operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2I operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2P operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2V operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2X operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand
B operand, 4.6
ENDCHAR option, 4.6
ESCAPE option, 4.6
examples, 4.6.1
H operand, 4.6
INPUT operand, 4.6
LISTCMD option, 4.6
LISTERR option, 4.6
LISTRC option, 4.6
LONG option, 4.6
MSGLEVEL option, 4.6
NAME option, 4.6
NO option, 4.6
NOMSGLEVEL option, 4.6
OUTPUT operand, 4.6
return codes, 4.6.2
SEPARATOR option, 4.6
STAGESEP option, 4.6
TRACE option, 4.6
tracing pipelines issued by, 2.0
X operand, 4.6
carriage control
ASA, 3.60
converting, 3.60
converting to and from ASA, 3.9
machine, 3.60
CASEANY operand
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CHANGE stage command, 3.18
CASEI operand
ZONE stage command, 3.128
CASEI stage command
BLANK operand, 3.17
description, 3.17
examples, 3.17
FIELDS operand, 3.17
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.17
FS operand, 3.17
REVERSE operand, 3.17
SPACE operand, 3.17
WORDS operand, 3.17
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.17
WS operand, 3.17
ZONE operand, 3.17
CENTER operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
CHANGE stage command
ANYCASE operand, 3.18
B operand, 3.18
CASEANY operand, 3.18
description, 3.18
examples, 3.18
H operand, 3.18
X operand, 3.18
changing a string of characters, 3.18
changing ASA carriage control to machine carriage control, 3.9
changing character length, 3.122
changing characters, 3.126
changing machine carriage control to ASA carriage control, 3.60
changing the commit level, 4.7
changing the stage separator character, 2.0
character
ASA carriage control, 3.9
3.60
ASA carriage control list, 3.9
changing a string of, 3.18
changing number of bits per character, 3.122
converting to lowercase, 3.126
converting to uppercase, 3.126
delimiting, definition of, 1.9
escape character on the pipeline specification, 2.0
inserting escape, 3.31
line-end, 3.11
3.26
machine carriage control, 3.9
3.60
pipeline end character, 2.0
reading a directory of a partitioned data set, 3.55
reading a partitioned data set, 3.56
removing leading or trailing characters, 3.98
replacing, 3.69
3.126
special
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
stage separator, 2.0
translating, 3.126
character data
converting from binary, 3.88
converting from hexadecimal, 3.88
converting to binary, 3.88
converting to hexadecimal, 3.88
character string
blank-delimited, 3.17
3.25
3.43
3.58
3.65
3.73
3.88
3.126
3.128
marking continuation, 3.51
prefix specifying length, 3.88
range of, 3.65
3.88
writing as a record to output stream, 3.57
3.99
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CHARACTERS operand
COUNT stage command, 3.24
CHARS operand
COUNT stage command, 3.24
checking carriage control, 3.9
3.60
checking status of files, 3.94
CHOP operand
>> stage command, 3.3
CHOP stage command
AFTER operand, 3.19
ANYOF operand, 3.19
B operand, 3.19
BEFORE operand, 3.19
description, 3.19
examples, 3.19
H operand, 3.19
NOT operand, 3.19
STRING operand, 3.19
X operand, 3.19
CMS (Conversational Monitor System)
See Conversational Monitor System (CMS)
CMS operand
code page, 3.126
CODEPAGE operand
XLATE stage command, 3.126
COERCE operand
>> stage command, 3.3
COLLATE stage command
BLANK operand, 3.20
description, 3.20
DETAILS operand, 3.20
examples, 3.20
MASTER operand, 3.20
NOPAD operand, 3.20
PAD operand, 3.20
SPACE operand, 3.20
column, DB/2, 3.91
columns, building, 3.86
COMBINE stage command
ALLEOF operand, 3.21
AND operand, 3.21
ANYEOF operand, 3.21
description, 3.21
examples, 3.21
EXCLUSIVEOR operand, 3.21
FIRST operand, 3.21
KEYLENGTH operand, 3.21
LAST operand, 3.21
OR operand, 3.21
STOP operand, 3.21
combining multiple streams, 3.32
3.33
3.43
combining records, 3.21
3.69
combining records from multiple streams, 3.62
COMMAND stage command
description, 3.22
examples, 3.22
return codes, 3.22.3
comment
completing unclosed, 3.85
lining up, 3.85
commit level
automatic commit by user-written stage commands, 4.2
definition, 1.29
summary, A.0
using, B.3
COMMIT pipeline subcommand
description, 4.7
examples, 4.7
return codes, 4.7.2
commit, automatic
OUTPUT pipeline subcommand, 4.11
4.13
PEEKTO pipeline subcommand, 4.12
preventing, 4.10
SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand, 4.16
committing a unit of work, 3.91
comparing records, 3.116
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completing unclosed comments, 3.85
compressing records, 3.70
concatenating records, 3.50
connecting to DB/2, 3.91
connector
definition, 1.26
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
using with ADDPIPE, 4.3
using with CALLPIPE, 4.6
consume a record
definition, 1.21
continuation string, 3.51
Conversational Monitor System (CMS)
NETDATA format, 3.11
3.26
UPDATE command, 3.119
converting ASA carriage control to machine carriage control, 3.9
converting blocks of data, 3.26
converting data
adding length prefix, 3.88
binary to character, 3.88
character to binary, 3.88
character to hexadecimal, 3.88
data with prefix to data without prefix, 3.88
decimal to internal format, 3.88
decimal to packed, 3.88
hexadecimal to character, 3.88
internal format to decimal, 3.88
internal format to scientific notation, 3.88
ISO timestamp to Julian date, 3.88
Julian date to ISO format, 3.88
packed decimal to printable form, 3.88
scientific notation to internal format, 3.88
using the SPECS stage command, 3.88
converting machine carriage control to ASA carriage control, 3.60
COPY stage command
description, 3.23
examples, 3.23
interchanging with ELASTIC, 3.30
copying currently selected input stream to currently selected output stream, 4.19
copying records, 3.12
3.23
3.29
copying records to multiple streams, 3.25
3.34
count information record, 3.24
COUNT operand
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
SORT stage command, 3.87
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
COUNT stage command
BYTES operand, 3.24
CHARACTERS operand, 3.24
CHARS operand, 3.24
count information record, 3.24
description, 3.24
examples, 3.24
LINES operand, 3.24
MAXLINE operand, 3.24
MINLINE operand, 3.24
WORDS operand, 3.24
counting
bytes, 3.24
character strings, 3.24
characters, 3.24
detail records, 3.59
master records, 3.59
occurrences of characters in a data set, example of, 3.35.2
records, 3.24
records with identical key fields, 3.87
3.116
create a range of characters, 3.127
create an OpenEdition text file, 3.5
3.6
refid=>oe., 3.5
3.6
creating a data set
with the > stage command, 3.2
creating a null record, 3.57
creating multicolumn layout, 3.86
CRLF operand
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BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
currently selected stream, 4.2
cursor stability, 3.91

D

D2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
data
centered, 3.88
centering, 3.88
left-aligning, 3.88
right-aligned, 3.88
right-aligning, 3.88
unpacking, 3.117
data set
appending data to, 3.3
checking existence of, 3.94
creating with > stage command, 3.2
reading a list of data sets into a pipeline, 3.44
reading into a pipeline, 3.1
replacing the contents of, 3.2
data stack
reading from, 3.93
reading lines from, 3.110
writing to, 3.93
DDNAME operand
>> stage command, 3.3
3.61
DEAL stage command
ALLEOF operand, 3.25
ANYEOF operand, 3.25
BLANK operand, 3.25
description, 3.25
examples, 3.25
FIELDS operand, 3.25
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.25
FS operand, 3.25
KEY operand, 3.25
SECONDARY operand, 3.25
SPACE operand, 3.25
STOP operand, 3.25
WORDS operand, 3.25
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.25
WS operand, 3.25
DEBLOCK stage command
ADMSF operand, 3.26
B operand, 3.26
BLANK operand, 3.26
C operand, 3.26
CRLF operand, 3.26
description, 3.26
EOF operand, 3.26
examples, 3.26
FIXED operand, 3.26
GDFORDERS operand, 3.26
H operand, 3.26
LINEND operand, 3.26
NETDATA operand, 3.26
SF operand, 3.26
SPACE operand, 3.26
STRING operand, 3.26
TERMINATE operand, 3.26
TEXTFILE operand, 3.26
TEXTUNIT operand, 3.26
VARIABLE operand, 3.26
VB operand, 3.26
VBS operand, 3.26
VS operand, 3.26
X operand, 3.26
decreasing length of bit string, 3.122
defining additional stream for a stage, 4.4
defining escape character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
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CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
defining pipeline end character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
defining primary input and output streams, 1.31
2.0
DELAY stage command
description, 3.27
examples, 3.27
delay the record
definition, 1.35
delaying by one record, 3.23
delaying processing, 3.27
delaying records, 3.30
deleting records, 3.119
delimited string
definition, 1.10
delimiting character
definition, 1.9
DESCENDING operand
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
descending order
sorting records in, 3.87
descriptor word, block and record, 3.11
designation of time by DELAY stage command, 3.27
detail record
comparing to records in a reference, 3.59
counting, 3.59
specifying order, 3.59
using with a COLLATE stage, 3.20
using with a LOOKUP stage, 3.59
DETAILS operand
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
device driver
< (Read a sequential data set or member of a partitioned data set) stage command, 3.1
< (Read from a batch pipe), 3.13
> (Rewrite a data set or member of partitioned data set) stage command, 3.2
>> (Append to a sequential data set) stage command, 3.3
definition, 1.6
DELAY stage command, 3.27
GETFILES stage command, 3.44
HOLE stage command, 3.46
JOBLOG stage command, 3.49
LISTISPF stage command, 3.55
LISTPDS stage command, 3.56
LITERAL stage command, 3.57
MEMBERS stage command, 3.61
QSAM stage command, 3.78
READPDS stage command, 3.80
SQL stage command, 3.91
STACK stage command, 3.93
STATE stage command, 3.94
STEM stage command, 3.95
STRLITERAL stage command, 3.99
SYSVAR stage command, 3.108
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
VAR stage command, 3.120
VARLOAD stage command, 3.121
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
XRANGE stage command, 3.127
diagram of
COLLATE stage, 3.20
LOOKUP stage, 3.59
MERGE stage, 3.62
OVERLAY stage, 3.69
UNIQUE stage, 3.116
discarding duplicate records, 3.116
discarding leading and trailing records, 3.28
discarding records, 3.28
3.46
disconnecting from the currently selected stream, 4.18
dispatcher, pipeline
relationship to commit level, B.2
DROP stage command
* operand, 3.28
description, 3.28
examples, 3.28
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FIRST operand, 3.28
LAST operand, 3.28
duplicate records
discarding, 3.87
3.116
selecting, 3.116
DUPLICATE stage command
description, 3.29
examples, 3.29
duplicating records, 3.29

E

E2A operand
XLATE stage command, 3.126
EBCDIC-to-ASCII translation
performing, 3.126
ELASTIC stage command
description, 3.30
examples, 3.30
end character
defining on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
defining on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
end-of-file character
specifying for BLOCK, 3.11
specifying for DEBLOCK, 3.26
ENDCHAR option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
ending a pipeline, B.3.1
ending a stage, B.3.1
ending stages waiting for an external event, 3.75
EOF operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
error message
displaying comment in, 3.119
escape character
defining on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
defining on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying with APPEND, 3.8
specifying with ESCAPE, 3.31
specifying with PREFACE, 3.77
ESCAPE option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
ESCAPE stage command
description, 3.31
examples, 3.31
event record
definition, 3.72
types and layouts, 3.84.4
event, external
terminating stages that wait for, 3.75
EVENTS operand
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
example of
<oe, 3.4
3.5
3.6
appending a trailer record to a data set, 3.8.2
appending two data sets, 3.8
controlling trace messages written to a data set, 3.84.3
counting occurrences of characters in a data set, 3.35.2
inserting records into a data set being edited, 3.103.1
listing members of a partitioned data set, 3.55.1
locating records that contain either of two strings, 3.58.5
locating records that contain two strings, 3.58.3
multistream pipeline, 2.3
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reading lines stacked by a TSO command, 3.46.1
removing header lines, 3.60.1
reversing order of records, 3.48.1
searching data sets for a specified character string, 3.74
sorting hexadecimal numbers, 4.6
sorting values in an array, 3.95.2
suppressing a list of words, 3.20.3
testing if a stream is defined, 4.21.1
using PAUSE stage command with RUNPIPE EVENTS, 3.72.1
writing a hexadecimal string to a pipeline, 3.88
EXCLUSIVEOR operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
expanding tab characters in records to blanks, 3.118
extending records with a pad character, 3.71
external event
terminating stages that wait for, 3.75
external format
converting from, 3.26
extracting data from partitioned data set, 3.61
3.80

F

F-format
files, 3.70
F2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
FANIN stage command
description, 3.32
examples, 3.32
FANINANY stage command
description, 3.33
examples, 3.33
FANOUT stage command
ALLEOF operand, 3.34
ANYEOF operand, 3.34
description, 3.34
examples, 3.34
STOP operand, 3.34
FBLOCK stage command
BLANK operand, 3.35
description, 3.35
examples, 3.35
SPACE operand, 3.35
field
delimited, 3.17
3.25
3.43
3.58
3.65
3.73
3.88
3.126
3.128
input, 3.88
output, 3.88
range of, 3.65
3.88
sequence, 3.119
FIELDS operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
FIELDSEPARATOR operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
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PICK stage command, 3.73
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
FIFO operand
STACK stage command, 3.93
filter
BPCOPY stage command, 3.12
definition, 1.5
FIND stage command
description, 3.37
examples, 3.37
finding records regardless of uppercase and lowercase strings, 3.17
finding records that do not begin with a specified string, 3.100
finding records that do not begin with a specified text, 3.63
finding references in a directory, 3.59
FIRST operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
DROP stage command, 3.28
TAKE stage command, 3.109
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
UPDATE stage command, 3.119
fixed length
blocks, 3.35
fixed length record
packing, 3.70
reformatting, 3.35
FIXED operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
PACK stage command, 3.70
flag byte, 3.26
format
blocking different formats, 3.11
changing, 3.88
converting from different formats, 3.26
LISTISPF output records, 3.55
NETDATA, 3.11
3.26
PACK output records, 3.70
System/390 internal, 3.88
UNPACK input records, 3.117
update control statements, 3.119
variable, 3.11
3.26
variable blocked, 3.11
3.26
variable blocked spanned, 3.11
3.26
variable spanned, 3.11
3.26
FRLABEL (FROMLABEL) stage command
description, 3.38
examples, 3.38
FROM operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
STEM stage command, 3.95
XLATE stage command, 3.126
FROMLABEL stage command
See FRLABEL (FROMLABEL) stage command
FROMTARGET stage command
See FRTARGET (FROMTARGET) stage command
FRTARGET (FROMTARGET) stage command
description, 3.39
examples, 3.39
return codes, 3.39.2
FS operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128

G
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GATE stage command
description, 3.42
ending DELAY, 3.27
examples, 3.42
STRICT operand, 3.42
GATHER stage command
ALLEOF operand, 3.43
ANYEOF operand, 3.43
BLANK operand, 3.43
description, 3.43
examples, 3.43
FIELDS operand, 3.43
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.43
FS operand, 3.43
SPACE operand, 3.43
STOP operand, 3.43
STREAMID operand, 3.43
WORDS operand, 3.43
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.43
WS operand, 3.43
GDFORDERS operand
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
GETFILES stage command
description, 3.44
examples, 3.44
return codes, 3.44.2

H

H operand
> stage command, 3.2
ADDPIPE subcommand, 4.3
ALL stage command, 3.7
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
BUFFER stage command, 3.16
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
CHANGE stage command, 3.18
CHOP stage command, 3.19
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
JOIN stage command, 3.50
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
pipeline specification, 2.0
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
SPECS stage command, 3.88
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRFIND stage command, 3.96
STRFRLABEL stage command, 3.97
STRIP stage command, 3.98
STRLITERAL stage command, 3.99
STRNFIND stage command, 3.100
STRTOLABEL stage command, 3.101
STRWHILELABEL stage command, 3.102
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
TOKENIZE stage command, 3.112
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
hexadecimal representation
as end-of-file character, 3.11
3.26
converting to, 3.88
converting to character, 3.88
specifying as line-end character, 3.11
3.26
specifying the pad character, 3.35
3.59
HOLE stage command
description, 3.46
examples, 3.46
hours, specifying with DELAY stage command, 3.27
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I

I2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
identical records, 3.87
identifying streams
with FANIN, 3.32
with GATHER, 3.43
implied output mode
entering, 4.5
increasing length of bit string, 3.122
indicator halfword, 3.91
infinite copies of input records, 3.29
INPUT operand
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.4
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.8
SELECT pipeline subcommand, 4.16
SEVER pipeline subcommand, 4.18
STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand, 4.21
STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand, 4.22
input stream
definition, 1.12
issuing input stream records as pipelines, 3.84
reading records from the currently selected input stream, 4.12
4.13
inserting a record between copies of input stream, 3.16
inserting escape characters, 3.31
inserting rows in DB/2 tables, 3.91
INSIDE stage command
description, 3.47
examples, 3.47
inspecting the first column of a record, 3.9
INSTORE stage command
description, 3.48
examples, 3.48
REVERSE operand, 3.48
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
format, 3.88
interpretation of time by DELAY stage command, 3.27
invoking a REXX program as a user-written stage command, 3.82
4.15
invoking a user-written stage command, 3.82
4.15
invoking another stage command, 3.77
ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
See International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
ISO 8859 Latin Character Set 1, 3.126
isolation level cursor stability, 3.91
isolation level repeatable read, 3.91
ISPFSTATS operand
> stage command, 3.2
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
issuing DB/2 commands from a pipeline, 3.91
issuing input stream records as pipeline subcommands, 3.74
issuing input stream records as pipelines, 3.84
issuing messages from a user-written stage command, 4.9
issuing pipeline subcommands with PIPCMD stage command, 3.74
issuing TSO commands, 3.22
3.115

J

JOBLOG stage command
description, 3.49
examples, 3.49
JOIN stage command
B operand, 3.50
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description, 3.50
examples, 3.50
H operand, 3.50
X operand, 3.50
JOINCONT stage command
B operand, 3.51
description, 3.51
examples, 3.51
H operand, 3.51
LEADING operand, 3.51
NOT operand, 3.51
TRAILING operand, 3.51
X operand, 3.51
joining records, 3.21
JUXTAPOSE stage command
description, 3.52
examples, 3.52

key field
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
defining, 3.62
3.116
defining for detail record, 3.59
defining for master record, 3.59
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
matching records with, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
KEY operand
DEAL stage command, 3.25
KEYLENGTH operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21

K

L

label
definition, 1.22
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
label definition
definition, 1.23
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
label reference
definition, 1.24
on the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
LAST operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
DROP stage command, 3.28
TAKE stage command, 3.109
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
UPDATE stage command, 3.119
layout, building multicolumn, 3.86
LEADING operand
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
STRIP stage command, 3.98
LEFT operand
PAD stage command, 3.71
SPECS stage command, 3.88
length of matrix, 3.86
length of record
specifying with BLOCK stage command, 3.11
specifying with DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
letters
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lowercase, 3.126
uppercase, 3.126
LEVEL operand
QUERY stage command, 3.79
LIFO operand
STACK stage command, 3.93
line-end character
specifying for BLOCK, 3.11
specifying for DEBLOCK, 3.26
LINEND operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
LINES operand
COUNT stage command, 3.24
LISTCMD option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
LISTERR option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
listing members of a partitioned data set, 3.55.1
LISTISPF stage command
description, 3.55
example, 3.55
LISTPDS stage command
description, 3.56
example, 3.56
LISTRC option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
LITERAL stage command
description, 3.57
examples, 3.57
loading records into storage, 3.48
loading records with OUTSTORE, 3.48
LOCATE stage command
AND operation, 3.58.3
B operand, 3.58
BLANK operand, 3.58
description, 3.58
examples, 3.58
FIELDS operand, 3.58
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.58
FS operand, 3.58
H operand, 3.58
OR operation, 3.58.5
SPACE operand, 3.58
WORDS operand, 3.58
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.58
WS operand, 3.58
X operand, 3.58
locating records regardless of uppercase and lowercase strings, 3.17
locating records that contain a string, 3.58
3.73
locating records that do not contain a string, 3.65
locking data, 3.91
logical record
blocking, 3.11
converting data to, 3.26
LOOKUP stage command
BLANK operand, 3.59
COUNT operand, 3.59
description, 3.59
DETAILS operand, 3.59
MASTER operand, 3.59
NOPAD operand, 3.59
PAD operand, 3.59
processing data from, 3.88
SPACE operand, 3.59
LOWER operand
XLATE stage command, 3.126
lowercase
converting characters to, 3.126
ignoring when locating string, 3.17
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M

machine carriage control
converting from, 3.60
converting to and from ASA, 3.9
making an infinite number of copies of input records, 3.29
making duplicate records, 3.29
making multiple copies of input stream, 3.16
MASTER operand
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
master record
discarding, 3.59
specifying order, 3.59
using with a COLLATE stage, 3.20
using with a LOOKUP stage, 3.59
matching records according to a key field, 3.20
matching records in a reference, 3.59
matrix length, specifying, 3.86
MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand
description, 4.8
examples, 4.8
INPUT operand, 4.8
OUTPUT operand, 4.8
return codes, 4.8.1
MCTOASA stage command
description, 3.60
examples, 3.60
MEMBERS stage command
description, 3.61
examples, 3.61
MERGE stage command
ASCENDING operand, 3.62
BLANK operand, 3.62
DESCENDING operand, 3.62
description, 3.62
examples, 3.62
NOPAD operand, 3.62
PAD operand, 3.62
SPACE operand, 3.62
merging records from multiple streams, 3.62
message
displaying a list of BatchPipeWorks messages issued, 3.79
issuing from a user-written stage command, 4.9
suppressing certain messages, 2.0
4.3
4.6
message level
default, 2.0
3.84
4.3
4.6
definition, 1.30
displaying, 3.79
MESSAGE pipeline subcommand
description, 4.9
examples, 4.9
MINIMUM operand
COUNT stage command, 3.24
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
minutes, specifying with DELAY stage command, 3.27
mode
implied output mode, 4.5
modifying a data set with the UPDATE stage command, 3.119
modifying stream connections
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
modifying translate tables, 3.126
MSGLEVEL operand
QUERY stage command, 3.79
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
MSGLEVEL option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
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MSGLIST operand
multiple
copies of input stream, making, 3.16
LITERAL stages, 3.57
STRLITERAL stages, 3.99
multiple input streams
combining with FANIN stage command, 3.32
combining with FANINANY stage command, 3.33
combining with GATHER stage command, 3.43
MULTIPLE operand
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
multiple output streams
copying records to, 3.25
3.34
Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)
blocking data for MVS, 3.11.1
blocking MVS data formats, 3.11
converting data from, 3.26
deblocking MVS data, 3.26.1
formats, 3.11
Julian date format, 3.88
unblocking MVS data, 3.26.1
multistream pipeline
definition, 1.20
example, 2.3
separating pipelines on, 2.0
4.6
synchronizing records, 3.105
MVS (Multiple Virtual Storage)
See Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)

N

name
assigning to a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
assigning to an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
NAME option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
national-use code page, 3.126
NETDATA
control record, 3.26
format, 3.11
3.26
NETDATA operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
NEXT operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
NEXTWORD operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
NFIND (NOTFIND) stage command
description, 3.15
3.63
examples, 3.63
NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE) stage command
description, 3.64
examples, 3.64
NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE) stage command
B operand, 3.65
BLANK operand, 3.65
description, 3.65
examples, 3.65
FIELDS operand, 3.65
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.65
FS operand, 3.65
H operand, 3.65
SPACE operand, 3.65
WORDS operand, 3.65
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.65
WS operand, 3.65
X operand, 3.65
NO option
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ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand
description, 4.10
examples, 4.10
return codes, 4.10.1
NOEOF operand
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
NOMSGLEVEL option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
NOPAD operand
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
NOT operand
CHOP stage command, 3.19
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRIP stage command, 3.98
NOT stage command
description, 3.66
examples, 3.66
return codes, 3.66.1
NOTFIND stage command
See NFIND (NOTFIND) stage command
NOTINSIDE stage command
See NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE) stage command
NOTLOCATE stage command
See NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE) stage command
null record
creating, 3.57
null string
definition, 1.28
NUMBER operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
NWORD operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88

O

obtaining aggregate return code, 4.7
obtaining stream number, 4.21
obtaining the state of a stream, 4.22
option
definition, 1.8
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
overriding a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.6
overriding a pipeline specification option, 2.0
overriding an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.3
specifying on the ADDPIPE subcommand, 4.3
specifying on the CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
turning off a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.6
turning off a pipeline specification option, 2.0
turning off an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.3
OR operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
order of records
ascending, 3.62
3.87
descending, 3.62
3.87
reversing, 3.48
ordering records, 3.87
original format
converting to, 3.26
output mode, implied
entering, 4.5
OUTPUT operand
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.4
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CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.8
SELECT pipeline subcommand, 4.16
SEVER pipeline subcommand, 4.18
STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand, 4.21
STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand, 4.22
OUTPUT pipeline subcommand
description, 4.11
examples, 4.11
return codes, 4.11.2
output stream
definition, 1.13
writing records to the currently selected output stream, 4.11
OUTSIDE stage command
description, 3.67
examples, 3.67
OUTSTORE stage command
description, 3.68
examples, 3.68
OVERLAY stage command
BLANK operand, 3.69
description, 3.69
examples, 3.69
SPACE operand, 3.69
overlaying data, 3.69
overriding a globally specified option for a stage
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0

P

P2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
PACK stage command
description, 3.70
examples, 3.70
FIXED operand, 3.70
VARIABLE operand, 3.70
packing records, 3.70
PAD operand
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
SPECS stage command, 3.88
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
PAD stage command
BLANK operand, 3.71
description, 3.71
examples, 3.71
LEFT operand, 3.71
RIGHT operand, 3.71
SPACE operand, 3.71
padding key fields
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
padding output characters, 3.122
padding records
FBLOCK stage command, 3.35
PAD stage command, 3.71
specifying the pad character, 3.35
SPECS stage command, 3.88
PAIRWISE operand
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
parsing a record, 3.112
PAUSE stage command
description, 3.72
examples, 3.72
PEEKTO pipeline subcommand
description, 4.12
examples, 4.12
processing output from INSTORE stage command, 3.48
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return codes, 4.12.1
performance measurement, 3.46
PICK stage command
/== operand, 3.73
\== operand, 3.73
<< operand, 3.73
<<= operand, 3.73
== operand, 3.73
>> operand, 3.73
>>= operand, 3.73
¬== operand, 3.73
ANYCASE operand, 3.73
B operand, 3.73
BLANK operand, 3.73
description, 3.73
examples, 3.73
FIELDS operand, 3.73
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.73
FS operand, 3.73
H operand, 3.73
NOPAD operand, 3.73
PAD operand, 3.73
SPACE operand, 3.73
WORDS operand, 3.73
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.73
WS operand, 3.73
X operand, 3.73
PIPCMD stage command
description, 3.74
examples, 3.74
return codes, 3.74.1
pipeline
adding, 4.3
definition, 1.1
ending, B.3.1
running, 4.6
pipeline dispatcher
relationship to commit level, B.2
pipeline end character
defining on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
defining on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline scanner
relationship to commit level, B.1
pipeline specification
B operand, 2.0
ENDCHAR option, 2.0
ESCAPE option, 2.0
examples, 2.0
H operand, 2.0
LISTCMD option, 2.0
LISTERR option, 2.0
LISTRC option, 2.0
MSGLEVEL option, 2.0
NAME option, 2.0
NO option, 2.0
NOMSGLEVEL option, 2.0
return codes, 2.4
SEPARATOR option, 2.0
STAGESEP option, 2.0
TRACE option, 2.0
X operand, 2.0
pipeline stall
definition, 1.36
preventing with BUFFER stage command, 3.16
3.32
3.43
preventing with COPY stage command, 3.23
preventing with ELASTIC stage command, 3.30
preventing with FANINANY stage command, 3.33
resulting from FANIN stage, 3.32
resulting from GATHER stage, 3.43
pipeline subcommand, BatchPipeWorks
definition, 1.7
issuing with PIPCMD stage command, 3.74
tasks performed by, 4.0
tracing execution of, 2.0
4.3
4.6
using, 4.1
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writing as data without executing, 4.5
pipeline, multistream
See multistream pipeline
PIPESTOP stage command
description, 3.75
examples, 3.75
PIPMOD STOP
ending DELAY, 3.27
position
character, 3.69
stage, obtaining, 4.20
PREDSELECT stage command
description, 3.76
examples, 3.76
preface a record with a marker, 3.52
PREFACE stage command
description, 3.77
examples, 3.77
return codes, 3.77.1
preventing a stage from running, 3.104
preventing pipeline stalls, 3.16
3.23
3.30
primary input stream
definition, 1.14
primary output stream
definition, 1.15
processing another stage command, 3.4
3.8
refid=<oe.description, 3.4

Q

QSAM stage command
description, 3.78
examples, 3.78
QUERY stage command
description, 3.79
examples, 3.79
LEVEL operand, 3.79
MSGLEVEL operand, 3.79
VERSION operand, 3.79
querying DB/2 tables, 3.91
querying list of BatchPipeWorks messages, 3.79
querying version of BatchPipeWorks, 3.79
QUIET operand
STATE stage command, 3.94

R

READ operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
read records from multiple streams until end of file, 3.105
reading a list of data sets into a pipeline, 3.44
reading a partitioned data set, 3.56
reading directory of partitioned data set, 3.55
reading from a data set, 3.1
reading from the data stack, 3.93
reading lines from the terminal, 3.110
reading lines stacked by a TSO command, example of, 3.46.1
reading records from a user-written stage command, 4.12
4.13
reading records from storage, 3.68
reading records from the currently selected input stream, 4.12
4.13
reading records into storage, 3.48
reading the directory of partitioned data set, 3.56
READPDS stage command
description, 3.80
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examples, 3.80
READSTOP operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
READTO pipeline subcommand
description, 4.13
examples, 4.13
processing output from INSTORE stage command, 3.48
return codes, 4.13.1
RECNO operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
recoding characters, 3.122
record
appending to a data set, 3.3
combining, 3.21
combining with OVERLAY stage command, 3.69
concatenating, 3.50
connects the pipeline to a file that is managed by OpenEdition, 3.36
consuming, 1.21
counting, 3.24
delay the records, 1.35
descriptor word, 3.11
discarding leading or trailing records, 3.28
duplicate, 3.87
3.116
extending with a pad character, 3.71
finding records that begin with a specified text, 3.96
finding records that do not begin with a specified string, 3.100
finding records that do not begin with a specified text, 3.63
identical, 3.87
issuing input stream records as pipeline subcommands, 3.74
issuing input stream records as pipelines, 3.84
locating records that contain a string, 3.58
3.73
locating records that do not contain a string, 3.65
packing, 3.70
padding, 3.71
parsing, 3.112
reading from a batch pipe, 3.13
reading from a data set, 3.1
reading from a user-written stage command, 4.12
4.13
reading from multiple streams until end of file, 3.105
reading from the currently selected input stream, 4.12
4.13
rearranging the contents of, 3.88
reformatting, 3.11
replacing in a data set, 3.2
selecting consecutive records that begin with a target, 3.102
3.124
selecting leading or trailing records, 3.109
selecting records before a target, 3.101
3.113
3.114
selecting records between two targets, 3.10
3.47
selecting records not between two targets, 3.64
3.67
selecting records outside two targets, 3.67
selecting records that begin with a specified text, 3.37
3.96
selecting records that contain a string, 3.58
3.73
selecting records that do not begin with a specified string, 3.100
selecting records that do not begin with a specified text, 3.63
selecting records that do not contain a string, 3.65
selecting records that follow a target, 3.38
3.97
splitting, 3.90
tokenizing, 3.112
truncating, 3.19
unique, 3.116
unpacking, 3.117
writes a line containing information about the terminal, 3.40
3.41
writing from a user-written stage command, 4.11
writing to a data set with > (Rewrite a data set or member of partitioned data set) stage
command, 3.2
writing to the currently selected output stream, 4.11
record descriptor word, 3.11
3.26
record length
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specifying with BLOCK stage command, 3.11
specifying with DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
reference records, 3.59
reformatting data from external format, 3.26
reformatting records to a specified block size, 3.35
reinstating a connection stacked with ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.18
releasing an DB/2 connection, 3.91
removing blank lines from a data set, 3.58
removing leading and trailing characters, 3.98
replace an OpenEdition text file, 3.5
replacing characters, 3.69
3.126
replacing contents of a data set, 3.2
RESOLVE pipeline subcommand
description, 4.14
examples, 4.14
return codes, 4.14.1
restoring a connection stacked with ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.18
retaining duplicate records, 3.116
retrieving a REXX variable, 3.120
retrieving REXX variables with a specified stem, 3.95
return code
BatchPipeWorks, 2.4
getting aggregate return code, 4.7
return code, B.3
setting for an OUTPUT subcommand issued by the previous stage, 4.17
REVERSE operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
INSTORE stage command, 3.48
ZONE stage command, 3.128
REVERSE stage command
description, 3.81
examples, 3.81
reversing column range contents, 3.128
reversing order of records, 3.48
reversing order of records, example of, 3.48.1
reversing output streams, 3.66
reversing record contents, 3.81
REXX pipeline subcommand
description, 4.15
examples, 4.15
return codes, 4.15.2
REXX program
completing unclosed comments in, 3.85
invoking as a user-written stage command, 3.82
4.15
lining up comments in, 3.85
REXX stage command
description, 3.82
examples, 3.82
return codes, 3.82.4
REXX variable
getting a REXX variable, 3.120
getting information about, 3.83
getting REXX variables with a specified stem, 3.95
setting a REXX variable, 3.120
setting more than one, 3.121
setting REXX variables with a specified stem, 3.95
REXX variable information, 3.83
REXXVARS stage command
description, 3.83
examples, 3.83
RIGHT operand
PAD stage command, 3.71
SPECS stage command, 3.88
RUNPIPE stage command
B operand, 3.84
description, 3.84
EVENTS operand, 3.84
examples, 3.84
H operand, 3.84
MSGLEVEL operand, 3.84
return codes, 3.84.3
TRACE operand, 3.84
X operand, 3.84

S
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scanner, pipeline
relationship to commit level, B.1
scientific notation
converting from, 3.88
converting to, 3.88
SCM stage command
description, 3.85
examples, 3.85
searching for data sets, 3.94
secondary input stream
definition, 1.16
SECONDARY operand
DEAL stage command, 3.25
secondary output stream
definition, 1.17
seconds, specifying with DELAY stage command, 3.27
SELECT operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
SQL stage command, 3.91
SELECT pipeline subcommand
ANYINPUT operand, 4.16
BOTH operand, 4.16
description, 4.16
examples, 4.16
INPUT operand, 4.16
OUTPUT operand, 4.16
return codes, 4.16.2
selected stream, currently, 4.2
selecting consecutive records that begin with a target, 3.102
3.124
selecting duplicate records, 3.116
selecting leading and trailing records, 3.109
selecting records, 3.7
selecting records before a target, 3.101
3.113
3.114
selecting records between two targets, 3.10
3.47
selecting records not between two targets, 3.64
3.67
selecting records outside two targets, 3.64
selecting records relative to target string, 3.128
selecting records that begin with a specified text, 3.96
selecting records that contain a string, 3.58
3.73
selecting records that do not begin with a specified string, 3.100
selecting records that do not begin with a specified text, 3.63
selecting records that do not contain a string, 3.65
selecting records that follow a target, 3.38
3.39
3.97
selecting the current stream, 4.16
separating multiple pipelines
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
SEPARATOR option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
sequence field, 3.119
sequencing records, 3.87
series of updates, 3.119
SETRC pipeline subcommand
description, 4.17
examples, 4.17
return codes, 4.17.1
setting a return code for an OUTPUT subcommand issued by the previous stage, 4.17
setting REXX variable
with STEM stage command, 3.95
with VAR stage command, 3.120
with VARLOAD stage command, 3.121
sever a stream
definition, 1.33
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
SEVER pipeline subcommand, 4.18
SEVER pipeline subcommand
description, 4.18
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examples, 4.18
INPUT operand, 4.18
OUTPUT operand, 4.18
restoring a connection stacked with ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.18
return codes, 4.18.1
SF operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
short
definition, 1.37
SHORT pipeline subcommand
description, 4.19
examples, 4.19
signaling a PAUSE event record, 3.72
SINGLES operand
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
SNAKE stage command
description, 3.86
examples, 3.86
SORT stage command
ASCENDING operand, 3.87
BLANK operand, 3.87
COUNT operand, 3.87
DESCENDING operand, 3.87
description, 3.87
examples, 3.87
NOPAD operand, 3.87
PAD operand, 3.87
SPACE operand, 3.87
UNIQUE operand, 3.87
sorting records, 3.87
SPACE operand
> stage command, 3.2
>> stage command, 3.3
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
CASEI stage command, 3.17
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
DEAL stage command, 3.25
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
FBLOCK stage command, 3.35
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
OVERLAY stage command, 3.69
PAD stage command, 3.71
PICK stage command, 3.73
SORT stage command, 3.87
SPECS stage command, 3.88
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
spanning records
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
FBLOCK stage command, 3.35
special character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
SPECS stage command
ALLEOF operand, 3.88
ANYEOF operand, 3.88
B operand, 3.88
B2C operand, 3.88
BLANK operand, 3.88
BY operand, 3.88
C2B operand, 3.88
C2D operand, 3.88
C2F operand, 3.88
C2I operand, 3.88
C2P operand, 3.88
C2V operand, 3.88
C2X operand, 3.88
CENTER operand, 3.88
D2C operand, 3.88
description, 3.88
examples, 3.88
F2C operand, 3.88
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FIELDS operand, 3.88
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.88
FROM operand, 3.88
FS operand, 3.88
H operand, 3.88
I2C operand, 3.88
inserting a literal into a column, 3.91
inserting indicator words, 3.91
LEFT operand, 3.88
NEXT operand, 3.88
NEXTWORD operand, 3.88
NUMBER operand, 3.88
NWORD operand, 3.88
P2C operand, 3.88
PAD operand, 3.88
READ operand, 3.88
READSTOP operand, 3.88
RECNO operand, 3.88
RIGHT operand, 3.88
SELECT operand, 3.88
SPACE operand, 3.88
STOP operand, 3.88
STRIP operand, 3.88
TODCLOCK operand, 3.88
V2C operand, 3.88
WORDS operand, 3.88
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.88
WRITE operand, 3.88
WS operand, 3.88
X operand, 3.88
X2C operand, 3.88
SPLIT stage command
AFTER operand, 3.90
ANYOF operand, 3.90
AT operand, 3.90
B operand, 3.90
BEFORE operand, 3.90
description, 3.89
3.90
examples, 3.89.4
3.90
H operand, 3.90
MINIMUM operand, 3.90
NOT operand, 3.90
STRING operand, 3.90
X operand, 3.90
splitting records, 3.90
stack
reading from the data stack, 3.93
writing to the data stack, 3.93
STACK stage command
description, 3.93
examples, 3.93
FIFO operand, 3.93
LIFO operand, 3.93
stage
definition, 1.2
ending, B.3.1
overriding a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.6
overriding a pipeline specification option, 2.0
overriding an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.3
tracing execution of, 2.0
4.3
4.6
tracing stages with nonzero return codes, 2.0
4.3
4.6
turning off a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.6
turning off a pipeline specification option, 2.0
turning off an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.3
stage command
commit levels, A.0
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
summary of characteristics, A.0
table of tasks performed by, 3.0
tasks performed by, 3.0
stage separator
changing with the STAGESEP option, 2.0
4.3
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4.6
definition, 1.3
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
specifying with APPEND vertical bar:, 3.8
specifying with PREFACE, 3.77
STAGESEP option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
stall
definition, 1.36
preventing with BUFFER stage command, 3.16
3.32
3.43
preventing with COPY stage command, 3.23
preventing with ELASTIC stage command, 3.30
preventing with FANINANY stage command, 3.33
resulting from FANIN stage, 3.32
resulting from GATHER stage, 3.43
STATE stage command
description, 3.94
examples, 3.94
QUIET operand, 3.94
return codes, 3.94.3
stem of a variable
definition, 3.95
STEM stage command
APPEND operand, 3.95
description, 3.95
examples, 3.95
FROM operand, 3.95
STOP operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
DEAL stage command, 3.25
FANOUT stage command, 3.34
GATHER stage command, 3.43
SPECS stage command, 3.88
stopping stages waiting for an external event, 3.75
storage
reading records from, 3.68
reading records into, 3.48
storing members into a partitioned data set, 3.125
storing records temporarily, 3.16
stream
assigning a stream identifier to, 2.0
4.3
4.6
combining multiple streams, 3.32
3.33
3.43
copying currently selected input stream to currently selected output stream, 4.19
copying records to multiple output streams, 3.25
3.34
currently selected stream, 4.2
defining additional stream for a stage, 4.4
defining primary input and output, 2.0
definition, 1.11
disconnecting from the currently selected stream, 4.18
issuing input stream records as pipeline subcommands, 3.74
modifying connections on ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
modifying connections on CALLPIPE, 4.6
obtaining highest numbered stream, 4.8
obtaining stream number of, 4.21
reading records from the currently selected input stream, 4.12
4.13
selecting the current stream, 4.16
state of, 4.22
writing records to the currently selected output stream, 4.11
stream identifier
assigning on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
assigning on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
definition, 1.25
on the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying for the SPECS stage command, 3.88
stream name
specifying for FANIN, 3.32
specifying for GATHER, 3.43
STREAMID operand
GATHER stage command, 3.43
STRFIND stage command
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B operand, 3.96
description, 3.96
examples, 3.96
H operand, 3.96
X operand, 3.96
STRFRLABEL stage command
B operand, 3.97
description, 3.97
examples, 3.97
H operand, 3.97
X operand, 3.97
STRICT operand
GATE stage command, 3.42
string of characters
marking continuation, 3.51
writing as a record to output stream, 3.57
3.99
writing to each output record
using the BUFFER stage command, 3.16
using the JOIN stage command, 3.50
using the SPECS stage command, 3.88
using the TOKENIZE stage command, 3.112
STRING operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
CHOP stage command, 3.19
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRIP stage command, 3.98
STRIP operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
STRIP stage command
ANYOF operand, 3.98
B operand, 3.98
BOTH operand, 3.98
description, 3.98
examples, 3.98
H operand, 3.98
LEADING operand, 3.98
NOT operand, 3.98
STRING operand, 3.98
TO operand, 3.98
TRAILING operand, 3.98
X operand, 3.98
stripping leading or trailing characters, 3.98
STRLITERAL stage command
B operand, 3.99
description, 3.99
examples, 3.99
H operand, 3.99
X operand, 3.99
STRNFIND stage command
B operand, 3.100
description, 3.100
examples, 3.100
H operand, 3.100
X operand, 3.100
STRTOLABEL stage command
B operand, 3.101
description, 3.101
examples, 3.101
H operand, 3.101
X operand, 3.101
STRWHILELABEL stage command
B operand, 3.102
description, 3.102
examples, 3.102
H operand, 3.102
X operand, 3.102
SUBCOM stage command
description, 3.103
examples, 3.103
return codes, 3.103.1
subcommand
passing to a subcommand environment, 3.103
pipeline
definition, 1.7
issuing with PIPCMD stage command, 3.74
tasks performed by, 4.0
tracing execution of, 2.0
4.3
4.6
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using, 4.1
subcommand environment
passing subcommands to, 3.103
subroutine pipeline
invoking with CALLPIPE, 4.6
suppressing a list of words, example of, 3.20.3
suppressing indicator halfwords, 3.91
suppressing messages
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
suspending a stage, 3.104
suspending processing, 3.27
synchronize records in a multistream pipeline, 3.105
SYNCHRONIZE stage command
description, 3.105
examples, 3.105
syntax diagram
examples, 1.38
table, 1.38
SYSVAR stage command
description, 3.108
examples, 3.108

T

tab characters, expanding records with, 3.118
table
DB/2, 3.91
syntax diagram, 1.38
tasks performed by pipeline subcommands, 4.0
tasks performed by stage functions, 3.0
translation, 3.126
using connectors on ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
using connectors on CALLPIPE stage command, 4.6
TAKE stage command
* operand, 3.109
description, 3.109
examples, 3.109
FIRST operand, 3.109
LAST operand, 3.109
target
definition, 1.27
selecting consecutive records that begin with a target, 3.102
3.124
selecting records before a target, 3.101
3.113
3.114
selecting records between two targets, 3.10
3.47
selecting records not between two targets, 3.64
3.67
selecting records outside two targets, 3.67
selecting records relative to a target, 3.128
selecting records that follow a target, 3.38
3.39
3.97
splitting records relative to a target, 3.90
truncating records relative to, 3.19
tasks performed by stage functions, 3.0
terminal input buffer
reading lines from, 3.110
TERMINAL stage command
B operand, 3.110
description, 3.110
examples, 3.110
H operand, 3.110
reading lines from, 3.110
writing to, 3.110
X operand, 3.110
TERMINATE operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
terminating DELAY, 3.27
tertiary input stream
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definition, 1.18
tertiary output stream
definition, 1.19
text unit, 3.26
TEXTFILE operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
TEXTUNIT operand
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
time interval, 3.27
time of day, 3.27
TIMESTAMP stage command
description, 3.111
examples, 3.111
TO operand
STRIP stage command, 3.98
XLATE stage command, 3.126
TODCLOCK operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
TOKENIZE stage command
B operand, 3.112
description, 3.112
examples, 3.112
H operand, 3.112
X operand, 3.112
tokenizing a record, 3.112
TOLABEL stage command
description, 3.113
examples, 3.113
TOTARGET stage command
description, 3.92
3.114
examples, 3.92
3.114
return codes, 3.114.2
TRACE operand
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
TRACE option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
tracing pipelines
controlling trace messages written to a data set, 3.84.3
tracing execution of pipelines, 4.3
4.6
tracing execution of stages, 2.0
4.3
4.6
tracing stages with nonzero return codes, 2.0
4.3
4.6
using the LISTCMD option, 2.0
4.3
4.6
using the LISTERR option, 2.0
4.3
4.6
using the LISTRC option, 2.0
4.3
4.6
using the TRACE option, 2.0
4.6
TRACKING operand
VAR stage command, 3.120
trailer record
appending, 3.8.2
TRAILING operand
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
STRIP stage command, 3.98
translate table, 3.126
translating characters, 3.126
truncating high-order positions of character, 3.122
truncating records, 3.19
TSO command
issuing, 3.22
3.115
issuing a list of, 3.115
issuing like ADDRESS COMMAND, 3.22
issuing with full command resolution, 3.115
writing TSO command output, 3.115
tso foreground interface
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COMMAND stage command, 3.22
SUBCOM stage command, 3.103
TSO stage command, 3.115
TSO stage command
description, 3.115
examples, 3.115
return codes, 3.115.2
turning off a globally specified option for a stage
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
types of stage functions
summary, A.0

U

UNIQUE operand
SORT stage command, 3.87
UNIQUE stage command
BLANK operand, 3.116
COUNT operand, 3.116
description, 3.116
examples, 3.116
FIRST operand, 3.116
LAST operand, 3.116
MULTIPLE operand, 3.116
NOPAD operand, 3.116
PAD operand, 3.116
PAIRWISE operand, 3.116
SINGLES operand, 3.116
SPACE operand, 3.116
unit, text, 3.26
unloading a data set from storage, 3.68
UNPACK stage command
description, 3.117
unpacking data, 3.117
unsupported DB/2 statements, 3.91
UNTAB stage command
description, 3.118
examples, 3.118
syntax, 3.118
UPDATE stage command
description, 3.119
examples, 3.119
FIRST operand, 3.119
LAST operand, 3.119
return codes, 3.119.1
UPPER operand
XLATE stage command, 3.126
uppercase
ignoring when locating string, 3.17
URO stage command
user-written stage command
automatic commit, 4.2
command environment, default, 4.2
commit, automatic, 4.2
default command environment, 4.2
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
invoking with the REXX pipeline subcommand, 4.15
invoking with the REXX stage function, 3.82
issuing messages from, 4.9
notes for writing, 4.2
reading records from, 4.12
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
specifying with PREFACE stage command, 3.77
writing, 4.2
writing records from, 4.11
USERDATA operand
> stage command, 3.2
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
using PAUSE stage command with RUNPIPE EVENTS, example of, 3.72.1
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V

V-format
files, 3.70
V2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
valid ASA carriage control characters, 3.9
VALUES clause, DB/2, 3.91
VAR stage command
description, 3.120
examples, 3.106.3
3.107.3
3.120
TRACKING operand, 3.120
variable length record
packing, 3.70
reformatting, 3.35
VARIABLE operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
PACK stage command, 3.70
variables
VARLOAD stage command
description, 3.121
examples, 3.121
VB operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
VBS operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
VCHAR stage command
description, 3.122
examples, 3.122
VCOPY operand
verifying carriage control, 3.9
version of BatchPipeWorks, displaying, 3.79
VERSION operand
QUERY stage command, 3.79
VS operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26

W

waiting to copy a record, 3.27
WHILELABEL stage command
description, 3.124
examples, 3.124
word, block and record descriptor, 3.11
WORDS operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
COUNT stage command, 3.24
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
words, range of, 3.65
WORDSEPARATOR operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
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SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
WRITE operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
WRITEPDS stage command
B operand, 3.125
BLANK operand, 3.125
description, 3.125
examples, 3.125
H operand, 3.125
ISPFSTATS operand, 3.125
SPACE operand, 3.125
USERDATA operand, 3.125
X operand, 3.125
writing a specified string to a pipeline, 3.57
3.99
writing data to a data set, 3.3
writing pipeline subcommands as data without execution, 4.5
writing records from a user-written stage command, 4.11
writing records to the currently selected output stream, 4.11
writing to the data stack, 3.93
writing trace output to a data set, 3.84.3
writing TSO command output, 3.22
3.115
WS operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128

X

X operand
> stage command, 3.2
ADDPIPE subcommand, 4.3
ALL stage command, 3.7
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
BUFFER stage command, 3.16
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
CHANGE stage command, 3.18
CHOP stage command, 3.19
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
JOIN stage command, 3.50
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
pipeline specification, 2.0
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
SPECS stage command, 3.88
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRFIND stage command, 3.96
STRFRLABEL stage command, 3.97
STRIP stage command, 3.98
STRLITERAL stage command, 3.99
STRNFIND stage command, 3.100
STRTOLABEL stage command, 3.101
STRWHILELABEL stage command, 3.102
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
TOKENIZE stage command, 3.112
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
X2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command
A2E operand, 3.126
BLANK operand, 3.126
CODEPAGE operand, 3.126
description, 3.126
E2A operand, 3.126
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examples, 3.126
FIELDS operand, 3.126
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.126
FROM operand, 3.126
FS operand, 3.126
LOWER operand, 3.126
SPACE operand, 3.126
TO operand, 3.126
UPPER operand, 3.126
WORDS operand, 3.126
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.126
WS operand, 3.126
XRANGE stage command
description, 3.127
examples, 3.127

Z

ZONE operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
ZONE stage command
BLANK operand, 3.128
CASEI operand, 3.128
description, 3.128
examples, 3.128
FIELDS operand, 3.128
FIELDSEPARATOR, 3.128
FS, 3.128
REVERSE operand, 3.128
SPACE operand, 3.128
WORDS operand, 3.128
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.128
WS operand, 3.128
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BACK_1 Communicating Your Comments to IBM
IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference
Publication No. SA22-7456-01
If you especially like or dislike anything about this book, please use one of the methods listed below to send your
comments to IBM. Whichever method you choose, make sure you send your name, address, and telephone number if
you would like a reply.
Feel free to comment on specific errors or omissions, accuracy, organization, subject matter, or completeness of this
book. However, the comments you send should pertain to only the information in this manual and the way in which the
information is presented. To request additional publications, or to ask questions or make comments about the functions
of IBM products or systems, you should talk to your IBM representative or to your IBM authorized remarketer.
When you send comments to IBM, you grant IBM a nonexclusive right to use or distribute your comments in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
If you are mailing a reader's comment form (RCF) from a country other than the United States, you can give the RCF to
the local IBM branch office or IBM representative for postage-paid mailing.
If you prefer to send comments by mail, use the RCF at the back of this book.
If you prefer to send comments by FAX, use this number:
FAX: (International Access Code)+1+845+432-9405
If you prefer to send comments electronically, use the following e-mail address:
mhvrcfs@us.ibm.com
Make sure to include the following in your note:
Title and publication number of this book
Page number or topic to which your comment applies
Optionally, if you include your telephone number, we will be able to respond to your comments by phone.
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You may use this form to communicate your comments about this publication, its organization, or subject matter, with
the understanding that IBM may use or distribute whatever information you supply in any way it believes appropriate
without incurring any obligation to you. Your comments will be sent to the author's department for whatever review and
action, if any, are deemed appropriate.
Note: Copies of IBM publications are not stocked at the location to which this form is addressed. Please direct any
requests for copies of publications, or for assistance in using your IBM system, to your IBM representative or to the
IBM branch office serving your locality.
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FRONT_1 Notices
References in this publication to IBM products, programs or services do not imply that IBM intends to make these
available in all countries in which IBM operates.
Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only IBM's product,
program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not infringe any of
IBM's intellectual property rights may be used instead of the IBM product, program, or service. Evaluation and
verification of operation in conjunction with other products, programs, or services, except those expressly designated by
IBM, are the user's responsibility.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter in this document. The furnishing of this
document does not give you any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
500 Columbus Avenue
Thornwood, New York 10594
USA

License's of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of enabling: (i) the exchange of
information between independently created programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of
the information which has been exchanged, should contact:
IBM Corporation
Mail Station P300
2455 South Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-5400
USA
Attention: Information Request

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in some cases, payment of a
fee.
Any pointers in this publication to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only, and do not in any manner
serve as an endorsement of these Web sites.
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FRONT_2.1 Trademarks
The following terms are trademarks of the IBM Corporation in the United States or other countries or both:
BatchPipes
BatchPipeWorks
Bookmanager
GDDM
IBM
IBMLink
MVS/ESA
OS/390
System/390
VM/ESA
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FRONT_3.1 Who Should Use This Book
The book is intended for system programmers and application developers who use the BatchPipeWorks function:
With batch jobs that are part of a BatchPipes pipeline
With batch jobs that are not part of a BatchPipes pipeline
In the TSO environment, as part of a REXX exec and as a command on the TSO command line.
The readers should be familiar with BatchPipes and with the batch jobs that are using BatchPipes. Additionally, others
in your installation might find the BatchPipeWorks function helpful in the non-BatchPipes batch environment and the
TSO environment.
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FRONT_3.2 How to Use This Book
The book is organized as follows:
Chapter 1, "Introduction and General Concepts" in topic 1.0 describes BatchPipeWorks terminology, how
BatchPipeWorks processes its commands, and how to read the syntax diagrams in the book.
Chapter 2, "Syntax of a Pipeline Specification" in topic 2.0 describes, in reference form, the function, syntax, and
operands of a pipeline specification.
Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0 describes, in reference form, the function, syntax, and parameters of all
BatchPipeWorks stage commands.
Chapter 4, "Pipeline Subcommands" in topic 4.0 describes, in reference form, the function, syntax, and
parameters of pipeline subcommands that you use to write your own stage commands.
Two Appendixes follow the chapters:
Appendix A, "Characteristics of Stage Functions" in topic A.0 consists of a table that lists all stage commands and
summarizes their characteristics: input and output streams, commit level, stage position, and type of command.
Appendix B, "BatchPipeWorks Processing" in topic B.0 describes BatchPipeWorks processing and how
BatchPipeWorks uses the commit level to coordinate the processing of the stage commands.
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FRONT_3.3 Where to Find More Information
Where necessary, this book references information in other books, using shortened versions of the book title. The
following tables show the complete titles and the order numbers of books you might need while you are using this book:

Short Title Used in
This Book
BatchPipes Introduction
                         
BatchPipes Users Guide
and Reference
BatchPipeWorks Users
Guide
MVS/ESA Assembler
Services Reference
MVS/ESA JCL Reference
TSO/E REXX/MVS User's
Guide
TSO/E REXX/MVS
Reference
VM/ESA CMS Command
Reference

Title
                                  
IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1
Introduction
IBM BatchPipes OS/390 Users
Guide and Reference
IBM BatchPipes OS/390
BatchPipeWorks User Guide
MVS/ESA SP V5 Assembler Services
Reference
MVS/ESA SP V5 JCL Reference
TSO/E REXX/MVS User's Guide
                                  
TSO/E REXX/MVS Reference
                                  
VM/ESA CMS Command Reference
                                  

Order
Number
GA22-7459
           
SA22-7458
           
SA22-7457
           
GC28-1474
           
GC28-1479
SC28-1882
           
SC28-1883
           
SC24-5461
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FRONT_3.4 World Wide Web (WWW)
For the latest news about SmartBatch for OS/390, including information on how to obtain updated SmartBatch product
documentation, visit us at the S/390 World Wide Web site:
___________________________________________________________________
www.s390.ibm.com/products/batchpipes/
___________________________________________________________________

This site is Powered by S/390.
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FRONT_2.1 Trademarks
The following terms are trademarks of the IBM Corporation in the United States or other countries or both:
BatchPipes
BatchPipeWorks
Bookmanager
GDDM
IBM
IBMLink
MVS/ESA
OS/390
System/390
VM/ESA
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FRONT_3 About This Book
This book describes how to use the commands and parameters offered in IBM BatchPipes/MVS BatchPipeWorks.
Subtopics:
FRONT_3.1 Who Should Use This Book
FRONT_3.2 How to Use This Book
FRONT_3.3 Where to Find More Information
FRONT_3.4 World Wide Web (WWW)
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FRONT_3.1 Who Should Use This Book
The book is intended for system programmers and application developers who use the BatchPipeWorks function:
With batch jobs that are part of a BatchPipes pipeline
With batch jobs that are not part of a BatchPipes pipeline
In the TSO environment, as part of a REXX exec and as a command on the TSO command line.
The readers should be familiar with BatchPipes and with the batch jobs that are using BatchPipes. Additionally, others
in your installation might find the BatchPipeWorks function helpful in the non-BatchPipes batch environment and the
TSO environment.
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FRONT_3.2 How to Use This Book
The book is organized as follows:
Chapter 1, "Introduction and General Concepts" in topic 1.0 describes BatchPipeWorks terminology, how
BatchPipeWorks processes its commands, and how to read the syntax diagrams in the book.
Chapter 2, "Syntax of a Pipeline Specification" in topic 2.0 describes, in reference form, the function, syntax, and
operands of a pipeline specification.
Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0 describes, in reference form, the function, syntax, and parameters of all
BatchPipeWorks stage commands.
Chapter 4, "Pipeline Subcommands" in topic 4.0 describes, in reference form, the function, syntax, and
parameters of pipeline subcommands that you use to write your own stage commands.
Two Appendixes follow the chapters:
Appendix A, "Characteristics of Stage Functions" in topic A.0 consists of a table that lists all stage commands and
summarizes their characteristics: input and output streams, commit level, stage position, and type of command.
Appendix B, "BatchPipeWorks Processing" in topic B.0 describes BatchPipeWorks processing and how
BatchPipeWorks uses the commit level to coordinate the processing of the stage commands.
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following tables show the complete titles and the order numbers of books you might need while you are using this book:
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FRONT_3.4 World Wide Web (WWW)
For the latest news about SmartBatch for OS/390, including information on how to obtain updated SmartBatch product
documentation, visit us at the S/390 World Wide Web site:
___________________________________________________________________
www.s390.ibm.com/products/batchpipes/
___________________________________________________________________

This site is Powered by S/390.
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1.1 Pipeline
A pipeline is a series of programs called stages through which data flows. A pipeline consists of one or more stages and
the output of one stage automatically becomes the input to the next stage.
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1.2 Stage
A stage consists of a stage command and its operands. Stages are delimited by a character called a stage separator.
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1.3 Stage Separator
A stage separator is a character that indicates the end of one stage of a pipeline and the beginning of the next stage. The
default stage separator character is the solid vertical bar (|).
There are many variations of the solid vertical bar, depending on the terminals and PC terminal emulators available. The
solid vertical bar has a value of X'4F'. In all cases, it is the character used as the logical-or operator in a REXX
expression.
To determine what the stage separator is on your terminal, create and invoke the following REXX exec:
/********************************* REXX *********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(STAGESEP)
*/
/*
*/
/************************************************************************/
say 'The stage separator is:' '4f'x'.'
exit

You can declare a different character as a stage separator by using the STAGESEP option of the PIPE command. See
"Options" in topic 2.0 for details on the STAGESEP option.
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1.4 Stage Function
A stage function can manipulate data, read data from a device or host interface, or write data to a device or host
interface. You can use the stage functions provided with BatchPipeWorks or you can write your own
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1.5 Filter Stage Function
A filter stage function transforms the data it processes without interfacing with devices or host environments.
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1.6 Device Driver
A device driver is a stage command that reads data from or writes data to a device. There are also device drivers that can
obtain information about data sets or reference REXX variables.
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1.7 Pipeline Subcommand
A pipeline subcommand or subcommand can be issued only from a user-written stage command or with the PIPCMD
stage command. The subcommands process data and interact with the calling pipeline. For example, you can read data
from the input stream, process the data, and write data to the output stream using subcommands. See Chapter 4,
"Pipeline Subcommands" in topic 4.0 for a list of the subcommands.
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1.8 Option
An option is a keyword that controls the execution of the PIPE command, ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, CALLPIPE
pipeline subcommand, or a stage. See "Options" in topic 2.0 for a list and description of all the options.
When you specify the options immediately following PIPE, ADDPIPE, or CALLPIPE, the options control the entire
PIPE command, ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, or CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand. When you specify the options
at the beginning of a stage, the options control only that stage. Options specified on a stage override options specified
after PIPE, ADDPIPE, or CALLPIPE.
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1.9 Delimiting Character
A delimiting character is a character used before and after a string of characters to define a delimited string. The
delimiting character cannot be blank and it must not occur within the string. Two adjacent delimiter characters represent
a null string.
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1.10 Delimited String
A delimited string is a string of characters to be searched for. A delimited string is written between two delimiting
characters. It can be specified as an argument on some stage commands.
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1.11 Stream
A stream is a flow of data records into a stage and out of a stage. In each stage, streams are numbered in ascending
order starting with stream 0. In addition to having a stream number, a stream can also be assigned an identifying name.
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1.12 Input Stream
An input stream is a stream that flows into a stage.
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1.13 Output Stream
An output stream is a stream that flows out of a stage.
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1.14 Primary Input Stream
The primary input stream is input stream number 0. It is defined by specifying a stage.
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1.15 Primary Output Stream
The primary output stream is output stream number 0. It is defined by specifying a stage.
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1.16 Secondary Input Stream
The secondary input stream is input stream number 1. It is defined the second time a label is specified (that is, the first
time a label is referenced) or by using the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
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1.17 Secondary Output Stream
The secondary output stream is output stream number 1. It is defined the second time a label is specified (that is, the
first time a label is referenced) or by using the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
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1.18 Tertiary Input Stream
The tertiary input stream is input stream number 2. It is defined the third time a label is specified (that is, the second
time a label is referenced) or by using the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
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1.19 Tertiary Output Stream
The tertiary output stream is output stream number 2. It is defined the third time a label is specified (that is, the second
time a label is referenced) or by using the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
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1.20 Multistream Pipeline
A multistream pipeline is a pipeline that contains at least one stage that has more than one input stream, more than one
output stream, or both.
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1.21 Consume a Record
A stage consumes a record when it reads a record from its input stream and removes the record from that input stream.
Once a record has been consumed by a stage, it cannot be read again by that stage.
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1.22 Label
A label identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams.
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1.23 Label Definition
The first occurrence of a label in a pipeline is called a label definition. A label definition establishes the potential for
intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline where the label definition is specified.
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1.24 Label Reference
A second or subsequent occurrence of a label in a pipeline is called a label reference. A label reference defines an
additional input and output stream for the stage.
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1.25 Stream Identifier
Within a PIPE command, or ADDPIPE, CALLPIPE, or ADDSTREAM subcommands, a stream identifier assigns a
symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by writing up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character, with no intervening blanks.
A particular stream can be referenced by operands on stage commands or subcommands. In this instance you can
specify a stream identifier as a number of a stream where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the secondary stream, and so on.
Or you can refer to a stream with the name the stream identifier assigned to it.
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1.26 Connector
A connector connects the input or output stream of the stage issuing an ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand
with the pipeline specified as the operand. A connector can be used only at the beginning or end of a pipeline specified
by the ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand.
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1.27 Target
A target can be a group of characters, a delimited string, a number of records, or a displacement value. A target can be
specified as an argument on some stage functions or pipeline subcommands.
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1.28 Null String
A null string is a string that contains no characters. Null strings have a length of zero.
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1.29 Commit Level
The commit level allows stages to coordinate processing so that any one of them can communicate to other stages that
an error has been detected. See "Commit Level" in topic B.3 for more information on using commit levels.
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1.30 Message Level
Message level determines the number of certain informational messages you can receive from BatchPipeWorks. These
messages include: BPW001I, BPW002I, BPW003I, and BPW004I. Depending on the value of the message level, you
can receive these messages along with other messages. These messages help you determine what stage was running,
what pipeline subcommand was running, and what pipeline was running that caused the previous message to be issued.
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1.31 Defined (Streams)
Streams are defined by specifying a stage, using a label reference, or using the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
Once a stream is defined, it can never be undefined.
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1.32 Connected
A stream is connected if it is attached to a stream from another stage, such that data can flow from one stage to another.
If a stream is not connected, then data cannot flow from one stage to another.
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1.33 Sever
Sever means to cause a stream to become unconnected.
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1.34 End of file
End of file means that no more data can flow through a stream because the stream has been severed.
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1.35 Delay the Records
A stage delays the records when it has the potential to hold up or buffer records in a set of multistream pipelines. When
this happens, the relative order of the records may not be maintained. See the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more
information.
When writing multistream pipelines, it is helpful to know if a stage delays the records. To determine if a stage command
delays the records, see its command description in Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0. For information on how to
write a user-written stage command that does not delay the records, see BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
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1.36 Stall
A pipeline stall is a condition in a multistream pipeline where no stages can run.
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1.37 Short
Short is an action requested by a stage. It means that the output stream of the stage before the requesting stage is
connected to the input stream of the stage after the requesting stage. The stage requesting the short is bypassed; it does
not have an input or output stream.
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1.38 Understanding Syntax Diagrams
This section describes how to read the syntax diagrams in this book.
Getting Started: To read a syntax diagram, follow the path of the line. Read from left to right and top to bottom.
The >>___ symbol indicates the beginning of a syntax diagram.
The ___> symbol, at the end of a line, indicates that the syntax diagram continues on the next line.
The >___ symbol, at the beginning of a line, indicates that a syntax diagram continues from the previous line.
The ___>< symbol indicates the end of a syntax diagram.
Syntax items (for example, a keyword or variable) may be:
Directly on the line (required)
Above the line (default)
Below the line (optional).

Syntax Diagram Description
Abbreviations:
Uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation. If an item appears entirely in
uppercase letters, it cannot be abbreviated.
                                                   
You can type the item in uppercase letters,
lowercase letters, or any combination.
                                                   
In this example, you can enter KEYWO, KEYWOR, or
KEYWORD in any combination of uppercase and
lowercase letters.
Symbols:
You must code these symbols exactly as they
appear in the syntax diagram.
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
Variables:
Highlighted lowercase items (like this) denote
variables.
                                                   
In this example, var_name represents a variable
you must specify when you code the KEYWORD
command.
Repetition:
An arrow returning to the left means that the
item can be repeated.
                                                   
A character within the arrow means you must
separate repeated items with that character.
                                                   
A footnote (1) by the arrow references a limit
that tells how many times the item can be
repeated.
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
              
              
Repeatable Choices:
A stack of items followed by an arrow returning
to the left means that you can select more than
one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.
                                                   
In this example, you can choose any combination
of A, B, or C.
A Fragment

Example
                        
>>__KEYWOrd_________><
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
* Asterisk
: Colon
, Comma
= Equal Sign
- Hyphen
() Parentheses
. Period
                        
>>__KEYWOrd__________>
                        
>__var_name_________><
                        
                        
                        
                        
     <________
>>____repeat_
                        
                        
     <_,______
>>____repeat_
                        
                        
     <________
>>____repeat_
                        
Note:
(1) Specify repeat up
      to 5 times.

Defaults:
Defaults are above the line. The system uses the
default unless you override it. You can override
                        
the default by coding an option from the stack
     <_____
below the line.
>>___
                                                   
      
In this example, A is the default. You can
      
override A by choosing B or C.
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Required Choices:
                        
>>__
When two or more items are in a stack and one of
     
them is on the line, you must specify one item.
                                                         
                        
In this example, you must choose A, B, or C.

                        
     
>>__
     
     
                        
                        
                        

Syntax Fragments:
Some diagrams, because of their length, must
fragment the syntax. The fragment name appears
between vertical bars in the diagram. The
expanded fragment appears in the diagram after a
heading with the same fragment name.
                                                   
In this example, the fragment is named "A
Fragment."

Optional Choice:
When an item is below the line, the item is
optional. In this example, you can choose A or
nothing at all.
                                                   
When two or more items are in a stack below the
line, all of them are optional. In this example,
you can choose A, B, C, or nothing at all.
                                                   
                                                   

                        
>>__
                        
A Fragment:
    
    
    
                        

                        
>>__
     
                        
                        
                        
>>__
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1.37 Short
Short is an action requested by a stage. It means that the output stream of the stage before the requesting stage is
connected to the input stream of the stage after the requesting stage. The stage requesting the short is bypassed; it does
not have an input or output stream.
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1.37 Short
Short is an action requested by a stage. It means that the output stream of the stage before the requesting stage is
connected to the input stream of the stage after the requesting stage. The stage requesting the short is bypassed; it does
not have an input or output stream.
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1.38 Understanding Syntax Diagrams
This section describes how to read the syntax diagrams in this book.
Getting Started: To read a syntax diagram, follow the path of the line. Read from left to right and top to bottom.
The >>___ symbol indicates the beginning of a syntax diagram.
The ___> symbol, at the end of a line, indicates that the syntax diagram continues on the next line.
The >___ symbol, at the beginning of a line, indicates that a syntax diagram continues from the previous line.
The ___>< symbol indicates the end of a syntax diagram.
Syntax items (for example, a keyword or variable) may be:
Directly on the line (required)
Above the line (default)
Below the line (optional).

Syntax Diagram Description
Abbreviations:
Uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation. If an item appears entirely in
uppercase letters, it cannot be abbreviated.
                                                   
You can type the item in uppercase letters,
lowercase letters, or any combination.
                                                   
In this example, you can enter KEYWO, KEYWOR, or
KEYWORD in any combination of uppercase and
lowercase letters.
Symbols:
You must code these symbols exactly as they
appear in the syntax diagram.
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
Variables:
Highlighted lowercase items (like this) denote
variables.
                                                   
In this example, var_name represents a variable
you must specify when you code the KEYWORD
command.
Repetition:
An arrow returning to the left means that the
item can be repeated.
                                                   
A character within the arrow means you must
separate repeated items with that character.
                                                   
A footnote (1) by the arrow references a limit
that tells how many times the item can be
repeated.
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
                                                   
              
              
Repeatable Choices:
A stack of items followed by an arrow returning
to the left means that you can select more than
one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.
                                                   
In this example, you can choose any combination
of A, B, or C.
A Fragment

Example
                        
>>__KEYWOrd_________><
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
* Asterisk
: Colon
, Comma
= Equal Sign
- Hyphen
() Parentheses
. Period
                        
>>__KEYWOrd__________>
                        
>__var_name_________><
                        
                        
                        
                        
     <________
>>____repeat_
                        
                        
     <_,______
>>____repeat_
                        
                        
     <________
>>____repeat_
                        
Note:
(1) Specify repeat up
      to 5 times.

Defaults:
Defaults are above the line. The system uses the
default unless you override it. You can override
                        
the default by coding an option from the stack
     <_____
below the line.
>>___
                                                   
      
In this example, A is the default. You can
      
override A by choosing B or C.
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Required Choices:
                        
>>__
When two or more items are in a stack and one of
     
them is on the line, you must specify one item.
                                                         
                        
In this example, you must choose A, B, or C.

                        
     
>>__
     
     
                        
                        
                        

Syntax Fragments:
Some diagrams, because of their length, must
fragment the syntax. The fragment name appears
between vertical bars in the diagram. The
expanded fragment appears in the diagram after a
heading with the same fragment name.
                                                   
In this example, the fragment is named "A
Fragment."

Optional Choice:
When an item is below the line, the item is
optional. In this example, you can choose A or
nothing at all.
                                                   
When two or more items are in a stack below the
line, all of them are optional. In this example,
you can choose A, B, C, or nothing at all.
                                                   
                                                   

                        
>>__
                        
A Fragment:
    
    
    
                        

                        
>>__
     
                        
                        
                        
>>__
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2.3 Example 3
To append the data set SECOND.FILE to the data set FIRST.FILE and to write the results to THIRD.FILE, use the
following REXX exec, which contains multistream pipelines:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(APNDFILE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FIRST.FILE',
/* read FIRST.FILE */
|
|
'| a:fanin',
/* combine streams into single stream */
|
|
'| > THIRD.FILE',
/* write merged stream to THIRD.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SECOND.FILE',
/* read SECOND.FILE */
|
|
'| a:'
/* define secondary input for FANIN */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, two pipelines are specified. The pipelines are delimited by the ENDCHAR character, which is specified
as question mark (?). The first pipeline has three stages and the second pipeline has two stages.
The < stage of the first pipeline reads FIRST.FILE into the pipeline. The second stage contains a label, a, and the
FANIN stage command. The label defines a point into which additional input streams may flow from intersecting
pipelines. The FANIN stage command combines multiple streams into a single stream. The > stage writes the merged
stream to the data set THIRD.FILE.
The < stage of the second pipeline reads SECOND.FILE into the pipeline. The second stage contains a reference to the
label a, which was defined on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline. This label reference identifies the secondary input
stream for the FANIN stage command. The FANIN stage takes its primary input stream (input stream number 0)
contents, FIRST.FILE, and appends the contents of its secondary input stream, SECOND.FILE. The secondary input
stream is input stream number 1. It then writes the merged results to its primary output stream.
The following diagram shows the structure of this multistream PIPE command. Stream numbers are shown to identify
the streams used.
________
____________
|
<
0|______ÿ|0
|
________
|
|
|
|
|
>
|
|________|
| FANIN
0|_____ÿ|0
|
|
|
|________|
________
|
|
|
<
0|______ÿ|1
|
|
|
|
|
|________|
|____________|
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2.2 Example 2
To display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that contain the character string A|B, issue the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | locate /A%|B/ | terminal

This example defines an escape character and contains three stages. The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as
the escape character. The < stage reads INPUT.FILE into the pipeline. In the second stage, the LOCATE stage function
is used to locate records that contain the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the default stage
separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as a stage separator,
an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator. The TERMINAL stage
writes the output to your terminal.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar (||) in the string in the
LOCATE stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the LOCATE stage as |.
For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | locate /A||B/ | terminal
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2.1 Example 1
To display at your terminal the number of lines in your LOG.MISC, issue the following command:
pipe < LOG.MISC | count lines | terminal

This example contains three stages. The stages are delimited by the solid vertical bar, which is the default stage
separator character.
Stage 1, < LOG.MISC
The stage command < reads the data set LOG.MISC and writes each record of the data set to its primary
output stream.
Stage 2, COUNT LINES
The COUNT stage reads the records written by the < stage and counts each record it reads. It then writes
the total number of lines read to its primary output stream.
Stage 3, TERMINAL
The TERMINAL stage writes the number generated by the COUNT stage to your terminal.
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2.2 Example 2
To display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that contain the character string A|B, issue the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | locate /A%|B/ | terminal

This example defines an escape character and contains three stages. The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as
the escape character. The < stage reads INPUT.FILE into the pipeline. In the second stage, the LOCATE stage function
is used to locate records that contain the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the default stage
separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as a stage separator,
an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator. The TERMINAL stage
writes the output to your terminal.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar (||) in the string in the
LOCATE stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the LOCATE stage as |.
For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | locate /A||B/ | terminal
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2.3 Example 3
To append the data set SECOND.FILE to the data set FIRST.FILE and to write the results to THIRD.FILE, use the
following REXX exec, which contains multistream pipelines:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(APNDFILE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FIRST.FILE',
/* read FIRST.FILE */
|
|
'| a:fanin',
/* combine streams into single stream */
|
|
'| > THIRD.FILE',
/* write merged stream to THIRD.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SECOND.FILE',
/* read SECOND.FILE */
|
|
'| a:'
/* define secondary input for FANIN */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, two pipelines are specified. The pipelines are delimited by the ENDCHAR character, which is specified
as question mark (?). The first pipeline has three stages and the second pipeline has two stages.
The < stage of the first pipeline reads FIRST.FILE into the pipeline. The second stage contains a label, a, and the
FANIN stage command. The label defines a point into which additional input streams may flow from intersecting
pipelines. The FANIN stage command combines multiple streams into a single stream. The > stage writes the merged
stream to the data set THIRD.FILE.
The < stage of the second pipeline reads SECOND.FILE into the pipeline. The second stage contains a reference to the
label a, which was defined on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline. This label reference identifies the secondary input
stream for the FANIN stage command. The FANIN stage takes its primary input stream (input stream number 0)
contents, FIRST.FILE, and appends the contents of its secondary input stream, SECOND.FILE. The secondary input
stream is input stream number 1. It then writes the merged results to its primary output stream.
The following diagram shows the structure of this multistream PIPE command. Stream numbers are shown to identify
the streams used.
________
____________
|
<
0|______ÿ|0
|
________
|
|
|
|
|
>
|
|________|
| FANIN
0|_____ÿ|0
|
|
|
|________|
________
|
|
|
<
0|______ÿ|1
|
|
|
|
|
|________|
|____________|
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2.4 Example 4
To trace the operation of a single stage in a pipeline, use the TRACE option on only the stage you wish to trace. To
trace the operation of only the LOCATE stage of the PIPE command shown in "Example 2" in topic 2.2, specify the
following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | (TRACE) locate /A%|B/ | terminal

Messages and Return Codes
Unless otherwise indicated, return codes from BatchPipeWorks correspond directly to the message numbers. If a
pipeline stall occurs, return code -4095 is returned.
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2.4 Example 4
To trace the operation of a single stage in a pipeline, use the TRACE option on only the stage you wish to trace. To
trace the operation of only the LOCATE stage of the PIPE command shown in "Example 2" in topic 2.2, specify the
following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | (TRACE) locate /A%|B/ | terminal

Messages and Return Codes
Unless otherwise indicated, return codes from BatchPipeWorks correspond directly to the message numbers. If a
pipeline stall occurs, return code -4095 is returned.
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3.1 < (Read a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__<__ _dsname_____ _________________ __ ________________ __________
____________________________________________>< |
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname_____ ________________ ________________________|
|
|
|
|_(member__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|_member__ ____________ __ddname______________________________|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_DDname=____|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the < stage command to read the contents of a physical sequential data set or a member of a partitioned data set into the pipeline. < reads the
specified physical sequential data set or the member of a partitioned data set and writes the records to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. A < stage command can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set or partitioned data set. The data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
member
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is the name of a member of the partitioned data set.
Enclose the data set name (and generation and member if specified) in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname=

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated data set.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: < writes the records read from the specified physical sequential data set or the member of a partitioned data set to its
primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to < because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the < stage command's primary output stream is not connected, it ends.
3. The data set name, data definition name, and member name are translated to uppercase before processing begins.
4. If the data set you specify is not allocated, the data set is temporarily allocated with a disposition of DISP=(SHR,KEEP). The temporary
allocation is freed when the data set has been processed.
5. < starts at commit level -2000000000. It then opens the DCB and commits to level 0. If in trying to reset the commit level the return code
is not zero, < closes the DCB without reading it.
6. See also LISTPDS, LISTISPF, READPDS, >, >>, and GETFILES.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.1.1 Example 1
3.1.2 Example 2
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3.2 > (Write a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__>__ _dsname_____ _________________ __ ________________ __________ __ ________ __ __________________
___________> |
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _|
| |_CHOP___| |_PAD_ _char____ __|
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
| |_COERCE_|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ________________ __ ___ _|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname_____ ________________ ________________________|
|
|
|
|_(member__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|_member__ ____________ __ddname______________________________|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_DDname=____|
|
|
|
| >__ __________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________>< |
|
|_ISPFSTATs________________|
|
|
|_USERDATA_ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the > stage command to rewrite an existing physical sequential data set, replacing the contents of the data set, or to replace a member of a
partitioned data set. This data set must already be preallocated. > copies its input stream records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
A > stage command cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands
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dsname
is the name of an existing physical sequential data set or an existing partitioned data set. The data set must be cataloged.
A fully qualified name must be specified unless the pipeline is running in TSO.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
member
is the name of a member of the partitioned data set.
Enclose the data set name (and generation and member if specified) in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname=

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated physical sequential data set or partitioned data set.

CHOP

specifies that input records longer than the specified record length of the data set are truncated to the record length of the data set.

COERCE

specifies that input records are padded with blanks or truncated to the record length of the data set.

PAD

specifies that records shorter in length than the record length of the data set are padded with the specified pad character to the record length of
the data set. If PAD is specified without COERCE or CHOP, input records must not be longer than the record length of the data set.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
ISPFSTATs

updates or creates user data in the format maintained by ISPF that is inserted in the directory entry. ISPFSTATS can be specified only for
partitioned data sets.
USERDATA

inserts the specified literal string in the directory entry. USERDATA can be specified only for partitioned data sets.
string
defines a string of characters to insert in the directory entry.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to insert in the directory entry. The X or H
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be inserted in the directory entry. The B can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: > copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes

1. > does not delay the records.
2. > translates the data definition name, data set name, and member name to uppercase.
3. If the data set you specify is not allocated, the data set or member is temporarily allocated with a disposition of DISP=(OLD,KEEP). The
temporary allocation is freed when the data set or member has been processed.
4. > starts at commit level -2000000000. It allocates the data set (if required) and commits to level 0. If in trying to reset the commit level the
return code is not zero, > does not open the data set. The data set is opened on commit level 0.
5. See also >>.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.2.1 Example 1
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3.3 >> (Append to a Sequential Data Set)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__>>__ _dsname_____ ______________ __________ __ ________ _________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
| |_CHOP___|
|
|
|
(1)
| |_COERCE_|
|
|
|_'dsname______ ______________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_| |_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ __________________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_PAD_ _char____ __|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the >> stage command to append data from the pipeline to a physical sequential data set. >> appends all records
from its primary input stream to the specified physical sequential data set. A >> stage command cannot be the first stage
of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set. The physical sequential data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified physical sequential data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated physical sequential data set.
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CHOP

specifies that input records longer than the specified record length of the data set are truncated to the record length of the
data set.

COERCE

specifies that input records are padded with blanks or truncated to the record length of the data set.

PAD

specifies that records shorter in length than the record length of the data set are padded with the specified pad character
to the record length of the data set. If PAD is specified without COERCE or CHOP, input records must not be longer
than the record length of the data set.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: >> copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. >> does not delay the records.
2. >> translates the data definition name and data set name to uppercase.
3. If the data set you specify is not allocated, the data set is temporarily allocated with a disposition of DISP=
(MOD,KEEP). The temporary allocation is freed when the data set has been processed.
4. >> cannot append to a member of a partitioned data set. Use the < stage command to read the member and use the
> stage command to replace the member.
5. >> starts at commit level -2000000000. It allocates the data set (if required), opens the DCB, and commits to level
0.
6. See also >.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.3.1 Example 1
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3.4 <oe Read an OpenEdition Text File

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__<oe__ _word_________ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_quotedString_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
<oe reads a file that is stored in the OpenEdition file system and deblocks it at line end characters (X'15'). If the file
contains no line end character, a single record is written containing the entire file.
Type
Device driver.
Operands
You must specify a word or a quote string.
Usage Notes

1. <oe must be a first stage.
2. <oe starts on commit level -2000000000. It issues the subroutine pipeline, which will commit to 0.
3. <oe terminates when it discovers that its output stream is not connected.
4. <oe uses a subroutine pipeline that contains hfs to read the file and deblock TEXTFILE to perform the deblocking.
Related Information
hfs.
Examples
To read a file in the current working directory, enter:
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pipe <oe .profile ¦ count lines ¦ console
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3.5 >oe Replace or Create an OpenEdition Text File

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__>oe__ _word_________ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_quotedString_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
>oe replaces the contents of a text file that is stored in the OpenEdition file system. It creates the file if it does not exist.
>oe appends a line end character (X'15') to each input record before it writes the record to the file.
Type
Device driver.
Operands
You must specify a word or a quote string.
Usage
Usage Notes

1. <oe must be a first stage.
2. <oe uses a subroutine pipeline that contains block TEXTFILE to append the line end and hfsreplace to replace the
file. When the file exists, >oe buffers the new contents of the file and thus replaces the specified file when it
reaches end-of-file.
3. >oe strictly does not delay the record.
4. >oe starts on commit level -2000000000. It issues the subroutine pipeline, which will commit to 0.
Related Information
hfsreplace
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Examples
To replace a file in the current working directory:
pipe literal line two ¦ literal line one ¦ >oe 'two line file'
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3.6 >>oe Append to or Create an OpenEdition Text File

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__>>oe__ _word_________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_quotedString_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
>>oe appends lines to a text file that is stored in the OpenEdition file system. It creates the file if it does not exist.
>>oe appends a line end character (X'15') to each input record before it writes the record to the file.
Type
Device driver.
Operands
You must specify a word or a quote string.
Usage Notes

1. >>oe must be a first stage.
2. >>oe uses a subroutine pipeline that contains block TEXTFILE to append the line end and hfs to append the file.
3. >>oe strictly does not delay the record.
4. >oe starts on commit level -2000000000. It issues the subroutine pipeline, which will commit to 0.
Related Information
hfsreplace
Examples
To replace a file in the current working directory:
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pipe literal line four ¦ literal line three ¦ >>oe 'two line file'
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3.7 ALL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ALL__| expression |_____________________________________________>< |
|
|
| expression:
|
|
<_ ! ___________ (1)
|
| |____| stringdef |_|_________________________________________________| |
|
|
| stringdef:
|
|
<_&_______________________________ (1)
|
| |____ _____ __ _/string/___________ _|_______________________________| |
|
|_ ¬ _| |_Xhexstring_________|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_________|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_________|
|
|
|_| expression |_____|
|
|
|_(_| expression |_)_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional between the logical operators and the
|
|
strings.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ALL stage command to select all records containing a specified string or strings determined by an expression.
The expression can be a character string, hexadecimal character string, binary string, or a combination of character
strings, hexadecimal character strings, binary strings, and logical operators. All records that contain the specified string
or strings are written to the primary output stream in the order found in the input stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, ALL writes all records that do not contain the specified string or strings to
its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, ALL discards these records.
Operands

¬

negates the selection criteria for the specified string or expression which immediately follows the ¬ operand.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, % , (, or )
for a delimiting character.
string
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specifies a string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the string of characters to be located. The
X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the string of characters to be located. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.
!

is the symbol for the OR operation. You can also use the vertical bar (|) as the OR operator. The records containing any
of the strings separated by a ! or | are selected.
&

is the symbol for the AND operation. Only the records containing all of the strings separated by an & are selected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ALL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: ALL copies input records that contain the string or strings determined by the expression to its
primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If the secondary output stream is connected, ALL copies to its secondary output stream all
input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. ALL does not delay the record.
2. If ALL's output streams are not connected, ALL ends.
3. You do not have to specify the delimiting character on the last delimited string.
4. If you specify only one string on ALL, it may be more efficient to use the LOCATE or NLOCATE stage
command.
5. If you specify ALL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must be completely located
within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of the
column range.
6. ALL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected, analyzes the argument
string, and then issues a subroutine pipeline to process the data. This subroutine commits to level 0.
7. See also LOCATE, NLOCATE, ZONE, CASEI, FIND, NFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND, and PICK.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.7.1 Example 1
3.7.2 Example 2
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3.8 APPEND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__APPEND__ _stagecommand__ __________ _ __________________________>< |
|
|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_subroutine_________________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the APPEND stage command to invoke another stage command or subroutine pipeline and write the records
produced by that stage command or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream (if it is connected) after first
copying the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a stage command or the name of a user-written stage command. If you specify a user-written stage
command, it must either be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it must be invoked
through the REXX stage command. The stagecommand must be a stage command you can specify as a first stage in a
pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified PipeWorkds stage command or user-written stage command.
subroutine
is a subroutine pipeline. No explicit connector can be specified. The beginning of the subroutine pipeline is not
connected. The output stream from the last stage in the subroutine pipeline is connected to APPEND's primary output
stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: APPEND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: APPEND copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream. APPEND then
writes any output resulting from the specified stage command or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes

1. APPEND does not delay the records.
2. If APPEND's output stream is not connected, APPEND ends.
3. BatchPipeWorks scans the operands of APPEND twice; first it scans the entire pipeline and then it scans again
after resolving the operands of APPEND. Because of the two-scan processes, be careful when you use a special
character in the operands of APPEND.
During the second scan, the vertical bar (|) is defined as the stage separator, the back slash (\) is defined as the end
character, and the double quotation mark (") is defined as the escape character. If you wish to use a vertical bar (|),
back slash (\), or double quotation mark (") in the operands of APPEND, you must precede it with the double
quotation mark ("), or you can specify two adjacent vertical bars (||), back slashes (\\), or double quotation marks
("").
For the first scan, you must also precede each special character with the escape character defined for the first scan,
or you can specify two adjacent stage separator characters, end character characters, or escape characters.
For example, there are several ways to append a record containing D|E to a stream containing only the record ABC:
You can use four adjacent vertical bars (||||):
pipe literal ABC| append literal D||||E| terminal
For the first scan, the PIPE command passes each set of || to the
APPEND stage as |; the resulting stage is:

append literal D||E
For the second scan, the PIPE command passes || to the LITERAL
stage as |; the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

You can define an escape character other than a double quotation mark for the first scan:
pipe (escape @) literal ABC| append literal D"@|E| terminal
During the first scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding at-sign (@); the
resulting stage is:

append literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
the resulting stage is:
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literal D|E

You can define a stage separator character other than a
pipe (separator ?) literal ABC? append literal D"|E? terminal

You can define an escape character as a double quotation mark for the first and second scan:
pipe (escape ") literal ABC| append literal D"""|E| terminal

During the first scan, the vertical bar and the second double quotation mark are not treated as special
characters because of the preceding double quotation marks; the resulting stage is:
append literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character because of the preceding double
quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

You can use two adjacent vertical bars (||) for the first scan:
pipe literal ABC| append literal D"||E| terminal
During the first scan, the second vertical bar in the string D"||
is not treated as a special character because of the vertical bar
preceding it; the resulting stage is:

append literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

4. If you specify REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or VARLOAD as stagecommand, REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or
VARLOAD accesses the variable environments in effect for APPEND.
5. See also PREFACE.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.8.1 Example 1
3.8.2 Example 2
3.8.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.9 ASATOMC

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ASATOMC_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ASATOMC stage command to convert ASA carriage control to machine carriage control. ASATOMC reads
records from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary output stream if it is connected. Null input
records are discarded.
ASATOMC inspects the first column of the first record to determine if the data set already has machine carriage control.
If the data set does not have machine carriage control, the ASA carriage control character in the first column of each
record is converted to the corresponding machine carriage control character and set in the previous record.
If the first record of the input data set already has machine carriage control, ASATOMC copies it to the output stream
and verifies that each record has valid machine carriage control.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ASATOMC reads records from its primary input stream. Null records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: After converting the records read from its primary input stream, ASATOMC writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. If conversion is performed, the carriage control character is not delayed but the data part of the record is delayed
by one record. If no conversion is performed, ASATOMC does not delay the records.
2. If ASATOMC's output stream is not connected, ASATOMC ends.
3. ASATOMC truncates records after 256 bytes without indication of an error.
4. Valid ASA carriage control characters are:
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Character
blank
0
+
1 through
9
A
B
C

Meaning
Space 1 line before printing
Space 2 lines before printing
Space 3 lines before printing
Suppress space before printing
Skip to the specified channel
                                     
Skip to channel 10
Skip to channel 11
Skip to channel 12

5. The last output record has a write-no-space command code (X'01').
6. See also MCTOASA.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.9.1 Example 1
3.9.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.10 BETWEEN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BETWEEN__ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ _______________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BETWEEN stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with the first
record that begins with a specified target string. BETWEEN writes a group or records to its primary output stream, if
connected, ending a group with the record that has the second specified string or with all remaining records once the
specified number of records that won't be selected is reached. Each specified target string must begin in the first column
of an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, BETWEEN writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, BETWEEN discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
BETWEEN /abc/ ?def?
is the same as

BETWEEN /abc/ /def/
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If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target
strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.

n
specifies the number of records to be written to the primary output stream, starting with and including the record that
begins with the starting target string1. BETWEEN writes n records each time the starting target string is found in the
first column of an input record. n cannot be less than 2. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less
than n, the remaining records are written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: BETWEEN reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: BETWEEN writes to its primary output stream input records that begin with the specified
target string and all records up to and including the record with the second specified target string or up to and including
the record corresponding to the number specified.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, BETWEEN writes all input records not selected
to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. BETWEEN does not delay the records.
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2. If BETWEEN's output streams are not connected, BETWEEN ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
BETWEEN /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

BETWEEN 1a1 171

The first BETWEEN stage selects records between a record beginning with target a and a record beginning with
the target 7. The second stage selects a group of records that includes a record beginning with target a and the
next 170 records. That is, 171 is processed as n rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target string, BETWEEN writes all the
records in its input stream to its primary output stream, starting with the record that begins with string1.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | between /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| cccddd
|
______________
| B |
| dddeee
|
| aaabbb
|
| E |
| eeefff
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
|______________|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| W |
| cccddd
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| dddeee
|
| E |
______________
| eeefff
|
| N |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
|______________|
|
|
| bbbccc
|
|_____|
| aaabbb
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, BETWEEN will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
target string is found before the ending target string, BETWEEN writes the records that are between (and
including) the first occurrence of the starting and ending target strings to its primary output stream. This also
includes the second record that begins with the starting target string.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | between /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
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ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| B |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| E |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| W |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| E |
| dddeee
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| N |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence of the starting target string is
found within the selected group of records, BETWEEN writes n records starting with the starting target string
including the record that begins with the second occurrence of the starting target string to its primary output
stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | between /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| B |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| E |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| W |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| E |
| dddeee
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| N |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

7. BETWEEN selects records from multiple groups, whereas FRLABEL followed by TOLABEL selects only one
group of records.
8. If you specify BETWEEN as an operand on the ZONE stage command, each target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
9. BETWEEN starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
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10. See also INSIDE, OUTSIDE, NINSIDE, CASEI, ZONE, and PICK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.10.1 Example 1
3.10.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.11 BLOCK

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_Fixed______________________________________________
|
|
>>__BLOCK__blocklength__|____________________________________________________|____________________________________>< |
|
|_ADMSF______________________________________________|
|
|
|_C__ ___________ __ _________ ______________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|_CRLF__ ___________ __ _________ ___________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|_Fixed__ ______________ ____________________________|
|
|
|
|_recordlength_|
|
|
|
|
_15______
|
|
|
|_LINEND__|_________|__ ___________ __ _________ ____|
|
|
|
|_char____| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|_NETdata____________________________________________|
|
|
|_SF_________________________________________________|
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ __ ___________ __ _________ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|_TEXTfile___________________________________________|
|
|
|_Variable___________________________________________|
|
|
|
| EOF:
|
|
_3F______
|
|
|__EOF__|_________|________________________________________________________________________________________________| |
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________|
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Purpose
Use the BLOCK stage command to block, or reformat, records in any of several different formats. BLOCK reads logical records from its
primary input stream and writes blocks of data to its primary output stream. Some blocking formats fill all output blocks to capacity (except for,
possibly, the last block). As a result, one input record may be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block.
Operands

blocklength
is the maximum length in bytes of the blocks. The value you specify for the variable blocklength depends on which format you choose:

Block Format
ADMSF
C
CRLF
FIXED
LINEND
NETDATA
SF
STRING
TEXTFILE
VARIABLE
VB
VBS
VS

Minimum Length
              2
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              9
              9
              9
              9

Maximum Length
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
          32760
          32760
          32760
          32760

Notes:
1. Although the minimum values for blocklength are acceptable, in most cases they will not be useful.
2. For the SF format, the minimum value for blocklength is 1 even though each logical record has a 2-byte record length prefix added to it.
A block size of 1 is allowed because that 2-byte prefix can be spanned across blocks.
3. For the VARIABLE, VB, VBS, and VS formats, the minimum value for blocklength is 9 because the block descriptor word and the
record descriptor word of the first record use the first 8 bytes in each block.
ADMSF

specifies that each block is in the structured field format used in Graphical Data Display Manager (GDDM*) objects. Before writing the
input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a 2-byte prefix to each logical record. This prefix contains the length of the record
(including the 2-byte prefix). A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely, with the following exceptions:
1. The last block may not be filled completely.
2. The 2-byte prefix cannot span 2 blocks. Instead, the last byte is padded with X'00' and the 2-byte prefix of the next record will
occupy the first 2 bytes of the next block.
C

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a line feed (X'25'). (This is equivalent to specifying LINEND
25.) A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter
because it is not padded). If you have any line feed characters in the input records, they are copied unchanged to the output record.
TERMinate

specifies that the last line of the input file should have a terminating line-end sequence. By default, BLOCK will insert line-end sequences
between input records and leave the last record free from a line-end sequence.

EOF

specifies that an end-of-file character is appended to the last record of the file, after the line-end sequence. If you omit the EOF operand,
no end-of-file character is appended. If you specify EOF with nothing after it, X'3F' is used as the default end-of-file character. If you
want to specify a different end-of-file character after EOF, the valid choices are:
char is the character that you want as the end-of-file character.
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hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you want as the end-of-file character. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

defines the end-of-file character as a blank (X'40').

CRLF

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a carriage return and line feed (X'0D25'). (This is equivalent to
specifying STRING X0D25.) A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block,
which may be shorter because it is not padded).

Fixed

recordlength
specifies that each block contains one or more complete logical records where all the records are the same length and have no control
characters appended between them. Null records are discarded. You can specify FIXED with or without a number following it. If you
specify recordlength, then all the logical records must be that length. If you do not specify recordlength, the length of the first nonnull
record is used as the record length. The default blocking format is FIXED.

Fixed

The length of a block (blocklength) must be an integral multiple of the input record length (recordlength). Each block contains one or
more logical records from the input stream depending on the value of recordlength. Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly,
the last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded).
LINEND

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a line-end character. The line-end character marks the end of
one logical record and the beginning of the next logical record. A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely
(except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded). If you have any line-end characters in the input
records, they are copied unchanged to the output record.
The default line-end character is the new-line character (X'15'). If you want to use a different character as the line-end character, you can
specify any one of the following:
char is the character that you want as the line-end character.

hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you want as the line-end character. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

defines the line-end character as a blank (X'40').

NETdata

specifies that blocks are segmented and spanned using the NETDATA format. The first byte of each input record is a flag byte indicating
whether the record is a data record (X'00') or a control record (X'20'). Note that the contents of the control records must have been built
previously (possibly by one or more LITERAL or PREFACE stages). Null records are discarded.

SF

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records in structured field format. Before writing the input record to the output
stream, BLOCK adds a 2-byte prefix to each logical record. This prefix contains the length of the record (including the 2-byte prefix). A
logical record and the 2-byte prefix can span blocks. Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which may be
shorter because it is not padded).
STRing

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a delimited, binary, or hexadecimal string that you supply.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters that you want to separate logical records.

Xhexstring
Hhexstring
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specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters that you want to separate logical
records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters that you want to separate logical records. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

A logical record and a string can span blocks. Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter
because it is not padded).
TEXTfile

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records that are each terminated with a line-end sequence. TEXTFILE's default lineend character specification is LINEND, its default line-end sequence is X'15', and TERMINATE is the default specifying that a line-end
sequence will be appended as the last line of the last input record. A logical record cannot span blocks. A line-end sequence may appear as
a separate record if it does not fit in a block with its corresponding record.
Variable

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in any one of the following formats:
Variable, where each input block contains one logical record in unblocked variable format. Before writing the input record to the
output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word before each block and a 4-byte record descriptor word before each
input record. Thus, the block size must be at least 8 bytes greater than the size of the longest input record.
Note: BLOCK blocklength VARIABLE ends if an input record is too large. Because of the two 4-byte descriptor word prefixes, the
input record must be at least 8 bytes less than the block size.
VB, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked format. Before writing the input record to the
output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word before each block and a 4-byte record descriptor word before each
input record. The number of logical records in a block is the maximum number that can fit in a block depending on the length of the
input records and the value of blocklength. A logical record does not span blocks.
Note: BLOCK blocklength VB ends if an input record is too large. When calculating the block size, remember to add 4 bytes for the
block descriptor word prefix and 4 bytes for the record descriptor word prefix for each record that will fit in the block.
VBS, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked spanned format. Records are segmented
where necessary to fill each block. Before writing the input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor
word before each block and a 4-byte segment descriptor word before each segment of an input record. The first 2 bytes of the
segment descriptor word contain the length of the segment (including the 4-byte prefix). The third byte of the segment descriptor
word contains a segment control code. The last byte of the segment descriptor word contains X'00'. Segments cannot span blocks.
The number of logical records in a block is the maximum number that can fit in a block depending on the value of blocklength.
If an input record is read and there are 4 bytes or fewer remaining in the output block, the input record will be written to the next
output block. In this case, the block is not filled completely because the 4 bytes of the record descriptor word must remain as a unit
in addition to at least 1 byte of the record.
VS, where each input block contains one (or part of one) logical record in variable spanned format. If an input record is larger than
the block size (blocklength), then the record is segmented to fit within the blocksize. A block contains either one logical record or a
segment of one logical record. Before writing the input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word
before each block and a 4-byte segment descriptor word before the input record segment. The first 2 bytes of the segment descriptor
word contain the length of the segment (including the 4-byte segment descriptor word). The third byte of the segment descriptor
word contains a segment control code. The last byte of the segment descriptor word contains X'00'. BLOCK puts each logical
record in a new block, even if the last segment of the previous record is less than the blocksize.
Note: To be compatible with DEBLOCK, BLOCK has synonyms for the 3 other MVS data formats: VB, VBS, and VS. However, be
aware that BLOCK blocks input records in the same MVS data format that they were unblocked in. If the input records were unblocked in
VBS format, BLOCK blocks the records in VBS format, even if you specified one of the other 3 MVS data formats. For example, the
following PIPE command unblocks the data in VS format and tries to block it in VB format:
pipe < testvs file | deblock vs | block 20 vb | > testvb file a
However, when you examine the output of TESTVB FILE, you will find
that BLOCK blocked the data in VS format, not VB format. Because
BLOCK recognizes that the input records were unblocked in VS format,
it ignores the fact that you specified VB as the blocking format.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: BLOCK reads records from its primary input stream. Each input record is a logical record to be blocked according
to the specified format.
Primary Output Stream: After blocking the records read from its primary input stream, BLOCK writes blocks of data to its primary output
stream. Depending on the format, one logical record can be spanned across more than one block.
Usage Notes

1. BLOCK delays the records.
2. If BLOCK's primary output stream is not connected, BLOCK ends.
3. BLOCK treats null logical records as if they were logical records that contain no data, with the following exceptions: the FIXED
and NETDATA blocking formats discard null logical records.
4. BLOCK starts at commit level -2000000000. It allocates the buffer of the specified size and then commits to level 0.
5. See also DEBLOCK, FBLOCK, JOIN, and SNAKE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.11.1 Example 1
3.11.2 Example 2
3.11.3 Example 3
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3.12 BPCOPY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BPCOPY__ddname1__ _________ ____________________________________>< |
|
|_ddname2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BPCOPY stage command within BatchPipes fittings to make copies of data flowing through a BatchPipes pipe.
You can make up to two copies of the data with this stage command. BPCOPY can be associated with either a
BatchPipes writer or reader:
If BPCOPY is associated with a writer, it reads each record from the writer, writes it to ddname1 and, optionally,
ddname2. Then, if a primary output stream is connected, the record is passed along to the next stage on the
primary output stream. The record then passes to the BatchPipes pipe.
If BPCOPY is associated with a reader, it reads each record from the pipe, writes it to ddname1 and, optionally,
ddname2. If a primary output stream is connected, the record is passed along to the next stage on the primary
output stream. The record then becomes input to a BatchPipes reader.
If no output stream is connected, BPCOPY is the single stage command in the fitting.
ddname1
is the data definition name of the physical sequential data set that receives a copy of the data. This operand is required.
ddname2
is an optional data definition name of the physical sequential data set that receives a second copy of the data.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: The primary output stream, if connected, receives a copy of each record.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to BPCOPY because it can be used only as the first stage of a fitting in a
pipeline.
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2. BPCOPY must be the first stage in the pipeline and can be the only stage in the pipeline.
3. BPCOPY can be used only in a BatchPipes fitting; it cannot be used in a half-pipe fitting or any other
environment.
4. BPCOPY is mutually exclusive with BPR and BPW.
5. BPCOPY starts at commit level -2000000000 and remains at that level.
6. BPCOPY is more efficient than using the equivalent fitting:
BPR|QSAM ddname|BPW

7. See also BPWRITE and BPREAD.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.12.1 Example 1
3.12.2 Example 2
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3.13 BPREAD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BPRead__________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BPREAD stage command within BatchPipes fittings to read records into the pipeline and write them to its
primary output stream, if it is connected. BPREAD can be used only as the first stage of a fitting in the pipeline.
Whether in a writer-connection fitting or a reader-connection fitting, BPREAD reads data into the fitting:
In a writer-connection fitting, BPREAD reads each record from the BatchPipes writer
In a reader-connection fitting, BPREAD reads each record from the BatchPipes pipe
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: BPREAD writes the records it reads to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to BPREAD because it can be used only as the first stage of a fitting in a
pipeline.
2. If BPREAD's output stream is not connected, BPREAD ends.
3. BPREAD starts at commit level -2000000000 and remains at that level.
4. BPREAD can be used only in a BatchPipes fitting.
5. See also BPWRITE and BPCOPY.
Example
Subtopics:
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3.13.1 Example 1
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3.14 BPWRITE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BPWrite_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BPWRITE stage command within BatchPipeWorks fittings to write records from its primary input stream to its
primary output stream, if it is connected. BPWRITE cannot be the first stage of a fitting.
Whether in a writer-connection fitting or a reader-connection fitting, BPWRITE writes data from the fitting:
In a writer-connection fitting, BPWRITE writes records to a BatchPipes pipe.
In a reader-connection fitting, BPWRITE writes records to a BatchPipes reader.
If a primary output stream is connected, BPWRITE passes each record to the next stage.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: BPWRITE copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. BPWRITE does not delay the records.
2. BPWRITE starts at commit level -2000000000 and remains at that level.
3. BPWRITE can be used only in a BatchPipes fitting.
4. See also BPREAD and BPCOPY.
Example
Subtopics:
3.14.1 Example 1
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3.15 BROWSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _BROWSE_ __ _____________ __ ________________ _________________>< |
|
|_BRW____| |_| options |_| |_(__| text |__)_|
|
|
|
| options::
|
| |__ ____ __ ______________________ __ ______________________ ________| |
|
|_CC_| |_DATACODEPAGE__number_| |_TERMCODEPAGE__number_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
browse displays its input data on a 3270 terminal. You can control the display with program function keys. The display
is your terminal. The input is passed to the output as it is being displayed.
Subtopics:
3.15.1 Type.
3.15.2 User Notes.
3.15.3 Example.
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3.16 BUFFER

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BUFFER__ ___________________ ___________________________________>< |
|
|_n__ ____________ _|
|
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BUFFER stage command without operands to accumulate all the records (including null records) from its
primary input stream, not passing any of the records until end of file is reached on the primary input stream. When
BUFFER reaches end of file on its input stream, it writes all the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Use the BUFFER stage command with an operand to accumulate input records until a null record is read or end of file is
reached. BUFFER writes this set of input records the specified number of times. If you specify a number greater than
one, a null record or a record containing the specified string is written between the copies of the set of input records.
Then BUFFER copies the null input record or the specified string to its primary output stream. This process continues
until BUFFER reaches end of file on its primary input stream and all sets of input records are written to its primary
output stream.
Operands

n
is the number of copies of the set of input records that are written to the output stream. If you do not specify n, one copy
of the set of input records is written to the output stream. If you specify n without specifying string, hexstring, or
binstring, BUFFER writes a null record between copies of the set of input records.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters written as a record between multiple copies of the set of input records.
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Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters written as a record
between multiple copies of the set of input records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters written as a record between multiple
copies of the set of input records. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: BUFFER reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After reading all its input records or a null input record, BUFFER copies the records to its
primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. If no operands are specified, BUFFER delays the records until end of file is reached. If one or more operands are
specified, BUFFER delays the records until the end of a set of input records is reached.
2. If BUFFER's output stream is not connected, BUFFER ends.
3. If you use the same input streams, identical output streams are produced by the following two buffer stages:
... | buffer | ...
... | buffer 1 | ...

The timing of the output records is different if there are null records in the input stream. When used without
operands, BUFFER reads all input records before writing output records. When used with operands, BUFFER
produces its first output record after it reads the first null record.
4. A BUFFER stage may be necessary to prevent pipeline stalls. See BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more
information on pipeline stalls.
5. Be aware that the accumulating records might require a large virtual storage buffer.
6. See also SORT, INSTORE, OUTSTORE, COPY, ELASTIC, and DUPLICATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.16.1 Example 1
3.16.2 Example 2
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3.17 CASEI

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__CASEI____________________________________________________________> |
|
|
| >__ ___________________________________________________________ _____> |
|
|_ZONE__ _________________________________ __| Inputrange |_|
|
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| >__ _________ __stagecommand__ __________ __________________________>< |
|
|_REVERSE_|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CASEI stage command to invoke a stage command that selects records from its primary input stream. Input
records are selected regardless of whether the characters are uppercase or lowercase in the input records and target string
specified on the stage command.
The target string on the specified stage command is translated to uppercase and the input records are translated to
uppercase before the search begins. When the match is found, CASEI writes the original untranslated input records
containing the string to its primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, CASEI writes the original untranslated input records that are not selected to
its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, CASEI discards the records that are not
selected.
CASEI discards an input record if the invoked stage command discards the record. That is, CASEI does not write a
record to its primary output stream or secondary output stream if the invoked stage command discards a record it reads.
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Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal c-b-A | casei zone ws - w3 find a| terminal
c-b-A
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a CASEI stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FS to specify that the
question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b?c? | literal c?b?A | casei zone fs ? f3 find a| terminal
c?b?A
READY
If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a CASEI
stage, a field separator character remains in effect until the next
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
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Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which the specified stage command operates.
The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character
string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words each where the words are separated by a
blank:
pipe literal G H I | literal g h i | casei zone word 2 find h| terminal
g h i
G H I
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, the letter c
is the third word (regardless of the case):

pipe literal ?A?B??C a?b?c | split | zone ws ? w3 find c| terminal
?A?B??C
a?b?c
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the specified stage command operates. The
FIELDSEPARATOR operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal AB-CD | literal ab-cd | casei zone fs - f2 find c | terminal
ab-cd
AB-CD
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters without data
between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?C?B??A C?B?A | split | casei zone fs ? f3 find a| terminal
C?B?A
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
the specified stage command operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative
number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the
beginning of the record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
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-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the third-from-last to the second-from-last columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDE FGHIJ | split | casei zone -3;-2 find hi| terminal
FGHIJ
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -3;-2 specifies that the
third-from-last word or field to the second-from-last word or
field is the input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
CASEI are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
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is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command that reads records from
its primary input stream and writes records to its primary or secondary output stream depending on some condition. The
stage command you specify must be one that selects records. When both its output streams are connected, the stage must
write an input record only once and to only one stream. The stage must not delay the records. If you specify a userwritten stage command, it must either be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it
must be invoked through the REXX stage command. The stagecommand must not be a stage command that you can
only specify as a first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
ZONE

specifies that the information following ZONE indicates the column range of the input record from which the target
string on stagecommand is to be selected. Only the specified part of the input record is passed to the stagecommand. See
"Example 3" in topic 3.17.3.

REVERSE

reverses an input record before it is passed to the specified stage command. If you specify the ZONE operand, only the
characters in the specified column range are reversed.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: CASEI reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: CASEI copies the original untranslated input records that contain the target string to its primary
output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If the secondary output stream is connected, CASEI copies to its secondary output stream all
input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. CASEI does not delay the records. If you specify a stage command that delays the records for stagecommand,
results are unpredictable.
2. The stagecommand operand must be a stage command that selects records. If you specify a stage command that
does not select records (such as SPLIT), CASEI will produce unpredictable results.
3. The input records are translated to uppercase before the stagecommand operand processes them. Keep in mind,
however, that if stagecommand searches for a lowercase character specified as a hexadecimal or binary string,
stagecommand will not find the character because the records have all been translated to uppercase. In the
following example:
pipe literal AaBbCc| casei locate x81 | terminal
the lowercase a (X'81') in the literal string is not found because it
was translated to uppercase before LOCATE processed the string x81.
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4. The CASEI and ZONE stage commands are commutative. In other words, the following two stages give identical
results:
... | casei zone 7-10 frlabel abc | ...

... | zone 7-10 casei frlabel abc | ...

5. If you specify both the ZONE and REVERSE operands, you can specify them in any order. However, regardless
of the order in which you specify them, they are always processed as if you specified ZONE first and then
REVERSE. For example, the following two PIPE commands display the same results:
pipe literal AbcdEf| casei zone 2.2 reverse locate /Cb/ | terminal
AbcdEf
READY
pipe literal AbcdEf| casei reverse zone 2.2 locate /Cb/ | terminal
AbcdEf
READY

6. BatchPipeWorks scans CASEI only once, unlike the specified stage commands for APPEND and PREFACE.
7. CASEI starts at commit level -2. CASEI does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage command must
do so.
8. See also ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.17.1 Example 1
3.17.2 Example 2
3.17.3 Example 3
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3.18 CHANGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1-*___________________
|
| >>__CHANGE__ _________ __|_______________________|___________________> |
|
|_ANYcase_| |_columnrange___________|
|
|
|_CASEANY_| |
<_____________
|
|
|
|_(____columnrange_|__)_|
|
|
|
| >__ _/string1/string2/_________________ __ ___ _____________________>< |
|
|
(1)
| |_n_|
|
|
|_ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/____ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2__|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2__|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2__|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) When string1 and string2 are specified as two separate delimited |
|
strings, the delimiter used for each string must be different.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CHANGE stage command to replace a string of characters with another string of characters of the same or a
different length. CHANGE reads records from its primary input stream, replaces any specified strings that are found
within the specified column range, and then writes the records to its primary output stream if it is connected. If the target
string does not appear in an input record, CHANGE writes the record unchanged to its secondary output stream, if
defined. If the target string does not appear in an input record, and its secondary output stream is not defined, CHANGE
writes the record to its primary output stream.
If ANYCASE is not specified, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is
found only if the data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank characters. Blank
characters contained in the input stream must match the blank characters in the target string.
Operands

ANYcase
CASEANY

specifies that the case of letters be preserved in the following manner. The characters specified in the target string and in
the input string are compared in uppercase. If the target string is found, and contains one or more uppercase characters
or contains no letters, the string that replaces the target string is inserted in the output record without change of case;
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otherwise, an attempt is made to preserve the case of the string being replaced. When the target string contains no
uppercase letters and starts with one or more lowercase letters, the following rules determine the case of the replacement
string:
When the first two characters of the replaced string in the input record are both lowercase, the string that replaces
the target string is used without change.
When the first two characters of the replaced string in the input record are uppercase, the complete replacement
string is translated to uppercase.
When the first character of the replaced string in the input record is uppercase and the second one is lowercase (or
not a letter or the string is only one character), the first letter of the string that replaces the target string is
translated to uppercase.
columnrange
specifies what input record columns CHANGE searches for string1, hexstring1, or binstring1. If you do not specify
columnrange, CHANGE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1. You can
specify columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify and you must enclose the set of columnrange operands within parentheses. You
must specify columnrange operands in ascending order. If you specify more than one columnrange operand, the ranges
of columns must not overlap.
/(diagonal)
signifies a nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string1 or string2. When three delimiters are used,
you must specify the same delimiting character in each position. When two separate strings are specified, each with two
delimiters, a different delimiter must be used for each string. Also, the character used as the delimiter for the first string
cannot be present in the second string. For example,
CHANGE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as
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CHANGE /abc/def/

If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
is a target string of characters to change. If you specify a null string for string1, CHANGE inserts string2, hexstring2, or
binstring2 immediately before the first column of the first columnrange operand you specify.
If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a target string of characters to change.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring1

specifies a string of binary characters, following the B, that defines a target string of characters to change. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.
string2
is the group of characters that is to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1. You must specify the trailing delimiter
after string2. If you specify a null string for string2, CHANGE deletes occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1
within the range or ranges you specify for columnrange.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters that is to replace
string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 X or H, that defines a target string of characters to change. The X or H can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring2

specifies a string of binary characters, following the B, that defines a string of characters that is to replace string1,
hexstring1, or binstring1 The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
n
is the maximum number of occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 to be changed in each input record. If you
do not specify n, all occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 within the range or ranges you specify for
columnrange are changed. If you specify a null string for string1, 1 is the default value for n and 1 is the only value
allowed for n.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: CHANGE reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream: After replacing any specified strings in records read from its input stream, CHANGE writes
both records that have been changed and records that remain unchanged to its primary output stream when no secondary
output stream is connected.
Secondary Output Stream: When the secondary output stream is defined, CHANGE writes changed records to its
primary output stream and unchanged records to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. CHANGE does not delay the records.
2. If CHANGE's output streams are not connected, CHANGE ends.
3. If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. For example,
CHANGE /8/9/
is not equivalent to

CHANGE 38393

The first CHANGE stage changes the string 8 to 9. The second stage results in an error message because 38393 is
processed as columnrange rather than as delimited strings. The error message is issued because string1 and
string2 are required operands.
4. Occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 that are outside all specified column ranges are not changed.
5. By default, the CHANGE stage command changes all occurrences of the specified target string found in the input
records provided you did not specify a null string for the specified string.
6. To change a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE with all occurrences of the character string
A|B changed to B|C, issue the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | change /A%|B/B%|C/ | terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the CHANGE stage
command is used to change all occurrences of the string A|B to B|C. The string contains the | character, which is
the default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the |
character as a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage
separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the
CHANGE stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the CHANGE
stage as |. For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
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pipe < INPUT.FILE | change /A||B/B||C/ | terminal

7. CHANGE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
8. See also ESCAPE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.18.1 Example 1
3.18.2 Example 2
3.18.3 Example 3
3.18.4 Example 4

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.19 CHOP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_80_____
|
| >>__CHOP__ _|________|______________________________________ _______>< |
|
| |_column_|
|
|
|
|_ _____________ __| Group |__ _____ __| Target |_|
|
|
|_ ___ __disp_|
|_NOT_|
|
|
|_-_|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
_BEFORE_
|
| |__|________|________________________________________________________| |
|
|_AFTER__|
|
|
|
| Target:
|
| |__ _charrange______________ ________________________________________| |
|
|_ANYof__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CHOP stage command to truncate records selectively. CHOP reads records from its primary input stream,
truncates them at the column specified, and writes the truncated records to its primary output stream if it is connected. If
its secondary output stream is connected, CHOP writes the truncated portion of each record to its secondary output
stream. If you do not specify an operand, CHOP truncates records after column 80.
Records are truncated relative to occurrences of a specified target. The target can be a range of characters, a list of
characters, or a character string.
You can specify that the records be truncated at, before, or after a target. If you specify that the records are to be
truncated before or after the target, truncation can occur at a specified displacement before or after the target.
Operands

column
identifies the column after which CHOP is to truncate the records.
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disp
-disp
is the relative displacement, in number of columns, from the target to the position in the record where truncation is to
occur. If you specify:

disp and BEFORE, truncation occurs before the column that is disp columns to the left of the target
disp and AFTER, truncation occurs after the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and BEFORE, truncation occurs before the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and AFTER, truncation occurs after the column that is disp columns to the left of the target.
BEFORE

causes truncation to take place before the target. This is the default.

AFTER

causes truncation to take place after the target.
If you specify AFTER with STRING, the records are truncated after the column containing the last character of the first
occurrence of string, hexstring, or binstring.
NOT

negates the way in which CHOP locates the target.
If you specify NOT with charrange, the target is any character not within that range. If you specify NOT with ANYOF,
the target is any character not in the specified list. If you specify NOT with STRING, the target is any column not part
of a matching string.
charrange
is a range of target characters. The record will be truncated before or after the first character it finds in the range. You
can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
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hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.

When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the range is based on the hexadecimal
representation of the characters. The characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1',
X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof

specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of target characters. Truncation occurs when any one of
the characters in the string is matched.
STRing

specifies that the string of characters following STRING is a string of target characters. Truncation occurs only when
the entire string is matched.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match.

Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a group of characters to be located. The
X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a group of characters to be located. The B can be specified
in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible
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by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: CHOP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After truncating the records read from the input stream as specified, CHOP writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, CHOP writes the truncated portion of each
record to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. CHOP does not delay the records.
2. If CHOP' output streams are not connected, CHOP ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal representation of the ending character is less
than the starting character, the hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is X'00'.
4. CHOP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
5. See also JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, STRIP, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.19.1 Example 1
3.19.2 Example 2
3.19.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.20 COLLATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__COLLATE__|__________________|__| Group |________________________>< |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
_1-*__1-*_______________________
_MASTER DETAILs_
|
| |__|________________________________|__|________________|____________| |
|
|_columnrange1__ ______________ _| |_MASTER_________|
|
|
|_columnrange2_|
|_DETAILs________|
|
|
|_DETAILs MASTER_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COLLATE stage command to match records in its primary input stream with records in its secondary input
stream and write the matched and unmatched records to different output streams. The records in each input stream must
be in ascending order based on the contents of a key field.
The records in the primary input stream are referred to as master records. Each master record has a key field, a specific
range of columns within a record which identifies the record; two master records cannot have the same contents in their
key field.
The records in the secondary input stream are referred to as the detail records. The detail records are related to the
master records. A detail record matches a master record when the key fields have identical data. Two or more detail
records can have the same data in their key field.
COLLATE writes records to three output streams if each is connected:
The primary output stream contains matching records. The operands for COLLATE let you specify the sequence
of the master and detail records in the primary output stream and whether COLLATE writes both the master and
detail records, only the master records, or only the details records to the primary output stream.
The secondary output stream contains master records that do not have any matching detail records.
The tertiary output stream contains detail records that do not have a matching master record.
Operands
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NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. This is the default.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange1
defines a key field for the master records. If columnrange1 is not specified, the key field is the entire record for both the
primary and secondary input streams. The format for columnrange1 is identical with the format for columnrange2.
columnrange2
defines a key field for the detail records. If columnrange2 is not specified, columnrange1 defines the key field for both
the primary and secondary input streams. You can specify columnrange2 (which is identical with the format for
columnrange1) as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)-1 for n.
MASTER DETAILs

specifies that for matched master and detail records, the master record followed by its matched detail records are written
to the primary output stream. This is the default.
MASTER

specifies that for matched master and detail records, only the master records are written to the primary output stream.
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The matched detail records are discarded.
DETAILs

specifies that for matched master and detail records, only the detail records are written to the primary output stream. The
matched master records are discarded.
DETAILs MASTER

specifies that for matched master and detail records, the matched detail records followed by their master record are
written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: COLLATE reads master records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream. The secondary input stream
must be defined.
Primary Output Stream: COLLATE writes matching records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: COLLATE writes master records that do not have any matching detail records to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Tertiary Output Stream: COLLATE writes detail records that do not have a matching master record to its tertiary output
stream, if it is connected.
Usage Notes

1. COLLATE does not delay the records.
2. If COLLATE's output streams are not connected, COLLATE ends.
3. The following diagram shows the input and output streams for the COLLATE stage command using the default
operands:
__________
________________
|
|________ÿ|Matching MASTER |
___________
|
C
|
| and DETAILS
|
| MASTER
|____ÿ|
|
|________________|
|
|
|
O
|
|___________|
|
|
Primary Input
|
L
|
Stream
|
|
________________
|
L
|________ÿ|MASTER without |
|
|
|matching DETAILS|
|
A
|
|________________|
|
|
___________
|
T
|
| DETAILS |____ÿ|
|
|
|
|
E
|
________________
|___________|
|
|________ÿ|DETAILS without |
Secondary Input
|
|
|matching MASTER |
Stream
|__________|
|________________|

Primary
Output
Stream

Secondary
Output
Stream

Tertiary
Output
Stream

The PIPE command in the following REXX exec shows how to code a COLLATE stage as shown in the
preceding diagram. The COLLATE stage reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes
the contents of its primary, secondary, and tertiary output streams to separate files. Note that the input data sets
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must be sorted in ascending order.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MYCOLLAT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < MASTER.RECORDS',
/* read MASTER.RECORDS */
|
|
'| c: collate',
/* find matches */
|
|
'| > MATCHING.RECORDS',
/* write matching masters and details */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< DETAIL.RECORDS',
/* read DETAIL.RECORDS */
|
|
'| c:',
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE */
|
|
'| > UNREF.MASTERS',
/* write masters without details */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
' c:',
/* define tertiary output for COLLATE */
|
|
'| > UNREF.DETAILS'
/* write details without masters */
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

4. Although the COLLATE and LOOKUP stage commands both process master and detail records read from their
input streams, COLLATE reads master records from its primary input stream and LOOKUP reads master records
from its secondary input stream. COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream and LOOKUP
reads detail records from its primary input stream.
5. Unlike LOOKUP, COLLATE requires that input records be sorted in ascending order by the key field.
6. COLLATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
7. See also LOOKUP, MERGE, and SORT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.20.1 Example 1
3.20.2 Example 2
3.20.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.21 COMBINE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1____________________
|
| >>__COMBINE__|______________________|__ _N___________ ______________>< |
|
|_*____________________| |_AND_________|
|
|
|_n1___________________| |_X___________|
|
|
|_KEYLENgth__n2________| |_EXClusiveor_|
|
|
| _STOP__ALLEOF_____ | |_Or__________|
|
|
|_|__________________|_| |_FIRST_______|
|
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ _|
|_LAST________|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|_n3_____|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COMBINE stage command to join the contents of multiple primary input stream records into one output record
according to a specified function. COMBINE writes the output record to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Records can be treated as a string of bits and combined according to a specified logical operator, or the contents of an
output column gathered from the first or last input record in the range that contains that particular column.
When both a primary and a secondary input stream are connected, one record from each stream is paired up for
processing, and specifying the asterisk, n1, or KEYLENGTH n2 operand is regarded as an error.
When records of varying lengths are combined, any bits that extend in one record beyond bits found in a shorter record
are just copied to the output record.
Operands

n1
specifies the additional number of primary input stream records to combine with the first primary input stream record.
That is, it combines the first n1+1 primary input stream records into a single record. It then combines the next n1+1
records. This process continues until all primary input stream records are processed. If the number of records in the
primary input stream is not evenly divisible by n1+1, then the last output record written contains the combined
remaining records. If you do not specify n1, COMBINE assumes the default is 1 and combines pairs of primary input
stream records.
If you specify asterisk (*) for n1, all records in the input stream are combined into a single output record. If you specify
0 for n1, COMBINE copies all primary input stream records unchanged to its primary output stream.
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KEYLENgth

specifies that primary input stream records are combined as long as they contain the same key in the first n2 columns.
COMBINE leaves the key unchanged, combining only those columns beyond the key. If there is only one primary input
stream record that contains the key, the record is written to the primary output stream unchanged.
n2
specifies that the key is in the first n2 columns of each primary input stream record. COMBINE writes one record to its
primary output stream for all of the adjacent primary input stream records that contain the same key.

STOP

when two input streams are connected, STOP specifies whether either or both input streams must be at end of file for
COMBINE to stop processing input records. STOP ALLEOF is the default.

ALLEOF

when two input streams are connected, STOP ALLEOF specifies that input records will stop being processed when
COMBINE determines that all its input streams are no longer connected. Records continue to be read as long as at least
one input stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the default.

ANYEOF

specifies that records will stop being written as soon as COMBINE determines that either of its input streams is no
longer connected.
n3
is the number of streams required to become unconnected and reach end of file before COMBINE stops writing records.
Specify either decimal number 1 or 2. Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF. Specifying 2 or a greater
number is the same as specifying ALLEOF.

N
AND

specifies that the records are combined according to a logical AND operation. A bit is 1 in the output record only if it is
1 in that position in each of the input records in the range. A bit is 0 in the output record if any record in the range has a
0 in that position.
X
EXClusiveor

specifies that the records are combined according to a logical EXCLUSIVE OR operation. A bit in the output record is 1
when an odd number of input records in the specified range have a 1 in that position. If an even number of records have
a 1 in that position, or if no records have a 1 in that position, the resulting bit in the output record is 0.

Or

specifies that the records are combined according to a logical inclusive OR operation. A bit in the output record is 1 if
any record in the specified range has a 1 in that position; it is 0 when all input records in the specified range have a 0 in
that position.

FIRST

specifies that the contents of an output column are to be taken from the first input record in the range that contains that
particular column.
LAST

specifies that the contents of an output column are to be taken from the last input record in the range that contains that
particular column.
Streams Used
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Primary Input Stream: COMBINE reads records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: COMBINE reads records from its secondary input stream, if connected, combining one
primary input stream record with one secondary input stream record as a pair.
Primary Output Stream: After combining the records read from its primary input stream, COMBINE writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. COMBINE delays the records. The last input record in each set of combined records is not delayed.
2. If COMBINE's output stream is not connected, COMBINE ends.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.21.1 Example 1
3.21.2 Example 2
3.21.3 Example 3
3.21.4 Example 4

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.22 COMMAND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__COMMAND__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COMMAND stage command to issue TSO commands from a pipeline and to write the responses from the
commands to the terminal. If an operand is specified, it is passed as a command to TSO for execution as if the command
were invoked using 'ADDRESS TSO' from MVS/REXX. Then, any primary input stream records are read and passed to
TSO as commands. When the COMMAND stage command issues each of these commands, any line mode output from
a command is written to the terminal.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage command writes all line mode output from a
command to the terminal and then writes the return code from that command to its secondary output stream. This is
repeated for each command issued by the COMMAND stage command.
Operands

string
is a command to pass to TSO for execution. The string operand cannot be specified if the secondary output stream of the
COMMAND stage command is connected; in that case, the COMMAND stage command issues only the commands
that it reads from its primary input stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: The COMMAND stage command reads records from its primary input stream. Input records
must contain a command to be passed to TSO for execution. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage command writes the
return code from each command to its secondary output stream after any line mode output from that command has been
written to the terminal.
Usage Notes
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1. COMMAND does not delay the records; it writes all of the output from each command to the terminal and writes
the return code to the secondary output stream before it consumes the input record.
2. If COMMAND's secondary output stream is no longer connected, COMMAND ends.
3. COMMAND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
4. See also SUBCOM and the TSO stage command.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.22.1 Example 1
3.22.2 Example 2
3.22.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.23 COPY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__COPY____________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COPY stage command to prevent a stall in a multistream pipeline when a one-record delay is sufficient to
prevent a stall. COPY delays the passing of its input stream to its output stream by one record.
COPY reads each record from its primary input stream into a buffer. COPY consumes an input record before it writes
the contents of the buffer to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: COPY reads records from its primary input stream. Each input record is read into a buffer.
Primary Output Stream: COPY writes the contents of the buffer to its output stream after reading the next record into
the buffer.
Usage Notes

1. COPY delays one record.
2. If COPY's primary output stream is not connected, COPY ends.
3. See also BUFFER and ELASTIC.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.23.1 Example 1
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3.24 COUNT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<______________
|
| >>__COUNT___ _BYTES______ |_________________________________________>< |
|
|_CHARS______|
|
|
|_CHARACTErs_|
|
|
|_WORDS______|
|
|
|_LINES______|
|
|
|_RECORDS____|
|
|
|_MINline____|
|
|
|_MAXline____|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COUNT stage command to count bytes, blank-delimited character strings, or records. You can also use COUNT
to return the length of the shortest or longest record. COUNT reads records from its primary input stream and counts
each specified item. If its primary output stream is connected but its secondary output stream is not connected, COUNT
writes a single record containing the count information to its primary output stream and discards the records from its
primary input stream. If both its primary and secondary output streams are connected, COUNT copies its primary input
stream records to its primary output stream and writes a single record containing the count information to its secondary
output stream.
Operands

BYTES
CHARS
CHARACTErs

specifies that the number of characters or bytes in the records read from the primary input stream is to be included in the
count information record.
WORDS

specifies that the number of blank-delimited character strings in the records read from the primary input stream is to be
included in the count information record.
LINES
RECORDS
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specifies that the number of records read from the primary input stream is to be included in the count information
record.
MINline

specifies that the length of the shortest record read from the primary input stream is to be included in the count
information record. When there are no input records, the value is returned as 2(31) - 1.

MAXline

specifies that the length of the longest record read from the primary input stream is to be included in the count
information record. When there are no input records, the value is returned as 0.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: COUNT reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is not connected, COUNT writes a single record containing the
count information to its primary output stream. If its secondary output stream is connected, COUNT copies its primary
input stream records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, COUNT writes a single record containing the
count information to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. COUNT delays the count record until end of file is reached. If its secondary output stream is connected, COUNT
does not delay the primary output stream records.
2. If COUNT's primary output stream is not connected, COUNT ends. If its secondary output stream is connected,
the counts are written to its secondary output stream. The record being processed when COUNT's primary output
stream is not connected is not included in the counts.
3. COUNT writes only one count information record regardless of the number of input records it reads. The count
information record contains information about only those operands that you specify. If you specify more than one
operand, the counts are returned separated by single blanks.
If you specify the same operand or operands of equivalent function more than once, only one count of that
information is returned in the count information record.
Regardless of the order in which you specify the operands, the count information is always returned in the
following order:
characters words lines minimum-record-length maximum-record-length.

4. COUNT writes the count information record when it gets an end-of-file condition on either its input or its output.
5. For each item in the count information record, the maximum count is 2(63) - 1.
6. COUNT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.24.1 Example 1
3.24.2 Example 2
3.24.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.25 DEAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF___________________________
|
| >>__DEAL__|________________________________________|________________>< |
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ _______________________|
|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
|_SECONDARY______________________________|
|
|
|
_1-*___________________________ |
|
|
|_KEY__|_______________________________|_|
|
|
|_| Separator |__| Inputrange |_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DEAL stage command to read records from its primary input stream and write records to one of its connected
output streams in either sequential order starting with the primary output stream, or some other order specified on the
secondary input stream. Unless otherwise specified, DEAL writes the first input record to the connected primary output
stream, the second input record to the connected secondary output stream, and so on until the last connected output
stream receives a record, and then the cycle is repeated.
When the SECONDARY operand is specified, the DEAL stage command sequentially processes a secondary input
record and a primary input record as a pair. Each secondary input stream record must contain a word that is the output
stream identifier and that will control the order in which DEAL writes out records. In this way you can choose your own
output stream order rather than use the sequential default. DEAL first inspects a record from the secondary input stream,
and retrieves the identity of the output stream that will receive a written record. DEAL then inspects a record from the
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primary input stream. When DEAL determines that the output stream identified in the secondary input stream record is
connected, DEAL writes a record read from the primary input stream to the specified output stream. DEAL then
consumes the records from its primary and secondary input streams.
You can also write a contiguous series of primary input stream records that have matching keys to the same output
stream. DEAL searches for an identified location in each input record that contains the specified key, comparing the key
from one record to the next. If the key location is not specified, or is specified but is not found, DEAL uses the entire
record as the key.
Operands

STOP

specifies how many output streams must be at end of file for DEAL to stop writing input records. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.
ALLEOF

specifies that input records will stop being written when DEAL determines that all output streams are no longer
connected. Input records continue to be written as long as at least one output stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.
ANYEOF

specifies that input records will stop being written as soon as DEAL determines that any one of the output streams is no
longer connected.
n
is the number of streams required to reach end of file and become unconnected before DEAL stops writing records.
Specify a decimal number of 1 or greater. Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF.

SECONDARY

specifies that DEAL first inspects a secondary input stream record containing a stream identifier before reading its
primary input stream record and writing it to that identified output stream. One secondary input stream record is
processed with one primary input stream record as a pair, so the order of the records on the secondary input stream
controls the order in which DEAL writes primary input stream records to its output streams.

KEY

identifies the location in each input record that contains the key of each record. A contiguous group of input records
with the same key are written to the same output stream. When the key changes from one input record to the next,
DEAL writes the record with the changed key to the next sequential, connected output stream.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal 001-input-records',
'| literal 002-input-records',
'| literal 002-input-record',
'|d:deal key wordsep - w1',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the first word, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream (1)
contain:
0 002-input-record
0 002-input-records
1 001-input-records
READY

A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the
exclamation mark separates each field:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| literal a!b!',
|
|
'| literal e!!f',
|
|
'|d:deal key fieldsep ! f2',
|
|
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons',
|
|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the second field, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream
(1) contain:
0 e!!f
1 a!b!
READY

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
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WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data that the DEAL stage command will use as a key.
The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input stream in
the following set of pipelines consists of two records with three words each where the words are separated by a blank:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| literal aj cd kl',
|
|
'| literal ah ij kl',
|
|
'|d:deal key words 2',
|
|
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons',
|
|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the second word, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream
(1) contain:
0 ah ij kl
1 aj cd kl
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, 3 is the
third word:

______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal -10-2--3 10-2-3',
'| split',
'|d:deal key wordsep - words 3',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',
'?',
'd:',

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the third word, which matches, so the primary output stream (0) contains:
0 -10-2--3
0 10-2-3
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data that the DEAL stage command will use as a key. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with three fields separated by the default field
separator character (X'05'):
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| strliteral x8182058384058586', /* hex representation of ab cd ef */ |
|
'| strliteral x8889059192059394', /* hex representation of hi jk lm */ |
|
'|d:deal key fields 2',
|
|
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons',
|
|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the second field, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream
(1) contain:
0 hi jk lm
1 ab cd ef
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal -10-2--3 10-2-3',
'| split',
'|d:deal key fs - f3',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',
'?',
'd:',

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the third field, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream (1)
contain:
0 -10-2--3
1 10-2-3
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which
DEAL uses to define the key of each input record. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A
negative number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative
to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a location, DEAL uses the entire input record as the key. You can
specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following set of pipelines specifies the next-to-last and the last column as the input location:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal afbc adfi ghfi fjkl',
'| split',
'|d:deal key -2;-1',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',
'?',
'd:',
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
'| cons'

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the last two columns, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output
stream (1) contain:
0 afbc
1 adfi
1 ghfi
0 fjkl
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the
input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
DEAL are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DEAL reads records in sequential order from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: DEAL reads a record from its secondary input stream, if it is connected and the SECONDARY
operand is specified. The secondary input stream record is paired with a primary input stream record.
Output Streams: DEAL writes each of its primary input stream records to one of its connected output streams, in either
sequential order starting with the primary output stream, or the order specified on the secondary input stream.
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Usage Notes

1. DEAL does not delay the records.
2. If DEAL receives an end-of-file condition on either its primary or secondary input stream, it ends.
If the SECONDARY or KEY operand is specified and the output stream DEAL needs to write the next record to
is not connected, DEAL ends and any remaining input records are not fully processed.
If the number of streams specified by the STOP operand are not connected, DEAL ends. There may be input
records that remain unprocessed if the number specified is less than the total number of input streams. If the
number on the STOP operand is greater than the total number of output streams in the pipeline that can become
disconnected, DEAL processes as though STOP ALLEOF were specified.
3. If the SECONDARY operand is specified with no connected secondary input stream or no secondary input
record, the pipeline waits until a secondary input record becomes available, and may eventually stall.
4. Leaving an output stream unconnected will not cause records to be dropped, it causes DEAL to end.
5. DEAL starts at commit level -2. With any operand other than SECONDARY specified, DEAL verifies that its
primary input stream is the only connected input stream and then commits to level 0. If the operand
SECONDARY is specified, DEAL verifies that its primary and secondary input streams are the only connected
input streams before committing to level 0.
6. See also FANIN, FANINANY, FANOUT, and GATHER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.25.1 Example 1
3.25.2 Example 2
3.25.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.26 DEBLOCK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__DEBLOCK__________________________________________________________> |
|
|
|
_Fixed__80__________________________________________
|
| >__|____________________________________________________|___________>< |
|
|_ADMSF______________________________________________|
|
|
|_C__ ___________ __ _________ ______________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|_CRLF__ ___________ __ _________ ___________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
| _Fixed_
|
|
|
|_|_______|__recordlength____________________________|
|
|
|_GDForders__________________________________________|
|
|
|
_15______
|
|
|
|_LINEND__|_________|__ ___________ __ _________ ____|
|
|
|
|_char____| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|_NETdata____________________________________________|
|
|
|_SF_________________________________________________|
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ __ ___________ __ _________ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|_TEXTfile___________________________________________|
|
|
|_TEXTUNIT___________________________________________|
|
|
|_Variable___________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
_LINEND 15___________
|
| |__|_____________________|___________________________________________| |
|
|_C___________________|
|
|
|_CRLF________________|
|
|
|
_15______ |
|
|
|_LINEND__|_________|_|
|
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| EOF:
|
|
_3F______
|
| |__EOF__|_________|__________________________________________________| |
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DEBLOCK stage command to convert data that has been blocked into one of several formats back to an
unblocked format. DEBLOCK reads blocks of data from its primary input stream and writes the logical records to its
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primary output stream. Some blocking formats fill all output blocks to capacity (except for, possibly, the last block). As
a result, one logical record may be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block.
Operands

ADMSF

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in structured field format used in Graphical Data
Display Manager (GDDM) objects. Each logical record in the input stream has a 2-byte prefix that indicates the record
length (including the 2-byte prefix). This prefix is discarded before the record is placed in the output stream.
If ADMSF was the format specified when blocking the input records for this DEBLOCK command, BLOCK or GDDM
may have padded the last character with X'00'. If so, DEBLOCK discards this character. A logical record can span
blocks, and each block is filled completely, with the exception that the 2-byte prefix (containing the length of the record
plus the prefix) cannot span 2 blocks.
C

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a line feed (X'25'). (This is equivalent to
specifying LINEND 25.) A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the
last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded). DEBLOCK writes a null record to the output stream
whenever it finds two consecutive line feed characters to the input stream.
TERMinate

specifies that when the last record of the input file has a terminating line-end sequence, a trailing null line is suppressed.

EOF

requests DEBLOCK to scan input records for the specified end-of-file character, and once located, to consume the first
record containing an end-of-file character and reach end of file. DEBLOCK discards the end-of-file character and all the
remaining input. If the EOF operand is omitted, DEBLOCK does not scan for an end-of-file character. If EOF is
specified with nothing after it, DEBLOCK scans for the default end-of-file character (X'3F'). If you want to specify a
different end-of-file character after EOF, the valid choices are:
char is the end-of-file character that DEBLOCK should locate.
hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the end-of-file character that DEBLOCK should locate. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that DEBLOCK should scan for a blank (X'40') as the end-of-file character.

CRLF

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a carriage return and line feed
(X'0D25'). (This is equivalent to specifying STRING X0D25.) A logical record can span blocks, as can the carriage
return and line feed sequence. DEBLOCK writes a null record when it finds 2 consecutive carriage return and line feed
sequences.
recordlength

recordlength
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with one or more complete logical records where all of the records are the
same length and have no control characters appended between them. The variable recordlength is the length of the
logical records in bytes. Specifying DEBLOCK recordlength or DEBLOCK FIXED recordlength are synonymous. If
the size of the block is not an integral multiple of the output record length, the last record that DEBLOCK writes is
smaller than the other records from that block. DEBLOCK FIXED recordlength discards null input records.
Fixed
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If you do not specify any operands after DEBLOCK, the default is to unblock in fixed 80-byte records.
GDForders

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in an already unblocked Graphics Data Format
(GDF) structured field format.

LINEND

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a line-end character. The line-end
character marks the end of one logical record and the beginning of the next logical record. A logical record can span
blocks. DEBLOCK does not write the line-end character to the output stream. DEBLOCK writes a null record when it
finds two consecutive line-end characters.
The default line-end character is the new-line character (X'15'). If the records are blocked with a different line-end
character, you can specify any one of the following:
char is the character that you want as the line-end character.
hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you want as the line-end character. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

defines the line-end character as a blank (X'40').

NETdata

specifies that the input stream contains blocks of data segmented and spanned in the NETDATA format. Input records
in NETDATA format are built from segments and the first character of each record is the flag byte, which always has
the 2 high-order bits (X'C0') on, indicating a complete record. DEBLOCK verifies that all input records, except the last
one, are the same length.

SF

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in structured field format. Each logical record in the
input stream has a 2-byte prefix that indicates the record length (including the 2-byte prefix). DEBLOCK strips off this
record length prefix before writing the record to the output stream.
STRing

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a delimited, binary, or hexadecimal
string.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters that separate logical records.

Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters that separate logical
records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There
must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
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specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters that separate logical records. The B
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits
must be divisible by 8.
A logical record and the string that separates the input records can span blocks. Each block is filled completely (except
for, possibly, the last block). DEBLOCK writes a null record to the output stream when it finds two consecutive
occurrences of the specified string.
TEXTfile

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records that are each terminated with a line-end sequence.
TEXTFILE's default line-end character specification is LINEND, its default line-end sequence is X'15', and
TERMINATE is the default to suppress a trailing null line when the last input record ends in a line-end sequence. The
input file may be a byte stream file; it does not have to be in the format produced by BLOCK TEXTFILE.
TEXTUNIT

specifies that DEBLOCK writes an output record for each text unit found in NETDATA control records. (A text unit is
part of a control record that encodes the attributes of a data set, such as its name and time stamps.) Input records must be
control records with X'E0' in the first position; columns 2 through 6 must contain the literal "INMR0"; column 7 must
contain the number 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 7. DEBLOCK discards the data set count in record type "INMR02." Before a
DEBLOCK TEXTUNIT stage command, you should use, for example, the FIND stage command.
Variable

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in any of the following formats:
Variable, where each input block contains one logical record in unblocked variable format. The input record has
an 8-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and the record descriptor word. DEBLOCK does not write this 8byte prefix to the output stream.
VB, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked format. The input record has
a 4-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and a 4-byte record descriptor word prefix for each record in the
input block. DEBLOCK does not write these prefixes to the output stream.
VBS, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked spanned format. The input
record has an 4-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and a 4-byte segment descriptor word prefix for each
record segment in the input block. DEBLOCK does not write these prefixes to the output stream.
VS, where each input block contains one (or less) logical record in variable spanned format (an MVS data
format). The input record has an 8-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and the segment descriptor word.
DEBLOCK does not write this 8-byte prefix to the output stream.
Note: To be compatible with BLOCK, DEBLOCK has synonyms for the 3 other data formats: VB, VBS, and VS.
However, be aware that DEBLOCK unblocks input records in the same data format that they were blocked in. If the
input records were blocked in VBS format, DEBLOCK unblocks the records in VBS format, even if you specified one
of the other 3 data formats. For example, the following PIPE command blocks the data in VS format and tries to
unblock it in VB format:
pipe < testvs.file | block 20 vs | deblock vb | > testvb.file
However, when you examine the output of TESTVB.FILE, you will find
that DEBLOCK unblocked the data in VS format, not VB format. Because
DEBLOCK recognizes that the input records were blocked in VS format,
it ignores the fact that you specified VB as the unblocking format.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DEBLOCK reads blocks from its primary input stream. Each input record must contain a block
of data. Depending on the format, a block can consist of one or more logical records, and one record can be spanned
across more than one block.
Primary Output Stream: After converting the blocked data read from its primary input stream into logical records,
DEBLOCK writes the logical records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. DEBLOCK delays the records.
2. If DEBLOCK's primary output stream is not connected, DEBLOCK ends.
3. DEBLOCK discards null input records.
4. When unblocking fixed records, DEBLOCK FIXED writes a short record for each block that is not an integral
multiple of the output record length. Use the FBLOCK stage command if you want all of the output records
(except possibly the last one) to be of the specified length.
5. DEBLOCK starts at commit level 0.
6. See also BLOCK, FBLOCK, SPLIT, STRIP, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.26.1 Example 1
3.26.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.27 DELAY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__DELAY___________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DELAY stage command to wait until a particular time of day or until after a specified interval of time has
passed to copy the record. DELAY reads a record containing a time or time interval from its primary input stream, waits
until the specified time, writes the record to its primary output stream (if it is connected), and then reads the next record
from its primary input stream.
The first word of each input record specifies a time interval or a time of day. The remainder of the record is not
inspected. A DELAY stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DELAY reads records from its primary input stream; it discards null or blank input records. The
input records must contain a time interval or time of day.
To specify a time interval, input records must be in the following format:
(1)
>>__ + __ ______________________ ______ss__><
|
(1)
|
|_ _________ ______mm:_|
| (1)
|
|_____hh:_|
Note:
(1) No blanks are allowed in this position.

+

indicates that the time is relative to the current time.
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:

separates the hours, minutes, and seconds (hh, mm, ss).

To specify a time of day, the first blank-delimited word of each input record must be in the following format:
>>__hh__ ______________________ __><
| (1)
|
|_____:mm__ _________ _|
| (1)
|
|_____:ss_|
Note:
(1) No blanks are allowed in this position.

:

separates the hours, minutes, and seconds (hh, mm, ss).

Primary Output Stream: DELAY copies primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Although DELAY causes a time interval delay or time of day delay, it does not delay the records.
2. If DELAY's primary output stream is not connected, DELAY ends.
3. Following are examples of time designations and their meanings:
+1:20:00
means 1 hour and 20 minutes from the time the record is read
+5:30
means 5 minutes and 30 seconds from the time the record is read
+60
means 60 seconds from the time the record is read
+0
means no delay
8:30:30
means time of day; 8:30:30 A.M.
1:45
means time of day; 1:45 A.M.
10
means time of day; 10:00 A.M.
15:30
means time of day; 3:30 P.M.
27
means time of day; 3:00 A.M. tomorrow
4. You do not need to follow the usual conventions for representing a time of day or a time interval. The minutes
and seconds can be greater than 59 and the hours can be greater than 23. For example, 1:17:64 equals 1:18:04.
DELAY calculates the time of day starting with the most recent midnight. Therefore, the number of hours, hh,
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may be greater than 23 to specify an hour the next day. For example, if you specify 34 for hh as a time of day,
DELAY will wait until 10:00 the next morning.
5. If the input record contains a time of day that has already passed, DELAY copies the record to the output stream
immediately (there is no delay).
6. DELAY passes the complete input record, including the time-of-day, to the output stream.
7. Use the following two stages to wait to copy the record until the next midnight: pipe literal 24 | delay ...
8. The following two stages copy a record to the primary output stream at the specified intervals until its primary
output stream is no longer connected:
... | duplicate * | delay | ...

9. Enter PIPMOD STOP or use the PIPESTOP or GATE stage command to stop DELAY while it is still running.
10. In the primary input stream, any information following the time specification is ignored.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.27.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.28 DROP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_FIRST_
_1_
|
| >>__DROP__|_______|__|___|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_LAST__| |_n_|
|
|
|_*_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DROP stage command to discard one or more records at the beginning or end of its primary input stream.
DROP selects the remaining records, copying them to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary
output stream is connected, DROP passes any unselected records to its secondary output stream.
Operands

FIRST

discards records from the beginning of the input stream. This is the default.
LAST

selects records until only the specified number remain, and discards the last specified number of records from the end of
the input stream.

n
is the number of records to discard from the input stream. The default is 1. If you specify 0 for n, all records in the
primary input stream are selected and copied unchanged to the primary output stream.
*
specifies that no records are selected. Unselected records are passed to the secondary output stream if it is connected.
Otherwise, DROP discards all records.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DROP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: Any records that are not dropped are copied to the primary output stream, if it is connected.
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Secondary Output Stream: DROP passes any unselected records to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Usage Notes

1. DROP FIRST does not delay the records. DROP LAST delays the specified number of records.
DROP LAST stores the specified number of records in a buffer. For each subsequent input record (if any), DROP
LAST writes the record residing longest in the buffer to the primary output stream, if it is connected. Otherwise, it
discards the record. The input record is then stored in the buffer, queued on a first-in, first-out basis. When end of
file is reached on the primary input stream, DROP LAST writes the specified number of records from the buffer
into the secondary output stream, if connected, otherwise it discards the records.
2. If all DROP's output streams are not connected, DROP ends.
3. DROP writes an input record to one output stream when both output streams are connected.
4. DROP FIRST disconnects its secondary output stream before it shorts its input to its primary output stream.
DROP LAST disconnects its primary output stream before it writes the unselected records to its secondary output
stream.
5. DROP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
6. See also TAKE, HOLE, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, and TOTARGET.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.28.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.29 DUPLICATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1__
|
| >>__DUPlicate__|____|_______________________________________________>< |
|
|_n__|
|
|
|_*__|
|
|
|_-1_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DUPLICATE stage command to write each input record in addition to the specified number of copies of each
input record. DUPLICATE reads records from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary output stream,
if it is connected. It does not discard null input records.
Operands

n
is the additional number of copies of each input record. A positive number or 0 must be specified for n which causes
DUPLICATE to write the original record to its output stream. If you do not specify n, DUPLICATE writes one
additional copy of each record.
*

specifies an infinite number of copies of the input. When you specify DUPLICATE *, the first input record is the only
one duplicated because it is the only one ever read.
-1

specifies that all input records are consumed and no output is written to the output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DUPLICATE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: DUPLICATE writes to its primary output stream the original record plus the specified number
of copies of each record read from its input stream.
Usage Notes
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1. DUPLICATE does not delay the records.
2. If DUPLICATE's primary output stream is not connected, DUPLICATE ends.
3. See also BUFFER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.29.1 Example 1
3.29.2 Example 2
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3.30 ELASTIC

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ELASTIC_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ELASTIC stage command to prevent a stall in a multistream pipeline.
ELASTIC may have either one or two input streams defined and connected. When ELASTIC has only one input stream,
it copies its input records to its output stream, putting at least as many records as necessary into a buffer to prevent a
stall. ELASTIC reads input records whenever they become available and writes output records as they are consumed,
while attempting to minimize the number of records in the buffer.
When ELASTIC has two input streams, it copies records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream and
it copies records from its secondary input stream into a buffer. When it reaches end of file on its primary input stream, it
begins writing the records from the buffer to its primary output stream, continuing to read into the buffer any records
arriving on its secondary input stream. When the buffer is empty, ELASTIC gives up control to allow any other ready
stage to run. When it regains control, it determines whether it has any additional secondary input and ends if it does not.
It can end before all of its input has been processed if its primary output stream is not connected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ELASTIC reads records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: If the secondary input stream in defined, it is assumed to be feedback from stages connected to
its primary output stream.
Primary Output Stream: If ELASTIC has one input stream, it writes the records it receives from its primary input stream
to its primary output stream. If ELASTIC has a secondary input stream defined, its primary input stream records are
copied to its primary output stream and any records that are received from its secondary input stream are put into a
buffer. After end of file is reached on the primary input stream, ELASTIC writes records from the buffer to its primary
output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. ELASTIC delays the records that it writes to a buffer. If its secondary input stream is defined and connected,
ELASTIC does not delay its primary input stream records.
2. If ELASTIC's primary output stream is not connected, ELASTIC ends.
3. ELASTIC can replace any COPY or BUFFER stage that is used for prevention of a pipeline stall. However, use
the COPY stage command when a one-record delay is sufficient, and use BUFFER when you know that the
complete data set must be put in a buffer (for example, when another branch of the pipeline contains a SORT
stage).
4. When ELASTIC has a secondary input stream, you can say that it maintains a to-do list. It adds items to do when
records arrive on its secondary input stream and it deletes an item from the list when the corresponding output
record is consumed. It ends when the list is empty.
5. ELASTIC starts at commit level -2. It ensures that its secondary output stream is not connected, then sets up a
stage to put the records in a buffer and commits to level 0 when both stages are ready to continue.
6. See also BUFFER, COPY, FANIN, and FANINANY.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.30.1 Example 1
3.30.2 Example 2
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3.31 ESCAPE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ESCAPE__ ____________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ESCAPE stage command to insert escape characters into the records that pass through it so that any special
characters in those records are treated as data. (For example, ESCAPE can override the processing of a vertical bar so it
is treated as part of a character string and not as a stage separator.) ESCAPE reads records from its primary input stream
and writes the records to its primary output stream.
If you do not specify any operands for ESCAPE, the default escape character is the double quotation mark (") and it
escapes the double quotation mark, backslash (\), and vertical bar (|).
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines the escape character and other characters that are to be prefaced with the escape character. The first character in
the string is the escape character; the remaining characters in the string specify additional characters that need the escape
character to preface it.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the escape character and other characters
that are to be prefaced with the escape character. The first two hexadecimal characters in the string represent the escape
character; the remainder of characters in the string represent additional characters that need the escape character to
preface it.
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The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the escape character and other characters that are to be
prefaced with the escape character. The first eight binary digits in the string represent the escape character; the
remainder of binary digits in the string represent additional characters that need the escape character to preface it.

The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ESCAPE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After inserting the escape character or characters, ESCAPE writes the records to its primary
output stream.
Usage Notes

1. ESCAPE does not delay the records.
2. If ESCAPE's primary output stream is not connected, ESCAPE ends.
3. See also CHANGE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.31.1 Example 1
3.31.2 Example 2
3.31.3 Example 3
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3.32 FANIN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FANIN__ ___________________ ____________________________________>< |
|
| <_______________ |
|
|
|___ _streamnum_ _|_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FANIN stage command to combine multiple input streams into a single output stream. FANIN reads records
from all specified input streams and copies the records from each input stream to its primary output stream, if it is
connected.
FANIN, without operands, reads all of the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream, then all of
the records from its secondary input stream to its primary output stream, and so on, until all of its input streams have
been processed. Operands can be specified with FANIN to indicate which input streams are read and the order in which
they are read.
Operands

streamnum
is a number identifying a particular input stream that FANIN will read, where 0 is the primary input stream, 1 is the
secondary input stream, and so on.
streamid
references a particular input stream that FANIN will read, so the input stream identifier must match the assigned stream
name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and
for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
To indicate more than one input stream, delimit each streamnum or streamid operand with a blank.
Streams Used
Input Streams: FANIN, without operands, reads all records from all of its connected input streams starting with the
primary input stream and continuing with the rest of the streams in order of increasing stream number. If one streamnum
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or streamid is specified, FANIN reads all the records from only that input stream. If multiple operands are specified,
FANIN reads records from all the identified streams in the order specified.
FANIN reads all the records from a stream before it begins reading records from the next stream.
Primary Output Stream: FANIN copies its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it reads the input
records.
Usage Notes

1. FANIN does not delay the records.
2. If FANIN's primary output stream is not connected, FANIN ends.
3. FANIN can cause a set of pipelines to stall if:
Two or more input streams originate in the same device driver
Stream n does not reach the end of file because a previous stage is trying to write to stream n+1. The
following diagram shows how a BUFFER stage can prevent a pipeline that uses a FANIN stage from
stalling. Stream numbers are shown to identify the streams used.
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If you run out of virtual storage, you can replace the BUFFER stage in the preceding diagram with an
ELASTIC stage to prevent a stall.
You can also use FANINANY to prevent a stall.
See BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more information on pipeline stalls.
4. You do not have to specify all connected input streams with FANIN. For example, if streams 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
connected, you can specify only streams 0, 4, and 2 as in the following FANIN stage:
... | f: fanin 0 4 2 | ...

FANIN does not read any records from streams 1 and 3.
5. FANIN starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream and
then commits to level 0.
6. See also FANINANY, FANOUT, BUFFER, ELASTIC, and GATHER.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.32.1 Example 1
3.32.2 Example 2
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3.33 FANINANY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FANINANY________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FANINANY stage command to combine multiple streams into a single stream. FANINANY reads any available
input record, regardless of the input stream it is on, and copies the records to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. Records from a particular input stream appear in the output stream in the order in which FANINANY reads
them from that input stream, but they may be interspersed with records from other input streams. When FANINANY
reads multiple input streams, the relative order of the records read from any two input streams is unpredictable unless
both the following are true:
The input streams originate in FANOUT or in a common stage that has the following characteristics:
The stage reads from its primary input stream and writes to its primary or secondary output stream
depending on a condition
When both of the stage's output streams are connected, an input record is written once to only one stream.
No stages in the multistream portion of the pipeline delay records.
Streams Used
Input Streams: FANINANY reads any available input record, regardless of the stream number.
Primary Output Stream: FANINANY copies its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it reads its
input records.
Usage Notes

1. FANINANY does not delay the records.
2. If FANINANY's primary output stream is not connected, FANINANY ends.
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3. You can control the order in which FANINANY writes records by controlling the order in which records arrive at
FANINANY. For example, if you want records to pass through a multistream portion of a pipeline and exit from
FANINANY in the same relative order, specify only stages that do not delay records in the multistream portion of
the pipeline.
4. FANINANY does not cause a set of pipelines to stall in situations where FANIN would cause a stall. See
BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more information on pipeline stalls.
5. FANINANY starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output
stream and then commits to level 0.
6. See also FANIN, FANOUT, GATHER, and ELASTIC.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.33.1 Example 1
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3.34 FANOUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF_____
|
| >>__FANOUT__|__________________|____________________________________>< |
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ _|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FANOUT stage command to make a copy of its input stream on every connected output stream. FANOUT
copies records from its primary input stream to multiple output streams in the order stream 0, stream 1, stream 2 and so
on. FANOUT reads one record at a time from its primary input stream and writes each record to all connected output
streams.
Operands

STOP

specifies how many output streams must be at end of file for FANOUT to stop copying records. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.

ALLEOF

specifies that records stop being copied when FANOUT determines that no output stream is connected. Records
continue to be copied as long as at least one output stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the default.

ANYEOF

specifies that records stop being copied as soon as FANOUT determines that any one of the output streams is no longer
connected.
n
is the number of streams that were originally connected, but are now unconnected causing FANOUT to stop copying
records. Specifying 1 is equivalent to specifying ANYEOF.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FANOUT reads records from its primary input stream.
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Output Streams: FANOUT copies its input records to all of its connected output streams starting with the primary output
stream and continuing with the rest of the streams in order of increasing stream number.
Usage Notes

1. FANOUT does not delay the records.
2. FANOUT copies its input records to all of its connected output streams before it tests for the number of streams at
end of file. When the stream that causes FANOUT to end becomes unconnected, FANOUT writes the record that
it tried to write to the unconnected stream to all other connected streams. Then it ends.
3. FANOUT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary input stream is the only connected input stream and
then commits to level 0.
4. See also FANIN, FANINANY, and DEAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.34.1 Example 1
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3.35 FBLOCK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FBLOCK__n__ _________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FBLOCK stage command to reformat input records to fixed-length blocks of a specified size. FBLOCK reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the blocks to its primary output stream, if it is connected. Records from
the primary input stream can be variable-length or fixed-length.
An input record can be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block. You can specify a pad character to fill
the last output block if there is not enough data to fill it to the specified length.
Operands

n
specifies the output block size in bytes.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding the
last record. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding the last record.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FBLOCK reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream: After reformatting the records read from its primary input stream, FBLOCK writes blocks of
data to its primary output stream. An input record can be spanned across more than one output block.
Usage Notes

1. FBLOCK delays the records.
2. If FBLOCK's primary output stream is not connected, FBLOCK ends.
3. FBLOCK is similar to DEBLOCK FIXED, but DEBLOCK FIXED does not allow input records to span output
records. Conceptually, FBLOCK concatenates all the input records to a single record, which is then written to a
number of fixed-length blocks.
4. The last output record is shorter than the other output records when the length of the concatenated input records is
not an integral multiple of n and the pad character is omitted.
5. Once FBLOCK reformats variable-length records, the records cannot be reformatted back to their original
variable lengths.
6. See also BLOCK, DEBLOCK, JOIN, PAD, CHOP, and SNAKE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.35.1 Example 1
3.35.2 Example 2
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3.36 FILEDESCRIPTOR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FILEDEScriptor__number__ _____ _________________________________>< |
|
|_hex_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
filedescriptor connects the pipeline to a file that is managed by OpenEdition.
When it is first in a pipeline, filedescriptor reads from the file until it receives zero bytes. When it is not first in a
pipeline, filedescriptor appends the contents of its input records to the file.
The file must have been opened by the application before it issues the PIPE command; and the file descriptor must be
closed by the application after the pipeline has completed. A program can use the callable services interface to open a
file and to close a file descriptor.
Subtopics:
3.36.1 Type
3.36.2 Usage Notes
3.36.3 Related Commands
3.36.4 Return Codes
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3.37 FIND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FIND__ ______ __________________________________________________>< |
|
|_text_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FIND stage command to select records that begin with a specified text. FIND reads records from its primary
input stream and writes the records that begin with the specified text to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its
secondary output stream is connected, FIND writes all other records to its secondary output stream.
Operands

text
is any text that you want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. Each character in text must exactly
match the corresponding character in the input record, with three exceptions:
1. A null string (FIND with no operand specified) matches any record
2. A blank character in text is considered to match any character in the corresponding position in the input record
(including a blank).
3. An underscore character (_) in text matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do not match. To be selected, an input record
must be at least as long as text, including any trailing blanks specified in text.
If you do not specify text, FIND copies all records in its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: FIND copies each input record that begins with the specified text to its primary output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, FIND copies each input record that does not
begin with the specified text to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. FIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of FIND's output streams are not connected, FIND ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate FIND from its operand. The operand starts after the blank and continues until the
next stage separator, the next endchar character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. FIND selects all records beginning with text.
5. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that begin with the character string A|B, issue
the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | find A%|B| terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the FIND stage
function is used to locate records that begin with the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the
default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as
a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the FIND
stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the FIND stage as |. For
example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | find /A||B/| terminal

6. If you specify FIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first column
of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must
be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal
to the length of the column range.
7. If you want to select records that contain an underscore character (_), use the LOCATE stage command.
8. FIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
9. See also LOCATE, NFIND, NLOCATE, STRFIND, STRNFIND, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.37.1 Example 1
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3.38 FRLABEL (FROMLABEL)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _FRLABel___ __ ________ _______________________________________>< |
|
|_FROMLABel_| |_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FRLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are determined
by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record. Once a
record that begins with the target string is found, the record that begins with the target string and the following records
are shorted to the primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, FRLABEL writes the records that are before the record that begins with the
target string to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, FRLABEL discards these
records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

string
defines the string of characters to be located in the first column of an input record. If string is not specified, FRLABEL
copies all input records to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FRLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: FRLABEL copies the first input record that begins with the specified target to its primary
output stream. All remaining input stream records are then copied to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, FRLABEL copies all input records up to but not
including the first record matching the specified search string to its secondary output stream. FRLABEL copies the
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remaining records that do match the specified string to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. FRLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all of FRLABEL's output streams are not connected, FRLABEL ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the FRLABEL stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the blank
and continues until the next stage separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. If you specify FRLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
5. FRLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
6. See also STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.38.1 Example 1
3.38.2 Example 2
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3.39 FRTARGET (FROMTARGET)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _FRTARGet___ __stagecommand__ __________ ______________________>< |
|
|_FROMTARGet_|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FRTARGET stage command to select all records starting with the first record selected by a specified stage
command. FRTARGET invokes another stage command and rejects all records until the specified stage command
selects a record. FRTARGET passes records read from its input streams to the specified stage command until that stage
command writes a record to its primary output stream. Once this trigger record is written to the specified stage's primary
output stream, FRTARGET copies the input record corresponding to the trigger record and shorts the remaining primary
input stream to its own primary output stream. It writes the unselected records to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. This specified stage
command must support a connected primary input stream, a connected primary output stream, and a connected
secondary output stream. If the secondary input stream of FRTARGET is connected, the specified stage command must
support a secondary input stream. The stage command should produce one output record for each input record without
delaying the records. The stage command should also end without consuming the current record when neither output
stream is connected, and it should not consume the record it is writing when it encounters end of file on any output
stream.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FRTARGET reads records from its primary input stream and passes these records to the primary
input stream of the specified stage command until the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output
stream. FRTARGET then shorts the primary input to its primary output, starting with the input record corresponding to
the trigger record.
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Secondary Input Stream: FRTARGET reads records from its secondary input stream and passes the records to the
secondary input stream of the specified stage. Once the input record corresponding to the trigger record is written to
FRTARGET's primary output stream, FRTARGET reads no further records from the secondary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: FRTARGET shorts the first input record selected by the specified stage command (the trigger
record) and the remaining primary input records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, FRTARGET copies to its secondary output
stream all records that the specified stage command writes to its secondary output stream. FRTARGET disconnects its
secondary output stream when the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. FRTARGET itself does not delay the records. If the specified stage command delays the records, then any records
that the specified stage command is buffering at the time it writes the trigger record, including the trigger record
itself, will be lost.
2. If all of FRTARGET's output streams are not connected, FRTARGET ends.
3. When both of the specified stage's output streams are connected, the specified stage command can read each input
record and write many copies of this input record to its secondary output stream. In other words, the specified
stage command can delete records.
4. When both of the specified stage's output streams are connected, the stage should not write the same record first
to its secondary output stream and then to its primary output stream because that would cause the trigger record to
be written to both output streams of FRTARGET.
5. FRTARGET causes a set of pipelines to stall if the specified stage command does not end when all of its output
streams become disconnected.
6. BatchPipeWorks scans FRTARGET only once, unlike the two-scan processing of APPEND and PREFACE.
7. FRTARGET starts at commit level -2. FRTARGET does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage
command must eventually commit to level 0.
8. See also FRLABEL, TOLABEL, TOTARGET, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, TAKE, DROP, and PREDSELECT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.39.1 Example 1
3.39.2 Example 2
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3.40 FULLSCRQ

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FULLSCRQ________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
fullscrq writes a line containing information about the terminal. This includes the device geometry and the reply to a
structured query device, if the terminal supports write structured field queries.
One record containing the terminal characteristics is written to the primary output stream.
Subtopics:
3.40.1 Type
3.40.2 Output Record Format
3.40.3 Usage Notes
3.40.4 Related Commands
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3.41 FULLSCRS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FULLSCRS________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
fullscrs processes the output record from fullscrq. to extract screen geometry and other information useful to a REXX
program that generates data streams for display on the specified terminal.
When fullscrsis not first in a pipeline it is assumed that the input record is in the format produced by fullscrq; when
fullscrs is first in a pipeline it prefixes fullscrq to produce a record describing the terminal or the specified display
(which must have been dialed in).
If fullscrs is first in a pipeline, it prefixes a fullscrq to obtain the characteristics of the log-on terminal.
Subtopics:
3.41.1 Type
3.41.2 Output Record Format
3.41.3 Input Record Format
3.41.4 Output Record Format
3.41.5 Usage Notes
3.41.6 Related Commands
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3.42 GATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__GATE__ ________ ________________________________________________>< |
|
|_STRICT_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the GATE stage command to end portions of a pipeline. GATE copies records from its secondary input stream and
higher-numbered input streams to the corresponding output streams until it determines that a record has arrived on its
primary input stream. GATE then ends, which causes all of its input and output streams to be severed. The severing of
these streams may cause other stages to end, depending on the configuration of the pipeline.
GATE can operate in two different modes, depending on whether the operand STRICT is specified. When STRICT is
specified, whenever GATE receives a record on any input stream other than its primary input stream, it does not read
that record until after it has first checked to be sure that no record has arrived on its primary input stream. Thus, when a
record arrives on its primary input stream, it will read no more input records from any input stream.
When STRICT is not specified, GATE may read some number of records from a higher-numbered stream before
noticing that it has received a record on its primary stream. In this mode, GATE may continue reading from a given
stream until that stream has no more records. Only then does it check to see whether the primary input stream has a
record. (In other words, in the non-STRICT mode, GATE provides function similar to the pipeline subcommand
SELECT ANYINPUT.)
Operands

STRICT

specifies that GATE is to check for a record on its primary input stream before reading any record that arrives on any
other input stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: GATE does not read records from its primary input stream. It ends when a record arrives on its
primary input stream.
Secondary and Higher-Numbered Input Streams: GATE reads records from its secondary and higher-numbered input
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streams. If all of its secondary and higher-numbered input streams reach end of file without a record arriving on its
primary input stream, GATE ends.
Secondary and Higher-Numbered Output Streams: If the secondary or higher-numbered output streams are connected,
GATE copies records from its secondary or higher-numbered input streams to its corresponding output streams.
Usage Notes

1. GATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of GATE's output streams are not connected, GATE ends.
3. For performance reasons, use the non-STRICT mode whenever possible because the non-STRICT mode uses less
overhead than the STRICT mode does. If the pipeline is configured so that GATE can never have more than one
input record at a time, then STRICT mode is unnecessary. To ensure that GATE receives only one input record at
a time, you must maintain the relative order of records. For more information, see the section on maintaining the
relative order of records in the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
4. GATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that the primary output stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
5. See also PREDSELECT and PIPESTOP.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.42.1 Example 1
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3.43 GATHER

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF________________________________
|
| >>__GATHER__|_____________________________________________|_________>< |
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ ____________________________|
|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|
_1-4___________________________ |
|
|
|_STREAMid__|_______________________________|_|
|
|
|_| Separator |__| inputrange |_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
| (2) Record cannot exceed 4 bytes.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the GATHER stage command to read records from its connected input streams in either sequential or some other
specified order, and write records to its connected primary output stream.
GATHER, without operands, writes the first record from its primary input stream to its connected primary output
stream, the first record from its secondary input stream to its primary output stream, and so on, until one record has been
written from each connected input stream. GATHER repeats this processing cycle in sequential order until all records
from all connected input streams are processed or end of file is reached. GATHER without operands, or with the STOP
operand, bypasses unconnected input streams.
Specify the STOP operand to tell GATHER when to stop processing. The STREAMID operand indicates which input
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streams GATHER should read and in what order. When the STREAMID operand is specified, the GATHER stage
command inspects the first primary input stream record and searches for the stream identifier according to the specified
input range. GATHER then reads the identified input stream and writes it to its primary output stream. If the stream
identifier directs GATHER to read from a non-primary input stream, it writes that record first and then consumes the
primary input stream record.
Operands

STOP

specifies how many input streams must be at end of file for GATHER to stop processing input records. STOP ALLEOF
is the default.
ALLEOF

specifies that input records will stop being processed when GATHER determines that all its input streams are no longer
connected. input records continue to be written as long as at least one input stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.
ANYEOF

specifies that input records will stop being written as soon as GATHER determines that any one of its input streams is
no longer connected.
n
is the number of streams required to become unconnected and reach end of file before GATHER stops writing records.
Specify a decimal number of 1 or greater. Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF.

STREAMid

identifies the location in the primary input record that contains the stream identifier identifying a particular input stream
that GATHER will read. The stream identifier can be a decimal number, where 0 is the primary input stream, 1 is the
secondary input stream, and so on. The stream identifier may also be a name that references a particular input stream
that GATHER will read, so the input stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline.
Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and
CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
pipe literal 000-in-rec | gather streamid wordsep - w1 | terminal
000-in-rec
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the first word, 000, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
primary output stream.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the
plus sign separates each field:
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pipe literal 000+in-rec | gather streamid fieldsep + f1 | terminal
000+in-rec
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the first field, 000, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
primary output stream.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FIELDSEP or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FIELDSEP or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data that the GATHER stage command will use as a
stream identifier. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words.
For example, the input stream in the following pipeline consists of one record with three words separated by the default
word separator (blank):
pipe literal in rec 0 | gather streamid w3 | terminal
in rec 0
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the third word, 0, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
primary output stream.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. In the following example, 4 is
the first word and 0 is the second word:
pipe literal +4++0+07+3 | gather streamid wordsep + w2 | terminal
+4++0+07+3
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the second word, 0, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
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primary output stream.
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data that the GATHER stage command will use as a stream identifier.
The FIELDSEPARATOR (or FIELDSEP or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains a record with three fields separated by the default field separator
character (X'05'):
pipe strliteral x8105F00582 | gather streamid f2 | terminal
a 0 b
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the second field, X'F0', so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to
its primary output stream.
A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields,
pipe literal +4++0+07+3 | gather streamid fieldsep + f3 | terminal
+4++0+07+3
READY

When GATHER inspects the primary input record, and finds the third field is null, it writes the primary input stream
record to its primary output stream. Note that 4 is the second field and 0 is the fourth field:
wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which
GATHER uses to determine the stream identifier of the input stream it is to read from. The location is relative to the
beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the
record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a location, GATHER uses
the entire input record as the stream identifier, so your record must contain up to 4 alphabetic characters or a
combination of alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. You can specify a
location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.

location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
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is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. The following
example specifies the next-to-last and the last column as the location of the stream identifier in the input record:
pipe literal 410107130 | gather streamid -2;-1 | terminal
410107130
READY

The last two columns in this instance are a zero and a blank because the record is padded. GATHER, upon seeing a
zero, writes the primary input stream record to its primary output stream.
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is
the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
GATHER are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
Streams Used
input Streams: GATHER reads one record from each connected stream in sequential order, starting with the primary
input stream unless otherwise specified. GATHER, without the STREAMID operand, bypasses records on streams that
are not connected and have reached end of file. If STREAMID is specified, and a non-primary input stream is identified
on the primary input stream record that GATHER has inspected, GATHER reads the non-primary input record first, and
then consumes the primary input stream record.
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Primary Output Stream: GATHER writes its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it reads the
input records.
Usage Notes

1. GATHER does not delay the records.
2. If GATHER's primary output stream is not connected, GATHER ends.
3. When using the STREAMID operand, if you do not specify a location, GATHER uses the entire input record as
the stream identifier, so your record must contain up to a maximum of 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of
alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A record with more than 4 bytes
will cause GATHER to end with a warning message.
4. GATHER can cause a set of pipelines to stall if:
Two or more input streams originate in the same device driver
input stream n does not reach the end of file because a previous stage is trying to write to stream n+1. The
following diagram shows how a BUFFER stage can prevent a pipeline that uses a GATHER stage from
stalling. Stream numbers are shown to identify the streams used.
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If you run out of virtual storage, you can replace the BUFFER stage in the preceding diagram with an
ELASTIC stage to prevent a stall.
You can also use the FANINANY stage command to prevent a stall.
See BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more information on pipeline stalls.
5. You do not have to specify all connected input streams with GATHER. For example, if streams 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4
are connected, you can choose to specify only stream 4 in the primary input stream record that GATHER
STREAMID will inspect. You may also direct GATHER to read several, but not all input streams by introducing
many primary input stream records to the GATHER stage, each with a separate stream identifier.
6. GATHER STREAMID can be used for an application that needs to process some records through one part of a
pipeline, while the remaining records undergo separate processing that utilizes the BUFFER or ELASTIC stage
command. For example, records with a 1 in the first column will be sent to a server for processing, and buffered
enough to wait for that server, while records with another value in the first column should not be sent to a server.
7. GATHER can be used to gather the records that the DEAL stage command dealt out to a set of parallel streams.
Such a pipeline is usually built with loop processing.
8. input records must arrive in the order that GATHER reads them. Use the FANINANY stage command when the
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order is unpredictable.
9. GATHER starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream
and then commits to level 0.
10. See also FANIN, FANINANY, FANOUT, BUFFER, ELASTIC, SPECS, and DEAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.43.1 Example 1
3.43.2 Example 2
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3.44 GETFILES

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__GETfiles________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the GETFILES stage command to read a list of data sets into a pipeline. GETFILES reads records from its primary
input stream. Each record specifies the data set identifier of a data set to be read.
If its primary output stream is connected, GETFILES writes to its primary output stream the contents of each data set
that it reads.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: GETFILES reads records from its primary input stream. Each primary input stream record must
be a data set name, a fully qualified data set name, a data definition name, or a member and a data definition name in the
same format as the operands of the < stage command. See topic 3.1 for a description of these operands.
Primary Output Stream: GETFILES writes to its primary output stream the contents of each data set read.
Usage Notes

1. GETFILES does not delay the records.
2. If GETFILES's primary output stream is not connected, GETFILES ends.
3. If a data set to be read was previously packed using the PACK stage command, GETFILES unpacks the data set.
4. See also <.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.44.1 Example 1
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3.44.2 Example 2
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3.45 HELP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__HELP__ _MENU________________ ___________________________________>< |
|
|_number______________|
|
|
|_MSG__number_________|
|
|
|_MSGnumber___________|
|
|
|_word________________|
|
|
|_SQL__string_________|
|
|
|_SQLCODE_ ________ __|
|
|
|_number_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
help processes requests for help. You can ask for help about:
BatchPipeWorks built-in programs, commands, and syntax elements.
BatchPipeWorks messages. You can get help for a message issued by BatchPipeWorks even if you do not know
the message number; BatchPipeWorks keeps track of the messages it issues.
SQL "topics" and messages. BatchPipeWorks also remembers the previous "sqlcodes."
Help about BatchPipeWorks is stored in a partitioned data set which should be allocated to pipehelp.
When help finds the information to display, help is displayed on your terminal unless the primary output stream is
connected; when the output stream is connected, the information is written to the pipeline rather than to the terminal.
Subtopics:
3.45.1 Type
3.45.2 Usage Notes
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3.46 HOLE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _HOLE__ _______________________________________________________>< |
|
|_DUMMY_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the HOLE stage command to read all input records and consume them. HOLE reads records from all its connected
input streams and does not write records to any output streams. The output stream remains connected until all input
streams reach the end of file.
Streams Used
Input Streams: HOLE reads records from all connected input streams.
Primary Output Stream: Although HOLE does not write any records to its primary output stream, the output streams
stay connected until all input streams reach end of file.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the records does not apply to HOLE because it does not write any output records.
2. HOLE pulls records through a pipeline when an earlier stage would otherwise end because of receiving end of file
on its output stream.
3. Some stage commands requires the output stream to remain connected. If you do not need to process the output of
one of those stage commands, use HOLE after the stage command to give it a place to send its output.
4. HOLE is useful for performance measurements on a device driver where it is desired to read a complete data set.
5. See also TAKE, DROP, and DUPLICATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.46.1 Example 1
3.46.2 Example 2
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3.47 INSIDE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__INSIDE__ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ ________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the INSIDE stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with the first record
following the record that begins with a specified string. INSIDE writes a group of records to its primary output stream,
if connected, ending a group just prior to the record that has the second specified string or the record corresponding to
the number specified. Each specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, INSIDE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, INSIDE discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
INSIDE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as

INSIDE /abc/ /def/
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If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target
strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.

n
specifies the number of records to be written to the primary output stream, starting with the record immediately
following the record that begins with the target string1. INSIDE writes n records each time string1 is found in the first
column of an input record. n must be 0 or greater. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less than n,
the remaining records are written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: INSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: INSIDE writes to its primary output stream all selected records.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, INSIDE writes all input records not selected to
its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. INSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If all of INSIDE's output streams are not connected, INSIDE ends.
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3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
INSIDE /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

INSIDE 1a1 171

The first INSIDE stage selects records between records with the targets a and 7. The second stage selects records
that follow the record with a for a total of 171 records. That is, 171 is processed as the number of records to be in
the selected group (n) rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending string, INSIDE writes all the records in
its input stream to its primary output stream, starting with the record immediately following the record that begins
with string1. For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | inside /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
______________
| I |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| N |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| S |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| I |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| D |
______________
| dddeee
|
| E |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
|
|
| bbbccc
|
|______________|
|
|
| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, INSIDE will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
string is found before the ending target string, INSIDE writes all the records that are between the first record that
begins with the starting string and the first record that begins with the ending string to its primary output stream.
These records do not include the records that begin with the starting string and the ending string, but they do
include the second record that begins with the starting target string. For example, after issuing the following PIPE
command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | inside /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:
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PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| bbbccc
|
______________
| I |
| aaabbb
|
| aaabbb
|
| N |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| S |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| I |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| D |
______________
| dddeee
|
| E |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
|
|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
|
|
| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

6. If you specify the starting string and n and a second occurrence of the starting string is found within the selected
group of records, INSIDE writes n records, starting with the record following the record that begins with the
starting string and including the record that begins with the second occurrence of the starting string, to its primary
output stream. For example, after issuing the following:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | inside /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| bbbccc
|
______________
| I |
| aaabbb
|
| aaabbb
|
| N |
| cccddd
|
| bbbccc
|
| S |
| dddeee
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| I |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| D |
| dddeee
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
|
|
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

7. If you specify INSIDE as an operand on ZONE, each target string must begin in the first column of the specified
column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length
of the column range.
8. INSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, NINSIDE, OUTSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.47.1 Example 1
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3.48 INSTORE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__INSTORE__ _________ ____________________________________________>< |
|
|_REVERSE_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the INSTORE stage command to read the records from its input stream into storage. INSTORE writes to its output
stream (if it is connected) a single record. INSTORE's output record is used only by the OUTSTORE stage command
and tells OUTSTORE how to read all the records back into the pipeline from storage. Optionally, you can store the
records so they can be retrieved in reverse order.
Operands

REVERSE

stores all input records so that OUTSTORE can read all the records back into the pipeline in reverse order.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: INSTORE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: INSTORE writes a single record to its primary output stream. This record is the primary input
stream record to the OUTSTORE stage command.
Usage Notes

1. INSTORE delays the records until end of file is reached.
2. When processing the output from INSTORE in a REXX program, use the PEEKTO pipeline subcommand to read
the output record. Enter the READTO pipeline subcommand without operands to discard the record when it has
been processed.
3. Do not process the INSTORE output record with a stage command other than OUTSTORE.
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4. See also BUFFER and OUTSTORE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.48.1 Example 1
3.48.2 Example 2
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3.49 JOBLOG

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>____JOBLOG________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
JOBLOG reads the data from its input stream and writes it to the joblog. If JOBLOG is the first stage of a pipeline, it
receives an EOF and no output is sent.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JOBLOG reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: JOBLOG writes the records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JOBLOG does not delay the records.
2. First, JOBLOG tries to write to the terminal using TSO terminal services. If TSO services are not available,
JOBLOG uses WTO to write to the joblog.
3. When JOBLOG is in a pipeline set that has been issued under control of RUNPIPE EVENTS, JOBLOG signals
write events instead of writing to the joblog.
4. To read about the JOBLOG limits, see the WTO macro in the MVS/ESA SP V5 Assembler Services Reference.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.49.1 Example 1
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3.50 JOIN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1____________________________________________
|
| >>__JOIN__|______________________________________________|__________>< |
|
|__ __ _*_ __ ____________ __ __ ___________ __|
|
|
| |_n_| |_/string/___| | |_maxlength_|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|
_1_
|
|
|
|__|___|__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|_*_| |_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_n_| |_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the JOIN stage command to concatenate one or more input records into a single output record. JOIN reads records
from its primary input stream, concatenates the records, and writes the concatenated records to its primary output
stream, if it is connected. Records are concatenated in the order in which they appear in the primary input stream.
Operands

n
specifies the additional number of input records to join to the first record. That is, it concatenates the first n+1 records
into a single record up to the maxlength if specified. It then concatenates the next n+1 records up to the maxlength if
specified. This process continues until all primary input stream records are processed. If the number of records in the
input stream is not evenly divisible by n+1, then the last output record written contains the remaining records. If you do
not specify n, JOIN concatenates pairs of input records. If you specify 0 for n, JOIN copies all primary input stream
records unchanged to its primary output stream.
*

specifies that all records in the input stream are combined into a single output record, if maxlength is not specified.
If maxlength is specified, input records are combined into one or more output records.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If n is not specified but string is specified and
string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note
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3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters to be inserted between concatenated records.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to be inserted
between concatenated records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks
in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be inserted between concatenated
records. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the string. The number
of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

maxlength
specifies the maximum length of an output record. For example, if you specify * and 72 for maxlength, input records are
concatenated into one or more output records that are not longer than 72 characters. JOIN does not split input records
when trying to create an output record with a length that is equal to the maxlength specified.
An input record with a length that is equal to or greater than the maxlength specified is written unchanged.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JOIN reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After concatenating the records read from its primary input stream, JOIN writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JOIN delays records. The last input record in each set of concatenated records is not delayed.
2. If JOIN's primary output stream is not connected, JOIN ends.
3. If n is not specified but string is specified and string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a
number as the delimiting character. For example,
JOIN /2/
is not equivalent to

JOIN 121

The first JOIN stage concatenates pairs of records and inserts the string 2 between each pair. The second stage
121
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concatenates groups of 122 records. That is,

is processed as n rather than as a delimited string.

4. See also CHOP, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, STRIP, and BLOCK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.50.1 Example 1
3.50.2 Example 2
3.50.3 Example 3
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3.51 JOINCONT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_TRAILING_
|
| >>__JOINCONT__ _____ __|__________|__ _/string1/___ _________________> |
|
|_NOT_| |_LEADING__| |_Xhexstring1_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_|
|
|
|
| >__ _____________ __________________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string2/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the JOINCONT stage command to join records that are marked with a continuation string at the end of the first
record or at the beginning of the second record. JOINCONT deletes the continuation string, but you can specify another
string to be inserted between joined records.
JOINCONT reads records from its primary input stream and concatenates records as long as the specified continuation
string is present. When JOINCONT encounters a record without the continuation string, it writes the data it has
concatenated thus far as a record to its output stream and then goes on to read its next input stream record.
Operands

NOT

specifies that the records are joined when the specified string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 is absent.
TRAILING

specifies that the continuation string is at the end of the record being continued. TRAILING is the default.
If you specify TRAILING, each input record is inspected for the specified trailing string of characters (string1,
hexstring1, or binstring1).
LEADING

specifies that the continuation string is at the beginning of the second record being continued.

If you specify LEADING, the next input record is inspected for the specified leading string of characters (string1,
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hexstring1, or binstring1).
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
defines the string of characters as the continuation string.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the string of characters as the
continuation string. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring1

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the string of characters as the continuation string. The B
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits
must be divisible by 8.
string2
defines the string of characters to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 when two records are joined. When string2
is used with the NOT operand, string2 is inserted between the two records being joined.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the string of characters to replace
string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 when two records are joined. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the string of characters to replace string1, hexstring1, or
binstring1 when two records are joined. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JOINCONT reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: JOINCONT writes the joined records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JOINCONT TRAILING processes records as follows:
Records that are not continued are not delayed
The last record of a set of continued records is not delayed.
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JOINCONT LEADING processes records as follows:
Records that are not continued are delayed by one record
The last record of a set of continued records is delayed by one record.
2. If JOINCONT's primary output stream is not connected, JOINCONT ends.
3. Use a STRIP TRAILING stage before a JOINCONT stage in a pipeline to remove the trailing blanks from a
fixed-format data set.
4. See also JOIN.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.51.1 Example 1
3.51.2 Example 2
3.51.3 Example 3
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3.52 JUXTAPOSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__JUXTAPOSe_______________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the JUXTAPOSE stage command to prefix one or more records in its secondary input stream with a record from its
primary input stream. JUXTAPOSE reads records from its primary and secondary input streams as they become
available. Each record from the primary input stream is stored in a one-record buffer, replacing the previous contents of
the buffer. The record which was previously in the buffer is then discarded. When a record is read from the secondary
input stream, it is prefixed with the record currently in the buffer and the combined record is written to the primary
output stream. If a record is available on the secondary input stream before a record is available on the primary input
stream, the secondary input stream record is not prefixed.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JUXTAPOSE reads records from its primary input stream as they become available and stores
the record in a one-record buffer.
Secondary Input Stream: JUXTAPOSE reads records from its secondary input stream as they become available and
prefixes the records with the record currently in the buffer.
Primary Output Stream: JUXTAPOSE writes the combined records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JUXTAPOSE discards records read from its primary input stream. Records read from its secondary stream are not
delayed.
2. If JUXTAPOSE's primary output stream is not connected, JUXTAPOSE ends.
3. JUXTAPOSE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary output stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
4. See also PREDSELECT, SPECS with the SELECT operand.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.52.1 Example 1
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3.53 LISTCAT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__LISTCAT__ ______ __ _____ __ __________________ ________________>< |
|
|_ASIS_| |_All_| | <______________ |
|
|
|___DSname__word_|_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
listcat writes a list of data set names into the pipeline. The list is qualified by a specified string or the current prefix, or
both.
Names are listed for each word in the DSNAME list and each word in the input records. When the word does not begin
with a quote, the user's TSO/E prefix is prepended to the word specified, if a prefix is set. When the word begins with a
quote, it is used without further prefixing.
Subtopics:
3.53.1 Type
3.53.2 Output Record Format
3.53.3 Usage Notes
3.53.4 Related Commands
3.53.5 Examples
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3.54 LISTDSI

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__LISTDSI__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
listdsi calls the REXX function listdsi() and writes the contents of the variables that describe the data set to the primary
output system. It then writes the function result (the return code) to the secondary output system (if it is defined).
The argument string (if it is non-blank) and each non-blank input record are passed to the listdsi()function without
inspection or modification. When the return code is less than 16, the variables shown below are obtained from the
REXX environment and written to the output stream if they are defined. Directory information (ADIRBLK,
UDIRBLK, and MEMBER) is written only if the return code is 0. The variables are written in the order shown, column
by column. When the return code is 16, only the last three variables are obtained (REASON, MSGLV1, MSGLV2).
DSREALUNEXTRMEMBERS
VOLRUSEXPABLREASON
UNBLPRCRRAADMSGLV1
DSKESEREUPUDMSGLV2

Subtopics:
3.54.1 Type
3.54.2 Output Record Format
3.54.3 Streams Used
3.54.4 Usage Notes
3.54.5 Related Commands
3.54.6 Examples
3.54.7 Return Codes
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3.55 LISTISPF

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__LISTISPF__ _dsname_____ ______________ _____________ ____________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname___________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
| <________ |
|
|
|___member_|_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LISTISPF stage command to read the directory of a partitioned data set. After discarding the dictionary header
record, one record is written to the primary output stream for each member of the partitioned data set. If the member has
been stored by ISPF, the information that ISPF adds to the directory is formatted and written to the primary output
stream along with the member name. If the member has not been stored by ISPF, only the member name is written to
the primary output stream. A LISTISPF stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a partitioned data set. The partitioned data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname

indicates that the partitioned data set to be read is already allocated.

ddname
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is the data definition name of the allocated data set.
member
is the name of a member of the partitioned data set. If no member name is specified, LISTISPF lists information about
all members of the specified partitioned data set.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: LISTISPF writes the directory records to its primary output stream. Each record is in the
following format:

Table 2. LISTISPF Format of Output Records
Offset
Offset
Length
Description
Decimal
Hex
                                                     
0
(0)
8
Member name
10
(A)
5
Version and Modification
16
(10)
8
Date in ISO format of last modification
                            (yyyymmdd)
25
(19)
5
Time on a 24-hour clock of last
                            modification (hh:mm)
31
(1F)
5
Current size of member (number of records)
37
(25)
5
Initial size of member (number of records)
43
(26)
5
Number of modifications
49
(31)
8
User who last stored the member

Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to LISTISPF because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If LISTISPF's primary output stream is not connected, LISTISPF ends.
3. LISTPDS translates the data set name, the data definition name, and the member name to uppercase.
4. If you concatenate a group of partitioned data sets to a ddname, and then specify that ddname as input to
LISTISPF using the DDname=ddname operand, LISTISPF reads the directory of the first data set in the
concatenation. See "Example 2" in topic 3.55.2 for an example of reading the directories of all data sets in a
concatenation.
5. LISTISPF starts at commit level -1. It opens the DCB and then commits to 0.
6. See also LISTPDS, <, QSAM, and READPDS.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.55.1 Example 1
3.55.2 Example 2
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3.56 LISTPDS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__LISTPDS__ _dsname_____ ______________ _____________ _____________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname___________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
| <________ |
|
|
|___member_|_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LISTPDS stage command to read the directory of a partitioned data set. After discarding the dictionary header
record, one record is written to the primary output stream for each member of the partitioned data set. The first eight
bytes of each output record contain the member name. The remainder of the output record depends on the type of data
set. A LISTPDS stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a partitioned data set; it must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group. If the name
is fully-qualified, enclose the specified data set in single quotation marks.
DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated data set.
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member
is the name of a member of the data set. If no member name is specified, LISTPDS lists information about all members
of the specified data set.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: LISTPDS writes the directory records to its primary output stream. The first eight bytes of each
output record contain the member name, and the remainder of the output record depends on the type of data set.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to LISTPDS because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If LISTPDS's primary output stream is not connected, LISTPDS ends.
3. LISTPDS translates the data set name, the data definition name, and the member name to uppercase.
4. If you concatenate a group of partitioned data sets to a ddname, and then specify that ddname as input to
LISTPDS using the DDname=ddname operand, LISTPDS reads the directory of the first data set in the
concatenation. See "Example 2" in topic 3.56.2 for an example of reading the directories of all data sets in a
concatenation.
5. LISTPDS starts at commit level -2000000000. It opens the DCB and then commits to level 0.
6. See also <, LISTISPF, QSAM, and READPDS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.56.1 Example 1
3.56.2 Example 2
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3.57 LITERAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__LITERAL__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LITERAL stage command to write a specified character string as a record to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. If the primary input stream for the LITERAL stage contains any records, LITERAL then copies the records
from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

string
is a string of characters that make up a record. The string begins exactly one space after the LITERAL stage command
and ends with the last character before the stage separator (|), the pipeline end character or the end of the pipeline. It
includes any leading or trailing blanks. If you do not specify string, LITERAL creates a null record.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: LITERAL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After writing string to its primary output stream, LITERAL copies any records read from its
primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. LITERAL does not delay the records.
2. If LITERAL's primary output stream is not connected, LITERAL ends.
3. Because LITERAL writes string as the first record of its output stream before copying its input stream, records
from multiple LITERAL stages are written to the output in reverse order compared to the order of the stages in
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the pipeline. Here is an example:
pipe literal or not to be | literal To be | terminal
To be
or not to be
READY

To write the character strings to the output in the same order as they are written in a pipeline, use APPEND stages
following the first LITERAL stage, as in the following example:
pipe literal 1 | append literal 2 | append literal 3 | terminal
1
2
3
READY

4. To write a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option with an escape character or use a double stage separator. For example, the following two PIPE commands
produce the same results:
pipe (escape %) literal 10%|3| literal Girl/Boy ratio: | terminal
pipe literal 10||3| literal Girl/Boy ratio: | terminal
In the first stage, LITERAL writes the ratio of girls to boys. The
string contains the | character, which is the default stage separator
character.

In the first PIPE command, the ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. To prevent
the first PIPE command from treating the occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
In the second PIPE command, the PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the
LITERAL stage as |.
5. See also APPEND, STRLITERAL, and VAR.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.57.1 Example 1
3.57.2 Example 2
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3.58 LOCATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1-*____________________________________________
|
| >>__Locate__|________________________________________________|_______> |
|
|_ _| Separator |__| Inputrange |______________ _|
|
|
|
<__________________________________
|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|
|_(____| Separator |__| Inputrange |____|__)_|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(2)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a |
|
blank.
|
|
|
| (2) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LOCATE stage command to select records that contain a specified target string of characters. LOCATE writes
primary input stream records that contain a specified string to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its
secondary output stream is connected, LOCATE writes all other input records to its secondary output stream. If you do
not specify a string, a null string is assumed.
LOCATE searches for the specified string within one or more specified locations of the input data in the record. If you
do not specify a location, LOCATE searches the entire input record. When at least one input data location is specified, if
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you do not specify a string or you specify a null string, LOCATE writes to its primary output stream only input records
of length x or greater, where x is the input data location with the smallest absolute value.
When LOCATE is used to search for a string, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match. A match is found only if the data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank
characters. Blank characters contained in the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target string.
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal d-e-f | locate wordsep - w3 /c/ | terminal
a-b-c
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a LOCATE stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the
question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b? | literal e??f | locate fieldsep ? f2-3 /f/ | terminal
e??f
READY
If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a LOCATE
stage, a field separator character remains in effect until the next
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
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SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which the LOCATE stage command
operates. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input
character string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words each where the words are
separated by a blank:
pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | locate word 2 /j/ | terminal
gh ij kl
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, ab is the
first word and a is the third word:

pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?a| split | locate (ws ? w1 w3) /a/| terminal
?ab?c??a
ab?c?a
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the LOCATE stage command operates. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d |literal
a b-c d
READY

c f-g h | locate fs - f2 /c/ |terminal

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?a| split | locate (fs ? f1 f3) /a/ | terminal
ab?c?a
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
LOCATE operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range
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indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record.
If you do not specify a location, LOCATE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string, hexstring, or
binstring. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the next-to-last and the last column as the input location:
pipe literal afbc adef ghfi fjkl| split | locate -2;-1 /f/ | terminal
adef
ghfi
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the
input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
LOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
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*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If no operands are specified before string and
if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a target string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a target string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a target string of characters to be
located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There
must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring

defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a target string of characters to be located. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: LOCATE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If the target string is specified, LOCATE copies input records that contain the target string
within any specified column range, word range, or field range to its primary output stream. If the target string is not
specified and cnumberrange, wnumberrange, or fnumberrange is specified, LOCATE writes to its primary output
stream only input records of length x or greater, where x is the input data location with the smallest absolute value.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, LOCATE copies each input record that is not
written to its primary output stream to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. LOCATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of LOCATE's output streams are not connected, LOCATE ends.
3. If no operands are specified before string, and if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. For example,
LOCATE /5/
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is not equivalent to

LOCATE (5(

The first LOCATE stage selects records that contain the string 5. The second stage results in an error message
because (5( is processed as cnumberrange rather than as a delimited string.
If no input range is specified, you cannot specify asterisk (*) as the delimiting character when string consists of
only a hyphen (-).
4. Unlike the FIND and NFIND stage commands, LOCATE does not require the target operand to begin in column 1
in order for the record to be selected.
5. Use a LOCATE stage followed by an NLOCATE stage to select records of a particular length. For example, the
following PIPE command displays all records of DATA.FILE that are exactly 20 characters long:
pipe < DATA.FILE | locate 20 | nlocate 21 | terminal

6. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that contain the character string A|B, issue
the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | locate /A%|B/ | terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the LOCATE stage
command is used to locate records that contain the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the
default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as
a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the
LOCATE stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the LOCATE
stage as |. For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | locate /A||B/ | terminal

7. If you specify LOCATE as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must be completely located
within the input range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of the input
range.
8. If you want to remove blank lines from a data set, use STRIP to remove leading and trailing blanks, and then use
LOCATE with no operands to search for input records of length 0. For example, to remove blank lines from the
data set NOBLANK.FILE, issue the following:
pipe < NOBLANK.FILE | strip | locate | > OUTBLANK.FILE
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9. LOCATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
10. See also FIND, NFIND, NLOCATE, ALL, ZONE, CASEI, STRFIND, and STRNFIND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.58.1 Example 1
3.58.2 Example 2
3.58.3 Example 3
3.58.4 Example 4
3.58.5 Example 5
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3.59 LOOKUP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__LOOKUP__ _______ __|__________________|__________________________> |
|
|_COUNT_| |_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
_1-*__1-*_______________________
_DETAILs__MASTER_
|
| >__|________________________________|__|_________________|__________>< |
|
|_columnrange1__ ______________ _| |_DETAILs_________|
|
|
|_columnrange2_|
|_MASTER__________|
|
|
|_MASTER__DETAILs_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LOOKUP stage command to find records in a reference.
LOOKUP matches records in its primary input stream with records in its secondary input stream and writes matched
and unmatched records to different output streams. The records are matched on the basis of a key field (the contents of a
specified range of columns in the records).
LOOKUP reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes records to its primary, secondary, and
tertiary output streams, if each is connected. The secondary input stream must be defined and connected.
The records in the secondary input stream are the master records. LOOKUP first reads the master records into a buffer,
where records with duplicate key fields are discarded; the first occurrence of a key is retained. The records in the buffer
are referred to as the reference.
The records in the primary input stream are the detail records. LOOKUP compares detail records to records in the
reference.
LOOKUP writes records to three output streams, if each is connected:
The primary output stream contains matching records. You can specify the sequence of the master and detail
records written to the primary output stream and what is written to the primary output stream: both detail and
master records, only detail records, or only master records.
The secondary output stream contains detail records that do not have a matching master record.
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The tertiary output stream contains master records in ascending order by their key fields.
The primary and secondary output streams are severed at the end of file on the primary input stream before records are
written to the tertiary output stream.
Operands

COUNT

specifies that each master record is prefaced with a 10-character field that represents the number of detail records that
match the master record. The 10-character field is right-justified with leading blanks.
If you specify COUNT and the tertiary output stream is connected, all master records written have a 10-character prefix
that contains the number of matching detail records; unmatched records have a count of 0.
If you do not specify COUNT and the tertiary output stream is connected, only unmatched master records are written.
NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. This is the default.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange1
defines a key field for the detail records. If columnrange1 is not specified, the default key field is the entire record for
both the primary and secondary input streams. You can specify columnrange1 as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
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inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) - 1 for n.
columnrange2
defines a key field for the master records. If columnrange2 is not specified, columnrange1 defines the key field for both
the primary and secondary input streams. You can specify columnrange2 (which is identical with the format for
columnrange1) as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(3)(1) - 1 for
n.
DETAILs MASTER

specifies writing the matched detail records followed by their master record to the primary output stream. This is the
default.
DETAILs

specifies writing only the matched detail records to the primary output stream. It discards the matched master records.

MASTER

specifies writing only the matched master records to the primary output stream. It discards the matched detail records.

MASTER DETAILs

specifies writing the matched master record followed by its matched detail records to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: After reaching end of file on its secondary input stream, LOOKUP reads detail records from its
primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: LOOKUP reads master records from its secondary input stream. The secondary input stream
must be connected.
Primary Output Stream: LOOKUP writes matching records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: LOOKUP writes detail records that do not have a matching master record to its secondary
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output stream, if it is connected.
Tertiary Output Stream: LOOKUP writes master records in ascending order by their key fields to its tertiary output
stream, if it is connected. If the COUNT operand is specified, all master records are written. Otherwise, only the
unmatched master records are written.
Usage Notes

1. LOOKUP delays its secondary input stream records. LOOKUP does not delay its primary input stream records.
2. If all of LOOKUP's output streams are not connected, LOOKUP ends.
3. The following diagram shows the input and output streams for LOOKUP using the default operands:
__________
_______________
|
|________ÿ|Matching MASTER|
___________
|
L
|
| and DETAILS
|
| DETAILS |____ÿ|
|
|_______________|
|
|
|
O
|
|___________|
|
|
Primary Input
|
O
|
Stream
|
|
_______________
|
K
|________ÿ|DETAILS without|
|
|
|matching MASTER|
|
U
|
|_______________|
|
|
___________
|
P
|
| MASTER
|____ÿ|
|
|
|
|
|
_______________
|___________|
|
|________ÿ|MASTER without |
Secondary Input
|
|
|matching DETAIL|
Stream
|__________|
|_______________|

Primary
Output
Stream

Secondary
Output
Stream

Tertiary
Output
Stream

The PIPE command in the following REXX exec shows how to code a LOOKUP stage as shown in the preceding
diagram. LOOKUP reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes the contents of its
primary, secondary, and tertiary output streams to separate files.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MYLOOKUP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< DETAIL.RECORDS',
/* read DETAIL.RECORDS */
|
|
'| l: lookup',
/* find matches */
|
|
'| > MATCHING.RECORDS',
/* write matching masters and details */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
' < MASTER.RECORDS',
/* read MASTER.RECORDS */
|
|
'| l:',
/* define secondary streams for LOOKUP */
|
|
'| > UNREF.DETAILS',
/* write details without masters */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
' l:',
/* define tertiary output for LOOKUP */
|
|
'| > UNREF.MASTERS'
/* write masters without details */
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

4. Although the COLLATE and LOOKUP stage commands both process master and detail records read from their
input streams, COLLATE reads master records from its primary input stream and LOOKUP reads master records
from its secondary input stream. COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream and LOOKUP
reads detail records from its primary input stream.
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5. LOOKUP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
6. See also COLLATE and MERGE.
Subtopics:
3.59.1 Example 1
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3.60 MCTOASA

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__MCTOASA_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MCTOASA stage command to convert machine carriage control to ASA carriage control. MCTOASA reads
records from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary output stream. It discards null input records.
MCTOASA inspects the first column of the first record to determine whether the data set already has ASA form of
carriage control. If the data set does not have ASA carriage control, MCTOASA converts the first byte of each record to
an ASA carriage control character. Based on the carriage control of the next record, MCTOASA moves the converted
first byte to the following record, if appropriate, to turn a delayed carriage movement into an immediate one.
If the input data set already has ASA carriage control, MCTOASA copies it to the output stream and verifies that each
record has valid ASA carriage control.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: MCTOASA reads records from its primary input stream. Null records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: After converting the records read from its primary input stream, MCTOASA writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. If conversion is performed, MCTOASA delays the records. MCTOASA does not delay the records when no
conversion is performed.
2. If MCTOASA's primary output stream is not connected, MCTOASA ends.
3. MCTOASA truncates records after 256 bytes without indication of an error.
4. For the machine carriage control character to be valid, bit 7 must be odd and bit 5 must be 0. The value of bit
positions 1 through 4 must be in the range 1 through 12 when bit 0 is on (indicating skip) or 0 through 3 when bit
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0 is off (indicating a space command).
5. See also ASATOMC.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.60.1 Example 1
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3.61 MEMBERS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<________
|
| >>__MEMBERs__ _dsname_________ ____member_|_________________________>< |
|
|_'dsname__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MEMBERS stage command to extract members from a partitioned data set.
MEMBERS searches the directory for each member you specify. If a member does not exist, MEMBERS translates the
member name to uppercase and performs the search again. A null record is written after each member.
MEMBERS searches first for the members in the argument string. Then MEMBERS reads records from its primary
input stream and searches for members listed in those records. Null and blank input records are discarded.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set. The physical sequential data set must be cataloged.
DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated physical sequential data set.

member
is a name of the member to be extracted from the data set specified.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: After searching for all members specified as operands, MEMBERS reads records from its
primary input stream and searches for the members listed in the input records. The records must be in the same format
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as one or more member operands. Null and blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: MEMBERS writes the found members to its primary output stream followed by a null record.
Usage Notes

1. MEMBERS does not delay the records.
2. If MEMBERS's primary output stream is not connected, MEMBERS ends.
3. If a data set does not exist with the data set identifier you specify, MEMBERS translates the file name and data
set type to uppercase and performs the search again.
4. MEMBERS starts at commit level -2000000000. MEMBERS commits to level 0 after reading the directory of the
library.
5. See also LISTISPF, LISTPDS, <, and QSAM.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.61.1 Example 1
3.61.2 Example 2
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3.62 MERGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
_Ascending__
|
| >>__MERGE__|__________________|__|____________|_____________________>< |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _| |_Descending_|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|_| Group1 |_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group1:
|
|
<_________________________
|
| |____columnrange__| Group2 |_|_______________________________________| |
|
|
| Group2:
|
|
_Ascending__
|
| |__|____________|__ ____________________ ____________________________| |
|
|_Descending_| |_NOPAD______________|
|
|
|_PAD__ _char______ _|
|
|
|_hexchar___|
|
|
|_ _BLANK_ _|
|
|
|_SPACE_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MERGE stage command to merge the records from up to 10 input streams in the order one or more key fields
specify. A key field is a specific range of columns within each record. If you do not specify a key field, MERGE merges
the records according to the entire record.
MERGE writes all the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. The primary output stream is sorted
provided all input streams have already been sorted according to the same key fields.
Operands

NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The NOPAD operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE stage command:
If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, NOPAD applies to
the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD applies only to that particular key field.
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PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The PAD operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE stage command:
If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, PAD applies to the entire
record.
If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD applies only to that particular key field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Ascending

merges records in ascending order. The ASCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE stage
command:
If ASCENDING is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, ASCENDING
applies to the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify ASCENDING after columnrange, ASCENDING applies only to that particular key field. This is
the default.

Descending

merges records in descending order. The DESCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE
stage command:
If DESCENDING is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified,
DESCENDING applies to the entire record.
If you specify DESCENDING after columnrange, DESCENDING applies only to that particular key field.
columnrange
defines a key field. If you do not specify columnrange, the complete record is compared. You can specify columnrange
as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
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*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)-1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify.
Streams Used
Input Streams: MERGE reads records from up to 10 input streams.
Primary Output Stream: MERGE writes the records read from the input streams to its primary output stream. The order
in which the records are written depends on the key fields and on the specified operands.
Usage Notes

1. MERGE does not delay the records.
2. If MERGE's primary output stream is not connected, MERGE ends.
3. The following diagram shows how MERGE merges three input streams in ascending order (the default sort order)
according to the entire record (the default key field):
Primary Input Stream
___________
__________
|
|
|Annette
|
|
|
|Denise
|_______ÿ|
|
Primary Output Stream
|Elizabeth |
|
|
__________
|Ted
|
|
|
|Annette
|
|__________|
|
M
|
|Barb
|
|
|
|Chuck
|
Secondary Input Stream |
E
|
|Dave
|
__________
|
|
|Denise
|
|Barb
|
|
R
|
|Elizabeth |
|Lisa
|_______ÿ|
|__________ÿ|Jeff
|
|Mike
|
|
G
|
|Kevin
|
|__________|
|
|
|Lisa
|
|
E
|
|Mike
|
|
|
|Ted
|
Tertiary Input Stream |
|
|__________|
__________
|
|
|Chuck
|
|
|
|Dave
|_______ÿ|
|
|Jeff
|
|
|
|Kevin
|
|
|
|__________|
|
|
|___________|

4. You can divide a large data set into smaller data sets, sort the smaller files, and then create a single data set again
with MERGE.
5. If two or more streams have identical key fields, MERGE writes the records from the lowest-numbered stream
first. This ensures that input streams sorted more than once always produce the same result.
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6. During comparison of two records to determine their order in the output stream, a position that does not exist in
one record has a lower value than any possible value in a record that does have a character in that position. Before
comparing key fields, use the PAD operand to pad short key fields with a specific character.
7. You can specify the ASCENDING and DESCENDING operands and the PAD and NOPAD operands for the
entire record and also for individual key fields. Following is an example of a MERGE stage that specifies a blank
pad character for the entire record, no padding for columns 1 through 5, and a pad character of ? for columns 10
through 18:
... | merge pad blank 1-5 nopad 10-18 pad ? | ...

8. MERGE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream
and then commits to level 0.
9. See also SORT, COLLATE, and LOOKUP.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.62.1 Example 1
3.62.2 Example 2
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3.63 NFIND (NOTFIND)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _NFIND___ __ ______ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_NOTFIND_| |_text_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NFIND stage command to select records that do not begin with a specified text. NFIND reads records from its
primary input stream and writes the records that do not begin with the specified text to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, NFIND writes all other records to its secondary output stream.
Operands

text
is any text that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. To be considered a match and
therefore not be selected, each character in text must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with
two exceptions:
1. A blank character in text is considered to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in text matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do not match. Records that are shorter in
length than text are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.
If you do not specify text, and if the secondary output stream is connected, NFIND writes all input records to the
secondary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: NFIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: NFIND copies each input record that does not begin with the specified text to its primary
output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, NFIND copies each input record that begins with
the specified text to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. NFIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of NFIND's output streams are not connected, NFIND ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the NFIND stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the blank
and continues until the next stage separator, the next endchar character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. The NFIND stage command selects all records that do not begin with text.
5. If you specify NFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first column
of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. The target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore,the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of
the column range.
6. If you want to select records that do not contain an underscore character (_), use the NLOCATE stage command.
7. NFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
8. See also FIND, LOCATE, NLOCATE, STRFIND, STRNFIND, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.63.1 Example 1
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3.64 NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _NINSIDE___ __ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ _________________>< |
|
|_NOTINSIDe_| |_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NINSIDE stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with all records
preceding and including the record that begins with a specified string. NINSIDE writes a group of records to its primary
output stream, if connected, ending a group with the record that has the second specified string and any succeeding
records, or with all remaining records once the specified number of records that won't be selected is reached. Each group
of records is written in the order found in the input stream. Each specified target string must begin in the first column of
an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, NINSIDE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. These are the records between but not including the record that begins with the first specified target string, and
either all the records up to the record with the second specified target string or the record corresponding to the number
specified. If the secondary output stream is not connected, NINSIDE discards the records that are not selected.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
NINSIDE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as
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NINSIDE /abc/ /def/

If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target
strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.
n
specifies the number of records to be written to the secondary output stream (or to be discarded, if the secondary output
stream is not connected), starting with the record immediately following the record that begins with the starting target
string. NINSIDE writes (or discards) n records each time the starting target string is found in the first column of an input
record. n must be 0 or greater. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less than n, the remaining
records are written to the secondary output stream (or discarded).
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: NINSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: NINSIDE writes the selected input records that have the specified target strings as well as the
records not located between records with the target strings to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, NINSIDE writes all input records not selected to
its secondary output stream.
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Usage Notes

1. NINSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If all of NINSIDE's output streams are not connected, NINSIDE ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
NINSIDE /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

NINSIDE 1a1 171

The first NINSIDE stage selects records preceding and including the record beginning with the target a, and
records including and following the record with the target 7. The second stage selects records that precede and
include a record beginning with a, and writes all remaining records once 171 unselected records is reached. That
is, 171 is processed as the number of records that won't be selected (n) rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target string, NINSIDE writes the records
preceding (and including) the record that begins with string1 to its primary output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | ninside /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (ABC.SCRIPT), the primary
output stream, and the secondary output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| N |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| I |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| N |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| I |
| dddeee
|
| D |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| E |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, NINSIDE will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
string is found before the ending target string, NINSIDE writes all the records preceding and including the first
record that begins with the starting target string and records succeeding and including the first record that begins
with the ending target string to its primary output stream. The records written to the primary output stream do not
include the records following the record beginning with string1 up to the record beginning with string2, nor do
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they include the second record that begins with string1. NINSIDE writes these unselected records to its secondary
output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | ninside /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| N |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|
| I |
| dddeee
|
| bbbccc
|
| N |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| I |
| dddeee
|
| D |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| E |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| bbbccc
|
|_____|
| aaabbb
|
|______________|
_____

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence of the starting target string is
found within the selected group of records, NINSIDE writes n records, starting with the record following the
record that begins with the starting target string and including the second record that begins with the starting
target string to its secondary output stream, if connected. NINSIDE writes the remaining records, including the
first record that begins with the starting target string, to its primary output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | ninside /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| N |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| I |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| N |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| I |
______________
| dddeee
|
| D |___ÿ| bbbccc
|
| eeefff
|
| E |
| aaabbb
|
|______________|
|
|
| cccddd
|
|_____|
| dddeee
|
|______________|
_____

7. If you specify NINSIDE as an operand on ZONE, each target string must begin in the first column of the specified
column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
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located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length
of the column range.
8. NINSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, INSIDE, OUTSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.64.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.65 NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _NLOCATE___ ____________________________________________________> |
|
|_NOTLOCATe_|
|
|
|
|
_1-*____________________________________________
|
| >__|________________________________________________|________________> |
|
|_ _| Separator |__| Inputrange |______________ _|
|
|
|
<__________________________________
|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|
|_(____| Separator |__| Inputrange |____|__)_|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(2)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a |
|
blank.
|
|
|
| (2) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NLOCATE stage command to select records that do not contain a specified target string of characters.
NLOCATE writes primary input stream records that do not contain the specified string to its primary output stream, if it
is connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, NLOCATE writes all other records to its secondary output
stream. If you do not specify a string, a null string is assumed.
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NLOCATE searches for the specified string within one or more specified locations of the input data in the record. If you
do not specify a location, NLOCATE searches the entire input record. When at least one input data location is specified,
if you do not specify a string or you specify a null string, NLOCATE writes to its primary output stream only input
records of length x-1 or less, where x is input data location with the smallest absolute value.
When NLOCATE is used to search for a string, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match. A match is found only if the data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank
characters. Blank characters contained in the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target string.
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal d-e-f | nlocate wordsep - w3 /c/ | terminal
d-e-f
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a NLOCATE stage, a word separator character remains
in effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to
specify that the question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b?| literal e??f | nlocate fieldsep ? f2-3 /f/ | terminal
a?b?
READY

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a NLOCATE stage, the field separator character remains
in effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEParator (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEparator (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
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BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEParator (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEparator (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which NLOCATE operates. The
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character string
in the following PIPE command consists of 2 records with 3 words each where the words are separated by a blank:
pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | nlocate word 2 /j/ | terminal
aj cd ej
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, in both records, e is the third
word:

pipe literal ?a?c?e a??c?e | split | nlocate (ws ? word 3) /c/ | terminal
?a?c?e
a??c?e
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which NLOCATE operates. The FIELDSEPARATOR operand
defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d | literal c f-g h | nlocate fs - f2 /c/ | terminal
c f-g h
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters without data
between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd | literal a??ef | nlocate fs ? field 1 /a/ | terminal
?ab?cd
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
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NLOCATE operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range
indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record.
If you do not specify a location, NLOCATE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string, hexstring, or
binstring. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.

location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the last column as the input location:
pipe literal afbc adef ghfi fjkl| split | nlocate -2;-1 /f/| terminal
afbc
fjkl
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the
input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
NLOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
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*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If no operands are specified before string, and
if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a target string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the target string of characters to be
located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There
must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a target string of characters to be located. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: NLOCATE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If the target string is specified, NLOCATE copies input records that do not contain the target
string within any specified input range to its primary output stream. If the target string is not specified and columnrange
is specified, NLOCATE writes to its primary output stream only input records of length x-1 or less, where x is the input
data location with the smallest absolute value.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, NLOCATE copies to its secondary output stream
each input record that is not written to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. NLOCATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of NLOCATE's output streams are not connected, NLOCATE ends.
3. If no operands are specified before string, and if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. For example,
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NLOCATE /5/
is not equivalent to

NLOCATE (5(

The first NLOCATE stage selects records that do not contain the string 5. The second stage results in an error
message because (5( is processed as cnumberrange rather than as a delimited string.
If no input range is specified, you cannot specify asterisk (*) as the delimiting character when string consists of
only a hyphen (-).
4. Unlike the FIND and NFIND stage commands, NLOCATE does not require string to begin in column 1 in order
for the record to be selected.
5. Use an NLOCATE stage followed by a LOCATE stage to select records of a particular length. For example, the
following PIPE command displays all records of DATA.FILE that are exactly 20 characters long:
pipe < DATA.FILE | nlocate 21 | locate 20 | terminal

6. To select only null records, use the following stage:
... | nlocate 1 | ...

7. If you specify NLOCATE as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must be completely
located within the input range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of
the input range.
8. NLOCATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
9. See also NFIND, LOCATE, FIND, ALL, CASEI, ZONE, STRFIND, and STRNFIND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.65.1 Example 1
3.65.2 Example 2
3.65.3 Example 3
3.65.4 Example 4
3.65.5 Example 5

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.66 NOT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__NOT__stagecommand__ __________ _________________________________>< |
|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NOT stage command to reverse the position of the output streams from any stage command that uses exactly
one input stream and two output streams.
The primary output stream of the specified stage command is the secondary output stream of NOT, if connected, and the
secondary output stream of the specified stage command is the primary output stream of NOT. NOT ends when the
specified stage command ends.
Operands

stagecommand
specifies the name of a stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. The specified stage command
must have one input stream and two output streams.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: Records read from the primary input stream of NOT are the records passed to the primary input
stream of the specified stage command.
Primary Output Stream: The records written on the primary output stream of NOT are the records written on the
secondary output stream of the specified stage command.
Secondary Output Stream: The records written on the secondary output stream of NOT are the records written on the
primary output stream of the specified stage command.
Usage Notes
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1. NOT delays the records if the stage command specified as an operand delays the records.
2. Unlike APPEND and PREFACE, NOT does not scan for stage separators before running the specified stage
command.
3. Use NOT with BatchPipeWorks stage commands or user-written stage commands that do not have a converse
operation. For performance reasons, do not use NOT with a stage command (with one input stream and two
output streams) that has a converse operation (like FIND and NFIND or like LOCATE and NLOCATE). If a
stage command already has a converse stage command, then the converse stage command performs more
efficiently than using NOT with the stage command.
4. See also NFIND, NINSIDE, NLOCATE, and STRNFIND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.66.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.67 OUTSIDE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__OUTSIDE__ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ _______________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OUTSIDE stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with records
preceding the first record that begins with a specified string. OUTSIDE writes a group of records to its primary output
stream, if connected, ending a group with the record following the record that has the second specified string or with all
remaining records once the specified number of records that won't be selected is reached. Each group of records is
written in the order found in the input stream. Each specified target string must begin in the first column of an input
record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, OUTSIDE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. These include the record beginning with the first specified target string and either all the records up to and
including the record with the second specified target string or the record corresponding to the number specified. If the
secondary output stream is not connected, OUTSIDE discards the records that are not selected.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
OUTSIDE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as
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OUTSIDE /abc/ /def/

If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. The X or H
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.
n
specifies the number of records to be written to the secondary output stream (or to be discarded, if the secondary output
stream is not connected), starting with and including the record that begins with the starting target string. OUTSIDE
writes (or discards) n records each time the starting target string is found in the first column of an input record. n must
be 2 or greater. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less than n, the remaining records are written to
the secondary output stream (or discarded).
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: OUTSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: OUTSIDE writes selected input records that are not located between records with the specified
target strings to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, OUTSIDE writes all input records not selected to
its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. OUTSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If OUTSIDE's output streams are not connected, OUTPUT ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
OUTSIDE /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

OUTSIDE 1a1 171

The first OUTSIDE stage selects records not between records with the targets a and 7. The second stage selects
records that precede a record that begins with a, and writes all remaining records once 171 unselected records is
reached. That is, 171 is processed as the number of records that won't be selected (n) rather than as a delimited
string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target string, OUTSIDE writes all the
records in its input stream to its primary output stream, starting with records preceding the first record that begins
with string1. For example, after entering the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | outside /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| O |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| U |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
|______________|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
| cccddd
|
| I |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| dddeee
|
| D |
______________
| eeefff
|
| E |___ÿ| cccddd
|
|______________|
|
|
| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, OUTSIDE will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
target string is found before the ending target string, OUTSIDE writes the records preceding the first record that
begins with string1 and all records succeeding the first record that begins with string2 to its primary output
stream. This does not include the second record that begins with string1. OUTSIDE writes this record and the
other unselected records to its secondary output stream. For example, after entering the following:
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pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | outside /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
______________
| O |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| U |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| I |
______________
| dddeee
|
| D |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
| E |
| bbbccc
|
|______________|
|
|
| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
_____

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence of the starting target string is
found within the selected group of records, OUTSIDE writes n records, starting with the record that begins with
the starting target string, to its secondary output stream, if connected. OUTSIDE writes the remaining records,
including the record that begins with the starting target string to its primary output stream. For example, after
entering the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | outside /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
______________
| O |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| U |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| I |
______________
| dddeee
|
| D |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
| E |
| bbbccc
|
|______________|
|
|
| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
_____

7. If you specify OUTSIDE as an operand on the ZONE, each target string must begin in the first column of the
specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to
the length of the column range.
8. OUTSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, INSIDE, NINSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.67.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.68 OUTSTORE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__OUTSTORE________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OUTSTORE stage command to write to its primary output stream (if it is connected) records the INSTORE
stage command has put in storage. The primary input stream consists of a single record prepared by INSTORE that tells
OUTSTORE how to read all the records back into the pipeline from storage.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: OUTSTORE reads a single record from its primary input stream. The record must be the output
record from INSTORE.
Primary Output Stream: OUTSTORE writes to its primary output stream all the records that were stored by INSTORE.
Usage Notes

1. OUTSTORE does not delay the records.
2. If OUTSTORE's primary output stream is not connected, OUTSTORE ends.
3. See also INSTORE and BUFFER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.68.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.69 OVERLAY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_ _BLANK_ _
|
|
| |_SPACE_| |
|
| >>__OVERlay__|___________|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_char______|
|
|
|_hexchar___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OVERLAY stage command to read one record from each connected input stream and create a single record
such that each position in the output record contains the character in that relative position from the highest-numbered
input stream. OVERLAY writes the output record to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
One character has the property that it does not overlay a character from a lower-numbered stream. By default, this
character is a blank. The operand may select a different character. If a record in the highest-numbered input stream
contains the specified character in any position, OVERLAY replaces the character in the output record with the
corresponding character from the next highest-numbered input stream that has something other than the specified
character in that position.
Operands

char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, that does not overlay
data on lower-numbered input streams. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank character is the character that does not overlay data on lower-numbered input streams. This is the
default.
Streams Used
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Input Streams: OVERLAY reads records from each connected input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After reading a record from each of its connected input streams, OVERLAY combines the
records into a single record and writes the record to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. OVERLAY delays one record.
2. If OVERLAY's primary output stream is not connected, OVERLAY ends.
3. The following diagram shows two input streams for OVERLAY and its resulting output stream when BLANK,
the default, is specified:
Primary Input Stream
________
__________
|
|
Record 1|XXXXXXXX |
|
O
|
Record 2|STUVWXYZ |_______ÿ|
V
|
Primary Output Stream
Record 3|A
|
|
E
|
____________
|__________|
|
R
|
|AAXABXBB
|
|
L
|________ÿ|ABCVWXYZ
|
Secondary Input Stream
|
A
|
|ABCDE GH
|
__________
|
Y
|
|____________|
Record 1|AA AB BB |
|
|
Record 2|ABC
|_______ÿ| BLANK |
Record 3| BCDE GH |
|
|
|__________|
|
|
|________|

The following diagram uses the same input streams, but specifies char as A:
Primary Input Stream
________
__________
|
|
Record 1|XXXXXXXX |
|
O
|
Record 2|STUVWXYZ |_______ÿ|
V
|
Primary Output Stream
Record 3|A
|
|
E
|
____________
|__________|
|
R
|
|XX XB BB
|
|
L
|________ÿ|SBC
|
Secondary Input Stream
|
A
|
| BCDE GH
|
__________
|
Y
|
|____________|
Record 1|AA AB BB |
|
|
Record 2|ABC
|_______ÿ|
A
|
Record 3| BCDE GH |
|
|
|__________|
|
|
|________|

4. If a position in each input stream contains the specified character, OVERLAY places that character in the output
record.
5. If a record in the highest-numbered input stream is not as long as a lower-numbered input stream record,
OVERLAY writes the remaining characters from the lower-numbered input stream records to the output stream.
6. If OVERLAY processes input streams where one input stream does not have a record to compare, it compares the
records from the other streams.
For example, if
Stream 0 contains 12 records
Stream 1 contains 14 records
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Stream 2 contains 10 records
OVERLAY combines the first 10 records from all three streams and writes those records to its output stream.
Then it combines the 11th and 12th records of its primary and secondary input streams and writes those two
records to its output stream. And, finally, OVERLAY copies the 13th and 14th records from its secondary input
stream to its output stream.
7. OVERLAY reads a record from an input stream, processes it, and then releases it before it reads a record from the
next input stream or writes to the output stream.
8. OVERLAY processes input records until all input streams reach the end of file.
9. OVERLAY starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream
and then commits to level 0.
10. See also SPECS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.69.1 Example 1
3.69.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.70 PACK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_Variable________________
|
| >>__PACK__|_________________________|_______________________________>< |
|
|_ _Variable_ __ _______ _|
|
|
|_Fixed____| |_lrecl_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PACK stage command to compact data. PACK reads records from its primary input stream, compresses the
records, and writes the compressed records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. The output stream contains
records that are 1024 bytes in length. PACK discards null input records and pads the last output record with zeros.
Use the UNPACK stage command to uncompact data that has been compacted by the PACK stage command.
Operands

Variable

specifies that the input stream has variable-length records. This is the default.
Fixed

specifies that the input stream has fixed-length records. All input records must be the same length.
lrecl
is the maximum input record length.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PACK reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PACK writes to its primary output stream a record containing the length of the longest record
in the input stream. Following the length record, PACK then writes the compressed records to its primary output stream.
If the FIXED operand is specified, PACK determines the length after reading the first record. If the VARIABLE
operand is specified, PACK determines the length based on whether you specify lrecl:
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If lrecl is specified, the length in the first primary output stream record is set to lrecl and no input record can be
longer than this length.
If lrecl is not specified, the length in the first primary output stream record is set to the largest possible value.
After all the input records have been processed, PACK writes a record containing the length of the longest record
in the input stream to its secondary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: When packing variable format records, if lrecl is not specified, then after processing all the
input records, PACK writes a corrected length record to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PACK delays the records.
2. If PACK's primary output stream is not connected, PACK ends.
3. PACK starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
4. See also UNPACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.70.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.71 PAD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_ _BLANK_ _
|
|
_Right_
| |_SPACE_| |
|
| >>__PAD__|_______|__n__|___________|________________________________>< |
|
|_Left__|
|_char______|
|
|
|_hexchar___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PAD stage command to extend records with one or more specified characters or blanks. You can extend a
record on the left or the right. PAD reads records from its primary input stream, extends the records, and then writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Operands

Right

causes records to be padded on the right. This is the default.
Left

causes records to be padded on the left.

n
is the length to which PAD is to extend records. If the length of a record is less than n, PAD extends the record with the
number of characters needed to make the output record n characters in length. If the length of the record is greater than
or equal to n, PAD copies the record unchanged to its output stream.
char
hexchar
specifies the character used to extend the records. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or as the 2character hexadecimal representation of the character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in
quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
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specifies that blank is the character PAD is to use to extend the records. This is the default.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PAD reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After extending the records read from its primary input stream, PAD writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PAD does not delay the records.
2. If PAD's primary output stream is not connected, PAD ends.
3. See also CHOP, JOIN, SNAKE, SPLIT, and STRIP.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.71.1 Example 1
3.71.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.72 PAUSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PAUSE___________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PAUSE stage command in a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE EVENTS to send a signal from the pipeline
containing the PAUSE stage to the pipeline containing the RUNPIPE stage. Each time PAUSE reads a record from its
primary input stream, it signals the RUNPIPE stage to receive a type X'11' PAUSE event record. Refer to the event
record layout shown in RUNPIPE for a detailed description of the type X'11' PAUSE event record. The PAUSE event
record is one of many records that RUNPIPE issues to describe each milestone in the processing of a pipeline. When
RUNPIPE writes the type X'11' record to its output stream, a subsequent stage may take some action based on having
received that PAUSE event record. After PAUSE signals RUNPIPE to receive a PAUSE event record, PAUSE copies
its unmodified input record to its output stream.
A PAUSE stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PAUSE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PAUSE copies the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PAUSE does not delay the records.
2. If PAUSE's primary output stream is not connected, PAUSE ends.
3. If PAUSE is used in a pipeline that was not issued from RUNPIPE EVENTS, it shorts its input stream to its
primary output stream and ends.
4. When RUNPIPE EVENTS receives an event record, the pipeline being run by RUNPIPE is suspended until that
record has been consumed by the stage connected to RUNPIPE's primary output stream. By taking advantage of
this, you can build a pipeline that monitors actions in real time as it receives PAUSE event records. Once the
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action is complete, the stages following the RUNPIPE EVENTS stage can consume the PAUSE event record,
allowing the suspended pipeline to resume running.
5. See also RUNPIPE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.72.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.73 PICK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__PICK__|__________________|__ _________ __________________________> |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _| |_ANYcase_|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| >__ _/string1/_____________________ __ _==______ ____________________> |
|
|_Xhexstring1___________________| |_ _¬==_ _|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1___________________| | |_\==_| |
|
|
|_Bbinstring1___________________| | |_/==_| |
|
|
|_| Separator |__| Inputrange |_| |_<<______|
|
|
|_<<=_____|
|
|
|_>>______|
|
|
|_>>=_____|
|
|
|
| >__ _/string2/_____________________ ________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring2___________________|
|
|
|_Hhexstring2___________________|
|
|
|_Bbinstring2___________________|
|
|
|_| Separator |__| Inputrange |_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PICK stage command to compare a field in the primary input stream record to a specified string or a second
field in the record, and to select the record if the comparison satisfies the specified relation. PICK writes selected
primary input stream records to its primary output stream if it is connected. Records that do not match the specified
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relation are written to the secondary output stream if it is connected, otherwise they are discarded.
If ANYCASE is not specified, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not compare equally.
For example, a comparison satisfies a specified relation only if the content of the input record exactly matches the target
string you specify.
Operands

NOPAD

specifies that two comparison fields should be of equal length. If one field is shorter than the other it is not padded.
Input ranges that are specified in the input record must have the same length to be considered equal. This is the default.
PAD

specifies that the shorter of two comparison fields is extended on the right with a pad character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the pad character.
ANYcase

specifies that the case of letters being compared is ignored. The default is to respect case when comparing fields.

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, % , (, or ) for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
specifies a string of characters (constants) to be compared. If no operands are specified before string and if string
consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character.
Xhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring1
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be compared. The X or H can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
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specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be compared. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-a | literal d-e-f | pick wordsep - w1 ¬== w3 | terminal
d-e-f
READY

PICK compares word 1 with word 3 of record d-e-f and record a-b-c, and writes to its primary output stream the record
where word 1 is not equal to word 3.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, specify that the question mark
separates each field:
pipe literal a?a? | literal a?b?a | pick fieldsep ? f1 == f2 | terminal
a?a?
READY

PICK compares field 1 with field 2 in each record. PICK writes to its primary output stream the record that satisfies the
relational comparison. In the a?b?a record, field 1 (a) does not satisfy the equal relation when compared to a field 2 (b).
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks. Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data which the PICK stage command uses for
comparisons. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the
input character strings in the following PIPE command consist of two records, each with three blank-delimited words:
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pipe literal 11 22 33| literal 33 22 11| pick word 2 << word 3 | terminal
11 22 33
READY

PICK compares word 2 to see if it is less than word 3, and writes one record to its primary output stream because the
comparison is satisfied. WORDSEP BLANK does not have to be specified because it is the default.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. In the following example, for
both records, ab is the first word:
pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?ab | split | pick ws ? w1 ¬== w3 | terminal
?ab?c??a
READY

PICK compares word 1 to word 3 in each record, and writes the record to its primary output stream if the words are not
equal.
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data which the PICK stage command uses for comparisons. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c| literal
READY

c f-g h | pick fs - f2 == /c/ |terminal

PICK compares field 2 in each record to the character string c and writes the first record to its primary output stream
because the second field is c, and does not write the second record because the comparison is not satisfied. With
NOPAD as the default in this pipeline, the bytes of fields being compared must be equal in length to be considered
equal.
A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?1??ab ab?2?ab | split | pick fs ? f1 == f3 | terminal
ab?2?ab
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which
PICK uses for comparisons. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the
range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the
record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
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-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command compares the first and second column in the input record to the sixth and seventh column
(counted from the last column):
pipe literal ababefg 1231267890| split | pick 1-2 == -5;-4 | terminal
ababefg
READY

In the first record, ab is compared with ab. In the second record, 12 compares unequally with 67.
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -5;-4 specifies that the fifth-from-the-last word or field and the fourth-from-thelast word or field is the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
LOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
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location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
==

specifies the equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings byte for byte. The two strings must
be equal byte for byte. The inverse relational operator is ¬==, \==, or /==.

¬==
\==
/==

specifies the not equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. The inverse relational operator
is ==.
<<

specifies the less than sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. string1 must contain a character
that is lower in the collating sequence than the corresponding character in string2. The inverse relational operator is >>=.

<<=

specifies the less than or equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. The inverse relational
operator is >>.
>>

specifies the greater than sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two fields. string1 must contain a
character that is higher in the collating sequence than the corresponding character in string2. The inverse relational
operator is <<=.

>>=

specifies the greater than or equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. The inverse
relational operator is <<.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PICK reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If the target string is specified, PICK writes input records that contain the target string within
any specified column range to its primary output stream, if connected. PICK discards the records if the primary output
stream is not connected.
Secondary Output Stream If the target string is specified, PICK writes input records that do not contain the target string
within any specified column range to its secondary output stream, if connected.
Usage Notes

1. PICK does not delay the records.
2. If PICK's output streams are not connected, PICK ends.
3. You can specify a literal string as both string1 and string2 that does not exist in the input records. This results in
all primary input stream records being either selected or discarded based on the static relation between the two
constants. In the following example 1 is not equal to 2 so PICK writes all input stream records to its primary
output stream:
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pipe literal abcdefg manny | split | pick 1 ¬== 2 | terminal
abcdefg
manny

4. If string1 or string2 consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character.
5. A secondary input stream may be defined, but it must not be connected.
6. PICK starts at commit level -2. PICK verifies that its primary input stream is the only connected input stream and
then commits to level 0.
7. See also ALL and BETWEEN.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.73.1 Example 1
3.73.2 Example 2
3.73.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.74 PIPCMD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PIPCMD__________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PIPCMD stage command to issue pipeline subcommands. PIPCMD reads records from its primary input stream
and issues nonblank records as pipeline subcommands.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PIPCMD reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must contain pipeline
subcommands. Blank records are discarded.
Usage Notes

1. PIPCMD does not delay the records. The pipeline subcommand issued by PIPCMD may delay the records.
2. The following pipeline subcommands cannot be issued with PIPCMD: BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT, PEEKTO,
and READTO.
3. A pipeline subcommand issued with PIPCMD can read from any defined input stream and write to any defined
output stream.
4. See also RUNPIPE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.74.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.75 PIPESTOP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PIPESTOP________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PIPESTOP stage command to end stage commands waiting for an external event such as DELAY. When
PIPESTOP reads an input record, it ends the stage commands.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PIPESTOP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PIPESTOP copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PIPESTOP does not delay the records.
2. You can use PIPESTOP to stop the DELAY stage command.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.75.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.76 PREDSELECT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PREDSELect______________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PREDSELECT stage command to copy a record from its primary input stream to either its primary or secondary
output stream. The output stream to which PREDSELECT copies the record depends on the order of arrival of input
records on its other input streams. When PREDSELECT receives a record on its secondary input stream, it copies the
original record from its primary input stream to its primary output stream. When PREDSELECT receives a record on its
tertiary input stream, it copies the original record from its primary input stream to its secondary output stream.
PREDSELECT discards the records it reads from its secondary and tertiary input streams. PREDSELECT requires that
at least two input streams and one output stream be connected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PREDSELECT reads records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: PREDSELECT reads records from its secondary input stream, if it is connected, and discards
them.
Tertiary Input Stream: PREDSELECT reads records from its tertiary input stream, if it is connected, and discards them.
Primary Output Stream: PREDSELECT copies a record from its primary input stream to its primary output stream when
a record is received on its secondary input stream.
Secondary Output Stream: PREDSELECT copies a record from its primary input stream to its secondary output stream
when a record is received on its tertiary input stream.
Usage Notes

1. PREDSELECT delays its primary input stream records. Records read from other streams are not delayed.
2. If all of PREDSELECT's output streams are not connected, PREDSELECT ends.
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3. PREDSELECT can be used when testing a stage or sequence of stages to keep an unmodified copy of the input
records intact. To do this, connect the primary output stream of FANOUT to the primary input stream of
PREDSELECT. Then, connect the secondary output stream of FANOUT to the stage or sequence of stages to be
tested. Connect the primary or secondary output streams of the stage or sequence to the secondary and tertiary
input streams, respectively, of PREDSELECT.
4. PREDSELECT severs the secondary input stream when the primary output stream is not connected.
PREDSELECT severs the tertiary input stream when the secondary output stream is not connected.
5. PREDSELECT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary output stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
6. See also GATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.76.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.77 PREFACE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PREFACE__ _stagecommand__ __________ _ _________________________>< |
|
|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_subroutine_________________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PREFACE stage command to invoke another stage command or subroutine pipeline, write the records produced
by that stage command or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream, and then copy all records from its primary
input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. If you specify a userwritten stage command, it must either be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it
must be invoked through the REXX stage command. The stagecommand must be a stage command you can specify as a
first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
subroutine
is a subroutine pipeline. No explicit connector can be specified. The beginning of the subroutine pipeline is not
connected. The output stream from the last stage in the subroutine pipeline is connected to PREFACE's primary output
stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PREFACE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PREFACE writes any output resulting from the specified stage command or subroutine
pipeline to its primary output stream. PREFACE then copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.
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Usage Notes

1. PREFACE does not delay the records.
2. If PREFACE's primary output stream is not connected, PREFACE ends.
3. BatchPipeWorks scans the operands of PREFACE twice; first it scans the entire pipeline and then it scans again
after it has resolved the operands of PREFACE. For this reason, be careful when using a special character in the
operands of PREFACE.
During the second scan, the vertical bar (|) is defined as the stage separator, the back slash (\) is defined as the end
character, and the double quotation mark (") is defined as the escape character. If you wish to use a vertical bar (|),
back slash (\), or double quotation mark (") in the operand of PREFACE, you must precede it with the double
quotation mark ("), or you can specify two adjacent vertical bars (||), back slashes (\\), or double quotation marks
("").
For the first scan, you must also precede each special character with the escape character defined for the first scan,
or you can specify two adjacent stage separator characters, end character characters, or escape characters.
For example, there are several ways to write a record containing D|E to the output stream and then copy the record
containing ABC from the input stream:
You can use four adjacent vertical bars (||||):
pipe literal ABC| preface literal D||||E| terminal
For the first scan, the PIPE command passes each set of || to the
PREFACE stage as |; the resulting stage is:

preface literal D||E
For the second scan, the PIPE command passes || to the LITERAL
stage as |; the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

You can define an escape character other than a double quotation mark for the first scan:
pipe (escape @) literal ABC| preface literal D"@|E| terminal
During the first scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding at-sign (@); the
resulting stage is:

preface literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
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the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

You can define a stage separator character other than a vertical bar:
pipe (separator ?) literal ABC? preface literal D"|E? terminal

You can define an escape character as a double quotation mark for the first and second scan:
pipe (escape ") literal ABC| preface literal D"""|E| terminal

During the first scan, the vertical bar and the second double quotation mark are not treated as special
characters because of the preceding double quotation marks; the resulting stage is:
preface literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character because of the preceding double
quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

You can use two adjacent vertical bars (||) for the first scan:
pipe literal ABC| preface literal D"||E| terminal
During the first scan, the second vertical bar in the string D"||
is not treated as a special character because of the vertical bar
preceding it; the resulting stage is:

preface literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

4. If you specify REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or VARLOAD as stagecommand, REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or
VARLOAD accesses the variable environments in effect for PREFACE.
5. PREFACE starts at commit level -1. It does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage command must
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commit to 0 if it generates output.
6. See also APPEND, LITERAL, and STRLITERAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.77.1 Example 1
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3.78 QSAM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__QSAM__ddname____________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the QSAM stage command to get records from or put records to a physical sequential data set or a member of a
partitioned data set using queued sequential processing. When QSAM is the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM gets records
from the specified data set and copies the records to its primary output stream. When QSAM is not the first stage of a
pipeline, QSAM reads records from its primary input stream, puts the records to the specified data set, and copies the
records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
QSAM generates a 4-byte record header and a 4-byte block header when doing put operations to data sets in variable
formats V or VB. QSAM removes records descriptor words when doing get operations.
Operands

ddname
is the data definition name of the physical sequential data set or member of a partitioned data set to get records from or
put records to.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When a QSAM stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM reads records from its primary
input stream.
Primary Output Stream: When a QSAM stage is the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM writes the records it gets from the
data set to its primary output stream. When a QSAM stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM copies its primary
input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. QSAM does not delay the records.
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2. If the QSAM stage command is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, QSAM ends.
3. QSAM obtains all data set characteristics for a data set from the DCB or catalog.
4. When you use use QSAM in a fitting, do not use the RLSE subparameter on the JCL SPACE parameter for the
files that are output from QSAM.
5. QSAM starts on commit level -2000000000. It opens the data set and then commits to level 0.
6. See also <, >, >>.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.78.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.79 QUERY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_VERSION__
|
| >>__Query__|__________|_____________________________________________>< |
|
|_MSGlevel_|
|
|
|_MSGLIST__|
|
|
|_LEVEL____|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the QUERY stage command to display at the terminal or write to its primary output stream, if connected, the
version of BatchPipeWorks, the message level, the list of messages that have been issued, or the level of
BatchPipeWorks.
A QUERY stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

VERSION

displays or writes the version of BatchPipeWorks.
QUERY VERSION issues the following message:
BPWINX086I CMS/TSO BatchPipeWorks, 5785-RAC/SB5409 1.0109
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is
displayed at the terminal.

If the primary output stream is connected, the message number and the message text are written to the primary output
stream.
VERSION is the default value.
MSGlevel

displays or writes the message level.
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QUERY MSGLEVEL issues the following message:
BPWINX186I PIPMOD MSGLEVEL 15
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is
displayed at the terminal. The message level is displayed as a
decimal number. In this example, the message level returned is 15.

If the primary output stream is connected, four bytes of binary data are written to the primary output stream. The third
and fourth bytes represent the message level.
LEVEL

displays or writes the level of BatchPipeWorks.
QUERY LEVEL issues the following message:
BPWINX560I CMS/TSO BatchPipeWorks, 5785-RAC/SB5409 level 110900xx
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is
displayed at the terminal. The level is displayed in EBCDIC. In the
previous message, the level is 110900xx, where xx is the maintenance
level.

If the primary output stream is connected, four bytes of binary data, representing the level of BatchPipeWorks, is written
to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: The QUERY stage command writes records containing the information specified by the
operands to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to QUERY because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. The QUERY stage command starts at commit level -4. It commits to level 0 when the argument keyword is
validated.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.79.1 Example 1
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3.80 READPDS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__READPDS__ _dsname_____ ______________ _____________ _____________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname___________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
| <________ |
|
|
|___member_|_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the READPDS stage command to read members from a partitioned data set.
READPDS searches the library directory for each member you specify. If a member does not exist, READPDS
translates the member name to uppercase and performs the search again. A null record is written after each member.
If an argument string is specified, READPDS searches first for the members in the string. Then READPDS reads
records from its primary input stream and searches for members listed in those records. Null and blank input records are
discarded.
Operands

dsname
is the name of the partitioned data set.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname
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indicates that the partitioned data set is already allocated.
ddname
is the name of the allocated partitioned data set.
member
is a name of the member to be extracted from the partitioned data set specified.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: After searching for all members specified as operands, READPDS reads records from its primary
input stream and searches for the members listed in the input records. The records must be in the same format as one or
more member operands. Null and blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: READPDS writes the contents of the found members to its primary output stream followed by
a null record.
Usage Notes

1. READPDS does not delay the records.
2. If READPDS's primary output stream is not connected, READPDS ends.
3. If READPDS cannot find the specified member as written, READPDS translates the member name to uppercase
and performs the search again.
4. MEMBERS and PDSREAD are synonyms of READPDS.
5. READPDS starts at commit level -2000000000. It opens the DCB and then commits level 0.
6. See also LISTPDS, LISTISPF, < and QSAM.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.80.1 Example 1
3.80.2 Example 2
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3.81 REVERSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__REVERSE_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REVERSE stage command to reverse the contents of records on a character-by-character basis. The first
character of the input record becomes the last character of the output record, the second character becomes the secondto-last character, and so on. REVERSE reads records from its primary input stream and writes each record in reverse
character order to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: REVERSE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: REVERSE writes each record in reverse character order to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. REVERSE does not delay the records.
2. If REVERSE's primary output stream is not connected, REVERSE ends.
3. When REVERSE reverses the order of characters in a record, any blanks that are part of the record (including
trailing blanks) are reversed as well.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.81.1 Example 1
3.81.2 Example 2
3.81.3 Example 3
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3.82 REXX

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__REXX_____ _member___________________ __ ________ _______________>< |
|
|
_REXX___
| |_string_|
|
|
|_(__member__|________|__)_|
|
|
|
|_ddname_|
|
|
|
|_| Stream |_______________|
|
|
|
| Stream:
|
| |__ _*:___________ __________________________________________________| |
|
|_*.streamnum:_|
|
|
|_*.streamid:__|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Typing the REXX stage command may be optional if you are invoking |
|
a REXX program that is a member of a partitioned data set that is |
|
allocated to ddname REXX. See the Purpose for details.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REXX stage command to invoke a REXX program as a user-written stage command. The REXX program can
be a member of a partitioned data set or read from an input stream. An explicit REXX stage command is not required to
invoke a REXX program that is a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX unless the name of
the program is the same as the name of a stage command
If you want to invoke a REXX program which has a name conflict with a stage command, the REXX program must be
invoked as an operand of the REXX stage command. When the REXX program is invoked with the REXX stage
command, the member names of partitioned data sets that are allocated to ddname REXX are searched for the member
name specified on the REXX stage command. If the member is not found, the list of BatchPipeWorks stage commands
is searched. This allows the program you specified on the REXX stage to be the first one encountered in the search, and
therefore the program that gets executed.
Operands

member
is the name of the member of a partitioned data set that contains a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage
command.
ddname
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is the data definition name of the partitioned data set that contains the member that is to be run as a user-written stage
command. If you do not specify ddname, a data definition name of REXX is assumed.
*:

specifies the program is to be read from the REXX stage's primary input stream.

*streamnum:

is a number identifying the specific input stream containing the program to be read into the pipeline, where 0 is the
primary input stream, 1 is the secondary input stream, and so on. A colon must immediately follow streamnum with no
intervening blanks.

*.streamid:
references the particular input stream containing the program to be read, so the input stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command
with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively. A
colon must immediately follow streamid with no intervening blanks.

string
is the argument string to be passed to the REXX program.
Streams Used
Input Streams: When the program is read from an input stream, the REXX stage command reads records from the
specified stream. The program invoked by the REXX stage command can read from any connected input stream.
Output Streams: The program invoked by the REXX stage command can write to any connected output stream.
Usage Notes

1. REXX may delay the records depending on the user-written stage command that it runs.
2. If the program is read from an input stream and the program reads from that stream, the program receives an endof-file condition.
3. REXX programs to be run as user-written stage commands are run in a dedicated re-entrant environment.
Therefore, to issue a TSO command from a user-written stage command, use the COMMAND, TSO, or
SUBCOM stage commands. To issue the TSO LISTCAT command, use the CALLPIPE subcommand. The
following REXX excerpt shows a TSO command being issued.
/* Issue a TSO command */
'callpipe command listcat'

4. The REXX stage command starts at a commit level of -1. When the program is read from an input stream, REXX
commits to 0 before reading the program. When the program is not read from an input stream, REXX commits to
level 0 when the first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued
unless the stage command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand. The stage command can issue
COMMIT before READTO or OUTPUT to test if another stage has returned with a nonzero return code on
commit level -1.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.82.1 Example 1
3.82.2 Example 2
3.82.3 Example 3
3.82.4 Example 4
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3.83 REXXVARS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
|
| >>__REXXVARS__|__________|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REXXVARS stage command to get information about defined REXX variables. A REXX environment must be
active before REXXVARS can be used. A REXXVARS stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when retrieving information about variables. invocnum
must be 0 or greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the REXXVARS stage is specified on a PIPE command or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand,
the variables are in the exec that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the REXXVARS stage is
specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variables are in the userwritten stage command that issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: REXXVARS writes a record to its primary output stream containing the source string from the
REXX environment. For each REXX variable in the program, REXXVARS then writes two records to its primary
output stream. Each record written begins with a single character prefix followed by a blank. The prefix character
identifies the information that follows the blank. The prefix characters and their meanings are:
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Prefix Meaning
s
n
v

The source string passed to the REXX program. This is the first record written.
Variable name.
Value of the variable whose name is defined in the preceding record. Only the first 512 bytes of data are written
to the output stream.

Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to REXXVARS because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If REXXVARS's primary output stream is not connected, REXXVARS ends.
3. REXXVARS can be used to dump the contents of variables in the section of a REXX program that handles syntax
errors.
4. The output from REXXVARS must be buffered if other stages access the environment. For example,
REXXVARS output must be buffered when the STEM stage command is also being used.
5. REXXVARS cannot be used to obtain the default value assigned to a stem because it does not distinguish
between a default value and a compound symbol with a null index. Therefore, the following example will fail. To
obtain a valid stem variable, see Figure 101.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(RXTEST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
array. = 0
/* default value */
|
|
inx = ""
|
|
array.inx = 1 /* compound symbol with a null index */
|
|
|
|
'PIPE rexxvars | terminal'
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

When you run RXTEST it returns to the terminal every assignment but the default value assigned to the stem:
Figure 101 illustrates this point.
rxtest
s TSO CLIST
n INX
v
n ARRAY.
v 1
Ready;

Figure 101. REXXVARS Stage Command Example: Terminal Output Resulting from
RXTEST
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Use the VAR stage command to obtain the default value of a stem. For example, the following REXX exec
named VARTEST returns the default value of zero (0):
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(VARTEST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
array. = 0
/* default value */
|
|
inx = ""
|
|
array.inx = 1 /* compound symbol with a null index */
|
|
|
|
'PIPE var array. | terminal'
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

6. If REXXVARS is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, REXXVARS retrieves
information about variables in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command
was issued.
7. REXXVARS starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while
processing its parameters). It gets a dummy variable from the pool to ensure that it starts getting variables at the
beginning of the pool and then commits to level 0.
8. See also STEM, VAR, VARLOAD, and STACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.83.1 Example 1
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3.84 RUNPIPE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__RUNPIPE__ __________________________ __ ________ _______________>< |
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _| |_TRACE__|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|_EVENTS_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the RUNPIPE stage command to issue pipelines and intercept the BatchPipeWorks messages those pipelines
produce as they run. RUNPIPE reads records from its primary input stream and issues them as pipelines in the same
way that the PIPE command does, creating a new pipeline set for each record it reads. Each pipeline issued by
RUNPIPE runs until it completes. When a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE produces an events or trace record, it waits
while RUNPIPE writes that record to its primary output stream, if connected, and then resumes when the record
RUNPIPE wrote is consumed. The MSGLEVEL setting allows you to control the BatchPipeWorks messages written to
its primary output stream.
A RUNPIPE stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

MSGlevel

suppresses the issuing of certain messages for each set of pipelines run by RUNPIPE. RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL also
controls the messages issued from a stage it runs that invokes an ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE subcommand. If
MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to the global message level setting specified in the pipeline
issued by the RUNPIPE stage command. The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
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Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
representation in quotation marks.

You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
A message level of 7 (X'07', B'111') issues messages BPW001, BPW002, and either BPW003 or BPW004 in
conjunction with other messages.
A message level of 4 (X'04', B'100') issues message BPW003 or BPW004 in conjunction with other messages.
A message level of 2 (X'02', B'010') issues message BPW002 in conjunction with other messages.
A message level of 1 (X'01', B'001') issues message BPW001 in conjunction with other messages.
If you specify a message level setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify MSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001 and BPW002 are issued in conjunction with
other messages.
Note: If an operand or option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001 will always be issued at the initial start of each stage regardless of any message level setting.
TRACE

forces a trace of all stages running in the pipelines issued by RUNPIPE. The trace cannot be disabled by options in the
individual pipelines.
EVENTS

writes detailed records ready to be processed by other programs describing each event in the processing of the pipeline
issued by RUNPIPE. Refer to "Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS" in topic 3.84.4 for a complete
format description of each type of events record. The EVENTS operand applies to all pipelines issued by RUNPIPE.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: RUNPIPE reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must be in the same
format as the string of operands and options on a PIPE command. Blank and null input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: RUNPIPE writes an events or trace record produced by a pipeline it runs to its primary output
stream, if connected. When the record is consumed, control is regained by the issued pipeline. RUNPIPE writes
messages produced from pipelines it runs to its primary output stream. The RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL setting allows you
to control the BatchPipeWorks messages produced from pipelines run by RUNPIPE. All BatchPipeWorks messages
produced by the issued pipelines (including any produced by the MESSAGE pipeline subcommand) are written to the
output stream of RUNPIPE. Both the message identifier and the message text are included in the output records.
Usage Notes

1. RUNPIPE does not delay the records.
2. The first 10 or 11 characters of every message issued is the message identifier. Programs that process these
messages should be able to handle messages with three- or four-digit message numbers.
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3. RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL works in coordination with a MSGLEVEL setting on the PIPE command that issued that
RUNPIPE stage. RUNPIPE can suppress messages returned from a stage it issued, messages that may be
requested in the PIPE command's global MSGLEVEL option, but it cannot request messages that have already
been suppressed in a PIPE command's global MSGLEVEL option. For example, if a PIPE command suppresses
all messages (B'000'), its global setting overrides any local MSGLEVEL setting of the RUNPIPE issued by that
PIPE command.
4. RUNPIPE displays the messages it obtains along with messages returned to it from any stage invoking an
ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE subcommand, dependent upon their MSGLEVEL setting.
5. The REXX environment for a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE is the one in effect for RUNPIPE.
6. A stall or error condition in a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE does not affect the pipeline that contains the
RUNPIPE stage command.
7. See also PAUSE and PIPCMD.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.84.1 Example 1
3.84.2 Example 2
3.84.3 Example 3
3.84.4 Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS
3.84.5 Record Header
3.84.6 00--Message
3.84.7 01--Begin Pipeline Set
3.84.8 02--End Pipeline Set
3.84.9 03--BatchPipeWorks Scanning
3.84.10 04--Pipeline Vector
3.84.11 05--Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
3.84.12 06--Scanner Item
3.84.13 07--Calling Syntax Exit
3.84.14 08--Start Stage
3.84.15 09--End Stage
3.84.16 0A--Resuming Stage
3.84.17 0B--Calling Dispatcher Service
3.84.18 0C--Pipeline is Stalled
3.84.19 0D--State of Stage
3.84.20 0E--Pipeline Committing
3.84.21 0F--Terminal Input
3.84.22 10--Terminal Output
3.84.23 11--Pause
3.84.24 12--Subroutine Pipeline Complete
3.84.25 13--Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
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3.85 SCM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_39__71__/*__*/_________________________________
|
| >>__SCM__|________________________________________________|_________>< |
|
|
_71__/*__*/_______________________ |
|
|
|_startcol__|__________________________________|_|
|
|
|
_/*__*/_______________ |
|
|
|_endcol__|______________________|_|
|
|
|_string1__ _________ _|
|
|
|_string2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SCM stage command to line up comments and complete unclosed comments in programs written in languages
such as C and REXX that require beginning and ending comments.
An input record is copied unchanged to the output stream when:
It has no beginning comment string
It has an ending comment string that is after the last beginning comment string in the line and the ending
comment string is not at the end of the line.
When a line has only one beginning comment string and is the first nonblank string on that line, the ending comment
string is aligned with the ending column (assuming the line does not extend beyond this column).
If the line contains nonblank characters before the last comment string and if the instruction and comment parts are both
shorter than the width of their respective column ranges, the string is aligned within the specified columns.
If the instruction or the comment is longer than the column range allocated, but combined are shorter than the area
allocated, the comment is aligned to the right. Otherwise the comment is appended to the instruction.
Operands

startcol
specifies the column number where a comment should begin when the REXX instruction is short enough to leave room
for alignment. The default is 39.
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endcol
specifies the ending column number for the comment. The default is 71.
string1
specifies the beginning comment string. You cannot specify a blank within the string. If string1 is not specified, the
default is /*.
string2
specifies the ending comment string. You cannot specify a blank within the string. If string1 is specified, but string2 is
not specified, the default is a null string. If neither string1 nor string2 is specified, then the default is */.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SCM reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: SCM writes records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SCM does not delay the records.
2. If SCM's primary output stream is not connected, SCM ends.
3. SCM starts at commit level -1. It verifies its operands and then commits to level 0.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.85.1 Example 1
3.85.2 Example 2
3.85.3 Example 3
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3.86 SNAKE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SNAKE__numcols__ _________ _____________________________________>< |
|
|_numrows_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SNAKE stage command to reformat records into one or more matrices. Each matrix is of size numcols by
numrows records. Each matrix is formed column by column where a column is made up of sequentially read input
records. When the number of columns in a matrix equals numcols and there are more input records to read, the next
matrix is formed using the same procedure. If numrows is not specified, the input records are formatted into 1 matrix
with the smallest possible number of rows. If numrows is specified, each matrix is formed column by column until the
number of columns equals numcols.
Operands

numcols
specifies the decimal number of columns to create. If the number of records in the input data set is not evenly divisible
by the number of columns specified, the last column is not full.
numrows
specifies the number of rows in each matrix of output records.
If you do not specify numrows, the number of rows is the number required to format at least one record into the last
column. SNAKE fills the last column as much as possible. SNAKE reads the entire data set to determine the number of
records and sets the number of rows accordingly. It chooses the smallest possible number of rows.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SNAKE reads the records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: SNAKE writes the multicolumn records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. SNAKE delays the records.
2. If SNAKE's primary output stream is not connected, SNAKE ends.
3. The following diagram shows how input data is formatted into a matrix if you specify SNAKE 3:
_____
__________________
|a |
| __ _ |
|b |
| |
|
|
|c |
____________
|a | e |i |
|d | |
|
|b | f |j |
| e |-----| SNAKE 3 |-------| c | g | k |
|f | |
|
|d | h |l |
| g | |____________|
|| | | |
|
|h |
| |__| |___|
|
|i |
|col. col. col. |
|j |
|1 2 3 |
|k |
|
|
|l |
|__________________|
|_____|
input
output
stream
stream

The following diagram shows how the data is formatted if you specify SNAKE 2 2:
____
_________________
|a |
|
_
|
|b |
| |
|
|c |
____________
| a | c row 1 |
|d |
|
|
| b | d row 2 |
| e |------| SNAKE 2 2 |-------| | |
|
|f |
|
|
| |__|
|
|g |
|____________|
|
_
|
|h |
| |
|
|i |
| e | g row 1 |
|j |
| f | h row 2 |
|k |
| | |
|
|l |
| |__|
|
|____|
|
_
|
input
| |
|
stream
| i | k row 1 |
| j | l row 2 |
| | |
|
| |__|
|
| col. col.
|
| 1 2
|
|_________________|
output
stream

4. If you specify numrows, then the first record of the output data in the first matrix contains records 1, numrows+1,
2*numrows+1, and so on. (For example, if numrows is 3, the first record in the output contains the records that are
numbered 1, 4, 7, and so on.) Thus, if the input records have been sorted, then the columns on the page will be
sorted downwards.
5. If the input stream consists of fixed-length records, SNAKE divides the records among the specified columns and
does not pad or truncate the records. Therefore, the resulting output columns will line up corresponding to the
way the input stream records would line up.
If the input stream consists of variable-length records, the input records are treated as variable-length character
strings and the resulting output columns may not line up. In this case, you may need to precede the SNAKE stage
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with a CHOP or PAD stage command depending on if you need to remove or add blanks to make the columns
line up.
6. SNAKE starts at commit level -1. It verifies its arguments and then commits to level 0.
7. See also JOIN, JOINCONT, SPLIT, CHOP, PAD, STRIP, BLOCK, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.86.1 Example 1
3.86.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.87 SORT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_Ascending__
|
| >>__SORT__ ________ __| Padtype |__|____________|___________________>< |
|
|_COUNT__|
|_Descending_|
|
|
|_UNIQue_|
|_| Group |__|
|
|
|
| Padtype:
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| |__|__________________|______________________________________________| |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
<__________________________________________
|
|
_Ascending__
|
|
| |____columnrange__|____________|__| Padtype |_|______________________| |
|
|_Descending_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SORT stage command to arrange records in ascending or descending order. SORT reads records from its
primary input stream and writes the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. SORT reads all records from
its primary input stream before it writes any records to its primary output stream.
By default, SORT compares the entire record to determine the order of records in its output stream. However, you can
specify one or more key fields to determine the sequence of records in the output stream. A key field is a specific range
of columns within each record.
Operands

COUNT

specifies that each record in the output stream is prefaced with a 10-character field that represents the number of records
with identical key fields. The number is right-justified with leading blanks. Records are considered to be identical if the
specified key fields contain the same data. If a key field is not specified, records are considered to be identical if they
contain exactly the same data.
When COUNT is specified, only the first record is retained; duplicate records are discarded.
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UNIQue

writes all unique records and the first record of each set of duplicate records to the output stream. Records are
considered to be identical if the specified key fields contain the same data. If a key field is not specified, records are
considered to be identical if they contain the same data.
NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The NOPAD operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage command:
If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, NOPAD applies to
the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD only applies to that particular key field.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The PAD operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage command:
If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, PAD applies to the entire
record.
If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD only applies to that particular key field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Ascending

sorts records in ascending order. The ASCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage
command:
If ASCENDING is specified and columnrange is not specified, ASCENDING applies to the entire record. This is
the default.
If you specify ASCENDING after columnrange, ASCENDING only applies to that particular key field. This is
the default.

Descending

sorts records in descending order. The DESCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage
command:
If DESCENDING is specified and columnrange is not specified, DESCENDING applies to the entire record.
If you specify DESCENDING after columnrange, DESCENDING only applies to that particular key field.
columnrange
defines a key field to sort on. If you do not specify columnrange, the complete record is compared. You can specify
columnrange as follows:
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column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)-1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SORT reads all records from its primary input stream before writing any output records.
Primary Output Stream: After sorting the records read from the input stream, SORT writes the records to its primary
output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SORT delays the records until end of file is reached.
2. If you do not specify COUNT or UNIQUE, records that are identical or have specified key fields that are identical
remain in the same order as in the input stream.
3. If the key fields in two records are of differing lengths when SORT is determining their order in the output
stream, a position that is not present in one record is less than the contents of a record that has any character in
that position. Use the PAD operand to extend a key field with a specific character.
4. See also MERGE and UNIQUE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.87.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.88 SPECS

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF_____
|
| >>__SPECs__|__________________|________________________________________> |
|
|_STOP_ _ANYEOF_ __|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
| <_______________________________________
|
| >____ _| Group |_________________________ _|__________________________>< |
|
|_READ______________________________|
|
|
|_READSTOP__________________________|
|
|
|_WRITE_____________________________|
|
|
|_SELECT__ _streamnum_ _____________|
|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|_PAD_ _char____ ___________________|
|
|
| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
| |_BLANK___|
|
|
|
| |_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|__ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ ___|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|__ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
| |__| Input |__| Conversion |__| Output |__| Alignment |________________| |
|
|
| Input:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange________________ _________________________| |
| |
(1)
|
|
| |_Fields_______fnumberrange_______________|
|
| |_cnumberrange____________________________|
|
| |_/string/________________________________|
|
| |_Xhexstring______________________________|
|
| |_Hhexstring______________________________|
|
| |_Bbinstring______________________________|
|
| |
_FROM__1_______ _BY__1_____ |
|
| |_RECNO_|_______________|__|___________|__|
|
| |
|_FROM__fromnum_| |_BY__bynum_| |
|
| |_TODclock________________________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Conversion:
|
| |__ _______ __ ______________________ _________________________________| |
| |_STRIP_| |_C2B__________________|
|
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|
|_C2D__________________|
|
|
|_C2F__________________|
|
|
|_C2I__________________|
|
|
|_C2P_ _____________ __|
|
|
| | (1)
| |
|
|
| |_____(scale)_| |
|
|
|_C2V__________________|
|
|
|_C2X__________________|
|
|
|_B2C__________________|
|
|
|_D2C__________________|
|
|
|_F2C__________________|
|
|
|_I2C__________________|
|
|
|_P2C_ _____________ __|
|
|
| | (1)
| |
|
|
| |_____(scale)_| |
|
|
|_V2C__________________|
|
|
|_X2C__________________|
|
|
|_f2t__________________|
|
|
|
| Output:
|
| |__ _Next_ ________ ____________ ______________________________________| |
| |
| (1) |
|
|
| |
|_____.n_|
|
|
| |__ _NEXTWord_ __ ________ __|
|
| | |_NWord____| | (1) | |
|
| |
|_____.n_| |
|
| |_columnrange________________|
|
|
|
| Alignment:
|
| |__ ________ __________________________________________________________| |
| |_Left___|
|
| |_Center_|
|
| |_Right__|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are not allowed here.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SPECS stage command to rearrange the contents of records. SPECS reads records from its primary input
stream, by default, or from the one or more input streams specified by the operands. SPECS writes records to its primary
output stream.
SPECS constructs one or more output records on a field-by-field basis. The output fields can come from input record
fields (from one or more input records), literal values, the record number, or the time-of-day clock. The data may be
converted into a different format before it is placed in the output record. The output data can be left-aligned, centered, or
right-aligned in the output field.
The basic format of the SPECS stage command is:
<______________________________________________
>>__SPECS____input__ ____________ __output__ ___________ _|_____________><
|_conversion_|
|_alignment_|

input

is literal data or the location of data in the input record you specify. For example, you can specify the string ABC or
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columns 1 through 5 of the input record.
conversion

is the type of conversion you can specify to change the format of the input data. For example, input records in
binary integer format can be converted to a printable decimal string.

output

is the location where the data will be placed. For example, the data can begin in column 3 of the output record.

alignment

is the type of alignment you can specify for the data written to the primary output stream. You can specify the
output data to be left-aligned, centered, or right-aligned.

Other operands allow you to:
Specify more than one input stream
Specify a character to be used for padding
Write pieces of multiple input records to a single output record
Write multiple output records from a single input record.
The following is an example of a SPECS stage:
... | specs 1-* x2c 5 right | ...
| | | |
| | | |
| | | |
input __________| | | |
| | |
conversion _________| | |
| |
output ________________| |
|
alignment _________________|

Operands
Note: The definitions of most of the operands begin with a notation that describes if the operand can be used to define
input, conversion, output, or alignment. The operands that do not begin with this notation do not fall into one of
those categories.
STOP ALLEOF

specifies that SPECS stops processing records when it determines that all input streams being used are at end of file.
STOP ALLEOF is the default.
STOP ANYEOF

specifies that SPECS stops processing records when it encounters the first input stream at end of file.
n
specifies that SPECS stops processing records when the specified number of input streams (n) are at end of file, or when
all streams used are at end of file.

STOP

Words

(input) defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited character strings (words). The
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character string
in the following PIPE command consists of 4 words that are separated by a blank:
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pipe literal abc def ghi jkl | specs words 2-4 1 | terminal
def ghi jkl
READY

The operands WORDS 2-4 specify the second, third, and fourth words in the string as the input data for the SPECS
stage.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. The following example shows
both types of null words:
pipe literal ?abc?def??ghi?jkl | specs ws ? words 2-4 1 | terminal
def??ghi?jkl
READY

Fields
(input)

defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited fields. The FIELDSEPARATOR operand
defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal ab cd-ef gh |specs fs - field 1 1 field 2 10 |terminal
ab cd ef gh
READY
The operands FIELD 1 1 specify that the first field, ab cd, is placed
in column 1 of the output record, and FIELD 2 10 specifies that the
second field, ef gh, is placed in column 10 of the output record.

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters
withOUT.DATA between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef| specs fs ? f1 1 f2 2 f3 5 f4 9 f5 14 | terminal
ab cd
ef
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
(input) defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers.
The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates that the range
is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. You can specify a
location as follows:
location
-location
(input) is

a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last
location in the record is -1.
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location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
(input) is a range of columns,

words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you
specify both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2
must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input
record, (that is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For
example, the following PIPE command specifies the last eight columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDEFGHIJKLMN| specs -8;-1 1 | terminal
GHIJKLMN
READY
If you specified WORDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last word and the second-from-last word as the input
location:

pipe literal ABC DEF GHI JKL MNO| specs words -3;-2 1 | terminal
GHI JKL
READY
If you specified FIELDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last field and the second-from-last field as the input
location:

pipe literal ab?cd?ef?gh?ij| specs fs ? fields -3;-2 1 | terminal
ef?gh
READY

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
SPECS are rearranged if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
(input) is a range

of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field
of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
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(input) is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending
with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

(input) is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
(input) is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)
-1 for n.
/(diagonal)
(input) is a nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string. You do not have to use the same delimiter
character if string is specified more than once in a SPECS stage. For example,
... | specs /abc/ 3 ,xyz, 8 | ...

is the same as
... | specs /abc/ 3 /xyz/ 8 | ...

You cannot use a W, w, B, b, X, x, H, h, F, or f for a delimiting character.
string
(input) specifies a string of characters that defines the input data. The data defined by string is written to the output
record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
(input) specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the input data. The X or H can
be specified in uppercase or lowercase. The data defined by hexstring is written to each output record. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
(input) specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the input data. The B can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. The data defined by binstring is written to each output record. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
RECNO

(input) specifies that the record number of each record (where, by default, the first record number is 1, incrementing by
1 for each subsequent record) is the input data. The record number is written to each output record. The record number
is a 10-character field. The number is right-aligned with leading blanks. For example, the two records generated by the
following PIPE command contain the record number:
pipe literal ABC | literal XYZ | specs recno 1 1-* 12 | terminal
1 XYZ
2 ABC
READY
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fromnum
specifies the record number for the first record. The default is FROM 1.
FROM

For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 10 1 1-* 12 | ...
the first record is record number 10, the second record is 11, and so
on.

You can specify fromnum as a negative number. If it is negative, a leading minus sign is inserted in front of the most
significant digit in the record number. The minus sign is dropped if the number has 10 significant digits.
bynum
specifies the increment for the record numbers. The default is BY 1.

BY

For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 10 by 2 1 1-* 12 | ...
the first record is record number 10, the second record is 12, the
third record is 14, and so on.

You can specify bynum as a negative number. For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 100 by -2 1 1-* 12 | ...
the first record is record number 100, the second record is 98, the
third record is 96, and so on.

If the record number is negative, a leading minus sign is inserted in front of the most significant digit in the record
number. The minus sign is dropped if the number has 10 significant digits.
TODclock
(input) specifies

that each input record written to the output stream has a 64-bit binary field containing the value of the
time-of-day clock that was stored when the corresponding set of input records started getting processed. The time-ofday clock is the time at the primary meridian. A local time zone offset is not applied. BatchPipeWorks does not provide
facilities to convert timestamps.
If you specify the WRITE operand to write more than one output record from a set of input records, the time-of-day
value remains constant while the set of output records is built.
STRIP

(conversion) specifies that the input data is stripped of leading and trailing blanks before being converted and placed in
the output field. For example,
... | specs 6.8 strip c2x 1 | ...
removes leading and trailing blanks from the input data and then
converts it to hexadecimal.
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Note: The following C2x conversions convert data from an internal (binary) representation to a format that can be
printed or displayed.
C2B

(conversion) converts input data bytes (character) to binary. Each byte is converted to its 8-character binary equivalent.
For example:
Input C2B
Output
----- ----------- ---------------A converts to 11000001
13 converts to 1111000111110011

C2D
(conversion)

converts input data that is in System/390* internal format for binary integers (with negative numbers in
twos-complement notation) to a decimal character string.
Note the following when converting with the C2D operand:
Numbers must be within the 32-bit precision of the fixed-point instruction set.
Input fields that are longer than 4 characters are only allowed if the leading characters represent a sign extension
of the fourth-to-last character. The result is 11 characters right-aligned with leading blanks.
Negative numbers have a leading minus sign immediately in front of the first significant digit.
Positive numbers and 0 are unsigned.
C2F

(conversion) converts input data that is in System/390 internal format for long floating-point numbers to scientific
notation.
Note the following when converting with the C2F operand:
The input field must be from 2 to 8 bytes in length; a field shorter than 8 bytes is padded on the right with binary
zeros.
Exact zero (positive or negative) is converted to the single character, 0. All other numbers are converted to a 22character string where the number is in scientific notation.
Numbers in scientific notation have a leading sign, one significant digit before the decimal point, and a 15-digit
fraction.
Numbers in scientific notation with an absolute value from 1 to 10 have 4 trailing blanks.
Scientific notation 10 and greater are represented with a positive exponent.
Numbers in scientific notation less than 1 are represented with a negative exponent.
C2F conversion can show the effect of rounding errors in the least significant digit when the exponent is close to
the limits of the representation.
C2I
(conversion)

converts input data which is MVS Julian date format to International Organization for Standardization
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(ISO) (or sorted) format.
Note the following when converting with the C2I operand:
The format of the input data (MVS Julian date) is:
>>__ ____ __yyddds__ ____________________ __><
|_cc_|
|_hh__ ____________ _|
|_mm__ ____ _|
|_ss_|
Thus, the input data can contain between three and seven
characters where:

Each two digits represents eight bits (for example, yy is eights bits)
cc, if present, is the number of centuries beyond 1900
yy is the last two digits of the year
ddd is the Julian day
s is the sign (which must be X'F')
hh, if present, is hours
mm, if present, is minutes
ss, if present, is seconds.
The output field contains at least eight characters for the date, expressed in printable ISO format: yyyymmdd.
(Each output digit is a readable EBCDIC character.) Additional characters in the form hhmmss are appended
when the input field contains a timestamp.
The following PIPE commands perform C2I conversions:
pipe strliteral x93063f| specs 1-* c2i 1 | terminal
19930304
READY

pipe strliteral x0100132f073000| specs 1-* c2i 1 | terminal
20000511073000
READY

C2P
C2P(scale)
(conversion)

converts input data which is a packed decimal number to a printable form.

Note the following when converting with the C2P operand:
The input field must contain a valid IBM System/390 packed decimal number (but it is not restricted in length).
Parentheses containing a scale factor (scale) may be appended to the C2P operand. (Do not put any blanks
between C2P and (scale).) When no scaling is specified, the scaling is assumed to be zero. A positive scaling
indicates the number of decimal places; a negative scaling represents additional orders of magnitude in the
number.
The output field contains a sign (plus or minus), the integer part of the number (if any), a decimal point (if the
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scale is specified), and the decimal fraction (if the scale is specified).
C2V

(conversion) converts input data which is a character string prefaced by the length of the string to the character string
only.
Note the following when converting with the C2V operand:
The preface of the input data that indicates the length of the string is 2 bytes in length and in binary format. The
number may be in the range 0 through 65535 inclusive.
The number of characters in the output character string is the number defined by the 2-byte length from the input
data.
An error results if the length specified by the first 2 bytes of the input field is greater than the length of the input
field minus 2. If, for example,
40 is the length specified by the first 2 bytes of the input field
34 is the length of the entire input field
then an error message results because 32 (34 minus 2) is less than 40.
C2X

(conversion) converts input data from bytes (character) to hexadecimal representation. The output data contains 2
characters (the hexadecimal equivalent) for each input byte. For example:
Input C2X
Output
----- ----------- -----AB converts to C1C2
23 converts to F2F3

Note: The following x2C conversions convert data from a format that can be printed or displayed to an internal (binary)
representation.
B2C

(conversion) converts input data from binary to byte (character) representation. For example:
Input
B2C
Output
--------------- -----1100100010001001
converts to Hi
111100011111000011100111 converts to 10X

Note the following when converting with the B2C operand:
The input data must consist entirely of the characters 0 or 1 and its length must be a multiple of 8.
The output data consists of 1 character for every 8 characters in the input data.
D2C
(conversion)

converts input data that is a signed or unsigned decimal integer to a fullword binary number in
System/390 internal representation.
Note the following when converting with the D2C operand:
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The decimal integer may contain leading and trailing blanks. Blanks are also allowed between the sign and the
number.
The output data is 4 bytes with the number in binary using twos-complement notation for negative numbers. The
number must be within the 32-bit precision of a fullword (4 bytes).
F2C

(conversion) converts input data that is a floating-point number from an external representation (scientific notation) to
the System/390 internal representation of a long floating-point number.
Note the following when converting with the F2C operand:
The input data can be signed and can have an exponent.
The resulting internal floating-point number is 8 bytes in length.
Conversion to floating-point format is, in most cases, accurate within rounding of the least significant bit.
I2C
(conversion)

converts input data which is ISO timestamp format to Julian date format.

Note the following when converting with the I2C operand:
The input data (ISO timestamp) must consist of readable EBCDIC characters in the following format:
>>__ ____ __yymmdd__ ____________________ __><
|_yy_|
|_hh__ ____________ _|
|_mm__ ____ _|
|_ss_|

The length in bytes of the input field must be even, between 6 and 14. When the input field is 6 characters long, a
3-byte output field is generated. When the input field is 8 characters in length or longer, the first 4 characters
specify the year.
The output field contains the Julian date in the form:
>>__ ____ __yyddds__ ____________________ __><
|_cc_|
|_hh__ ____________ _|
|_mm__ ____ _|
|_ss_|
Where:

Each two digits represents eight bits (for example, yy is eight bits)
cc, if present, is the number of centuries beyond 1900
yy is the last two digits of the year
ddd is the Julian day
s is the sign (which is X'F')
hh, if present, is the hours
mm, if present, is the minutes
ss, if present, is the seconds.
P2C
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P2C(scale)
(conversion) converts input data which is in printable form to packed decimal numbers.

Note the following when converting with the P2C operand:
The input field consists of an optional sign, an optional integer, and an optional decimal fraction. Blanks are
allowed before and after the number, and between the sign and the number.
Parentheses containing a scale factor (scale) may be appended to the P2C operand. (Do not put any blanks
between P2C and (scale).) When no scale factor is present, the packed number contains all digits from the input
field, right-aligned. When a negative scale factor is specified, that number of integer digits are truncated on the
right (the fraction is ignored). When a positive scale factor is specified, the fraction is truncated or padded with
zero on the right to this number of digits. When 0 is specified for the scale factor, the digits after the decimal point
are truncated.
The PAD 00 and RIGHT operands are required when an output range is specified that is greater in length than the
resulting output. For example,
pipe < in.data | specs pad 00 49.5 p2c 1.5 right | > out.data
PAD 00 and RIGHT ensure that the packed decimal is padded with
leading nulls (X'00') instead of leading blanks (X'40').

V2C
(conversion)

converts input data that is a character string to a character string prefaced by the length of the string.

Note the following when converting with the V2C operand:
The preface of the output data that indicates the length of the string is 2 bytes in length.
The maximum input data length is 65535 bytes.
X2C
(conversion)

converts input data from hexadecimal character strings to bytes (characters). For example:

Input
X2C
Output
----- ----------- -----C1C2 converts to AB
F1F5F8 converts to 158

Note the following when converting with the X2C operand:
The input data must contain an even number of hexadecimal characters.
Blanks are allowed in the input data but only between byte boundaries; blanks are not allowed at the beginning or
end of the data.
The resulting output data is a character string where each character represents 2 hexadecimal characters from the
input data.
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f2t
(conversion) converts input data directly from one printable format f to another printable format t. Table 24 shows the
possible values for f (From) and t (To).

Table 24. Valid Printable to Printable Conversion Combinations
  To D   To X   To B    To F   To V   To P   To I
From D    -   D2X    D2B     -   -   -   -From X    X2D    -   X2B    X2F
   X2V    X2P    X2I
From B    B2D    B2X    -   B2F
   B2V    B2P    B2I
From F    -   F2X    F2B     -   -   -   -From V    -   V2X    V2B     -   -   -   -From P    -   P2X    P2B     -   -   -   -From I    -   I2X    I2B     -   -   -   -Note: The -- means the combination is not valid. (For example, D2F
is not a valid combination.)

If you use an f2t combination that converts to or from P, you can also specify a scale factor. Parentheses containing a
scale factor (scale) may be appended to the f2t operand. (Do not put any blanks between the conversion name and
(scale).)
NEXT
(output)

specifies that the output field begins in the next position in the output record.

Specify .n immediately after the NEXT operand to indicate a length (number of columns to be used) for the output data.
There cannot be any blanks between NEXT and .n.
In the following PIPE command, SPECS writes abc in column one of the output record, and then takes the whole record
currently in column one (pipeline) and places it in the next position in the output field:
pipe literal pipeline| specs /abc/ 1 1-* next | terminal
abcpipeline
READY

.n
(output) specifies the output data length (where n is the number of columns) after the operands NEXT, NEXTWORD,
or NWORD. There cannot be any blanks between NEXT, NEXTWORD, or NWORD and .n, for example:
pipe literal BatchPipeWorks are| specs 1-* 1 /fun to learn/ next.3 | terminal
BatchPipeWorks arefun
READY

NWord
NEXTWord

(output) specifies that the output field is to begin in the column that is one after the next available column. A blank is
placed in the next available column.
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Specify .n immediately after the NEXTWORD or NWORD operand to indicate a length for the output data; the length
you specify does not include the blank that separates the output data. There cannot be any blanks between NEXTWORD
or NWORD and .n.
The SPECS stage in the following PIPE command writes its input data, Princeton, beginning in the first column of the
output record and then writes the character string University one space after the next available column in the output
record:
pipe literal Princeton| specs 1-* 1 /University/ nextword | terminal
Princeton University
READY

Specifying NEXTWORD.1, as shown in the following PIPE command, writes the first character, U, one space after the
next available column in the output record:
pipe literal Princeton| specs 1-* 1 /University/ nextword.1 | terminal
Princeton U
READY

columnrange
(output) defines a range of columns that can be used to specify a location of the output data. You can specify
columnrange as follows:
column
(output) is a single column number.
column1-column2
(output) is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2,
inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
*-column2
(output) is

inclusive.

a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2,

column1.n
(output) is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)
- 1 for n.
Left
(alignment)

specifies that the output data is left-aligned within the output field. When there is no conversion of the
input data, leading and trailing blanks are stripped before alignment. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C,
F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and trailing blank characters before alignment.
When the conversion is D2C, F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading and trailing
blanks before alignment.
If the data is too large for the specified output field, the right-most data is truncated to fit the output field.
Center
(alignment)

specifies that the output data is centered within the output field. When there is no conversion of the input
data, leading and trailing blanks are stripped before centering. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C, F2C,
I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and trailing blank characters before centering. When the
conversion is D2C, F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading or trailing blanks before
centering.
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If the data is too large for the specified output field, data is truncated evenly (when possible) on the left and right to fit
the output field.
Right
(alignment)

specifies that the output data is right-aligned within the output field. When there is no conversion of the
input data, leading and trailing blanks are stripped before alignment. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C,
F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and trailing blank characters before alignment.
When the conversion is D2C, F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading and trailing
blanks before alignment.
If the data is too large for the specified output field, the left-most data is truncated to fit the output field.
READ

consumes the current input record and reads without consuming the next record on the currently selected input stream
(which is initially the primary input stream). READ can put data from consecutive input records into a single output
record. If end of file is encountered when reading without consuming an input stream record, input fields referring to
any part of that record is considered to be null.
The following example shows a SPECS stage that specifies the READ operand:
pipe literal ABCD| literal 123| specs 1-* 1 read 1-3 4 | terminal
123ABC
READY

The SPECS stage reads the first record in its input stream and places the data (123) in the output record beginning in
column 1. The READ operand signals that it is done with that input record. SPECS then reads the next input record and
places the first three columns of the data (ABC) in the same output record beginning in column 4.
You can use READ if you want to process the output records from the LOOKUP stage command to combine a master
record and detail record into one record.
READSTOP

consumes the current input record and reads without consuming the next record on the currently selected input stream
(which is initially the primary input stream). READSTOP can put data from consecutive input records into a single
output record. If end of file is encountered when reading the data set, then SPECS writes the record build so far and
does not process the remainder of the operands for the stage specified after READSTOP.
In the following example, when SPECS processes the last of three records, READSTOP writes the record built so far
and does not go on to add the asterisks to the final output record.
pipe literal a| dup 2 | specs 1-* 1 readstop 1-* nw /**/ nw | terminal
a a **
a
READY
If you use READ in place of READSTOP in this example, READ continues
processing the remainder of the stage which adds the asterisks:

pipe literal a| dup 2 | specs 1-* 1 read 1-* nw /**/ nw | terminal
a a **
a **
READY
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WRITE

writes the output record built so far to the primary output stream. A new, empty output record is begun. WRITE can put
data from a single input record into multiple output records. The following example shows a SPECS stage that specifies
the WRITE operand:
pipe literal ABC123| specs 1-3 1 write 4-6 4 | terminal
ABC
123
READY

The SPECS stage reads the first 3 columns of the input record and places the data (ABC) into the output record beginning
in column 1. WRITE writes the record to the output stream. SPECS then reads the data in columns 4 through 6 of the
same input record and places the data (123) into the next output record beginning in column 4.
You can use WRITE if you want to write a record for each word in the input record (provided you know there are a
fixed number of words).
SELECT

sets the currently selected input stream. When SELECT is not specified, the primary input stream is the currently
selected one.
SPECS reads one record from all input streams specified by the SELECT operands for each output record that is built.
SPECS stops when all input streams reach end of file.
streamnum
is the number identifying the input stream to be used as the source for the subsequent input data specification, where 0 is
the primary input stream, 1 is the secondary input stream, and so on.

streamid
references the input stream to be used as the source for the subsequent input data specification, so the stream identifier
must match the assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE
stage command with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6
respectively.
One record is read from each of the selected input streams for each output record that is built. Input streams that are
connected, but not referenced, are not read when SELECT is used.
The SPECS stage command stops only when all input streams have reached end of file. Until then, an input stream at
end of file is considered to hold null records.
PAD

specifies that a pad character is used to pad the output positions that do not contain data after the input data is written to
the output location. For example, PAD fills positions in front of the output data if you specify the data to begin in a
column other than the first column or the next available column:
pipe literal 3.14159| specs pad 0 1-* 5 | terminal
00003.14159
READY
PAD fills positions at the end of the output data if the output data
does not extend to the last column you specify. For example:

pipe literal Why| specs pad ? 1-* 1-10 | terminal
Why???????
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READY

If PAD is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a pad character remains in effect until the next PAD specification
is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for PAD.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | specs wordsep - w1 1 w2 5 w3 9 | terminal
a b c
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to
specify that the question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b??c| specs fieldseparator ? f1 1 f2 5 f4 9 | terminal
a b c
READY

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a field separator character remains in
effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
PAD to specify the pad character.
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
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specifies that blanks are used as the:
Pad character when specified with the PAD operand.
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Streams Used
Input Streams: By default, SPECS reads records from its primary input stream. If specified by the operands, SPECS
reads records from other specified input streams.
Primary Output Stream: After rearranging the contents of the input records as specified by the operands, SPECS writes
the resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SPECS does not delay the records unless the READ or READSTOP operand is specified. SPECS with the READ
or READSTOP operand delays one record for each record read.
2. If SPECS's primary output stream is not connected, SPECS ends.
3. SPECS is not required to use any part of an input record. For example, SPECS does not use the data contained in
its input stream (the literal string XYZ) in the following PIPE command:
pipe literal XYZ| specs /Bob is a tennis player./ 1 | terminal
Bob is a tennis player.
READY

4. Depending on the length of a record, the input data may be present in full, partially, or not at all. If input data is
not present in a record, the field is null (the length is 0).
For example, if you specify an input data range that is larger than the input data itself, SPECS writes the data up
to the end of literal data or record and does not issue an error message. The following pipeline shows an example
of this:
pipe literal record1 record2| specs words1-5 1 | terminal
record1 record2
READY

5. NUMBER is a synonym for RECNO.
6. The C2D, D2C, C2X, and X2C operands define a conversion similar to the REXX/MVS conversion routines that
have the same names.
7. Because LITERAL does not allow you to specify a hexadecimal string as an operand, you can use the following
two stages of a pipeline to write a hexadecimal string of characters to the pipeline:
... | literal | specs x00c4 1 | ...
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8. If alignment is not specified, the data is written to the output field left-aligned. The output field may have leading
blank characters, may be truncated, or a pad character may fill the field on the right to the size of the output
specification.
9. The output record is at least long enough to contain all literal fields and all output fields defined with a range. It is
longer if there is an input data field beyond the last literal field, and the input record does contain at least part of
the input field.
10. Output data whose position is specified by NEXT or NEXTWORD can be overlaid by a subsequent specification
indicating a specific output column.
11. SPECS with the SELECT operand can cause a set of pipelines to stall when a record is not available on all
connected input streams. When the SELECT operand is specified, there must be a record available on all input
streams before any input record is consumed.
12. For every conversion operand there is another operand that performs the opposite function. For example, C2B is
the opposite of B2C, and C2D is the opposite of D2C.
13. SPECS starts at commit level -2. If SPECS finds an error in the operands you specify, it returns a nonzero return
code. SPECS commits to level 0 when the operands are processed without error. SPECS does not continue if the
commit return code is not 0.
14. See also PREDSELECT, XLATE, XRANGE, VCHAR, UNTAB, and GATHER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.88.1 Example 1
3.88.2 Example 2
3.88.3 Example 3
3.88.4 Example 4
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3.89 SPILL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_/ /____________________________________
|
| >>__SPILL__number__|________________________________________|________> |
|
| _STRing____________
|
|
|
|_|___________________|__delimitedString_|
|
|
|_ ________ __ANYof_|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_NOT____|
|
|
|
|
<_______________________________
|
| >___ _____________________________ |________________________________>< |
|
|_ANYcase_____________________|
|
|
|_KEEP________________________|
|
|
|_OFFSET__ _number__________ _|
|
|
|_delimitedString_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional between NOT and ANYOF.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
spill splits lines longer than a specified number into multiple output lines. Unlike deblock FIXED, spill splits at word
boundaries.
Input records that are shorter than the specified length are passed unchanged to the output.
A leading string is split off long input records until the remainder is not longer than the specified length. The remainder
is then passed unmodified to the output.
For the first output record for a long input record, the split position is at the specified length or before; for subsequent
records, the split point is at the specified length less the length of the offset. The split point is established at the
rightmost occurrence of the word separator within the specified range, or abutting the range on the right.
If no word separator can be found within the required range, further processing depends on whether the secondary
output stream is defined or not. When the secondary output stream is not defined, the split point is then established
within a word. When the secondary output stream is defined, no further attempts are made to split the record. Instead,
the remainder of the input record is written to the secondary output stream. It is prefixed with the offset if one or more
records were written to the primary output stream before the long word was encountered.
Unless KEEP is specified, word separators are discarded when records a split; this can lead to complete record segments
being discarded on the output.
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Subtopics:
3.89.1 Type
3.89.2 Usage Notes
3.89.3 Converse Operation
3.89.4 Related Commands

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.90 SPLIT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SPLIT__ ____________ ____________________________________________> |
|
|_MINimum__n_|
|
|
|
|
_AT__BLANK______________________________________
|
| >__|________________________________________________|_______________>< |
|
|_| Group |__ _____ __| Target |__ ____________ _|
|
|
|_NOT_|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_numrep_____|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
_AT__________________________
|
| |__|_____________________________|___________________________________| |
|
|_ _____________ __ _BEFORE_ _|
|
|
|_ ___ __disp_| |_AFTER__|
|
|
|_-_|
|
|
|
| Target:
|
|
_BLANK__________________
|
| |__|________________________|________________________________________| |
|
|_charrange______________|
|
|
|_ANYof__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Do not let Target default to BLANK if you specify numrep.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SPLIT stage command to split records into multiple records. SPLIT reads records from its primary input stream,
splits the records, and writes the resulting records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If no operands are
specified, SPLIT divides the records at blank characters and discards the blanks.
Records are split relative to occurrences of a specified target. The target can be a range of characters, a list of characters,
or a character string.
You can specify the number of characters to skip before SPLIT begins looking for the target. You can also specify that
the records be split at, before, or after a target. If you specify that the records are to be split before or after the target, the
split can be made at a specified displacement before or after the target.
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Operands

n
specifies a number of characters (n) that are skipped before SPLIT begins searching for the target. n must be a positive
integer. Thus the smallest possible output record is n bytes long.
MINimum

AT

causes the input records to be split at the specified target. The target characters are discarded. AT is the default.
disp

-disp
is the relative displacement, in number of columns, from the target to the position in the record where the split is made.
If you specify:

disp and BEFORE, a split occurs before the column that is disp columns to the left of the target
disp and AFTER, a split occurs after the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and BEFORE, a split occurs before the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and AFTER, a split occurs after the column that is disp columns to the left of the target.
BEFORE

causes input records to be split before the target. The target characters are retained.

AFTER

causes input records to be split after the target. The target characters are retained.
If you specify AFTER with STRING, the records are split after any columns that contain the last character of string.
NOT

negates the way in which SPLIT locates the target.
If you specify NOT with charrange, the target is any character not within that range. If you specify NOT with ANYOF,
the target is any character not in the specified list. If you specify NOT with STRING, the target is any column not part
of a matching string.
charrange
is a range of target characters. If you do not specify charrange, ANYOF, or STRING, the default target is a character
string consisting of a single blank. You can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
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hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.

When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the range is based on the hexadecimal
representation of the characters. The characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1',
X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof

specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of target characters. A split occurs when any one of the
characters in the string is matched.
STRing

specifies that the string of characters following STRING is a string of target characters. A split occurs only when the
entire string is matched.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match.

Xhexstring
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Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to be located. The
X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be located. The B can be specified
in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible
by 8.

numrep
specifies the maximum number of times each record is split. For example, if you specify a numrep of 2, only the first
two occurrences of the target in each record cause a split. Thus, there will be at most three output records. If numrep is
not specified, every occurrence of a target causes a split. If you specify numrep without specifying any target character,
the number you specify as numrep is interpreted as the charrange operand. Thus, if you want the default target
character, you must specify the BLANK operand before numrep.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SPLIT reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After splitting the input records into multiple records, SPLIT writes the resulting records to its
primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SPLIT does not delay the records.
2. If SPLIT's primary output stream is not connected, SPLIT ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal representation of the ending character is less
than the starting character, the hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is X'00'.
4. SPLIT copies null input records to its primary output stream. It does not generate null output records.
5. Use the DEBLOCK stage command with the FIXED operand to split input records after a specified column.
6. See also CHOP, JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, STRIP, DEBLOCK, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.90.1 Example 1
3.90.2 Example 2
3.90.3 Example 3
3.90.4 Example 4

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.91 SQL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<______________
|
|
_COMMIT___ |
|
| >>__SQL____|__________|_|__ ____________________________ ____________> |
|
|_RELEASE__|
| <________________________ |
|
|
|_NOCOMMIT_|
|__ _INDicators___________ |_|
|
|
|_NOINDicators_________|
|
|
|_ _SUBSYSID_ __system_|
|
|
| |_SSID_____|
|
|
|
|_PLAN__plan___________|
|
|
|
| >__ _ _________ __ __________ __SELECT__statement____ ______________>< |
|
| |_EXECUTE_| |_DESCRIBE_|
|
|
|
|_ _________ __INSERT__INTO__tablename__| Group |_|
|
|
| |_EXECUTE_|
|
|
|
|_EXECUTE__ ___________ __________________________|
|
|
|_statement_|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
| |__ ______________________ __________________________________________| |
|
|
<_,__________
|
|
|
|_(____columnname_|__)_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SQL stage command to query and maintain DB/2 tables, insert rows in DB/2 tables, and invoke DB/2
commands in a pipeline.
When an SQL stage command issues a statement to query a table, the result is written to its primary output stream, the
result of a second query is written to its secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further output streams.
The result of the remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered output stream defined. The output streams must
be connected.
When an SQL stage command inserts rows in a table, the rows are specified by the records in its primary input stream.
The SQL stage command can invoke DB/2 statements read from its primary input stream.
Note: Before you can use the SQL stage command, your system administrator must install DB/2 on your system and
your system administrator must perform the steps in the SmartBatch Systems Management book for preparing
BatchPipeWorks to use DB/2.
Operands
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COMMIT

commits the unit of work without releasing the DB/2 connection at the completion of a stage, or rolls back the unit of
work without releasing the DB/2 connection when a negative return code is received from DB/2. Because the
connection is retained, COMMIT should only be used when you expect to access DB/2 fairly soon. This is the default.

RELEASE

commits the unit of work and releases the DB/2 connection at the completion of the stage, or rolls back the unit of work
and releases the DB/2 connection when a negative return code is received from DB/2. Because the connection is not
retained, RELEASE should only be used if you do not expect to access DB/2 in the near future. If you remain connected
to DB/2, resources will be tied up. On the other hand, re-establishing a connection also creates overhead.
NOCOMMIT

does not commit without releasing the DB/2 connection at the completion of a stage, or rolls back the unit of work
without releasing the DB/2 connection when a negative return code is received from DB/2. Use NOCOMMIT when
processing multiple cursors or if you wish to issue DB/2 statements from multiple invocations of SQL as a single unit of
work. The connection to the DB/2 server is retained.
REPEATable

requests isolation level repeatable read. This means that you choose to put a lock on all the data that your program's
current logical unit of work has read. If you do not specify REPEATABLE, isolation level cursor stability is used. With
cursor stability, you choose to put a lock on the row or page of data that your cursor is pointing to.
INDicators

includes the indicator halfwords in front of the variables in the data streams used by SQL SELECT and SQL INSERT.
The halfword field precedes each column and specifies whether the column has a null value or contains data.
NOINDicators

suppresses the indicator halfwords in front of the variables in the data streams used by SQL SELECT and SQL
INSERT. For SQL SELECT, indicator words are read and discarded; therefore, errors are not reported when null fields
are selected. Null fields contain blank or zeros, as appropriate to the field format.
SUBSYSID
SSID

specifies the subsystem identification of the DB/2 system to be used. If you do not specify a subsystem, the default is
DSN.
system
specifies the name of the subsystem of the DB/2 system that is to be used.

PLAN

specifies the plan to use. If you do not specify a plan, the default is PIPSQI.
plan
specifies the name of the plan that is to be used.

EXECUTE

invokes SQL statements. A statement specified after EXECUTE is run first; the primary input stream is then read and
each statement in the input stream is run. All DB/2 statements are run as a single unit of work. Most DB/2 statements
are supported; see the description of the PREPARE statement in the DB/2 Application Programming Guide for TSO and
Batch Users for a list of unsupported statements. DB/2 operator commands are not supported.
___ Question _______________________________________________________
|

|
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| What is the MVS equivalent of the PREPARE statement?
|
|
|
|____________________________________________________________________|

The SQL stage command invokes CONNECT, COMMIT, and ROLLBACK directly; thus, they are also supported.
Unsupported statements are returned by DB/2 with return code -515. Processing stops as soon as an error is reported by
DB/2.
DESCRIBE

describes a query. One line is written for each field in the query. See the description of the SQLDA (SQL Descriptor
Area) in the SQL/Data System Application Programming for IBM VM Systems book. Each record has five blankdelimited fields of fixed length:

Length
      3
     16
        
        
        
      5
        
        
      5
        
        
        
        
        
     30
        

Field description
Decimal number defining the field type.
Field type decoded, or Unknown if the field type is not
recognized by BatchPipeWorks. The first four positions have
the word LONG if the field is a long character or graphics
field.
Field length as reported by DB/2. This is a single number
except for decimal fields where the precision and scale are
reported with a comma in between.
Maximum length of the field in characters, including a
halfword length field if required, computed from the length
and field type. This is the number of bytes SQL SELECT
reserves for the field in the output record from a query, and
the number of bytes required in the input record to SQL
INSERT. The length does not include the indicator word.
Field name. The record is truncated at the end of the name;
the name field is from 1 to 30 bytes.

When SQL DESCRIBE SELECT is run with EXECUTE, the result of the first query is written to the primary output
stream, the result of the second query is written to the secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further
output streams. The result of the remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered stream defined. The output
streams must be connected.
SELECT

performs a query. The result of the query is written with one record for each row. By default, each column is preceded
by a 2-byte indicator word specifying whether the column has a null value or contains data. Use the NOINDICATORS
operand to suppress this field in the output record.

In an indicator word, binary zero indicates that the column has a value; the column has a null value when the indicator is
negative. A positive value in the indicator word means that the column is truncated; this should not occur because each
column has as many positions reserved as SQL DESCRIBE reports for the table. Columns with a null value and variable
length columns have blanks or zeros in the unfilled positions, as appropriate in the field format. When the last field has
variable length, the record is truncated to the end of the data present.
When SQL SELECT is run with EXECUTE, the result of the first query is written to the primary output stream, the
result of the second query is written to the secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further output streams.
The result of the remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered output stream defined. The output streams must
be connected.
statement
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is a statement to be passed to DB/2 for execution. The statement must be written exactly as specified in the DB/2
Application Programming Guide for TSO and Batch Users book.
INSERT INTO

adds a single row of data into an existing table.
An INSERT statement with a VALUES clause is run immediately without reference to an input stream. The VALUES
clause cannot specify host variables.
When you do not specify a VALUES clause with an INSERT statement, SQL supplies a VALUES clause that
references fields in input lines. A row is inserted in the table for each input line. You can specify a list of fields to insert
in parentheses; this list is used by SQL to build a data area describing the input record.
When there is no list of columns after the name of the table, the input record contains data for all columns in the table in
the order returned by SQL DESCRIBE SELECT * FROM. When a list of columns is specified, the input record has the
columns in the order specified and in the format returned by the describe function. You cannot insert a literal value into
a column; use the SPECS stage command to put a literal into all input records. The format of an input line is the same as
the output record from SQL SELECT.
Use the operand INDICATORS when you wish to load null values into selected columns. All columns must have a 2byte prefix which is binary zero when the field has a value; it is negative to indicate a null value. The default is not to
use indicator words.
Input lines are read from the primary input stream when EXECUTE is omitted. When SQL INSERT statements with no
VALUES clauses are issued with the EXECUTE operand, the first statement reads lines from the secondary input
stream, the second statement reads from stream number 2, and so on. It is an error if a stream is not defined.
tablename
specifies the name of the table where the row is to be inserted.
columnname
specifies the name of the column where the data is to be inserted. If you do not specify columnname, then the default is
all the columns in the order that they were named when the table was created.
Streams Used
Input Streams: When EXECUTE is specified, SQL reads DB/2 statements from its primary input stream. When
INSERT is specified without a VALUES clause, SQL reads rows to be inserted from its input streams.
Output Streams: When SELECT is specified, SQL writes the query results to its output streams.
Usage Notes

1. SQL does not delay the records.
2. If the SQL stage command discovers that any of its output streams is no longer connected, the SQL stage
command ends.
3. The SPECS stage command is often used to insert indicator words for columns that are always present.
4. The result of a query can be a single integer; use the following SPECS stage to convert it to decimal, if necessary:
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... | specs 1-* c2d 1 | ...

5. To make sure that all DB/2 requests are issued from the same MVS task, use ADDRESS LINK to invoke
BatchPipeWorks from a REXX exec.
6. SQL INSERT must have a values() clause specifying literals. Use the SPECS stage command to construct an
insert statement from data in the record.
7. SQL starts at commit level -4. It allocates any work areas needed, loads the SQL interface if not linked, allocates
an DB/2 cursor and then commits to level 0.
8. See also SQLCODES.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.91.1 Example 1
3.91.2 Example 2
3.91.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.92 SQLSELECT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SQLSELECT__ _______________ __Select Operands___________________>< |
|
|_(SQL Options)_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SQLSELECT stage function to query DB/2 tables and convert the results to a printable format with a header
line showing the names of the columns.
When an SQLSELECT stage function issues a statement to query a table, the first record written to the primary output
stream is a header record containing the column names. The result of the query is then written to the primary output
stream.
Note: Before you can use the SQLSELECT stage command, your system administrator must install DB/2 on your
system and your system administrator must perform the steps in the &hcpa5. book for preparing BatchPipeWorks to use
DB/2.
Operands

SQL Options
When the first non-blank character is a left parenthesis, the string up to the first right parenthesis is processed as options.
Refer to the SQL stage function for a description of available options.
Select Operands
is treated as an SQL SELECT statement.
Streams Used
Output Streams: Output Streams: SQLSELECT first writes a header record containing column names followed by the
query results to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. SQLSELECT does not delay the records.
2. If the SQLSELECT stage command discovers that its output stream is no longer connected, the SQLSELECT
stage command ends.
3. SQLSELECT starts at commit level -4 and then commits to level 0.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.92.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.93 STACK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_FIFO_
|
| >>__STACK__|______|_________________________________________________>< |
|
|_LIFO_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STACK stage command to read from or write to the data stack. When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline,
STACK determines how many lines are on the stack, reads that number of lines, and writes the lines to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK writes its primary input
stream records to the data stack. If its primary output stream is connected, STACK also writes its primary input stream
records to its primary output stream.
Note: No operands are allowed when using STACK to read from the data stack.
Operands

FIFO

specifies that records are to be written to the stack FIFO (first in, first out). This is the default.

LIFO

specifies that records are to be written to the stack LIFO (last in, first out).
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK reads records from its primary input
stream.

Primary Output Stream: When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline, STACK writes the lines read from the data stack
to its primary output stream. When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK copies its primary input stream
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the record does not apply. When STACK is not the first
stage of a pipeline, STACK does not delay the records.
2. If STACK is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, STACK ends. An additional line
may have been consumed from the stack when this occurs.
3. STACK lets you read all the lines on the terminal stack including null lines which would cause the TERMINAL
stage command to stop reading.
4. All lines on the data stack may not be read if a subsequent stage ends or disconnects its input stream before
STACK writes all the lines. For example, assuming there are at least two lines on the program stack, the
following PIPE command reads only the first two lines from the stack:
pipe stack | take 2 | > STACKED.INPUT

Any other lines remain on the stack after execution of the PIPE command.
5. STACK causes lines longer than 255 characters to be truncated.
6. When using a TERMINAL stage followed by a STACK stage to read from the terminal and write the lines read to
the program stack, specify a BUFFER stage between the TERMINAL stage and the STACK stage. A loop may
result if no BUFFER stage is specified.
7. See also STEM, VAR, VARLOAD, and REXXVARS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.93.1 Example 1
3.93.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.94 STATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STATE__ ______________________________________ _________________>< |
|
|_QUIET________________________________|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_dsname_____ ______________ __________|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ ______________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_| |_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname________________________|
|
|
|_member__ _________ __ddname__________|
|
|
|_DDname=_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STATE stage command to determine if one or more data sets exist.
STATE searches first for the data set named in its operands, if any. It then reads records from its primary input stream
and searches for the data sets named in those records. When a data set is found, STATE writes the fully qualified name
of the data set to its primary output stream. When a data set is not found, STATE copies the input record to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Operands

QUIET

specifies that the return code is set to 0 when one or more data sets are not found. When the QUIET operand is not
specified, the return code is set to 28 when one or more data sets are not found.
dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set or a partitioned data set. A physical sequential data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified physical sequential data set or partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully
qualified.
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DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the name of the allocated physical sequential data set or partitioned data set.

member
is the name of a member of a partitioned data set.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STATE reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must contain the data set name
or ddname of the allocated data set (in the format required in the operands) to search for. Null or blank input records are
discarded.
Primary Output Stream: STATE writes the fully qualified data set name to its primary output stream for every specified
data set it finds.
Secondary Output Stream: STATE copies its primary input stream to its secondary output stream if the specified data
set is not found.
Usage Notes

1. STATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of STATE's output streams are not connected, STATE ends.
3. If a data set name you specify does not exist with the exact case you specified, STATE translates the name to
uppercase and performs the search again.
4. If a data set exists, it does not mean that data set is readable. You cannot determine if a data set is readable using
STATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.94.1 Example 1
3.94.2 Example 2
3.94.3 Example 3
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3.95 STEM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
_FROM__1_
|
| >>__STEM__stem__|__________|__|_________|___________________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_| |_APPEND__|
|
|
|_FROM__n_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STEM stage command to retrieve or set REXX compound variables whose names begin with the stem you
specify. Specify STEM on a command invoked from a user-written stage command or a REXX exec.
The stem of a REXX variable is that part of a variable name up to and including the last period. For example,
pipe.var. is the stem of the REXX variables pipe.var.1, pipe.var.2, and pipe.var.3.
When STEM is the first stage of a pipeline, STEM retrieves values of variables. Before STEM can be used to retrieve
variables, variable stem0 must contain the number of variables whose value you want to retrieve. The value should be 0
or positive. For each variable retrieved, STEM writes a separate record containing the variable's value to its primary
output stream. By default, output records are written beginning with stem1. The output records are written in ascending
order of the numeric suffix of the variables until the number of records written equals the value of stem0.
When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM sets variables. By default, when STEM is used to set variables, it
sets one variable for each record in its primary input stream. Variables stem1 through stemn, where n is the number of
records in the primary input stream, are set to the contents of the first through the nth input stream records, respectively.
After all n records have been set, STEM sets variable stem0 to the number of variables that were set. STEM also copies
its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Operands

stem
is the stem of the compound variables whose values you want to set or retrieve. The stem of a REXX variable is that
part of a variable name up to and including the last period.
invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when retrieving or setting the variables. invocnum must
be 0 or greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
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The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the STEM stage is specified on a PIPE command or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the
variables are in the user-written stage command that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the STEM
stage is specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variables are in the
exec that issued the CALLPIPE or RUNPIPE.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
APPEND

specifies that variables are to be set beginning with stem(n+1) where n is the value of variable stem0. Variable stem0
must contain a zero or positive whole number prior to invoking the STEM stage command with the APPEND operand.
After all variables have been set, STEM sets variable stem0 to the numeric suffix of the last variable that was set.
APPEND cannot be specified on a STEM stage command that is used in the first stage of a pipeline.
n
specifies that values of variables are to be retrieved or variables are to be set beginning with stemn where n is the value
specified. When retrieving a variable, n should be 0 or positive, and less than or equal to the value in stem0. After all
variables have been set, when STEM is not the first stage in the pipeline, STEM sets variable stem0 to the numeric
suffix of the last variable that was set. The default value for n is 1.
FROM

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM reads records from its primary input
stream. Input records must contain the values of the variables to be set.
Primary Output Stream: When STEM is the first stage of a pipeline, STEM writes records to its primary output stream.
Each record contains the value of a variable retrieved by STEM. The number of records written is the number contained
in variable stem0 when the FROM operand is not specified.
When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.
Usage Notes

1. STEM does not delay the records.
2. If STEM is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, STEM ends.
3. If STEM is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, STEM sets or retrieves
variables in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
4. STEM starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while processing
its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
5. See also REXXVARS, VAR, VARLOAD, and STACK.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.95.1 Example 1
3.95.2 Example 2
3.95.3 Example 3
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3.96 STRFIND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRFIND__ _/string/___ _________________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRFIND stage command to select records that begin with a specified string of characters. STRFIND reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the records that begin with the specified string to its primary output
stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFIND writes all other records to its secondary
output stream.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines a group of characters that you want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. Each character in
string must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in string is considered to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in string matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic characters do not match. To be selected, an input record
must be at least as long as string, including any trailing blanks.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a group of characters you want to find,
beginning in the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Each character
in hexstring must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
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1. A 40 (the hexadecimal representation of a blank) in hexstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 6D (the hexadecimal representation of an underscore character) in hexstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
To be selected, an input record must be at least as long as the string defined by hexstring.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a group of characters you want to find, beginning in the
first column of an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Each character in binstring must
exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 01000000 (the binary representation of a blank) in binstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 01101101 (the binary representation of an underscore character) in binstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. To be selected, an
input record must be at least as long as the string defined by binstring.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRFIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRFIND copies each input record that begins with the specified string of characters to its
primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFIND copies each input record that does not
begin with the specified string of characters to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRFIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRFIND's output streams are not connected, STRFIND ends.
3. STRFIND selects all records beginning with the operand.
4. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that begin with the character string A|B, issue
the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | strfind /A%|B/ | terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the STRFIND stage
function is used to locate records that begin with the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the
default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as
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a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the
STRFIND stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the STRFIND
stage as |. For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strfind /A||B/ | terminal

5. If you specify STRFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
6. If you want to select records that contain an underscore character, use the LOCATE stage command.
7. STRFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
8. See also FIND, LOCATE, NFIND, STRNFIND, NLOCATE, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.96.1 Example 1
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3.97 STRFRLABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _STRFRLABel___ __ _/string/___ ________________________________>< |
|
|_STRFROMLabel_| |_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRFRLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are
determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record.
Once a record that begins with the target string is found, the record that begins with the target string and the following
records are shorted to the primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, STRFRLABEL writes the records that are before the record that begins
with the target string to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, STRFRLABEL
discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must be located in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be located. The string must be located in
the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
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Bbinstring

defines the starting string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be located. The string must be located in the first column of
an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRFRLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRFRLABEL copies the first input record that begins with the specified target to its primary
output stream. All remaining input stream records are then copied to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFRLABEL copies all input records not
copied to its primary output stream to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRFRLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRFRLABEL's output streams are not connected, STRFRLABEL ends.
3. If you specify STRFRLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
4. STRFRLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
5. See also FRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, TOLABEL, WHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.97.1 Example 1
3.97.2 Example 2
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3.98 STRIP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_BOTH__BLANK_______________________________________
|
| >>__STRIP__|___________________________________________________|____>< |
|
| _BOTH_____
|
|
|
|_|__________|__ _____ __| Target |__ ____________ _|
|
|
|_LEADING__| |_NOT_|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_TRAILING_| |_TO__|
|_maxnum_____|
|
|
|
| Target:
|
|
_BLANK__________________
|
| |__|________________________|________________________________________| |
|
|_charrange______________|
|
|
|_ANYof__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Do not let Target default to BLANK if you specify maxnum.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRIP stage command to remove leading or trailing characters from records. STRIP reads records from its
primary input stream, removes the specified characters, and writes the resulting records to its primary output stream, if it
is connected. If no operands are specified, STRIP removes leading and trailing blanks from the records.
Operands

BOTH

removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from the beginning and the end of the records.
BOTH is the default.

LEADING

removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from the beginning of the records.

TRAILING

removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from the end of the records.
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NOT
TO

negates the way in which STRIP locates the leading or trailing characters to be removed.

If you specify NOT with charrange, only characters that are not within the range are removed. If you specify NOT with
ANYOF, only characters that are not in the specified list are removed. If you specify NOT with STRING, only
characters not matching the specified string are removed.
TO is a synonym for NOT.
charrange
is a range of characters to be removed. STRIP removes leading or trailing occurrences of any characters within the
specified range. You can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
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SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.
When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the range is based on the hexadecimal
representation of the characters. The characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1',
X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof

specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of characters to be removed. STRIP removes leading or
trailing occurrences of any characters within the specified list.
STRing

specifies that the characters to be removed must match the string following STRING.

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to be located.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. The X or H can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters
in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be located. Uppercase and
lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any blanks in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

maxnum
is the maximum number of characters to remove from the beginning or end of the input records. When BOTH is
specified, maxnum applies independently to each end of a record. If you specify maxnum without specifying any target
character, the number you specify as maxnum is interpreted as the charrange operand. Thus, if you want the default
target character, you must specify the BLANK operand before maxrep.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRIP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After removing the specified characters from records read from its primary input stream,
STRIP writes the resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. STRIP does not delay the records.
2. If STRIP's primary output stream is not connected, STRIP ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal representation of the ending character is less
than the starting character, the hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is X'00'.
4. STRIP copies any null input records to its primary output stream.
5. If all the characters in a record are removed, STRIP writes a null record to its primary output stream.
6. See also CHOP, JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, and DEBLOCK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.98.1 Example 1
3.98.2 Example 2
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3.99 STRLITERAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRLITeral__ _/string/___ ______________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRLITERAL stage command to write a specified character string as a record to its primary output stream, if it
is connected. If the primary input stream for the STRLITERAL stage contains any records, STRLITERAL then copies
the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
is a string of characters that makes up a record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that makes up a record. The X or H can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that makes up a record. The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRLITERAL reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream: After writing the operand string to its primary output stream, STRLITERAL copies any records
read from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRLITERAL does not delay the records.
2. If STRLITERAL's primary output stream is not connected, STRLITERAL ends.
3. Because STRLITERAL writes the operand string as the first record of its output stream before copying its input
stream, records from multiple STRLITERAL stages are written to the output in reverse order compared to the
order of the stages in the pipeline. Here is an example:
pipe strliteral /or not to be/ | strliteral /To be/ | terminal
To be
or not to be
READY

To write the character strings to the output in the same order as they are written in a pipeline, use APPEND stages
following the first STRLITERAL stage, as in the following example:
pipe strliteral /1/ | append strliteral /2/ | terminal
1
2
READY

4. To write a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option with an escape character or use a double stage separator. For example, the following two PIPE commands
produce the same results:
pipe (escape %) strliteral *3%|3*| strliteral *G/B ratio:*| terminal
pipe strliteral *3||2*| strliteral *G/B ratio:*| terminal
In the first stage, the STRLITERAL stage command is used to write the
ratio of girls to boys. The string contains the | character, which is
the default stage separator character.

In the first PIPE command, the ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. To prevent
the first PIPE command from treating the occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
In the second PIPE command, the PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the
STRLITERAL stage as |.
5. See also APPEND and LITERAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.99.1 Example 1
3.99.2 Example 2
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3.100 STRNFIND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>____STRNFIND____ _/string/___ ____________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRNFIND stage command to select records that do not begin with a specified string. STRNFIND reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the records that do not begin with the specified string to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, STRNFIND writes all other records to its
secondary output stream.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
is any string that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. To be considered a match and
therefore not be selected, each character in string must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record,
with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in string is considered to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in string matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do not match. Records that are shorter in
length than string are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a group of characters that you do not
want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
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To be considered a match and therefore not be selected, each character in hexstring must exactly match the
corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 40 (the hexadecimal representation of a blank) in hexstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 6D (the hexadecimal representation of an underscore character) in hexstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Records that are shorter in length than the string defined by hexstring are always selected, regardless of the contents of
the record.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a group of characters that you do not want to find,
beginning in the first column of an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. To be considered a
match and therefore not be selected, each character in binstring must exactly match the corresponding character in the
input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 01000000 (the binary representation of a blank) in binstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 01101101 (the binary representation of an underscore character) in binstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Records that are
shorter in length than the string defined by binstring are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRNFIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRNFIND copies each input record that does not begin with the specified string to its primary
output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRNFIND copies each input record that begins
with the specified string to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRNFIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRNFIND's output streams are not connected, STRNFIND ends.
3. STRNFIND selects all records that do not begin with the operand.
4. If you specify STRNFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. The target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to
the length of the column range.
5. If you want to select records that do not contain an underscore character, use the NLOCATE stage command.
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6. STRNFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
7. See also NFIND, NLOCATE, FIND, STRFIND, LOCATE, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.100.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.101 STRTOLABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRTOLABel__ _/string/___ ______________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRTOLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are
determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record.
STRTOLABEL writes to its primary output stream, if connected, the records that are before the record that begins with
the target string.
If the secondary output stream is connected, the record that begins with the target string and the following records in the
primary input stream are shorted to the secondary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is not connected, the STRTOLABEL stage stops before reading the record beginning
with the target string.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must begin in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be located. The string must begin in the
first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces
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in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring

defines the starting string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be located. The string must begin in the first column of an
input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRTOLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRTOLABEL copies input records that do not begin with the specified target to its primary
output stream until a record is found that begins with the target. The record containing the target is not copied to the
primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRTOLABEL copies to its secondary output
stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRTOLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRTOLABEL's output streams are not connected, STRTOLABEL ends.
3. STRTOLABEL disconnects its input stream when the record that begins with the target string is found.
4. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the STRTOLABEL stage stops before reading the record
beginning with the target string, and this record is available for further processing.
For example, the following user-written stage commands translate records to uppercase up to, but not including,
the first line that begins with the string xxxxx.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|strtolabel /xxxxx/', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'short'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|strtolabel /xxxxx/', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'callpipe *:|*:'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
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|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

When you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | MYTOLAB | terminal
the SHORT pipeline subcommand or the second CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand processes the matching record and remaining records.

5. If you specify STRTOLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the
first column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the
target string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be
less than or equal to the length of the column range.
6. STRTOLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
7. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, TOLABEL, WHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.101.1 Example 1
3.101.2 Example 2
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3.102 STRWHILELABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRWHILElabel__ _/string/___ ___________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRWHILELABEL stage command to select consecutive records from its primary input stream. The records
selected are determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an
input record. If the first record of the primary input stream begins with the target string, this record and any consecutive
records that begin with the target string are written to the primary output stream. When a record is found that does not
begin with the target string, the record and the remaining records in the input stream are shorted to the secondary output
stream, if connected.
If the first record of the primary input stream does not begin with the target string, no records are written to the primary
output stream. If the secondary output stream is connected, STRWHILELABEL copies all the records from its primary
input stream to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, STRWHILELABEL
discards all the records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must be located in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
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defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be located. The string must be located in
the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
blanks in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines the starting string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be located. The string must be located in the first column of
an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRWHILELABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRWHILELABEL copies to its primary output stream consecutive input records that begin
with the specified string. STRWHILELABEL copies records to its primary output stream only if the first input record
begins with the specified string.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRWHILELABEL copies to its secondary
output stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRWHILELABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all STRWHILELABEL's output streams are not connected, STRWHILELABEL ends.
3. If you specify STRWHILELABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in
the first column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the
target string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be
less than or equal to the length of the column range.
4. STRWHILELABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
5. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, TOLABEL, WHILELABEL, FRTARGET, TOTARGET,
TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.102.1 Example 1
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3.103 SUBCOM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SUBCOM__name__ ________ ________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SUBCOM stage command to pass subcommands to a specified subcommand environment. If a subcommand is
specified as an operand, it is passed to the specified subcommand environment. Then, any primary input stream records
are read and passed to the subcommand environment. If its primary output stream is connected, SUBCOM copies each
subcommand record to its primary output stream after the specified subcommand has completed. SUBCOM does not
intercept terminal output from the subcommands issued.
If its secondary output stream is connected, SUBCOM writes the return code from each subcommand to its secondary
output stream after it has copied the subcommand record to its primary output stream.
Operands

name
is the name of the subcommand environment to which you want subcommands sent for execution. If the environment
with the name you specify does not exist, SUBCOM translates name to uppercase and searches again for the
environment.
string
is a subcommand to pass to the specified subcommand environment. The string operand cannot be accepted if the
secondary output stream of SUBCOM is connected. If the secondary output stream is connected, all subcommands that
you want issued must be passed through the primary input stream of SUBCOM.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SUBCOM reads records from its primary input stream. Input records should contain a command
to be passed to the specified subcommand environment for execution.
Primary Output Stream: SUBCOM copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, SUBCOM writes the return code from each
subcommand to its secondary output stream after it has copied the subcommand record to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SUBCOM does not delay the records.
2. In addition to system-supplied subcommand environments such as the TSO environment, you can use SUBCOM
to pass subcommands to an environment you or your installation has defined.
3. If SUBCOM's secondary output stream is no longer connected, SUBCOM ends.
4. To intercept line mode output from the execution of TSO commands, use the TSO stage command. To issue TSO
commands without intercepting terminal output, use SUBCOM with a subcommand environment of TSO.
5. SUBCOM starts at commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
6. See also the TSO stage command and COMMAND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.103.1 Example 1
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3.104 SUSPEND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SUSPEND_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SUSPEND pipeline subcommand to prevent a stage from running until all other stages have been run by the
dispatcher. The return codes is set to the number of other stages that were ready to run at the time the stage was
suspended. The return code is computed at the time the stage is suspended even though the stage must resume before it
can inspect the return code.
Usage Notes

1. The order in which stages are called by the dispatcher is unpredictable. The dispatcher may call the suspended
stage before it has run all the stages that were ready at the time the stage issued SUSPEND. If the return code is
positive, at least one other stage has run.
2. A program should not go into a loop waiting for a producer or a consumer to commit itself to write or read a
record. Two stages using SUSPEND can be chasing each other tails forever doing this.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.104.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.105 SYNCHRONIZE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYNChronize_____________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SYNCHRONIZE stage command to synchronize records in a multistream pipeline. SYNCHRONIZE reads
records from each of its input streams until any stream reaches end of file or an output stream is no longer connected;
reading from all streams then stops. Records read from an input stream are copied to the corresponding output stream.
Streams Used
Input Streams: SYNCHRONIZE reads records from each of its input streams.
Output Streams: For each of its input streams, SYNCHRONIZE copies records read from an input stream to its
corresponding output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SYNCHRONIZE does not delay the records.
2. When reading stops because end of file is reached on an input stream, each lower numbered input stream has a
record available that stays in the input stream.
When reading stops because an output stream is not connected, all input streams have at least one record
available. Those records remain in the input streams. A record has been written to each lower numbered output
stream. No records are written to higher numbered output streams after an output stream is no longer connected.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.105.1 Example 1
3.105.2 Example 2
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3.106 SYSDSN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYSDSN__ ________ ______________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
sysdsn calls the REXX function sysdsn() and writes the function's result to the output stream.
Subtopics:
3.106.1 Type
3.106.2 Usage Notes
3.106.3 Related Commands
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3.107 SYSOUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYSOUT__ _____________________ _________________________________>< |
|
|_OUTDESCriptor_word__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
sysout writes a system output data set. sysout writes each input record to SPOOL and then copies it to the output, if it is
connected.
Subtopics:
3.107.1 Type
3.107.2 Usage Notes
3.107.3 Related Commands
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3.108 SYSVAR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYSVAR__ ______________ ________________________________________>< |
|
| <__________ |
|
|
|___variable_|_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SYSVAR stage command to retrieve the value of a system variable and write the value to its primary output
stream. If a system variable is specified as an operand, SYSVAR retrieves the value of the system variable and writes
the value to its primary output stream. SYSVAR then reads its primary input stream records, which must contain system
variable names, and retrieves the values of those system variables and writes each value to its primary output stream.
Operands

variable
is the name of a system variable.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SYSVAR reads records from its primary input stream. Input stream records must contain a
system variable name. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: SYSVAR writes the value of the specified system variable to its primary output stream. Each
value is written as a separate record.
Usage Notes

1. SYSVAR does not delay the records.
2. If SYSVAR's primary output stream is not connected, SYSVAR ends.
3. See also TSO.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.108.1 Example 1
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3.109 TAKE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_FIRST_
_1_
|
| >>__TAKE__|_______|__|___|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_LAST__| |_n_|
|
|
|_*_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TAKE stage command to select one or more records from the beginning or end of its primary input stream.
TAKE copies the selected records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is
connected, TAKE copies all other records to its secondary output stream, otherwise it discards the unselected records.
Operands

FIRST

selects records from the beginning of the input stream. This is the default.
LAST

selects records from the end of the input stream.
n
is the number of records to be selected from the input stream. The default is 1. If you specify 0, TAKE copies all records
to the secondary output stream, if it is connected, otherwise it discards all records.

*

specifies that all records are written to the primary output stream if connected, otherwise TAKE discards all records.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TAKE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TAKE copies the selected records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Secondary Output Stream: TAKE copies the unselected records to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.
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Usage Notes

1. TAKE FIRST does not delay the records. TAKE LAST delays the specified number of records.
TAKE LAST stores the specified number of records in a buffer. For each subsequent input record (if any), TAKE
LAST writes the record residing longest in the buffer to the secondary output stream, if it is connected. Otherwise,
it discards the record. The input record is then stored in the buffer, queued on a first-in, first-out basis. When endof-file is reached on the primary input stream, TAKE LAST writes the specified number of records from the
buffer into the primary output stream, if connected, otherwise it discards the records.
2. If all TAKE's output streams are not connected, TAKE ends.
3. TAKE writes an input record to one output stream when both output streams are connected.
4. If no secondary output stream is connected, then TAKE FIRST reads the specified number of records and
disconnects its input stream without reading any additional records.
5. TAKE FIRST disconnects its primary output stream before it shorts its input to its secondary output stream.
TAKE LAST disconnects its secondary output stream before it copies the selected records to its primary output
stream.
6. TAKE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
7. See also DROP, HOLE, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, and TOTARGET.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.109.1 Example 1
3.109.2 Example 2
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3.110 TERMINAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>____TERMinal____ _____________________ ___________________________>< |
|
|_EOF__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NOEOF_______________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TERMINAL stage command to read lines from or write lines to the terminal in a TSO environment.
When TERMINAL is not the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL reads records from its primary input stream and
writes them to the joblog or terminal and to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
When TERMINAL is the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL reads records from the terminal and writes the records to
its primary output stream, if it is connected. TERMINAL stops reading if its output stream is not connected. If no
operands are specified, TERMINAL also stops reading when a null line is entered. To enter a null line, press enter
without typing anything on the command line.
Note: No operands are allowed when using TERMINAL to write to the joblog or the terminal.
Operands

EOF

specifies that TERMINAL is to stop reading from the terminal if the line read matches string, hexstring, or binstring.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters you want TERMINAL to recognize as a signal to stop reading from the terminal. The string is
not written to the output stream. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match.
TERMINAL stops reading from the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify.
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Xhexstring
Hhexstring
is a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters you want TERMINAL to
recognize as a signal to stop reading from the terminal. The string is not written to the output stream. TERMINAL stops
reading from the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify. The X or H can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters
in the string.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters you want TERMINAL to recognize as
a signal to stop reading from the terminal. The string is not written to the output stream. TERMINAL stops reading from
the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
NOEOF

specifies that the data being read is not inspected for an end of file indicator signaling that TERMINAL should stop
reading. Therefore, TERMINAL only stops when its primary output stream becomes disconnected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When TERMINAL is not the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL reads records from its
primary input stream. When TERMINAL is the first stage of a pipeline in a TSO environment, it reads from the
terminal.
Primary Output Stream: When TERMINAL is the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL writes the records it reads from
the terminal to its primary output stream. When TERMINAL is not the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL writes the
records it reads from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. TERMINAL does not delay the records.
2. If TERMINAL is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, TERMINAL ends.
3. TERMINAL first tries to read from or write to the terminal using TSO services. If TERMINAL is not used in a
TSO environment, then TERMINAL tries to write using WTO (write-to-operator) services.
4. TERMINAL may stop reading from the terminal before the condition specified in the operands occurs if a
subsequent stage ends or disconnects its input stream before the condition occurs. For example, the following
PIPE command stops reading from the terminal after two lines of data are entered. The lines are written to the
existing data set TERMINAL.INPUT.
pipe terminal | take 2 | > TERMINAL.INPUT

5. When TERMINAL is in a pipeline set that has been issued under control of RUNPIPE EVENTS, TERMINAL
signals read or write events instead of reading from or writing to the terminal.
6. To read about the TERMINAL limits, see the WTO macro in the MVS/ESA Assembler Services Reference.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.110.1 Example 1
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3.111 TIMESTAMP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_8_
|
| >>__TIMEstamp__|___|________________________________________________>< |
|
|_n_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TIMESTAMP stage command to determine when a record was read. TIMESTAMP prefixes each record with a
timestamp showing when the record was read. The TIMESTAMP output consists of the year (including the century), the
month, day, hour (in 24 hour format), minute, second, and hundredth of a second in the form yyyymmddhhmmss00.
Operands

n
specifies the number of characters to include in the timestamp. Valid values are 1 through 16. The default is 8. If n is
less than 16, the characters are truncated from the left and put in front of the data from the input record when it is passed
to the output stream. The default results in the hour, minute, and second. The hundredth of a second (the two rightmost
characters) are always zero.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TIMESTAMP reads records from the primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TIMESTAMP writes records to its primary output stream prefixed with the timestamp of the
record.
Usage Notes

1. TIMESTAMP does not delay the records.
2. If TIMESTAMP's primary output stream is not connected, it ends.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.111.1 Example 1
3.111.2 Example 2
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3.112 TOKENIZE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TOKENIZE__ _/string1/___ __ _____________ ______________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_/string2/___|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TOKENIZE stage command to parse the contents of records. TOKENIZE writes one output record for each
token found in its input stream. Optionally, it writes an additional record at the end of the set of records derived from
each input record. Blanks always delimit tokens; you may also specify a list of single-character tokens that delimit other
tokens.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
TOKENIZE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as

TOKENIZE /abc/ /def/

You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
is a list of single-character tokens that delimit other tokens. This operand can be specified as a null string, such as //.
Blanks always delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this list. Character tokens in this list are
written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks are not written to the output stream.
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Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
is a list of the hexadecimal representation of single character tokens that delimit other tokens. The X or H can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. Blanks always delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this
list. Character tokens in this list are written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks are not written to the
output stream.

There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters following each X or H.
Bbinstring1

is a list of the binary representation of single character tokens that delimit other tokens. The B can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. Blanks always delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this list. Character
tokens in this list are written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks are not written to the output stream.
The number of binary digits following each B must be divisible by 8.
string2
is a record that is written to the primary output stream, if connected, after each input record is processed.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2

is a hexadecimal representation of a record that is written to the primary output stream, if connected, after each input
record is processed There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the record.
Bbinstring2

is a binary representation of a record that is written to the primary output stream, if connected, after each input record is
processed. The number of binary digits following each B must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TOKENIZE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TOKENIZE writes to its primary output stream one output record for each token it finds in its
primary input stream. If string2, hexstring2, or binstring2 is specified, TOKENIZE writes an additional record
containing string2, hexstring2, or binstring2 at the end of the set of records derived from each input record.
Usage Notes

1. TOKENIZE does not delay the records.
2. If TOKENIZE's primary output stream is not connected, TOKENIZE ends.
3. Tokens are not padded, truncated, or translated to uppercase.
4. See also SPLIT and CHOP.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.112.1 Example 1
3.112.2 Example 2
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3.113 TOLABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TOLABel__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TOLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are determined
by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record. TOLABEL
writes to its primary output stream, if connected, the records that are before the record that begins with the target string.
If the secondary output stream is connected, the record that begins with the target string and the following records in the
primary input stream are shorted to the secondary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is not connected, the TOLABEL stage stops before reading the record beginning with the
target string.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. string must begin in the first column of an input record. If string is
not specified, no records are written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TOLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TOLABEL copies input records that do not begin with the specified target to its primary output
stream until a record is found that begins with the target. The record containing the target is not copied to the primary
output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, TOLABEL copies to its secondary output stream
all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. TOLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all TOLABEL's output streams are not connected, TOLABEL ends.
3. TOLABEL disconnects its input stream when the record that begins with the target string is found.
4. Use only one blank to separate the TOLABEL stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the
blank and continues until the next stage separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the
pipeline.
5. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the TOLABEL stage stops before reading the record beginning
with the target string, and this record is available for further processing.
For example, the following user-written stage commands translate records to uppercase up to, but not including,
the first line that begins with the string xxxxx.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|tolabel xxxxx', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'short'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|tolabel xxxxx', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'callpipe *:|*:'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

When you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | MYTOLAB | terminal
the SHORT pipeline subcommand or the second CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand processes the matching record and remaining records.
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6. If you specify TOLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
7. TOLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
8. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.113.1 Example 1
3.113.2 Example 2
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3.114 TOTARGET

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TOTARGet__stagecommand__ __________ ____________________________>< |
|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TOTARGET stage command to select all records up to but not including the first record selected by a specified
stage command. TOTARGET invokes another stage command and selects all records until the specified stage selects a
record. TOTARGET passes records read from its input streams to the specified stage command. The records are written
to the primary output stream of TOTARGET until the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output
stream. TOTARGET does not write the input record corresponding to this trigger record or any following records to its
primary output stream; it writes them to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. This specified stage command must
support a connected primary input stream, a connected primary output stream, and a connected secondary output stream.
If the secondary input stream of TOTARGET is connected, the specified stage command must support a secondary
input stream. The stage command should produce one output record for each input record without delaying the records.
The stage command should also end without consuming the current record when neither output stream is connected, and
it should not consume the record it is writing when it encounters end of file on any output stream.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TOTARGET reads records from its primary input stream and passes these records to the primary
input stream of the specified stage command until the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output
stream. TOTARGET then writes the input record corresponding to that trigger record and all remaining primary input
records to its secondary output stream, if connected.
Secondary Input Stream: TOTARGET reads records from its secondary input stream and passes these records to the
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secondary input stream of the specified stage command. Once the specified stage command writes a record to its
primary output stream, TOTARGET reads no further records from its secondary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TOTARGET copies to its primary output stream all records that the specified stage command
writes to its secondary output stream. TOTARGET disconnects its primary output stream when the specified stage
command writes a record to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, TOTARGET writes the trigger record and the
remaining primary input records to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. TOTARGET itself does not delay the records. If the specified stage command delays the records, then any records
that the specified stage command is buffering at the time it writes the trigger record, including the trigger record
itself, will be lost.
2. If TOTARGET's output streams are not connected, TOTARGET ends.
3. When both of the specified stage's output streams are connected, the specified stage command may write the same
input record to both streams. However, the stage should not write the same record first to its secondary output
stream and then to its primary output stream, because that would cause the trigger record to be written to both
output streams of TOTARGET.
4. TOTARGET causes a set of pipelines to stall if the specified stage command does not end when all of its output
streams become disconnected.
5. BatchPipeWorks scans TOTARGET only once, unlike the two-scan process for APPEND and PREFACE.
6. TOTARGET starts at commit level -2. TOTARGET does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage
command must eventually commit to level 0.
7. See also FRTARGET, TOLABEL, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, TAKE, DROP, and PREDSELECT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.114.1 Example 1
3.114.2 Example 2
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3.115 TSO

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TSO__ ________ _________________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TSO stage command to issue TSO commands from a pipeline and to write the responses from the commands to
the pipeline rather than the terminal. If an operand is specified, it is passed as a command to TSO through the TSO
subcommand environment with full command resolution. Then, any primary input stream records are read and passed to
TSO as commands. When the TSO stage command issues each of these commands, any line mode output from a
command that would usually appear on the terminal is buffered until the command ends and is then written to the TSO
stage command's primary output stream, if it is connected. Each line of output is written as a separate record.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the TSO stage command writes all line mode output from each command to
its primary output stream and then writes the return code from each command to its secondary output stream. This is
repeated for each command issued by the TSO stage command.
Operands

string
is a command to pass to TSO for execution. The string operand cannot be specified if the secondary output stream of the
TSO stage command is connected; in that case, the TSO stage command issues only the commands that it reads from its
primary input stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: The TSO stage command reads records from its primary input stream. Input records must contain
a command to be passed to the TSO subcommand environment for execution. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: The TSO stage command causes any line mode output from the commands to be written to its
primary output stream. Each line of output is written as a separate record.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, the TSO stage command writes the return code
from each command to its secondary output stream after it writes any line mode output from that command to its
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primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. The TSO stage command does not delay the records; it writes all of the output from each command before it
consumes the input record.
2. If the TSO stage command's secondary output stream is no longer connected, the TSO stage command ends.
3. TSO commands are invoked with full command resolution through the TSO subcommand environment. This
means the command is invoked exactly as if it had been entered from the command line. The REXX ADDRESS
TSO instruction also causes commands to be issued in this manner.
4. To issue TSO commands without intercepting terminal output, use the SUBCOM stage command.
5. Because the TSO stage command writes no output to its output stream until the command it is issuing has
completed, it is recommended that you do not use the TSO stage command to invoke full-screen applications. The
TSO stage command captures line mode output regardless of whether you are using a line mode or a full-screen
application.
6. The TSO stage command starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and
then commits to level 0.
7. See also COMMAND and SUBCOM.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.115.1 Example 1
3.115.2 Example 2
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3.116 UNIQUE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__UNIQue__ _______ __|__________________|__________________________> |
|
|_COUNT_| |_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
_1-*_________________________________________
|
| >__|_____________________________________________|___________________> |
|
|_columnrange_________________________________|
|
|
|
<___________________________________
|
|
|
|_(____columnrange__ __________________ _|__)_|
|
|
|_NOPAD____________|
|
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
_LAST________
|
| >__|_____________|__________________________________________________>< |
|
|_FIRST_______|
|
|
|_SINGLEs_____|
|
|
|_MULTiple____|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_PAIRwise____|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) You cannot specify the PAIRwise operand with the COUNT operand.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UNIQUE stage command to select unique or duplicate records.
By default, UNIQUE reads records from its primary input stream and compares each one with the following record to
determine if they are the same. When the records are the same, UNIQUE continues reading records until it reaches a
record that is different. The comparison is based on the contents of the entire input record. When a contiguous set of
duplicates is read, UNIQUE selects only the last record in each set and discards the others. UNIQUE writes the selected
records to its primary output stream. The discarded records are written to the secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Two matching records that are not contiguous are not considered to be duplicates. Therefore, the input stream for the
UNIQUE stage must be sorted for UNIQUE to determine unique and duplicate records in the data set.
Optionally, you can choose to compare two records to each other and write output records based on those two records
before reading in another pair of records. The comparison can be based on the contents of the entire input record, or you
can specify one or more key fields to determine which records are considered duplicates. A key field is a specific range
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of columns within each record.
Operands

COUNT

prefaces each record in the output stream with a 10-character field that represents its position in a set of duplicate
records. Consecutive records that have the same key fields are considered a set of duplicate records. The count is 1
when a record is unique. The number is right-justified with leading blanks.
When combined with the default operand LAST, COUNT puts the number of duplicate records in the first 10 positions
of the each record written to the output stream. For example, if the first three records of an input stream are duplicates,
the third record is written to the output stream prefaced by the number 3. 3 is the position of the last record in the set of
duplicates; this is the same as the total number of duplicates.
NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields of
other records. The NOPAD operand can be specified in two positions on the UNIQUE stage command:
If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, NOPAD applies to
the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD only applies to that particular key field.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields of
other records. The PAD operand can be specified in two positions on the UNIQUE stage command:
If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, PAD applies to the entire
record.
If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD only applies to that particular key field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange
defines a key field. If you do not specify columnrange, the key field is the entire record. You can specify columnrange
as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
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column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify and you must enclose the set of columnrange operands within parentheses.
LAST

writes all unique records and the last record of each set of duplicate records to the primary output stream. All duplicate
records that are not written to the primary output stream are discarded or written to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected. This is the default.

FIRST

writes all unique records and the first record of each set of duplicate records to the primary output stream. All duplicate
records that are not written to the primary output stream are discarded or written to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected.
SINGLEs

writes only the unique records to the primary output stream. All sets of duplicate records are discarded or written to the
secondary output stream, if it is connected.

MULTiple

writes only the duplicate records to the primary output stream. All of the unique records are discarded or written to the
secondary output stream, if it is connected.
PAIRwise

specifies that if a pair of records are not identical, both are written to the primary output stream. If the records in a pair
are identical, both are written to the secondary output stream, if it is connected. If there is an uneven number of input
records, then the last input record is written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: UNIQUE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After selecting the specified records from its input stream, UNIQUE writes the selected records
to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: UNIQUE writes the unselected input records to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. UNIQUE FIRST does not delay the records. UNIQUE PAIRWISE delays the first record of a pair but does not
delay the second record of the pair. If neither FIRST nor PAIRWISE is specified, UNIQUE delays one record.
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2. If all UNIQUE's output streams are not connected, UNIQUE ends.
3. UNIQUE waits to write a record to its output stream until it has compared it to the next record in its input stream.
However, if you specify the FIRST operand, the input record does not wait to be compared before it is written to
the output stream. If you specify the PAIRWISE operand, UNIQUE waits to write the first record of the input pair
to the output stream until it has compared it to the second record of the input pair before writing both records to
the output stream.
4. The following diagram shows how UNIQUE (with the default operand LAST) compares input records:
Primary Output Stream
_________
Primary Input Stream |
|
|jog
|1
_________
| U |
|sprint
|3
1 |jog
|
|
|_________ÿ|jog
|4
2 |sprint
|
| N |
|sprint
|5
3 |sprint
|
|
|
|jog
|6
4 |jog
|_____ÿ| I |
|walk
|7
5 |sprint
|
|
|
|stretch |9
6 |jog
|
| Q |
|_________|
7 |walk
|
|
|
8 |stretch |
| U |
Secondary Output Stream
9 |stretch |
|
|
_________
|_________|
| E |_________ÿ|sprint
|2
|
|
|stretch |8
|_____|
|_________|
_____

Note the following points about the diagram:
UNIQUE, by default, writes the last record of a set of duplicate records and the unique records to its
primary output stream; the duplicate records not written to the primary output stream are written to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected.
The numbers to the left of the primary input stream indicate the position of each record within the stream.
The numbers to the right of the output streams indicate the position the record was in the primary input
stream.
Although records 2, 3, and 5 contain identical data, record 5 is not adjacent to records 2 or 3 and therefore
record 5 is considered unique.
5. Use the SORT stage command with the UNIQUE operand instead of separate SORT and UNIQUE stages when
the data set has many duplicate records and you do not wish to process the duplicate records further.
6. UNIQUE does not have an operand to specify the inverse of the PAIRWISE operand. To invert the contents of
the output streams so that the unique records are written to the secondary output stream, use the NOT stage
command with UNIQUE as its operand.
7. UNIQUE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
8. See also SORT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.116.1 Example 1
3.116.2 Example 2
3.116.3 Example 3
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3.117 UNPACK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__UNPACK__________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UNPACK stage command to convert packed data to its original form. UNPACK reads records from its primary
input stream and writes the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: UNPACK reads records from its primary input stream. The records must be in the same format
as the output from the PACK stage command.
Primary Output Stream: After unpacking the records read from its primary input stream, UNPACK writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. UNPACK delays the records.
2. If UNPACK's primary output stream is not connected, UNPACK ends.
3. UNPACK determines if its input data has been packed. If not, it copies the records to its output stream
unchanged.
4. The input stream can contain multiple packed data sets. A null input record is interpreted as the end of one input
data set and the possible beginning of another. The next record is inspected to see if it is the beginning of another
packed data set.
5. See also PACK and CRC.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.117.1 Example 1
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3.118 UNTAB

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_-3_______
|
| >>__UNTAB__|__________|_____________________________________________>< |
|
|_-n_______|
|
|
| <______ |
|
|
|__column|_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UNTAB stage command to expand tab characters (X'05') in a record to blanks. This puts the data in the record
into columns.
Operands

-n

specifies a tab stop in column 1; data is written starting in column 1 and for every n columns. For example, specifying
-10 writes the data separated by tab characters in each record in columns 1, 11, 21, 31, and so on until each tab character
is processed. The default is -3, which is equivalent to specifying 1 4 7 10 and so on.
column
specifies the tab stops desired. Specifying one column writes the complete record starting in the column specified.
Specifying more than one column inserts blanks according to the tabs in the record and the columns specified. The
columns specified can be in any order. The smallest column number specifies where the leftmost character in the input
record is to be placed.
If the input record has leading blanks, specifying 1 preserves the leading blanks in the output record. If the input record
has leading tabs, specifying 1 inserts a leading blank for each leading tab in the output record.
Specifying more columns than the number of tabs in your input record, expands the record according to the number of
tabs in your input record. After all tabs have been expanded, the remaining column numbers are ignored. Specifying less
columns than the number of tabs in your input record, expands the record according to the number of columns specified
on UNTAB. After the tabs have been expanded for the columns specified, the rest of the record is written inserting a
blank for each remaining tab.
Streams Used
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Primary Input Stream: UNTAB reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: UNTAB writes records to its primary output stream. Records not containing tab characters are
written to the primary output stream unchanged.
Usage Notes

1. UNTAB does not delay the records.
2. If UNTAB's primary output stream is not connected, UNTAB ends.
3. If you want to enter tab characters from the terminal, use the field mark key, if available.
4. UNTAB starts at commit level -10. It sets up the tab positions and then commits to level 0.
5. See also SPECS, XLATE, and VCHAR.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.118.1 Example 1
3.118.2 Example 2
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3.119 UPDATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_73-80_______
|
| >>__UPDATE__|_____________|__ _______ __ ______ __ ___________ _____>< |
|
|_columnrange_| |_FIRST_| |_LAST_| |_*__string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UPDATE stage command to modify a data set according to UPDATE control statements. The update applied by
UPDATE contains UPDATE control statements in the format defined by the CMS UPDATE command.
UPDATE reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes records to its primary and secondary
output streams. The secondary output stream must be connected in order for the data to be written to the primary output
stream, if the primary output stream is connected.
The primary input stream contains the records to be modified and the secondary input stream is an update data set which
contains the UPDATE control statements. UPDATE writes the updated records to the primary output stream and writes
the update log to the secondary output stream. An update log is a record of the changes that were made to the input data
set; it identifies the records that were added, changed, or deleted.
Operands

columnrange
defines the location of the sequence field for the records in the primary input stream. The length of the sequence field
can be 1 to 15 digits. If you do not specify columnrange, 73-80 is the default column range. You can specify
columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 15 for n.
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FIRST

specifies that the sequence numbers of the primary input stream records are to be verified (the records must be in
ascending order). FIRST specifies that this is the first (or only) update in a series of updates to the data set.
LAST

specifies that the sequence numbers of the primary output stream records are not verified. This lets you generate an
updated data set without sequence numbers. Note that LAST should be used only when you want to suppress sequence
numbering for the lines added by the last update applied.

*

is the first character of a comment that identifies the update being applied.
string
is a comment you specify to display in an error message. If an error is found, the error message returned contains string
to identify the UPDATE stage. The comment string is not used by the UPDATE stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: UPDATE reads records to be modified from its primary input stream. The primary input stream
records must contain a sequence field whose length can be from 1 to 15 digits.
Secondary Input Stream: UPDATE reads CMS records from its secondary input stream. The input records must be in
the format of a CMS update file which contains UPDATE control statements. The secondary input stream must be
defined.
Primary Output Stream: UPDATE writes the updated records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: UPDATE writes the update log to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. UPDATE delays the records.
2. If either of UPDATE's output streams is not connected, UPDATE ends. If you do not want the update log records,
connect the secondary output stream of UPDATE to the HOLE stage command.
3. If errors regarding the sequence numbers are found during processing, the messages are written to the update log
(secondary output stream).
4. The information that determines the updates to the primary input stream are called UPDATE control statements.
The control statement data must not extend beyond column 50. For more information on UPDATE control
statements, see the CMS UPDATE command in the VM/ESA: CMS Command Reference.
5. The update records in the secondary input stream and the records in the primary input stream do not have to be the
same length.
6. UPDATE applies updates in parallel when there is a series of UPDATE stages in a pipeline.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.119.1 Example 1
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3.120 VAR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
|
| >>__VAR__variable__|__________|__ __________ _______________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_| |_TRACKing_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the VAR stage command to retrieve or set a REXX variable. Specify VAR on a command invoked from a userwritten stage command or a REXX exec.
By default, when VAR is the first stage of a pipeline, it retrieves the value of an exec variable and writes the value to its
primary output stream. When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, it sets the specified variable to the contents of the
first record in its primary input stream, then requests a short operation which disconnects the VAR stage. If the input
stream is at end of file, the variable is dropped. VAR also copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.
Operands

variable
is the name of the variable whose value you want to retrieve or set.
invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when retrieving or setting the variable. invocnum must
be 0 or greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the VAR stage is specified on a PIPE command or an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the
variable is in the user-written stage command that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and VAR is
specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variable is in the exec that
issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or RUNPIPE command.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variable is in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
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TRACKing

specifies that VAR, when it is the first stage command of a pipeline, continuously obtains the value of the variable and
writes it to the primary output stream. When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, TRACKING specifies that VAR
sets the variable to the contents of each input record as it is read. The final value of the variable is the last record read
from VAR's primary input stream. The variable remains unchanged if no records are read from the primary input
stream.
Note: VAR with the TRACKING operand, when it is the first stage of a pipeline, writes an infinite number of records
unless you limit the number of records.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, VAR reads records from its primary input stream.
When the TRACKING operand is not specified, the first record in the input stream must contain the value of the
variable to be set. When the TRACKING operand is specified, the last record in the input stream must contain the value
of the variable to be set.
Primary Output Stream: When VAR is the first stage of a pipeline and the TRACKING operand is not specified, VAR
writes a record containing the value of the specified variable to its primary output stream. When VAR is the first stage
of a pipeline and the TRACKING operand is specified, VAR writes the infinite number of records containing the value
of the specified variable to its primary output stream.
When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, VAR copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. When VAR is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the records does not apply. Otherwise, VAR does not delay
the records.
2. If VAR is the last stage in a pipeline and you wish to consume any remaining input records before end-of-file is
triggered, connect a HOLE stage command to the primary output stream of VAR.
3. If VAR is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, VAR sets or retrieves variables
in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
4. VAR translates the specified variable name to uppercase before accessing the variable in the REXX environment.
5. VAR starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while processing
its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
6. See also REXXVARS, STEM, VARLOAD, and STACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.120.1 Example 1
3.120.2 Example 2
3.120.3 Example 3
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3.121 VARLOAD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
|
| >>__VARLOAD__|__________|___________________________________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the VARLOAD stage command to set REXX variables. Specify VARLOAD on a command invoked from a userwritten stage command or a REXX exec.
The names and values of variables set by VARLOAD are specified by the records in its primary input stream.
VARLOAD sets one variable for each input record that contains a character other than blank or asterisk in the first
position of the record. Records beginning with blank or asterisk are ignored. All other records are treated as delimited
strings. VARLOAD copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream. A VARLOAD stage cannot be
the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when setting the variables. invocnum must be 0 or
greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the VARLOAD stage is specified on a PIPE command or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand,
the variables are in the user-written stage command that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the
VARLOAD stage is specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variables
are in the exec that issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or RUNPIPE command.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
Streams Used
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Primary Input Stream: VARLOAD reads records from its primary input stream. Input records must contain the names
and values of the variables to be set. Records beginning with blank or asterisk are ignored. Records must be in the
following format:
/name/value

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in name.
name
is the name of a variable to be set. The name must be in uppercase.
value
is the value to be assigned to variable name.
For example, in the record /NUM/7, NUM is the name and 7 is the value.
Primary Output Stream: VARLOAD copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. VARLOAD does not delay the records.
2. VARLOAD does not translate variable names to uppercase. VARLOAD does not substitute symbols in the stem
of a variable name specified as a compound symbol.
3. To remove unwanted trailing blanks from input records before running VARLOAD, use the STRIP stage
command with the TRAILING operand.
4. If VARLOAD is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, VARLOAD sets
variables in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
5. VARLOAD starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while
processing its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
6. See also REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, and STACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.121.1 Example 1
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3.122 VCHAR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__VCHAR__n1__n2___________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the VCHAR stage command to recode data to a different number of bits per character. VCHAR copies each record
from its primary input stream, changes the length of each character in the record, and writes each record to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. The input and output records are considered bit strings. The operands of VCHAR
specify whether to decrease or increase the length of the bit strings. VCHAR truncates the high-order positions of a
character to shorten the length, or adds zeros to the high-order positions of a character to increase the length.
Operands

n1
is the number of bits per character in the input record. The value you specify for n1 must be positive.
n2
is the number of bits per character in the output record. The value you specify for n2 must be positive.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: VCHAR reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After changing the length of each character in records read from its input stream, VCHAR
writes the resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. VCHAR does not delay the records.
2. If VCHAR's primary output stream is not connected, VCHAR ends.
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3. If the number of bits in the input record is not an integral multiple of the number of bits in an input character (n1),
the incomplete last input character is discarded. Characters are not spanned across input records.
4. If the number of bits in the input record is not an integral multiple of the number of bits in an output character
(n2), the output is padded with zero bits to complete the last output character.
5. See also XLATE, SPECS, and UNTAB.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.122.1 Example 1
3.122.2 Example 2
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3.123 VERIFY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__VERIFY__ _________ __ ____________ __delimitedString____________>< |
|
|_ANYCASE_| |_inputRange_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
verify selects records that contain only specified characters. It rejects records that contain characters that are not present
in the specified string.
verify tests the characters within the input range for being in the specified string. If the input range is null or all
characters in the range are in the specified string, the record is passed to the primary output stream. Otherwise, the
record is discarded (or passed to the secondary output stream if the secondary output stream is connected).
Subtopics:
3.123.1 Type
3.123.2 Stream Used
3.123.3 Usage Notes
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3.124 WHILELABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__WHILELABel__ ________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the WHILELABEL stage command to select consecutive records from its primary input stream. The records
selected are determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an
input record. If the first record of the primary input stream begins with the target string, this record and any consecutive
records that begin with the target string are written to the primary output stream. When a record is found that does not
begin with the target string, the record and the remaining records in the input stream are shorted to the secondary output
stream, if connected.
If the first record of the primary input stream does not begin with the target string, no records are written to the primary
output stream. If the secondary output stream is connected, WHILELABEL copies all the records from its primary input
stream to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the primary input stream records
are available for further processing by another stage command.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. string must be located in the first column of an input record. If
string is not specified, WHILELABEL copies all input records to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: WHILELABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: WHILELABEL copies to its primary output stream consecutive input records that begin with
the specified string. WHILELABEL copies records to its primary output stream only if the first input record begins with
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the specified string.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, WHILELABEL copies to its secondary output
stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. WHILELABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all WHILELABEL's output streams are not connected, WHILELABEL ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the WHILELABEL stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the
blank and continues until the next stage separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the
pipeline.
4. If you specify WHILELABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the
first column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the
target string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be
less than or equal to the length of the column range.
5. WHILELABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
6. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, TOLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.124.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.125 WRITEPDS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__WRITEPDS__ _dsname_____ ______________ __________ _______________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ ______________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_| |_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname________________________|
|
|
|
|
_DELIMiter__*COPY_____
|
| >__|______________________|__ ________ __ __________________ ________> |
|
|_DELIMiter__delimiter_| |_CHOP___| |_PAD_ _char____ __|
|
|
|_COERCE_|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| >__ __________________________ _____________________________________>< |
|
|_ISPFSTATs________________|
|
|
|_USERDATA_ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the WRITEPDS stage command to store members into a partitioned data set. WRITEPDS reads records from its
primary input stream. Primary input stream records are either the member name prefixed by a delimiter, or a record to
be stored into a member. If the record contains the member name prefixed by a delimiter, the delimiter must begin in
column one and be separated from the member name by at least one blank.
When WRITEPDS reads a record that contains the delimiter beginning in column one, it identifies the next word as the
member name and begins storing subsequent input stream records into that member until another record is identified as
the delimiter and a member name.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a partitioned data set. The partitioned data set must be cataloged.
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generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname

indicates that the partitioned data set that the member is being stored in is already allocated.

ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated partitioned data set.
DELIMITER

specifies the word that is used to identify records that contain member names.
delimiter
is the word that is used to identify records that contain member names. *COPY is the default.

CHOP

specifies that input records longer than the specified record length of the data set are truncated to the record length of the
data set.

COERCE

specifies that input records are padded with blanks or truncated to the record length of the data set.

PAD

specifies that records shorter in length than the record length of the data set are padded with the specified pad character
to the record length of the data set. If PAD is specified without COERCE or CHOP, input records must not be longer
than the record length of the data set.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
ISPFSTATs

updates or creates user data in the format maintained by ISPF that is inserted in the directory entry.

USERDATA

inserts the specified literal string in the directory entry.
string
defines a string of characters to insert in the directory entry.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to insert in the
directory entry. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string.
There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
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Bbinstring

defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be inserted in the directory entry.
The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: WRITEPDS reads records from it primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: WRITEPDS copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. WRITEPDS does not delay the records.
2. If WRITEPDS's output stream is not connected, WRITEPDS ends.
3. PDSWRITE is a synonym of WRITEPDS.
4. Use the CHOP, COERSE, and PAD operands when storing a member into a fixed-format partitioned data set.
5. WRITEPDS starts at commit level -2000000000. It opens the DCB and then commits to level 0.
6. See also LISTISPF and LISTPDS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.125.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.126 XLATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1-*____________________________________________
|
| >>__XLATE__|________________________________________________|________> |
|
|_ _| Separator |__| Inputrange |______________ _|
|
|
|
<__________________________________
|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|
|_(____| Separator |__| Inputrange |____|__)_|
|
|
|
|
_UPper_____________________________
|
| >__|___________________________________|____________________________>< |
|
|__| Transtable |__| Modifytable |__|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(2)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Transtable:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
| <_____________________________ |
|
|
|__ _UPper_____________________ |_|
|
|
|_LOWer_____________________|
|
|
|_A2E_______________________|
|
|
|_E2A_______________________|
|
|
|_ _TO___ __ __________ __n_|
|
|
|_FROM_| |_CODEPAGE_|
|
|
|
| Modifytable:
|
| |__ ________________________________ ________________________________| |
|
| <____________________________ |
|
|
|___fromcharrange__tocharrange_|_|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a |
|
blank.
|
|
|
| (2) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
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Use the XLATE stage command to replace characters according to a translate table. XLATE reads records from its
primary input stream, compares and replaces characters according to the translation specification, and writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. The output record has the same length as the input
record.
If its secondary input stream is not connected, and no translate table operands or modify table operands are specified,
XLATE defines the translate table as the uppercase table. Otherwise, XLATE constructs the translate table as follows:
If its secondary input stream is not connected, XLATE defines the translate table according to the operands. Each
operand specified has a cumulative effect on the translate table. The first translate table operand defines the
translate table, and any following translate table operands modify this translate table, cumulatively. Then, any
fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify the translate table by mapping a "from" character or range of
characters to a "to" character or range of characters. If no translate table is defined in the operands, any
fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify the neutral table.
If its secondary input stream is connected, XLATE reads the first record from its secondary input stream and
defines the translate table by the first 256 bytes of that record. If the first record read from its secondary input
stream is less than 256 bytes, XLATE defines the translate table by overlaying the neutral table with the contents
of that record starting at the first byte of the neutral table. Any remaining bytes in the neutral table are not
changed. The translate table is then modified by any operands, each operand having a cumulative effect. All
translate tables operands modify the translate table before any fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify
the translate table by mapping a "from" character or range of characters to a "to" character or range of characters.
You can use XLATE to translate entire records or specified locations of the input data in the record. You can specify
locations of the input data in terms of columns, words, or fields. By default, words are defined as blank-delimited
character strings, and fields are defined as tab-delimited character strings. Input data that is outside all specified
locations is left unchanged. When more than one input data location is specified, the contents of each location are
translated in the order they are specified (left to right in the command specification).
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | xlate wordsep - word 3 | terminal
a-b-C
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in an XLATE stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to
specify that the question mark separates each field:
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pipe literal a?b?c | xlate (fieldsep ? fields 2-3) | terminal
a?B?C
READY

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in an XLATE stage, a field separator character remains in
effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited character strings (words). The
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, in the following PIPE
command, the input character string to XLATE consists of 4 words that are separated by a blank:
pipe literal abc def ghi jkl | xlate words 2-4 | terminal
abc DEF GHI JKL
READY
The operands WORDS 2-4 specify the second, third, and fourth words in
the string as the input data for the XLATE stage.

A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. In the following example, the
first word begins after the first delimiter, and the third word begins after the two consecutive delimiters:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef | xlate (ws ? word 1 word 3) | terminal
?AB?cd??EF
READY
Fields

defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited fields. The FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand
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defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains three fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal ab cd-ef gh-ij kl | xlate fieldsep - field 2 | terminal
ab cd-EF GH-ij kl
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd???ef | xlate (fs ? field 3 field 6) | terminal
?ab?CD???EF
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which is to
be translated. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates
that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. If you do
not specify a location, XLATE translates the entire record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the last eight columns as the input location:
pipe literal abcdefghijklmn| xlate -8;-1| terminal
abcdefGHIJKLMN
READY
If you specified WORDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
second-from-last and third-from-last words as the input location:
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pipe literal abc def ghi jkl mno | xlate words -3;-2 | terminal
abc def GHI JKL mno
READY
If you specified FIELDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last and second-from-last fields as the input location:

pipe literal ab?cd?ef?gh?ij| xlate fs ? fields -3;-2 | terminal
ab?cd?EF?GH?ij
READY

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
XLATE are translated in the following PIPE command since location1 is positioned after location2 in the record:
pipe literal abcdefghijklmn| xlate -8;6| terminal
abcdefghijklmn
READY

location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
UPper

specifies that lowercase alphabetic characters are converted to uppercase; uppercase letters remain unchanged. If you do
not specify any operands for the XLATE stage or if you specify only column ranges, characters in the input records are
translated to uppercase.
LOWer

specifies that uppercase alphabetic characters are converted to lowercase; lowercase letters remain unchanged. If the
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uppercase translate table translated two or more characters to a particular uppercase character, when translating from
uppercase to lowercase, the character with the lower hex value is used.
A2E

specifies that an ASCII-to-EBCDIC translation is performed where characters are changed from the ISO 8859 Latin
Character Set 1 (Western Europe) characters to the characters from code page 500.
E2A

specifies that an EBCDIC-to-ASCII translation is performed where characters are changed from code page 500
characters to the ISO 8859 Latin Character Set 1 (Western Europe) characters.
TO

specifies that characters are translated to one of the national-use code pages from code page 500.

FROM

specifies that characters are translated from one of the national-use code pages to code page 500.

CODEPAGE

specifies a code page to be used to translate characters.
n
is the number of the national-use code page used to translate characters. Code pages 037, 273, 274, 275, 277, 278, 279,
280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 297, 437, 500, 819, 850, 863, 865, and 871 are supported.
fromcharrange tocharrange
is a pair of characters or character ranges that modifies the translate tables. The character or range of characters
specified by fromcharrange is converted to the character or range of characters specified by tocharrange. For example,
specifying A-B as fromcharrange and 1-2 as tocharrange translates A to 1 and B to 2. The order of characters in the
range follows the standard collating sequence. If you specify fromcharrange and tocharrange without specifying a
translate table, the neutral table (no translation at all) is in effect for the characters not included in fromcharrange. You
can specify fromcharrange or tocharrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
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hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: XLATE reads records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream: XLATE reads the first record from its secondary input stream, if it is connected. The first 256
characters from this record define the first translate table used by XLATE. If the first record read from its secondary
input stream is less than 256 bytes, XLATE defines the translate table by overlaying the neutral table with the contents
of the record starting at the first byte of the neutral table. Any remaining bytes in the neutral table are not changed. After
this record is read, XLATE severs the secondary input stream before processing any records from its primary input
stream.
Primary Output Stream: After translating characters in records read from its primary input stream, XLATE writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. XLATE does not delay the records.
2. If XLATE's output stream is not connected, XLATE ends.
3. TRANSLATE is a synonym for XLATE.
4. You can specify a character as fromcharrange more than once in an XLATE stage. However, XLATE uses the
last (rightmost) translation; it ignores all earlier ones. For example:
pipe literal ABCDEFG | xlate A X B Y C Z A 1 | terminal
1YZDEFG
READY

Here, A is specified as fromcharrange twice in the XLATE stage but only the translation from A to 1 is performed.
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See "Example 4" in topic 3.126.4 for a more complex illustration of this concept.
5. If you specify a translation of characters where A is translated to B and B is translated to C, it does not follow that A
is translated to C, as shown in the following example:
pipe literal ABCDEF | xlate A B B C | terminal
BCCDEF
READY

Note that this is true for column ranges that do not overlap.
6. When you are translating the entire record and are specifying fromcharrange and tocharrange, specify a
cnumberrange of *-* to prevent your first translation element from being interpreted as cnumberrange. For
example, the following PIPE command returns an error message because 40 is interpreted as column 40:
pipe literal X X X| xlate 40 F0 | terminal

Using *-* as in the following example ensures that 40 is interpreted as fromcharrange and not as cnumberrange
(column 40):
pipe literal X X X| xlate *-* 40 F0 | terminal
X0X0X
READY

7. XLATE changes characters in the order specified by the cnumberrange, wnumberrange, or fnumberrange
operands. When you specify ranges that overlap one another, as in the following example, the resulting
translations are cumulative:
pipe literal ABCDEFG | xlate (1-7 5-7) F G G H | terminal
ABCDEHH
READY

The first cnumberrange specified (1-7) translates F to G and G to H, and then the second cnumberrange (5-7) goes
through the same two translations.
8. When you use the fromcharrange and tocharrange operands where tocharrange is shorter than fromcharrange,
the last part of fromcharrange is translated to the last character of tocharrange. For example, the following PIPE
command maps A to 1, B to 2, C to 3, D to 3, and E to 3:
pipe literal ABCDE| xlate *-* A-E 1-3 | terminal
12333
READY

Conversely, when fromcharrange is shorter than tocharrange, only the part of fromcharrange that tocharrange
specifies is translated. For example, the following PIPE command maps only A to 1 and B to 2:
pipe literal ABCDE| xlate *-* A-B 1-5 | terminal
12CDE
READY
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9. See also SPECS, UNTAB, VCHAR, and XRANGE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.126.1 Example 1
3.126.2 Example 2
3.126.3 Example 3
3.126.4 Example 4
3.126.5 Example 5

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.127 XRANGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_00-FF_____
|
| >>__XRANGE__|___________|___________________________________________>< |
|
|_char______|
|
|
|_charrange_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the XRANGE stage command to create one record containing a specified range of characters. The record can be no
more than 256 bytes in length. XRANGE must be the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

char
specifies a single character to be selected. You can specify char in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
charrange
specifies a range of character values to be selected. You can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
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SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.
char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: XRANGE writes a single record containing the specified characters to its primary output
stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to XRANGE because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. Not all alphabetic characters are adjacent in EBCDIC. For example, if the default coded character set is United
States CECP (00697 00037), the following PIPE command includes the seven non-alphabetic characters between
i and j in its output:
pipe xrange i-j | terminal
i»«ðýþ°±j
READY

3. If the range is specified in the form char.n, and if n is larger than 256, n is divided by 256 and the remainder is the
length that is used. For example, if 2.259 is specified as the range, then only 3 bytes of data beginning with the
value 2 (which is the string 234) are written to the output stream.
4. The range wraps from X'FF' to X'00' if necessary. For example, if the argument to XRANGE is a range where the
first character is larger than the second character, the range wraps from X'FF' to X'00' and continues until the
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second character is reached. If the range 9-0 is specified on XRANGE, the range starts at 9 (X'F9'), continues
until it reaches X'FF', wraps to X'00', and continues to 0 (X'F0') for a total length of 248 bytes:
pipe xrange 9-0 | count bytes | terminal
248
READY

5. See also LITERAL and SPECS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.127.1 Example 1
3.127.2 Example 2
3.127.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.128 ZONE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ZONE__ _________________________________ ________________________> |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ __ _______ __ _________ ___________> |
|
|
(1)
| |_CASEI_| |_REVERSE_|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| >__stagecommand__ __________ _______________________________________>< |
|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ZONE stage command to specify locations of the input data in a record from which records are selected when
using a specified stage command. ZONE reads records from its primary input stream. A specified stage command that
ZONE invokes selects records based on the specified input data location. ZONE writes the matching records to its
primary output stream.
If its secondary output stream is connected, ZONE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. If its secondary output stream is not connected, ZONE discards the records that are not selected.
ZONE discards an input record if the invoked stage command discards the record. That is, ZONE does not write a
record to its primary output stream or secondary output stream if the invoked stage command discards a record it reads.
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS
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specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal c-b-a | zone ws - w3 find a| terminal
c-b-a
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a ZONE stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FS to specify that the
question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b?c? | literal c?b??a | zone fs ? f4 find a| terminal
c?b??a
READY
If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a ZONE stage,
a field separator character remains in effect until the next
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which the specified stage command operates.
The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character
string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words each where the words are separated by a
blank:
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pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | zone word 2 find i | terminal
gh if kl
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, ab is the
first word and ef is the third word:

pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef ab?cd?ef | split | zone ws ? w3 find e | terminal
?ab?cd??ef
ab?cd?ef
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the specified stage command operates. The
FIELDSEPARATOR operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d | literal c f-g h | zone fs - f2 find c | terminal
a b-c d
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters without data
between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??af ab?cd?af | split | zone fs ? f3 find a | terminal
ab?cd?af
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
the specified stage command operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative
number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the
beginning of the record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-

;
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location1 location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the third-from-last to the second-from-last columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDE FGHIJ | split | zone -3;-2 find HI| terminal
FGHIJ
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -3;-2 specifies that the
third-from-last word or field to the second-from-last word or
field is the input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
ZONE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
CASEI

specifies that the stage command selects records regardless of whether the character string is in uppercase or lowercase.
The target string is translated to uppercase and the contents of the specified input record locations are translated to
uppercase before the search begins. ZONE writes the original record (not the uppercase version) to its output stream if it
is selected.
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REVERSE

reverses the contents of the specified input record locations before selecting the records. ZONE writes the original
record (not the reverse) to its output stream if it is selected.
stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command that reads records from
its primary input stream and writes records to its primary or secondary output stream depending on some condition.
When both its output streams are connected, the stage must write an input record only once and to only one stream. The
stage must not delay the records. If you specify a user-written stage command, it must either be a member of a
partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it must be invoked through the REXX stage command. The
stagecommand must not be a stage command that you can only specify as a first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ZONE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: ZONE copies input records that contain the selected records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, ZONE copies to its secondary output stream all
input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. ZONE does not delay the records. If you specify a stage command that delays the records for stagecommand,
results are unpredictable.
2. When you specify the CASEI operand, the input records are translated to uppercase before the specified
stagecommand processes them. Keep in mind, however, that if the stagecommand searches for a hexadecimal
representation of the lowercase character, it will not find any occurrences because the input records have all been
translated to uppercase. In the following example:
pipe literal AaBbCc| zone 1-* casei all x81 | terminal
READY
the lowercase a (X'81') in the literal string is not found because it
was translated to uppercase before ALL processed the string.

3. ZONE and CASEI are commutative; in other words, the following two stages give identical results:
... | casei zone 7-10 frlabel abc | ...

... | zone 7-10 casei frlabel abc | ...

4. If you specify an input range as an operand on the stagecommand, then that input range is relative to the input
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range specified by ZONE, as in the following PIPE command:
pipe literal 123456789| zone 2.3 locate 1.1 /2/| terminal
123456789
READY
The column range specified after ZONE, 2.3, refers to the 234 in the
input stream. The column range specified after the LOCATE stage
command, 1.1, refers to the 2 in the data string 234. Note that the
column range specified after LOCATE did not refer to the entire input
record 123456789.

5. ZONE is scanned only once. unlike the two-scan processing of APPEND and PREFACE.
6. You should not specify as stagecommand any stage command that modifies records; ZONE should only run a
stage command that selects records. If a specified stage command that ZONE invokes modifies records, the
output record that is written is not be modified.
7. See also CASEI, ALL, FIND, NFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND, LOCATE, NLOCATE, FRLABEL,
STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, BETWEEN, INSIDE,
OUTSIDE, and NINSIDE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.128.1 Example 1
3.128.2 Example 2
3.128.3 Example 3
3.128.4 Example 4

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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2.4 Example 4
To trace the operation of a single stage in a pipeline, use the TRACE option on only the stage you wish to trace. To
trace the operation of only the LOCATE stage of the PIPE command shown in "Example 2" in topic 2.2, specify the
following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | (TRACE) locate /A%|B/ | terminal

Messages and Return Codes
Unless otherwise indicated, return codes from BatchPipeWorks correspond directly to the message numbers. If a
pipeline stall occurs, return code -4095 is returned.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.0 Chapter 3. Stage Functions
This chapter describes the formats and operands of the BatchPipeWorks stage functions. The stage commands are
presented in alphabetical order. Each description includes:
The format and description of operands.
For each stage command that uses one or more streams, a section describes stream usage.
Unless otherwise stated, descriptions of the primary input stream and the primary output stream assume the
stream being described is connected.
Usage notes.
The first usage note in each command description explains whether the command delays the record. If the usage
note states the command does not delay the records, then it never delays the records under any circumstances. If
the usage note states the command delays the records, then it also describes any predictable conditions under
which it delays. For stage commands that delay based on unpredictable conditions, the usage notes state they
delay the records.
A usage note sometimes describes the commit level. Stage commands in this chapter start at commit level 0
unless otherwise stated.
Return codes, where they exist.
One or more examples of using the stage command.
Table 1 summarizes the function of each stage command:

Table 1. What Each Stage Function Does
Stage Command
Task Performed
<
Reads the contents of a physical sequential data set
                 or member of a partitioned data set.
>
Writes a physical sequential data set or member of a
                 partitioned data set.
>>
Appends data from the pipeline to a physical
                 sequential data set.
<OE
Reads the contents of an OpenEdition text file.
>OE
Creates or replaces an OpenEdition text file.
>>OE
Appends or creates an OpenEdition text file.
ALL
Selects records containing a specified string or
                 specified strings defined by an expression comprising
                 of character strings and logical operators.
Writes primary input stream records to the primary
APPEND
                 output stream followed by records from a specified
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                 stage command or subroutine pipeline.
ASATOMC
Converts ASA carriage control to machine carriage
                 control.
BETWEEN
Selects records between two specified targets
                 including the records containing the target. The
                 specified targets must begin in the first column of a
                 record.
BLOCK
Blocks records.
BPCOPY
Makes copies of data flowing through a BatchPipes
                 pipe.
BPREAD
Reads records from a BatchPipes writer or a
                 BatchPipes pipe.
BPWRITE
Writes records to a BatchPipes reader or a BatchPipes
                 pipe.
BROWSE
Displays data on a 3270 terminal.
BUFFER
Accumulates all records in a single stage not passing
                 any on until all have been received.
CASEI
Selects records relative to a target character string
                 regardless of the case representation of the
                 character string.
CHANGE
Replaces a string of characters with another string
                 of characters.
CHOP
Selectively truncates records.
COLLATE
Matches records from two input streams and writes
                 matched and unmatched records to different output
                 streams.
COMBINE
Combines several records into one record according to
                 a specified logical operator.
Issues TSO commands. TSO then writes the responses
COMMAND
                 from the commands to the terminal.
CONSOLE
  Reads from, or writes to, the terminal in line mode.
COPY
Delays by one record the passing of records from the
                 input stream to the output stream to prevent a
                 pipeline stall.
COUNT
Counts bytes, blank-delimited character strings, or
                 records.
DEAL
Reads and writes one record at a time from its
                 primary input stream to one of its connected output
                 streams, sequentially starting from primary output
                 stream 0, then stream 1, stream 2, and so on, to the
                 highest specified connected output stream.
DEBLOCK
Converts blocked records back into their original
                 format or creates logical records from an external
                 data format.
DELAY
Waits until a particular time of day or until a
                 specified interval of time has passed to copy the
                 record.
DROP
Discards one or more records.
DUPLICATE
Writes each input record in addition to the specified
                 number of copies of each input record.
ELASTIC
Puts a sufficient number of input records into a
                 buffer to prevent a pipeline stall.
ESCAPE
Inserts escape characters in records.
FANIN
Combines multiple input streams into a single stream
                 in a specified order.
FANINANY
Combines multiple input streams into a single stream.
                 FANINANY reads an input record from any input stream
                 that has a record available.
FANOUT
Copies primary input stream records to multiple
                 output streams.
FBLOCK
Reformats the primary input stream records to blocks
                 of a specified size.
FILEDESCRIPTOR
Reads from, or writes to, an OpenEdition file that is
                 already open.
FIND
Selects records that begin with a specified text.
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FRLABEL
                
                
FRTARGET
                
FULLSCR
                
FULLSCRQ
FULLSCRS
GATE
GATHER
                
                
GETFILES
HELP
HOLE
INSIDE
                
                
                
INSTORE
                
                
JOBLOG
JOIN
JOINCONT
JUXTAPOSE
                
LISTCAT
LISTDSI
LISTISPF
                
                
                
LISTPDS
                
LITERAL
                
                
LOCATE
                
                
LOOKUP
MCTOASA
                
MEMBERS
MERGE
                
NFIND
                
NINSIDE
                
                
                
NLOCATE
                
NOT
                
OUTSIDE
                
                
                
OUTSTORE
OVERLAY
                

Selects records that follow a specified target
including the target record. The specified target
must begin in the first column of a record.
Selects all records starting with the first record
selected by a specified stage command.
Writes input records to a 3270 terminal and reads
data from the terminal into a pipeline.
Writes 3270 device characteristics.
Formats 3270 device characteristics.
Causes portions of a pipeline to end.
Reads records from its connected input streams in
either sequential or some other specified order, and
writes them to its primary output stream.
Reads a list of data sets.
Displays help for pipelines.
Discards records.
Selects records between two specified targets not
including the records containing the target. The
specified targets must begin in the first column of a
record.
Reads records from its input stream into storage and
writes a single record containing only the pointers
to the records in storage.
Writes lines to the joblog from a batch job.
Concatenates groups of records.
Joins records marked with a continuation string.
Prefaces records in the secondary input stream with
records from the primary input stream.
Obtains data set names.
Obtains information about data sets.
Reads the directory of a partitioned data set and
writes a record for each member of the partitioned
data set, including any information that ISPF has
added to the directory.
Reads the directory of a partitioned data set and
writes a record for each member.
Writes the specified data to the primary output
stream and then copies primary input stream records
to the primary output stream.
Selects records that contain a specified string of
characters. The characters can appear at any position
within the record.
Finds records in a reference.
Converts machine carriage control to ASA carriage
control.
Extracts members from a partitioned data set.
Combines records from all input streams in ascending
or descending order.
Selects records that do not begin with a specified
text.
Selects records not located between two specified
targets. The records containing the targets are also
selected. The specified targets must begin in the
first column of a record.
Selects records that do not contain a specified
string of characters.
Reverses the primary and secondary output streams of
a specified stage command.
Selects records not located between two specified
targets. The records containing the targets are not
selected. The specified targets must begin in the
first column of a record.
Unloads a data set loaded into storage by INSTORE.
Reads a record from each input stream and merges the
records read into a single record.
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PACK
Compacts data.
PAD
Extends records with one or more occurrences of a
                 specified character.
PAUSE
Sends a signal from the pipeline containing the PAUSE
                 stage to the pipeline containing the RUNPIPE stage to
                 receive a type X'11' PAUSE event record.
PICK
Compares a field in the primary input stream record
                 to a specified string or a second field in the
                 record, and selects the record if the comparison
                 satisfies the specified relation.
PIPCMD
Issues primary input stream records as pipeline
                 subcommands.
PIPESTOP
Terminates stages waiting for an external event.
PREDSELECT
Copies a record from its primary input stream to
                 either its primary or secondary output stream
                 depending on the order of arrival of input records on
                 its other input streams.
PREFACE
Writes records from a specified stage command or
                 subroutine pipeline to the primary output stream
                 followed by primary input stream records.
QSAM
Gets records from or puts records to a physical
                 sequential data set using queued sequential
                 processing.
QUERY
Displays one of the following: the version of
                 BatchPipeWorks, the message level, the list of
                 messages that have been issued, or the level of
                 BatchPipeWorks.
READPDS
Extracts members from a partitioned data set.
REVERSE
Reverses the contents of records on a
                 character-by-character basis.
REXX
Invokes a REXX program as a stage command.
REXXVARS
Gives information about REXX variables.
RUNPIPE
Issues input stream records as pipelines.
SCM
Lines up comments and completes unclosed comments in
                 REXX and C programs.
SNAKE
Builds a multicolumn page layout.
SORT
Arranges records in ascending or descending order.
SPECS
Rearranges the contents of records.
SPILL
  Spills long lines at word boundaries.
SPLIT
Splits records into multiple records.
SQL
Issues DB/2 statements.
SQLSELECT
Queries a database and formats the results.
STACK
Reads from or writes to the data stack.
STATE
Determines whether the specified data set or data
                 sets exist.
STEM
Gets or sets REXX variables with the specified stem.
STRFIND
Selects records that begin with a specified string of
                 characters.
STRFRLABEL
Selects records that follow a specified target
                 including the target record. The specified string
                 must begin in the first column of a record.
STRIP
Removes leading or trailing characters from records.
STRLITERAL
Writes the specified data to the primary output
                 stream and then copies primary input stream records
                 to the primary output stream.
STRNFIND
Selects records that do not begin with a specified
                 string of characters.
STRTOLABEL
Selects records that precede a specified target, not
                 including the target record. The specified target
                 must begin in the first column of a record.
Selects consecutive records that begin with a
STRWHILELABEL
                 specified string. The records must be at the
                 beginning of the input stream. The specified string
                 must begin in the first column of a record.
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SUBCOM
                
SUSPEND
SYNCHRONIZE
                
SYSDSN
SYSOUT
SYSVAR
TAKE
                
TERMINAL
TIMESTAMP
TOKENIZE
TOLABEL
                
                
TOTARGET
                
TSO
                
UNIQUE
                
UNPACK
                
UNTAB
                
UPDATE
                
VAR
VARLOAD
VCHAR
VERIFY
                
WHILELABEL
                
                
                
WRITEPDS
XLATE
                
XRANGE
                
ZONE
                
                

Passes specified commands to a specified subcommand
environment.
Allows other stage functions to run.
Reads records from each of its input streams while
each stream has a record available.
Tests whether a data set exists.
Writes to a system output data set.
Retrieves the value of a system variable.
Selects one or more records from the beginning or end
of the primary input stream.
Reads from or writes to the terminal in line mode.
Determines when a record was read.
Parses records according to a specified token.
Selects records that precede a specified target not
including the target record. The specified target
must begin in the first column of a record.
Selects all records up to but not including the first
record selected by a specified stage command.
Issues TSO commands and writes the responses from the
commands to the pipeline rather than the terminal.
Compares the contents of adjacent records and
discards or retains the duplicate records.
Converts primary input stream records compressed by
PACK back to their original format.
Expands tab characters (X'05') to blanks for lining
up data into columns.
Modifies the primary input stream based on the
contents of the secondary input stream.
Gets or sets a REXX variable.
Sets a REXX variable.
Recodes characters to a different length.
Verifies that a record contains only specified
characters.
Selects consecutive records that begin with a
specified string. The records must be at the
beginning of the input stream. The specified target
must begin in the first column of a record.
Stores members into a partitioned data set.
Translates characters based on a specified
translation table.
Creates one record containing a specified range of
characters.
Defines locations of the input data in records from
which records are selected when using a specified
stage command.

Subtopics:
3.1 < (Read a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)
3.2 > (Write a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)
3.3 >> (Append to a Sequential Data Set)
3.4 <oe Read an OpenEdition Text File
3.5 >oe Replace or Create an OpenEdition Text File
3.6 >>oe Append to or Create an OpenEdition Text File
3.7 ALL
3.8 APPEND
3.9 ASATOMC
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3.10 BETWEEN
3.11 BLOCK
3.12 BPCOPY
3.13 BPREAD
3.14 BPWRITE
3.15 BROWSE
3.16 BUFFER
3.17 CASEI
3.18 CHANGE
3.19 CHOP
3.20 COLLATE
3.21 COMBINE
3.22 COMMAND
3.23 COPY
3.24 COUNT
3.25 DEAL
3.26 DEBLOCK
3.27 DELAY
3.28 DROP
3.29 DUPLICATE
3.30 ELASTIC
3.31 ESCAPE
3.32 FANIN
3.33 FANINANY
3.34 FANOUT
3.35 FBLOCK
3.36 FILEDESCRIPTOR
3.37 FIND
3.38 FRLABEL (FROMLABEL)
3.39 FRTARGET (FROMTARGET)
3.40 FULLSCRQ
3.41 FULLSCRS
3.42 GATE
3.43 GATHER
3.44 GETFILES
3.45 HELP
3.46 HOLE
3.47 INSIDE
3.48 INSTORE
3.49 JOBLOG
3.50 JOIN
3.51 JOINCONT
3.52 JUXTAPOSE
3.53 LISTCAT
3.54 LISTDSI
3.55 LISTISPF
3.56 LISTPDS
3.57 LITERAL
3.58 LOCATE
3.59 LOOKUP
3.60 MCTOASA
3.61 MEMBERS
3.62 MERGE
3.63 NFIND (NOTFIND)
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3.64 NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE)
3.65 NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE)
3.66 NOT
3.67 OUTSIDE
3.68 OUTSTORE
3.69 OVERLAY
3.70 PACK
3.71 PAD
3.72 PAUSE
3.73 PICK
3.74 PIPCMD
3.75 PIPESTOP
3.76 PREDSELECT
3.77 PREFACE
3.78 QSAM
3.79 QUERY
3.80 READPDS
3.81 REVERSE
3.82 REXX
3.83 REXXVARS
3.84 RUNPIPE
3.85 SCM
3.86 SNAKE
3.87 SORT
3.88 SPECS
3.89 SPILL
3.90 SPLIT
3.91 SQL
3.92 SQLSELECT
3.93 STACK
3.94 STATE
3.95 STEM
3.96 STRFIND
3.97 STRFRLABEL
3.98 STRIP
3.99 STRLITERAL
3.100 STRNFIND
3.101 STRTOLABEL
3.102 STRWHILELABEL
3.103 SUBCOM
3.104 SUSPEND
3.105 SYNCHRONIZE
3.106 SYSDSN
3.107 SYSOUT
3.108 SYSVAR
3.109 TAKE
3.110 TERMINAL
3.111 TIMESTAMP
3.112 TOKENIZE
3.113 TOLABEL
3.114 TOTARGET
3.115 TSO
3.116 UNIQUE
3.117 UNPACK
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3.118 UNTAB
3.119 UPDATE
3.120 VAR
3.121 VARLOAD
3.122 VCHAR
3.123 VERIFY
3.124 WHILELABEL
3.125 WRITEPDS
3.126 XLATE
3.127 XRANGE
3.128 ZONE
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3.1.1 Example 1
To display at your terminal the contents of a member of a procedure library, specify:
pipe < 'dpmvs.logon.proclib($tsjohn)' | terminal
Note that the operand on the < stage command is enclosed in single
quotation marks since the data set name is fully qualified.

To display at your terminal the contents of a physical sequential data set, specify:
pipe < gotten.data | terminal
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3.1.2 Example 2
To display the number of records in a member of an already allocated data set, use one of the following PIPE
commands:
pipe < DD=syshelp (verify) | count lines | terminal
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3.1.2 Example 2
To display the number of records in a member of an already allocated data set, use one of the following PIPE
commands:
pipe < DD=syshelp (verify) | count lines | terminal
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3.2.1 Example 1
To replace the hello member of the TSO.FILTERS data set, specify:
pipe literal /**/ 'output Hello' | > tso.filters(hello)
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3.1.2 Example 2
To display the number of records in a member of an already allocated data set, use one of the following PIPE
commands:
pipe < DD=syshelp (verify) | count lines | terminal
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3.2.1 Example 1
To replace the hello member of the TSO.FILTERS data set, specify:
pipe literal /**/ 'output Hello' | > tso.filters(hello)
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3.3.1 Example 1
To append records to the data set LOG.MISC, specify:
pipe literal Today's records are:' | >> log.misc
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3.2.1 Example 1
To replace the hello member of the TSO.FILTERS data set, specify:
pipe literal /**/ 'output Hello' | > tso.filters(hello)
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3.3.1 Example 1
To append records to the data set LOG.MISC, specify:
pipe literal Today's records are:' | >> log.misc
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3.3.1 Example 1
To append records to the data set LOG.MISC, specify:
pipe literal Today's records are:' | >> log.misc
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3.4 <oe Read an OpenEdition Text File

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__<oe__ _word_________ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_quotedString_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
<oe reads a file that is stored in the OpenEdition file system and deblocks it at line end characters (X'15'). If the file
contains no line end character, a single record is written containing the entire file.
Type
Device driver.
Operands
You must specify a word or a quote string.
Usage Notes

1. <oe must be a first stage.
2. <oe starts on commit level -2000000000. It issues the subroutine pipeline, which will commit to 0.
3. <oe terminates when it discovers that its output stream is not connected.
4. <oe uses a subroutine pipeline that contains hfs to read the file and deblock TEXTFILE to perform the deblocking.
Related Information
hfs.
Examples
To read a file in the current working directory, enter:
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pipe <oe .profile ¦ count lines ¦ console
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3.5 >oe Replace or Create an OpenEdition Text File

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__>oe__ _word_________ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_quotedString_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
>oe replaces the contents of a text file that is stored in the OpenEdition file system. It creates the file if it does not exist.
>oe appends a line end character (X'15') to each input record before it writes the record to the file.
Type
Device driver.
Operands
You must specify a word or a quote string.
Usage
Usage Notes

1. <oe must be a first stage.
2. <oe uses a subroutine pipeline that contains block TEXTFILE to append the line end and hfsreplace to replace the
file. When the file exists, >oe buffers the new contents of the file and thus replaces the specified file when it
reaches end-of-file.
3. >oe strictly does not delay the record.
4. >oe starts on commit level -2000000000. It issues the subroutine pipeline, which will commit to 0.
Related Information
hfsreplace
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Examples
To replace a file in the current working directory:
pipe literal line two ¦ literal line one ¦ >oe 'two line file'
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3.6 >>oe Append to or Create an OpenEdition Text File

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__>>oe__ _word_________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_quotedString_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
>>oe appends lines to a text file that is stored in the OpenEdition file system. It creates the file if it does not exist.
>>oe appends a line end character (X'15') to each input record before it writes the record to the file.
Type
Device driver.
Operands
You must specify a word or a quote string.
Usage Notes

1. >>oe must be a first stage.
2. >>oe uses a subroutine pipeline that contains block TEXTFILE to append the line end and hfs to append the file.
3. >>oe strictly does not delay the record.
4. >oe starts on commit level -2000000000. It issues the subroutine pipeline, which will commit to 0.
Related Information
hfsreplace
Examples
To replace a file in the current working directory:
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pipe literal line four ¦ literal line three ¦ >>oe 'two line file'
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3.7.1 Example 1
To display all records from the data set MATH.FILE that contains the string 123 or a vertical bar (|), X'4F', enter the
following PIPE command:
pipe < MATH.FILE | all /123/ ! x4f | terminal
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3.7.2 Example 2
To display all records from the data set MATH.FILE that contains a plus sign (+) and 123, 456, or both, enter the
following PIPE command:
pipe < MATH.FILE | all (/123/ ! /456/) & /+/ | terminal
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3.7.2 Example 2
To display all records from the data set MATH.FILE that contains a plus sign (+) and 123, 456, or both, enter the
following PIPE command:
pipe < MATH.FILE | all (/123/ ! /456/) & /+/ | terminal
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3.8.1 Example 1
The PIPE command in this example writes the contents of two data sets to a single data set. The records from the data
set TUESDAY.CHORES are added after the last record of the data set MONDAY.CHORES, and COMBINE.CHORES
is the data set that results.
pipe < MONDAY.CHORES | append < TUESDAY.CHORES | > COMBINE.CHORES

The operands of APPEND, < TUESDAY.CHORES, specify the < stage command and its operands. Figure 2 and Figure 3
show the two input data sets and Figure 4 shows the resulting output data set.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MONDAY.CHORES --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Take out the trash.
000002 Mow the lawn.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 2. APPEND Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(MONDAY.CHORES)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TUESDAY.CHORES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Vacuum the rug.
000002 Wash the dishes.
000003 Wash the clothes.
000004 Clean the bathrooms.
000005 Dust the furniture.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 3. APPEND Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(TUESDAY.CHORES)

__________________________________________________________________________________
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.COMBINE.CHORES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Take out the trash.
000002 Mow the lawn.
000003 Vacuum the rug.
000004 Wash the dishes.
000005 Wash the clothes.
000006 Clean the bathrooms.
000007 Dust the furniture.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 4. APPEND Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(COMBINE.CHORES)
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3.8.2 Example 2
You can use APPEND, specifying LITERAL as stagecommand, to add a trailer record to a data set as shown in the
following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | append literal * Trailer Record *| > OUTPUT.FILE
Assuming INPUT.FILE contains four records, Figure 5 shows the contents of
OUTPUT.FILE.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTPUT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Record 1 from INPUT data set
000002 Record 2 from INPUT data set
000003 Record 3 from INPUT data set
000004 Record 4 from INPUT data set
000005 * Trailer Record *
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 5. APPEND Stage Command Example: OUTPUT.FILE Contents
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3.8.3 Example 3
This example shows how to specify a vertical bar (|) as part of the operands of APPEND when more than one stage
command is specified. The four PIPE commands in the following REXX exec TESTBAR produce the same results:
abc|def
abc
def

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TESTBAR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
data='abc|def'
|
|
'pipe (stagesep ?)',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abd|def'
*/
|
|
'? append var data | split "|',
/* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'? terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
'pipe (escape %)',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abc|def'
*/
|
|
'| append var data %| split "%|', /* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
'pipe (escape ")',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abc|def'
*/
|
|
'| append var data "| split """|', /* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abc|def'
*/
|
|
'| append var data || split "||', /* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes
APPEND ends immediately upon receipt of a nonzero return code. A nonzero return code indicates a syntax error, or
that either the specified stage command or a stage in the subroutine pipeline ended with a nonzero return code.
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3.7.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.7.2 Example 2
To display all records from the data set MATH.FILE that contains a plus sign (+) and 123, 456, or both, enter the
following PIPE command:
pipe < MATH.FILE | all (/123/ ! /456/) & /+/ | terminal
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3.8.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.8.3 Example 3
This example shows how to specify a vertical bar (|) as part of the operands of APPEND when more than one stage
command is specified. The four PIPE commands in the following REXX exec TESTBAR produce the same results:
abc|def
abc
def

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TESTBAR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
data='abc|def'
|
|
'pipe (stagesep ?)',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abd|def'
*/
|
|
'? append var data | split "|',
/* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'? terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
'pipe (escape %)',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abc|def'
*/
|
|
'| append var data %| split "%|', /* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
'pipe (escape ")',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abc|def'
*/
|
|
'| append var data "| split """|', /* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abc|def'
*/
|
|
'| append var data || split "||', /* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes
APPEND ends immediately upon receipt of a nonzero return code. A nonzero return code indicates a syntax error, or
that either the specified stage command or a stage in the subroutine pipeline ended with a nonzero return code.
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3.9.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.9.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command converts a data set that has ASA carriage control to machine carriage control so you can
print the data set at a printer with machine carriage control.
pipe < ASACC.FILE | asatomc | > OUT.DSN
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3.9.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.9.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command converts the ASA carriage control characters to machine carriage control characters:
pipe literal 1Head line | asatomc | specs 1 c2x 1 2-* next | terminal
8B
01Head line
READY

The SPECS stage converts the first character in the record to hexadecimal so that you can see its value, writes the
hexadecimal data to the output, and then writes the remaining data to the next available column in the output record.
Note how the carriage control was set in the previous record.
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3.8.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.8.3 Example 3
This example shows how to specify a vertical bar (|) as part of the operands of APPEND when more than one stage
command is specified. The four PIPE commands in the following REXX exec TESTBAR produce the same results:
abc|def
abc
def

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TESTBAR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
data='abc|def'
|
|
'pipe (stagesep ?)',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abd|def'
*/
|
|
'? append var data | split "|',
/* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'? terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
'pipe (escape %)',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abc|def'
*/
|
|
'| append var data %| split "%|', /* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
'pipe (escape ")',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abc|def'
*/
|
|
'| append var data "| split """|', /* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'var data',
/* Get the data 'abc|def'
*/
|
|
'| append var data || split "||', /* Get the data again and
*/
|
|
/*
split it at |
*/,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes
APPEND ends immediately upon receipt of a nonzero return code. A nonzero return code indicates a syntax error, or
that either the specified stage command or a stage in the subroutine pipeline ended with a nonzero return code.
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3.9.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.9.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command converts the ASA carriage control characters to machine carriage control characters:
pipe literal 1Head line | asatomc | specs 1 c2x 1 2-* next | terminal
8B
01Head line
READY

The SPECS stage converts the first character in the record to hexadecimal so that you can see its value, writes the
hexadecimal data to the output, and then writes the remaining data to the next available column in the output record.
Note how the carriage control was set in the previous record.
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3.10.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.10.1 Example 1
To select all the examples in a data set called REXX.SCRIPT, assuming each example is delimited by a record that
begins with :xmp. and a record that begins with :exmp., and to write them to an existing data set called
REXX.EXAMPLES, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < REXX.SCRIPT | between /:xmp./ /:exmp./ | > REXX.EXAMPLES
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the contents of the input data set REXX.SCRIPT
and the resulting output data set REXX.EXAMPLES after execution of the
previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.SCRIPT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000005 say 'What is your first name?'
000006 pull name .
000007 say 'Hello,' name'!'
000008 exit
000009 :exmp.
000010 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000011 function. For example,
000012 :xmp.
000013 /* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000014 say 'What is your first name?'
000015 pull name .
000016 namelen=length(name)
000017 say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
000018 exit
000019 :exmp.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 6. BETWEEN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.EXAMPLES --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 :xmp.
000002 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000003 say 'What is your first name?'

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000004
000005
000006
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
=COLS>
000014
000015
******

pull name .
say 'Hello,' name'!'
exit
:exmp.
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
say 'What is your first name?'
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--exit
:exmp.
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 7. BETWEEN Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.10.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.10.2 Example 2
To select the first three records of all the examples in a data set called FORTRAN.SCRIPT, assuming each example is
delimited by a record that begins with :xmp. and that each example is at least three lines long, and to write them to
existing data set FORTRAN.EXAMPLES, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < FORTRAN.SCRIPT | between /:xmp./ 3 | > FORTRAN.EXAMPLES
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3.9.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.9.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command converts the ASA carriage control characters to machine carriage control characters:
pipe literal 1Head line | asatomc | specs 1 c2x 1 2-* next | terminal
8B
01Head line
READY

The SPECS stage converts the first character in the record to hexadecimal so that you can see its value, writes the
hexadecimal data to the output, and then writes the remaining data to the next available column in the output record.
Note how the carriage control was set in the previous record.
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3.10.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.10.2 Example 2
To select the first three records of all the examples in a data set called FORTRAN.SCRIPT, assuming each example is
delimited by a record that begins with :xmp. and that each example is at least three lines long, and to write them to
existing data set FORTRAN.EXAMPLES, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < FORTRAN.SCRIPT | between /:xmp./ 3 | > FORTRAN.EXAMPLES
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3.11.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.11.1 Example 1
This example uses BLOCK to create blocks of data in variable blocked format from records in the data set
TRANSACT.FILE. The following PIPE command reads TRANSACT.FILE, creates 1600-byte blocks from the logical
records, and writes the blocks to the existing data set TRANSACT.BLK, replacing the contents of the data set:
pipe < TRANSACT.FILE | block 1600 vb | > TRANSACT.BLK
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3.11.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.11.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command copies the records from TRANSACT.FILE, creates blocks of data (100 bytes in length)
with a line-end character (X'25') between logical records, and writes the results to the existing data set
NEWTRAN.FILE, replacing the contents of the data set:
pipe < TRANSACT.FILE | block 100 linend 25 | > NEWTRAN.FILE
The following PIPE command produces equivalent results:

pipe < TRANSACT.FILE | block 100 c | > NEWTRAN.FILE
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3.11.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.11.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command reads the record from the LITERAL stage command, creates a block of data (80 bytes in
length) with a line-end character (*) after the logical record, appends a line-end sequence (+) after the line-end
character, and displays the results to the terminal:
pipe literal abc | block 80 linend * terminate eof + | terminal
The results of running this PIPE command are:

abc *+
READY
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3.10.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.10.2 Example 2
To select the first three records of all the examples in a data set called FORTRAN.SCRIPT, assuming each example is
delimited by a record that begins with :xmp. and that each example is at least three lines long, and to write them to
existing data set FORTRAN.EXAMPLES, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < FORTRAN.SCRIPT | between /:xmp./ 3 | > FORTRAN.EXAMPLES
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3.11.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.11.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command reads the record from the LITERAL stage command, creates a block of data (80 bytes in
length) with a line-end character (*) after the logical record, appends a line-end sequence (+) after the line-end
character, and displays the results to the terminal:
pipe literal abc | block 80 linend * terminate eof + | terminal
The results of running this PIPE command are:

abc *+
READY
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3.12.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.12.1 Example 1
To copy the contents of a BatchPipes data set to two additional files, COPY1 and COPY2, the BPCOPY stage is used.
//JOBA JOB accounting-information
//FITSTAGE EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT1 DD DSN=PIPE,SUBSYS=(BP01,'FIT=BPCOPY COPY1 COPY2'),
//
LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//SYSUT2 DD DSN=OUTPUT,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//COPY1 DD DSN=COPY1.DATA,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//COPY2 DD DSN=COPY2.DATA,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
In this example, IEBGENER is receiving data from a BatchPipes pipe data
set represented by file SYSUT1. As records are read, the fitting
processes the data. BPCOPY copies the records to file COPY1 and COPY2
before IEBGENER receives the records.
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3.12.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.12.2 Example 2
Suppose you want to make three copies of the data to files COPY1, COPY2 and COPY3. The fitting below illustrates
how this could be done.
//JOBA JOB accounting-information
//FITSTAGE EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT1 DD DSN=INPUT,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//SYSUT2 DD DSN=PIPE1,SUBSYS=(BP01,
//
'FIT=BPCOPY COPY1 COPY2|QSAM COPY3'),
//
LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//COPY1 DD DSN=PIPE2,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS,SUBSYS=BP01
//COPY2 DD DSN=PIPE3,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS,SUBSYS=BP01
//COPY3 DD DSN=PIPE4,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS,SUBSYS=BP01
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
In this example, IEBGENER reads input data from SYSUT1. IEBGENER writes
the data to SYSUT2, which is a BatchPipes pipe data set. The SYSUT2 file
has a fitting that makes three copies of the data to files COPY1, COPY2
and COPY3. Note that these three files are also BatchPipes pipe data
sets.
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3.11.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.11.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command reads the record from the LITERAL stage command, creates a block of data (80 bytes in
length) with a line-end character (*) after the logical record, appends a line-end sequence (+) after the line-end
character, and displays the results to the terminal:
pipe literal abc | block 80 linend * terminate eof + | terminal
The results of running this PIPE command are:

abc *+
READY
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3.12.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.12.2 Example 2
Suppose you want to make three copies of the data to files COPY1, COPY2 and COPY3. The fitting below illustrates
how this could be done.
//JOBA JOB accounting-information
//FITSTAGE EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT1 DD DSN=INPUT,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//SYSUT2 DD DSN=PIPE1,SUBSYS=(BP01,
//
'FIT=BPCOPY COPY1 COPY2|QSAM COPY3'),
//
LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//COPY1 DD DSN=PIPE2,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS,SUBSYS=BP01
//COPY2 DD DSN=PIPE3,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS,SUBSYS=BP01
//COPY3 DD DSN=PIPE4,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS,SUBSYS=BP01
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
In this example, IEBGENER reads input data from SYSUT1. IEBGENER writes
the data to SYSUT2, which is a BatchPipes pipe data set. The SYSUT2 file
has a fitting that makes three copies of the data to files COPY1, COPY2
and COPY3. Note that these three files are also BatchPipes pipe data
sets.
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3.13.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.13.1 Example 1
Use a fitting to count records as they flow through a BatchPipes pipe. The following JCL is for a reader-connection
fitting, where the resulting number is written to the joblog.
//PROCESSB JOB ...
//stepname EXEC PGM=pgmname,...
//pipein DD DSN=some.pipe,DCB=(...),
//
SUBSYS=(BP01,
// 'FIT=(endchar ?)BPR|C: COUNT RECORDS|BPW ? C:|JOBLOG')
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3.12.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.12.2 Example 2
Suppose you want to make three copies of the data to files COPY1, COPY2 and COPY3. The fitting below illustrates
how this could be done.
//JOBA JOB accounting-information
//FITSTAGE EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT1 DD DSN=INPUT,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//SYSUT2 DD DSN=PIPE1,SUBSYS=(BP01,
//
'FIT=BPCOPY COPY1 COPY2|QSAM COPY3'),
//
LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//COPY1 DD DSN=PIPE2,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS,SUBSYS=BP01
//COPY2 DD DSN=PIPE3,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS,SUBSYS=BP01
//COPY3 DD DSN=PIPE4,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS,SUBSYS=BP01
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
In this example, IEBGENER reads input data from SYSUT1. IEBGENER writes
the data to SYSUT2, which is a BatchPipes pipe data set. The SYSUT2 file
has a fitting that makes three copies of the data to files COPY1, COPY2
and COPY3. Note that these three files are also BatchPipes pipe data
sets.
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3.13.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.13.1 Example 1
Use a fitting to count records as they flow through a BatchPipes pipe. The following JCL is for a reader-connection
fitting, where the resulting number is written to the joblog.
//PROCESSB JOB ...
//stepname EXEC PGM=pgmname,...
//pipein DD DSN=some.pipe,DCB=(...),
//
SUBSYS=(BP01,
// 'FIT=(endchar ?)BPR|C: COUNT RECORDS|BPW ? C:|JOBLOG')
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3.14.1 Example 1
Use a fitting to read records from a pipe and write copies of those records through three BatchPipes pipes to three jobs
The sample JCL for this fitting is as follows:
//PROCESSA JOB ...
//stepname EXEC PGM=pgmname,...
//pipein DD DSN=some.pipe,DCB=(...),
//
SUBSYS=(BP01,'FITDD=PIPESPEC', 'CMT=--')
//PIPEOUT1 DD DSN=pipe1,SUBSYS=BP01,...
//PIPEOUT2 DD DSN=pipe2,SUBSYS=BP01,...
//PIPESPEC DD *
BPR ¦
--Read data from the pipe
QSAM PIPEOUT1 ¦
--Copy the data to the 1st pipe.
QSAM PIPEOUT2 ¦
--Copy the data to the 2nd pipe.
BPW
--Send the data along the 3rd pipe.

Notice the data in the output streams of the first job becomes the data for the input streams of subsequent jobs.
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3.13.1 Example 1
Use a fitting to count records as they flow through a BatchPipes pipe. The following JCL is for a reader-connection
fitting, where the resulting number is written to the joblog.
//PROCESSB JOB ...
//stepname EXEC PGM=pgmname,...
//pipein DD DSN=some.pipe,DCB=(...),
//
SUBSYS=(BP01,
// 'FIT=(endchar ?)BPR|C: COUNT RECORDS|BPW ? C:|JOBLOG')
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3.14.1 Example 1
Use a fitting to read records from a pipe and write copies of those records through three BatchPipes pipes to three jobs
The sample JCL for this fitting is as follows:
//PROCESSA JOB ...
//stepname EXEC PGM=pgmname,...
//pipein DD DSN=some.pipe,DCB=(...),
//
SUBSYS=(BP01,'FITDD=PIPESPEC', 'CMT=--')
//PIPEOUT1 DD DSN=pipe1,SUBSYS=BP01,...
//PIPEOUT2 DD DSN=pipe2,SUBSYS=BP01,...
//PIPESPEC DD *
BPR ¦
--Read data from the pipe
QSAM PIPEOUT1 ¦
--Copy the data to the 1st pipe.
QSAM PIPEOUT2 ¦
--Copy the data to the 2nd pipe.
BPW
--Send the data along the 3rd pipe.

Notice the data in the output streams of the first job becomes the data for the input streams of subsequent jobs.
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3.15.1 Type.
Device driver.
Operands
The operands consist of options, a left parenthesis, and attribute characters as defined for buildscr. The options specify
the terminal to use (the logon terminal is the default), a keyword to specify that the data to be displayed contain machine
carriage control characters, and keywords to specify the code pages of the data to display and of the terminal.
A left parenthesis separates the options for browse from an option list passed as the arguments to buildscr. In this option
list, the first four words may each be specified as an asterisk, three characters, or six hexadecimal characters. The
characteristic of the terminal is provide for any remaining unspecified options; an asterisk can be used as a place-holder
when an option is specified and an earlier option is to be defaulted.
The geometry and features of the device are determined. The input file is shown in panels.
When CC is specified, the first column of the input record contains a carriage control character which may be an ASA
or machine carriage control character. Each page begins with a page eject carriage control; a page is displayed in as
many panels (the size of the display) as are required. When CC is omitted, input lines are displayed single spaced; a
page is the size of the display.
Program Function Keys:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Pop up a panel showing a summary of the program function key actions.
Unused; ignored.
Exit.
Move to the beginning of the file.
Move to the end of the file.
Redo the previous search.
Move a panel back (towards the beginning of the file).
Move a panel forward (towards the end of the file).
Unused; ignored.
Move a page back (towards the beginning of the file).
Move a page forward (towards the end of the file).
Exit.

Program function keys 13 through 24 perform the same function as keys 1 through 12, respectively.
The enter key moves a panel forward.
Searching: The pop-up panel shown in response to program function key 1 contains an input area. A search is
performed when characters are entered in this input area (case and blanks are respected in this string). The search is
towards the end of the file for the particular string entered in the case entered. When the specified string is found in the
3270 datastreams that represent the panels, the corresponding panel is displayed; there is no indication of where on the
panel the matching string was found. The string can consist partially or entirely of 327 control sequences. The last panel
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of the file is shown when the search fails; there is no audible indication.
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3.15.2 User Notes.

1. The part of the input that has been read by browse is kept in virtual storage; the file is read only as required to
build panels for display or search. Thus, you can see the first few panels of even an infinitely large file.
2. When the output stream is connected, any unprocessed input records are passed to the output when you exit from
browse.
3. browse does not support horizontal scrolling.
4. browse terminates when it runs out of storage. This is likely to be accompanied by several REXX error messages.
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3.15.3 Example.
To display a file:
pipe < 5785rac memo ¦ browse cc
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3.14.1 Example 1
Use a fitting to read records from a pipe and write copies of those records through three BatchPipes pipes to three jobs
The sample JCL for this fitting is as follows:
//PROCESSA JOB ...
//stepname EXEC PGM=pgmname,...
//pipein DD DSN=some.pipe,DCB=(...),
//
SUBSYS=(BP01,'FITDD=PIPESPEC', 'CMT=--')
//PIPEOUT1 DD DSN=pipe1,SUBSYS=BP01,...
//PIPEOUT2 DD DSN=pipe2,SUBSYS=BP01,...
//PIPESPEC DD *
BPR ¦
--Read data from the pipe
QSAM PIPEOUT1 ¦
--Copy the data to the 1st pipe.
QSAM PIPEOUT2 ¦
--Copy the data to the 2nd pipe.
BPW
--Send the data along the 3rd pipe.

Notice the data in the output streams of the first job becomes the data for the input streams of subsequent jobs.
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3.15.3 Example.
To display a file:
pipe < 5785rac memo ¦ browse cc
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3.16.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec displays the contents of data set INPUT.FILE translated to uppercase followed by the
lowercase translation of the file. The BUFFER stage in this exec prevents the pipeline from stalling:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(NOSTALL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< INPUT.FILE',
/* read INPUT.FILE */
|
|
'| a: fanout',
/* copy input to primary & secondary output */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate to uppercase */
|
|
'| b: fanin',
/* combine streams into single stream */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display records at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream for FANOUT */
|
|
'| xlate lower',
/* translate to lowercase */
|
|
'| buffer',
/* buffer to prevent stall */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input stream for FANIN */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INPUT.FILE

reads the data set INPUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records from its primary input stream to
both its primary and secondary output streams.

a: fanout

xlate upper

translates the characters in each record it receives to uppercase.

b: fanin defines a label b for the FANIN stage. FANIN reads all the records from its primary input stream to its
primary output stream, then reads all the records from its secondary input stream to its primary output stream. In
this example, this is the source of the stall.
terminal
?

displays the records at the terminal. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label a on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage.

a:

xlate lower
buffer
b:

translates the characters in each record it receives to lowercase.

collects all of the records it receives from its input stream before writing any records to its output stream.

references the label b on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
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FANIN stage.
Figure 8 shows INPUT.FILE.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Theodore
000002 Susan
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 8. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Figure 9 shows the results of invoking the exec.
nostall
THEODORE
SUSAN
theodore
susan
READY

Figure 9. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.16.2 Example 2
In this example, BUFFER rewrites a data set that contains three copies of the input stream, and each copy is separated
by a record that contains the specified string. Figure 10 shows the PIPE command and the terminal input, and Figure 11
shows the resulting output data set.
pipe terminal | buffer 3 /eof/ | > SAVEDATA.FILE
527771 $500
462345 $110
777127 $120
READY

Figure 10. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Input

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SAVEDATA.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 527771 $500
000002 462345 $110
000003 777127 $120
000004 eof
000005 527771 $500
000006 462345 $110
000007 777127 $120
000008 eof
000009 527771 $500
000010 462345 $110
000011 777127 $120
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 11. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.15.3 Example.
To display a file:
pipe < 5785rac memo ¦ browse cc
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3.16.2 Example 2
In this example, BUFFER rewrites a data set that contains three copies of the input stream, and each copy is separated
by a record that contains the specified string. Figure 10 shows the PIPE command and the terminal input, and Figure 11
shows the resulting output data set.
pipe terminal | buffer 3 /eof/ | > SAVEDATA.FILE
527771 $500
462345 $110
777127 $120
READY

Figure 10. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Input

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SAVEDATA.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 527771 $500
000002 462345 $110
000003 777127 $120
000004 eof
000005 527771 $500
000006 462345 $110
000007 777127 $120
000008 eof
000009 527771 $500
000010 462345 $110
000011 777127 $120
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 11. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.17.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command uses the ZONE operand on the CASEI stage command and a column range on the
LOCATE stage command.
pipe literal abcdefghi| casei zone 2.3 locate 1.1 /B/| terminal
abcdefghi
READY
The column range specified after the ZONE operand, 2.3, refers to the BCD
in the input stream, after it is translated to uppercase. The column
range specified after the LOCATE stage command, 1.1, refers to the B in
the data string BCD. Then the original, untranslated input record,
abcdefghi, is written to the output stream. Note that the column range
specified after the LOCATE stage command did not refer to the entire
translated input record ABCDEFGHI.
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3.17.1 Example 1
Consider the following COMPANY.NAMES data set:
PETER COLE
Alan Cross
Peter Flatt
Cathy Marks
Marge Pete
Mark PETEL
Peter Smith

To display all records in the data set COMPANY.NAMES that contain the character string pete regardless of case,
enter the following:
pipe < COMPANY.NAMES | casei locate /pete/ | terminal
The following output is displayed:

PETER COLE
Peter Flatt
Marge Pete
Mark PETEL
Peter Smith
READY

Records containing any occurrence of the string are found, regardless of case.
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3.17.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command shows how to use the REVERSE operand.
pipe literal AbCdEfgH| casei zone 5.4 reverse locate /hGfE/ | terminal
AbCdEfgH
READY
First, the string hGfE is translated to uppercase, the zone is selected
and the string within the specified zone is translated to uppercase and
reversed, then this string HGFE is passed to LOCATE. The original input
record is copied to the output stream because LOCATE selects the
transformed record.
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3.17.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command uses the ZONE operand on the CASEI stage command and a column range on the
LOCATE stage command.
pipe literal abcdefghi| casei zone 2.3 locate 1.1 /B/| terminal
abcdefghi
READY
The column range specified after the ZONE operand, 2.3, refers to the BCD
in the input stream, after it is translated to uppercase. The column
range specified after the LOCATE stage command, 1.1, refers to the B in
the data string BCD. Then the original, untranslated input record,
abcdefghi, is written to the output stream. Note that the column range
specified after the LOCATE stage command did not refer to the entire
translated input record ABCDEFGHI.
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3.16.2 Example 2
In this example, BUFFER rewrites a data set that contains three copies of the input stream, and each copy is separated
by a record that contains the specified string. Figure 10 shows the PIPE command and the terminal input, and Figure 11
shows the resulting output data set.
pipe terminal | buffer 3 /eof/ | > SAVEDATA.FILE
527771 $500
462345 $110
777127 $120
READY

Figure 10. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Input

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SAVEDATA.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 527771 $500
000002 462345 $110
000003 777127 $120
000004 eof
000005 527771 $500
000006 462345 $110
000007 777127 $120
000008 eof
000009 527771 $500
000010 462345 $110
000011 777127 $120
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 11. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.17.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command uses the ZONE operand on the CASEI stage command and a column range on the
LOCATE stage command.
pipe literal abcdefghi| casei zone 2.3 locate 1.1 /B/| terminal
abcdefghi
READY
The column range specified after the ZONE operand, 2.3, refers to the BCD
in the input stream, after it is translated to uppercase. The column
range specified after the LOCATE stage command, 1.1, refers to the B in
the data string BCD. Then the original, untranslated input record,
abcdefghi, is written to the output stream. Note that the column range
specified after the LOCATE stage command did not refer to the entire
translated input record ABCDEFGHI.
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3.18.1 Example 1
To change all occurrences of the string this in input data set THIS.FILE to that and display the results at the terminal,
enter the following command:
pipe < THIS.FILE | change /this/that/ | terminal
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3.18.2 Example 2
The following examples of the CHANGE command use the ANYCASE operand and the rules that apply for preserving
the case of letters.
pipe literal Mick | change anycase /mick/mack/ | terminal
Mack
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /mac/mc/ | terminal
Mck McNeill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /macn/mcn/ | terminal
Mack Mcneill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /macN/mcN/ | terminal
Mack mcNeill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /Macn/mcn/ | terminal
Mack mcneill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /MacN/McN/ | terminal
Mack McNeill
READY
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3.18.3 Example 3
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the contents of the input data set LOCAL.PHONES and the resulting output data set
AREACODE.PHONES after execution of the following PIPE command:
pipe < LOCAL.PHONES | change //(315) / | > AREACODE.PHONES

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LOCAL.PHONES ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 712-1234
000002 715-6789
000003 918-5432
000004 212-2222
000005 618-7689
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 12. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.AREACODE.PHONES ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 (315) 712-1234
000002 (315) 715-6789
000003 (315) 918-5432
000004 (315) 212-2222
000005 (315) 618-7689
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 13. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents

Because a null string is specified for string1, CHANGE inserts (315) followed by a blank immediately before the first
column of each input record.
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3.18.4 Example 4
Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the contents of the input data set COLOR.FILE and the resulting terminal output after
you enter the following command:
pipe < COLOR.FILE | change (5.3 13-15) /RED/GREEN/ | terminal

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.COLOR.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 RED RED RED RED RED
000002 RED RED RED RED RED
000003 RED RED RED RED RED
000004 RED RED RED RED RED
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 14. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < COLOR.FILE |
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN

change (5.3 13-15) /RED/GREEN/ | terminal
RED
RED
RED
RED

Figure 15. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Only the second and fourth occurrences of the string RED are changed to GREEN because the columnrange operands
specify that only data in columns 5-7 and 13-15 should change.
Note that the change made within each column range is independent of other column ranges. In this example, the change
resulting from the occurrence of RED in columns 5-7 does not shift the occurrence of RED out of columns 13-15.
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3.18.4 Example 4
Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the contents of the input data set COLOR.FILE and the resulting terminal output after
you enter the following command:
pipe < COLOR.FILE | change (5.3 13-15) /RED/GREEN/ | terminal

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.COLOR.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 RED RED RED RED RED
000002 RED RED RED RED RED
000003 RED RED RED RED RED
000004 RED RED RED RED RED
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 14. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < COLOR.FILE |
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN

change (5.3 13-15) /RED/GREEN/ | terminal
RED
RED
RED
RED

Figure 15. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Only the second and fourth occurrences of the string RED are changed to GREEN because the columnrange operands
specify that only data in columns 5-7 and 13-15 should change.
Note that the change made within each column range is independent of other column ranges. In this example, the change
resulting from the occurrence of RED in columns 5-7 does not shift the occurrence of RED out of columns 13-15.
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3.19.1 Example 1
To display only the first 72 columns of each line of the data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE, specify:
pipe < PROG1.ASSEMBLE | chop 72 | terminal
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3.19.2 Example 2
Given the input data set IN.FILE shown in Figure 16, use the following PIPE commands to display portions of the
records in input data set IN.FILE. The output written to data set OUT.FILE is shown following each command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.IN.FILE --------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 12345
000002 54321
000003 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
000004 abcdefg
000005 1234ABCDEFG
000006 abcdefg123456789
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 16. CHOP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Use the following PIPE commands to write to the existing data set OUT.FILE from portions of the records in input data
set IN.FILE.
1. This command writes to OUT.FILE only the portion of each IN.FILE record up to but not including the first
nonnumeric character appearing in the record:
pipe < IN.FILE | chop not anyof /0123456789/ | > OUT.FILE
12345
54321
1234
READY

2. Each of the two following commands write to OUT.FILE only the portion of each IN.FILE record up to and
including the first character A, B, C, D, or E appearing in the record:
pipe < IN.FILE | chop after C1-C5 | > OUT.FILE
pipe < IN.FILE | chop after anyof /ABCDE/ | > OUT.FILE
12345
54321
A
abcdefg
1234A
abcdefg123456789
READY
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3. The following command writes to OUT.FILE only the portion of each IN.FILE record up to and including the
first occurrence of the entire character string ABCDE:
pipe < IN.FILE | chop after string /ABCDE/ | > OUT.FILE
12345
54321
ABCDE
abcdefg
1234ABCDE
abcdefg123456789
READY
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3.19.3 Example 3
Given the input data set INPUT.DATA shown in Figure 17, use the following PIPE commands to display portions of the
records in input data set INPUT.DATA. The terminal output from each of the PIPE commands is shown following the
command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1234512345
000002 5432154321
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 17. CHOP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

1. To truncate input records before the column that is 1 column to the left of the first occurrence of the character 3,
use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop 1 before string /3/ | terminal
1
5
READY

2. To truncate input records after the column that is 2 columns to the right of the first occurrence of the character 4,
use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop 2 after string /4/ | terminal
123451
5432
READY

3. To truncate input records between the characters 5 and 4 in occurrences of the string 54, use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop -1 before string /54/ | terminal
1234512345
5
READY

4. To truncate input records between the characters 2 and 3 in occurrences of the string 123, use the following:
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pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop -1 after string /123/ | terminal
12
5432154321
READY
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3.18.4 Example 4
Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the contents of the input data set COLOR.FILE and the resulting terminal output after
you enter the following command:
pipe < COLOR.FILE | change (5.3 13-15) /RED/GREEN/ | terminal

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.COLOR.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 RED RED RED RED RED
000002 RED RED RED RED RED
000003 RED RED RED RED RED
000004 RED RED RED RED RED
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 14. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < COLOR.FILE |
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN

change (5.3 13-15) /RED/GREEN/ | terminal
RED
RED
RED
RED

Figure 15. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Only the second and fourth occurrences of the string RED are changed to GREEN because the columnrange operands
specify that only data in columns 5-7 and 13-15 should change.
Note that the change made within each column range is independent of other column ranges. In this example, the change
resulting from the occurrence of RED in columns 5-7 does not shift the occurrence of RED out of columns 13-15.
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3.19.3 Example 3
Given the input data set INPUT.DATA shown in Figure 17, use the following PIPE commands to display portions of the
records in input data set INPUT.DATA. The terminal output from each of the PIPE commands is shown following the
command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1234512345
000002 5432154321
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 17. CHOP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

1. To truncate input records before the column that is 1 column to the left of the first occurrence of the character 3,
use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop 1 before string /3/ | terminal
1
5
READY

2. To truncate input records after the column that is 2 columns to the right of the first occurrence of the character 4,
use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop 2 after string /4/ | terminal
123451
5432
READY

3. To truncate input records between the characters 5 and 4 in occurrences of the string 54, use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop -1 before string /54/ | terminal
1234512345
5
READY

4. To truncate input records between the characters 2 and 3 in occurrences of the string 123, use the following:
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pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop -1 after string /123/ | terminal
12
5432154321
READY
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3.20.1 Example 1
In this example, COLLATE matches records from two data sets. The records from the data set BANK.INFO are the
master records for the COLLATE stage, and the records from the data set ACCOUNT.INFO are the detail records for
the COLLATE stage.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MCHACNT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< BANK.INFO',
/* read BANK.INFO */
|
|
'| c: collate 1-19 master detail', /* match the records */
|
|
'| > BANKACNT.INFO',
/* write matching master and detail */
|
|
/* records to BACKACNT.INFO
*/,
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< ACCOUNT.INFO',
/* read ACCOUNT.INFO */
|
|
'| c:'
/* define secondary input stream for COLLATE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< BANK.INFO

reads the data set BANK.INFO into the pipeline.

c: collate 1-19 master detail defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE matches the records from
its primary and secondary input streams and writes the matching master records followed by the matching detail
records to its output stream. Columns 1 through 19 contain the key field for both the primary and secondary input
streams.
> BANKACNT.INFO

pipeline.

?

writes the records to the existing data set BANKACNT.INFO. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< ACCOUNT.INFO

reads the data set ACCOUNT.INFO into the pipeline.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the COLLATE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage command flow to the COLLATE stage as its
secondary input stream.

c:

Figure 18 shows the master data set and Figure 19 shows the detail file. The resulting output data set is shown in Figure
20. (Note that BANK.INFO and ACCOUNT.INFO are in ascending order by their key field, columns 1-19.)
__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANK.INFO ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

******
=COLS>
000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
******

************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--Alfred, John
Account Number: 22222
Conners, Steve
Account Number: 98989
Miller, Mike
Account Number: 34567
Niles, Patrick
Account Number: 11188
Smith, Andrew
Account Number: 54545
Smith, Justin
Account Number: 77777
Williams, Janice
Account Number: 88444
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 18. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(BANK.INFO)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ACCOUNT.INFO ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
000002 Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
000003 Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
000004 Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
000005 Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
000006 Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
000007 Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 19. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(ACCOUNT.INFO)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANKACNT.INFO --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Alfred, John
Account Number: 22222
000002 Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
000003 Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
000004 Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
000005 Conners, Steve
Account Number: 98989
000006 Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
000007 Smith, Andrew
Account Number: 54545
000008 Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
000009 Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
000010 Smith, Justin
Account Number: 77777
000011 Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 20. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.20.2 Example 2
This example uses the same input data sets as Example 1 (Figure 18 in topic 3.20.1 and Figure 19 in topic 3.20.1), but
the PIPE command uses a secondary output stream of COLLATE where the unmatched master records are written.
Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the resulting output data sets.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MCHACNT2)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< BANK.INFO',
/* read BANK.INFO */
|
|
'| c: collate 1-19 detail', /* match records */
|
|
'| > BANKACNT.INFO',
/* write matching detail records */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< ACCOUNT.INFO',
/* read ACCOUNT.INFO */
|
|
'| c:',
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE */ |
|
'| > NOACNT.INFO'
/* write unmatched master records */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< BANK.INFO

reads the data set BANK.INFO into the pipeline.

c: collate 1-19 detail defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE matches the records from its
primary and secondary input streams and writes only the matching detail records to its output stream. The
unmatched master records are written to the secondary output stream for the COLLATE stage. Columns 1 through
19 is the key field for both the primary and secondary input streams.
> BANKACNT.INFO

pipeline.

?

writes the records to the existing data set BANKACNT.INFO. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< ACCOUNT.INFO

reads the data set ACCOUNT.INFO into the pipeline.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the COLLATE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage flow to the COLLATE stage as
its secondary input stream. The output records from the COLLATE stage flow to the following > stage as its
secondary output stream.

c:

> NOACNT.INFO

writes the records to the existing data set NOACNT.INFO.

__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANKACNT.INFO --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
000002 Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
000003 Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
000004 Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
000005 Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
000006 Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
000007 Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 21. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(BANKACNT.INFO)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NOACNT.INFO ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Miller, Mike
Account Number: 34567
000002 Niles, Patrick
Account Number: 11188
000003 Williams, Janice
Account Number: 88444
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 22. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(NOACNT.INFO)
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3.20.3 Example 3
In this example, the data set STOP.WORDS contains a list of words to suppress, sorted in ascending order. This userwritten stage command removes all occurrences of those words from the caller's input stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(STOPWORD)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| split',
/* split records at blanks and discard blanks */
|
|
'| sort unique', /* sort records and discard duplicates */
|
|
'| c: collate',
/* match records */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< STOP.WORDS',
/* read STOP.WORDS */
|
|
'| c:',
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE and */
|
|
/* write unmatched master records to secondary */,
|
|
/* output of COLLATE */,
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input stream of the stage */
|
|
/* following caller */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

callpipe (endchar ?)

establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

*: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes STOPWORD in the pipeline is connected to the
input stream of the SPLIT stage in the subroutine pipeline.
split

writes an output record for each blank-delimited word in its input stream.

sorts its input records and discards duplicate records before copying the remaining records to its
output stream.
sort unique

c: collate defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE matches the master records from its primary
input stream with the detail records from its secondary input stream and writes the unmatched master records to
its secondary output stream. (The COLLATE stage's primary output stream is not connected and its tertiary output
stream is not defined, so it writes no output records to those streams.)
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< STOP.WORDS

reads the detail data set STOP.WORDS into the pipeline.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the COLLATE stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the COLLATE stage as its secondary input
stream. This also causes the secondary output stream records for the COLLATE stage to flow into the connector
that follows this occurrence of the label c.

c:
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is a connector. The secondary output stream of the COLLATE stage is connected to the input stream of the
stage that follows STOPWORD in the pipeline.

*:
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3.19.3 Example 3
Given the input data set INPUT.DATA shown in Figure 17, use the following PIPE commands to display portions of the
records in input data set INPUT.DATA. The terminal output from each of the PIPE commands is shown following the
command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1234512345
000002 5432154321
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 17. CHOP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

1. To truncate input records before the column that is 1 column to the left of the first occurrence of the character 3,
use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop 1 before string /3/ | terminal
1
5
READY

2. To truncate input records after the column that is 2 columns to the right of the first occurrence of the character 4,
use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop 2 after string /4/ | terminal
123451
5432
READY

3. To truncate input records between the characters 5 and 4 in occurrences of the string 54, use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop -1 before string /54/ | terminal
1234512345
5
READY

4. To truncate input records between the characters 2 and 3 in occurrences of the string 123, use the following:
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pipe < INPUT.DATA | chop -1 after string /123/ | terminal
12
5432154321
READY
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3.20.3 Example 3
In this example, the data set STOP.WORDS contains a list of words to suppress, sorted in ascending order. This userwritten stage command removes all occurrences of those words from the caller's input stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(STOPWORD)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| split',
/* split records at blanks and discard blanks */
|
|
'| sort unique', /* sort records and discard duplicates */
|
|
'| c: collate',
/* match records */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< STOP.WORDS',
/* read STOP.WORDS */
|
|
'| c:',
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE and */
|
|
/* write unmatched master records to secondary */,
|
|
/* output of COLLATE */,
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input stream of the stage */
|
|
/* following caller */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

callpipe (endchar ?)

establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

*: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes STOPWORD in the pipeline is connected to the
input stream of the SPLIT stage in the subroutine pipeline.
split

writes an output record for each blank-delimited word in its input stream.

sorts its input records and discards duplicate records before copying the remaining records to its
output stream.
sort unique

c: collate defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE matches the master records from its primary
input stream with the detail records from its secondary input stream and writes the unmatched master records to
its secondary output stream. (The COLLATE stage's primary output stream is not connected and its tertiary output
stream is not defined, so it writes no output records to those streams.)
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< STOP.WORDS

reads the detail data set STOP.WORDS into the pipeline.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the COLLATE stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the COLLATE stage as its secondary input
stream. This also causes the secondary output stream records for the COLLATE stage to flow into the connector
that follows this occurrence of the label c.

c:
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is a connector. The secondary output stream of the COLLATE stage is connected to the input stream of the
stage that follows STOPWORD in the pipeline.

*:
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3.21.1 Example 1
When you combine two records of varying length, the FIRST operand gives you the following results when this PIPE
command is executed:
pipe literal AB 123| split | combine first | terminal
AB3
READY
When you combine the same two records of varying length and use the LAST
operand, you get the following results when this PIPE command is executed:

pipe literal AB 123| split | combine last | terminal
123
READY
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3.21.2 Example 2
Given two character strings, the following REXX exec uses COMBINE to show which characters are the same in the
two records.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(COMBSTR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
thisstr = ' How many characters in this string match that string ?'
|
|
thatstr = 'Hmm a few characters seem to have a match.'
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'| var thisstr',
/* Read first variable
*/
|
|
'| append var thatstr',
/* Read second variable
*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/* Echo to the screen
*/
|
|
'| combine * X',
/* Check each column for match
*/
|
|
'| xlate *-* 01-ff 0 00 1',
/* Translate the data for mapping */
|
|
/*
matching characters are 1
*/,
|
|
/*
nonmatching characters are 0 */,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to the screen
*/
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

*-* ensures that 01-ff is not interpreted as a column
01 is translated to 0, and ff is also translated to 0.
00 is translated to 1.

range.

The results of running this exec are:
combstr
How many characters in this string match that string ?
Hmm a few characters seem to have a match.
0000000001111111111110000000100000011111100000000000000
READY

The character in column one of the first record is compared to the character in column one of the second record, the bit
below the two records signals a character match by bit 1.
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3.21.3 Example 3
When you combine two primary input streams of varying length, and specify STOP ALLEOF along with the AND
operand, you will receive the following results when this COMB exec is invoked:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.COMB.EXEC(COMBSTR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' literal a b c d',
/* Input records are read into the pipeline*/ |
|
'| split',
/* Each character becomes a separate record*/ |
|
'|c:combine stop alleof n', /* AND records until both streams eof */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* Write record to the terminal
*/ |
|
'?',
/* Start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
' literal 1 2 3 4 5',
/* Read records on secondary input stream */ |
|
'| split',
/* Each number becomes a separate record
*/ |
|
'|c:'
/* secondary input stream connected
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 23 shows the result from the COMB exec:
comb
a
b
c
d
5
READY

Figure 23. COMBINE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

There is no fifth primary input stream record, so nothing is combined in a logical AND operation with 5, the fifth record
in the secondary input stream.
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3.21.4 Example 4
When you combine primary input stream records as long as each record has the same contents in the first three columns
(key), and use the FIRST operand, you will receive as the output record the first record in the run of records:
pipe literal 1222 1223 1224 | split | combine keylength 3 first | terminal
1222
READY
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3.20.3 Example 3
In this example, the data set STOP.WORDS contains a list of words to suppress, sorted in ascending order. This userwritten stage command removes all occurrences of those words from the caller's input stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(STOPWORD)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| split',
/* split records at blanks and discard blanks */
|
|
'| sort unique', /* sort records and discard duplicates */
|
|
'| c: collate',
/* match records */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< STOP.WORDS',
/* read STOP.WORDS */
|
|
'| c:',
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE and */
|
|
/* write unmatched master records to secondary */,
|
|
/* output of COLLATE */,
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input stream of the stage */
|
|
/* following caller */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

callpipe (endchar ?)

establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

*: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes STOPWORD in the pipeline is connected to the
input stream of the SPLIT stage in the subroutine pipeline.
split

writes an output record for each blank-delimited word in its input stream.

sorts its input records and discards duplicate records before copying the remaining records to its
output stream.
sort unique

c: collate defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE matches the master records from its primary
input stream with the detail records from its secondary input stream and writes the unmatched master records to
its secondary output stream. (The COLLATE stage's primary output stream is not connected and its tertiary output
stream is not defined, so it writes no output records to those streams.)
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< STOP.WORDS

reads the detail data set STOP.WORDS into the pipeline.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the COLLATE stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the COLLATE stage as its secondary input
stream. This also causes the secondary output stream records for the COLLATE stage to flow into the connector
that follows this occurrence of the label c.

c:
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is a connector. The secondary output stream of the COLLATE stage is connected to the input stream of the
stage that follows STOPWORD in the pipeline.

*:
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3.21.4 Example 4
When you combine primary input stream records as long as each record has the same contents in the first three columns
(key), and use the FIRST operand, you will receive as the output record the first record in the run of records:
pipe literal 1222 1223 1224 | split | combine keylength 3 first | terminal
1222
READY
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3.22.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command passes the LISTDS PIPE.EXEC command to TSO for execution and writes the output
from LISTDS to the terminal. COMMAND then writes the LISTDS command to its primary output stream:
pipe command listds pipe.exec | > ISSUED.CMDS
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
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3.22.2 Example 2
Given a data set INPUT.LIST that contains a list of TSO commands like those shown in Figure 24, issue the following
PIPE command to execute the list of commands. The output resulting from the TSO commands is written to the terminal
and the TSO commands are written to the existing data set LIST.OUTPUT.
pipe < INPUT.LIST | command | > LIST.OUTPUT

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.LIST ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 LISTDS TEMP
000002 LISTDS PIPE.EXEC
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 24. COMMAND Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.22.3 Example 3
To issue a TSO command from within a REXX user-written stage command, use an exec similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(ISSUETSO)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Issue TSO commands from within a REXX exec
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
command = "LISTDS 'PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC'"
|
|
'callpipe var command | command'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, the COMMAND stage command ends immediately upon receipt of a
negative return code from a command, and that negative return code becomes the return code for the COMMAND stage
command. If its secondary output stream is not connected and no command completes with a negative return code, then
the return code for the COMMAND stage command is the highest return code received from any of the commands
issued by the stage. Thus, a positive or zero return code from a COMMAND stage command indicates that all of the
commands were executed, while a negative return code may indicate that some commands were not executed.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage command continues to run even if a command
receives a negative return code. The return code from each command is written to the secondary output stream. If its
secondary output stream is connected, the return code for the COMMAND stage command is zero unless the stage
command is specified incorrectly.
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3.21.4 Example 4
When you combine primary input stream records as long as each record has the same contents in the first three columns
(key), and use the FIRST operand, you will receive as the output record the first record in the run of records:
pipe literal 1222 1223 1224 | split | combine keylength 3 first | terminal
1222
READY
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3.22.3 Example 3
To issue a TSO command from within a REXX user-written stage command, use an exec similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(ISSUETSO)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Issue TSO commands from within a REXX exec
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
command = "LISTDS 'PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC'"
|
|
'callpipe var command | command'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, the COMMAND stage command ends immediately upon receipt of a
negative return code from a command, and that negative return code becomes the return code for the COMMAND stage
command. If its secondary output stream is not connected and no command completes with a negative return code, then
the return code for the COMMAND stage command is the highest return code received from any of the commands
issued by the stage. Thus, a positive or zero return code from a COMMAND stage command indicates that all of the
commands were executed, while a negative return code may indicate that some commands were not executed.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage command continues to run even if a command
receives a negative return code. The return code from each command is written to the secondary output stream. If its
secondary output stream is connected, the return code for the COMMAND stage command is zero unless the stage
command is specified incorrectly.
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3.23.1 Example 1
This example writes the label of each record in a data set in uppercase. The COPY stage holds the records on the
primary output stream from the CHOP stage while the rest of the record is written to CHOP's secondary output stream.
If COPY is not used in this example, the pipeline stalls.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UPLABEL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< INFO.FILE',
/* read INFO.FILE */
|
|
'| y: chop blank',
/* truncate record at first blank */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* change to uppercase */
|
|
'| copy',
/* delay by one record */
|
|
'| s: specs',
/* arranges the record */
|
|
'1-* 1',
/* copy all columns and put in column 1 */
|
|
'select 1',
/* select input stream 1 */
|
|
'1-* next',
/* copy all columns and put in next column */
|
|
'| > UPINFO.FILE',
/* write resulting record to data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'y:',
/* define secondary output for CHOP */
|
|
'| s:'
/* define secondary input for SPECS */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 25 shows the input data set and Figure 26 shows the output data set.
(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INFO.FILE

reads the data set INFO.FILE into the pipeline.

specifies a label y for the CHOP stage. CHOP BLANK truncates each record at the first blank and
writes the truncated records to its primary output stream. Because the secondary output stream is connected, it
writes the truncated part of the record to the secondary output stream. (If the first character in a record is blank,
CHOP writes a null record to its primary output stream and passes the entire input record to its secondary output
stream.)

y: chop blank

xlate upper

translates the records in its primary input stream to uppercase.

delays its input stream by one record to prevent a stall when the primary and secondary input streams are
combined in the SPECS stage.

copy

s: specs

specifies a label s for the SPECS stage. SPECS arranges the records.

writes the data from column 1 through the end of the record and places it in the output record
beginning in column 1.

1-* 1

select 1

sets the secondary input stream (stream 1) as the currently selected stream.

1-* next

writes the data from column 1 through the end of the record and places it in the output record
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beginning in the next available column of the output record.
> UPINFO.FILE
?

writes the records to the existing data set UPINFO.FILE. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label y on the CHOP stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
CHOP stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the CHOP stage in the first pipeline flow to the
SPECS stage in the first pipeline.

y:

references the label s on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
SPECS stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the previous CHOP stage in the first pipeline flow
to the secondary input stream of the SPECS stage.

s:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INFO.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name: Smith, Denise
000002 Address: 400 Beachside Road
000003 City: Daytona Beach
000004 State: Florida
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 25. COPY Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.UPINFO.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 NAME: Smith, Denise
000002 ADDRESS: 400 Beachside Road
000003 CITY: Daytona Beach
000004 STATE: Florida
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 26. COPY Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.22.3 Example 3
To issue a TSO command from within a REXX user-written stage command, use an exec similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(ISSUETSO)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Issue TSO commands from within a REXX exec
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
command = "LISTDS 'PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC'"
|
|
'callpipe var command | command'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, the COMMAND stage command ends immediately upon receipt of a
negative return code from a command, and that negative return code becomes the return code for the COMMAND stage
command. If its secondary output stream is not connected and no command completes with a negative return code, then
the return code for the COMMAND stage command is the highest return code received from any of the commands
issued by the stage. Thus, a positive or zero return code from a COMMAND stage command indicates that all of the
commands were executed, while a negative return code may indicate that some commands were not executed.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage command continues to run even if a command
receives a negative return code. The return code from each command is written to the secondary output stream. If its
secondary output stream is connected, the return code for the COMMAND stage command is zero unless the stage
command is specified incorrectly.
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3.23.1 Example 1
This example writes the label of each record in a data set in uppercase. The COPY stage holds the records on the
primary output stream from the CHOP stage while the rest of the record is written to CHOP's secondary output stream.
If COPY is not used in this example, the pipeline stalls.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UPLABEL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< INFO.FILE',
/* read INFO.FILE */
|
|
'| y: chop blank',
/* truncate record at first blank */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* change to uppercase */
|
|
'| copy',
/* delay by one record */
|
|
'| s: specs',
/* arranges the record */
|
|
'1-* 1',
/* copy all columns and put in column 1 */
|
|
'select 1',
/* select input stream 1 */
|
|
'1-* next',
/* copy all columns and put in next column */
|
|
'| > UPINFO.FILE',
/* write resulting record to data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'y:',
/* define secondary output for CHOP */
|
|
'| s:'
/* define secondary input for SPECS */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 25 shows the input data set and Figure 26 shows the output data set.
(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INFO.FILE

reads the data set INFO.FILE into the pipeline.

specifies a label y for the CHOP stage. CHOP BLANK truncates each record at the first blank and
writes the truncated records to its primary output stream. Because the secondary output stream is connected, it
writes the truncated part of the record to the secondary output stream. (If the first character in a record is blank,
CHOP writes a null record to its primary output stream and passes the entire input record to its secondary output
stream.)

y: chop blank

xlate upper

translates the records in its primary input stream to uppercase.

delays its input stream by one record to prevent a stall when the primary and secondary input streams are
combined in the SPECS stage.

copy

s: specs

specifies a label s for the SPECS stage. SPECS arranges the records.

writes the data from column 1 through the end of the record and places it in the output record
beginning in column 1.

1-* 1

select 1

sets the secondary input stream (stream 1) as the currently selected stream.

1-* next

writes the data from column 1 through the end of the record and places it in the output record
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beginning in the next available column of the output record.
> UPINFO.FILE
?

writes the records to the existing data set UPINFO.FILE. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label y on the CHOP stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
CHOP stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the CHOP stage in the first pipeline flow to the
SPECS stage in the first pipeline.

y:

references the label s on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
SPECS stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the previous CHOP stage in the first pipeline flow
to the secondary input stream of the SPECS stage.

s:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INFO.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name: Smith, Denise
000002 Address: 400 Beachside Road
000003 City: Daytona Beach
000004 State: Florida
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 25. COPY Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.UPINFO.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 NAME: Smith, Denise
000002 ADDRESS: 400 Beachside Road
000003 CITY: Daytona Beach
000004 STATE: Florida
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 26. COPY Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.24.1 Example 1
To display the number of lines in the DATA.LOG data set, enter the following command:
pipe < DATA.LOG | count lines | terminal
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3.24.2 Example 2
Given the input data set in Figure 27, the terminal output resulting from the following exec is shown in Figure 28:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MAINE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< LIGHTHSE.FILE',
/* read in data set */
|
|
'| strip trailing',
/* string trailing blanks */
|
|
'| count chars words lines maxline',
/* obtain count record */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LIGHTHSE.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Maine Lighthouses
000002 Bass Harbor
000003 Pemaquid Point
000004 Portland Headlight
000005 West Quoddy Head
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 27. COUNT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

MAINE
76 11 5 18
READY

Figure 28. COUNT Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

The output returned indicates that the data set LIGHTHSE.FILE contains 76 characters, 11 blank-delimited character
strings, 5 records, and 18 bytes in the longest line.
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3.24.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec counts both the number of words and the number of unique words contained in the data set
specified as an input argument. The NEXTWORD operands on the SPECS stages are abbreviated to NEXTW.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(COUNTU)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg dsn .
/* get input data set
*/
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'<' dsn,
/* read specified data set */
|
|
'| c:count words',
/* count number of words */
|
|
'| split',
/* split data set lines at blanks */
|
|
'| sort unique',
/* sort and remove dups */
|
|
'| count lines',
/* count unique words */
|
|
'| specs 1-* 1 /unique words./ nextw', /* append "unique words." */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* to the count and display */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'c:',
/* define secondary output for count words */
|
|
'| specs 1-* 1 /words total./ nextw', /* append "words total." to */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* the total count and display */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

For example, given the input data set FAVORITE.TREATS shown in Figure 29, the terminal output resulting from the
following is shown in Figure 30:
countu favorite.treats

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FAVORITE.TREATS ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 chocolate milk
000002 hot chocolate
000003 chocolate candy
000004 chocolate ice cream
000005 chocolate chip cookies
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 29. COUNT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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countu favorite.treats
8 unique words.
12 words total.
READY

Figure 30. COUNT Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.23.1 Example 1
This example writes the label of each record in a data set in uppercase. The COPY stage holds the records on the
primary output stream from the CHOP stage while the rest of the record is written to CHOP's secondary output stream.
If COPY is not used in this example, the pipeline stalls.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UPLABEL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< INFO.FILE',
/* read INFO.FILE */
|
|
'| y: chop blank',
/* truncate record at first blank */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* change to uppercase */
|
|
'| copy',
/* delay by one record */
|
|
'| s: specs',
/* arranges the record */
|
|
'1-* 1',
/* copy all columns and put in column 1 */
|
|
'select 1',
/* select input stream 1 */
|
|
'1-* next',
/* copy all columns and put in next column */
|
|
'| > UPINFO.FILE',
/* write resulting record to data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'y:',
/* define secondary output for CHOP */
|
|
'| s:'
/* define secondary input for SPECS */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 25 shows the input data set and Figure 26 shows the output data set.
(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INFO.FILE

reads the data set INFO.FILE into the pipeline.

specifies a label y for the CHOP stage. CHOP BLANK truncates each record at the first blank and
writes the truncated records to its primary output stream. Because the secondary output stream is connected, it
writes the truncated part of the record to the secondary output stream. (If the first character in a record is blank,
CHOP writes a null record to its primary output stream and passes the entire input record to its secondary output
stream.)

y: chop blank

xlate upper

translates the records in its primary input stream to uppercase.

delays its input stream by one record to prevent a stall when the primary and secondary input streams are
combined in the SPECS stage.

copy

s: specs

specifies a label s for the SPECS stage. SPECS arranges the records.

writes the data from column 1 through the end of the record and places it in the output record
beginning in column 1.

1-* 1

select 1

sets the secondary input stream (stream 1) as the currently selected stream.

1-* next

writes the data from column 1 through the end of the record and places it in the output record
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beginning in the next available column of the output record.
> UPINFO.FILE
?

writes the records to the existing data set UPINFO.FILE. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label y on the CHOP stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
CHOP stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the CHOP stage in the first pipeline flow to the
SPECS stage in the first pipeline.

y:

references the label s on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
SPECS stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the previous CHOP stage in the first pipeline flow
to the secondary input stream of the SPECS stage.

s:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INFO.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name: Smith, Denise
000002 Address: 400 Beachside Road
000003 City: Daytona Beach
000004 State: Florida
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 25. COPY Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.UPINFO.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 NAME: Smith, Denise
000002 ADDRESS: 400 Beachside Road
000003 CITY: Daytona Beach
000004 STATE: Florida
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 26. COPY Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.24.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec counts both the number of words and the number of unique words contained in the data set
specified as an input argument. The NEXTWORD operands on the SPECS stages are abbreviated to NEXTW.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(COUNTU)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg dsn .
/* get input data set
*/
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'<' dsn,
/* read specified data set */
|
|
'| c:count words',
/* count number of words */
|
|
'| split',
/* split data set lines at blanks */
|
|
'| sort unique',
/* sort and remove dups */
|
|
'| count lines',
/* count unique words */
|
|
'| specs 1-* 1 /unique words./ nextw', /* append "unique words." */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* to the count and display */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'c:',
/* define secondary output for count words */
|
|
'| specs 1-* 1 /words total./ nextw', /* append "words total." to */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* the total count and display */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

For example, given the input data set FAVORITE.TREATS shown in Figure 29, the terminal output resulting from the
following is shown in Figure 30:
countu favorite.treats

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FAVORITE.TREATS ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 chocolate milk
000002 hot chocolate
000003 chocolate candy
000004 chocolate ice cream
000005 chocolate chip cookies
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 29. COUNT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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countu favorite.treats
8 unique words.
12 words total.
READY

Figure 30. COUNT Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.25.1 Example 1
To discard every third input record run the following pipe command which invokes the DEALIT user-written stage
command:
pipe < input2.data | dealit | terminal

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(DEALIT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ? name DEALIT)',
|
|
'?*:',
/* connector to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|d:deal',
/* sequentially write out input records
*/
|
|
'|specs /primary/ 1 1-* nw', /*nametag primary output stream record*/
|
|
'|*:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
'd:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'|specs /secondary/ 1 1-* nw', /*nametag secondary output strm recs*/
|
|
'|terminal',
/* secondary output stream records to terminal */ |
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/ |
|
'd:',
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'|hole'
/* discard every third record
*/ |
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Note: The records are discarded by the HOLE stage command. Leaving an output stream unconnected in a set of
pipelines using the DEAL stage command is not a method of discarding records, it will instead induce an end-of-file
condition.
Figure 31 is the input file that the DEALIT exec processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT2.DATA ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 0001
Input records
000002 0002
Input records
000003 0003
Input records
000004 0004
Input records
000005 0005
Input records
000006 0006
Input records
000007 0007
Input records
000008 0008
Input records
000009 0009
Input records
000010 0010
Input records
000011 0011
Input records
000012 0012
Input records
000013 0013
Input records
000014 0014
Input records
000015 0015
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|

|

Figure 31. DEALIT Exec Example: Input Data Set Contents (INPUT2.DATA)

Figure 32 shows the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe < INPUT2.DATA
primary
0001
secondary
0002
primary
0004
secondary
0005
primary
0007
secondary
0008
primary
0010
secondary
0011
primary
0013
secondary
0014
READY

| dealit | terminal
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records

Figure 32. DEALIT Exec Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.25.2 Example 2
The following exec reads records from a data set on the primary input stream and prepares it for the DEAL stage
command. The input data set consists of employee information including an identification number, the current salary,
the performance level, and the job title. The DEAL stage command uses the level as the comparison key in each input
record, and writes records to the primary output stream as long as each record's level matches the level of the first
record. When the key of the current record does not match the key of the previous record, the connected secondary
output stream is selected to receive the current record. The process continues sequentially through all connected output
streams until all records are written.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| < INPUT.DATA',
/* input records containing employee info */
|
|
'| drop 2',
/* discard the two header records
*/
|
|
'| sort 19.7',
/* sort input records to order the level */
|
|
'|d:deal key words 3',
/* level is the key in the input record
*/
|
|
'| > PROMO.FILE',
/* write record to first output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > SALARY.PLAN',
/* write record to second output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > NOCHANGE.FILE'
/* write record to third output data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INPUT.DATA
drop 2

reads the data set INPUT.DATA into the pipeline.

discards the two header records from the input data set.

sorts the remaining input records in ascending order according to the employee's performance level.
Column 19 in each input record contains the level, which is 7 characters in length.

sort 19.7

d: deal key words 3 defines a label d for the DEAL stage. The operands identify the third word as the
comparison key in each input record. The default word separator is a blank. DEAL writes the first record it reads
from its primary input stream to its connected primary output stream. DEAL compares the Level-2 key in the
second input record to the Level-1 from the record before, finds a mismatch, and writes the second input record
to its connected secondary output stream. The third record's key matches the second record's key, and is also
written to the secondary output stream. If the key of the fourth input record does not match Level-2, DEAL
writes the fourth input record to its connected tertiary output stream. The fifth input record key of Level-3
matches the key of the fourth, so the fifth record is also written to the tertiary output stream.
> PROMO.FILE

writes the record that contains Level-1 to the existing data set PROMO.FILE on the primary
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output stream.
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

d:

references the label d on the DEAL stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream.

> SALARY.PLAN

output stream.

?

writes the records that contain Level-2 to the existing data set SALARY.PLAN on the secondary

marks the end of the second pipeline.

d:

references the label d on the DEAL stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary output stream.

writes the remaining input records that contain Level-3 to the existing data set
NOCHANGE.FILE on the tertiary output stream.

> NOCHANGE.FILE

Figure 33 is the input data set that the DEAL stage command processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 IDENT. SALARY
PERF.
JOB TITLE
000002 ------ ---------- ------- ---------------000003 000111 $4,000.00 Level-1 Associate
000004 011234 $12,000.00 Level-2 Staff
000005 096424 $8,000.00 Level-3 Senior Associate
000006 999990 $16,000.00 Level-2 Advisory
000007 111111 $99,000.00 Level-3 Senior
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 33. DEAL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(INPUT.DATA)

Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36 are the three output data sets created by the DEAL exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PROMO.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 000111 $4,000.00 Level-1 Associate
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 34. DEAL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(PROMO.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|

|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SALARY.PLAN ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 011234 $12,000.00 Level-2 Staff
000002 999990 $16,000.00 Level-2 Advisory
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 35. DEAL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(SALARY.PLAN)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NOCHANGE.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 096424 $8,000.00 Level-3 Senior Associate
000002 111111 $99,000.00 Level-3 Senior
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 36. DEAL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(NOCHANGE.FILE)
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3.25.3 Example 3
You can use DEAL's secondary input stream to control the order in which a particular output stream receives an input
record. The following exec is very similar to the DEAL exec of example 2, with the notable exception that the
SECONDARY operand is used on the DEAL stage command, and the FANOUT stage command distributes the input
records to three output streams. The input and output data set names and contents are the same as those used in example
2.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEALSEC)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < INPUT.DATA',
/* input records containing employee info */
|
|
'| drop 2',
/* discard the two header records
*/
|
|
'|f: fanout',
/*copy input records to all output streams*/
|
|
'| elastic',
/* buffer output to avoid a pipeline stall*/
|
|
'|d:deal secondary',
/* secondary input has the deal order
*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/* stream 0 (primary) will have no records*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
' specs 25.1 1',
/* level number in column 25 is stream id */
|
|
'd:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > PROMO.FILE',
/* write record to first output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > SALARY.PLAN',
/* write record to second output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* quaternary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > NOCHANGE.FILE'
/* write record to third output data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.24.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec counts both the number of words and the number of unique words contained in the data set
specified as an input argument. The NEXTWORD operands on the SPECS stages are abbreviated to NEXTW.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(COUNTU)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg dsn .
/* get input data set
*/
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'<' dsn,
/* read specified data set */
|
|
'| c:count words',
/* count number of words */
|
|
'| split',
/* split data set lines at blanks */
|
|
'| sort unique',
/* sort and remove dups */
|
|
'| count lines',
/* count unique words */
|
|
'| specs 1-* 1 /unique words./ nextw', /* append "unique words." */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* to the count and display */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'c:',
/* define secondary output for count words */
|
|
'| specs 1-* 1 /words total./ nextw', /* append "words total." to */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* the total count and display */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

For example, given the input data set FAVORITE.TREATS shown in Figure 29, the terminal output resulting from the
following is shown in Figure 30:
countu favorite.treats

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FAVORITE.TREATS ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 chocolate milk
000002 hot chocolate
000003 chocolate candy
000004 chocolate ice cream
000005 chocolate chip cookies
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 29. COUNT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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countu favorite.treats
8 unique words.
12 words total.
READY

Figure 30. COUNT Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.25.3 Example 3
You can use DEAL's secondary input stream to control the order in which a particular output stream receives an input
record. The following exec is very similar to the DEAL exec of example 2, with the notable exception that the
SECONDARY operand is used on the DEAL stage command, and the FANOUT stage command distributes the input
records to three output streams. The input and output data set names and contents are the same as those used in example
2.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEALSEC)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < INPUT.DATA',
/* input records containing employee info */
|
|
'| drop 2',
/* discard the two header records
*/
|
|
'|f: fanout',
/*copy input records to all output streams*/
|
|
'| elastic',
/* buffer output to avoid a pipeline stall*/
|
|
'|d:deal secondary',
/* secondary input has the deal order
*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/* stream 0 (primary) will have no records*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
' specs 25.1 1',
/* level number in column 25 is stream id */
|
|
'd:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > PROMO.FILE',
/* write record to first output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > SALARY.PLAN',
/* write record to second output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* quaternary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > NOCHANGE.FILE'
/* write record to third output data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.26.1 Example 1
This example creates a data set of logical records from a variable format data set using the DEBLOCK stage command.
The data set being read into the pipeline is named OLDDATA.FILE:
pipe < OLDDATA.FILE | deblock variable | > NEWDATA.FILE
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3.26.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command reformats the data set TRANBLOK.FILE from blocks of data with a line-end character
of X'15' to logical records and writes the records to TRANSACT.FILE:
pipe < TRANBLOK.FILE | deblock linend | > TRANSACT.FILE

The following PIPE command gives the same results:
pipe < TRANBLOK.FILE | deblock linend 15 | > TRANSACT.FILE
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3.25.3 Example 3
You can use DEAL's secondary input stream to control the order in which a particular output stream receives an input
record. The following exec is very similar to the DEAL exec of example 2, with the notable exception that the
SECONDARY operand is used on the DEAL stage command, and the FANOUT stage command distributes the input
records to three output streams. The input and output data set names and contents are the same as those used in example
2.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEALSEC)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < INPUT.DATA',
/* input records containing employee info */
|
|
'| drop 2',
/* discard the two header records
*/
|
|
'|f: fanout',
/*copy input records to all output streams*/
|
|
'| elastic',
/* buffer output to avoid a pipeline stall*/
|
|
'|d:deal secondary',
/* secondary input has the deal order
*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/* stream 0 (primary) will have no records*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
' specs 25.1 1',
/* level number in column 25 is stream id */
|
|
'd:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > PROMO.FILE',
/* write record to first output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > SALARY.PLAN',
/* write record to second output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* quaternary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > NOCHANGE.FILE'
/* write record to third output data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.26.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command reformats the data set TRANBLOK.FILE from blocks of data with a line-end character
of X'15' to logical records and writes the records to TRANSACT.FILE:
pipe < TRANBLOK.FILE | deblock linend | > TRANSACT.FILE

The following PIPE command gives the same results:
pipe < TRANBLOK.FILE | deblock linend 15 | > TRANSACT.FILE
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3.27.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command uses DELAY to postpone running a TSO command for 15 seconds:
pipe literal +15 | delay | specs /LISTDS TEMP/ 1 | tso | terminal

After 15 seconds DELAY passes a record to SPECS. SPECS writes the character string LISTDS TEMP to its output
stream, TSO processes the LISTDS TEMP command, and TERMINAL writes the data to the terminal.
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3.26.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command reformats the data set TRANBLOK.FILE from blocks of data with a line-end character
of X'15' to logical records and writes the records to TRANSACT.FILE:
pipe < TRANBLOK.FILE | deblock linend | > TRANSACT.FILE

The following PIPE command gives the same results:
pipe < TRANBLOK.FILE | deblock linend 15 | > TRANSACT.FILE
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3.27.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command uses DELAY to postpone running a TSO command for 15 seconds:
pipe literal +15 | delay | specs /LISTDS TEMP/ 1 | tso | terminal

After 15 seconds DELAY passes a record to SPECS. SPECS writes the character string LISTDS TEMP to its output
stream, TSO processes the LISTDS TEMP command, and TERMINAL writes the data to the terminal.
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3.28.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTCAT command returns a response similar to the following:
IN CATALOG:ICFCAT.HSML04
PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE
PREFIX.ACCOUNT.OUTPUT
PREFIX.ACCTPACK.FILE
PREFIX.BRODCAST
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA

To write the response from a TSO LISTCAT command without the heading line to an existing data set named
DATA.FILES, enter:
pipe tso listcat | drop 1 | > DATA.FILES
Figure 37 shows the resulting output data set.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DATA.FILES ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE
000002 PREFIX.ACCOUNT.OUTPUT
000003 PREFIX.ACCTPACK.FILE
000004 PREFIX.BRODCAST
000005 PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 37. DROP Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.27.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command uses DELAY to postpone running a TSO command for 15 seconds:
pipe literal +15 | delay | specs /LISTDS TEMP/ 1 | tso | terminal

After 15 seconds DELAY passes a record to SPECS. SPECS writes the character string LISTDS TEMP to its output
stream, TSO processes the LISTDS TEMP command, and TERMINAL writes the data to the terminal.
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3.28.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTCAT command returns a response similar to the following:
IN CATALOG:ICFCAT.HSML04
PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE
PREFIX.ACCOUNT.OUTPUT
PREFIX.ACCTPACK.FILE
PREFIX.BRODCAST
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA

To write the response from a TSO LISTCAT command without the heading line to an existing data set named
DATA.FILES, enter:
pipe tso listcat | drop 1 | > DATA.FILES
Figure 37 shows the resulting output data set.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DATA.FILES ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE
000002 PREFIX.ACCOUNT.OUTPUT
000003 PREFIX.ACCTPACK.FILE
000004 PREFIX.BRODCAST
000005 PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 37. DROP Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.29.1 Example 1
This example creates an output data set that contains five additional copies of each input record. (The resulting output
data set will contain six records: the original record plus five copies.) Figure 38 shows the input data set, and Figure 39
shows the output data set that results when you enter:
pipe < INPUT.FORM | duplicate 5 | > OUTPUT.FORM

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FORM ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name___________ Address_________________
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 38. DUPLICATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTPUT.FORM ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name___________ Address_________________
000002 Name___________ Address_________________
000003 Name___________ Address_________________
000004 Name___________ Address_________________
000005 Name___________ Address_________________
000006 Name___________ Address_________________
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 39. DUPLICATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.29.2 Example 2
In this example, there are two input records to duplicate and each is duplicated once (the default value for n):
pipe literal Your boat | literal Row | duplicate | terminal
Row
Row
Your boat
Your boat
READY

Note that "Row" is displayed before "Your boat", in reverse order of the LITERAL stages in the pipeline. The rule is
that the LITERAL stage command writes before copying. The first LITERAL stage command writes a record
containing "Your boat" (the operand) to its primary output stream. The second LITERAL stage command writes a
record containing its operand "Row" to its primary output stream, and then copies its primary input stream record
containing "Your boat" to its primary output stream. The "Row" record travels through the pipeline before the "Your
boat" record. The DUPLICATE stage command reads the "Row" record, the first in its primary input stream, and writes
out that original record, followed by its copy. DUPLICATE does the same with its next, and last primary input stream
record, "Your boat".
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3.28.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTCAT command returns a response similar to the following:
IN CATALOG:ICFCAT.HSML04
PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE
PREFIX.ACCOUNT.OUTPUT
PREFIX.ACCTPACK.FILE
PREFIX.BRODCAST
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA

To write the response from a TSO LISTCAT command without the heading line to an existing data set named
DATA.FILES, enter:
pipe tso listcat | drop 1 | > DATA.FILES
Figure 37 shows the resulting output data set.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DATA.FILES ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE
000002 PREFIX.ACCOUNT.OUTPUT
000003 PREFIX.ACCTPACK.FILE
000004 PREFIX.BRODCAST
000005 PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 37. DROP Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.29.2 Example 2
In this example, there are two input records to duplicate and each is duplicated once (the default value for n):
pipe literal Your boat | literal Row | duplicate | terminal
Row
Row
Your boat
Your boat
READY

Note that "Row" is displayed before "Your boat", in reverse order of the LITERAL stages in the pipeline. The rule is
that the LITERAL stage command writes before copying. The first LITERAL stage command writes a record
containing "Your boat" (the operand) to its primary output stream. The second LITERAL stage command writes a
record containing its operand "Row" to its primary output stream, and then copies its primary input stream record
containing "Your boat" to its primary output stream. The "Row" record travels through the pipeline before the "Your
boat" record. The DUPLICATE stage command reads the "Row" record, the first in its primary input stream, and writes
out that original record, followed by its copy. DUPLICATE does the same with its next, and last primary input stream
record, "Your boat".
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3.30.1 Example 1
In this example, ELASTIC is used to prevent a stall in a pipeline that uses the COLLATE stage command. The
following diagram shows the flow of the records in the example user-written stage command:
______
_______
_______
|
|_______ÿ|
|____________ÿ|
|
|f:
|
|elastic|
|c:
|
_____
|fanout|
|_______|
|collate|
_____
|
|__ÿ|
|
|
|___ÿ|
|
|specs|
|
|
_______
_______
|
|
|specs|
|_____|
|
|__ÿ|
|___ÿ|
|____ÿ|
|
|_____|
|
|
| xlate |
|locate |
|
|
|______|
|_______|
|_______|
|_______|

The REXX exec LOCATEM is a user-written stage command that performs a mixed-case LOCATE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(LOCATEM)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
|
|
parse upper arg target
/* uppercase the target
*/
|
|
|
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| specs',
/* rearranges record
*/
|
|
'recno 1',
/* put record number beginning in 1st column */
|
|
'1-* next',
/* put input data in next available column */
|
|
'| f: fanout',
/* make two copies of each
*/
|
|
'| elastic',
/* put in buffer as required
*/
|
|
'| c: collate 1-10 master',
/* select matching mixed-case
*/
|
|
'| specs 11-* 1',
/* remove record numbers
*/
|
|
'| *:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* define secondary output for FANOUT */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* uppercase this set
*/
|
|
'| locate 11-*' target,
/* select records with target
*/
|
|
'| c:'
/* define secondary input for COLLATE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

is an input connector. It attaches the output stream of the stage preceding the LOCATEM stage to the input
stream of the SPECS stage in the subroutine pipeline.

*:

specs

rearranges the records it receives.
recno 1

record.

writes the record number (which is 10 digits long) beginning in the first column of the output

1-* next

writes the record, from the first column to the end of the record, in the next available column in
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the output record.
defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT makes two copies of each record in its input stream
and writes a copy to each of its output streams.

f: fanout

prevents a pipeline stall by consuming the records FANOUT writes on its primary output stream as it
writes them. ELASTIC then makes the records available to COLLATE whenever it wants them, so that
COLLATE always has a record available on its primary input stream when LOCATE selects another record and
writes it to COLLATE's secondary input stream.

elastic

defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE reads records from its primary
input stream (the original mixed-case record) to its output stream. When COLLATE finds a matching pair, it
writes the record that came from its primary input stream. (This record will be the mixed-case version of an
uppercased record that was selected by the LOCATE stage, because only the records that LOCATE selects
continue to COLLATE's secondary input stream.)
c: collate 1-10 master

writes columns 11 through the end of the record of the input record to the output record beginning
in column 1. (The record number is not written to the output record.)
specs 11-* 1

is an output connector. It attaches the output stream of the SPECS stage to the input stream of the stage
following the LOCATEM stage.

*:
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label f on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage.

f:

xlate upper

translates the characters in its input stream records to uppercase.

locate 11-*' target '
c:

writes all records containing the target in columns 11 through the end of the record.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage and defines the secondary input stream for the COLLATE stage.
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3.30.2 Example 2
To create a list of all the data sets imbedded in a SCRIPT/VS document, where
.im dsn
imbeds a data set identified by dsn, use the REXX exec named ELASTIC that
follows. (Included in the list of data sets the exec creates is also the
name of the master data set that contains the imbed statements.) Note
that the exec assumes all the imbedded data sets are cataloged to the same
user.

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(ELASTIC)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal MASTER.SCRIPT',
/* write name of document
*/
|
|
'| e:elastic',
/* maintain list of data sets "to-do" */
|
|
'| > DOCUMENT.IMBEDS',
/* write resulting records to data set */
|
|
'| getfiles',
/* read contents of data sets
*/
|
|
'| find .im_',
/* look for ".im " (blank required)
*/
|
|
'| specs',
/* arrange the record
*/
|
|
'word 2 1',
/* copy second word, start at column 1 */
|
|
'/.SCRIPT/ next'/,
/* copy .SCRIPT to next space
*/
|
|
'| e:'
/* put on "to-do" list
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 40 shows the input data set (MASTER.SCRIPT), Figure 41 shows a data set that is imbedded within
MASTER.SCRIPT that also has imbedded data sets, and Figure 42 shows the resulting output data set that lists all
imbedded data sets.
literal MASTER.SCRIPT

writes a record containing MASTER.SCRIPT.

e:elastic defines a label e for the ELASTIC stage. ELASTIC delays its secondary input stream by enough
records to prevent a stall.

writes the records it receives from the ELASTIC stage to the existing data set
DOCUMENT.IMBEDS.

> DOCUMENT.IMBEDS
getfiles

reads the data set MASTER.SCRIPT.

find .im_ writes all records that start with .im followed by a blank to its primary output stream. The underscore
(_) represents a blank.
specs

rearranges the records it receives.
word 2 1

writes the data beginning with the second word of the input record and writes it in the first column
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of the output record. In this example, the data set name that is imbedded is the next word after .im .
/.SCRIPT/ next
e:

writes the string .SCRIPT in the next available column in the output record.

references the label e on the ELASTIC stage and defines the secondary input stream for the ELASTIC stage.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MASTER.SCRIPT --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 :h1.ANNUAL REPORT for ABC Company - 1994
000002 :p.
000003 This document contains information about the success of
000004 ABC company. It shows each month's activities.
000005 .im JAN1994
000006 .im FEB1994
000007 .im MAR1994
000008 .im APR1994
000009 .im MAY1994
000010 .im JUN1994
000011 .im JUL1994
000012 .im AUG1994
000013 .im SEP1994
000014 .im OCT1994
000015 .im NOV1994
000016 .im DEC1994
000017 :p.
000018 The following section contains a cumulative report.
000019 .im SUMM1994
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 40. ELASTIC Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SUMM1994.SCRIPT ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 :p.
000002 The summary of the 1994 report includes some forecasting for 1995.
000003 .im REPT1994
000004 .im FORE1995
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 41. ELASTIC Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DOCUMENT.IMBEDS ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 MASTER.SCRIPT
000002 JAN1994.SCRIPT
000003 FEB1994.SCRIPT
000004 MAR1994.SCRIPT
000005 APR1994.SCRIPT

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000006
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
000014
000015
000016
******

MAY1994.SCRIPT
JUN1994.SCRIPT
JUL1994.SCRIPT
AUG1994.SCRIPT
SEP1994.SCRIPT
OCT1994.SCRIPT
NOV1994.SCRIPT
DEC1994.SCRIPT
SUMM1994.SCRIPT
REPT1994.SCRIPT
FORE1995.SCRIPT
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 42. ELASTIC Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.29.2 Example 2
In this example, there are two input records to duplicate and each is duplicated once (the default value for n):
pipe literal Your boat | literal Row | duplicate | terminal
Row
Row
Your boat
Your boat
READY

Note that "Row" is displayed before "Your boat", in reverse order of the LITERAL stages in the pipeline. The rule is
that the LITERAL stage command writes before copying. The first LITERAL stage command writes a record
containing "Your boat" (the operand) to its primary output stream. The second LITERAL stage command writes a
record containing its operand "Row" to its primary output stream, and then copies its primary input stream record
containing "Your boat" to its primary output stream. The "Row" record travels through the pipeline before the "Your
boat" record. The DUPLICATE stage command reads the "Row" record, the first in its primary input stream, and writes
out that original record, followed by its copy. DUPLICATE does the same with its next, and last primary input stream
record, "Your boat".
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3.30.2 Example 2
To create a list of all the data sets imbedded in a SCRIPT/VS document, where
.im dsn
imbeds a data set identified by dsn, use the REXX exec named ELASTIC that
follows. (Included in the list of data sets the exec creates is also the
name of the master data set that contains the imbed statements.) Note
that the exec assumes all the imbedded data sets are cataloged to the same
user.

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(ELASTIC)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal MASTER.SCRIPT',
/* write name of document
*/
|
|
'| e:elastic',
/* maintain list of data sets "to-do" */
|
|
'| > DOCUMENT.IMBEDS',
/* write resulting records to data set */
|
|
'| getfiles',
/* read contents of data sets
*/
|
|
'| find .im_',
/* look for ".im " (blank required)
*/
|
|
'| specs',
/* arrange the record
*/
|
|
'word 2 1',
/* copy second word, start at column 1 */
|
|
'/.SCRIPT/ next'/,
/* copy .SCRIPT to next space
*/
|
|
'| e:'
/* put on "to-do" list
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 40 shows the input data set (MASTER.SCRIPT), Figure 41 shows a data set that is imbedded within
MASTER.SCRIPT that also has imbedded data sets, and Figure 42 shows the resulting output data set that lists all
imbedded data sets.
literal MASTER.SCRIPT

writes a record containing MASTER.SCRIPT.

e:elastic defines a label e for the ELASTIC stage. ELASTIC delays its secondary input stream by enough
records to prevent a stall.

writes the records it receives from the ELASTIC stage to the existing data set
DOCUMENT.IMBEDS.

> DOCUMENT.IMBEDS
getfiles

reads the data set MASTER.SCRIPT.

find .im_ writes all records that start with .im followed by a blank to its primary output stream. The underscore
(_) represents a blank.
specs

rearranges the records it receives.
word 2 1

writes the data beginning with the second word of the input record and writes it in the first column
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of the output record. In this example, the data set name that is imbedded is the next word after .im .
/.SCRIPT/ next
e:

writes the string .SCRIPT in the next available column in the output record.

references the label e on the ELASTIC stage and defines the secondary input stream for the ELASTIC stage.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MASTER.SCRIPT --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 :h1.ANNUAL REPORT for ABC Company - 1994
000002 :p.
000003 This document contains information about the success of
000004 ABC company. It shows each month's activities.
000005 .im JAN1994
000006 .im FEB1994
000007 .im MAR1994
000008 .im APR1994
000009 .im MAY1994
000010 .im JUN1994
000011 .im JUL1994
000012 .im AUG1994
000013 .im SEP1994
000014 .im OCT1994
000015 .im NOV1994
000016 .im DEC1994
000017 :p.
000018 The following section contains a cumulative report.
000019 .im SUMM1994
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 40. ELASTIC Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SUMM1994.SCRIPT ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 :p.
000002 The summary of the 1994 report includes some forecasting for 1995.
000003 .im REPT1994
000004 .im FORE1995
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 41. ELASTIC Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DOCUMENT.IMBEDS ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 MASTER.SCRIPT
000002 JAN1994.SCRIPT
000003 FEB1994.SCRIPT
000004 MAR1994.SCRIPT
000005 APR1994.SCRIPT

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000006
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
000014
000015
000016
******

MAY1994.SCRIPT
JUN1994.SCRIPT
JUL1994.SCRIPT
AUG1994.SCRIPT
SEP1994.SCRIPT
OCT1994.SCRIPT
NOV1994.SCRIPT
DEC1994.SCRIPT
SUMM1994.SCRIPT
REPT1994.SCRIPT
FORE1995.SCRIPT
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 42. ELASTIC Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.31.1 Example 1
Use ESCAPE to insert a double quotation mark in front of each occurrence of a double quotation mark, as in the
following example:
pipe literal "This is a quotation." | escape | terminal
""This is a quotation.""
READY

Because ESCAPE does not have any operands specified, a double quotation mark precedes each occurrence of a double
quotation mark, vertical bar, and backslash in the literal string. However, only the double quotation mark is part of the
string in this example.
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3.31.2 Example 2
In this example, ESCAPE puts a plus sign (+) in front of each specified punctuation mark it finds in the string.
pipe literal Hi! How are you? | escape /+?!.,/ | terminal
Hi+! How are you+?
READY
The following PIPE command is the same as the previous PIPE command except
the operand of the ESCAPE stage command is specified in hexadecimal:

pipe literal Hi! How are you? | escape x4e6f5a4b6b | terminal
Hi+! How are you+?
READY
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3.31.3 Example 3
In the following REXX exec, the first PIPE command uses ESCAPE to prepare the variable to be passed through
another PIPE command. That way, the second PIPE command will treat the vertical bar (|) and double quotation marks
as part of the variable and not as the PIPE command characters that have special meaning.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(NEEDAUTO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg yearsok color
|
|
|
|
rc=0
|
|
formula = '(yearsok > 1990) & ((color = "BLUE") | (color = "RED"))'
|
|
|
|
'pipe',
/*
(1) first PIPE command
*/
|
|
'var formula',
/* put formula into pipeline
*/
|
|
'| escape /"||/',
/* put escape character before " and | */
|
|
'| var formula'
/* place result back into formula
*/
|
|
|
|
'pipe (escape ")',
/*
(2) second PIPE command
*/
|
|
'literal' formula ,
/* get modified formula
*/
|
|
'| >> FORMULA.USED', /* save formula in data set
*/
|
|
'| change x7d //',
/* remove quotes from formula
*/
|
|
'| var formula'
/* set up formula for use
*/
|
|
|
|
ans = 'buyit =' formula
|
|
interpret ans
|
|
|
|
if buyit = 1 then say 'Buy it'
|
|
else say 'Keep looking'
|
|
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

var formula

reads the value of the variable formula into the pipeline.

inserts the double quotation mark (") as the escape character in the variable formula. ESCAPE
places the double quotation mark in front of any double quotation mark and vertical bar (|). The two adjacent
vertical bars are used in place of specifying the ESCAPE option on the PIPE command to override the processing
of the vertical bar as a stage separator.

escape /"||/

var formula

sets the REXX variable formula to the new value of formula which contains the escape characters.

is an option on the second PIPE command that assigns " as the escape character. This allows the PIPE
command to accept the formula without interpreting the vertical bar in the formula as a stage separator.

(escape ")
literal

writes a record which contains:
(yearsok > 1990) & ((color = ""BLUE"") "| (color = ""RED""))
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>> FORMULA.USED
change x7d //
var formula

writes the record it receives from the LITERAL stage to the data set FORMULA.USED.

removes all double quotation marks. (X'7D' represents a double quotation mark.)

sets up the value of formula for use in the remainder of the exec.

Processing the NEEDAUTO exec and specifying 1991 as the year and WHITE as the color gives the following results:
needauto 1991 white
Keep looking
READY

Figure 43 shows the contents of FORMULA.USED after running the exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FORMULA.USED ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 (yearsok > 1990) & ((color = "BLUE") | (color = "RED"))
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 43. ESCAPE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.30.2 Example 2
To create a list of all the data sets imbedded in a SCRIPT/VS document, where
.im dsn
imbeds a data set identified by dsn, use the REXX exec named ELASTIC that
follows. (Included in the list of data sets the exec creates is also the
name of the master data set that contains the imbed statements.) Note
that the exec assumes all the imbedded data sets are cataloged to the same
user.

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(ELASTIC)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal MASTER.SCRIPT',
/* write name of document
*/
|
|
'| e:elastic',
/* maintain list of data sets "to-do" */
|
|
'| > DOCUMENT.IMBEDS',
/* write resulting records to data set */
|
|
'| getfiles',
/* read contents of data sets
*/
|
|
'| find .im_',
/* look for ".im " (blank required)
*/
|
|
'| specs',
/* arrange the record
*/
|
|
'word 2 1',
/* copy second word, start at column 1 */
|
|
'/.SCRIPT/ next'/,
/* copy .SCRIPT to next space
*/
|
|
'| e:'
/* put on "to-do" list
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 40 shows the input data set (MASTER.SCRIPT), Figure 41 shows a data set that is imbedded within
MASTER.SCRIPT that also has imbedded data sets, and Figure 42 shows the resulting output data set that lists all
imbedded data sets.
literal MASTER.SCRIPT

writes a record containing MASTER.SCRIPT.

e:elastic defines a label e for the ELASTIC stage. ELASTIC delays its secondary input stream by enough
records to prevent a stall.

writes the records it receives from the ELASTIC stage to the existing data set
DOCUMENT.IMBEDS.

> DOCUMENT.IMBEDS
getfiles

reads the data set MASTER.SCRIPT.

find .im_ writes all records that start with .im followed by a blank to its primary output stream. The underscore
(_) represents a blank.
specs

rearranges the records it receives.
word 2 1

writes the data beginning with the second word of the input record and writes it in the first column
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of the output record. In this example, the data set name that is imbedded is the next word after .im .
/.SCRIPT/ next
e:

writes the string .SCRIPT in the next available column in the output record.

references the label e on the ELASTIC stage and defines the secondary input stream for the ELASTIC stage.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MASTER.SCRIPT --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 :h1.ANNUAL REPORT for ABC Company - 1994
000002 :p.
000003 This document contains information about the success of
000004 ABC company. It shows each month's activities.
000005 .im JAN1994
000006 .im FEB1994
000007 .im MAR1994
000008 .im APR1994
000009 .im MAY1994
000010 .im JUN1994
000011 .im JUL1994
000012 .im AUG1994
000013 .im SEP1994
000014 .im OCT1994
000015 .im NOV1994
000016 .im DEC1994
000017 :p.
000018 The following section contains a cumulative report.
000019 .im SUMM1994
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 40. ELASTIC Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SUMM1994.SCRIPT ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 :p.
000002 The summary of the 1994 report includes some forecasting for 1995.
000003 .im REPT1994
000004 .im FORE1995
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 41. ELASTIC Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DOCUMENT.IMBEDS ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 MASTER.SCRIPT
000002 JAN1994.SCRIPT
000003 FEB1994.SCRIPT
000004 MAR1994.SCRIPT
000005 APR1994.SCRIPT

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000006
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
000014
000015
000016
******

MAY1994.SCRIPT
JUN1994.SCRIPT
JUL1994.SCRIPT
AUG1994.SCRIPT
SEP1994.SCRIPT
OCT1994.SCRIPT
NOV1994.SCRIPT
DEC1994.SCRIPT
SUMM1994.SCRIPT
REPT1994.SCRIPT
FORE1995.SCRIPT
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 42. ELASTIC Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.31.3 Example 3
In the following REXX exec, the first PIPE command uses ESCAPE to prepare the variable to be passed through
another PIPE command. That way, the second PIPE command will treat the vertical bar (|) and double quotation marks
as part of the variable and not as the PIPE command characters that have special meaning.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(NEEDAUTO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg yearsok color
|
|
|
|
rc=0
|
|
formula = '(yearsok > 1990) & ((color = "BLUE") | (color = "RED"))'
|
|
|
|
'pipe',
/*
(1) first PIPE command
*/
|
|
'var formula',
/* put formula into pipeline
*/
|
|
'| escape /"||/',
/* put escape character before " and | */
|
|
'| var formula'
/* place result back into formula
*/
|
|
|
|
'pipe (escape ")',
/*
(2) second PIPE command
*/
|
|
'literal' formula ,
/* get modified formula
*/
|
|
'| >> FORMULA.USED', /* save formula in data set
*/
|
|
'| change x7d //',
/* remove quotes from formula
*/
|
|
'| var formula'
/* set up formula for use
*/
|
|
|
|
ans = 'buyit =' formula
|
|
interpret ans
|
|
|
|
if buyit = 1 then say 'Buy it'
|
|
else say 'Keep looking'
|
|
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

var formula

reads the value of the variable formula into the pipeline.

inserts the double quotation mark (") as the escape character in the variable formula. ESCAPE
places the double quotation mark in front of any double quotation mark and vertical bar (|). The two adjacent
vertical bars are used in place of specifying the ESCAPE option on the PIPE command to override the processing
of the vertical bar as a stage separator.

escape /"||/

var formula

sets the REXX variable formula to the new value of formula which contains the escape characters.

is an option on the second PIPE command that assigns " as the escape character. This allows the PIPE
command to accept the formula without interpreting the vertical bar in the formula as a stage separator.

(escape ")
literal

writes a record which contains:
(yearsok > 1990) & ((color = ""BLUE"") "| (color = ""RED""))
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>> FORMULA.USED
change x7d //
var formula

writes the record it receives from the LITERAL stage to the data set FORMULA.USED.

removes all double quotation marks. (X'7D' represents a double quotation mark.)

sets up the value of formula for use in the remainder of the exec.

Processing the NEEDAUTO exec and specifying 1991 as the year and WHITE as the color gives the following results:
needauto 1991 white
Keep looking
READY

Figure 43 shows the contents of FORMULA.USED after running the exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FORMULA.USED ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 (yearsok > 1990) & ((color = "BLUE") | (color = "RED"))
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 43. ESCAPE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.32.1 Example 1
In this example, FANIN combines two input streams. Figure 44 and Figure 45 show the input data sets and Figure 46
shows the resulting output data set. The following REXX exec combines the data sets:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FANIN)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< DECHOME.FILE',
/* read DECHOME.FILE */
|
|
'| f: fanin',
/* combine streams into single stream */
|
|
'| > DJHOME.FILE',
/* write combined stream to DJHOME.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< JANHOME.FILE',
/* read JANHOME.FILE */
|
|
'| f:'
/* define secondary input for FANIN */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< DECHOME.FILE
f: fanin

defines a label f for the FANIN stage. FANIN combines multiple streams into a single stream.

> DJHOME.FILE

pipeline.
?

reads the data set DECHOME.FILE into the pipeline.

writes all the records to the existing data set DJHOME.FILE. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< JANHOME.FILE

reads the data set JANHOME.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label f on the FANIN stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
FANIN stage. The records from the previous < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its secondary input stream.

f:

The following diagram shows how FANIN merges the data sets in this example:
_______
f:
|
|
DJHOME FILE A
F
|
____________
|
| DECHOME
|
A
|
| FILE
|
|
| records
|
N
|
|
|
|________ÿ| _ _ _ _ _ _|
I
|
| JANHOME
|
|
| FILE
|
N
|
| records
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
__________
|
| DECHOME |
|
| FILE
|_________ÿ|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|__________|
|
Primary Input Stream
|
|
|
__________
|
| JANHOME |
|
| FILE
|_________ÿ|
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|
|
|
|
|__________|
Secondary Input Stream

|
|
|
|
|
|
|_______|

|____________|
Primary Output Stream

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DECHOME.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 December 1990 New Listings
000002 2712 Crescent Drive
56,000
3 Bedroom
Ranch
000003 713 Wilson Avenue
98,000
3 Bedroom
Split Level
000004 1760 Grand Boulevard 120,000
4 Bedroom
2-Story Colonial
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 44. FANIN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(DECHOME.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.JANHOME.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 January 1991 New Listings
000002 42 Yale Street
55,500
2 Bedroom
Cape Cod
000003 2 Sawmill Road
250,000
5 Bedroom
Contemporary
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 45. FANIN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(JANHOME.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DJHOME.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 December 1990 New Listings
000002 2712 Crescent Drive
56,000
3 Bedroom
Ranch
000003 713 Wilson Avenue
98,000
3 Bedroom
Split Level
000004 1760 Grand Boulevard 120,000
4 Bedroom
2-Story Colonial
000005 January 1991 New Listings
000006 42 Yale Street
55,500
2 Bedroom
Cape Cod
000007 2 Sawmill Road
250,000
5 Bedroom
Contemporary
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 46. FANIN Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.32.2 Example 2
To define four input streams (0, 1, 2, and 3) and combine the streams in a different order, specify the stream numbers in
the FANIN stage as in the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FRUIT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< APPLE.FILE',
/* read APPLE.FILE */
|
|
'| a: fanin 3 1 2 0', /* combine streams in order 3 1 2 0 */
|
|
'| > FRUITS.FILE',
/* write combined stream to FRUITS.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< BANANA.FILE',
/* read BANANA.FILE */
|
|
'| a:',
/* define secondary input to FANIN */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
'< CHERRY.FILE',
/* read CHERRY.FILE */
|
|
'| a:',
/* define tertiary input to FANIN */
|
|
'?',
/* start of fourth pipeline */
|
|
'< FIG.FILE',
/* read FIG.FILE */
|
|
'| a:'
/* define quaternary input to FANIN */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

reads the data set APPLE.FILE into the pipeline where it becomes the primary input stream (stream
0) for the FANIN stage.

< APPLE.FILE
a: fanin

defines a label a for the FANIN stage. FANIN combines the input streams in the order 3 1 2 0.

> FRUITS.FILE
?

writes all the records to existing data set FRUITS.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< BANANA.FILE

reads BANANA.FILE into the pipeline.

a: references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
FANIN stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its secondary input stream
(stream 1).
?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

< CHERRY.FILE

reads the data set CHERRY.FILE into the pipeline.

a: references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
FANIN stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its tertiary input stream (stream
2).
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?

marks the end of the third pipeline.

< FIG.FILE

reads the data set FIG.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the quaternary input stream for
FANIN stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its quaternary input stream
(stream 3).
a:

The following diagram shows the resulting output data set FRUITS.FILE:
FRUITS.FILE

(Primary Output Stream)

_______________
|
|
|
FIG.FILE
|
|
|
| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |
|
|
| BANANA.FILE |
|
|
| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |
|
|
| CHERRY.FILE |
|
|
| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |
|
|
| APPLE.FILE
|
|
|
|_______________|

(Records from Input Stream 3)
(Records from Input Stream 1)
(Records from Input Stream 2)
(Records from Input Stream 0)
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3.31.3 Example 3
In the following REXX exec, the first PIPE command uses ESCAPE to prepare the variable to be passed through
another PIPE command. That way, the second PIPE command will treat the vertical bar (|) and double quotation marks
as part of the variable and not as the PIPE command characters that have special meaning.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(NEEDAUTO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg yearsok color
|
|
|
|
rc=0
|
|
formula = '(yearsok > 1990) & ((color = "BLUE") | (color = "RED"))'
|
|
|
|
'pipe',
/*
(1) first PIPE command
*/
|
|
'var formula',
/* put formula into pipeline
*/
|
|
'| escape /"||/',
/* put escape character before " and | */
|
|
'| var formula'
/* place result back into formula
*/
|
|
|
|
'pipe (escape ")',
/*
(2) second PIPE command
*/
|
|
'literal' formula ,
/* get modified formula
*/
|
|
'| >> FORMULA.USED', /* save formula in data set
*/
|
|
'| change x7d //',
/* remove quotes from formula
*/
|
|
'| var formula'
/* set up formula for use
*/
|
|
|
|
ans = 'buyit =' formula
|
|
interpret ans
|
|
|
|
if buyit = 1 then say 'Buy it'
|
|
else say 'Keep looking'
|
|
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

var formula

reads the value of the variable formula into the pipeline.

inserts the double quotation mark (") as the escape character in the variable formula. ESCAPE
places the double quotation mark in front of any double quotation mark and vertical bar (|). The two adjacent
vertical bars are used in place of specifying the ESCAPE option on the PIPE command to override the processing
of the vertical bar as a stage separator.

escape /"||/

var formula

sets the REXX variable formula to the new value of formula which contains the escape characters.

is an option on the second PIPE command that assigns " as the escape character. This allows the PIPE
command to accept the formula without interpreting the vertical bar in the formula as a stage separator.

(escape ")
literal

writes a record which contains:
(yearsok > 1990) & ((color = ""BLUE"") "| (color = ""RED""))
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>> FORMULA.USED
change x7d //
var formula

writes the record it receives from the LITERAL stage to the data set FORMULA.USED.

removes all double quotation marks. (X'7D' represents a double quotation mark.)

sets up the value of formula for use in the remainder of the exec.

Processing the NEEDAUTO exec and specifying 1991 as the year and WHITE as the color gives the following results:
needauto 1991 white
Keep looking
READY

Figure 43 shows the contents of FORMULA.USED after running the exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FORMULA.USED ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 (yearsok > 1990) & ((color = "BLUE") | (color = "RED"))
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 43. ESCAPE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.32.2 Example 2
To define four input streams (0, 1, 2, and 3) and combine the streams in a different order, specify the stream numbers in
the FANIN stage as in the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FRUIT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< APPLE.FILE',
/* read APPLE.FILE */
|
|
'| a: fanin 3 1 2 0', /* combine streams in order 3 1 2 0 */
|
|
'| > FRUITS.FILE',
/* write combined stream to FRUITS.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< BANANA.FILE',
/* read BANANA.FILE */
|
|
'| a:',
/* define secondary input to FANIN */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
'< CHERRY.FILE',
/* read CHERRY.FILE */
|
|
'| a:',
/* define tertiary input to FANIN */
|
|
'?',
/* start of fourth pipeline */
|
|
'< FIG.FILE',
/* read FIG.FILE */
|
|
'| a:'
/* define quaternary input to FANIN */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

reads the data set APPLE.FILE into the pipeline where it becomes the primary input stream (stream
0) for the FANIN stage.

< APPLE.FILE
a: fanin

defines a label a for the FANIN stage. FANIN combines the input streams in the order 3 1 2 0.

> FRUITS.FILE
?

writes all the records to existing data set FRUITS.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< BANANA.FILE

reads BANANA.FILE into the pipeline.

a: references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
FANIN stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its secondary input stream
(stream 1).
?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

< CHERRY.FILE

reads the data set CHERRY.FILE into the pipeline.

a: references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
FANIN stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its tertiary input stream (stream
2).
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?

marks the end of the third pipeline.

< FIG.FILE

reads the data set FIG.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the quaternary input stream for
FANIN stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its quaternary input stream
(stream 3).
a:

The following diagram shows the resulting output data set FRUITS.FILE:
FRUITS.FILE

(Primary Output Stream)

_______________
|
|
|
FIG.FILE
|
|
|
| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |
|
|
| BANANA.FILE |
|
|
| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |
|
|
| CHERRY.FILE |
|
|
| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |
|
|
| APPLE.FILE
|
|
|
|_______________|

(Records from Input Stream 3)
(Records from Input Stream 1)
(Records from Input Stream 2)
(Records from Input Stream 0)
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3.33.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command translates all examples to uppercase. Assume each example is delimited by a
record that begins with :xmp. and a record that begins with :exmp..
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UPXMP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| i: inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./', /* select records between targets */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate to uppercase */
|
|
'| f: faninany',
/* combine streams */
|
|
'| *:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'i:',
/* define secondary output for INSIDE */
|
|
'| f:'
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

callpipe (endchar ?)

establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

*: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes UPXMP in the pipeline is connected to the input
stream of the INSIDE stage in the subroutine pipeline.
i: inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./ defines a label i for the INSIDE stage. INSIDE selects
:xmp. and :exmp.. Each target must begin in the first column of an input record.
xlate upper

records between the targets

translates the records to uppercase.

defines a label f for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the records from its input streams (in
the order in which they arrive) and writes them to its primary output stream.

f: faninany

is a connector. The output stream of the FANINANY stage is connected to the input stream of the stage that
follows UPXMP in the pipeline.
*:
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label i on the INSIDE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
INSIDE stage.

i:

references the label f on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

f:

The following PIPE command translates all examples in the data set EXAMPLE.FILE to uppercase and writes the
resulting data set to EXAMPUP.FILE:
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pipe < EXAMPLE.FILE | upxmp | > EXAMPUP.FILE

Note that the examples translated to uppercase remain in the correct position in the output file. This is because the
multistream portion of this pipeline contains only an XLATE stage and XLATE does not delay records.
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3.32.2 Example 2
To define four input streams (0, 1, 2, and 3) and combine the streams in a different order, specify the stream numbers in
the FANIN stage as in the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FRUIT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< APPLE.FILE',
/* read APPLE.FILE */
|
|
'| a: fanin 3 1 2 0', /* combine streams in order 3 1 2 0 */
|
|
'| > FRUITS.FILE',
/* write combined stream to FRUITS.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< BANANA.FILE',
/* read BANANA.FILE */
|
|
'| a:',
/* define secondary input to FANIN */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
'< CHERRY.FILE',
/* read CHERRY.FILE */
|
|
'| a:',
/* define tertiary input to FANIN */
|
|
'?',
/* start of fourth pipeline */
|
|
'< FIG.FILE',
/* read FIG.FILE */
|
|
'| a:'
/* define quaternary input to FANIN */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

reads the data set APPLE.FILE into the pipeline where it becomes the primary input stream (stream
0) for the FANIN stage.

< APPLE.FILE
a: fanin

defines a label a for the FANIN stage. FANIN combines the input streams in the order 3 1 2 0.

> FRUITS.FILE
?

writes all the records to existing data set FRUITS.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< BANANA.FILE

reads BANANA.FILE into the pipeline.

a: references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
FANIN stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its secondary input stream
(stream 1).
?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

< CHERRY.FILE

reads the data set CHERRY.FILE into the pipeline.

a: references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
FANIN stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its tertiary input stream (stream
2).
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?

marks the end of the third pipeline.

< FIG.FILE

reads the data set FIG.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the quaternary input stream for
FANIN stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its quaternary input stream
(stream 3).
a:

The following diagram shows the resulting output data set FRUITS.FILE:
FRUITS.FILE

(Primary Output Stream)

_______________
|
|
|
FIG.FILE
|
|
|
| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |
|
|
| BANANA.FILE |
|
|
| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |
|
|
| CHERRY.FILE |
|
|
| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |
|
|
| APPLE.FILE
|
|
|
|_______________|

(Records from Input Stream 3)
(Records from Input Stream 1)
(Records from Input Stream 2)
(Records from Input Stream 0)
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3.33.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command translates all examples to uppercase. Assume each example is delimited by a
record that begins with :xmp. and a record that begins with :exmp..
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UPXMP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| i: inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./', /* select records between targets */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate to uppercase */
|
|
'| f: faninany',
/* combine streams */
|
|
'| *:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'i:',
/* define secondary output for INSIDE */
|
|
'| f:'
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

callpipe (endchar ?)

establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

*: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes UPXMP in the pipeline is connected to the input
stream of the INSIDE stage in the subroutine pipeline.
i: inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./ defines a label i for the INSIDE stage. INSIDE selects
:xmp. and :exmp.. Each target must begin in the first column of an input record.
xlate upper

records between the targets

translates the records to uppercase.

defines a label f for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the records from its input streams (in
the order in which they arrive) and writes them to its primary output stream.

f: faninany

is a connector. The output stream of the FANINANY stage is connected to the input stream of the stage that
follows UPXMP in the pipeline.
*:
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label i on the INSIDE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
INSIDE stage.

i:

references the label f on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

f:

The following PIPE command translates all examples in the data set EXAMPLE.FILE to uppercase and writes the
resulting data set to EXAMPUP.FILE:
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pipe < EXAMPLE.FILE | upxmp | > EXAMPUP.FILE

Note that the examples translated to uppercase remain in the correct position in the output file. This is because the
multistream portion of this pipeline contains only an XLATE stage and XLATE does not delay records.
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3.34.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec makes two copies of the input data and processes each one differently:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FANOUT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar $)',
|
|
'literal Tennis anyone?'||, /* write literal data for FANOUT */
|
|
'| a: fanout',
/* copy Tennis anyone? to every output */
|
|
'| > TENNIS.FILE',
/* write Tennis anyone? to TENNIS.FILE */
|
|
'$',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output for FANOUT */
|
|
'| change /Tennis/Golf/',
/* change Tennis to Golf */
|
|
'| > GOLF.FILE'
/* write Golf anyone? to GOLF.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar $)

assigns $ as the pipeline end character.

writes a record containing Tennis anyone? to the pipeline. The REXX concatenation
operator (||) at the end of this stage prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal Tennis anyone?

defines a label a for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it reads from its primary input
stream to both its primary and secondary output streams.

a: fanout

writes the record that contains Tennis anyone? to the data set TENNIS.FILE. It is the last stage of
the first pipeline.
> TENNIS.FILE
$

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label a on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the FANOUT stage flow to the following
CHANGE stage as its primary input stream.

a:

change /Tennis/Golf/
> GOLF.FILE

changes the word Tennis to Golf in the string Tennis anyone?.

writes the record with the data Golf anyone? to the data set GOLF.FILE.

Figure 47 and Figure 48 are the output data sets created by this exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TENNIS.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Tennis anyone?

|
|
|
|
|
|
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| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|

Figure 47. FANOUT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(TENNIS.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.GOLF.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Golf anyone?
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 48. FANOUT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(GOLF.FILE)
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3.33.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command translates all examples to uppercase. Assume each example is delimited by a
record that begins with :xmp. and a record that begins with :exmp..
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UPXMP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| i: inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./', /* select records between targets */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate to uppercase */
|
|
'| f: faninany',
/* combine streams */
|
|
'| *:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'i:',
/* define secondary output for INSIDE */
|
|
'| f:'
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

callpipe (endchar ?)

establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

*: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes UPXMP in the pipeline is connected to the input
stream of the INSIDE stage in the subroutine pipeline.
i: inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./ defines a label i for the INSIDE stage. INSIDE selects
:xmp. and :exmp.. Each target must begin in the first column of an input record.
xlate upper

records between the targets

translates the records to uppercase.

defines a label f for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the records from its input streams (in
the order in which they arrive) and writes them to its primary output stream.

f: faninany

is a connector. The output stream of the FANINANY stage is connected to the input stream of the stage that
follows UPXMP in the pipeline.
*:
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label i on the INSIDE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
INSIDE stage.

i:

references the label f on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

f:

The following PIPE command translates all examples in the data set EXAMPLE.FILE to uppercase and writes the
resulting data set to EXAMPUP.FILE:
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pipe < EXAMPLE.FILE | upxmp | > EXAMPUP.FILE

Note that the examples translated to uppercase remain in the correct position in the output file. This is because the
multistream portion of this pipeline contains only an XLATE stage and XLATE does not delay records.
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3.34.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec makes two copies of the input data and processes each one differently:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FANOUT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar $)',
|
|
'literal Tennis anyone?'||, /* write literal data for FANOUT */
|
|
'| a: fanout',
/* copy Tennis anyone? to every output */
|
|
'| > TENNIS.FILE',
/* write Tennis anyone? to TENNIS.FILE */
|
|
'$',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output for FANOUT */
|
|
'| change /Tennis/Golf/',
/* change Tennis to Golf */
|
|
'| > GOLF.FILE'
/* write Golf anyone? to GOLF.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar $)

assigns $ as the pipeline end character.

writes a record containing Tennis anyone? to the pipeline. The REXX concatenation
operator (||) at the end of this stage prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal Tennis anyone?

defines a label a for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it reads from its primary input
stream to both its primary and secondary output streams.

a: fanout

writes the record that contains Tennis anyone? to the data set TENNIS.FILE. It is the last stage of
the first pipeline.
> TENNIS.FILE
$

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label a on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the FANOUT stage flow to the following
CHANGE stage as its primary input stream.

a:

change /Tennis/Golf/
> GOLF.FILE

changes the word Tennis to Golf in the string Tennis anyone?.

writes the record with the data Golf anyone? to the data set GOLF.FILE.

Figure 47 and Figure 48 are the output data sets created by this exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TENNIS.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Tennis anyone?

|
|
|
|
|
|
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| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|

Figure 47. FANOUT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(TENNIS.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.GOLF.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Golf anyone?
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 48. FANOUT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(GOLF.FILE)
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3.35.1 Example 1
To create blocks of data that are 9 bytes in length and have a pad character of 2 (X'F2') for the last record, enter:
pipe < SAMPLE.FILE | fblock 9 F2 | terminal

Figure 49 shows the contents of the input data set (which has variable-length records) and Figure 50 shows the resulting
terminal output.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SAMPLE.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 zzzzzzz
000002 bbbbb
000003 ooooooooooo
000004 lllllllll
000005 ee
000006 xxxxxxx
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 49. FBLOCK Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < SAMPLE.FILE | fblock 9 F2 | terminal
zzzzzzzbb
bbboooooo
ooooollll
llllleexx
xxxxx2222
READY

Figure 50. FBLOCK Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

If you use the BLOCK stage command instead of FBLOCK as in the following example, an error message results:
pipe < SAMPLE.FILE | block 9 fixed | terminal
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3.35.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec counts the occurrences of each character in the data set SAMPLE.FILE (Figure 49 in topic
3.35.1):
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(COUNTEM)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< SAMPLE.FILE',
/* read SAMPLE.FILE */
|
|
'| fblock 1',
/* break records into 1-byte blocks */
|
|
'| sort count', /* sort alphabetically & count identical records */
|
|
'| specs 9-10 1 11 4', /* rearrange data layout */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* then display at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< SAMPLE.FILE
fblock 1

reads the data set SAMPLE.FILE into the pipeline.

reads the records from its input stream and breaks them up into output records that are 1 byte in length.

arranges the 1-byte records in alphabetic order and counts the identical records. It writes only one
output record for each unique input record. The output records contain a 10-digit count followed by the original 1byte record.
sort count

specs 9-10 1 11 4 changes the layout of the data that results from the SORT stage. SPECS repositions the count
from positions 9 and 10 to positions 1 and 2 in the output record. Also, the character being counted in position 11
is moved to position 4 in the output record.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.

Figure 51 shows the terminal output when COUNTEM is run:
countem
5 b
2 e
9 l
11 o
7 x
7 z
READY

Figure 51. FBLOCK Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.34.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec makes two copies of the input data and processes each one differently:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FANOUT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar $)',
|
|
'literal Tennis anyone?'||, /* write literal data for FANOUT */
|
|
'| a: fanout',
/* copy Tennis anyone? to every output */
|
|
'| > TENNIS.FILE',
/* write Tennis anyone? to TENNIS.FILE */
|
|
'$',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output for FANOUT */
|
|
'| change /Tennis/Golf/',
/* change Tennis to Golf */
|
|
'| > GOLF.FILE'
/* write Golf anyone? to GOLF.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar $)

assigns $ as the pipeline end character.

writes a record containing Tennis anyone? to the pipeline. The REXX concatenation
operator (||) at the end of this stage prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal Tennis anyone?

defines a label a for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it reads from its primary input
stream to both its primary and secondary output streams.

a: fanout

writes the record that contains Tennis anyone? to the data set TENNIS.FILE. It is the last stage of
the first pipeline.
> TENNIS.FILE
$

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label a on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the FANOUT stage flow to the following
CHANGE stage as its primary input stream.

a:

change /Tennis/Golf/
> GOLF.FILE

changes the word Tennis to Golf in the string Tennis anyone?.

writes the record with the data Golf anyone? to the data set GOLF.FILE.

Figure 47 and Figure 48 are the output data sets created by this exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TENNIS.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Tennis anyone?

|
|
|
|
|
|
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| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|

Figure 47. FANOUT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(TENNIS.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.GOLF.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Golf anyone?
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 48. FANOUT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(GOLF.FILE)
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3.35.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec counts the occurrences of each character in the data set SAMPLE.FILE (Figure 49 in topic
3.35.1):
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(COUNTEM)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< SAMPLE.FILE',
/* read SAMPLE.FILE */
|
|
'| fblock 1',
/* break records into 1-byte blocks */
|
|
'| sort count', /* sort alphabetically & count identical records */
|
|
'| specs 9-10 1 11 4', /* rearrange data layout */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* then display at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< SAMPLE.FILE
fblock 1

reads the data set SAMPLE.FILE into the pipeline.

reads the records from its input stream and breaks them up into output records that are 1 byte in length.

arranges the 1-byte records in alphabetic order and counts the identical records. It writes only one
output record for each unique input record. The output records contain a 10-digit count followed by the original 1byte record.
sort count

specs 9-10 1 11 4 changes the layout of the data that results from the SORT stage. SPECS repositions the count
from positions 9 and 10 to positions 1 and 2 in the output record. Also, the character being counted in position 11
is moved to position 4 in the output record.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.

Figure 51 shows the terminal output when COUNTEM is run:
countem
5 b
2 e
9 l
11 o
7 x
7 z
READY

Figure 51. FBLOCK Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.36.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
A number is required; a hexadecimal storage address is optional.
The number specifies the file descriptor for the file to be read or written. File descriptors are "small" non-negative
integers. Standard input is usually associated with file descriptor 0; standard output with 1; and standard error with 2.
If it is present, the second operand specifies the storage address of an area into which filedescriptor stores additional
information in the event of an error being reflected from OpenEdition. The application should reserve thirty-two bytes
for this area. Sixteen bytes are currently stored: The return code and reason code (each four bytes binary); and the name
of the routine that returned the error (eight bytes, character). This operand should be specified only when the pipeline is
issued from a program; results are unpredictable if this operand is specified from the command line or from a REXX
program.
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3.36.2 Usage Notes

1. filedescriptor strictly does not delay the record.
2. filedescriptor starts on commit level -2000000000. It verifies that the system does contain OpenEdition and then
commits to level 0.
3. When it is first in a pipeline, filedescriptor terminates when it discovers that its output stream is not connected.
4. When a return value of -1 is received from OpenEdition and the second operand is omitted, filedescriptor issues
error messages to identify the error before it terminates.
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3.36.3 Related Commands
hfs, hfsdirectory, hfsquery, hfsreplace, hfsstate, and hfsxecute.
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3.36.4 Return Codes
When the second operand is specified, the return code is the error number associated with the error. Otherwise the return
code is the number of the error message issued.
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3.35.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec counts the occurrences of each character in the data set SAMPLE.FILE (Figure 49 in topic
3.35.1):
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(COUNTEM)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< SAMPLE.FILE',
/* read SAMPLE.FILE */
|
|
'| fblock 1',
/* break records into 1-byte blocks */
|
|
'| sort count', /* sort alphabetically & count identical records */
|
|
'| specs 9-10 1 11 4', /* rearrange data layout */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* then display at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< SAMPLE.FILE
fblock 1

reads the data set SAMPLE.FILE into the pipeline.

reads the records from its input stream and breaks them up into output records that are 1 byte in length.

arranges the 1-byte records in alphabetic order and counts the identical records. It writes only one
output record for each unique input record. The output records contain a 10-digit count followed by the original 1byte record.
sort count

specs 9-10 1 11 4 changes the layout of the data that results from the SORT stage. SPECS repositions the count
from positions 9 and 10 to positions 1 and 2 in the output record. Also, the character being counted in position 11
is moved to position 4 in the output record.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.

Figure 51 shows the terminal output when COUNTEM is run:
countem
5 b
2 e
9 l
11 o
7 x
7 z
READY

Figure 51. FBLOCK Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.36.4 Return Codes
When the second operand is specified, the return code is the error number associated with the error. Otherwise the return
code is the number of the error message issued.
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3.37.1 Example 1
To write all lines of data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE that begin with an asterisk (*) to the existing data set
COMMENTS.FILE and to write all other lines to the existing data set CODE.FILE, use the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FNDCMNTS)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PROG1.ASSEMBLE',
/* read PROG1.ASSEMBLE */
|
|
'| a:find *'||
/* select lines beginning with asterisk */
|
|
'| > COMMENTS.FILE ', /* write comment lines to COMMENTS.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream for FIND */
|
|
'| > CODE.FILE'
/* write noncomment lines to CODE.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< PROG1.ASSEMBLE

reads the data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE into the pipeline.

a:find * defines a label a for the FIND stage. FIND writes all input records that begin with an asterisk (*) to its
primary output stream.

The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage keeps REXX from inserting a blank before the stage
separator at the beginning of the next line. It is needed because trailing blanks are significant to FIND.
receives the records from the FIND stage's primary output stream and writes them to the
existing data set COMMENTS.FILE. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

> COMMENTS.FILE
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the FIND stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for FIND.
FIND writes all input records that do not begin with an asterisk (*) to its secondary output stream.

a:

> CODE.FILE

writes the FIND stage's secondary output stream to the existing data set CODE.FILE.
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3.36.4 Return Codes
When the second operand is specified, the return code is the error number associated with the error. Otherwise the return
code is the number of the error message issued.
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3.37.1 Example 1
To write all lines of data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE that begin with an asterisk (*) to the existing data set
COMMENTS.FILE and to write all other lines to the existing data set CODE.FILE, use the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FNDCMNTS)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PROG1.ASSEMBLE',
/* read PROG1.ASSEMBLE */
|
|
'| a:find *'||
/* select lines beginning with asterisk */
|
|
'| > COMMENTS.FILE ', /* write comment lines to COMMENTS.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream for FIND */
|
|
'| > CODE.FILE'
/* write noncomment lines to CODE.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< PROG1.ASSEMBLE

reads the data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE into the pipeline.

a:find * defines a label a for the FIND stage. FIND writes all input records that begin with an asterisk (*) to its
primary output stream.

The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage keeps REXX from inserting a blank before the stage
separator at the beginning of the next line. It is needed because trailing blanks are significant to FIND.
receives the records from the FIND stage's primary output stream and writes them to the
existing data set COMMENTS.FILE. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

> COMMENTS.FILE
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the FIND stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for FIND.
FIND writes all input records that do not begin with an asterisk (*) to its secondary output stream.

a:

> CODE.FILE

writes the FIND stage's secondary output stream to the existing data set CODE.FILE.
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3.38.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that begin with the letter P through
the end of the alphabet and to write these records to a data set called PHONE P-Z, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | frlabel P -| > PHONES.P-Z
Figure 52 and Figure 53 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE.P-Z, after
execution of the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

Figure 52. FRLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.P-Z ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 P - T
000002 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000003 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000004 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000005 U - Z
000006 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|

|

Figure 53. FRLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.38.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the FRLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | frlabel P - T | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. If there is not a trailing blank after P - T in PHONE.DIRECTRY,
the target string is not found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is an F-format data set, the trailing blanks are present because P - T is shorter than the logical
record length of the data set; therefore, FRLABEL would find the target string.
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3.37.1 Example 1
To write all lines of data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE that begin with an asterisk (*) to the existing data set
COMMENTS.FILE and to write all other lines to the existing data set CODE.FILE, use the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FNDCMNTS)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PROG1.ASSEMBLE',
/* read PROG1.ASSEMBLE */
|
|
'| a:find *'||
/* select lines beginning with asterisk */
|
|
'| > COMMENTS.FILE ', /* write comment lines to COMMENTS.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream for FIND */
|
|
'| > CODE.FILE'
/* write noncomment lines to CODE.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< PROG1.ASSEMBLE

reads the data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE into the pipeline.

a:find * defines a label a for the FIND stage. FIND writes all input records that begin with an asterisk (*) to its
primary output stream.

The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage keeps REXX from inserting a blank before the stage
separator at the beginning of the next line. It is needed because trailing blanks are significant to FIND.
receives the records from the FIND stage's primary output stream and writes them to the
existing data set COMMENTS.FILE. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

> COMMENTS.FILE
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the FIND stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for FIND.
FIND writes all input records that do not begin with an asterisk (*) to its secondary output stream.

a:

> CODE.FILE

writes the FIND stage's secondary output stream to the existing data set CODE.FILE.
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3.38.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the FRLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | frlabel P - T | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. If there is not a trailing blank after P - T in PHONE.DIRECTRY,
the target string is not found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is an F-format data set, the trailing blanks are present because P - T is shorter than the logical
record length of the data set; therefore, FRLABEL would find the target string.
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3.39.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command selects all records beginning with the first one that contains the string abc and does not
contain the string xyz:
pipe < TEST.FILE | frtarget all /abc/ & ¬ /xyz/ | terminal
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3.39.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec, TARGET, searches the data set NUMBER.SETS until it locates a set of numbers that does
not contain a 3, which is the set 4 5 6 in this example. The TARGET exec then writes to the terminal the set 4 5 6 and
all sets of numbers that follow this set. All sets of numbers which precede the set 4 5 6 are written to the secondary
output stream of FRTARGET and then passed to the > stage which writes the records to the existing data set
OTHER.LINES.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TARGET)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < NUMBER.SETS' ,
/* read NUMBER.SETS
*/
|
|
'| f: frtarget nlocate /3/',/* find first record without a 3 */
|
|
'| terminal' ,
/* display records at terminal
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* define secondary output for FRTARGET*/
|
|
'| > OTHER.LINES'
/* write records to OTHER.LINES */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

After execution of this exec the terminal displays the following:
target
4 5 6
5 6 7
3 6 7
READY

Figure 54 shows the contents of the input data set NUMBER.SETS. Figure 55 shows the resulting output data set
OTHER.LINES.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NUMBER.SETS ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3
000002 2 3 4
000003 3 4 5
000004 4 5 6
000005 5 6 7
000006 3 6 7
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 54. FRTARGET Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OTHER.LINES ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3
000002 2 3 4
000003 3 4 5
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 55. FRTARGET Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents

Return Codes
If FRTARGET finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received from the specified stage command.
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3.38.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.38.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the FRLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | frlabel P - T | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. If there is not a trailing blank after P - T in PHONE.DIRECTRY,
the target string is not found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is an F-format data set, the trailing blanks are present because P - T is shorter than the logical
record length of the data set; therefore, FRLABEL would find the target string.
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3.39.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.39.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec, TARGET, searches the data set NUMBER.SETS until it locates a set of numbers that does
not contain a 3, which is the set 4 5 6 in this example. The TARGET exec then writes to the terminal the set 4 5 6 and
all sets of numbers that follow this set. All sets of numbers which precede the set 4 5 6 are written to the secondary
output stream of FRTARGET and then passed to the > stage which writes the records to the existing data set
OTHER.LINES.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TARGET)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < NUMBER.SETS' ,
/* read NUMBER.SETS
*/
|
|
'| f: frtarget nlocate /3/',/* find first record without a 3 */
|
|
'| terminal' ,
/* display records at terminal
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* define secondary output for FRTARGET*/
|
|
'| > OTHER.LINES'
/* write records to OTHER.LINES */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

After execution of this exec the terminal displays the following:
target
4 5 6
5 6 7
3 6 7
READY

Figure 54 shows the contents of the input data set NUMBER.SETS. Figure 55 shows the resulting output data set
OTHER.LINES.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NUMBER.SETS ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3
000002 2 3 4
000003 3 4 5
000004 4 5 6
000005 5 6 7
000006 3 6 7
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 54. FRTARGET Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OTHER.LINES ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3
000002 2 3 4
000003 3 4 5
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 55. FRTARGET Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents

Return Codes
If FRTARGET finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received from the specified stage command.
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3.40.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.40.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
No arguments are allowed.
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3.40.2 Output Record Format
The output record information is synthesized from information provided by TSO/E, possibly augmented with the
response to a device query.

  Offs
    0
        
        
    2
        
    4
    5
        
        
    6
    7
    8
        
        
        
   10
   12
   13
   15
        
   16
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
   17
   18
   20
   22
        

   Len
    2
        
        
    2
        
    1
    1
        
        
    1
    1
    1
        
        
        
    2
    1
    2
    1
        
    1
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
    1
    2
    2
    v
        

Description
Virtual device type. The logon terminal is stored
as X'8000'; a dialled terminal shows the type of
real device.
Virtual device status and flags. This field is
X'0000'
Virtual device class. Always X'40' (graphics).
Virtual device type. X'01' for a 3278, 3279, or
similar display. this field is always stored as
X'01'.
Device model number.
Line length.
"Real device terminal code for a local virtual
console. (This is the definition of the field; it
is not clear what this really means.) This byte is
stored as X'00' on MVS.
Set to X'0000'.
Condition code:x'F0' indicates condition code zero.
Reserved.
The low-order byte of the attribute flags. Refer to
the description of the GTTERM macro.
Terminal features flag byte:
                                                      
1xxx xxx Extended color present.
                                                      
x1xx xxx Extended highlighting present.
                                                      
xx1x xxx Programmable symbol sets present.
                                                      
xxxx x1x This bit is not set.
                                                      
xxxx xx1 14-bit addressing allowed.
Number of partitions.
Number of columns.
Number of rows (lines).
The structured fields received in response to a Read
Partition Query.
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3.40.3 Usage Notes

1. fullscrq must be a first stage.
2. fullscrq obtains the information required, in some cases by doing I/O to the terminal, and commits to 0.
3. MVS caches the query reply; the contents of the output record reflect the status at the time the user logged on or
last reconnected. Applications that need to know which symbol sets are currently loaded should perform their own
query.
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3.40.4 Related Commands
See also fullscr and fullscrs.
Examples
To determine the geometry of the console:
READY
pipe fullscrq|spec 19.2 c2d 1 21.2 c2d n|terminal
80
43
READY
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3.39.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.39.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec, TARGET, searches the data set NUMBER.SETS until it locates a set of numbers that does
not contain a 3, which is the set 4 5 6 in this example. The TARGET exec then writes to the terminal the set 4 5 6 and
all sets of numbers that follow this set. All sets of numbers which precede the set 4 5 6 are written to the secondary
output stream of FRTARGET and then passed to the > stage which writes the records to the existing data set
OTHER.LINES.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TARGET)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < NUMBER.SETS' ,
/* read NUMBER.SETS
*/
|
|
'| f: frtarget nlocate /3/',/* find first record without a 3 */
|
|
'| terminal' ,
/* display records at terminal
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* define secondary output for FRTARGET*/
|
|
'| > OTHER.LINES'
/* write records to OTHER.LINES */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

After execution of this exec the terminal displays the following:
target
4 5 6
5 6 7
3 6 7
READY

Figure 54 shows the contents of the input data set NUMBER.SETS. Figure 55 shows the resulting output data set
OTHER.LINES.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NUMBER.SETS ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3
000002 2 3 4
000003 3 4 5
000004 4 5 6
000005 5 6 7
000006 3 6 7
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 54. FRTARGET Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OTHER.LINES ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3
000002 2 3 4
000003 3 4 5
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 55. FRTARGET Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents

Return Codes
If FRTARGET finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received from the specified stage command.
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3.40.4 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.40.4 Related Commands
See also fullscr and fullscrs.
Examples
To determine the geometry of the console:
READY
pipe fullscrq|spec 19.2 c2d 1 21.2 c2d n|terminal
80
43
READY
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3.41.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.41.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
No arguments are allowed.
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3.41.2 Output Record Format
None.
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3.41.3 Input Record Format
As define for the output from fullscrq:

  Offs
    0
        
        
    2
        
    4
    5
        
        
    6
    7
    8
        
        
        
   10
   12
   13
   15
        
   16
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
   17
   18
   20
   22
        

   Len
    2
        
        
    2
        
    1
    1
        
        
    1
    1
    1
        
        
        
    2
    1
    2
    1
        
    1
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
    1
    2
    2
    v
        

Description
Virtual device type. The logon terminal is stored
as X'8000'; a dialled terminal shows the type of
real device.
Virtual device status and flags. This field is
X'0000'
Virtual device class. Always X'40' (graphics).
Virtual device type. X'01' for a 3278, 3279, or
similar display. this field is always stored as
X'01'.
Device model number.
Line length.
"Real device terminal code for a local virtual
console. (This is the definition of the field; it
is not clear what this really means.) This byte is
stored as X'00' on MVS.
Set to X'0000'.
Condition code:x'F0' indicates condition code zero.
Reserved.
The low-order byte of the attribute flags. Refer to
the description of the GTTERM macro.
Terminal features flag byte:
                                                      
1xxx xxx Extended color present.
                                                      
x1xx xxx Extended highlighting present.
                                                      
xx1x xxx Programmable symbol sets present.
                                                      
xxxx x1x This bit is not set.
                                                      
xxxx xx1 14-bit addressing allowed.
Number of partitions.
Number of columns.
Number of rows (lines).
The structured fields received in response to a Read
Partition Query.
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3.41.4 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.41.4 Output Record Format
A record of blank-delimited words:
1. Number of lines.
2. Number of columns.
3. APL/TEXT flag:
0
1
2

APL/TEXT not present.
3278 APL/TEXT is present; use X'08' graphics escape orders.
3277 APL/TEXT is present; use X'1D' escape sequences.

4. 1 if the terminal supports Erase/Write Alternate; 0 otherwise (typically a 3277).
5. 1 if Write Structured Field is supported.
6. 1 if Extended Highlighting is supported.
7. A two-character unpacked alias character for ROS (read only storage) font 1, or "no." If present, this font contains
the APL/TEXT character set.
8. The first halfword of the Coded Graphic Character Set Identifier for the ROS (read only storage) font 0 or a
question mark if this information is not available.
9. The second halfword of the CGCSID, the code page, or a question mark if this information is not available.
10. The Coded Character Set ID for ROS (read only storage) font 0 or a question mark if this information is not
available.
11. Encoded character information about the programmable symbol sets, if any. Semicolons separate the information
about individual symbol sets. The fields for each symbol set are separated by hyphens:
a. The character set number.
b. The alias character associated with the character set, unpacked to two hex characters.
c. "r" for a ROS (read only storage) symbol set; "w" for a writable symbol set. The number of bit planes
follows the r/w character.
d. If present, eight hexadecimal characters containing the unpacked CGCSID, consisting of a two-byte
character set number and a two-byte code page number.
12. The contents of the color reply, if one was received. Otherwise "no."
13. The contents of the highlighting reply, if one was received. Otherwise "no."
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14. The contents of the reply mode reply, if one was received. Otherwise "no."
15. The default and alternate cell size in the format xx:yy/xx:yy.
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3.41.5 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.41.5 Usage Notes

1. fullscrs strictly does not delay the record.
2. fullscrs starts on commit level -1. It verifies its arguments and then commits to 0.
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3.41.6 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.41.6 Related Commands
See also fullscr and fullscrq.
Examples
To format the device information so that the character set information is on a line by itself:
READY
pipe fullscrs¦spec word 1.10 1 write word 11 1 write word 12-* 1¦terminal
43 80 1 1 1 1 F1 697 37 ?
0-00-r1-02B90025;1-F1-r1-03C30136
41234567 0124 111
READY
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3.40.4 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.40.4 Related Commands
See also fullscr and fullscrs.
Examples
To determine the geometry of the console:
READY
pipe fullscrq|spec 19.2 c2d 1 21.2 c2d n|terminal
80
43
READY
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3.41.6 Related Commands
See also fullscr and fullscrq.
Examples
To format the device information so that the character set information is on a line by itself:
READY
pipe fullscrs¦spec word 1.10 1 write word 11 1 write word 12-* 1¦terminal
43 80 1 1 1 1 F1 697 37 ?
0-00-r1-02B90025;1-F1-r1-03C30136
41234567 0124 111
READY
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3.42.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.42.1 Example 1
Given the input data set shown in Figure 56, use the following exec, GATEWORK, to display all records in a data set
before the word cooldown. The exec reads records from the data set WORKOUT.FILE until it locates the word
cooldown. When cooldown is located, the records stop flowing through the pipeline.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GATEWORK)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< WORKOUT.FILE',
/* read WORKOUT.FILE */
|
|
'|l:locate /cooldown/', /* select the trigger record */
|
|
'|g:gate',
/* force it to end */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'l:',
/* define secondary output for LOCATE */
|
|
'|g:',
/* define secondary input for GATE */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display records from secondary output*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< WORKOUT.FILE

reads data set WORKOUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label l for the LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records containing cooldown
to its primary output stream. LOCATE writes all records that do not contain cooldown to its secondary output
stream.
l:locate /cooldown/

g:gate defines a label g for the GATE stage. GATE reads the records it receives on its secondary input stream
(which is connected to the secondary output stream of the LOCATE stage) and copies them to its secondary
output stream. When it receives a record on its primary input stream (which is connected to the primary output
stream of the LOCATE stage), it ends immediately without consuming that record. Thus, it ends as soon as
LOCATE selects the first record containing the string cooldown.

When GATE ends, its output stream and both of its input streams are severed. The TERMINAL stage then
receives end of file on its input stream and ends. When neither of LOCATE's output streams is connected, it too
ends, thus severing its primary input stream, which then causes the < stage also to end.
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the LOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records not containing cooldown to its secondary output stream.

l:

g: references the label on the GATE stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream and
secondary output stream for the GATE stage. GATE passes records from its secondary input stream to its
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secondary output stream. In this example, all records that do not contain cooldown and arrive before the first
occurrence of cooldown are written to the secondary output stream of GATE and then passed to the TERMINAL
stage that follows.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.WORKOUT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 warm-up
000002 touch-toes
000003 flexibility
000004 strength
000005 bench-press
000006 cooldown
000007 breathe
000008 relax
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 56. GATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Figure 57 shows the resulting terminal output after the GATEWORK exec is executed.
gatework
warm-up
touch-toes
flexibility
strength
bench-press
READY

Figure 57. GATE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.41.6 Related Commands
See also fullscr and fullscrq.
Examples
To format the device information so that the character set information is on a line by itself:
READY
pipe fullscrs¦spec word 1.10 1 write word 11 1 write word 12-* 1¦terminal
43 80 1 1 1 1 F1 697 37 ?
0-00-r1-02B90025;1-F1-r1-03C30136
41234567 0124 111
READY

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.42.1 Example 1
Given the input data set shown in Figure 56, use the following exec, GATEWORK, to display all records in a data set
before the word cooldown. The exec reads records from the data set WORKOUT.FILE until it locates the word
cooldown. When cooldown is located, the records stop flowing through the pipeline.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GATEWORK)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< WORKOUT.FILE',
/* read WORKOUT.FILE */
|
|
'|l:locate /cooldown/', /* select the trigger record */
|
|
'|g:gate',
/* force it to end */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'l:',
/* define secondary output for LOCATE */
|
|
'|g:',
/* define secondary input for GATE */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display records from secondary output*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< WORKOUT.FILE

reads data set WORKOUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label l for the LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records containing cooldown
to its primary output stream. LOCATE writes all records that do not contain cooldown to its secondary output
stream.
l:locate /cooldown/

g:gate defines a label g for the GATE stage. GATE reads the records it receives on its secondary input stream
(which is connected to the secondary output stream of the LOCATE stage) and copies them to its secondary
output stream. When it receives a record on its primary input stream (which is connected to the primary output
stream of the LOCATE stage), it ends immediately without consuming that record. Thus, it ends as soon as
LOCATE selects the first record containing the string cooldown.

When GATE ends, its output stream and both of its input streams are severed. The TERMINAL stage then
receives end of file on its input stream and ends. When neither of LOCATE's output streams is connected, it too
ends, thus severing its primary input stream, which then causes the < stage also to end.
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the LOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records not containing cooldown to its secondary output stream.

l:

g: references the label on the GATE stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream and
secondary output stream for the GATE stage. GATE passes records from its secondary input stream to its
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secondary output stream. In this example, all records that do not contain cooldown and arrive before the first
occurrence of cooldown are written to the secondary output stream of GATE and then passed to the TERMINAL
stage that follows.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.WORKOUT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 warm-up
000002 touch-toes
000003 flexibility
000004 strength
000005 bench-press
000006 cooldown
000007 breathe
000008 relax
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 56. GATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Figure 57 shows the resulting terminal output after the GATEWORK exec is executed.
gatework
warm-up
touch-toes
flexibility
strength
bench-press
READY

Figure 57. GATE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.43.1 Example 1
This example combines three input streams into one output stream with the GATHER stage command.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GATHER)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| < ORDNUM.FILE',
/*read order number data set*/ |
|
'|G:gather',
/* read input streams 0 ,1,2 */
|
|
'| specs 1-15 1 /FOR CUSTOMER/ nextword',/* arrange input data
*/ |
|
'read 1-22 30 write',
|
|
'read 1-16 1 /IS/ nextword 17-24 nextword',
|
|
'write / / 1',
|
|
'| > OUT1.FILE',
/*write records to output data set*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */ |
|
' < CUST.FILE',
/* read customer data set
*/ |
|
'|G:',
/*define GATHER's secondary input*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
' < ACCOUNT.FILE',
/* read ACCOUNT.FILE
*/
|
|
'|G:'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< ORDNUM.FILE

command.

reads the data set ORDNUM.FILE into the pipeline. This flows as input into the GATHER stage

reads one record from each of its connected input streams in sequential order, starting with the primary
input stream. It reads the first record from ORDNUM.FILE, the first record from the CUST.FILE on its secondary
input stream, and the first record from the ACCOUNT.FILE on its tertiary input stream. GATHER repeats this
cycle three times until all records are consumed and written to the existing OUT1.FILE on its primary output
stream.
gather

specs

arranges the contents of the input records and adds words for a meaningful accounting report.
1-15 1 /FOR CUSTOMER/ nextword writes the data from columns 1 through 15 to the output record beginning
in column 1. The character string FOR CUSTOMER is written as the next word in the output record, starting in

column 17 and following the order number and a blank.

releases the current input record (primary stream) and reads the next record, which is the secondary
input stream record.

read

reads the contents of the secondary input stream record in columns 1 through 22 and writes the data
to the output record beginning in column 30.
1-22 30
write

writes the record written so far to the primary output stream.
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read releases the current input record (secondary stream) and reads the next record, which is the tertiary
input stream record.

reads the contents of the tertiary input stream record in columns 1
through 16 and writes the data to the output record beginning in column 1. A blank is added in the next
available column and SPECS writes the character string IS in the output record. Then SPECS reads the
contents of the tertiary input stream record from columns 17 through 24, and writes a blank and the data in
the output record.

1-16 1 /IS/ nextword 17-24 nextword

write

writes the record written so far to the primary output stream.

/ / 1 writes a blank in the output record beginning in column 1. This leaves a blank line between each
account written.
> OUT1.FILE

pipeline.
?

writes the records to the existing data set OUT1.FILE on the A-disk. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< CUST.FILE

reads the data set CUST.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous < stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its secondary
input stream.

g:

?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

< ACCOUNT.FILE

reads the data set ACCOUNT.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous > stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its tertiary input
stream.

g:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ORDNUM.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ORDER # 123456
000002 ORDER # 788994
000003 ORDER # 123330
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 58. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(ORDNUM.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.CUST.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 AMERICAN FIELDSERVERS
000002 FAHITIAN FLYCATCHERS

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000003 NIMBA NETS
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 59. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(CUST.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ACCOUNT BALANCE $0.00
000002 ACCOUNT BALANCE $1000.00
000003 ACCOUNT BALANCE $-20.00
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 60. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(ACCOUNT.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUT1.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ORDER # 123456 FOR CUSTOMER AMERICAN FIELDSERVERS
000002 ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $0.00
000003
000004 ORDER # 788994 FOR CUSTOMER FAHITIAN FLYCATCHERS
000005 ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $1000.00
000006
000007 ORDER # 123330 FOR CUSTOMER NIMBA NETS
000008 ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $-20.00
000009
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 61. GATHER Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OUT1.FILE)
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3.43.2 Example 2
In this example, GATHER has three input streams connected, but writes out only the tertiary input stream record as
directed by the stream identifier in the primary input stream record selected by the LOCATE stage. Figure 62 shows the
input data set that contains the stream identifier.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GATHER)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| < INPUT.FILE',
/* read the input data set
*/ |
|
'| locate /0002/',
/* find records containing 0002 */ |
|
'| g:gather streamid wordsep - w2',/*identify stream to read from
*/ |
|
'| terminal',
/* display records to terminal
*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
' literal SECONDARY input STREAM 01',/* provide secondary input rec*/ |
|
'| g:',
/*define GATHER's secondary input*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/ |
|
' literal TERTIARY input STREAM 02', /* provide tertiary input rec */ |
|
'| g:'
/*define GATHER's tertiary input */ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INPUT.FILE

reads the data set INPUT.FILE into the pipeline.

locate /0002/ searches each INPUT.FILE record for the string 0002. LOCATE writes the record it finds that
matches the search criteria to its primary output stream. This flows as input into the GATHER stage command.

assigns a label g for the GATHER stage. GATHER is able to read from any of
its multiple input streams and write to its primary output stream. The STREAMID operand directs GATHER to
inspect its primary input stream record for the second word that contains a stream identifier. The words in the
primary input stream record are separated by a -. GATHER finds the tertiary input stream identified, and reads a
record from that connected input stream.
g: gather streamid wordsep - w2

terminal
?

writes the tertiary record to the terminal. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

literal SECONDARY input STREAM 01

secondary input stream.

writes words comprising a record into the pipeline on GATHER's

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous LITERAL stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its
secondary input stream.

g:
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?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

literal TERTIARY input STREAM 02

input stream.

writes words comprising a record into the pipeline on GATHER's tertiary

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous LITERAL stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its
tertiary input stream.

g:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Primary Input Stream Record-0001-Stream Identifier
000002 Primary Input Stream Record-0002-Stream Identifier
000003 Primary Input Stream Record-0003-Stream Identifier
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 62. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(INPUT.FILE)

Figure 63 shows the result from the GATHER exec:
gather
TERTIARY input STREAM 02

Figure 63. GATHER Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.42.1 Example 1
Given the input data set shown in Figure 56, use the following exec, GATEWORK, to display all records in a data set
before the word cooldown. The exec reads records from the data set WORKOUT.FILE until it locates the word
cooldown. When cooldown is located, the records stop flowing through the pipeline.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GATEWORK)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< WORKOUT.FILE',
/* read WORKOUT.FILE */
|
|
'|l:locate /cooldown/', /* select the trigger record */
|
|
'|g:gate',
/* force it to end */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'l:',
/* define secondary output for LOCATE */
|
|
'|g:',
/* define secondary input for GATE */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display records from secondary output*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< WORKOUT.FILE

reads data set WORKOUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label l for the LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records containing cooldown
to its primary output stream. LOCATE writes all records that do not contain cooldown to its secondary output
stream.
l:locate /cooldown/

g:gate defines a label g for the GATE stage. GATE reads the records it receives on its secondary input stream
(which is connected to the secondary output stream of the LOCATE stage) and copies them to its secondary
output stream. When it receives a record on its primary input stream (which is connected to the primary output
stream of the LOCATE stage), it ends immediately without consuming that record. Thus, it ends as soon as
LOCATE selects the first record containing the string cooldown.

When GATE ends, its output stream and both of its input streams are severed. The TERMINAL stage then
receives end of file on its input stream and ends. When neither of LOCATE's output streams is connected, it too
ends, thus severing its primary input stream, which then causes the < stage also to end.
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the LOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records not containing cooldown to its secondary output stream.

l:

g: references the label on the GATE stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream and
secondary output stream for the GATE stage. GATE passes records from its secondary input stream to its
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secondary output stream. In this example, all records that do not contain cooldown and arrive before the first
occurrence of cooldown are written to the secondary output stream of GATE and then passed to the TERMINAL
stage that follows.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.WORKOUT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 warm-up
000002 touch-toes
000003 flexibility
000004 strength
000005 bench-press
000006 cooldown
000007 breathe
000008 relax
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 56. GATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Figure 57 shows the resulting terminal output after the GATEWORK exec is executed.
gatework
warm-up
touch-toes
flexibility
strength
bench-press
READY

Figure 57. GATE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.43.2 Example 2
In this example, GATHER has three input streams connected, but writes out only the tertiary input stream record as
directed by the stream identifier in the primary input stream record selected by the LOCATE stage. Figure 62 shows the
input data set that contains the stream identifier.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GATHER)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| < INPUT.FILE',
/* read the input data set
*/ |
|
'| locate /0002/',
/* find records containing 0002 */ |
|
'| g:gather streamid wordsep - w2',/*identify stream to read from
*/ |
|
'| terminal',
/* display records to terminal
*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
' literal SECONDARY input STREAM 01',/* provide secondary input rec*/ |
|
'| g:',
/*define GATHER's secondary input*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/ |
|
' literal TERTIARY input STREAM 02', /* provide tertiary input rec */ |
|
'| g:'
/*define GATHER's tertiary input */ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INPUT.FILE

reads the data set INPUT.FILE into the pipeline.

locate /0002/ searches each INPUT.FILE record for the string 0002. LOCATE writes the record it finds that
matches the search criteria to its primary output stream. This flows as input into the GATHER stage command.

assigns a label g for the GATHER stage. GATHER is able to read from any of
its multiple input streams and write to its primary output stream. The STREAMID operand directs GATHER to
inspect its primary input stream record for the second word that contains a stream identifier. The words in the
primary input stream record are separated by a -. GATHER finds the tertiary input stream identified, and reads a
record from that connected input stream.
g: gather streamid wordsep - w2

terminal
?

writes the tertiary record to the terminal. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

literal SECONDARY input STREAM 01

secondary input stream.

writes words comprising a record into the pipeline on GATHER's

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous LITERAL stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its
secondary input stream.

g:
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?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

literal TERTIARY input STREAM 02

input stream.

writes words comprising a record into the pipeline on GATHER's tertiary

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous LITERAL stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its
tertiary input stream.

g:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Primary Input Stream Record-0001-Stream Identifier
000002 Primary Input Stream Record-0002-Stream Identifier
000003 Primary Input Stream Record-0003-Stream Identifier
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 62. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(INPUT.FILE)

Figure 63 shows the result from the GATHER exec:
gather
TERTIARY input STREAM 02

Figure 63. GATHER Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.44.1 Example 1
Given the input data set in Figure 64, the following command copies the contents of all data sets in the list into one
output data set:
pipe < PARTS.LIST | getfiles | > COMBINED.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PARTS.LIST ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 PART1.FILE
000002 PART2.FILE
000003 PART3.FILE
000004 PART4.FILE
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 64. GETFILES Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.44.2 Example 2
The following command searches all physical sequential data sets in your catalog for records containing the string
SOFTBALL:
pipe tso listcat|drop 1|spec /'/ 1 1-* n /'/ n|getfiles|locate /SOFTBALL/ |cons

Note: The LISTCAT command lists partitioned data set names in a format that GETFILES does not accept. Therefore,
you will get error messages for any partitioned data set that this PIPE command tries to process.
Return Codes
GETFILES issues CALLPIPE pipeline subcommands to read the data sets. The return code from GETFILES is the
aggregate of the return codes from the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommands. A negative return code indicates not all data
sets were read. A positive return code indicates all files were read but one or more had an error.
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3.43.2 Example 2
In this example, GATHER has three input streams connected, but writes out only the tertiary input stream record as
directed by the stream identifier in the primary input stream record selected by the LOCATE stage. Figure 62 shows the
input data set that contains the stream identifier.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GATHER)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| < INPUT.FILE',
/* read the input data set
*/ |
|
'| locate /0002/',
/* find records containing 0002 */ |
|
'| g:gather streamid wordsep - w2',/*identify stream to read from
*/ |
|
'| terminal',
/* display records to terminal
*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
' literal SECONDARY input STREAM 01',/* provide secondary input rec*/ |
|
'| g:',
/*define GATHER's secondary input*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/ |
|
' literal TERTIARY input STREAM 02', /* provide tertiary input rec */ |
|
'| g:'
/*define GATHER's tertiary input */ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INPUT.FILE

reads the data set INPUT.FILE into the pipeline.

locate /0002/ searches each INPUT.FILE record for the string 0002. LOCATE writes the record it finds that
matches the search criteria to its primary output stream. This flows as input into the GATHER stage command.

assigns a label g for the GATHER stage. GATHER is able to read from any of
its multiple input streams and write to its primary output stream. The STREAMID operand directs GATHER to
inspect its primary input stream record for the second word that contains a stream identifier. The words in the
primary input stream record are separated by a -. GATHER finds the tertiary input stream identified, and reads a
record from that connected input stream.
g: gather streamid wordsep - w2

terminal
?

writes the tertiary record to the terminal. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

literal SECONDARY input STREAM 01

secondary input stream.

writes words comprising a record into the pipeline on GATHER's

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous LITERAL stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its
secondary input stream.

g:
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?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

literal TERTIARY input STREAM 02

input stream.

writes words comprising a record into the pipeline on GATHER's tertiary

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous LITERAL stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its
tertiary input stream.

g:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Primary Input Stream Record-0001-Stream Identifier
000002 Primary Input Stream Record-0002-Stream Identifier
000003 Primary Input Stream Record-0003-Stream Identifier
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 62. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(INPUT.FILE)

Figure 63 shows the result from the GATHER exec:
gather
TERTIARY input STREAM 02

Figure 63. GATHER Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.44.2 Example 2
The following command searches all physical sequential data sets in your catalog for records containing the string
SOFTBALL:
pipe tso listcat|drop 1|spec /'/ 1 1-* n /'/ n|getfiles|locate /SOFTBALL/ |cons

Note: The LISTCAT command lists partitioned data set names in a format that GETFILES does not accept. Therefore,
you will get error messages for any partitioned data set that this PIPE command tries to process.
Return Codes
GETFILES issues CALLPIPE pipeline subcommands to read the data sets. The return code from GETFILES is the
aggregate of the return codes from the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommands. A negative return code indicates not all data
sets were read. A positive return code indicates all files were read but one or more had an error.
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3.45.1 Type
Operands
Use the keyword MENU for a menu of built-in programs. When PIPELINE HELPLIB is available, the menu panel
displays all members of this library that are not messages. This allows access to syntax variables, built-in programs, and
pipeline commands from one panel. Select the member to be displayed with the cursor and press the Enter key or
Program function key 1 (or 13).
With no argument or with a numeric argument that is 10 or less, help is displayed for the last message issued (no
argument or 0), the second-to-last message (argument is 1), and so on back through the memory of the last 11 messages
issued.
With a number that is 11 or more, help is displayed for the message with that number.
MSG explicitly states that help is requested for a message; it must be specified to obtain help for messages 0 through 10.
One or more blank are optional between the keyword and the number.
When the name of a built-in program is specified, help is shown for that program, or for the first member of the library
that the argument is an abbreviation of.
Use helpSQL to display SQL/DS's help information about a particular topic. The topic may be a number (an sqlcode) or
the name of an SQL/D statement. This requires that you have connect privileges to SQL/DS and that an SQL/DS access
module has been generated by your installation; refer to help for SQL. SQL remembers the last 11 negative return code
received from SQL/DS. Use help SQLCODE to display the help information for the code without needing to remember
what it was.
pipe help sqlcode 1
displays the help text for the second-to-last return code received, and so
on.

Tailoring help The file from which the help library is generated has character graphics and syntax diagrams using code
points that display correctly on a 3270 with TEXT ON. Your installation may have changed the code points when
installing BatchPipeWorks.
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3.45.2 Usage Notes

1. If the primary output stream is connected, help information is written to the primary output stream, rather than
being displayed.
2. When the primary output stream is connected initially (and help writes the information to the output rather than
displaying it), help terminates when the primary output stream becomes not connected.
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3.44.2 Example 2
The following command searches all physical sequential data sets in your catalog for records containing the string
SOFTBALL:
pipe tso listcat|drop 1|spec /'/ 1 1-* n /'/ n|getfiles|locate /SOFTBALL/ |cons

Note: The LISTCAT command lists partitioned data set names in a format that GETFILES does not accept. Therefore,
you will get error messages for any partitioned data set that this PIPE command tries to process.
Return Codes
GETFILES issues CALLPIPE pipeline subcommands to read the data sets. The return code from GETFILES is the
aggregate of the return codes from the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommands. A negative return code indicates not all data
sets were read. A positive return code indicates all files were read but one or more had an error.
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3.45.2 Usage Notes

1. If the primary output stream is connected, help information is written to the primary output stream, rather than
being displayed.
2. When the primary output stream is connected initially (and help writes the information to the output rather than
displaying it), help terminates when the primary output stream becomes not connected.
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3.46.1 Example 1
The following stages can discard all records and completely replace them with records from a new stage (specified on
APPEND):
... | hole | append ...

The primary output stream of HOLE remains connected until it receives end of file on its primary input stream. When
APPEND gets end of file on its primary input stream, it runs the stage command specified as an operand, which is the
STACK command. APPEND writes the output from the STACK command to its primary output stream. The following
REXX exec uses these two stages to issue two TSO commands and process the output of the second TSO command
before processing the output of the first TSO command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTREXX)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
/* write command's output to pipeline */
|
|
'| locate /PIPE/',
/* select all records that contain PIPE*/
|
|
'| stack',
/* write records to stack */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| tso listds pipe.exec',
/* process listds command */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display output from query search */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| append stack',
/* read stacked output from listcat */
|
|
'| > LISTCAT.OUTPUT'
/* write listcat output to a data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

tso listcat passes the command LISTCAT to TSO for processing and writes the response from LISTCAT to its
primary output stream.
locate /PIPE/

writes all records containing PIPE to its primary output stream.

stack writes its primary input stream to the stack and then copies its primary input stream to its primary output
stream.
hole

reads its primary input stream and discards the records.

tso listds pipe.exec passes the command LISTDS PIPE.EXEC to TSO for processing and writes the response
from LISTDS to its primary output stream.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.
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hole

reads its primary input stream and discards the records.

append stack

reads the records from the stack and writes the records to its primary output stream.

> LISTCAT.OUTPUT

writes the records to the existing data set LISTCAT.OUTPUT.

Figure 65 shows a sample of the results written to the terminal.
listrexx
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
READY

Figure 65. HOLE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Figure 66 shows a sample of the results written to the data set LISTCAT.OUTPUT.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LISTCAT.OUTPUT -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 REFIX.PIPES.CNTL
000002 REFIX.PIPE.EXEC
000003 REFIX.PIPE.EXEC.OLD
000004 REFIX.PIPE.LOAD
000005 REFIX.PIPE.REXX
000006 REFIX.PIPE.REXXV
000008 REFIX.PIPE.REXX1
000010 REFIX.PIPEV.EXEC
000011 REFIX.PIPEV.REXX
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 66. HOLE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.46.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec modifies a data set (MASTER.FILE) according to an update data set (UPDATE.FILE) and
writes the updated data set to the terminal. HOLE is necessary because it gives the UPDATE stage a place to send the
records (the update log) from its secondary output stream; without HOLE, UPDATE ends.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UPD)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< MASTER.FILE',
/* read MASTER.FILE
*/ |
|
'| u: update',
/* update MASTER.FILE with UPDATE.FILE
*/ |
|
'| terminal',
/* display updated data set
*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
'< UPDATE.FILE',
/* read UPDATE.FILE
*/ |
|
'| u:',
/* define secondary input and output for update */ |
|
'| hole'
/* discard records and keep UPDATE's
*/ |
|
/* secondary output stream connected
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< MASTER.FILE

reads the data set MASTER.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label u for the UPDATE stage. UPDATE reads the update data set from its secondary input
stream and applies it to its primary input stream. It writes the updated data set to its primary output stream.

u: update
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< UPDATE.FILE

reads the data set UPDATE.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label u on the UPDATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the UPDATE stage. Records flow from the preceding < stage to the UPDATE stage as its secondary
input stream.

u:

hole

discards the records it receives from the secondary output stream of the UPDATE stage.
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3.45.2 Usage Notes

1. If the primary output stream is connected, help information is written to the primary output stream, rather than
being displayed.
2. When the primary output stream is connected initially (and help writes the information to the output rather than
displaying it), help terminates when the primary output stream becomes not connected.
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3.46.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec modifies a data set (MASTER.FILE) according to an update data set (UPDATE.FILE) and
writes the updated data set to the terminal. HOLE is necessary because it gives the UPDATE stage a place to send the
records (the update log) from its secondary output stream; without HOLE, UPDATE ends.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UPD)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< MASTER.FILE',
/* read MASTER.FILE
*/ |
|
'| u: update',
/* update MASTER.FILE with UPDATE.FILE
*/ |
|
'| terminal',
/* display updated data set
*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
'< UPDATE.FILE',
/* read UPDATE.FILE
*/ |
|
'| u:',
/* define secondary input and output for update */ |
|
'| hole'
/* discard records and keep UPDATE's
*/ |
|
/* secondary output stream connected
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< MASTER.FILE

reads the data set MASTER.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label u for the UPDATE stage. UPDATE reads the update data set from its secondary input
stream and applies it to its primary input stream. It writes the updated data set to its primary output stream.

u: update
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< UPDATE.FILE

reads the data set UPDATE.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label u on the UPDATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the UPDATE stage. Records flow from the preceding < stage to the UPDATE stage as its secondary
input stream.

u:

hole

discards the records it receives from the secondary output stream of the UPDATE stage.
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3.47.1 Example 1
To select all the examples in REXX.SCRIPT, assuming each example is delimited by a record that begins with :xmp.
and a record that begins with :exmp., and to write them to REXX.EXAMPLES, use the following:
pipe < REXX.SCRIPT | inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./ | > REXX.EXAMPLES
Figure 67 and Figure 68 show the contents of the input data set,
REXX.SCRIPT, and the output data set, REXX.EXAMPLES, after execution of
the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.SCRIPT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000005 say 'What is your first name?'
000006 pull name .
000007 say 'Hello,' name'!'
000008 exit
000009 :exmp.
000010 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000011 function. For example,
000012 :xmp.
000013 /* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000014 say 'What is your first name?'
000015 pull name .
000016 namelen=length(name)
000017 say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
000018 exit
000019 :exmp.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 67. INSIDE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.EXAMPLES --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000002 say 'What is your first name?'
000003 pull name .
000004 say 'Hello,' name'!'

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000005
000006
=COLS>
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
******

exit
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--say 'What is your first name?'
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
exit
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 68. INSIDE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.46.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.46.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec modifies a data set (MASTER.FILE) according to an update data set (UPDATE.FILE) and
writes the updated data set to the terminal. HOLE is necessary because it gives the UPDATE stage a place to send the
records (the update log) from its secondary output stream; without HOLE, UPDATE ends.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UPD)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< MASTER.FILE',
/* read MASTER.FILE
*/ |
|
'| u: update',
/* update MASTER.FILE with UPDATE.FILE
*/ |
|
'| terminal',
/* display updated data set
*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
'< UPDATE.FILE',
/* read UPDATE.FILE
*/ |
|
'| u:',
/* define secondary input and output for update */ |
|
'| hole'
/* discard records and keep UPDATE's
*/ |
|
/* secondary output stream connected
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< MASTER.FILE

reads the data set MASTER.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label u for the UPDATE stage. UPDATE reads the update data set from its secondary input
stream and applies it to its primary input stream. It writes the updated data set to its primary output stream.

u: update
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< UPDATE.FILE

reads the data set UPDATE.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label u on the UPDATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the UPDATE stage. Records flow from the preceding < stage to the UPDATE stage as its secondary
input stream.

u:

hole

discards the records it receives from the secondary output stream of the UPDATE stage.
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3.47.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.47.1 Example 1
To select all the examples in REXX.SCRIPT, assuming each example is delimited by a record that begins with :xmp.
and a record that begins with :exmp., and to write them to REXX.EXAMPLES, use the following:
pipe < REXX.SCRIPT | inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./ | > REXX.EXAMPLES
Figure 67 and Figure 68 show the contents of the input data set,
REXX.SCRIPT, and the output data set, REXX.EXAMPLES, after execution of
the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.SCRIPT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000005 say 'What is your first name?'
000006 pull name .
000007 say 'Hello,' name'!'
000008 exit
000009 :exmp.
000010 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000011 function. For example,
000012 :xmp.
000013 /* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000014 say 'What is your first name?'
000015 pull name .
000016 namelen=length(name)
000017 say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
000018 exit
000019 :exmp.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 67. INSIDE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.EXAMPLES --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000002 say 'What is your first name?'
000003 pull name .
000004 say 'Hello,' name'!'

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000005
000006
=COLS>
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
******

exit
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--say 'What is your first name?'
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
exit
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 68. INSIDE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.48.1 Example 1
To reverse the order of records created by several LITERAL stages, enter the following PIPE command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(REVERSE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal January',
/* write literal data January */
|
|
'| literal February',
/* write literal data February */
|
|
'| literal March',
/* write literal data March */
|
|
'| instore reverse',
/* load records into storage in reverse */
|
|
'| outstore',
/* order then unload */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display reversed records at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

literal January

writes a record containing January to its primary output stream.

literal February writes a record containing February to its primary output stream. It then copies its primary
input stream, which contains the record January, to its primary output stream.

writes a record containing March to its primary output stream. It then copies its primary input
stream, which contains the record February followed by the record January, to its primary output stream.

literal March

instore reverse

in reverse order.

reads the records into storage and creates an output record that contains pointers to the records

outstore

processes the records put in storage by INSTORE.

terminal

write the records to the terminal.

Following are the results of the REVERSE exec:
reverse
January
February
March
READY
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3.48.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec displays the last 20 lines of the data set specified as an argument in reverse order.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GETLAST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg dsn
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< ' dsn,
/* read data set
*/
|
|
'| take last 20',
/* only last 20 lines */
|
|
'| instore reverse',
/* put in storage and reverse order */
|
|
'| outstore',
/* get from storage
*/
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display records at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

> dsn reads the specified data set.
take last 20 results in 20 records being passed from the data set.
instore reverse reads the records into storage in reverse order.
outstore reads the records back from storage.
terminal displays the records at the terminal.
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3.47.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.47.1 Example 1
To select all the examples in REXX.SCRIPT, assuming each example is delimited by a record that begins with :xmp.
and a record that begins with :exmp., and to write them to REXX.EXAMPLES, use the following:
pipe < REXX.SCRIPT | inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./ | > REXX.EXAMPLES
Figure 67 and Figure 68 show the contents of the input data set,
REXX.SCRIPT, and the output data set, REXX.EXAMPLES, after execution of
the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.SCRIPT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000005 say 'What is your first name?'
000006 pull name .
000007 say 'Hello,' name'!'
000008 exit
000009 :exmp.
000010 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000011 function. For example,
000012 :xmp.
000013 /* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000014 say 'What is your first name?'
000015 pull name .
000016 namelen=length(name)
000017 say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
000018 exit
000019 :exmp.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 67. INSIDE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.EXAMPLES --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000002 say 'What is your first name?'
000003 pull name .
000004 say 'Hello,' name'!'

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000005
000006
=COLS>
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
******

exit
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--say 'What is your first name?'
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
exit
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 68. INSIDE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.48.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec displays the last 20 lines of the data set specified as an argument in reverse order.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GETLAST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg dsn
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< ' dsn,
/* read data set
*/
|
|
'| take last 20',
/* only last 20 lines */
|
|
'| instore reverse',
/* put in storage and reverse order */
|
|
'| outstore',
/* get from storage
*/
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display records at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

> dsn reads the specified data set.
take last 20 results in 20 records being passed from the data set.
instore reverse reads the records into storage in reverse order.
outstore reads the records back from storage.
terminal displays the records at the terminal.
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3.49.1 Example 1
To write the first 10 lines of the data set PROFILE.SET (where PROFILE.SET is defined by a DD statement named
PROFILE) to your joblog, write the following:
QSAM PROFILE | take 10 | joblog

The QSAM stage command reads records from PROFILE.SET and writes them to its primary output stream. The TAKE
stage reads the records written by the QSAM stage command. After 10 records have been read, TAKE disconnects its
input stream. Therefore, QSAM reads no more records.
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3.48.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.48.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec displays the last 20 lines of the data set specified as an argument in reverse order.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GETLAST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg dsn
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< ' dsn,
/* read data set
*/
|
|
'| take last 20',
/* only last 20 lines */
|
|
'| instore reverse',
/* put in storage and reverse order */
|
|
'| outstore',
/* get from storage
*/
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display records at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

> dsn reads the specified data set.
take last 20 results in 20 records being passed from the data set.
instore reverse reads the records into storage in reverse order.
outstore reads the records back from storage.
terminal displays the records at the terminal.
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3.49.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.49.1 Example 1
To write the first 10 lines of the data set PROFILE.SET (where PROFILE.SET is defined by a DD statement named
PROFILE) to your joblog, write the following:
QSAM PROFILE | take 10 | joblog

The QSAM stage command reads records from PROFILE.SET and writes them to its primary output stream. The TAKE
stage reads the records written by the QSAM stage command. After 10 records have been read, TAKE disconnects its
input stream. Therefore, QSAM reads no more records.
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3.50.1 Example 1
Given the data set JOIN.DATA shown in Figure 69, use the following command to produce the output shown in Figure
70:
pipe < JOIN.DATA | join 2 /***/ | terminal

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.JOIN.DATA ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 111
000002 222
000003 333
000004 444
000005 555
000006 666
000007 777
000008 888
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 69. JOIN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < JOIN.DATA | join 2 /***/ | terminal
111***222***333
444***555***666
777***888
READY

Figure 70. JOIN Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.50.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.50.2 Example 2
To combine all lines of data set INPUT.FILE into a single record and write the record to the existing F-format data set
named OUTPUT.FILE, specify:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | join * | > OUTPUT.FILE coerce
The COERCE operand on the > stage command pads or truncates records to the
record length of the F-format data set.
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3.50.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.50.3 Example 3
To combine all lines of data set INPUT.FILE into a paragraph with lines of length 72 in the existing data set
OUTPUT.FILE, specify:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | split | join * / / 72 | > OUTPUT.FILE
The string operand in this example assures that a blank is inserted
between each word in INPUT.FILE.
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3.49.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.49.1 Example 1
To write the first 10 lines of the data set PROFILE.SET (where PROFILE.SET is defined by a DD statement named
PROFILE) to your joblog, write the following:
QSAM PROFILE | take 10 | joblog

The QSAM stage command reads records from PROFILE.SET and writes them to its primary output stream. The TAKE
stage reads the records written by the QSAM stage command. After 10 records have been read, TAKE disconnects its
input stream. Therefore, QSAM reads no more records.
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3.50.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.50.3 Example 3
To combine all lines of data set INPUT.FILE into a paragraph with lines of length 72 in the existing data set
OUTPUT.FILE, specify:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | split | join * / / 72 | > OUTPUT.FILE
The string operand in this example assures that a blank is inserted
between each word in INPUT.FILE.
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3.51.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.51.1 Example 1
To combine records in a variable-length data set (shown in Figure 71) that end with a comma, use the following PIPE
command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip | joincont /,/ / / | terminal
This is the first sentence.
This is the second sentence.
READY
Note that you need to use the STRIP stage command to delete any trailing
blanks.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 This,
000002 is,
000003 the,
000004 first,
000005 sentence.
000006 This,
000007 is,
000008 the,
000009 second,
000010 sentence.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 71. JOINCONT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.51.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.51.2 Example 2
To join records that do not end with a period, use the following PIPE command with the data from INPUT.FILE (shown
in Figure 71 in topic 3.51.1):
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip | joincont not /./ | terminal
This,is,the,first,sentence.
This,is,the,second,sentence.
READY
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3.51.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.51.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec turns a vertical pipeline (written as an exec) into a horizontal pipeline by concatenating lines
that end with a comma:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(VER2HOR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< EXAMPLE.EXEC',
/* read input data set
*/
|
|
'| strip trailing',
/* remove extraneous blanks
*/
|
|
'| joincont trailing x6b',
/* join lines with commas
*/
|
|
'| l: casei locate /pipe/ ',
/* locate PIPE commands
*/
|
|
'| change x7d / /',
/* remove the quotes
*/
|
|
'| split',
/* reformat the line to loose
*/
|
|
'| join * / /',
/*
intervening blanks
*/
|
|
'| specs',
/* arrange the record putting
*/
|
|
'x7d 1',
/*
quotes around it
*/
|
|
'1-* next',
/*
*/
|
|
'x7d next',
/*
*/
|
|
'| f: faninany',
/* get non-pipe commands back
*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/* show results
*/
|
|
'?',
/* starts the second pipeline
*/
|
|
'l:',
/* define secondary input for CASEI */
|
|
'| f:'
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< EXAMPLE.EXEC

reads the data set EXAMPLE.EXEC into the pipeline.

strip trailing

removes any trailing blanks in each line of the exec.

joincont trailing x6b

joins lines that end with a comma.

l: casei locate /pipe/ defines a label l for the CASEI stage. CASEI finds all occurrences of the string pipe,
regardless of the case representation, and writes those records to its primary output stream. CASEI writes all
records that do not have an occurrence of pipe to its secondary output stream.
change x7d / /
split

divides the records at blank characters and discards the blanks.

join * / /
specs

changes each occurrence of a quotation mark to a blank.

combines all records into a single output record and inserts a blank between concatenated records.

arranges the record.
x7d 1

writes a quotation mark in the first column of the output record.
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1-* next

puts the input record in the next available position in the output record.

x7d next

puts a quotation mark in the next available position in the output record.

defines a label f for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY writes the records from its primary and
secondary input streams to its primary output stream.

f: faninany
terminal
?

writes the resulting records to the display.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label l on the CASEI stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
CASEI stage.

l:

references the label f on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

f:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.EXAMPLE.EXEC ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /* EXAMPLE.EXEC */
000002
000003 'pipe',
000004
'tso LISTCAT',
000005
'| specs w1 10',
000006
'| terminal'
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 72. JOINCONT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Figure 72 shows the EXAMPLE.EXEC that is to be converted to a horizontal pipeline using the VER2HOR EXEC.
Following are the results:
ver2hor
/* EXAMPLE.EXEC */
'pipe TSO LISTCAT | specs w1 10 | terminal'
READY

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.50.3 Example 3
To combine all lines of data set INPUT.FILE into a paragraph with lines of length 72 in the existing data set
OUTPUT.FILE, specify:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | split | join * / / 72 | > OUTPUT.FILE
The string operand in this example assures that a blank is inserted
between each word in INPUT.FILE.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.51.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec turns a vertical pipeline (written as an exec) into a horizontal pipeline by concatenating lines
that end with a comma:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(VER2HOR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< EXAMPLE.EXEC',
/* read input data set
*/
|
|
'| strip trailing',
/* remove extraneous blanks
*/
|
|
'| joincont trailing x6b',
/* join lines with commas
*/
|
|
'| l: casei locate /pipe/ ',
/* locate PIPE commands
*/
|
|
'| change x7d / /',
/* remove the quotes
*/
|
|
'| split',
/* reformat the line to loose
*/
|
|
'| join * / /',
/*
intervening blanks
*/
|
|
'| specs',
/* arrange the record putting
*/
|
|
'x7d 1',
/*
quotes around it
*/
|
|
'1-* next',
/*
*/
|
|
'x7d next',
/*
*/
|
|
'| f: faninany',
/* get non-pipe commands back
*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/* show results
*/
|
|
'?',
/* starts the second pipeline
*/
|
|
'l:',
/* define secondary input for CASEI */
|
|
'| f:'
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< EXAMPLE.EXEC

reads the data set EXAMPLE.EXEC into the pipeline.

strip trailing

removes any trailing blanks in each line of the exec.

joincont trailing x6b

joins lines that end with a comma.

l: casei locate /pipe/ defines a label l for the CASEI stage. CASEI finds all occurrences of the string pipe,
regardless of the case representation, and writes those records to its primary output stream. CASEI writes all
records that do not have an occurrence of pipe to its secondary output stream.
change x7d / /
split

divides the records at blank characters and discards the blanks.

join * / /
specs

changes each occurrence of a quotation mark to a blank.

combines all records into a single output record and inserts a blank between concatenated records.

arranges the record.
x7d 1

writes a quotation mark in the first column of the output record.
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1-* next

puts the input record in the next available position in the output record.

x7d next

puts a quotation mark in the next available position in the output record.

defines a label f for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY writes the records from its primary and
secondary input streams to its primary output stream.

f: faninany
terminal
?

writes the resulting records to the display.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label l on the CASEI stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
CASEI stage.

l:

references the label f on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

f:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.EXAMPLE.EXEC ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /* EXAMPLE.EXEC */
000002
000003 'pipe',
000004
'tso LISTCAT',
000005
'| specs w1 10',
000006
'| terminal'
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 72. JOINCONT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Figure 72 shows the EXAMPLE.EXEC that is to be converted to a horizontal pipeline using the VER2HOR EXEC.
Following are the results:
ver2hor
/* EXAMPLE.EXEC */
'pipe TSO LISTCAT | specs w1 10 | terminal'
READY

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.52.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec, SRCHPDS, searches the contents of the members of a partitioned data set for a specified
target string, If the target string is found, SRCHPDS writes to the terminal the target string prefixed by the name of the
member that contains the target string.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SRCHPDS)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg pds target .
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| listispf' pds,
/* list information on members */
|
|
'| spec w1 1',
/* get only the member name */
|
|
'|f:fanout',
/* send member name to GETFILES */
|
|
'| pad 10',
/* add blanks to the member name */
|
|
'|j:juxtapose',
/* put the member name in front */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display at the terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'f:',
/* define secondary stream for FANOUT */ |
|
"| specs /"pds"(/ 1 w1 n /)/ n", /* add the member name to the PDS */
|
|
"|l:locate /'/",
/* is the name fully qualified? */
|
|
"| change /'//",
/* if so, remove the quotes */
|
|
"| specs /'/ 1 1-* n /'/ n",
/*
and put them on the ends */
|
|
'|i:faninany',
/* join names into one stream */
|
|
'| getfiles',
/* get the contents of each member*/
|
|
'| casei locate /'target'/',
/* keep the lines with the TARGET */
|
|
'|j:',
/* put the contents with name */
|
|
'?',
|
|
'l:',
/* bypass for DSN's without */
|
|
'|i:'
/*
quotes */
|
|
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

reads the directory of the specified partitioned data set and writes a record for each member of the
partitioned data set.
listispf pds

rearranges the contents of the records, putting the member name in column 1 and discarding any other
information in the record.

spec w1 1

defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it reads from its primary input
stream to both its primary and secondary output streams.

f: fanout
pad 10

blanks.

reads its primary input stream records, extends them to a length of 10, and pads them on the right with

defines a label j for the JUXTAPOSE stage. JUXTAPOSE reads its primary input stream which
contains the names of the members. JUXTAPOSE then reads the specified target strings from its secondary input
stream and prefixes the corresponding member name to each specified target string before the combined record is
j: juxtapose
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written to its primary output stream.
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
FANOUT stage.

f:

reads its primary input stream records and rearranges the contents of the records.
The member name is added to the specified partitioned data set name.

specs /"pds"(/ 1 w1 n /)/ n

defines a label l for the LOCATE stage command. LOCATE writes all records containing a single
quotation mark (') to its primary output stream.

l:locate /'/

reads its primary input stream records, removes all single quotation marks ('), and writes records that
were changed and records that were not changed to its primary output stream.
change /'//

specs /'/ 1 1-* n /'/ n

record.

reads its primary input stream records and puts single quotation marks around each

defines a label i for FANINANY. FANINANY reads the records from its primary and secondary
input streams (in the order in which they arrive) and writes them to its primary output stream.

i:faninany

getfiles reads its primary input stream records, which contain the partitioned data set and member names, and
copies the contents of those members to its primary output stream.

reads its primary input stream records and performs a case insensitive search for the
string specified in the argument target. LOCATE copies records that contain the specified target to its primary
output stream.
casei locate /'target'/

references the label on the JUXTAPOSE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the JUXTAPOSE stage command.

j:
?

marks the end of the second pipeline and the beginning of the third pipeline.

references the label on the LOCATE stage in the second pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the LOCATE stage command.

l:

references the label on the FANINANY stage in the second pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
FANINANY.

i:

If you want to search the members of the partitioned data set PIPE.EXEC to determine which members are allocated,
run the SRCHPDS exec with PIPE.EXEC ALLOCATE as the arguments. The resulting output may look similar to the
following:
srchpds pipe.exec allocate
GETF
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INP) DSNAME ('PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC') SHR"
GETF
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INS) DSNAME ('PREFIX.temp3') SHR"
MYALLOC
/*
- Check the return code from the ALLOCATE command.
*
MYALLOC
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INP) DSNAME ('PREFIX.PIPE.XXXX') SHR"
MYALLOC
'pipe literal PIPMEW001e Bad return code from ALLOCATE command'
QSAM1
F-formatted data set, enter the allocate and pipe commands similar
QSAM1
'allocate ddname(sysout) dsn(wills.file1) recfm(f) lrecl(80)',
QSAM1
'allocate ddname(sysin) dsn(temp) shr'
TALLOC
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INP) DSNAME ('G078484.PIPE.EXEC(SETUP)') SHR"
TALLOC
'ALLOCATE DDNAME (OUT) DSNAME (PIPE.OUTPUT) NEW',
TALLOC
'ALLOCATE DDNAME (DUMMY) DUMMY'
READY
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3.51.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec turns a vertical pipeline (written as an exec) into a horizontal pipeline by concatenating lines
that end with a comma:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(VER2HOR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< EXAMPLE.EXEC',
/* read input data set
*/
|
|
'| strip trailing',
/* remove extraneous blanks
*/
|
|
'| joincont trailing x6b',
/* join lines with commas
*/
|
|
'| l: casei locate /pipe/ ',
/* locate PIPE commands
*/
|
|
'| change x7d / /',
/* remove the quotes
*/
|
|
'| split',
/* reformat the line to loose
*/
|
|
'| join * / /',
/*
intervening blanks
*/
|
|
'| specs',
/* arrange the record putting
*/
|
|
'x7d 1',
/*
quotes around it
*/
|
|
'1-* next',
/*
*/
|
|
'x7d next',
/*
*/
|
|
'| f: faninany',
/* get non-pipe commands back
*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/* show results
*/
|
|
'?',
/* starts the second pipeline
*/
|
|
'l:',
/* define secondary input for CASEI */
|
|
'| f:'
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< EXAMPLE.EXEC

reads the data set EXAMPLE.EXEC into the pipeline.

strip trailing

removes any trailing blanks in each line of the exec.

joincont trailing x6b

joins lines that end with a comma.

l: casei locate /pipe/ defines a label l for the CASEI stage. CASEI finds all occurrences of the string pipe,
regardless of the case representation, and writes those records to its primary output stream. CASEI writes all
records that do not have an occurrence of pipe to its secondary output stream.
change x7d / /
split

divides the records at blank characters and discards the blanks.

join * / /
specs

changes each occurrence of a quotation mark to a blank.

combines all records into a single output record and inserts a blank between concatenated records.

arranges the record.
x7d 1

writes a quotation mark in the first column of the output record.
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1-* next

puts the input record in the next available position in the output record.

x7d next

puts a quotation mark in the next available position in the output record.

defines a label f for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY writes the records from its primary and
secondary input streams to its primary output stream.

f: faninany
terminal
?

writes the resulting records to the display.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label l on the CASEI stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
CASEI stage.

l:

references the label f on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

f:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.EXAMPLE.EXEC ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /* EXAMPLE.EXEC */
000002
000003 'pipe',
000004
'tso LISTCAT',
000005
'| specs w1 10',
000006
'| terminal'
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 72. JOINCONT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Figure 72 shows the EXAMPLE.EXEC that is to be converted to a horizontal pipeline using the VER2HOR EXEC.
Following are the results:
ver2hor
/* EXAMPLE.EXEC */
'pipe TSO LISTCAT | specs w1 10 | terminal'
READY

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.52.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec, SRCHPDS, searches the contents of the members of a partitioned data set for a specified
target string, If the target string is found, SRCHPDS writes to the terminal the target string prefixed by the name of the
member that contains the target string.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SRCHPDS)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg pds target .
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| listispf' pds,
/* list information on members */
|
|
'| spec w1 1',
/* get only the member name */
|
|
'|f:fanout',
/* send member name to GETFILES */
|
|
'| pad 10',
/* add blanks to the member name */
|
|
'|j:juxtapose',
/* put the member name in front */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display at the terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'f:',
/* define secondary stream for FANOUT */ |
|
"| specs /"pds"(/ 1 w1 n /)/ n", /* add the member name to the PDS */
|
|
"|l:locate /'/",
/* is the name fully qualified? */
|
|
"| change /'//",
/* if so, remove the quotes */
|
|
"| specs /'/ 1 1-* n /'/ n",
/*
and put them on the ends */
|
|
'|i:faninany',
/* join names into one stream */
|
|
'| getfiles',
/* get the contents of each member*/
|
|
'| casei locate /'target'/',
/* keep the lines with the TARGET */
|
|
'|j:',
/* put the contents with name */
|
|
'?',
|
|
'l:',
/* bypass for DSN's without */
|
|
'|i:'
/*
quotes */
|
|
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

reads the directory of the specified partitioned data set and writes a record for each member of the
partitioned data set.
listispf pds

rearranges the contents of the records, putting the member name in column 1 and discarding any other
information in the record.

spec w1 1

defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it reads from its primary input
stream to both its primary and secondary output streams.

f: fanout
pad 10

blanks.

reads its primary input stream records, extends them to a length of 10, and pads them on the right with

defines a label j for the JUXTAPOSE stage. JUXTAPOSE reads its primary input stream which
contains the names of the members. JUXTAPOSE then reads the specified target strings from its secondary input
stream and prefixes the corresponding member name to each specified target string before the combined record is
j: juxtapose
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written to its primary output stream.
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
FANOUT stage.

f:

reads its primary input stream records and rearranges the contents of the records.
The member name is added to the specified partitioned data set name.

specs /"pds"(/ 1 w1 n /)/ n

defines a label l for the LOCATE stage command. LOCATE writes all records containing a single
quotation mark (') to its primary output stream.

l:locate /'/

reads its primary input stream records, removes all single quotation marks ('), and writes records that
were changed and records that were not changed to its primary output stream.
change /'//

specs /'/ 1 1-* n /'/ n

record.

reads its primary input stream records and puts single quotation marks around each

defines a label i for FANINANY. FANINANY reads the records from its primary and secondary
input streams (in the order in which they arrive) and writes them to its primary output stream.

i:faninany

getfiles reads its primary input stream records, which contain the partitioned data set and member names, and
copies the contents of those members to its primary output stream.

reads its primary input stream records and performs a case insensitive search for the
string specified in the argument target. LOCATE copies records that contain the specified target to its primary
output stream.
casei locate /'target'/

references the label on the JUXTAPOSE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the JUXTAPOSE stage command.

j:
?

marks the end of the second pipeline and the beginning of the third pipeline.

references the label on the LOCATE stage in the second pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the LOCATE stage command.

l:

references the label on the FANINANY stage in the second pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
FANINANY.

i:

If you want to search the members of the partitioned data set PIPE.EXEC to determine which members are allocated,
run the SRCHPDS exec with PIPE.EXEC ALLOCATE as the arguments. The resulting output may look similar to the
following:
srchpds pipe.exec allocate
GETF
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INP) DSNAME ('PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC') SHR"
GETF
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INS) DSNAME ('PREFIX.temp3') SHR"
MYALLOC
/*
- Check the return code from the ALLOCATE command.
*
MYALLOC
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INP) DSNAME ('PREFIX.PIPE.XXXX') SHR"
MYALLOC
'pipe literal PIPMEW001e Bad return code from ALLOCATE command'
QSAM1
F-formatted data set, enter the allocate and pipe commands similar
QSAM1
'allocate ddname(sysout) dsn(wills.file1) recfm(f) lrecl(80)',
QSAM1
'allocate ddname(sysin) dsn(temp) shr'
TALLOC
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INP) DSNAME ('G078484.PIPE.EXEC(SETUP)') SHR"
TALLOC
'ALLOCATE DDNAME (OUT) DSNAME (PIPE.OUTPUT) NEW',
TALLOC
'ALLOCATE DDNAME (DUMMY) DUMMY'
READY
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3.53.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands

ASIS

ALL

Use data set names as written; do not translate to uppercase. The default is to translate data set names to
uppercase.
Write all entries supplied to the pipeline, prefixed by one-character code. By default, only data set names an
VSAM cluster names are written.
DSNAME
Alist of data set qualifiers follows. DSNAME is assumed in front of an option that is not recognized.
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3.53.2 Output Record Format
When ALL is specified, each output record contains a character code in the first column:
A

Non-VSAM data set.
B

Generation data group.
C

Cluster.
G

Alternate index.
H

Generation data set.
L

Tape volume catalog library entry.
R

User catalog connector entry.
W

Tape volume catalog library entry.
X

Alias.
The names follows from column 2.
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3.53.3 Usage Notes

1. listcat does not delay the last record.
2. Each 'word' that you specify on listcat, or in the input records (and prepended with the user prefix, if necessary) is
used as a "search string." listcat lists the data sets that begin with this string.
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3.53.4 Related Commands
See also listdsi and sysdsn
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3.53.5 Examples
For example, assume that only the following data sets exist for user (prefix) DPJOHN:
DPJOHN.TEMP.F
DPJOHN.TSO.F
DPJOHN.TSO.FB
DPJOHN.TSO.G
DPJOHN.SAVE.FIRST
To list the data sets that begin with 'TSO.F', entering the following:
PIPE LISTCAT TSO.F ¦ TERM

Data sets DPJOHN.TSO.F and DPJOHN.TSO.FB are listed, as follows:
pipe listcat TSO.F ¦ TERM
>DPJOHN.TSO.F
>DPJOHN.TSO.FB
>READY

Further, entering the following:
PIPE LISTCAT 'DPJOHN.T' ¦ TERM
would cause each of DPJOHN's data sets to be listed, with the exception of
DPJOHN.SAVE.FIRST, as follows:

pipe listcat 'DPJOHN.T' ¦ TERM
>DPJOHN.TEMP.F
>DPJOHN.TSO.F
>DPJOHN.TSO.FB
>DPJOHN.TSO.G
>READY
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3.52.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec, SRCHPDS, searches the contents of the members of a partitioned data set for a specified
target string, If the target string is found, SRCHPDS writes to the terminal the target string prefixed by the name of the
member that contains the target string.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SRCHPDS)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg pds target .
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| listispf' pds,
/* list information on members */
|
|
'| spec w1 1',
/* get only the member name */
|
|
'|f:fanout',
/* send member name to GETFILES */
|
|
'| pad 10',
/* add blanks to the member name */
|
|
'|j:juxtapose',
/* put the member name in front */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display at the terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'f:',
/* define secondary stream for FANOUT */ |
|
"| specs /"pds"(/ 1 w1 n /)/ n", /* add the member name to the PDS */
|
|
"|l:locate /'/",
/* is the name fully qualified? */
|
|
"| change /'//",
/* if so, remove the quotes */
|
|
"| specs /'/ 1 1-* n /'/ n",
/*
and put them on the ends */
|
|
'|i:faninany',
/* join names into one stream */
|
|
'| getfiles',
/* get the contents of each member*/
|
|
'| casei locate /'target'/',
/* keep the lines with the TARGET */
|
|
'|j:',
/* put the contents with name */
|
|
'?',
|
|
'l:',
/* bypass for DSN's without */
|
|
'|i:'
/*
quotes */
|
|
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

reads the directory of the specified partitioned data set and writes a record for each member of the
partitioned data set.
listispf pds

rearranges the contents of the records, putting the member name in column 1 and discarding any other
information in the record.

spec w1 1

defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it reads from its primary input
stream to both its primary and secondary output streams.

f: fanout
pad 10

blanks.

reads its primary input stream records, extends them to a length of 10, and pads them on the right with

defines a label j for the JUXTAPOSE stage. JUXTAPOSE reads its primary input stream which
contains the names of the members. JUXTAPOSE then reads the specified target strings from its secondary input
stream and prefixes the corresponding member name to each specified target string before the combined record is
j: juxtapose
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written to its primary output stream.
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
FANOUT stage.

f:

reads its primary input stream records and rearranges the contents of the records.
The member name is added to the specified partitioned data set name.

specs /"pds"(/ 1 w1 n /)/ n

defines a label l for the LOCATE stage command. LOCATE writes all records containing a single
quotation mark (') to its primary output stream.

l:locate /'/

reads its primary input stream records, removes all single quotation marks ('), and writes records that
were changed and records that were not changed to its primary output stream.
change /'//

specs /'/ 1 1-* n /'/ n

record.

reads its primary input stream records and puts single quotation marks around each

defines a label i for FANINANY. FANINANY reads the records from its primary and secondary
input streams (in the order in which they arrive) and writes them to its primary output stream.

i:faninany

getfiles reads its primary input stream records, which contain the partitioned data set and member names, and
copies the contents of those members to its primary output stream.

reads its primary input stream records and performs a case insensitive search for the
string specified in the argument target. LOCATE copies records that contain the specified target to its primary
output stream.
casei locate /'target'/

references the label on the JUXTAPOSE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the JUXTAPOSE stage command.

j:
?

marks the end of the second pipeline and the beginning of the third pipeline.

references the label on the LOCATE stage in the second pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the LOCATE stage command.

l:

references the label on the FANINANY stage in the second pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
FANINANY.

i:

If you want to search the members of the partitioned data set PIPE.EXEC to determine which members are allocated,
run the SRCHPDS exec with PIPE.EXEC ALLOCATE as the arguments. The resulting output may look similar to the
following:
srchpds pipe.exec allocate
GETF
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INP) DSNAME ('PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC') SHR"
GETF
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INS) DSNAME ('PREFIX.temp3') SHR"
MYALLOC
/*
- Check the return code from the ALLOCATE command.
*
MYALLOC
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INP) DSNAME ('PREFIX.PIPE.XXXX') SHR"
MYALLOC
'pipe literal PIPMEW001e Bad return code from ALLOCATE command'
QSAM1
F-formatted data set, enter the allocate and pipe commands similar
QSAM1
'allocate ddname(sysout) dsn(wills.file1) recfm(f) lrecl(80)',
QSAM1
'allocate ddname(sysin) dsn(temp) shr'
TALLOC
"ALLOCATE DDNAME (INP) DSNAME ('G078484.PIPE.EXEC(SETUP)') SHR"
TALLOC
'ALLOCATE DDNAME (OUT) DSNAME (PIPE.OUTPUT) NEW',
TALLOC
'ALLOCATE DDNAME (DUMMY) DUMMY'
READY
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3.53.5 Examples
For example, assume that only the following data sets exist for user (prefix) DPJOHN:
DPJOHN.TEMP.F
DPJOHN.TSO.F
DPJOHN.TSO.FB
DPJOHN.TSO.G
DPJOHN.SAVE.FIRST
To list the data sets that begin with 'TSO.F', entering the following:
PIPE LISTCAT TSO.F ¦ TERM

Data sets DPJOHN.TSO.F and DPJOHN.TSO.FB are listed, as follows:
pipe listcat TSO.F ¦ TERM
>DPJOHN.TSO.F
>DPJOHN.TSO.FB
>READY

Further, entering the following:
PIPE LISTCAT 'DPJOHN.T' ¦ TERM
would cause each of DPJOHN's data sets to be listed, with the exception of
DPJOHN.SAVE.FIRST, as follows:

pipe listcat 'DPJOHN.T' ¦ TERM
>DPJOHN.TEMP.F
>DPJOHN.TSO.F
>DPJOHN.TSO.FB
>DPJOHN.TSO.G
>READY
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3.54.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
If an argument string is specified, it is processed before listdsi reads input records, as if it were an input record.
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3.54.2 Output Record Format
The lines that are written to the primary output system contain a variable name and its value in a format that is
compatible with varset.
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3.54.3 Streams Used
Records are read from the primary output stream; no other input stream may be connected.
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3.54.4 Usage Notes

1. listdsi writes all output for an input record before consuming the input record.
2. listdsi starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and commits to level
0.
3. When the secondary output system is not defined, listdsi ends when it discovers that its output stream is not
connected. When the secondary output system is defined, listdsi terminates when it discovers that its secondary
output stream is not connected; it ignores end-of-file on the primary output system.
4. Data set names follow TSO/E conventions. Enclose a fully-qualified name in quotes. The prefix is applied to data
set names that are not enclosed in quotes.
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3.54.5 Related Commands
See also sysdsn and state
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3.54.6 Examples

READY
pipe listdsi sys1.proclib ¦ take 3 ¦ terminal
=SYSREASON=0005
READY
pipe listdsi 'sys1.proclib' ¦ take 3 ¦ terminal
=SYSDSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB
=SYSVOLUME=RESGPB
=SYSUNIT=3380
READY
pipe (end ?) l: listdsi exec ¦ take 3 ¦ terminal ? l: ¦ terminal
=SYSDSNAME=IBMUSER.EXEC
=SYSVOLUME=SMS066
=SYSUNIT=3390
0
READY
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3.54.7 Return Codes
The return code is 0, regardless of the return codes from LISTDSI.
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3.53.5 Examples
For example, assume that only the following data sets exist for user (prefix) DPJOHN:
DPJOHN.TEMP.F
DPJOHN.TSO.F
DPJOHN.TSO.FB
DPJOHN.TSO.G
DPJOHN.SAVE.FIRST
To list the data sets that begin with 'TSO.F', entering the following:
PIPE LISTCAT TSO.F ¦ TERM

Data sets DPJOHN.TSO.F and DPJOHN.TSO.FB are listed, as follows:
pipe listcat TSO.F ¦ TERM
>DPJOHN.TSO.F
>DPJOHN.TSO.FB
>READY

Further, entering the following:
PIPE LISTCAT 'DPJOHN.T' ¦ TERM
would cause each of DPJOHN's data sets to be listed, with the exception of
DPJOHN.SAVE.FIRST, as follows:

pipe listcat 'DPJOHN.T' ¦ TERM
>DPJOHN.TEMP.F
>DPJOHN.TSO.F
>DPJOHN.TSO.FB
>DPJOHN.TSO.G
>READY
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3.54.7 Return Codes
The return code is 0, regardless of the return codes from LISTDSI.
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3.55.2 Example 2
To list the members of all data sets in a concatenation, use the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTCONC)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Read all directories from a concatenation and list members*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
Signal on novalue
|
|
parse upper arg ddname .
|
|
|
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< tso lista status',
/* list allocations
*/
|
|
'| drop 1',
/* remove title
*/
|
|
'| nfind TERM'||,
/* discard TERMFILES
*/
|
|
'| nfind NULL'||,
/* discard NULLFILES
*/
|
|
'| nfind NULL',
/* discards nulls
*/
|
|
'| spec w1 15 read 3.8 1',
/* prefix DDNAME to DSNAME
*/
|
|
'| frlabel' ddname,
/* select the DDNAME
*/
|
|
'| t:take 1',
/* take the first one
*/
|
|
'| i:fanin',
/* and the concatenations
*/
|
|
"| spec /callpipe listispf '/ 1 15-* next /'||*:/ next",
|
|
'| pipcmd',
/* issue subroutine to read one */
|
|
'| *:',
/* write result
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
't:',
/* rest of data sets
*/
|
|
'| whilelabel ',
/* get all concatenations
*/
|
|
'| i:'
/* and process...
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Notice that if your id begins with the characters term, this example will fail.
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3.55.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command lists the directory of the first partitioned data set allocated to SYSEXEC. The partitioned
data set contains seven members:
pipe listispf dd=sysexec | terminal
ALLOCFPL
EPOP
RT
SC
01.00 19931218 22:08
136
TFT
TISP
01.03 19931215 14:57
136
TISPF
Ready

136

0 DPJOHN

10

0 PIPER

Notice that the SC and TISP members contain additional information. These
two members have been stored by ISPF and the output contains the
information that ISPF adds to the directory. For example, the information
for the SC member indicates that it is version 01, modification 00, last
updated on December 18, 1993, currently 136 records, originally 136
records, has had 0 modifications, and was last stored by user DPJOHN.
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3.55.2 Example 2
To list the members of all data sets in a concatenation, use the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTCONC)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Read all directories from a concatenation and list members*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
Signal on novalue
|
|
parse upper arg ddname .
|
|
|
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< tso lista status',
/* list allocations
*/
|
|
'| drop 1',
/* remove title
*/
|
|
'| nfind TERM'||,
/* discard TERMFILES
*/
|
|
'| nfind NULL'||,
/* discard NULLFILES
*/
|
|
'| nfind NULL',
/* discards nulls
*/
|
|
'| spec w1 15 read 3.8 1',
/* prefix DDNAME to DSNAME
*/
|
|
'| frlabel' ddname,
/* select the DDNAME
*/
|
|
'| t:take 1',
/* take the first one
*/
|
|
'| i:fanin',
/* and the concatenations
*/
|
|
"| spec /callpipe listispf '/ 1 15-* next /'||*:/ next",
|
|
'| pipcmd',
/* issue subroutine to read one */
|
|
'| *:',
/* write result
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
't:',
/* rest of data sets
*/
|
|
'| whilelabel ',
/* get all concatenations
*/
|
|
'| i:'
/* and process...
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Notice that if your id begins with the characters term, this example will fail.
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3.54.7 Return Codes
The return code is 0, regardless of the return codes from LISTDSI.
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3.55.2 Example 2
To list the members of all data sets in a concatenation, use the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTCONC)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Read all directories from a concatenation and list members*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
Signal on novalue
|
|
parse upper arg ddname .
|
|
|
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< tso lista status',
/* list allocations
*/
|
|
'| drop 1',
/* remove title
*/
|
|
'| nfind TERM'||,
/* discard TERMFILES
*/
|
|
'| nfind NULL'||,
/* discard NULLFILES
*/
|
|
'| nfind NULL',
/* discards nulls
*/
|
|
'| spec w1 15 read 3.8 1',
/* prefix DDNAME to DSNAME
*/
|
|
'| frlabel' ddname,
/* select the DDNAME
*/
|
|
'| t:take 1',
/* take the first one
*/
|
|
'| i:fanin',
/* and the concatenations
*/
|
|
"| spec /callpipe listispf '/ 1 15-* next /'||*:/ next",
|
|
'| pipcmd',
/* issue subroutine to read one */
|
|
'| *:',
/* write result
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
't:',
/* rest of data sets
*/
|
|
'| whilelabel ',
/* get all concatenations
*/
|
|
'| i:'
/* and process...
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Notice that if your id begins with the characters term, this example will fail.
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3.56.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec reads the directories of all data sets in a concatenation:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(READCONC)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Read all directories from a concatenation
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
Signal on novalue
|
|
parse upper arg ddname .
|
|
|
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< tso lista status',
/* list allocations
*/
|
|
'| drop 1',
/* remove title
*/
|
|
'| nfind TERM'||,
/* discard TERMFILES
*/
|
|
'| nfind NULL'||,
/* discard NULLFILES
*/
|
|
'| spec w1 15 read 3.8 1',
/* prefix DDNAME to DSNAME
*/
|
|
'| frlabel' ddname,
/* select the DDNAME
*/
|
|
'| t:take 1',
/* take the first one
*/
|
|
'| i:fanin',
/* and the concatenations
*/
|
|
"| spec /callpipe listpds '/ 1 15-* next /'||*:/ next",
|
|
'| pipcmd',
/* issue subroutine to read one */
|
|
'| *:',
/* write result
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
't:',
/* rest of data sets
*/
|
|
'| whilelabel ',
/* get all concatenations
*/
|
|
'| i:'
/* and process...
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.56.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.56.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command lists the member names of an MVS load library named TSO.LOAD:
pipe listpds tso.load | chop 8 | terminal
PIPE
PRGM1
READY
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3.56.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.56.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec reads the directories of all data sets in a concatenation:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(READCONC)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Read all directories from a concatenation
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
Signal on novalue
|
|
parse upper arg ddname .
|
|
|
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< tso lista status',
/* list allocations
*/
|
|
'| drop 1',
/* remove title
*/
|
|
'| nfind TERM'||,
/* discard TERMFILES
*/
|
|
'| nfind NULL'||,
/* discard NULLFILES
*/
|
|
'| spec w1 15 read 3.8 1',
/* prefix DDNAME to DSNAME
*/
|
|
'| frlabel' ddname,
/* select the DDNAME
*/
|
|
'| t:take 1',
/* take the first one
*/
|
|
'| i:fanin',
/* and the concatenations
*/
|
|
"| spec /callpipe listpds '/ 1 15-* next /'||*:/ next",
|
|
'| pipcmd',
/* issue subroutine to read one */
|
|
'| *:',
/* write result
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
't:',
/* rest of data sets
*/
|
|
'| whilelabel ',
/* get all concatenations
*/
|
|
'| i:'
/* and process...
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.56.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.56.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec reads the directories of all data sets in a concatenation:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(READCONC)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Read all directories from a concatenation
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
Signal on novalue
|
|
parse upper arg ddname .
|
|
|
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< tso lista status',
/* list allocations
*/
|
|
'| drop 1',
/* remove title
*/
|
|
'| nfind TERM'||,
/* discard TERMFILES
*/
|
|
'| nfind NULL'||,
/* discard NULLFILES
*/
|
|
'| spec w1 15 read 3.8 1',
/* prefix DDNAME to DSNAME
*/
|
|
'| frlabel' ddname,
/* select the DDNAME
*/
|
|
'| t:take 1',
/* take the first one
*/
|
|
'| i:fanin',
/* and the concatenations
*/
|
|
"| spec /callpipe listpds '/ 1 15-* next /'||*:/ next",
|
|
'| pipcmd',
/* issue subroutine to read one */
|
|
'| *:',
/* write result
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
't:',
/* rest of data sets
*/
|
|
'| whilelabel ',
/* get all concatenations
*/
|
|
'| i:'
/* and process...
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.57.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.57.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes a character string to the terminal:
pipe literal This is a record.| terminal
This is a record.
READY
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3.57.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.57.2 Example 2
In the following example, LITERAL writes a record that contains a heading for the output that the TSO LISTCAT
command generates:
pipe tso listcat | literal My cataloged data sets: | terminal
My cataloged data sets:
IN CATALOG:IFCCAT.HSML04
PREFIX.BROADCAST
PREFIX.ISPF.PROFILE
PREFIX.LOG.MISC
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
READY

Note that the LITERAL stage command writes the specified record to the output stream ahead of the records it receives
from the TSO stage.
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3.57.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.57.2 Example 2
In the following example, LITERAL writes a record that contains a heading for the output that the TSO LISTCAT
command generates:
pipe tso listcat | literal My cataloged data sets: | terminal
My cataloged data sets:
IN CATALOG:IFCCAT.HSML04
PREFIX.BROADCAST
PREFIX.ISPF.PROFILE
PREFIX.LOG.MISC
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
READY

Note that the LITERAL stage command writes the specified record to the output stream ahead of the records it receives
from the TSO stage.
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3.58.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.58.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTDS command displays information similar to the following:
listds pipe.exec
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
READY
To display the line that contains the specific data such as the record
format, logical record length, and the block size, enter the following
command:

pipe tso listds pipe.exec|locate /VB/|terminal
VB
255
3120
PO
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3.58.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.58.2 Example 2
Given the input data set containing student grade information shown in Figure 73, use the following command to
display only the lines about students who received a grade of 100 on exam 2 or exam 3.
pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | locate (30-32 40-42) /100/ | terminal

Figure 74 shows the resulting output of the command:
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.STUDENT.GRADES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 STUDENT
EXAM 1
EXAM 2
EXAM 3
EXAM 4
000002
000003 CAROLYN
78
87
100
95
000004 EVELYN
85
84
82
89
000005 JACK
100
89
89
100
000006 KEN
88
79
79
93
000007 KAREN
90
100
100
95
000008 MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 73. LOCATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | locate (30-32 40-42) /100/ | terminal
CAROLYN
78
87
100
95
KAREN
90
100
100
95
MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
READY

Figure 74. LOCATE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.58.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.58.3 Example 3
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that contain both the string, RED, and the string, WHITE, enter:
pipe < FLAG.COLORS | locate /RED/ | locate /WHITE/ | terminal

The first LOCATE stage writes all records containing RED to its primary output stream. The second LOCATE stage then
reads those records and selects only the records that also contain WHITE to write to its primary output stream.
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3.58.4 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.58.4 Example 4
To display only those lines of data set ALPHA.SCRIPT that are 10 or more characters in length, enter the following
command:
pipe < ALPHA.SCRIPT | locate 10 | terminal

Because no string is specified on the LOCATE stage command, only records with 10 or more characters are written to
the output stream.
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3.58.5 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.58.5 Example 5
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that contain either the string, RED, or the string, WHITE, use the
following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FLAG)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FLAG.COLORS',
/* read FLAG.COLORS */
|
|
'| a:locate /RED/',
/* find records containing RED */
|
|
'| b:faninany',
/* get records containing RED or WHITE */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display records at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output for LOCATE /RED/ */
|
|
'| locate /WHITE/',
/* find records containing WHITE */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FLAG.COLORS

reads data set FLAG.COLORS into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records containing RED to its
primary output stream.

a:locate /RED/

defines a label b for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes them to its primary output stream.

b:faninany
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the LOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for that
LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records not containing RED to its secondary output stream.

a:

locate /WHITE/writes all records containing WHITE to its primary output stream. All other records are discarded
because no secondary output stream is defined for this stage.

references the label on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

b:
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3.57.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.57.2 Example 2
In the following example, LITERAL writes a record that contains a heading for the output that the TSO LISTCAT
command generates:
pipe tso listcat | literal My cataloged data sets: | terminal
My cataloged data sets:
IN CATALOG:IFCCAT.HSML04
PREFIX.BROADCAST
PREFIX.ISPF.PROFILE
PREFIX.LOG.MISC
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
READY

Note that the LITERAL stage command writes the specified record to the output stream ahead of the records it receives
from the TSO stage.
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3.58.5 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.58.5 Example 5
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that contain either the string, RED, or the string, WHITE, use the
following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FLAG)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FLAG.COLORS',
/* read FLAG.COLORS */
|
|
'| a:locate /RED/',
/* find records containing RED */
|
|
'| b:faninany',
/* get records containing RED or WHITE */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display records at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output for LOCATE /RED/ */
|
|
'| locate /WHITE/',
/* find records containing WHITE */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FLAG.COLORS

reads data set FLAG.COLORS into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records containing RED to its
primary output stream.

a:locate /RED/

defines a label b for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes them to its primary output stream.

b:faninany
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the LOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for that
LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records not containing RED to its secondary output stream.

a:

locate /WHITE/writes all records containing WHITE to its primary output stream. All other records are discarded
because no secondary output stream is defined for this stage.

references the label on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

b:
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3.59.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.59.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command finds all the records in the input data set that are not in the data set
FRUIT.FILE:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(VEG)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| l: lookup', /* write records not in FRUIT.FILE to secondary output*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< FRUIT.FILE', /* read FRUIT.FILE as reference data set*/
|
|
'| l:',
/* define secondary streams for LOOKUP */
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

callpipe (endchar ?)

establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

*: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes VEG in the pipeline is connected to the input
stream of the LOOKUP stage in the subroutine pipeline.

defines a label l for the LOOKUP stage. LOOKUP reads records from its secondary input stream into
a buffer to serve as a reference data set. It then reads the records from its primary input stream and looks each of
them up in the reference. When it does not find a match in the reference, it writes the detail record from its
primary input stream to its secondary output stream. (Its primary and tertiary output streams are not connected;
therefore, no records are written to those streams.)
l: lookup

?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< FRUIT.FILE

reads the data set FRUIT.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label l on the LOOKUP stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for LOOKUP. The records from the preceding < stage flow through this label to the LOOKUP stage as its
secondary input stream.

l:

is a connector. The secondary output stream of the LOOKUP stage is connected to the input stream of the
stage that follows VEG in the pipeline.

*:

The following PIPE command invokes the user-written stage command VEG REXX and writes the results to the
terminal:
pipe < FOOD.FILE | veg | terminal
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3.59.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

Figure 75 shows the data set FOOD.FILE, Figure 76 shows the data set FRUIT.FILE, and Figure 77 shows the PIPE
command and resulting output.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FOOD.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 apple
000002 orange
000003 corn
000004 banana
000005 lettuce
000006 plum
000007 apricot
000008 carrot
000009 grape
000010 pear
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 75. LOOKUP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FOOD.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FRUIT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 apple
000002 banana
000003 plum
000004 peach
000005 pear
000006 pineapple
000007 strawberry
000008 orange
000009 grape
000010 watermelon
000011 apricot
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 76. LOOKUP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FRUIT.FILE)

pipe < FOOD.FILE | veg | terminal
corn
lettuce
carrot
READY

Figure 77. LOOKUP Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.59.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server
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3.58.5 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.58.5 Example 5
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that contain either the string, RED, or the string, WHITE, use the
following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FLAG)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FLAG.COLORS',
/* read FLAG.COLORS */
|
|
'| a:locate /RED/',
/* find records containing RED */
|
|
'| b:faninany',
/* get records containing RED or WHITE */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display records at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output for LOCATE /RED/ */
|
|
'| locate /WHITE/',
/* find records containing WHITE */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FLAG.COLORS

reads data set FLAG.COLORS into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records containing RED to its
primary output stream.

a:locate /RED/

defines a label b for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes them to its primary output stream.

b:faninany
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the LOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for that
LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records not containing RED to its secondary output stream.

a:

locate /WHITE/writes all records containing WHITE to its primary output stream. All other records are discarded
because no secondary output stream is defined for this stage.

references the label on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

b:
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3.59.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.59.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command finds all the records in the input data set that are not in the data set
FRUIT.FILE:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(VEG)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| l: lookup', /* write records not in FRUIT.FILE to secondary output*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< FRUIT.FILE', /* read FRUIT.FILE as reference data set*/
|
|
'| l:',
/* define secondary streams for LOOKUP */
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

callpipe (endchar ?)

establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

*: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes VEG in the pipeline is connected to the input
stream of the LOOKUP stage in the subroutine pipeline.

defines a label l for the LOOKUP stage. LOOKUP reads records from its secondary input stream into
a buffer to serve as a reference data set. It then reads the records from its primary input stream and looks each of
them up in the reference. When it does not find a match in the reference, it writes the detail record from its
primary input stream to its secondary output stream. (Its primary and tertiary output streams are not connected;
therefore, no records are written to those streams.)
l: lookup

?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< FRUIT.FILE

reads the data set FRUIT.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label l on the LOOKUP stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for LOOKUP. The records from the preceding < stage flow through this label to the LOOKUP stage as its
secondary input stream.

l:

is a connector. The secondary output stream of the LOOKUP stage is connected to the input stream of the
stage that follows VEG in the pipeline.

*:

The following PIPE command invokes the user-written stage command VEG REXX and writes the results to the
terminal:
pipe < FOOD.FILE | veg | terminal
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3.59.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

Figure 75 shows the data set FOOD.FILE, Figure 76 shows the data set FRUIT.FILE, and Figure 77 shows the PIPE
command and resulting output.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FOOD.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 apple
000002 orange
000003 corn
000004 banana
000005 lettuce
000006 plum
000007 apricot
000008 carrot
000009 grape
000010 pear
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 75. LOOKUP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FOOD.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FRUIT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 apple
000002 banana
000003 plum
000004 peach
000005 pear
000006 pineapple
000007 strawberry
000008 orange
000009 grape
000010 watermelon
000011 apricot
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 76. LOOKUP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FRUIT.FILE)

pipe < FOOD.FILE | veg | terminal
corn
lettuce
carrot
READY

Figure 77. LOOKUP Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.60.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.60.1 Example 1
The following command removes the two header lines from each page of an assembler listing data set, assuming that the
listing data set uses machine carriage control and that each page of the listing starts with a page eject:
pipe < ASSEMB.LISTING | mctoasa | outside /1/ 2 | > NEWASSEM.LISTING

MCTOASA converts the machine carriage control in ASSEMB.LISTING to ASA carriage control. OUTSIDE discards
pairs of records comprised of a record that starts with 1 and the following record; it copies all other records to its
primary output stream.
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3.59.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.59.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command finds all the records in the input data set that are not in the data set
FRUIT.FILE:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(VEG)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| l: lookup', /* write records not in FRUIT.FILE to secondary output*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< FRUIT.FILE', /* read FRUIT.FILE as reference data set*/
|
|
'| l:',
/* define secondary streams for LOOKUP */
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

callpipe (endchar ?)

establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

*: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes VEG in the pipeline is connected to the input
stream of the LOOKUP stage in the subroutine pipeline.

defines a label l for the LOOKUP stage. LOOKUP reads records from its secondary input stream into
a buffer to serve as a reference data set. It then reads the records from its primary input stream and looks each of
them up in the reference. When it does not find a match in the reference, it writes the detail record from its
primary input stream to its secondary output stream. (Its primary and tertiary output streams are not connected;
therefore, no records are written to those streams.)
l: lookup

?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< FRUIT.FILE

reads the data set FRUIT.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label l on the LOOKUP stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for LOOKUP. The records from the preceding < stage flow through this label to the LOOKUP stage as its
secondary input stream.

l:

is a connector. The secondary output stream of the LOOKUP stage is connected to the input stream of the
stage that follows VEG in the pipeline.

*:

The following PIPE command invokes the user-written stage command VEG REXX and writes the results to the
terminal:
pipe < FOOD.FILE | veg | terminal
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3.59.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

Figure 75 shows the data set FOOD.FILE, Figure 76 shows the data set FRUIT.FILE, and Figure 77 shows the PIPE
command and resulting output.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FOOD.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 apple
000002 orange
000003 corn
000004 banana
000005 lettuce
000006 plum
000007 apricot
000008 carrot
000009 grape
000010 pear
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 75. LOOKUP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FOOD.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________
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|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FRUIT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 apple
000002 banana
000003 plum
000004 peach
000005 pear
000006 pineapple
000007 strawberry
000008 orange
000009 grape
000010 watermelon
000011 apricot
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 76. LOOKUP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FRUIT.FILE)

pipe < FOOD.FILE | veg | terminal
corn
lettuce
carrot
READY

Figure 77. LOOKUP Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.60.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.60.1 Example 1
The following command removes the two header lines from each page of an assembler listing data set, assuming that the
listing data set uses machine carriage control and that each page of the listing starts with a page eject:
pipe < ASSEMB.LISTING | mctoasa | outside /1/ 2 | > NEWASSEM.LISTING

MCTOASA converts the machine carriage control in ASSEMB.LISTING to ASA carriage control. OUTSIDE discards
pairs of records comprised of a record that starts with 1 and the following record; it copies all other records to its
primary output stream.
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3.61.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.61.1 Example 1
To extract a member called LT from PIPE.EXEC and to place it in a data set called LT.COPY, enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe members pipe.exec lt |> LT.COPY coerce
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3.61.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.61.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec places four members of PIPE.EXEC into the data set EP1234.FILE, in the order EP1, EP2,
EP3, and EP4:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(EP1234)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal EP2 EP3',
/* write literal data EP2 EP3 for MEMBERS */ |
|
'| append literal EP4',
/* add another record containing EP4
*/ |
|
'| members PIPE.EXEC EP1', /* extract members in order: EP1
*/ |
|
'| > EP1234.FILE'
/* EP2 EP3 EP4 then write to data set
*/ |
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.60.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.60.1 Example 1
The following command removes the two header lines from each page of an assembler listing data set, assuming that the
listing data set uses machine carriage control and that each page of the listing starts with a page eject:
pipe < ASSEMB.LISTING | mctoasa | outside /1/ 2 | > NEWASSEM.LISTING

MCTOASA converts the machine carriage control in ASSEMB.LISTING to ASA carriage control. OUTSIDE discards
pairs of records comprised of a record that starts with 1 and the following record; it copies all other records to its
primary output stream.
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3.61.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.61.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec places four members of PIPE.EXEC into the data set EP1234.FILE, in the order EP1, EP2,
EP3, and EP4:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(EP1234)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal EP2 EP3',
/* write literal data EP2 EP3 for MEMBERS */ |
|
'| append literal EP4',
/* add another record containing EP4
*/ |
|
'| members PIPE.EXEC EP1', /* extract members in order: EP1
*/ |
|
'| > EP1234.FILE'
/* EP2 EP3 EP4 then write to data set
*/ |
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.62.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.62.1 Example 1
In this example, the PIPE command merges FIRST.FILE (Figure 78) and SECOND.FILE (Figure 79) to the existing
data set NAME.FILE (Figure 80).
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MERGE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FIRST.FILE',
/* read FIRST.FILE */
|
|
'| m: merge',
/* merge FIRST.FILE & SECOND.FILE */
|
|
'| > NAME.FILE',
/* write merged result to NAME.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SECOND.FILE',
/* read SECOND.FILE */
|
|
'| m:'
/* define secondary input for MERGE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FIRST.FILE

reads the data set FIRST.FILE into the pipeline.

m: merge defines a label m for the MERGE stage. MERGE merges the records from its primary and secondary
input streams and writes the merged data set to its primary output stream. The key field is the entire record.
> NAME.FILE
?

writes the records to the existing data set NAME.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< SECOND.FILE

reads the data set SECOND.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label m on the MERGE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
MERGE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage flow to the MERGE stage as its secondary input
stream.
m:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FIRST.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Brown, Ted
Technician
000002 Lindsey, Tony
Programmer Trainee
000003 Marks, Jenny
Director
000004 Thomas, Brian
Computer Operator
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Figure 78. MERGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FIRST.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SECOND.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Albert, Tim
Systems Analyst
000002 Butler, Cindy
Programmer
000003 Yates, Betty
Manager
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 79. MERGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(SECOND.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NAME.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Albert, Tim
Systems Analyst
000002 Brown, Ted
Technician
000003 Butler, Cindy
Programmer
000004 Lindsey, Tony
Programmer Trainee
000005 Marks, Jenny
Director
000006 Thomas, Brian
Computer Operator
000007 Yates, Betty
Manager
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 80. MERGE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.62.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.62.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec merges two sorted input data sets and writes the results to another data set. The input data
sets must be sorted first on columns 10-15 and then on columns 20-22.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MERGE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PRIMARY.FILE',
/* read PRIMARY.FILE */
|
|
'| m: merge 10-15 20.3', /* merge PRIMARY.FILE & SECONDRY.FILE */
|
|
'| > OUT.FILE',
/* write merged result to OUT.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SECONDRY.FILE',
/* read SECONDRY.FILE */
|
|
'| m:'
/* define the secondary input for MERGE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< PRIMARY.FILE

reads the data set PRIMARY.FILE into the pipeline.

m: merge 10-15 20.3 defines a label m for the MERGE stage. MERGE reads its primary and secondary input
streams and writes the merged records to its primary output stream. The columnrange operands, 10-15 20.3,
merge the streams according to the key field in columns 10 through 15 and then according to the key field in
columns 20 through 22.
> OUT.FILE
?

writes the records to the existing data set OUT.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< SECONDRY.FILE

reads the data set SECONDRY.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label m on the MERGE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
MERGE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage flow to the MERGE stage as its secondary input
stream.
m:
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3.61.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.61.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec places four members of PIPE.EXEC into the data set EP1234.FILE, in the order EP1, EP2,
EP3, and EP4:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(EP1234)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal EP2 EP3',
/* write literal data EP2 EP3 for MEMBERS */ |
|
'| append literal EP4',
/* add another record containing EP4
*/ |
|
'| members PIPE.EXEC EP1', /* extract members in order: EP1
*/ |
|
'| > EP1234.FILE'
/* EP2 EP3 EP4 then write to data set
*/ |
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.62.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.62.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec merges two sorted input data sets and writes the results to another data set. The input data
sets must be sorted first on columns 10-15 and then on columns 20-22.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MERGE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PRIMARY.FILE',
/* read PRIMARY.FILE */
|
|
'| m: merge 10-15 20.3', /* merge PRIMARY.FILE & SECONDRY.FILE */
|
|
'| > OUT.FILE',
/* write merged result to OUT.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SECONDRY.FILE',
/* read SECONDRY.FILE */
|
|
'| m:'
/* define the secondary input for MERGE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< PRIMARY.FILE

reads the data set PRIMARY.FILE into the pipeline.

m: merge 10-15 20.3 defines a label m for the MERGE stage. MERGE reads its primary and secondary input
streams and writes the merged records to its primary output stream. The columnrange operands, 10-15 20.3,
merge the streams according to the key field in columns 10 through 15 and then according to the key field in
columns 20 through 22.
> OUT.FILE
?

writes the records to the existing data set OUT.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< SECONDRY.FILE

reads the data set SECONDRY.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label m on the MERGE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
MERGE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage flow to the MERGE stage as its secondary input
stream.
m:
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3.63.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.63.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTCAT command returns a heading line followed by one line of information for each data set in your
catalog. To display the names for every data set in your catalog except those data sets with PIPE as the second qualifier,
enter the following command:
pipe tso listcat | nfind PREFIX.PIPE.| terminal
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3.62.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.62.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec merges two sorted input data sets and writes the results to another data set. The input data
sets must be sorted first on columns 10-15 and then on columns 20-22.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MERGE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PRIMARY.FILE',
/* read PRIMARY.FILE */
|
|
'| m: merge 10-15 20.3', /* merge PRIMARY.FILE & SECONDRY.FILE */
|
|
'| > OUT.FILE',
/* write merged result to OUT.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SECONDRY.FILE',
/* read SECONDRY.FILE */
|
|
'| m:'
/* define the secondary input for MERGE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< PRIMARY.FILE

reads the data set PRIMARY.FILE into the pipeline.

m: merge 10-15 20.3 defines a label m for the MERGE stage. MERGE reads its primary and secondary input
streams and writes the merged records to its primary output stream. The columnrange operands, 10-15 20.3,
merge the streams according to the key field in columns 10 through 15 and then according to the key field in
columns 20 through 22.
> OUT.FILE
?

writes the records to the existing data set OUT.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< SECONDRY.FILE

reads the data set SECONDRY.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label m on the MERGE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
MERGE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage flow to the MERGE stage as its secondary input
stream.
m:
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3.63.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.63.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTCAT command returns a heading line followed by one line of information for each data set in your
catalog. To display the names for every data set in your catalog except those data sets with PIPE as the second qualifier,
enter the following command:
pipe tso listcat | nfind PREFIX.PIPE.| terminal
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3.64.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.64.1 Example 1
Assuming each example in the data set REXX.DATA is delimited by a record that begins with :xmp. and a record that
begins with :exmp., to write records from REXX.SCRIPT to the existing data set REXX.TEXTONLY but with the
example contents removed, enter the following:
pipe < REXX.DATA | ninside /:xmp./ /:exmp./| > REXX.TEXTONLY

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.SCRIPT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000005 say 'What is your first name?'
000006 pull name .
000007 say 'Hello,' name'!'
000008 exit
000009 :exmp.
000010 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000011 function. For example,
000012 :xmp.
000013 /* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000014 say 'What is your first name?'
000015 pull name .
000016 namelen=length(name)
000017 say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
000018 exit
000019 :exmp.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

Figure 81. NINSIDE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.TEXTONLY --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 :exmp.
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000006 function. For example,
000007 :xmp.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000008 :exmp.
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 82. NINSIDE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.63.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.63.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTCAT command returns a heading line followed by one line of information for each data set in your
catalog. To display the names for every data set in your catalog except those data sets with PIPE as the second qualifier,
enter the following command:
pipe tso listcat | nfind PREFIX.PIPE.| terminal
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3.64.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.64.1 Example 1
Assuming each example in the data set REXX.DATA is delimited by a record that begins with :xmp. and a record that
begins with :exmp., to write records from REXX.SCRIPT to the existing data set REXX.TEXTONLY but with the
example contents removed, enter the following:
pipe < REXX.DATA | ninside /:xmp./ /:exmp./| > REXX.TEXTONLY

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.SCRIPT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000005 say 'What is your first name?'
000006 pull name .
000007 say 'Hello,' name'!'
000008 exit
000009 :exmp.
000010 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000011 function. For example,
000012 :xmp.
000013 /* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000014 say 'What is your first name?'
000015 pull name .
000016 namelen=length(name)
000017 say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
000018 exit
000019 :exmp.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

Figure 81. NINSIDE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.TEXTONLY --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 :exmp.
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000006 function. For example,
000007 :xmp.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000008 :exmp.
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 82. NINSIDE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.65.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.65.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTDS command displays information about a data set similar to the following:
listds pipe.exec
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
Several lines of headings and data information are displayed. To keep
only the lines which contain the data information, enter the following
command:

pipe tso listds pipe.exec | nlocate /-/ | terminal
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3.65.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.65.2 Example 2
Given the input data set containing student grade information shown in Figure 83, use the following command to
display only the lines about students who did not receive a grade of 100 on exam 1 or exam 3.
pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | drop 2 | nlocate (20.3 40.3) /100/ | terminal

The DROP stage command is used in this example to discard the first two lines of the data set. Figure 84 shows the
resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.STUDENT.GRADES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 STUDENT
EXAM 1
EXAM 2
EXAM 3
EXAM 4
000002
000003 CAROLYN
78
87
100
95
000004 EVELYN
85
84
82
89
000005 JACK
100
89
89
100
000006 KEN
88
79
79
93
000007 KAREN
90
100
100
95
000008 MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 83. NLOCATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | drop 2 | nlocate (20.3 40.3) /100/ | terminal
EVELYN
85
84
82
89
KEN
88
79
79
93
MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
READY

Figure 84. NLOCATE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.65.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.65.3 Example 3
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that contain neither the string, RED, nor the string, WHITE, enter:
pipe < FLAG.COLORS | nlocate /RED/ | nlocate /WHITE/ | terminal

The first NLOCATE stage command writes all records that do not contain RED to its primary output stream. The second
NLOCATE stage command then reads those records and selects only the records that do not contain WHITE to write to
its primary output stream.
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3.65.4 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.65.4 Example 4
To display only those lines of data set ALPHA.SCRIPT that are 9 or fewer characters in length, enter the following
command:
pipe < ALPHA.SCRIPT | nlocate 10 | terminal

Because no string is specified on the NLOCATE stage command, only records with 9 or fewer characters are written to
the primary output stream.
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3.65.5 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.65.5 Example 5
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that do not contain both the string RED and the string WHITE, use
the following REXX exec procedure:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(REDWHITE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FLAG.COLORS',
/* read FLAG.COLORS */
|
|
'| a:nlocate /RED/',
/* find lines not containing RED */
|
|
'| b:faninany',
/* write lines not containing both RED and */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* WHITE and display them at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output for NLOCATE /RED/ */
|
|
'| nlocate /WHITE/',
/* find lines not containing WHITE */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input stream for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FLAG.COLORS

reads data set FLAG.COLORS into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the NLOCATE stage. NLOCATE writes all records that do not contain RED
to its primary output stream.
a:nlocate /RED/

defines a label b for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes them to its primary output stream.

b:faninany
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the NLOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
that NLOCATE stage. NLOCATE writes all records that contain RED to its secondary output stream.

a:

nlocate /WHITE/writes

all records that do not contain WHITE to its primary output stream. All other records are
discarded because no secondary output stream is defined for this stage.
references the label on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

b:
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3.64.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.64.1 Example 1
Assuming each example in the data set REXX.DATA is delimited by a record that begins with :xmp. and a record that
begins with :exmp., to write records from REXX.SCRIPT to the existing data set REXX.TEXTONLY but with the
example contents removed, enter the following:
pipe < REXX.DATA | ninside /:xmp./ /:exmp./| > REXX.TEXTONLY

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.SCRIPT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000005 say 'What is your first name?'
000006 pull name .
000007 say 'Hello,' name'!'
000008 exit
000009 :exmp.
000010 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000011 function. For example,
000012 :xmp.
000013 /* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000014 say 'What is your first name?'
000015 pull name .
000016 namelen=length(name)
000017 say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
000018 exit
000019 :exmp.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

Figure 81. NINSIDE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.TEXTONLY --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 :exmp.
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000006 function. For example,
000007 :xmp.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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3.64.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

| 000008 :exmp.
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 82. NINSIDE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.65.5 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.65.5 Example 5
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that do not contain both the string RED and the string WHITE, use
the following REXX exec procedure:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(REDWHITE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FLAG.COLORS',
/* read FLAG.COLORS */
|
|
'| a:nlocate /RED/',
/* find lines not containing RED */
|
|
'| b:faninany',
/* write lines not containing both RED and */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* WHITE and display them at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output for NLOCATE /RED/ */
|
|
'| nlocate /WHITE/',
/* find lines not containing WHITE */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input stream for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FLAG.COLORS

reads data set FLAG.COLORS into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the NLOCATE stage. NLOCATE writes all records that do not contain RED
to its primary output stream.
a:nlocate /RED/

defines a label b for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes them to its primary output stream.

b:faninany
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the NLOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
that NLOCATE stage. NLOCATE writes all records that contain RED to its secondary output stream.

a:

nlocate /WHITE/writes

all records that do not contain WHITE to its primary output stream. All other records are
discarded because no secondary output stream is defined for this stage.
references the label on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

b:
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3.66.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.66.1 Example 1
Given the input data set NAMES.ANDNUMS, in Figure 85, use following command to list just the phone numbers in
the file.
pipe < NAMES.ANDNUMS | not chop ( | terminal
Figure 86 shows the resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NAMES.ANDNUMS --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mom and Dad
(607) 555-4197
000002 Mark
(717) 555-3409
000003 Jon
(607) 555-0465
000004 Ann Marie
(315) 555-3429
000005 Mike
(607) 555-1830
000006 Cathy
(305) 555-6005
000007 Sue
(212) 555-9751
000008 Aunt Betty
(216) 555-1836
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 85. NOT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < NAMES.ANDNUMS | not chop ( | terminal
(607) 555-4197
(717) 555-3409
(607) 555-0465
(315) 555-3429
(607) 555-1830
(305) 555-6005
(212) 555-9751
(216) 555-1836
READY

Figure 86. NOT Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Return Codes
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3.66.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

If NOT finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received from the specified stage command.
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3.65.5 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.65.5 Example 5
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that do not contain both the string RED and the string WHITE, use
the following REXX exec procedure:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(REDWHITE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FLAG.COLORS',
/* read FLAG.COLORS */
|
|
'| a:nlocate /RED/',
/* find lines not containing RED */
|
|
'| b:faninany',
/* write lines not containing both RED and */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* WHITE and display them at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output for NLOCATE /RED/ */
|
|
'| nlocate /WHITE/',
/* find lines not containing WHITE */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input stream for FANINANY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FLAG.COLORS

reads data set FLAG.COLORS into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the NLOCATE stage. NLOCATE writes all records that do not contain RED
to its primary output stream.
a:nlocate /RED/

defines a label b for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes them to its primary output stream.

b:faninany
terminal
?

writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the NLOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
that NLOCATE stage. NLOCATE writes all records that contain RED to its secondary output stream.

a:

nlocate /WHITE/writes

all records that do not contain WHITE to its primary output stream. All other records are
discarded because no secondary output stream is defined for this stage.
references the label on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the FANINANY stage.

b:
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3.66.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.66.1 Example 1
Given the input data set NAMES.ANDNUMS, in Figure 85, use following command to list just the phone numbers in
the file.
pipe < NAMES.ANDNUMS | not chop ( | terminal
Figure 86 shows the resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NAMES.ANDNUMS --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mom and Dad
(607) 555-4197
000002 Mark
(717) 555-3409
000003 Jon
(607) 555-0465
000004 Ann Marie
(315) 555-3429
000005 Mike
(607) 555-1830
000006 Cathy
(305) 555-6005
000007 Sue
(212) 555-9751
000008 Aunt Betty
(216) 555-1836
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 85. NOT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < NAMES.ANDNUMS | not chop ( | terminal
(607) 555-4197
(717) 555-3409
(607) 555-0465
(315) 555-3429
(607) 555-1830
(305) 555-6005
(212) 555-9751
(216) 555-1836
READY

Figure 86. NOT Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Return Codes
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If NOT finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received from the specified stage command.
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3.67.1 Example 1
To remove two lines of heading on each page from a report data set with ASA carriage control in the first column, use
the following PIPE command:
pipe < REPORT.LISTING | outside /1/ 2 | > REPORT.LISTING
1 is the carriage control character that means skip to line 1 on the next
page.
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3.66.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.66.1 Example 1
Given the input data set NAMES.ANDNUMS, in Figure 85, use following command to list just the phone numbers in
the file.
pipe < NAMES.ANDNUMS | not chop ( | terminal
Figure 86 shows the resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NAMES.ANDNUMS --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mom and Dad
(607) 555-4197
000002 Mark
(717) 555-3409
000003 Jon
(607) 555-0465
000004 Ann Marie
(315) 555-3429
000005 Mike
(607) 555-1830
000006 Cathy
(305) 555-6005
000007 Sue
(212) 555-9751
000008 Aunt Betty
(216) 555-1836
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 85. NOT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < NAMES.ANDNUMS | not chop ( | terminal
(607) 555-4197
(717) 555-3409
(607) 555-0465
(315) 555-3429
(607) 555-1830
(305) 555-6005
(212) 555-9751
(216) 555-1836
READY

Figure 86. NOT Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Return Codes
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If NOT finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received from the specified stage command.
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3.67.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.67.1 Example 1
To remove two lines of heading on each page from a report data set with ASA carriage control in the first column, use
the following PIPE command:
pipe < REPORT.LISTING | outside /1/ 2 | > REPORT.LISTING
1 is the carriage control character that means skip to line 1 on the next
page.
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3.68.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command splits its input records into blank-delimited words, reverses the order of the
words, and writes one output record containing all the words.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(REVLINE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
/* reverse the words */
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output stream of the */
|
|
/* stage preceding the caller */,
|
|
'| split',
/* split at blanks and discard blanks */
|
|
'| instore reverse',
/* put in storage and reverse order */
|
|
'| outstore',
/* get from storage */
|
|
'| join * / /',
/* put line back together */
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to the input stream of */
|
|
/* the stage following the caller */
|
|
Exit
/* return */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The command that uses REVLINE REXX and the resulting terminal output are:
pipe literal backwards are words these | revline | terminal
these words are backwards
READY
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3.67.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.67.1 Example 1
To remove two lines of heading on each page from a report data set with ASA carriage control in the first column, use
the following PIPE command:
pipe < REPORT.LISTING | outside /1/ 2 | > REPORT.LISTING
1 is the carriage control character that means skip to line 1 on the next
page.
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3.68.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.68.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command splits its input records into blank-delimited words, reverses the order of the
words, and writes one output record containing all the words.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(REVLINE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
/* reverse the words */
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output stream of the */
|
|
/* stage preceding the caller */,
|
|
'| split',
/* split at blanks and discard blanks */
|
|
'| instore reverse',
/* put in storage and reverse order */
|
|
'| outstore',
/* get from storage */
|
|
'| join * / /',
/* put line back together */
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to the input stream of */
|
|
/* the stage following the caller */
|
|
Exit
/* return */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The command that uses REVLINE REXX and the resulting terminal output are:
pipe literal backwards are words these | revline | terminal
these words are backwards
READY
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3.69.1 Example 1
The OVERLAY stage in the following REXX exec combines the records from its three input streams:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(OVL)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'literal BBBBB'||, /* write BBBBB to the primary input of OVERLAY */
|
|
'| o: overlay',
/* combine primary, secondary, & tertiary inputs */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display combined results at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'literal AAA'||,
/* write AAA to secondary input of OVERLAY */
|
|
'| o:',
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
'literal A B C'||, /* write A B C to tertiary input of OVERLAY */
|
|
'| o:'
/* define tertiary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

writes a record containing BBBBB. The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage
prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal BBBBB

defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary,
secondary, and tertiary input streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.
o: overlay
terminal

pipeline.
?

reads the records OVERLAY writes and displays them at the terminal. It is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

writes a record containing AAA. The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage
prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal AAA

references the label o on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the OVERLAY stage. The record from the preceding LITERAL stage flows into the OVERLAY stage as its
secondary input stream (stream 1). It is the last stage of the second pipeline.

o:

?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

writes a record containing A B C. The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage
prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal A B C
o:

references the label o on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
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OVERLAY stage. The record from the preceding LITERAL stage flows into the OVERLAY stage as its tertiary
input stream (stream 2).
The following terminal output results:
ovl
AABBC
READY

If you change the OVERLAY stage to | o: overlay A |, the terminal output is:
ovl
B B C
READY
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3.69.2 Example 2
In the following REXX exec, the OVERLAY stage command overlays two data sets:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(OVERLAY)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FORM.FILE',
/* read FORM.FILE */
|
|
'| a: overlay',
/* combine primary and secondary input streams */
|
|
'| > FUN.FILE',
/* write result to FUN.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< EMP.FILE',
/* read EMP.FILE */
|
|
'| a:'
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FORM.FILE

reads the data set FORM.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.
a: overlay
> FUN.FILE

pipeline.

?

writes the records it receives from OVERLAY to the data set FUN.FILE. It is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< EMP.FILE

reads the data set EMP.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label a on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the OVERLAY stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow into the OVERLAY stage as its secondary
input stream (stream 1).

a:

Figure 87 shows the primary input stream for the OVERLAY stage, Figure 88 shows the secondary input stream for the
OVERLAY stage, and Figure 89 shows the resulting output data set.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FORM.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name:
000002 Address:
000003 City:
000004 State:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|

Figure 87. OVERLAY Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FORM.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.EMP.FILE -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
Christine Smith
000002
2020 Wilson Street
000003
Los Angeles
000004
CA
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 88. OVERLAY Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(EMP.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FUN.FILE -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name:
Christine Smith
000002 Address: 2020 Wilson Street
000003 City:
Los Angeles
000004 State:
CA
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 89. OVERLAY Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.68.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.68.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command splits its input records into blank-delimited words, reverses the order of the
words, and writes one output record containing all the words.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(REVLINE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
/* reverse the words */
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output stream of the */
|
|
/* stage preceding the caller */,
|
|
'| split',
/* split at blanks and discard blanks */
|
|
'| instore reverse',
/* put in storage and reverse order */
|
|
'| outstore',
/* get from storage */
|
|
'| join * / /',
/* put line back together */
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to the input stream of */
|
|
/* the stage following the caller */
|
|
Exit
/* return */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The command that uses REVLINE REXX and the resulting terminal output are:
pipe literal backwards are words these | revline | terminal
these words are backwards
READY
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3.69.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.69.2 Example 2
In the following REXX exec, the OVERLAY stage command overlays two data sets:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(OVERLAY)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FORM.FILE',
/* read FORM.FILE */
|
|
'| a: overlay',
/* combine primary and secondary input streams */
|
|
'| > FUN.FILE',
/* write result to FUN.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< EMP.FILE',
/* read EMP.FILE */
|
|
'| a:'
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FORM.FILE

reads the data set FORM.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.
a: overlay
> FUN.FILE

pipeline.

?

writes the records it receives from OVERLAY to the data set FUN.FILE. It is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< EMP.FILE

reads the data set EMP.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label a on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the OVERLAY stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow into the OVERLAY stage as its secondary
input stream (stream 1).

a:

Figure 87 shows the primary input stream for the OVERLAY stage, Figure 88 shows the secondary input stream for the
OVERLAY stage, and Figure 89 shows the resulting output data set.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FORM.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name:
000002 Address:
000003 City:
000004 State:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|

Figure 87. OVERLAY Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FORM.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.EMP.FILE -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
Christine Smith
000002
2020 Wilson Street
000003
Los Angeles
000004
CA
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 88. OVERLAY Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(EMP.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FUN.FILE -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name:
Christine Smith
000002 Address: 2020 Wilson Street
000003 City:
Los Angeles
000004 State:
CA
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 89. OVERLAY Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.70.1 Example 1
To compact a V-format data set (ACCOUNT.FILE) with a logical record length of 256, and place the results in an Fformat data set (ACCTPACK.FILE), enter:
pipe < ACCOUNT.FILE | pack v 256 | > ACCTPACK.FILE
The data set, ACCTPACK.FILE, was first allocated with a RECFM=FB,
LRECL=1024, and BLKSIZE=4096.
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3.69.2 Example 2
In the following REXX exec, the OVERLAY stage command overlays two data sets:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(OVERLAY)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FORM.FILE',
/* read FORM.FILE */
|
|
'| a: overlay',
/* combine primary and secondary input streams */
|
|
'| > FUN.FILE',
/* write result to FUN.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< EMP.FILE',
/* read EMP.FILE */
|
|
'| a:'
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FORM.FILE

reads the data set FORM.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.
a: overlay
> FUN.FILE

pipeline.

?

writes the records it receives from OVERLAY to the data set FUN.FILE. It is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< EMP.FILE

reads the data set EMP.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label a on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the OVERLAY stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow into the OVERLAY stage as its secondary
input stream (stream 1).

a:

Figure 87 shows the primary input stream for the OVERLAY stage, Figure 88 shows the secondary input stream for the
OVERLAY stage, and Figure 89 shows the resulting output data set.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FORM.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name:
000002 Address:
000003 City:
000004 State:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|

Figure 87. OVERLAY Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FORM.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.EMP.FILE -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
Christine Smith
000002
2020 Wilson Street
000003
Los Angeles
000004
CA
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 88. OVERLAY Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(EMP.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FUN.FILE -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name:
Christine Smith
000002 Address: 2020 Wilson Street
000003 City:
Los Angeles
000004 State:
CA
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 89. OVERLAY Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.70.1 Example 1
To compact a V-format data set (ACCOUNT.FILE) with a logical record length of 256, and place the results in an Fformat data set (ACCTPACK.FILE), enter:
pipe < ACCOUNT.FILE | pack v 256 | > ACCTPACK.FILE
The data set, ACCTPACK.FILE, was first allocated with a RECFM=FB,
LRECL=1024, and BLKSIZE=4096.
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3.71.1 Example 1
To write variable-length input you enter at your terminal to a F-format data set named INPUT.FILE, specify the
following command:
pipe terminal | pad 80 | chop 80 | > INPUT.FILE

CHOP is used in this example to truncate any input longer than 80 characters.
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3.71.2 Example 2
The TSO LISTCAT command returns information similar to the following:
IN CATALOG:ICFCAT.HSML04
PREFIX.BRODCAST
PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA

To create a data set PAD.OUTPUT shown in Figure 90, that contains the records extended with periods on both the left
and right sides of the records, use an exec similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PADLISTC)
*/ |
|
/*
- to pad the LISTCAT response with dots
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
/* get listcat output */
|
|
'| take 4',
/* only use the first four records */
|
|
'| pad left 35 .',
/* pad with periods on left
*/
|
|
'| pad 50 .',
/* pad with periods on right
*/
|
|
'| > PAD.OUTPUT'
/* write records to the data set
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

tso listcat

writes the response from the LISTCAT command to the primary output stream.

reads the records written by the TSO stage, extends them to a length of 35, and pads them on the
left with periods.

pad left 35 .
pad 50 .

extends the records to a length of 50 and pads on the right with periods.

> PAD.OUTPUT

writes the records to the existing data set PAD.OUTPUT.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PAD.OUTPUT ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ............IN CATALOG:ICFCAT.HSML04...............
000002 .....................PREFIX.BRODCAST...............
000003 ................PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL...............
000004 ................PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA...............
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Figure 90. PAD Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.70.1 Example 1
To compact a V-format data set (ACCOUNT.FILE) with a logical record length of 256, and place the results in an Fformat data set (ACCTPACK.FILE), enter:
pipe < ACCOUNT.FILE | pack v 256 | > ACCTPACK.FILE
The data set, ACCTPACK.FILE, was first allocated with a RECFM=FB,
LRECL=1024, and BLKSIZE=4096.
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3.71.2 Example 2
The TSO LISTCAT command returns information similar to the following:
IN CATALOG:ICFCAT.HSML04
PREFIX.BRODCAST
PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA

To create a data set PAD.OUTPUT shown in Figure 90, that contains the records extended with periods on both the left
and right sides of the records, use an exec similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PADLISTC)
*/ |
|
/*
- to pad the LISTCAT response with dots
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
/* get listcat output */
|
|
'| take 4',
/* only use the first four records */
|
|
'| pad left 35 .',
/* pad with periods on left
*/
|
|
'| pad 50 .',
/* pad with periods on right
*/
|
|
'| > PAD.OUTPUT'
/* write records to the data set
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

tso listcat

writes the response from the LISTCAT command to the primary output stream.

reads the records written by the TSO stage, extends them to a length of 35, and pads them on the
left with periods.

pad left 35 .
pad 50 .

extends the records to a length of 50 and pads on the right with periods.

> PAD.OUTPUT

writes the records to the existing data set PAD.OUTPUT.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PAD.OUTPUT ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ............IN CATALOG:ICFCAT.HSML04...............
000002 .....................PREFIX.BRODCAST...............
000003 ................PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL...............
000004 ................PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA...............
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Figure 90. PAD Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.72.1 Example 1
In the following REXX exec, a pipeline containing a RUNPIPE EVENTS stage runs another pipeline and processes the
resulting event records. Each time the PAUSE stage in the pipeline reads a record, it signals the pipeline containing the
RUNPIPE stage command, and RUNPIPE receives a type X'11' PAUSE event record. While the pipeline containing the
PAUSE stage is running, the pipeline with RUNPIPE receives other event records as well. The resulting output is a
count of records containing the word rain.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PROMPTER)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
/****** This REXX exec will count the number of records that *********/
|
|
/****** contain the word 'rain'.
*/
|
|
|
|
pipe = "(endchar ? name pausein)",
/* Define the pipe to be run */
|
|
"| literal The rain in Spain", /* Obtain the input
*/
|
|
"| dup 3",
/* Make 3 additional copies
*/
|
|
"| split",
/* Divide into unique records */
|
|
"|l:locate /rain/",
/* Separate records with "rain"*/
|
|
"| pause",
/* Create a PAUSE EVENT
*/
|
|
"|f:faninany",
/* Join streams together
*/
|
|
"| > 'PREFIX.TEMP'",
/* Write to a DSN
*/
|
|
"?l:",
/* Bypass for records that
*/
|
|
"|f:"
/*
don't have an "a"
*/
|
|
|
|
"pipe (name pauseout)",
/* To execute previous pipe
*/
|
|
"| var pipe",
/* Get pipe as data record
*/
|
|
"| runpipe events",
/* Pass it to RUNPIPE
*/
|
|
"| strfind x11",
/* Keep the PAUSE EVENT rcds */
|
|
"| count lines",
/* Count the number of rcds
*/
|
|
"| terminal"
/* Display the count
*/
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The resulting output is:
4
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3.71.2 Example 2
The TSO LISTCAT command returns information similar to the following:
IN CATALOG:ICFCAT.HSML04
PREFIX.BRODCAST
PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA

To create a data set PAD.OUTPUT shown in Figure 90, that contains the records extended with periods on both the left
and right sides of the records, use an exec similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PADLISTC)
*/ |
|
/*
- to pad the LISTCAT response with dots
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
/* get listcat output */
|
|
'| take 4',
/* only use the first four records */
|
|
'| pad left 35 .',
/* pad with periods on left
*/
|
|
'| pad 50 .',
/* pad with periods on right
*/
|
|
'| > PAD.OUTPUT'
/* write records to the data set
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

tso listcat

writes the response from the LISTCAT command to the primary output stream.

reads the records written by the TSO stage, extends them to a length of 35, and pads them on the
left with periods.

pad left 35 .
pad 50 .

extends the records to a length of 50 and pads on the right with periods.

> PAD.OUTPUT

writes the records to the existing data set PAD.OUTPUT.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PAD.OUTPUT ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ............IN CATALOG:ICFCAT.HSML04...............
000002 .....................PREFIX.BRODCAST...............
000003 ................PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL...............
000004 ................PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA...............
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Figure 90. PAD Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.72.1 Example 1
In the following REXX exec, a pipeline containing a RUNPIPE EVENTS stage runs another pipeline and processes the
resulting event records. Each time the PAUSE stage in the pipeline reads a record, it signals the pipeline containing the
RUNPIPE stage command, and RUNPIPE receives a type X'11' PAUSE event record. While the pipeline containing the
PAUSE stage is running, the pipeline with RUNPIPE receives other event records as well. The resulting output is a
count of records containing the word rain.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PROMPTER)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
/****** This REXX exec will count the number of records that *********/
|
|
/****** contain the word 'rain'.
*/
|
|
|
|
pipe = "(endchar ? name pausein)",
/* Define the pipe to be run */
|
|
"| literal The rain in Spain", /* Obtain the input
*/
|
|
"| dup 3",
/* Make 3 additional copies
*/
|
|
"| split",
/* Divide into unique records */
|
|
"|l:locate /rain/",
/* Separate records with "rain"*/
|
|
"| pause",
/* Create a PAUSE EVENT
*/
|
|
"|f:faninany",
/* Join streams together
*/
|
|
"| > 'PREFIX.TEMP'",
/* Write to a DSN
*/
|
|
"?l:",
/* Bypass for records that
*/
|
|
"|f:"
/*
don't have an "a"
*/
|
|
|
|
"pipe (name pauseout)",
/* To execute previous pipe
*/
|
|
"| var pipe",
/* Get pipe as data record
*/
|
|
"| runpipe events",
/* Pass it to RUNPIPE
*/
|
|
"| strfind x11",
/* Keep the PAUSE EVENT rcds */
|
|
"| count lines",
/* Count the number of rcds
*/
|
|
"| terminal"
/* Display the count
*/
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The resulting output is:
4
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3.73.1 Example 1
To select records within a certain time stamp interval (9:00 a.m. to 4:59 p.m.), use a series of PICK stage commands by
entering the following:
pipe < timestmp.data | pick 45.5 >>= /09:00/ | pick 45.5 <<= /16:59/|terminal

Figure 91 is the input data set that PICK processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TIMESTMP.DATA --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ORIGINID data set CLASS RECORDS CPY HOLD DATE TIME
NAME
TYPE
000002 ELEMBX01 4486 M PUN 00000001 001 NONE 02/08 15:27:49 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
000003 MAINT
4210 N PUN 00000001 001 USER 02/08 15:46:08 $$$TLL$$ IPL
000004 MAINT
3194 A PRT 00000023 001 USER 02/08 08:23:33
000005 ELEMBX01 0278 M PUN 00000623 001 NONE 02/08 11:00:03 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
000006 ELEMBX01 0102 M PUN 00050466 001 NONE 02/08 19:59:00 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
000007 MAINT
2110 A PRT 00000003 001 USER 02/08 16:59:39
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 91. PICK Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(TIMESTMP.DATA)

The following is the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe < timestmp.data | pick 45.5
ELEMBX01 4486 M PUN 00000001 001
MAINT
4210 N PUN 00000001 001
ELEMBX01 0278 M PUN 00000623 001
MAINT
2110 A PRT 00000003 001

>>= /09:00/ | pick 45.5 <<= /16:59/|terminal
NONE 02/08 15:27:49 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
USER 02/08 15:46:08 $$$TLL$$ IPL
NONE 02/08 11:00:03 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
USER 02/08 16:59:39
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3.73.2 Example 2
The following exec selects records whose contents in the first field are greater than or equal to the constant 00000 and
less than or equal to the constant 55555.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PICKLEX)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< ORDER.FILE',
/* read input data */ |
|
'| o:pick fieldsep blank f1 >>= /00000/',
/* start comparison*/
|
|
'| p:pick fieldsep blank f1 <<= /55555/',
/*finish compare*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/*output to terminal*/ |
|
|
|
'?',
/*start 2nd pipeline*/ |
|
'o:',
/*define PICKs secondary output*/
|
|
'| > LESSTHAN.ZERO',
/*write records to output data set*/ |
|
'?',
/*start 3rd pipeline*/ |
|
'p:',
/*define PICK's secondary output*/ |
|
'| > GREATER.THN55555'
/*write records to output data set*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< ORDER.FILE

reads the data set ORDER.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label o for the PICK stage. Operands on PICK identify a blank
as a separator of fields in the input records. PICK writes the first record it reads from its primary input stream to
its connected primary output stream if the record's first field is greater than or equal to the constant 00000. If the
field does not satisfy the comparison PICK writes the record to its connected secondary output stream.

o: pick fieldsep blank f1 >>= /00000/

defines a label p for the second PICK stage. Operands on PICK identify
a blank as a separator of fields in the input records. PICK receives as input those records that have satisfied the
greater than or equal to 00000 comparison. PICK writes the first record it reads from its primary input stream to
its connected primary output stream if the record's first field is less than or equal to the constant 55555. If the field
does not satisfy the comparison, PICK writes the record to its connected secondary output stream.
p: pick fieldsep blank f1 <<= /55555/

TERMINAL writes the primary input stream records from the second PICK stage to the terminal. This is the last
stage of the first pipeline.
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

o:

references the label o on the first PICK stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream.

writes the records that do not satisfy the greater than or equal comparison to 00000 to the
existing LESSTHAN.ZERO on the secondary output stream.

> LESSTHAN.ZERO
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?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

p:

references the label p on the second PICK stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream.

> GREATER.THN55555 writes the remaining input records that do not satisfy the
55555 to the existing GREATER.THN55555 on the secondary output stream.

less than or equal comparison to

Figure 92 is the input file that the PICKLEX exec processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ORDER.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 00000
Input records
000002 11111
Input records
000003 22222
Input records
000004 33333
Input records
000005 44444
Input records
000006 55555
Input records
000007 1Pppp
Input records
000008 66666
Input records
000009 77777
Input records
000010 88888
Input records
000011 ZZZZZ
Input records
000012 99999
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 92. PICKLEX Exec Example: Input Data Set Contents (ORDER.FILE)

The following shows the terminal output after PICKLEX exec is run.
picklex
00000
11111
22222
33333
44444
55555
1Pppp

Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

records
records
records
records
records
records
records

Figure 93 and Figure 94 show the output data sets created by the PICKLEX exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LESSTHAN.ZERO --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ZZZZZ
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 93. PICK Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(LESSTHAN.ZERO)
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.GREATER.THN55555 ------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 66666
Input records
000002 77777
Input records
000003 88888
Input records
000004 99999
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 94. PICK Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(GREATER.THN55555)
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3.73.3 Example 3
To select records that contain at least two words enter the following:
pipe literal af cd|literal a|literal a a bc oboe| pick word2 ¬== // |terminal

The following is the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe literal af cd|literal a|literal a a bc oboe| pick word2 ¬== // |terminal
a a bc oboe
af cd
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3.72.1 Example 1
In the following REXX exec, a pipeline containing a RUNPIPE EVENTS stage runs another pipeline and processes the
resulting event records. Each time the PAUSE stage in the pipeline reads a record, it signals the pipeline containing the
RUNPIPE stage command, and RUNPIPE receives a type X'11' PAUSE event record. While the pipeline containing the
PAUSE stage is running, the pipeline with RUNPIPE receives other event records as well. The resulting output is a
count of records containing the word rain.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PROMPTER)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
/****** This REXX exec will count the number of records that *********/
|
|
/****** contain the word 'rain'.
*/
|
|
|
|
pipe = "(endchar ? name pausein)",
/* Define the pipe to be run */
|
|
"| literal The rain in Spain", /* Obtain the input
*/
|
|
"| dup 3",
/* Make 3 additional copies
*/
|
|
"| split",
/* Divide into unique records */
|
|
"|l:locate /rain/",
/* Separate records with "rain"*/
|
|
"| pause",
/* Create a PAUSE EVENT
*/
|
|
"|f:faninany",
/* Join streams together
*/
|
|
"| > 'PREFIX.TEMP'",
/* Write to a DSN
*/
|
|
"?l:",
/* Bypass for records that
*/
|
|
"|f:"
/*
don't have an "a"
*/
|
|
|
|
"pipe (name pauseout)",
/* To execute previous pipe
*/
|
|
"| var pipe",
/* Get pipe as data record
*/
|
|
"| runpipe events",
/* Pass it to RUNPIPE
*/
|
|
"| strfind x11",
/* Keep the PAUSE EVENT rcds */
|
|
"| count lines",
/* Count the number of rcds
*/
|
|
"| terminal"
/* Display the count
*/
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The resulting output is:
4
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3.73.3 Example 3
To select records that contain at least two words enter the following:
pipe literal af cd|literal a|literal a a bc oboe| pick word2 ¬== // |terminal

The following is the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe literal af cd|literal a|literal a a bc oboe| pick word2 ¬== // |terminal
a a bc oboe
af cd
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3.74.1 Example 1
Write an exec similar to the following to search specified data sets for a specified string. The first argument is the string
to search for. The second argument is the name of the data set to be searched.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SRCHFILE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg input dsn .
/* get arguments
*/ |
|
upper dsn
/* uppercase the DSN
*/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal' dsn||,
/* list data sets
*/ |
|
'| specs',
/* build a callpipe subcmd
*/ |
|
'/callpipe (stagesep ?) / 1',
/* that reads each file
*/ |
|
'/< / next 1-* next',
/* and writes a record
*/ |
|
'/?specs ,/ next w1 next /, 1.20 / next', /* prefixed by DSN */ |
|
'/1-* 21/ next',
/* with each line of data
*/ |
|
'/?*:/ next',
/* connect to locate's input */ |
|
'| pipcmd',
/* issue the callpipe just built */ |
|
'| locate 21-* /'input'/',
/* find records containing target */ |
|
'| terminal'
/* display at the terminal */ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg input dsn .
upper dsn

reads the arguments specified.

translates the data set identifier to uppercase.

builds a CALLPIPE subcommand and writes the subcommand to the
primary output stream of the first SPECS stage. The CALLPIPE subcommand built is of the form:

specs /callpipe (stagesep ?) / 1 ...

callpipe (stagesep ?) < dsn?specs ,dsn, 1.20 1-* 21?*:

The CALLPIPE subcommand reads the data set names command, prefixes the data set name and data set type to
each record and writes the records to the input stream of the stage command following PIPCMD which is
LOCATE.
pipcmd

issues the CALLPIPE subcommand.

reads the records written by the CALLPIPE subcommand and writes those records that
contain the specified search string to its primary output stream.

locate 21-* /input/

terminal reads the records written to its primary input stream by the LOCATE stage and displays the records at
the terminal.

To search for the string Xavier in the data set named NOTEBOOK, enter the following:
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srchfile Xavier notebook

Return Codes
PIPCMD returns immediately upon receipt of a negative return code from a pipeline subcommand. Any remaining
subcommands are not processed.
If no negative return codes are encountered, PIPCMD returns the largest return code encountered.
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3.73.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.73.3 Example 3
To select records that contain at least two words enter the following:
pipe literal af cd|literal a|literal a a bc oboe| pick word2 ¬== // |terminal

The following is the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe literal af cd|literal a|literal a a bc oboe| pick word2 ¬== // |terminal
a a bc oboe
af cd
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3.74.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.74.1 Example 1
Write an exec similar to the following to search specified data sets for a specified string. The first argument is the string
to search for. The second argument is the name of the data set to be searched.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SRCHFILE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg input dsn .
/* get arguments
*/ |
|
upper dsn
/* uppercase the DSN
*/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal' dsn||,
/* list data sets
*/ |
|
'| specs',
/* build a callpipe subcmd
*/ |
|
'/callpipe (stagesep ?) / 1',
/* that reads each file
*/ |
|
'/< / next 1-* next',
/* and writes a record
*/ |
|
'/?specs ,/ next w1 next /, 1.20 / next', /* prefixed by DSN */ |
|
'/1-* 21/ next',
/* with each line of data
*/ |
|
'/?*:/ next',
/* connect to locate's input */ |
|
'| pipcmd',
/* issue the callpipe just built */ |
|
'| locate 21-* /'input'/',
/* find records containing target */ |
|
'| terminal'
/* display at the terminal */ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg input dsn .
upper dsn

reads the arguments specified.

translates the data set identifier to uppercase.

builds a CALLPIPE subcommand and writes the subcommand to the
primary output stream of the first SPECS stage. The CALLPIPE subcommand built is of the form:

specs /callpipe (stagesep ?) / 1 ...

callpipe (stagesep ?) < dsn?specs ,dsn, 1.20 1-* 21?*:

The CALLPIPE subcommand reads the data set names command, prefixes the data set name and data set type to
each record and writes the records to the input stream of the stage command following PIPCMD which is
LOCATE.
pipcmd

issues the CALLPIPE subcommand.

reads the records written by the CALLPIPE subcommand and writes those records that
contain the specified search string to its primary output stream.

locate 21-* /input/

terminal reads the records written to its primary input stream by the LOCATE stage and displays the records at
the terminal.

To search for the string Xavier in the data set named NOTEBOOK, enter the following:
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srchfile Xavier notebook

Return Codes
PIPCMD returns immediately upon receipt of a negative return code from a pipeline subcommand. Any remaining
subcommands are not processed.
If no negative return codes are encountered, PIPCMD returns the largest return code encountered.
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3.75.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec issues a specified command every hour until 5:00PM. The results are displayed at the
terminal.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(RUNHOUR)
*/ |
|
/*
-- To issue a specified command every hour
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg command
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'literal +1:00:00', /* create a record that asks for 1 hour delay */ |
|
'| duplicate *',
/* make many, one at a time */
|
|
'| delay',
/* delay for one at a time */
|
|
'| specs /'command'/ 1', /* change it to the requested COMMAND */
|
|
'| tso',
/* issue it to TSO */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display the result at the terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'| literal 17:00',
/* indicate 5:00pm */
|
|
'| delay',
/* hold this record until then */
|
|
'| pipestop'
/* then stop the pipeline */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.74.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.74.1 Example 1
Write an exec similar to the following to search specified data sets for a specified string. The first argument is the string
to search for. The second argument is the name of the data set to be searched.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SRCHFILE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg input dsn .
/* get arguments
*/ |
|
upper dsn
/* uppercase the DSN
*/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal' dsn||,
/* list data sets
*/ |
|
'| specs',
/* build a callpipe subcmd
*/ |
|
'/callpipe (stagesep ?) / 1',
/* that reads each file
*/ |
|
'/< / next 1-* next',
/* and writes a record
*/ |
|
'/?specs ,/ next w1 next /, 1.20 / next', /* prefixed by DSN */ |
|
'/1-* 21/ next',
/* with each line of data
*/ |
|
'/?*:/ next',
/* connect to locate's input */ |
|
'| pipcmd',
/* issue the callpipe just built */ |
|
'| locate 21-* /'input'/',
/* find records containing target */ |
|
'| terminal'
/* display at the terminal */ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg input dsn .
upper dsn

reads the arguments specified.

translates the data set identifier to uppercase.

builds a CALLPIPE subcommand and writes the subcommand to the
primary output stream of the first SPECS stage. The CALLPIPE subcommand built is of the form:

specs /callpipe (stagesep ?) / 1 ...

callpipe (stagesep ?) < dsn?specs ,dsn, 1.20 1-* 21?*:

The CALLPIPE subcommand reads the data set names command, prefixes the data set name and data set type to
each record and writes the records to the input stream of the stage command following PIPCMD which is
LOCATE.
pipcmd

issues the CALLPIPE subcommand.

reads the records written by the CALLPIPE subcommand and writes those records that
contain the specified search string to its primary output stream.

locate 21-* /input/

terminal reads the records written to its primary input stream by the LOCATE stage and displays the records at
the terminal.

To search for the string Xavier in the data set named NOTEBOOK, enter the following:
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srchfile Xavier notebook

Return Codes
PIPCMD returns immediately upon receipt of a negative return code from a pipeline subcommand. Any remaining
subcommands are not processed.
If no negative return codes are encountered, PIPCMD returns the largest return code encountered.
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3.75.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.75.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec issues a specified command every hour until 5:00PM. The results are displayed at the
terminal.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(RUNHOUR)
*/ |
|
/*
-- To issue a specified command every hour
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg command
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'literal +1:00:00', /* create a record that asks for 1 hour delay */ |
|
'| duplicate *',
/* make many, one at a time */
|
|
'| delay',
/* delay for one at a time */
|
|
'| specs /'command'/ 1', /* change it to the requested COMMAND */
|
|
'| tso',
/* issue it to TSO */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display the result at the terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'| literal 17:00',
/* indicate 5:00pm */
|
|
'| delay',
/* hold this record until then */
|
|
'| pipestop'
/* then stop the pipeline */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.76.1 Example 1
To search for all the records that begin with the letter a (uppercase or lowercase) in the following data set, INPUT.FILE:
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ALMOST
000002 none
000003 Always
000004 Most
000005 anyone
000006 A lot

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 95. PREDSELECT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(INPUT.FILE)

Use the following REXX exec, FINDANY, invoked with this argument:
findany a

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FINDANY)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse upper arg args
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < INPUT.FILE ',
/* read INPUT.FILE */
|
|
'| f: fanout',
/* copy INPUT.FILE to every output */
|
|
'| p: predselect',
/* select/reject records from primary input */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display records at the terminal */
|
|
'?',
|
|
' f:',
/* define secondary output for FANOUT */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'| s: find' args||,
/* select lines beginning with args value */
|
|
'| p:',
/* define secondary input for PREDSELECT */
|
|
'| > OUTPUT.FILE ',
/* write nonselected records from PREDSELECT */
|
|
'?',
|
|
' s:',
/* define secondary output for FIND */
|
|
'| p:'
/* define tertiary input for PREDSELECT */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
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< INPUT.FILE

reads the data set INPUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it reads from its primary input
stream to both its primary and secondary output streams.

f:fanout

defines a label p for the PREDSELECT stage. PREDSELECT copies the original records from its
primary input stream to one of its connected output streams depending on the contents of its secondary and
tertiary input streams. In this example, PREDSELECT writes the original records from the primary input stream
to the terminal that begin with the value in args (upper or lower case), and it writes the values that do not begin
with the value in args to the data set OUTPUT.FILE.
p:predselect

terminal
?

displays the original records that begin with the args value.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label f on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage. The secondary output stream contains a copy of the records in the data set INPUT.FILE.

f:

xlate upper

translates any lowercase alphabetic characters to uppercase in the records in INPUT.FILE.

defines a label s for the FIND stage. FIND writes all input records that begin with the value in args
to its primary output stream.
s: find args

references the label on the PREDSELECT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for PREDSELECT. In this example, the records in INPUT.FILE that begin with the value in args are sent
as the secondary input stream for PREDSELECT. PREDSELECT then reads in the secondary input stream and
writes the corresponding original records from INPUT.FILE to its primary output stream. The records which do
not begin with the specified value are written to the data set OUTPUT.FILE.

p:

?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

> OUTPUT.FILE

writes the records that do not begin with the value in args to the existing data set OUTPUT.FILE.

references the label on the FIND stage in the second pipeline and defines the secondary output for FIND. This
output will contain the records in INPUT.FILE that do not begin with the specified value in args.

s:

references the label on the PREDSELECT stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input for
PREDSELECT.

p:

After invoking FINDANY, the terminal displays the following:
findany a
ALMOST
Always
anyone
A lot
READY

OUTPUT.FILE contains the following:
__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTPUT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
| ****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
|
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| =COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--| 000001 none
| 000002 Most
|

|
|
|
|

Figure 96. PREDSELECT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OUTPUT.FILE)
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3.75.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec issues a specified command every hour until 5:00PM. The results are displayed at the
terminal.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(RUNHOUR)
*/ |
|
/*
-- To issue a specified command every hour
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg command
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'literal +1:00:00', /* create a record that asks for 1 hour delay */ |
|
'| duplicate *',
/* make many, one at a time */
|
|
'| delay',
/* delay for one at a time */
|
|
'| specs /'command'/ 1', /* change it to the requested COMMAND */
|
|
'| tso',
/* issue it to TSO */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display the result at the terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'| literal 17:00',
/* indicate 5:00pm */
|
|
'| delay',
/* hold this record until then */
|
|
'| pipestop'
/* then stop the pipeline */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.76.1 Example 1
To search for all the records that begin with the letter a (uppercase or lowercase) in the following data set, INPUT.FILE:
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ALMOST
000002 none
000003 Always
000004 Most
000005 anyone
000006 A lot

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 95. PREDSELECT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(INPUT.FILE)

Use the following REXX exec, FINDANY, invoked with this argument:
findany a

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FINDANY)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse upper arg args
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < INPUT.FILE ',
/* read INPUT.FILE */
|
|
'| f: fanout',
/* copy INPUT.FILE to every output */
|
|
'| p: predselect',
/* select/reject records from primary input */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display records at the terminal */
|
|
'?',
|
|
' f:',
/* define secondary output for FANOUT */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'| s: find' args||,
/* select lines beginning with args value */
|
|
'| p:',
/* define secondary input for PREDSELECT */
|
|
'| > OUTPUT.FILE ',
/* write nonselected records from PREDSELECT */
|
|
'?',
|
|
' s:',
/* define secondary output for FIND */
|
|
'| p:'
/* define tertiary input for PREDSELECT */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
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< INPUT.FILE

reads the data set INPUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it reads from its primary input
stream to both its primary and secondary output streams.

f:fanout

defines a label p for the PREDSELECT stage. PREDSELECT copies the original records from its
primary input stream to one of its connected output streams depending on the contents of its secondary and
tertiary input streams. In this example, PREDSELECT writes the original records from the primary input stream
to the terminal that begin with the value in args (upper or lower case), and it writes the values that do not begin
with the value in args to the data set OUTPUT.FILE.
p:predselect

terminal
?

displays the original records that begin with the args value.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label f on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage. The secondary output stream contains a copy of the records in the data set INPUT.FILE.

f:

xlate upper

translates any lowercase alphabetic characters to uppercase in the records in INPUT.FILE.

defines a label s for the FIND stage. FIND writes all input records that begin with the value in args
to its primary output stream.
s: find args

references the label on the PREDSELECT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for PREDSELECT. In this example, the records in INPUT.FILE that begin with the value in args are sent
as the secondary input stream for PREDSELECT. PREDSELECT then reads in the secondary input stream and
writes the corresponding original records from INPUT.FILE to its primary output stream. The records which do
not begin with the specified value are written to the data set OUTPUT.FILE.

p:

?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

> OUTPUT.FILE

writes the records that do not begin with the value in args to the existing data set OUTPUT.FILE.

references the label on the FIND stage in the second pipeline and defines the secondary output for FIND. This
output will contain the records in INPUT.FILE that do not begin with the specified value in args.

s:

references the label on the PREDSELECT stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input for
PREDSELECT.

p:

After invoking FINDANY, the terminal displays the following:
findany a
ALMOST
Always
anyone
A lot
READY

OUTPUT.FILE contains the following:
__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTPUT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
| ****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
|
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| =COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--| 000001 none
| 000002 Most
|

|
|
|
|

Figure 96. PREDSELECT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OUTPUT.FILE)
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3.77.1 Example 1
In this example, PREFACE writes a data set to its primary output stream and then copies its primary input stream to its
primary output stream.
pipe < MAIN.FILE | preface < HEADER.FILE | > NEW.FILE

The input data set MAIN.FILE is shown in Figure 97, the input data set processed by PREFACE is shown in Figure 98,
and the resulting output data set is shown in Figure 99.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MAIN.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Kristin Potter
B
C
A
A
000002 Jeremy Underwood
B
B
B
A
000003 Kyle White
C
A
B
B
000004 Molly Yelverton
A
A
B
A
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 97. PREFACE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(MAIN.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.HEADER.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
Name
Math
English
Science
History
000002 -------------------------------------****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 98. PREFACE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(HEADER.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.NEW.FILE -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

******
=COLS>
000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
******

************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--Name
Math
English
Science
History
-------------------------------------Kristin Potter
B
C
A
A
Jeremy Underwood
B
B
B
A
Kyle White
C
A
B
B
Molly Yelverton
A
A
B
A
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 99. PREFACE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents

Return Codes
PREFACE ends immediately upon receipt of a nonzero return code. A nonzero return code indicates a syntax error, or
that either the specified stage command or a stage in the subroutine pipeline ended with a nonzero return code.
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3.76.1 Example 1
To search for all the records that begin with the letter a (uppercase or lowercase) in the following data set, INPUT.FILE:
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ALMOST
000002 none
000003 Always
000004 Most
000005 anyone
000006 A lot

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 95. PREDSELECT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(INPUT.FILE)

Use the following REXX exec, FINDANY, invoked with this argument:
findany a

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FINDANY)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse upper arg args
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < INPUT.FILE ',
/* read INPUT.FILE */
|
|
'| f: fanout',
/* copy INPUT.FILE to every output */
|
|
'| p: predselect',
/* select/reject records from primary input */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display records at the terminal */
|
|
'?',
|
|
' f:',
/* define secondary output for FANOUT */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'| s: find' args||,
/* select lines beginning with args value */
|
|
'| p:',
/* define secondary input for PREDSELECT */
|
|
'| > OUTPUT.FILE ',
/* write nonselected records from PREDSELECT */
|
|
'?',
|
|
' s:',
/* define secondary output for FIND */
|
|
'| p:'
/* define tertiary input for PREDSELECT */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
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< INPUT.FILE

reads the data set INPUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it reads from its primary input
stream to both its primary and secondary output streams.

f:fanout

defines a label p for the PREDSELECT stage. PREDSELECT copies the original records from its
primary input stream to one of its connected output streams depending on the contents of its secondary and
tertiary input streams. In this example, PREDSELECT writes the original records from the primary input stream
to the terminal that begin with the value in args (upper or lower case), and it writes the values that do not begin
with the value in args to the data set OUTPUT.FILE.
p:predselect

terminal
?

displays the original records that begin with the args value.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label f on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage. The secondary output stream contains a copy of the records in the data set INPUT.FILE.

f:

xlate upper

translates any lowercase alphabetic characters to uppercase in the records in INPUT.FILE.

defines a label s for the FIND stage. FIND writes all input records that begin with the value in args
to its primary output stream.
s: find args

references the label on the PREDSELECT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for PREDSELECT. In this example, the records in INPUT.FILE that begin with the value in args are sent
as the secondary input stream for PREDSELECT. PREDSELECT then reads in the secondary input stream and
writes the corresponding original records from INPUT.FILE to its primary output stream. The records which do
not begin with the specified value are written to the data set OUTPUT.FILE.

p:

?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

> OUTPUT.FILE

writes the records that do not begin with the value in args to the existing data set OUTPUT.FILE.

references the label on the FIND stage in the second pipeline and defines the secondary output for FIND. This
output will contain the records in INPUT.FILE that do not begin with the specified value in args.

s:

references the label on the PREDSELECT stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input for
PREDSELECT.

p:

After invoking FINDANY, the terminal displays the following:
findany a
ALMOST
Always
anyone
A lot
READY

OUTPUT.FILE contains the following:
__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTPUT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
| ****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
|
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| =COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--| 000001 none
| 000002 Most
|

|
|
|
|

Figure 96. PREDSELECT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OUTPUT.FILE)
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3.77.1 Example 1
In this example, PREFACE writes a data set to its primary output stream and then copies its primary input stream to its
primary output stream.
pipe < MAIN.FILE | preface < HEADER.FILE | > NEW.FILE

The input data set MAIN.FILE is shown in Figure 97, the input data set processed by PREFACE is shown in Figure 98,
and the resulting output data set is shown in Figure 99.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MAIN.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Kristin Potter
B
C
A
A
000002 Jeremy Underwood
B
B
B
A
000003 Kyle White
C
A
B
B
000004 Molly Yelverton
A
A
B
A
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 97. PREFACE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(MAIN.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.HEADER.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
Name
Math
English
Science
History
000002 -------------------------------------****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 98. PREFACE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(HEADER.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.NEW.FILE -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

******
=COLS>
000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
******

************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--Name
Math
English
Science
History
-------------------------------------Kristin Potter
B
C
A
A
Jeremy Underwood
B
B
B
A
Kyle White
C
A
B
B
Molly Yelverton
A
A
B
A
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 99. PREFACE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents

Return Codes
PREFACE ends immediately upon receipt of a nonzero return code. A nonzero return code indicates a syntax error, or
that either the specified stage command or a stage in the subroutine pipeline ended with a nonzero return code.
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3.78.1 Example 1
To copy the contents of a variable-format data set to a new fixed-format data set, enter ALLOCATE commands and a
PIPE command similar to the following:
allocate dd(sysout) dsn(wills.file1) recfm(f) blks(80) new catalog
READY
allocate dd(sysin) dsn(temp) shr
READY
pipe qsam sysin | pad 80 | chop 80 | qsam sysout
READY

The first ALLOCATE command specifies that the data set WILLS.FILE1 is allocated to ddname SYSOUT and is fixed
format with a logical record length of 80. The first QSAM stage of the PIPE command reads the data set allocated to
ddname SYSIN. The PAD and CHOP stages pad or truncate the records read from SYSIN as necessary to make them 80
characters in length. The second QSAM stage writes the data to the data set allocated to ddname SYSOUT.
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3.77.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.77.1 Example 1
In this example, PREFACE writes a data set to its primary output stream and then copies its primary input stream to its
primary output stream.
pipe < MAIN.FILE | preface < HEADER.FILE | > NEW.FILE

The input data set MAIN.FILE is shown in Figure 97, the input data set processed by PREFACE is shown in Figure 98,
and the resulting output data set is shown in Figure 99.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MAIN.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Kristin Potter
B
C
A
A
000002 Jeremy Underwood
B
B
B
A
000003 Kyle White
C
A
B
B
000004 Molly Yelverton
A
A
B
A
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 97. PREFACE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(MAIN.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.HEADER.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
Name
Math
English
Science
History
000002 -------------------------------------****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 98. PREFACE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(HEADER.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.NEW.FILE -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

******
=COLS>
000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
******

************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--Name
Math
English
Science
History
-------------------------------------Kristin Potter
B
C
A
A
Jeremy Underwood
B
B
B
A
Kyle White
C
A
B
B
Molly Yelverton
A
A
B
A
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 99. PREFACE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents

Return Codes
PREFACE ends immediately upon receipt of a nonzero return code. A nonzero return code indicates a syntax error, or
that either the specified stage command or a stage in the subroutine pipeline ended with a nonzero return code.
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3.78.1 Example 1
To copy the contents of a variable-format data set to a new fixed-format data set, enter ALLOCATE commands and a
PIPE command similar to the following:
allocate dd(sysout) dsn(wills.file1) recfm(f) blks(80) new catalog
READY
allocate dd(sysin) dsn(temp) shr
READY
pipe qsam sysin | pad 80 | chop 80 | qsam sysout
READY

The first ALLOCATE command specifies that the data set WILLS.FILE1 is allocated to ddname SYSOUT and is fixed
format with a logical record length of 80. The first QSAM stage of the PIPE command reads the data set allocated to
ddname SYSIN. The PAD and CHOP stages pad or truncate the records read from SYSIN as necessary to make them 80
characters in length. The second QSAM stage writes the data to the data set allocated to ddname SYSOUT.
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3.79.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.79.1 Example 1
To display the version of BatchPipeWorks, issue one of the following stage commands:
pipe query
or

pipe query version
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3.78.1 Example 1
To copy the contents of a variable-format data set to a new fixed-format data set, enter ALLOCATE commands and a
PIPE command similar to the following:
allocate dd(sysout) dsn(wills.file1) recfm(f) blks(80) new catalog
READY
allocate dd(sysin) dsn(temp) shr
READY
pipe qsam sysin | pad 80 | chop 80 | qsam sysout
READY

The first ALLOCATE command specifies that the data set WILLS.FILE1 is allocated to ddname SYSOUT and is fixed
format with a logical record length of 80. The first QSAM stage of the PIPE command reads the data set allocated to
ddname SYSIN. The PAD and CHOP stages pad or truncate the records read from SYSIN as necessary to make them 80
characters in length. The second QSAM stage writes the data to the data set allocated to ddname SYSOUT.
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3.79.1 Example 1
To display the version of BatchPipeWorks, issue one of the following stage commands:
pipe query
or

pipe query version
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3.80.1 Example 1
To extract a member named MYEXEC from the PIPE.EXECS partitioned data set and write the contents of the member
to the existing data set named MYEXEC, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe readpds pipe.execs myexec | > MYEXEC
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3.80.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec places four members of MY.PDS into the existing data set EP1234.FILE, in the order EP1,
EP2, EP3, and EP4:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(EP1234)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal EP2 EP3',
/* write literal data EP2 EP3 for READPDS */
|
|
'| append literal EP4', /* add another record containing EP4 */
|
|
'| readpds MY.PDS.EP1', /* extract members in order: EP1 */
|
|
'| > EP1234.FILE'
/* EP2 EP3 EP4 then write to data set */
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.79.1 Example 1
To display the version of BatchPipeWorks, issue one of the following stage commands:
pipe query
or

pipe query version
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3.80.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.80.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec places four members of MY.PDS into the existing data set EP1234.FILE, in the order EP1,
EP2, EP3, and EP4:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(EP1234)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal EP2 EP3',
/* write literal data EP2 EP3 for READPDS */
|
|
'| append literal EP4', /* add another record containing EP4 */
|
|
'| readpds MY.PDS.EP1', /* extract members in order: EP1 */
|
|
'| > EP1234.FILE'
/* EP2 EP3 EP4 then write to data set */
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.81.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.81.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command reverses the characters in a literal string:
pipe literal Peace on Earth!| reverse | terminal
!htraE no ecaeP
READY
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3.81.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.81.2 Example 2
This example breaks up a single record into multiple records and then reverses the contents of each of those records.
pipe literal abcde fghijk lmnop qrstuv wxyz| split | reverse | terminal
edcba
kjihgf
ponml
vutsrq
zyxw
READY

Note that the order of records remains the same, but the characters within each record are reversed.
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3.81.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.81.3 Example 3
To find the records in the data set INPUT.FILE (shown in Figure 100) that end with bing.edu, specify:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | reverse | find ude.gnib| reverse | terminal
Annette Roberts ROBERTSA@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
Denise Jackson JACKSOND@ENDLOC2.cit.bing.edu
Jennifer Michaels MICHAELS@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
READY

This PIPE command reverses the contents of the records so the FIND stage can select the records that end with
bing.edu. The selected records are restored by reversing them a second time. The concept used in this example is
particularly useful when the records are of variable or unknown length.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Diana Shay SHAYD@ENDLOC2.pip.brown.edu
000002 Annette Roberts ROBERTSA@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
000003 Denise Jackson JACKSOND@ENDLOC2.cit.bing.edu
000004 Nancy Scott SCOTTN@ENDLOC3.pip.pitt.edu
000005 Jennifer Michaels MICHAELS@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 100. REVERSE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.80.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.80.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec places four members of MY.PDS into the existing data set EP1234.FILE, in the order EP1,
EP2, EP3, and EP4:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(EP1234)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal EP2 EP3',
/* write literal data EP2 EP3 for READPDS */
|
|
'| append literal EP4', /* add another record containing EP4 */
|
|
'| readpds MY.PDS.EP1', /* extract members in order: EP1 */
|
|
'| > EP1234.FILE'
/* EP2 EP3 EP4 then write to data set */
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.81.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.81.3 Example 3
To find the records in the data set INPUT.FILE (shown in Figure 100) that end with bing.edu, specify:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | reverse | find ude.gnib| reverse | terminal
Annette Roberts ROBERTSA@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
Denise Jackson JACKSOND@ENDLOC2.cit.bing.edu
Jennifer Michaels MICHAELS@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
READY

This PIPE command reverses the contents of the records so the FIND stage can select the records that end with
bing.edu. The selected records are restored by reversing them a second time. The concept used in this example is
particularly useful when the records are of variable or unknown length.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Diana Shay SHAYD@ENDLOC2.pip.brown.edu
000002 Annette Roberts ROBERTSA@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
000003 Denise Jackson JACKSOND@ENDLOC2.cit.bing.edu
000004 Nancy Scott SCOTTN@ENDLOC3.pip.pitt.edu
000005 Jennifer Michaels MICHAELS@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 100. REVERSE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.82.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.82.1 Example 1
To run the REXX program, MYPROG, which is stored as a member of a partitioned data set allocated to ddname
PIPEPROG, and to display the data written to its primary output stream, issue the following:
pipe rexx (myprog pipeprog) | terminal

Note that you must specify the ddname to execute MYPROG since it is not REXX. If you specify only the member
name, the ddname defaults to REXX.
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3.82.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.82.2 Example 2
To pass the data set name INPUT.FILE as an argument string to the REXX program PROCFILE that you want to run as
a user-written stage command, issue:
pipe rexx PROCFILE input.file
You do not need to specify a ddname since the PROCFILE program is a member
of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX.
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3.82.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.82.3 Example 3
To determine if a REXX program has been invoked as a user-written stage command, the program can examine the
seventh word of the response from a REXX PARSE SOURCE instruction. If the seventh word is PIPE, the program was
invoked as a stage command. For example, the following program invokes itself as a stage command to write Hello
world! to the terminal:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(HELLO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on novalue
|
|
parse source . . $name $dd .. how . /*get member/ddname and how called*/ |
|
if how='PIPE'
/* if stage command, output message */
|
|
then signal filter
/* else call self as stage command */
|
|
/* and display message */
|
|
address tso
'PIPE rexx (' $name $dd ')|terminal'
|
|
exit
|
|
filter:
|
|
'output Hello world!' /* write hello world to output */
|
|
exit
|
|
novalue:exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

If the seventh word returned by PARSE SOURCE is PIPE, the exec is running as a user-written stage command. The
REXX label filter: is signaled and the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand is issued to write Hello world! to the stage's
primary output stream.
If the seventh word returned by PARSE SOURCE is not PIPE mark, the exec is running as a REXX program. It issues a
PIPE command, which uses the REXX stage function to invoke the exec as a user-written stage command. The REXX
stage is followed by a TERMINAL stage, which receives output from the user-written stage command invoked by
REXX and displays it on the terminal.
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3.82.4 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.82.4 Example 4
The following PIPE command uses a LITERAL stage to write a REXX user-written stage command to the primary
input stream of the REXX stage. The REXX stage reads its primary input stream and runs it as a user-written stage
command. The TERMINAL stage displays the resulting output.
PIPE literal /* */ 'output Hello, John!' | rexx *: | terminal
Hello, John!
Ready;

Return Codes
If the REXX program is found, the return code issued by the REXX stage command is the return code returned by the
exit instruction of the specified REXX program. Otherwise, the return code is passed back unchanged from the
MVS/REXX interpreter or the compiler.
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3.81.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.81.3 Example 3
To find the records in the data set INPUT.FILE (shown in Figure 100) that end with bing.edu, specify:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | reverse | find ude.gnib| reverse | terminal
Annette Roberts ROBERTSA@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
Denise Jackson JACKSOND@ENDLOC2.cit.bing.edu
Jennifer Michaels MICHAELS@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
READY

This PIPE command reverses the contents of the records so the FIND stage can select the records that end with
bing.edu. The selected records are restored by reversing them a second time. The concept used in this example is
particularly useful when the records are of variable or unknown length.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Diana Shay SHAYD@ENDLOC2.pip.brown.edu
000002 Annette Roberts ROBERTSA@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
000003 Denise Jackson JACKSOND@ENDLOC2.cit.bing.edu
000004 Nancy Scott SCOTTN@ENDLOC3.pip.pitt.edu
000005 Jennifer Michaels MICHAELS@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 100. REVERSE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.82.4 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.82.4 Example 4
The following PIPE command uses a LITERAL stage to write a REXX user-written stage command to the primary
input stream of the REXX stage. The REXX stage reads its primary input stream and runs it as a user-written stage
command. The TERMINAL stage displays the resulting output.
PIPE literal /* */ 'output Hello, John!' | rexx *: | terminal
Hello, John!
Ready;

Return Codes
If the REXX program is found, the return code issued by the REXX stage command is the return code returned by the
exit instruction of the specified REXX program. Otherwise, the return code is passed back unchanged from the
MVS/REXX interpreter or the compiler.
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3.83.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.83.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec sets several REXX variables and uses a PIPE command with a REXXVARS stage to obtain
information about those variables. A TERMINAL stage is used to display the output from the REXXVARS stage shown
in Figure 102.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SHOWVARS)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
A=1
/* set some variables */
|
|
B='Fred'
|
|
C=A+3
|
|
'PIPE rexxvars | terminal' /* get information about variables and */
|
|
/* display it */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

showvars
s TSO CLIST
n A
v 1
n C
v 4
n B
v FRED
READY

Figure 102. REXXVARS Stage Command Example: Terminal Output Resulting from
SHOWVARS
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3.82.4 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.82.4 Example 4
The following PIPE command uses a LITERAL stage to write a REXX user-written stage command to the primary
input stream of the REXX stage. The REXX stage reads its primary input stream and runs it as a user-written stage
command. The TERMINAL stage displays the resulting output.
PIPE literal /* */ 'output Hello, John!' | rexx *: | terminal
Hello, John!
Ready;

Return Codes
If the REXX program is found, the return code issued by the REXX stage command is the return code returned by the
exit instruction of the specified REXX program. Otherwise, the return code is passed back unchanged from the
MVS/REXX interpreter or the compiler.
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3.83.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.83.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec sets several REXX variables and uses a PIPE command with a REXXVARS stage to obtain
information about those variables. A TERMINAL stage is used to display the output from the REXXVARS stage shown
in Figure 102.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SHOWVARS)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
A=1
/* set some variables */
|
|
B='Fred'
|
|
C=A+3
|
|
'PIPE rexxvars | terminal' /* get information about variables and */
|
|
/* display it */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

showvars
s TSO CLIST
n A
v 1
n C
v 4
n B
v FRED
READY

Figure 102. REXXVARS Stage Command Example: Terminal Output Resulting from
SHOWVARS
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3.84.4 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.84.4 Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS
RUNPIPE EVENTS produces a detailed account of a running pipeline in a format designed for processing by any type
of program.
The EVENTS record contains detailed information about the pipeline and its progress while running. The record format
consists of an 8-byte header common to all events records, followed by varying information defining each record type.
Layouts of each EVENTS record type are shown in Table 3 in topic 3.84.5 through Table 23 in topic 3.84.25.
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3.84.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.84.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command reads records that contain stage commands, stage separators, and comments from a data
set named COMMON.CODE. The records are then stripped of the comments, joined into one record and issued as a
pipeline by the RUNPIPE stage command.
pipe < common.code | chop str ?/*? | join * | runpipe | terminal
Figure 103 shows the contents of the input data set, COMMON.CODE, and
Figure 104 shows the contents of the input data set, NAMES.DATA.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.COMMON.CODE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
< NAMES.DATA
/* Read records one at a time */
000002 | TAKE 5
/* Keep only the first 5 records */
000003 | PAD 80
/* Make it at least 80 long for OUTPUT */
000004 | CHOP 80
/* Don't let it be longer than 80 */
000005 | > FIRST.FIVE
/* Write it to the terminal */

Figure 103. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(COMMON.CODE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NAMES.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Andrews, Joe
Permanent Employee
000002 Brown, Sue
Permanent Employee
000003 Jones, Fred
Permanent Employee
000004 Mills, Bob
Permanent Employee
000005 Smith, Sue
Permanent Employee
000006 Smith, Elaine
Temporary Employee
000007 Smith, Joe
Temporary Employee

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 104. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(NAMES.DATA)
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3.84.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

Figure 105 shows the contents of the resulting output data set, FIRST.FIVE. Any messages produced by the pipeline run
by RUNPIPE are displayed on the terminal.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FIRST.FIVE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Andrews, Joe
Permanent Employee
000002 Brown, Sue
Permanent Employee
000003 Jones, Fred
Permanent Employee
000004 Mills, Bob
Permanent Employee
000005 Smith, Sue
Permanent Employee

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 105. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(FIRST.FIVE)
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3.84.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.84.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec traces all stages in the pipeline issued by RUNPIPE by specifying the TRACE operand on
RUNPIPE. The exec uses the RUNPIPE stage command to issue a pipeline with a local NOTRACE option on one of the
stages. The TRACE operand on RUNPIPE overrides all global or local TRACE options. Issue the TRACEALL exec
with the following command:
traceall < AB.FILE | sort | countwds | (notrace) terminal

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TRACEALL)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg pipeline
/* read pipeline passed as argument
*/
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'var pipeline',
/* get input pipeline
*/
|
|
'| runpipe trace',
/* execute the pipeline with TRACE
*/
|
|
'| > PIPELINE.TRACE'
/* write trace info to data set rather */
|
|
/* than the terminal
*/
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The data set PIPELINE.TRACE contains the trace messages from all of the stages commands: the <, SORT, and
TERMINAL stage commands and the user-written stage command named COUNTWDS.
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3.84.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.84.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec executes a pipeline that inserts a global option TRACE at the beginning of each of the
pipelines RUNPIPE issues. The local NOTRACE option on the TERMINAL stage command called by RUNPIPE
overrides the global option TRACE. The exec places all resulting messages in the existing data set PIPELINE.TRACE:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TRCESOME)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg pipeline
/* read pipeline passed as argument */
|
|
pipeline = '(trace)' pipeline /* prefix pipeline with TRACE option */
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'var pipeline',
/* get input pipeline
*/
|
|
'| runpipe',
/* execute the pipeline with TRACE
*/
|
|
'| > PIPELINE.TRACE'
/* write trace info to data set rather */
|
|
/* than the terminal
*/
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 106 shows the terminal output resulting from using the TRCESOME exec with the pipeline literal Hello out
there! | (notrace) terminal. The data set PIPELINE.TRACE will contain the trace messages from only the
LITERAL stage command.
trcesome literal Hello out there! | (notrace) terminal
Hello out there!
READY

Figure 106. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Terminal Output Resulting from
TRCESOME

Note: This exec will produce a syntax error if the pipeline argument you enter contains other global options.
Return Codes
RUNPIPE ends immediately upon receipt of a negative return code. The return code is the aggregate of the return codes
from the pipelines issued by RUNPIPE. The aggregate return code is the minimum return code if any return code is
negative. If no return code is negative, it is the maximum of the return codes received.
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3.84.4 Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS
RUNPIPE EVENTS produces a detailed account of a running pipeline in a format designed for processing by any type
of program.
The EVENTS record contains detailed information about the pipeline and its progress while running. The record format
consists of an 8-byte header common to all events records, followed by varying information defining each record type.
Layouts of each EVENTS record type are shown in Table 3 in topic 3.84.5 through Table 23 in topic 3.84.25.
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3.84.5 Record Header
The format of the first eight bytes is common to all EVENTS records.

Table 3. Common Record Header
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
Record type. This byte contains a non-negative
                    integer that defines which particular events
                    record is present. If there is additional
                    information defining the record, it begins at
                    offset 8.
     1
    1
X'00' indicates this record header format. A
                    nonzero value means the record is extended or
                    contains information different from what would
                    normally define the record.
     2
    2
Reserved.
     4
    4
Reference. A unique number defining a particular
                    stage, an argument string to the PIPE command, or
                    a pipeline consisting of a series of stage
                    commands.
variabl Beginning of information that will vary with each
     8
                    record type.
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3.84.6 00--Message
This record is written when a message is issued. The message is suppressed.

Table 4. 00-Message
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'00' for message.
     4
    4
Reference. A unique number defining the issuing
                    stage, if known. This field contains binary zeros
                    when the stage is not known.
     8
    4
Zeros or the address of a character field
                    containing the module name.
    12
    4
The message number. If negative, there is a list
                    of variables to substitute. If positive, a single
                    variable is substituted.
    16
    8
Variable to substitute if the message number is
                    positive.
    4
Address of substitution list if the message number
    16
                    is negative.
    20
    4
Number of items in the substitution list.
    24
    1
Number of bytes of substituted message text.
    25
    n
Substituted message text.
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3.84.7 01--Begin Pipeline Set

Table 5. 01-Begin Pipeline Set
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'01' for Begin Pipeline Set.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline set.
     8
    4
The address of the initial pipe command.
    12
    4
The length of the initial pipe command.
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3.84.8 02--End Pipeline Set

Table 6. 02-End Pipeline Set
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'02' for End Pipeline Set.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline set.
     8
    4
Return code.
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3.84.9 03--BatchPipeWorks Scanning
This record has no varying data. Information about the pipeline is described in a group of records of events consisting of
one record for the overall pipeline and a record for each pipeline, stage, connector, and label reference. The end record
identifies the end of the pipeline.

Table 7. 03-Enter BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'03' for Enter BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline.
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3.84.10 04--Pipeline Vector
An information guide is set up for each pipeline set created from the PipeWork's scanning process.

Table 8. 04-Pipeline Vector
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'04' for Pipeline Vector.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline set.
     8
    8
The eight characters 'pipedef '
    16
    1
The level of the scanned records.
                                                                        
                       01 Initial specification.
                            This record is 40 bytes long.
                            The last two bytes contain zeros.
                       02 The record is 88 bytes long.
    17
    1
Flag byte. A byte of all zeros indicates the
                    pipeline was issued by PIPE or RUNPIPE.
                                                                        
                       01 Function is CALLPIPE
                       02 Function is ADDPIPE
Flag byte representing a global option within the
    1
    18
                    argument string for the pipeline running.
                                                                        
                       01 option TRACE
                       02 option LISTERR
                       04 option LISTRC
                       10 option STOP
                       20 option LONG (default)
                       80 option LISTCMD
    19
    1
Reserved.
    20
    8
The option NAME. The value is truncated after
                    eight (8) bytes. Refer to offset 48 in this
                    record, it contains a pointer to the complete
                    name.
    28
    2
Bits to turn on in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    30
    2
Bits to clear in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    32
    1
The stage separator character.
    33
    1
The end character. This byte contains a blank
                    when no end character is defined.
    34
    1
The escape character. This byte contains blank
                    when no escape character is defined.
    35
    3
Reserved.
    38
    2
Contains zero unless an internal pipeline was
                    issued, in which case this field contains the
                    number of bytes that follow.
    40
    4
Address of the original pipeline argument string.
    44
    4
The length of the original pipeline argument
                    string.
    48
    4
The address of the name for the pipeline. The
                    first 8 bytes of the name is found in offset 20.
    52
    4
The length of the name for the pipeline. This
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    56
   32

length may be greater than 8.
Reserved.
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3.84.11 05--Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
The pipeline argument string is either disregarded or passed to the pipeline dispatcher to run.

Table 9. 05-Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'05' for Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline argument string.
     8
    4
Return code. The pipeline argument string is
                    disregarded if this return code is not zero.
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3.84.12 06--Scanner Item
The scanner items describe the beginning of a pipeline, a stage, a label reference, or a connector. This variable length
record contains four sections, one for each of these items.
Note: Stage separators and characters designated to end a pipe command are discarded once translated by the scanner.

Table 10. 06-Scanner Item
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'06' for Scanner Item.
     4
    4
Reference to the pipeline, except for record
                    subtypes (01-stage), where this defines the
                    reference for the stage.
     8
    4
Pipeline number. The first pipeline has number
                    one (1).
    12
    4
Stage number. This field is zero (0) in the
                    pipeline begin item.
    16
    2
Number of bytes in the remainder of the record.
    18
    1
Item type. This specifies whether the pipeline
                    begin, stage, label, or connector section contains
                    the remaining data in the record.
SECTION FOR PIPELINE BEGIN
    18
    1
X'00' specifies the beginning of a pipeline.
    19
    1
Reserved.
SECTION FOR STAGE
    18
    1
X'01' Stage.
Flag byte representing a global option within the
    1
    19
                    argument string for the pipe running.
                                                                        
                    01 option TRACE
                                                                        
                    02 option LISTERR
                                                                        
                    04 option LISTRC
                                                                        
                    10 option STOP
                                                                        
                    80 option LISTCMD
    20
    2
Bits to turn on in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    22
    2
Bits to clear in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    24
    8
Label or blank.
    32
    4
Stream identifier or zeros.
    36
    4
Entry point address or zero to resolve the entry
                    point for the stage command.
    40
    4
Address of the stage command.
    44
    4
Length of the stage command.
    48
    4
Address of the argument string of a stage command.
    52
    4
Length of the argument string of a stage command.
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SECTION FOR LABEL
    18
    1
X'02' Label reference.
    19
    1
Reserved.
    20
    4
Reference. The unique number defining the stage
                    that this label references.
    24
    8
The label being referenced.
    32
    4
Stream identifier or zeros.
SECTION FOR CONNECTOR
    18
    1
X'03' Connector.
Flag.
    1
    19
                                                                        
                    01 Input.
                                                                        
                    02 Output.
                                                                        
                    04 Conditional. Connect only if the referenced
                         stream exists. This flag applies only to
                         encoded pipeline argument strings.
    20
    4
Stream identifier or zeros.
    24
    4
Stream number.
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3.84.13 07--Calling Syntax Exit
The pipe parser's third pass is about to call a syntax exit. No record is produced to indicate the return from the exit. If
records of this type are produced, a nonzero return code in record type 05 indicates that one or more syntax exits
returned with a nonzero return code.

Table 11. 07-Calling Syntax Exit
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'07' for Calling Syntax Exit.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Address of work area allocated for stage.
    12
    4
Register 1. Depending on the programming language,
                   this may be a pointer to the stage's work area or
                   to a parameter list.
    16
   48
Registers 0 through 11.
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3.84.14 08--Start Stage
The pipeline dispatcher is about to call the initial entry point for a stage.

Table 12. 08-Start Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'08' for Start Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
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3.84.15 09--End Stage
The stage returns to the pipeline dispatcher.

Table 13. 09-End Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'09' for End Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Return code.
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3.84.16 0A--Resuming Stage
The pipeline dispatcher is about to return control to a stage. The stage has previously called a pipeline dispatcher
service, referred to as a service call.

Table 14. 0A-Resuming Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0A' for Resuming Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Return code.
    12
    4
Register 0.
    16
    4
Register 1.
    20
    2
Reserved.
    22
    2
Two-character service code for the previous service
                   call issued by the stage. Refer to the description
                   in record type 0B.
    24
    4
Number of the input stream that is currently
                   selected by the stage. Zero (0) indicates a stage
                   with no input stream.
    28
    4
Zero (0) indicates the currently selected input
                   stream is not defined. Negative one (-1) indicates
                   the currently selected input stream is not
                   connected. A positive number refers to the
                   producer stage.
    32
    4
Stream number selected by producer. Negative one
                   (-1) indicates the previous field at offset 28 is
                   not positive.
    4
Number of the output stream that is currently
    36
                   selected by the stage.
    40
    4
Zero (0) indicates the currently selected output
                   stream is not defined. Negative one (-1) indicates
                   the currently selected output stream is not
                   connected. A positive number refers to the
                   consumer stage.
    44
    4
Stream number selected by the consumer stage.
                   Negative one (-1) indicates the previous field at
                   offset 40 is not positive.
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3.84.17 0B--Calling Dispatcher Service
A stage issues a service request to the pipeline dispatcher.

Table 15. 0B-Calling Dispatcher Service
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0B' for Calling Dispatcher Service.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Reserved.
    12
    4
Register 0.
    16
    4
Register 1.
    20
    2
Reserved.
    22
    2
Two-character service code for the previous service
                   call issued by the stage. Service code
                   descriptions follow.

The service codes are:
CM

CT
ES
LO
MS

Issue Pipeline command. Register 1 contains the address of the command. Register 0 contains the length of the
command.
Commit. Register 0 contains the commit level requested.
The stage returns on the initial call from the dispatcher. An end-stage events record follows.
PEEKTO.
Miscellaneous services. The value in register 0 defines the service requested as follows:
0
1
2

Stall the pipeline.
Suspend.
Set break wait flag. This signals whether or not to break from a wait state when a record is received and
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consume it.
3
4
5

PA
PI

PO

SA

Clear break wait flag.
Process internal ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE requests that are assembled into programs.
Test if events are enabled. Register 1 contains the address of a fullword into which the dispatcher stores the
stage's reference number.

Set parameter registers to their original values on entry to stage. (Not used.)
READTO. Register 1 contains the address of the buffer. Register 0 contains the length of the buffer (zero means
release input record).
OUTPUT. Register 1 contains the address of the record. Register 0 contains the length of the record. When the
stage resumes processing, register 0 contains the number of bytes consumed. This is reflected in the 0A record
type.
STREAMSTATE. The value in register 0 indicates the side to test:
-1
-2

Input.
Output.

Register 1 contains the stream number or stream identifier (if the high-order byte is nonzero).
SH
SL

SHORT.
SELECT. The value in register 0 indicates the side to select:
-1
-2
-3
-4

Input.
Output.
Both.
Any input.

Register 1 contains the stream number or stream identifier (if the high-order byte is nonzero).
SN
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STAGENUMBER.
SV

SEVER. The value in register 0 indicates the side to sever:
-1
-2

WE

X

Input.
Output.

WAITECB. Register 0 contains the code to post when an input record arrives (if the break-wait flag is enabled).
Register 1 contains the address of the PIPECB.
Set dispatcher exit. Register 0 contains the address of the exit routine, or zeros.
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3.84.18 0C--Pipeline is Stalled
This event has no varying data. A record with code X'0D' is written for each stage.

Table 16. 0C-Pipeline is Stalled
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0C' for Pipeline is Stalled.
    4
    4
Reference for the set of pipeline argument strings.
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3.84.19 0D--State of Stage

Table 17. 0D-State of Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0D' for State of Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Encoded state of stage.
    12
    8
Decoded state of stage.
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3.84.20 0E--Pipeline Committing

Table 18. 0E-Pipeline Committing
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0E' for Pipeline Committing.
    4
    4
Reference for the pipeline argument string.
    8
    4
The committed aggregate return code.
    12
    4
The level to which the pipeline is committed.
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3.84.21 0F--Terminal Input
A TERMINAL stage that is first in a pipeline requires a record. The TERMINAL stage that runs under control of
RUNPIPE EVENTS does not read from the terminal; it signals a terminal input event. The output of the TERMINAL
stage within the pipeline is not displayed online. A stage that processes the events records without their being delayed
from the RUNPIPE stage can store an input record in the input buffer and set the number of bytes for the length of data
in the buffer. If this events record is consumed without a record being stored, the terminal stage assumes a null record
was entered.

Table 19. 0F-Terminal Input
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0F' for Terminal Input.
    4
    4
Reference for the terminal stage.
    8
    4
Address of the input buffer.
    12
    4
Maximum number of bytes allowed for the length of
                   the input buffer. The controlling stage can store
                   less than this number of bytes in the buffer.
    16
    4
Address of a fullword into which the controlling
                   stage should store the actual length of the input
                   line (data).
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3.84.22 10--Terminal Output
A terminal stage that is not first in a pipeline has read an input record. The terminal stage issued from RUNPIPE
EVENTS does not write to the terminal; it signals a terminal output event. A stage that processes the events records
without their being delayed from the RUNPIPE stage can obtain the record from the buffer.

Table 20. 10-Terminal Output
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'10' for Terminal Output.
    4
    4
Reference for the terminal stage.
    8
    4
Address of the output buffer.
    12
    4
Length of the output buffer.
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3.84.23 11--Pause
PAUSE has read an input record. A stage that processes the events records without their being delayed from the
RUNPIPE stage can now react to this event. The PAUSE stage is resumed as soon as this record is consumed.

Table 21. 11-Terminal Output
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'11' for PAUSE.
    4
    4
Reference for the PAUSE stage.
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3.84.24 12--Subroutine Pipeline Complete
This record is generated when all stages of a subroutine have ended and all connections are either at end-of-file or
restored to their original state.

Table 22. 12-Subroutine Pipeline Complete
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'12' for Subroutine Pipeline Complete.
    4
    4
Reference for the pipeline argument string.
    8
    4
The return code.
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3.84.25 13--Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
This record is generated when a stage has issued the CALLPIPE command. A type-12 record is generated when the
stage is again ready to be dispatched.

Table 23. 13-Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'13' for Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline
                   to Complete.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage that issued the CALLPIPE
                   command.
    8
    4
The reference value for the pipeline argument
                   string that the stage is currently waiting on.
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3.83.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec sets several REXX variables and uses a PIPE command with a REXXVARS stage to obtain
information about those variables. A TERMINAL stage is used to display the output from the REXXVARS stage shown
in Figure 102.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SHOWVARS)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
A=1
/* set some variables */
|
|
B='Fred'
|
|
C=A+3
|
|
'PIPE rexxvars | terminal' /* get information about variables and */
|
|
/* display it */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

showvars
s TSO CLIST
n A
v 1
n C
v 4
n B
v FRED
READY

Figure 102. REXXVARS Stage Command Example: Terminal Output Resulting from
SHOWVARS
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3.84.25 13--Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
This record is generated when a stage has issued the CALLPIPE command. A type-12 record is generated when the
stage is again ready to be dispatched.

Table 23. 13-Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'13' for Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline
                   to Complete.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage that issued the CALLPIPE
                   command.
    8
    4
The reference value for the pipeline argument
                   string that the stage is currently waiting on.
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3.85.1 Example 1
To complete the unclosed comment, enter the following command:
pipe literal
/* Now we check a and b| scm | terminal
/* Now we check a and b
READY

*/
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3.85.2 Example 2
To align the instruction and close the comment, enter the following command:
pipe literal

If a=b /* The same thing? | scm | terminal

If a=b
READY

/* The same thing?

*/
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3.85.3 Example 3
This example shows how the SCM stage command processes a data set containing unmatched comment lines.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TEST.DATA ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /* what happens if the
000002
comments are not arranged as you might assume?
000003 */
000004 /* or
000005
each line is
000006
in one large comment
*/
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 107. SCM Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

When you enter the following PIPE command, the input data set TEST.DATA is processed by the SCM stage
command. The resulting output is written to the data set SCM.OUT.
pipe < test.data | scm | > scm.out

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SCM.OUT --------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /* what happens if the
*/
000002
comments are not arranged as you might assume?
000003 */
000004 /* or
*/
000005
each line is
000006
in one large comment
*/
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 108. SCM Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.84.25 13--Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
This record is generated when a stage has issued the CALLPIPE command. A type-12 record is generated when the
stage is again ready to be dispatched.

Table 23. 13-Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'13' for Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline
                   to Complete.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage that issued the CALLPIPE
                   command.
    8
    4
The reference value for the pipeline argument
                   string that the stage is currently waiting on.
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3.85.3 Example 3
This example shows how the SCM stage command processes a data set containing unmatched comment lines.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TEST.DATA ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /* what happens if the
000002
comments are not arranged as you might assume?
000003 */
000004 /* or
000005
each line is
000006
in one large comment
*/
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 107. SCM Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

When you enter the following PIPE command, the input data set TEST.DATA is processed by the SCM stage
command. The resulting output is written to the data set SCM.OUT.
pipe < test.data | scm | > scm.out

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SCM.OUT --------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /* what happens if the
*/
000002
comments are not arranged as you might assume?
000003 */
000004 /* or
*/
000005
each line is
000006
in one large comment
*/
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 108. SCM Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.86.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command arranges a series of blank-delimited character strings into three columns:
pipe literal aaa bbb ccc ddd eee fff| split | snake 3 | terminal
aaaccceee
bbbdddfff
READY

The SPLIT stage command divides its input record at blank characters and discards the blanks to create multiple
records.
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3.86.2 Example 2
This example shows how the SNAKE stage command can be used to transpose a matrix.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MATRIX.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3 4 5 6
000002 7 8 9 10 11 12
000003 13 14 15 16 17 18
000004 19 20 21 22 23 24
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 109. SNAKE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

When you enter the following PIPE command, the matrix in the data set MATRIX.FILE is transposed and the output is
displayed on the terminal.
pipe < matrix.file | split | pad 3 | snake 4 6 | terminal
1 7 13 19
2 8 14 20
3 9 15 21
4 10 16 22
5 11 17 23
6 12 18 24
READY
Note that if the PAD stage was not used, the columns in the output records
would display without blanks between the characters in the output records.
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3.85.3 Example 3
This example shows how the SCM stage command processes a data set containing unmatched comment lines.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TEST.DATA ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /* what happens if the
000002
comments are not arranged as you might assume?
000003 */
000004 /* or
000005
each line is
000006
in one large comment
*/
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 107. SCM Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

When you enter the following PIPE command, the input data set TEST.DATA is processed by the SCM stage
command. The resulting output is written to the data set SCM.OUT.
pipe < test.data | scm | > scm.out

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SCM.OUT --------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /* what happens if the
*/
000002
comments are not arranged as you might assume?
000003 */
000004 /* or
*/
000005
each line is
000006
in one large comment
*/
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 108. SCM Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.86.2 Example 2
This example shows how the SNAKE stage command can be used to transpose a matrix.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MATRIX.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3 4 5 6
000002 7 8 9 10 11 12
000003 13 14 15 16 17 18
000004 19 20 21 22 23 24
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 109. SNAKE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

When you enter the following PIPE command, the matrix in the data set MATRIX.FILE is transposed and the output is
displayed on the terminal.
pipe < matrix.file | split | pad 3 | snake 4 6 | terminal
1 7 13 19
2 8 14 20
3 9 15 21
4 10 16 22
5 11 17 23
6 12 18 24
READY
Note that if the PAD stage was not used, the columns in the output records
would display without blanks between the characters in the output records.
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3.87.1 Example 1
In this example, two key fields are defined; the first one in descending order and the second in ascending order (by
default). Figure 110 shows the input data set and Figure 111 shows the output data set after entering the following PIPE
command:
pipe < ADDRESS.FILE | sort 49-61 descending 34-45 | > ADDRSORT.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ADDRESS.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 John M.
40 Love Court
Douglaston
New York
000002 Arnold P.
350 Yard Drive
Pebble Beach
California
000003 Joe F.
111 Ringside Street Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania
000004 Earl A.
24 Bowling Lane
Cincinnati
Ohio
000005 Larry B.
3 Point Road
Boston
Massachusetts
000006 Mike S.
20 Shortstop Road
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
000007 Joe N.
19 Jet Drive
New York
New York
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 110. SORT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ADDRSORT.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mike S.
20 Shortstop Road
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
000002 Joe F.
111 Ringside Street Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania
000003 Earl A.
24 Bowling Lane
Cincinnati
Ohio
000004 John M.
40 Love Court
Douglaston
New York
000005 Joe N.
19 Jet Drive
New York
New York
000006 Larry B.
3 Point Road
Boston
Massachusetts
000007 Arnold P.
350 Yard Drive
Pebble Beach
California
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 111. SORT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.86.2 Example 2
This example shows how the SNAKE stage command can be used to transpose a matrix.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MATRIX.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3 4 5 6
000002 7 8 9 10 11 12
000003 13 14 15 16 17 18
000004 19 20 21 22 23 24
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 109. SNAKE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

When you enter the following PIPE command, the matrix in the data set MATRIX.FILE is transposed and the output is
displayed on the terminal.
pipe < matrix.file | split | pad 3 | snake 4 6 | terminal
1 7 13 19
2 8 14 20
3 9 15 21
4 10 16 22
5 11 17 23
6 12 18 24
READY
Note that if the PAD stage was not used, the columns in the output records
would display without blanks between the characters in the output records.
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3.87.1 Example 1
In this example, two key fields are defined; the first one in descending order and the second in ascending order (by
default). Figure 110 shows the input data set and Figure 111 shows the output data set after entering the following PIPE
command:
pipe < ADDRESS.FILE | sort 49-61 descending 34-45 | > ADDRSORT.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ADDRESS.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 John M.
40 Love Court
Douglaston
New York
000002 Arnold P.
350 Yard Drive
Pebble Beach
California
000003 Joe F.
111 Ringside Street Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania
000004 Earl A.
24 Bowling Lane
Cincinnati
Ohio
000005 Larry B.
3 Point Road
Boston
Massachusetts
000006 Mike S.
20 Shortstop Road
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
000007 Joe N.
19 Jet Drive
New York
New York
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 110. SORT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ADDRSORT.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mike S.
20 Shortstop Road
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
000002 Joe F.
111 Ringside Street Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania
000003 Earl A.
24 Bowling Lane
Cincinnati
Ohio
000004 John M.
40 Love Court
Douglaston
New York
000005 Joe N.
19 Jet Drive
New York
New York
000006 Larry B.
3 Point Road
Boston
Massachusetts
000007 Arnold P.
350 Yard Drive
Pebble Beach
California
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 111. SORT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.88.1 Example 1

The following command writes the entire input record to the output stream beginning in column 5:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 | terminal
The rain
READY

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

The following example adds a character string to the output record:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ next | terminal
The rainin Spain
READY

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

/in Spain/ next

writes the character string in Spain in the next available position in the output field.

Use NEXTWORD as the output location to put a blank between the two strings, as the following example shows:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword | terminal
The rain in Spain
READY

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

/in Spain/ nextword writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain in the next available
position in the output field.

The following PIPE command adds an asterisk (using its hexadecimal equivalent X'5C') at column 25:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword x5c 25 | terminal
The rain in Spain
*
READY
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writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain in the next available
position in the output field.
/in Spain/ nextword
x5c 25

writes an asterisk in column 25 of the output field.

The following PIPE command uses a pad character, +, to fill the output positions that do not contain data:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(RAIN)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal The rain'||,
/* write "The rain" to input of SPECS */
|
|
'| specs pad + 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword x5c 25',
/* rearrange */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* and display at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 112 shows the result from the RAIN exec:
rain
++++The rain in Spain+++*
READY

Figure 112. SPECS Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

pads the output positions that do not contain data with +. Note that the blanks in the output record
result because they are part of the original input data.

pad +

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain in the next available
position in the output field.
/in Spain/ nextword
x5c 25

writes an asterisk in column 25 of the output field.
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3.88.2 Example 2
This example converts the data set CHAR.DATA to hexadecimal format and adds the record number to each record in
the existing output data set:
pipe < CHAR.DATA | specs 1-6 c2x 1 recno next | > HEX.DATA

The input data set contents are shown in Figure 113 and the output data set is shown in Figure 114.
converts the input data in columns 1 through 6 from byte (character) data to hexadecimal and writes the
resulting hexadecimal data to the output record beginning in column 1.

1-6 c2x 1

gets the record number for each output record and writes the record number to each record
immediately following the data written to each record so far. Note that the next available column in each output
record is column 13, but the record number is a 10-character field with leading blanks.

recno next

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.CHAR.DATA ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 LR 1,2
000002 LR 3,4
000003 ST 2,3
000004 A 1,4
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 113. SPECS Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.HEX.DATA -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 D3D940F16BF2
1
000002 D3D940F36BF4
2
000003 E2E340F26BF3
3
000004 C14040F16BF4
4
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 114. SPECS Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.88.3 Example 3
This example combines two input streams with the SPECS stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TRANSACT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< BANKACCT.FILE',
/* read BANKACCT.FILE */
|
|
'| s: specs',
/* rearrange record */
|
|
'select 1',
/* select input stream 1 */
|
|
'1.9 1.9 right',
/* copy and right justify 1st 9 columns */
|
|
'/transferred to/ nextword', /* append "transferred to" */
|
|
'select 0',
/* select input stream 0 */
|
|
'words1.2 nextword',
/* append 1st 2 words from input */
|
|
'| > TRANSACT.FILE',
/* write resulting record to data set*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< AMOUNT.FILE',
/* read AMOUNT.FILE */
|
|
'| s:'
/* define secondary input for SPECS */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The input data sets for this example are shown in Figure 115 (BANKACCT.FILE) and Figure 116 (AMOUNT.FILE).
The output data set TRANSACT.FILE is shown in Figure 117.
(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< BANKACCT.FILE
s: specs

reads the data set BANKACCT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label s for the SPECS stage. SPECS rearranges the contents of records.

select 1

chooses the secondary input stream (stream 1) as the currently selected stream.

1.9 1.9 right writes the data from columns 1 through 9 to the output record beginning in column 1. The
data in the output field is right-aligned and padded with blanks.

writes a blank followed by the character string transferred to in the next
available position in the output field.
/transferred to/ nextword
select 0

chooses the primary input stream (stream 0) as the currently selected stream.

writes a blank followed by the first two blank-delimited words of the input record in
the next available column in the output field.

words1.2 nextword
> TRANSACT.FILE

pipeline.

?

writes the records to the existing data set TRANSACT.FILE. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.
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< AMOUNT.FILE

reads the data set AMOUNT.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label s on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
SPECS stage. The input records from the preceding < stage flow to the SPECS stage as its secondary input
stream.

s:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANKACCT.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Checking Account 2345-00
000002 Savings Account 9876-03
000003 Money Market 5645-09
000004 Money Market 1289-09
000005 Savings Account 5901-03
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 115. SPECS Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(BANKACCT.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.AMOUNT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 900.00
000002 5.00
000003 6,600.00
000004 7,200.00
000005 50.00
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 116. SPECS Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(AMOUNT.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TRANSACT.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
900.00 transferred to Checking Account
000002
5.00 transferred to Savings Account
000003 6,600.00 transferred to Money Market
000004 7,200.00 transferred to Money Market
000005
50.00 transferred to Savings Account
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 117. SPECS Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(TRANSACT.FILE)
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3.88.4 Example 4
This example uses the SPECS stage specifying STOP ANYEOF to stop processing records when any one of the input
streams being used reaches end of file.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SPECSTOP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
in.0 = 5
|
|
in.1 = 'aaa'
|
|
in.2 = 'bbb'
|
|
in.3 = 'ccc'
|
|
in.4 = 'ddd'
|
|
in.5 = 'eee'
|
|
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'stem in.',
/* get in variables */
|
|
'| a: inside /aaa/ /ccc/', /* select records inside targets */
|
|
'| copy',
/* delay by one record */
|
|
'| duplicate *',
/* make infinite number of copies */
|
|
'| b: specs',
/* rearrange records */
|
|
'stop anyeof',
/* stop processing when any stream at eof */
|
|
'select 1',
/* set input stream to stream 1 */
|
|
'1-* 1',
/* put record in column 1 */
|
|
'select 0',
/* set input stream to stream 0 */
|
|
'1-* nextw',
/* put record after space */
|
|
'select 1',
/* set input stream to stream 1 */
|
|
'1-* nextw',
/* put record after space */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* write record to terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream (INSIDE) */
|
|
'| copy ',
/* delay by one record */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input stream (SPECS) */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

endchar ?
stem in.

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

creates an output stream record for each of the 5 variables with a stem of in..

a: inside /aaa/ /ccc/ selects records between the first record that begins with aaa and the record that begins
with ccc and writes the resulting record(s) to the primary output stream. The record that contains bbb is the only
record between the two targets.
copy

passes its input records to its output stream causing a delay of one record.

duplicate *
b: specs

writes an infinite number of copies of its input stream to its primary output stream.

defines a label b for the SPECS stage. SPECS rearranges the contents of records.

stop anyeof

ends processing of records when one of the input streams reaches end of file.
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select 1

sets the currently selected input stream as the secondary input stream (stream 1).

1-* 1 puts an entire record from the secondary input stream (stream 1) into the primary output stream
beginning in column 1.
select 0

sets the currently selected input stream as the primary input stream (stream 0).

puts an entire record from the primary input stream (stream 0) into the primary output stream
beginning one space after the next available column.
1-* nextw
select 1

sets the currently selected input stream as the secondary input stream (stream 1).

puts an entire record from the secondary input stream (stream 1) into the primary output stream
beginning one space after the next available column.
1-* nextw

terminal

pipeline.
?

reads the records SPECS writes and displays them at the terminal. It is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label a on the INSIDE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
INSIDE stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the INSIDE stage flow to the following COPY
stage as its primary input stream.

a:

copy

passes its input records to its output stream causing a delay of one record.

references the label b on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
SPECS stage. The records from the preceding COPY stage flow to the SPECS stage as its secondary input stream.

b:

The SPECSTOP exec produces the following output records:
specstop
aaa bbb aaa
ccc bbb ccc
ddd bbb ddd
eee bbb eee
READY
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3.87.1 Example 1
In this example, two key fields are defined; the first one in descending order and the second in ascending order (by
default). Figure 110 shows the input data set and Figure 111 shows the output data set after entering the following PIPE
command:
pipe < ADDRESS.FILE | sort 49-61 descending 34-45 | > ADDRSORT.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ADDRESS.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 John M.
40 Love Court
Douglaston
New York
000002 Arnold P.
350 Yard Drive
Pebble Beach
California
000003 Joe F.
111 Ringside Street Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania
000004 Earl A.
24 Bowling Lane
Cincinnati
Ohio
000005 Larry B.
3 Point Road
Boston
Massachusetts
000006 Mike S.
20 Shortstop Road
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
000007 Joe N.
19 Jet Drive
New York
New York
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 110. SORT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ADDRSORT.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mike S.
20 Shortstop Road
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
000002 Joe F.
111 Ringside Street Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania
000003 Earl A.
24 Bowling Lane
Cincinnati
Ohio
000004 John M.
40 Love Court
Douglaston
New York
000005 Joe N.
19 Jet Drive
New York
New York
000006 Larry B.
3 Point Road
Boston
Massachusetts
000007 Arnold P.
350 Yard Drive
Pebble Beach
California
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 111. SORT Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.88.4 Example 4
This example uses the SPECS stage specifying STOP ANYEOF to stop processing records when any one of the input
streams being used reaches end of file.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SPECSTOP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
in.0 = 5
|
|
in.1 = 'aaa'
|
|
in.2 = 'bbb'
|
|
in.3 = 'ccc'
|
|
in.4 = 'ddd'
|
|
in.5 = 'eee'
|
|
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'stem in.',
/* get in variables */
|
|
'| a: inside /aaa/ /ccc/', /* select records inside targets */
|
|
'| copy',
/* delay by one record */
|
|
'| duplicate *',
/* make infinite number of copies */
|
|
'| b: specs',
/* rearrange records */
|
|
'stop anyeof',
/* stop processing when any stream at eof */
|
|
'select 1',
/* set input stream to stream 1 */
|
|
'1-* 1',
/* put record in column 1 */
|
|
'select 0',
/* set input stream to stream 0 */
|
|
'1-* nextw',
/* put record after space */
|
|
'select 1',
/* set input stream to stream 1 */
|
|
'1-* nextw',
/* put record after space */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* write record to terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream (INSIDE) */
|
|
'| copy ',
/* delay by one record */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input stream (SPECS) */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

endchar ?
stem in.

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

creates an output stream record for each of the 5 variables with a stem of in..

a: inside /aaa/ /ccc/ selects records between the first record that begins with aaa and the record that begins
with ccc and writes the resulting record(s) to the primary output stream. The record that contains bbb is the only
record between the two targets.
copy

passes its input records to its output stream causing a delay of one record.

duplicate *
b: specs

writes an infinite number of copies of its input stream to its primary output stream.

defines a label b for the SPECS stage. SPECS rearranges the contents of records.

stop anyeof

ends processing of records when one of the input streams reaches end of file.
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select 1

sets the currently selected input stream as the secondary input stream (stream 1).

1-* 1 puts an entire record from the secondary input stream (stream 1) into the primary output stream
beginning in column 1.
select 0

sets the currently selected input stream as the primary input stream (stream 0).

puts an entire record from the primary input stream (stream 0) into the primary output stream
beginning one space after the next available column.
1-* nextw
select 1

sets the currently selected input stream as the secondary input stream (stream 1).

puts an entire record from the secondary input stream (stream 1) into the primary output stream
beginning one space after the next available column.
1-* nextw

terminal

pipeline.
?

reads the records SPECS writes and displays them at the terminal. It is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label a on the INSIDE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
INSIDE stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the INSIDE stage flow to the following COPY
stage as its primary input stream.

a:

copy

passes its input records to its output stream causing a delay of one record.

references the label b on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
SPECS stage. The records from the preceding COPY stage flow to the SPECS stage as its secondary input stream.

b:

The SPECSTOP exec produces the following output records:
specstop
aaa bbb aaa
ccc bbb ccc
ddd bbb ddd
eee bbb eee
READY
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3.89.1 Type
Filter.
Operands
A positive number is required as the first operand. The second positional operand specifies the word separator; it is
optional. Remaining operands are optional and may be specified in any order.
number
Specify the maximum output record length.
STRING
The word separator is a string of characters. If the delimited string contains more than one character, the word
separator consists of the specified characters in the order shown.
ANYOF
Any one of the characters enumerated in the delimited string is a word separator.
NOT ANYOF
Any one of the characters not enumerated in the delimited string is a word separator. (This is the complement set.)
ANYCASE
Ignore case when comparing for the word separator. The default is to respect case.
KEEP
Retain the word separator in the output record. The default is to strip word separators at the split point.
OFFSET
Specify the indent on the second and subsequent output lines for an input record. A number specifies the number
of
Streams Used
Secondary streams may be defined. Records are read from the primary input stream; no other input stream may be
connected.
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3.89.2 Usage Notes

1. spill does not delay the last record written for an input record.
2. spill starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
3. spill terminates when it discovers that any of its output streams not connected.
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3.89.3 Converse Operation
join.
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3.89.4 Related Commands
chop, deblock, and split.
Examples
To flow a paragraph:
pipe literal This is a paragraph to be flowed.¦ spill 12

To flow an item in a numbered list:
pipe literal 2.

A most important item.¦ spill 14 offset 4

When there is no secondary output stream, very long words are split, b not discarded:
pipe literal abcdefghi klmnopq¦ spill 4
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3.88.4 Example 4
This example uses the SPECS stage specifying STOP ANYEOF to stop processing records when any one of the input
streams being used reaches end of file.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SPECSTOP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
in.0 = 5
|
|
in.1 = 'aaa'
|
|
in.2 = 'bbb'
|
|
in.3 = 'ccc'
|
|
in.4 = 'ddd'
|
|
in.5 = 'eee'
|
|
|
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'stem in.',
/* get in variables */
|
|
'| a: inside /aaa/ /ccc/', /* select records inside targets */
|
|
'| copy',
/* delay by one record */
|
|
'| duplicate *',
/* make infinite number of copies */
|
|
'| b: specs',
/* rearrange records */
|
|
'stop anyeof',
/* stop processing when any stream at eof */
|
|
'select 1',
/* set input stream to stream 1 */
|
|
'1-* 1',
/* put record in column 1 */
|
|
'select 0',
/* set input stream to stream 0 */
|
|
'1-* nextw',
/* put record after space */
|
|
'select 1',
/* set input stream to stream 1 */
|
|
'1-* nextw',
/* put record after space */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* write record to terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream (INSIDE) */
|
|
'| copy ',
/* delay by one record */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input stream (SPECS) */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

endchar ?
stem in.

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

creates an output stream record for each of the 5 variables with a stem of in..

a: inside /aaa/ /ccc/ selects records between the first record that begins with aaa and the record that begins
with ccc and writes the resulting record(s) to the primary output stream. The record that contains bbb is the only
record between the two targets.
copy

passes its input records to its output stream causing a delay of one record.

duplicate *
b: specs

writes an infinite number of copies of its input stream to its primary output stream.

defines a label b for the SPECS stage. SPECS rearranges the contents of records.

stop anyeof

ends processing of records when one of the input streams reaches end of file.
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select 1

sets the currently selected input stream as the secondary input stream (stream 1).

1-* 1 puts an entire record from the secondary input stream (stream 1) into the primary output stream
beginning in column 1.
select 0

sets the currently selected input stream as the primary input stream (stream 0).

puts an entire record from the primary input stream (stream 0) into the primary output stream
beginning one space after the next available column.
1-* nextw
select 1

sets the currently selected input stream as the secondary input stream (stream 1).

puts an entire record from the secondary input stream (stream 1) into the primary output stream
beginning one space after the next available column.
1-* nextw

terminal

pipeline.
?

reads the records SPECS writes and displays them at the terminal. It is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label a on the INSIDE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for the
INSIDE stage. The records from the secondary output stream of the INSIDE stage flow to the following COPY
stage as its primary input stream.

a:

copy

passes its input records to its output stream causing a delay of one record.

references the label b on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
SPECS stage. The records from the preceding COPY stage flow to the SPECS stage as its secondary input stream.

b:

The SPECSTOP exec produces the following output records:
specstop
aaa bbb aaa
ccc bbb ccc
ddd bbb ddd
eee bbb eee
READY
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3.89.4 Related Commands
chop, deblock, and split.
Examples
To flow a paragraph:
pipe literal This is a paragraph to be flowed.¦ spill 12

To flow an item in a numbered list:
pipe literal 2.

A most important item.¦ spill 14 offset 4

When there is no secondary output stream, very long words are split, b not discarded:
pipe literal abcdefghi klmnopq¦ spill 4
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3.90.1 Example 1
The LISTDS PIPE.EXEC command returns information similar to the following:
listds pipe.exec
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
If you specify the following PIPE command,

pipe tso listds pipe.exec | split | terminal
the following output is displayed at your terminal:

PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1

Figure 118. SPLIT Stage Command Example: Terminal Output

Because no operands are specified on the SPLIT stage command, SPLIT divides the input records at blanks and discards
the blanks.
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3.90.2 Example 2
To change the output displayed by the PIPE command in Example 1 such that the commas (,) and dashes(-) are
removed, specify the following PIPE command:
pipe listds pipe.exec | split at anyof / ,-/ | terminal

Because AT is specified, any blanks, commas, and colons (:) are discarded.
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3.90.3 Example 3
To rewrite data set OUTPUT.FILE from data set INPUT.FILE such that the input records are split at each occurrence of
a string of one or more numeric characters, and to discard any nonnumeric characters, use the following PIPE
command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip | split not F0.10 | > OUTPUT.FILE
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3.90.4 Example 4
Given input data set INPUT.DATA, shown in Figure 119, use the following PIPE commands to split records in the data
set. The terminal output from each of the PIPE commands is shown following the command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1234512345
000002 5432154321
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 119. SPLIT Stage Command Example: INPUT.DATA Set Contents

1. To split input records before the column that is 1 column to the left of each occurrence of the character 4, use the
following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | split 1 before string /4/ | terminal
12
34512
345
54321
54321
READY

2. To split input records after the column that is 2 columns to the right of each occurrence of the last character in
string 12, use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | split 2 after string /12/ | terminal
1234
51234
5
5432154321
READY

3. To split input records between the characters 5 and 4 in occurrences of the string 54, use the following:
pipe < input.data | split -1 before string /54/ | terminal
1234512345
5
43215
4321
READY
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4. To split input records between the characters 2 and 3 in occurrences of the string 123, use the following:
pipe < input.data | split -1 after string /123/ | terminal
12
34512
345
5432154321
READY
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3.89.4 Related Commands
chop, deblock, and split.
Examples
To flow a paragraph:
pipe literal This is a paragraph to be flowed.¦ spill 12

To flow an item in a numbered list:
pipe literal 2.

A most important item.¦ spill 14 offset 4

When there is no secondary output stream, very long words are split, b not discarded:
pipe literal abcdefghi klmnopq¦ spill 4
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3.90.4 Example 4
Given input data set INPUT.DATA, shown in Figure 119, use the following PIPE commands to split records in the data
set. The terminal output from each of the PIPE commands is shown following the command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1234512345
000002 5432154321
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 119. SPLIT Stage Command Example: INPUT.DATA Set Contents

1. To split input records before the column that is 1 column to the left of each occurrence of the character 4, use the
following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | split 1 before string /4/ | terminal
12
34512
345
54321
54321
READY

2. To split input records after the column that is 2 columns to the right of each occurrence of the last character in
string 12, use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | split 2 after string /12/ | terminal
1234
51234
5
5432154321
READY

3. To split input records between the characters 5 and 4 in occurrences of the string 54, use the following:
pipe < input.data | split -1 before string /54/ | terminal
1234512345
5
43215
4321
READY
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4. To split input records between the characters 2 and 3 in occurrences of the string 123, use the following:
pipe < input.data | split -1 after string /123/ | terminal
12
34512
345
5432154321
READY
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3.91.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command creates an DB/2 table named SAMPLE:
pipe sql execute create table sample (kwd char(8), text varchar(80))

SQL EXECUTE issues the statement that follows it. The following REXX exec creates the same DB/2 table where the
primary input stream for the SQL stage is the statement to be issued by SQL EXECUTE:
________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *****************************|***/
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SQLCREAT)
| */
|
/*
| */
|
/********************************************************************|***/
|
'pipe literal create table sample (kwd char(8), text varchar(80))', |
|
'| sql execute'
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|
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3.91.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec inserts rows in an existing DB/2 table named MVSFILE:
___________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************|/
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SQLINSER)
|/
|
/*
|/
|
/***********************************************************************|/
|
'pipe literal TSO Time Sharing Option',
/* write data for */ |
|
'| literal MVS Multiple Virtual Storage',
/* SPECS */
|
|
'| specs 1-4 1 5-* v2c 5',
/* rearrange */
|
|
'| sql insert into mvsfile'
/* insert data into MVSFILE table */ |
|
|
|___________________________________________________________________________|

literal TSO Time Sharing Option

pipeline.

writes a record that contains the string TSO Time Sharing Option to the

literal MVS Multiple Virtual Storage

to the pipeline.

specs 1-4 1 5-* v2c 5

writes a record that contains the string MVS Multiple Virtual Storage

does the following:

Writes the first four characters of the input data to the output record beginning in column 1.
Gets the input data from column 5 through the end of the record and, in column 5 of the output record,
writes the length of the data in a 2-byte prefix followed by the data.
sql insert into mvsfile

inserts a row of data into the table named MVSFILE.
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3.91.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command describes the columns in the DB/2 table named CATALOG:
pipe sql
449
449
449
449
449
READY

describe select * from catalog | console
VARCHAR
15
17 DOCUMENT
VARCHAR
15
17 PRODUCT_DESC
VARCHAR
45
47 OBTA_OBJECT_DESC
VARCHAR
45
47 OBTA_TASK_DESC
VARCHAR
25
27 USER_DESC

Return Codes
A negative return code from BatchPipeWorks reflects an error code from DB/2. A positive return code reflects an error
from BatchPipeWorks.
When a negative return code is received, the SQL stage command ends immediately and DB/2 rolls back the unit of
work.
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3.90.4 Example 4
Given input data set INPUT.DATA, shown in Figure 119, use the following PIPE commands to split records in the data
set. The terminal output from each of the PIPE commands is shown following the command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1234512345
000002 5432154321
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 119. SPLIT Stage Command Example: INPUT.DATA Set Contents

1. To split input records before the column that is 1 column to the left of each occurrence of the character 4, use the
following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | split 1 before string /4/ | terminal
12
34512
345
54321
54321
READY

2. To split input records after the column that is 2 columns to the right of each occurrence of the last character in
string 12, use the following:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | split 2 after string /12/ | terminal
1234
51234
5
5432154321
READY

3. To split input records between the characters 5 and 4 in occurrences of the string 54, use the following:
pipe < input.data | split -1 before string /54/ | terminal
1234512345
5
43215
4321
READY
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4. To split input records between the characters 2 and 3 in occurrences of the string 123, use the following:
pipe < input.data | split -1 after string /123/ | terminal
12
34512
345
5432154321
READY
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3.91.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command describes the columns in the DB/2 table named CATALOG:
pipe sql
449
449
449
449
449
READY

describe select * from catalog | console
VARCHAR
15
17 DOCUMENT
VARCHAR
15
17 PRODUCT_DESC
VARCHAR
45
47 OBTA_OBJECT_DESC
VARCHAR
45
47 OBTA_TASK_DESC
VARCHAR
25
27 USER_DESC

Return Codes
A negative return code from BatchPipeWorks reflects an error code from DB/2. A positive return code reflects an error
from BatchPipeWorks.
When a negative return code is received, the SQL stage command ends immediately and DB/2 rolls back the unit of
work.
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3.92.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command query's the DSN8410.EMP table and prints the header record followed by the first 4 lines
of the query result:
READY
pipe sqlselect (ssid dsn) * from dsn8410.emp¦take 5¦terminal
EMPNO- FIRSTNME---- M LASTNAME------- WOR PHON HIREDATE-- JOB----- EDLEVEL---S BIRTHDATE- SALARY----- BONUS------ COMM------000010 CHRISTINE
I HAAS
A00 3978 01/01/1965 PRES
18
F 08/14/1933 +0052750.00 +0001000.00 +0004220.00
000020 MICHAEL
L THOMPSON
B01 3476 10/10/1973 MANAGER
18
M 02/02/1948 +0041250.00 +0000800.00 +0003300.00
000030 SALLY
A KWAN
C01 4738 04/05/1975 MANAGER
20
F 05/11/1941 +0038250.00 +0000800.00 +0003060.00
000050 JOHN
B GEYER
E01 6789 08/17/1949 MANAGER
16
M 09/15/1925 +0040175.00 +0000800.00 +0003214.00
READY
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3.91.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command describes the columns in the DB/2 table named CATALOG:
pipe sql
449
449
449
449
449
READY

describe select * from catalog | console
VARCHAR
15
17 DOCUMENT
VARCHAR
15
17 PRODUCT_DESC
VARCHAR
45
47 OBTA_OBJECT_DESC
VARCHAR
45
47 OBTA_TASK_DESC
VARCHAR
25
27 USER_DESC

Return Codes
A negative return code from BatchPipeWorks reflects an error code from DB/2. A positive return code reflects an error
from BatchPipeWorks.
When a negative return code is received, the SQL stage command ends immediately and DB/2 rolls back the unit of
work.
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3.92.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command query's the DSN8410.EMP table and prints the header record followed by the first 4 lines
of the query result:
READY
pipe sqlselect (ssid dsn) * from dsn8410.emp¦take 5¦terminal
EMPNO- FIRSTNME---- M LASTNAME------- WOR PHON HIREDATE-- JOB----- EDLEVEL---S BIRTHDATE- SALARY----- BONUS------ COMM------000010 CHRISTINE
I HAAS
A00 3978 01/01/1965 PRES
18
F 08/14/1933 +0052750.00 +0001000.00 +0004220.00
000020 MICHAEL
L THOMPSON
B01 3476 10/10/1973 MANAGER
18
M 02/02/1948 +0041250.00 +0000800.00 +0003300.00
000030 SALLY
A KWAN
C01 4738 04/05/1975 MANAGER
20
F 05/11/1941 +0038250.00 +0000800.00 +0003060.00
000050 JOHN
B GEYER
E01 6789 08/17/1949 MANAGER
16
M 09/15/1925 +0040175.00 +0000800.00 +0003214.00
READY
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3.93.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec demonstrates how to stack items and display the items in reverse order:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(STACKEM)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Transfer data to a pipeline using the stack
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
push 'line one'
|
|
push 'line two'
|
|
push 'line three'
|
|
'pipe stack | specs recno 1 1-* nw | terminal'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The resulting output looks similar to the following
1 line three
2 line two
3 line one
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3.93.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.93.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec uses the STACK stage command to temporarily store data. The output that contains the word
PIPE from a LISTCAT command is stored in the data stack until APPEND STACK reads the records from the data
stack and writes the records to the existing data set LISTCAT.OUTPUT.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTREXX)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
/* write command's output to pipeline */
|
|
'| locate /PIPE/',
/* select all records that contain PIPE*/
|
|
'| stack',
/* write records to stack */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| tso listds pipe.exec',
/* process listds command */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display output from query search */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| append stack',
/* read stacked output from listcat */
|
|
'| > LISTCAT.OUTPUT'
/* write listcat output to a data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.92.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.92.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command query's the DSN8410.EMP table and prints the header record followed by the first 4 lines
of the query result:
READY
pipe sqlselect (ssid dsn) * from dsn8410.emp¦take 5¦terminal
EMPNO- FIRSTNME---- M LASTNAME------- WOR PHON HIREDATE-- JOB----- EDLEVEL---S BIRTHDATE- SALARY----- BONUS------ COMM------000010 CHRISTINE
I HAAS
A00 3978 01/01/1965 PRES
18
F 08/14/1933 +0052750.00 +0001000.00 +0004220.00
000020 MICHAEL
L THOMPSON
B01 3476 10/10/1973 MANAGER
18
M 02/02/1948 +0041250.00 +0000800.00 +0003300.00
000030 SALLY
A KWAN
C01 4738 04/05/1975 MANAGER
20
F 05/11/1941 +0038250.00 +0000800.00 +0003060.00
000050 JOHN
B GEYER
E01 6789 08/17/1949 MANAGER
16
M 09/15/1925 +0040175.00 +0000800.00 +0003214.00
READY
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3.93.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.93.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec uses the STACK stage command to temporarily store data. The output that contains the word
PIPE from a LISTCAT command is stored in the data stack until APPEND STACK reads the records from the data
stack and writes the records to the existing data set LISTCAT.OUTPUT.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTREXX)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
/* write command's output to pipeline */
|
|
'| locate /PIPE/',
/* select all records that contain PIPE*/
|
|
'| stack',
/* write records to stack */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| tso listds pipe.exec',
/* process listds command */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display output from query search */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| append stack',
/* read stacked output from listcat */
|
|
'| > LISTCAT.OUTPUT'
/* write listcat output to a data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.94.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.94.1 Example 1
To determine if the data set named PIPE.TESTER exists, enter:
pipe state pipe.tester | terminal
JOHN.PIPE.TESTER
READY

Because this data set exists, the fully qualified name JOHN.PIPE.TESTER is written to the primary output stream.
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3.94.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.94.2 Example 2
To determine if a data set is allocated to ddname OSCAR, enter:
pipe state dd=oscar | terminal
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3.94.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.94.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec displays the data sets listed in MYLISTOF.DSNS that do not exist. The list of data sets that
were not found are written to the secondary output stream of the STATE stage command.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(NSTATE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< MYLISTOF.DSNS',
/* read list of data sets in MYLISTOF.DSNS */
|
|
'| s: state quiet',
/* determine if data sets exist */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
's:',
/* define secondary output for STATE */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display data sets that don't exist */
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< MYLISTOF.DSNS

reads the data set MYLISTOF.DSNS into the pipeline.

defines a label s for the STATE stage and sets the return code to 0 even if the data sets are not
found. The primary output stream for the STATE stage is not connected; therefore, it writes no records describing
the files it finds.
s: state quiet

?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

s: defines the secondary output stream for the STATE stage. The output records from the STATE stage flow to
the following TERMINAL stage as its primary input stream.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.

The data set names, XYZ.NOTEBOOK and EMPLOYEE.DATA, are listed in the data set MYLISTOF.DSNS but do
not exist, so the output to the terminal looks like:
nstate
PREFIX.XYZ.NOTEBOOK
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA
Ready;

Note: Because the QUIET operand was specified, the return code is set to 0. If the QUIET operand was not specified,
the exec would exit with a return code of 28.
Return Codes
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3.94.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

Code Meaning
0

All data sets exist, or the keyword QUIET was specified and some data sets may not exist. All input lines have
been processed.

20

A character in the name of the data set is not valid. Processing stops as soon this return code is set.

28

One or more data sets were not found and the keyword QUIET was not specified. All input lines have been
processed.

Other

A return code other than 0, 20, or 28 has been received. Processing has been terminated with this return code.
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3.93.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.93.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec uses the STACK stage command to temporarily store data. The output that contains the word
PIPE from a LISTCAT command is stored in the data stack until APPEND STACK reads the records from the data
stack and writes the records to the existing data set LISTCAT.OUTPUT.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTREXX)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
/* write command's output to pipeline */
|
|
'| locate /PIPE/',
/* select all records that contain PIPE*/
|
|
'| stack',
/* write records to stack */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| tso listds pipe.exec',
/* process listds command */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display output from query search */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| append stack',
/* read stacked output from listcat */
|
|
'| > LISTCAT.OUTPUT'
/* write listcat output to a data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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3.94.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.94.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec displays the data sets listed in MYLISTOF.DSNS that do not exist. The list of data sets that
were not found are written to the secondary output stream of the STATE stage command.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(NSTATE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< MYLISTOF.DSNS',
/* read list of data sets in MYLISTOF.DSNS */
|
|
'| s: state quiet',
/* determine if data sets exist */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
's:',
/* define secondary output for STATE */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display data sets that don't exist */
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< MYLISTOF.DSNS

reads the data set MYLISTOF.DSNS into the pipeline.

defines a label s for the STATE stage and sets the return code to 0 even if the data sets are not
found. The primary output stream for the STATE stage is not connected; therefore, it writes no records describing
the files it finds.
s: state quiet

?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

s: defines the secondary output stream for the STATE stage. The output records from the STATE stage flow to
the following TERMINAL stage as its primary input stream.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.

The data set names, XYZ.NOTEBOOK and EMPLOYEE.DATA, are listed in the data set MYLISTOF.DSNS but do
not exist, so the output to the terminal looks like:
nstate
PREFIX.XYZ.NOTEBOOK
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA
Ready;

Note: Because the QUIET operand was specified, the return code is set to 0. If the QUIET operand was not specified,
the exec would exit with a return code of 28.
Return Codes
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3.94.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

Code Meaning
0

All data sets exist, or the keyword QUIET was specified and some data sets may not exist. All input lines have
been processed.

20

A character in the name of the data set is not valid. Processing stops as soon this return code is set.

28

One or more data sets were not found and the keyword QUIET was not specified. All input lines have been
processed.

Other

A return code other than 0, 20, or 28 has been received. Processing has been terminated with this return code.
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3.95.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.95.1 Example 1
To read the data set INPUT.FILE and display each line prefixed with This is line n: where n is the line number, create
an exec similar to the following:
___________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************|
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LINENUM)
*|
|
/***********************************************************************|
|
'pipe < INPUT.FILE | stem recs.' /* read data set into array
*|
|
do i=1 to recs.0
/* for each record of the data set
*|
|
say 'This is line' i':' recs.i /* display records prefixed with
*|
|
/* "this is line n" where n is line #.|
|
end
|
|
|
|___________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the PIPE command reads the records of INPUT.FILE. Then, STEM stage command assigns each record
as a element of an array. The array is a compound variable with a stem of recs.. STEM also sets variable recs.0 to the
number of variables set. The DO loop uses recs.0 as a counter to write each line to the terminal prefixed with the
specified text and the line number.
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3.95.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.95.2 Example 2
To sort the values in an array of compound variables that have a stem of bananas and to create a new array called bunch
from the sorted values, use the following:
'pipe stem bananas. | sort | stem bunch.'
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3.95.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.95.3 Example 3
If you want to display values in an array without having to start with the first value, use the FROM operand. The
following example reads the array and displays values starting with the third value:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(STEMFROM)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
x.0 = 4
|
|
x.1 = 'I won''t pass this line on'
|
|
x.2 = 'This one either'
|
|
x.3 = 'This is a line I want'
|
|
x.4 = 'I really like this FROM operand!!'
|
|
|
|
'pipe stem x. from 3 | terminal' /* Get the x variables starting with */ |
|
/* third one and display results
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following results are displayed when the STEMFROM EXEC is executed:
stemfrom
This is a line I want
I really like this FROM operand!!
READY
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3.94.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.94.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec displays the data sets listed in MYLISTOF.DSNS that do not exist. The list of data sets that
were not found are written to the secondary output stream of the STATE stage command.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(NSTATE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< MYLISTOF.DSNS',
/* read list of data sets in MYLISTOF.DSNS */
|
|
'| s: state quiet',
/* determine if data sets exist */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
's:',
/* define secondary output for STATE */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display data sets that don't exist */
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< MYLISTOF.DSNS

reads the data set MYLISTOF.DSNS into the pipeline.

defines a label s for the STATE stage and sets the return code to 0 even if the data sets are not
found. The primary output stream for the STATE stage is not connected; therefore, it writes no records describing
the files it finds.
s: state quiet

?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

s: defines the secondary output stream for the STATE stage. The output records from the STATE stage flow to
the following TERMINAL stage as its primary input stream.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.

The data set names, XYZ.NOTEBOOK and EMPLOYEE.DATA, are listed in the data set MYLISTOF.DSNS but do
not exist, so the output to the terminal looks like:
nstate
PREFIX.XYZ.NOTEBOOK
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA
Ready;

Note: Because the QUIET operand was specified, the return code is set to 0. If the QUIET operand was not specified,
the exec would exit with a return code of 28.
Return Codes
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3.94.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

Code Meaning
0

All data sets exist, or the keyword QUIET was specified and some data sets may not exist. All input lines have
been processed.

20

A character in the name of the data set is not valid. Processing stops as soon this return code is set.

28

One or more data sets were not found and the keyword QUIET was not specified. All input lines have been
processed.

Other

A return code other than 0, 20, or 28 has been received. Processing has been terminated with this return code.
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3.95.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.95.3 Example 3
If you want to display values in an array without having to start with the first value, use the FROM operand. The
following example reads the array and displays values starting with the third value:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(STEMFROM)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
x.0 = 4
|
|
x.1 = 'I won''t pass this line on'
|
|
x.2 = 'This one either'
|
|
x.3 = 'This is a line I want'
|
|
x.4 = 'I really like this FROM operand!!'
|
|
|
|
'pipe stem x. from 3 | terminal' /* Get the x variables starting with */ |
|
/* third one and display results
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following results are displayed when the STEMFROM EXEC is executed:
stemfrom
This is a line I want
I really like this FROM operand!!
READY
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3.96.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.96.1 Example 1
To write all lines of data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE that begin with an asterisk (*) to data set COMMENTS.FILE and to
write all other lines to data set CODE.FILE, use the following REXX exec procedure:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FNDCMNTS)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PROG1.ASSEMBLE',
/* read PROG1.ASSEMBLE */
|
|
'| a:strfind /*/',
/* select lines beginning with asterisk */
|
|
'| > COMMENTS.FILE',
/* write comment lines to COMMENTS.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream for STRFIND */ |
|
'| > CODE.FILE'
/* write noncomment lines to CODE.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< PROG1.ASSEMBLE

reads the data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the STRFIND stage. STRFIND writes all input records that begin with an
asterisk (*) to its primary output stream.

a:strfind /*/

receives the records from the STRFIND stage's primary output stream and writes them to the
existing data set COMMENTS.FILE. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.
> COMMENTS.FILE
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the STRFIND stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
STRFIND. STRFIND writes all input records that do not begin with an asterisk (*) to its secondary output stream.

a:

> CODE.FILE

writes the STRFIND stage's secondary output stream to the existing data set CODE.FILE.
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3.95.3 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.95.3 Example 3
If you want to display values in an array without having to start with the first value, use the FROM operand. The
following example reads the array and displays values starting with the third value:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(STEMFROM)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
x.0 = 4
|
|
x.1 = 'I won''t pass this line on'
|
|
x.2 = 'This one either'
|
|
x.3 = 'This is a line I want'
|
|
x.4 = 'I really like this FROM operand!!'
|
|
|
|
'pipe stem x. from 3 | terminal' /* Get the x variables starting with */ |
|
/* third one and display results
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following results are displayed when the STEMFROM EXEC is executed:
stemfrom
This is a line I want
I really like this FROM operand!!
READY
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3.96.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.96.1 Example 1
To write all lines of data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE that begin with an asterisk (*) to data set COMMENTS.FILE and to
write all other lines to data set CODE.FILE, use the following REXX exec procedure:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FNDCMNTS)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PROG1.ASSEMBLE',
/* read PROG1.ASSEMBLE */
|
|
'| a:strfind /*/',
/* select lines beginning with asterisk */
|
|
'| > COMMENTS.FILE',
/* write comment lines to COMMENTS.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream for STRFIND */ |
|
'| > CODE.FILE'
/* write noncomment lines to CODE.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< PROG1.ASSEMBLE

reads the data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the STRFIND stage. STRFIND writes all input records that begin with an
asterisk (*) to its primary output stream.

a:strfind /*/

receives the records from the STRFIND stage's primary output stream and writes them to the
existing data set COMMENTS.FILE. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.
> COMMENTS.FILE
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the STRFIND stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
STRFIND. STRFIND writes all input records that do not begin with an asterisk (*) to its secondary output stream.

a:

> CODE.FILE

writes the STRFIND stage's secondary output stream to the existing data set CODE.FILE.
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3.97.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.97.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that begin with the letter P through
the end of the alphabet and to write these records to a data set called PHONE P-Z, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strfrlabel /P -/ | > PHONES.P-Z
Figure 120 and Figure 121 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE P-Z, after
execution of the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 120. STRFRLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.P-Z ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
000001 P - T
000002 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000003 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000004 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000005 U - Z
000006 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|

|

Figure 121. STRFRLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.97.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.97.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the STRFRLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strfrlabel /P - T / | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. If there is not a trailing blank after P - T in PHONE.DIRECTRY,
the target string is not found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is an F-format data set, the trailing blanks are present because P - T is shorter than the logical
record length of the data set; therefore, STRFRLABEL would find the target string.
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3.96.1 Example 1
To write all lines of data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE that begin with an asterisk (*) to data set COMMENTS.FILE and to
write all other lines to data set CODE.FILE, use the following REXX exec procedure:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FNDCMNTS)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PROG1.ASSEMBLE',
/* read PROG1.ASSEMBLE */
|
|
'| a:strfind /*/',
/* select lines beginning with asterisk */
|
|
'| > COMMENTS.FILE',
/* write comment lines to COMMENTS.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream for STRFIND */ |
|
'| > CODE.FILE'
/* write noncomment lines to CODE.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< PROG1.ASSEMBLE

reads the data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the STRFIND stage. STRFIND writes all input records that begin with an
asterisk (*) to its primary output stream.

a:strfind /*/

receives the records from the STRFIND stage's primary output stream and writes them to the
existing data set COMMENTS.FILE. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.
> COMMENTS.FILE
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label on the STRFIND stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
STRFIND. STRFIND writes all input records that do not begin with an asterisk (*) to its secondary output stream.

a:

> CODE.FILE

writes the STRFIND stage's secondary output stream to the existing data set CODE.FILE.
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3.97.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.97.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the STRFRLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strfrlabel /P - T / | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. If there is not a trailing blank after P - T in PHONE.DIRECTRY,
the target string is not found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is an F-format data set, the trailing blanks are present because P - T is shorter than the logical
record length of the data set; therefore, STRFRLABEL would find the target string.
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3.98.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.98.1 Example 1
In this example, STRIP removes leading and trailing asterisks (*) and blanks from the input records. Figure 122 and
Figure 123 show the contents of the input data set and resulting terminal output after execution of the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PROLOG.FILE | strip anyof /* / | terminal

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PROLOG.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ***********************************************************************
000002 *
*
000003 * THIS ROUTINE REMOVES LEADING OR TRAILING CHARACTERS FROM RECORDS
*
000004 * READ FROM THE PRIMARY INPUT STREAM. THE ROUTINE WRITES OUTPUT
*
000005 * RECORDS TO THE PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM.
*
000006 *
*
000007 ***********************************************************************
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 122. STRIP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

THIS ROUTINE REMOVES LEADING OR TRAILING CHARACTERS FROM RECORDS
READ FROM THE PRIMARY INPUT STREAM. THE ROUTINE WRITES OUTPUT
RECORDS TO THE PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM.
READY

Figure 123. STRIP Stage Command Example: Terminal Output
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3.98.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.98.2 Example 2
To create a data set OUTPUT.FILE from data set INPUT DATA such that all occurrences of trailing nonnumeric
characters are removed, specify the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip trailing not 0-9 | > OUTPUT.FILE
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3.97.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.97.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the STRFRLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strfrlabel /P - T / | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. If there is not a trailing blank after P - T in PHONE.DIRECTRY,
the target string is not found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is an F-format data set, the trailing blanks are present because P - T is shorter than the logical
record length of the data set; therefore, STRFRLABEL would find the target string.
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3.98.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.98.2 Example 2
To create a data set OUTPUT.FILE from data set INPUT DATA such that all occurrences of trailing nonnumeric
characters are removed, specify the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip trailing not 0-9 | > OUTPUT.FILE
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3.99.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.99.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes a character string to the terminal:
pipe strliteral /This is a record./ | terminal
This is a record.
READY
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3.99.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.99.2 Example 2
In the following example, STRLITERAL writes a record that contains a description of the terminal output that the TSO
LISTDS command generates:
pipe tso listds pipe.exec | strliteral /One DSN:/ | terminal
One DSN:
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-READY

Note that the STRLITERAL stage command writes the specified record to the output stream ahead of the records it
receives from the TSO stage command.
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3.98.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.98.2 Example 2
To create a data set OUTPUT.FILE from data set INPUT DATA such that all occurrences of trailing nonnumeric
characters are removed, specify the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip trailing not 0-9 | > OUTPUT.FILE
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3.99.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.99.2 Example 2
In the following example, STRLITERAL writes a record that contains a description of the terminal output that the TSO
LISTDS command generates:
pipe tso listds pipe.exec | strliteral /One DSN:/ | terminal
One DSN:
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-READY

Note that the STRLITERAL stage command writes the specified record to the output stream ahead of the records it
receives from the TSO stage command.
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3.100.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.100.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTCAT command returns a heading line followed by one line of information for each data set in your
catalog. To display the names for every data set in your catalog except those data sets with PIPE as the second qualifier,
enter the following command:
pipe tso listcat | strnfind PREFIX.PIPE.| terminal
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3.99.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.99.2 Example 2
In the following example, STRLITERAL writes a record that contains a description of the terminal output that the TSO
LISTDS command generates:
pipe tso listds pipe.exec | strliteral /One DSN:/ | terminal
One DSN:
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-READY

Note that the STRLITERAL stage command writes the specified record to the output stream ahead of the records it
receives from the TSO stage command.
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3.100.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.100.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTCAT command returns a heading line followed by one line of information for each data set in your
catalog. To display the names for every data set in your catalog except those data sets with PIPE as the second qualifier,
enter the following command:
pipe tso listcat | strnfind PREFIX.PIPE.| terminal
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3.101.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.101.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE.DIRECTRY, that begin with the letters A through
O and to write these records to a data set called PHONE.A-O, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strtolabel /P -/ | > PHONE.A-O
Figure 124 and Figure 125 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE.A-O, after
execution of the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 124. STRTOLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.A-O ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000008 K - O
| 000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|
|

Figure 125. STRTOLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.101.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.101.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the STRTOLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strtolabel /P - T / | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. In most cases, PHONE.DIRECTRY would not have trailing blanks;
therefore, the target string would not be found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is an F-format data set, each record is padded with blanks; therefore, STRTOLABEL would
find the target string P - T.
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3.100.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.100.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTCAT command returns a heading line followed by one line of information for each data set in your
catalog. To display the names for every data set in your catalog except those data sets with PIPE as the second qualifier,
enter the following command:
pipe tso listcat | strnfind PREFIX.PIPE.| terminal
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3.101.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.101.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the STRTOLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strtolabel /P - T / | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. In most cases, PHONE.DIRECTRY would not have trailing blanks;
therefore, the target string would not be found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is an F-format data set, each record is padded with blanks; therefore, STRTOLABEL would
find the target string P - T.
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3.102.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.102.1 Example 1
To select entries from a phone directory data set called PHONE.DIRECTRY that have a last name of SMITH and to
write these records to the existing data set called PHONE.SMITH, issue the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< PHONE.DIRECTRY',
/* read PHONE.DIRECTRY */
|
|
'| strfrlabel /Smith,/',
/* write records starting with first */
|
|
/* record that begins with Smith */,
|
|
'| strwhilelabel /Smith,/', /* stop when find non-Smith record */
|
|
'| > PHONE.SMITH'
/* write the records to PHONE.SMITH */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< PHONE.DIRECTRY

reads the records from the data set PHONE.DIRECTRY into the pipeline.

discards all records up to the first one that begins with the string Smith, and writes that
record and all subsequent records to its primary output stream.

strfrlabel /Smith,/

copies all records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream up to the
first record that does not start with the string Smith,. It discards all subsequent records.

strwhilelabel /Smith,/

reads the records from its primary input stream and rewrites them to the existing data set
PHONE.SMITH.
> PHONE.SMITH

Figure 126 and Figure 127 show the contents of the input data set, PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data
set, PHONE.SMITH, after issuing the previous exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 126. STRWHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.SMITH ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000002 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000003 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 127. STRWHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.101.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.101.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the STRTOLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strtolabel /P - T / | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. In most cases, PHONE.DIRECTRY would not have trailing blanks;
therefore, the target string would not be found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is an F-format data set, each record is padded with blanks; therefore, STRTOLABEL would
find the target string P - T.
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3.102.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.102.1 Example 1
To select entries from a phone directory data set called PHONE.DIRECTRY that have a last name of SMITH and to
write these records to the existing data set called PHONE.SMITH, issue the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< PHONE.DIRECTRY',
/* read PHONE.DIRECTRY */
|
|
'| strfrlabel /Smith,/',
/* write records starting with first */
|
|
/* record that begins with Smith */,
|
|
'| strwhilelabel /Smith,/', /* stop when find non-Smith record */
|
|
'| > PHONE.SMITH'
/* write the records to PHONE.SMITH */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< PHONE.DIRECTRY

reads the records from the data set PHONE.DIRECTRY into the pipeline.

discards all records up to the first one that begins with the string Smith, and writes that
record and all subsequent records to its primary output stream.

strfrlabel /Smith,/

copies all records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream up to the
first record that does not start with the string Smith,. It discards all subsequent records.

strwhilelabel /Smith,/

reads the records from its primary input stream and rewrites them to the existing data set
PHONE.SMITH.
> PHONE.SMITH

Figure 126 and Figure 127 show the contents of the input data set, PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data
set, PHONE.SMITH, after issuing the previous exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 126. STRWHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.SMITH ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000002 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000003 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 127. STRWHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.103.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.103.1 Example 1
You can use SUBCOM stage command with a TSO argument to list additional information on all of the data sets in
your catalog. DROP 1 is used to discard the heading line that TSO LISTCAT writes to its primary output stream. The
SPECS stage command places LISTDS in front of the data set names and places the data set names in quotes. SUBCOM
TSO then passes the LISTDS commands to TSO and displays the result on the terminal.
pipe tso listcat | drop 1| specs /listds '/ 1 1-* n /'/ n | subcom tso
The resulting terminal output looks like the following:

PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
V
256
260
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.ACCOUNT.OUTPUT
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
V
256
260
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.ACCTPACK.FILE
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
1024 4096
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, SUBCOM ends immediately upon receipt of a negative return code from
a subcommand, and that negative return code becomes the return code for the SUBCOM stage command. If its
secondary output stream is not connected and no subcommand completes with a negative return code, then the return
code for the SUBCOM stage command is the highest return code received from any of the subcommands issued by the
stage command. Thus, a positive or zero return code from SUBCOM indicates that all of the subcommands were
executed, while a negative return code may indicate that some subcommands were not.
If its secondary output stream is connected, SUBCOM continues to run even if a subcommand receives a negative return
code. The return code from each subcommand is written to the secondary output stream. If its secondary output stream
is connected, the return code is zero unless the stage command is specified incorrectly.
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3.102.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.102.1 Example 1
To select entries from a phone directory data set called PHONE.DIRECTRY that have a last name of SMITH and to
write these records to the existing data set called PHONE.SMITH, issue the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< PHONE.DIRECTRY',
/* read PHONE.DIRECTRY */
|
|
'| strfrlabel /Smith,/',
/* write records starting with first */
|
|
/* record that begins with Smith */,
|
|
'| strwhilelabel /Smith,/', /* stop when find non-Smith record */
|
|
'| > PHONE.SMITH'
/* write the records to PHONE.SMITH */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< PHONE.DIRECTRY

reads the records from the data set PHONE.DIRECTRY into the pipeline.

discards all records up to the first one that begins with the string Smith, and writes that
record and all subsequent records to its primary output stream.

strfrlabel /Smith,/

copies all records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream up to the
first record that does not start with the string Smith,. It discards all subsequent records.

strwhilelabel /Smith,/

reads the records from its primary input stream and rewrites them to the existing data set
PHONE.SMITH.
> PHONE.SMITH

Figure 126 and Figure 127 show the contents of the input data set, PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data
set, PHONE.SMITH, after issuing the previous exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 126. STRWHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.SMITH ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000002 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000003 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 127. STRWHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.103.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.103.1 Example 1
You can use SUBCOM stage command with a TSO argument to list additional information on all of the data sets in
your catalog. DROP 1 is used to discard the heading line that TSO LISTCAT writes to its primary output stream. The
SPECS stage command places LISTDS in front of the data set names and places the data set names in quotes. SUBCOM
TSO then passes the LISTDS commands to TSO and displays the result on the terminal.
pipe tso listcat | drop 1| specs /listds '/ 1 1-* n /'/ n | subcom tso
The resulting terminal output looks like the following:

PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
V
256
260
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.ACCOUNT.OUTPUT
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
V
256
260
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.ACCTPACK.FILE
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
1024 4096
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, SUBCOM ends immediately upon receipt of a negative return code from
a subcommand, and that negative return code becomes the return code for the SUBCOM stage command. If its
secondary output stream is not connected and no subcommand completes with a negative return code, then the return
code for the SUBCOM stage command is the highest return code received from any of the subcommands issued by the
stage command. Thus, a positive or zero return code from SUBCOM indicates that all of the subcommands were
executed, while a negative return code may indicate that some subcommands were not.
If its secondary output stream is connected, SUBCOM continues to run even if a subcommand receives a negative return
code. The return code from each subcommand is written to the secondary output stream. If its secondary output stream
is connected, the return code is zero unless the stage command is specified incorrectly.
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3.104.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.104.1 Example 1
------------------------- Notes to reviewers: -------------------------Need examples.
|---------------------- End of Notes to reviewers: ----------------------|
Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
>0

There were no other stages that were ready to run. The stage was resumed immediately.
The return code is set to the number of other stages that were ready to run at the time the stage was suspended.
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3.103.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.103.1 Example 1
You can use SUBCOM stage command with a TSO argument to list additional information on all of the data sets in
your catalog. DROP 1 is used to discard the heading line that TSO LISTCAT writes to its primary output stream. The
SPECS stage command places LISTDS in front of the data set names and places the data set names in quotes. SUBCOM
TSO then passes the LISTDS commands to TSO and displays the result on the terminal.
pipe tso listcat | drop 1| specs /listds '/ 1 1-* n /'/ n | subcom tso
The resulting terminal output looks like the following:

PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
V
256
260
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.ACCOUNT.OUTPUT
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
V
256
260
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.ACCTPACK.FILE
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
1024 4096
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, SUBCOM ends immediately upon receipt of a negative return code from
a subcommand, and that negative return code becomes the return code for the SUBCOM stage command. If its
secondary output stream is not connected and no subcommand completes with a negative return code, then the return
code for the SUBCOM stage command is the highest return code received from any of the subcommands issued by the
stage command. Thus, a positive or zero return code from SUBCOM indicates that all of the subcommands were
executed, while a negative return code may indicate that some subcommands were not.
If its secondary output stream is connected, SUBCOM continues to run even if a subcommand receives a negative return
code. The return code from each subcommand is written to the secondary output stream. If its secondary output stream
is connected, the return code is zero unless the stage command is specified incorrectly.
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3.104.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.104.1 Example 1
------------------------- Notes to reviewers: -------------------------Need examples.
|---------------------- End of Notes to reviewers: ----------------------|
Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
>0

There were no other stages that were ready to run. The stage was resumed immediately.
The return code is set to the number of other stages that were ready to run at the time the stage was suspended.
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3.105.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.105.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec assigns the people in input data set PEOPLE.INPUT to a seat in input data set
SEATS.INPUT.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SEATING)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PEOPLE.INPUT',
/* read the list of people */
|
|
'| s: synchronize',
/* stop when one list ends */
|
|
'| o: overlay',
/* combine people and seats */
|
|
'| > SEATING.OUTPUT',
/* write results to output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SEATS.INPUT',
/* read the list of available seats */
|
|
'| specs 1-* 15',
/* move over to column 15 */
|
|
'| s:',
/* feed into SYNCHRONIZE */
|
|
'| o:'
/* feed into OVERLAY */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< PEOPLE.INPUT

reads the input data set containing the people's names.

defines a label s for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. In this example, SYNCHRONIZE reads records
from its primary and secondary input streams and copies the records to the corresponding output stream until one
of the streams reaches end of file.

s: synchronize

defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.

o: overlay

> SEATING.OUTPUT
?

writes the merged records to the existing data set SEATING.OUTPUT.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

< SEATS.INPUT

reads the input data set containing the available seats.

shifts the contents of the records 15 columns to the right. This allows OVERLAY to merge records
without loss of data.
specs 1-* 15

references the label on the SYNCHRONIZE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream
for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. SYNCHRONIZE stops reading when there are no more people or no more seats
to process.

s:

references the label on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the OVERLAY stage.

o:
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Given the input data sets shown in Figure 128 and Figure 129, the output data set resulting from issuing the SEATING
exec is shown in Figure 130.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PEOPLE.INPUT ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mary Lou
000002 Howard
000003 David
000004 Don
000005 Beth
000006 Jen
000007 Kris
000008 Jack
000009 Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 128. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SEATS.INPUT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1A
000002 1B
000003 1C
000004 2A
000005 2B
000006 2C
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 129. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SEATING.OUTPUT -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mary Lou
1A
000002 Howard
1B
000003 David
1C
000004 Don
2A
000005 Beth
2B
000006 Jen
2C
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 130. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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If you remove the SYNCHRONIZE stage from the SEATING exec (lines 4 and 10), the resulting output data set is
shown in Figure 131.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SEATING.OUTPUT -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mary Lou
1A
000002 Howard
1B
000003 David
1C
000004 Don
2A
000005 Beth
2B
000006 Jen
2C
000007 Kris
000008 Jack
000009 Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 131. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.105.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.105.2 Example 2
The GRIDIT user-written stage command in this example superimposes each record in the input stream of the calling
stage over a grid line which contains periods and blanks.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(GRIDIT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| literal' copies(left('.',10), 7), /* build grid */
|
|
'| duplicate *',
/* make copies of grid */
|
|
'| sync: synchronize', /* stop reading when an input reaches eof */
|
|
'| o: overlay',
/* overlay grid with input records */
|
|
'| *:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| sync:',
/* define secondary streams for SYNCHRONIZE */
|
|
'| o:'
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand in this example assigns ? as the pipeline end character. The stages of the
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand do the following:
literal copies(left('.',10), 7)
.

.

.

writes a line containing the following to its primary output stream:
.

.

.

.

The first period is written in the first column of the record.
duplicate * reads the line that was written by the LITERAL stage. DUPLICATE makes an infinite number of
copies of the line.

defines a label sync for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. In this example, SYNCHRONIZE reads
records from its primary and secondary input streams and copies the records to the corresponding output stream
until one of the streams reaches end of file.

sync: synchronize

defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary and
secondary streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.

o: overlay

connects the output stream of the OVERLAY stage to the input stream of the stage that follows the calling
stage.

*:
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

*:

connects the output stream of the stage preceding the calling stage to the secondary input stream of the
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SYNCHRONIZE stage.
sync: references the label on the SYNCHRONIZE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and
output streams for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. Because the primary input stream contains an infinite number of
records (grids), SYNCHRONIZE stops reading when the secondary input stream reaches end of file.

references the label on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
OVERLAY stage.

o:

Figure 132 shows an example of a PIPE command that uses a GRIDIT stage and the resulting terminal output.
pipe literal 4
1
2
4
5
READY

3
.

5|literal 1
.
.

.
.

2

.
.

3| gridit | terminal
.
.

Figure 132. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

If the SYNCHRONIZE stage was removed from GRIDIT, the previous PIPE command would display the same lines
shown in Figure 132. However, these lines would be followed by an unending number of grid lines.
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3.104.1 Example 1
------------------------- Notes to reviewers: -------------------------Need examples.
|---------------------- End of Notes to reviewers: ----------------------|
Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
>0

There were no other stages that were ready to run. The stage was resumed immediately.
The return code is set to the number of other stages that were ready to run at the time the stage was suspended.
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3.105.2 Example 2
The GRIDIT user-written stage command in this example superimposes each record in the input stream of the calling
stage over a grid line which contains periods and blanks.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(GRIDIT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| literal' copies(left('.',10), 7), /* build grid */
|
|
'| duplicate *',
/* make copies of grid */
|
|
'| sync: synchronize', /* stop reading when an input reaches eof */
|
|
'| o: overlay',
/* overlay grid with input records */
|
|
'| *:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| sync:',
/* define secondary streams for SYNCHRONIZE */
|
|
'| o:'
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand in this example assigns ? as the pipeline end character. The stages of the
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand do the following:
literal copies(left('.',10), 7)
.

.

.

writes a line containing the following to its primary output stream:
.

.

.

.

The first period is written in the first column of the record.
duplicate * reads the line that was written by the LITERAL stage. DUPLICATE makes an infinite number of
copies of the line.

defines a label sync for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. In this example, SYNCHRONIZE reads
records from its primary and secondary input streams and copies the records to the corresponding output stream
until one of the streams reaches end of file.

sync: synchronize

defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary and
secondary streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.

o: overlay

connects the output stream of the OVERLAY stage to the input stream of the stage that follows the calling
stage.

*:
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

*:

connects the output stream of the stage preceding the calling stage to the secondary input stream of the
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SYNCHRONIZE stage.
sync: references the label on the SYNCHRONIZE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and
output streams for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. Because the primary input stream contains an infinite number of
records (grids), SYNCHRONIZE stops reading when the secondary input stream reaches end of file.

references the label on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
OVERLAY stage.

o:

Figure 132 shows an example of a PIPE command that uses a GRIDIT stage and the resulting terminal output.
pipe literal 4
1
2
4
5
READY

3
.

5|literal 1
.
.

.
.

2

.
.

3| gridit | terminal
.
.

Figure 132. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

If the SYNCHRONIZE stage was removed from GRIDIT, the previous PIPE command would display the same lines
shown in Figure 132. However, these lines would be followed by an unending number of grid lines.
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3.106.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
If you specify an argument string, the string is processed before sysdsn processes reads input records, as if it was an
input record.
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3.106.2 Usage Notes

1. sysdsn strictly does not delay the record.
2. sysdsn starts on commit level -2. It commits to level 0 before processing data.
3. sysdsn ends when it discovers that its primary output stream is no connected.
4. Data set names must follow MVS naming conventions.
5. Enclose a fully-qualified name in quotes. Otherwise, the userid prefix is prepended to data set names.
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3.106.3 Related Commands
listdsi and state.
Examples
To test for the existence of a data set:
pipe sysdsn 'sys1.parmlib' ¦ terminal
OK
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3.105.2 Example 2
The GRIDIT user-written stage command in this example superimposes each record in the input stream of the calling
stage over a grid line which contains periods and blanks.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(GRIDIT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| literal' copies(left('.',10), 7), /* build grid */
|
|
'| duplicate *',
/* make copies of grid */
|
|
'| sync: synchronize', /* stop reading when an input reaches eof */
|
|
'| o: overlay',
/* overlay grid with input records */
|
|
'| *:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| sync:',
/* define secondary streams for SYNCHRONIZE */
|
|
'| o:'
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand in this example assigns ? as the pipeline end character. The stages of the
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand do the following:
literal copies(left('.',10), 7)
.

.

.

writes a line containing the following to its primary output stream:
.

.

.

.

The first period is written in the first column of the record.
duplicate * reads the line that was written by the LITERAL stage. DUPLICATE makes an infinite number of
copies of the line.

defines a label sync for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. In this example, SYNCHRONIZE reads
records from its primary and secondary input streams and copies the records to the corresponding output stream
until one of the streams reaches end of file.

sync: synchronize

defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary and
secondary streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.

o: overlay

connects the output stream of the OVERLAY stage to the input stream of the stage that follows the calling
stage.

*:
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

*:

connects the output stream of the stage preceding the calling stage to the secondary input stream of the
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SYNCHRONIZE stage.
sync: references the label on the SYNCHRONIZE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and
output streams for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. Because the primary input stream contains an infinite number of
records (grids), SYNCHRONIZE stops reading when the secondary input stream reaches end of file.

references the label on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
OVERLAY stage.

o:

Figure 132 shows an example of a PIPE command that uses a GRIDIT stage and the resulting terminal output.
pipe literal 4
1
2
4
5
READY

3
.

5|literal 1
.
.

.
.

2

.
.

3| gridit | terminal
.
.

Figure 132. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

If the SYNCHRONIZE stage was removed from GRIDIT, the previous PIPE command would display the same lines
shown in Figure 132. However, these lines would be followed by an unending number of grid lines.
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3.106.3 Related Commands
listdsi and state.
Examples
To test for the existence of a data set:
pipe sysdsn 'sys1.parmlib' ¦ terminal
OK
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3.107.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands

OUTDESCRIPT
Specifies an output descriptor, which has been defined by the TSO/E command OUTDES or the JCL statement
OUTPUT. The output descriptor is one to twelve characters and is translated to uppercase. By default, no output
descriptor is associated with the data set. Only one output descriptor is supported.
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3.107.2 Usage Notes

1. sysout does not delay the record.
2. sysout starts on commit level -2000000000. sysout allocates the data set, opens it, and commits to level 0.
3. If the options supported by sysout are not adequate for your application, use the ALLOCATE command to
allocate a SYSOUT data set and then use > DD= to write the data set.
4. Specify a class on TSO/E. The default output class is usually purged.
5. printmc is a synonym for sysout, which sets MACHINE by default.
6. punch is a synonym for sysout, which does not set carriage control by default.
7. Option code J is not supported.
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3.107.3 Related Commands
> and >>.
Examples
To send a one-card message:
pipe literal Hello, there? ¦ sysout
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3.106.3 Related Commands
listdsi and state.
Examples
To test for the existence of a data set:
pipe sysdsn 'sys1.parmlib' ¦ terminal
OK
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3.107.3 Related Commands
> and >>.
Examples
To send a one-card message:
pipe literal Hello, there? ¦ sysout
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3.108.1 Example 1
Use the following PIPE command display the user ID under which the current TSO session is logged on:
pipe sysvar sysuid | terminal
SMITHSC
READY
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3.107.3 Related Commands
> and >>.
Examples
To send a one-card message:
pipe literal Hello, there? ¦ sysout
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3.108.1 Example 1
Use the following PIPE command display the user ID under which the current TSO session is logged on:
pipe sysvar sysuid | terminal
SMITHSC
READY
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3.109.1 Example 1
The TSO QUERY ACCESSED command displays a heading line followed by a line for each data set you have
cataloged. To display at your terminal the heading line followed by information about only your first cataloged data set
enter the following command:
pipe tso listcat | take 2 | terminal
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3.109.2 Example 2
To display at your terminal the last 5 lines of the data set PROFILE.FILE, enter the following command:
pipe < PROFILE.FILE | take last 5 | terminal
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3.108.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.108.1 Example 1
Use the following PIPE command display the user ID under which the current TSO session is logged on:
pipe sysvar sysuid | terminal
SMITHSC
READY
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3.109.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.109.2 Example 2
To display at your terminal the last 5 lines of the data set PROFILE.FILE, enter the following command:
pipe < PROFILE.FILE | take last 5 | terminal
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3.110.1 Example 1
To display the first 10 lines of the data set PROFILE.SET at your terminal, enter the following:
pipe < PROFILE.SET | take 10 | terminal

The < stage command reads records from PROFILE.SET and writes them to its primary output stream. The TAKE stage
reads the records written by the < stage command. After 10 records have been read, TAKE disconnects its input stream.
Therefore, < reads no more records.
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3.109.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.109.2 Example 2
To display at your terminal the last 5 lines of the data set PROFILE.FILE, enter the following command:
pipe < PROFILE.FILE | take last 5 | terminal
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3.110.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.110.1 Example 1
To display the first 10 lines of the data set PROFILE.SET at your terminal, enter the following:
pipe < PROFILE.SET | take 10 | terminal

The < stage command reads records from PROFILE.SET and writes them to its primary output stream. The TAKE stage
reads the records written by the < stage command. After 10 records have been read, TAKE disconnects its input stream.
Therefore, < reads no more records.
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3.111.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.111.1 Example 1
To see what the current time of the day is, use the following PIPE command:
pipe literal is the time
10491700 is the time
READY

| timestamp | terminal

The output shows that it is 10:49:17.
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3.111.2 Example 2
To display the current date and time of the day in an easily readable format, use the following exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DAYTIME)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal',
/* Provide a record
*/
|
|
'| timestamp 16',
/* Get full timestamp information
*/
|
|
'| specs 5.2 1 ?/? next',
/* Rearrange data into readable form */
|
|
'7.2 next ?/? next',
|
|
'1.4 next / / next',
|
|
'9.2 next /:/ next',
|
|
'11.2 next /:/ next',
|
|
'13.2 next',
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write the results to the terminal */
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The resulting output after this exec is issued looks similar to the following:
daytime
10/24/1994 10:44:56
READY
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3.110.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.110.1 Example 1
To display the first 10 lines of the data set PROFILE.SET at your terminal, enter the following:
pipe < PROFILE.SET | take 10 | terminal

The < stage command reads records from PROFILE.SET and writes them to its primary output stream. The TAKE stage
reads the records written by the < stage command. After 10 records have been read, TAKE disconnects its input stream.
Therefore, < reads no more records.
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3.111.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.111.2 Example 2
To display the current date and time of the day in an easily readable format, use the following exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DAYTIME)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal',
/* Provide a record
*/
|
|
'| timestamp 16',
/* Get full timestamp information
*/
|
|
'| specs 5.2 1 ?/? next',
/* Rearrange data into readable form */
|
|
'7.2 next ?/? next',
|
|
'1.4 next / / next',
|
|
'9.2 next /:/ next',
|
|
'11.2 next /:/ next',
|
|
'13.2 next',
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write the results to the terminal */
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The resulting output after this exec is issued looks similar to the following:
daytime
10/24/1994 10:44:56
READY
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3.112.1 Example 1
Given the input data set shown in Figure 133, use the following command to parse records in PRINT.FILE into blankdelimited words:
pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokenize // | terminal
Figure 134 shows the resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PRINT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 PRINT PROFILE (LINECOUN 30)
000002 PRINT TEST
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 133. TOKENIZE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokenize // | terminal
PRINT
PROFILE
(LINECOUN
30)
PRINT
TEST
READY

Figure 134. TOKENIZE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.112.2 Example 2
To tokenize input records into 8-byte records, use the following user-written stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TOKDATA)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| tokenize /()/ / /', /* parse input records */
|
|
'| pad 8',
/* pad short tokens to 8 characters */
|
|
'| chop 8',
/* truncate long tokens to 8 characters */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate tokens to uppercase */
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

is an input connector. It attaches the input stream for the TOKDATA stage to the subroutine pipeline. Records
flow from the input stream for TOKDATA through this input connector into the TOKENIZE stage in the
subroutine pipeline.

*:

parses each input record where a blank, a left parenthesis, and a right parenthesis delimit the
tokens. The left and right parentheses are also tokens. tokenize /()/ / / also writes a blank record at the end of
the set of records derived from each input record.

tokenize /()/ / /

extends the records to the length of 8 (if the input records are less than eight), pads the records on the right
with blanks, and writes the padded records to its primary output stream, if connected.

pad 8

chop 8 reads the input records, truncates the input records after column 8, and writes the truncated records to its
primary output stream, if connected.
xlate upper reads the input records, translates the alphabetic characters to uppercase, and writes the translated
records to its primary output stream, if connected.

is an output connector. It attaches the output stream for the TOKDATA stage to the subroutine pipeline.
Records flow from the XLATE stage in the subroutine pipeline through this output connector into the output
stream from the TOKDATA stage.
*:

For example, use the following command to parse the input records shown in Figure 133 in topic 3.112.1 into 8-byte
records:
pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokdata | terminal
Figure 135 shows the resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.
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pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokdata | terminal
PRINT
PROFILE
(
LINECOUN
30
)
PRINT
TEST
READY

Figure 135. TOKENIZE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.111.2 Example 2
To display the current date and time of the day in an easily readable format, use the following exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DAYTIME)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal',
/* Provide a record
*/
|
|
'| timestamp 16',
/* Get full timestamp information
*/
|
|
'| specs 5.2 1 ?/? next',
/* Rearrange data into readable form */
|
|
'7.2 next ?/? next',
|
|
'1.4 next / / next',
|
|
'9.2 next /:/ next',
|
|
'11.2 next /:/ next',
|
|
'13.2 next',
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write the results to the terminal */
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The resulting output after this exec is issued looks similar to the following:
daytime
10/24/1994 10:44:56
READY
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3.112.2 Example 2
To tokenize input records into 8-byte records, use the following user-written stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TOKDATA)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| tokenize /()/ / /', /* parse input records */
|
|
'| pad 8',
/* pad short tokens to 8 characters */
|
|
'| chop 8',
/* truncate long tokens to 8 characters */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate tokens to uppercase */
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

is an input connector. It attaches the input stream for the TOKDATA stage to the subroutine pipeline. Records
flow from the input stream for TOKDATA through this input connector into the TOKENIZE stage in the
subroutine pipeline.

*:

parses each input record where a blank, a left parenthesis, and a right parenthesis delimit the
tokens. The left and right parentheses are also tokens. tokenize /()/ / / also writes a blank record at the end of
the set of records derived from each input record.

tokenize /()/ / /

extends the records to the length of 8 (if the input records are less than eight), pads the records on the right
with blanks, and writes the padded records to its primary output stream, if connected.

pad 8

chop 8 reads the input records, truncates the input records after column 8, and writes the truncated records to its
primary output stream, if connected.
xlate upper reads the input records, translates the alphabetic characters to uppercase, and writes the translated
records to its primary output stream, if connected.

is an output connector. It attaches the output stream for the TOKDATA stage to the subroutine pipeline.
Records flow from the XLATE stage in the subroutine pipeline through this output connector into the output
stream from the TOKDATA stage.
*:

For example, use the following command to parse the input records shown in Figure 133 in topic 3.112.1 into 8-byte
records:
pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokdata | terminal
Figure 135 shows the resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.
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pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokdata | terminal
PRINT
PROFILE
(
LINECOUN
30
)
PRINT
TEST
READY

Figure 135. TOKENIZE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.113.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that begin with the letters A through
O and to write these records to a data set called PHONE.A-O, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | tolabel P -| > PHONE.A-O
Figure 136 and Figure 137 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE.A-O, after
execution of this PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

Figure 136. TOLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.A-O ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000008 K - O
| 000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|
|

Figure 137. TOLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.113.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the TOLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | tolabel P - T | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. In most cases, PHONE.DIRECTRY would not have trailing blanks;
therefore, the target string would not be found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is a fixed-format data set, each record is padded with blanks; therefore, TOLABEL would find
the target string P - T .
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3.112.2 Example 2
To tokenize input records into 8-byte records, use the following user-written stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TOKDATA)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| tokenize /()/ / /', /* parse input records */
|
|
'| pad 8',
/* pad short tokens to 8 characters */
|
|
'| chop 8',
/* truncate long tokens to 8 characters */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate tokens to uppercase */
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

is an input connector. It attaches the input stream for the TOKDATA stage to the subroutine pipeline. Records
flow from the input stream for TOKDATA through this input connector into the TOKENIZE stage in the
subroutine pipeline.

*:

parses each input record where a blank, a left parenthesis, and a right parenthesis delimit the
tokens. The left and right parentheses are also tokens. tokenize /()/ / / also writes a blank record at the end of
the set of records derived from each input record.

tokenize /()/ / /

extends the records to the length of 8 (if the input records are less than eight), pads the records on the right
with blanks, and writes the padded records to its primary output stream, if connected.

pad 8

chop 8 reads the input records, truncates the input records after column 8, and writes the truncated records to its
primary output stream, if connected.
xlate upper reads the input records, translates the alphabetic characters to uppercase, and writes the translated
records to its primary output stream, if connected.

is an output connector. It attaches the output stream for the TOKDATA stage to the subroutine pipeline.
Records flow from the XLATE stage in the subroutine pipeline through this output connector into the output
stream from the TOKDATA stage.
*:

For example, use the following command to parse the input records shown in Figure 133 in topic 3.112.1 into 8-byte
records:
pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokdata | terminal
Figure 135 shows the resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.
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pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokdata | terminal
PRINT
PROFILE
(
LINECOUN
30
)
PRINT
TEST
READY

Figure 135. TOKENIZE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.113.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the TOLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | tolabel P - T | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. In most cases, PHONE.DIRECTRY would not have trailing blanks;
therefore, the target string would not be found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is a fixed-format data set, each record is padded with blanks; therefore, TOLABEL would find
the target string P - T .
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3.114.1 Example 1
In the following PIPE command, TOTARGET selects all records up to but not including the first null record (the first
record that is not at least one byte long):
pipe < TEST.FILE | strip | totarget nlocate 1 | terminal
Since strip removes leading and trailing blanks, it creates a null record
from each input record that is all blanks. In this example, nlocate 1
rejects records that are at least one byte long, so it selects only null
records. Thus, nlocate 1 reads records and if they are one byte or more
in length writes them to its secondary output stream, which causes
TOTARGET to write them to its primary output stream. When nlocate 1 gets
its first null record, it writes that record to its primary output stream,
triggering TOTARGET to short the remaining input stream to its secondary
output stream, starting with the first null record.
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3.114.2 Example 2
This example shows how TOTARGET can provide function similar to TOLABEL with the addition that TOTARGET
can select records with a specified target string that does not start in the first column. The following REXX exec
searches the data set NUMBER.SETS until it locates a set of numbers that contains a 3, which is the set 1 2 3 in this
example. The TARGET exec then writes to the terminal all sets of numbers which precede the set 1 2 3. The set 1 2 3
and all sets of numbers which follow the set 1 2 3 are written to the secondary output stream of TOTARGET and then
passed to the > stage command which writes the records to the existing data set OTHER.LINES.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TARGET)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < NUMBER.SETS',
/* read NUMBER.SETS
*/
|
|
'| f: totarget locate /3/', /* find first record with a 3
*/
|
|
'| terminal' ,
/* display records at terminal
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* define second output for TOTARGET */
|
|
'| > OTHER.LINES'
/* write records to OTHER.LINES
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

After execution of this exec the terminal displays the following:
target
4 5 6
5 6 7
6 7 8
READY

Figure 138 shows the primary input stream for the TOTARGET stage, Figure 139 shows the resulting output data set
OTHER.LINES.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NUMBER.SETS ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 4 5 6
000002 5 6 7
000003 6 7 8
000004 1 2 3
000005 2 3 4
000006 3 4 5

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 138. TOTARGET Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(NUMBER.SETS)
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OTHER.LINES ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3
000002 2 3 4
000003 3 4 5

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 139. TOTARGET Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OTHER.LINES)

Return Codes
If TOTARGET finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received from the specified stage command.
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3.113.2 Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the TOLABEL command. If you enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | tolabel P - T | > PHONE.A-O
the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the
search. In most cases, PHONE.DIRECTRY would not have trailing blanks;
therefore, the target string would not be found.

If PHONE.DIRECTRY is a fixed-format data set, each record is padded with blanks; therefore, TOLABEL would find
the target string P - T .
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3.114.2 Example 2
This example shows how TOTARGET can provide function similar to TOLABEL with the addition that TOTARGET
can select records with a specified target string that does not start in the first column. The following REXX exec
searches the data set NUMBER.SETS until it locates a set of numbers that contains a 3, which is the set 1 2 3 in this
example. The TARGET exec then writes to the terminal all sets of numbers which precede the set 1 2 3. The set 1 2 3
and all sets of numbers which follow the set 1 2 3 are written to the secondary output stream of TOTARGET and then
passed to the > stage command which writes the records to the existing data set OTHER.LINES.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TARGET)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < NUMBER.SETS',
/* read NUMBER.SETS
*/
|
|
'| f: totarget locate /3/', /* find first record with a 3
*/
|
|
'| terminal' ,
/* display records at terminal
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* define second output for TOTARGET */
|
|
'| > OTHER.LINES'
/* write records to OTHER.LINES
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

After execution of this exec the terminal displays the following:
target
4 5 6
5 6 7
6 7 8
READY

Figure 138 shows the primary input stream for the TOTARGET stage, Figure 139 shows the resulting output data set
OTHER.LINES.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NUMBER.SETS ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 4 5 6
000002 5 6 7
000003 6 7 8
000004 1 2 3
000005 2 3 4
000006 3 4 5

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 138. TOTARGET Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(NUMBER.SETS)
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OTHER.LINES ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3
000002 2 3 4
000003 3 4 5

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 139. TOTARGET Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OTHER.LINES)

Return Codes
If TOTARGET finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received from the specified stage command.
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3.115.1 Example 1
To write to the data set named LISTCAT.RESULTS the results from issuing a TSO LISTCAT command, issue the
following after the data set LISTCAT.RESULTS has been allocated:
pipe tso listcat | > LISTCAT.RESULTS
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3.115.2 Example 2
Given a data set INPUT.LIST that contains a list of TSO commands like those shown in Figure 140, enter the following
command to execute the list of commands. The resulting output is written to the existing data set OUTPUT.LIST but is
not displayed at the terminal.
pipe < INPUT.LIST | tso | > OUTPUT.LIST

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.LIST ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 LISTDS PIPE.EXEC
000002 LISTDS TEMP
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 140. TSO Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, the TSO stage command ends immediately upon receipt of a negative
return code from a command, and that negative return code becomes the return code for the TSO stage command. If its
secondary output stream is not connected and no command completes with a negative return code, then the return code
for the TSO stage command is the highest return code received from any of the commands issued by the stage. Thus, a
positive or zero return code from a TSO stage command indicates that all of the commands were executed, while a
negative return code may indicate that some commands were not executed.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the TSO stage command continues to run even if a command receives a
negative return code. The return code from each command is written to the secondary output stream. If its secondary
output stream is connected, the return code for the TSO stage command is zero unless the stage command is specified
incorrectly.
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3.114.2 Example 2
This example shows how TOTARGET can provide function similar to TOLABEL with the addition that TOTARGET
can select records with a specified target string that does not start in the first column. The following REXX exec
searches the data set NUMBER.SETS until it locates a set of numbers that contains a 3, which is the set 1 2 3 in this
example. The TARGET exec then writes to the terminal all sets of numbers which precede the set 1 2 3. The set 1 2 3
and all sets of numbers which follow the set 1 2 3 are written to the secondary output stream of TOTARGET and then
passed to the > stage command which writes the records to the existing data set OTHER.LINES.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TARGET)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < NUMBER.SETS',
/* read NUMBER.SETS
*/
|
|
'| f: totarget locate /3/', /* find first record with a 3
*/
|
|
'| terminal' ,
/* display records at terminal
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* define second output for TOTARGET */
|
|
'| > OTHER.LINES'
/* write records to OTHER.LINES
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

After execution of this exec the terminal displays the following:
target
4 5 6
5 6 7
6 7 8
READY

Figure 138 shows the primary input stream for the TOTARGET stage, Figure 139 shows the resulting output data set
OTHER.LINES.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NUMBER.SETS ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 4 5 6
000002 5 6 7
000003 6 7 8
000004 1 2 3
000005 2 3 4
000006 3 4 5

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 138. TOTARGET Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(NUMBER.SETS)
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OTHER.LINES ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1 2 3
000002 2 3 4
000003 3 4 5

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 139. TOTARGET Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OTHER.LINES)

Return Codes
If TOTARGET finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received from the specified stage command.
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3.115.2 Example 2
Given a data set INPUT.LIST that contains a list of TSO commands like those shown in Figure 140, enter the following
command to execute the list of commands. The resulting output is written to the existing data set OUTPUT.LIST but is
not displayed at the terminal.
pipe < INPUT.LIST | tso | > OUTPUT.LIST

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.LIST ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 LISTDS PIPE.EXEC
000002 LISTDS TEMP
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 140. TSO Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, the TSO stage command ends immediately upon receipt of a negative
return code from a command, and that negative return code becomes the return code for the TSO stage command. If its
secondary output stream is not connected and no command completes with a negative return code, then the return code
for the TSO stage command is the highest return code received from any of the commands issued by the stage. Thus, a
positive or zero return code from a TSO stage command indicates that all of the commands were executed, while a
negative return code may indicate that some commands were not executed.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the TSO stage command continues to run even if a command receives a
negative return code. The return code from each command is written to the secondary output stream. If its secondary
output stream is connected, the return code for the TSO stage command is zero unless the stage command is specified
incorrectly.
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3.116.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes only the unique records from the data set EXERCISE.FILE to the terminal:
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique singles | terminal

Figure 141 shows the data set EXERCISE.FILE and Figure 142 shows the PIPE command and resulting terminal
output.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.EXERCISE.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 push-up
000002 sit-up
000003 sit-up
000004 knee-lift
000005 push-up
000006 push-up
000007 push-up
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 141. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique singles | terminal
push-up
knee-lift
READY

Figure 142. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Using the data set EXERCISE.FILE as shown in Figure 141 and specifying the MULTIPLE operand on the UNIQUE
stage, the following PIPE command writes only the duplicate records to the terminal:
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique multiple | terminal
sit-up
sit-up
push-up
push-up
push-up
READY
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Figure 143. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.116.2 Example 2
To determine the number of duplicate records in a data set, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique count | specs 1-10 1 11-* 12 | terminal

SPECS repositions its input stream data leaving a blank between the count and the remainder of the record.
Figure 141 in topic 3.116.1 shows the data set EXERCISE.FILE and Figure 144 shows the resulting terminal output.
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique count | specs 1-10 1 11-* 12 | terminal
1 push-up
2 sit-up
1 knee-lift
3 push-up
READY

Figure 144. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Although the first record and the last three records contain the same data (push-up), they are considered unique because
they are not adjacent to one another.
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3.116.3 Example 3
The following example uses a UNIQUE stage that specifies columns 20 through 30 as the key field; UNIQUE writes
records to its primary and secondary output streams:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UNIQUE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< WORKOUT.FILE',
/* read WORKOUT.FILE */
|
|
'| u: unique 20-30 first', /* compare columns 20-30 of records */
|
|
'| > ACTIVITY.FILE',
/* write unique & initial dup recs to data set*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'u:',
/* define secondary output for UNIQUE */
|
|
'| > DUPACT.FILE'
/* write remaining dups to data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< WORKOUT.FILE

reads the data set WORKOUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label u for the UNIQUE stage. UNIQUE compares the data in columns 20
through 30 in adjacent records. For each set of duplicate records found, UNIQUE writes the first record to its
primary output stream. The unique records are also written to the primary output stream. The remainder of the
duplicates are written to the secondary output stream.
u: unique 20-30 first

> ACTIVITY.FILE
?

writes the records to the data set ACTIVITY.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

u: references the label u on the UNIQUE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the UNIQUE stage. The duplicate records from the UNIQUE stage flow to the following > stage as its primary
input stream.
> DUPACT.FILE reads the records from the secondary output stream of the UNIQUE stage and writes them to the
data set DUPACT.FILE.

Figure 145 shows the input data set WORKOUT.FILE, and Figure 146 and Figure 147 show the resulting output data
sets.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.WORKOUT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7---

|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
000008
******

touch toes
flexibility
bench press
strength
jog
aerobic
bicycle
aerobic
row
aerobic
biceps curl
strength
heel press
flexibility
lunge
flexibility
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 145. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ACTIVITY.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 touch toes
flexibility
000002 bench press
strength
000003 jog
aerobic
000004 biceps curl
strength
000005 heel press
flexibility
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 146. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(ACTIVITY.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DUPACT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 bicycle
aerobic
000002 row
aerobic
000003 lunge
flexibility
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 147. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(DUPACT.FILE)
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3.115.2 Example 2
Given a data set INPUT.LIST that contains a list of TSO commands like those shown in Figure 140, enter the following
command to execute the list of commands. The resulting output is written to the existing data set OUTPUT.LIST but is
not displayed at the terminal.
pipe < INPUT.LIST | tso | > OUTPUT.LIST

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.LIST ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 LISTDS PIPE.EXEC
000002 LISTDS TEMP
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 140. TSO Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, the TSO stage command ends immediately upon receipt of a negative
return code from a command, and that negative return code becomes the return code for the TSO stage command. If its
secondary output stream is not connected and no command completes with a negative return code, then the return code
for the TSO stage command is the highest return code received from any of the commands issued by the stage. Thus, a
positive or zero return code from a TSO stage command indicates that all of the commands were executed, while a
negative return code may indicate that some commands were not executed.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the TSO stage command continues to run even if a command receives a
negative return code. The return code from each command is written to the secondary output stream. If its secondary
output stream is connected, the return code for the TSO stage command is zero unless the stage command is specified
incorrectly.
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3.116.3 Example 3
The following example uses a UNIQUE stage that specifies columns 20 through 30 as the key field; UNIQUE writes
records to its primary and secondary output streams:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UNIQUE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< WORKOUT.FILE',
/* read WORKOUT.FILE */
|
|
'| u: unique 20-30 first', /* compare columns 20-30 of records */
|
|
'| > ACTIVITY.FILE',
/* write unique & initial dup recs to data set*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'u:',
/* define secondary output for UNIQUE */
|
|
'| > DUPACT.FILE'
/* write remaining dups to data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< WORKOUT.FILE

reads the data set WORKOUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label u for the UNIQUE stage. UNIQUE compares the data in columns 20
through 30 in adjacent records. For each set of duplicate records found, UNIQUE writes the first record to its
primary output stream. The unique records are also written to the primary output stream. The remainder of the
duplicates are written to the secondary output stream.
u: unique 20-30 first

> ACTIVITY.FILE
?

writes the records to the data set ACTIVITY.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

u: references the label u on the UNIQUE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the UNIQUE stage. The duplicate records from the UNIQUE stage flow to the following > stage as its primary
input stream.
> DUPACT.FILE reads the records from the secondary output stream of the UNIQUE stage and writes them to the
data set DUPACT.FILE.

Figure 145 shows the input data set WORKOUT.FILE, and Figure 146 and Figure 147 show the resulting output data
sets.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.WORKOUT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7---

|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
000008
******

touch toes
flexibility
bench press
strength
jog
aerobic
bicycle
aerobic
row
aerobic
biceps curl
strength
heel press
flexibility
lunge
flexibility
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 145. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ACTIVITY.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 touch toes
flexibility
000002 bench press
strength
000003 jog
aerobic
000004 biceps curl
strength
000005 heel press
flexibility
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 146. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(ACTIVITY.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DUPACT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 bicycle
aerobic
000002 row
aerobic
000003 lunge
flexibility
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 147. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(DUPACT.FILE)
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3.117.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command reads the data set EMPLOYEE.PACKDATA, unpacks the data, and writes the records to
the existing data set EMPLOYEE.DATA:
pipe < EMPLOYEE.PACKDATA | unpack | > EMPLOYEE.DATA
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3.116.3 Example 3
The following example uses a UNIQUE stage that specifies columns 20 through 30 as the key field; UNIQUE writes
records to its primary and secondary output streams:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UNIQUE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< WORKOUT.FILE',
/* read WORKOUT.FILE */
|
|
'| u: unique 20-30 first', /* compare columns 20-30 of records */
|
|
'| > ACTIVITY.FILE',
/* write unique & initial dup recs to data set*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'u:',
/* define secondary output for UNIQUE */
|
|
'| > DUPACT.FILE'
/* write remaining dups to data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< WORKOUT.FILE

reads the data set WORKOUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label u for the UNIQUE stage. UNIQUE compares the data in columns 20
through 30 in adjacent records. For each set of duplicate records found, UNIQUE writes the first record to its
primary output stream. The unique records are also written to the primary output stream. The remainder of the
duplicates are written to the secondary output stream.
u: unique 20-30 first

> ACTIVITY.FILE
?

writes the records to the data set ACTIVITY.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

u: references the label u on the UNIQUE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the UNIQUE stage. The duplicate records from the UNIQUE stage flow to the following > stage as its primary
input stream.
> DUPACT.FILE reads the records from the secondary output stream of the UNIQUE stage and writes them to the
data set DUPACT.FILE.

Figure 145 shows the input data set WORKOUT.FILE, and Figure 146 and Figure 147 show the resulting output data
sets.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.WORKOUT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7---

|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
000008
******

touch toes
flexibility
bench press
strength
jog
aerobic
bicycle
aerobic
row
aerobic
biceps curl
strength
heel press
flexibility
lunge
flexibility
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 145. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ACTIVITY.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 touch toes
flexibility
000002 bench press
strength
000003 jog
aerobic
000004 biceps curl
strength
000005 heel press
flexibility
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 146. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(ACTIVITY.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DUPACT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 bicycle
aerobic
000002 row
aerobic
000003 lunge
flexibility
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 147. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(DUPACT.FILE)
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3.117.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.117.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command reads the data set EMPLOYEE.PACKDATA, unpacks the data, and writes the records to
the existing data set EMPLOYEE.DATA:
pipe < EMPLOYEE.PACKDATA | unpack | > EMPLOYEE.DATA
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3.118.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.118.1 Example 1
In this example, the percent sign is defined as the tab character. To space data in a record in columns 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21,
25, and 29, specify the following command:
pipe literal Do%re%me%fa%sol%la%ti%do! | change /%/ x05 | untab -4 | terminal
Do re me fa sol la ti do!
READY
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3.118.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.118.2 Example 2
In this example, the data in input data set GRADES.FILE is entered with a percent sign as the tab character. As each
record is completed, each % is translated to a X'05' tab character. To see the data in GRADES.FILE arranged in
columns, specify the following command:
pipe < grades.file
Student's Name
Jeremy
Emily
Thomas
Devin
Katie
READY

| change /%/ x05 | untab 1 20
Coloring Playing
Singing
B
A
A
A
A
C
C
B
A
C
B
A
C
A
C

30 40 50 | terminal
Napping
C
B
A
B
B
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3.117.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.117.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command reads the data set EMPLOYEE.PACKDATA, unpacks the data, and writes the records to
the existing data set EMPLOYEE.DATA:
pipe < EMPLOYEE.PACKDATA | unpack | > EMPLOYEE.DATA
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3.118.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.118.2 Example 2
In this example, the data in input data set GRADES.FILE is entered with a percent sign as the tab character. As each
record is completed, each % is translated to a X'05' tab character. To see the data in GRADES.FILE arranged in
columns, specify the following command:
pipe < grades.file
Student's Name
Jeremy
Emily
Thomas
Devin
Katie
READY

| change /%/ x05 | untab 1 20
Coloring Playing
Singing
B
A
A
A
A
C
C
B
A
C
B
A
C
A
C

30 40 50 | terminal
Napping
C
B
A
B
B
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3.119.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.119.1 Example 1
The following example applies an update to the data set MASTER.FILE:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UPDT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< MASTER.FILE',
/* read MASTER data set */
|
|
'| u: update 1-2',
/* apply updates from 2ndary input to primary */
|
|
'| > OUTMAST.FILE', /* write updated data set to OUTMAST.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< UPDATE.FILE',
/* read UPDATE.FILE */
|
|
'| u:',
/* define secondary streams for UPDATE */
|
|
'| > UPDLOG.FILE'
/* write update log to UPDLOG.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

specifies ? as the endchar character.

< MASTER.FILE

reads the data set MASTER.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label u for the UPDATE stage. UPDATE reads the update data set from its secondary
input stream and applies it to its primary input stream. It writes the updated data set to its primary output stream
and writes the update log to its secondary output stream (defined by the reference to the label u). The sequence
field is in columns 1 and 2.
u: update 1-2

receives the records that UPDATE writes to its primary output stream and writes them to the
data set OUTMAST.FILE. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

> OUTMAST.FILE
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

> UPDATE.FILE reads the data set UPDATE.FILE into the pipeline. UPDATE.FILE contains the control
information to make the updates to MASTER.FILE.

references the label u on the UPDATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the UPDATE stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the UPDATE stage as its
secondary input stream. The label also causes the secondary output stream records from the UPDATE stage to
flow to the following > stage.

u:

> UPDLOG.FILE

writes the update log to the data set UPDLOG.FILE.

The following list shows where the data sets in this example are displayed:
MASTER.FILE -- Figure 148
UPDATE.FILE -- Figure 149
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OUTMAST.FILE -- Figure 150
UPDLOG.FILE -- Figure 151.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MASTER.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 10 Smith, Angela
000002 20 Jones, Aaron
000003 30 Jones, Sara
000004 40 Smith, Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 148. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(MASTER.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.UPDATE.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ./ I 10
000002 15 Smith, Nicole
000003 ./ R 30
000004 30 Jones, Morgan
000005 ./ D 40
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 149. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(UPDATE.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTMAST.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 10 Smith, Angela
000002 15 Smith, Nicole
000003 20 Jones, Aaron
000004 30 Jones, Morgan
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 150. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OUTMAST.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.UPDLOG.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ./ I 10
000002
Inserting...
+++15 Smith, Nicole
000003 ./ R 30
000004
Deleting ...
---30 Jones, Sara
000005
Inserting...
+++30 Jones, Morgan
000006 ./ D 40
000007
Deleting ...
---40 Smith, Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 151. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(UPDLOG.FILE)

Return Codes
The following return codes may be written to the update log during processing:
Code Meaning
4
4
8
8
12

12
32

Resequence request that is not first in an update file.
Sequence error in the input master file.
Trouble with the resequence control card: Start or increment is not numeric.
Sequence error in the output master file.
Trouble with the sequence number field: A sequence number is not numeric, is longer than the sequence field
width, or the dollar sign is missing.
No record is found with the required sequence number.
Unsupported or missing control card.

If multiple errors occur, UPDATE returns the largest return code encountered.
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3.118.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.118.2 Example 2
In this example, the data in input data set GRADES.FILE is entered with a percent sign as the tab character. As each
record is completed, each % is translated to a X'05' tab character. To see the data in GRADES.FILE arranged in
columns, specify the following command:
pipe < grades.file
Student's Name
Jeremy
Emily
Thomas
Devin
Katie
READY

| change /%/ x05 | untab 1 20
Coloring Playing
Singing
B
A
A
A
A
C
C
B
A
C
B
A
C
A
C

30 40 50 | terminal
Napping
C
B
A
B
B
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3.119.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.119.1 Example 1
The following example applies an update to the data set MASTER.FILE:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UPDT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< MASTER.FILE',
/* read MASTER data set */
|
|
'| u: update 1-2',
/* apply updates from 2ndary input to primary */
|
|
'| > OUTMAST.FILE', /* write updated data set to OUTMAST.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< UPDATE.FILE',
/* read UPDATE.FILE */
|
|
'| u:',
/* define secondary streams for UPDATE */
|
|
'| > UPDLOG.FILE'
/* write update log to UPDLOG.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

specifies ? as the endchar character.

< MASTER.FILE

reads the data set MASTER.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label u for the UPDATE stage. UPDATE reads the update data set from its secondary
input stream and applies it to its primary input stream. It writes the updated data set to its primary output stream
and writes the update log to its secondary output stream (defined by the reference to the label u). The sequence
field is in columns 1 and 2.
u: update 1-2

receives the records that UPDATE writes to its primary output stream and writes them to the
data set OUTMAST.FILE. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

> OUTMAST.FILE
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

> UPDATE.FILE reads the data set UPDATE.FILE into the pipeline. UPDATE.FILE contains the control
information to make the updates to MASTER.FILE.

references the label u on the UPDATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the UPDATE stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the UPDATE stage as its
secondary input stream. The label also causes the secondary output stream records from the UPDATE stage to
flow to the following > stage.

u:

> UPDLOG.FILE

writes the update log to the data set UPDLOG.FILE.

The following list shows where the data sets in this example are displayed:
MASTER.FILE -- Figure 148
UPDATE.FILE -- Figure 149
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OUTMAST.FILE -- Figure 150
UPDLOG.FILE -- Figure 151.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MASTER.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 10 Smith, Angela
000002 20 Jones, Aaron
000003 30 Jones, Sara
000004 40 Smith, Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 148. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(MASTER.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.UPDATE.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ./ I 10
000002 15 Smith, Nicole
000003 ./ R 30
000004 30 Jones, Morgan
000005 ./ D 40
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 149. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(UPDATE.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTMAST.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 10 Smith, Angela
000002 15 Smith, Nicole
000003 20 Jones, Aaron
000004 30 Jones, Morgan
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 150. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OUTMAST.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.UPDLOG.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ./ I 10
000002
Inserting...
+++15 Smith, Nicole
000003 ./ R 30
000004
Deleting ...
---30 Jones, Sara
000005
Inserting...
+++30 Jones, Morgan
000006 ./ D 40
000007
Deleting ...
---40 Smith, Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 151. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(UPDLOG.FILE)

Return Codes
The following return codes may be written to the update log during processing:
Code Meaning
4
4
8
8
12

12
32

Resequence request that is not first in an update file.
Sequence error in the input master file.
Trouble with the resequence control card: Start or increment is not numeric.
Sequence error in the output master file.
Trouble with the sequence number field: A sequence number is not numeric, is longer than the sequence field
width, or the dollar sign is missing.
No record is found with the required sequence number.
Unsupported or missing control card.

If multiple errors occur, UPDATE returns the largest return code encountered.
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3.120.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.120.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec finds the more positive of two numbers passed to it as arguments and writes the largest
number to data set MAX.FILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FINDMAX)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg x y
/* get arguments in x and y */
|
|
maxnum = max(x, y)
/* find largest of the two */
|
|
'pipe var maxnum | > MAX.FILE'
/* write largest to MAX.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, VAR obtains the value of maxnum, which is the result from the REXX MAX function. The > stage
command writes the value obtained by the VAR stage to the existing data set.
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3.120.2 Example 2
To create an exec that examines the user's NAMES.LIST data set and issues different messages depending on whether
the data set contains more or fewer than 100 nicknames, write a REXX exec similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(CHECKNAM)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< NAMES.LIST',
/* read user's NAMES.LIST data set */
|
|
'| split before string /:/', /* split lines before colons */
|
|
'| find :nick.'||,
/* find beginning of a nickname */
|
|
'| count lines',
/* count the number of nicknames */
|
|
'| var namewrds'
/* set variable with the count */
|
|
/* issue msgs based on count */
|
|
if namewrds > 100 then say "You know lots of people, don't you!"
|
|
else say "You should try to get out more often!"
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< NAMES.LIST

reads the user's NAMES.LIST data set into the pipeline.

split before string /:/

divides input records just before each occurrence of a colon.

selects only those input records that begin with the :nick. tag. A REXX concatenation operator (||)
is used at the end of this stage to prevent REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the stage separator in
the next line. This is needed because trailing blanks are significant to FIND.
find :nick.

count lines

counts the number of lines in the input stream, which is the number of nicknames.

var namewrds

sets the REXX variable NAMEWRDS to the number of lines returned by COUNT.

if namewrds > 100...

nicknames.

writes different messages to the terminal depending on whether there were more than 100
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3.120.3 Example 3
To read in values and set the variable letter to the last value in the input stream, use a REXX exec similar to the
following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(READLAST)
*/ |
|
/**********************************************************************/
|
|
|
|
'pipe literal a b c | split | var letter tracking'
|
|
say 'The letter you want is ' letter
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The display on the terminal when you execute this exec is:
readlast
The letter you want is c
READY
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3.119.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.119.1 Example 1
The following example applies an update to the data set MASTER.FILE:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(UPDT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< MASTER.FILE',
/* read MASTER data set */
|
|
'| u: update 1-2',
/* apply updates from 2ndary input to primary */
|
|
'| > OUTMAST.FILE', /* write updated data set to OUTMAST.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< UPDATE.FILE',
/* read UPDATE.FILE */
|
|
'| u:',
/* define secondary streams for UPDATE */
|
|
'| > UPDLOG.FILE'
/* write update log to UPDLOG.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

specifies ? as the endchar character.

< MASTER.FILE

reads the data set MASTER.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label u for the UPDATE stage. UPDATE reads the update data set from its secondary
input stream and applies it to its primary input stream. It writes the updated data set to its primary output stream
and writes the update log to its secondary output stream (defined by the reference to the label u). The sequence
field is in columns 1 and 2.
u: update 1-2

receives the records that UPDATE writes to its primary output stream and writes them to the
data set OUTMAST.FILE. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

> OUTMAST.FILE
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

> UPDATE.FILE reads the data set UPDATE.FILE into the pipeline. UPDATE.FILE contains the control
information to make the updates to MASTER.FILE.

references the label u on the UPDATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the UPDATE stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the UPDATE stage as its
secondary input stream. The label also causes the secondary output stream records from the UPDATE stage to
flow to the following > stage.

u:

> UPDLOG.FILE

writes the update log to the data set UPDLOG.FILE.

The following list shows where the data sets in this example are displayed:
MASTER.FILE -- Figure 148
UPDATE.FILE -- Figure 149
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OUTMAST.FILE -- Figure 150
UPDLOG.FILE -- Figure 151.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MASTER.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 10 Smith, Angela
000002 20 Jones, Aaron
000003 30 Jones, Sara
000004 40 Smith, Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 148. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(MASTER.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.UPDATE.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ./ I 10
000002 15 Smith, Nicole
000003 ./ R 30
000004 30 Jones, Morgan
000005 ./ D 40
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 149. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(UPDATE.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTMAST.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 10 Smith, Angela
000002 15 Smith, Nicole
000003 20 Jones, Aaron
000004 30 Jones, Morgan
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 150. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OUTMAST.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.UPDLOG.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ./ I 10
000002
Inserting...
+++15 Smith, Nicole
000003 ./ R 30
000004
Deleting ...
---30 Jones, Sara
000005
Inserting...
+++30 Jones, Morgan
000006 ./ D 40
000007
Deleting ...
---40 Smith, Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 151. UPDATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(UPDLOG.FILE)

Return Codes
The following return codes may be written to the update log during processing:
Code Meaning
4
4
8
8
12

12
32

Resequence request that is not first in an update file.
Sequence error in the input master file.
Trouble with the resequence control card: Start or increment is not numeric.
Sequence error in the output master file.
Trouble with the sequence number field: A sequence number is not numeric, is longer than the sequence field
width, or the dollar sign is missing.
No record is found with the required sequence number.
Unsupported or missing control card.

If multiple errors occur, UPDATE returns the largest return code encountered.
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3.120.3 Example 3
To read in values and set the variable letter to the last value in the input stream, use a REXX exec similar to the
following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(READLAST)
*/ |
|
/**********************************************************************/
|
|
|
|
'pipe literal a b c | split | var letter tracking'
|
|
say 'The letter you want is ' letter
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The display on the terminal when you execute this exec is:
readlast
The letter you want is c
READY
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3.121.1 Example 1
If you want to list information about a certain number of data sets in your catalog, use a REXX exec similar to the
following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *******************************/
|
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTDSL)
*/
|
|
/*
--- To do a LISTDS on the first five files in your catalog
*/
|
|
/**********************************************************************/
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
|
|
'| drop 1',
|
|
'| spec recno 1 1-* 11',
|
|
'| take 5',
|
|
"| spec &/DSN.& 1 10.1 n &/'& n 11-* n &'& n",
|
|
'| > DATA.LIST',
|
|
'| varload'
|
|
do i = 1 to 5
|
|
'listds' DSN.i
|
|
end
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The contents of the data set DATA.LIST are shown in Figure 152. This information is also passed to the VARLOAD
stage command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DATA.LIST ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /DSN.1/'PREFIX.BRODCAST'
000002 /DSN.2/'PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL'
000003 /DSN.3/'PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA'
000004 /DSN.4/'PREFIX.GDG.BOOK'
000005 /DSN.5/'PREFIX.HELP'
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 152. VARLOAD Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(DATA.LIST)

Figure 153 shows the resulting output after execution of the LISTDSL exec:
PREFIX.BRODCAST
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
150
1500
PS
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SMS028
PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
80
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.GDG.BOOK
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
259
8000
PS
--VOLUMES-HSM038
PREFIX.HELP
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
80
19040
PO
--VOLUMES-TSO046

Figure 153. VARLOAD Stage Command Example: Terminal Output
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3.120.3 Example 3
To read in values and set the variable letter to the last value in the input stream, use a REXX exec similar to the
following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(READLAST)
*/ |
|
/**********************************************************************/
|
|
|
|
'pipe literal a b c | split | var letter tracking'
|
|
say 'The letter you want is ' letter
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The display on the terminal when you execute this exec is:
readlast
The letter you want is c
READY
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3.121.1 Example 1
If you want to list information about a certain number of data sets in your catalog, use a REXX exec similar to the
following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *******************************/
|
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTDSL)
*/
|
|
/*
--- To do a LISTDS on the first five files in your catalog
*/
|
|
/**********************************************************************/
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
|
|
'| drop 1',
|
|
'| spec recno 1 1-* 11',
|
|
'| take 5',
|
|
"| spec &/DSN.& 1 10.1 n &/'& n 11-* n &'& n",
|
|
'| > DATA.LIST',
|
|
'| varload'
|
|
do i = 1 to 5
|
|
'listds' DSN.i
|
|
end
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The contents of the data set DATA.LIST are shown in Figure 152. This information is also passed to the VARLOAD
stage command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DATA.LIST ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /DSN.1/'PREFIX.BRODCAST'
000002 /DSN.2/'PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL'
000003 /DSN.3/'PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA'
000004 /DSN.4/'PREFIX.GDG.BOOK'
000005 /DSN.5/'PREFIX.HELP'
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 152. VARLOAD Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(DATA.LIST)

Figure 153 shows the resulting output after execution of the LISTDSL exec:
PREFIX.BRODCAST
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
150
1500
PS
--VOLUMES-http://9.56.60.147:82/.../bookmgr/bookmgr.exe/handheld/Connected/BOOKS/ASF1A411/3.121.1?SHELF=asf1bs11&DT=20010719102525&[9/4/2019 1:43:16 PM]
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PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
80
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.GDG.BOOK
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
259
8000
PS
--VOLUMES-HSM038
PREFIX.HELP
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
80
19040
PO
--VOLUMES-TSO046

Figure 153. VARLOAD Stage Command Example: Terminal Output
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3.122.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command uses VCHAR to recode an input data set that contains four 6-bit characters packed into
every three 8-bit bytes:
pipe < DATA.FILE | vchar 6 8 | > NEWDATA.FILE

The output data set has each of the 6-bit characters in a separate 8-bit byte with 2 high-order zeros in each byte.
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3.122.2 Example 2
In this example, VCHAR converts ASCII characters from 6-bit code to 8-bit code:
pipe < ASCII.DATA | vchar 3 4 | > NEWASCII.DATA

VCHAR puts 3 input bits and a leading zero into each output halfbyte.
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3.121.1 Example 1
If you want to list information about a certain number of data sets in your catalog, use a REXX exec similar to the
following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *******************************/
|
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTDSL)
*/
|
|
/*
--- To do a LISTDS on the first five files in your catalog
*/
|
|
/**********************************************************************/
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
|
|
'| drop 1',
|
|
'| spec recno 1 1-* 11',
|
|
'| take 5',
|
|
"| spec &/DSN.& 1 10.1 n &/'& n 11-* n &'& n",
|
|
'| > DATA.LIST',
|
|
'| varload'
|
|
do i = 1 to 5
|
|
'listds' DSN.i
|
|
end
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The contents of the data set DATA.LIST are shown in Figure 152. This information is also passed to the VARLOAD
stage command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DATA.LIST ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /DSN.1/'PREFIX.BRODCAST'
000002 /DSN.2/'PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL'
000003 /DSN.3/'PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA'
000004 /DSN.4/'PREFIX.GDG.BOOK'
000005 /DSN.5/'PREFIX.HELP'
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 152. VARLOAD Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(DATA.LIST)

Figure 153 shows the resulting output after execution of the LISTDSL exec:
PREFIX.BRODCAST
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
150
1500
PS
--VOLUMES-http://9.56.60.147:82/...in/bookmgr/bookmgr.exe/handheld/Connected/BOOKS/ASF1A411/3.121.1?SHELF=asf1bs11&DT=20010719102525[9/4/2019 1:43:22 PM]
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SMS028
PREFIX.MVSPIPES.CNTL
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
80
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.EMPLOYEE.DATA
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PS
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
PREFIX.GDG.BOOK
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
259
8000
PS
--VOLUMES-HSM038
PREFIX.HELP
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB
80
19040
PO
--VOLUMES-TSO046

Figure 153. VARLOAD Stage Command Example: Terminal Output
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3.122.2 Example 2
In this example, VCHAR converts ASCII characters from 6-bit code to 8-bit code:
pipe < ASCII.DATA | vchar 3 4 | > NEWASCII.DATA

VCHAR puts 3 input bits and a leading zero into each output halfbyte.
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3.123.1 Type
Selection stage.
Operands
Specify ANYCASE to make the comparison case insensitive. An input range is optional. This specifies the part of the
record to be inspected. The delimited string enumerates the characters that are allowed within the input range.
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3.123.2 Stream Used
Records are read from the primary input stream. Secondary streams may be defined, but the secondary input stream
must not be connected.
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3.123.3 Usage Notes

1. An input record is written to exactly one output stream when both output streams are connected. verify strictly
does not delay the record.
2. verify starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and commits to level
0.
3. verify terminates when it discovers that no output stream is connected.
4. verify is similar to the REXX built-in function verify().
Examples
To verify that a range contains a number:
... ¦ verify 5.5 /0123456789/ ¦ ...

To verify that a range contains at least one non-numeric character:
... ¦ not verify 5.5 /0123456789/ ¦ ...
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3.122.2 Example 2
In this example, VCHAR converts ASCII characters from 6-bit code to 8-bit code:
pipe < ASCII.DATA | vchar 3 4 | > NEWASCII.DATA

VCHAR puts 3 input bits and a leading zero into each output halfbyte.
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3.123.3 Usage Notes

1. An input record is written to exactly one output stream when both output streams are connected. verify strictly
does not delay the record.
2. verify starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and commits to level
0.
3. verify terminates when it discovers that no output stream is connected.
4. verify is similar to the REXX built-in function verify().
Examples
To verify that a range contains a number:
... ¦ verify 5.5 /0123456789/ ¦ ...

To verify that a range contains at least one non-numeric character:
... ¦ not verify 5.5 /0123456789/ ¦ ...
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3.124.1 Example 1
To select entries from a phone directory data set called PHONE.DIRECTRY that have a last name of SMITH and to
write these records to a data set called PHONE.SMITH, issue the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PHONEDIR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< PHONE.DIRECTRY',
/* read PHONE.DIRECTRY */
|
|
'| frlabel Smith,'||,
/* write records starting with first */
|
|
/* record that begins with Smith */,
|
|
'| whilelabel Smith,'||, /* stop when find non-Smith record */
|
|
'| > PHONE.SMITH'
/* write the records to PHONE.SMITH */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< PHONE.DIRECTRY

reads the records from the data set PHONE.DIRECTRY into the pipeline.

discards all records up to the first one that begins with the string Smith, and writes that record
and all subsequent records to its primary output stream.

frlabel Smith,

The REXX concatenation operators (||) at the end of this stage and the next stage keep REXX from inserting a
blank before the stage separator at the beginning of the following line. The concatenation operators are needed
because trailing blanks are significant to FRLABEL and WHILELABEL.
whilelabel Smith, copies all records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream up to the first
record that does not start with the string Smith,. It discards all subsequent records.
> PHONE.SMITH reads the records from its primary input stream and writes them to the existing data set
PHONE.SMITH.

Figure 154 and Figure 155 show the contents of the input data set, PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data
set, PHONE.SMITH, after issuing the previous exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
000014
000015
******

Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
P - T
Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
U - Z
Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 154. WHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.SMITH ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000002 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000003 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 155. WHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.123.3 Usage Notes

1. An input record is written to exactly one output stream when both output streams are connected. verify strictly
does not delay the record.
2. verify starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and commits to level
0.
3. verify terminates when it discovers that no output stream is connected.
4. verify is similar to the REXX built-in function verify().
Examples
To verify that a range contains a number:
... ¦ verify 5.5 /0123456789/ ¦ ...

To verify that a range contains at least one non-numeric character:
... ¦ not verify 5.5 /0123456789/ ¦ ...
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3.124.1 Example 1
To select entries from a phone directory data set called PHONE.DIRECTRY that have a last name of SMITH and to
write these records to a data set called PHONE.SMITH, issue the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PHONEDIR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< PHONE.DIRECTRY',
/* read PHONE.DIRECTRY */
|
|
'| frlabel Smith,'||,
/* write records starting with first */
|
|
/* record that begins with Smith */,
|
|
'| whilelabel Smith,'||, /* stop when find non-Smith record */
|
|
'| > PHONE.SMITH'
/* write the records to PHONE.SMITH */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< PHONE.DIRECTRY

reads the records from the data set PHONE.DIRECTRY into the pipeline.

discards all records up to the first one that begins with the string Smith, and writes that record
and all subsequent records to its primary output stream.

frlabel Smith,

The REXX concatenation operators (||) at the end of this stage and the next stage keep REXX from inserting a
blank before the stage separator at the beginning of the following line. The concatenation operators are needed
because trailing blanks are significant to FRLABEL and WHILELABEL.
whilelabel Smith, copies all records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream up to the first
record that does not start with the string Smith,. It discards all subsequent records.
> PHONE.SMITH reads the records from its primary input stream and writes them to the existing data set
PHONE.SMITH.

Figure 154 and Figure 155 show the contents of the input data set, PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data
set, PHONE.SMITH, after issuing the previous exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
000014
000015
******

Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
P - T
Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
U - Z
Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 154. WHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.SMITH ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000002 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000003 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 155. WHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.125.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.125.1 Example 1
Use the following REXX exec to change all occurrences of 1993 to 1994 in a partitioned data set.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(CHANGEM)
*/ |
|
/*
- change 1993 to 1994 in all members of a PDS
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'listispf' pds,
/* get the member names and other info */
|
|
'| spec w1 1',
/* select just the member name
*/
|
|
'|f:fanout',
/* make a copy of the names
*/
|
|
'| specs /*COPY/ 1 w1 nw', /* create the delimiter record
*/
|
|
'|i:faninany',
/* put the delimiters with the contents*/
|
|
'| writepds' pds,
/* write the members back into the PDS */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* second copy of member name
*/
|
|
'| readpds' pds,
/* read the contents of the members
*/
|
|
'| change /1993/1994/',
/* make the change
*/
|
|
'|i:'
/* put contents with delimiter records */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following is an example of the WRITEPDS stage command's primary input stream records. The *COPY beginning
in column one indicates that WRITEPDS stores records in three members named FIRST, SECOND, and THIRD.
*COPY FIRST

Annual Report 1994
Money we HAD
$............
Money we SPEND $............
Money LEFT
$-...........
*COPY SECOND
We had more money in 1994 than today because
we spent too much money in 1994 and didn't
bring in any money in 1994.
*COPY THIRD
Lets just forget about money.
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3.124.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.124.1 Example 1
To select entries from a phone directory data set called PHONE.DIRECTRY that have a last name of SMITH and to
write these records to a data set called PHONE.SMITH, issue the following REXX exec:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PHONEDIR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< PHONE.DIRECTRY',
/* read PHONE.DIRECTRY */
|
|
'| frlabel Smith,'||,
/* write records starting with first */
|
|
/* record that begins with Smith */,
|
|
'| whilelabel Smith,'||, /* stop when find non-Smith record */
|
|
'| > PHONE.SMITH'
/* write the records to PHONE.SMITH */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< PHONE.DIRECTRY

reads the records from the data set PHONE.DIRECTRY into the pipeline.

discards all records up to the first one that begins with the string Smith, and writes that record
and all subsequent records to its primary output stream.

frlabel Smith,

The REXX concatenation operators (||) at the end of this stage and the next stage keep REXX from inserting a
blank before the stage separator at the beginning of the following line. The concatenation operators are needed
because trailing blanks are significant to FRLABEL and WHILELABEL.
whilelabel Smith, copies all records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream up to the first
record that does not start with the string Smith,. It discards all subsequent records.
> PHONE.SMITH reads the records from its primary input stream and writes them to the existing data set
PHONE.SMITH.

Figure 154 and Figure 155 show the contents of the input data set, PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data
set, PHONE.SMITH, after issuing the previous exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
000014
000015
******

Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
P - T
Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
U - Z
Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 154. WHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.SMITH ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000002 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000003 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 155. WHILELABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.125.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.125.1 Example 1
Use the following REXX exec to change all occurrences of 1993 to 1994 in a partitioned data set.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(CHANGEM)
*/ |
|
/*
- change 1993 to 1994 in all members of a PDS
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'listispf' pds,
/* get the member names and other info */
|
|
'| spec w1 1',
/* select just the member name
*/
|
|
'|f:fanout',
/* make a copy of the names
*/
|
|
'| specs /*COPY/ 1 w1 nw', /* create the delimiter record
*/
|
|
'|i:faninany',
/* put the delimiters with the contents*/
|
|
'| writepds' pds,
/* write the members back into the PDS */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* second copy of member name
*/
|
|
'| readpds' pds,
/* read the contents of the members
*/
|
|
'| change /1993/1994/',
/* make the change
*/
|
|
'|i:'
/* put contents with delimiter records */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following is an example of the WRITEPDS stage command's primary input stream records. The *COPY beginning
in column one indicates that WRITEPDS stores records in three members named FIRST, SECOND, and THIRD.
*COPY FIRST

Annual Report 1994
Money we HAD
$............
Money we SPEND $............
Money LEFT
$-...........
*COPY SECOND
We had more money in 1994 than today because
we spent too much money in 1994 and didn't
bring in any money in 1994.
*COPY THIRD
Lets just forget about money.
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3.126.4 Example 4
When the translation for a given input character is specified more than once, only the last specification is used. For
example:
pipe literal abcdefghi | xlate c-g = e e | terminal
ab==e==hi
READY

The characters c, d, f, and g are translated to equal signs and e is left as e.
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3.126.1 Example 1
In this example, XLATE changes a character string to uppercase:
pipe literal Have a wonderful day.| xlate | terminal
HAVE A WONDERFUL DAY.
READY

Because the XLATE stage does not specify any operands, the uppercase translate table is used.
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3.126.2 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.126.2 Example 2
This example translates three single columns as specified by cnumberrange:
pipe literal BE OBSCURE CLEARLY | xlate (1 4 12) lower | terminal
bE oBSCURE cLEARLY
READY

The XLATE stage command in the following PIPE command specifies that a lowercase translation takes place in
column 2, in a range of 6 columns beginning with column 5, and in a range of columns beginning with column 13 to the
end of the character string:
pipe literal BE OBSCURE CLEARLY | xlate (2 5.6 13-*) lower | terminal
Be Obscure Clearly
READY
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3.126.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command changes specific characters in a record:
pipe literal (2+2)/10=40%? | xlate 1-* % . ? 0 4 0 + (2-2)/10=00.0
READY

| terminal

The XLATE stage in the example does the following:
1-*

specifies the cnumberrange from its input stream which includes the entire record

%.

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the percent sign (%) is replaced by a period (.)

?0

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the question mark (?) is replaced by the number 0

40

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the number 4 is replaced by the number 0

+-

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the plus sign (+) is replaced by a minus sign (-).
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3.126.4 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.126.4 Example 4
When the translation for a given input character is specified more than once, only the last specification is used. For
example:
pipe literal abcdefghi | xlate c-g = e e | terminal
ab==e==hi
READY

The characters c, d, f, and g are translated to equal signs and e is left as e.
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3.126.5 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.126.5 Example 5
The following PIPE command changes each character in the data set INPUT.DATA from code page 500 to its
equivalent in code page 273 and writes the translated records to the existing data set TRANS.DATA:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | xlate 1-* to 273 | > TRANS.DATA
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3.125.1 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.125.1 Example 1
Use the following REXX exec to change all occurrences of 1993 to 1994 in a partitioned data set.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(CHANGEM)
*/ |
|
/*
- change 1993 to 1994 in all members of a PDS
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'listispf' pds,
/* get the member names and other info */
|
|
'| spec w1 1',
/* select just the member name
*/
|
|
'|f:fanout',
/* make a copy of the names
*/
|
|
'| specs /*COPY/ 1 w1 nw', /* create the delimiter record
*/
|
|
'|i:faninany',
/* put the delimiters with the contents*/
|
|
'| writepds' pds,
/* write the members back into the PDS */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* second copy of member name
*/
|
|
'| readpds' pds,
/* read the contents of the members
*/
|
|
'| change /1993/1994/',
/* make the change
*/
|
|
'|i:'
/* put contents with delimiter records */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following is an example of the WRITEPDS stage command's primary input stream records. The *COPY beginning
in column one indicates that WRITEPDS stores records in three members named FIRST, SECOND, and THIRD.
*COPY FIRST

Annual Report 1994
Money we HAD
$............
Money we SPEND $............
Money LEFT
$-...........
*COPY SECOND
We had more money in 1994 than today because
we spent too much money in 1994 and didn't
bring in any money in 1994.
*COPY THIRD
Lets just forget about money.
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3.126.5 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.126.5 Example 5
The following PIPE command changes each character in the data set INPUT.DATA from code page 500 to its
equivalent in code page 273 and writes the translated records to the existing data set TRANS.DATA:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | xlate 1-* to 273 | > TRANS.DATA
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3.127.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes the first nine lowercase letters to the terminal:
pipe xrange a-i | terminal
abcdefghi
READY
You can also write the first nine lowercase letters to the terminal by
using the following PIPE command:

pipe xrange a.9 | terminal
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3.127.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command writes the numbers 0 through 9 to the terminal. Note that the argument to XRANGE is
specified as two-character hexadecimal values:
pipe xrange f0-f9 | terminal
0123456789
READY
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3.127.3 Example 3
Use the following REXX exec, XR, to write the output of the XRANGE stage command to the terminal in an easy to
read format.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(XR)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg in .
|
|
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'|xrange 'in,
/* write record containing range
*/
|
|
'|specs 1-* c2x 1',
/* convert input data from character to hex */
|
|
'|deblock 2',
/* put hex values in separate records */
|
|
'|join 15 / /',
/* join 16 records separated by a blank */
|
|
'|terminal'
/* display at the terminal
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

After running this exec, the terminal displays the following:
xr
00 01
10 11
20 21
30 31
40 41
50 51
60 61
70 71
80 81
90 91
A0 A1
B0 B1
C0 C1
D0 D1
E0 E1
F0 F1
READY

02
12
22
32
42
52
62
72
82
92
A2
B2
C2
D2
E2
F2

03
13
23
33
43
53
63
73
83
93
A3
B3
C3
D3
E3
F3

04
14
24
34
44
54
64
74
84
94
A4
B4
C4
D4
E4
F4

05
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95
A5
B5
C5
D5
E5
F5

06
16
26
36
46
56
66
76
86
96
A6
B6
C6
D6
E6
F6

07
17
27
37
47
57
67
77
87
97
A7
B7
C7
D7
E7
F7

08
18
28
38
48
58
68
78
88
98
A8
B8
C8
D8
E8
F8

09
19
29
39
49
59
69
79
89
99
A9
B9
C9
D9
E9
F9

0A
1A
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9A
AA
BA
CA
DA
EA
FA

0B
1B
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
AB
BB
CB
DB
EB
FB

0C
1C
2C
3C
4C
5C
6C
7C
8C
9C
AC
BC
CC
DC
EC
FC

0D
1D
2D
3D
4D
5D
6D
7D
8D
9D
AD
BD
CD
DD
ED
FD

0E
1E
2E
3E
4E
5E
6E
7E
8E
9E
AE
BE
CE
DE
EE
FE

0F
1F
2F
3F
4F
5F
6F
7F
8F
9F
AF
BF
CF
DF
EF
FF

Because there was no argument specified on XR, it defaulted to 00-FF which created this 256-character range beginning
with X'00'.
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3.126.5 "IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference" IBM Library Server

3.126.5 Example 5
The following PIPE command changes each character in the data set INPUT.DATA from code page 500 to its
equivalent in code page 273 and writes the translated records to the existing data set TRANS.DATA:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | xlate 1-* to 273 | > TRANS.DATA
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3.127.3 Example 3
Use the following REXX exec, XR, to write the output of the XRANGE stage command to the terminal in an easy to
read format.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(XR)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg in .
|
|
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'|xrange 'in,
/* write record containing range
*/
|
|
'|specs 1-* c2x 1',
/* convert input data from character to hex */
|
|
'|deblock 2',
/* put hex values in separate records */
|
|
'|join 15 / /',
/* join 16 records separated by a blank */
|
|
'|terminal'
/* display at the terminal
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

After running this exec, the terminal displays the following:
xr
00 01
10 11
20 21
30 31
40 41
50 51
60 61
70 71
80 81
90 91
A0 A1
B0 B1
C0 C1
D0 D1
E0 E1
F0 F1
READY

02
12
22
32
42
52
62
72
82
92
A2
B2
C2
D2
E2
F2

03
13
23
33
43
53
63
73
83
93
A3
B3
C3
D3
E3
F3

04
14
24
34
44
54
64
74
84
94
A4
B4
C4
D4
E4
F4

05
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95
A5
B5
C5
D5
E5
F5

06
16
26
36
46
56
66
76
86
96
A6
B6
C6
D6
E6
F6

07
17
27
37
47
57
67
77
87
97
A7
B7
C7
D7
E7
F7

08
18
28
38
48
58
68
78
88
98
A8
B8
C8
D8
E8
F8

09
19
29
39
49
59
69
79
89
99
A9
B9
C9
D9
E9
F9

0A
1A
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9A
AA
BA
CA
DA
EA
FA

0B
1B
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
AB
BB
CB
DB
EB
FB

0C
1C
2C
3C
4C
5C
6C
7C
8C
9C
AC
BC
CC
DC
EC
FC

0D
1D
2D
3D
4D
5D
6D
7D
8D
9D
AD
BD
CD
DD
ED
FD

0E
1E
2E
3E
4E
5E
6E
7E
8E
9E
AE
BE
CE
DE
EE
FE

0F
1F
2F
3F
4F
5F
6F
7F
8F
9F
AF
BF
CF
DF
EF
FF

Because there was no argument specified on XR, it defaulted to 00-FF which created this 256-character range beginning
with X'00'.
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3.128.1 Example 1
To select records from the first record in DATA.FILE with a b in column 2, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < DATA.FILE | zone 2 frlabel b | > OUTPUT.FILE

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.128.2 Example 2
Figure 156 shows a data set called INPUT.FILE.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Blueberry Strawberry Raspberry
000002 Pear Apple
000003 Peach Nectarine Plum
000004 Orange Tangerine
000005 Watermelon Cantaloup Honeydew
000006 Pineapple
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 156. ZONE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

To find all records in the data set INPUT.FILE that do not contain the character string apple anywhere within the last
10 characters of the record, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | zone -10;-1 nlocate /apple/ | terminal
Blueberry Strawberry Raspberry
Pear Apple
Peach Nectarine Plum
Orange Tangerine
Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew
READY
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3.128.3 Example 3
Using INPUT.FILE (shown in Figure 156 in topic 3.128.2), the following PIPE command selects records that contain
the string apple in the last 5 characters of each record, regardless of the case of the letters in that string:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | zone -5;-1 casei locate /apple/ | terminal
Pear Apple
Pineapple
READY
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3.128.4 Example 4
To select records from (and including) one that ends in two hyphens to (and including) one that ends in a period, use the
following PIPE command:
pipe < DATA.FILE | zone -2;-1 reverse between /--/ /./ | > OUTPUT.FILE

When the last character in a record is a period, ZONE reverses the period and the character preceding it so BETWEEN
can then find the records that begin with a period.
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3.127.3 Example 3
Use the following REXX exec, XR, to write the output of the XRANGE stage command to the terminal in an easy to
read format.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(XR)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
arg in .
|
|
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'|xrange 'in,
/* write record containing range
*/
|
|
'|specs 1-* c2x 1',
/* convert input data from character to hex */
|
|
'|deblock 2',
/* put hex values in separate records */
|
|
'|join 15 / /',
/* join 16 records separated by a blank */
|
|
'|terminal'
/* display at the terminal
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

After running this exec, the terminal displays the following:
xr
00 01
10 11
20 21
30 31
40 41
50 51
60 61
70 71
80 81
90 91
A0 A1
B0 B1
C0 C1
D0 D1
E0 E1
F0 F1
READY

02
12
22
32
42
52
62
72
82
92
A2
B2
C2
D2
E2
F2

03
13
23
33
43
53
63
73
83
93
A3
B3
C3
D3
E3
F3

04
14
24
34
44
54
64
74
84
94
A4
B4
C4
D4
E4
F4

05
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95
A5
B5
C5
D5
E5
F5

06
16
26
36
46
56
66
76
86
96
A6
B6
C6
D6
E6
F6

07
17
27
37
47
57
67
77
87
97
A7
B7
C7
D7
E7
F7

08
18
28
38
48
58
68
78
88
98
A8
B8
C8
D8
E8
F8

09
19
29
39
49
59
69
79
89
99
A9
B9
C9
D9
E9
F9

0A
1A
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9A
AA
BA
CA
DA
EA
FA

0B
1B
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
AB
BB
CB
DB
EB
FB

0C
1C
2C
3C
4C
5C
6C
7C
8C
9C
AC
BC
CC
DC
EC
FC

0D
1D
2D
3D
4D
5D
6D
7D
8D
9D
AD
BD
CD
DD
ED
FD

0E
1E
2E
3E
4E
5E
6E
7E
8E
9E
AE
BE
CE
DE
EE
FE

0F
1F
2F
3F
4F
5F
6F
7F
8F
9F
AF
BF
CF
DF
EF
FF

Because there was no argument specified on XR, it defaulted to 00-FF which created this 256-character range beginning
with X'00'.
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3.128.4 Example 4
To select records from (and including) one that ends in two hyphens to (and including) one that ends in a period, use the
following PIPE command:
pipe < DATA.FILE | zone -2;-1 reverse between /--/ /./ | > OUTPUT.FILE

When the last character in a record is a period, ZONE reverses the period and the character preceding it so BETWEEN
can then find the records that begin with a period.
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4.1 Using Pipeline Subcommands
Pipeline subcommands must be issued from a user-written stage command or from a PIPCMD stage command. They
cannot be specified as a stage of a PIPE command. BatchPipeWorks sets the REXX variable RC to the return code
resulting from the execution of a pipeline subcommand. When BatchPipeWorks does not recognize a command that is
specified in a user-written stage command, return code -7 is given without issuing any messages.
Unlike stage functions, most pipeline subcommands use the stream that is currently selected. When a user-written stage
command begins running, the selected stream is stream 0. To use a different stream, specify the SELECT pipeline
subcommand in the user-written stage command.
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4.2 Notes for Writing Your Own Stage Command
Consider the following items when you write a user-written stage command. For more information, see BatchPipeWorks
Users Guide.
Because a user-written stage command is stored as a member of a partitioned data set, any restrictions for naming
a member apply to naming a user-written stage command. See the MVS/ESA JCL Reference for these restrictions.
When a user-written stage command is invoked from BatchPipeWorks, the default environment to which
commands are passed is BatchPipeWorks, not the TSO environment. To issue TSO commands from a userwritten stage command, use the REXX ADDRESS instruction.
If you change the default command environment without saving it, you cannot restore it as the default.
User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or
SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage command first issues the NOCOMMIT
pipeline subcommand. The stage command can issue COMMIT before a PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or
SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand to test if any other stage has returned with a nonzero return code on
commit level -1.
When you invoke a REXX exec as a stage command, the seventh word of the string returned by a REXX PARSE
SOURCE instruction is a question mark. A REXX program can examine the seventh word to distinguish whether
it is invoked as a stage command or a REXX exec.
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4.3 ADDPIPE

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_LONG______
<_endchar______
|
| >>__ADDPIPE__|___________|__ __________ ____| Pipeline |_|____________>< |
|
|_| Opt A |_| |_stagesep_|
|
|
|_endchar__|
|
|
|
| Pipeline:
|
|
<_stagesep__
|
| |__ _________________________ ____| Stage |_|__________________________> |
|
|_| Connector |__stagesep_|
|
|
|
| >__ _________________________ _________________________________________| |
|
|_stagesep__| Connector |_|
|
|
|
| Connector:
|
|
(1)
_.*_______________
|
| |__*_____ _______________ __|__________________|__:____________________| |
|
|_.__ _INput__ _| |_.__ _*_________ _|
|
|
|_OUTput_|
|_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
| Stage:
|
| |__ _ ____________ __ ___________ __stgcmd__ __________ _ _____________| |
|
| |_| Lgroup |_| |_| Opt B |_|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_| Lgroup |__________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Lgroup:
|
| |__ _label:___________________________________ ________________________| |
|
|
(2)
(2)
(2)
|
|
|
|_ _______ ______._____ __________ ______:_|
|
|
|_label_|
|_streamid_|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed within connectors.
|
|
|
| (2) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
<____________________________________
|
| |__(____ ________________________________ _|__)________________________| |
|
|_ _ENDchar_ __ _char____ _______|
|
|
| |_ESCape__| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_LISTCMD________________________|
|
|
|_LISTERR________________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC_________________________|
|
|
|_LONG___________________________|
|
|
|_ _MSGlevel___ __ _decstring__ _|
|
|
| |_NOMSGlevel_| |_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NAME__name_____________________|
|
|
|_ _STAGESEP__ __ _char____ _____|
|
|
| |_SEParator_| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_TRACE__________________________|
|
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|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Opt B:
|
|
<__________________________________________
|
| |__(____ ______________________________________ _|__)__________________| |
|
|_ ____ __ _LISTCMD__________________ _|
|
|
|_NO_| |_LISTERR__________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC___________________|
|
|
|_LONG_____________________|
|
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_TRACE____________________|
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand to add one or more pipelines to the set of running pipelines. The stage that
issues ADDPIPE continues to run in parallel with any newly added pipelines.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, you can specify connectors to change the connections between the invoking stage and
other stages as follows:
If one or more input connectors are specified, one or more of the following occur:
The pipeline specified on ADDPIPE is connected to the input stream of the invoking stage. The original
connection can later be restored.
The output stream of the stage that precedes the invoking stage is connected to the pipeline specified on
ADDPIPE. This change is permanent; the original connection cannot be restored.
Any unused streams are disconnected.
If one or more output connectors are specified, one or more of the following occur:
The output stream of the invoking stage is connected to the pipeline specified on ADDPIPE. The original
connection can later be restored.
The pipeline specified on ADDPIPE is connected to the input stream of the stage that follows the invoking
stage. This change is permanent; the original connection cannot be restored.
Any unused streams are disconnected.
Operands
Note: With the exception of connectors, the syntax of ADDPIPE is identical with the syntax of the PIPE command.
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stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following stage. By default, the stage separator character
is the character on your terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.) However, you can
use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a different stage separator character. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to separate multiple pipelines on a single
ADDPIPE subcommand. You must specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left parenthesis,
right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
*

specifies a connector. Connectors begin with an asterisk and end with a colon (:). Two optional components of a
connector can be specified between the asterisk and the colon. If specified, each component must begin with a period.
The first component controls how the added pipeline is connected to the streams of the pipeline that invokes ADDPIPE.
INput

when specified at the end of a pipeline, INPUT causes a connection to be made to the input stream of the stage that
issues the ADDPIPE subcommand.
When specified at the beginning of a pipeline, INPUT causes a connection to be made to the output stream of the stage
preceding the stage that issues the ADDPIPE subcommand.
When a connector is at the beginning of a pipeline, INPUT is the default.
OUTput

when specified at the beginning of a pipeline, OUTPUT causes a connection to be made to the output stream of the
stage that issues ADDPIPE.
When specified at the end of a pipeline, OUTPUT causes a connection to be made to the input stream of the stage
following the stage that issues ADDPIPE.
When a connector is the end of a pipeline, OUTPUT is the default.
The second component specifies the stream to which the connection is to be made.

*

specifies that the connection is to be made to the currently selected stream. This is the default.
streamnum
is a number identifying the stream to which the connection is to be made, where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the
secondary stream, and so on.
streamid
references the particular stream name to which the connection is to be made, so the stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. To see how to assign a stream name on ADDPIPE, refer to topic 4.3.
Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the CALLPIPE subcommand
with topic 4.6.
The colon must follow the other components of the connector with no intervening blanks. You can place connectors at
the beginning or end of a pipeline (or both), but not in the middle. You must place a stage separator between a connector
and the rest of the pipeline.
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See Usage Note 1 for more information on how to modify connections with connectors.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams. The first occurrence of a label is
called a label definition. It establishes the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline
where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a label reference. Use label references to define
additional input and output streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only label with no
stage command.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. A label must be immediately followed by a stream identifier or a
colon with no intervening blanks. For more information about using labels, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by adding an identifier to the label. Write
the label immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream identifier must be immediately followed
by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
is the name of a stage function or the name of a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage command. If you
specify a user-written stage command, the REXX program must be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to
ddname REXX. For a complete description of the stage functions, see Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage function or user-written stage command.
Options
You can specify options in two ways on a ADDPIPE subcommand:
1. You can specify options immediately after the subcommand name, ADDPIPE. In this case, the scope of the
options is global to the entire ADDPIPE subcommand.
2. You can specify options at the beginning of a stage. In this case, the scope of the options is limited to the stage on
which the options are specified. If a label definition is specified, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage: ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME,
STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally on a ADDPIPE subcommand. You must enclose options
in parentheses.
NO

turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified. Use NO to turn off an option for an
individual stage that was specified as global to the entire ADDPIPE subcommand. Blanks are allowed between NO and
the option it precedes.

ENDchar

char

hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or the 2-character
hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ENDchar

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the pipeline end
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character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an option for an individual stage.
ESCape

char

hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the processing of a character that has special
meaning to the ADDPIPE subcommand. These special characters include the stage separator character, the pipeline end
character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined). Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period and
colon (:). may have a special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape character immediately
before the character that you do not want treated as a special character. The escape character can be specified as a single
character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.

ESCape

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the escape character.
There is no default escape character. You cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than specifying the ESCAPE option, you can override the processing of a stage separator or an end character by
specifying a double stage separator or double end character.
LISTCMD

causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT,
OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, and REXX.

LISTERR

causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return code.

LISTRC

causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends executing.

LONG

is a default function that enables stages to write records of up to 2(31) - 1 bytes in length. Though it does not have to be
typed in, LONG is included for compatibility reasons.

MSGlevel

controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111').
A message level of 7 issues messages BPW001I, BPW002I, and either BPW003I or BPW004I in conjunction with other
messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel

suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that determine which messages are not issued.
The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
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representation in quotation marks.
You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message BPW003I or BPW004I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message BPW002I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message BPW001I while issuing other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001I and BPW002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001I will always be issued regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
name
assigns a name to this invocation of the ADDPIPE subcommand. Messages resulting from the execution of this
ADDPIPE subcommand include the name you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging application
programs that use the ADDPIPE subcommand. You cannot specify NAME as an option for an individual stage.
NAME

STAGESEP

char

STAGESEP

hexchar

SEParator

char

hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to separate the specification of a stage from a
subsequent stage. The character can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

SEParator

If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the default stage separator, you can use the
default stage separator as an argument of a stage command.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the STAGESEP or
SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE

displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application programs. This option can cause a large
amount of data to be displayed.
Usage Notes

1. Table 26 summarizes how stream connections are modified when connectors are used on an ADDPIPE
subcommand. All connections that are not mentioned remain unchanged. The table also identifies which
combinations of operands allow the original connection to be restored. For the entries containing YES in the last
column, the original connection is saved on a stack. To restore the stacked connection, specify the SEVER
pipeline subcommand.
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Assuming that A and D are any valid stage commands, the table shows the result of each possible ADDPIPE
subcommand issued by user-written stage command Z in the following command:
PIPE A | Z | D

and C, which appear in the ADDPIPE subcommands in the table, are any valid stage commands. There can be
more or fewer than two stages specified on ADDPIPE; two stages are used in the table.

B

Table 26. Effects of Using Connectors on the ADDPIPE Subcommand
Original
ADDPIPE Subcommand
Result
                                                            Connection
                                                            Restored?
ADDPIPE B|C
No connections are
Not
                               changed.
applicable
ADDPIPE B|C|*.INPUT:
C's output stream is
Yes
                               connected to Z's input
            
                               stream. A's output stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE *.OUTPUT:|B|C
Z's output stream is
Yes
                               connected to B's input
            
                               stream. D's input stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C
A's output stream is
No
                               connected to B's input
            
                               stream. Z's input stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE B|C|*.OUTPUT:
C's output stream is
No
                               connected to D's input
            
                               stream. Z's output stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE
A's output stream is
No
*.INPUT:|B|C|*.INPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to Z's input
            
                               stream.
            
ADDPIPE
Z's output stream is
No
*.OUTPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to D's input
            
                               stream.
            
ADDPIPE
A's output stream is
No
*.INPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to D's input
            
                               stream. Z's input stream
            
                               and output stream are
            
                               disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE
Z's output stream is
Yes
*.OUTPUT:|B|C|*.INPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to Z's input
            
                               stream. A stall is
            
                               possible.
            

For more information about using connectors with ADDPIPE, see BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
2. The ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands add pipelines to the set of running pipelines. However, ADDPIPE
and CALLPIPE differ in the following ways:
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a. When CALLPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it is suspended until the new pipeline has run to
completion. When the CALLPIPE subcommand completes, its return code is the return code resulting from
the added pipeline.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it regains control as soon as the new pipeline has been
created. The added pipeline runs in parallel with the stage that created it. Neither pipeline is able to examine
the other's return code. The return code from the ADDPIPE subcommand indicates only whether its
operands are syntactically correct.
b. CALLPIPE can use only a subset of the connectors shown in Table 26. INPUT can be specified on a
connector at the beginning of the pipeline, or OUTPUT can be specified on a connector at the end of the
pipeline, or both of these may be specified. No other combinations are allowed.
c. When using connectors, restoration of the original connection differs between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE.
When a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE stops processing records and returns an end-of-file
condition to the invoking stage, the invoking stage's original connection is automatically reinstated.
After an ADDPIPE subcommand runs, if the original connection is restorable, as shown in Table 26,
restoration of the stage's original connection is not automatic; a SEVER subcommand must be issued to
restore the connection.
d. A pipeline added by CALLPIPE can run only at the same commit level as the invoking stage or at a lower
commit level than the invoking stage. If a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE attempts to commit to
a higher level than the invoking pipeline, it is suspended until the invoking pipeline reaches that commit
level.
The commit level of a pipeline added by ADDPIPE is independent of the commit level of the invoking
pipeline. Data can flow on a connection established by ADDPIPE even if the pipelines on the two sides of
the connection are not at the same commit level.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.3.1 Example 1
4.3.2 Example 2
4.3.3 Example 3
4.3.4 Example 4

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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4.4 ADDSTREAM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_BOTH___
|
| >>__ADDSTREAm__|________|__ __________ _____________________________>< |
|
|_INput__| |_streamid_|
|
|
|_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand to define an unconnected input stream, an unconnected output stream, or
both for a stage. You can optionally assign a name to a stream with a stream identifier.
Operands

BOTH

defines an additional input stream and output stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is invoked. This is the
default.

INput

defines an additional input stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is invoked.
OUTput

defines an additional output stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is invoked.

streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream that you are defining to the stage. Name a stream using up
to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic
character and no intervening blanks.
Usage Notes

1. After defining a stream with ADDSTREAM, use the ADDPIPE subcommand to connect a stage to the stream.
2. Use the MAXSTREAM subcommand to obtain the stream number immediately after defining an additional
stream. This is useful if you do not specify streamid on an ADDSTREAM subcommand.
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3. If you specify ADDSTREAM BOTH, the stream number assigned to the added input stream may not be the same
as the stream number assigned to the added output stream. For example, if a stage's currently defined streams are
input stream 0, output stream 0, and output stream 1, specifying ADDSTREAM BOTH causes input stream 1 and
output stream 2 to be defined.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.4.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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4.5 BEGOUTPUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BEGOUTput__ ________ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BEGOUTPUT pipeline subcommand to enter an implied output mode where anything directed to the
subcommand environment is written to the currently selected output stream. By default, this mode ends when a null line
is issued in the user-written stage command.
Operands

string
specifies that BEGOUTPUT is to stop processing pipeline subcommands as data if a subcommand is issued that
matches string. If string is eight bytes or less in length, the subcommand must match string exactly. If string is more
than eight bytes in length, only the first eight bytes of string must match. If string is not specified, a null record is the
default.
Usage Notes

1. As with any subcommand, REXX evaluates the expression before passing it to the subcommand environment.
Therefore, literals must be enclosed in quotes.
2. BEGOUTPUT cannot be issued from PIPCMD. BEGOUTPUT can be issued only from a user-written stage
command program.
3. While in implied output mode, anything directed to the subcommand environment is written to the currently
selected output stream with the OUTPUT subcommand. Therefore, the stage that issues BEGOUTPUT
automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0 and if NOCOMMIT has not been
issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the first PEEKTO, READTO,
OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage command first issues the
NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
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Examples
Subtopics:
4.5.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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4.6 CALLPIPE

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_LONG______
<_endchar______
|
| >>__CALLPIPE__|___________|__ __________ ____| Pipeline |_|___________>< |
|
|_| Opt A |_| |_stagesep_|
|
|
|_endchar__|
|
|
|
| Pipeline:
|
|
<_stagesep__
|
| |__ _________________________ ____| Stage |_|__________________________> |
|
|_| Connector |__stagesep_|
|
|
|
| >__ _________________________ _________________________________________| |
|
|_stagesep__| Connector |_|
|
|
|
| Connector:
|
|
(1)
_.*_______________
|
| |__*_____ _______________ __|__________________|__:____________________| |
|
|_.__ _INput__ _| |_.__ _*_________ _|
|
|
|_OUTput_|
|_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
| Stage:
|
| |__ _ ____________ __ ___________ __stgcmd__ __________ _ _____________| |
|
| |_| Lgroup |_| |_| Opt B |_|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_| Lgroup |__________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Lgroup:
|
| |__ _label:___________________________________ ________________________| |
|
|
(2)
(2)
(2)
|
|
|
|_ _______ ______._____ __________ ______:_|
|
|
|_label_|
|_streamid_|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed within connectors.
|
|
|
| (2) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
<____________________________________
|
| |__(____ ________________________________ _|__)________________________| |
|
|_ _ENDchar_ __ _char____ _______|
|
|
| |_ESCape__| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_LISTCMD________________________|
|
|
|_LISTERR________________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC_________________________|
|
|
|_LONG___________________________|
|
|
|_ _MSGlevel___ __ _decstring__ _|
|
|
| |_NOMSGlevel_| |_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NAME__name_____________________|
|
|
|_ _STAGESEP__ __ _char____ _____|
|
|
| |_SEParator_| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_TRACE__________________________|
|
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|
|
| Opt B:
|
| |__(__ __________________________________________ __)__________________| |
|
| <______________________________________ |
|
|
|___ ____ __ _LISTCMD__________________ _|_|
|
|
|_NO_| |_LISTERR__________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC___________________|
|
|
|_LONG_____________________|
|
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_TRACE____________________|
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand to run a pipeline and wait until that pipeline completes. The argument of the
CALLPIPE subcommand is called a subroutine pipeline. The stage that invokes CALLPIPE is suspended until all stages
of the subroutine pipeline have completed running and the invoking stage's streams are reconnected.
To connect the subroutine pipeline to the input or output streams of the pipeline that issues a CALLPIPE, connectors
may be specified as follows:
If an input connector is specified, the pipeline specified on CALLPIPE is connected to the input stream of the
invoking stage.
If an output connector is specified, the output stream of the invoking stage is connected to the pipeline specified
on CALLPIPE.
Connectors in the subroutine pipeline connect to streams in the pipeline that issues the CALLPIPE until an end-of-file
condition is passed across the connection. The streams of the invoking stage are reconnected when end of file is
transmitted from the subroutine pipeline.
Operands
Note: With the exception of connectors, the syntax of CALLPIPE is identical with the syntax of the PIPE command.
stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following stage. By default, the stage separator character
is the character on your terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.) However, you can
use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a different stage separator character. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to separate multiple pipelines on a single
CALLPIPE subcommand. You must specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left parenthesis,
right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
*
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specifies a connector. Connectors begin with an asterisk and end with a colon (:). Two optional components of a
connector can be specified between the asterisk and the colon. If specified, each component must begin with a period.
The first component controls how the subroutine pipeline is connected to the streams of the pipeline that invokes
CALLPIPE.
INput

causes a connection to be made to the output stream of the stage preceding the stage that issues the CALLPIPE
subcommand. INPUT can be specified only at the beginning of the pipeline. When a connector is at the beginning of a
pipeline, INPUT is the default.
OUTput

causes a connection to be made to the input stream of the stage following the stage that issues the CALLPIPE
subcommand. OUTPUT can be specified only at the end of the pipeline. When a connector is the end of a pipeline,
OUTPUT is the default.
The second component specifies the stream to which the connection is to be made.

*

specifies that the connection is to be made to the currently selected stream. This is the default.
streamnum
is a number identifying the stream to which you make the connection, where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the secondary
stream, and so on.
streamid
references the particular stream name to which the connection is to be made, so the stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. To see how to assign a stream name on the CALLPIPE subcommand,
refer to with topic 4.6. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the
ADDPIPE subcommand with topic 4.3.
The colon must follow the other components of the connector with no intervening blanks. You can place connectors at
the beginning or end of a pipeline (or both), but not in the middle. You must place a stage separator between a connector
and the rest of the pipeline.
See Usage Note 1 for more information on how to modify connections with connectors.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams. The first occurrence of a label is
called a label definition. It establishes the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline
where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a label reference. Use label references to define
additional input and output streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only label with no
stage command.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. A label must be immediately followed by a stream identifier or a
colon with no intervening blanks. For more information about using labels, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by adding an identifier to the label. Write
the label immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream identifier must be immediately followed
by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
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is the name of a stage function or the name of a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage command. If you
specify a user-written stage command, the REXX program must be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to
ddname REXX. For a complete description of the stage functions, see Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0.
operands
are any specified operands valid for the stage function or user-written stage command.
Options
You can specify options in two ways on a CALLPIPE subcommand:
1. You can specify options immediately after the subcommand name, CALLPIPE. In this case, the scope of the
options is global to the entire CALLPIPE subcommand.
2. You can specify options at the beginning of a stage. In this case, the scope of the options is limited to the stage on
which the options are specified. If a label definition is specified, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage: ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME,
STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally on a CALLPIPE subcommand. You must enclose
options in parentheses.
NO

turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified. Use NO to turn off an option for an
individual stage that was specified as global to the entire CALLPIPE subcommand. Blanks are allowed between NO and
the option it precedes.

ENDchar

char

hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or the 2-character
hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ENDchar

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the pipeline end
character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an option for an individual stage.
ESCape

char

hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the processing of a character that has special
meaning to the CALLPIPE subcommand. These special characters include the stage separator character, the pipeline
end character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined). Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period
and colon (:). may have a special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape character
immediately before the character that you do not want treated as a special character. The escape character can be
specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ESCape

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the escape character.
There is no default escape character. You cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than specifying the ESCAPE option, you can override the processing of a stage separator or an end character by
specifying a double stage separator or double end character.
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LISTCMD

causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT,
OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, and REXX.
LISTERR

causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return code.

LISTRC

causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends executing.

LONG

is a default function that enables stages to write records of up to 2(31) - 1 bytes in length. Though it does not have to be
typed in, LONG is included for compatibility reasons.

MSGlevel

controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111').
A message level of 7 issues messages BPW001I, BPW002I, and either BPW003I or BPW004I in conjunction with other
messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel

suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that determine which messages are not issued.
The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
representation in quotation marks.

You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message BPW003I or BPW004I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message BPW002I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message BPW001I while issuing other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001I and BPW002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001I will always be issued regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
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name
assigns a name to this invocation of the CALLPIPE subcommand. Messages resulting from the execution of this
CALLPIPE subcommand will include the name you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging
application programs that use the CALLPIPE subcommand. You cannot specify NAME as an option for an individual
stage.
NAME

STAGESEP

char

STAGESEP

hexchar

SEParator

char

hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to separate the specification of a stage from a
subsequent stage. The character can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

SEParator

If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the default stage separator, you can use the
default stage separator as an argument of a stage command.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the STAGESEP or
SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE

displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application programs. This option can cause a large
amount of data to be displayed.
Usage Notes

1. Table 27 summarizes how stream connections are modified when connectors are used on a CALLPIPE
subcommand. All connections that are not mentioned remain unchanged.
Assuming that A and D are any valid stage commands, the table shows the result of each possible CALLPIPE
subcommand issued by user-written stage command Z in the following command:
PIPE A | Z | D

and C, which appear in the CALLPIPE subcommands in the table, are any valid stage commands. There can be
more or fewer than two stages specified on CALLPIPE; two stages are used in the table.

B

Table 27. Effects of Using Connectors on the CALLPIPE Subcommand
CALLPIPE Subcommand
Result
CALLPIPE B|C
No connections are changed.
CALLPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C
A's output stream is connected to
                                     B's input stream. Z's input
                                     stream is disconnected.
CALLPIPE B|C|*.OUTPUT:
C's output stream is connected to
                                     D's input stream. Z's output
                                     stream is disconnected.
A's output stream is connected to
CALLPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:
                                     B's input stream. C's output
                                     stream is connected to D's input
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stream. Z's input stream and
output stream are disconnected.

For more information about using connectors with CALLPIPE, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
2. The ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands add pipelines to the set of running pipelines. However, ADDPIPE
and CALLPIPE differ in the following ways:
a. When CALLPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it is suspended until the new pipeline has run to
completion. When the CALLPIPE subcommand completes, its return code is the return code resulting from
running the added pipeline.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it regains control as soon as the new pipeline has been
created. The added pipeline runs in parallel with the stage that created it. Neither pipeline is able to examine
the other's return code. The return code from the ADDPIPE subcommand indicates only whether its
operands are syntactically correct.
b. CALLPIPE allows only a subset of the connectors valid on ADDPIPE. See Table 27 for the combinations
of connectors valid on CALLPIPE.
c. When using connectors, restoration of the original connection differs between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE.
When a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE stops processing records and returns an end-of-file
condition to the invoking stage, the invoking stage's original connection is automatically reinstated.
After an ADDPIPE subcommand runs, if the original connection is restorable, restoration of the stage's
original connection is not automatic; a SEVER subcommand must be issued to restore the connection.
d. A pipeline added by CALLPIPE can run only at the same commit level as the invoking stage or at a lower
commit level than the invoking stage. If a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE attempts to commit to
a higher level than the invoking pipeline, it is suspended until the invoking pipeline reaches that commit
level.
The commit level of a pipeline added by ADDPIPE is independent of the commit level of the invoking
pipeline. Data can flow on a connection established by ADDPIPE even if the pipelines on the two sides of
the connection are not at the same commit level.
3. A common use of CALLPIPE is for packaging a frequently used sequence of stages in a user-written stage
command. You can easily invoke that sequence by using the user-written stage command. For example, the
following user-written stage command named HEXSORT contains a sequence of three stage commands that
perform a hexadecimal sort:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HEXSORT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*.input:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* A-F fa-ff', /* Translate A to F to be above X'F9'*/
|
|
'| sort',
/* Sort the records */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* fa-ff A-F', /* Restore original characters A to F*/
|
|
'| *.output:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
Exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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These three stages could be used directly in a pipeline. However, if you need them frequently, it may be simpler
to package them together under an easily remembered name and use that name in your pipelines.
Note the connectors at the beginning and end of the subroutine pipeline established by this CALLPIPE
subcommand. These connectors allow the subroutine pipeline to take over the input and output streams for the
HEXSORT stage. Records flow into the subroutine pipeline through its input connector and later flow out through
its output connector.
4. Use CALLPIPE for gaining access to BatchPipeWorks function within a user-written stage command. For
example, use the following CALLPIPE subcommand within a user-written stage command to set a REXX
variable to the number of data sets in your catalog:
callpipe tso listcat | drop 1 | count lines | var data setcnt

5. When an end-of-file condition is transmitted from a subroutine pipeline through an input connector, there may
still be records in the input stream. If so, the stage that issued the CALLPIPE can read them after CALLPIPE
completes. This situation arises when certain filters are used in subroutine pipelines. When their secondary output
is not connected, those filters that would ordinarily discard the remainder of the input stream upon reaching a
specified record simply signal end of file and end, leaving the remainder of the input stream intact.
For example, use the following user-written stage command to position the input stream at the next record that has
a comma in column 1, or to read the remaining records if no record has a comma in column 1:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(FNDCOMMA)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe *: | tolabel ,| hole' /* Find next leading comma.
*/
|
|
'peekto'
/* Was there one?
*/
|
|
If RC = 12 Then Exit
/* If not, exit.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following CALLPIPE subcommand copies the next five input records to the output stream while leaving any
remaining records available to the stage:
callpipe *: | take 5 | *:

Examples
Subtopics:
4.6.1 Example 1
4.6.2 Example 2
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4.7 COMMIT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__COMMIT__n_______________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COMMIT pipeline subcommand to commit a stage to a different commit level or to obtain the current aggregate
return code.
When the specified commit level is higher than the commit level to which the stage is currently committed, the stage is
suspended until all the other stages have committed at least to the commit level the stage requests. When all stages are
committed to the level specified, the COMMIT pipeline subcommand completes and the return code is set to the
aggregate return code.
When the specified commit level is less than or equal to the level the stage is already committed at, the return code is set
to the current aggregate return code for the pipeline. The commit level is never decreased, even if the requested commit
level is less than the current commit level.
Operands

n
is a number specifying the commit level. n can be between -2147483647 and 2147483647.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.7.1 Example 1
4.7.2 Example 2
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4.8 MAXSTREAM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__MAXSTReam__ _INput__ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stream number of the highest numbered input or output
stream that is defined. MAXSTREAM sets the return code to the stream number.
Operands

INput

returns the number of the highest numbered input stream.
OUTput

returns the number of the highest numbered output stream.
Usage Notes

1. To define an input stream or an output stream, use the ADDSTREAM subcommand. Then, use MAXSTREAM to
find the stream number of the new stream.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.8.1 Example 1
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4.9 MESSAGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__MESSAGE__ ____________________________ __text___________________>< |
|
|
(1)
(1)
|
|
|
|_xxxmmmnnn_____ ___ ______s_|
|
|
|_n_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MESSAGE pipeline subcommand to issue a message using BatchPipeWorks. Multiple blanks in the message
are reduced to a single blank before the message is issued. If you issue an error or warning message, BatchPipeWorks
may issue additional messages depending on the current message level.
Operands

xxxmmmnnns
xxxmmmnnnns
is the message identification.
xxx
is a three-letter prefix.
mmm
are three letters indicating which module generated the message.
nnn
nnnn
is a 3- or 4-digit message number.
s
indicates severity and is one of the following:
R - response
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I - information
W - warning
E - error
S - severe error
T - terminal (irrecoverable) error
text
is the text of the message to be displayed.
Usage Notes

1. Messages displayed by the MESSAGE subcommand are not written to any output stream.
2. If the stage issuing the MESSAGE subcommand is in a pipeline that was invoked from a RUNPIPE stage, blanks
are not removed from the message text and the text is not written to the terminal. Instead, the text is written to the
primary output stream of the RUNPIPE stage.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.9.1 Example 1
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4.10 NOCOMMIT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__NOCOMMIT________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand to prevent an automatic commit to commit level 0 when the stage issues a
READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand. User-written stage commands begin
at commit level -1. They automatically commit to commit level 0 when a READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT
ANYINPUT subcommand is issued, unless a NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand has been issued previously.
Usage Notes

1. A stage that has issued a NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand must issue an explicit COMMIT 0 pipeline
subcommand when it is ready for data to begin flowing through the pipeline. It should test the return code from
the COMMIT 0 pipeline subcommand and exit if it is not zero.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.10.1 Example 1
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4.11 OUTPUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__OUTPUT__ ________ ______________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand to write a record to the currently selected output stream.
Operands

string
is the data to be written to the output stream. If you do not specify string, OUTPUT writes a null record to the output
stream.
Usage Notes

1. Use only one blank to separate the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand from its operand. The operand starts after the
blank.
2. The stage that issues OUTPUT automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0
and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the
first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage
command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
3. OUTPUT writes to the currently selected output stream. To write to a different stream, use the SELECT
subcommand to select the desired stream before issuing the OUTPUT subcommand.
4. When a record is read by the PEEKTO subcommand, the OUTPUT subcommand of the previous stage cannot
complete until the record is read with the READTO subcommand. After READTO is issued, the OUTPUT
subcommand completes.
5. To write a stage command to implement a stage for which no stage function exists, you may be able to use the
following REXX program as a skeleton:
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______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYSTG)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
do forever
|
|
'peekto record'
/* read record without consuming it */
|
|
/* place your task specific commands here */
|
|
/* to modify the record
*/
|
|
'output' record
/* write record to current stream */
|
|
'readto record'
/* consume and discard the record */
|
|
/* already read by PEEKTO */
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/* return 0 if end of file
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The REXX variable record is not placed within the quotation marks on OUTPUT because the operand is an
expression that is evaluated by REXX. On the PEEKTO and READTO subcommands, the operand, record, is
placed within the quotation marks because the assignment of a value to the variable is performed by PEEKTO or
READTO, not by REXX.
At REXX label error, the EXIT instruction causes return code 0 to be returned if a return code 12 was returned
from READTO or OUTPUT. READTO gives return code 12 when all records have been read. OUTPUT gives
return code 12 when its output stream becomes not connected. The EXIT instruction passes back any other return
code unchanged.
Note that this user-written stage command does not delay the records. See the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for
more information on delaying records.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.11.1 Example 1
4.11.2 Example 2
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4.12 PEEKTO

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PEEKTO__ _________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_varname_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PEEKTO pipeline subcommand to read the next record from the currently selected input stream without
consuming the record. If a REXX variable is specified, the variable is set to the contents of the record.
Operands

varname
is the name of the variable in which PEEKTO is to place the input record. The variable may have a stem. The name you
specify must be a valid name for a REXX variable. If you do not specify varname, no variable is set.
Usage Notes

1. The stage that issues PEEKTO automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0
and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the
first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage
command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
2. A record read by PEEKTO remains in the input stream. The next PEEKTO subcommand will read the same
record unless the record is removed from the input stream by a READTO subcommand.
3. Use PEEKTO without specifying varname if you wish only to set a return code indicating whether there is
another record in the input stream.
4. PEEKTO reads from the currently selected input stream. To read from a stream other than the currently selected
stream, use the SELECT subcommand to select the desired stream before issuing the PEEKTO subcommand.
5. When a PEEKTO subcommand receives return code 12 (end of file), the variable specified by varname is
dropped.
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6. When a record is read by the PEEKTO subcommand, the OUTPUT subcommand of the previous stage cannot
complete until the record is read with the READTO subcommand. After READTO is issued, the OUTPUT
subcommand completes.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.12.1 Example 1
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4.13 READTO

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__READTO__ _________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_varname_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the READTO pipeline subcommand to read the next record from the currently selected input stream. If a REXX
variable is specified, the variable is set to the contents of the record. READTO consumes records; once a record has
been read by READTO, it is discarded.
Operands

varname
is the name of the variable in which READTO is to place the input record. The variable may have a stem. The name you
specify must be a valid name for a REXX variable. If you do not specify varname, the input record is discarded and no
variable is set.
Usage Notes

1. The stage that issues READTO automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0
and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the
first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage
command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
2. READTO reads from the currently selected input stream. To read from a stream other than the currently selected
stream, use the SELECT subcommand to select the desired stream before issuing the READTO subcommand.
3. To write a stage command to implement a stage for which no stage function exists, you may be able to use the
following REXX program as a skeleton:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/

|
|
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|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYSTG)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
do forever
|
|
'peekto record'
/* read record without consuming it */
|
|
/* place your task specific commands here */
|
|
/* to modify the record
*/
|
|
'output' record
/* write record to current stream */
|
|
'readto record'
/* consume and discard the record */
|
|
/* already read by PEEKTO */
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12) /* return 0 if end of file
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The REXX variable record is not placed within the quotation marks on OUTPUT because the operand is an
expression that is evaluated by REXX. On the PEEKTO and READTO subcommand, the operand, record, is
placed within the quotation marks because the assignment of a value to the variable is performed by PEEKTO or
READTO, not by REXX.
At REXX label error, the EXIT instruction causes return code 0 to be returned if a return code 12 was returned
from READTO or OUTPUT. READTO gives return code 12 when all records have been read. The EXIT
instruction passes back any other return code unchanged.
4. Use READTO without specifying varname to discard the next record on the input stream.
5. When a READTO subcommand receives return code 12 (end of file), the variable specified by varname is
dropped.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.13.1 Example 1
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4.14 RESOLVE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__RESOLVE__stagecommand___________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the RESOLVE pipeline subcommand to determine if a stage command is one supplied by BatchPipeWorks. If the
specified stage command is a stage function, a positive return code is set. Otherwise, the return code is set to 0.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name BatchPipeWorks searches for in the list of stage functions.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.14.1 Example 1
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4.15 REXX

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__REXX__ _member___________________ __ ________ __________________>< |
|
|
_REXX___
| |_string_|
|
|
|_(__member__|________|__)_|
|
|
|
|_ddname_|
|
|
|
|_| Stream |_______________|
|
|
|
| Stream:
|
| |__ _*:___________ __________________________________________________| |
|
|_*.streamnum:_|
|
|
|_*.streamid:__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REXX pipeline subcommand to invoke a REXX program as a user-written stage command from within another
user-written stage command. The REXX program can be a member of a partitioned data set or read from an input
stream. Using the REXX subcommand in a user-written stage command is equivalent to calling an external function
from a REXX command procedure.
Operands

member
is the name of the member of a partitioned data set that contains a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage
command.
ddname
is the data definition name of the partitioned data set that contains the member that is to be run as a user-written stage
command. If you do not specify ddname, a data definition name of REXX is assumed.
*:

specifies the program is to be read from the REXX stage's primary input stream.

*streamnum:

is a number identifying the specific input stream containing the program to be read into the pipeline, where 0 is the
primary input stream, 1 is the secondary input stream, and so on. A colon must immediately follow streamnum with no
intervening blanks.
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*.streamid:

references the particular input stream containing the program to be read, so the input stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command
with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively. A
colon must immediately follow streamid with no intervening blanks.
string
is the argument string to be passed to the REXX program.
Usage Notes

1. A stage command invoked with the REXX pipeline subcommand can use subcommands such as the READTO,
PEEKTO, and OUTPUT subcommands to access the streams of the stage that invoked it.
2. The BatchPipeWorks command environment is not available in an external function called from a user written
stage command.
3. If the program is read from an input stream and the program reads from that stream, the program receives an endof-file condition.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.15.1 Example 1
4.15.2 Example 2
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4.16 SELECT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_BOTH___
|
| >>__SELECT__ _|________|__ _streamnum_ _ ___________________________>< |
|
| |_INput__| |_streamid__| |
|
|
| |_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|_ANYINput__________________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SELECT pipeline subcommand to select a stream for subsequent use by the READTO, PEEKTO, or OUTPUT
subcommands. The stream specified becomes the currently selected stream.
Operands

BOTH

assigns the stream you specify as both the currently selected input stream and the currently selected output stream. This
is the default.

INput

assigns the stream you specify as the currently selected input stream.
OUTput

assigns the stream you specify as the currently selected output stream.

streamnum
is a number identifying the stream you want to select, where 0 is the primary input or output stream, 1 is the secondary
input or output stream, and so on.
streamid
is a name identifying the particular stream you want to select. The streamid must match the stream name on the label
specified in the pipeline, or a stream name on an ADDSTREAM or other pipeline subcommand. Write the label
immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic characters and
digits that includes at least one alphabetic character.
ANYINput

specifies that if the currently selected input stream has records available, the records are read from that stream. If there
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are no more records available on the currently selected input stream, the next stream to be selected cannot be determined
by the user; any input stream on which records are available may be selected.
Usage Notes

1. If no SELECT subcommand is issued, the initial selected stream for READTO, PEEKTO, and OUTPUT is stream
0.
2. Use the STREAMNUM subcommand to obtain the stream number of the input stream selected when you specify
ANYINPUT.
3. When SELECT ANYINPUT is specified, the stage that issues SELECT ANYINPUT commits to level 0 if the
stage is not already committed to level 0 and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.16.1 Example 1
4.16.2 Example 2
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4.17 SETRC

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SETRC__n________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SETRC pipeline subcommand to set the return code for an OUTPUT subcommand issued by the previous stage.
SETRC cannot be issued from a stage command that is the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

n
is a return code to be passed to the waiting stage.
Usage Notes

1. The stage that issues a SETRC subcommand must first issue a PEEKTO subcommand to ensure that the stage at
the other end of its input stream is waiting for an OUTPUT subcommand to complete. After issuing the SETRC
subcommand, it should issue a READTO subcommand to read the waiting record. This will cause the other
stage's OUTPUT subcommand to complete with the specified return code.
2. SETRC should be used only when connected to a program that is prepared for the return code to be passed to it.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.17.1 Example 1
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4.18 SEVER

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SEVER__ _INput__ _______________________________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SEVER pipeline subcommand to disconnect from the currently selected stream. After a SEVER subcommand is
issued, the severed stream is no longer attached to the pipeline containing the stage that issued the SEVER. If the stage
that issued the SEVER originally connected the stream with ADDPIPE and if ADDPIPE stacked the connection, the
connection at the top of the stack is restored.
Operands

INput

disconnects the currently selected input stream.
OUTput

disconnects the currently selected output stream.
Usage Notes

1. When a stream is severed, the effect on the stage at the other side of the connection depends upon whether the
connection was created with CALLPIPE.
If the connection was created with CALLPIPE, the previous connection is reinstated. If the connection was not
created with CALLPIPE, the streams become unconnected. If the stage is waiting for input or output on the
stream, or if it is waiting for input on any stream and this is its last input stream, it receives an end-of-file
condition.
2. For more information on stacked connections, see "ADDPIPE" in topic 4.3.
3. In a stage with more than one output stream, sever a stream as soon as you finish writing to it. This may avoid a
stall.
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Examples
Subtopics:
4.18.1 Example 1
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4.19 SHORT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SHORT___________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SHORT pipeline subcommand to connect the currently selected input stream directly to the currently selected
output stream. The stage that issues SHORT is bypassed.
Usage Notes

1. Use SHORT when you want to copy the remainder of the input stream to the output stream.
2. After using the SHORT pipeline subcommand, the stage that issues SHORT cannot read from the input stream
nor write to the output stream.
3. It is more efficient to use SHORT to connect the currently selected input stream directly to the currently selected
output stream than to use READTO followed by OUTPUT for each record in the input stream.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.19.1 Example 1
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4.20 STAGENUM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STAGENUM________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STAGENUM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stage's relative position in the pipeline. The return code from
STAGENUM is the position of the stage in the pipeline.
Usage Notes

1. If the stage that issues STAGENUM appears in more than one pipeline of a multistream pipeline, the return code
indicates the stage's position in the pipeline to which its primary stream is connected.
2. If a CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand issues a user-written stage command that issues
STAGENUM, STAGENUM returns the stage's relative position in the pipeline specified on the CALLPIPE or
ADDPIPE command. If the pipeline specified on CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE begins with a connector, the connector
is counted as the first stage of that pipeline.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.20.1 Example 1
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4.21 STREAMNUM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_*_________
|
| >>__STREAMNUm__ _INput__ __|___________|____________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_| |_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stream number of a specified stream. STREAMNUM sets
the return code to the stream number. A stream number of 0 (zero) refers to the primary input or output stream, 1 (one)
refers to the secondary input or output stream, and so on.
Operands

INput

returns the stream number of the specified input stream.
OUTput

returns the stream number of the specified output stream.

*

returns the stream number of the currently selected stream. This is the default.
streamnum
is a number identifying a specific stream, where 0 is the primary input or output stream, 1 is the secondary input or
output stream, and so on. By specifying a stream number as your stream identifier, you can use the number returned to
verify you have a defined and connected stream.
streamid
references the stream whose number you want to obtain, so the stream identifier must match the assigned stream name
on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for
the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
Usage Notes
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1. If you specify streamnum or streamid, STREAMNUM checks if the specified stream is defined. If the stream is
undefined, STREAMNUM sets return code -102 or -178.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.21.1 Example 1
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4.22 STREAMSTATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_*_________
|
| >>__STREAMSTate__ _INput__ __|___________|__________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_| |_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand to obtain the state of a specified stream. STREAMSTATE sets the
return code to indicate the state of a stream. The possible stream states are:
Not defined
Defined but not connected
Defined and connected
Within the defined and connected state, there are three possible states:
The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is waiting for an action to occur on the
specified stream
The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is waiting for an action to occur on the
specified stream on a different commit level
The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is not waiting for an action to occur on
the specified stream.
Operands

INput

returns state information about the specified input stream.
OUTput

returns state information about the specified output stream.

*

returns state information about the currently selected stream. This is the default.
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streamnum
is a number identifying a stream for which status is returned, where 0 is the primary input or output stream, 1 is the
secondary input or output stream, and so on. By specifying a stream number as your stream identifier, you can use the
number returned to verify you have a defined and connected stream.
streamid
references the stream whose status you want to obtain, so the stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on
the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the
ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.22.1 Example 1
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3.128.4 Example 4
To select records from (and including) one that ends in two hyphens to (and including) one that ends in a period, use the
following PIPE command:
pipe < DATA.FILE | zone -2;-1 reverse between /--/ /./ | > OUTPUT.FILE

When the last character in a record is a period, ZONE reverses the period and the character preceding it so BETWEEN
can then find the records that begin with a period.
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4.0 Chapter 4. Pipeline Subcommands
This chapter describes the formats and operands of the BatchPipeWorks pipeline subcommands used in user-written
stage commands. The subcommands are presented in alphabetic order. Each subcommand description includes the
format and description of operands and, where applicable, usage notes and return codes. Each command description also
gives at least one example of using the command.
Table 25 summarizes the function of each pipeline subcommand:

Table 25. What Each Pipeline Subcommand Does
Pipeline Subcommand
Task Performed
ADDPIPE
Adds one or more pipelines to the set of running
                      pipelines.
ADDSTREAM
Defines an unconnected input or output stream.
BEGOUTPUT
Enters an implied output mode where anything
                      directed to the subcommand environment is
                      written to the currently selected output stream.
CALLPIPE
Invokes a subroutine pipeline.
COMMIT
Commits a stage to a different commit level.
MAXSTREAM
Gets the number of the highest numbered input or
                      output stream.
MESSAGE
Displays a message at the terminal.
Disables automatic commits performed by pipeline
NOCOMMIT
                      subcommands
OUTPUT
Writes a record to the currently selected output
                      stream.
PEEKTO
Reads a record from the currently selected input
                      stream without removing the record from the
                      stream.
Reads a record from the currently selected input
READTO
                      stream.
Determines if a stage command is a
RESOLVE
                      BatchPipeWorks stage command.
REXX
Invokes a REXX program as a stage command.
SELECT
Selects a stream.
SETRC
Sets a return code.
SEVER
Disconnects from the currently selected stream
                      and restores the previous connection, if any.
SHORT
Connects the currently selected input stream to
                      the currently selected output stream.
STAGENUM
Gets the relative position of a stage in a
                      pipeline of the primary stream.
STREAMNUM
Gets the stream number of a specified stream.
STREAMSTATE
Gets the state of a specified stream.
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Subtopics:
4.1 Using Pipeline Subcommands
4.2 Notes for Writing Your Own Stage Command
4.3 ADDPIPE
4.4 ADDSTREAM
4.5 BEGOUTPUT
4.6 CALLPIPE
4.7 COMMIT
4.8 MAXSTREAM
4.9 MESSAGE
4.10 NOCOMMIT
4.11 OUTPUT
4.12 PEEKTO
4.13 READTO
4.14 RESOLVE
4.15 REXX
4.16 SELECT
4.17 SETRC
4.18 SEVER
4.19 SHORT
4.20 STAGENUM
4.21 STREAMNUM
4.22 STREAMSTATE
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4.1 Using Pipeline Subcommands
Pipeline subcommands must be issued from a user-written stage command or from a PIPCMD stage command. They
cannot be specified as a stage of a PIPE command. BatchPipeWorks sets the REXX variable RC to the return code
resulting from the execution of a pipeline subcommand. When BatchPipeWorks does not recognize a command that is
specified in a user-written stage command, return code -7 is given without issuing any messages.
Unlike stage functions, most pipeline subcommands use the stream that is currently selected. When a user-written stage
command begins running, the selected stream is stream 0. To use a different stream, specify the SELECT pipeline
subcommand in the user-written stage command.
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4.2 Notes for Writing Your Own Stage Command
Consider the following items when you write a user-written stage command. For more information, see BatchPipeWorks
Users Guide.
Because a user-written stage command is stored as a member of a partitioned data set, any restrictions for naming
a member apply to naming a user-written stage command. See the MVS/ESA JCL Reference for these restrictions.
When a user-written stage command is invoked from BatchPipeWorks, the default environment to which
commands are passed is BatchPipeWorks, not the TSO environment. To issue TSO commands from a userwritten stage command, use the REXX ADDRESS instruction.
If you change the default command environment without saving it, you cannot restore it as the default.
User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or
SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage command first issues the NOCOMMIT
pipeline subcommand. The stage command can issue COMMIT before a PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or
SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand to test if any other stage has returned with a nonzero return code on
commit level -1.
When you invoke a REXX exec as a stage command, the seventh word of the string returned by a REXX PARSE
SOURCE instruction is a question mark. A REXX program can examine the seventh word to distinguish whether
it is invoked as a stage command or a REXX exec.
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4.3.1 Example 1
ADDPIPE can be used to insert one or more stages before or after a user-written stage command. This is useful when
you want to use a function already provided with BatchPipeWorks in your user-written stage command.
The following user-written stage command centers and translates to uppercase each line from the primary input stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UPCENT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
'addpipe',
/* pre-process input stream .. */
|
|
'*.input:',
/* .. for this stage
*/
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate data to uppercase */
|
|
'| *.input:'
/* into this stage's input
*/
|
|
do forever
/* do until end of file
*/
|
|
'readto record'
/* read the next record
*/
|
|
'output' center(record,72)
/* center and write it
*/
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit rc*(rc¬=12)
/* set rc to 0 if end of file
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

This stage uses an ADDPIPE subcommand to insert a pipeline into its input stream. The records that flow from the
previous stage in the main pipeline go first through the added pipeline, which feeds them through its XLATE stage to
translate them to uppercase. Only then do the records become available to be read by the READTO subcommand in this
stage. The DO FOREVER group reads each record, centers the data, and writes the resulting records to the primary
output stream.
Given the input data set with variable length records in Figure 157, Figure 158 shows the output data set resulting from
the following command:
pipe < LEFT.FILE | upcent | > CENTER.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.LEFT.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 fun with
000002 pipeworks!
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 157. ADDPIPE Example: Input Data Set Contents
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.CENTER.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001
FUN WITH
000002
PIPEWORKS!
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 158. ADDPIPE Example: Output Data Set Contents

The following user-written stage command named TSTAMP inserts a timestamp before each record. TSTAMP uses
ADDPIPE to insert a pipeline into its output stream. The added pipeline uses CHOP and PAD stages to ensure that the
output records are exactly 80 characters in length.
________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *****************************|*/
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TSTAMP)
|*/
|
/********************************************************************|*/
|
signal on error
|
|
'addpipe',
|
|
'*.output:',
/* connect to this stage's output */|
|
'| chop 80',
/* Shorten longer records */
|
|
'| pad 80',
/* Lengthen shorter records */
|
|
'| *.output:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */|
|
do forever
|
|
'readto record'
/* Read a record */
|
|
'output' date('o') time() record /* Write record with timestamp */|
|
end
|
|
error: exit rc*(rc¬=12)
/* set rc to 0 if end of file
|*/
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

The DO FOREVER group reads the records that flow from the previous stage in the main pipeline, inserts the
timestamp, and writes the resulting records to the output stream. These records then flow through the added pipeline,
which extends them to 80 characters in length and truncates any characters after column 80.
Note that even though ADDPIPE places stages after the current stage, it must be executed before the first OUTPUT
statement to redefine the running pipeline set and give the desired result.
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4.3.2 Example 2
ADDPIPE can be used to replace the original input or output stream with a different stream. This is useful when you
want to test a user-written stage command, but you cannot modify the syntax of the pipeline for some reason.
To give your user-written stage command input data from data set INPUT.DATA instead of the data from the original
input stream, use the ADDPIPE subcommand as follows:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYIN)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addpipe',
|
|
"< 'PREFIX.INPUT.DATA'",
/* read INPUT.DATA */
|
|
'| *.input:'
/* replace original input stream */
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

To write the output of your user-written stage command to the existing data set OUTPUT.DATA instead of to the
original output stream, use the ADDPIPE subcommand as follows:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYOUT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addpipe',
|
|
'*.output:',
/* replace original output stream */
|
|
"| > 'PREFIX.OUTPUT.DATA'"
/* write to OUTPUT.DATA instead */
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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4.3.3 Example 3
ADDPIPE can be used to bypass your user-written stage command. The following user-written stage command named
HEXSORT sorts records containing only hexadecimal numbers:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HEXSORT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addpipe',
|
|
'*.input:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* A-F fa-ff', /* Translate A to F to be above X'F9' */
|
|
'| sort',
/* Sort the records */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* fa-ff A-F', /* Restore original characters A to F */
|
|
'| *.output:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given the input data set in Figure 159, Figure 160 shows the output data set resulting from the following command:
pipe < HEX.UNSORTED | hexsort | > HEX.SORTED

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.HEX.UNSORTED ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 B999
000002 1323
000003 FFFF
000004 BA82
000005 1A43
000006 20DD
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 159. ADDPIPE Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ----- PREFIX.HEX.SORTED ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..
00004 1323
00005 1A43
00006 20DD
00007 B999
00008 BA82
00009 FFFF
00010 ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 160. ADDPIPE Example: Output Data Set Contents
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4.3.4 Example 4
The following user-written stage command, SPACEIT, uses the SPACE function of REXX to format a report for
readability. The contents of the data set REPORT.HEADING are formatted and written to the primary output stream.
Then, the lines read from the primary input stream are formatted and written to the primary output stream.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *******************************/
|
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(SPACEIT)
*/
|
|
/**********************************************************************/
|
|
'addpipe',
/* Temporarily change input stream */
|
|
"< 'PREFIX.REPORT.HEADING'",
/* Read the heading data set
*/
|
|
'| *.input:'
/* Connect to my input stream
*/
|
|
call doall
/* Handle all heading lines
*/
|
|
'sever input'
/* Restore original connection
*/
|
|
call doall
/* Handle all original input lines */
|
|
exit
/* Exit */
|
|
doall:
|
|
do forever
|
|
'readto record'
/* Read a record
*/
|
|
if rc ¬= 0 then
/* If EOF then leave
*/
|
|
leave
|
|
'output' space(record)
/* Write the formatted record
*/
|
|
if rc ¬= 0 then
/* If EOF then leave
*/
|
|
leave
|
|
end
|
|
return
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given the heading data set in Figure 161 and the data set in Figure 162, Figure 163 shows the output data set resulting
from the following PIPE command:
pipe < MARCH.SALEDATA | spaceit | > MARCH.REPORT

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.REPORT.HEADING -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000004
SALES DATA
000005 FOR
MAIN STORE
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 161. ADDPIPE Example: Header Data Set Contents
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.MARCH.SALEDATA -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 03/06
7839.48
000002
03/13 8379.91
000003
03/20
8252.23
000004 03/27
9407.02
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 162. ADDPIPE Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.MARCH.REPORT ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 SALES DATA
000002 FOR MAIN STORE
000003 03/06 7839.48
000004 03/13 8379.91
000005 03/20 8252.23
000006 03/27 9407.02
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 163. ADDPIPE Example: Output Data Set Contents
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4.3.4 Example 4
The following user-written stage command, SPACEIT, uses the SPACE function of REXX to format a report for
readability. The contents of the data set REPORT.HEADING are formatted and written to the primary output stream.
Then, the lines read from the primary input stream are formatted and written to the primary output stream.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *******************************/
|
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(SPACEIT)
*/
|
|
/**********************************************************************/
|
|
'addpipe',
/* Temporarily change input stream */
|
|
"< 'PREFIX.REPORT.HEADING'",
/* Read the heading data set
*/
|
|
'| *.input:'
/* Connect to my input stream
*/
|
|
call doall
/* Handle all heading lines
*/
|
|
'sever input'
/* Restore original connection
*/
|
|
call doall
/* Handle all original input lines */
|
|
exit
/* Exit */
|
|
doall:
|
|
do forever
|
|
'readto record'
/* Read a record
*/
|
|
if rc ¬= 0 then
/* If EOF then leave
*/
|
|
leave
|
|
'output' space(record)
/* Write the formatted record
*/
|
|
if rc ¬= 0 then
/* If EOF then leave
*/
|
|
leave
|
|
end
|
|
return
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given the heading data set in Figure 161 and the data set in Figure 162, Figure 163 shows the output data set resulting
from the following PIPE command:
pipe < MARCH.SALEDATA | spaceit | > MARCH.REPORT

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.REPORT.HEADING -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000004
SALES DATA
000005 FOR
MAIN STORE
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 161. ADDPIPE Example: Header Data Set Contents
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.MARCH.SALEDATA -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 03/06
7839.48
000002
03/13 8379.91
000003
03/20
8252.23
000004 03/27
9407.02
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 162. ADDPIPE Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.MARCH.REPORT ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 SALES DATA
000002 FOR MAIN STORE
000003 03/06 7839.48
000004 03/13 8379.91
000005 03/20 8252.23
000006 03/27 9407.02
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 163. ADDPIPE Example: Output Data Set Contents
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4.4.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command defines a new stream, errs, adds a new pipeline, and connects the currently
selected output stream to the new pipeline. The new pipeline then writes all records read from the primary input stream
to the data set ERROR.FILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(ADDERR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addstream output errs'
/* define stream errs */
|
|
"addpipe *.output.errs:|> 'PREFIX.ERROR.FILE'" /* add pipeline to
*/
|
|
/* write output to ERROR.FILE */
|
|
signal on error
/* handle errors
*/
|
|
'select output errs'
/* make subsequent output go to errs stream */
|
|
do forever
|
|
'readto in'
/* read input record
*/
|
|
'output' in
/* write output to ERROR.FILE
*/
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12) /* if rc¬=0 or ¬=12, pass bad rc
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

addstream output errs

command.

defines an output stream with stream identifier, errs, for the stage that invoked the stage

addpipe *.output.errs:|> ERROR.FILE adds a pipeline to the set of currently running pipelines. When output is
generated on the newly added errs stream, this pipeline causes the output to go to the > stage, which writes it to

the data set ERROR.FILE.

causes the errs stream to become the currently selected output stream. Any output written
by the subsequent OUTPUT subcommand goes to the errs stream.

select output errs

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
-112
-174

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.
Too many operands.
A stream with the stream identifier specified is already defined.
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4.3.4 Example 4
The following user-written stage command, SPACEIT, uses the SPACE function of REXX to format a report for
readability. The contents of the data set REPORT.HEADING are formatted and written to the primary output stream.
Then, the lines read from the primary input stream are formatted and written to the primary output stream.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *******************************/
|
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(SPACEIT)
*/
|
|
/**********************************************************************/
|
|
'addpipe',
/* Temporarily change input stream */
|
|
"< 'PREFIX.REPORT.HEADING'",
/* Read the heading data set
*/
|
|
'| *.input:'
/* Connect to my input stream
*/
|
|
call doall
/* Handle all heading lines
*/
|
|
'sever input'
/* Restore original connection
*/
|
|
call doall
/* Handle all original input lines */
|
|
exit
/* Exit */
|
|
doall:
|
|
do forever
|
|
'readto record'
/* Read a record
*/
|
|
if rc ¬= 0 then
/* If EOF then leave
*/
|
|
leave
|
|
'output' space(record)
/* Write the formatted record
*/
|
|
if rc ¬= 0 then
/* If EOF then leave
*/
|
|
leave
|
|
end
|
|
return
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given the heading data set in Figure 161 and the data set in Figure 162, Figure 163 shows the output data set resulting
from the following PIPE command:
pipe < MARCH.SALEDATA | spaceit | > MARCH.REPORT

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.REPORT.HEADING -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000004
SALES DATA
000005 FOR
MAIN STORE
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 161. ADDPIPE Example: Header Data Set Contents
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.MARCH.SALEDATA -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 03/06
7839.48
000002
03/13 8379.91
000003
03/20
8252.23
000004 03/27
9407.02
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 162. ADDPIPE Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.MARCH.REPORT ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 SALES DATA
000002 FOR MAIN STORE
000003 03/06 7839.48
000004 03/13 8379.91
000005 03/20 8252.23
000006 03/27 9407.02
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 163. ADDPIPE Example: Output Data Set Contents
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4.4.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command defines a new stream, errs, adds a new pipeline, and connects the currently
selected output stream to the new pipeline. The new pipeline then writes all records read from the primary input stream
to the data set ERROR.FILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(ADDERR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addstream output errs'
/* define stream errs */
|
|
"addpipe *.output.errs:|> 'PREFIX.ERROR.FILE'" /* add pipeline to
*/
|
|
/* write output to ERROR.FILE */
|
|
signal on error
/* handle errors
*/
|
|
'select output errs'
/* make subsequent output go to errs stream */
|
|
do forever
|
|
'readto in'
/* read input record
*/
|
|
'output' in
/* write output to ERROR.FILE
*/
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12) /* if rc¬=0 or ¬=12, pass bad rc
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

addstream output errs

command.

defines an output stream with stream identifier, errs, for the stage that invoked the stage

addpipe *.output.errs:|> ERROR.FILE adds a pipeline to the set of currently running pipelines. When output is
generated on the newly added errs stream, this pipeline causes the output to go to the > stage, which writes it to

the data set ERROR.FILE.

causes the errs stream to become the currently selected output stream. Any output written
by the subsequent OUTPUT subcommand goes to the errs stream.

select output errs

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
-112
-174

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.
Too many operands.
A stream with the stream identifier specified is already defined.
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4.5.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage adds a report heading before its input records. The stage accepts one operand that is the
date to be included in the report heading. The stage then sorts its input records on a name field contained in columns 110, and writes the result to its currently selected output stream.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HEADING)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg date .
|
|
'BEGOUTPUT'
|
|
' '
/* blank line */
|
|
'
Monthly Personnel Report for'
|
|
'
ABC Corporation'
|
|
'
'date
|
|
' '
/* blank line */
|
|
' Name
Department
Area
Assignment
'
|
|
' '
/* blank line */
|
|
''
/* Null subcommand to end BEGOUTPUT */
|
|
'callpipe *: | sort 1-10 | *:'
/* Sort by Name */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given input data set MONTHLY.INPUT, shown in Figure 164, use a PIPE command similar to the following to display
the report at your terminal:
pipe < MONTHLY.INPUT | heading 2/8/93 | terminal
Monthly Personnel Report for
ABC Corporation
2/8/93
Name
ANDERSON
CARTER
JONES
SMITH
STEWART
READY

Department

Area

Assignment

Planning
Tech. Writing
Product Test
Development
Development

G52
G63
G92
G73
G20

Planner
BatchPipeWorks books
Test Coordinator
Callable Services Library
Development manager

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.MONTHLY.INPUT --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 SMITH
Development
G73
Callable Services Library
000002 JONES
Product Test
G92
Test Coordinator

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|

000003 ANDERSON Planning
G52
Planner
000004 STEWART
Development
G20
Development manager
000005 CARTER
Tech. Writing
G63
BatchPipeWorks books
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|

Figure 164. BEGOUTPUT Subcommand Example: Input Data Set Contents

Return Codes
The return code is always 0.
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4.4.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command defines a new stream, errs, adds a new pipeline, and connects the currently
selected output stream to the new pipeline. The new pipeline then writes all records read from the primary input stream
to the data set ERROR.FILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(ADDERR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addstream output errs'
/* define stream errs */
|
|
"addpipe *.output.errs:|> 'PREFIX.ERROR.FILE'" /* add pipeline to
*/
|
|
/* write output to ERROR.FILE */
|
|
signal on error
/* handle errors
*/
|
|
'select output errs'
/* make subsequent output go to errs stream */
|
|
do forever
|
|
'readto in'
/* read input record
*/
|
|
'output' in
/* write output to ERROR.FILE
*/
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12) /* if rc¬=0 or ¬=12, pass bad rc
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

addstream output errs

command.

defines an output stream with stream identifier, errs, for the stage that invoked the stage

addpipe *.output.errs:|> ERROR.FILE adds a pipeline to the set of currently running pipelines. When output is
generated on the newly added errs stream, this pipeline causes the output to go to the > stage, which writes it to

the data set ERROR.FILE.

causes the errs stream to become the currently selected output stream. Any output written
by the subsequent OUTPUT subcommand goes to the errs stream.

select output errs

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
-112
-174

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.
Too many operands.
A stream with the stream identifier specified is already defined.
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4.5.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage adds a report heading before its input records. The stage accepts one operand that is the
date to be included in the report heading. The stage then sorts its input records on a name field contained in columns 110, and writes the result to its currently selected output stream.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HEADING)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg date .
|
|
'BEGOUTPUT'
|
|
' '
/* blank line */
|
|
'
Monthly Personnel Report for'
|
|
'
ABC Corporation'
|
|
'
'date
|
|
' '
/* blank line */
|
|
' Name
Department
Area
Assignment
'
|
|
' '
/* blank line */
|
|
''
/* Null subcommand to end BEGOUTPUT */
|
|
'callpipe *: | sort 1-10 | *:'
/* Sort by Name */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given input data set MONTHLY.INPUT, shown in Figure 164, use a PIPE command similar to the following to display
the report at your terminal:
pipe < MONTHLY.INPUT | heading 2/8/93 | terminal
Monthly Personnel Report for
ABC Corporation
2/8/93
Name
ANDERSON
CARTER
JONES
SMITH
STEWART
READY

Department

Area

Assignment

Planning
Tech. Writing
Product Test
Development
Development

G52
G63
G92
G73
G20

Planner
BatchPipeWorks books
Test Coordinator
Callable Services Library
Development manager

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.MONTHLY.INPUT --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 SMITH
Development
G73
Callable Services Library
000002 JONES
Product Test
G92
Test Coordinator

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|

000003 ANDERSON Planning
G52
Planner
000004 STEWART
Development
G20
Development manager
000005 CARTER
Tech. Writing
G63
BatchPipeWorks books
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|

Figure 164. BEGOUTPUT Subcommand Example: Input Data Set Contents

Return Codes
The return code is always 0.
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4.6.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command named COUNTWDS counts the number of words in its primary input
stream, adds some text, and writes the result to its primary output stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(COUNTWDS)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| count words',
/* count number of words in input stream */
|
|
'| specs /Number of words is/ 1 1-* nextword', /* prefix record */
|
|
/* with "Number of words is" */,
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

is an input connector. It attaches the output stream of the stage preceding the COUNTWDS stage to the input
stream of the COUNT stage in the subroutine pipeline.

*:

count words

writes the number of blank-delimited words in the input stream to the output stream.

specs /Number of words is/ 1 1-* nextword inserts a prefix of Number of words is at the beginning of the
record containing the count information. It then writes the resulting record to the output stream.

is an output connector. It attaches the output stream of the SPECS stage to the input stream of the stage
following the COUNTWDS stage.

*:

To use this user-written stage command to display the number of words in the data set, PHONE.SCRIPT, enter the
following:
pipe < PHONE.SCRIPT | countwds | terminal
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4.6.2 Example 2
The PREFACE stage command lets you specify a stage whose output is written to the primary output stream.
PREFACE then copies its primary input stream to its primary output stream. The following user-written stage command
performs the same function as the PREFACE stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYPREF)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg cmdinput
/* set variable cmdinput to input argument */
|
|
'callpipe',
|
|
cmdinput,
/* execute the command and write resulting */
|
|
'| *:'
/* output to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'short'
/* copy input records to output after the */
|
|
/* records already written */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg cmdinput
callpipe cmdinput

reads the argument passed to the stage command and assigns it to the variable cmdinput.
runs the subroutine pipeline that was passed as an argument.

is an output connector. It writes the output from the subroutine pipeline to the output stream of the MYPREF
stage.

*:

short copies the records input to this stage to the stage's output stream. The records are copied after any output
from the execution of the subroutine pipeline passed as an input argument.

Return Codes
If any return code other than zero is returned, a syntax error occurred or a stage in the subroutine pipeline ended with a
nonzero return code.
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4.5.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage adds a report heading before its input records. The stage accepts one operand that is the
date to be included in the report heading. The stage then sorts its input records on a name field contained in columns 110, and writes the result to its currently selected output stream.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HEADING)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg date .
|
|
'BEGOUTPUT'
|
|
' '
/* blank line */
|
|
'
Monthly Personnel Report for'
|
|
'
ABC Corporation'
|
|
'
'date
|
|
' '
/* blank line */
|
|
' Name
Department
Area
Assignment
'
|
|
' '
/* blank line */
|
|
''
/* Null subcommand to end BEGOUTPUT */
|
|
'callpipe *: | sort 1-10 | *:'
/* Sort by Name */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given input data set MONTHLY.INPUT, shown in Figure 164, use a PIPE command similar to the following to display
the report at your terminal:
pipe < MONTHLY.INPUT | heading 2/8/93 | terminal
Monthly Personnel Report for
ABC Corporation
2/8/93
Name
ANDERSON
CARTER
JONES
SMITH
STEWART
READY

Department

Area

Assignment

Planning
Tech. Writing
Product Test
Development
Development

G52
G63
G92
G73
G20

Planner
BatchPipeWorks books
Test Coordinator
Callable Services Library
Development manager

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.MONTHLY.INPUT --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 SMITH
Development
G73
Callable Services Library
000002 JONES
Product Test
G92
Test Coordinator

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|

000003 ANDERSON Planning
G52
Planner
000004 STEWART
Development
G20
Development manager
000005 CARTER
Tech. Writing
G63
BatchPipeWorks books
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|

Figure 164. BEGOUTPUT Subcommand Example: Input Data Set Contents

Return Codes
The return code is always 0.
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4.6.2 Example 2
The PREFACE stage command lets you specify a stage whose output is written to the primary output stream.
PREFACE then copies its primary input stream to its primary output stream. The following user-written stage command
performs the same function as the PREFACE stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYPREF)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg cmdinput
/* set variable cmdinput to input argument */
|
|
'callpipe',
|
|
cmdinput,
/* execute the command and write resulting */
|
|
'| *:'
/* output to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'short'
/* copy input records to output after the */
|
|
/* records already written */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg cmdinput
callpipe cmdinput

reads the argument passed to the stage command and assigns it to the variable cmdinput.
runs the subroutine pipeline that was passed as an argument.

is an output connector. It writes the output from the subroutine pipeline to the output stream of the MYPREF
stage.

*:

short copies the records input to this stage to the stage's output stream. The records are copied after any output
from the execution of the subroutine pipeline passed as an input argument.

Return Codes
If any return code other than zero is returned, a syntax error occurred or a stage in the subroutine pipeline ended with a
nonzero return code.
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4.7.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command, TCOMMT, tests the return code of stage commands that start at commit
level -1 or below.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TCOMMT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
say 'TCOMMT started.'
/* issue message */
|
|
'commit 0'
/* wait until other stages at level 0 or have ended */
|
|
if rc/=0
/* error in another stage?? */
|
|
then exit 0
/* yes, exit without doing anything */
|
|
'output All is well.'
/* issue ok message */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

requests that the commit level of the TCOMMT stage be raised to 0. The TCOMMT stage is then
suspended until all the other stages in the pipeline have committed at least to level 0 or have ended. The return
code from COMMIT is then set to the current aggregate code.

commit 0

if rc/=0 tests the return code from the COMMIT pipeline subcommand. A nonzero return code indicates that an
error has occurred in one of the other stages.
then exit 0

causes this stage to end with a return code of zero if another stage has set a nonzero return code.

writes an output record if the return code from COMMIT is zero (which indicates that all
other stages have committed to level 0 or have ended with a zero return code).

output All is well.

Therefore, if you issue:
pipe rexx tcommt | terminal
you will receive the messages:

TCOMMT started.
All is well.
READY
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4.7.2 Example 2
The following example also calls TCOMMT to test the return code. Of the three stages in this pipeline, the TISSUE and
TCOMMT stages begin at a commit level of -1. The TERMINAL stage begins at a commit level of 0.
In this example, word is not a valid argument for a user-written stage command called TISSUE.
pipe tissue word | tcommt | terminal

tissue word determines that it has an argument that is not valid and exits with a return code of 112, without
having raised its commit level above -1. The aggregate return code for the pipeline, which began at zero, is
changed to 112 when TISSUE exits.
tcommt writes a message and issues a COMMIT 0 pipeline subcommand to wait until the rest of the pipeline is at
commit level 0. Once the TISSUE stage has exited, no other stages are running at a commit level lower than 0, so
the commit level of the pipeline is raised to 0. The COMMIT pipeline subcommand in the TCOMMT stage
completes with a return code equal to the current aggregate return code, 112. After testing this return code,
TCOMMT decides to exit without writing a record to the pipeline.

never begins until the pipeline reaches a commit level of 0. In this case, by the time the commit level
reaches 0, the aggregate return code is nonzero, so the TERMINAL stage is not started at all.

terminal

Return Codes
Unless the return code appears in the following list, the return code is the aggregate return code of the stage at that
point.
Code Meaning
0

All stages have committed to the specified level.

-2147483648
The arguments are in error.
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4.6.2 Example 2
The PREFACE stage command lets you specify a stage whose output is written to the primary output stream.
PREFACE then copies its primary input stream to its primary output stream. The following user-written stage command
performs the same function as the PREFACE stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYPREF)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg cmdinput
/* set variable cmdinput to input argument */
|
|
'callpipe',
|
|
cmdinput,
/* execute the command and write resulting */
|
|
'| *:'
/* output to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'short'
/* copy input records to output after the */
|
|
/* records already written */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg cmdinput
callpipe cmdinput

reads the argument passed to the stage command and assigns it to the variable cmdinput.
runs the subroutine pipeline that was passed as an argument.

is an output connector. It writes the output from the subroutine pipeline to the output stream of the MYPREF
stage.

*:

short copies the records input to this stage to the stage's output stream. The records are copied after any output
from the execution of the subroutine pipeline passed as an input argument.

Return Codes
If any return code other than zero is returned, a syntax error occurred or a stage in the subroutine pipeline ended with a
nonzero return code.
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4.7.2 Example 2
The following example also calls TCOMMT to test the return code. Of the three stages in this pipeline, the TISSUE and
TCOMMT stages begin at a commit level of -1. The TERMINAL stage begins at a commit level of 0.
In this example, word is not a valid argument for a user-written stage command called TISSUE.
pipe tissue word | tcommt | terminal

tissue word determines that it has an argument that is not valid and exits with a return code of 112, without
having raised its commit level above -1. The aggregate return code for the pipeline, which began at zero, is
changed to 112 when TISSUE exits.
tcommt writes a message and issues a COMMIT 0 pipeline subcommand to wait until the rest of the pipeline is at
commit level 0. Once the TISSUE stage has exited, no other stages are running at a commit level lower than 0, so
the commit level of the pipeline is raised to 0. The COMMIT pipeline subcommand in the TCOMMT stage
completes with a return code equal to the current aggregate return code, 112. After testing this return code,
TCOMMT decides to exit without writing a record to the pipeline.

never begins until the pipeline reaches a commit level of 0. In this case, by the time the commit level
reaches 0, the aggregate return code is nonzero, so the TERMINAL stage is not started at all.

terminal

Return Codes
Unless the return code appears in the following list, the return code is the aggregate return code of the stage at that
point.
Code Meaning
0

All stages have committed to the specified level.

-2147483648
The arguments are in error.
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4.8.1 Example 1
To create a stage command that issues error messages if only the primary input stream is defined or if there are more
than two input streams defined, code a stage command similar to the following REXX exec named TMAXST:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TMAXST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'maxstream input'
/* determine how many input streams are defined */
|
|
select
|
|
when RC=0
/* only the primary input is defined */
|
|
then 'message tmaxst123E The secondary input stream',
|
|
'is not defined'
|
|
when RC>1
/* there are more than two streams defined */
|
|
then 'message tmaxst456E More than two streams are defined'
|
|
otherwise
|
|
nop
|
|
end
|
|
if RC¬=1
/* if there are not just two input streams */
|
|
then exit RC
/* then pass back the return code */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Several invocations of TMAXST and their resulting terminal output are shown in Figure 165.
pipe tmaxst
TMAXST123 THE SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM IS NOT DEFINED.
READY
pipe (endchar ?) m:tmaxst ? m: ? m:
TMAXST456 MORE THAN TWO STREAMS ARE DEFINED.
READY
pipe (endchar ?) m:tmaxst ? m:
READY

Figure 165. MAXSTREAM Pipeline Subcommand Example: Command and Terminal
Output

Return Codes
If the return code is 0 or positive, the return code is the number of the highest numbered input stream if you specified
INPUT; it is the number of the highest numbered output stream if you specified OUTPUT. If the return code is negative,
it is one of the following:
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Code Meaning
-112
-163
-164

Too many operands were specified.
No operand was specified.
Operand not valid.
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4.7.2 Example 2
The following example also calls TCOMMT to test the return code. Of the three stages in this pipeline, the TISSUE and
TCOMMT stages begin at a commit level of -1. The TERMINAL stage begins at a commit level of 0.
In this example, word is not a valid argument for a user-written stage command called TISSUE.
pipe tissue word | tcommt | terminal

tissue word determines that it has an argument that is not valid and exits with a return code of 112, without
having raised its commit level above -1. The aggregate return code for the pipeline, which began at zero, is
changed to 112 when TISSUE exits.
tcommt writes a message and issues a COMMIT 0 pipeline subcommand to wait until the rest of the pipeline is at
commit level 0. Once the TISSUE stage has exited, no other stages are running at a commit level lower than 0, so
the commit level of the pipeline is raised to 0. The COMMIT pipeline subcommand in the TCOMMT stage
completes with a return code equal to the current aggregate return code, 112. After testing this return code,
TCOMMT decides to exit without writing a record to the pipeline.

never begins until the pipeline reaches a commit level of 0. In this case, by the time the commit level
reaches 0, the aggregate return code is nonzero, so the TERMINAL stage is not started at all.

terminal

Return Codes
Unless the return code appears in the following list, the return code is the aggregate return code of the stage at that
point.
Code Meaning
0

All stages have committed to the specified level.

-2147483648
The arguments are in error.
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4.8.1 Example 1
To create a stage command that issues error messages if only the primary input stream is defined or if there are more
than two input streams defined, code a stage command similar to the following REXX exec named TMAXST:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TMAXST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'maxstream input'
/* determine how many input streams are defined */
|
|
select
|
|
when RC=0
/* only the primary input is defined */
|
|
then 'message tmaxst123E The secondary input stream',
|
|
'is not defined'
|
|
when RC>1
/* there are more than two streams defined */
|
|
then 'message tmaxst456E More than two streams are defined'
|
|
otherwise
|
|
nop
|
|
end
|
|
if RC¬=1
/* if there are not just two input streams */
|
|
then exit RC
/* then pass back the return code */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Several invocations of TMAXST and their resulting terminal output are shown in Figure 165.
pipe tmaxst
TMAXST123 THE SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM IS NOT DEFINED.
READY
pipe (endchar ?) m:tmaxst ? m: ? m:
TMAXST456 MORE THAN TWO STREAMS ARE DEFINED.
READY
pipe (endchar ?) m:tmaxst ? m:
READY

Figure 165. MAXSTREAM Pipeline Subcommand Example: Command and Terminal
Output

Return Codes
If the return code is 0 or positive, the return code is the number of the highest numbered input stream if you specified
INPUT; it is the number of the highest numbered output stream if you specified OUTPUT. If the return code is negative,
it is one of the following:
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Code Meaning
-112
-163
-164

Too many operands were specified.
No operand was specified.
Operand not valid.
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4.9.1 Example 1
To issue a message from stage command, TRYPIP, with a message number of 1234 and a message text of Try PIPE.
create the following stage command:

You'll love it,

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TRYPIP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'message TRYPIP1234I Try PIPE. You'll love it'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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4.8.1 Example 1
To create a stage command that issues error messages if only the primary input stream is defined or if there are more
than two input streams defined, code a stage command similar to the following REXX exec named TMAXST:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TMAXST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'maxstream input'
/* determine how many input streams are defined */
|
|
select
|
|
when RC=0
/* only the primary input is defined */
|
|
then 'message tmaxst123E The secondary input stream',
|
|
'is not defined'
|
|
when RC>1
/* there are more than two streams defined */
|
|
then 'message tmaxst456E More than two streams are defined'
|
|
otherwise
|
|
nop
|
|
end
|
|
if RC¬=1
/* if there are not just two input streams */
|
|
then exit RC
/* then pass back the return code */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Several invocations of TMAXST and their resulting terminal output are shown in Figure 165.
pipe tmaxst
TMAXST123 THE SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM IS NOT DEFINED.
READY
pipe (endchar ?) m:tmaxst ? m: ? m:
TMAXST456 MORE THAN TWO STREAMS ARE DEFINED.
READY
pipe (endchar ?) m:tmaxst ? m:
READY

Figure 165. MAXSTREAM Pipeline Subcommand Example: Command and Terminal
Output

Return Codes
If the return code is 0 or positive, the return code is the number of the highest numbered input stream if you specified
INPUT; it is the number of the highest numbered output stream if you specified OUTPUT. If the return code is negative,
it is one of the following:
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Code Meaning
-112
-163
-164

Too many operands were specified.
No operand was specified.
Operand not valid.
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4.9.1 Example 1
To issue a message from stage command, TRYPIP, with a message number of 1234 and a message text of Try PIPE.
create the following stage command:

You'll love it,

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TRYPIP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'message TRYPIP1234I Try PIPE. You'll love it'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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4.10.1 Example 1
A stage may need to use a pipeline subcommand that reads from or writes to a stream, such as the READTO, PEEKTO,
and OUTPUT pipeline subcommands before it is ready for normal data to flow through the pipeline. The following
fragment may be used at the beginning of a stage to read a parameter data set.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
'addpipe',
/* Connect input to PREFIX.PARM.DATA set */ |
|
"< 'prefix.parm.data'",
|
|
'| *.input:'
|
|
'nocommit'
/* Disable automatic commit
*/ |
|
'readto parm'
/* Read first line of data set
*/ |
|
'sever input'
/* Reinstate input stream
*/ |
|
if parm¬='GO'
/* If parm not good, exit
*/ |
|
then exit 4
|
|
'commit 0'
/* See if other stages are OK
*/ |
|
if rc¬=0
/* Exit quietly if not
*/ |
|
then exit 0
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand allows the stage to use the READTO pipeline subcommand to read from an
input stream created by an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand without being committed to level 0 automatically. After the
stage has read its parameter record, it severs the added input stream to restore its original input stream.
If the stage determines that the parameter data is not valid, it exits with an error return code while still at commit level
-1, which signals other stages to end. If the stage finds correct parameter data, it issues an explicit COMMIT 0 pipeline
subcommand and checks the return code to determine whether any other stage encountered an error before it had
committed to level 0. If another stage has encountered an error, this stage exits without continuing to read from or write
to a stream.
Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
4
8

Automatic commit has been disabled.
A NOCOMMIT or COMMIT pipeline subcommand has already been issued.
A READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand has already committed the
stage to commit level 0.
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Unexpected operand.
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4.9.1 Example 1
To issue a message from stage command, TRYPIP, with a message number of 1234 and a message text of Try PIPE.
create the following stage command:

You'll love it,

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TRYPIP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'message TRYPIP1234I Try PIPE. You'll love it'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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4.10.1 Example 1
A stage may need to use a pipeline subcommand that reads from or writes to a stream, such as the READTO, PEEKTO,
and OUTPUT pipeline subcommands before it is ready for normal data to flow through the pipeline. The following
fragment may be used at the beginning of a stage to read a parameter data set.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
'addpipe',
/* Connect input to PREFIX.PARM.DATA set */ |
|
"< 'prefix.parm.data'",
|
|
'| *.input:'
|
|
'nocommit'
/* Disable automatic commit
*/ |
|
'readto parm'
/* Read first line of data set
*/ |
|
'sever input'
/* Reinstate input stream
*/ |
|
if parm¬='GO'
/* If parm not good, exit
*/ |
|
then exit 4
|
|
'commit 0'
/* See if other stages are OK
*/ |
|
if rc¬=0
/* Exit quietly if not
*/ |
|
then exit 0
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand allows the stage to use the READTO pipeline subcommand to read from an
input stream created by an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand without being committed to level 0 automatically. After the
stage has read its parameter record, it severs the added input stream to restore its original input stream.
If the stage determines that the parameter data is not valid, it exits with an error return code while still at commit level
-1, which signals other stages to end. If the stage finds correct parameter data, it issues an explicit COMMIT 0 pipeline
subcommand and checks the return code to determine whether any other stage encountered an error before it had
committed to level 0. If another stage has encountered an error, this stage exits without continuing to read from or write
to a stream.
Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
4
8

Automatic commit has been disabled.
A NOCOMMIT or COMMIT pipeline subcommand has already been issued.
A READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand has already committed the
stage to commit level 0.
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Unexpected operand.
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4.11.1 Example 1
To write a literal string from a stage command to the output stream, write a stage command similar to the following
stage command named HELLO:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HELLO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'output' 'Hello, World!'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

To invoke the stage command to write the literal string to the terminal, specify the following:
pipe hello | terminal

The terminal output resulting from execution of this PIPE command is:
Hello, World!
READY
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4.11.2 Example 2
Use the following stage command to apply a REXX function to the records in its primary input stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(APPLYFN)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
Signal On Error
|
|
Parse Arg function
/* User-specified function.
*/
|
|
Interpret "
/* Interpret entire loop.
*/
|
|
Do n=1;
/* Do until end-of-file.
*/
|
|
'readto record';
/* Read from pipeline.
*/
|
|
'output' ("function");
/* Apply function to record... */
|
|
End"
/* ...write result to pipeline.*/
|
|
Error: Return RC*(RC¬=12)
/* Return 0 if end-of-file.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the argument to the stage is a REXX expression. The stage reads records from its primary input stream
into the variable record and writes output records containing the result of evaluating the REXX expression.
To use APPLYFN to reduce multiple occurrences of a blank to a single blank in the records of the data set
INPUT.DATA and display the resulting records at your terminal, enter the following command:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | applyfn Space(record) | terminal

To use APPLYFN to prefix the records of the data set INPUT.DATA with the current date and time and to display the
resulting records at your terminal, enter the following command:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | applyfn date() time() record | terminal

Return Codes
If you receive a return code other than one of the return codes listed, the stage that is connected to the other end of the
output stream issued the SETRC subcommand to set a return code.
Code Meaning
0

The line is read by the stage connected to the output stream.

12
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The output stream is not connected.
-4095

The pipeline is stalled. All input and output streams are severed.
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4.10.1 Example 1
A stage may need to use a pipeline subcommand that reads from or writes to a stream, such as the READTO, PEEKTO,
and OUTPUT pipeline subcommands before it is ready for normal data to flow through the pipeline. The following
fragment may be used at the beginning of a stage to read a parameter data set.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
'addpipe',
/* Connect input to PREFIX.PARM.DATA set */ |
|
"< 'prefix.parm.data'",
|
|
'| *.input:'
|
|
'nocommit'
/* Disable automatic commit
*/ |
|
'readto parm'
/* Read first line of data set
*/ |
|
'sever input'
/* Reinstate input stream
*/ |
|
if parm¬='GO'
/* If parm not good, exit
*/ |
|
then exit 4
|
|
'commit 0'
/* See if other stages are OK
*/ |
|
if rc¬=0
/* Exit quietly if not
*/ |
|
then exit 0
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand allows the stage to use the READTO pipeline subcommand to read from an
input stream created by an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand without being committed to level 0 automatically. After the
stage has read its parameter record, it severs the added input stream to restore its original input stream.
If the stage determines that the parameter data is not valid, it exits with an error return code while still at commit level
-1, which signals other stages to end. If the stage finds correct parameter data, it issues an explicit COMMIT 0 pipeline
subcommand and checks the return code to determine whether any other stage encountered an error before it had
committed to level 0. If another stage has encountered an error, this stage exits without continuing to read from or write
to a stream.
Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
4
8

Automatic commit has been disabled.
A NOCOMMIT or COMMIT pipeline subcommand has already been issued.
A READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand has already committed the
stage to commit level 0.
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Unexpected operand.
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4.11.2 Example 2
Use the following stage command to apply a REXX function to the records in its primary input stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(APPLYFN)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
Signal On Error
|
|
Parse Arg function
/* User-specified function.
*/
|
|
Interpret "
/* Interpret entire loop.
*/
|
|
Do n=1;
/* Do until end-of-file.
*/
|
|
'readto record';
/* Read from pipeline.
*/
|
|
'output' ("function");
/* Apply function to record... */
|
|
End"
/* ...write result to pipeline.*/
|
|
Error: Return RC*(RC¬=12)
/* Return 0 if end-of-file.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the argument to the stage is a REXX expression. The stage reads records from its primary input stream
into the variable record and writes output records containing the result of evaluating the REXX expression.
To use APPLYFN to reduce multiple occurrences of a blank to a single blank in the records of the data set
INPUT.DATA and display the resulting records at your terminal, enter the following command:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | applyfn Space(record) | terminal

To use APPLYFN to prefix the records of the data set INPUT.DATA with the current date and time and to display the
resulting records at your terminal, enter the following command:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | applyfn date() time() record | terminal

Return Codes
If you receive a return code other than one of the return codes listed, the stage that is connected to the other end of the
output stream issued the SETRC subcommand to set a return code.
Code Meaning
0

The line is read by the stage connected to the output stream.

12
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The output stream is not connected.
-4095

The pipeline is stalled. All input and output streams are severed.
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4.12.1 Example 1
The user-written stage command UPINTRO, shown in Figure 166, translates records that contain an asterisk in column
1 to uppercase. UPINTRO translates only those records that appear at the beginning of the data set. When a record is
found that does not contain an asterisk in column 1, translation stops.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UPINTRO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
|
|
Signal On Error
|
|
'peekto record'
/* Get first record, if any.
*/
|
|
Do While Substr(record,1,1) = '*' /* Do until non-comment.
*/
|
|
'output' Translate(record)
/* Uppercase and write record. */
|
|
'readto'
/* Consume and discard record */
|
|
'peekto record'
/* Get next record, if any.
*/
|
|
End
|
|
'short'
/* Remaining input to output. */
|
|
Error: Exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/* RC = 0 if end-of-file.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
Figure 166. PEEKTO Example: Stage Command UPINTRO

In this stage command, peekto record reads a record into the variable record. The REXX SUBSTR function is then
used on the DO WHILE instruction to determine whether to translate the record to uppercase. output
Translate(record) translates the record to uppercase and writes the translated record to the output stream. readto
discards the record just processed. peekto record then reads the next record.
When a record is found that does not contain an asterisk in column 1, SHORT copies the remaining records in the input
stream, including the first one that does not begin with an asterisk, to the output stream.
Using the input data set LISTIN.FILE, shown in Figure 167, Figure 168 shows the resulting output data set from the
following command:
pipe < LISTIN.FILE | upintro | > LISTOUT.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.LISTIN.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 * this data set contains a list of *
000002 * people who are attending the *
000003 * conference next month
*
000004 Ted
000005 Jo
000006 Julie

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000007 Todd
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 167. PEEKTO Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.LISTOUT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 * THIS DATA SET CONTAINS A LIST OF *
000002 * PEOPLE WHO ARE ATTENDING THE *
000003 * CONFERENCE NEXT MONTH
*
000004 Ted
000005 Jo
000006 Julie
000007 Todd
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 168. PEEKTO Example: Output Data Set Contents

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

12

The input stream is at end of file. If varname was specified, the variable is dropped.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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4.11.2 Example 2
Use the following stage command to apply a REXX function to the records in its primary input stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(APPLYFN)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
Signal On Error
|
|
Parse Arg function
/* User-specified function.
*/
|
|
Interpret "
/* Interpret entire loop.
*/
|
|
Do n=1;
/* Do until end-of-file.
*/
|
|
'readto record';
/* Read from pipeline.
*/
|
|
'output' ("function");
/* Apply function to record... */
|
|
End"
/* ...write result to pipeline.*/
|
|
Error: Return RC*(RC¬=12)
/* Return 0 if end-of-file.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the argument to the stage is a REXX expression. The stage reads records from its primary input stream
into the variable record and writes output records containing the result of evaluating the REXX expression.
To use APPLYFN to reduce multiple occurrences of a blank to a single blank in the records of the data set
INPUT.DATA and display the resulting records at your terminal, enter the following command:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | applyfn Space(record) | terminal

To use APPLYFN to prefix the records of the data set INPUT.DATA with the current date and time and to display the
resulting records at your terminal, enter the following command:
pipe < INPUT.DATA | applyfn date() time() record | terminal

Return Codes
If you receive a return code other than one of the return codes listed, the stage that is connected to the other end of the
output stream issued the SETRC subcommand to set a return code.
Code Meaning
0

The line is read by the stage connected to the output stream.

12
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The output stream is not connected.
-4095

The pipeline is stalled. All input and output streams are severed.
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4.12.1 Example 1
The user-written stage command UPINTRO, shown in Figure 166, translates records that contain an asterisk in column
1 to uppercase. UPINTRO translates only those records that appear at the beginning of the data set. When a record is
found that does not contain an asterisk in column 1, translation stops.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UPINTRO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
|
|
Signal On Error
|
|
'peekto record'
/* Get first record, if any.
*/
|
|
Do While Substr(record,1,1) = '*' /* Do until non-comment.
*/
|
|
'output' Translate(record)
/* Uppercase and write record. */
|
|
'readto'
/* Consume and discard record */
|
|
'peekto record'
/* Get next record, if any.
*/
|
|
End
|
|
'short'
/* Remaining input to output. */
|
|
Error: Exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/* RC = 0 if end-of-file.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
Figure 166. PEEKTO Example: Stage Command UPINTRO

In this stage command, peekto record reads a record into the variable record. The REXX SUBSTR function is then
used on the DO WHILE instruction to determine whether to translate the record to uppercase. output
Translate(record) translates the record to uppercase and writes the translated record to the output stream. readto
discards the record just processed. peekto record then reads the next record.
When a record is found that does not contain an asterisk in column 1, SHORT copies the remaining records in the input
stream, including the first one that does not begin with an asterisk, to the output stream.
Using the input data set LISTIN.FILE, shown in Figure 167, Figure 168 shows the resulting output data set from the
following command:
pipe < LISTIN.FILE | upintro | > LISTOUT.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.LISTIN.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 * this data set contains a list of *
000002 * people who are attending the *
000003 * conference next month
*
000004 Ted
000005 Jo
000006 Julie

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000007 Todd
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 167. PEEKTO Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.LISTOUT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 * THIS DATA SET CONTAINS A LIST OF *
000002 * PEOPLE WHO ARE ATTENDING THE *
000003 * CONFERENCE NEXT MONTH
*
000004 Ted
000005 Jo
000006 Julie
000007 Todd
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 168. PEEKTO Example: Output Data Set Contents

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

12

The input stream is at end of file. If varname was specified, the variable is dropped.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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4.13.1 Example 1
The following stage command, TITLE, inserts a title line followed by a blank line before every 20 records from the
input stream and writes the output to the output stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TITLE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
/* handle errors */
|
|
parse arg title_line
/* read input argument (title line) */
|
|
'readto input_line'
/* read an input record */
|
|
do line_count=0 by 1
/* loop while more records */
|
|
if line_count // 20 = 0 then
/* if at beginning or have read 20 */
|
|
do
|
|
'output' title_line
/* then write the title line */
|
|
'output'
/* and a blank line */
|
|
end
|
|
'output' input_line
/* copy input record to output */
|
|
'readto input_line'
/* read the next input record */
|
|
end
|
|
Error: Exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/* RC = 0 if end-of-file.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg title_line
readto input_line

places in variable title_line the argument passed to TITLE.

reads a record from the currently selected input stream into variable input_line.

do line_count=0 by 1

loops while there are more records to read.

writes the title line followed by a blank line to the output stream if no records
have been written or if an integral multiple of 20 input records have been read. output title_line writes the title
using the argument passed to TITLE. output writes the blank line.
if line_count // 20 = 0 then ...

output input_line

copies the input record to the output stream.

readto input_line

reads the next input record.

returns any return code except return code 12 to the caller. Return code 12 means that either
the input stream or the output stream is at end of file. Because this is not an error condition, the return code for the
stage is set to 0.

exit rc*(rc ¬= 12)

To insert the title Top of the Page before every 20 lines of the data set INPUT.FILE and to write the results to the
terminal, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | Title Top line of Page| terminal
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Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

12

The input stream is at end of file. If varname was specified, the variable is dropped.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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4.12.1 Example 1
The user-written stage command UPINTRO, shown in Figure 166, translates records that contain an asterisk in column
1 to uppercase. UPINTRO translates only those records that appear at the beginning of the data set. When a record is
found that does not contain an asterisk in column 1, translation stops.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UPINTRO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
|
|
Signal On Error
|
|
'peekto record'
/* Get first record, if any.
*/
|
|
Do While Substr(record,1,1) = '*' /* Do until non-comment.
*/
|
|
'output' Translate(record)
/* Uppercase and write record. */
|
|
'readto'
/* Consume and discard record */
|
|
'peekto record'
/* Get next record, if any.
*/
|
|
End
|
|
'short'
/* Remaining input to output. */
|
|
Error: Exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/* RC = 0 if end-of-file.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
Figure 166. PEEKTO Example: Stage Command UPINTRO

In this stage command, peekto record reads a record into the variable record. The REXX SUBSTR function is then
used on the DO WHILE instruction to determine whether to translate the record to uppercase. output
Translate(record) translates the record to uppercase and writes the translated record to the output stream. readto
discards the record just processed. peekto record then reads the next record.
When a record is found that does not contain an asterisk in column 1, SHORT copies the remaining records in the input
stream, including the first one that does not begin with an asterisk, to the output stream.
Using the input data set LISTIN.FILE, shown in Figure 167, Figure 168 shows the resulting output data set from the
following command:
pipe < LISTIN.FILE | upintro | > LISTOUT.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.LISTIN.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 * this data set contains a list of *
000002 * people who are attending the *
000003 * conference next month
*
000004 Ted
000005 Jo
000006 Julie

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000007 Todd
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 167. PEEKTO Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.LISTOUT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 * THIS DATA SET CONTAINS A LIST OF *
000002 * PEOPLE WHO ARE ATTENDING THE *
000003 * CONFERENCE NEXT MONTH
*
000004 Ted
000005 Jo
000006 Julie
000007 Todd
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 168. PEEKTO Example: Output Data Set Contents

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

12

The input stream is at end of file. If varname was specified, the variable is dropped.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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4.13.1 Example 1
The following stage command, TITLE, inserts a title line followed by a blank line before every 20 records from the
input stream and writes the output to the output stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TITLE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
/* handle errors */
|
|
parse arg title_line
/* read input argument (title line) */
|
|
'readto input_line'
/* read an input record */
|
|
do line_count=0 by 1
/* loop while more records */
|
|
if line_count // 20 = 0 then
/* if at beginning or have read 20 */
|
|
do
|
|
'output' title_line
/* then write the title line */
|
|
'output'
/* and a blank line */
|
|
end
|
|
'output' input_line
/* copy input record to output */
|
|
'readto input_line'
/* read the next input record */
|
|
end
|
|
Error: Exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/* RC = 0 if end-of-file.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg title_line
readto input_line

places in variable title_line the argument passed to TITLE.

reads a record from the currently selected input stream into variable input_line.

do line_count=0 by 1

loops while there are more records to read.

writes the title line followed by a blank line to the output stream if no records
have been written or if an integral multiple of 20 input records have been read. output title_line writes the title
using the argument passed to TITLE. output writes the blank line.
if line_count // 20 = 0 then ...

output input_line

copies the input record to the output stream.

readto input_line

reads the next input record.

returns any return code except return code 12 to the caller. Return code 12 means that either
the input stream or the output stream is at end of file. Because this is not an error condition, the return code for the
stage is set to 0.

exit rc*(rc ¬= 12)

To insert the title Top of the Page before every 20 lines of the data set INPUT.FILE and to write the results to the
terminal, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | Title Top line of Page| terminal
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Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

12

The input stream is at end of file. If varname was specified, the variable is dropped.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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4.14.1 Example 1
To determine if stage command is one of BatchPipeWorks, create a user-written stage command similar to the
following, TBLT:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TBLT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on failure
/* handle negative return codes
*/
|
|
parse arg cmdinput
/* read input argument
*/
|
|
'resolve' cmdinput
/* stage command??
*/
|
|
if rc=0
/* no - issue message saying that
*/
|
|
then 'message TBLT001I',
|
|
cmdinput 'not found'
|
|
else 'message TBLT002I', /* yes - issue found message
*/
|
|
cmdinput 'is a BatchPipeWorks stage command'
|
|
exit 0
/* pass back return code 0
*/
|
|
failure: exit rc
/* pass back negative return codes
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg cmdinput
resolve cmdinput

places the argument passed to TBLT into variable cmdinput.

searches the list of stage functions for a command or program with the name specified.

displays a message based on the return code from RESOLVE. If the return code is 0, the
argument is not a stage function. If the return code is positive, the argument is a stage function.
if rc=0 then ...

To invoke TBLT to check for the existence of a stage command called CONCAT, issue the following:
pipe tblt concat

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
>0

No stage function with the specified name exists.
The name specified is a stage function.
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-42

stagecommand is not specified.

-112

More than one word is specified in stagecommand.
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4.13.1 Example 1
The following stage command, TITLE, inserts a title line followed by a blank line before every 20 records from the
input stream and writes the output to the output stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TITLE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
/* handle errors */
|
|
parse arg title_line
/* read input argument (title line) */
|
|
'readto input_line'
/* read an input record */
|
|
do line_count=0 by 1
/* loop while more records */
|
|
if line_count // 20 = 0 then
/* if at beginning or have read 20 */
|
|
do
|
|
'output' title_line
/* then write the title line */
|
|
'output'
/* and a blank line */
|
|
end
|
|
'output' input_line
/* copy input record to output */
|
|
'readto input_line'
/* read the next input record */
|
|
end
|
|
Error: Exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/* RC = 0 if end-of-file.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg title_line
readto input_line

places in variable title_line the argument passed to TITLE.

reads a record from the currently selected input stream into variable input_line.

do line_count=0 by 1

loops while there are more records to read.

writes the title line followed by a blank line to the output stream if no records
have been written or if an integral multiple of 20 input records have been read. output title_line writes the title
using the argument passed to TITLE. output writes the blank line.
if line_count // 20 = 0 then ...

output input_line

copies the input record to the output stream.

readto input_line

reads the next input record.

returns any return code except return code 12 to the caller. Return code 12 means that either
the input stream or the output stream is at end of file. Because this is not an error condition, the return code for the
stage is set to 0.

exit rc*(rc ¬= 12)

To insert the title Top of the Page before every 20 lines of the data set INPUT.FILE and to write the results to the
terminal, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | Title Top line of Page| terminal
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Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

12

The input stream is at end of file. If varname was specified, the variable is dropped.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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4.14.1 Example 1
To determine if stage command is one of BatchPipeWorks, create a user-written stage command similar to the
following, TBLT:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TBLT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on failure
/* handle negative return codes
*/
|
|
parse arg cmdinput
/* read input argument
*/
|
|
'resolve' cmdinput
/* stage command??
*/
|
|
if rc=0
/* no - issue message saying that
*/
|
|
then 'message TBLT001I',
|
|
cmdinput 'not found'
|
|
else 'message TBLT002I', /* yes - issue found message
*/
|
|
cmdinput 'is a BatchPipeWorks stage command'
|
|
exit 0
/* pass back return code 0
*/
|
|
failure: exit rc
/* pass back negative return codes
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg cmdinput
resolve cmdinput

places the argument passed to TBLT into variable cmdinput.

searches the list of stage functions for a command or program with the name specified.

displays a message based on the return code from RESOLVE. If the return code is 0, the
argument is not a stage function. If the return code is positive, the argument is a stage function.
if rc=0 then ...

To invoke TBLT to check for the existence of a stage command called CONCAT, issue the following:
pipe tblt concat

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
>0

No stage function with the specified name exists.
The name specified is a stage function.
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-42

stagecommand is not specified.

-112

More than one word is specified in stagecommand.
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4.15.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command, LOGLINE, writes a line to a log data set, LOGLINE.FILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(LOGLINE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg logtext
/* Get the log text
*/ |
|
logtext = date() time() logtext /* Add the date and time
*/ |
|
'callpipe',
/* Run subroutine pipeline
*/ |
|
'var logtext',
/* Take log text */
|
|
'| > LOGLINE.FILE'
/* And write it to the log data set
*/ |
|
exit rc
/* Exit */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following user-written stage command, which places quotation marks around each record, calls LOGLINE using
the REXX pipeline subcommand:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(QUOTES)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'rexx logline Starting QUOTES'
|
|
/* Write a log line
*/ |
|
'callpipe',
/* Run a subroutine pipeline
*/ |
|
'*:',
/* Connect to previous output stream
*/ |
|
'| specs /"/ 1 1-* next /"/ next',
|
|
/* Put quotes around each record
*/ |
|
'| *:'
/* Connect to following input stream
*/ |
|
exit rc
/* Exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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4.15.2 Example 2
Suppose you have the user-written stage commands SUM and PRODUCT. SUM adds all numbers in its input stream
and writes the sum to its output stream. PRODUCT multiplies all numbers in its input stream and writes the product to
its output stream. The following user-written stage command, SUMPROD, determines what user-written stage
command to call based on the contents of the first input record. All remaining records are processed by the stage
command that is called.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(SUMPROD)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
'readto stagecmd'
/* Read the name of the stage command to call */
|
|
'rexx' stagecmd
/* Call it to handle the remaining records
*/ |
|
error:
|
|
if rc = 12 then
/* If EOF, change to return code 0
*/ |
|
rc = 0
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Several invocations of SUMPROD are shown in Figure 169.
pipe literal sum|append literal 3|append literal 7|sumprod|terminal
10
READY
pipe literal product|append literal 3|append literal 7|sumprod|terminal
21
READY

Figure 169. REXX Pipeline Subcommand Example: Command and Terminal Output

Return Codes
Unless the return code appears in the following list, the return code given by the REXX pipeline subcommand is the
return code given by the execution of the specified REXX program:
Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

40
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The stage command specified is not found.
113
122
300
382

Missing operand.
Insufficient storage.
Missing right parenthesis.
Missing operand within parentheses.
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4.14.1 Example 1
To determine if stage command is one of BatchPipeWorks, create a user-written stage command similar to the
following, TBLT:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TBLT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on failure
/* handle negative return codes
*/
|
|
parse arg cmdinput
/* read input argument
*/
|
|
'resolve' cmdinput
/* stage command??
*/
|
|
if rc=0
/* no - issue message saying that
*/
|
|
then 'message TBLT001I',
|
|
cmdinput 'not found'
|
|
else 'message TBLT002I', /* yes - issue found message
*/
|
|
cmdinput 'is a BatchPipeWorks stage command'
|
|
exit 0
/* pass back return code 0
*/
|
|
failure: exit rc
/* pass back negative return codes
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

parse arg cmdinput
resolve cmdinput

places the argument passed to TBLT into variable cmdinput.

searches the list of stage functions for a command or program with the name specified.

displays a message based on the return code from RESOLVE. If the return code is 0, the
argument is not a stage function. If the return code is positive, the argument is a stage function.
if rc=0 then ...

To invoke TBLT to check for the existence of a stage command called CONCAT, issue the following:
pipe tblt concat

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
>0

No stage function with the specified name exists.
The name specified is a stage function.
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stagecommand is not specified.

-112

More than one word is specified in stagecommand.
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4.15.2 Example 2
Suppose you have the user-written stage commands SUM and PRODUCT. SUM adds all numbers in its input stream
and writes the sum to its output stream. PRODUCT multiplies all numbers in its input stream and writes the product to
its output stream. The following user-written stage command, SUMPROD, determines what user-written stage
command to call based on the contents of the first input record. All remaining records are processed by the stage
command that is called.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(SUMPROD)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
'readto stagecmd'
/* Read the name of the stage command to call */
|
|
'rexx' stagecmd
/* Call it to handle the remaining records
*/ |
|
error:
|
|
if rc = 12 then
/* If EOF, change to return code 0
*/ |
|
rc = 0
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Several invocations of SUMPROD are shown in Figure 169.
pipe literal sum|append literal 3|append literal 7|sumprod|terminal
10
READY
pipe literal product|append literal 3|append literal 7|sumprod|terminal
21
READY

Figure 169. REXX Pipeline Subcommand Example: Command and Terminal Output

Return Codes
Unless the return code appears in the following list, the return code given by the REXX pipeline subcommand is the
return code given by the execution of the specified REXX program:
Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.
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The stage command specified is not found.
113
122
300
382

Missing operand.
Insufficient storage.
Missing right parenthesis.
Missing operand within parentheses.
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4.16.1 Example 1
Within a stage command, to read a record from the primary input stream and write the record to the secondary output
stream, code the following statements:
'select input 0'
'select output 1'
'readto record'
'output' record

The first SELECT subcommand selects the input stream. Note that 0 is specified because streams are numbered
beginning with 0. The second SELECT subcommand selects the output stream. The secondary output stream is stream
number 1, not 2.
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4.16.2 Example 2
The FANINANY stage command reads the next available input record from any input stream and copies it to its
primary output stream. The following user-written stage command performs the same function as the FANINANY
subcommand:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYFANANY)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'commit 0'
/* Wait for other stages.
*/
|
|
if RC¬=0 then exit 0
/* Exit if error in other stage.*/
|
|
signal on error
|
|
do forever
/* Do until end of file.
*/
|
|
'select anyinput'
/* Where is the next record?
*/
|
|
'peekto line'
/* Let's see it.
*/
|
|
'output' line
/* Write it.
*/
|
|
'readto'
/* Release it.
*/
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12)
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

The stream or streams are selected.

4

The stream is undefined. No message is issued.

12

The subcommand is SELECT ANYINPUT. All input streams are at end of file.

-112
-169

Too many words in the argument string.
Stream identifier was not specified.
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4.15.2 Example 2
Suppose you have the user-written stage commands SUM and PRODUCT. SUM adds all numbers in its input stream
and writes the sum to its output stream. PRODUCT multiplies all numbers in its input stream and writes the product to
its output stream. The following user-written stage command, SUMPROD, determines what user-written stage
command to call based on the contents of the first input record. All remaining records are processed by the stage
command that is called.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(SUMPROD)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
'readto stagecmd'
/* Read the name of the stage command to call */
|
|
'rexx' stagecmd
/* Call it to handle the remaining records
*/ |
|
error:
|
|
if rc = 12 then
/* If EOF, change to return code 0
*/ |
|
rc = 0
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Several invocations of SUMPROD are shown in Figure 169.
pipe literal sum|append literal 3|append literal 7|sumprod|terminal
10
READY
pipe literal product|append literal 3|append literal 7|sumprod|terminal
21
READY

Figure 169. REXX Pipeline Subcommand Example: Command and Terminal Output

Return Codes
Unless the return code appears in the following list, the return code given by the REXX pipeline subcommand is the
return code given by the execution of the specified REXX program:
Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.
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The stage command specified is not found.
113
122
300
382

Missing operand.
Insufficient storage.
Missing right parenthesis.
Missing operand within parentheses.
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4.16.2 Example 2
The FANINANY stage command reads the next available input record from any input stream and copies it to its
primary output stream. The following user-written stage command performs the same function as the FANINANY
subcommand:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYFANANY)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'commit 0'
/* Wait for other stages.
*/
|
|
if RC¬=0 then exit 0
/* Exit if error in other stage.*/
|
|
signal on error
|
|
do forever
/* Do until end of file.
*/
|
|
'select anyinput'
/* Where is the next record?
*/
|
|
'peekto line'
/* Let's see it.
*/
|
|
'output' line
/* Write it.
*/
|
|
'readto'
/* Release it.
*/
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12)
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

The stream or streams are selected.

4

The stream is undefined. No message is issued.

12

The subcommand is SELECT ANYINPUT. All input streams are at end of file.

-112
-169

Too many words in the argument string.
Stream identifier was not specified.
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4.17.1 Example 1
A user-written stage command to issue TSO commands can pass the return code back to the previous stage using
SETRC as shown in the following program:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(ISSUETSO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'peekto tsocommand'
/* preview input record
*/
|
|
do while rc=0
/* while more records & no errors
*/
|
|
address TSO tsocommand
/* pass to TSO for execution
*/
|
|
'setrc' rc
/* set rc for caller's OUTPUT subcommand */
|
|
'readto'
/* read the record already previewed
*/
|
|
'peekto tsocommand'
/* preview next record
*/
|
|
end
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

-4

The stage that issued SETRC is the first stage of a pipeline, or the stage connected to the currently selected input
stream has selected a different output stream or it is not waiting for an OUTPUT subcommand to complete.

-58

Operand specified is not a valid number.

-112
-113

Too many operands are specified.
Missing operand.
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4.16.2 Example 2
The FANINANY stage command reads the next available input record from any input stream and copies it to its
primary output stream. The following user-written stage command performs the same function as the FANINANY
subcommand:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYFANANY)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'commit 0'
/* Wait for other stages.
*/
|
|
if RC¬=0 then exit 0
/* Exit if error in other stage.*/
|
|
signal on error
|
|
do forever
/* Do until end of file.
*/
|
|
'select anyinput'
/* Where is the next record?
*/
|
|
'peekto line'
/* Let's see it.
*/
|
|
'output' line
/* Write it.
*/
|
|
'readto'
/* Release it.
*/
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12)
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

The stream or streams are selected.

4

The stream is undefined. No message is issued.

12

The subcommand is SELECT ANYINPUT. All input streams are at end of file.

-112
-169

Too many words in the argument string.
Stream identifier was not specified.
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4.17.1 Example 1
A user-written stage command to issue TSO commands can pass the return code back to the previous stage using
SETRC as shown in the following program:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(ISSUETSO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'peekto tsocommand'
/* preview input record
*/
|
|
do while rc=0
/* while more records & no errors
*/
|
|
address TSO tsocommand
/* pass to TSO for execution
*/
|
|
'setrc' rc
/* set rc for caller's OUTPUT subcommand */
|
|
'readto'
/* read the record already previewed
*/
|
|
'peekto tsocommand'
/* preview next record
*/
|
|
end
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

-4

The stage that issued SETRC is the first stage of a pipeline, or the stage connected to the currently selected input
stream has selected a different output stream or it is not waiting for an OUTPUT subcommand to complete.

-58

Operand specified is not a valid number.

-112
-113

Too many operands are specified.
Missing operand.
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4.18.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command, UNDELIM, removes the delimiters from delimited strings, leaving only the
strings. Each input record is assumed to contain only one delimited string. ADDPIPE and SEVER are used to track the
use of this stage command by writing some information to a log data set, UNDELIM.LOGFILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UNDELIM)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
'addpipe',
/* Change output for now
*/ |
|
'*.output:',
/* Connect to my output stream */ |
|
"| >> 'PREFIX.UNDELIM.LOGFILE'"
/* Write to the log data set
*/ |
|
'peekto firstrec'
/* Peek at first record
*/ |
|
'output' copies('-',50)
/* Write separator line
*/ |
|
'output UNDELIM invoked on' date() 'at' time()
|
|
/* Write a log line
*/ |
|
'output First input record is:' firstrec
|
|
/* Write another log line
*/ |
|
'sever output'
/* Restore original connection */ |
|
do forever
/* Now handle all input records */ |
|
'readto record'
/* Read an input record
*/ |
|
parse var record 1 delim 2 string (delim)
|
|
/* Parse off the delimiters
*/ |
|
'output' string
/* Write just the string
*/ |
|
end
|
|
error:
|
|
if (rc = 12) then
/* If RC is 12, that's okay
*/ |
|
rc = 0
|
|
exit rc
/* Exit
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given the input data set shown in Figure 170, Figure 171 shows the output data set and Figure 172 shows the log data
set resulting from the following PIPE command:
pipe < DSTRINGS.FILE | undelim | > STRINGS.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.DSTRINGS.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ====>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /one/
000002 /two/
000003 'three'
000004 "four"
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Figure 170. SEVER Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.STRINGS.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 one
000002 two
000003 three
000004 four
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 171. SEVER Example: Output Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.UNDELIM.LOGFILE ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 -------------------------------------------------000002 UNDELIM invoked on 28 Jan 1994 at 10:07:29
000003 First input record is: /one/
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 172. SEVER Example: Log Data Set Contents

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
-112
-163
-164

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully or stream is already disconnected.
More than one operand is specified.
Missing operands.
Operand specified is not INPUT or OUTPUT.
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4.17.1 Example 1
A user-written stage command to issue TSO commands can pass the return code back to the previous stage using
SETRC as shown in the following program:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(ISSUETSO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'peekto tsocommand'
/* preview input record
*/
|
|
do while rc=0
/* while more records & no errors
*/
|
|
address TSO tsocommand
/* pass to TSO for execution
*/
|
|
'setrc' rc
/* set rc for caller's OUTPUT subcommand */
|
|
'readto'
/* read the record already previewed
*/
|
|
'peekto tsocommand'
/* preview next record
*/
|
|
end
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

-4

The stage that issued SETRC is the first stage of a pipeline, or the stage connected to the currently selected input
stream has selected a different output stream or it is not waiting for an OUTPUT subcommand to complete.

-58

Operand specified is not a valid number.

-112
-113

Too many operands are specified.
Missing operand.
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4.18.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command, UNDELIM, removes the delimiters from delimited strings, leaving only the
strings. Each input record is assumed to contain only one delimited string. ADDPIPE and SEVER are used to track the
use of this stage command by writing some information to a log data set, UNDELIM.LOGFILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UNDELIM)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
'addpipe',
/* Change output for now
*/ |
|
'*.output:',
/* Connect to my output stream */ |
|
"| >> 'PREFIX.UNDELIM.LOGFILE'"
/* Write to the log data set
*/ |
|
'peekto firstrec'
/* Peek at first record
*/ |
|
'output' copies('-',50)
/* Write separator line
*/ |
|
'output UNDELIM invoked on' date() 'at' time()
|
|
/* Write a log line
*/ |
|
'output First input record is:' firstrec
|
|
/* Write another log line
*/ |
|
'sever output'
/* Restore original connection */ |
|
do forever
/* Now handle all input records */ |
|
'readto record'
/* Read an input record
*/ |
|
parse var record 1 delim 2 string (delim)
|
|
/* Parse off the delimiters
*/ |
|
'output' string
/* Write just the string
*/ |
|
end
|
|
error:
|
|
if (rc = 12) then
/* If RC is 12, that's okay
*/ |
|
rc = 0
|
|
exit rc
/* Exit
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given the input data set shown in Figure 170, Figure 171 shows the output data set and Figure 172 shows the log data
set resulting from the following PIPE command:
pipe < DSTRINGS.FILE | undelim | > STRINGS.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.DSTRINGS.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ====>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /one/
000002 /two/
000003 'three'
000004 "four"
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Figure 170. SEVER Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.STRINGS.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 one
000002 two
000003 three
000004 four
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 171. SEVER Example: Output Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.UNDELIM.LOGFILE ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 -------------------------------------------------000002 UNDELIM invoked on 28 Jan 1994 at 10:07:29
000003 First input record is: /one/
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 172. SEVER Example: Log Data Set Contents

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
-112
-163
-164

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully or stream is already disconnected.
More than one operand is specified.
Missing operands.
Operand specified is not INPUT or OUTPUT.
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4.19.1 Example 1
The LITERAL stage function writes the data you specify to the primary output stream. It then copies all records in the
primary input stream to the primary output stream. To implement the LITERAL stage function as a user-written stage
command, use the following program named MYLIT:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MYLIT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg text
/* read the input argument */
|
|
'output' text
/* and write to the current output */
|
|
if rc=0
/* if a record was written ok */
|
|
then 'short'
/* then copy input records to current output */
|
|
exit rc
/* pass back the return code */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this program, the OUTPUT subcommand writes any specified arguments to the primary output stream. If the
OUTPUT subcommand executes successfully, the SHORT subcommand then copies the primary input stream records to
the primary output stream.
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4.18.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command, UNDELIM, removes the delimiters from delimited strings, leaving only the
strings. Each input record is assumed to contain only one delimited string. ADDPIPE and SEVER are used to track the
use of this stage command by writing some information to a log data set, UNDELIM.LOGFILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UNDELIM)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
'addpipe',
/* Change output for now
*/ |
|
'*.output:',
/* Connect to my output stream */ |
|
"| >> 'PREFIX.UNDELIM.LOGFILE'"
/* Write to the log data set
*/ |
|
'peekto firstrec'
/* Peek at first record
*/ |
|
'output' copies('-',50)
/* Write separator line
*/ |
|
'output UNDELIM invoked on' date() 'at' time()
|
|
/* Write a log line
*/ |
|
'output First input record is:' firstrec
|
|
/* Write another log line
*/ |
|
'sever output'
/* Restore original connection */ |
|
do forever
/* Now handle all input records */ |
|
'readto record'
/* Read an input record
*/ |
|
parse var record 1 delim 2 string (delim)
|
|
/* Parse off the delimiters
*/ |
|
'output' string
/* Write just the string
*/ |
|
end
|
|
error:
|
|
if (rc = 12) then
/* If RC is 12, that's okay
*/ |
|
rc = 0
|
|
exit rc
/* Exit
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given the input data set shown in Figure 170, Figure 171 shows the output data set and Figure 172 shows the log data
set resulting from the following PIPE command:
pipe < DSTRINGS.FILE | undelim | > STRINGS.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.DSTRINGS.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ====>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 /one/
000002 /two/
000003 'three'
000004 "four"
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Figure 170. SEVER Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.STRINGS.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 one
000002 two
000003 three
000004 four
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 171. SEVER Example: Output Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.UNDELIM.LOGFILE ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 -------------------------------------------------000002 UNDELIM invoked on 28 Jan 1994 at 10:07:29
000003 First input record is: /one/
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 172. SEVER Example: Log Data Set Contents

Return Codes

Code Meaning
0
-112
-163
-164

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully or stream is already disconnected.
More than one operand is specified.
Missing operands.
Operand specified is not INPUT or OUTPUT.
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4.19.1 Example 1
The LITERAL stage function writes the data you specify to the primary output stream. It then copies all records in the
primary input stream to the primary output stream. To implement the LITERAL stage function as a user-written stage
command, use the following program named MYLIT:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MYLIT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg text
/* read the input argument */
|
|
'output' text
/* and write to the current output */
|
|
if rc=0
/* if a record was written ok */
|
|
then 'short'
/* then copy input records to current output */
|
|
exit rc
/* pass back the return code */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this program, the OUTPUT subcommand writes any specified arguments to the primary output stream. If the
OUTPUT subcommand executes successfully, the SHORT subcommand then copies the primary input stream records to
the primary output stream.
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4.20.1 Example 1
To ensure that the stage command TPOSIT is invoked only as a first stage in a pipeline, include statements similar to
the following at the beginning of the stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TPOSIT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'stagenum'
/* get stage's relative position in pipeline */
|
|
if rc¬=1
/* if not the first stage of the pipeline then */
|
|
then
/* issue message */
|
|
do
|
|
'message TPOSIT001E This stage must be the first',
|
|
'one in a pipeline'
|
|
exit rc
/* pass back relative position */
|
|
end
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The error message is displayed if you use TPOSIT as a stage other than the first stage of a pipeline.
Return Codes
The return code is set to the relative position of the stage in the pipeline. For example, if the specified stage is the third
stage in a pipeline, the return code is 3.
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4.19.1 Example 1
The LITERAL stage function writes the data you specify to the primary output stream. It then copies all records in the
primary input stream to the primary output stream. To implement the LITERAL stage function as a user-written stage
command, use the following program named MYLIT:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MYLIT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg text
/* read the input argument */
|
|
'output' text
/* and write to the current output */
|
|
if rc=0
/* if a record was written ok */
|
|
then 'short'
/* then copy input records to current output */
|
|
exit rc
/* pass back the return code */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this program, the OUTPUT subcommand writes any specified arguments to the primary output stream. If the
OUTPUT subcommand executes successfully, the SHORT subcommand then copies the primary input stream records to
the primary output stream.
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4.20.1 Example 1
To ensure that the stage command TPOSIT is invoked only as a first stage in a pipeline, include statements similar to
the following at the beginning of the stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TPOSIT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'stagenum'
/* get stage's relative position in pipeline */
|
|
if rc¬=1
/* if not the first stage of the pipeline then */
|
|
then
/* issue message */
|
|
do
|
|
'message TPOSIT001E This stage must be the first',
|
|
'one in a pipeline'
|
|
exit rc
/* pass back relative position */
|
|
end
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The error message is displayed if you use TPOSIT as a stage other than the first stage of a pipeline.
Return Codes
The return code is set to the relative position of the stage in the pipeline. For example, if the specified stage is the third
stage in a pipeline, the return code is 3.
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4.21.1 Example 1
To test if a specified stream is defined and to connect the stream (if it is defined) to the currently selected output stream,
code a stage command similar to the following, TSTRNO:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TSTRNO)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg stream_ID .
/* read stream_ID */
|
|
'streamnum output' stream_ID
/* determine its stream number */
|
|
If RC>=0
/* if stream is defined */
|
|
Then
/* then connect the stream */
|
|
'callpipe',
/* to input of stage following */
|
|
' literal Testing:',
/* caller and write "Testing:" */
|
|
'|*..'stream_ID':'
/* to the stream */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the PARSE ARG instruction places in variable, stream_ID, the stream identifier specified as an
argument on TSTRNO. The STREAMNUM subcommand checks to see if the specified stream is defined. If the stream
is defined, STREAMNUM sets a positive or zero return code and a CALLPIPE subcommand is issued to connect the
specified stream to the output stream and write the character string Testing: to the output stream.
Return Codes
If the return code is 0 or greater, the return code is the number of the selected stream or the stream associated with the
stream identifier. The return may also be one of the following:
Code Meaning
-4
-102
-112
-163
-164
-178

The stream specified is not defined.
The second operand is a number. The stream is undefined.
There were more than two operands specified.
No operands were specified.
The first operand is not INPUT or OUTPUT.
The second operand is a stream identifier. The stream is undefined.
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4.20.1 Example 1
To ensure that the stage command TPOSIT is invoked only as a first stage in a pipeline, include statements similar to
the following at the beginning of the stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TPOSIT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'stagenum'
/* get stage's relative position in pipeline */
|
|
if rc¬=1
/* if not the first stage of the pipeline then */
|
|
then
/* issue message */
|
|
do
|
|
'message TPOSIT001E This stage must be the first',
|
|
'one in a pipeline'
|
|
exit rc
/* pass back relative position */
|
|
end
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The error message is displayed if you use TPOSIT as a stage other than the first stage of a pipeline.
Return Codes
The return code is set to the relative position of the stage in the pipeline. For example, if the specified stage is the third
stage in a pipeline, the return code is 3.
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4.21.1 Example 1
To test if a specified stream is defined and to connect the stream (if it is defined) to the currently selected output stream,
code a stage command similar to the following, TSTRNO:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TSTRNO)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg stream_ID .
/* read stream_ID */
|
|
'streamnum output' stream_ID
/* determine its stream number */
|
|
If RC>=0
/* if stream is defined */
|
|
Then
/* then connect the stream */
|
|
'callpipe',
/* to input of stage following */
|
|
' literal Testing:',
/* caller and write "Testing:" */
|
|
'|*..'stream_ID':'
/* to the stream */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the PARSE ARG instruction places in variable, stream_ID, the stream identifier specified as an
argument on TSTRNO. The STREAMNUM subcommand checks to see if the specified stream is defined. If the stream
is defined, STREAMNUM sets a positive or zero return code and a CALLPIPE subcommand is issued to connect the
specified stream to the output stream and write the character string Testing: to the output stream.
Return Codes
If the return code is 0 or greater, the return code is the number of the selected stream or the stream associated with the
stream identifier. The return may also be one of the following:
Code Meaning
-4
-102
-112
-163
-164
-178

The stream specified is not defined.
The second operand is a number. The stream is undefined.
There were more than two operands specified.
No operands were specified.
The first operand is not INPUT or OUTPUT.
The second operand is a stream identifier. The stream is undefined.
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4.22.1 Example 1
To test if the secondary input stream is connected, code a stage command similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TESTRM)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'streamstate input 1'
/* test state of secondary input stream */
|
|
if find('12 -4', rc) > 0 /* if stream is not defined or not */
|
|
then 'message testrm001E The secondary input', /* connected then */
|
|
'stream is not connected'
/* issue error msg*/
|
|
exit 0
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the STREAMSTATE subcommand tests the state of the secondary input stream. Note that the stream
number of the secondary input stream is 1, not 2. The stream number of the primary input stream is 0. If the return code
from STREAMSTATE is 12 or -4, then the MESSAGE subcommand issues a message indicating the secondary input
stream is not connected.
Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

4

8

12

The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is
waiting for an action to occur on the specified stream. If OUTPUT is specified, the stage that reads the record is
waiting for a record; if INPUT was specified, the stage that produces the record is waiting to write a record.
The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is
waiting for an action to occur on the specified stream on a different commit level. If OUTPUT is specified, the
stage that reads the record is waiting for a record; if INPUT was specified, the stage that produces the record is
waiting to write a record. If you try to read from or write to the specified stream before committing to the
different level, the pipeline stalls.
The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is not
waiting for an action to occur on the specified stream.
The stream is defined but not connected.

-4
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The stream is not defined.
-112
-163
-164

Too many operands were specified.
No operands were specified.
The first operand was not INPUT or OUTPUT.
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4.21.1 Example 1
To test if a specified stream is defined and to connect the stream (if it is defined) to the currently selected output stream,
code a stage command similar to the following, TSTRNO:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TSTRNO)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg stream_ID .
/* read stream_ID */
|
|
'streamnum output' stream_ID
/* determine its stream number */
|
|
If RC>=0
/* if stream is defined */
|
|
Then
/* then connect the stream */
|
|
'callpipe',
/* to input of stage following */
|
|
' literal Testing:',
/* caller and write "Testing:" */
|
|
'|*..'stream_ID':'
/* to the stream */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the PARSE ARG instruction places in variable, stream_ID, the stream identifier specified as an
argument on TSTRNO. The STREAMNUM subcommand checks to see if the specified stream is defined. If the stream
is defined, STREAMNUM sets a positive or zero return code and a CALLPIPE subcommand is issued to connect the
specified stream to the output stream and write the character string Testing: to the output stream.
Return Codes
If the return code is 0 or greater, the return code is the number of the selected stream or the stream associated with the
stream identifier. The return may also be one of the following:
Code Meaning
-4
-102
-112
-163
-164
-178

The stream specified is not defined.
The second operand is a number. The stream is undefined.
There were more than two operands specified.
No operands were specified.
The first operand is not INPUT or OUTPUT.
The second operand is a stream identifier. The stream is undefined.
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4.22.1 Example 1
To test if the secondary input stream is connected, code a stage command similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TESTRM)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'streamstate input 1'
/* test state of secondary input stream */
|
|
if find('12 -4', rc) > 0 /* if stream is not defined or not */
|
|
then 'message testrm001E The secondary input', /* connected then */
|
|
'stream is not connected'
/* issue error msg*/
|
|
exit 0
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the STREAMSTATE subcommand tests the state of the secondary input stream. Note that the stream
number of the secondary input stream is 1, not 2. The stream number of the primary input stream is 0. If the return code
from STREAMSTATE is 12 or -4, then the MESSAGE subcommand issues a message indicating the secondary input
stream is not connected.
Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

4

8

12

The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is
waiting for an action to occur on the specified stream. If OUTPUT is specified, the stage that reads the record is
waiting for a record; if INPUT was specified, the stage that produces the record is waiting to write a record.
The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is
waiting for an action to occur on the specified stream on a different commit level. If OUTPUT is specified, the
stage that reads the record is waiting for a record; if INPUT was specified, the stage that produces the record is
waiting to write a record. If you try to read from or write to the specified stream before committing to the
different level, the pipeline stalls.
The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is not
waiting for an action to occur on the specified stream.
The stream is defined but not connected.

-4
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The stream is not defined.
-112
-163
-164

Too many operands were specified.
No operands were specified.
The first operand was not INPUT or OUTPUT.
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4.22.1 Example 1
To test if the secondary input stream is connected, code a stage command similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TESTRM)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'streamstate input 1'
/* test state of secondary input stream */
|
|
if find('12 -4', rc) > 0 /* if stream is not defined or not */
|
|
then 'message testrm001E The secondary input', /* connected then */
|
|
'stream is not connected'
/* issue error msg*/
|
|
exit 0
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the STREAMSTATE subcommand tests the state of the secondary input stream. Note that the stream
number of the secondary input stream is 1, not 2. The stream number of the primary input stream is 0. If the return code
from STREAMSTATE is 12 or -4, then the MESSAGE subcommand issues a message indicating the secondary input
stream is not connected.
Return Codes

Code Meaning
0

4

8

12

The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is
waiting for an action to occur on the specified stream. If OUTPUT is specified, the stage that reads the record is
waiting for a record; if INPUT was specified, the stage that produces the record is waiting to write a record.
The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is
waiting for an action to occur on the specified stream on a different commit level. If OUTPUT is specified, the
stage that reads the record is waiting for a record; if INPUT was specified, the stage that produces the record is
waiting to write a record. If you try to read from or write to the specified stream before committing to the
different level, the pipeline stalls.
The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is not
waiting for an action to occur on the specified stream.
The stream is defined but not connected.

-4
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The stream is not defined.
-112
-163
-164

Too many operands were specified.
No operands were specified.
The first operand was not INPUT or OUTPUT.
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A.0 Appendix A. Characteristics of Stage Functions
The following table lists all the stage functions and some of their characteristics. These characteristics include:
The input streams from which the stage command can read. For example, whether the stage command can read
data from a primary input stream, secondary input stream, or tertiary input stream. Also, some stage commands
process data that is not read from any input stream.
The output streams to which the stage command can write. For example, whether the stage command can write
data to a primary output stream, secondary output stream, or tertiary output stream.
The position in a pipeline where the stage can be used. For example, whether the stage command can be specified
only as the first stage, cannot be specified an the first stage, or can be specified as any stage.
The commit level at which the stage command starts.
The type of stage command: filter, device driver, host command interface, or other.

Table 28. Stage Function Characteristics
Stage
Input
Output
Stage
Command
Streams
Streams
Position
<
None
Primary
First
                                                   
>
Primary,
Primary,
Not first
              Secondary
Secondary
           
>>
Primary,
Primary,
Not first
              Secondary
Secondary
           
ALL
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           
APPEND
Primary
Primary
Any
ASATOMC
Primary
Primary
Any
BETWEEN
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           
BLOCK
Primary
Primary
Any
BPCOPY
None
Primary
First
                                                   
BPREAD
None
Primary
First
                                                   
BPWRITE
Primary
Primary
Not first
                                                   
BUFFER
Primary
Primary
Any
CASEI
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           
Primary
Primary,
Any
CHANGE
                           Secondary
           
CHOP
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           

     Starting
Commit Level
            0
              
            0
              
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
            0
  -2000000000
              
  -2000000000
              
  -2000000000
              
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              

Type
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Other
              
Other
Filter
Other
              
Filter
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Filter
Other
              
Filter
              
Filter
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COLLATE
             
             
COMBINE
             
COMMAND
             
COPY
COUNT
             
DEAL
             
             
DEBLOCK
DELAY
             
DROP
             
DUPLICATE
ELASTIC
             
ESCAPE
FANIN
             
             
FANINANY
             
             
FANOUT
             
             
FBLOCK
FIND
             
FRLABEL
             
FRTARGET
             
GATE
             
             
GATHER
             
             
GETFILES
             
HOLE
             
             
INSIDE
             
INSTORE
JOBLOG
             
JOIN
JOINCONT
JUXTAPOSE
             
LISTISPF
             
LISTPDS
             
LITERAL
             
LOCATE

Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
All
connected
streams
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
None
            
None
            
Primary
            
Primary

Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
            
Primary
            
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
            
Primary
            
Primary (1)
            
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,

Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
Not first
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
Any
Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
Any
Any
Any
           
First
           
First
           
Any
           
Any

           -2
              
              
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
              
            0
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
              
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
              
            0
              
            0
              
              
           -2
              
            0
            0
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
           -1
              
   2000000000
              
            0
              
           -2

Other
              
              
Filter
              
Host command
interface
Filter
Filter
              
Other
              
              
Filter
Device
driver
Other
              
Filter
Other
              
Filter
Other
              
              
Other
              
              
Other
              
              
Filter
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
              
Other
              
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
              
Other
              
Filter
Device
driver
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Other
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LOOKUP
             
             
MCTOASA
MEMBERS
             
MERGE
             
NFIND
             
NINSIDE
             
NLOCATE
             
NOT
             
OUTSIDE
             
OUTSTORE
OVERLAY
             
             
PACK
             
PAD
PAUSE
PICK
             
PIPCMD
             
             
PIPESTOP
PREDSELECT
             
             
PREFACE
QSAM
             
QUERY
READPDS
             
REVERSE
REXX
             
             
REXXVARS
             
RUNPIPE
SCM
SNAKE
SORT
SPECS
             
             
SPLIT
STACK
             
STATE
             
STEM
             
STRFIND

            
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Up to 10
Streams
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary
Primary
Primary
            
None
Primary
            
Primary
All
connected
streams
None
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary

Secondary
Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
            
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary,

           
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
Not first
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
First
Any
           
Any
Any
           
           
First
           
Not first
Any
Any
Any
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any

              
           -2
              
              
            0
           -1
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
            0
              
              
            0
           -2
              
              
           -1
  -2000000000
              
           -4
  -2000000000
              
            0
           -1
              
              
           -1
              
            0
           -1
           -1
            0
           -2
              
              
            0
            0
              
           -2
              
           -1
              
           -2

              
Other
              
              
Filter
Device
driver
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Filter
Other
              
              
Filter
              
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Other
              
              
Other
Other
              
              
Other
Device
driver
Other
Device
driver
Filter
Other
              
              
Device
driver
Other
Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter
              
              
Filter
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Other
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STRFRLABEL
             
STRIP
STRLITERAL
             
STRNFIND
             
STRTOLABEL
             
STRWHILELABE
SUBCOM
             
             
SYNCHRONIZE
             
             
SYSVAR
             
TAKE
             
TERMINAL
             
TIMESTAMP
TOKENIZE
TOLABEL
             
TOTARGET
             
TSO
             
             
UNIQUE
             
UNPACK
UNTAB
UPDATE
             
VAR
             
VARLOAD
             
VCHAR
WHILELABEL
             
WRITEPDS
             
XLATE
             
XRANGE
             
ZONE
             

             Secondary
                          
Primary
Primary,
Any
           -2
             Secondary
                          
Primary
Primary
Any
            0
Primary
Primary
Any
            0
                                                    
Primary
Primary,
Any
           -2
             Secondary
                          
Primary
Primary,
Any
           -2
             Secondary
                          

              
Other
              
Filter
Device
driver
Other
              
Other
              

Primary
            
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
None
            
Primary,
Secondary
None
            
Primary
            

TSO
foreground
interface
Other
              
              
Device
driver
Other
              
Device
driver
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Other
              
TSO
foreground
interface
Other
              
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
Filter
Other
              
Device
driver
Filter
              
Device
driver
Other
              

Primary,
Secondary
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary

Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Not first
           
Any
Any
           
Not first
           
Any
           
First
           
Any
           

           -2
              
              
            0
              
              
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
            0
          -10
            0
              
           -1
              
           -1
              
            0
           -2
              
  -2000000000
              
            0
              
            0
              
            0
              

(1) Although HOLE has a primary output stream, it never writes records to it.
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B.1 The Scanning Process
If it detects errors in the pipeline specification, BatchPipeWorks stops scanning at any one of the four stages of its
scanning:
First BatchPipeWorks processes the options on the pipeline specification. If it detects any errors in the options, it
stops processing the pipeline and reports the error.
Then, it searches for connectors, stages, and pipelines. The errors detected include null stages and null pipelines.
BatchPipeWorks checks the entire pipeline specification. If it detects errors, it reports them and stops processing
the pipeline.
It resolves the labels and stage command names in the pipeline specification. Errors include unresolved stage
command names, undefined labels, and labels that are defined more than once. If it detects any errors, it stops
processing the pipeline and reports the error.
It checks the placement of arguments and the syntax of the arguments of the stage functions. in the pipeline
specification. If it detects any errors, it stops processing the pipeline and reports the error.
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B.2 The Dispatching Process
After the syntax checking is complete and successful, BatchPipeWorks runs the stages. The order in which
BatchPipeWorks initiates the stages at a specific commit level is unpredictable.
BatchPipeWorks never interrupts the execution of a stage. Once a stage is called, BatchPipeWorks gets control only
when one of the following occurs:
The stage command completes and returns from the initial call
The stage command issues a pipeline subcommand or the equivalent internal function. When BatchPipeWorks
gets control, it may not return to the stage that issued the pipeline subcommand.
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B.3 Commit Level
Each stage command has a commit level associated with it. In usage notes that accompany descriptions of the stage
commands, you can find the level. Additionally, Appendix A, "Characteristics of Stage Functions" in topic A.0 includes
the commit level for each stage command.
Use the information about the commit level to prevent the loss of data only in the case where the data read by the
pipeline cannot be recreated once read. If, for example, your input comes from a TP line and the pipeline breaks, you
cannot recreate the input data. In this case, understanding and using the commit level information helps prevent loss of
data.
For most pipelines, understanding the commit level is unnecessary. If you can reread or recreate the input data, you do
not need to know the commit level, as these two examples show:
Some stage commands read from data sets. If the pipeline breaks during processing, you can reread from that
same data set
Some stage commands read from a BatchPipes pipe. If the pipeline breaks during processing, you can rerun the
BatchPipes jobs and recreate the input.
BatchPipeWorks uses the commit level to coordinate the progress of the various stages. It allows all stages to validate
their argument strings before any stage takes an action that might destroy data, such as erasing a data set or writing on a
tape. Thus, BatchPipeWorks stops processing a pipeline if a stage command has an error in its arguments or if a userwritten stage command returns with a nonzero return code before it reads or writes data.
The commit level is a number between -2147483647 and +2147483647. Each stage is at a particular level at any time. A
stage increases the commit level with the pipeline subcommand COMMIT; it cannot decrease its commit level.
The parser performs an implicit commit when a stage is defined. The definition of a stage function includes the commit
level at which it begins; stages that read from or write to multiple streams begin at commit level -2; user-written stage
commands begin at commit level -1; other stages begin at commit level 0.
BatchPipeWorks initiates the stage with the lowest commit level first. When more than one stage begins at a particular
commit level, it is unspecified which one runs first. The stages at the lowest commit level run until they complete
(return) or issue a COMMIT pipeline subcommand.
At any time, BatchPipeWorks can issue an aggregate return code in response to a pipeline specification. Initially, the
aggregate return code is zero. BatchPipeWorks updates the aggregate return code as each stage completes processing. If
either number is negative, the aggregate return code is the minimum of the two numbers; otherwise, BatchPipeWorks
uses the maximum.
When all stages at the lowest commit level have ended or committed to a higher level, BatchPipeWorks examines the
stages at the next commit level. If the aggregate return code is not zero, BatchPipeWorks abandons stages that have not
begun. For stages that have begun and are waiting to commit to the new commit level, BatchPipeWorks sets the return
code for the COMMIT pipeline subcommand to the aggregate return code at the time of the commit to the highest level;
BatchPipeWorks then prepares to run those stages. A stage can inspect the COMMIT return code and perform whatever
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action is required; stage functions deallocate resources they have allocated and return with return code zero when the
COMMIT return code is not zero, thus quitting when they determine that another stage has failed.
The scope of the commit level is a pipeline specification. BatchPipeWorks added with the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand commit without coordinating their commit level with the pipeline that added them.
When a pipeline specification that is issued with CALLPIPE increases its commit level, BatchPipeWorks checks that
the commit level for the stage that issued the CALLPIPE is at or above the new level requested. When the subroutine
pipeline would go to a commit level higher than the caller's current commit level, BatchPipeWorks performs an implicit
commit for the stage that issued the CALLPIPE. The subroutine pipeline proceeds only after the caller's commit has
completed (that is, only after the commit level of the calling pipeline has been raised to the new level). If the caller is
itself in a subroutine pipeline, then the same process occurs for its caller.
By convention, all stage functions process data on commit level 0. Stages must be at the same commit level for data to
pass between them, except when data flows on a connection that has been set up with ADDPIPE. The pipeline stalls if a
stage at one commit level writes a record after the stage on the other side of the connection has issued a COMMIT
pipeline subcommand to commit to a higher level.
A user-written stage command begins at commit level -1. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0
when the first OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued. Because
BatchPipeWorks raises the commit level automatically, most user-written stage commands need not be concerned with
commit levels. In the usual case, a user-written stage command validates its arguments before it begins reading and
writing data. If it finds an error in its arguments and exits with a nonzero return code before it has used any of the four
commands that cause an automatic commit, then the pipeline specification will in effect terminate at commit level -1,
before data has begun flowing and before other stages have taken any irreversible actions (assuming they adhere to the
same convention). On the other hand, if a user-written stage command finds no error in its arguments and begins to
process data by using one of these four commands, then the automatic commit is done, possibly suspending that stage
until all other stages are ready for data to flow.
In some cases the automatic raising of the commit level for user-written stage command may not be suitable. If your
user-written stage command erases data sets or performs some other irreversible function before it reads or writes, it
should first use the COMMIT pipeline subcommand to do an explicit commit to level 0 to wait until all other stages
have validated their arguments. If the return code on COMMIT is not zero, then the user-written stage command should
undo any changes it may have made and exit with return code 0.
If your user-written stage command needs to use any of the commands that cause an automatic commit before it is ready
to commit to level 0, it must issue the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand to disable the automatic commit and then
later issue a COMMIT. To perform read or write operations on commit level -1 (to read a parameter data set from a
different input stream, for example), use ADDPIPE to connect the input or output stream (or both) to your user-written
stage command. (You cannot use CALLPIPE for this because it would force a commit to level 0 before data could
flow.) Having defined the new streams with ADDPIPE, use READTO and OUTPUT to read and write. When you are
finished, issue SEVER to restore the original connection. Then issue COMMIT to perform an explicit commit. Check
the return code on the COMMIT before reading or writing the original stream.
Subtopics:
B.3.1 How a Pipeline Ends
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B.0 Appendix B. BatchPipeWorks Processing
When you issue a pipeline specification, BatchPipeWorks checks to see if each stage command exists and if each stage
command's syntax is correct. (This phase of processing is called scanning.) If an error is detected during scanning, the
pipeline ends with a nonzero return code.
BatchPipeWorks next chooses which stage to run and when to run it. (This phase of processing is called dispatching.)
BatchPipeWorks might not run stages in the order specified in the pipeline specification. A stage does not necessarily
run from start to finish once it gets control. Instead, BatchPipeWorks runs part of one stage, then part of another, and so
on.
The order in which BatchPipeWorks runs stages is affected by the commit level assigned to each stage command.
BatchPipeWorks uses the commit level to coordinate the processing of each stage. In most cases, you will not have to be
concerned about the commit level of a stage; BatchPipeWorks handles it for you. The section "Commit Level" in topic
B.3 describes when you must explicitly change the commit level.
The information in this section describes how the scanning, dispatching, and commit level work together to process your
pipeline specification.
Subtopics:
B.1 The Scanning Process
B.2 The Dispatching Process
B.3 Commit Level
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B.1 The Scanning Process
If it detects errors in the pipeline specification, BatchPipeWorks stops scanning at any one of the four stages of its
scanning:
First BatchPipeWorks processes the options on the pipeline specification. If it detects any errors in the options, it
stops processing the pipeline and reports the error.
Then, it searches for connectors, stages, and pipelines. The errors detected include null stages and null pipelines.
BatchPipeWorks checks the entire pipeline specification. If it detects errors, it reports them and stops processing
the pipeline.
It resolves the labels and stage command names in the pipeline specification. Errors include unresolved stage
command names, undefined labels, and labels that are defined more than once. If it detects any errors, it stops
processing the pipeline and reports the error.
It checks the placement of arguments and the syntax of the arguments of the stage functions. in the pipeline
specification. If it detects any errors, it stops processing the pipeline and reports the error.
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B.2 The Dispatching Process
After the syntax checking is complete and successful, BatchPipeWorks runs the stages. The order in which
BatchPipeWorks initiates the stages at a specific commit level is unpredictable.
BatchPipeWorks never interrupts the execution of a stage. Once a stage is called, BatchPipeWorks gets control only
when one of the following occurs:
The stage command completes and returns from the initial call
The stage command issues a pipeline subcommand or the equivalent internal function. When BatchPipeWorks
gets control, it may not return to the stage that issued the pipeline subcommand.
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B.3.1 How a Pipeline Ends
BatchPipeWorks finishes executing a pipeline specification when it finishes processing all stage the commands. Stages
are dispatched in any order and they can end in any order. A stage might end when BatchPipeWorks does any of the
following actions:
Completes its function
Detects an error
Detects that one or more of its streams are disconnected
Detects that there is no more data to read from a device (for device drivers only).
Once a stage ends, the streams that were connected to it are disconnected. This usually starts a chain reaction of ending
stages emanating from the stage that first ended. For more information about how a pipeline ends, see the
BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
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B.3.1 How a Pipeline Ends
BatchPipeWorks finishes executing a pipeline specification when it finishes processing all stage the commands. Stages
are dispatched in any order and they can end in any order. A stage might end when BatchPipeWorks does any of the
following actions:
Completes its function
Detects an error
Detects that one or more of its streams are disconnected
Detects that there is no more data to read from a device (for device drivers only).
Once a stage ends, the streams that were connected to it are disconnected. This usually starts a chain reaction of ending
stages emanating from the stage that first ended. For more information about how a pipeline ends, see the
BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
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2.0 Chapter 2. Syntax of a Pipeline Specification
The diagram on page 2.0 of this chapter shows the syntax for a pipeline specification. It includes the options you can use
to define certain characteristics (such as the stage separator, labels, and end character) for a pipeline specification,
How you issue a pipeline specification depends on which environment you are using. The following examples show you
the various ways and tells you where in the companion users guide you can find more information.
With BatchPipes jobs:
The FIT subparameter on the JCL SUBSYS parameter contains the pipeline specification:
:
//pipeout DD DSN=some.name,DCB=(...),
// SUBSYS=(BP01,'FIT=pipeline specification')
:

The FITDD subparameter on the JCL SUBSYS parameter identifies the ddname that contains the pipeline
specification:
:
//pipeout DD DSN=some.name,DCB=(...),
//
SUBSYS=(BP01,'FITDD=PIPESPEC','CMT=--')
//PIPESPEC DD *
pipeline specification
:

See the section on using a BatchPipeWorks fitting in the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
As a batch job
The PARM parameter on the JCL EXEC statement contains the pipeline specification, where PGM=PIPE
identifies an MVS program:
:
//STEPNAME EXEC PGM=PIPE,
// PARM='pipeline specification'
:

If the pipeline specification exceeds 100 characters, you can use the RUNPIPE subcommand to specify stage
commands.
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See the chapter on using BatchPipeWorks in batch applications in BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
In the TSO environment:
The PIPE command, issued on the TSO command line, contains the pipeline specification:
pipe pipeline specification

See the chapter on using BatchPipeWorks with TSO in the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<_endchar______
|
| >>__ ___________ __ __________ ____| Pipeline |_|_____________________>< |
|
|_| Opt A |_| |_stagesep_|
|
|
|_endchar__|
|
|
|
| Pipeline:
|
|
<_stagesep__
|
| |____| Stage |_|_______________________________________________________| |
|
|
| Stage:
|
| |__ _ ____________ __ ___________ __stgcmd__ __________ _ _____________| |
|
| |_| Lgroup |_| |_| Opt B |_|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_| Lgroup |__________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Lgroup:
|
| |__ _label:___________________________________ ________________________| |
|
|
(1)
(1)
(1)
|
|
|
|_ _______ ______._____ __________ ______:_|
|
|
|_label_|
|_streamid_|
|
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
<____________________________________
|
| |__(____ ________________________________ _|__)________________________| |
|
|_ _ENDchar_ __ _char____ _______|
|
|
| |_ESCape__| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_LISTCMD________________________|
|
|
|_LISTERR________________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC_________________________|
|
|
|_ _MSGlevel___ __ _decstring__ _|
|
|
| |_NOMSGlevel_| |_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NAME__name_____________________|
|
|
|_ _STAGESEP__ __ _char____ _____|
|
|
| |_SEParator_| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_TRACE__________________________|
|
|
|
| Opt B:
|
|
<__________________________________________
|
| |__(____ ______________________________________ _|__)__________________| |
|
|_ ____ __ _LISTCMD__________________ _|
|
|
|_NO_| |_LISTERR__________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC___________________|
|
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_TRACE____________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 1. Syntax of a Pipeline Specification
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Purpose
The pipeline specification invokes BatchPipeWorks.
Operands

stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following stage. By default, the stage separator character
is the character on your terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.) However, you can
use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a different stage separator character. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to separate multiple pipelines on a single
specification. You must specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left parenthesis, right
parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for endchar. See "Example 3" in topic 2.3 for an example of using
endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams. The first occurrence of a label is
called a label definition. It establishes the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline
where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a label reference. Use label references to define
additional input and output streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only label with no
stage command. See "Example 3" in topic 2.3 for an example of using a label.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. It must be immediately followed by a stream identifier or a colon
with no intervening blanks. For more information about using labels, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by adding an identifier to the label. Write
the label immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream identifier must be immediately followed
by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
is the name of a stage function or the name of a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage command. If you
specify a user-written stage command, the REXX program must be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to
ddname REXX. For a complete description of the stage functions, see Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage function or user-written stage command.
Options
You can specify options in two places:
1. The options you specify immediately at the beginning of the pipeline specification apply to the entire pipeline.
These are the global options.
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2. The options you specify at the beginning of a stage apply only to the stage on which the options are specified. If
you specify a label definition, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage: ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME,
STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally. Enclose options in parentheses.
NO

turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified. Use NO to turn off an option for an
individual stage that was specified as global to the entire pipeline specification. Blanks are allowed between NO and the
option it precedes.

ENDchar

char

hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or the 2-character
hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ENDchar

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the pipeline end
character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an option for an individual stage.
ESCape

char

hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the processing of a character that has special
meaning to the pipeline specification. These special characters include the stage separator character, the pipeline end
character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined). Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period and
colon (:) may have a special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape character immediately
before the character that you do not want treated as a special character. The escape character can be specified as a single
character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.

ESCape

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the escape character.
There is no default escape character. You cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option, you can specify two adjacent stage separators or end characters to override the
defined character.
See "Example 2" in topic 2.2 for an example of overriding the processing of a stage separator.
LISTCMD

causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT,
OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, and REXX.

LISTERR

causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return code.

LISTRC

causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends executing.

MSGlevel

controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111').
A message level of 7 issues messages BPW001I, BPW002I, and either BPW003I or BPW004I in conjunction with other
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messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel

suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that determine which messages are not issued.
The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
representation in quotation marks.

You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message BPW003I or BPW004I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message BPW002I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message BPW001I while issuing other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001I and BPW002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001I will always be issued regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
name
assigns a name to this invocation of the pipeline specification. Messages resulting from the invocation of this pipeline
specification. will include the name you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging application programs
that use the pipeline specification. You cannot specify NAME as an option for an individual stage.

NAME

STAGESEP

char

STAGESEP

hexchar

SEParator

char

hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to separate the specification of a stage from a
subsequent stage. The character can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal

SEParator
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representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the default stage separator, you can use the
default stage separator as an argument of a stage command.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the STAGESEP or
SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE

displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application programs. This option can cause a large
amount of data to be displayed. Specifying the TRACE option does not cause a trace of pipelines issued with ADDPIPE
or CALLPIPE. To trace pipelines issued by CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE, you must do one of the following:
Specify the TRACE option on CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE
Issue ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE as part of a user-written stage command that is included in a pipeline that is
passed to the RUNPIPE stage command and specify the TRACE operand on RUNPIPE.
For more information about using the TRACE option, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
Usage Notes

1. Specifying a stage defines both the primary input and primary output streams for that stage. Using label
references defines additional input and output streams for a stage.
2. The stages of a pipeline can write records up to 2(31) - 1 bytes in length.
3. If a pipeline specification is too long for the command line, put the command in a REXX exec. Putting each stage
on a separate line makes the PIPE command easy to modify. See "Example 3" in topic 2.3 for an example.
4. The escape character, stage separator character, and pipeline end character have no effect within the specification
of options. These characters take effect only outside the parentheses in which the options are enclosed.
For example, in the following PIPE command, only the third and fourth occurrences of the @ character are treated
as a stage separator character.
pipe (stagesep @ name @PIPE1) < INPUT.FILE @ locate /||/ @ terminal
This command displays any lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that
contain the character string, ||. The first occurrence of the @
character defines @ as the stage separator. Because the second
occurrence of the @ character appears within the specification of the
options, the second @ is treated as part of the name assigned to the
pipeline, @PIPE1.

5. When specifying the ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, SEPARATOR, or STAGESEP option, you can use the 2-character
hexchar form to define the character. However, when the character is subsequently used in the pipeline, a single
character must be specified.
For example, the following PIPE command, which uses the STAGESEP option, displays all of your cataloged
data sets with TEMP as a qualifier.
pipe (stagesep 6C) tso listc % locate /TEMP/ % terminal
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Note that 6C is the hexadecimal value of the percent sign (%).
Examples
Subtopics:
2.1 Example 1
2.2 Example 2
2.3 Example 3
2.4 Example 4
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4.0 Chapter 4. Pipeline Subcommands
This chapter describes the formats and operands of the BatchPipeWorks pipeline subcommands used in user-written
stage commands. The subcommands are presented in alphabetic order. Each subcommand description includes the
format and description of operands and, where applicable, usage notes and return codes. Each command description also
gives at least one example of using the command.
Table 25 summarizes the function of each pipeline subcommand:

Table 25. What Each Pipeline Subcommand Does
Pipeline Subcommand
Task Performed
ADDPIPE
Adds one or more pipelines to the set of running
                      pipelines.
ADDSTREAM
Defines an unconnected input or output stream.
BEGOUTPUT
Enters an implied output mode where anything
                      directed to the subcommand environment is
                      written to the currently selected output stream.
CALLPIPE
Invokes a subroutine pipeline.
COMMIT
Commits a stage to a different commit level.
MAXSTREAM
Gets the number of the highest numbered input or
                      output stream.
MESSAGE
Displays a message at the terminal.
Disables automatic commits performed by pipeline
NOCOMMIT
                      subcommands
OUTPUT
Writes a record to the currently selected output
                      stream.
PEEKTO
Reads a record from the currently selected input
                      stream without removing the record from the
                      stream.
Reads a record from the currently selected input
READTO
                      stream.
Determines if a stage command is a
RESOLVE
                      BatchPipeWorks stage command.
REXX
Invokes a REXX program as a stage command.
SELECT
Selects a stream.
SETRC
Sets a return code.
SEVER
Disconnects from the currently selected stream
                      and restores the previous connection, if any.
SHORT
Connects the currently selected input stream to
                      the currently selected output stream.
STAGENUM
Gets the relative position of a stage in a
                      pipeline of the primary stream.
STREAMNUM
Gets the stream number of a specified stream.
STREAMSTATE
Gets the state of a specified stream.
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Subtopics:
4.1 Using Pipeline Subcommands
4.2 Notes for Writing Your Own Stage Command
4.3 ADDPIPE
4.4 ADDSTREAM
4.5 BEGOUTPUT
4.6 CALLPIPE
4.7 COMMIT
4.8 MAXSTREAM
4.9 MESSAGE
4.10 NOCOMMIT
4.11 OUTPUT
4.12 PEEKTO
4.13 READTO
4.14 RESOLVE
4.15 REXX
4.16 SELECT
4.17 SETRC
4.18 SEVER
4.19 SHORT
4.20 STAGENUM
4.21 STREAMNUM
4.22 STREAMSTATE
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3.0 Chapter 3. Stage Functions
This chapter describes the formats and operands of the BatchPipeWorks stage functions. The stage commands are
presented in alphabetical order. Each description includes:
The format and description of operands.
For each stage command that uses one or more streams, a section describes stream usage.
Unless otherwise stated, descriptions of the primary input stream and the primary output stream assume the
stream being described is connected.
Usage notes.
The first usage note in each command description explains whether the command delays the record. If the usage
note states the command does not delay the records, then it never delays the records under any circumstances. If
the usage note states the command delays the records, then it also describes any predictable conditions under
which it delays. For stage commands that delay based on unpredictable conditions, the usage notes state they
delay the records.
A usage note sometimes describes the commit level. Stage commands in this chapter start at commit level 0
unless otherwise stated.
Return codes, where they exist.
One or more examples of using the stage command.
Table 1 summarizes the function of each stage command:

Table 1. What Each Stage Function Does
Stage Command
Task Performed
<
Reads the contents of a physical sequential data set
                 or member of a partitioned data set.
>
Writes a physical sequential data set or member of a
                 partitioned data set.
>>
Appends data from the pipeline to a physical
                 sequential data set.
<OE
Reads the contents of an OpenEdition text file.
>OE
Creates or replaces an OpenEdition text file.
>>OE
Appends or creates an OpenEdition text file.
ALL
Selects records containing a specified string or
                 specified strings defined by an expression comprising
                 of character strings and logical operators.
Writes primary input stream records to the primary
APPEND
                 output stream followed by records from a specified
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                 stage command or subroutine pipeline.
ASATOMC
Converts ASA carriage control to machine carriage
                 control.
BETWEEN
Selects records between two specified targets
                 including the records containing the target. The
                 specified targets must begin in the first column of a
                 record.
BLOCK
Blocks records.
BPCOPY
Makes copies of data flowing through a BatchPipes
                 pipe.
BPREAD
Reads records from a BatchPipes writer or a
                 BatchPipes pipe.
BPWRITE
Writes records to a BatchPipes reader or a BatchPipes
                 pipe.
BROWSE
Displays data on a 3270 terminal.
BUFFER
Accumulates all records in a single stage not passing
                 any on until all have been received.
CASEI
Selects records relative to a target character string
                 regardless of the case representation of the
                 character string.
CHANGE
Replaces a string of characters with another string
                 of characters.
CHOP
Selectively truncates records.
COLLATE
Matches records from two input streams and writes
                 matched and unmatched records to different output
                 streams.
COMBINE
Combines several records into one record according to
                 a specified logical operator.
Issues TSO commands. TSO then writes the responses
COMMAND
                 from the commands to the terminal.
CONSOLE
  Reads from, or writes to, the terminal in line mode.
COPY
Delays by one record the passing of records from the
                 input stream to the output stream to prevent a
                 pipeline stall.
COUNT
Counts bytes, blank-delimited character strings, or
                 records.
DEAL
Reads and writes one record at a time from its
                 primary input stream to one of its connected output
                 streams, sequentially starting from primary output
                 stream 0, then stream 1, stream 2, and so on, to the
                 highest specified connected output stream.
DEBLOCK
Converts blocked records back into their original
                 format or creates logical records from an external
                 data format.
DELAY
Waits until a particular time of day or until a
                 specified interval of time has passed to copy the
                 record.
DROP
Discards one or more records.
DUPLICATE
Writes each input record in addition to the specified
                 number of copies of each input record.
ELASTIC
Puts a sufficient number of input records into a
                 buffer to prevent a pipeline stall.
ESCAPE
Inserts escape characters in records.
FANIN
Combines multiple input streams into a single stream
                 in a specified order.
FANINANY
Combines multiple input streams into a single stream.
                 FANINANY reads an input record from any input stream
                 that has a record available.
FANOUT
Copies primary input stream records to multiple
                 output streams.
FBLOCK
Reformats the primary input stream records to blocks
                 of a specified size.
FILEDESCRIPTOR
Reads from, or writes to, an OpenEdition file that is
                 already open.
FIND
Selects records that begin with a specified text.
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FRLABEL
                
                
FRTARGET
                
FULLSCR
                
FULLSCRQ
FULLSCRS
GATE
GATHER
                
                
GETFILES
HELP
HOLE
INSIDE
                
                
                
INSTORE
                
                
JOBLOG
JOIN
JOINCONT
JUXTAPOSE
                
LISTCAT
LISTDSI
LISTISPF
                
                
                
LISTPDS
                
LITERAL
                
                
LOCATE
                
                
LOOKUP
MCTOASA
                
MEMBERS
MERGE
                
NFIND
                
NINSIDE
                
                
                
NLOCATE
                
NOT
                
OUTSIDE
                
                
                
OUTSTORE
OVERLAY
                

Selects records that follow a specified target
including the target record. The specified target
must begin in the first column of a record.
Selects all records starting with the first record
selected by a specified stage command.
Writes input records to a 3270 terminal and reads
data from the terminal into a pipeline.
Writes 3270 device characteristics.
Formats 3270 device characteristics.
Causes portions of a pipeline to end.
Reads records from its connected input streams in
either sequential or some other specified order, and
writes them to its primary output stream.
Reads a list of data sets.
Displays help for pipelines.
Discards records.
Selects records between two specified targets not
including the records containing the target. The
specified targets must begin in the first column of a
record.
Reads records from its input stream into storage and
writes a single record containing only the pointers
to the records in storage.
Writes lines to the joblog from a batch job.
Concatenates groups of records.
Joins records marked with a continuation string.
Prefaces records in the secondary input stream with
records from the primary input stream.
Obtains data set names.
Obtains information about data sets.
Reads the directory of a partitioned data set and
writes a record for each member of the partitioned
data set, including any information that ISPF has
added to the directory.
Reads the directory of a partitioned data set and
writes a record for each member.
Writes the specified data to the primary output
stream and then copies primary input stream records
to the primary output stream.
Selects records that contain a specified string of
characters. The characters can appear at any position
within the record.
Finds records in a reference.
Converts machine carriage control to ASA carriage
control.
Extracts members from a partitioned data set.
Combines records from all input streams in ascending
or descending order.
Selects records that do not begin with a specified
text.
Selects records not located between two specified
targets. The records containing the targets are also
selected. The specified targets must begin in the
first column of a record.
Selects records that do not contain a specified
string of characters.
Reverses the primary and secondary output streams of
a specified stage command.
Selects records not located between two specified
targets. The records containing the targets are not
selected. The specified targets must begin in the
first column of a record.
Unloads a data set loaded into storage by INSTORE.
Reads a record from each input stream and merges the
records read into a single record.
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PACK
Compacts data.
PAD
Extends records with one or more occurrences of a
                 specified character.
PAUSE
Sends a signal from the pipeline containing the PAUSE
                 stage to the pipeline containing the RUNPIPE stage to
                 receive a type X'11' PAUSE event record.
PICK
Compares a field in the primary input stream record
                 to a specified string or a second field in the
                 record, and selects the record if the comparison
                 satisfies the specified relation.
PIPCMD
Issues primary input stream records as pipeline
                 subcommands.
PIPESTOP
Terminates stages waiting for an external event.
PREDSELECT
Copies a record from its primary input stream to
                 either its primary or secondary output stream
                 depending on the order of arrival of input records on
                 its other input streams.
PREFACE
Writes records from a specified stage command or
                 subroutine pipeline to the primary output stream
                 followed by primary input stream records.
QSAM
Gets records from or puts records to a physical
                 sequential data set using queued sequential
                 processing.
QUERY
Displays one of the following: the version of
                 BatchPipeWorks, the message level, the list of
                 messages that have been issued, or the level of
                 BatchPipeWorks.
READPDS
Extracts members from a partitioned data set.
REVERSE
Reverses the contents of records on a
                 character-by-character basis.
REXX
Invokes a REXX program as a stage command.
REXXVARS
Gives information about REXX variables.
RUNPIPE
Issues input stream records as pipelines.
SCM
Lines up comments and completes unclosed comments in
                 REXX and C programs.
SNAKE
Builds a multicolumn page layout.
SORT
Arranges records in ascending or descending order.
SPECS
Rearranges the contents of records.
SPILL
  Spills long lines at word boundaries.
SPLIT
Splits records into multiple records.
SQL
Issues DB/2 statements.
SQLSELECT
Queries a database and formats the results.
STACK
Reads from or writes to the data stack.
STATE
Determines whether the specified data set or data
                 sets exist.
STEM
Gets or sets REXX variables with the specified stem.
STRFIND
Selects records that begin with a specified string of
                 characters.
STRFRLABEL
Selects records that follow a specified target
                 including the target record. The specified string
                 must begin in the first column of a record.
STRIP
Removes leading or trailing characters from records.
STRLITERAL
Writes the specified data to the primary output
                 stream and then copies primary input stream records
                 to the primary output stream.
STRNFIND
Selects records that do not begin with a specified
                 string of characters.
STRTOLABEL
Selects records that precede a specified target, not
                 including the target record. The specified target
                 must begin in the first column of a record.
Selects consecutive records that begin with a
STRWHILELABEL
                 specified string. The records must be at the
                 beginning of the input stream. The specified string
                 must begin in the first column of a record.
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SUBCOM
                
SUSPEND
SYNCHRONIZE
                
SYSDSN
SYSOUT
SYSVAR
TAKE
                
TERMINAL
TIMESTAMP
TOKENIZE
TOLABEL
                
                
TOTARGET
                
TSO
                
UNIQUE
                
UNPACK
                
UNTAB
                
UPDATE
                
VAR
VARLOAD
VCHAR
VERIFY
                
WHILELABEL
                
                
                
WRITEPDS
XLATE
                
XRANGE
                
ZONE
                
                

Passes specified commands to a specified subcommand
environment.
Allows other stage functions to run.
Reads records from each of its input streams while
each stream has a record available.
Tests whether a data set exists.
Writes to a system output data set.
Retrieves the value of a system variable.
Selects one or more records from the beginning or end
of the primary input stream.
Reads from or writes to the terminal in line mode.
Determines when a record was read.
Parses records according to a specified token.
Selects records that precede a specified target not
including the target record. The specified target
must begin in the first column of a record.
Selects all records up to but not including the first
record selected by a specified stage command.
Issues TSO commands and writes the responses from the
commands to the pipeline rather than the terminal.
Compares the contents of adjacent records and
discards or retains the duplicate records.
Converts primary input stream records compressed by
PACK back to their original format.
Expands tab characters (X'05') to blanks for lining
up data into columns.
Modifies the primary input stream based on the
contents of the secondary input stream.
Gets or sets a REXX variable.
Sets a REXX variable.
Recodes characters to a different length.
Verifies that a record contains only specified
characters.
Selects consecutive records that begin with a
specified string. The records must be at the
beginning of the input stream. The specified target
must begin in the first column of a record.
Stores members into a partitioned data set.
Translates characters based on a specified
translation table.
Creates one record containing a specified range of
characters.
Defines locations of the input data in records from
which records are selected when using a specified
stage command.

Subtopics:
3.1 < (Read a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)
3.2 > (Write a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)
3.3 >> (Append to a Sequential Data Set)
3.4 <oe Read an OpenEdition Text File
3.5 >oe Replace or Create an OpenEdition Text File
3.6 >>oe Append to or Create an OpenEdition Text File
3.7 ALL
3.8 APPEND
3.9 ASATOMC
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3.10 BETWEEN
3.11 BLOCK
3.12 BPCOPY
3.13 BPREAD
3.14 BPWRITE
3.15 BROWSE
3.16 BUFFER
3.17 CASEI
3.18 CHANGE
3.19 CHOP
3.20 COLLATE
3.21 COMBINE
3.22 COMMAND
3.23 COPY
3.24 COUNT
3.25 DEAL
3.26 DEBLOCK
3.27 DELAY
3.28 DROP
3.29 DUPLICATE
3.30 ELASTIC
3.31 ESCAPE
3.32 FANIN
3.33 FANINANY
3.34 FANOUT
3.35 FBLOCK
3.36 FILEDESCRIPTOR
3.37 FIND
3.38 FRLABEL (FROMLABEL)
3.39 FRTARGET (FROMTARGET)
3.40 FULLSCRQ
3.41 FULLSCRS
3.42 GATE
3.43 GATHER
3.44 GETFILES
3.45 HELP
3.46 HOLE
3.47 INSIDE
3.48 INSTORE
3.49 JOBLOG
3.50 JOIN
3.51 JOINCONT
3.52 JUXTAPOSE
3.53 LISTCAT
3.54 LISTDSI
3.55 LISTISPF
3.56 LISTPDS
3.57 LITERAL
3.58 LOCATE
3.59 LOOKUP
3.60 MCTOASA
3.61 MEMBERS
3.62 MERGE
3.63 NFIND (NOTFIND)
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3.64 NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE)
3.65 NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE)
3.66 NOT
3.67 OUTSIDE
3.68 OUTSTORE
3.69 OVERLAY
3.70 PACK
3.71 PAD
3.72 PAUSE
3.73 PICK
3.74 PIPCMD
3.75 PIPESTOP
3.76 PREDSELECT
3.77 PREFACE
3.78 QSAM
3.79 QUERY
3.80 READPDS
3.81 REVERSE
3.82 REXX
3.83 REXXVARS
3.84 RUNPIPE
3.85 SCM
3.86 SNAKE
3.87 SORT
3.88 SPECS
3.89 SPILL
3.90 SPLIT
3.91 SQL
3.92 SQLSELECT
3.93 STACK
3.94 STATE
3.95 STEM
3.96 STRFIND
3.97 STRFRLABEL
3.98 STRIP
3.99 STRLITERAL
3.100 STRNFIND
3.101 STRTOLABEL
3.102 STRWHILELABEL
3.103 SUBCOM
3.104 SUSPEND
3.105 SYNCHRONIZE
3.106 SYSDSN
3.107 SYSOUT
3.108 SYSVAR
3.109 TAKE
3.110 TERMINAL
3.111 TIMESTAMP
3.112 TOKENIZE
3.113 TOLABEL
3.114 TOTARGET
3.115 TSO
3.116 UNIQUE
3.117 UNPACK
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3.118 UNTAB
3.119 UPDATE
3.120 VAR
3.121 VARLOAD
3.122 VCHAR
3.123 VERIFY
3.124 WHILELABEL
3.125 WRITEPDS
3.126 XLATE
3.127 XRANGE
3.128 ZONE
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A.0 Appendix A. Characteristics of Stage Functions
The following table lists all the stage functions and some of their characteristics. These characteristics include:
The input streams from which the stage command can read. For example, whether the stage command can read
data from a primary input stream, secondary input stream, or tertiary input stream. Also, some stage commands
process data that is not read from any input stream.
The output streams to which the stage command can write. For example, whether the stage command can write
data to a primary output stream, secondary output stream, or tertiary output stream.
The position in a pipeline where the stage can be used. For example, whether the stage command can be specified
only as the first stage, cannot be specified an the first stage, or can be specified as any stage.
The commit level at which the stage command starts.
The type of stage command: filter, device driver, host command interface, or other.

Table 28. Stage Function Characteristics
Stage
Input
Output
Stage
Command
Streams
Streams
Position
<
None
Primary
First
                                                   
>
Primary,
Primary,
Not first
              Secondary
Secondary
           
>>
Primary,
Primary,
Not first
              Secondary
Secondary
           
ALL
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           
APPEND
Primary
Primary
Any
ASATOMC
Primary
Primary
Any
BETWEEN
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           
BLOCK
Primary
Primary
Any
BPCOPY
None
Primary
First
                                                   
BPREAD
None
Primary
First
                                                   
BPWRITE
Primary
Primary
Not first
                                                   
BUFFER
Primary
Primary
Any
CASEI
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           
Primary
Primary,
Any
CHANGE
                           Secondary
           
CHOP
Primary
Primary,
Any
                           Secondary
           

     Starting
Commit Level
            0
              
            0
              
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
            0
  -2000000000
              
  -2000000000
              
  -2000000000
              
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              

Type
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Other
              
Other
Filter
Other
              
Filter
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Filter
Other
              
Filter
              
Filter
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COLLATE
             
             
COMBINE
             
COMMAND
             
COPY
COUNT
             
DEAL
             
             
DEBLOCK
DELAY
             
DROP
             
DUPLICATE
ELASTIC
             
ESCAPE
FANIN
             
             
FANINANY
             
             
FANOUT
             
             
FBLOCK
FIND
             
FRLABEL
             
FRTARGET
             
GATE
             
             
GATHER
             
             
GETFILES
             
HOLE
             
             
INSIDE
             
INSTORE
JOBLOG
             
JOIN
JOINCONT
JUXTAPOSE
             
LISTISPF
             
LISTPDS
             
LITERAL
             
LOCATE

Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
All
connected
streams
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
None
            
None
            
Primary
            
Primary

Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
            
Primary
            
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
            
Primary
            
Primary (1)
            
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,

Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
Not first
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
Any
Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
Any
Any
Any
           
First
           
First
           
Any
           
Any

           -2
              
              
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
              
            0
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
              
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
              
            0
              
            0
              
              
           -2
              
            0
            0
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
           -1
              
   2000000000
              
            0
              
           -2

Other
              
              
Filter
              
Host command
interface
Filter
Filter
              
Other
              
              
Filter
Device
driver
Other
              
Filter
Other
              
Filter
Other
              
              
Other
              
              
Other
              
              
Filter
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
              
Other
              
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
              
Other
              
Filter
Device
driver
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Other
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LOOKUP
             
             
MCTOASA
MEMBERS
             
MERGE
             
NFIND
             
NINSIDE
             
NLOCATE
             
NOT
             
OUTSIDE
             
OUTSTORE
OVERLAY
             
             
PACK
             
PAD
PAUSE
PICK
             
PIPCMD
             
             
PIPESTOP
PREDSELECT
             
             
PREFACE
QSAM
             
QUERY
READPDS
             
REVERSE
REXX
             
             
REXXVARS
             
RUNPIPE
SCM
SNAKE
SORT
SPECS
             
             
SPLIT
STACK
             
STATE
             
STEM
             
STRFIND

            
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Up to 10
Streams
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary
Primary
Primary
            
None
Primary
            
Primary
All
connected
streams
None
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary

Secondary
Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
            
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
All
connected
streams
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
            
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary,

           
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
Not first
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
First
Any
           
Any
Any
           
           
First
           
Not first
Any
Any
Any
Any
           
           
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any

              
           -2
              
              
            0
           -1
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
            0
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
            0
              
              
            0
           -2
              
              
           -1
  -2000000000
              
           -4
  -2000000000
              
            0
           -1
              
              
           -1
              
            0
           -1
           -1
            0
           -2
              
              
            0
            0
              
           -2
              
           -1
              
           -2

              
Other
              
              
Filter
Device
driver
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Other
              
Filter
Other
              
              
Filter
              
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Other
              
              
Other
Other
              
              
Other
Device
driver
Other
Device
driver
Filter
Other
              
              
Device
driver
Other
Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter
              
              
Filter
Device
driver
Device
driver
Device
driver
Other
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STRFRLABEL
             
STRIP
STRLITERAL
             
STRNFIND
             
STRTOLABEL
             
STRWHILELABE
SUBCOM
             
             
SYNCHRONIZE
             
             
SYSVAR
             
TAKE
             
TERMINAL
             
TIMESTAMP
TOKENIZE
TOLABEL
             
TOTARGET
             
TSO
             
             
UNIQUE
             
UNPACK
UNTAB
UPDATE
             
VAR
             
VARLOAD
             
VCHAR
WHILELABEL
             
WRITEPDS
             
XLATE
             
XRANGE
             
ZONE
             

             Secondary
                          
Primary
Primary,
Any
           -2
             Secondary
                          
Primary
Primary
Any
            0
Primary
Primary
Any
            0
                                                    
Primary
Primary,
Any
           -2
             Secondary
                          
Primary
Primary,
Any
           -2
             Secondary
                          

              
Other
              
Filter
Device
driver
Other
              
Other
              

Primary
            
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
            
None
            
Primary,
Secondary
None
            
Primary
            

TSO
foreground
interface
Other
              
              
Device
driver
Other
              
Device
driver
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Other
              
TSO
foreground
interface
Other
              
Filter
Filter
Other
              
Device
driver
Device
driver
Filter
Other
              
Device
driver
Filter
              
Device
driver
Other
              

Primary,
Secondary
            
All
connected
streams
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary,
Secondary
            
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
Primary,
Secondary
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary
            
Primary,
Secondary

Any
           
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
Any
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Any
           
           
Any
           
Any
Any
Any
           
Any
           
Not first
           
Any
Any
           
Not first
           
Any
           
First
           
Any
           

           -2
              
              
            0
              
              
            0
              
           -2
              
            0
              
            0
            0
           -2
              
           -2
              
           -2
              
              
           -2
              
            0
          -10
            0
              
           -1
              
           -1
              
            0
           -2
              
  -2000000000
              
            0
              
            0
              
            0
              

(1) Although HOLE has a primary output stream, it never writes records to it.
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B.3.1 How a Pipeline Ends
BatchPipeWorks finishes executing a pipeline specification when it finishes processing all stage the commands. Stages
are dispatched in any order and they can end in any order. A stage might end when BatchPipeWorks does any of the
following actions:
Completes its function
Detects an error
Detects that one or more of its streams are disconnected
Detects that there is no more data to read from a device (for device drivers only).
Once a stage ends, the streams that were connected to it are disconnected. This usually starts a chain reaction of ending
stages emanating from the stage that first ended. For more information about how a pipeline ends, see the
BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Index

Special Characters
/== operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
* operand
DROP stage command, 3.28
TAKE stage command, 3.109
\== operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
< (Read a sequential data set or member of a partitioned data set) stage command, 3.1
description, 3.1
3.2
3.3
3.13
3.14
examples, 3.1
3.2
3.3
3.13
3.14
<< operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
<<= operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
== operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
> (Rewrite a sequential data set or member of a partitioned data set) stage command, 3.2
B operand, 3.2
BLANK operand, 3.2
H operand, 3.2
ISPFSTATS operand, 3.2
SPACE operand, 3.2
USERDATA operand, 3.2
X operand, 3.2
>> (Append to a sequential data set) stage command, 3.3
BLANK operand, 3.3
CHOP operand, 3.3
COERCE operand, 3.3
DDNAME operand, 3.3
3.61
PAD operand, 3.3
SPACE operand, 3.3
>> operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
>>= operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
¬== operand
PICK stage command, 3.73
| stage separator, 1.3

A
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A2E operand
XLATE stage command, 3.126
accumulating records, 3.16
adding data to a data set, 3.3
adding records after the output stream, 3.4
3.8
adding records before the output stream, 3.77
adding records to a data set, 3.119
adding zeros to high-order positions of character, 3.122
additional copies of a record, 3.29
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand
B operand, 4.3
description, 4.3
differences between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE, 4.3
ENDCHAR option, 4.3
ESCAPE option, 4.3
examples, 4.3
H operand, 4.3
LISTCMD option, 4.3
LISTERR option, 4.3
LISTRC option, 4.3
LONG option, 4.3
MSGLEVEL option, 4.3
NAME option, 4.3
NO option, 4.3
NOMSGLEVEL option, 4.3
OUTPUT operand, 4.3
SEPARATOR option, 4.3
STAGESEP option, 4.3
TRACE option, 4.3
tracing pipelines issued by, 2.0
X operand, 4.3
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand
BOTH operand, 4.4
description, 4.4
examples, 4.4
INPUT operand, 4.4
OUTPUT operand, 4.4
return codes, 4.4.1
ADMSF operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
AFTER operand
CHOP stage command, 3.19
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
aggregate return code
definition, B.3
ALL stage command
B operand, 3.7
description, 3.7
examples, 3.7
H operand, 3.7
X operand, 3.7
ALLEOF operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
DEAL stage command, 3.25
FANOUT stage command, 3.34
GATHER stage command, 3.43
SPECS stage command, 3.88
AND operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
ANYCASE operand
CHANGE stage command, 3.18
ANYEOF operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
DEAL stage command, 3.25
FANOUT stage command, 3.34
GATHER stage command, 3.43
SPECS stage command, 3.88
ANYINPUT operand
SELECT pipeline subcommand, 4.16
ANYOF operand
CHOP stage command, 3.19
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRIP stage command, 3.98
APPEND operand
STEM stage command, 3.95
APPEND stage command
description, 3.8
examples, 3.8
return codes, 3.8.3
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append to an OpenEdition text file, 3.6
appending data to a data set, 3.3
appending two data sets, example of, 3.8
ASA carriage control
converting from, 3.9
converting to, 3.60
ASATOMC stage command
description, 3.9
examples, 3.9
ASCENDING operand
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
ascending order
sorting records in, 3.87
ASCII-to-EBCDIC translation
performing, 3.126
assigning escape character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
ESCAPE stage command, 3.31
pipeline specification, 2.0
assigning name to
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
assigning pipeline end character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
assigning stream identifier
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.4
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
assigning symbolic name to a stream
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
AT operand
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
automatic commit by user-written stage commands, 4.2
avoiding pipeline stalls, 3.23
3.30

B

B operand
> stage command, 3.2
ADDPIPE subcommand, 4.3
ALL stage command, 3.7
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
BUFFER stage command, 3.16
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
CHANGE stage command, 3.18
CHOP stage command, 3.19
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
JOIN stage command, 3.50
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
pipeline specification, 2.0
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
SPECS stage command, 3.88
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRFIND stage command, 3.96
STRFRLABEL stage command, 3.97
STRIP stage command, 3.98
STRLITERAL stage command, 3.99
STRNFIND stage command, 3.100
STRTOLABEL stage command, 3.101
STRWHILELABEL stage command, 3.102
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
TOKENIZE stage command, 3.112
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
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B2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
BatchPipeWorks
inserting rows in DB/2 tables, 3.91
issuing DB/2 commands from a pipeline, 3.91
list of pipeline subcommands, 4.0
list of stage functions, 3.0
querying DB/2 tables, 3.91
subroutine pipeline
invoking with CALLPIPE, 4.6
BEFORE operand
CHOP stage command, 3.19
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
BEGOUTPUT pipeline subcommand
description, 4.5
examples, 4.5
return codes, 4.5.1
BETWEEN stage command
description, 3.10
examples, 3.10
binary data
converting from character, 3.88
converting to character, 3.88
bits per character, changing, 3.122
BLANK operand
> stage command, 3.2
>> stage command, 3.3
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
CASEI stage command, 3.17
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
DEAL stage command, 3.25
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
FBLOCK stage command, 3.35
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
OVERLAY stage command, 3.69
PAD stage command, 3.71
PICK stage command, 3.73
SORT stage command, 3.87
SPECS stage command, 3.88
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
block
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
descriptor word, 3.11
FBLOCK stage command, 3.35
specifying size, 3.35
block descriptor word, 3.11
3.26
BLOCK stage command
ADMSF operand, 3.11
B operand, 3.11
BLANK operand, 3.11
C operand, 3.11
CRLF operand, 3.11
description, 3.11
EOF operand, 3.11
examples, 3.11
FIXED operand, 3.11
H operand, 3.11
LINEND operand, 3.11
NETDATA operand, 3.11
SF operand, 3.11
SPACE operand, 3.11
STRING operand, 3.11
TERMINATE operand, 3.11
TEXTFILE operand, 3.11
VARIABLE operand, 3.11
VB operand, 3.11
VBS operand, 3.11
VS operand, 3.11
X operand, 3.11
BOTH operand
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.4
SELECT pipeline subcommand, 4.16
STRIP stage command, 3.98
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BPCOPY stage command
description, 3.12
examples, 3.12
BPREAD stage command
description, 3.13
example, 3.13.1
BPWRITE stage command
description, 3.14
example, 3.14.1
buffer
BPCOPY stage command, 3.12
BUFFER stage command, 3.16
COPY stage command, 3.23
ELASTIC stage command, 3.30
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
BUFFER stage command
B operand, 3.16
description, 3.16
examples, 3.16
H operand, 3.16
interchanging with ELASTIC, 3.30
X operand, 3.16
BY operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
bypassing a stage, 4.19
BYTES operand
COUNT stage command, 3.24

C

C operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
C2B operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2D operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2F operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2I operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2P operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2V operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
C2X operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand
B operand, 4.6
ENDCHAR option, 4.6
ESCAPE option, 4.6
examples, 4.6.1
H operand, 4.6
INPUT operand, 4.6
LISTCMD option, 4.6
LISTERR option, 4.6
LISTRC option, 4.6
LONG option, 4.6
MSGLEVEL option, 4.6
NAME option, 4.6
NO option, 4.6
NOMSGLEVEL option, 4.6
OUTPUT operand, 4.6
return codes, 4.6.2
SEPARATOR option, 4.6
STAGESEP option, 4.6
TRACE option, 4.6
tracing pipelines issued by, 2.0
X operand, 4.6
carriage control
ASA, 3.60
converting, 3.60
converting to and from ASA, 3.9
machine, 3.60
CASEANY operand
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CHANGE stage command, 3.18
CASEI operand
ZONE stage command, 3.128
CASEI stage command
BLANK operand, 3.17
description, 3.17
examples, 3.17
FIELDS operand, 3.17
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.17
FS operand, 3.17
REVERSE operand, 3.17
SPACE operand, 3.17
WORDS operand, 3.17
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.17
WS operand, 3.17
ZONE operand, 3.17
CENTER operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
CHANGE stage command
ANYCASE operand, 3.18
B operand, 3.18
CASEANY operand, 3.18
description, 3.18
examples, 3.18
H operand, 3.18
X operand, 3.18
changing a string of characters, 3.18
changing ASA carriage control to machine carriage control, 3.9
changing character length, 3.122
changing characters, 3.126
changing machine carriage control to ASA carriage control, 3.60
changing the commit level, 4.7
changing the stage separator character, 2.0
character
ASA carriage control, 3.9
3.60
ASA carriage control list, 3.9
changing a string of, 3.18
changing number of bits per character, 3.122
converting to lowercase, 3.126
converting to uppercase, 3.126
delimiting, definition of, 1.9
escape character on the pipeline specification, 2.0
inserting escape, 3.31
line-end, 3.11
3.26
machine carriage control, 3.9
3.60
pipeline end character, 2.0
reading a directory of a partitioned data set, 3.55
reading a partitioned data set, 3.56
removing leading or trailing characters, 3.98
replacing, 3.69
3.126
special
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
stage separator, 2.0
translating, 3.126
character data
converting from binary, 3.88
converting from hexadecimal, 3.88
converting to binary, 3.88
converting to hexadecimal, 3.88
character string
blank-delimited, 3.17
3.25
3.43
3.58
3.65
3.73
3.88
3.126
3.128
marking continuation, 3.51
prefix specifying length, 3.88
range of, 3.65
3.88
writing as a record to output stream, 3.57
3.99
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CHARACTERS operand
COUNT stage command, 3.24
CHARS operand
COUNT stage command, 3.24
checking carriage control, 3.9
3.60
checking status of files, 3.94
CHOP operand
>> stage command, 3.3
CHOP stage command
AFTER operand, 3.19
ANYOF operand, 3.19
B operand, 3.19
BEFORE operand, 3.19
description, 3.19
examples, 3.19
H operand, 3.19
NOT operand, 3.19
STRING operand, 3.19
X operand, 3.19
CMS (Conversational Monitor System)
See Conversational Monitor System (CMS)
CMS operand
code page, 3.126
CODEPAGE operand
XLATE stage command, 3.126
COERCE operand
>> stage command, 3.3
COLLATE stage command
BLANK operand, 3.20
description, 3.20
DETAILS operand, 3.20
examples, 3.20
MASTER operand, 3.20
NOPAD operand, 3.20
PAD operand, 3.20
SPACE operand, 3.20
column, DB/2, 3.91
columns, building, 3.86
COMBINE stage command
ALLEOF operand, 3.21
AND operand, 3.21
ANYEOF operand, 3.21
description, 3.21
examples, 3.21
EXCLUSIVEOR operand, 3.21
FIRST operand, 3.21
KEYLENGTH operand, 3.21
LAST operand, 3.21
OR operand, 3.21
STOP operand, 3.21
combining multiple streams, 3.32
3.33
3.43
combining records, 3.21
3.69
combining records from multiple streams, 3.62
COMMAND stage command
description, 3.22
examples, 3.22
return codes, 3.22.3
comment
completing unclosed, 3.85
lining up, 3.85
commit level
automatic commit by user-written stage commands, 4.2
definition, 1.29
summary, A.0
using, B.3
COMMIT pipeline subcommand
description, 4.7
examples, 4.7
return codes, 4.7.2
commit, automatic
OUTPUT pipeline subcommand, 4.11
4.13
PEEKTO pipeline subcommand, 4.12
preventing, 4.10
SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand, 4.16
committing a unit of work, 3.91
comparing records, 3.116
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completing unclosed comments, 3.85
compressing records, 3.70
concatenating records, 3.50
connecting to DB/2, 3.91
connector
definition, 1.26
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
using with ADDPIPE, 4.3
using with CALLPIPE, 4.6
consume a record
definition, 1.21
continuation string, 3.51
Conversational Monitor System (CMS)
NETDATA format, 3.11
3.26
UPDATE command, 3.119
converting ASA carriage control to machine carriage control, 3.9
converting blocks of data, 3.26
converting data
adding length prefix, 3.88
binary to character, 3.88
character to binary, 3.88
character to hexadecimal, 3.88
data with prefix to data without prefix, 3.88
decimal to internal format, 3.88
decimal to packed, 3.88
hexadecimal to character, 3.88
internal format to decimal, 3.88
internal format to scientific notation, 3.88
ISO timestamp to Julian date, 3.88
Julian date to ISO format, 3.88
packed decimal to printable form, 3.88
scientific notation to internal format, 3.88
using the SPECS stage command, 3.88
converting machine carriage control to ASA carriage control, 3.60
COPY stage command
description, 3.23
examples, 3.23
interchanging with ELASTIC, 3.30
copying currently selected input stream to currently selected output stream, 4.19
copying records, 3.12
3.23
3.29
copying records to multiple streams, 3.25
3.34
count information record, 3.24
COUNT operand
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
SORT stage command, 3.87
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
COUNT stage command
BYTES operand, 3.24
CHARACTERS operand, 3.24
CHARS operand, 3.24
count information record, 3.24
description, 3.24
examples, 3.24
LINES operand, 3.24
MAXLINE operand, 3.24
MINLINE operand, 3.24
WORDS operand, 3.24
counting
bytes, 3.24
character strings, 3.24
characters, 3.24
detail records, 3.59
master records, 3.59
occurrences of characters in a data set, example of, 3.35.2
records, 3.24
records with identical key fields, 3.87
3.116
create a range of characters, 3.127
create an OpenEdition text file, 3.5
3.6
refid=>oe., 3.5
3.6
creating a data set
with the > stage command, 3.2
creating a null record, 3.57
creating multicolumn layout, 3.86
CRLF operand
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BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
currently selected stream, 4.2
cursor stability, 3.91

D

D2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
data
centered, 3.88
centering, 3.88
left-aligning, 3.88
right-aligned, 3.88
right-aligning, 3.88
unpacking, 3.117
data set
appending data to, 3.3
checking existence of, 3.94
creating with > stage command, 3.2
reading a list of data sets into a pipeline, 3.44
reading into a pipeline, 3.1
replacing the contents of, 3.2
data stack
reading from, 3.93
reading lines from, 3.110
writing to, 3.93
DDNAME operand
>> stage command, 3.3
3.61
DEAL stage command
ALLEOF operand, 3.25
ANYEOF operand, 3.25
BLANK operand, 3.25
description, 3.25
examples, 3.25
FIELDS operand, 3.25
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.25
FS operand, 3.25
KEY operand, 3.25
SECONDARY operand, 3.25
SPACE operand, 3.25
STOP operand, 3.25
WORDS operand, 3.25
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.25
WS operand, 3.25
DEBLOCK stage command
ADMSF operand, 3.26
B operand, 3.26
BLANK operand, 3.26
C operand, 3.26
CRLF operand, 3.26
description, 3.26
EOF operand, 3.26
examples, 3.26
FIXED operand, 3.26
GDFORDERS operand, 3.26
H operand, 3.26
LINEND operand, 3.26
NETDATA operand, 3.26
SF operand, 3.26
SPACE operand, 3.26
STRING operand, 3.26
TERMINATE operand, 3.26
TEXTFILE operand, 3.26
TEXTUNIT operand, 3.26
VARIABLE operand, 3.26
VB operand, 3.26
VBS operand, 3.26
VS operand, 3.26
X operand, 3.26
decreasing length of bit string, 3.122
defining additional stream for a stage, 4.4
defining escape character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
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CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
defining pipeline end character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
defining primary input and output streams, 1.31
2.0
DELAY stage command
description, 3.27
examples, 3.27
delay the record
definition, 1.35
delaying by one record, 3.23
delaying processing, 3.27
delaying records, 3.30
deleting records, 3.119
delimited string
definition, 1.10
delimiting character
definition, 1.9
DESCENDING operand
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
descending order
sorting records in, 3.87
descriptor word, block and record, 3.11
designation of time by DELAY stage command, 3.27
detail record
comparing to records in a reference, 3.59
counting, 3.59
specifying order, 3.59
using with a COLLATE stage, 3.20
using with a LOOKUP stage, 3.59
DETAILS operand
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
device driver
< (Read a sequential data set or member of a partitioned data set) stage command, 3.1
< (Read from a batch pipe), 3.13
> (Rewrite a data set or member of partitioned data set) stage command, 3.2
>> (Append to a sequential data set) stage command, 3.3
definition, 1.6
DELAY stage command, 3.27
GETFILES stage command, 3.44
HOLE stage command, 3.46
JOBLOG stage command, 3.49
LISTISPF stage command, 3.55
LISTPDS stage command, 3.56
LITERAL stage command, 3.57
MEMBERS stage command, 3.61
QSAM stage command, 3.78
READPDS stage command, 3.80
SQL stage command, 3.91
STACK stage command, 3.93
STATE stage command, 3.94
STEM stage command, 3.95
STRLITERAL stage command, 3.99
SYSVAR stage command, 3.108
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
VAR stage command, 3.120
VARLOAD stage command, 3.121
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
XRANGE stage command, 3.127
diagram of
COLLATE stage, 3.20
LOOKUP stage, 3.59
MERGE stage, 3.62
OVERLAY stage, 3.69
UNIQUE stage, 3.116
discarding duplicate records, 3.116
discarding leading and trailing records, 3.28
discarding records, 3.28
3.46
disconnecting from the currently selected stream, 4.18
dispatcher, pipeline
relationship to commit level, B.2
DROP stage command
* operand, 3.28
description, 3.28
examples, 3.28
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FIRST operand, 3.28
LAST operand, 3.28
duplicate records
discarding, 3.87
3.116
selecting, 3.116
DUPLICATE stage command
description, 3.29
examples, 3.29
duplicating records, 3.29

E

E2A operand
XLATE stage command, 3.126
EBCDIC-to-ASCII translation
performing, 3.126
ELASTIC stage command
description, 3.30
examples, 3.30
end character
defining on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
defining on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
end-of-file character
specifying for BLOCK, 3.11
specifying for DEBLOCK, 3.26
ENDCHAR option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
ending a pipeline, B.3.1
ending a stage, B.3.1
ending stages waiting for an external event, 3.75
EOF operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
error message
displaying comment in, 3.119
escape character
defining on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
defining on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying with APPEND, 3.8
specifying with ESCAPE, 3.31
specifying with PREFACE, 3.77
ESCAPE option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
ESCAPE stage command
description, 3.31
examples, 3.31
event record
definition, 3.72
types and layouts, 3.84.4
event, external
terminating stages that wait for, 3.75
EVENTS operand
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
example of
<oe, 3.4
3.5
3.6
appending a trailer record to a data set, 3.8.2
appending two data sets, 3.8
controlling trace messages written to a data set, 3.84.3
counting occurrences of characters in a data set, 3.35.2
inserting records into a data set being edited, 3.103.1
listing members of a partitioned data set, 3.55.1
locating records that contain either of two strings, 3.58.5
locating records that contain two strings, 3.58.3
multistream pipeline, 2.3
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reading lines stacked by a TSO command, 3.46.1
removing header lines, 3.60.1
reversing order of records, 3.48.1
searching data sets for a specified character string, 3.74
sorting hexadecimal numbers, 4.6
sorting values in an array, 3.95.2
suppressing a list of words, 3.20.3
testing if a stream is defined, 4.21.1
using PAUSE stage command with RUNPIPE EVENTS, 3.72.1
writing a hexadecimal string to a pipeline, 3.88
EXCLUSIVEOR operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
expanding tab characters in records to blanks, 3.118
extending records with a pad character, 3.71
external event
terminating stages that wait for, 3.75
external format
converting from, 3.26
extracting data from partitioned data set, 3.61
3.80

F

F-format
files, 3.70
F2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
FANIN stage command
description, 3.32
examples, 3.32
FANINANY stage command
description, 3.33
examples, 3.33
FANOUT stage command
ALLEOF operand, 3.34
ANYEOF operand, 3.34
description, 3.34
examples, 3.34
STOP operand, 3.34
FBLOCK stage command
BLANK operand, 3.35
description, 3.35
examples, 3.35
SPACE operand, 3.35
field
delimited, 3.17
3.25
3.43
3.58
3.65
3.73
3.88
3.126
3.128
input, 3.88
output, 3.88
range of, 3.65
3.88
sequence, 3.119
FIELDS operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
FIELDSEPARATOR operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
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PICK stage command, 3.73
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
FIFO operand
STACK stage command, 3.93
filter
BPCOPY stage command, 3.12
definition, 1.5
FIND stage command
description, 3.37
examples, 3.37
finding records regardless of uppercase and lowercase strings, 3.17
finding records that do not begin with a specified string, 3.100
finding records that do not begin with a specified text, 3.63
finding references in a directory, 3.59
FIRST operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
DROP stage command, 3.28
TAKE stage command, 3.109
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
UPDATE stage command, 3.119
fixed length
blocks, 3.35
fixed length record
packing, 3.70
reformatting, 3.35
FIXED operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
PACK stage command, 3.70
flag byte, 3.26
format
blocking different formats, 3.11
changing, 3.88
converting from different formats, 3.26
LISTISPF output records, 3.55
NETDATA, 3.11
3.26
PACK output records, 3.70
System/390 internal, 3.88
UNPACK input records, 3.117
update control statements, 3.119
variable, 3.11
3.26
variable blocked, 3.11
3.26
variable blocked spanned, 3.11
3.26
variable spanned, 3.11
3.26
FRLABEL (FROMLABEL) stage command
description, 3.38
examples, 3.38
FROM operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
STEM stage command, 3.95
XLATE stage command, 3.126
FROMLABEL stage command
See FRLABEL (FROMLABEL) stage command
FROMTARGET stage command
See FRTARGET (FROMTARGET) stage command
FRTARGET (FROMTARGET) stage command
description, 3.39
examples, 3.39
return codes, 3.39.2
FS operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128

G
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GATE stage command
description, 3.42
ending DELAY, 3.27
examples, 3.42
STRICT operand, 3.42
GATHER stage command
ALLEOF operand, 3.43
ANYEOF operand, 3.43
BLANK operand, 3.43
description, 3.43
examples, 3.43
FIELDS operand, 3.43
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.43
FS operand, 3.43
SPACE operand, 3.43
STOP operand, 3.43
STREAMID operand, 3.43
WORDS operand, 3.43
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.43
WS operand, 3.43
GDFORDERS operand
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
GETFILES stage command
description, 3.44
examples, 3.44
return codes, 3.44.2

H

H operand
> stage command, 3.2
ADDPIPE subcommand, 4.3
ALL stage command, 3.7
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
BUFFER stage command, 3.16
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
CHANGE stage command, 3.18
CHOP stage command, 3.19
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
JOIN stage command, 3.50
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
pipeline specification, 2.0
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
SPECS stage command, 3.88
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRFIND stage command, 3.96
STRFRLABEL stage command, 3.97
STRIP stage command, 3.98
STRLITERAL stage command, 3.99
STRNFIND stage command, 3.100
STRTOLABEL stage command, 3.101
STRWHILELABEL stage command, 3.102
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
TOKENIZE stage command, 3.112
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
hexadecimal representation
as end-of-file character, 3.11
3.26
converting to, 3.88
converting to character, 3.88
specifying as line-end character, 3.11
3.26
specifying the pad character, 3.35
3.59
HOLE stage command
description, 3.46
examples, 3.46
hours, specifying with DELAY stage command, 3.27
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I

I2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
identical records, 3.87
identifying streams
with FANIN, 3.32
with GATHER, 3.43
implied output mode
entering, 4.5
increasing length of bit string, 3.122
indicator halfword, 3.91
infinite copies of input records, 3.29
INPUT operand
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.4
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.8
SELECT pipeline subcommand, 4.16
SEVER pipeline subcommand, 4.18
STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand, 4.21
STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand, 4.22
input stream
definition, 1.12
issuing input stream records as pipelines, 3.84
reading records from the currently selected input stream, 4.12
4.13
inserting a record between copies of input stream, 3.16
inserting escape characters, 3.31
inserting rows in DB/2 tables, 3.91
INSIDE stage command
description, 3.47
examples, 3.47
inspecting the first column of a record, 3.9
INSTORE stage command
description, 3.48
examples, 3.48
REVERSE operand, 3.48
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
format, 3.88
interpretation of time by DELAY stage command, 3.27
invoking a REXX program as a user-written stage command, 3.82
4.15
invoking a user-written stage command, 3.82
4.15
invoking another stage command, 3.77
ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
See International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
ISO 8859 Latin Character Set 1, 3.126
isolation level cursor stability, 3.91
isolation level repeatable read, 3.91
ISPFSTATS operand
> stage command, 3.2
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
issuing DB/2 commands from a pipeline, 3.91
issuing input stream records as pipeline subcommands, 3.74
issuing input stream records as pipelines, 3.84
issuing messages from a user-written stage command, 4.9
issuing pipeline subcommands with PIPCMD stage command, 3.74
issuing TSO commands, 3.22
3.115

J

JOBLOG stage command
description, 3.49
examples, 3.49
JOIN stage command
B operand, 3.50
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description, 3.50
examples, 3.50
H operand, 3.50
X operand, 3.50
JOINCONT stage command
B operand, 3.51
description, 3.51
examples, 3.51
H operand, 3.51
LEADING operand, 3.51
NOT operand, 3.51
TRAILING operand, 3.51
X operand, 3.51
joining records, 3.21
JUXTAPOSE stage command
description, 3.52
examples, 3.52

key field
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
defining, 3.62
3.116
defining for detail record, 3.59
defining for master record, 3.59
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
matching records with, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
KEY operand
DEAL stage command, 3.25
KEYLENGTH operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21

K

L

label
definition, 1.22
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
label definition
definition, 1.23
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
label reference
definition, 1.24
on the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
LAST operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
DROP stage command, 3.28
TAKE stage command, 3.109
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
UPDATE stage command, 3.119
layout, building multicolumn, 3.86
LEADING operand
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
STRIP stage command, 3.98
LEFT operand
PAD stage command, 3.71
SPECS stage command, 3.88
length of matrix, 3.86
length of record
specifying with BLOCK stage command, 3.11
specifying with DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
letters
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lowercase, 3.126
uppercase, 3.126
LEVEL operand
QUERY stage command, 3.79
LIFO operand
STACK stage command, 3.93
line-end character
specifying for BLOCK, 3.11
specifying for DEBLOCK, 3.26
LINEND operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
LINES operand
COUNT stage command, 3.24
LISTCMD option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
LISTERR option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
listing members of a partitioned data set, 3.55.1
LISTISPF stage command
description, 3.55
example, 3.55
LISTPDS stage command
description, 3.56
example, 3.56
LISTRC option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
LITERAL stage command
description, 3.57
examples, 3.57
loading records into storage, 3.48
loading records with OUTSTORE, 3.48
LOCATE stage command
AND operation, 3.58.3
B operand, 3.58
BLANK operand, 3.58
description, 3.58
examples, 3.58
FIELDS operand, 3.58
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.58
FS operand, 3.58
H operand, 3.58
OR operation, 3.58.5
SPACE operand, 3.58
WORDS operand, 3.58
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.58
WS operand, 3.58
X operand, 3.58
locating records regardless of uppercase and lowercase strings, 3.17
locating records that contain a string, 3.58
3.73
locating records that do not contain a string, 3.65
locking data, 3.91
logical record
blocking, 3.11
converting data to, 3.26
LOOKUP stage command
BLANK operand, 3.59
COUNT operand, 3.59
description, 3.59
DETAILS operand, 3.59
MASTER operand, 3.59
NOPAD operand, 3.59
PAD operand, 3.59
processing data from, 3.88
SPACE operand, 3.59
LOWER operand
XLATE stage command, 3.126
lowercase
converting characters to, 3.126
ignoring when locating string, 3.17
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M

machine carriage control
converting from, 3.60
converting to and from ASA, 3.9
making an infinite number of copies of input records, 3.29
making duplicate records, 3.29
making multiple copies of input stream, 3.16
MASTER operand
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
master record
discarding, 3.59
specifying order, 3.59
using with a COLLATE stage, 3.20
using with a LOOKUP stage, 3.59
matching records according to a key field, 3.20
matching records in a reference, 3.59
matrix length, specifying, 3.86
MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand
description, 4.8
examples, 4.8
INPUT operand, 4.8
OUTPUT operand, 4.8
return codes, 4.8.1
MCTOASA stage command
description, 3.60
examples, 3.60
MEMBERS stage command
description, 3.61
examples, 3.61
MERGE stage command
ASCENDING operand, 3.62
BLANK operand, 3.62
DESCENDING operand, 3.62
description, 3.62
examples, 3.62
NOPAD operand, 3.62
PAD operand, 3.62
SPACE operand, 3.62
merging records from multiple streams, 3.62
message
displaying a list of BatchPipeWorks messages issued, 3.79
issuing from a user-written stage command, 4.9
suppressing certain messages, 2.0
4.3
4.6
message level
default, 2.0
3.84
4.3
4.6
definition, 1.30
displaying, 3.79
MESSAGE pipeline subcommand
description, 4.9
examples, 4.9
MINIMUM operand
COUNT stage command, 3.24
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
minutes, specifying with DELAY stage command, 3.27
mode
implied output mode, 4.5
modifying a data set with the UPDATE stage command, 3.119
modifying stream connections
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
modifying translate tables, 3.126
MSGLEVEL operand
QUERY stage command, 3.79
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
MSGLEVEL option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
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MSGLIST operand
multiple
copies of input stream, making, 3.16
LITERAL stages, 3.57
STRLITERAL stages, 3.99
multiple input streams
combining with FANIN stage command, 3.32
combining with FANINANY stage command, 3.33
combining with GATHER stage command, 3.43
MULTIPLE operand
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
multiple output streams
copying records to, 3.25
3.34
Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)
blocking data for MVS, 3.11.1
blocking MVS data formats, 3.11
converting data from, 3.26
deblocking MVS data, 3.26.1
formats, 3.11
Julian date format, 3.88
unblocking MVS data, 3.26.1
multistream pipeline
definition, 1.20
example, 2.3
separating pipelines on, 2.0
4.6
synchronizing records, 3.105
MVS (Multiple Virtual Storage)
See Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)

N

name
assigning to a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
assigning to an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
NAME option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
national-use code page, 3.126
NETDATA
control record, 3.26
format, 3.11
3.26
NETDATA operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
NEXT operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
NEXTWORD operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
NFIND (NOTFIND) stage command
description, 3.15
3.63
examples, 3.63
NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE) stage command
description, 3.64
examples, 3.64
NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE) stage command
B operand, 3.65
BLANK operand, 3.65
description, 3.65
examples, 3.65
FIELDS operand, 3.65
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.65
FS operand, 3.65
H operand, 3.65
SPACE operand, 3.65
WORDS operand, 3.65
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.65
WS operand, 3.65
X operand, 3.65
NO option
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ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand
description, 4.10
examples, 4.10
return codes, 4.10.1
NOEOF operand
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
NOMSGLEVEL option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
NOPAD operand
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
NOT operand
CHOP stage command, 3.19
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRIP stage command, 3.98
NOT stage command
description, 3.66
examples, 3.66
return codes, 3.66.1
NOTFIND stage command
See NFIND (NOTFIND) stage command
NOTINSIDE stage command
See NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE) stage command
NOTLOCATE stage command
See NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE) stage command
null record
creating, 3.57
null string
definition, 1.28
NUMBER operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
NWORD operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88

O

obtaining aggregate return code, 4.7
obtaining stream number, 4.21
obtaining the state of a stream, 4.22
option
definition, 1.8
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
overriding a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.6
overriding a pipeline specification option, 2.0
overriding an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.3
specifying on the ADDPIPE subcommand, 4.3
specifying on the CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
turning off a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.6
turning off a pipeline specification option, 2.0
turning off an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.3
OR operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
order of records
ascending, 3.62
3.87
descending, 3.62
3.87
reversing, 3.48
ordering records, 3.87
original format
converting to, 3.26
output mode, implied
entering, 4.5
OUTPUT operand
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.4
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CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand, 4.8
SELECT pipeline subcommand, 4.16
SEVER pipeline subcommand, 4.18
STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand, 4.21
STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand, 4.22
OUTPUT pipeline subcommand
description, 4.11
examples, 4.11
return codes, 4.11.2
output stream
definition, 1.13
writing records to the currently selected output stream, 4.11
OUTSIDE stage command
description, 3.67
examples, 3.67
OUTSTORE stage command
description, 3.68
examples, 3.68
OVERLAY stage command
BLANK operand, 3.69
description, 3.69
examples, 3.69
SPACE operand, 3.69
overlaying data, 3.69
overriding a globally specified option for a stage
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0

P

P2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
PACK stage command
description, 3.70
examples, 3.70
FIXED operand, 3.70
VARIABLE operand, 3.70
packing records, 3.70
PAD operand
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
SPECS stage command, 3.88
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
PAD stage command
BLANK operand, 3.71
description, 3.71
examples, 3.71
LEFT operand, 3.71
RIGHT operand, 3.71
SPACE operand, 3.71
padding key fields
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
SORT stage command, 3.87
padding output characters, 3.122
padding records
FBLOCK stage command, 3.35
PAD stage command, 3.71
specifying the pad character, 3.35
SPECS stage command, 3.88
PAIRWISE operand
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
parsing a record, 3.112
PAUSE stage command
description, 3.72
examples, 3.72
PEEKTO pipeline subcommand
description, 4.12
examples, 4.12
processing output from INSTORE stage command, 3.48
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return codes, 4.12.1
performance measurement, 3.46
PICK stage command
/== operand, 3.73
\== operand, 3.73
<< operand, 3.73
<<= operand, 3.73
== operand, 3.73
>> operand, 3.73
>>= operand, 3.73
¬== operand, 3.73
ANYCASE operand, 3.73
B operand, 3.73
BLANK operand, 3.73
description, 3.73
examples, 3.73
FIELDS operand, 3.73
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.73
FS operand, 3.73
H operand, 3.73
NOPAD operand, 3.73
PAD operand, 3.73
SPACE operand, 3.73
WORDS operand, 3.73
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.73
WS operand, 3.73
X operand, 3.73
PIPCMD stage command
description, 3.74
examples, 3.74
return codes, 3.74.1
pipeline
adding, 4.3
definition, 1.1
ending, B.3.1
running, 4.6
pipeline dispatcher
relationship to commit level, B.2
pipeline end character
defining on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
defining on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline scanner
relationship to commit level, B.1
pipeline specification
B operand, 2.0
ENDCHAR option, 2.0
ESCAPE option, 2.0
examples, 2.0
H operand, 2.0
LISTCMD option, 2.0
LISTERR option, 2.0
LISTRC option, 2.0
MSGLEVEL option, 2.0
NAME option, 2.0
NO option, 2.0
NOMSGLEVEL option, 2.0
return codes, 2.4
SEPARATOR option, 2.0
STAGESEP option, 2.0
TRACE option, 2.0
X operand, 2.0
pipeline stall
definition, 1.36
preventing with BUFFER stage command, 3.16
3.32
3.43
preventing with COPY stage command, 3.23
preventing with ELASTIC stage command, 3.30
preventing with FANINANY stage command, 3.33
resulting from FANIN stage, 3.32
resulting from GATHER stage, 3.43
pipeline subcommand, BatchPipeWorks
definition, 1.7
issuing with PIPCMD stage command, 3.74
tasks performed by, 4.0
tracing execution of, 2.0
4.3
4.6
using, 4.1
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writing as data without executing, 4.5
pipeline, multistream
See multistream pipeline
PIPESTOP stage command
description, 3.75
examples, 3.75
PIPMOD STOP
ending DELAY, 3.27
position
character, 3.69
stage, obtaining, 4.20
PREDSELECT stage command
description, 3.76
examples, 3.76
preface a record with a marker, 3.52
PREFACE stage command
description, 3.77
examples, 3.77
return codes, 3.77.1
preventing a stage from running, 3.104
preventing pipeline stalls, 3.16
3.23
3.30
primary input stream
definition, 1.14
primary output stream
definition, 1.15
processing another stage command, 3.4
3.8
refid=<oe.description, 3.4

Q

QSAM stage command
description, 3.78
examples, 3.78
QUERY stage command
description, 3.79
examples, 3.79
LEVEL operand, 3.79
MSGLEVEL operand, 3.79
VERSION operand, 3.79
querying DB/2 tables, 3.91
querying list of BatchPipeWorks messages, 3.79
querying version of BatchPipeWorks, 3.79
QUIET operand
STATE stage command, 3.94

R

READ operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
read records from multiple streams until end of file, 3.105
reading a list of data sets into a pipeline, 3.44
reading a partitioned data set, 3.56
reading directory of partitioned data set, 3.55
reading from a data set, 3.1
reading from the data stack, 3.93
reading lines from the terminal, 3.110
reading lines stacked by a TSO command, example of, 3.46.1
reading records from a user-written stage command, 4.12
4.13
reading records from storage, 3.68
reading records from the currently selected input stream, 4.12
4.13
reading records into storage, 3.48
reading the directory of partitioned data set, 3.56
READPDS stage command
description, 3.80
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examples, 3.80
READSTOP operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
READTO pipeline subcommand
description, 4.13
examples, 4.13
processing output from INSTORE stage command, 3.48
return codes, 4.13.1
RECNO operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
recoding characters, 3.122
record
appending to a data set, 3.3
combining, 3.21
combining with OVERLAY stage command, 3.69
concatenating, 3.50
connects the pipeline to a file that is managed by OpenEdition, 3.36
consuming, 1.21
counting, 3.24
delay the records, 1.35
descriptor word, 3.11
discarding leading or trailing records, 3.28
duplicate, 3.87
3.116
extending with a pad character, 3.71
finding records that begin with a specified text, 3.96
finding records that do not begin with a specified string, 3.100
finding records that do not begin with a specified text, 3.63
identical, 3.87
issuing input stream records as pipeline subcommands, 3.74
issuing input stream records as pipelines, 3.84
locating records that contain a string, 3.58
3.73
locating records that do not contain a string, 3.65
packing, 3.70
padding, 3.71
parsing, 3.112
reading from a batch pipe, 3.13
reading from a data set, 3.1
reading from a user-written stage command, 4.12
4.13
reading from multiple streams until end of file, 3.105
reading from the currently selected input stream, 4.12
4.13
rearranging the contents of, 3.88
reformatting, 3.11
replacing in a data set, 3.2
selecting consecutive records that begin with a target, 3.102
3.124
selecting leading or trailing records, 3.109
selecting records before a target, 3.101
3.113
3.114
selecting records between two targets, 3.10
3.47
selecting records not between two targets, 3.64
3.67
selecting records outside two targets, 3.67
selecting records that begin with a specified text, 3.37
3.96
selecting records that contain a string, 3.58
3.73
selecting records that do not begin with a specified string, 3.100
selecting records that do not begin with a specified text, 3.63
selecting records that do not contain a string, 3.65
selecting records that follow a target, 3.38
3.97
splitting, 3.90
tokenizing, 3.112
truncating, 3.19
unique, 3.116
unpacking, 3.117
writes a line containing information about the terminal, 3.40
3.41
writing from a user-written stage command, 4.11
writing to a data set with > (Rewrite a data set or member of partitioned data set) stage
command, 3.2
writing to the currently selected output stream, 4.11
record descriptor word, 3.11
3.26
record length
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specifying with BLOCK stage command, 3.11
specifying with DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
reference records, 3.59
reformatting data from external format, 3.26
reformatting records to a specified block size, 3.35
reinstating a connection stacked with ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.18
releasing an DB/2 connection, 3.91
removing blank lines from a data set, 3.58
removing leading and trailing characters, 3.98
replace an OpenEdition text file, 3.5
replacing characters, 3.69
3.126
replacing contents of a data set, 3.2
RESOLVE pipeline subcommand
description, 4.14
examples, 4.14
return codes, 4.14.1
restoring a connection stacked with ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.18
retaining duplicate records, 3.116
retrieving a REXX variable, 3.120
retrieving REXX variables with a specified stem, 3.95
return code
BatchPipeWorks, 2.4
getting aggregate return code, 4.7
return code, B.3
setting for an OUTPUT subcommand issued by the previous stage, 4.17
REVERSE operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
INSTORE stage command, 3.48
ZONE stage command, 3.128
REVERSE stage command
description, 3.81
examples, 3.81
reversing column range contents, 3.128
reversing order of records, 3.48
reversing order of records, example of, 3.48.1
reversing output streams, 3.66
reversing record contents, 3.81
REXX pipeline subcommand
description, 4.15
examples, 4.15
return codes, 4.15.2
REXX program
completing unclosed comments in, 3.85
invoking as a user-written stage command, 3.82
4.15
lining up comments in, 3.85
REXX stage command
description, 3.82
examples, 3.82
return codes, 3.82.4
REXX variable
getting a REXX variable, 3.120
getting information about, 3.83
getting REXX variables with a specified stem, 3.95
setting a REXX variable, 3.120
setting more than one, 3.121
setting REXX variables with a specified stem, 3.95
REXX variable information, 3.83
REXXVARS stage command
description, 3.83
examples, 3.83
RIGHT operand
PAD stage command, 3.71
SPECS stage command, 3.88
RUNPIPE stage command
B operand, 3.84
description, 3.84
EVENTS operand, 3.84
examples, 3.84
H operand, 3.84
MSGLEVEL operand, 3.84
return codes, 3.84.3
TRACE operand, 3.84
X operand, 3.84

S
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scanner, pipeline
relationship to commit level, B.1
scientific notation
converting from, 3.88
converting to, 3.88
SCM stage command
description, 3.85
examples, 3.85
searching for data sets, 3.94
secondary input stream
definition, 1.16
SECONDARY operand
DEAL stage command, 3.25
secondary output stream
definition, 1.17
seconds, specifying with DELAY stage command, 3.27
SELECT operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
SQL stage command, 3.91
SELECT pipeline subcommand
ANYINPUT operand, 4.16
BOTH operand, 4.16
description, 4.16
examples, 4.16
INPUT operand, 4.16
OUTPUT operand, 4.16
return codes, 4.16.2
selected stream, currently, 4.2
selecting consecutive records that begin with a target, 3.102
3.124
selecting duplicate records, 3.116
selecting leading and trailing records, 3.109
selecting records, 3.7
selecting records before a target, 3.101
3.113
3.114
selecting records between two targets, 3.10
3.47
selecting records not between two targets, 3.64
3.67
selecting records outside two targets, 3.64
selecting records relative to target string, 3.128
selecting records that begin with a specified text, 3.96
selecting records that contain a string, 3.58
3.73
selecting records that do not begin with a specified string, 3.100
selecting records that do not begin with a specified text, 3.63
selecting records that do not contain a string, 3.65
selecting records that follow a target, 3.38
3.39
3.97
selecting the current stream, 4.16
separating multiple pipelines
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
SEPARATOR option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
sequence field, 3.119
sequencing records, 3.87
series of updates, 3.119
SETRC pipeline subcommand
description, 4.17
examples, 4.17
return codes, 4.17.1
setting a return code for an OUTPUT subcommand issued by the previous stage, 4.17
setting REXX variable
with STEM stage command, 3.95
with VAR stage command, 3.120
with VARLOAD stage command, 3.121
sever a stream
definition, 1.33
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
SEVER pipeline subcommand, 4.18
SEVER pipeline subcommand
description, 4.18
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examples, 4.18
INPUT operand, 4.18
OUTPUT operand, 4.18
restoring a connection stacked with ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.18
return codes, 4.18.1
SF operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
short
definition, 1.37
SHORT pipeline subcommand
description, 4.19
examples, 4.19
signaling a PAUSE event record, 3.72
SINGLES operand
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
SNAKE stage command
description, 3.86
examples, 3.86
SORT stage command
ASCENDING operand, 3.87
BLANK operand, 3.87
COUNT operand, 3.87
DESCENDING operand, 3.87
description, 3.87
examples, 3.87
NOPAD operand, 3.87
PAD operand, 3.87
SPACE operand, 3.87
UNIQUE operand, 3.87
sorting records, 3.87
SPACE operand
> stage command, 3.2
>> stage command, 3.3
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
CASEI stage command, 3.17
COLLATE stage command, 3.20
DEAL stage command, 3.25
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
FBLOCK stage command, 3.35
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
LOOKUP stage command, 3.59
MERGE stage command, 3.62
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
OVERLAY stage command, 3.69
PAD stage command, 3.71
PICK stage command, 3.73
SORT stage command, 3.87
SPECS stage command, 3.88
UNIQUE stage command, 3.116
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
spanning records
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
FBLOCK stage command, 3.35
special character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
SPECS stage command
ALLEOF operand, 3.88
ANYEOF operand, 3.88
B operand, 3.88
B2C operand, 3.88
BLANK operand, 3.88
BY operand, 3.88
C2B operand, 3.88
C2D operand, 3.88
C2F operand, 3.88
C2I operand, 3.88
C2P operand, 3.88
C2V operand, 3.88
C2X operand, 3.88
CENTER operand, 3.88
D2C operand, 3.88
description, 3.88
examples, 3.88
F2C operand, 3.88
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FIELDS operand, 3.88
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.88
FROM operand, 3.88
FS operand, 3.88
H operand, 3.88
I2C operand, 3.88
inserting a literal into a column, 3.91
inserting indicator words, 3.91
LEFT operand, 3.88
NEXT operand, 3.88
NEXTWORD operand, 3.88
NUMBER operand, 3.88
NWORD operand, 3.88
P2C operand, 3.88
PAD operand, 3.88
READ operand, 3.88
READSTOP operand, 3.88
RECNO operand, 3.88
RIGHT operand, 3.88
SELECT operand, 3.88
SPACE operand, 3.88
STOP operand, 3.88
STRIP operand, 3.88
TODCLOCK operand, 3.88
V2C operand, 3.88
WORDS operand, 3.88
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.88
WRITE operand, 3.88
WS operand, 3.88
X operand, 3.88
X2C operand, 3.88
SPLIT stage command
AFTER operand, 3.90
ANYOF operand, 3.90
AT operand, 3.90
B operand, 3.90
BEFORE operand, 3.90
description, 3.89
3.90
examples, 3.89.4
3.90
H operand, 3.90
MINIMUM operand, 3.90
NOT operand, 3.90
STRING operand, 3.90
X operand, 3.90
splitting records, 3.90
stack
reading from the data stack, 3.93
writing to the data stack, 3.93
STACK stage command
description, 3.93
examples, 3.93
FIFO operand, 3.93
LIFO operand, 3.93
stage
definition, 1.2
ending, B.3.1
overriding a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.6
overriding a pipeline specification option, 2.0
overriding an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.3
tracing execution of, 2.0
4.3
4.6
tracing stages with nonzero return codes, 2.0
4.3
4.6
turning off a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.6
turning off a pipeline specification option, 2.0
turning off an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand option, 4.3
stage command
commit levels, A.0
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
summary of characteristics, A.0
table of tasks performed by, 3.0
tasks performed by, 3.0
stage separator
changing with the STAGESEP option, 2.0
4.3
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4.6
definition, 1.3
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
specifying with APPEND vertical bar:, 3.8
specifying with PREFACE, 3.77
STAGESEP option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
stall
definition, 1.36
preventing with BUFFER stage command, 3.16
3.32
3.43
preventing with COPY stage command, 3.23
preventing with ELASTIC stage command, 3.30
preventing with FANINANY stage command, 3.33
resulting from FANIN stage, 3.32
resulting from GATHER stage, 3.43
STATE stage command
description, 3.94
examples, 3.94
QUIET operand, 3.94
return codes, 3.94.3
stem of a variable
definition, 3.95
STEM stage command
APPEND operand, 3.95
description, 3.95
examples, 3.95
FROM operand, 3.95
STOP operand
COMBINE stage command, 3.21
DEAL stage command, 3.25
FANOUT stage command, 3.34
GATHER stage command, 3.43
SPECS stage command, 3.88
stopping stages waiting for an external event, 3.75
storage
reading records from, 3.68
reading records into, 3.48
storing members into a partitioned data set, 3.125
storing records temporarily, 3.16
stream
assigning a stream identifier to, 2.0
4.3
4.6
combining multiple streams, 3.32
3.33
3.43
copying currently selected input stream to currently selected output stream, 4.19
copying records to multiple output streams, 3.25
3.34
currently selected stream, 4.2
defining additional stream for a stage, 4.4
defining primary input and output, 2.0
definition, 1.11
disconnecting from the currently selected stream, 4.18
issuing input stream records as pipeline subcommands, 3.74
modifying connections on ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
modifying connections on CALLPIPE, 4.6
obtaining highest numbered stream, 4.8
obtaining stream number of, 4.21
reading records from the currently selected input stream, 4.12
4.13
selecting the current stream, 4.16
state of, 4.22
writing records to the currently selected output stream, 4.11
stream identifier
assigning on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
assigning on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
definition, 1.25
on the pipeline specification, 2.0
specifying for the SPECS stage command, 3.88
stream name
specifying for FANIN, 3.32
specifying for GATHER, 3.43
STREAMID operand
GATHER stage command, 3.43
STRFIND stage command
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B operand, 3.96
description, 3.96
examples, 3.96
H operand, 3.96
X operand, 3.96
STRFRLABEL stage command
B operand, 3.97
description, 3.97
examples, 3.97
H operand, 3.97
X operand, 3.97
STRICT operand
GATE stage command, 3.42
string of characters
marking continuation, 3.51
writing as a record to output stream, 3.57
3.99
writing to each output record
using the BUFFER stage command, 3.16
using the JOIN stage command, 3.50
using the SPECS stage command, 3.88
using the TOKENIZE stage command, 3.112
STRING operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
CHOP stage command, 3.19
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRIP stage command, 3.98
STRIP operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
STRIP stage command
ANYOF operand, 3.98
B operand, 3.98
BOTH operand, 3.98
description, 3.98
examples, 3.98
H operand, 3.98
LEADING operand, 3.98
NOT operand, 3.98
STRING operand, 3.98
TO operand, 3.98
TRAILING operand, 3.98
X operand, 3.98
stripping leading or trailing characters, 3.98
STRLITERAL stage command
B operand, 3.99
description, 3.99
examples, 3.99
H operand, 3.99
X operand, 3.99
STRNFIND stage command
B operand, 3.100
description, 3.100
examples, 3.100
H operand, 3.100
X operand, 3.100
STRTOLABEL stage command
B operand, 3.101
description, 3.101
examples, 3.101
H operand, 3.101
X operand, 3.101
STRWHILELABEL stage command
B operand, 3.102
description, 3.102
examples, 3.102
H operand, 3.102
X operand, 3.102
SUBCOM stage command
description, 3.103
examples, 3.103
return codes, 3.103.1
subcommand
passing to a subcommand environment, 3.103
pipeline
definition, 1.7
issuing with PIPCMD stage command, 3.74
tasks performed by, 4.0
tracing execution of, 2.0
4.3
4.6
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using, 4.1
subcommand environment
passing subcommands to, 3.103
subroutine pipeline
invoking with CALLPIPE, 4.6
suppressing a list of words, example of, 3.20.3
suppressing indicator halfwords, 3.91
suppressing messages
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
suspending a stage, 3.104
suspending processing, 3.27
synchronize records in a multistream pipeline, 3.105
SYNCHRONIZE stage command
description, 3.105
examples, 3.105
syntax diagram
examples, 1.38
table, 1.38
SYSVAR stage command
description, 3.108
examples, 3.108

T

tab characters, expanding records with, 3.118
table
DB/2, 3.91
syntax diagram, 1.38
tasks performed by pipeline subcommands, 4.0
tasks performed by stage functions, 3.0
translation, 3.126
using connectors on ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
using connectors on CALLPIPE stage command, 4.6
TAKE stage command
* operand, 3.109
description, 3.109
examples, 3.109
FIRST operand, 3.109
LAST operand, 3.109
target
definition, 1.27
selecting consecutive records that begin with a target, 3.102
3.124
selecting records before a target, 3.101
3.113
3.114
selecting records between two targets, 3.10
3.47
selecting records not between two targets, 3.64
3.67
selecting records outside two targets, 3.67
selecting records relative to a target, 3.128
selecting records that follow a target, 3.38
3.39
3.97
splitting records relative to a target, 3.90
truncating records relative to, 3.19
tasks performed by stage functions, 3.0
terminal input buffer
reading lines from, 3.110
TERMINAL stage command
B operand, 3.110
description, 3.110
examples, 3.110
H operand, 3.110
reading lines from, 3.110
writing to, 3.110
X operand, 3.110
TERMINATE operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
terminating DELAY, 3.27
tertiary input stream
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definition, 1.18
tertiary output stream
definition, 1.19
text unit, 3.26
TEXTFILE operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
TEXTUNIT operand
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
time interval, 3.27
time of day, 3.27
TIMESTAMP stage command
description, 3.111
examples, 3.111
TO operand
STRIP stage command, 3.98
XLATE stage command, 3.126
TODCLOCK operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
TOKENIZE stage command
B operand, 3.112
description, 3.112
examples, 3.112
H operand, 3.112
X operand, 3.112
tokenizing a record, 3.112
TOLABEL stage command
description, 3.113
examples, 3.113
TOTARGET stage command
description, 3.92
3.114
examples, 3.92
3.114
return codes, 3.114.2
TRACE operand
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
TRACE option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
tracing pipelines
controlling trace messages written to a data set, 3.84.3
tracing execution of pipelines, 4.3
4.6
tracing execution of stages, 2.0
4.3
4.6
tracing stages with nonzero return codes, 2.0
4.3
4.6
using the LISTCMD option, 2.0
4.3
4.6
using the LISTERR option, 2.0
4.3
4.6
using the LISTRC option, 2.0
4.3
4.6
using the TRACE option, 2.0
4.6
TRACKING operand
VAR stage command, 3.120
trailer record
appending, 3.8.2
TRAILING operand
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
STRIP stage command, 3.98
translate table, 3.126
translating characters, 3.126
truncating high-order positions of character, 3.122
truncating records, 3.19
TSO command
issuing, 3.22
3.115
issuing a list of, 3.115
issuing like ADDRESS COMMAND, 3.22
issuing with full command resolution, 3.115
writing TSO command output, 3.115
tso foreground interface
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COMMAND stage command, 3.22
SUBCOM stage command, 3.103
TSO stage command, 3.115
TSO stage command
description, 3.115
examples, 3.115
return codes, 3.115.2
turning off a globally specified option for a stage
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
pipeline specification, 2.0
types of stage functions
summary, A.0

U

UNIQUE operand
SORT stage command, 3.87
UNIQUE stage command
BLANK operand, 3.116
COUNT operand, 3.116
description, 3.116
examples, 3.116
FIRST operand, 3.116
LAST operand, 3.116
MULTIPLE operand, 3.116
NOPAD operand, 3.116
PAD operand, 3.116
PAIRWISE operand, 3.116
SINGLES operand, 3.116
SPACE operand, 3.116
unit, text, 3.26
unloading a data set from storage, 3.68
UNPACK stage command
description, 3.117
unpacking data, 3.117
unsupported DB/2 statements, 3.91
UNTAB stage command
description, 3.118
examples, 3.118
syntax, 3.118
UPDATE stage command
description, 3.119
examples, 3.119
FIRST operand, 3.119
LAST operand, 3.119
return codes, 3.119.1
UPPER operand
XLATE stage command, 3.126
uppercase
ignoring when locating string, 3.17
URO stage command
user-written stage command
automatic commit, 4.2
command environment, default, 4.2
commit, automatic, 4.2
default command environment, 4.2
in the pipeline specification, 2.0
invoking with the REXX pipeline subcommand, 4.15
invoking with the REXX stage function, 3.82
issuing messages from, 4.9
notes for writing, 4.2
reading records from, 4.12
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.3
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, 4.6
specifying with PREFACE stage command, 3.77
writing, 4.2
writing records from, 4.11
USERDATA operand
> stage command, 3.2
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
using PAUSE stage command with RUNPIPE EVENTS, example of, 3.72.1
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V

V-format
files, 3.70
V2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
valid ASA carriage control characters, 3.9
VALUES clause, DB/2, 3.91
VAR stage command
description, 3.120
examples, 3.106.3
3.107.3
3.120
TRACKING operand, 3.120
variable length record
packing, 3.70
reformatting, 3.35
VARIABLE operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
PACK stage command, 3.70
variables
VARLOAD stage command
description, 3.121
examples, 3.121
VB operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
VBS operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
VCHAR stage command
description, 3.122
examples, 3.122
VCOPY operand
verifying carriage control, 3.9
version of BatchPipeWorks, displaying, 3.79
VERSION operand
QUERY stage command, 3.79
VS operand
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26

W

waiting to copy a record, 3.27
WHILELABEL stage command
description, 3.124
examples, 3.124
word, block and record descriptor, 3.11
WORDS operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
COUNT stage command, 3.24
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
words, range of, 3.65
WORDSEPARATOR operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
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SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128
WRITE operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
WRITEPDS stage command
B operand, 3.125
BLANK operand, 3.125
description, 3.125
examples, 3.125
H operand, 3.125
ISPFSTATS operand, 3.125
SPACE operand, 3.125
USERDATA operand, 3.125
X operand, 3.125
writing a specified string to a pipeline, 3.57
3.99
writing data to a data set, 3.3
writing pipeline subcommands as data without execution, 4.5
writing records from a user-written stage command, 4.11
writing records to the currently selected output stream, 4.11
writing to the data stack, 3.93
writing trace output to a data set, 3.84.3
writing TSO command output, 3.22
3.115
WS operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
DEAL stage command, 3.25
GATHER stage command, 3.43
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command, 3.126
ZONE stage command, 3.128

X

X operand
> stage command, 3.2
ADDPIPE subcommand, 4.3
ALL stage command, 3.7
BLOCK stage command, 3.11
BUFFER stage command, 3.16
CALLPIPE subcommand, 4.6
CHANGE stage command, 3.18
CHOP stage command, 3.19
DEBLOCK stage command, 3.26
JOIN stage command, 3.50
JOINCONT stage command, 3.51
LOCATE stage command, 3.58
NLOCATE stage command, 3.65
PICK stage command, 3.73
pipeline specification, 2.0
RUNPIPE stage command, 3.84
SPECS stage command, 3.88
SPLIT stage command, 3.90
STRFIND stage command, 3.96
STRFRLABEL stage command, 3.97
STRIP stage command, 3.98
STRLITERAL stage command, 3.99
STRNFIND stage command, 3.100
STRTOLABEL stage command, 3.101
STRWHILELABEL stage command, 3.102
TERMINAL stage command, 3.110
TOKENIZE stage command, 3.112
WRITEPDS stage command, 3.125
X2C operand
SPECS stage command, 3.88
XLATE stage command
A2E operand, 3.126
BLANK operand, 3.126
CODEPAGE operand, 3.126
description, 3.126
E2A operand, 3.126
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examples, 3.126
FIELDS operand, 3.126
FIELDSEPARATOR operand, 3.126
FROM operand, 3.126
FS operand, 3.126
LOWER operand, 3.126
SPACE operand, 3.126
TO operand, 3.126
UPPER operand, 3.126
WORDS operand, 3.126
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.126
WS operand, 3.126
XRANGE stage command
description, 3.127
examples, 3.127

Z

ZONE operand
CASEI stage command, 3.17
ZONE stage command
BLANK operand, 3.128
CASEI operand, 3.128
description, 3.128
examples, 3.128
FIELDS operand, 3.128
FIELDSEPARATOR, 3.128
FS, 3.128
REVERSE operand, 3.128
SPACE operand, 3.128
WORDS operand, 3.128
WORDSEPARATOR operand, 3.128
WS operand, 3.128
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BACK_1 Communicating Your Comments to IBM
IBM BatchPipes OS/390 V2R1 BatchPipeWorks Reference
Publication No. SA22-7456-01
If you especially like or dislike anything about this book, please use one of the methods listed below to send your
comments to IBM. Whichever method you choose, make sure you send your name, address, and telephone number if
you would like a reply.
Feel free to comment on specific errors or omissions, accuracy, organization, subject matter, or completeness of this
book. However, the comments you send should pertain to only the information in this manual and the way in which the
information is presented. To request additional publications, or to ask questions or make comments about the functions
of IBM products or systems, you should talk to your IBM representative or to your IBM authorized remarketer.
When you send comments to IBM, you grant IBM a nonexclusive right to use or distribute your comments in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
If you are mailing a reader's comment form (RCF) from a country other than the United States, you can give the RCF to
the local IBM branch office or IBM representative for postage-paid mailing.
If you prefer to send comments by mail, use the RCF at the back of this book.
If you prefer to send comments by FAX, use this number:
FAX: (International Access Code)+1+845+432-9405
If you prefer to send comments electronically, use the following e-mail address:
mhvrcfs@us.ibm.com
Make sure to include the following in your note:
Title and publication number of this book
Page number or topic to which your comment applies
Optionally, if you include your telephone number, we will be able to respond to your comments by phone.
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FRONT_2 Programming Interface Information
This [publication] documents intended Programming Interfaces that allow the customer to write programs to obtain the
services of [product name].
Subtopics:
FRONT_2.1 Trademarks
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1.0 Chapter 1. Introduction and General Concepts
To use BatchPipeWorks, you should understand the terms described in this section. Basic terms are presented at the
beginning; they become more complex as you proceed through the pages.
Subtopics:
1.1 Pipeline
1.2 Stage
1.3 Stage Separator
1.4 Stage Function
1.5 Filter Stage Function
1.6 Device Driver
1.7 Pipeline Subcommand
1.8 Option
1.9 Delimiting Character
1.10 Delimited String
1.11 Stream
1.12 Input Stream
1.13 Output Stream
1.14 Primary Input Stream
1.15 Primary Output Stream
1.16 Secondary Input Stream
1.17 Secondary Output Stream
1.18 Tertiary Input Stream
1.19 Tertiary Output Stream
1.20 Multistream Pipeline
1.21 Consume a Record
1.22 Label
1.23 Label Definition
1.24 Label Reference
1.25 Stream Identifier
1.26 Connector
1.27 Target
1.28 Null String
1.29 Commit Level
1.30 Message Level
1.31 Defined (Streams)
1.32 Connected
1.33 Sever
1.34 End of file
1.35 Delay the Records
1.36 Stall
1.37 Short
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1.38 Understanding Syntax Diagrams
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1.1 Pipeline
A pipeline is a series of programs called stages through which data flows. A pipeline consists of one or more stages and
the output of one stage automatically becomes the input to the next stage.
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1.2 Stage
A stage consists of a stage command and its operands. Stages are delimited by a character called a stage separator.
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1.2 Stage
A stage consists of a stage command and its operands. Stages are delimited by a character called a stage separator.
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1.3 Stage Separator
A stage separator is a character that indicates the end of one stage of a pipeline and the beginning of the next stage. The
default stage separator character is the solid vertical bar (|).
There are many variations of the solid vertical bar, depending on the terminals and PC terminal emulators available. The
solid vertical bar has a value of X'4F'. In all cases, it is the character used as the logical-or operator in a REXX
expression.
To determine what the stage separator is on your terminal, create and invoke the following REXX exec:
/********************************* REXX *********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(STAGESEP)
*/
/*
*/
/************************************************************************/
say 'The stage separator is:' '4f'x'.'
exit

You can declare a different character as a stage separator by using the STAGESEP option of the PIPE command. See
"Options" in topic 2.0 for details on the STAGESEP option.
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1.3 Stage Separator
A stage separator is a character that indicates the end of one stage of a pipeline and the beginning of the next stage. The
default stage separator character is the solid vertical bar (|).
There are many variations of the solid vertical bar, depending on the terminals and PC terminal emulators available. The
solid vertical bar has a value of X'4F'. In all cases, it is the character used as the logical-or operator in a REXX
expression.
To determine what the stage separator is on your terminal, create and invoke the following REXX exec:
/********************************* REXX *********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(STAGESEP)
*/
/*
*/
/************************************************************************/
say 'The stage separator is:' '4f'x'.'
exit

You can declare a different character as a stage separator by using the STAGESEP option of the PIPE command. See
"Options" in topic 2.0 for details on the STAGESEP option.
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1.4 Stage Function
A stage function can manipulate data, read data from a device or host interface, or write data to a device or host
interface. You can use the stage functions provided with BatchPipeWorks or you can write your own
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1.5 Filter Stage Function
A filter stage function transforms the data it processes without interfacing with devices or host environments.
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1.6 Device Driver
A device driver is a stage command that reads data from or writes data to a device. There are also device drivers that can
obtain information about data sets or reference REXX variables.
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1.7 Pipeline Subcommand
A pipeline subcommand or subcommand can be issued only from a user-written stage command or with the PIPCMD
stage command. The subcommands process data and interact with the calling pipeline. For example, you can read data
from the input stream, process the data, and write data to the output stream using subcommands. See Chapter 4,
"Pipeline Subcommands" in topic 4.0 for a list of the subcommands.
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1.7 Pipeline Subcommand
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stage command. The subcommands process data and interact with the calling pipeline. For example, you can read data
from the input stream, process the data, and write data to the output stream using subcommands. See Chapter 4,
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1.8 Option
An option is a keyword that controls the execution of the PIPE command, ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, CALLPIPE
pipeline subcommand, or a stage. See "Options" in topic 2.0 for a list and description of all the options.
When you specify the options immediately following PIPE, ADDPIPE, or CALLPIPE, the options control the entire
PIPE command, ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, or CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand. When you specify the options
at the beginning of a stage, the options control only that stage. Options specified on a stage override options specified
after PIPE, ADDPIPE, or CALLPIPE.
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When you specify the options immediately following PIPE, ADDPIPE, or CALLPIPE, the options control the entire
PIPE command, ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, or CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand. When you specify the options
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1.9 Delimiting Character
A delimiting character is a character used before and after a string of characters to define a delimited string. The
delimiting character cannot be blank and it must not occur within the string. Two adjacent delimiter characters represent
a null string.
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1.10 Delimited String
A delimited string is a string of characters to be searched for. A delimited string is written between two delimiting
characters. It can be specified as an argument on some stage commands.
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1.11 Stream
A stream is a flow of data records into a stage and out of a stage. In each stage, streams are numbered in ascending
order starting with stream 0. In addition to having a stream number, a stream can also be assigned an identifying name.
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1.12 Input Stream
An input stream is a stream that flows into a stage.
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1.12 Input Stream
An input stream is a stream that flows into a stage.
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1.13 Output Stream
An output stream is a stream that flows out of a stage.
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1.13 Output Stream
An output stream is a stream that flows out of a stage.
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1.14 Primary Input Stream
The primary input stream is input stream number 0. It is defined by specifying a stage.
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1.15 Primary Output Stream
The primary output stream is output stream number 0. It is defined by specifying a stage.
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1.15 Primary Output Stream
The primary output stream is output stream number 0. It is defined by specifying a stage.
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1.16 Secondary Input Stream
The secondary input stream is input stream number 1. It is defined the second time a label is specified (that is, the first
time a label is referenced) or by using the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
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1.17 Secondary Output Stream
The secondary output stream is output stream number 1. It is defined the second time a label is specified (that is, the
first time a label is referenced) or by using the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
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1.18 Tertiary Input Stream
The tertiary input stream is input stream number 2. It is defined the third time a label is specified (that is, the second
time a label is referenced) or by using the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
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1.19 Tertiary Output Stream
The tertiary output stream is output stream number 2. It is defined the third time a label is specified (that is, the second
time a label is referenced) or by using the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
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1.20 Multistream Pipeline
A multistream pipeline is a pipeline that contains at least one stage that has more than one input stream, more than one
output stream, or both.
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1.21 Consume a Record
A stage consumes a record when it reads a record from its input stream and removes the record from that input stream.
Once a record has been consumed by a stage, it cannot be read again by that stage.
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1.22 Label
A label identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams.
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1.23 Label Definition
The first occurrence of a label in a pipeline is called a label definition. A label definition establishes the potential for
intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline where the label definition is specified.
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1.24 Label Reference
A second or subsequent occurrence of a label in a pipeline is called a label reference. A label reference defines an
additional input and output stream for the stage.
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A second or subsequent occurrence of a label in a pipeline is called a label reference. A label reference defines an
additional input and output stream for the stage.
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1.25 Stream Identifier
Within a PIPE command, or ADDPIPE, CALLPIPE, or ADDSTREAM subcommands, a stream identifier assigns a
symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by writing up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character, with no intervening blanks.
A particular stream can be referenced by operands on stage commands or subcommands. In this instance you can
specify a stream identifier as a number of a stream where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the secondary stream, and so on.
Or you can refer to a stream with the name the stream identifier assigned to it.
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1.26 Connector
A connector connects the input or output stream of the stage issuing an ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand
with the pipeline specified as the operand. A connector can be used only at the beginning or end of a pipeline specified
by the ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand.
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1.27 Target
A target can be a group of characters, a delimited string, a number of records, or a displacement value. A target can be
specified as an argument on some stage functions or pipeline subcommands.
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1.27 Target
A target can be a group of characters, a delimited string, a number of records, or a displacement value. A target can be
specified as an argument on some stage functions or pipeline subcommands.
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1.28 Null String
A null string is a string that contains no characters. Null strings have a length of zero.
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1.29 Commit Level
The commit level allows stages to coordinate processing so that any one of them can communicate to other stages that
an error has been detected. See "Commit Level" in topic B.3 for more information on using commit levels.
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1.30 Message Level
Message level determines the number of certain informational messages you can receive from BatchPipeWorks. These
messages include: BPW001I, BPW002I, BPW003I, and BPW004I. Depending on the value of the message level, you
can receive these messages along with other messages. These messages help you determine what stage was running,
what pipeline subcommand was running, and what pipeline was running that caused the previous message to be issued.
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1.31 Defined (Streams)
Streams are defined by specifying a stage, using a label reference, or using the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
Once a stream is defined, it can never be undefined.
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1.32 Connected
A stream is connected if it is attached to a stream from another stage, such that data can flow from one stage to another.
If a stream is not connected, then data cannot flow from one stage to another.
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1.33 Sever
Sever means to cause a stream to become unconnected.
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1.34 End of file
End of file means that no more data can flow through a stream because the stream has been severed.
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1.35 Delay the Records
A stage delays the records when it has the potential to hold up or buffer records in a set of multistream pipelines. When
this happens, the relative order of the records may not be maintained. See the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more
information.
When writing multistream pipelines, it is helpful to know if a stage delays the records. To determine if a stage command
delays the records, see its command description in Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0. For information on how to
write a user-written stage command that does not delay the records, see BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
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A stage delays the records when it has the potential to hold up or buffer records in a set of multistream pipelines. When
this happens, the relative order of the records may not be maintained. See the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more
information.
When writing multistream pipelines, it is helpful to know if a stage delays the records. To determine if a stage command
delays the records, see its command description in Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0. For information on how to
write a user-written stage command that does not delay the records, see BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
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1.36 Stall
A pipeline stall is a condition in a multistream pipeline where no stages can run.
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2.2 Example 2
To display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that contain the character string A|B, issue the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | locate /A%|B/ | terminal

This example defines an escape character and contains three stages. The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as
the escape character. The < stage reads INPUT.FILE into the pipeline. In the second stage, the LOCATE stage function
is used to locate records that contain the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the default stage
separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as a stage separator,
an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator. The TERMINAL stage
writes the output to your terminal.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar (||) in the string in the
LOCATE stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the LOCATE stage as |.
For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | locate /A||B/ | terminal
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2.1 Example 1
To display at your terminal the number of lines in your LOG.MISC, issue the following command:
pipe < LOG.MISC | count lines | terminal

This example contains three stages. The stages are delimited by the solid vertical bar, which is the default stage
separator character.
Stage 1, < LOG.MISC
The stage command < reads the data set LOG.MISC and writes each record of the data set to its primary
output stream.
Stage 2, COUNT LINES
The COUNT stage reads the records written by the < stage and counts each record it reads. It then writes
the total number of lines read to its primary output stream.
Stage 3, TERMINAL
The TERMINAL stage writes the number generated by the COUNT stage to your terminal.
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2.1 Example 1
To display at your terminal the number of lines in your LOG.MISC, issue the following command:
pipe < LOG.MISC | count lines | terminal

This example contains three stages. The stages are delimited by the solid vertical bar, which is the default stage
separator character.
Stage 1, < LOG.MISC
The stage command < reads the data set LOG.MISC and writes each record of the data set to its primary
output stream.
Stage 2, COUNT LINES
The COUNT stage reads the records written by the < stage and counts each record it reads. It then writes
the total number of lines read to its primary output stream.
Stage 3, TERMINAL
The TERMINAL stage writes the number generated by the COUNT stage to your terminal.
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2.0 Chapter 2. Syntax of a Pipeline Specification
The diagram on page 2.0 of this chapter shows the syntax for a pipeline specification. It includes the options you can use
to define certain characteristics (such as the stage separator, labels, and end character) for a pipeline specification,
How you issue a pipeline specification depends on which environment you are using. The following examples show you
the various ways and tells you where in the companion users guide you can find more information.
With BatchPipes jobs:
The FIT subparameter on the JCL SUBSYS parameter contains the pipeline specification:
:
//pipeout DD DSN=some.name,DCB=(...),
// SUBSYS=(BP01,'FIT=pipeline specification')
:

The FITDD subparameter on the JCL SUBSYS parameter identifies the ddname that contains the pipeline
specification:
:
//pipeout DD DSN=some.name,DCB=(...),
//
SUBSYS=(BP01,'FITDD=PIPESPEC','CMT=--')
//PIPESPEC DD *
pipeline specification
:

See the section on using a BatchPipeWorks fitting in the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
As a batch job
The PARM parameter on the JCL EXEC statement contains the pipeline specification, where PGM=PIPE
identifies an MVS program:
:
//STEPNAME EXEC PGM=PIPE,
// PARM='pipeline specification'
:

If the pipeline specification exceeds 100 characters, you can use the RUNPIPE subcommand to specify stage
commands.
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See the chapter on using BatchPipeWorks in batch applications in BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
In the TSO environment:
The PIPE command, issued on the TSO command line, contains the pipeline specification:
pipe pipeline specification

See the chapter on using BatchPipeWorks with TSO in the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<_endchar______
|
| >>__ ___________ __ __________ ____| Pipeline |_|_____________________>< |
|
|_| Opt A |_| |_stagesep_|
|
|
|_endchar__|
|
|
|
| Pipeline:
|
|
<_stagesep__
|
| |____| Stage |_|_______________________________________________________| |
|
|
| Stage:
|
| |__ _ ____________ __ ___________ __stgcmd__ __________ _ _____________| |
|
| |_| Lgroup |_| |_| Opt B |_|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_| Lgroup |__________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Lgroup:
|
| |__ _label:___________________________________ ________________________| |
|
|
(1)
(1)
(1)
|
|
|
|_ _______ ______._____ __________ ______:_|
|
|
|_label_|
|_streamid_|
|
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
<____________________________________
|
| |__(____ ________________________________ _|__)________________________| |
|
|_ _ENDchar_ __ _char____ _______|
|
|
| |_ESCape__| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_LISTCMD________________________|
|
|
|_LISTERR________________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC_________________________|
|
|
|_ _MSGlevel___ __ _decstring__ _|
|
|
| |_NOMSGlevel_| |_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NAME__name_____________________|
|
|
|_ _STAGESEP__ __ _char____ _____|
|
|
| |_SEParator_| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_TRACE__________________________|
|
|
|
| Opt B:
|
|
<__________________________________________
|
| |__(____ ______________________________________ _|__)__________________| |
|
|_ ____ __ _LISTCMD__________________ _|
|
|
|_NO_| |_LISTERR__________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC___________________|
|
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_TRACE____________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 1. Syntax of a Pipeline Specification
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Purpose
The pipeline specification invokes BatchPipeWorks.
Operands

stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following stage. By default, the stage separator character
is the character on your terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.) However, you can
use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a different stage separator character. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to separate multiple pipelines on a single
specification. You must specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left parenthesis, right
parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for endchar. See "Example 3" in topic 2.3 for an example of using
endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams. The first occurrence of a label is
called a label definition. It establishes the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline
where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a label reference. Use label references to define
additional input and output streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only label with no
stage command. See "Example 3" in topic 2.3 for an example of using a label.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. It must be immediately followed by a stream identifier or a colon
with no intervening blanks. For more information about using labels, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by adding an identifier to the label. Write
the label immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream identifier must be immediately followed
by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
is the name of a stage function or the name of a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage command. If you
specify a user-written stage command, the REXX program must be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to
ddname REXX. For a complete description of the stage functions, see Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage function or user-written stage command.
Options
You can specify options in two places:
1. The options you specify immediately at the beginning of the pipeline specification apply to the entire pipeline.
These are the global options.
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2. The options you specify at the beginning of a stage apply only to the stage on which the options are specified. If
you specify a label definition, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage: ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME,
STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally. Enclose options in parentheses.
NO

turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified. Use NO to turn off an option for an
individual stage that was specified as global to the entire pipeline specification. Blanks are allowed between NO and the
option it precedes.

ENDchar

char

hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or the 2-character
hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ENDchar

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the pipeline end
character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an option for an individual stage.
ESCape

char

hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the processing of a character that has special
meaning to the pipeline specification. These special characters include the stage separator character, the pipeline end
character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined). Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period and
colon (:) may have a special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape character immediately
before the character that you do not want treated as a special character. The escape character can be specified as a single
character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.

ESCape

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the escape character.
There is no default escape character. You cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option, you can specify two adjacent stage separators or end characters to override the
defined character.
See "Example 2" in topic 2.2 for an example of overriding the processing of a stage separator.
LISTCMD

causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT,
OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, and REXX.

LISTERR

causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return code.

LISTRC

causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends executing.

MSGlevel

controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111').
A message level of 7 issues messages BPW001I, BPW002I, and either BPW003I or BPW004I in conjunction with other
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messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel

suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that determine which messages are not issued.
The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
representation in quotation marks.

You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message BPW003I or BPW004I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message BPW002I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message BPW001I while issuing other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001I and BPW002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001I will always be issued regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
name
assigns a name to this invocation of the pipeline specification. Messages resulting from the invocation of this pipeline
specification. will include the name you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging application programs
that use the pipeline specification. You cannot specify NAME as an option for an individual stage.

NAME

STAGESEP

char

STAGESEP

hexchar

SEParator

char

hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to separate the specification of a stage from a
subsequent stage. The character can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal

SEParator
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representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the default stage separator, you can use the
default stage separator as an argument of a stage command.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the STAGESEP or
SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE

displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application programs. This option can cause a large
amount of data to be displayed. Specifying the TRACE option does not cause a trace of pipelines issued with ADDPIPE
or CALLPIPE. To trace pipelines issued by CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE, you must do one of the following:
Specify the TRACE option on CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE
Issue ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE as part of a user-written stage command that is included in a pipeline that is
passed to the RUNPIPE stage command and specify the TRACE operand on RUNPIPE.
For more information about using the TRACE option, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
Usage Notes

1. Specifying a stage defines both the primary input and primary output streams for that stage. Using label
references defines additional input and output streams for a stage.
2. The stages of a pipeline can write records up to 2(31) - 1 bytes in length.
3. If a pipeline specification is too long for the command line, put the command in a REXX exec. Putting each stage
on a separate line makes the PIPE command easy to modify. See "Example 3" in topic 2.3 for an example.
4. The escape character, stage separator character, and pipeline end character have no effect within the specification
of options. These characters take effect only outside the parentheses in which the options are enclosed.
For example, in the following PIPE command, only the third and fourth occurrences of the @ character are treated
as a stage separator character.
pipe (stagesep @ name @PIPE1) < INPUT.FILE @ locate /||/ @ terminal
This command displays any lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that
contain the character string, ||. The first occurrence of the @
character defines @ as the stage separator. Because the second
occurrence of the @ character appears within the specification of the
options, the second @ is treated as part of the name assigned to the
pipeline, @PIPE1.

5. When specifying the ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, SEPARATOR, or STAGESEP option, you can use the 2-character
hexchar form to define the character. However, when the character is subsequently used in the pipeline, a single
character must be specified.
For example, the following PIPE command, which uses the STAGESEP option, displays all of your cataloged
data sets with TEMP as a qualifier.
pipe (stagesep 6C) tso listc % locate /TEMP/ % terminal
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Note that 6C is the hexadecimal value of the percent sign (%).
Examples
Subtopics:
2.1 Example 1
2.2 Example 2
2.3 Example 3
2.4 Example 4
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2.3 Example 3
To append the data set SECOND.FILE to the data set FIRST.FILE and to write the results to THIRD.FILE, use the
following REXX exec, which contains multistream pipelines:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(APNDFILE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FIRST.FILE',
/* read FIRST.FILE */
|
|
'| a:fanin',
/* combine streams into single stream */
|
|
'| > THIRD.FILE',
/* write merged stream to THIRD.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SECOND.FILE',
/* read SECOND.FILE */
|
|
'| a:'
/* define secondary input for FANIN */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, two pipelines are specified. The pipelines are delimited by the ENDCHAR character, which is specified
as question mark (?). The first pipeline has three stages and the second pipeline has two stages.
The < stage of the first pipeline reads FIRST.FILE into the pipeline. The second stage contains a label, a, and the
FANIN stage command. The label defines a point into which additional input streams may flow from intersecting
pipelines. The FANIN stage command combines multiple streams into a single stream. The > stage writes the merged
stream to the data set THIRD.FILE.
The < stage of the second pipeline reads SECOND.FILE into the pipeline. The second stage contains a reference to the
label a, which was defined on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline. This label reference identifies the secondary input
stream for the FANIN stage command. The FANIN stage takes its primary input stream (input stream number 0)
contents, FIRST.FILE, and appends the contents of its secondary input stream, SECOND.FILE. The secondary input
stream is input stream number 1. It then writes the merged results to its primary output stream.
The following diagram shows the structure of this multistream PIPE command. Stream numbers are shown to identify
the streams used.
________
____________
|
<
0|______ÿ|0
|
________
|
|
|
|
|
>
|
|________|
| FANIN
0|_____ÿ|0
|
|
|
|________|
________
|
|
|
<
0|______ÿ|1
|
|
|
|
|
|________|
|____________|
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3.1 < (Read a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__<__ _dsname_____ _________________ __ ________________ __________
____________________________________________>< |
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname_____ ________________ ________________________|
|
|
|
|_(member__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|_member__ ____________ __ddname______________________________|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_DDname=____|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the < stage command to read the contents of a physical sequential data set or a member of a partitioned data set into the pipeline. < reads the
specified physical sequential data set or the member of a partitioned data set and writes the records to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. A < stage command can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set or partitioned data set. The data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
member
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is the name of a member of the partitioned data set.
Enclose the data set name (and generation and member if specified) in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname=

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated data set.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: < writes the records read from the specified physical sequential data set or the member of a partitioned data set to its
primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to < because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the < stage command's primary output stream is not connected, it ends.
3. The data set name, data definition name, and member name are translated to uppercase before processing begins.
4. If the data set you specify is not allocated, the data set is temporarily allocated with a disposition of DISP=(SHR,KEEP). The temporary
allocation is freed when the data set has been processed.
5. < starts at commit level -2000000000. It then opens the DCB and commits to level 0. If in trying to reset the commit level the return code
is not zero, < closes the DCB without reading it.
6. See also LISTPDS, LISTISPF, READPDS, >, >>, and GETFILES.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.1.1 Example 1
3.1.2 Example 2
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3.1.1 Example 1
To display at your terminal the contents of a member of a procedure library, specify:
pipe < 'dpmvs.logon.proclib($tsjohn)' | terminal
Note that the operand on the < stage command is enclosed in single
quotation marks since the data set name is fully qualified.

To display at your terminal the contents of a physical sequential data set, specify:
pipe < gotten.data | terminal
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3.1.1 Example 1
To display at your terminal the contents of a member of a procedure library, specify:
pipe < 'dpmvs.logon.proclib($tsjohn)' | terminal
Note that the operand on the < stage command is enclosed in single
quotation marks since the data set name is fully qualified.

To display at your terminal the contents of a physical sequential data set, specify:
pipe < gotten.data | terminal
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3.2 > (Write a Sequential Data Set or Member of a Partitioned Data Set)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__>__ _dsname_____ _________________ __ ________________ __________ __ ________ __ __________________
___________> |
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _|
| |_CHOP___| |_PAD_ _char____ __|
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
| |_COERCE_|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ________________ __ ___ _|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_(member__ ___ _| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname_____ ________________ ________________________|
|
|
|
|_(member__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
|_)_|
|
|
|
|_member__ ____________ __ddname______________________________|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_DDname=____|
|
|
|
| >__ __________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________>< |
|
|_ISPFSTATs________________|
|
|
|_USERDATA_ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the > stage command to rewrite an existing physical sequential data set, replacing the contents of the data set, or to replace a member of a
partitioned data set. This data set must already be preallocated. > copies its input stream records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
A > stage command cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands
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dsname
is the name of an existing physical sequential data set or an existing partitioned data set. The data set must be cataloged.
A fully qualified name must be specified unless the pipeline is running in TSO.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
member
is the name of a member of the partitioned data set.
Enclose the data set name (and generation and member if specified) in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname=

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated physical sequential data set or partitioned data set.

CHOP

specifies that input records longer than the specified record length of the data set are truncated to the record length of the data set.

COERCE

specifies that input records are padded with blanks or truncated to the record length of the data set.

PAD

specifies that records shorter in length than the record length of the data set are padded with the specified pad character to the record length of
the data set. If PAD is specified without COERCE or CHOP, input records must not be longer than the record length of the data set.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
ISPFSTATs

updates or creates user data in the format maintained by ISPF that is inserted in the directory entry. ISPFSTATS can be specified only for
partitioned data sets.
USERDATA

inserts the specified literal string in the directory entry. USERDATA can be specified only for partitioned data sets.
string
defines a string of characters to insert in the directory entry.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to insert in the directory entry. The X or H
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be inserted in the directory entry. The B can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: > copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes

1. > does not delay the records.
2. > translates the data definition name, data set name, and member name to uppercase.
3. If the data set you specify is not allocated, the data set or member is temporarily allocated with a disposition of DISP=(OLD,KEEP). The
temporary allocation is freed when the data set or member has been processed.
4. > starts at commit level -2000000000. It allocates the data set (if required) and commits to level 0. If in trying to reset the commit level the
return code is not zero, > does not open the data set. The data set is opened on commit level 0.
5. See also >>.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.2.1 Example 1
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3.3 >> (Append to a Sequential Data Set)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__>>__ _dsname_____ ______________ __________ __ ________ _________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
| |_CHOP___|
|
|
|
(1)
| |_COERCE_|
|
|
|_'dsname______ ______________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_| |_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ __________________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_PAD_ _char____ __|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the >> stage command to append data from the pipeline to a physical sequential data set. >> appends all records
from its primary input stream to the specified physical sequential data set. A >> stage command cannot be the first stage
of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set. The physical sequential data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified physical sequential data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated physical sequential data set.
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CHOP

specifies that input records longer than the specified record length of the data set are truncated to the record length of the
data set.

COERCE

specifies that input records are padded with blanks or truncated to the record length of the data set.

PAD

specifies that records shorter in length than the record length of the data set are padded with the specified pad character
to the record length of the data set. If PAD is specified without COERCE or CHOP, input records must not be longer
than the record length of the data set.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: >> copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. >> does not delay the records.
2. >> translates the data definition name and data set name to uppercase.
3. If the data set you specify is not allocated, the data set is temporarily allocated with a disposition of DISP=
(MOD,KEEP). The temporary allocation is freed when the data set has been processed.
4. >> cannot append to a member of a partitioned data set. Use the < stage command to read the member and use the
> stage command to replace the member.
5. >> starts at commit level -2000000000. It allocates the data set (if required), opens the DCB, and commits to level
0.
6. See also >.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.3.1 Example 1
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3.7 ALL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ALL__| expression |_____________________________________________>< |
|
|
| expression:
|
|
<_ ! ___________ (1)
|
| |____| stringdef |_|_________________________________________________| |
|
|
| stringdef:
|
|
<_&_______________________________ (1)
|
| |____ _____ __ _/string/___________ _|_______________________________| |
|
|_ ¬ _| |_Xhexstring_________|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_________|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_________|
|
|
|_| expression |_____|
|
|
|_(_| expression |_)_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional between the logical operators and the
|
|
strings.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ALL stage command to select all records containing a specified string or strings determined by an expression.
The expression can be a character string, hexadecimal character string, binary string, or a combination of character
strings, hexadecimal character strings, binary strings, and logical operators. All records that contain the specified string
or strings are written to the primary output stream in the order found in the input stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, ALL writes all records that do not contain the specified string or strings to
its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, ALL discards these records.
Operands

¬

negates the selection criteria for the specified string or expression which immediately follows the ¬ operand.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, % , (, or )
for a delimiting character.
string
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specifies a string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the string of characters to be located. The
X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the string of characters to be located. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.
!

is the symbol for the OR operation. You can also use the vertical bar (|) as the OR operator. The records containing any
of the strings separated by a ! or | are selected.
&

is the symbol for the AND operation. Only the records containing all of the strings separated by an & are selected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ALL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: ALL copies input records that contain the string or strings determined by the expression to its
primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If the secondary output stream is connected, ALL copies to its secondary output stream all
input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. ALL does not delay the record.
2. If ALL's output streams are not connected, ALL ends.
3. You do not have to specify the delimiting character on the last delimited string.
4. If you specify only one string on ALL, it may be more efficient to use the LOCATE or NLOCATE stage
command.
5. If you specify ALL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must be completely located
within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of the
column range.
6. ALL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected, analyzes the argument
string, and then issues a subroutine pipeline to process the data. This subroutine commits to level 0.
7. See also LOCATE, NLOCATE, ZONE, CASEI, FIND, NFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND, and PICK.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.7.1 Example 1
3.7.2 Example 2
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3.7.1 Example 1
To display all records from the data set MATH.FILE that contains the string 123 or a vertical bar (|), X'4F', enter the
following PIPE command:
pipe < MATH.FILE | all /123/ ! x4f | terminal
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3.7.1 Example 1
To display all records from the data set MATH.FILE that contains the string 123 or a vertical bar (|), X'4F', enter the
following PIPE command:
pipe < MATH.FILE | all /123/ ! x4f | terminal
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3.8 APPEND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__APPEND__ _stagecommand__ __________ _ __________________________>< |
|
|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_subroutine_________________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the APPEND stage command to invoke another stage command or subroutine pipeline and write the records
produced by that stage command or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream (if it is connected) after first
copying the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a stage command or the name of a user-written stage command. If you specify a user-written stage
command, it must either be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it must be invoked
through the REXX stage command. The stagecommand must be a stage command you can specify as a first stage in a
pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified PipeWorkds stage command or user-written stage command.
subroutine
is a subroutine pipeline. No explicit connector can be specified. The beginning of the subroutine pipeline is not
connected. The output stream from the last stage in the subroutine pipeline is connected to APPEND's primary output
stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: APPEND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: APPEND copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream. APPEND then
writes any output resulting from the specified stage command or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes

1. APPEND does not delay the records.
2. If APPEND's output stream is not connected, APPEND ends.
3. BatchPipeWorks scans the operands of APPEND twice; first it scans the entire pipeline and then it scans again
after resolving the operands of APPEND. Because of the two-scan processes, be careful when you use a special
character in the operands of APPEND.
During the second scan, the vertical bar (|) is defined as the stage separator, the back slash (\) is defined as the end
character, and the double quotation mark (") is defined as the escape character. If you wish to use a vertical bar (|),
back slash (\), or double quotation mark (") in the operands of APPEND, you must precede it with the double
quotation mark ("), or you can specify two adjacent vertical bars (||), back slashes (\\), or double quotation marks
("").
For the first scan, you must also precede each special character with the escape character defined for the first scan,
or you can specify two adjacent stage separator characters, end character characters, or escape characters.
For example, there are several ways to append a record containing D|E to a stream containing only the record ABC:
You can use four adjacent vertical bars (||||):
pipe literal ABC| append literal D||||E| terminal
For the first scan, the PIPE command passes each set of || to the
APPEND stage as |; the resulting stage is:

append literal D||E
For the second scan, the PIPE command passes || to the LITERAL
stage as |; the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

You can define an escape character other than a double quotation mark for the first scan:
pipe (escape @) literal ABC| append literal D"@|E| terminal
During the first scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding at-sign (@); the
resulting stage is:

append literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
the resulting stage is:
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literal D|E

You can define a stage separator character other than a
pipe (separator ?) literal ABC? append literal D"|E? terminal

You can define an escape character as a double quotation mark for the first and second scan:
pipe (escape ") literal ABC| append literal D"""|E| terminal

During the first scan, the vertical bar and the second double quotation mark are not treated as special
characters because of the preceding double quotation marks; the resulting stage is:
append literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character because of the preceding double
quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

You can use two adjacent vertical bars (||) for the first scan:
pipe literal ABC| append literal D"||E| terminal
During the first scan, the second vertical bar in the string D"||
is not treated as a special character because of the vertical bar
preceding it; the resulting stage is:

append literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

4. If you specify REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or VARLOAD as stagecommand, REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or
VARLOAD accesses the variable environments in effect for APPEND.
5. See also PREFACE.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.8.1 Example 1
3.8.2 Example 2
3.8.3 Example 3
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3.8.1 Example 1
The PIPE command in this example writes the contents of two data sets to a single data set. The records from the data
set TUESDAY.CHORES are added after the last record of the data set MONDAY.CHORES, and COMBINE.CHORES
is the data set that results.
pipe < MONDAY.CHORES | append < TUESDAY.CHORES | > COMBINE.CHORES

The operands of APPEND, < TUESDAY.CHORES, specify the < stage command and its operands. Figure 2 and Figure 3
show the two input data sets and Figure 4 shows the resulting output data set.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MONDAY.CHORES --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Take out the trash.
000002 Mow the lawn.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 2. APPEND Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(MONDAY.CHORES)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TUESDAY.CHORES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Vacuum the rug.
000002 Wash the dishes.
000003 Wash the clothes.
000004 Clean the bathrooms.
000005 Dust the furniture.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 3. APPEND Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(TUESDAY.CHORES)

__________________________________________________________________________________
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.COMBINE.CHORES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Take out the trash.
000002 Mow the lawn.
000003 Vacuum the rug.
000004 Wash the dishes.
000005 Wash the clothes.
000006 Clean the bathrooms.
000007 Dust the furniture.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 4. APPEND Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(COMBINE.CHORES)
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3.8.1 Example 1
The PIPE command in this example writes the contents of two data sets to a single data set. The records from the data
set TUESDAY.CHORES are added after the last record of the data set MONDAY.CHORES, and COMBINE.CHORES
is the data set that results.
pipe < MONDAY.CHORES | append < TUESDAY.CHORES | > COMBINE.CHORES

The operands of APPEND, < TUESDAY.CHORES, specify the < stage command and its operands. Figure 2 and Figure 3
show the two input data sets and Figure 4 shows the resulting output data set.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.MONDAY.CHORES --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Take out the trash.
000002 Mow the lawn.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 2. APPEND Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(MONDAY.CHORES)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TUESDAY.CHORES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Vacuum the rug.
000002 Wash the dishes.
000003 Wash the clothes.
000004 Clean the bathrooms.
000005 Dust the furniture.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 3. APPEND Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(TUESDAY.CHORES)

__________________________________________________________________________________
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.COMBINE.CHORES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Take out the trash.
000002 Mow the lawn.
000003 Vacuum the rug.
000004 Wash the dishes.
000005 Wash the clothes.
000006 Clean the bathrooms.
000007 Dust the furniture.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 4. APPEND Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(COMBINE.CHORES)
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3.8.2 Example 2
You can use APPEND, specifying LITERAL as stagecommand, to add a trailer record to a data set as shown in the
following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | append literal * Trailer Record *| > OUTPUT.FILE
Assuming INPUT.FILE contains four records, Figure 5 shows the contents of
OUTPUT.FILE.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTPUT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Record 1 from INPUT data set
000002 Record 2 from INPUT data set
000003 Record 3 from INPUT data set
000004 Record 4 from INPUT data set
000005 * Trailer Record *
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 5. APPEND Stage Command Example: OUTPUT.FILE Contents
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3.8.2 Example 2
You can use APPEND, specifying LITERAL as stagecommand, to add a trailer record to a data set as shown in the
following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | append literal * Trailer Record *| > OUTPUT.FILE
Assuming INPUT.FILE contains four records, Figure 5 shows the contents of
OUTPUT.FILE.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTPUT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Record 1 from INPUT data set
000002 Record 2 from INPUT data set
000003 Record 3 from INPUT data set
000004 Record 4 from INPUT data set
000005 * Trailer Record *
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 5. APPEND Stage Command Example: OUTPUT.FILE Contents
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3.9 ASATOMC

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ASATOMC_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ASATOMC stage command to convert ASA carriage control to machine carriage control. ASATOMC reads
records from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary output stream if it is connected. Null input
records are discarded.
ASATOMC inspects the first column of the first record to determine if the data set already has machine carriage control.
If the data set does not have machine carriage control, the ASA carriage control character in the first column of each
record is converted to the corresponding machine carriage control character and set in the previous record.
If the first record of the input data set already has machine carriage control, ASATOMC copies it to the output stream
and verifies that each record has valid machine carriage control.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ASATOMC reads records from its primary input stream. Null records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: After converting the records read from its primary input stream, ASATOMC writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. If conversion is performed, the carriage control character is not delayed but the data part of the record is delayed
by one record. If no conversion is performed, ASATOMC does not delay the records.
2. If ASATOMC's output stream is not connected, ASATOMC ends.
3. ASATOMC truncates records after 256 bytes without indication of an error.
4. Valid ASA carriage control characters are:
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Character
blank
0
+
1 through
9
A
B
C

Meaning
Space 1 line before printing
Space 2 lines before printing
Space 3 lines before printing
Suppress space before printing
Skip to the specified channel
                                     
Skip to channel 10
Skip to channel 11
Skip to channel 12

5. The last output record has a write-no-space command code (X'01').
6. See also MCTOASA.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.9.1 Example 1
3.9.2 Example 2
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3.9.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command converts a data set that has ASA carriage control to machine carriage control so you can
print the data set at a printer with machine carriage control.
pipe < ASACC.FILE | asatomc | > OUT.DSN
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3.9.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command converts a data set that has ASA carriage control to machine carriage control so you can
print the data set at a printer with machine carriage control.
pipe < ASACC.FILE | asatomc | > OUT.DSN
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3.10 BETWEEN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BETWEEN__ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ _______________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BETWEEN stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with the first
record that begins with a specified target string. BETWEEN writes a group or records to its primary output stream, if
connected, ending a group with the record that has the second specified string or with all remaining records once the
specified number of records that won't be selected is reached. Each specified target string must begin in the first column
of an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, BETWEEN writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, BETWEEN discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
BETWEEN /abc/ ?def?
is the same as

BETWEEN /abc/ /def/
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If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target
strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.

n
specifies the number of records to be written to the primary output stream, starting with and including the record that
begins with the starting target string1. BETWEEN writes n records each time the starting target string is found in the
first column of an input record. n cannot be less than 2. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less
than n, the remaining records are written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: BETWEEN reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: BETWEEN writes to its primary output stream input records that begin with the specified
target string and all records up to and including the record with the second specified target string or up to and including
the record corresponding to the number specified.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, BETWEEN writes all input records not selected
to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. BETWEEN does not delay the records.
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2. If BETWEEN's output streams are not connected, BETWEEN ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
BETWEEN /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

BETWEEN 1a1 171

The first BETWEEN stage selects records between a record beginning with target a and a record beginning with
the target 7. The second stage selects a group of records that includes a record beginning with target a and the
next 170 records. That is, 171 is processed as n rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target string, BETWEEN writes all the
records in its input stream to its primary output stream, starting with the record that begins with string1.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | between /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| cccddd
|
______________
| B |
| dddeee
|
| aaabbb
|
| E |
| eeefff
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
|______________|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| W |
| cccddd
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| dddeee
|
| E |
______________
| eeefff
|
| N |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
|______________|
|
|
| bbbccc
|
|_____|
| aaabbb
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, BETWEEN will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
target string is found before the ending target string, BETWEEN writes the records that are between (and
including) the first occurrence of the starting and ending target strings to its primary output stream. This also
includes the second record that begins with the starting target string.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | between /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
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ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| B |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| E |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| W |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| E |
| dddeee
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| N |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence of the starting target string is
found within the selected group of records, BETWEEN writes n records starting with the starting target string
including the record that begins with the second occurrence of the starting target string to its primary output
stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | between /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| B |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| E |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| W |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| E |
| dddeee
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| N |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

7. BETWEEN selects records from multiple groups, whereas FRLABEL followed by TOLABEL selects only one
group of records.
8. If you specify BETWEEN as an operand on the ZONE stage command, each target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
9. BETWEEN starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
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10. See also INSIDE, OUTSIDE, NINSIDE, CASEI, ZONE, and PICK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.10.1 Example 1
3.10.2 Example 2
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3.10.1 Example 1
To select all the examples in a data set called REXX.SCRIPT, assuming each example is delimited by a record that
begins with :xmp. and a record that begins with :exmp., and to write them to an existing data set called
REXX.EXAMPLES, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < REXX.SCRIPT | between /:xmp./ /:exmp./ | > REXX.EXAMPLES
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the contents of the input data set REXX.SCRIPT
and the resulting output data set REXX.EXAMPLES after execution of the
previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.SCRIPT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000005 say 'What is your first name?'
000006 pull name .
000007 say 'Hello,' name'!'
000008 exit
000009 :exmp.
000010 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000011 function. For example,
000012 :xmp.
000013 /* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000014 say 'What is your first name?'
000015 pull name .
000016 namelen=length(name)
000017 say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
000018 exit
000019 :exmp.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 6. BETWEEN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.EXAMPLES --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 :xmp.
000002 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000003 say 'What is your first name?'

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000004
000005
000006
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
=COLS>
000014
000015
******

pull name .
say 'Hello,' name'!'
exit
:exmp.
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
say 'What is your first name?'
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--exit
:exmp.
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 7. BETWEEN Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.10.1 Example 1
To select all the examples in a data set called REXX.SCRIPT, assuming each example is delimited by a record that
begins with :xmp. and a record that begins with :exmp., and to write them to an existing data set called
REXX.EXAMPLES, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < REXX.SCRIPT | between /:xmp./ /:exmp./ | > REXX.EXAMPLES
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the contents of the input data set REXX.SCRIPT
and the resulting output data set REXX.EXAMPLES after execution of the
previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.SCRIPT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
000002 For example,
000003 :xmp.
000004 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000005 say 'What is your first name?'
000006 pull name .
000007 say 'Hello,' name'!'
000008 exit
000009 :exmp.
000010 To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
000011 function. For example,
000012 :xmp.
000013 /* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000014 say 'What is your first name?'
000015 pull name .
000016 namelen=length(name)
000017 say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
000018 exit
000019 :exmp.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 6. BETWEEN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.REXX.EXAMPLES --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 :xmp.
000002 /* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
000003 say 'What is your first name?'

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

000004
000005
000006
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
=COLS>
000014
000015
******

pull name .
say 'Hello,' name'!'
exit
:exmp.
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
say 'What is your first name?'
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say 'Your first name contains' namelen 'characters.'
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--exit
:exmp.
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 7. BETWEEN Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.11 BLOCK

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_Fixed______________________________________________
|
|
>>__BLOCK__blocklength__|____________________________________________________|____________________________________>< |
|
|_ADMSF______________________________________________|
|
|
|_C__ ___________ __ _________ ______________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|_CRLF__ ___________ __ _________ ___________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|_Fixed__ ______________ ____________________________|
|
|
|
|_recordlength_|
|
|
|
|
_15______
|
|
|
|_LINEND__|_________|__ ___________ __ _________ ____|
|
|
|
|_char____| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|_NETdata____________________________________________|
|
|
|_SF_________________________________________________|
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ __ ___________ __ _________ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|_TEXTfile___________________________________________|
|
|
|_Variable___________________________________________|
|
|
|
| EOF:
|
|
_3F______
|
|
|__EOF__|_________|________________________________________________________________________________________________| |
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________|
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Purpose
Use the BLOCK stage command to block, or reformat, records in any of several different formats. BLOCK reads logical records from its
primary input stream and writes blocks of data to its primary output stream. Some blocking formats fill all output blocks to capacity (except for,
possibly, the last block). As a result, one input record may be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block.
Operands

blocklength
is the maximum length in bytes of the blocks. The value you specify for the variable blocklength depends on which format you choose:

Block Format
ADMSF
C
CRLF
FIXED
LINEND
NETDATA
SF
STRING
TEXTFILE
VARIABLE
VB
VBS
VS

Minimum Length
              2
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              1
              9
              9
              9
              9

Maximum Length
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
           None
          32760
          32760
          32760
          32760

Notes:
1. Although the minimum values for blocklength are acceptable, in most cases they will not be useful.
2. For the SF format, the minimum value for blocklength is 1 even though each logical record has a 2-byte record length prefix added to it.
A block size of 1 is allowed because that 2-byte prefix can be spanned across blocks.
3. For the VARIABLE, VB, VBS, and VS formats, the minimum value for blocklength is 9 because the block descriptor word and the
record descriptor word of the first record use the first 8 bytes in each block.
ADMSF

specifies that each block is in the structured field format used in Graphical Data Display Manager (GDDM*) objects. Before writing the
input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a 2-byte prefix to each logical record. This prefix contains the length of the record
(including the 2-byte prefix). A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely, with the following exceptions:
1. The last block may not be filled completely.
2. The 2-byte prefix cannot span 2 blocks. Instead, the last byte is padded with X'00' and the 2-byte prefix of the next record will
occupy the first 2 bytes of the next block.
C

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a line feed (X'25'). (This is equivalent to specifying LINEND
25.) A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter
because it is not padded). If you have any line feed characters in the input records, they are copied unchanged to the output record.
TERMinate

specifies that the last line of the input file should have a terminating line-end sequence. By default, BLOCK will insert line-end sequences
between input records and leave the last record free from a line-end sequence.

EOF

specifies that an end-of-file character is appended to the last record of the file, after the line-end sequence. If you omit the EOF operand,
no end-of-file character is appended. If you specify EOF with nothing after it, X'3F' is used as the default end-of-file character. If you
want to specify a different end-of-file character after EOF, the valid choices are:
char is the character that you want as the end-of-file character.
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hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you want as the end-of-file character. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

defines the end-of-file character as a blank (X'40').

CRLF

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a carriage return and line feed (X'0D25'). (This is equivalent to
specifying STRING X0D25.) A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block,
which may be shorter because it is not padded).

Fixed

recordlength
specifies that each block contains one or more complete logical records where all the records are the same length and have no control
characters appended between them. Null records are discarded. You can specify FIXED with or without a number following it. If you
specify recordlength, then all the logical records must be that length. If you do not specify recordlength, the length of the first nonnull
record is used as the record length. The default blocking format is FIXED.

Fixed

The length of a block (blocklength) must be an integral multiple of the input record length (recordlength). Each block contains one or
more logical records from the input stream depending on the value of recordlength. Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly,
the last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded).
LINEND

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a line-end character. The line-end character marks the end of
one logical record and the beginning of the next logical record. A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely
(except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded). If you have any line-end characters in the input
records, they are copied unchanged to the output record.
The default line-end character is the new-line character (X'15'). If you want to use a different character as the line-end character, you can
specify any one of the following:
char is the character that you want as the line-end character.

hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you want as the line-end character. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

defines the line-end character as a blank (X'40').

NETdata

specifies that blocks are segmented and spanned using the NETDATA format. The first byte of each input record is a flag byte indicating
whether the record is a data record (X'00') or a control record (X'20'). Note that the contents of the control records must have been built
previously (possibly by one or more LITERAL or PREFACE stages). Null records are discarded.

SF

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records in structured field format. Before writing the input record to the output
stream, BLOCK adds a 2-byte prefix to each logical record. This prefix contains the length of the record (including the 2-byte prefix). A
logical record and the 2-byte prefix can span blocks. Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which may be
shorter because it is not padded).
STRing

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a delimited, binary, or hexadecimal string that you supply.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters that you want to separate logical records.

Xhexstring
Hhexstring
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specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters that you want to separate logical
records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters that you want to separate logical records. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

A logical record and a string can span blocks. Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter
because it is not padded).
TEXTfile

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records that are each terminated with a line-end sequence. TEXTFILE's default lineend character specification is LINEND, its default line-end sequence is X'15', and TERMINATE is the default specifying that a line-end
sequence will be appended as the last line of the last input record. A logical record cannot span blocks. A line-end sequence may appear as
a separate record if it does not fit in a block with its corresponding record.
Variable

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in any one of the following formats:
Variable, where each input block contains one logical record in unblocked variable format. Before writing the input record to the
output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word before each block and a 4-byte record descriptor word before each
input record. Thus, the block size must be at least 8 bytes greater than the size of the longest input record.
Note: BLOCK blocklength VARIABLE ends if an input record is too large. Because of the two 4-byte descriptor word prefixes, the
input record must be at least 8 bytes less than the block size.
VB, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked format. Before writing the input record to the
output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word before each block and a 4-byte record descriptor word before each
input record. The number of logical records in a block is the maximum number that can fit in a block depending on the length of the
input records and the value of blocklength. A logical record does not span blocks.
Note: BLOCK blocklength VB ends if an input record is too large. When calculating the block size, remember to add 4 bytes for the
block descriptor word prefix and 4 bytes for the record descriptor word prefix for each record that will fit in the block.
VBS, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked spanned format. Records are segmented
where necessary to fill each block. Before writing the input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor
word before each block and a 4-byte segment descriptor word before each segment of an input record. The first 2 bytes of the
segment descriptor word contain the length of the segment (including the 4-byte prefix). The third byte of the segment descriptor
word contains a segment control code. The last byte of the segment descriptor word contains X'00'. Segments cannot span blocks.
The number of logical records in a block is the maximum number that can fit in a block depending on the value of blocklength.
If an input record is read and there are 4 bytes or fewer remaining in the output block, the input record will be written to the next
output block. In this case, the block is not filled completely because the 4 bytes of the record descriptor word must remain as a unit
in addition to at least 1 byte of the record.
VS, where each input block contains one (or part of one) logical record in variable spanned format. If an input record is larger than
the block size (blocklength), then the record is segmented to fit within the blocksize. A block contains either one logical record or a
segment of one logical record. Before writing the input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word
before each block and a 4-byte segment descriptor word before the input record segment. The first 2 bytes of the segment descriptor
word contain the length of the segment (including the 4-byte segment descriptor word). The third byte of the segment descriptor
word contains a segment control code. The last byte of the segment descriptor word contains X'00'. BLOCK puts each logical
record in a new block, even if the last segment of the previous record is less than the blocksize.
Note: To be compatible with DEBLOCK, BLOCK has synonyms for the 3 other MVS data formats: VB, VBS, and VS. However, be
aware that BLOCK blocks input records in the same MVS data format that they were unblocked in. If the input records were unblocked in
VBS format, BLOCK blocks the records in VBS format, even if you specified one of the other 3 MVS data formats. For example, the
following PIPE command unblocks the data in VS format and tries to block it in VB format:
pipe < testvs file | deblock vs | block 20 vb | > testvb file a
However, when you examine the output of TESTVB FILE, you will find
that BLOCK blocked the data in VS format, not VB format. Because
BLOCK recognizes that the input records were unblocked in VS format,
it ignores the fact that you specified VB as the blocking format.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: BLOCK reads records from its primary input stream. Each input record is a logical record to be blocked according
to the specified format.
Primary Output Stream: After blocking the records read from its primary input stream, BLOCK writes blocks of data to its primary output
stream. Depending on the format, one logical record can be spanned across more than one block.
Usage Notes

1. BLOCK delays the records.
2. If BLOCK's primary output stream is not connected, BLOCK ends.
3. BLOCK treats null logical records as if they were logical records that contain no data, with the following exceptions: the FIXED
and NETDATA blocking formats discard null logical records.
4. BLOCK starts at commit level -2000000000. It allocates the buffer of the specified size and then commits to level 0.
5. See also DEBLOCK, FBLOCK, JOIN, and SNAKE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.11.1 Example 1
3.11.2 Example 2
3.11.3 Example 3
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3.11.1 Example 1
This example uses BLOCK to create blocks of data in variable blocked format from records in the data set
TRANSACT.FILE. The following PIPE command reads TRANSACT.FILE, creates 1600-byte blocks from the logical
records, and writes the blocks to the existing data set TRANSACT.BLK, replacing the contents of the data set:
pipe < TRANSACT.FILE | block 1600 vb | > TRANSACT.BLK
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3.11.1 Example 1
This example uses BLOCK to create blocks of data in variable blocked format from records in the data set
TRANSACT.FILE. The following PIPE command reads TRANSACT.FILE, creates 1600-byte blocks from the logical
records, and writes the blocks to the existing data set TRANSACT.BLK, replacing the contents of the data set:
pipe < TRANSACT.FILE | block 1600 vb | > TRANSACT.BLK
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3.11.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command copies the records from TRANSACT.FILE, creates blocks of data (100 bytes in length)
with a line-end character (X'25') between logical records, and writes the results to the existing data set
NEWTRAN.FILE, replacing the contents of the data set:
pipe < TRANSACT.FILE | block 100 linend 25 | > NEWTRAN.FILE
The following PIPE command produces equivalent results:

pipe < TRANSACT.FILE | block 100 c | > NEWTRAN.FILE
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3.11.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command copies the records from TRANSACT.FILE, creates blocks of data (100 bytes in length)
with a line-end character (X'25') between logical records, and writes the results to the existing data set
NEWTRAN.FILE, replacing the contents of the data set:
pipe < TRANSACT.FILE | block 100 linend 25 | > NEWTRAN.FILE
The following PIPE command produces equivalent results:

pipe < TRANSACT.FILE | block 100 c | > NEWTRAN.FILE
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3.12 BPCOPY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BPCOPY__ddname1__ _________ ____________________________________>< |
|
|_ddname2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BPCOPY stage command within BatchPipes fittings to make copies of data flowing through a BatchPipes pipe.
You can make up to two copies of the data with this stage command. BPCOPY can be associated with either a
BatchPipes writer or reader:
If BPCOPY is associated with a writer, it reads each record from the writer, writes it to ddname1 and, optionally,
ddname2. Then, if a primary output stream is connected, the record is passed along to the next stage on the
primary output stream. The record then passes to the BatchPipes pipe.
If BPCOPY is associated with a reader, it reads each record from the pipe, writes it to ddname1 and, optionally,
ddname2. If a primary output stream is connected, the record is passed along to the next stage on the primary
output stream. The record then becomes input to a BatchPipes reader.
If no output stream is connected, BPCOPY is the single stage command in the fitting.
ddname1
is the data definition name of the physical sequential data set that receives a copy of the data. This operand is required.
ddname2
is an optional data definition name of the physical sequential data set that receives a second copy of the data.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: The primary output stream, if connected, receives a copy of each record.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to BPCOPY because it can be used only as the first stage of a fitting in a
pipeline.
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2. BPCOPY must be the first stage in the pipeline and can be the only stage in the pipeline.
3. BPCOPY can be used only in a BatchPipes fitting; it cannot be used in a half-pipe fitting or any other
environment.
4. BPCOPY is mutually exclusive with BPR and BPW.
5. BPCOPY starts at commit level -2000000000 and remains at that level.
6. BPCOPY is more efficient than using the equivalent fitting:
BPR|QSAM ddname|BPW

7. See also BPWRITE and BPREAD.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.12.1 Example 1
3.12.2 Example 2
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3.12.1 Example 1
To copy the contents of a BatchPipes data set to two additional files, COPY1 and COPY2, the BPCOPY stage is used.
//JOBA JOB accounting-information
//FITSTAGE EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT1 DD DSN=PIPE,SUBSYS=(BP01,'FIT=BPCOPY COPY1 COPY2'),
//
LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//SYSUT2 DD DSN=OUTPUT,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//COPY1 DD DSN=COPY1.DATA,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//COPY2 DD DSN=COPY2.DATA,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
In this example, IEBGENER is receiving data from a BatchPipes pipe data
set represented by file SYSUT1. As records are read, the fitting
processes the data. BPCOPY copies the records to file COPY1 and COPY2
before IEBGENER receives the records.
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3.12.1 Example 1
To copy the contents of a BatchPipes data set to two additional files, COPY1 and COPY2, the BPCOPY stage is used.
//JOBA JOB accounting-information
//FITSTAGE EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT1 DD DSN=PIPE,SUBSYS=(BP01,'FIT=BPCOPY COPY1 COPY2'),
//
LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//SYSUT2 DD DSN=OUTPUT,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//COPY1 DD DSN=COPY1.DATA,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//COPY2 DD DSN=COPY2.DATA,LRECL=259,RECFM=V,DSORG=PS
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
In this example, IEBGENER is receiving data from a BatchPipes pipe data
set represented by file SYSUT1. As records are read, the fitting
processes the data. BPCOPY copies the records to file COPY1 and COPY2
before IEBGENER receives the records.
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3.13 BPREAD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BPRead__________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BPREAD stage command within BatchPipes fittings to read records into the pipeline and write them to its
primary output stream, if it is connected. BPREAD can be used only as the first stage of a fitting in the pipeline.
Whether in a writer-connection fitting or a reader-connection fitting, BPREAD reads data into the fitting:
In a writer-connection fitting, BPREAD reads each record from the BatchPipes writer
In a reader-connection fitting, BPREAD reads each record from the BatchPipes pipe
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: BPREAD writes the records it reads to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to BPREAD because it can be used only as the first stage of a fitting in a
pipeline.
2. If BPREAD's output stream is not connected, BPREAD ends.
3. BPREAD starts at commit level -2000000000 and remains at that level.
4. BPREAD can be used only in a BatchPipes fitting.
5. See also BPWRITE and BPCOPY.
Example
Subtopics:
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3.13.1 Example 1
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3.14 BPWRITE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BPWrite_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BPWRITE stage command within BatchPipeWorks fittings to write records from its primary input stream to its
primary output stream, if it is connected. BPWRITE cannot be the first stage of a fitting.
Whether in a writer-connection fitting or a reader-connection fitting, BPWRITE writes data from the fitting:
In a writer-connection fitting, BPWRITE writes records to a BatchPipes pipe.
In a reader-connection fitting, BPWRITE writes records to a BatchPipes reader.
If a primary output stream is connected, BPWRITE passes each record to the next stage.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: BPWRITE copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. BPWRITE does not delay the records.
2. BPWRITE starts at commit level -2000000000 and remains at that level.
3. BPWRITE can be used only in a BatchPipes fitting.
4. See also BPREAD and BPCOPY.
Example
Subtopics:
3.14.1 Example 1
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3.15 BROWSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _BROWSE_ __ _____________ __ ________________ _________________>< |
|
|_BRW____| |_| options |_| |_(__| text |__)_|
|
|
|
| options::
|
| |__ ____ __ ______________________ __ ______________________ ________| |
|
|_CC_| |_DATACODEPAGE__number_| |_TERMCODEPAGE__number_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
browse displays its input data on a 3270 terminal. You can control the display with program function keys. The display
is your terminal. The input is passed to the output as it is being displayed.
Subtopics:
3.15.1 Type.
3.15.2 User Notes.
3.15.3 Example.
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3.15.1 Type.
Device driver.
Operands
The operands consist of options, a left parenthesis, and attribute characters as defined for buildscr. The options specify
the terminal to use (the logon terminal is the default), a keyword to specify that the data to be displayed contain machine
carriage control characters, and keywords to specify the code pages of the data to display and of the terminal.
A left parenthesis separates the options for browse from an option list passed as the arguments to buildscr. In this option
list, the first four words may each be specified as an asterisk, three characters, or six hexadecimal characters. The
characteristic of the terminal is provide for any remaining unspecified options; an asterisk can be used as a place-holder
when an option is specified and an earlier option is to be defaulted.
The geometry and features of the device are determined. The input file is shown in panels.
When CC is specified, the first column of the input record contains a carriage control character which may be an ASA
or machine carriage control character. Each page begins with a page eject carriage control; a page is displayed in as
many panels (the size of the display) as are required. When CC is omitted, input lines are displayed single spaced; a
page is the size of the display.
Program Function Keys:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Pop up a panel showing a summary of the program function key actions.
Unused; ignored.
Exit.
Move to the beginning of the file.
Move to the end of the file.
Redo the previous search.
Move a panel back (towards the beginning of the file).
Move a panel forward (towards the end of the file).
Unused; ignored.
Move a page back (towards the beginning of the file).
Move a page forward (towards the end of the file).
Exit.

Program function keys 13 through 24 perform the same function as keys 1 through 12, respectively.
The enter key moves a panel forward.
Searching: The pop-up panel shown in response to program function key 1 contains an input area. A search is
performed when characters are entered in this input area (case and blanks are respected in this string). The search is
towards the end of the file for the particular string entered in the case entered. When the specified string is found in the
3270 datastreams that represent the panels, the corresponding panel is displayed; there is no indication of where on the
panel the matching string was found. The string can consist partially or entirely of 327 control sequences. The last panel
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of the file is shown when the search fails; there is no audible indication.
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3.15.1 Type.
Device driver.
Operands
The operands consist of options, a left parenthesis, and attribute characters as defined for buildscr. The options specify
the terminal to use (the logon terminal is the default), a keyword to specify that the data to be displayed contain machine
carriage control characters, and keywords to specify the code pages of the data to display and of the terminal.
A left parenthesis separates the options for browse from an option list passed as the arguments to buildscr. In this option
list, the first four words may each be specified as an asterisk, three characters, or six hexadecimal characters. The
characteristic of the terminal is provide for any remaining unspecified options; an asterisk can be used as a place-holder
when an option is specified and an earlier option is to be defaulted.
The geometry and features of the device are determined. The input file is shown in panels.
When CC is specified, the first column of the input record contains a carriage control character which may be an ASA
or machine carriage control character. Each page begins with a page eject carriage control; a page is displayed in as
many panels (the size of the display) as are required. When CC is omitted, input lines are displayed single spaced; a
page is the size of the display.
Program Function Keys:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Pop up a panel showing a summary of the program function key actions.
Unused; ignored.
Exit.
Move to the beginning of the file.
Move to the end of the file.
Redo the previous search.
Move a panel back (towards the beginning of the file).
Move a panel forward (towards the end of the file).
Unused; ignored.
Move a page back (towards the beginning of the file).
Move a page forward (towards the end of the file).
Exit.

Program function keys 13 through 24 perform the same function as keys 1 through 12, respectively.
The enter key moves a panel forward.
Searching: The pop-up panel shown in response to program function key 1 contains an input area. A search is
performed when characters are entered in this input area (case and blanks are respected in this string). The search is
towards the end of the file for the particular string entered in the case entered. When the specified string is found in the
3270 datastreams that represent the panels, the corresponding panel is displayed; there is no indication of where on the
panel the matching string was found. The string can consist partially or entirely of 327 control sequences. The last panel
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of the file is shown when the search fails; there is no audible indication.
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3.15.2 User Notes.

1. The part of the input that has been read by browse is kept in virtual storage; the file is read only as required to
build panels for display or search. Thus, you can see the first few panels of even an infinitely large file.
2. When the output stream is connected, any unprocessed input records are passed to the output when you exit from
browse.
3. browse does not support horizontal scrolling.
4. browse terminates when it runs out of storage. This is likely to be accompanied by several REXX error messages.
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3.15.2 User Notes.

1. The part of the input that has been read by browse is kept in virtual storage; the file is read only as required to
build panels for display or search. Thus, you can see the first few panels of even an infinitely large file.
2. When the output stream is connected, any unprocessed input records are passed to the output when you exit from
browse.
3. browse does not support horizontal scrolling.
4. browse terminates when it runs out of storage. This is likely to be accompanied by several REXX error messages.
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3.16 BUFFER

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BUFFER__ ___________________ ___________________________________>< |
|
|_n__ ____________ _|
|
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BUFFER stage command without operands to accumulate all the records (including null records) from its
primary input stream, not passing any of the records until end of file is reached on the primary input stream. When
BUFFER reaches end of file on its input stream, it writes all the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Use the BUFFER stage command with an operand to accumulate input records until a null record is read or end of file is
reached. BUFFER writes this set of input records the specified number of times. If you specify a number greater than
one, a null record or a record containing the specified string is written between the copies of the set of input records.
Then BUFFER copies the null input record or the specified string to its primary output stream. This process continues
until BUFFER reaches end of file on its primary input stream and all sets of input records are written to its primary
output stream.
Operands

n
is the number of copies of the set of input records that are written to the output stream. If you do not specify n, one copy
of the set of input records is written to the output stream. If you specify n without specifying string, hexstring, or
binstring, BUFFER writes a null record between copies of the set of input records.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters written as a record between multiple copies of the set of input records.
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Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters written as a record
between multiple copies of the set of input records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters written as a record between multiple
copies of the set of input records. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: BUFFER reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After reading all its input records or a null input record, BUFFER copies the records to its
primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. If no operands are specified, BUFFER delays the records until end of file is reached. If one or more operands are
specified, BUFFER delays the records until the end of a set of input records is reached.
2. If BUFFER's output stream is not connected, BUFFER ends.
3. If you use the same input streams, identical output streams are produced by the following two buffer stages:
... | buffer | ...
... | buffer 1 | ...

The timing of the output records is different if there are null records in the input stream. When used without
operands, BUFFER reads all input records before writing output records. When used with operands, BUFFER
produces its first output record after it reads the first null record.
4. A BUFFER stage may be necessary to prevent pipeline stalls. See BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more
information on pipeline stalls.
5. Be aware that the accumulating records might require a large virtual storage buffer.
6. See also SORT, INSTORE, OUTSTORE, COPY, ELASTIC, and DUPLICATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.16.1 Example 1
3.16.2 Example 2
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3.16.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec displays the contents of data set INPUT.FILE translated to uppercase followed by the
lowercase translation of the file. The BUFFER stage in this exec prevents the pipeline from stalling:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(NOSTALL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< INPUT.FILE',
/* read INPUT.FILE */
|
|
'| a: fanout',
/* copy input to primary & secondary output */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate to uppercase */
|
|
'| b: fanin',
/* combine streams into single stream */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display records at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream for FANOUT */
|
|
'| xlate lower',
/* translate to lowercase */
|
|
'| buffer',
/* buffer to prevent stall */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input stream for FANIN */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INPUT.FILE

reads the data set INPUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records from its primary input stream to
both its primary and secondary output streams.

a: fanout

xlate upper

translates the characters in each record it receives to uppercase.

b: fanin defines a label b for the FANIN stage. FANIN reads all the records from its primary input stream to its
primary output stream, then reads all the records from its secondary input stream to its primary output stream. In
this example, this is the source of the stall.
terminal
?

displays the records at the terminal. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label a on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage.

a:

xlate lower
buffer
b:

translates the characters in each record it receives to lowercase.

collects all of the records it receives from its input stream before writing any records to its output stream.

references the label b on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
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FANIN stage.
Figure 8 shows INPUT.FILE.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Theodore
000002 Susan
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 8. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Figure 9 shows the results of invoking the exec.
nostall
THEODORE
SUSAN
theodore
susan
READY

Figure 9. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.16.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec displays the contents of data set INPUT.FILE translated to uppercase followed by the
lowercase translation of the file. The BUFFER stage in this exec prevents the pipeline from stalling:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(NOSTALL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< INPUT.FILE',
/* read INPUT.FILE */
|
|
'| a: fanout',
/* copy input to primary & secondary output */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate to uppercase */
|
|
'| b: fanin',
/* combine streams into single stream */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display records at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'a:',
/* define secondary output stream for FANOUT */
|
|
'| xlate lower',
/* translate to lowercase */
|
|
'| buffer',
/* buffer to prevent stall */
|
|
'| b:'
/* define secondary input stream for FANIN */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INPUT.FILE

reads the data set INPUT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label a for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records from its primary input stream to
both its primary and secondary output streams.

a: fanout

xlate upper

translates the characters in each record it receives to uppercase.

b: fanin defines a label b for the FANIN stage. FANIN reads all the records from its primary input stream to its
primary output stream, then reads all the records from its secondary input stream to its primary output stream. In
this example, this is the source of the stall.
terminal
?

displays the records at the terminal. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

references the label a on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage.

a:

xlate lower
buffer
b:

translates the characters in each record it receives to lowercase.

collects all of the records it receives from its input stream before writing any records to its output stream.

references the label b on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
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FANIN stage.
Figure 8 shows INPUT.FILE.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Theodore
000002 Susan
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 8. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Figure 9 shows the results of invoking the exec.
nostall
THEODORE
SUSAN
theodore
susan
READY

Figure 9. BUFFER Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.17.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command shows how to use the REVERSE operand.
pipe literal AbCdEfgH| casei zone 5.4 reverse locate /hGfE/ | terminal
AbCdEfgH
READY
First, the string hGfE is translated to uppercase, the zone is selected
and the string within the specified zone is translated to uppercase and
reversed, then this string HGFE is passed to LOCATE. The original input
record is copied to the output stream because LOCATE selects the
transformed record.
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3.17.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command shows how to use the REVERSE operand.
pipe literal AbCdEfgH| casei zone 5.4 reverse locate /hGfE/ | terminal
AbCdEfgH
READY
First, the string hGfE is translated to uppercase, the zone is selected
and the string within the specified zone is translated to uppercase and
reversed, then this string HGFE is passed to LOCATE. The original input
record is copied to the output stream because LOCATE selects the
transformed record.
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3.17 CASEI

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__CASEI____________________________________________________________> |
|
|
| >__ ___________________________________________________________ _____> |
|
|_ZONE__ _________________________________ __| Inputrange |_|
|
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| >__ _________ __stagecommand__ __________ __________________________>< |
|
|_REVERSE_|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CASEI stage command to invoke a stage command that selects records from its primary input stream. Input
records are selected regardless of whether the characters are uppercase or lowercase in the input records and target string
specified on the stage command.
The target string on the specified stage command is translated to uppercase and the input records are translated to
uppercase before the search begins. When the match is found, CASEI writes the original untranslated input records
containing the string to its primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, CASEI writes the original untranslated input records that are not selected to
its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, CASEI discards the records that are not
selected.
CASEI discards an input record if the invoked stage command discards the record. That is, CASEI does not write a
record to its primary output stream or secondary output stream if the invoked stage command discards a record it reads.
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Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal c-b-A | casei zone ws - w3 find a| terminal
c-b-A
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a CASEI stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FS to specify that the
question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b?c? | literal c?b?A | casei zone fs ? f3 find a| terminal
c?b?A
READY
If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a CASEI
stage, a field separator character remains in effect until the next
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
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Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which the specified stage command operates.
The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character
string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words each where the words are separated by a
blank:
pipe literal G H I | literal g h i | casei zone word 2 find h| terminal
g h i
G H I
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, the letter c
is the third word (regardless of the case):

pipe literal ?A?B??C a?b?c | split | zone ws ? w3 find c| terminal
?A?B??C
a?b?c
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the specified stage command operates. The
FIELDSEPARATOR operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal AB-CD | literal ab-cd | casei zone fs - f2 find c | terminal
ab-cd
AB-CD
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters without data
between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?C?B??A C?B?A | split | casei zone fs ? f3 find a| terminal
C?B?A
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
the specified stage command operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative
number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the
beginning of the record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
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-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the third-from-last to the second-from-last columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDE FGHIJ | split | casei zone -3;-2 find hi| terminal
FGHIJ
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -3;-2 specifies that the
third-from-last word or field to the second-from-last word or
field is the input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
CASEI are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
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is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command that reads records from
its primary input stream and writes records to its primary or secondary output stream depending on some condition. The
stage command you specify must be one that selects records. When both its output streams are connected, the stage must
write an input record only once and to only one stream. The stage must not delay the records. If you specify a userwritten stage command, it must either be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it
must be invoked through the REXX stage command. The stagecommand must not be a stage command that you can
only specify as a first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
ZONE

specifies that the information following ZONE indicates the column range of the input record from which the target
string on stagecommand is to be selected. Only the specified part of the input record is passed to the stagecommand. See
"Example 3" in topic 3.17.3.

REVERSE

reverses an input record before it is passed to the specified stage command. If you specify the ZONE operand, only the
characters in the specified column range are reversed.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: CASEI reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: CASEI copies the original untranslated input records that contain the target string to its primary
output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If the secondary output stream is connected, CASEI copies to its secondary output stream all
input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. CASEI does not delay the records. If you specify a stage command that delays the records for stagecommand,
results are unpredictable.
2. The stagecommand operand must be a stage command that selects records. If you specify a stage command that
does not select records (such as SPLIT), CASEI will produce unpredictable results.
3. The input records are translated to uppercase before the stagecommand operand processes them. Keep in mind,
however, that if stagecommand searches for a lowercase character specified as a hexadecimal or binary string,
stagecommand will not find the character because the records have all been translated to uppercase. In the
following example:
pipe literal AaBbCc| casei locate x81 | terminal
the lowercase a (X'81') in the literal string is not found because it
was translated to uppercase before LOCATE processed the string x81.
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4. The CASEI and ZONE stage commands are commutative. In other words, the following two stages give identical
results:
... | casei zone 7-10 frlabel abc | ...

... | zone 7-10 casei frlabel abc | ...

5. If you specify both the ZONE and REVERSE operands, you can specify them in any order. However, regardless
of the order in which you specify them, they are always processed as if you specified ZONE first and then
REVERSE. For example, the following two PIPE commands display the same results:
pipe literal AbcdEf| casei zone 2.2 reverse locate /Cb/ | terminal
AbcdEf
READY
pipe literal AbcdEf| casei reverse zone 2.2 locate /Cb/ | terminal
AbcdEf
READY

6. BatchPipeWorks scans CASEI only once, unlike the specified stage commands for APPEND and PREFACE.
7. CASEI starts at commit level -2. CASEI does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage command must
do so.
8. See also ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.17.1 Example 1
3.17.2 Example 2
3.17.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.17.1 Example 1
Consider the following COMPANY.NAMES data set:
PETER COLE
Alan Cross
Peter Flatt
Cathy Marks
Marge Pete
Mark PETEL
Peter Smith

To display all records in the data set COMPANY.NAMES that contain the character string pete regardless of case,
enter the following:
pipe < COMPANY.NAMES | casei locate /pete/ | terminal
The following output is displayed:

PETER COLE
Peter Flatt
Marge Pete
Mark PETEL
Peter Smith
READY

Records containing any occurrence of the string are found, regardless of case.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
IBM Library Server Copyright 1989, 2004 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved.
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3.17.1 Example 1
Consider the following COMPANY.NAMES data set:
PETER COLE
Alan Cross
Peter Flatt
Cathy Marks
Marge Pete
Mark PETEL
Peter Smith

To display all records in the data set COMPANY.NAMES that contain the character string pete regardless of case,
enter the following:
pipe < COMPANY.NAMES | casei locate /pete/ | terminal
The following output is displayed:

PETER COLE
Peter Flatt
Marge Pete
Mark PETEL
Peter Smith
READY

Records containing any occurrence of the string are found, regardless of case.
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3.18 CHANGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1-*___________________
|
| >>__CHANGE__ _________ __|_______________________|___________________> |
|
|_ANYcase_| |_columnrange___________|
|
|
|_CASEANY_| |
<_____________
|
|
|
|_(____columnrange_|__)_|
|
|
|
| >__ _/string1/string2/_________________ __ ___ _____________________>< |
|
|
(1)
| |_n_|
|
|
|_ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/____ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2__|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2__|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2__|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) When string1 and string2 are specified as two separate delimited |
|
strings, the delimiter used for each string must be different.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CHANGE stage command to replace a string of characters with another string of characters of the same or a
different length. CHANGE reads records from its primary input stream, replaces any specified strings that are found
within the specified column range, and then writes the records to its primary output stream if it is connected. If the target
string does not appear in an input record, CHANGE writes the record unchanged to its secondary output stream, if
defined. If the target string does not appear in an input record, and its secondary output stream is not defined, CHANGE
writes the record to its primary output stream.
If ANYCASE is not specified, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is
found only if the data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank characters. Blank
characters contained in the input stream must match the blank characters in the target string.
Operands

ANYcase
CASEANY

specifies that the case of letters be preserved in the following manner. The characters specified in the target string and in
the input string are compared in uppercase. If the target string is found, and contains one or more uppercase characters
or contains no letters, the string that replaces the target string is inserted in the output record without change of case;
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otherwise, an attempt is made to preserve the case of the string being replaced. When the target string contains no
uppercase letters and starts with one or more lowercase letters, the following rules determine the case of the replacement
string:
When the first two characters of the replaced string in the input record are both lowercase, the string that replaces
the target string is used without change.
When the first two characters of the replaced string in the input record are uppercase, the complete replacement
string is translated to uppercase.
When the first character of the replaced string in the input record is uppercase and the second one is lowercase (or
not a letter or the string is only one character), the first letter of the string that replaces the target string is
translated to uppercase.
columnrange
specifies what input record columns CHANGE searches for string1, hexstring1, or binstring1. If you do not specify
columnrange, CHANGE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1. You can
specify columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify and you must enclose the set of columnrange operands within parentheses. You
must specify columnrange operands in ascending order. If you specify more than one columnrange operand, the ranges
of columns must not overlap.
/(diagonal)
signifies a nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string1 or string2. When three delimiters are used,
you must specify the same delimiting character in each position. When two separate strings are specified, each with two
delimiters, a different delimiter must be used for each string. Also, the character used as the delimiter for the first string
cannot be present in the second string. For example,
CHANGE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as
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CHANGE /abc/def/

If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
is a target string of characters to change. If you specify a null string for string1, CHANGE inserts string2, hexstring2, or
binstring2 immediately before the first column of the first columnrange operand you specify.
If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a target string of characters to change.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring1

specifies a string of binary characters, following the B, that defines a target string of characters to change. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.
string2
is the group of characters that is to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1. You must specify the trailing delimiter
after string2. If you specify a null string for string2, CHANGE deletes occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1
within the range or ranges you specify for columnrange.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters that is to replace
string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 X or H, that defines a target string of characters to change. The X or H can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring2

specifies a string of binary characters, following the B, that defines a string of characters that is to replace string1,
hexstring1, or binstring1 The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
n
is the maximum number of occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 to be changed in each input record. If you
do not specify n, all occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 within the range or ranges you specify for
columnrange are changed. If you specify a null string for string1, 1 is the default value for n and 1 is the only value
allowed for n.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: CHANGE reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream: After replacing any specified strings in records read from its input stream, CHANGE writes
both records that have been changed and records that remain unchanged to its primary output stream when no secondary
output stream is connected.
Secondary Output Stream: When the secondary output stream is defined, CHANGE writes changed records to its
primary output stream and unchanged records to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. CHANGE does not delay the records.
2. If CHANGE's output streams are not connected, CHANGE ends.
3. If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. For example,
CHANGE /8/9/
is not equivalent to

CHANGE 38393

The first CHANGE stage changes the string 8 to 9. The second stage results in an error message because 38393 is
processed as columnrange rather than as delimited strings. The error message is issued because string1 and
string2 are required operands.
4. Occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 that are outside all specified column ranges are not changed.
5. By default, the CHANGE stage command changes all occurrences of the specified target string found in the input
records provided you did not specify a null string for the specified string.
6. To change a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE with all occurrences of the character string
A|B changed to B|C, issue the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | change /A%|B/B%|C/ | terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the CHANGE stage
command is used to change all occurrences of the string A|B to B|C. The string contains the | character, which is
the default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the |
character as a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage
separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the
CHANGE stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the CHANGE
stage as |. For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
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pipe < INPUT.FILE | change /A||B/B||C/ | terminal

7. CHANGE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
8. See also ESCAPE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.18.1 Example 1
3.18.2 Example 2
3.18.3 Example 3
3.18.4 Example 4

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.18.1 Example 1
To change all occurrences of the string this in input data set THIS.FILE to that and display the results at the terminal,
enter the following command:
pipe < THIS.FILE | change /this/that/ | terminal
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3.18.1 Example 1
To change all occurrences of the string this in input data set THIS.FILE to that and display the results at the terminal,
enter the following command:
pipe < THIS.FILE | change /this/that/ | terminal
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3.18.2 Example 2
The following examples of the CHANGE command use the ANYCASE operand and the rules that apply for preserving
the case of letters.
pipe literal Mick | change anycase /mick/mack/ | terminal
Mack
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /mac/mc/ | terminal
Mck McNeill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /macn/mcn/ | terminal
Mack Mcneill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /macN/mcN/ | terminal
Mack mcNeill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /Macn/mcn/ | terminal
Mack mcneill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /MacN/McN/ | terminal
Mack McNeill
READY

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.18.3 Example 3
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the contents of the input data set LOCAL.PHONES and the resulting output data set
AREACODE.PHONES after execution of the following PIPE command:
pipe < LOCAL.PHONES | change //(315) / | > AREACODE.PHONES

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LOCAL.PHONES ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 712-1234
000002 715-6789
000003 918-5432
000004 212-2222
000005 618-7689
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 12. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.AREACODE.PHONES ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 (315) 712-1234
000002 (315) 715-6789
000003 (315) 918-5432
000004 (315) 212-2222
000005 (315) 618-7689
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 13. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents

Because a null string is specified for string1, CHANGE inserts (315) followed by a blank immediately before the first
column of each input record.
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3.18.2 Example 2
The following examples of the CHANGE command use the ANYCASE operand and the rules that apply for preserving
the case of letters.
pipe literal Mick | change anycase /mick/mack/ | terminal
Mack
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /mac/mc/ | terminal
Mck McNeill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /macn/mcn/ | terminal
Mack Mcneill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /macN/mcN/ | terminal
Mack mcNeill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /Macn/mcn/ | terminal
Mack mcneill
READY
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /MacN/McN/ | terminal
Mack McNeill
READY
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3.18.3 Example 3
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the contents of the input data set LOCAL.PHONES and the resulting output data set
AREACODE.PHONES after execution of the following PIPE command:
pipe < LOCAL.PHONES | change //(315) / | > AREACODE.PHONES

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LOCAL.PHONES ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 712-1234
000002 715-6789
000003 918-5432
000004 212-2222
000005 618-7689
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 12. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.AREACODE.PHONES ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 (315) 712-1234
000002 (315) 715-6789
000003 (315) 918-5432
000004 (315) 212-2222
000005 (315) 618-7689
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 13. CHANGE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents

Because a null string is specified for string1, CHANGE inserts (315) followed by a blank immediately before the first
column of each input record.
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3.19 CHOP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_80_____
|
| >>__CHOP__ _|________|______________________________________ _______>< |
|
| |_column_|
|
|
|
|_ _____________ __| Group |__ _____ __| Target |_|
|
|
|_ ___ __disp_|
|_NOT_|
|
|
|_-_|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
_BEFORE_
|
| |__|________|________________________________________________________| |
|
|_AFTER__|
|
|
|
| Target:
|
| |__ _charrange______________ ________________________________________| |
|
|_ANYof__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CHOP stage command to truncate records selectively. CHOP reads records from its primary input stream,
truncates them at the column specified, and writes the truncated records to its primary output stream if it is connected. If
its secondary output stream is connected, CHOP writes the truncated portion of each record to its secondary output
stream. If you do not specify an operand, CHOP truncates records after column 80.
Records are truncated relative to occurrences of a specified target. The target can be a range of characters, a list of
characters, or a character string.
You can specify that the records be truncated at, before, or after a target. If you specify that the records are to be
truncated before or after the target, truncation can occur at a specified displacement before or after the target.
Operands

column
identifies the column after which CHOP is to truncate the records.
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disp
-disp
is the relative displacement, in number of columns, from the target to the position in the record where truncation is to
occur. If you specify:

disp and BEFORE, truncation occurs before the column that is disp columns to the left of the target
disp and AFTER, truncation occurs after the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and BEFORE, truncation occurs before the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and AFTER, truncation occurs after the column that is disp columns to the left of the target.
BEFORE

causes truncation to take place before the target. This is the default.

AFTER

causes truncation to take place after the target.
If you specify AFTER with STRING, the records are truncated after the column containing the last character of the first
occurrence of string, hexstring, or binstring.
NOT

negates the way in which CHOP locates the target.
If you specify NOT with charrange, the target is any character not within that range. If you specify NOT with ANYOF,
the target is any character not in the specified list. If you specify NOT with STRING, the target is any column not part
of a matching string.
charrange
is a range of target characters. The record will be truncated before or after the first character it finds in the range. You
can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
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hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.

When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the range is based on the hexadecimal
representation of the characters. The characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1',
X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof

specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of target characters. Truncation occurs when any one of
the characters in the string is matched.
STRing

specifies that the string of characters following STRING is a string of target characters. Truncation occurs only when
the entire string is matched.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match.

Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a group of characters to be located. The
X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a group of characters to be located. The B can be specified
in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible
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by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: CHOP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After truncating the records read from the input stream as specified, CHOP writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, CHOP writes the truncated portion of each
record to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. CHOP does not delay the records.
2. If CHOP' output streams are not connected, CHOP ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal representation of the ending character is less
than the starting character, the hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is X'00'.
4. CHOP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
5. See also JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, STRIP, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.19.1 Example 1
3.19.2 Example 2
3.19.3 Example 3
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3.19.1 Example 1
To display only the first 72 columns of each line of the data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE, specify:
pipe < PROG1.ASSEMBLE | chop 72 | terminal
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3.19.2 Example 2
Given the input data set IN.FILE shown in Figure 16, use the following PIPE commands to display portions of the
records in input data set IN.FILE. The output written to data set OUT.FILE is shown following each command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.IN.FILE --------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 12345
000002 54321
000003 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
000004 abcdefg
000005 1234ABCDEFG
000006 abcdefg123456789
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 16. CHOP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Use the following PIPE commands to write to the existing data set OUT.FILE from portions of the records in input data
set IN.FILE.
1. This command writes to OUT.FILE only the portion of each IN.FILE record up to but not including the first
nonnumeric character appearing in the record:
pipe < IN.FILE | chop not anyof /0123456789/ | > OUT.FILE
12345
54321
1234
READY

2. Each of the two following commands write to OUT.FILE only the portion of each IN.FILE record up to and
including the first character A, B, C, D, or E appearing in the record:
pipe < IN.FILE | chop after C1-C5 | > OUT.FILE
pipe < IN.FILE | chop after anyof /ABCDE/ | > OUT.FILE
12345
54321
A
abcdefg
1234A
abcdefg123456789
READY
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3. The following command writes to OUT.FILE only the portion of each IN.FILE record up to and including the
first occurrence of the entire character string ABCDE:
pipe < IN.FILE | chop after string /ABCDE/ | > OUT.FILE
12345
54321
ABCDE
abcdefg
1234ABCDE
abcdefg123456789
READY
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3.19.1 Example 1
To display only the first 72 columns of each line of the data set PROG1.ASSEMBLE, specify:
pipe < PROG1.ASSEMBLE | chop 72 | terminal
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3.19.2 Example 2
Given the input data set IN.FILE shown in Figure 16, use the following PIPE commands to display portions of the
records in input data set IN.FILE. The output written to data set OUT.FILE is shown following each command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.IN.FILE --------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 12345
000002 54321
000003 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
000004 abcdefg
000005 1234ABCDEFG
000006 abcdefg123456789
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 16. CHOP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

Use the following PIPE commands to write to the existing data set OUT.FILE from portions of the records in input data
set IN.FILE.
1. This command writes to OUT.FILE only the portion of each IN.FILE record up to but not including the first
nonnumeric character appearing in the record:
pipe < IN.FILE | chop not anyof /0123456789/ | > OUT.FILE
12345
54321
1234
READY

2. Each of the two following commands write to OUT.FILE only the portion of each IN.FILE record up to and
including the first character A, B, C, D, or E appearing in the record:
pipe < IN.FILE | chop after C1-C5 | > OUT.FILE
pipe < IN.FILE | chop after anyof /ABCDE/ | > OUT.FILE
12345
54321
A
abcdefg
1234A
abcdefg123456789
READY
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3. The following command writes to OUT.FILE only the portion of each IN.FILE record up to and including the
first occurrence of the entire character string ABCDE:
pipe < IN.FILE | chop after string /ABCDE/ | > OUT.FILE
12345
54321
ABCDE
abcdefg
1234ABCDE
abcdefg123456789
READY
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3.20 COLLATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__COLLATE__|__________________|__| Group |________________________>< |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
_1-*__1-*_______________________
_MASTER DETAILs_
|
| |__|________________________________|__|________________|____________| |
|
|_columnrange1__ ______________ _| |_MASTER_________|
|
|
|_columnrange2_|
|_DETAILs________|
|
|
|_DETAILs MASTER_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COLLATE stage command to match records in its primary input stream with records in its secondary input
stream and write the matched and unmatched records to different output streams. The records in each input stream must
be in ascending order based on the contents of a key field.
The records in the primary input stream are referred to as master records. Each master record has a key field, a specific
range of columns within a record which identifies the record; two master records cannot have the same contents in their
key field.
The records in the secondary input stream are referred to as the detail records. The detail records are related to the
master records. A detail record matches a master record when the key fields have identical data. Two or more detail
records can have the same data in their key field.
COLLATE writes records to three output streams if each is connected:
The primary output stream contains matching records. The operands for COLLATE let you specify the sequence
of the master and detail records in the primary output stream and whether COLLATE writes both the master and
detail records, only the master records, or only the details records to the primary output stream.
The secondary output stream contains master records that do not have any matching detail records.
The tertiary output stream contains detail records that do not have a matching master record.
Operands
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NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. This is the default.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange1
defines a key field for the master records. If columnrange1 is not specified, the key field is the entire record for both the
primary and secondary input streams. The format for columnrange1 is identical with the format for columnrange2.
columnrange2
defines a key field for the detail records. If columnrange2 is not specified, columnrange1 defines the key field for both
the primary and secondary input streams. You can specify columnrange2 (which is identical with the format for
columnrange1) as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)-1 for n.
MASTER DETAILs

specifies that for matched master and detail records, the master record followed by its matched detail records are written
to the primary output stream. This is the default.
MASTER

specifies that for matched master and detail records, only the master records are written to the primary output stream.
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The matched detail records are discarded.
DETAILs

specifies that for matched master and detail records, only the detail records are written to the primary output stream. The
matched master records are discarded.
DETAILs MASTER

specifies that for matched master and detail records, the matched detail records followed by their master record are
written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: COLLATE reads master records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream. The secondary input stream
must be defined.
Primary Output Stream: COLLATE writes matching records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: COLLATE writes master records that do not have any matching detail records to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Tertiary Output Stream: COLLATE writes detail records that do not have a matching master record to its tertiary output
stream, if it is connected.
Usage Notes

1. COLLATE does not delay the records.
2. If COLLATE's output streams are not connected, COLLATE ends.
3. The following diagram shows the input and output streams for the COLLATE stage command using the default
operands:
__________
________________
|
|________ÿ|Matching MASTER |
___________
|
C
|
| and DETAILS
|
| MASTER
|____ÿ|
|
|________________|
|
|
|
O
|
|___________|
|
|
Primary Input
|
L
|
Stream
|
|
________________
|
L
|________ÿ|MASTER without |
|
|
|matching DETAILS|
|
A
|
|________________|
|
|
___________
|
T
|
| DETAILS |____ÿ|
|
|
|
|
E
|
________________
|___________|
|
|________ÿ|DETAILS without |
Secondary Input
|
|
|matching MASTER |
Stream
|__________|
|________________|

Primary
Output
Stream

Secondary
Output
Stream

Tertiary
Output
Stream

The PIPE command in the following REXX exec shows how to code a COLLATE stage as shown in the
preceding diagram. The COLLATE stage reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes
the contents of its primary, secondary, and tertiary output streams to separate files. Note that the input data sets
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must be sorted in ascending order.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MYCOLLAT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' < MASTER.RECORDS',
/* read MASTER.RECORDS */
|
|
'| c: collate',
/* find matches */
|
|
'| > MATCHING.RECORDS',
/* write matching masters and details */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< DETAIL.RECORDS',
/* read DETAIL.RECORDS */
|
|
'| c:',
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE */
|
|
'| > UNREF.MASTERS',
/* write masters without details */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
' c:',
/* define tertiary output for COLLATE */
|
|
'| > UNREF.DETAILS'
/* write details without masters */
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

4. Although the COLLATE and LOOKUP stage commands both process master and detail records read from their
input streams, COLLATE reads master records from its primary input stream and LOOKUP reads master records
from its secondary input stream. COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream and LOOKUP
reads detail records from its primary input stream.
5. Unlike LOOKUP, COLLATE requires that input records be sorted in ascending order by the key field.
6. COLLATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
7. See also LOOKUP, MERGE, and SORT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.20.1 Example 1
3.20.2 Example 2
3.20.3 Example 3
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3.20.1 Example 1
In this example, COLLATE matches records from two data sets. The records from the data set BANK.INFO are the
master records for the COLLATE stage, and the records from the data set ACCOUNT.INFO are the detail records for
the COLLATE stage.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MCHACNT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< BANK.INFO',
/* read BANK.INFO */
|
|
'| c: collate 1-19 master detail', /* match the records */
|
|
'| > BANKACNT.INFO',
/* write matching master and detail */
|
|
/* records to BACKACNT.INFO
*/,
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< ACCOUNT.INFO',
/* read ACCOUNT.INFO */
|
|
'| c:'
/* define secondary input stream for COLLATE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< BANK.INFO

reads the data set BANK.INFO into the pipeline.

c: collate 1-19 master detail defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE matches the records from
its primary and secondary input streams and writes the matching master records followed by the matching detail
records to its output stream. Columns 1 through 19 contain the key field for both the primary and secondary input
streams.
> BANKACNT.INFO

pipeline.

?

writes the records to the existing data set BANKACNT.INFO. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< ACCOUNT.INFO

reads the data set ACCOUNT.INFO into the pipeline.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the COLLATE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage command flow to the COLLATE stage as its
secondary input stream.

c:

Figure 18 shows the master data set and Figure 19 shows the detail file. The resulting output data set is shown in Figure
20. (Note that BANK.INFO and ACCOUNT.INFO are in ascending order by their key field, columns 1-19.)
__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANK.INFO ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

******
=COLS>
000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
******

************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--Alfred, John
Account Number: 22222
Conners, Steve
Account Number: 98989
Miller, Mike
Account Number: 34567
Niles, Patrick
Account Number: 11188
Smith, Andrew
Account Number: 54545
Smith, Justin
Account Number: 77777
Williams, Janice
Account Number: 88444
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 18. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(BANK.INFO)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ACCOUNT.INFO ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
000002 Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
000003 Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
000004 Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
000005 Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
000006 Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
000007 Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 19. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(ACCOUNT.INFO)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANKACNT.INFO --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Alfred, John
Account Number: 22222
000002 Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
000003 Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
000004 Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
000005 Conners, Steve
Account Number: 98989
000006 Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
000007 Smith, Andrew
Account Number: 54545
000008 Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
000009 Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
000010 Smith, Justin
Account Number: 77777
000011 Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 20. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.20.1 Example 1
In this example, COLLATE matches records from two data sets. The records from the data set BANK.INFO are the
master records for the COLLATE stage, and the records from the data set ACCOUNT.INFO are the detail records for
the COLLATE stage.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MCHACNT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< BANK.INFO',
/* read BANK.INFO */
|
|
'| c: collate 1-19 master detail', /* match the records */
|
|
'| > BANKACNT.INFO',
/* write matching master and detail */
|
|
/* records to BACKACNT.INFO
*/,
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< ACCOUNT.INFO',
/* read ACCOUNT.INFO */
|
|
'| c:'
/* define secondary input stream for COLLATE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< BANK.INFO

reads the data set BANK.INFO into the pipeline.

c: collate 1-19 master detail defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE matches the records from
its primary and secondary input streams and writes the matching master records followed by the matching detail
records to its output stream. Columns 1 through 19 contain the key field for both the primary and secondary input
streams.
> BANKACNT.INFO

pipeline.

?

writes the records to the existing data set BANKACNT.INFO. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< ACCOUNT.INFO

reads the data set ACCOUNT.INFO into the pipeline.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the COLLATE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage command flow to the COLLATE stage as its
secondary input stream.

c:

Figure 18 shows the master data set and Figure 19 shows the detail file. The resulting output data set is shown in Figure
20. (Note that BANK.INFO and ACCOUNT.INFO are in ascending order by their key field, columns 1-19.)
__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANK.INFO ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

******
=COLS>
000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
******

************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--Alfred, John
Account Number: 22222
Conners, Steve
Account Number: 98989
Miller, Mike
Account Number: 34567
Niles, Patrick
Account Number: 11188
Smith, Andrew
Account Number: 54545
Smith, Justin
Account Number: 77777
Williams, Janice
Account Number: 88444
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 18. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(BANK.INFO)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ACCOUNT.INFO ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
000002 Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
000003 Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
000004 Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
000005 Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
000006 Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
000007 Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 19. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(ACCOUNT.INFO)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANKACNT.INFO --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Alfred, John
Account Number: 22222
000002 Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
000003 Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
000004 Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
000005 Conners, Steve
Account Number: 98989
000006 Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
000007 Smith, Andrew
Account Number: 54545
000008 Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
000009 Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
000010 Smith, Justin
Account Number: 77777
000011 Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 20. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.20.2 Example 2
This example uses the same input data sets as Example 1 (Figure 18 in topic 3.20.1 and Figure 19 in topic 3.20.1), but
the PIPE command uses a secondary output stream of COLLATE where the unmatched master records are written.
Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the resulting output data sets.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MCHACNT2)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< BANK.INFO',
/* read BANK.INFO */
|
|
'| c: collate 1-19 detail', /* match records */
|
|
'| > BANKACNT.INFO',
/* write matching detail records */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< ACCOUNT.INFO',
/* read ACCOUNT.INFO */
|
|
'| c:',
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE */ |
|
'| > NOACNT.INFO'
/* write unmatched master records */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< BANK.INFO

reads the data set BANK.INFO into the pipeline.

c: collate 1-19 detail defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE matches the records from its
primary and secondary input streams and writes only the matching detail records to its output stream. The
unmatched master records are written to the secondary output stream for the COLLATE stage. Columns 1 through
19 is the key field for both the primary and secondary input streams.
> BANKACNT.INFO

pipeline.

?

writes the records to the existing data set BANKACNT.INFO. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< ACCOUNT.INFO

reads the data set ACCOUNT.INFO into the pipeline.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the COLLATE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage flow to the COLLATE stage as
its secondary input stream. The output records from the COLLATE stage flow to the following > stage as its
secondary output stream.

c:

> NOACNT.INFO

writes the records to the existing data set NOACNT.INFO.

__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANKACNT.INFO --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
000002 Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
000003 Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
000004 Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
000005 Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
000006 Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
000007 Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 21. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(BANKACNT.INFO)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NOACNT.INFO ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Miller, Mike
Account Number: 34567
000002 Niles, Patrick
Account Number: 11188
000003 Williams, Janice
Account Number: 88444
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 22. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(NOACNT.INFO)
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3.20.2 Example 2
This example uses the same input data sets as Example 1 (Figure 18 in topic 3.20.1 and Figure 19 in topic 3.20.1), but
the PIPE command uses a secondary output stream of COLLATE where the unmatched master records are written.
Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the resulting output data sets.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MCHACNT2)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< BANK.INFO',
/* read BANK.INFO */
|
|
'| c: collate 1-19 detail', /* match records */
|
|
'| > BANKACNT.INFO',
/* write matching detail records */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< ACCOUNT.INFO',
/* read ACCOUNT.INFO */
|
|
'| c:',
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE */ |
|
'| > NOACNT.INFO'
/* write unmatched master records */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< BANK.INFO

reads the data set BANK.INFO into the pipeline.

c: collate 1-19 detail defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE matches the records from its
primary and secondary input streams and writes only the matching detail records to its output stream. The
unmatched master records are written to the secondary output stream for the COLLATE stage. Columns 1 through
19 is the key field for both the primary and secondary input streams.
> BANKACNT.INFO

pipeline.

?

writes the records to the existing data set BANKACNT.INFO. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< ACCOUNT.INFO

reads the data set ACCOUNT.INFO into the pipeline.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the COLLATE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage flow to the COLLATE stage as
its secondary input stream. The output records from the COLLATE stage flow to the following > stage as its
secondary output stream.

c:

> NOACNT.INFO

writes the records to the existing data set NOACNT.INFO.

__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANKACNT.INFO --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
000002 Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
000003 Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
000004 Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
000005 Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
000006 Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
000007 Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 21. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(BANKACNT.INFO)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NOACNT.INFO ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Miller, Mike
Account Number: 34567
000002 Niles, Patrick
Account Number: 11188
000003 Williams, Janice
Account Number: 88444
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 22. COLLATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(NOACNT.INFO)
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3.21 COMBINE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1____________________
|
| >>__COMBINE__|______________________|__ _N___________ ______________>< |
|
|_*____________________| |_AND_________|
|
|
|_n1___________________| |_X___________|
|
|
|_KEYLENgth__n2________| |_EXClusiveor_|
|
|
| _STOP__ALLEOF_____ | |_Or__________|
|
|
|_|__________________|_| |_FIRST_______|
|
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ _|
|_LAST________|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|_n3_____|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COMBINE stage command to join the contents of multiple primary input stream records into one output record
according to a specified function. COMBINE writes the output record to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Records can be treated as a string of bits and combined according to a specified logical operator, or the contents of an
output column gathered from the first or last input record in the range that contains that particular column.
When both a primary and a secondary input stream are connected, one record from each stream is paired up for
processing, and specifying the asterisk, n1, or KEYLENGTH n2 operand is regarded as an error.
When records of varying lengths are combined, any bits that extend in one record beyond bits found in a shorter record
are just copied to the output record.
Operands

n1
specifies the additional number of primary input stream records to combine with the first primary input stream record.
That is, it combines the first n1+1 primary input stream records into a single record. It then combines the next n1+1
records. This process continues until all primary input stream records are processed. If the number of records in the
primary input stream is not evenly divisible by n1+1, then the last output record written contains the combined
remaining records. If you do not specify n1, COMBINE assumes the default is 1 and combines pairs of primary input
stream records.
If you specify asterisk (*) for n1, all records in the input stream are combined into a single output record. If you specify
0 for n1, COMBINE copies all primary input stream records unchanged to its primary output stream.
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KEYLENgth

specifies that primary input stream records are combined as long as they contain the same key in the first n2 columns.
COMBINE leaves the key unchanged, combining only those columns beyond the key. If there is only one primary input
stream record that contains the key, the record is written to the primary output stream unchanged.
n2
specifies that the key is in the first n2 columns of each primary input stream record. COMBINE writes one record to its
primary output stream for all of the adjacent primary input stream records that contain the same key.

STOP

when two input streams are connected, STOP specifies whether either or both input streams must be at end of file for
COMBINE to stop processing input records. STOP ALLEOF is the default.

ALLEOF

when two input streams are connected, STOP ALLEOF specifies that input records will stop being processed when
COMBINE determines that all its input streams are no longer connected. Records continue to be read as long as at least
one input stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the default.

ANYEOF

specifies that records will stop being written as soon as COMBINE determines that either of its input streams is no
longer connected.
n3
is the number of streams required to become unconnected and reach end of file before COMBINE stops writing records.
Specify either decimal number 1 or 2. Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF. Specifying 2 or a greater
number is the same as specifying ALLEOF.

N
AND

specifies that the records are combined according to a logical AND operation. A bit is 1 in the output record only if it is
1 in that position in each of the input records in the range. A bit is 0 in the output record if any record in the range has a
0 in that position.
X
EXClusiveor

specifies that the records are combined according to a logical EXCLUSIVE OR operation. A bit in the output record is 1
when an odd number of input records in the specified range have a 1 in that position. If an even number of records have
a 1 in that position, or if no records have a 1 in that position, the resulting bit in the output record is 0.

Or

specifies that the records are combined according to a logical inclusive OR operation. A bit in the output record is 1 if
any record in the specified range has a 1 in that position; it is 0 when all input records in the specified range have a 0 in
that position.

FIRST

specifies that the contents of an output column are to be taken from the first input record in the range that contains that
particular column.
LAST

specifies that the contents of an output column are to be taken from the last input record in the range that contains that
particular column.
Streams Used
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Primary Input Stream: COMBINE reads records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: COMBINE reads records from its secondary input stream, if connected, combining one
primary input stream record with one secondary input stream record as a pair.
Primary Output Stream: After combining the records read from its primary input stream, COMBINE writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. COMBINE delays the records. The last input record in each set of combined records is not delayed.
2. If COMBINE's output stream is not connected, COMBINE ends.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.21.1 Example 1
3.21.2 Example 2
3.21.3 Example 3
3.21.4 Example 4
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3.21.1 Example 1
When you combine two records of varying length, the FIRST operand gives you the following results when this PIPE
command is executed:
pipe literal AB 123| split | combine first | terminal
AB3
READY
When you combine the same two records of varying length and use the LAST
operand, you get the following results when this PIPE command is executed:

pipe literal AB 123| split | combine last | terminal
123
READY
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3.21.1 Example 1
When you combine two records of varying length, the FIRST operand gives you the following results when this PIPE
command is executed:
pipe literal AB 123| split | combine first | terminal
AB3
READY
When you combine the same two records of varying length and use the LAST
operand, you get the following results when this PIPE command is executed:

pipe literal AB 123| split | combine last | terminal
123
READY
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3.21.2 Example 2
Given two character strings, the following REXX exec uses COMBINE to show which characters are the same in the
two records.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(COMBSTR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
thisstr = ' How many characters in this string match that string ?'
|
|
thatstr = 'Hmm a few characters seem to have a match.'
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'| var thisstr',
/* Read first variable
*/
|
|
'| append var thatstr',
/* Read second variable
*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/* Echo to the screen
*/
|
|
'| combine * X',
/* Check each column for match
*/
|
|
'| xlate *-* 01-ff 0 00 1',
/* Translate the data for mapping */
|
|
/*
matching characters are 1
*/,
|
|
/*
nonmatching characters are 0 */,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to the screen
*/
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

*-* ensures that 01-ff is not interpreted as a column
01 is translated to 0, and ff is also translated to 0.
00 is translated to 1.

range.

The results of running this exec are:
combstr
How many characters in this string match that string ?
Hmm a few characters seem to have a match.
0000000001111111111110000000100000011111100000000000000
READY

The character in column one of the first record is compared to the character in column one of the second record, the bit
below the two records signals a character match by bit 1.
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3.21.3 Example 3
When you combine two primary input streams of varying length, and specify STOP ALLEOF along with the AND
operand, you will receive the following results when this COMB exec is invoked:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.COMB.EXEC(COMBSTR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' literal a b c d',
/* Input records are read into the pipeline*/ |
|
'| split',
/* Each character becomes a separate record*/ |
|
'|c:combine stop alleof n', /* AND records until both streams eof */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* Write record to the terminal
*/ |
|
'?',
/* Start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
' literal 1 2 3 4 5',
/* Read records on secondary input stream */ |
|
'| split',
/* Each number becomes a separate record
*/ |
|
'|c:'
/* secondary input stream connected
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 23 shows the result from the COMB exec:
comb
a
b
c
d
5
READY

Figure 23. COMBINE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

There is no fifth primary input stream record, so nothing is combined in a logical AND operation with 5, the fifth record
in the secondary input stream.
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3.21.2 Example 2
Given two character strings, the following REXX exec uses COMBINE to show which characters are the same in the
two records.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(COMBSTR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
thisstr = ' How many characters in this string match that string ?'
|
|
thatstr = 'Hmm a few characters seem to have a match.'
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'| var thisstr',
/* Read first variable
*/
|
|
'| append var thatstr',
/* Read second variable
*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/* Echo to the screen
*/
|
|
'| combine * X',
/* Check each column for match
*/
|
|
'| xlate *-* 01-ff 0 00 1',
/* Translate the data for mapping */
|
|
/*
matching characters are 1
*/,
|
|
/*
nonmatching characters are 0 */,
|
|
'| terminal'
/* Write results to the screen
*/
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

*-* ensures that 01-ff is not interpreted as a column
01 is translated to 0, and ff is also translated to 0.
00 is translated to 1.

range.

The results of running this exec are:
combstr
How many characters in this string match that string ?
Hmm a few characters seem to have a match.
0000000001111111111110000000100000011111100000000000000
READY

The character in column one of the first record is compared to the character in column one of the second record, the bit
below the two records signals a character match by bit 1.
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3.21.3 Example 3
When you combine two primary input streams of varying length, and specify STOP ALLEOF along with the AND
operand, you will receive the following results when this COMB exec is invoked:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.COMB.EXEC(COMBSTR)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
' literal a b c d',
/* Input records are read into the pipeline*/ |
|
'| split',
/* Each character becomes a separate record*/ |
|
'|c:combine stop alleof n', /* AND records until both streams eof */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* Write record to the terminal
*/ |
|
'?',
/* Start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
' literal 1 2 3 4 5',
/* Read records on secondary input stream */ |
|
'| split',
/* Each number becomes a separate record
*/ |
|
'|c:'
/* secondary input stream connected
*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 23 shows the result from the COMB exec:
comb
a
b
c
d
5
READY

Figure 23. COMBINE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

There is no fifth primary input stream record, so nothing is combined in a logical AND operation with 5, the fifth record
in the secondary input stream.
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3.22 COMMAND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__COMMAND__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COMMAND stage command to issue TSO commands from a pipeline and to write the responses from the
commands to the terminal. If an operand is specified, it is passed as a command to TSO for execution as if the command
were invoked using 'ADDRESS TSO' from MVS/REXX. Then, any primary input stream records are read and passed to
TSO as commands. When the COMMAND stage command issues each of these commands, any line mode output from
a command is written to the terminal.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage command writes all line mode output from a
command to the terminal and then writes the return code from that command to its secondary output stream. This is
repeated for each command issued by the COMMAND stage command.
Operands

string
is a command to pass to TSO for execution. The string operand cannot be specified if the secondary output stream of the
COMMAND stage command is connected; in that case, the COMMAND stage command issues only the commands
that it reads from its primary input stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: The COMMAND stage command reads records from its primary input stream. Input records
must contain a command to be passed to TSO for execution. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage command writes the
return code from each command to its secondary output stream after any line mode output from that command has been
written to the terminal.
Usage Notes
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1. COMMAND does not delay the records; it writes all of the output from each command to the terminal and writes
the return code to the secondary output stream before it consumes the input record.
2. If COMMAND's secondary output stream is no longer connected, COMMAND ends.
3. COMMAND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
4. See also SUBCOM and the TSO stage command.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.22.1 Example 1
3.22.2 Example 2
3.22.3 Example 3
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3.22.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command passes the LISTDS PIPE.EXEC command to TSO for execution and writes the output
from LISTDS to the terminal. COMMAND then writes the LISTDS command to its primary output stream:
pipe command listds pipe.exec | > ISSUED.CMDS
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
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3.22.2 Example 2
Given a data set INPUT.LIST that contains a list of TSO commands like those shown in Figure 24, issue the following
PIPE command to execute the list of commands. The output resulting from the TSO commands is written to the terminal
and the TSO commands are written to the existing data set LIST.OUTPUT.
pipe < INPUT.LIST | command | > LIST.OUTPUT

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.LIST ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 LISTDS TEMP
000002 LISTDS PIPE.EXEC
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 24. COMMAND Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.22.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command passes the LISTDS PIPE.EXEC command to TSO for execution and writes the output
from LISTDS to the terminal. COMMAND then writes the LISTDS command to its primary output stream:
pipe command listds pipe.exec | > ISSUED.CMDS
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
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3.22.2 Example 2
Given a data set INPUT.LIST that contains a list of TSO commands like those shown in Figure 24, issue the following
PIPE command to execute the list of commands. The output resulting from the TSO commands is written to the terminal
and the TSO commands are written to the existing data set LIST.OUTPUT.
pipe < INPUT.LIST | command | > LIST.OUTPUT

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.LIST ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 LISTDS TEMP
000002 LISTDS PIPE.EXEC
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 24. COMMAND Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.23 COPY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__COPY____________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COPY stage command to prevent a stall in a multistream pipeline when a one-record delay is sufficient to
prevent a stall. COPY delays the passing of its input stream to its output stream by one record.
COPY reads each record from its primary input stream into a buffer. COPY consumes an input record before it writes
the contents of the buffer to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: COPY reads records from its primary input stream. Each input record is read into a buffer.
Primary Output Stream: COPY writes the contents of the buffer to its output stream after reading the next record into
the buffer.
Usage Notes

1. COPY delays one record.
2. If COPY's primary output stream is not connected, COPY ends.
3. See also BUFFER and ELASTIC.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.23.1 Example 1
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3.24 COUNT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<______________
|
| >>__COUNT___ _BYTES______ |_________________________________________>< |
|
|_CHARS______|
|
|
|_CHARACTErs_|
|
|
|_WORDS______|
|
|
|_LINES______|
|
|
|_RECORDS____|
|
|
|_MINline____|
|
|
|_MAXline____|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COUNT stage command to count bytes, blank-delimited character strings, or records. You can also use COUNT
to return the length of the shortest or longest record. COUNT reads records from its primary input stream and counts
each specified item. If its primary output stream is connected but its secondary output stream is not connected, COUNT
writes a single record containing the count information to its primary output stream and discards the records from its
primary input stream. If both its primary and secondary output streams are connected, COUNT copies its primary input
stream records to its primary output stream and writes a single record containing the count information to its secondary
output stream.
Operands

BYTES
CHARS
CHARACTErs

specifies that the number of characters or bytes in the records read from the primary input stream is to be included in the
count information record.
WORDS

specifies that the number of blank-delimited character strings in the records read from the primary input stream is to be
included in the count information record.
LINES
RECORDS
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specifies that the number of records read from the primary input stream is to be included in the count information
record.
MINline

specifies that the length of the shortest record read from the primary input stream is to be included in the count
information record. When there are no input records, the value is returned as 2(31) - 1.

MAXline

specifies that the length of the longest record read from the primary input stream is to be included in the count
information record. When there are no input records, the value is returned as 0.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: COUNT reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is not connected, COUNT writes a single record containing the
count information to its primary output stream. If its secondary output stream is connected, COUNT copies its primary
input stream records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, COUNT writes a single record containing the
count information to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. COUNT delays the count record until end of file is reached. If its secondary output stream is connected, COUNT
does not delay the primary output stream records.
2. If COUNT's primary output stream is not connected, COUNT ends. If its secondary output stream is connected,
the counts are written to its secondary output stream. The record being processed when COUNT's primary output
stream is not connected is not included in the counts.
3. COUNT writes only one count information record regardless of the number of input records it reads. The count
information record contains information about only those operands that you specify. If you specify more than one
operand, the counts are returned separated by single blanks.
If you specify the same operand or operands of equivalent function more than once, only one count of that
information is returned in the count information record.
Regardless of the order in which you specify the operands, the count information is always returned in the
following order:
characters words lines minimum-record-length maximum-record-length.

4. COUNT writes the count information record when it gets an end-of-file condition on either its input or its output.
5. For each item in the count information record, the maximum count is 2(63) - 1.
6. COUNT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.24.1 Example 1
3.24.2 Example 2
3.24.3 Example 3
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3.24.1 Example 1
To display the number of lines in the DATA.LOG data set, enter the following command:
pipe < DATA.LOG | count lines | terminal
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3.24.2 Example 2
Given the input data set in Figure 27, the terminal output resulting from the following exec is shown in Figure 28:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MAINE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< LIGHTHSE.FILE',
/* read in data set */
|
|
'| strip trailing',
/* string trailing blanks */
|
|
'| count chars words lines maxline',
/* obtain count record */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LIGHTHSE.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Maine Lighthouses
000002 Bass Harbor
000003 Pemaquid Point
000004 Portland Headlight
000005 West Quoddy Head
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 27. COUNT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

MAINE
76 11 5 18
READY

Figure 28. COUNT Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

The output returned indicates that the data set LIGHTHSE.FILE contains 76 characters, 11 blank-delimited character
strings, 5 records, and 18 bytes in the longest line.
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3.24.1 Example 1
To display the number of lines in the DATA.LOG data set, enter the following command:
pipe < DATA.LOG | count lines | terminal
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3.24.2 Example 2
Given the input data set in Figure 27, the terminal output resulting from the following exec is shown in Figure 28:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MAINE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< LIGHTHSE.FILE',
/* read in data set */
|
|
'| strip trailing',
/* string trailing blanks */
|
|
'| count chars words lines maxline',
/* obtain count record */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LIGHTHSE.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Maine Lighthouses
000002 Bass Harbor
000003 Pemaquid Point
000004 Portland Headlight
000005 West Quoddy Head
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 27. COUNT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

MAINE
76 11 5 18
READY

Figure 28. COUNT Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

The output returned indicates that the data set LIGHTHSE.FILE contains 76 characters, 11 blank-delimited character
strings, 5 records, and 18 bytes in the longest line.
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3.25 DEAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF___________________________
|
| >>__DEAL__|________________________________________|________________>< |
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ _______________________|
|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
|_SECONDARY______________________________|
|
|
|
_1-*___________________________ |
|
|
|_KEY__|_______________________________|_|
|
|
|_| Separator |__| Inputrange |_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DEAL stage command to read records from its primary input stream and write records to one of its connected
output streams in either sequential order starting with the primary output stream, or some other order specified on the
secondary input stream. Unless otherwise specified, DEAL writes the first input record to the connected primary output
stream, the second input record to the connected secondary output stream, and so on until the last connected output
stream receives a record, and then the cycle is repeated.
When the SECONDARY operand is specified, the DEAL stage command sequentially processes a secondary input
record and a primary input record as a pair. Each secondary input stream record must contain a word that is the output
stream identifier and that will control the order in which DEAL writes out records. In this way you can choose your own
output stream order rather than use the sequential default. DEAL first inspects a record from the secondary input stream,
and retrieves the identity of the output stream that will receive a written record. DEAL then inspects a record from the
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primary input stream. When DEAL determines that the output stream identified in the secondary input stream record is
connected, DEAL writes a record read from the primary input stream to the specified output stream. DEAL then
consumes the records from its primary and secondary input streams.
You can also write a contiguous series of primary input stream records that have matching keys to the same output
stream. DEAL searches for an identified location in each input record that contains the specified key, comparing the key
from one record to the next. If the key location is not specified, or is specified but is not found, DEAL uses the entire
record as the key.
Operands

STOP

specifies how many output streams must be at end of file for DEAL to stop writing input records. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.
ALLEOF

specifies that input records will stop being written when DEAL determines that all output streams are no longer
connected. Input records continue to be written as long as at least one output stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.
ANYEOF

specifies that input records will stop being written as soon as DEAL determines that any one of the output streams is no
longer connected.
n
is the number of streams required to reach end of file and become unconnected before DEAL stops writing records.
Specify a decimal number of 1 or greater. Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF.

SECONDARY

specifies that DEAL first inspects a secondary input stream record containing a stream identifier before reading its
primary input stream record and writing it to that identified output stream. One secondary input stream record is
processed with one primary input stream record as a pair, so the order of the records on the secondary input stream
controls the order in which DEAL writes primary input stream records to its output streams.

KEY

identifies the location in each input record that contains the key of each record. A contiguous group of input records
with the same key are written to the same output stream. When the key changes from one input record to the next,
DEAL writes the record with the changed key to the next sequential, connected output stream.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal 001-input-records',
'| literal 002-input-records',
'| literal 002-input-record',
'|d:deal key wordsep - w1',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the first word, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream (1)
contain:
0 002-input-record
0 002-input-records
1 001-input-records
READY

A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the
exclamation mark separates each field:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| literal a!b!',
|
|
'| literal e!!f',
|
|
'|d:deal key fieldsep ! f2',
|
|
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons',
|
|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the second field, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream
(1) contain:
0 e!!f
1 a!b!
READY

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
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WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data that the DEAL stage command will use as a key.
The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input stream in
the following set of pipelines consists of two records with three words each where the words are separated by a blank:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| literal aj cd kl',
|
|
'| literal ah ij kl',
|
|
'|d:deal key words 2',
|
|
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons',
|
|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the second word, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream
(1) contain:
0 ah ij kl
1 aj cd kl
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, 3 is the
third word:

______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal -10-2--3 10-2-3',
'| split',
'|d:deal key wordsep - words 3',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',
'?',
'd:',

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the third word, which matches, so the primary output stream (0) contains:
0 -10-2--3
0 10-2-3
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data that the DEAL stage command will use as a key. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with three fields separated by the default field
separator character (X'05'):
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| strliteral x8182058384058586', /* hex representation of ab cd ef */ |
|
'| strliteral x8889059192059394', /* hex representation of hi jk lm */ |
|
'|d:deal key fields 2',
|
|
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons',
|
|
'?',
|
|
'd:',
|
|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the second field, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream
(1) contain:
0 hi jk lm
1 ab cd ef
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal -10-2--3 10-2-3',
'| split',
'|d:deal key fs - f3',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',
'?',
'd:',

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
|
|
'| cons'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the third field, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output stream (1)
contain:
0 -10-2--3
1 10-2-3
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which
DEAL uses to define the key of each input record. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A
negative number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative
to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a location, DEAL uses the entire input record as the key. You can
specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following set of pipelines specifies the next-to-last and the last column as the input location:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/
/***********************************************************************/
'pipe (endchar ?)',
'| literal afbc adfi ghfi fjkl',
'| split',
'|d:deal key -2;-1',
'| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw',
'| cons',
'?',
'd:',
'| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw',
'| cons'

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The comparison key in each record is the last two columns, and the primary output stream (0) and secondary output
stream (1) contain:
0 afbc
1 adfi
1 ghfi
0 fjkl
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the
input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
DEAL are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DEAL reads records in sequential order from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: DEAL reads a record from its secondary input stream, if it is connected and the SECONDARY
operand is specified. The secondary input stream record is paired with a primary input stream record.
Output Streams: DEAL writes each of its primary input stream records to one of its connected output streams, in either
sequential order starting with the primary output stream, or the order specified on the secondary input stream.
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Usage Notes

1. DEAL does not delay the records.
2. If DEAL receives an end-of-file condition on either its primary or secondary input stream, it ends.
If the SECONDARY or KEY operand is specified and the output stream DEAL needs to write the next record to
is not connected, DEAL ends and any remaining input records are not fully processed.
If the number of streams specified by the STOP operand are not connected, DEAL ends. There may be input
records that remain unprocessed if the number specified is less than the total number of input streams. If the
number on the STOP operand is greater than the total number of output streams in the pipeline that can become
disconnected, DEAL processes as though STOP ALLEOF were specified.
3. If the SECONDARY operand is specified with no connected secondary input stream or no secondary input
record, the pipeline waits until a secondary input record becomes available, and may eventually stall.
4. Leaving an output stream unconnected will not cause records to be dropped, it causes DEAL to end.
5. DEAL starts at commit level -2. With any operand other than SECONDARY specified, DEAL verifies that its
primary input stream is the only connected input stream and then commits to level 0. If the operand
SECONDARY is specified, DEAL verifies that its primary and secondary input streams are the only connected
input streams before committing to level 0.
6. See also FANIN, FANINANY, FANOUT, and GATHER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.25.1 Example 1
3.25.2 Example 2
3.25.3 Example 3

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.25.1 Example 1
To discard every third input record run the following pipe command which invokes the DEALIT user-written stage
command:
pipe < input2.data | dealit | terminal

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(DEALIT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ? name DEALIT)',
|
|
'?*:',
/* connector to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|d:deal',
/* sequentially write out input records
*/
|
|
'|specs /primary/ 1 1-* nw', /*nametag primary output stream record*/
|
|
'|*:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
'd:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'|specs /secondary/ 1 1-* nw', /*nametag secondary output strm recs*/
|
|
'|terminal',
/* secondary output stream records to terminal */ |
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/ |
|
'd:',
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'|hole'
/* discard every third record
*/ |
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Note: The records are discarded by the HOLE stage command. Leaving an output stream unconnected in a set of
pipelines using the DEAL stage command is not a method of discarding records, it will instead induce an end-of-file
condition.
Figure 31 is the input file that the DEALIT exec processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT2.DATA ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 0001
Input records
000002 0002
Input records
000003 0003
Input records
000004 0004
Input records
000005 0005
Input records
000006 0006
Input records
000007 0007
Input records
000008 0008
Input records
000009 0009
Input records
000010 0010
Input records
000011 0011
Input records
000012 0012
Input records
000013 0013
Input records
000014 0014
Input records
000015 0015
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|

|

Figure 31. DEALIT Exec Example: Input Data Set Contents (INPUT2.DATA)

Figure 32 shows the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe < INPUT2.DATA
primary
0001
secondary
0002
primary
0004
secondary
0005
primary
0007
secondary
0008
primary
0010
secondary
0011
primary
0013
secondary
0014
READY

| dealit | terminal
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records

Figure 32. DEALIT Exec Example: Command and Terminal Output

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.25.1 Example 1
To discard every third input record run the following pipe command which invokes the DEALIT user-written stage
command:
pipe < input2.data | dealit | terminal

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(DEALIT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe (endchar ? name DEALIT)',
|
|
'?*:',
/* connector to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|d:deal',
/* sequentially write out input records
*/
|
|
'|specs /primary/ 1 1-* nw', /*nametag primary output stream record*/
|
|
'|*:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller
*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/ |
|
'd:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'|specs /secondary/ 1 1-* nw', /*nametag secondary output strm recs*/
|
|
'|terminal',
/* secondary output stream records to terminal */ |
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/ |
|
'd:',
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'|hole'
/* discard every third record
*/ |
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Note: The records are discarded by the HOLE stage command. Leaving an output stream unconnected in a set of
pipelines using the DEAL stage command is not a method of discarding records, it will instead induce an end-of-file
condition.
Figure 31 is the input file that the DEALIT exec processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT2.DATA ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 0001
Input records
000002 0002
Input records
000003 0003
Input records
000004 0004
Input records
000005 0005
Input records
000006 0006
Input records
000007 0007
Input records
000008 0008
Input records
000009 0009
Input records
000010 0010
Input records
000011 0011
Input records
000012 0012
Input records
000013 0013
Input records
000014 0014
Input records
000015 0015
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|

|

Figure 31. DEALIT Exec Example: Input Data Set Contents (INPUT2.DATA)

Figure 32 shows the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe < INPUT2.DATA
primary
0001
secondary
0002
primary
0004
secondary
0005
primary
0007
secondary
0008
primary
0010
secondary
0011
primary
0013
secondary
0014
READY

| dealit | terminal
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records

Figure 32. DEALIT Exec Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.25.2 Example 2
The following exec reads records from a data set on the primary input stream and prepares it for the DEAL stage
command. The input data set consists of employee information including an identification number, the current salary,
the performance level, and the job title. The DEAL stage command uses the level as the comparison key in each input
record, and writes records to the primary output stream as long as each record's level matches the level of the first
record. When the key of the current record does not match the key of the previous record, the connected secondary
output stream is selected to receive the current record. The process continues sequentially through all connected output
streams until all records are written.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| < INPUT.DATA',
/* input records containing employee info */
|
|
'| drop 2',
/* discard the two header records
*/
|
|
'| sort 19.7',
/* sort input records to order the level */
|
|
'|d:deal key words 3',
/* level is the key in the input record
*/
|
|
'| > PROMO.FILE',
/* write record to first output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > SALARY.PLAN',
/* write record to second output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > NOCHANGE.FILE'
/* write record to third output data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INPUT.DATA
drop 2

reads the data set INPUT.DATA into the pipeline.

discards the two header records from the input data set.

sorts the remaining input records in ascending order according to the employee's performance level.
Column 19 in each input record contains the level, which is 7 characters in length.

sort 19.7

d: deal key words 3 defines a label d for the DEAL stage. The operands identify the third word as the
comparison key in each input record. The default word separator is a blank. DEAL writes the first record it reads
from its primary input stream to its connected primary output stream. DEAL compares the Level-2 key in the
second input record to the Level-1 from the record before, finds a mismatch, and writes the second input record
to its connected secondary output stream. The third record's key matches the second record's key, and is also
written to the secondary output stream. If the key of the fourth input record does not match Level-2, DEAL
writes the fourth input record to its connected tertiary output stream. The fifth input record key of Level-3
matches the key of the fourth, so the fifth record is also written to the tertiary output stream.
> PROMO.FILE

writes the record that contains Level-1 to the existing data set PROMO.FILE on the primary
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output stream.
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

d:

references the label d on the DEAL stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream.

> SALARY.PLAN

output stream.

?

writes the records that contain Level-2 to the existing data set SALARY.PLAN on the secondary

marks the end of the second pipeline.

d:

references the label d on the DEAL stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary output stream.

writes the remaining input records that contain Level-3 to the existing data set
NOCHANGE.FILE on the tertiary output stream.

> NOCHANGE.FILE

Figure 33 is the input data set that the DEAL stage command processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 IDENT. SALARY
PERF.
JOB TITLE
000002 ------ ---------- ------- ---------------000003 000111 $4,000.00 Level-1 Associate
000004 011234 $12,000.00 Level-2 Staff
000005 096424 $8,000.00 Level-3 Senior Associate
000006 999990 $16,000.00 Level-2 Advisory
000007 111111 $99,000.00 Level-3 Senior
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 33. DEAL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(INPUT.DATA)

Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36 are the three output data sets created by the DEAL exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PROMO.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 000111 $4,000.00 Level-1 Associate
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 34. DEAL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(PROMO.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|

|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SALARY.PLAN ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 011234 $12,000.00 Level-2 Staff
000002 999990 $16,000.00 Level-2 Advisory
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 35. DEAL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(SALARY.PLAN)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NOCHANGE.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 096424 $8,000.00 Level-3 Senior Associate
000002 111111 $99,000.00 Level-3 Senior
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 36. DEAL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(NOCHANGE.FILE)

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.25.2 Example 2
The following exec reads records from a data set on the primary input stream and prepares it for the DEAL stage
command. The input data set consists of employee information including an identification number, the current salary,
the performance level, and the job title. The DEAL stage command uses the level as the comparison key in each input
record, and writes records to the primary output stream as long as each record's level matches the level of the first
record. When the key of the current record does not match the key of the previous record, the connected secondary
output stream is selected to receive the current record. The process continues sequentially through all connected output
streams until all records are written.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(DEAL)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| < INPUT.DATA',
/* input records containing employee info */
|
|
'| drop 2',
/* discard the two header records
*/
|
|
'| sort 19.7',
/* sort input records to order the level */
|
|
'|d:deal key words 3',
/* level is the key in the input record
*/
|
|
'| > PROMO.FILE',
/* write record to first output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > SALARY.PLAN',
/* write record to second output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline
*/
|
|
'd:',
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
|
|
'| > NOCHANGE.FILE'
/* write record to third output data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< INPUT.DATA
drop 2

reads the data set INPUT.DATA into the pipeline.

discards the two header records from the input data set.

sorts the remaining input records in ascending order according to the employee's performance level.
Column 19 in each input record contains the level, which is 7 characters in length.

sort 19.7

d: deal key words 3 defines a label d for the DEAL stage. The operands identify the third word as the
comparison key in each input record. The default word separator is a blank. DEAL writes the first record it reads
from its primary input stream to its connected primary output stream. DEAL compares the Level-2 key in the
second input record to the Level-1 from the record before, finds a mismatch, and writes the second input record
to its connected secondary output stream. The third record's key matches the second record's key, and is also
written to the secondary output stream. If the key of the fourth input record does not match Level-2, DEAL
writes the fourth input record to its connected tertiary output stream. The fifth input record key of Level-3
matches the key of the fourth, so the fifth record is also written to the tertiary output stream.
> PROMO.FILE

writes the record that contains Level-1 to the existing data set PROMO.FILE on the primary
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output stream.
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

d:

references the label d on the DEAL stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream.

> SALARY.PLAN

output stream.

?

writes the records that contain Level-2 to the existing data set SALARY.PLAN on the secondary

marks the end of the second pipeline.

d:

references the label d on the DEAL stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary output stream.

writes the remaining input records that contain Level-3 to the existing data set
NOCHANGE.FILE on the tertiary output stream.

> NOCHANGE.FILE

Figure 33 is the input data set that the DEAL stage command processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 IDENT. SALARY
PERF.
JOB TITLE
000002 ------ ---------- ------- ---------------000003 000111 $4,000.00 Level-1 Associate
000004 011234 $12,000.00 Level-2 Staff
000005 096424 $8,000.00 Level-3 Senior Associate
000006 999990 $16,000.00 Level-2 Advisory
000007 111111 $99,000.00 Level-3 Senior
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 33. DEAL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(INPUT.DATA)

Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36 are the three output data sets created by the DEAL exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PROMO.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 000111 $4,000.00 Level-1 Associate
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 34. DEAL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(PROMO.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|

|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SALARY.PLAN ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 011234 $12,000.00 Level-2 Staff
000002 999990 $16,000.00 Level-2 Advisory
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 35. DEAL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(SALARY.PLAN)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NOCHANGE.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 096424 $8,000.00 Level-3 Senior Associate
000002 111111 $99,000.00 Level-3 Senior
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 36. DEAL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(NOCHANGE.FILE)

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.26 DEBLOCK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__DEBLOCK__________________________________________________________> |
|
|
|
_Fixed__80__________________________________________
|
| >__|____________________________________________________|___________>< |
|
|_ADMSF______________________________________________|
|
|
|_C__ ___________ __ _________ ______________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|_CRLF__ ___________ __ _________ ___________________|
|
|
|
|_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
| _Fixed_
|
|
|
|_|_______|__recordlength____________________________|
|
|
|_GDForders__________________________________________|
|
|
|
_15______
|
|
|
|_LINEND__|_________|__ ___________ __ _________ ____|
|
|
|
|_char____| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_|
|
|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|_NETdata____________________________________________|
|
|
|_SF_________________________________________________|
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ __ ___________ __ _________ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |_TERMinate_| |_| EOF |_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|_TEXTfile___________________________________________|
|
|
|_TEXTUNIT___________________________________________|
|
|
|_Variable___________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
_LINEND 15___________
|
| |__|_____________________|___________________________________________| |
|
|_C___________________|
|
|
|_CRLF________________|
|
|
|
_15______ |
|
|
|_LINEND__|_________|_|
|
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| EOF:
|
|
_3F______
|
| |__EOF__|_________|__________________________________________________| |
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DEBLOCK stage command to convert data that has been blocked into one of several formats back to an
unblocked format. DEBLOCK reads blocks of data from its primary input stream and writes the logical records to its
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primary output stream. Some blocking formats fill all output blocks to capacity (except for, possibly, the last block). As
a result, one logical record may be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block.
Operands

ADMSF

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in structured field format used in Graphical Data
Display Manager (GDDM) objects. Each logical record in the input stream has a 2-byte prefix that indicates the record
length (including the 2-byte prefix). This prefix is discarded before the record is placed in the output stream.
If ADMSF was the format specified when blocking the input records for this DEBLOCK command, BLOCK or GDDM
may have padded the last character with X'00'. If so, DEBLOCK discards this character. A logical record can span
blocks, and each block is filled completely, with the exception that the 2-byte prefix (containing the length of the record
plus the prefix) cannot span 2 blocks.
C

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a line feed (X'25'). (This is equivalent to
specifying LINEND 25.) A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the
last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded). DEBLOCK writes a null record to the output stream
whenever it finds two consecutive line feed characters to the input stream.
TERMinate

specifies that when the last record of the input file has a terminating line-end sequence, a trailing null line is suppressed.

EOF

requests DEBLOCK to scan input records for the specified end-of-file character, and once located, to consume the first
record containing an end-of-file character and reach end of file. DEBLOCK discards the end-of-file character and all the
remaining input. If the EOF operand is omitted, DEBLOCK does not scan for an end-of-file character. If EOF is
specified with nothing after it, DEBLOCK scans for the default end-of-file character (X'3F'). If you want to specify a
different end-of-file character after EOF, the valid choices are:
char is the end-of-file character that DEBLOCK should locate.
hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the end-of-file character that DEBLOCK should locate. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that DEBLOCK should scan for a blank (X'40') as the end-of-file character.

CRLF

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a carriage return and line feed
(X'0D25'). (This is equivalent to specifying STRING X0D25.) A logical record can span blocks, as can the carriage
return and line feed sequence. DEBLOCK writes a null record when it finds 2 consecutive carriage return and line feed
sequences.
recordlength

recordlength
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with one or more complete logical records where all of the records are the
same length and have no control characters appended between them. The variable recordlength is the length of the
logical records in bytes. Specifying DEBLOCK recordlength or DEBLOCK FIXED recordlength are synonymous. If
the size of the block is not an integral multiple of the output record length, the last record that DEBLOCK writes is
smaller than the other records from that block. DEBLOCK FIXED recordlength discards null input records.
Fixed
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If you do not specify any operands after DEBLOCK, the default is to unblock in fixed 80-byte records.
GDForders

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in an already unblocked Graphics Data Format
(GDF) structured field format.

LINEND

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a line-end character. The line-end
character marks the end of one logical record and the beginning of the next logical record. A logical record can span
blocks. DEBLOCK does not write the line-end character to the output stream. DEBLOCK writes a null record when it
finds two consecutive line-end characters.
The default line-end character is the new-line character (X'15'). If the records are blocked with a different line-end
character, you can specify any one of the following:
char is the character that you want as the line-end character.
hexchar is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you want as the line-end character. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

defines the line-end character as a blank (X'40').

NETdata

specifies that the input stream contains blocks of data segmented and spanned in the NETDATA format. Input records
in NETDATA format are built from segments and the first character of each record is the flag byte, which always has
the 2 high-order bits (X'C0') on, indicating a complete record. DEBLOCK verifies that all input records, except the last
one, are the same length.

SF

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in structured field format. Each logical record in the
input stream has a 2-byte prefix that indicates the record length (including the 2-byte prefix). DEBLOCK strips off this
record length prefix before writing the record to the output stream.
STRing

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by a delimited, binary, or hexadecimal
string.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters that separate logical records.

Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters that separate logical
records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There
must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
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specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters that separate logical records. The B
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits
must be divisible by 8.
A logical record and the string that separates the input records can span blocks. Each block is filled completely (except
for, possibly, the last block). DEBLOCK writes a null record to the output stream when it finds two consecutive
occurrences of the specified string.
TEXTfile

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records that are each terminated with a line-end sequence.
TEXTFILE's default line-end character specification is LINEND, its default line-end sequence is X'15', and
TERMINATE is the default to suppress a trailing null line when the last input record ends in a line-end sequence. The
input file may be a byte stream file; it does not have to be in the format produced by BLOCK TEXTFILE.
TEXTUNIT

specifies that DEBLOCK writes an output record for each text unit found in NETDATA control records. (A text unit is
part of a control record that encodes the attributes of a data set, such as its name and time stamps.) Input records must be
control records with X'E0' in the first position; columns 2 through 6 must contain the literal "INMR0"; column 7 must
contain the number 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 7. DEBLOCK discards the data set count in record type "INMR02." Before a
DEBLOCK TEXTUNIT stage command, you should use, for example, the FIND stage command.
Variable

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in any of the following formats:
Variable, where each input block contains one logical record in unblocked variable format. The input record has
an 8-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and the record descriptor word. DEBLOCK does not write this 8byte prefix to the output stream.
VB, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked format. The input record has
a 4-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and a 4-byte record descriptor word prefix for each record in the
input block. DEBLOCK does not write these prefixes to the output stream.
VBS, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable blocked spanned format. The input
record has an 4-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and a 4-byte segment descriptor word prefix for each
record segment in the input block. DEBLOCK does not write these prefixes to the output stream.
VS, where each input block contains one (or less) logical record in variable spanned format (an MVS data
format). The input record has an 8-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and the segment descriptor word.
DEBLOCK does not write this 8-byte prefix to the output stream.
Note: To be compatible with BLOCK, DEBLOCK has synonyms for the 3 other data formats: VB, VBS, and VS.
However, be aware that DEBLOCK unblocks input records in the same data format that they were blocked in. If the
input records were blocked in VBS format, DEBLOCK unblocks the records in VBS format, even if you specified one
of the other 3 data formats. For example, the following PIPE command blocks the data in VS format and tries to
unblock it in VB format:
pipe < testvs.file | block 20 vs | deblock vb | > testvb.file
However, when you examine the output of TESTVB.FILE, you will find
that DEBLOCK unblocked the data in VS format, not VB format. Because
DEBLOCK recognizes that the input records were blocked in VS format,
it ignores the fact that you specified VB as the unblocking format.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DEBLOCK reads blocks from its primary input stream. Each input record must contain a block
of data. Depending on the format, a block can consist of one or more logical records, and one record can be spanned
across more than one block.
Primary Output Stream: After converting the blocked data read from its primary input stream into logical records,
DEBLOCK writes the logical records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. DEBLOCK delays the records.
2. If DEBLOCK's primary output stream is not connected, DEBLOCK ends.
3. DEBLOCK discards null input records.
4. When unblocking fixed records, DEBLOCK FIXED writes a short record for each block that is not an integral
multiple of the output record length. Use the FBLOCK stage command if you want all of the output records
(except possibly the last one) to be of the specified length.
5. DEBLOCK starts at commit level 0.
6. See also BLOCK, FBLOCK, SPLIT, STRIP, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.26.1 Example 1
3.26.2 Example 2
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3.26.1 Example 1
This example creates a data set of logical records from a variable format data set using the DEBLOCK stage command.
The data set being read into the pipeline is named OLDDATA.FILE:
pipe < OLDDATA.FILE | deblock variable | > NEWDATA.FILE
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3.26.1 Example 1
This example creates a data set of logical records from a variable format data set using the DEBLOCK stage command.
The data set being read into the pipeline is named OLDDATA.FILE:
pipe < OLDDATA.FILE | deblock variable | > NEWDATA.FILE

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.27 DELAY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__DELAY___________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DELAY stage command to wait until a particular time of day or until after a specified interval of time has
passed to copy the record. DELAY reads a record containing a time or time interval from its primary input stream, waits
until the specified time, writes the record to its primary output stream (if it is connected), and then reads the next record
from its primary input stream.
The first word of each input record specifies a time interval or a time of day. The remainder of the record is not
inspected. A DELAY stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DELAY reads records from its primary input stream; it discards null or blank input records. The
input records must contain a time interval or time of day.
To specify a time interval, input records must be in the following format:
(1)
>>__ + __ ______________________ ______ss__><
|
(1)
|
|_ _________ ______mm:_|
| (1)
|
|_____hh:_|
Note:
(1) No blanks are allowed in this position.

+

indicates that the time is relative to the current time.
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:

separates the hours, minutes, and seconds (hh, mm, ss).

To specify a time of day, the first blank-delimited word of each input record must be in the following format:
>>__hh__ ______________________ __><
| (1)
|
|_____:mm__ _________ _|
| (1)
|
|_____:ss_|
Note:
(1) No blanks are allowed in this position.

:

separates the hours, minutes, and seconds (hh, mm, ss).

Primary Output Stream: DELAY copies primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Although DELAY causes a time interval delay or time of day delay, it does not delay the records.
2. If DELAY's primary output stream is not connected, DELAY ends.
3. Following are examples of time designations and their meanings:
+1:20:00
means 1 hour and 20 minutes from the time the record is read
+5:30
means 5 minutes and 30 seconds from the time the record is read
+60
means 60 seconds from the time the record is read
+0
means no delay
8:30:30
means time of day; 8:30:30 A.M.
1:45
means time of day; 1:45 A.M.
10
means time of day; 10:00 A.M.
15:30
means time of day; 3:30 P.M.
27
means time of day; 3:00 A.M. tomorrow
4. You do not need to follow the usual conventions for representing a time of day or a time interval. The minutes
and seconds can be greater than 59 and the hours can be greater than 23. For example, 1:17:64 equals 1:18:04.
DELAY calculates the time of day starting with the most recent midnight. Therefore, the number of hours, hh,
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may be greater than 23 to specify an hour the next day. For example, if you specify 34 for hh as a time of day,
DELAY will wait until 10:00 the next morning.
5. If the input record contains a time of day that has already passed, DELAY copies the record to the output stream
immediately (there is no delay).
6. DELAY passes the complete input record, including the time-of-day, to the output stream.
7. Use the following two stages to wait to copy the record until the next midnight: pipe literal 24 | delay ...
8. The following two stages copy a record to the primary output stream at the specified intervals until its primary
output stream is no longer connected:
... | duplicate * | delay | ...

9. Enter PIPMOD STOP or use the PIPESTOP or GATE stage command to stop DELAY while it is still running.
10. In the primary input stream, any information following the time specification is ignored.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.27.1 Example 1
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3.28 DROP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_FIRST_
_1_
|
| >>__DROP__|_______|__|___|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_LAST__| |_n_|
|
|
|_*_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DROP stage command to discard one or more records at the beginning or end of its primary input stream.
DROP selects the remaining records, copying them to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary
output stream is connected, DROP passes any unselected records to its secondary output stream.
Operands

FIRST

discards records from the beginning of the input stream. This is the default.
LAST

selects records until only the specified number remain, and discards the last specified number of records from the end of
the input stream.

n
is the number of records to discard from the input stream. The default is 1. If you specify 0 for n, all records in the
primary input stream are selected and copied unchanged to the primary output stream.
*
specifies that no records are selected. Unselected records are passed to the secondary output stream if it is connected.
Otherwise, DROP discards all records.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DROP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: Any records that are not dropped are copied to the primary output stream, if it is connected.
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Secondary Output Stream: DROP passes any unselected records to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Usage Notes

1. DROP FIRST does not delay the records. DROP LAST delays the specified number of records.
DROP LAST stores the specified number of records in a buffer. For each subsequent input record (if any), DROP
LAST writes the record residing longest in the buffer to the primary output stream, if it is connected. Otherwise, it
discards the record. The input record is then stored in the buffer, queued on a first-in, first-out basis. When end of
file is reached on the primary input stream, DROP LAST writes the specified number of records from the buffer
into the secondary output stream, if connected, otherwise it discards the records.
2. If all DROP's output streams are not connected, DROP ends.
3. DROP writes an input record to one output stream when both output streams are connected.
4. DROP FIRST disconnects its secondary output stream before it shorts its input to its primary output stream.
DROP LAST disconnects its primary output stream before it writes the unselected records to its secondary output
stream.
5. DROP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
6. See also TAKE, HOLE, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, and TOTARGET.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.28.1 Example 1
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3.29 DUPLICATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1__
|
| >>__DUPlicate__|____|_______________________________________________>< |
|
|_n__|
|
|
|_*__|
|
|
|_-1_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the DUPLICATE stage command to write each input record in addition to the specified number of copies of each
input record. DUPLICATE reads records from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary output stream,
if it is connected. It does not discard null input records.
Operands

n
is the additional number of copies of each input record. A positive number or 0 must be specified for n which causes
DUPLICATE to write the original record to its output stream. If you do not specify n, DUPLICATE writes one
additional copy of each record.
*

specifies an infinite number of copies of the input. When you specify DUPLICATE *, the first input record is the only
one duplicated because it is the only one ever read.
-1

specifies that all input records are consumed and no output is written to the output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: DUPLICATE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: DUPLICATE writes to its primary output stream the original record plus the specified number
of copies of each record read from its input stream.
Usage Notes
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1. DUPLICATE does not delay the records.
2. If DUPLICATE's primary output stream is not connected, DUPLICATE ends.
3. See also BUFFER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.29.1 Example 1
3.29.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.29.1 Example 1
This example creates an output data set that contains five additional copies of each input record. (The resulting output
data set will contain six records: the original record plus five copies.) Figure 38 shows the input data set, and Figure 39
shows the output data set that results when you enter:
pipe < INPUT.FORM | duplicate 5 | > OUTPUT.FORM

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FORM ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name___________ Address_________________
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 38. DUPLICATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTPUT.FORM ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name___________ Address_________________
000002 Name___________ Address_________________
000003 Name___________ Address_________________
000004 Name___________ Address_________________
000005 Name___________ Address_________________
000006 Name___________ Address_________________
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 39. DUPLICATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.29.1 Example 1
This example creates an output data set that contains five additional copies of each input record. (The resulting output
data set will contain six records: the original record plus five copies.) Figure 38 shows the input data set, and Figure 39
shows the output data set that results when you enter:
pipe < INPUT.FORM | duplicate 5 | > OUTPUT.FORM

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FORM ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name___________ Address_________________
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 38. DUPLICATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUTPUT.FORM ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Name___________ Address_________________
000002 Name___________ Address_________________
000003 Name___________ Address_________________
000004 Name___________ Address_________________
000005 Name___________ Address_________________
000006 Name___________ Address_________________
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 39. DUPLICATE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.30 ELASTIC

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ELASTIC_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ELASTIC stage command to prevent a stall in a multistream pipeline.
ELASTIC may have either one or two input streams defined and connected. When ELASTIC has only one input stream,
it copies its input records to its output stream, putting at least as many records as necessary into a buffer to prevent a
stall. ELASTIC reads input records whenever they become available and writes output records as they are consumed,
while attempting to minimize the number of records in the buffer.
When ELASTIC has two input streams, it copies records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream and
it copies records from its secondary input stream into a buffer. When it reaches end of file on its primary input stream, it
begins writing the records from the buffer to its primary output stream, continuing to read into the buffer any records
arriving on its secondary input stream. When the buffer is empty, ELASTIC gives up control to allow any other ready
stage to run. When it regains control, it determines whether it has any additional secondary input and ends if it does not.
It can end before all of its input has been processed if its primary output stream is not connected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ELASTIC reads records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: If the secondary input stream in defined, it is assumed to be feedback from stages connected to
its primary output stream.
Primary Output Stream: If ELASTIC has one input stream, it writes the records it receives from its primary input stream
to its primary output stream. If ELASTIC has a secondary input stream defined, its primary input stream records are
copied to its primary output stream and any records that are received from its secondary input stream are put into a
buffer. After end of file is reached on the primary input stream, ELASTIC writes records from the buffer to its primary
output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. ELASTIC delays the records that it writes to a buffer. If its secondary input stream is defined and connected,
ELASTIC does not delay its primary input stream records.
2. If ELASTIC's primary output stream is not connected, ELASTIC ends.
3. ELASTIC can replace any COPY or BUFFER stage that is used for prevention of a pipeline stall. However, use
the COPY stage command when a one-record delay is sufficient, and use BUFFER when you know that the
complete data set must be put in a buffer (for example, when another branch of the pipeline contains a SORT
stage).
4. When ELASTIC has a secondary input stream, you can say that it maintains a to-do list. It adds items to do when
records arrive on its secondary input stream and it deletes an item from the list when the corresponding output
record is consumed. It ends when the list is empty.
5. ELASTIC starts at commit level -2. It ensures that its secondary output stream is not connected, then sets up a
stage to put the records in a buffer and commits to level 0 when both stages are ready to continue.
6. See also BUFFER, COPY, FANIN, and FANINANY.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.30.1 Example 1
3.30.2 Example 2
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3.30.1 Example 1
In this example, ELASTIC is used to prevent a stall in a pipeline that uses the COLLATE stage command. The
following diagram shows the flow of the records in the example user-written stage command:
______
_______
_______
|
|_______ÿ|
|____________ÿ|
|
|f:
|
|elastic|
|c:
|
_____
|fanout|
|_______|
|collate|
_____
|
|__ÿ|
|
|
|___ÿ|
|
|specs|
|
|
_______
_______
|
|
|specs|
|_____|
|
|__ÿ|
|___ÿ|
|____ÿ|
|
|_____|
|
|
| xlate |
|locate |
|
|
|______|
|_______|
|_______|
|_______|

The REXX exec LOCATEM is a user-written stage command that performs a mixed-case LOCATE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(LOCATEM)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
|
|
parse upper arg target
/* uppercase the target
*/
|
|
|
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| specs',
/* rearranges record
*/
|
|
'recno 1',
/* put record number beginning in 1st column */
|
|
'1-* next',
/* put input data in next available column */
|
|
'| f: fanout',
/* make two copies of each
*/
|
|
'| elastic',
/* put in buffer as required
*/
|
|
'| c: collate 1-10 master',
/* select matching mixed-case
*/
|
|
'| specs 11-* 1',
/* remove record numbers
*/
|
|
'| *:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* define secondary output for FANOUT */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* uppercase this set
*/
|
|
'| locate 11-*' target,
/* select records with target
*/
|
|
'| c:'
/* define secondary input for COLLATE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

is an input connector. It attaches the output stream of the stage preceding the LOCATEM stage to the input
stream of the SPECS stage in the subroutine pipeline.

*:

specs

rearranges the records it receives.
recno 1

record.

writes the record number (which is 10 digits long) beginning in the first column of the output

1-* next

writes the record, from the first column to the end of the record, in the next available column in
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the output record.
defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT makes two copies of each record in its input stream
and writes a copy to each of its output streams.

f: fanout

prevents a pipeline stall by consuming the records FANOUT writes on its primary output stream as it
writes them. ELASTIC then makes the records available to COLLATE whenever it wants them, so that
COLLATE always has a record available on its primary input stream when LOCATE selects another record and
writes it to COLLATE's secondary input stream.

elastic

defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE reads records from its primary
input stream (the original mixed-case record) to its output stream. When COLLATE finds a matching pair, it
writes the record that came from its primary input stream. (This record will be the mixed-case version of an
uppercased record that was selected by the LOCATE stage, because only the records that LOCATE selects
continue to COLLATE's secondary input stream.)
c: collate 1-10 master

writes columns 11 through the end of the record of the input record to the output record beginning
in column 1. (The record number is not written to the output record.)
specs 11-* 1

is an output connector. It attaches the output stream of the SPECS stage to the input stream of the stage
following the LOCATEM stage.

*:
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label f on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage.

f:

xlate upper

translates the characters in its input stream records to uppercase.

locate 11-*' target '
c:

writes all records containing the target in columns 11 through the end of the record.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage and defines the secondary input stream for the COLLATE stage.
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3.30.1 Example 1
In this example, ELASTIC is used to prevent a stall in a pipeline that uses the COLLATE stage command. The
following diagram shows the flow of the records in the example user-written stage command:
______
_______
_______
|
|_______ÿ|
|____________ÿ|
|
|f:
|
|elastic|
|c:
|
_____
|fanout|
|_______|
|collate|
_____
|
|__ÿ|
|
|
|___ÿ|
|
|specs|
|
|
_______
_______
|
|
|specs|
|_____|
|
|__ÿ|
|___ÿ|
|____ÿ|
|
|_____|
|
|
| xlate |
|locate |
|
|
|______|
|_______|
|_______|
|_______|

The REXX exec LOCATEM is a user-written stage command that performs a mixed-case LOCATE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(LOCATEM)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
|
|
parse upper arg target
/* uppercase the target
*/
|
|
|
|
'callpipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| specs',
/* rearranges record
*/
|
|
'recno 1',
/* put record number beginning in 1st column */
|
|
'1-* next',
/* put input data in next available column */
|
|
'| f: fanout',
/* make two copies of each
*/
|
|
'| elastic',
/* put in buffer as required
*/
|
|
'| c: collate 1-10 master',
/* select matching mixed-case
*/
|
|
'| specs 11-* 1',
/* remove record numbers
*/
|
|
'| *:',
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline
*/
|
|
'f:',
/* define secondary output for FANOUT */
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* uppercase this set
*/
|
|
'| locate 11-*' target,
/* select records with target
*/
|
|
'| c:'
/* define secondary input for COLLATE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

is an input connector. It attaches the output stream of the stage preceding the LOCATEM stage to the input
stream of the SPECS stage in the subroutine pipeline.

*:

specs

rearranges the records it receives.
recno 1

record.

writes the record number (which is 10 digits long) beginning in the first column of the output

1-* next

writes the record, from the first column to the end of the record, in the next available column in
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the output record.
defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT makes two copies of each record in its input stream
and writes a copy to each of its output streams.

f: fanout

prevents a pipeline stall by consuming the records FANOUT writes on its primary output stream as it
writes them. ELASTIC then makes the records available to COLLATE whenever it wants them, so that
COLLATE always has a record available on its primary input stream when LOCATE selects another record and
writes it to COLLATE's secondary input stream.

elastic

defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE reads records from its primary
input stream (the original mixed-case record) to its output stream. When COLLATE finds a matching pair, it
writes the record that came from its primary input stream. (This record will be the mixed-case version of an
uppercased record that was selected by the LOCATE stage, because only the records that LOCATE selects
continue to COLLATE's secondary input stream.)
c: collate 1-10 master

writes columns 11 through the end of the record of the input record to the output record beginning
in column 1. (The record number is not written to the output record.)
specs 11-* 1

is an output connector. It attaches the output stream of the SPECS stage to the input stream of the stage
following the LOCATEM stage.

*:
?

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

references the label f on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream for
the FANOUT stage.

f:

xlate upper

translates the characters in its input stream records to uppercase.

locate 11-*' target '
c:

writes all records containing the target in columns 11 through the end of the record.

references the label c on the COLLATE stage and defines the secondary input stream for the COLLATE stage.
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3.31 ESCAPE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ESCAPE__ ____________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ESCAPE stage command to insert escape characters into the records that pass through it so that any special
characters in those records are treated as data. (For example, ESCAPE can override the processing of a vertical bar so it
is treated as part of a character string and not as a stage separator.) ESCAPE reads records from its primary input stream
and writes the records to its primary output stream.
If you do not specify any operands for ESCAPE, the default escape character is the double quotation mark (") and it
escapes the double quotation mark, backslash (\), and vertical bar (|).
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines the escape character and other characters that are to be prefaced with the escape character. The first character in
the string is the escape character; the remaining characters in the string specify additional characters that need the escape
character to preface it.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the escape character and other characters
that are to be prefaced with the escape character. The first two hexadecimal characters in the string represent the escape
character; the remainder of characters in the string represent additional characters that need the escape character to
preface it.
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The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the escape character and other characters that are to be
prefaced with the escape character. The first eight binary digits in the string represent the escape character; the
remainder of binary digits in the string represent additional characters that need the escape character to preface it.

The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ESCAPE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After inserting the escape character or characters, ESCAPE writes the records to its primary
output stream.
Usage Notes

1. ESCAPE does not delay the records.
2. If ESCAPE's primary output stream is not connected, ESCAPE ends.
3. See also CHANGE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.31.1 Example 1
3.31.2 Example 2
3.31.3 Example 3
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3.31.1 Example 1
Use ESCAPE to insert a double quotation mark in front of each occurrence of a double quotation mark, as in the
following example:
pipe literal "This is a quotation." | escape | terminal
""This is a quotation.""
READY

Because ESCAPE does not have any operands specified, a double quotation mark precedes each occurrence of a double
quotation mark, vertical bar, and backslash in the literal string. However, only the double quotation mark is part of the
string in this example.
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3.31.1 Example 1
Use ESCAPE to insert a double quotation mark in front of each occurrence of a double quotation mark, as in the
following example:
pipe literal "This is a quotation." | escape | terminal
""This is a quotation.""
READY

Because ESCAPE does not have any operands specified, a double quotation mark precedes each occurrence of a double
quotation mark, vertical bar, and backslash in the literal string. However, only the double quotation mark is part of the
string in this example.
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3.31.2 Example 2
In this example, ESCAPE puts a plus sign (+) in front of each specified punctuation mark it finds in the string.
pipe literal Hi! How are you? | escape /+?!.,/ | terminal
Hi+! How are you+?
READY
The following PIPE command is the same as the previous PIPE command except
the operand of the ESCAPE stage command is specified in hexadecimal:

pipe literal Hi! How are you? | escape x4e6f5a4b6b | terminal
Hi+! How are you+?
READY
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3.31.2 Example 2
In this example, ESCAPE puts a plus sign (+) in front of each specified punctuation mark it finds in the string.
pipe literal Hi! How are you? | escape /+?!.,/ | terminal
Hi+! How are you+?
READY
The following PIPE command is the same as the previous PIPE command except
the operand of the ESCAPE stage command is specified in hexadecimal:

pipe literal Hi! How are you? | escape x4e6f5a4b6b | terminal
Hi+! How are you+?
READY
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3.32 FANIN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FANIN__ ___________________ ____________________________________>< |
|
| <_______________ |
|
|
|___ _streamnum_ _|_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FANIN stage command to combine multiple input streams into a single output stream. FANIN reads records
from all specified input streams and copies the records from each input stream to its primary output stream, if it is
connected.
FANIN, without operands, reads all of the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream, then all of
the records from its secondary input stream to its primary output stream, and so on, until all of its input streams have
been processed. Operands can be specified with FANIN to indicate which input streams are read and the order in which
they are read.
Operands

streamnum
is a number identifying a particular input stream that FANIN will read, where 0 is the primary input stream, 1 is the
secondary input stream, and so on.
streamid
references a particular input stream that FANIN will read, so the input stream identifier must match the assigned stream
name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and
for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
To indicate more than one input stream, delimit each streamnum or streamid operand with a blank.
Streams Used
Input Streams: FANIN, without operands, reads all records from all of its connected input streams starting with the
primary input stream and continuing with the rest of the streams in order of increasing stream number. If one streamnum
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or streamid is specified, FANIN reads all the records from only that input stream. If multiple operands are specified,
FANIN reads records from all the identified streams in the order specified.
FANIN reads all the records from a stream before it begins reading records from the next stream.
Primary Output Stream: FANIN copies its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it reads the input
records.
Usage Notes

1. FANIN does not delay the records.
2. If FANIN's primary output stream is not connected, FANIN ends.
3. FANIN can cause a set of pipelines to stall if:
Two or more input streams originate in the same device driver
Stream n does not reach the end of file because a previous stage is trying to write to stream n+1. The
following diagram shows how a BUFFER stage can prevent a pipeline that uses a FANIN stage from
stalling. Stream numbers are shown to identify the streams used.
________
_________
________
|
L
0|
|
|
|
C
|
|
O
|______________________ÿ|0
F
|
|
O
|
|
C
|
______
|
A
|
|
N
|
|
A
|
| B
|
|
N
0|_______ÿ|0 S
|
|
T
|
| U
|
|
I
|
|
O
|
|
E
|______ÿ|0 F 0|_______ÿ|1
N
|
|
L
|
|
1|
| F
|
|
|
|
E
|
|________|
| E
|
|_________|
|________|
| R
|
|______|

If you run out of virtual storage, you can replace the BUFFER stage in the preceding diagram with an
ELASTIC stage to prevent a stall.
You can also use FANINANY to prevent a stall.
See BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more information on pipeline stalls.
4. You do not have to specify all connected input streams with FANIN. For example, if streams 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
connected, you can specify only streams 0, 4, and 2 as in the following FANIN stage:
... | f: fanin 0 4 2 | ...

FANIN does not read any records from streams 1 and 3.
5. FANIN starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream and
then commits to level 0.
6. See also FANINANY, FANOUT, BUFFER, ELASTIC, and GATHER.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.32.1 Example 1
3.32.2 Example 2
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3.32.1 Example 1
In this example, FANIN combines two input streams. Figure 44 and Figure 45 show the input data sets and Figure 46
shows the resulting output data set. The following REXX exec combines the data sets:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FANIN)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< DECHOME.FILE',
/* read DECHOME.FILE */
|
|
'| f: fanin',
/* combine streams into single stream */
|
|
'| > DJHOME.FILE',
/* write combined stream to DJHOME.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< JANHOME.FILE',
/* read JANHOME.FILE */
|
|
'| f:'
/* define secondary input for FANIN */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< DECHOME.FILE
f: fanin

defines a label f for the FANIN stage. FANIN combines multiple streams into a single stream.

> DJHOME.FILE

pipeline.
?

reads the data set DECHOME.FILE into the pipeline.

writes all the records to the existing data set DJHOME.FILE. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< JANHOME.FILE

reads the data set JANHOME.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label f on the FANIN stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
FANIN stage. The records from the previous < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its secondary input stream.

f:

The following diagram shows how FANIN merges the data sets in this example:
_______
f:
|
|
DJHOME FILE A
F
|
____________
|
| DECHOME
|
A
|
| FILE
|
|
| records
|
N
|
|
|
|________ÿ| _ _ _ _ _ _|
I
|
| JANHOME
|
|
| FILE
|
N
|
| records
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
__________
|
| DECHOME |
|
| FILE
|_________ÿ|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|__________|
|
Primary Input Stream
|
|
|
__________
|
| JANHOME |
|
| FILE
|_________ÿ|
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|
|
|
|
|__________|
Secondary Input Stream

|
|
|
|
|
|
|_______|

|____________|
Primary Output Stream

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DECHOME.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 December 1990 New Listings
000002 2712 Crescent Drive
56,000
3 Bedroom
Ranch
000003 713 Wilson Avenue
98,000
3 Bedroom
Split Level
000004 1760 Grand Boulevard 120,000
4 Bedroom
2-Story Colonial
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 44. FANIN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(DECHOME.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.JANHOME.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 January 1991 New Listings
000002 42 Yale Street
55,500
2 Bedroom
Cape Cod
000003 2 Sawmill Road
250,000
5 Bedroom
Contemporary
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 45. FANIN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(JANHOME.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DJHOME.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 December 1990 New Listings
000002 2712 Crescent Drive
56,000
3 Bedroom
Ranch
000003 713 Wilson Avenue
98,000
3 Bedroom
Split Level
000004 1760 Grand Boulevard 120,000
4 Bedroom
2-Story Colonial
000005 January 1991 New Listings
000006 42 Yale Street
55,500
2 Bedroom
Cape Cod
000007 2 Sawmill Road
250,000
5 Bedroom
Contemporary
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 46. FANIN Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.32.1 Example 1
In this example, FANIN combines two input streams. Figure 44 and Figure 45 show the input data sets and Figure 46
shows the resulting output data set. The following REXX exec combines the data sets:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FANIN)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< DECHOME.FILE',
/* read DECHOME.FILE */
|
|
'| f: fanin',
/* combine streams into single stream */
|
|
'| > DJHOME.FILE',
/* write combined stream to DJHOME.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< JANHOME.FILE',
/* read JANHOME.FILE */
|
|
'| f:'
/* define secondary input for FANIN */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< DECHOME.FILE
f: fanin

defines a label f for the FANIN stage. FANIN combines multiple streams into a single stream.

> DJHOME.FILE

pipeline.
?

reads the data set DECHOME.FILE into the pipeline.

writes all the records to the existing data set DJHOME.FILE. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< JANHOME.FILE

reads the data set JANHOME.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label f on the FANIN stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
FANIN stage. The records from the previous < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its secondary input stream.

f:

The following diagram shows how FANIN merges the data sets in this example:
_______
f:
|
|
DJHOME FILE A
F
|
____________
|
| DECHOME
|
A
|
| FILE
|
|
| records
|
N
|
|
|
|________ÿ| _ _ _ _ _ _|
I
|
| JANHOME
|
|
| FILE
|
N
|
| records
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
__________
|
| DECHOME |
|
| FILE
|_________ÿ|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|__________|
|
Primary Input Stream
|
|
|
__________
|
| JANHOME |
|
| FILE
|_________ÿ|
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|
|
|
|
|__________|
Secondary Input Stream

|
|
|
|
|
|
|_______|

|____________|
Primary Output Stream

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DECHOME.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 December 1990 New Listings
000002 2712 Crescent Drive
56,000
3 Bedroom
Ranch
000003 713 Wilson Avenue
98,000
3 Bedroom
Split Level
000004 1760 Grand Boulevard 120,000
4 Bedroom
2-Story Colonial
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 44. FANIN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(DECHOME.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.JANHOME.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 January 1991 New Listings
000002 42 Yale Street
55,500
2 Bedroom
Cape Cod
000003 2 Sawmill Road
250,000
5 Bedroom
Contemporary
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 45. FANIN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(JANHOME.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.DJHOME.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 December 1990 New Listings
000002 2712 Crescent Drive
56,000
3 Bedroom
Ranch
000003 713 Wilson Avenue
98,000
3 Bedroom
Split Level
000004 1760 Grand Boulevard 120,000
4 Bedroom
2-Story Colonial
000005 January 1991 New Listings
000006 42 Yale Street
55,500
2 Bedroom
Cape Cod
000007 2 Sawmill Road
250,000
5 Bedroom
Contemporary
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 46. FANIN Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.33 FANINANY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FANINANY________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FANINANY stage command to combine multiple streams into a single stream. FANINANY reads any available
input record, regardless of the input stream it is on, and copies the records to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. Records from a particular input stream appear in the output stream in the order in which FANINANY reads
them from that input stream, but they may be interspersed with records from other input streams. When FANINANY
reads multiple input streams, the relative order of the records read from any two input streams is unpredictable unless
both the following are true:
The input streams originate in FANOUT or in a common stage that has the following characteristics:
The stage reads from its primary input stream and writes to its primary or secondary output stream
depending on a condition
When both of the stage's output streams are connected, an input record is written once to only one stream.
No stages in the multistream portion of the pipeline delay records.
Streams Used
Input Streams: FANINANY reads any available input record, regardless of the stream number.
Primary Output Stream: FANINANY copies its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it reads its
input records.
Usage Notes

1. FANINANY does not delay the records.
2. If FANINANY's primary output stream is not connected, FANINANY ends.
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3. You can control the order in which FANINANY writes records by controlling the order in which records arrive at
FANINANY. For example, if you want records to pass through a multistream portion of a pipeline and exit from
FANINANY in the same relative order, specify only stages that do not delay records in the multistream portion of
the pipeline.
4. FANINANY does not cause a set of pipelines to stall in situations where FANIN would cause a stall. See
BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more information on pipeline stalls.
5. FANINANY starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output
stream and then commits to level 0.
6. See also FANIN, FANOUT, GATHER, and ELASTIC.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.33.1 Example 1
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3.34 FANOUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF_____
|
| >>__FANOUT__|__________________|____________________________________>< |
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ _|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FANOUT stage command to make a copy of its input stream on every connected output stream. FANOUT
copies records from its primary input stream to multiple output streams in the order stream 0, stream 1, stream 2 and so
on. FANOUT reads one record at a time from its primary input stream and writes each record to all connected output
streams.
Operands

STOP

specifies how many output streams must be at end of file for FANOUT to stop copying records. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.

ALLEOF

specifies that records stop being copied when FANOUT determines that no output stream is connected. Records
continue to be copied as long as at least one output stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the default.

ANYEOF

specifies that records stop being copied as soon as FANOUT determines that any one of the output streams is no longer
connected.
n
is the number of streams that were originally connected, but are now unconnected causing FANOUT to stop copying
records. Specifying 1 is equivalent to specifying ANYEOF.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FANOUT reads records from its primary input stream.
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Output Streams: FANOUT copies its input records to all of its connected output streams starting with the primary output
stream and continuing with the rest of the streams in order of increasing stream number.
Usage Notes

1. FANOUT does not delay the records.
2. FANOUT copies its input records to all of its connected output streams before it tests for the number of streams at
end of file. When the stream that causes FANOUT to end becomes unconnected, FANOUT writes the record that
it tried to write to the unconnected stream to all other connected streams. Then it ends.
3. FANOUT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary input stream is the only connected input stream and
then commits to level 0.
4. See also FANIN, FANINANY, and DEAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.34.1 Example 1
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3.35 FBLOCK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FBLOCK__n__ _________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_char____|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FBLOCK stage command to reformat input records to fixed-length blocks of a specified size. FBLOCK reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the blocks to its primary output stream, if it is connected. Records from
the primary input stream can be variable-length or fixed-length.
An input record can be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block. You can specify a pad character to fill
the last output block if there is not enough data to fill it to the specified length.
Operands

n
specifies the output block size in bytes.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding the
last record. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding the last record.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FBLOCK reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream: After reformatting the records read from its primary input stream, FBLOCK writes blocks of
data to its primary output stream. An input record can be spanned across more than one output block.
Usage Notes

1. FBLOCK delays the records.
2. If FBLOCK's primary output stream is not connected, FBLOCK ends.
3. FBLOCK is similar to DEBLOCK FIXED, but DEBLOCK FIXED does not allow input records to span output
records. Conceptually, FBLOCK concatenates all the input records to a single record, which is then written to a
number of fixed-length blocks.
4. The last output record is shorter than the other output records when the length of the concatenated input records is
not an integral multiple of n and the pad character is omitted.
5. Once FBLOCK reformats variable-length records, the records cannot be reformatted back to their original
variable lengths.
6. See also BLOCK, DEBLOCK, JOIN, PAD, CHOP, and SNAKE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.35.1 Example 1
3.35.2 Example 2
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3.35.1 Example 1
To create blocks of data that are 9 bytes in length and have a pad character of 2 (X'F2') for the last record, enter:
pipe < SAMPLE.FILE | fblock 9 F2 | terminal

Figure 49 shows the contents of the input data set (which has variable-length records) and Figure 50 shows the resulting
terminal output.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SAMPLE.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 zzzzzzz
000002 bbbbb
000003 ooooooooooo
000004 lllllllll
000005 ee
000006 xxxxxxx
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 49. FBLOCK Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < SAMPLE.FILE | fblock 9 F2 | terminal
zzzzzzzbb
bbboooooo
ooooollll
llllleexx
xxxxx2222
READY

Figure 50. FBLOCK Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

If you use the BLOCK stage command instead of FBLOCK as in the following example, an error message results:
pipe < SAMPLE.FILE | block 9 fixed | terminal
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3.35.1 Example 1
To create blocks of data that are 9 bytes in length and have a pad character of 2 (X'F2') for the last record, enter:
pipe < SAMPLE.FILE | fblock 9 F2 | terminal

Figure 49 shows the contents of the input data set (which has variable-length records) and Figure 50 shows the resulting
terminal output.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SAMPLE.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 zzzzzzz
000002 bbbbb
000003 ooooooooooo
000004 lllllllll
000005 ee
000006 xxxxxxx
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 49. FBLOCK Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < SAMPLE.FILE | fblock 9 F2 | terminal
zzzzzzzbb
bbboooooo
ooooollll
llllleexx
xxxxx2222
READY

Figure 50. FBLOCK Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

If you use the BLOCK stage command instead of FBLOCK as in the following example, an error message results:
pipe < SAMPLE.FILE | block 9 fixed | terminal
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3.36 FILEDESCRIPTOR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FILEDEScriptor__number__ _____ _________________________________>< |
|
|_hex_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
filedescriptor connects the pipeline to a file that is managed by OpenEdition.
When it is first in a pipeline, filedescriptor reads from the file until it receives zero bytes. When it is not first in a
pipeline, filedescriptor appends the contents of its input records to the file.
The file must have been opened by the application before it issues the PIPE command; and the file descriptor must be
closed by the application after the pipeline has completed. A program can use the callable services interface to open a
file and to close a file descriptor.
Subtopics:
3.36.1 Type
3.36.2 Usage Notes
3.36.3 Related Commands
3.36.4 Return Codes
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3.36.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
A number is required; a hexadecimal storage address is optional.
The number specifies the file descriptor for the file to be read or written. File descriptors are "small" non-negative
integers. Standard input is usually associated with file descriptor 0; standard output with 1; and standard error with 2.
If it is present, the second operand specifies the storage address of an area into which filedescriptor stores additional
information in the event of an error being reflected from OpenEdition. The application should reserve thirty-two bytes
for this area. Sixteen bytes are currently stored: The return code and reason code (each four bytes binary); and the name
of the routine that returned the error (eight bytes, character). This operand should be specified only when the pipeline is
issued from a program; results are unpredictable if this operand is specified from the command line or from a REXX
program.
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3.36.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
A number is required; a hexadecimal storage address is optional.
The number specifies the file descriptor for the file to be read or written. File descriptors are "small" non-negative
integers. Standard input is usually associated with file descriptor 0; standard output with 1; and standard error with 2.
If it is present, the second operand specifies the storage address of an area into which filedescriptor stores additional
information in the event of an error being reflected from OpenEdition. The application should reserve thirty-two bytes
for this area. Sixteen bytes are currently stored: The return code and reason code (each four bytes binary); and the name
of the routine that returned the error (eight bytes, character). This operand should be specified only when the pipeline is
issued from a program; results are unpredictable if this operand is specified from the command line or from a REXX
program.
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3.36.2 Usage Notes

1. filedescriptor strictly does not delay the record.
2. filedescriptor starts on commit level -2000000000. It verifies that the system does contain OpenEdition and then
commits to level 0.
3. When it is first in a pipeline, filedescriptor terminates when it discovers that its output stream is not connected.
4. When a return value of -1 is received from OpenEdition and the second operand is omitted, filedescriptor issues
error messages to identify the error before it terminates.
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3.36.2 Usage Notes

1. filedescriptor strictly does not delay the record.
2. filedescriptor starts on commit level -2000000000. It verifies that the system does contain OpenEdition and then
commits to level 0.
3. When it is first in a pipeline, filedescriptor terminates when it discovers that its output stream is not connected.
4. When a return value of -1 is received from OpenEdition and the second operand is omitted, filedescriptor issues
error messages to identify the error before it terminates.
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3.36.3 Related Commands
hfs, hfsdirectory, hfsquery, hfsreplace, hfsstate, and hfsxecute.
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3.36.3 Related Commands
hfs, hfsdirectory, hfsquery, hfsreplace, hfsstate, and hfsxecute.
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3.37 FIND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FIND__ ______ __________________________________________________>< |
|
|_text_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FIND stage command to select records that begin with a specified text. FIND reads records from its primary
input stream and writes the records that begin with the specified text to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its
secondary output stream is connected, FIND writes all other records to its secondary output stream.
Operands

text
is any text that you want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. Each character in text must exactly
match the corresponding character in the input record, with three exceptions:
1. A null string (FIND with no operand specified) matches any record
2. A blank character in text is considered to match any character in the corresponding position in the input record
(including a blank).
3. An underscore character (_) in text matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do not match. To be selected, an input record
must be at least as long as text, including any trailing blanks specified in text.
If you do not specify text, FIND copies all records in its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: FIND copies each input record that begins with the specified text to its primary output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, FIND copies each input record that does not
begin with the specified text to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. FIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of FIND's output streams are not connected, FIND ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate FIND from its operand. The operand starts after the blank and continues until the
next stage separator, the next endchar character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. FIND selects all records beginning with text.
5. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that begin with the character string A|B, issue
the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | find A%|B| terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the FIND stage
function is used to locate records that begin with the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the
default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as
a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the FIND
stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the FIND stage as |. For
example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | find /A||B/| terminal

6. If you specify FIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first column
of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must
be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal
to the length of the column range.
7. If you want to select records that contain an underscore character (_), use the LOCATE stage command.
8. FIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
9. See also LOCATE, NFIND, NLOCATE, STRFIND, STRNFIND, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.37.1 Example 1
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3.38 FRLABEL (FROMLABEL)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _FRLABel___ __ ________ _______________________________________>< |
|
|_FROMLABel_| |_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FRLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are determined
by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record. Once a
record that begins with the target string is found, the record that begins with the target string and the following records
are shorted to the primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, FRLABEL writes the records that are before the record that begins with the
target string to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, FRLABEL discards these
records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

string
defines the string of characters to be located in the first column of an input record. If string is not specified, FRLABEL
copies all input records to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FRLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: FRLABEL copies the first input record that begins with the specified target to its primary
output stream. All remaining input stream records are then copied to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, FRLABEL copies all input records up to but not
including the first record matching the specified search string to its secondary output stream. FRLABEL copies the
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remaining records that do match the specified string to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. FRLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all of FRLABEL's output streams are not connected, FRLABEL ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the FRLABEL stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the blank
and continues until the next stage separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. If you specify FRLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
5. FRLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
6. See also STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.38.1 Example 1
3.38.2 Example 2
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3.38.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that begin with the letter P through
the end of the alphabet and to write these records to a data set called PHONE P-Z, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | frlabel P -| > PHONES.P-Z
Figure 52 and Figure 53 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE.P-Z, after
execution of the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

Figure 52. FRLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.P-Z ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 P - T
000002 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000003 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000004 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000005 U - Z
000006 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|

|

Figure 53. FRLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.38.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that begin with the letter P through
the end of the alphabet and to write these records to a data set called PHONE P-Z, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | frlabel P -| > PHONES.P-Z
Figure 52 and Figure 53 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE.P-Z, after
execution of the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

Figure 52. FRLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.P-Z ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 P - T
000002 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000003 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000004 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000005 U - Z
000006 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|

|

Figure 53. FRLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.39 FRTARGET (FROMTARGET)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _FRTARGet___ __stagecommand__ __________ ______________________>< |
|
|_FROMTARGet_|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the FRTARGET stage command to select all records starting with the first record selected by a specified stage
command. FRTARGET invokes another stage command and rejects all records until the specified stage command
selects a record. FRTARGET passes records read from its input streams to the specified stage command until that stage
command writes a record to its primary output stream. Once this trigger record is written to the specified stage's primary
output stream, FRTARGET copies the input record corresponding to the trigger record and shorts the remaining primary
input stream to its own primary output stream. It writes the unselected records to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. This specified stage
command must support a connected primary input stream, a connected primary output stream, and a connected
secondary output stream. If the secondary input stream of FRTARGET is connected, the specified stage command must
support a secondary input stream. The stage command should produce one output record for each input record without
delaying the records. The stage command should also end without consuming the current record when neither output
stream is connected, and it should not consume the record it is writing when it encounters end of file on any output
stream.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: FRTARGET reads records from its primary input stream and passes these records to the primary
input stream of the specified stage command until the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output
stream. FRTARGET then shorts the primary input to its primary output, starting with the input record corresponding to
the trigger record.
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Secondary Input Stream: FRTARGET reads records from its secondary input stream and passes the records to the
secondary input stream of the specified stage. Once the input record corresponding to the trigger record is written to
FRTARGET's primary output stream, FRTARGET reads no further records from the secondary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: FRTARGET shorts the first input record selected by the specified stage command (the trigger
record) and the remaining primary input records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, FRTARGET copies to its secondary output
stream all records that the specified stage command writes to its secondary output stream. FRTARGET disconnects its
secondary output stream when the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. FRTARGET itself does not delay the records. If the specified stage command delays the records, then any records
that the specified stage command is buffering at the time it writes the trigger record, including the trigger record
itself, will be lost.
2. If all of FRTARGET's output streams are not connected, FRTARGET ends.
3. When both of the specified stage's output streams are connected, the specified stage command can read each input
record and write many copies of this input record to its secondary output stream. In other words, the specified
stage command can delete records.
4. When both of the specified stage's output streams are connected, the stage should not write the same record first
to its secondary output stream and then to its primary output stream because that would cause the trigger record to
be written to both output streams of FRTARGET.
5. FRTARGET causes a set of pipelines to stall if the specified stage command does not end when all of its output
streams become disconnected.
6. BatchPipeWorks scans FRTARGET only once, unlike the two-scan processing of APPEND and PREFACE.
7. FRTARGET starts at commit level -2. FRTARGET does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage
command must eventually commit to level 0.
8. See also FRLABEL, TOLABEL, TOTARGET, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, TAKE, DROP, and PREDSELECT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.39.1 Example 1
3.39.2 Example 2
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3.39.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command selects all records beginning with the first one that contains the string abc and does not
contain the string xyz:
pipe < TEST.FILE | frtarget all /abc/ & ¬ /xyz/ | terminal
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3.39.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command selects all records beginning with the first one that contains the string abc and does not
contain the string xyz:
pipe < TEST.FILE | frtarget all /abc/ & ¬ /xyz/ | terminal
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3.40 FULLSCRQ

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FULLSCRQ________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
fullscrq writes a line containing information about the terminal. This includes the device geometry and the reply to a
structured query device, if the terminal supports write structured field queries.
One record containing the terminal characteristics is written to the primary output stream.
Subtopics:
3.40.1 Type
3.40.2 Output Record Format
3.40.3 Usage Notes
3.40.4 Related Commands
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3.40.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
No arguments are allowed.
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3.40.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
No arguments are allowed.
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3.40.2 Output Record Format
The output record information is synthesized from information provided by TSO/E, possibly augmented with the
response to a device query.

  Offs
    0
        
        
    2
        
    4
    5
        
        
    6
    7
    8
        
        
        
   10
   12
   13
   15
        
   16
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
   17
   18
   20
   22
        

   Len
    2
        
        
    2
        
    1
    1
        
        
    1
    1
    1
        
        
        
    2
    1
    2
    1
        
    1
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
    1
    2
    2
    v
        

Description
Virtual device type. The logon terminal is stored
as X'8000'; a dialled terminal shows the type of
real device.
Virtual device status and flags. This field is
X'0000'
Virtual device class. Always X'40' (graphics).
Virtual device type. X'01' for a 3278, 3279, or
similar display. this field is always stored as
X'01'.
Device model number.
Line length.
"Real device terminal code for a local virtual
console. (This is the definition of the field; it
is not clear what this really means.) This byte is
stored as X'00' on MVS.
Set to X'0000'.
Condition code:x'F0' indicates condition code zero.
Reserved.
The low-order byte of the attribute flags. Refer to
the description of the GTTERM macro.
Terminal features flag byte:
                                                      
1xxx xxx Extended color present.
                                                      
x1xx xxx Extended highlighting present.
                                                      
xx1x xxx Programmable symbol sets present.
                                                      
xxxx x1x This bit is not set.
                                                      
xxxx xx1 14-bit addressing allowed.
Number of partitions.
Number of columns.
Number of rows (lines).
The structured fields received in response to a Read
Partition Query.
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3.40.2 Output Record Format
The output record information is synthesized from information provided by TSO/E, possibly augmented with the
response to a device query.

  Offs
    0
        
        
    2
        
    4
    5
        
        
    6
    7
    8
        
        
        
   10
   12
   13
   15
        
   16
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
   17
   18
   20
   22
        

   Len
    2
        
        
    2
        
    1
    1
        
        
    1
    1
    1
        
        
        
    2
    1
    2
    1
        
    1
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
    1
    2
    2
    v
        

Description
Virtual device type. The logon terminal is stored
as X'8000'; a dialled terminal shows the type of
real device.
Virtual device status and flags. This field is
X'0000'
Virtual device class. Always X'40' (graphics).
Virtual device type. X'01' for a 3278, 3279, or
similar display. this field is always stored as
X'01'.
Device model number.
Line length.
"Real device terminal code for a local virtual
console. (This is the definition of the field; it
is not clear what this really means.) This byte is
stored as X'00' on MVS.
Set to X'0000'.
Condition code:x'F0' indicates condition code zero.
Reserved.
The low-order byte of the attribute flags. Refer to
the description of the GTTERM macro.
Terminal features flag byte:
                                                      
1xxx xxx Extended color present.
                                                      
x1xx xxx Extended highlighting present.
                                                      
xx1x xxx Programmable symbol sets present.
                                                      
xxxx x1x This bit is not set.
                                                      
xxxx xx1 14-bit addressing allowed.
Number of partitions.
Number of columns.
Number of rows (lines).
The structured fields received in response to a Read
Partition Query.
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3.40.3 Usage Notes

1. fullscrq must be a first stage.
2. fullscrq obtains the information required, in some cases by doing I/O to the terminal, and commits to 0.
3. MVS caches the query reply; the contents of the output record reflect the status at the time the user logged on or
last reconnected. Applications that need to know which symbol sets are currently loaded should perform their own
query.
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3.40.3 Usage Notes

1. fullscrq must be a first stage.
2. fullscrq obtains the information required, in some cases by doing I/O to the terminal, and commits to 0.
3. MVS caches the query reply; the contents of the output record reflect the status at the time the user logged on or
last reconnected. Applications that need to know which symbol sets are currently loaded should perform their own
query.
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3.41 FULLSCRS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__FULLSCRS________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
fullscrs processes the output record from fullscrq. to extract screen geometry and other information useful to a REXX
program that generates data streams for display on the specified terminal.
When fullscrsis not first in a pipeline it is assumed that the input record is in the format produced by fullscrq; when
fullscrs is first in a pipeline it prefixes fullscrq to produce a record describing the terminal or the specified display
(which must have been dialed in).
If fullscrs is first in a pipeline, it prefixes a fullscrq to obtain the characteristics of the log-on terminal.
Subtopics:
3.41.1 Type
3.41.2 Output Record Format
3.41.3 Input Record Format
3.41.4 Output Record Format
3.41.5 Usage Notes
3.41.6 Related Commands
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3.41.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
No arguments are allowed.
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3.41.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
No arguments are allowed.
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3.41.2 Output Record Format
None.
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3.41.2 Output Record Format
None.
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3.41.3 Input Record Format
As define for the output from fullscrq:

  Offs
    0
        
        
    2
        
    4
    5
        
        
    6
    7
    8
        
        
        
   10
   12
   13
   15
        
   16
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
   17
   18
   20
   22
        

   Len
    2
        
        
    2
        
    1
    1
        
        
    1
    1
    1
        
        
        
    2
    1
    2
    1
        
    1
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
    1
    2
    2
    v
        

Description
Virtual device type. The logon terminal is stored
as X'8000'; a dialled terminal shows the type of
real device.
Virtual device status and flags. This field is
X'0000'
Virtual device class. Always X'40' (graphics).
Virtual device type. X'01' for a 3278, 3279, or
similar display. this field is always stored as
X'01'.
Device model number.
Line length.
"Real device terminal code for a local virtual
console. (This is the definition of the field; it
is not clear what this really means.) This byte is
stored as X'00' on MVS.
Set to X'0000'.
Condition code:x'F0' indicates condition code zero.
Reserved.
The low-order byte of the attribute flags. Refer to
the description of the GTTERM macro.
Terminal features flag byte:
                                                      
1xxx xxx Extended color present.
                                                      
x1xx xxx Extended highlighting present.
                                                      
xx1x xxx Programmable symbol sets present.
                                                      
xxxx x1x This bit is not set.
                                                      
xxxx xx1 14-bit addressing allowed.
Number of partitions.
Number of columns.
Number of rows (lines).
The structured fields received in response to a Read
Partition Query.
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3.41.3 Input Record Format
As define for the output from fullscrq:

  Offs
    0
        
        
    2
        
    4
    5
        
        
    6
    7
    8
        
        
        
   10
   12
   13
   15
        
   16
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
   17
   18
   20
   22
        

   Len
    2
        
        
    2
        
    1
    1
        
        
    1
    1
    1
        
        
        
    2
    1
    2
    1
        
    1
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
    1
    2
    2
    v
        

Description
Virtual device type. The logon terminal is stored
as X'8000'; a dialled terminal shows the type of
real device.
Virtual device status and flags. This field is
X'0000'
Virtual device class. Always X'40' (graphics).
Virtual device type. X'01' for a 3278, 3279, or
similar display. this field is always stored as
X'01'.
Device model number.
Line length.
"Real device terminal code for a local virtual
console. (This is the definition of the field; it
is not clear what this really means.) This byte is
stored as X'00' on MVS.
Set to X'0000'.
Condition code:x'F0' indicates condition code zero.
Reserved.
The low-order byte of the attribute flags. Refer to
the description of the GTTERM macro.
Terminal features flag byte:
                                                      
1xxx xxx Extended color present.
                                                      
x1xx xxx Extended highlighting present.
                                                      
xx1x xxx Programmable symbol sets present.
                                                      
xxxx x1x This bit is not set.
                                                      
xxxx xx1 14-bit addressing allowed.
Number of partitions.
Number of columns.
Number of rows (lines).
The structured fields received in response to a Read
Partition Query.
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3.41.4 Output Record Format
A record of blank-delimited words:
1. Number of lines.
2. Number of columns.
3. APL/TEXT flag:
0
1
2

APL/TEXT not present.
3278 APL/TEXT is present; use X'08' graphics escape orders.
3277 APL/TEXT is present; use X'1D' escape sequences.

4. 1 if the terminal supports Erase/Write Alternate; 0 otherwise (typically a 3277).
5. 1 if Write Structured Field is supported.
6. 1 if Extended Highlighting is supported.
7. A two-character unpacked alias character for ROS (read only storage) font 1, or "no." If present, this font contains
the APL/TEXT character set.
8. The first halfword of the Coded Graphic Character Set Identifier for the ROS (read only storage) font 0 or a
question mark if this information is not available.
9. The second halfword of the CGCSID, the code page, or a question mark if this information is not available.
10. The Coded Character Set ID for ROS (read only storage) font 0 or a question mark if this information is not
available.
11. Encoded character information about the programmable symbol sets, if any. Semicolons separate the information
about individual symbol sets. The fields for each symbol set are separated by hyphens:
a. The character set number.
b. The alias character associated with the character set, unpacked to two hex characters.
c. "r" for a ROS (read only storage) symbol set; "w" for a writable symbol set. The number of bit planes
follows the r/w character.
d. If present, eight hexadecimal characters containing the unpacked CGCSID, consisting of a two-byte
character set number and a two-byte code page number.
12. The contents of the color reply, if one was received. Otherwise "no."
13. The contents of the highlighting reply, if one was received. Otherwise "no."
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14. The contents of the reply mode reply, if one was received. Otherwise "no."
15. The default and alternate cell size in the format xx:yy/xx:yy.
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3.41.4 Output Record Format
A record of blank-delimited words:
1. Number of lines.
2. Number of columns.
3. APL/TEXT flag:
0
1
2

APL/TEXT not present.
3278 APL/TEXT is present; use X'08' graphics escape orders.
3277 APL/TEXT is present; use X'1D' escape sequences.

4. 1 if the terminal supports Erase/Write Alternate; 0 otherwise (typically a 3277).
5. 1 if Write Structured Field is supported.
6. 1 if Extended Highlighting is supported.
7. A two-character unpacked alias character for ROS (read only storage) font 1, or "no." If present, this font contains
the APL/TEXT character set.
8. The first halfword of the Coded Graphic Character Set Identifier for the ROS (read only storage) font 0 or a
question mark if this information is not available.
9. The second halfword of the CGCSID, the code page, or a question mark if this information is not available.
10. The Coded Character Set ID for ROS (read only storage) font 0 or a question mark if this information is not
available.
11. Encoded character information about the programmable symbol sets, if any. Semicolons separate the information
about individual symbol sets. The fields for each symbol set are separated by hyphens:
a. The character set number.
b. The alias character associated with the character set, unpacked to two hex characters.
c. "r" for a ROS (read only storage) symbol set; "w" for a writable symbol set. The number of bit planes
follows the r/w character.
d. If present, eight hexadecimal characters containing the unpacked CGCSID, consisting of a two-byte
character set number and a two-byte code page number.
12. The contents of the color reply, if one was received. Otherwise "no."
13. The contents of the highlighting reply, if one was received. Otherwise "no."
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14. The contents of the reply mode reply, if one was received. Otherwise "no."
15. The default and alternate cell size in the format xx:yy/xx:yy.
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3.41.5 Usage Notes

1. fullscrs strictly does not delay the record.
2. fullscrs starts on commit level -1. It verifies its arguments and then commits to 0.
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3.41.5 Usage Notes

1. fullscrs strictly does not delay the record.
2. fullscrs starts on commit level -1. It verifies its arguments and then commits to 0.
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3.42 GATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__GATE__ ________ ________________________________________________>< |
|
|_STRICT_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the GATE stage command to end portions of a pipeline. GATE copies records from its secondary input stream and
higher-numbered input streams to the corresponding output streams until it determines that a record has arrived on its
primary input stream. GATE then ends, which causes all of its input and output streams to be severed. The severing of
these streams may cause other stages to end, depending on the configuration of the pipeline.
GATE can operate in two different modes, depending on whether the operand STRICT is specified. When STRICT is
specified, whenever GATE receives a record on any input stream other than its primary input stream, it does not read
that record until after it has first checked to be sure that no record has arrived on its primary input stream. Thus, when a
record arrives on its primary input stream, it will read no more input records from any input stream.
When STRICT is not specified, GATE may read some number of records from a higher-numbered stream before
noticing that it has received a record on its primary stream. In this mode, GATE may continue reading from a given
stream until that stream has no more records. Only then does it check to see whether the primary input stream has a
record. (In other words, in the non-STRICT mode, GATE provides function similar to the pipeline subcommand
SELECT ANYINPUT.)
Operands

STRICT

specifies that GATE is to check for a record on its primary input stream before reading any record that arrives on any
other input stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: GATE does not read records from its primary input stream. It ends when a record arrives on its
primary input stream.
Secondary and Higher-Numbered Input Streams: GATE reads records from its secondary and higher-numbered input
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streams. If all of its secondary and higher-numbered input streams reach end of file without a record arriving on its
primary input stream, GATE ends.
Secondary and Higher-Numbered Output Streams: If the secondary or higher-numbered output streams are connected,
GATE copies records from its secondary or higher-numbered input streams to its corresponding output streams.
Usage Notes

1. GATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of GATE's output streams are not connected, GATE ends.
3. For performance reasons, use the non-STRICT mode whenever possible because the non-STRICT mode uses less
overhead than the STRICT mode does. If the pipeline is configured so that GATE can never have more than one
input record at a time, then STRICT mode is unnecessary. To ensure that GATE receives only one input record at
a time, you must maintain the relative order of records. For more information, see the section on maintaining the
relative order of records in the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
4. GATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that the primary output stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
5. See also PREDSELECT and PIPESTOP.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.42.1 Example 1
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3.43 GATHER

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF________________________________
|
| >>__GATHER__|_____________________________________________|_________>< |
|
|_STOP__ _ALLEOF_ ____________________________|
|
|
|
|_ANYEOF_|
|
|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|
_1-4___________________________ |
|
|
|_STREAMid__|_______________________________|_|
|
|
|_| Separator |__| inputrange |_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
| (2) Record cannot exceed 4 bytes.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the GATHER stage command to read records from its connected input streams in either sequential or some other
specified order, and write records to its connected primary output stream.
GATHER, without operands, writes the first record from its primary input stream to its connected primary output
stream, the first record from its secondary input stream to its primary output stream, and so on, until one record has been
written from each connected input stream. GATHER repeats this processing cycle in sequential order until all records
from all connected input streams are processed or end of file is reached. GATHER without operands, or with the STOP
operand, bypasses unconnected input streams.
Specify the STOP operand to tell GATHER when to stop processing. The STREAMID operand indicates which input
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streams GATHER should read and in what order. When the STREAMID operand is specified, the GATHER stage
command inspects the first primary input stream record and searches for the stream identifier according to the specified
input range. GATHER then reads the identified input stream and writes it to its primary output stream. If the stream
identifier directs GATHER to read from a non-primary input stream, it writes that record first and then consumes the
primary input stream record.
Operands

STOP

specifies how many input streams must be at end of file for GATHER to stop processing input records. STOP ALLEOF
is the default.
ALLEOF

specifies that input records will stop being processed when GATHER determines that all its input streams are no longer
connected. input records continue to be written as long as at least one input stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.
ANYEOF

specifies that input records will stop being written as soon as GATHER determines that any one of its input streams is
no longer connected.
n
is the number of streams required to become unconnected and reach end of file before GATHER stops writing records.
Specify a decimal number of 1 or greater. Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF.

STREAMid

identifies the location in the primary input record that contains the stream identifier identifying a particular input stream
that GATHER will read. The stream identifier can be a decimal number, where 0 is the primary input stream, 1 is the
secondary input stream, and so on. The stream identifier may also be a name that references a particular input stream
that GATHER will read, so the input stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline.
Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and
CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
pipe literal 000-in-rec | gather streamid wordsep - w1 | terminal
000-in-rec
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the first word, 000, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
primary output stream.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the
plus sign separates each field:
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pipe literal 000+in-rec | gather streamid fieldsep + f1 | terminal
000+in-rec
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the first field, 000, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
primary output stream.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FIELDSEP or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FIELDSEP or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data that the GATHER stage command will use as a
stream identifier. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WORDSEP or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words.
For example, the input stream in the following pipeline consists of one record with three words separated by the default
word separator (blank):
pipe literal in rec 0 | gather streamid w3 | terminal
in rec 0
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the third word, 0, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
primary output stream.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. In the following example, 4 is
the first word and 0 is the second word:
pipe literal +4++0+07+3 | gather streamid wordsep + w2 | terminal
+4++0+07+3
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the second word, 0, so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to its
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primary output stream.
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data that the GATHER stage command will use as a stream identifier.
The FIELDSEPARATOR (or FIELDSEP or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains a record with three fields separated by the default field separator
character (X'05'):
pipe strliteral x8105F00582 | gather streamid f2 | terminal
a 0 b
READY

The primary input stream is indicated by the second field, X'F0', so GATHER writes the primary input stream record to
its primary output stream.
A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields,
pipe literal +4++0+07+3 | gather streamid fieldsep + f3 | terminal
+4++0+07+3
READY

When GATHER inspects the primary input record, and finds the third field is null, it writes the primary input stream
record to its primary output stream. Note that 4 is the second field and 0 is the fourth field:
wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which
GATHER uses to determine the stream identifier of the input stream it is to read from. The location is relative to the
beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the
record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a location, GATHER uses
the entire input record as the stream identifier, so your record must contain up to 4 alphabetic characters or a
combination of alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. You can specify a
location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.

location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
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is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. The following
example specifies the next-to-last and the last column as the location of the stream identifier in the input record:
pipe literal 410107130 | gather streamid -2;-1 | terminal
410107130
READY

The last two columns in this instance are a zero and a blank because the record is padded. GATHER, upon seeing a
zero, writes the primary input stream record to its primary output stream.
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is
the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
GATHER are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
Streams Used
input Streams: GATHER reads one record from each connected stream in sequential order, starting with the primary
input stream unless otherwise specified. GATHER, without the STREAMID operand, bypasses records on streams that
are not connected and have reached end of file. If STREAMID is specified, and a non-primary input stream is identified
on the primary input stream record that GATHER has inspected, GATHER reads the non-primary input record first, and
then consumes the primary input stream record.
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Primary Output Stream: GATHER writes its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it reads the
input records.
Usage Notes

1. GATHER does not delay the records.
2. If GATHER's primary output stream is not connected, GATHER ends.
3. When using the STREAMID operand, if you do not specify a location, GATHER uses the entire input record as
the stream identifier, so your record must contain up to a maximum of 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of
alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A record with more than 4 bytes
will cause GATHER to end with a warning message.
4. GATHER can cause a set of pipelines to stall if:
Two or more input streams originate in the same device driver
input stream n does not reach the end of file because a previous stage is trying to write to stream n+1. The
following diagram shows how a BUFFER stage can prevent a pipeline that uses a GATHER stage from
stalling. Stream numbers are shown to identify the streams used.
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If you run out of virtual storage, you can replace the BUFFER stage in the preceding diagram with an
ELASTIC stage to prevent a stall.
You can also use the FANINANY stage command to prevent a stall.
See BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for more information on pipeline stalls.
5. You do not have to specify all connected input streams with GATHER. For example, if streams 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4
are connected, you can choose to specify only stream 4 in the primary input stream record that GATHER
STREAMID will inspect. You may also direct GATHER to read several, but not all input streams by introducing
many primary input stream records to the GATHER stage, each with a separate stream identifier.
6. GATHER STREAMID can be used for an application that needs to process some records through one part of a
pipeline, while the remaining records undergo separate processing that utilizes the BUFFER or ELASTIC stage
command. For example, records with a 1 in the first column will be sent to a server for processing, and buffered
enough to wait for that server, while records with another value in the first column should not be sent to a server.
7. GATHER can be used to gather the records that the DEAL stage command dealt out to a set of parallel streams.
Such a pipeline is usually built with loop processing.
8. input records must arrive in the order that GATHER reads them. Use the FANINANY stage command when the
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order is unpredictable.
9. GATHER starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream
and then commits to level 0.
10. See also FANIN, FANINANY, FANOUT, BUFFER, ELASTIC, SPECS, and DEAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.43.1 Example 1
3.43.2 Example 2
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3.43.1 Example 1
This example combines three input streams into one output stream with the GATHER stage command.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GATHER)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| < ORDNUM.FILE',
/*read order number data set*/ |
|
'|G:gather',
/* read input streams 0 ,1,2 */
|
|
'| specs 1-15 1 /FOR CUSTOMER/ nextword',/* arrange input data
*/ |
|
'read 1-22 30 write',
|
|
'read 1-16 1 /IS/ nextword 17-24 nextword',
|
|
'write / / 1',
|
|
'| > OUT1.FILE',
/*write records to output data set*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */ |
|
' < CUST.FILE',
/* read customer data set
*/ |
|
'|G:',
/*define GATHER's secondary input*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
' < ACCOUNT.FILE',
/* read ACCOUNT.FILE
*/
|
|
'|G:'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< ORDNUM.FILE

command.

reads the data set ORDNUM.FILE into the pipeline. This flows as input into the GATHER stage

reads one record from each of its connected input streams in sequential order, starting with the primary
input stream. It reads the first record from ORDNUM.FILE, the first record from the CUST.FILE on its secondary
input stream, and the first record from the ACCOUNT.FILE on its tertiary input stream. GATHER repeats this
cycle three times until all records are consumed and written to the existing OUT1.FILE on its primary output
stream.
gather

specs

arranges the contents of the input records and adds words for a meaningful accounting report.
1-15 1 /FOR CUSTOMER/ nextword writes the data from columns 1 through 15 to the output record beginning
in column 1. The character string FOR CUSTOMER is written as the next word in the output record, starting in

column 17 and following the order number and a blank.

releases the current input record (primary stream) and reads the next record, which is the secondary
input stream record.

read

reads the contents of the secondary input stream record in columns 1 through 22 and writes the data
to the output record beginning in column 30.
1-22 30
write

writes the record written so far to the primary output stream.
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read releases the current input record (secondary stream) and reads the next record, which is the tertiary
input stream record.

reads the contents of the tertiary input stream record in columns 1
through 16 and writes the data to the output record beginning in column 1. A blank is added in the next
available column and SPECS writes the character string IS in the output record. Then SPECS reads the
contents of the tertiary input stream record from columns 17 through 24, and writes a blank and the data in
the output record.

1-16 1 /IS/ nextword 17-24 nextword

write

writes the record written so far to the primary output stream.

/ / 1 writes a blank in the output record beginning in column 1. This leaves a blank line between each
account written.
> OUT1.FILE

pipeline.
?

writes the records to the existing data set OUT1.FILE on the A-disk. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< CUST.FILE

reads the data set CUST.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous < stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its secondary
input stream.

g:

?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

< ACCOUNT.FILE

reads the data set ACCOUNT.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous > stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its tertiary input
stream.

g:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ORDNUM.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ORDER # 123456
000002 ORDER # 788994
000003 ORDER # 123330
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 58. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(ORDNUM.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.CUST.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 AMERICAN FIELDSERVERS
000002 FAHITIAN FLYCATCHERS

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000003 NIMBA NETS
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 59. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(CUST.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ACCOUNT BALANCE $0.00
000002 ACCOUNT BALANCE $1000.00
000003 ACCOUNT BALANCE $-20.00
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 60. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(ACCOUNT.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUT1.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ORDER # 123456 FOR CUSTOMER AMERICAN FIELDSERVERS
000002 ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $0.00
000003
000004 ORDER # 788994 FOR CUSTOMER FAHITIAN FLYCATCHERS
000005 ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $1000.00
000006
000007 ORDER # 123330 FOR CUSTOMER NIMBA NETS
000008 ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $-20.00
000009
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 61. GATHER Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OUT1.FILE)
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3.43.1 Example 1
This example combines three input streams into one output stream with the GATHER stage command.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(GATHER)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'| < ORDNUM.FILE',
/*read order number data set*/ |
|
'|G:gather',
/* read input streams 0 ,1,2 */
|
|
'| specs 1-15 1 /FOR CUSTOMER/ nextword',/* arrange input data
*/ |
|
'read 1-22 30 write',
|
|
'read 1-16 1 /IS/ nextword 17-24 nextword',
|
|
'write / / 1',
|
|
'| > OUT1.FILE',
/*write records to output data set*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */ |
|
' < CUST.FILE',
/* read customer data set
*/ |
|
'|G:',
/*define GATHER's secondary input*/
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
' < ACCOUNT.FILE',
/* read ACCOUNT.FILE
*/
|
|
'|G:'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< ORDNUM.FILE

command.

reads the data set ORDNUM.FILE into the pipeline. This flows as input into the GATHER stage

reads one record from each of its connected input streams in sequential order, starting with the primary
input stream. It reads the first record from ORDNUM.FILE, the first record from the CUST.FILE on its secondary
input stream, and the first record from the ACCOUNT.FILE on its tertiary input stream. GATHER repeats this
cycle three times until all records are consumed and written to the existing OUT1.FILE on its primary output
stream.
gather

specs

arranges the contents of the input records and adds words for a meaningful accounting report.
1-15 1 /FOR CUSTOMER/ nextword writes the data from columns 1 through 15 to the output record beginning
in column 1. The character string FOR CUSTOMER is written as the next word in the output record, starting in

column 17 and following the order number and a blank.

releases the current input record (primary stream) and reads the next record, which is the secondary
input stream record.

read

reads the contents of the secondary input stream record in columns 1 through 22 and writes the data
to the output record beginning in column 30.
1-22 30
write

writes the record written so far to the primary output stream.
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read releases the current input record (secondary stream) and reads the next record, which is the tertiary
input stream record.

reads the contents of the tertiary input stream record in columns 1
through 16 and writes the data to the output record beginning in column 1. A blank is added in the next
available column and SPECS writes the character string IS in the output record. Then SPECS reads the
contents of the tertiary input stream record from columns 17 through 24, and writes a blank and the data in
the output record.

1-16 1 /IS/ nextword 17-24 nextword

write

writes the record written so far to the primary output stream.

/ / 1 writes a blank in the output record beginning in column 1. This leaves a blank line between each
account written.
> OUT1.FILE

pipeline.
?

writes the records to the existing data set OUT1.FILE on the A-disk. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< CUST.FILE

reads the data set CUST.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous < stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its secondary
input stream.

g:

?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

< ACCOUNT.FILE

reads the data set ACCOUNT.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
GATHER stage. The record from the previous > stage command flows to the GATHER stage as its tertiary input
stream.

g:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ORDNUM.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ORDER # 123456
000002 ORDER # 788994
000003 ORDER # 123330
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 58. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(ORDNUM.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.CUST.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 AMERICAN FIELDSERVERS
000002 FAHITIAN FLYCATCHERS

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000003 NIMBA NETS
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|

Figure 59. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(CUST.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ACCOUNT.FILE ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ACCOUNT BALANCE $0.00
000002 ACCOUNT BALANCE $1000.00
000003 ACCOUNT BALANCE $-20.00
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 60. GATHER Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(ACCOUNT.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.OUT1.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ORDER # 123456 FOR CUSTOMER AMERICAN FIELDSERVERS
000002 ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $0.00
000003
000004 ORDER # 788994 FOR CUSTOMER FAHITIAN FLYCATCHERS
000005 ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $1000.00
000006
000007 ORDER # 123330 FOR CUSTOMER NIMBA NETS
000008 ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $-20.00
000009
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 61. GATHER Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(OUT1.FILE)
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3.44 GETFILES

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__GETfiles________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the GETFILES stage command to read a list of data sets into a pipeline. GETFILES reads records from its primary
input stream. Each record specifies the data set identifier of a data set to be read.
If its primary output stream is connected, GETFILES writes to its primary output stream the contents of each data set
that it reads.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: GETFILES reads records from its primary input stream. Each primary input stream record must
be a data set name, a fully qualified data set name, a data definition name, or a member and a data definition name in the
same format as the operands of the < stage command. See topic 3.1 for a description of these operands.
Primary Output Stream: GETFILES writes to its primary output stream the contents of each data set read.
Usage Notes

1. GETFILES does not delay the records.
2. If GETFILES's primary output stream is not connected, GETFILES ends.
3. If a data set to be read was previously packed using the PACK stage command, GETFILES unpacks the data set.
4. See also <.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.44.1 Example 1
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3.44.2 Example 2
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3.44.1 Example 1
Given the input data set in Figure 64, the following command copies the contents of all data sets in the list into one
output data set:
pipe < PARTS.LIST | getfiles | > COMBINED.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PARTS.LIST ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 PART1.FILE
000002 PART2.FILE
000003 PART3.FILE
000004 PART4.FILE
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 64. GETFILES Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.44.1 Example 1
Given the input data set in Figure 64, the following command copies the contents of all data sets in the list into one
output data set:
pipe < PARTS.LIST | getfiles | > COMBINED.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PARTS.LIST ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 PART1.FILE
000002 PART2.FILE
000003 PART3.FILE
000004 PART4.FILE
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 64. GETFILES Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.45 HELP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__HELP__ _MENU________________ ___________________________________>< |
|
|_number______________|
|
|
|_MSG__number_________|
|
|
|_MSGnumber___________|
|
|
|_word________________|
|
|
|_SQL__string_________|
|
|
|_SQLCODE_ ________ __|
|
|
|_number_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
help processes requests for help. You can ask for help about:
BatchPipeWorks built-in programs, commands, and syntax elements.
BatchPipeWorks messages. You can get help for a message issued by BatchPipeWorks even if you do not know
the message number; BatchPipeWorks keeps track of the messages it issues.
SQL "topics" and messages. BatchPipeWorks also remembers the previous "sqlcodes."
Help about BatchPipeWorks is stored in a partitioned data set which should be allocated to pipehelp.
When help finds the information to display, help is displayed on your terminal unless the primary output stream is
connected; when the output stream is connected, the information is written to the pipeline rather than to the terminal.
Subtopics:
3.45.1 Type
3.45.2 Usage Notes
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3.45.1 Type
Operands
Use the keyword MENU for a menu of built-in programs. When PIPELINE HELPLIB is available, the menu panel
displays all members of this library that are not messages. This allows access to syntax variables, built-in programs, and
pipeline commands from one panel. Select the member to be displayed with the cursor and press the Enter key or
Program function key 1 (or 13).
With no argument or with a numeric argument that is 10 or less, help is displayed for the last message issued (no
argument or 0), the second-to-last message (argument is 1), and so on back through the memory of the last 11 messages
issued.
With a number that is 11 or more, help is displayed for the message with that number.
MSG explicitly states that help is requested for a message; it must be specified to obtain help for messages 0 through 10.
One or more blank are optional between the keyword and the number.
When the name of a built-in program is specified, help is shown for that program, or for the first member of the library
that the argument is an abbreviation of.
Use helpSQL to display SQL/DS's help information about a particular topic. The topic may be a number (an sqlcode) or
the name of an SQL/D statement. This requires that you have connect privileges to SQL/DS and that an SQL/DS access
module has been generated by your installation; refer to help for SQL. SQL remembers the last 11 negative return code
received from SQL/DS. Use help SQLCODE to display the help information for the code without needing to remember
what it was.
pipe help sqlcode 1
displays the help text for the second-to-last return code received, and so
on.

Tailoring help The file from which the help library is generated has character graphics and syntax diagrams using code
points that display correctly on a 3270 with TEXT ON. Your installation may have changed the code points when
installing BatchPipeWorks.
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3.45.1 Type
Operands
Use the keyword MENU for a menu of built-in programs. When PIPELINE HELPLIB is available, the menu panel
displays all members of this library that are not messages. This allows access to syntax variables, built-in programs, and
pipeline commands from one panel. Select the member to be displayed with the cursor and press the Enter key or
Program function key 1 (or 13).
With no argument or with a numeric argument that is 10 or less, help is displayed for the last message issued (no
argument or 0), the second-to-last message (argument is 1), and so on back through the memory of the last 11 messages
issued.
With a number that is 11 or more, help is displayed for the message with that number.
MSG explicitly states that help is requested for a message; it must be specified to obtain help for messages 0 through 10.
One or more blank are optional between the keyword and the number.
When the name of a built-in program is specified, help is shown for that program, or for the first member of the library
that the argument is an abbreviation of.
Use helpSQL to display SQL/DS's help information about a particular topic. The topic may be a number (an sqlcode) or
the name of an SQL/D statement. This requires that you have connect privileges to SQL/DS and that an SQL/DS access
module has been generated by your installation; refer to help for SQL. SQL remembers the last 11 negative return code
received from SQL/DS. Use help SQLCODE to display the help information for the code without needing to remember
what it was.
pipe help sqlcode 1
displays the help text for the second-to-last return code received, and so
on.

Tailoring help The file from which the help library is generated has character graphics and syntax diagrams using code
points that display correctly on a 3270 with TEXT ON. Your installation may have changed the code points when
installing BatchPipeWorks.
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3.46 HOLE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _HOLE__ _______________________________________________________>< |
|
|_DUMMY_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the HOLE stage command to read all input records and consume them. HOLE reads records from all its connected
input streams and does not write records to any output streams. The output stream remains connected until all input
streams reach the end of file.
Streams Used
Input Streams: HOLE reads records from all connected input streams.
Primary Output Stream: Although HOLE does not write any records to its primary output stream, the output streams
stay connected until all input streams reach end of file.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the records does not apply to HOLE because it does not write any output records.
2. HOLE pulls records through a pipeline when an earlier stage would otherwise end because of receiving end of file
on its output stream.
3. Some stage commands requires the output stream to remain connected. If you do not need to process the output of
one of those stage commands, use HOLE after the stage command to give it a place to send its output.
4. HOLE is useful for performance measurements on a device driver where it is desired to read a complete data set.
5. See also TAKE, DROP, and DUPLICATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.46.1 Example 1
3.46.2 Example 2
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3.46.1 Example 1
The following stages can discard all records and completely replace them with records from a new stage (specified on
APPEND):
... | hole | append ...

The primary output stream of HOLE remains connected until it receives end of file on its primary input stream. When
APPEND gets end of file on its primary input stream, it runs the stage command specified as an operand, which is the
STACK command. APPEND writes the output from the STACK command to its primary output stream. The following
REXX exec uses these two stages to issue two TSO commands and process the output of the second TSO command
before processing the output of the first TSO command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTREXX)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
/* write command's output to pipeline */
|
|
'| locate /PIPE/',
/* select all records that contain PIPE*/
|
|
'| stack',
/* write records to stack */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| tso listds pipe.exec',
/* process listds command */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display output from query search */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| append stack',
/* read stacked output from listcat */
|
|
'| > LISTCAT.OUTPUT'
/* write listcat output to a data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

tso listcat passes the command LISTCAT to TSO for processing and writes the response from LISTCAT to its
primary output stream.
locate /PIPE/

writes all records containing PIPE to its primary output stream.

stack writes its primary input stream to the stack and then copies its primary input stream to its primary output
stream.
hole

reads its primary input stream and discards the records.

tso listds pipe.exec passes the command LISTDS PIPE.EXEC to TSO for processing and writes the response
from LISTDS to its primary output stream.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.
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hole

reads its primary input stream and discards the records.

append stack

reads the records from the stack and writes the records to its primary output stream.

> LISTCAT.OUTPUT

writes the records to the existing data set LISTCAT.OUTPUT.

Figure 65 shows a sample of the results written to the terminal.
listrexx
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
READY

Figure 65. HOLE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Figure 66 shows a sample of the results written to the data set LISTCAT.OUTPUT.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LISTCAT.OUTPUT -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 REFIX.PIPES.CNTL
000002 REFIX.PIPE.EXEC
000003 REFIX.PIPE.EXEC.OLD
000004 REFIX.PIPE.LOAD
000005 REFIX.PIPE.REXX
000006 REFIX.PIPE.REXXV
000008 REFIX.PIPE.REXX1
000010 REFIX.PIPEV.EXEC
000011 REFIX.PIPEV.REXX
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 66. HOLE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.46.1 Example 1
The following stages can discard all records and completely replace them with records from a new stage (specified on
APPEND):
... | hole | append ...

The primary output stream of HOLE remains connected until it receives end of file on its primary input stream. When
APPEND gets end of file on its primary input stream, it runs the stage command specified as an operand, which is the
STACK command. APPEND writes the output from the STACK command to its primary output stream. The following
REXX exec uses these two stages to issue two TSO commands and process the output of the second TSO command
before processing the output of the first TSO command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LISTREXX)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'tso listcat',
/* write command's output to pipeline */
|
|
'| locate /PIPE/',
/* select all records that contain PIPE*/
|
|
'| stack',
/* write records to stack */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| tso listds pipe.exec',
/* process listds command */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display output from query search */
|
|
'| hole',
/* discard records */
|
|
'| append stack',
/* read stacked output from listcat */
|
|
'| > LISTCAT.OUTPUT'
/* write listcat output to a data set */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

tso listcat passes the command LISTCAT to TSO for processing and writes the response from LISTCAT to its
primary output stream.
locate /PIPE/

writes all records containing PIPE to its primary output stream.

stack writes its primary input stream to the stack and then copies its primary input stream to its primary output
stream.
hole

reads its primary input stream and discards the records.

tso listds pipe.exec passes the command LISTDS PIPE.EXEC to TSO for processing and writes the response
from LISTDS to its primary output stream.
terminal

writes the records to the terminal.
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hole

reads its primary input stream and discards the records.

append stack

reads the records from the stack and writes the records to its primary output stream.

> LISTCAT.OUTPUT

writes the records to the existing data set LISTCAT.OUTPUT.

Figure 65 shows a sample of the results written to the terminal.
listrexx
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
READY

Figure 65. HOLE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Figure 66 shows a sample of the results written to the data set LISTCAT.OUTPUT.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LISTCAT.OUTPUT -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 REFIX.PIPES.CNTL
000002 REFIX.PIPE.EXEC
000003 REFIX.PIPE.EXEC.OLD
000004 REFIX.PIPE.LOAD
000005 REFIX.PIPE.REXX
000006 REFIX.PIPE.REXXV
000008 REFIX.PIPE.REXX1
000010 REFIX.PIPEV.EXEC
000011 REFIX.PIPEV.REXX
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 66. HOLE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.47 INSIDE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__INSIDE__ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ ________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the INSIDE stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with the first record
following the record that begins with a specified string. INSIDE writes a group of records to its primary output stream,
if connected, ending a group just prior to the record that has the second specified string or the record corresponding to
the number specified. Each specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, INSIDE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, INSIDE discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
INSIDE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as

INSIDE /abc/ /def/
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If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target
strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.

n
specifies the number of records to be written to the primary output stream, starting with the record immediately
following the record that begins with the target string1. INSIDE writes n records each time string1 is found in the first
column of an input record. n must be 0 or greater. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less than n,
the remaining records are written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: INSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: INSIDE writes to its primary output stream all selected records.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, INSIDE writes all input records not selected to
its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. INSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If all of INSIDE's output streams are not connected, INSIDE ends.
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3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
INSIDE /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

INSIDE 1a1 171

The first INSIDE stage selects records between records with the targets a and 7. The second stage selects records
that follow the record with a for a total of 171 records. That is, 171 is processed as the number of records to be in
the selected group (n) rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending string, INSIDE writes all the records in
its input stream to its primary output stream, starting with the record immediately following the record that begins
with string1. For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | inside /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
______________
| I |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| N |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| S |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| I |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| D |
______________
| dddeee
|
| E |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
|
|
| bbbccc
|
|______________|
|
|
| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, INSIDE will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
string is found before the ending target string, INSIDE writes all the records that are between the first record that
begins with the starting string and the first record that begins with the ending string to its primary output stream.
These records do not include the records that begin with the starting string and the ending string, but they do
include the second record that begins with the starting target string. For example, after issuing the following PIPE
command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | inside /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:
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PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| bbbccc
|
______________
| I |
| aaabbb
|
| aaabbb
|
| N |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| S |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| I |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| D |
______________
| dddeee
|
| E |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
|
|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
|
|
| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

6. If you specify the starting string and n and a second occurrence of the starting string is found within the selected
group of records, INSIDE writes n records, starting with the record following the record that begins with the
starting string and including the record that begins with the second occurrence of the starting string, to its primary
output stream. For example, after issuing the following:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | inside /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| bbbccc
|
______________
| I |
| aaabbb
|
| aaabbb
|
| N |
| cccddd
|
| bbbccc
|
| S |
| dddeee
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| I |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| D |
| dddeee
|
| E |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
|
|
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

7. If you specify INSIDE as an operand on ZONE, each target string must begin in the first column of the specified
column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length
of the column range.
8. INSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, NINSIDE, OUTSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.47.1 Example 1
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3.48 INSTORE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__INSTORE__ _________ ____________________________________________>< |
|
|_REVERSE_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the INSTORE stage command to read the records from its input stream into storage. INSTORE writes to its output
stream (if it is connected) a single record. INSTORE's output record is used only by the OUTSTORE stage command
and tells OUTSTORE how to read all the records back into the pipeline from storage. Optionally, you can store the
records so they can be retrieved in reverse order.
Operands

REVERSE

stores all input records so that OUTSTORE can read all the records back into the pipeline in reverse order.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: INSTORE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: INSTORE writes a single record to its primary output stream. This record is the primary input
stream record to the OUTSTORE stage command.
Usage Notes

1. INSTORE delays the records until end of file is reached.
2. When processing the output from INSTORE in a REXX program, use the PEEKTO pipeline subcommand to read
the output record. Enter the READTO pipeline subcommand without operands to discard the record when it has
been processed.
3. Do not process the INSTORE output record with a stage command other than OUTSTORE.
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4. See also BUFFER and OUTSTORE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.48.1 Example 1
3.48.2 Example 2
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3.48.1 Example 1
To reverse the order of records created by several LITERAL stages, enter the following PIPE command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(REVERSE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal January',
/* write literal data January */
|
|
'| literal February',
/* write literal data February */
|
|
'| literal March',
/* write literal data March */
|
|
'| instore reverse',
/* load records into storage in reverse */
|
|
'| outstore',
/* order then unload */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display reversed records at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

literal January

writes a record containing January to its primary output stream.

literal February writes a record containing February to its primary output stream. It then copies its primary
input stream, which contains the record January, to its primary output stream.

writes a record containing March to its primary output stream. It then copies its primary input
stream, which contains the record February followed by the record January, to its primary output stream.

literal March

instore reverse

in reverse order.

reads the records into storage and creates an output record that contains pointers to the records

outstore

processes the records put in storage by INSTORE.

terminal

write the records to the terminal.

Following are the results of the REVERSE exec:
reverse
January
February
March
READY
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3.48.1 Example 1
To reverse the order of records created by several LITERAL stages, enter the following PIPE command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(REVERSE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal January',
/* write literal data January */
|
|
'| literal February',
/* write literal data February */
|
|
'| literal March',
/* write literal data March */
|
|
'| instore reverse',
/* load records into storage in reverse */
|
|
'| outstore',
/* order then unload */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* display reversed records at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

literal January

writes a record containing January to its primary output stream.

literal February writes a record containing February to its primary output stream. It then copies its primary
input stream, which contains the record January, to its primary output stream.

writes a record containing March to its primary output stream. It then copies its primary input
stream, which contains the record February followed by the record January, to its primary output stream.

literal March

instore reverse

in reverse order.

reads the records into storage and creates an output record that contains pointers to the records

outstore

processes the records put in storage by INSTORE.

terminal

write the records to the terminal.

Following are the results of the REVERSE exec:
reverse
January
February
March
READY
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3.49 JOBLOG

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>____JOBLOG________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
JOBLOG reads the data from its input stream and writes it to the joblog. If JOBLOG is the first stage of a pipeline, it
receives an EOF and no output is sent.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JOBLOG reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: JOBLOG writes the records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JOBLOG does not delay the records.
2. First, JOBLOG tries to write to the terminal using TSO terminal services. If TSO services are not available,
JOBLOG uses WTO to write to the joblog.
3. When JOBLOG is in a pipeline set that has been issued under control of RUNPIPE EVENTS, JOBLOG signals
write events instead of writing to the joblog.
4. To read about the JOBLOG limits, see the WTO macro in the MVS/ESA SP V5 Assembler Services Reference.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.49.1 Example 1
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3.50 JOIN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1____________________________________________
|
| >>__JOIN__|______________________________________________|__________>< |
|
|__ __ _*_ __ ____________ __ __ ___________ __|
|
|
| |_n_| |_/string/___| | |_maxlength_|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|
_1_
|
|
|
|__|___|__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|_*_| |_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_n_| |_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the JOIN stage command to concatenate one or more input records into a single output record. JOIN reads records
from its primary input stream, concatenates the records, and writes the concatenated records to its primary output
stream, if it is connected. Records are concatenated in the order in which they appear in the primary input stream.
Operands

n
specifies the additional number of input records to join to the first record. That is, it concatenates the first n+1 records
into a single record up to the maxlength if specified. It then concatenates the next n+1 records up to the maxlength if
specified. This process continues until all primary input stream records are processed. If the number of records in the
input stream is not evenly divisible by n+1, then the last output record written contains the remaining records. If you do
not specify n, JOIN concatenates pairs of input records. If you specify 0 for n, JOIN copies all primary input stream
records unchanged to its primary output stream.
*

specifies that all records in the input stream are combined into a single output record, if maxlength is not specified.
If maxlength is specified, input records are combined into one or more output records.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If n is not specified but string is specified and
string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note
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3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters to be inserted between concatenated records.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to be inserted
between concatenated records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks
in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be inserted between concatenated
records. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the string. The number
of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

maxlength
specifies the maximum length of an output record. For example, if you specify * and 72 for maxlength, input records are
concatenated into one or more output records that are not longer than 72 characters. JOIN does not split input records
when trying to create an output record with a length that is equal to the maxlength specified.
An input record with a length that is equal to or greater than the maxlength specified is written unchanged.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JOIN reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After concatenating the records read from its primary input stream, JOIN writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JOIN delays records. The last input record in each set of concatenated records is not delayed.
2. If JOIN's primary output stream is not connected, JOIN ends.
3. If n is not specified but string is specified and string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a
number as the delimiting character. For example,
JOIN /2/
is not equivalent to

JOIN 121

The first JOIN stage concatenates pairs of records and inserts the string 2 between each pair. The second stage
121
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concatenates groups of 122 records. That is,

is processed as n rather than as a delimited string.

4. See also CHOP, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, STRIP, and BLOCK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.50.1 Example 1
3.50.2 Example 2
3.50.3 Example 3
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3.50.1 Example 1
Given the data set JOIN.DATA shown in Figure 69, use the following command to produce the output shown in Figure
70:
pipe < JOIN.DATA | join 2 /***/ | terminal

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.JOIN.DATA ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 111
000002 222
000003 333
000004 444
000005 555
000006 666
000007 777
000008 888
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 69. JOIN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < JOIN.DATA | join 2 /***/ | terminal
111***222***333
444***555***666
777***888
READY

Figure 70. JOIN Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.50.1 Example 1
Given the data set JOIN.DATA shown in Figure 69, use the following command to produce the output shown in Figure
70:
pipe < JOIN.DATA | join 2 /***/ | terminal

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.JOIN.DATA ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 111
000002 222
000003 333
000004 444
000005 555
000006 666
000007 777
000008 888
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 69. JOIN Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < JOIN.DATA | join 2 /***/ | terminal
111***222***333
444***555***666
777***888
READY

Figure 70. JOIN Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.50.2 Example 2
To combine all lines of data set INPUT.FILE into a single record and write the record to the existing F-format data set
named OUTPUT.FILE, specify:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | join * | > OUTPUT.FILE coerce
The COERCE operand on the > stage command pads or truncates records to the
record length of the F-format data set.
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3.50.2 Example 2
To combine all lines of data set INPUT.FILE into a single record and write the record to the existing F-format data set
named OUTPUT.FILE, specify:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | join * | > OUTPUT.FILE coerce
The COERCE operand on the > stage command pads or truncates records to the
record length of the F-format data set.
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3.51 JOINCONT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_TRAILING_
|
| >>__JOINCONT__ _____ __|__________|__ _/string1/___ _________________> |
|
|_NOT_| |_LEADING__| |_Xhexstring1_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_|
|
|
|
| >__ _____________ __________________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string2/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the JOINCONT stage command to join records that are marked with a continuation string at the end of the first
record or at the beginning of the second record. JOINCONT deletes the continuation string, but you can specify another
string to be inserted between joined records.
JOINCONT reads records from its primary input stream and concatenates records as long as the specified continuation
string is present. When JOINCONT encounters a record without the continuation string, it writes the data it has
concatenated thus far as a record to its output stream and then goes on to read its next input stream record.
Operands

NOT

specifies that the records are joined when the specified string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 is absent.
TRAILING

specifies that the continuation string is at the end of the record being continued. TRAILING is the default.
If you specify TRAILING, each input record is inspected for the specified trailing string of characters (string1,
hexstring1, or binstring1).
LEADING

specifies that the continuation string is at the beginning of the second record being continued.

If you specify LEADING, the next input record is inspected for the specified leading string of characters (string1,
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hexstring1, or binstring1).
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
defines the string of characters as the continuation string.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the string of characters as the
continuation string. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring1

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the string of characters as the continuation string. The B
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits
must be divisible by 8.
string2
defines the string of characters to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 when two records are joined. When string2
is used with the NOT operand, string2 is inserted between the two records being joined.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the string of characters to replace
string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 when two records are joined. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the string of characters to replace string1, hexstring1, or
binstring1 when two records are joined. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JOINCONT reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: JOINCONT writes the joined records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JOINCONT TRAILING processes records as follows:
Records that are not continued are not delayed
The last record of a set of continued records is not delayed.
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JOINCONT LEADING processes records as follows:
Records that are not continued are delayed by one record
The last record of a set of continued records is delayed by one record.
2. If JOINCONT's primary output stream is not connected, JOINCONT ends.
3. Use a STRIP TRAILING stage before a JOINCONT stage in a pipeline to remove the trailing blanks from a
fixed-format data set.
4. See also JOIN.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.51.1 Example 1
3.51.2 Example 2
3.51.3 Example 3
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3.51.1 Example 1
To combine records in a variable-length data set (shown in Figure 71) that end with a comma, use the following PIPE
command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip | joincont /,/ / / | terminal
This is the first sentence.
This is the second sentence.
READY
Note that you need to use the STRIP stage command to delete any trailing
blanks.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 This,
000002 is,
000003 the,
000004 first,
000005 sentence.
000006 This,
000007 is,
000008 the,
000009 second,
000010 sentence.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 71. JOINCONT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.51.1 Example 1
To combine records in a variable-length data set (shown in Figure 71) that end with a comma, use the following PIPE
command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip | joincont /,/ / / | terminal
This is the first sentence.
This is the second sentence.
READY
Note that you need to use the STRIP stage command to delete any trailing
blanks.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 This,
000002 is,
000003 the,
000004 first,
000005 sentence.
000006 This,
000007 is,
000008 the,
000009 second,
000010 sentence.
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 71. JOINCONT Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
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3.51.2 Example 2
To join records that do not end with a period, use the following PIPE command with the data from INPUT.FILE (shown
in Figure 71 in topic 3.51.1):
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip | joincont not /./ | terminal
This,is,the,first,sentence.
This,is,the,second,sentence.
READY
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3.52 JUXTAPOSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__JUXTAPOSe_______________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the JUXTAPOSE stage command to prefix one or more records in its secondary input stream with a record from its
primary input stream. JUXTAPOSE reads records from its primary and secondary input streams as they become
available. Each record from the primary input stream is stored in a one-record buffer, replacing the previous contents of
the buffer. The record which was previously in the buffer is then discarded. When a record is read from the secondary
input stream, it is prefixed with the record currently in the buffer and the combined record is written to the primary
output stream. If a record is available on the secondary input stream before a record is available on the primary input
stream, the secondary input stream record is not prefixed.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: JUXTAPOSE reads records from its primary input stream as they become available and stores
the record in a one-record buffer.
Secondary Input Stream: JUXTAPOSE reads records from its secondary input stream as they become available and
prefixes the records with the record currently in the buffer.
Primary Output Stream: JUXTAPOSE writes the combined records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. JUXTAPOSE discards records read from its primary input stream. Records read from its secondary stream are not
delayed.
2. If JUXTAPOSE's primary output stream is not connected, JUXTAPOSE ends.
3. JUXTAPOSE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary output stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
4. See also PREDSELECT, SPECS with the SELECT operand.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.52.1 Example 1
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3.53 LISTCAT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__LISTCAT__ ______ __ _____ __ __________________ ________________>< |
|
|_ASIS_| |_All_| | <______________ |
|
|
|___DSname__word_|_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
listcat writes a list of data set names into the pipeline. The list is qualified by a specified string or the current prefix, or
both.
Names are listed for each word in the DSNAME list and each word in the input records. When the word does not begin
with a quote, the user's TSO/E prefix is prepended to the word specified, if a prefix is set. When the word begins with a
quote, it is used without further prefixing.
Subtopics:
3.53.1 Type
3.53.2 Output Record Format
3.53.3 Usage Notes
3.53.4 Related Commands
3.53.5 Examples
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3.53.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands

ASIS

ALL

Use data set names as written; do not translate to uppercase. The default is to translate data set names to
uppercase.
Write all entries supplied to the pipeline, prefixed by one-character code. By default, only data set names an
VSAM cluster names are written.
DSNAME
Alist of data set qualifiers follows. DSNAME is assumed in front of an option that is not recognized.
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3.53.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands

ASIS

ALL

Use data set names as written; do not translate to uppercase. The default is to translate data set names to
uppercase.
Write all entries supplied to the pipeline, prefixed by one-character code. By default, only data set names an
VSAM cluster names are written.
DSNAME
Alist of data set qualifiers follows. DSNAME is assumed in front of an option that is not recognized.
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3.53.2 Output Record Format
When ALL is specified, each output record contains a character code in the first column:
A

Non-VSAM data set.
B

Generation data group.
C

Cluster.
G

Alternate index.
H

Generation data set.
L

Tape volume catalog library entry.
R

User catalog connector entry.
W

Tape volume catalog library entry.
X

Alias.
The names follows from column 2.
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3.53.2 Output Record Format
When ALL is specified, each output record contains a character code in the first column:
A

Non-VSAM data set.
B

Generation data group.
C

Cluster.
G

Alternate index.
H

Generation data set.
L

Tape volume catalog library entry.
R

User catalog connector entry.
W

Tape volume catalog library entry.
X

Alias.
The names follows from column 2.
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3.53.3 Usage Notes

1. listcat does not delay the last record.
2. Each 'word' that you specify on listcat, or in the input records (and prepended with the user prefix, if necessary) is
used as a "search string." listcat lists the data sets that begin with this string.
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3.53.3 Usage Notes

1. listcat does not delay the last record.
2. Each 'word' that you specify on listcat, or in the input records (and prepended with the user prefix, if necessary) is
used as a "search string." listcat lists the data sets that begin with this string.
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3.53.4 Related Commands
See also listdsi and sysdsn
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3.53.4 Related Commands
See also listdsi and sysdsn
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3.54 LISTDSI

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__LISTDSI__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
listdsi calls the REXX function listdsi() and writes the contents of the variables that describe the data set to the primary
output system. It then writes the function result (the return code) to the secondary output system (if it is defined).
The argument string (if it is non-blank) and each non-blank input record are passed to the listdsi()function without
inspection or modification. When the return code is less than 16, the variables shown below are obtained from the
REXX environment and written to the output stream if they are defined. Directory information (ADIRBLK,
UDIRBLK, and MEMBER) is written only if the return code is 0. The variables are written in the order shown, column
by column. When the return code is 16, only the last three variables are obtained (REASON, MSGLV1, MSGLV2).
DSREALUNEXTRMEMBERS
VOLRUSEXPABLREASON
UNBLPRCRRAADMSGLV1
DSKESEREUPUDMSGLV2

Subtopics:
3.54.1 Type
3.54.2 Output Record Format
3.54.3 Streams Used
3.54.4 Usage Notes
3.54.5 Related Commands
3.54.6 Examples
3.54.7 Return Codes
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3.54.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
If an argument string is specified, it is processed before listdsi reads input records, as if it were an input record.
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3.54.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
If an argument string is specified, it is processed before listdsi reads input records, as if it were an input record.
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3.54.2 Output Record Format
The lines that are written to the primary output system contain a variable name and its value in a format that is
compatible with varset.
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3.54.2 Output Record Format
The lines that are written to the primary output system contain a variable name and its value in a format that is
compatible with varset.
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3.54.3 Streams Used
Records are read from the primary output stream; no other input stream may be connected.
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3.54.3 Streams Used
Records are read from the primary output stream; no other input stream may be connected.
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3.54.4 Usage Notes

1. listdsi writes all output for an input record before consuming the input record.
2. listdsi starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and commits to level
0.
3. When the secondary output system is not defined, listdsi ends when it discovers that its output stream is not
connected. When the secondary output system is defined, listdsi terminates when it discovers that its secondary
output stream is not connected; it ignores end-of-file on the primary output system.
4. Data set names follow TSO/E conventions. Enclose a fully-qualified name in quotes. The prefix is applied to data
set names that are not enclosed in quotes.
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3.54.4 Usage Notes

1. listdsi writes all output for an input record before consuming the input record.
2. listdsi starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and commits to level
0.
3. When the secondary output system is not defined, listdsi ends when it discovers that its output stream is not
connected. When the secondary output system is defined, listdsi terminates when it discovers that its secondary
output stream is not connected; it ignores end-of-file on the primary output system.
4. Data set names follow TSO/E conventions. Enclose a fully-qualified name in quotes. The prefix is applied to data
set names that are not enclosed in quotes.
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3.54.5 Related Commands
See also sysdsn and state
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3.54.5 Related Commands
See also sysdsn and state
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3.54.6 Examples

READY
pipe listdsi sys1.proclib ¦ take 3 ¦ terminal
=SYSREASON=0005
READY
pipe listdsi 'sys1.proclib' ¦ take 3 ¦ terminal
=SYSDSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB
=SYSVOLUME=RESGPB
=SYSUNIT=3380
READY
pipe (end ?) l: listdsi exec ¦ take 3 ¦ terminal ? l: ¦ terminal
=SYSDSNAME=IBMUSER.EXEC
=SYSVOLUME=SMS066
=SYSUNIT=3390
0
READY
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3.54.6 Examples

READY
pipe listdsi sys1.proclib ¦ take 3 ¦ terminal
=SYSREASON=0005
READY
pipe listdsi 'sys1.proclib' ¦ take 3 ¦ terminal
=SYSDSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB
=SYSVOLUME=RESGPB
=SYSUNIT=3380
READY
pipe (end ?) l: listdsi exec ¦ take 3 ¦ terminal ? l: ¦ terminal
=SYSDSNAME=IBMUSER.EXEC
=SYSVOLUME=SMS066
=SYSUNIT=3390
0
READY
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3.55.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command lists the directory of the first partitioned data set allocated to SYSEXEC. The partitioned
data set contains seven members:
pipe listispf dd=sysexec | terminal
ALLOCFPL
EPOP
RT
SC
01.00 19931218 22:08
136
TFT
TISP
01.03 19931215 14:57
136
TISPF
Ready

136

0 DPJOHN

10

0 PIPER

Notice that the SC and TISP members contain additional information. These
two members have been stored by ISPF and the output contains the
information that ISPF adds to the directory. For example, the information
for the SC member indicates that it is version 01, modification 00, last
updated on December 18, 1993, currently 136 records, originally 136
records, has had 0 modifications, and was last stored by user DPJOHN.
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3.55.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command lists the directory of the first partitioned data set allocated to SYSEXEC. The partitioned
data set contains seven members:
pipe listispf dd=sysexec | terminal
ALLOCFPL
EPOP
RT
SC
01.00 19931218 22:08
136
TFT
TISP
01.03 19931215 14:57
136
TISPF
Ready

136

0 DPJOHN

10

0 PIPER

Notice that the SC and TISP members contain additional information. These
two members have been stored by ISPF and the output contains the
information that ISPF adds to the directory. For example, the information
for the SC member indicates that it is version 01, modification 00, last
updated on December 18, 1993, currently 136 records, originally 136
records, has had 0 modifications, and was last stored by user DPJOHN.
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3.55 LISTISPF

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__LISTISPF__ _dsname_____ ______________ _____________ ____________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname___________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
| <________ |
|
|
|___member_|_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LISTISPF stage command to read the directory of a partitioned data set. After discarding the dictionary header
record, one record is written to the primary output stream for each member of the partitioned data set. If the member has
been stored by ISPF, the information that ISPF adds to the directory is formatted and written to the primary output
stream along with the member name. If the member has not been stored by ISPF, only the member name is written to
the primary output stream. A LISTISPF stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a partitioned data set. The partitioned data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname

indicates that the partitioned data set to be read is already allocated.

ddname
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is the data definition name of the allocated data set.
member
is the name of a member of the partitioned data set. If no member name is specified, LISTISPF lists information about
all members of the specified partitioned data set.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: LISTISPF writes the directory records to its primary output stream. Each record is in the
following format:

Table 2. LISTISPF Format of Output Records
Offset
Offset
Length
Description
Decimal
Hex
                                                     
0
(0)
8
Member name
10
(A)
5
Version and Modification
16
(10)
8
Date in ISO format of last modification
                            (yyyymmdd)
25
(19)
5
Time on a 24-hour clock of last
                            modification (hh:mm)
31
(1F)
5
Current size of member (number of records)
37
(25)
5
Initial size of member (number of records)
43
(26)
5
Number of modifications
49
(31)
8
User who last stored the member

Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to LISTISPF because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If LISTISPF's primary output stream is not connected, LISTISPF ends.
3. LISTPDS translates the data set name, the data definition name, and the member name to uppercase.
4. If you concatenate a group of partitioned data sets to a ddname, and then specify that ddname as input to
LISTISPF using the DDname=ddname operand, LISTISPF reads the directory of the first data set in the
concatenation. See "Example 2" in topic 3.55.2 for an example of reading the directories of all data sets in a
concatenation.
5. LISTISPF starts at commit level -1. It opens the DCB and then commits to 0.
6. See also LISTPDS, <, QSAM, and READPDS.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.55.1 Example 1
3.55.2 Example 2
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3.56.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command lists the member names of an MVS load library named TSO.LOAD:
pipe listpds tso.load | chop 8 | terminal
PIPE
PRGM1
READY
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3.56.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command lists the member names of an MVS load library named TSO.LOAD:
pipe listpds tso.load | chop 8 | terminal
PIPE
PRGM1
READY
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3.56 LISTPDS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__LISTPDS__ _dsname_____ ______________ _____________ _____________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname___________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
| <________ |
|
|
|___member_|_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LISTPDS stage command to read the directory of a partitioned data set. After discarding the dictionary header
record, one record is written to the primary output stream for each member of the partitioned data set. The first eight
bytes of each output record contain the member name. The remainder of the output record depends on the type of data
set. A LISTPDS stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a partitioned data set; it must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group. If the name
is fully-qualified, enclose the specified data set in single quotation marks.
DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated data set.
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member
is the name of a member of the data set. If no member name is specified, LISTPDS lists information about all members
of the specified data set.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: LISTPDS writes the directory records to its primary output stream. The first eight bytes of each
output record contain the member name, and the remainder of the output record depends on the type of data set.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to LISTPDS because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If LISTPDS's primary output stream is not connected, LISTPDS ends.
3. LISTPDS translates the data set name, the data definition name, and the member name to uppercase.
4. If you concatenate a group of partitioned data sets to a ddname, and then specify that ddname as input to
LISTPDS using the DDname=ddname operand, LISTPDS reads the directory of the first data set in the
concatenation. See "Example 2" in topic 3.56.2 for an example of reading the directories of all data sets in a
concatenation.
5. LISTPDS starts at commit level -2000000000. It opens the DCB and then commits to level 0.
6. See also <, LISTISPF, QSAM, and READPDS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.56.1 Example 1
3.56.2 Example 2
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3.57 LITERAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__LITERAL__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LITERAL stage command to write a specified character string as a record to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. If the primary input stream for the LITERAL stage contains any records, LITERAL then copies the records
from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

string
is a string of characters that make up a record. The string begins exactly one space after the LITERAL stage command
and ends with the last character before the stage separator (|), the pipeline end character or the end of the pipeline. It
includes any leading or trailing blanks. If you do not specify string, LITERAL creates a null record.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: LITERAL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After writing string to its primary output stream, LITERAL copies any records read from its
primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. LITERAL does not delay the records.
2. If LITERAL's primary output stream is not connected, LITERAL ends.
3. Because LITERAL writes string as the first record of its output stream before copying its input stream, records
from multiple LITERAL stages are written to the output in reverse order compared to the order of the stages in
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the pipeline. Here is an example:
pipe literal or not to be | literal To be | terminal
To be
or not to be
READY

To write the character strings to the output in the same order as they are written in a pipeline, use APPEND stages
following the first LITERAL stage, as in the following example:
pipe literal 1 | append literal 2 | append literal 3 | terminal
1
2
3
READY

4. To write a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option with an escape character or use a double stage separator. For example, the following two PIPE commands
produce the same results:
pipe (escape %) literal 10%|3| literal Girl/Boy ratio: | terminal
pipe literal 10||3| literal Girl/Boy ratio: | terminal
In the first stage, LITERAL writes the ratio of girls to boys. The
string contains the | character, which is the default stage separator
character.

In the first PIPE command, the ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. To prevent
the first PIPE command from treating the occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
In the second PIPE command, the PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the
LITERAL stage as |.
5. See also APPEND, STRLITERAL, and VAR.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.57.1 Example 1
3.57.2 Example 2
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3.57.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes a character string to the terminal:
pipe literal This is a record.| terminal
This is a record.
READY
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3.57.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes a character string to the terminal:
pipe literal This is a record.| terminal
This is a record.
READY
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3.58 LOCATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1-*____________________________________________
|
| >>__Locate__|________________________________________________|_______> |
|
|_ _| Separator |__| Inputrange |______________ _|
|
|
|
<__________________________________
|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|
|_(____| Separator |__| Inputrange |____|__)_|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(2)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a |
|
blank.
|
|
|
| (2) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LOCATE stage command to select records that contain a specified target string of characters. LOCATE writes
primary input stream records that contain a specified string to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its
secondary output stream is connected, LOCATE writes all other input records to its secondary output stream. If you do
not specify a string, a null string is assumed.
LOCATE searches for the specified string within one or more specified locations of the input data in the record. If you
do not specify a location, LOCATE searches the entire input record. When at least one input data location is specified, if
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you do not specify a string or you specify a null string, LOCATE writes to its primary output stream only input records
of length x or greater, where x is the input data location with the smallest absolute value.
When LOCATE is used to search for a string, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match. A match is found only if the data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank
characters. Blank characters contained in the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target string.
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal d-e-f | locate wordsep - w3 /c/ | terminal
a-b-c
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a LOCATE stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the
question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b? | literal e??f | locate fieldsep ? f2-3 /f/ | terminal
e??f
READY
If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a LOCATE
stage, a field separator character remains in effect until the next
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
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SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which the LOCATE stage command
operates. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input
character string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words each where the words are
separated by a blank:
pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | locate word 2 /j/ | terminal
gh ij kl
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, ab is the
first word and a is the third word:

pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?a| split | locate (ws ? w1 w3) /a/| terminal
?ab?c??a
ab?c?a
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the LOCATE stage command operates. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d |literal
a b-c d
READY

c f-g h | locate fs - f2 /c/ |terminal

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?a| split | locate (fs ? f1 f3) /a/ | terminal
ab?c?a
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
LOCATE operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range
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indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record.
If you do not specify a location, LOCATE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string, hexstring, or
binstring. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the next-to-last and the last column as the input location:
pipe literal afbc adef ghfi fjkl| split | locate -2;-1 /f/ | terminal
adef
ghfi
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the
input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
LOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
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*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If no operands are specified before string and
if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a target string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a target string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a target string of characters to be
located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There
must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring

defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a target string of characters to be located. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: LOCATE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If the target string is specified, LOCATE copies input records that contain the target string
within any specified column range, word range, or field range to its primary output stream. If the target string is not
specified and cnumberrange, wnumberrange, or fnumberrange is specified, LOCATE writes to its primary output
stream only input records of length x or greater, where x is the input data location with the smallest absolute value.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, LOCATE copies each input record that is not
written to its primary output stream to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. LOCATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of LOCATE's output streams are not connected, LOCATE ends.
3. If no operands are specified before string, and if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. For example,
LOCATE /5/
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is not equivalent to

LOCATE (5(

The first LOCATE stage selects records that contain the string 5. The second stage results in an error message
because (5( is processed as cnumberrange rather than as a delimited string.
If no input range is specified, you cannot specify asterisk (*) as the delimiting character when string consists of
only a hyphen (-).
4. Unlike the FIND and NFIND stage commands, LOCATE does not require the target operand to begin in column 1
in order for the record to be selected.
5. Use a LOCATE stage followed by an NLOCATE stage to select records of a particular length. For example, the
following PIPE command displays all records of DATA.FILE that are exactly 20 characters long:
pipe < DATA.FILE | locate 20 | nlocate 21 | terminal

6. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that contain the character string A|B, issue
the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | locate /A%|B/ | terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the LOCATE stage
command is used to locate records that contain the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the
default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as
a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the
LOCATE stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the LOCATE
stage as |. For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | locate /A||B/ | terminal

7. If you specify LOCATE as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must be completely located
within the input range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of the input
range.
8. If you want to remove blank lines from a data set, use STRIP to remove leading and trailing blanks, and then use
LOCATE with no operands to search for input records of length 0. For example, to remove blank lines from the
data set NOBLANK.FILE, issue the following:
pipe < NOBLANK.FILE | strip | locate | > OUTBLANK.FILE
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9. LOCATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
10. See also FIND, NFIND, NLOCATE, ALL, ZONE, CASEI, STRFIND, and STRNFIND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.58.1 Example 1
3.58.2 Example 2
3.58.3 Example 3
3.58.4 Example 4
3.58.5 Example 5
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3.58.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTDS command displays information similar to the following:
listds pipe.exec
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
READY
To display the line that contains the specific data such as the record
format, logical record length, and the block size, enter the following
command:

pipe tso listds pipe.exec|locate /VB/|terminal
VB
255
3120
PO
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3.58.2 Example 2
Given the input data set containing student grade information shown in Figure 73, use the following command to
display only the lines about students who received a grade of 100 on exam 2 or exam 3.
pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | locate (30-32 40-42) /100/ | terminal

Figure 74 shows the resulting output of the command:
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.STUDENT.GRADES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 STUDENT
EXAM 1
EXAM 2
EXAM 3
EXAM 4
000002
000003 CAROLYN
78
87
100
95
000004 EVELYN
85
84
82
89
000005 JACK
100
89
89
100
000006 KEN
88
79
79
93
000007 KAREN
90
100
100
95
000008 MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 73. LOCATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | locate (30-32 40-42) /100/ | terminal
CAROLYN
78
87
100
95
KAREN
90
100
100
95
MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
READY

Figure 74. LOCATE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.58.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTDS command displays information similar to the following:
listds pipe.exec
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
READY
To display the line that contains the specific data such as the record
format, logical record length, and the block size, enter the following
command:

pipe tso listds pipe.exec|locate /VB/|terminal
VB
255
3120
PO
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3.58.2 Example 2
Given the input data set containing student grade information shown in Figure 73, use the following command to
display only the lines about students who received a grade of 100 on exam 2 or exam 3.
pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | locate (30-32 40-42) /100/ | terminal

Figure 74 shows the resulting output of the command:
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.STUDENT.GRADES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 STUDENT
EXAM 1
EXAM 2
EXAM 3
EXAM 4
000002
000003 CAROLYN
78
87
100
95
000004 EVELYN
85
84
82
89
000005 JACK
100
89
89
100
000006 KEN
88
79
79
93
000007 KAREN
90
100
100
95
000008 MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 73. LOCATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | locate (30-32 40-42) /100/ | terminal
CAROLYN
78
87
100
95
KAREN
90
100
100
95
MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
READY

Figure 74. LOCATE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.58.3 Example 3
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that contain both the string, RED, and the string, WHITE, enter:
pipe < FLAG.COLORS | locate /RED/ | locate /WHITE/ | terminal

The first LOCATE stage writes all records containing RED to its primary output stream. The second LOCATE stage then
reads those records and selects only the records that also contain WHITE to write to its primary output stream.
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3.58.3 Example 3
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that contain both the string, RED, and the string, WHITE, enter:
pipe < FLAG.COLORS | locate /RED/ | locate /WHITE/ | terminal

The first LOCATE stage writes all records containing RED to its primary output stream. The second LOCATE stage then
reads those records and selects only the records that also contain WHITE to write to its primary output stream.
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3.58.4 Example 4
To display only those lines of data set ALPHA.SCRIPT that are 10 or more characters in length, enter the following
command:
pipe < ALPHA.SCRIPT | locate 10 | terminal

Because no string is specified on the LOCATE stage command, only records with 10 or more characters are written to
the output stream.
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3.58.4 Example 4
To display only those lines of data set ALPHA.SCRIPT that are 10 or more characters in length, enter the following
command:
pipe < ALPHA.SCRIPT | locate 10 | terminal

Because no string is specified on the LOCATE stage command, only records with 10 or more characters are written to
the output stream.
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3.59 LOOKUP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__LOOKUP__ _______ __|__________________|__________________________> |
|
|_COUNT_| |_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
_1-*__1-*_______________________
_DETAILs__MASTER_
|
| >__|________________________________|__|_________________|__________>< |
|
|_columnrange1__ ______________ _| |_DETAILs_________|
|
|
|_columnrange2_|
|_MASTER__________|
|
|
|_MASTER__DETAILs_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the LOOKUP stage command to find records in a reference.
LOOKUP matches records in its primary input stream with records in its secondary input stream and writes matched
and unmatched records to different output streams. The records are matched on the basis of a key field (the contents of a
specified range of columns in the records).
LOOKUP reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes records to its primary, secondary, and
tertiary output streams, if each is connected. The secondary input stream must be defined and connected.
The records in the secondary input stream are the master records. LOOKUP first reads the master records into a buffer,
where records with duplicate key fields are discarded; the first occurrence of a key is retained. The records in the buffer
are referred to as the reference.
The records in the primary input stream are the detail records. LOOKUP compares detail records to records in the
reference.
LOOKUP writes records to three output streams, if each is connected:
The primary output stream contains matching records. You can specify the sequence of the master and detail
records written to the primary output stream and what is written to the primary output stream: both detail and
master records, only detail records, or only master records.
The secondary output stream contains detail records that do not have a matching master record.
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The tertiary output stream contains master records in ascending order by their key fields.
The primary and secondary output streams are severed at the end of file on the primary input stream before records are
written to the tertiary output stream.
Operands

COUNT

specifies that each master record is prefaced with a 10-character field that represents the number of detail records that
match the master record. The 10-character field is right-justified with leading blanks.
If you specify COUNT and the tertiary output stream is connected, all master records written have a 10-character prefix
that contains the number of matching detail records; unmatched records have a count of 0.
If you do not specify COUNT and the tertiary output stream is connected, only unmatched master records are written.
NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. This is the default.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange1
defines a key field for the detail records. If columnrange1 is not specified, the default key field is the entire record for
both the primary and secondary input streams. You can specify columnrange1 as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
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inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) - 1 for n.
columnrange2
defines a key field for the master records. If columnrange2 is not specified, columnrange1 defines the key field for both
the primary and secondary input streams. You can specify columnrange2 (which is identical with the format for
columnrange1) as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(3)(1) - 1 for
n.
DETAILs MASTER

specifies writing the matched detail records followed by their master record to the primary output stream. This is the
default.
DETAILs

specifies writing only the matched detail records to the primary output stream. It discards the matched master records.

MASTER

specifies writing only the matched master records to the primary output stream. It discards the matched detail records.

MASTER DETAILs

specifies writing the matched master record followed by its matched detail records to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: After reaching end of file on its secondary input stream, LOOKUP reads detail records from its
primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: LOOKUP reads master records from its secondary input stream. The secondary input stream
must be connected.
Primary Output Stream: LOOKUP writes matching records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: LOOKUP writes detail records that do not have a matching master record to its secondary
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output stream, if it is connected.
Tertiary Output Stream: LOOKUP writes master records in ascending order by their key fields to its tertiary output
stream, if it is connected. If the COUNT operand is specified, all master records are written. Otherwise, only the
unmatched master records are written.
Usage Notes

1. LOOKUP delays its secondary input stream records. LOOKUP does not delay its primary input stream records.
2. If all of LOOKUP's output streams are not connected, LOOKUP ends.
3. The following diagram shows the input and output streams for LOOKUP using the default operands:
__________
_______________
|
|________ÿ|Matching MASTER|
___________
|
L
|
| and DETAILS
|
| DETAILS |____ÿ|
|
|_______________|
|
|
|
O
|
|___________|
|
|
Primary Input
|
O
|
Stream
|
|
_______________
|
K
|________ÿ|DETAILS without|
|
|
|matching MASTER|
|
U
|
|_______________|
|
|
___________
|
P
|
| MASTER
|____ÿ|
|
|
|
|
|
_______________
|___________|
|
|________ÿ|MASTER without |
Secondary Input
|
|
|matching DETAIL|
Stream
|__________|
|_______________|

Primary
Output
Stream

Secondary
Output
Stream

Tertiary
Output
Stream

The PIPE command in the following REXX exec shows how to code a LOOKUP stage as shown in the preceding
diagram. LOOKUP reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes the contents of its
primary, secondary, and tertiary output streams to separate files.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MYLOOKUP)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< DETAIL.RECORDS',
/* read DETAIL.RECORDS */
|
|
'| l: lookup',
/* find matches */
|
|
'| > MATCHING.RECORDS',
/* write matching masters and details */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
' < MASTER.RECORDS',
/* read MASTER.RECORDS */
|
|
'| l:',
/* define secondary streams for LOOKUP */
|
|
'| > UNREF.DETAILS',
/* write details without masters */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
' l:',
/* define tertiary output for LOOKUP */
|
|
'| > UNREF.MASTERS'
/* write masters without details */
|
|
Exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

4. Although the COLLATE and LOOKUP stage commands both process master and detail records read from their
input streams, COLLATE reads master records from its primary input stream and LOOKUP reads master records
from its secondary input stream. COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream and LOOKUP
reads detail records from its primary input stream.
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5. LOOKUP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
6. See also COLLATE and MERGE.
Subtopics:
3.59.1 Example 1
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3.60 MCTOASA

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__MCTOASA_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MCTOASA stage command to convert machine carriage control to ASA carriage control. MCTOASA reads
records from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary output stream. It discards null input records.
MCTOASA inspects the first column of the first record to determine whether the data set already has ASA form of
carriage control. If the data set does not have ASA carriage control, MCTOASA converts the first byte of each record to
an ASA carriage control character. Based on the carriage control of the next record, MCTOASA moves the converted
first byte to the following record, if appropriate, to turn a delayed carriage movement into an immediate one.
If the input data set already has ASA carriage control, MCTOASA copies it to the output stream and verifies that each
record has valid ASA carriage control.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: MCTOASA reads records from its primary input stream. Null records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: After converting the records read from its primary input stream, MCTOASA writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. If conversion is performed, MCTOASA delays the records. MCTOASA does not delay the records when no
conversion is performed.
2. If MCTOASA's primary output stream is not connected, MCTOASA ends.
3. MCTOASA truncates records after 256 bytes without indication of an error.
4. For the machine carriage control character to be valid, bit 7 must be odd and bit 5 must be 0. The value of bit
positions 1 through 4 must be in the range 1 through 12 when bit 0 is on (indicating skip) or 0 through 3 when bit
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0 is off (indicating a space command).
5. See also ASATOMC.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.60.1 Example 1
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3.61 MEMBERS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<________
|
| >>__MEMBERs__ _dsname_________ ____member_|_________________________>< |
|
|_'dsname__ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MEMBERS stage command to extract members from a partitioned data set.
MEMBERS searches the directory for each member you specify. If a member does not exist, MEMBERS translates the
member name to uppercase and performs the search again. A null record is written after each member.
MEMBERS searches first for the members in the argument string. Then MEMBERS reads records from its primary
input stream and searches for members listed in those records. Null and blank input records are discarded.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set. The physical sequential data set must be cataloged.
DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated physical sequential data set.

member
is a name of the member to be extracted from the data set specified.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: After searching for all members specified as operands, MEMBERS reads records from its
primary input stream and searches for the members listed in the input records. The records must be in the same format
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as one or more member operands. Null and blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: MEMBERS writes the found members to its primary output stream followed by a null record.
Usage Notes

1. MEMBERS does not delay the records.
2. If MEMBERS's primary output stream is not connected, MEMBERS ends.
3. If a data set does not exist with the data set identifier you specify, MEMBERS translates the file name and data
set type to uppercase and performs the search again.
4. MEMBERS starts at commit level -2000000000. MEMBERS commits to level 0 after reading the directory of the
library.
5. See also LISTISPF, LISTPDS, <, and QSAM.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.61.1 Example 1
3.61.2 Example 2
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3.61.1 Example 1
To extract a member called LT from PIPE.EXEC and to place it in a data set called LT.COPY, enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe members pipe.exec lt |> LT.COPY coerce
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3.61.1 Example 1
To extract a member called LT from PIPE.EXEC and to place it in a data set called LT.COPY, enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe members pipe.exec lt |> LT.COPY coerce
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3.62 MERGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
_Ascending__
|
| >>__MERGE__|__________________|__|____________|_____________________>< |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _| |_Descending_|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|_| Group1 |_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group1:
|
|
<_________________________
|
| |____columnrange__| Group2 |_|_______________________________________| |
|
|
| Group2:
|
|
_Ascending__
|
| |__|____________|__ ____________________ ____________________________| |
|
|_Descending_| |_NOPAD______________|
|
|
|_PAD__ _char______ _|
|
|
|_hexchar___|
|
|
|_ _BLANK_ _|
|
|
|_SPACE_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MERGE stage command to merge the records from up to 10 input streams in the order one or more key fields
specify. A key field is a specific range of columns within each record. If you do not specify a key field, MERGE merges
the records according to the entire record.
MERGE writes all the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. The primary output stream is sorted
provided all input streams have already been sorted according to the same key fields.
Operands

NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The NOPAD operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE stage command:
If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, NOPAD applies to
the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD applies only to that particular key field.
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PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The PAD operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE stage command:
If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, PAD applies to the entire
record.
If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD applies only to that particular key field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Ascending

merges records in ascending order. The ASCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE stage
command:
If ASCENDING is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, ASCENDING
applies to the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify ASCENDING after columnrange, ASCENDING applies only to that particular key field. This is
the default.

Descending

merges records in descending order. The DESCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the MERGE
stage command:
If DESCENDING is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified,
DESCENDING applies to the entire record.
If you specify DESCENDING after columnrange, DESCENDING applies only to that particular key field.
columnrange
defines a key field. If you do not specify columnrange, the complete record is compared. You can specify columnrange
as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
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*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)-1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify.
Streams Used
Input Streams: MERGE reads records from up to 10 input streams.
Primary Output Stream: MERGE writes the records read from the input streams to its primary output stream. The order
in which the records are written depends on the key fields and on the specified operands.
Usage Notes

1. MERGE does not delay the records.
2. If MERGE's primary output stream is not connected, MERGE ends.
3. The following diagram shows how MERGE merges three input streams in ascending order (the default sort order)
according to the entire record (the default key field):
Primary Input Stream
___________
__________
|
|
|Annette
|
|
|
|Denise
|_______ÿ|
|
Primary Output Stream
|Elizabeth |
|
|
__________
|Ted
|
|
|
|Annette
|
|__________|
|
M
|
|Barb
|
|
|
|Chuck
|
Secondary Input Stream |
E
|
|Dave
|
__________
|
|
|Denise
|
|Barb
|
|
R
|
|Elizabeth |
|Lisa
|_______ÿ|
|__________ÿ|Jeff
|
|Mike
|
|
G
|
|Kevin
|
|__________|
|
|
|Lisa
|
|
E
|
|Mike
|
|
|
|Ted
|
Tertiary Input Stream |
|
|__________|
__________
|
|
|Chuck
|
|
|
|Dave
|_______ÿ|
|
|Jeff
|
|
|
|Kevin
|
|
|
|__________|
|
|
|___________|

4. You can divide a large data set into smaller data sets, sort the smaller files, and then create a single data set again
with MERGE.
5. If two or more streams have identical key fields, MERGE writes the records from the lowest-numbered stream
first. This ensures that input streams sorted more than once always produce the same result.
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6. During comparison of two records to determine their order in the output stream, a position that does not exist in
one record has a lower value than any possible value in a record that does have a character in that position. Before
comparing key fields, use the PAD operand to pad short key fields with a specific character.
7. You can specify the ASCENDING and DESCENDING operands and the PAD and NOPAD operands for the
entire record and also for individual key fields. Following is an example of a MERGE stage that specifies a blank
pad character for the entire record, no padding for columns 1 through 5, and a pad character of ? for columns 10
through 18:
... | merge pad blank 1-5 nopad 10-18 pad ? | ...

8. MERGE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream
and then commits to level 0.
9. See also SORT, COLLATE, and LOOKUP.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.62.1 Example 1
3.62.2 Example 2
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3.62.1 Example 1
In this example, the PIPE command merges FIRST.FILE (Figure 78) and SECOND.FILE (Figure 79) to the existing
data set NAME.FILE (Figure 80).
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MERGE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FIRST.FILE',
/* read FIRST.FILE */
|
|
'| m: merge',
/* merge FIRST.FILE & SECOND.FILE */
|
|
'| > NAME.FILE',
/* write merged result to NAME.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SECOND.FILE',
/* read SECOND.FILE */
|
|
'| m:'
/* define secondary input for MERGE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FIRST.FILE

reads the data set FIRST.FILE into the pipeline.

m: merge defines a label m for the MERGE stage. MERGE merges the records from its primary and secondary
input streams and writes the merged data set to its primary output stream. The key field is the entire record.
> NAME.FILE
?

writes the records to the existing data set NAME.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< SECOND.FILE

reads the data set SECOND.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label m on the MERGE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
MERGE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage flow to the MERGE stage as its secondary input
stream.
m:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FIRST.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Brown, Ted
Technician
000002 Lindsey, Tony
Programmer Trainee
000003 Marks, Jenny
Director
000004 Thomas, Brian
Computer Operator
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Figure 78. MERGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FIRST.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SECOND.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Albert, Tim
Systems Analyst
000002 Butler, Cindy
Programmer
000003 Yates, Betty
Manager
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 79. MERGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(SECOND.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NAME.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Albert, Tim
Systems Analyst
000002 Brown, Ted
Technician
000003 Butler, Cindy
Programmer
000004 Lindsey, Tony
Programmer Trainee
000005 Marks, Jenny
Director
000006 Thomas, Brian
Computer Operator
000007 Yates, Betty
Manager
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 80. MERGE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.62.1 Example 1
In this example, the PIPE command merges FIRST.FILE (Figure 78) and SECOND.FILE (Figure 79) to the existing
data set NAME.FILE (Figure 80).
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(MERGE)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< FIRST.FILE',
/* read FIRST.FILE */
|
|
'| m: merge',
/* merge FIRST.FILE & SECOND.FILE */
|
|
'| > NAME.FILE',
/* write merged result to NAME.FILE */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SECOND.FILE',
/* read SECOND.FILE */
|
|
'| m:'
/* define secondary input for MERGE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< FIRST.FILE

reads the data set FIRST.FILE into the pipeline.

m: merge defines a label m for the MERGE stage. MERGE merges the records from its primary and secondary
input streams and writes the merged data set to its primary output stream. The key field is the entire record.
> NAME.FILE
?

writes the records to the existing data set NAME.FILE. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.

marks the end of the first pipeline.

< SECOND.FILE

reads the data set SECOND.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label m on the MERGE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
MERGE stage. The output records from the preceding < stage flow to the MERGE stage as its secondary input
stream.
m:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FIRST.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Brown, Ted
Technician
000002 Lindsey, Tony
Programmer Trainee
000003 Marks, Jenny
Director
000004 Thomas, Brian
Computer Operator
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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Figure 78. MERGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(FIRST.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SECOND.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Albert, Tim
Systems Analyst
000002 Butler, Cindy
Programmer
000003 Yates, Betty
Manager
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 79. MERGE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(SECOND.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NAME.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Albert, Tim
Systems Analyst
000002 Brown, Ted
Technician
000003 Butler, Cindy
Programmer
000004 Lindsey, Tony
Programmer Trainee
000005 Marks, Jenny
Director
000006 Thomas, Brian
Computer Operator
000007 Yates, Betty
Manager
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 80. MERGE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.63 NFIND (NOTFIND)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _NFIND___ __ ______ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_NOTFIND_| |_text_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NFIND stage command to select records that do not begin with a specified text. NFIND reads records from its
primary input stream and writes the records that do not begin with the specified text to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, NFIND writes all other records to its secondary output stream.
Operands

text
is any text that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. To be considered a match and
therefore not be selected, each character in text must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with
two exceptions:
1. A blank character in text is considered to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in text matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do not match. Records that are shorter in
length than text are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.
If you do not specify text, and if the secondary output stream is connected, NFIND writes all input records to the
secondary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: NFIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: NFIND copies each input record that does not begin with the specified text to its primary
output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, NFIND copies each input record that begins with
the specified text to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. NFIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of NFIND's output streams are not connected, NFIND ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the NFIND stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the blank
and continues until the next stage separator, the next endchar character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. The NFIND stage command selects all records that do not begin with text.
5. If you specify NFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first column
of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. The target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore,the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of
the column range.
6. If you want to select records that do not contain an underscore character (_), use the NLOCATE stage command.
7. NFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
8. See also FIND, LOCATE, NLOCATE, STRFIND, STRNFIND, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.63.1 Example 1
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3.64 NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _NINSIDE___ __ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ _________________>< |
|
|_NOTINSIDe_| |_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NINSIDE stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with all records
preceding and including the record that begins with a specified string. NINSIDE writes a group of records to its primary
output stream, if connected, ending a group with the record that has the second specified string and any succeeding
records, or with all remaining records once the specified number of records that won't be selected is reached. Each group
of records is written in the order found in the input stream. Each specified target string must begin in the first column of
an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, NINSIDE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. These are the records between but not including the record that begins with the first specified target string, and
either all the records up to the record with the second specified target string or the record corresponding to the number
specified. If the secondary output stream is not connected, NINSIDE discards the records that are not selected.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
NINSIDE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as
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NINSIDE /abc/ /def/

If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target
strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.
n
specifies the number of records to be written to the secondary output stream (or to be discarded, if the secondary output
stream is not connected), starting with the record immediately following the record that begins with the starting target
string. NINSIDE writes (or discards) n records each time the starting target string is found in the first column of an input
record. n must be 0 or greater. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less than n, the remaining
records are written to the secondary output stream (or discarded).
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: NINSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: NINSIDE writes the selected input records that have the specified target strings as well as the
records not located between records with the target strings to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, NINSIDE writes all input records not selected to
its secondary output stream.
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Usage Notes

1. NINSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If all of NINSIDE's output streams are not connected, NINSIDE ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
NINSIDE /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

NINSIDE 1a1 171

The first NINSIDE stage selects records preceding and including the record beginning with the target a, and
records including and following the record with the target 7. The second stage selects records that precede and
include a record beginning with a, and writes all remaining records once 171 unselected records is reached. That
is, 171 is processed as the number of records that won't be selected (n) rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target string, NINSIDE writes the records
preceding (and including) the record that begins with string1 to its primary output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | ninside /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (ABC.SCRIPT), the primary
output stream, and the secondary output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| N |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| I |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| N |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| I |
| dddeee
|
| D |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| E |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, NINSIDE will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
string is found before the ending target string, NINSIDE writes all the records preceding and including the first
record that begins with the starting target string and records succeeding and including the first record that begins
with the ending target string to its primary output stream. The records written to the primary output stream do not
include the records following the record beginning with string1 up to the record beginning with string2, nor do
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they include the second record that begins with string1. NINSIDE writes these unselected records to its secondary
output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | ninside /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| N |
| cccddd
|
| aaabbb
|
| I |
| dddeee
|
| bbbccc
|
| N |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
|______________|
| cccddd
|
| I |
| dddeee
|
| D |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| eeefff
|
| E |
______________
|______________|
|
|___ÿ| bbbccc
|
|_____|
| aaabbb
|
|______________|
_____

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence of the starting target string is
found within the selected group of records, NINSIDE writes n records, starting with the record following the
record that begins with the starting target string and including the second record that begins with the starting
target string to its secondary output stream, if connected. NINSIDE writes the remaining records, including the
first record that begins with the starting target string, to its primary output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | ninside /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from
ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output
stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| N |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| I |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| N |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| I |
______________
| dddeee
|
| D |___ÿ| bbbccc
|
| eeefff
|
| E |
| aaabbb
|
|______________|
|
|
| cccddd
|
|_____|
| dddeee
|
|______________|
_____

7. If you specify NINSIDE as an operand on ZONE, each target string must begin in the first column of the specified
column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
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located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length
of the column range.
8. NINSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, INSIDE, OUTSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.64.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.65 NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE)

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _NLOCATE___ ____________________________________________________> |
|
|_NOTLOCATe_|
|
|
|
|
_1-*____________________________________________
|
| >__|________________________________________________|________________> |
|
|_ _| Separator |__| Inputrange |______________ _|
|
|
|
<__________________________________
|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|
|_(____| Separator |__| Inputrange |____|__)_|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
|_/string/___|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(2)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a |
|
blank.
|
|
|
| (2) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NLOCATE stage command to select records that do not contain a specified target string of characters.
NLOCATE writes primary input stream records that do not contain the specified string to its primary output stream, if it
is connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, NLOCATE writes all other records to its secondary output
stream. If you do not specify a string, a null string is assumed.
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NLOCATE searches for the specified string within one or more specified locations of the input data in the record. If you
do not specify a location, NLOCATE searches the entire input record. When at least one input data location is specified,
if you do not specify a string or you specify a null string, NLOCATE writes to its primary output stream only input
records of length x-1 or less, where x is input data location with the smallest absolute value.
When NLOCATE is used to search for a string, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match. A match is found only if the data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank
characters. Blank characters contained in the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target string.
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal d-e-f | nlocate wordsep - w3 /c/ | terminal
d-e-f
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a NLOCATE stage, a word separator character remains
in effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to
specify that the question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b?| literal e??f | nlocate fieldsep ? f2-3 /f/ | terminal
a?b?
READY

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a NLOCATE stage, the field separator character remains
in effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEParator (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEparator (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
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BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEParator (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEparator (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which NLOCATE operates. The
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character string
in the following PIPE command consists of 2 records with 3 words each where the words are separated by a blank:
pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | nlocate word 2 /j/ | terminal
aj cd ej
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, in both records, e is the third
word:

pipe literal ?a?c?e a??c?e | split | nlocate (ws ? word 3) /c/ | terminal
?a?c?e
a??c?e
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which NLOCATE operates. The FIELDSEPARATOR operand
defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d | literal c f-g h | nlocate fs - f2 /c/ | terminal
c f-g h
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters without data
between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd | literal a??ef | nlocate fs ? field 1 /a/ | terminal
?ab?cd
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
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NLOCATE operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range
indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record.
If you do not specify a location, NLOCATE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string, hexstring, or
binstring. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.

location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the last column as the input location:
pipe literal afbc adef ghfi fjkl| split | nlocate -2;-1 /f/| terminal
afbc
fjkl
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the
input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
NLOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
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*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If no operands are specified before string, and
if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a target string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the target string of characters to be
located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There
must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a target string of characters to be located. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: NLOCATE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If the target string is specified, NLOCATE copies input records that do not contain the target
string within any specified input range to its primary output stream. If the target string is not specified and columnrange
is specified, NLOCATE writes to its primary output stream only input records of length x-1 or less, where x is the input
data location with the smallest absolute value.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, NLOCATE copies to its secondary output stream
each input record that is not written to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. NLOCATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of NLOCATE's output streams are not connected, NLOCATE ends.
3. If no operands are specified before string, and if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character. For example,
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NLOCATE /5/
is not equivalent to

NLOCATE (5(

The first NLOCATE stage selects records that do not contain the string 5. The second stage results in an error
message because (5( is processed as cnumberrange rather than as a delimited string.
If no input range is specified, you cannot specify asterisk (*) as the delimiting character when string consists of
only a hyphen (-).
4. Unlike the FIND and NFIND stage commands, NLOCATE does not require string to begin in column 1 in order
for the record to be selected.
5. Use an NLOCATE stage followed by a LOCATE stage to select records of a particular length. For example, the
following PIPE command displays all records of DATA.FILE that are exactly 20 characters long:
pipe < DATA.FILE | nlocate 21 | locate 20 | terminal

6. To select only null records, use the following stage:
... | nlocate 1 | ...

7. If you specify NLOCATE as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must be completely
located within the input range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to the length of
the input range.
8. NLOCATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
9. See also NFIND, LOCATE, FIND, ALL, CASEI, ZONE, STRFIND, and STRNFIND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.65.1 Example 1
3.65.2 Example 2
3.65.3 Example 3
3.65.4 Example 4
3.65.5 Example 5
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3.65.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTDS command displays information about a data set similar to the following:
listds pipe.exec
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
Several lines of headings and data information are displayed. To keep
only the lines which contain the data information, enter the following
command:

pipe tso listds pipe.exec | nlocate /-/ | terminal

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.65.2 Example 2
Given the input data set containing student grade information shown in Figure 83, use the following command to
display only the lines about students who did not receive a grade of 100 on exam 1 or exam 3.
pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | drop 2 | nlocate (20.3 40.3) /100/ | terminal

The DROP stage command is used in this example to discard the first two lines of the data set. Figure 84 shows the
resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.STUDENT.GRADES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 STUDENT
EXAM 1
EXAM 2
EXAM 3
EXAM 4
000002
000003 CAROLYN
78
87
100
95
000004 EVELYN
85
84
82
89
000005 JACK
100
89
89
100
000006 KEN
88
79
79
93
000007 KAREN
90
100
100
95
000008 MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 83. NLOCATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | drop 2 | nlocate (20.3 40.3) /100/ | terminal
EVELYN
85
84
82
89
KEN
88
79
79
93
MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
READY

Figure 84. NLOCATE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.65.1 Example 1
The TSO LISTDS command displays information about a data set similar to the following:
listds pipe.exec
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
Several lines of headings and data information are displayed. To keep
only the lines which contain the data information, enter the following
command:

pipe tso listds pipe.exec | nlocate /-/ | terminal
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3.65.2 Example 2
Given the input data set containing student grade information shown in Figure 83, use the following command to
display only the lines about students who did not receive a grade of 100 on exam 1 or exam 3.
pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | drop 2 | nlocate (20.3 40.3) /100/ | terminal

The DROP stage command is used in this example to discard the first two lines of the data set. Figure 84 shows the
resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.STUDENT.GRADES -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 STUDENT
EXAM 1
EXAM 2
EXAM 3
EXAM 4
000002
000003 CAROLYN
78
87
100
95
000004 EVELYN
85
84
82
89
000005 JACK
100
89
89
100
000006 KEN
88
79
79
93
000007 KAREN
90
100
100
95
000008 MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 83. NLOCATE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < STUDENT.GRADES | drop 2 | nlocate (20.3 40.3) /100/ | terminal
EVELYN
85
84
82
89
KEN
88
79
79
93
MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
READY

Figure 84. NLOCATE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.65.3 Example 3
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that contain neither the string, RED, nor the string, WHITE, enter:
pipe < FLAG.COLORS | nlocate /RED/ | nlocate /WHITE/ | terminal

The first NLOCATE stage command writes all records that do not contain RED to its primary output stream. The second
NLOCATE stage command then reads those records and selects only the records that do not contain WHITE to write to
its primary output stream.
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3.65.3 Example 3
To display only those lines of data set FLAG.COLORS that contain neither the string, RED, nor the string, WHITE, enter:
pipe < FLAG.COLORS | nlocate /RED/ | nlocate /WHITE/ | terminal

The first NLOCATE stage command writes all records that do not contain RED to its primary output stream. The second
NLOCATE stage command then reads those records and selects only the records that do not contain WHITE to write to
its primary output stream.
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3.65.4 Example 4
To display only those lines of data set ALPHA.SCRIPT that are 9 or fewer characters in length, enter the following
command:
pipe < ALPHA.SCRIPT | nlocate 10 | terminal

Because no string is specified on the NLOCATE stage command, only records with 9 or fewer characters are written to
the primary output stream.
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3.65.4 Example 4
To display only those lines of data set ALPHA.SCRIPT that are 9 or fewer characters in length, enter the following
command:
pipe < ALPHA.SCRIPT | nlocate 10 | terminal

Because no string is specified on the NLOCATE stage command, only records with 9 or fewer characters are written to
the primary output stream.
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3.66 NOT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__NOT__stagecommand__ __________ _________________________________>< |
|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NOT stage command to reverse the position of the output streams from any stage command that uses exactly
one input stream and two output streams.
The primary output stream of the specified stage command is the secondary output stream of NOT, if connected, and the
secondary output stream of the specified stage command is the primary output stream of NOT. NOT ends when the
specified stage command ends.
Operands

stagecommand
specifies the name of a stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. The specified stage command
must have one input stream and two output streams.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: Records read from the primary input stream of NOT are the records passed to the primary input
stream of the specified stage command.
Primary Output Stream: The records written on the primary output stream of NOT are the records written on the
secondary output stream of the specified stage command.
Secondary Output Stream: The records written on the secondary output stream of NOT are the records written on the
primary output stream of the specified stage command.
Usage Notes
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1. NOT delays the records if the stage command specified as an operand delays the records.
2. Unlike APPEND and PREFACE, NOT does not scan for stage separators before running the specified stage
command.
3. Use NOT with BatchPipeWorks stage commands or user-written stage commands that do not have a converse
operation. For performance reasons, do not use NOT with a stage command (with one input stream and two
output streams) that has a converse operation (like FIND and NFIND or like LOCATE and NLOCATE). If a
stage command already has a converse stage command, then the converse stage command performs more
efficiently than using NOT with the stage command.
4. See also NFIND, NINSIDE, NLOCATE, and STRNFIND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.66.1 Example 1
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3.67 OUTSIDE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__OUTSIDE__ _/string1/___ __ _/string2/___ _______________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|_n___________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OUTSIDE stage command to select groups of records from its primary input stream, starting with records
preceding the first record that begins with a specified string. OUTSIDE writes a group of records to its primary output
stream, if connected, ending a group with the record following the record that has the second specified string or with all
remaining records once the specified number of records that won't be selected is reached. Each group of records is
written in the order found in the input stream. Each specified target string must begin in the first column of an input
record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, OUTSIDE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. These include the record beginning with the first specified target string and either all the records up to and
including the record with the second specified target string or the record corresponding to the number specified. If the
secondary output stream is not connected, OUTSIDE discards the records that are not selected.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
OUTSIDE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as
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OUTSIDE /abc/ /def/

If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character. See Usage Note 3 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the ending target string of characters to be
located (string2). Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the starting (hexstring1) and ending
(hexstring2) target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. The X or H
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target strings must begin in the first column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the starting string of characters to be located (binstring1)
and the ending target string of characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record.
n
specifies the number of records to be written to the secondary output stream (or to be discarded, if the secondary output
stream is not connected), starting with and including the record that begins with the starting target string. OUTSIDE
writes (or discards) n records each time the starting target string is found in the first column of an input record. n must
be 2 or greater. If the number of records remaining in the input stream is less than n, the remaining records are written to
the secondary output stream (or discarded).
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: OUTSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: OUTSIDE writes selected input records that are not located between records with the specified
target strings to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, OUTSIDE writes all input records not selected to
its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. OUTSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If OUTSIDE's output streams are not connected, OUTPUT ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
OUTSIDE /a/ /7/
is not equivalent to

OUTSIDE 1a1 171

The first OUTSIDE stage selects records not between records with the targets a and 7. The second stage selects
records that precede a record that begins with a, and writes all remaining records once 171 unselected records is
reached. That is, 171 is processed as the number of records that won't be selected (n) rather than as a delimited
string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target string, OUTSIDE writes all the
records in its input stream to its primary output stream, starting with records preceding the first record that begins
with string1. For example, after entering the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | outside /ccc/ /rrr/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| aaabbb
|
______________
| O |
| bbbccc
|
| aaabbb
|
| U |
| aaabbb
|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
|______________|
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
| cccddd
|
| I |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| dddeee
|
| D |
______________
| eeefff
|
| E |___ÿ| cccddd
|
|______________|
|
|
| dddeee
|
|_____|
| eeefff
|
|______________|
_____

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, OUTSIDE will complete the first group before writing the second
group. For example, if you specify the starting and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting
target string is found before the ending target string, OUTSIDE writes the records preceding the first record that
begins with string1 and all records succeeding the first record that begins with string2 to its primary output
stream. This does not include the second record that begins with string1. OUTSIDE writes this record and the
other unselected records to its secondary output stream. For example, after entering the following:
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pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | outside /aaa/ /ccc/ | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
______________
| O |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| U |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| I |
______________
| dddeee
|
| D |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
| E |
| bbbccc
|
|______________|
|
|
| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
_____

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence of the starting target string is
found within the selected group of records, OUTSIDE writes n records, starting with the record that begins with
the starting target string, to its secondary output stream, if connected. OUTSIDE writes the remaining records,
including the record that begins with the starting target string to its primary output stream. For example, after
entering the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC.SCRIPT | outside /aaa/ 4 | terminal
the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the
data set ABC.SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary
output stream are:

PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
______________
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM |
|___ÿ| dddeee
|
______________
| O |
| eeefff
|
| aaabbb
|
| U |
|______________|
| bbbccc
|
| T |
| aaabbb
|_____ÿ| S |
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
| cccddd
|
| I |
______________
| dddeee
|
| D |___ÿ| aaabbb
|
| eeefff
|
| E |
| bbbccc
|
|______________|
|
|
| aaabbb
|
|_____|
| cccddd
|
|______________|
_____

7. If you specify OUTSIDE as an operand on the ZONE, each target string must begin in the first column of the
specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to
the length of the column range.
8. OUTSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, INSIDE, NINSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.67.1 Example 1
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3.68 OUTSTORE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__OUTSTORE________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OUTSTORE stage command to write to its primary output stream (if it is connected) records the INSTORE
stage command has put in storage. The primary input stream consists of a single record prepared by INSTORE that tells
OUTSTORE how to read all the records back into the pipeline from storage.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: OUTSTORE reads a single record from its primary input stream. The record must be the output
record from INSTORE.
Primary Output Stream: OUTSTORE writes to its primary output stream all the records that were stored by INSTORE.
Usage Notes

1. OUTSTORE does not delay the records.
2. If OUTSTORE's primary output stream is not connected, OUTSTORE ends.
3. See also INSTORE and BUFFER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.68.1 Example 1
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3.69 OVERLAY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_ _BLANK_ _
|
|
| |_SPACE_| |
|
| >>__OVERlay__|___________|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_char______|
|
|
|_hexchar___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OVERLAY stage command to read one record from each connected input stream and create a single record
such that each position in the output record contains the character in that relative position from the highest-numbered
input stream. OVERLAY writes the output record to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
One character has the property that it does not overlay a character from a lower-numbered stream. By default, this
character is a blank. The operand may select a different character. If a record in the highest-numbered input stream
contains the specified character in any position, OVERLAY replaces the character in the output record with the
corresponding character from the next highest-numbered input stream that has something other than the specified
character in that position.
Operands

char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, that does not overlay
data on lower-numbered input streams. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank character is the character that does not overlay data on lower-numbered input streams. This is the
default.
Streams Used
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Input Streams: OVERLAY reads records from each connected input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After reading a record from each of its connected input streams, OVERLAY combines the
records into a single record and writes the record to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. OVERLAY delays one record.
2. If OVERLAY's primary output stream is not connected, OVERLAY ends.
3. The following diagram shows two input streams for OVERLAY and its resulting output stream when BLANK,
the default, is specified:
Primary Input Stream
________
__________
|
|
Record 1|XXXXXXXX |
|
O
|
Record 2|STUVWXYZ |_______ÿ|
V
|
Primary Output Stream
Record 3|A
|
|
E
|
____________
|__________|
|
R
|
|AAXABXBB
|
|
L
|________ÿ|ABCVWXYZ
|
Secondary Input Stream
|
A
|
|ABCDE GH
|
__________
|
Y
|
|____________|
Record 1|AA AB BB |
|
|
Record 2|ABC
|_______ÿ| BLANK |
Record 3| BCDE GH |
|
|
|__________|
|
|
|________|

The following diagram uses the same input streams, but specifies char as A:
Primary Input Stream
________
__________
|
|
Record 1|XXXXXXXX |
|
O
|
Record 2|STUVWXYZ |_______ÿ|
V
|
Primary Output Stream
Record 3|A
|
|
E
|
____________
|__________|
|
R
|
|XX XB BB
|
|
L
|________ÿ|SBC
|
Secondary Input Stream
|
A
|
| BCDE GH
|
__________
|
Y
|
|____________|
Record 1|AA AB BB |
|
|
Record 2|ABC
|_______ÿ|
A
|
Record 3| BCDE GH |
|
|
|__________|
|
|
|________|

4. If a position in each input stream contains the specified character, OVERLAY places that character in the output
record.
5. If a record in the highest-numbered input stream is not as long as a lower-numbered input stream record,
OVERLAY writes the remaining characters from the lower-numbered input stream records to the output stream.
6. If OVERLAY processes input streams where one input stream does not have a record to compare, it compares the
records from the other streams.
For example, if
Stream 0 contains 12 records
Stream 1 contains 14 records
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Stream 2 contains 10 records
OVERLAY combines the first 10 records from all three streams and writes those records to its output stream.
Then it combines the 11th and 12th records of its primary and secondary input streams and writes those two
records to its output stream. And, finally, OVERLAY copies the 13th and 14th records from its secondary input
stream to its output stream.
7. OVERLAY reads a record from an input stream, processes it, and then releases it before it reads a record from the
next input stream or writes to the output stream.
8. OVERLAY processes input records until all input streams reach the end of file.
9. OVERLAY starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the only connected output stream
and then commits to level 0.
10. See also SPECS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.69.1 Example 1
3.69.2 Example 2
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3.69.1 Example 1
The OVERLAY stage in the following REXX exec combines the records from its three input streams:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(OVL)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'literal BBBBB'||, /* write BBBBB to the primary input of OVERLAY */
|
|
'| o: overlay',
/* combine primary, secondary, & tertiary inputs */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display combined results at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'literal AAA'||,
/* write AAA to secondary input of OVERLAY */
|
|
'| o:',
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
'literal A B C'||, /* write A B C to tertiary input of OVERLAY */
|
|
'| o:'
/* define tertiary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

writes a record containing BBBBB. The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage
prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal BBBBB

defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary,
secondary, and tertiary input streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.
o: overlay
terminal

pipeline.
?

reads the records OVERLAY writes and displays them at the terminal. It is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

writes a record containing AAA. The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage
prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal AAA

references the label o on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the OVERLAY stage. The record from the preceding LITERAL stage flows into the OVERLAY stage as its
secondary input stream (stream 1). It is the last stage of the second pipeline.

o:

?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

writes a record containing A B C. The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage
prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal A B C
o:

references the label o on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
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OVERLAY stage. The record from the preceding LITERAL stage flows into the OVERLAY stage as its tertiary
input stream (stream 2).
The following terminal output results:
ovl
AABBC
READY

If you change the OVERLAY stage to | o: overlay A |, the terminal output is:
ovl
B B C
READY
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3.69.1 Example 1
The OVERLAY stage in the following REXX exec combines the records from its three input streams:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(OVL)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'literal BBBBB'||, /* write BBBBB to the primary input of OVERLAY */
|
|
'| o: overlay',
/* combine primary, secondary, & tertiary inputs */
|
|
'| terminal',
/* display combined results at terminal */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'literal AAA'||,
/* write AAA to secondary input of OVERLAY */
|
|
'| o:',
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
'?',
/* start of third pipeline */
|
|
'literal A B C'||, /* write A B C to tertiary input of OVERLAY */
|
|
'| o:'
/* define tertiary input for OVERLAY */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

writes a record containing BBBBB. The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage
prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal BBBBB

defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary,
secondary, and tertiary input streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.
o: overlay
terminal

pipeline.
?

reads the records OVERLAY writes and displays them at the terminal. It is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.

writes a record containing AAA. The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage
prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal AAA

references the label o on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for
the OVERLAY stage. The record from the preceding LITERAL stage flows into the OVERLAY stage as its
secondary input stream (stream 1). It is the last stage of the second pipeline.

o:

?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

writes a record containing A B C. The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage
prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.

literal A B C
o:

references the label o on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the tertiary input stream for the
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OVERLAY stage. The record from the preceding LITERAL stage flows into the OVERLAY stage as its tertiary
input stream (stream 2).
The following terminal output results:
ovl
AABBC
READY

If you change the OVERLAY stage to | o: overlay A |, the terminal output is:
ovl
B B C
READY

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.70 PACK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_Variable________________
|
| >>__PACK__|_________________________|_______________________________>< |
|
|_ _Variable_ __ _______ _|
|
|
|_Fixed____| |_lrecl_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PACK stage command to compact data. PACK reads records from its primary input stream, compresses the
records, and writes the compressed records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. The output stream contains
records that are 1024 bytes in length. PACK discards null input records and pads the last output record with zeros.
Use the UNPACK stage command to uncompact data that has been compacted by the PACK stage command.
Operands

Variable

specifies that the input stream has variable-length records. This is the default.
Fixed

specifies that the input stream has fixed-length records. All input records must be the same length.
lrecl
is the maximum input record length.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PACK reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PACK writes to its primary output stream a record containing the length of the longest record
in the input stream. Following the length record, PACK then writes the compressed records to its primary output stream.
If the FIXED operand is specified, PACK determines the length after reading the first record. If the VARIABLE
operand is specified, PACK determines the length based on whether you specify lrecl:
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If lrecl is specified, the length in the first primary output stream record is set to lrecl and no input record can be
longer than this length.
If lrecl is not specified, the length in the first primary output stream record is set to the largest possible value.
After all the input records have been processed, PACK writes a record containing the length of the longest record
in the input stream to its secondary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: When packing variable format records, if lrecl is not specified, then after processing all the
input records, PACK writes a corrected length record to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PACK delays the records.
2. If PACK's primary output stream is not connected, PACK ends.
3. PACK starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
4. See also UNPACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.70.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.71 PAD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_ _BLANK_ _
|
|
_Right_
| |_SPACE_| |
|
| >>__PAD__|_______|__n__|___________|________________________________>< |
|
|_Left__|
|_char______|
|
|
|_hexchar___|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PAD stage command to extend records with one or more specified characters or blanks. You can extend a
record on the left or the right. PAD reads records from its primary input stream, extends the records, and then writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Operands

Right

causes records to be padded on the right. This is the default.
Left

causes records to be padded on the left.

n
is the length to which PAD is to extend records. If the length of a record is less than n, PAD extends the record with the
number of characters needed to make the output record n characters in length. If the length of the record is greater than
or equal to n, PAD copies the record unchanged to its output stream.
char
hexchar
specifies the character used to extend the records. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or as the 2character hexadecimal representation of the character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in
quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
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specifies that blank is the character PAD is to use to extend the records. This is the default.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PAD reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After extending the records read from its primary input stream, PAD writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PAD does not delay the records.
2. If PAD's primary output stream is not connected, PAD ends.
3. See also CHOP, JOIN, SNAKE, SPLIT, and STRIP.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.71.1 Example 1
3.71.2 Example 2

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.71.1 Example 1
To write variable-length input you enter at your terminal to a F-format data set named INPUT.FILE, specify the
following command:
pipe terminal | pad 80 | chop 80 | > INPUT.FILE

CHOP is used in this example to truncate any input longer than 80 characters.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.71.1 Example 1
To write variable-length input you enter at your terminal to a F-format data set named INPUT.FILE, specify the
following command:
pipe terminal | pad 80 | chop 80 | > INPUT.FILE

CHOP is used in this example to truncate any input longer than 80 characters.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.72 PAUSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PAUSE___________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PAUSE stage command in a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE EVENTS to send a signal from the pipeline
containing the PAUSE stage to the pipeline containing the RUNPIPE stage. Each time PAUSE reads a record from its
primary input stream, it signals the RUNPIPE stage to receive a type X'11' PAUSE event record. Refer to the event
record layout shown in RUNPIPE for a detailed description of the type X'11' PAUSE event record. The PAUSE event
record is one of many records that RUNPIPE issues to describe each milestone in the processing of a pipeline. When
RUNPIPE writes the type X'11' record to its output stream, a subsequent stage may take some action based on having
received that PAUSE event record. After PAUSE signals RUNPIPE to receive a PAUSE event record, PAUSE copies
its unmodified input record to its output stream.
A PAUSE stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PAUSE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PAUSE copies the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PAUSE does not delay the records.
2. If PAUSE's primary output stream is not connected, PAUSE ends.
3. If PAUSE is used in a pipeline that was not issued from RUNPIPE EVENTS, it shorts its input stream to its
primary output stream and ends.
4. When RUNPIPE EVENTS receives an event record, the pipeline being run by RUNPIPE is suspended until that
record has been consumed by the stage connected to RUNPIPE's primary output stream. By taking advantage of
this, you can build a pipeline that monitors actions in real time as it receives PAUSE event records. Once the
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action is complete, the stages following the RUNPIPE EVENTS stage can consume the PAUSE event record,
allowing the suspended pipeline to resume running.
5. See also RUNPIPE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.72.1 Example 1

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.73 PICK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__PICK__|__________________|__ _________ __________________________> |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _| |_ANYcase_|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| >__ _/string1/_____________________ __ _==______ ____________________> |
|
|_Xhexstring1___________________| |_ _¬==_ _|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1___________________| | |_\==_| |
|
|
|_Bbinstring1___________________| | |_/==_| |
|
|
|_| Separator |__| Inputrange |_| |_<<______|
|
|
|_<<=_____|
|
|
|_>>______|
|
|
|_>>=_____|
|
|
|
| >__ _/string2/_____________________ ________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring2___________________|
|
|
|_Hhexstring2___________________|
|
|
|_Bbinstring2___________________|
|
|
|_| Separator |__| Inputrange |_|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PICK stage command to compare a field in the primary input stream record to a specified string or a second
field in the record, and to select the record if the comparison satisfies the specified relation. PICK writes selected
primary input stream records to its primary output stream if it is connected. Records that do not match the specified
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relation are written to the secondary output stream if it is connected, otherwise they are discarded.
If ANYCASE is not specified, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not compare equally.
For example, a comparison satisfies a specified relation only if the content of the input record exactly matches the target
string you specify.
Operands

NOPAD

specifies that two comparison fields should be of equal length. If one field is shorter than the other it is not padded.
Input ranges that are specified in the input record must have the same length to be considered equal. This is the default.
PAD

specifies that the shorter of two comparison fields is extended on the right with a pad character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the pad character.
ANYcase

specifies that the case of letters being compared is ignored. The default is to respect case when comparing fields.

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, % , (, or ) for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
specifies a string of characters (constants) to be compared. If no operands are specified before string and if string
consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character.
Xhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring1
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be compared. The X or H can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
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specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be compared. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-a | literal d-e-f | pick wordsep - w1 ¬== w3 | terminal
d-e-f
READY

PICK compares word 1 with word 3 of record d-e-f and record a-b-c, and writes to its primary output stream the record
where word 1 is not equal to word 3.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, specify that the question mark
separates each field:
pipe literal a?a? | literal a?b?a | pick fieldsep ? f1 == f2 | terminal
a?a?
READY

PICK compares field 1 with field 2 in each record. PICK writes to its primary output stream the record that satisfies the
relational comparison. In the a?b?a record, field 1 (a) does not satisfy the equal relation when compared to a field 2 (b).
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks. Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data which the PICK stage command uses for
comparisons. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the
input character strings in the following PIPE command consist of two records, each with three blank-delimited words:
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pipe literal 11 22 33| literal 33 22 11| pick word 2 << word 3 | terminal
11 22 33
READY

PICK compares word 2 to see if it is less than word 3, and writes one record to its primary output stream because the
comparison is satisfied. WORDSEP BLANK does not have to be specified because it is the default.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. In the following example, for
both records, ab is the first word:
pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?ab | split | pick ws ? w1 ¬== w3 | terminal
?ab?c??a
READY

PICK compares word 1 to word 3 in each record, and writes the record to its primary output stream if the words are not
equal.
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data which the PICK stage command uses for comparisons. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c| literal
READY

c f-g h | pick fs - f2 == /c/ |terminal

PICK compares field 2 in each record to the character string c and writes the first record to its primary output stream
because the second field is c, and does not write the second record because the comparison is not satisfied. With
NOPAD as the default in this pipeline, the bytes of fields being compared must be equal in length to be considered
equal.
A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?1??ab ab?2?ab | split | pick fs ? f1 == f3 | terminal
ab?2?ab
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which
PICK uses for comparisons. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the
range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the
record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
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-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command compares the first and second column in the input record to the sixth and seventh column
(counted from the last column):
pipe literal ababefg 1231267890| split | pick 1-2 == -5;-4 | terminal
ababefg
READY

In the first record, ab is compared with ab. In the second record, 12 compares unequally with 67.
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -5;-4 specifies that the fifth-from-the-last word or field and the fourth-from-thelast word or field is the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
LOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned
after location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
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location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
==

specifies the equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings byte for byte. The two strings must
be equal byte for byte. The inverse relational operator is ¬==, \==, or /==.

¬==
\==
/==

specifies the not equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. The inverse relational operator
is ==.
<<

specifies the less than sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. string1 must contain a character
that is lower in the collating sequence than the corresponding character in string2. The inverse relational operator is >>=.

<<=

specifies the less than or equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. The inverse relational
operator is >>.
>>

specifies the greater than sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two fields. string1 must contain a
character that is higher in the collating sequence than the corresponding character in string2. The inverse relational
operator is <<=.

>>=

specifies the greater than or equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two strings. The inverse
relational operator is <<.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PICK reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: If the target string is specified, PICK writes input records that contain the target string within
any specified column range to its primary output stream, if connected. PICK discards the records if the primary output
stream is not connected.
Secondary Output Stream If the target string is specified, PICK writes input records that do not contain the target string
within any specified column range to its secondary output stream, if connected.
Usage Notes

1. PICK does not delay the records.
2. If PICK's output streams are not connected, PICK ends.
3. You can specify a literal string as both string1 and string2 that does not exist in the input records. This results in
all primary input stream records being either selected or discarded based on the static relation between the two
constants. In the following example 1 is not equal to 2 so PICK writes all input stream records to its primary
output stream:
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pipe literal abcdefg manny | split | pick 1 ¬== 2 | terminal
abcdefg
manny

4. If string1 or string2 consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting
character.
5. A secondary input stream may be defined, but it must not be connected.
6. PICK starts at commit level -2. PICK verifies that its primary input stream is the only connected input stream and
then commits to level 0.
7. See also ALL and BETWEEN.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.73.1 Example 1
3.73.2 Example 2
3.73.3 Example 3
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3.73.1 Example 1
To select records within a certain time stamp interval (9:00 a.m. to 4:59 p.m.), use a series of PICK stage commands by
entering the following:
pipe < timestmp.data | pick 45.5 >>= /09:00/ | pick 45.5 <<= /16:59/|terminal

Figure 91 is the input data set that PICK processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TIMESTMP.DATA --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ORIGINID data set CLASS RECORDS CPY HOLD DATE TIME
NAME
TYPE
000002 ELEMBX01 4486 M PUN 00000001 001 NONE 02/08 15:27:49 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
000003 MAINT
4210 N PUN 00000001 001 USER 02/08 15:46:08 $$$TLL$$ IPL
000004 MAINT
3194 A PRT 00000023 001 USER 02/08 08:23:33
000005 ELEMBX01 0278 M PUN 00000623 001 NONE 02/08 11:00:03 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
000006 ELEMBX01 0102 M PUN 00050466 001 NONE 02/08 19:59:00 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
000007 MAINT
2110 A PRT 00000003 001 USER 02/08 16:59:39
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 91. PICK Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(TIMESTMP.DATA)

The following is the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe < timestmp.data | pick 45.5
ELEMBX01 4486 M PUN 00000001 001
MAINT
4210 N PUN 00000001 001
ELEMBX01 0278 M PUN 00000623 001
MAINT
2110 A PRT 00000003 001

>>= /09:00/ | pick 45.5 <<= /16:59/|terminal
NONE 02/08 15:27:49 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
USER 02/08 15:46:08 $$$TLL$$ IPL
NONE 02/08 11:00:03 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
USER 02/08 16:59:39
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3.73.1 Example 1
To select records within a certain time stamp interval (9:00 a.m. to 4:59 p.m.), use a series of PICK stage commands by
entering the following:
pipe < timestmp.data | pick 45.5 >>= /09:00/ | pick 45.5 <<= /16:59/|terminal

Figure 91 is the input data set that PICK processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TIMESTMP.DATA --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ORIGINID data set CLASS RECORDS CPY HOLD DATE TIME
NAME
TYPE
000002 ELEMBX01 4486 M PUN 00000001 001 NONE 02/08 15:27:49 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
000003 MAINT
4210 N PUN 00000001 001 USER 02/08 15:46:08 $$$TLL$$ IPL
000004 MAINT
3194 A PRT 00000023 001 USER 02/08 08:23:33
000005 ELEMBX01 0278 M PUN 00000623 001 NONE 02/08 11:00:03 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
000006 ELEMBX01 0102 M PUN 00050466 001 NONE 02/08 19:59:00 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
000007 MAINT
2110 A PRT 00000003 001 USER 02/08 16:59:39
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 91. PICK Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(TIMESTMP.DATA)

The following is the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe < timestmp.data | pick 45.5
ELEMBX01 4486 M PUN 00000001 001
MAINT
4210 N PUN 00000001 001
ELEMBX01 0278 M PUN 00000623 001
MAINT
2110 A PRT 00000003 001

>>= /09:00/ | pick 45.5 <<= /16:59/|terminal
NONE 02/08 15:27:49 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
USER 02/08 15:46:08 $$$TLL$$ IPL
NONE 02/08 11:00:03 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
USER 02/08 16:59:39
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3.73.2 Example 2
The following exec selects records whose contents in the first field are greater than or equal to the constant 00000 and
less than or equal to the constant 55555.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PICKLEX)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< ORDER.FILE',
/* read input data */ |
|
'| o:pick fieldsep blank f1 >>= /00000/',
/* start comparison*/
|
|
'| p:pick fieldsep blank f1 <<= /55555/',
/*finish compare*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/*output to terminal*/ |
|
|
|
'?',
/*start 2nd pipeline*/ |
|
'o:',
/*define PICKs secondary output*/
|
|
'| > LESSTHAN.ZERO',
/*write records to output data set*/ |
|
'?',
/*start 3rd pipeline*/ |
|
'p:',
/*define PICK's secondary output*/ |
|
'| > GREATER.THN55555'
/*write records to output data set*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< ORDER.FILE

reads the data set ORDER.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label o for the PICK stage. Operands on PICK identify a blank
as a separator of fields in the input records. PICK writes the first record it reads from its primary input stream to
its connected primary output stream if the record's first field is greater than or equal to the constant 00000. If the
field does not satisfy the comparison PICK writes the record to its connected secondary output stream.

o: pick fieldsep blank f1 >>= /00000/

defines a label p for the second PICK stage. Operands on PICK identify
a blank as a separator of fields in the input records. PICK receives as input those records that have satisfied the
greater than or equal to 00000 comparison. PICK writes the first record it reads from its primary input stream to
its connected primary output stream if the record's first field is less than or equal to the constant 55555. If the field
does not satisfy the comparison, PICK writes the record to its connected secondary output stream.
p: pick fieldsep blank f1 <<= /55555/

TERMINAL writes the primary input stream records from the second PICK stage to the terminal. This is the last
stage of the first pipeline.
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

o:

references the label o on the first PICK stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream.

writes the records that do not satisfy the greater than or equal comparison to 00000 to the
existing LESSTHAN.ZERO on the secondary output stream.

> LESSTHAN.ZERO
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?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

p:

references the label p on the second PICK stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream.

> GREATER.THN55555 writes the remaining input records that do not satisfy the
55555 to the existing GREATER.THN55555 on the secondary output stream.

less than or equal comparison to

Figure 92 is the input file that the PICKLEX exec processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ORDER.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 00000
Input records
000002 11111
Input records
000003 22222
Input records
000004 33333
Input records
000005 44444
Input records
000006 55555
Input records
000007 1Pppp
Input records
000008 66666
Input records
000009 77777
Input records
000010 88888
Input records
000011 ZZZZZ
Input records
000012 99999
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 92. PICKLEX Exec Example: Input Data Set Contents (ORDER.FILE)

The following shows the terminal output after PICKLEX exec is run.
picklex
00000
11111
22222
33333
44444
55555
1Pppp

Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

records
records
records
records
records
records
records

Figure 93 and Figure 94 show the output data sets created by the PICKLEX exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LESSTHAN.ZERO --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ZZZZZ
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 93. PICK Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(LESSTHAN.ZERO)
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.GREATER.THN55555 ------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 66666
Input records
000002 77777
Input records
000003 88888
Input records
000004 99999
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 94. PICK Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(GREATER.THN55555)
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3.73.2 Example 2
The following exec selects records whose contents in the first field are greater than or equal to the constant 00000 and
less than or equal to the constant 55555.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(PICKLEX)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< ORDER.FILE',
/* read input data */ |
|
'| o:pick fieldsep blank f1 >>= /00000/',
/* start comparison*/
|
|
'| p:pick fieldsep blank f1 <<= /55555/',
/*finish compare*/
|
|
'| terminal',
/*output to terminal*/ |
|
|
|
'?',
/*start 2nd pipeline*/ |
|
'o:',
/*define PICKs secondary output*/
|
|
'| > LESSTHAN.ZERO',
/*write records to output data set*/ |
|
'?',
/*start 3rd pipeline*/ |
|
'p:',
/*define PICK's secondary output*/ |
|
'| > GREATER.THN55555'
/*write records to output data set*/ |
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< ORDER.FILE

reads the data set ORDER.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label o for the PICK stage. Operands on PICK identify a blank
as a separator of fields in the input records. PICK writes the first record it reads from its primary input stream to
its connected primary output stream if the record's first field is greater than or equal to the constant 00000. If the
field does not satisfy the comparison PICK writes the record to its connected secondary output stream.

o: pick fieldsep blank f1 >>= /00000/

defines a label p for the second PICK stage. Operands on PICK identify
a blank as a separator of fields in the input records. PICK receives as input those records that have satisfied the
greater than or equal to 00000 comparison. PICK writes the first record it reads from its primary input stream to
its connected primary output stream if the record's first field is less than or equal to the constant 55555. If the field
does not satisfy the comparison, PICK writes the record to its connected secondary output stream.
p: pick fieldsep blank f1 <<= /55555/

TERMINAL writes the primary input stream records from the second PICK stage to the terminal. This is the last
stage of the first pipeline.
?

marks the end of the first pipeline.

o:

references the label o on the first PICK stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream.

writes the records that do not satisfy the greater than or equal comparison to 00000 to the
existing LESSTHAN.ZERO on the secondary output stream.

> LESSTHAN.ZERO
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?

marks the end of the second pipeline.

p:

references the label p on the second PICK stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary output stream.

> GREATER.THN55555 writes the remaining input records that do not satisfy the
55555 to the existing GREATER.THN55555 on the secondary output stream.

less than or equal comparison to

Figure 92 is the input file that the PICKLEX exec processes.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.ORDER.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 00000
Input records
000002 11111
Input records
000003 22222
Input records
000004 33333
Input records
000005 44444
Input records
000006 55555
Input records
000007 1Pppp
Input records
000008 66666
Input records
000009 77777
Input records
000010 88888
Input records
000011 ZZZZZ
Input records
000012 99999
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 92. PICKLEX Exec Example: Input Data Set Contents (ORDER.FILE)

The following shows the terminal output after PICKLEX exec is run.
picklex
00000
11111
22222
33333
44444
55555
1Pppp

Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

records
records
records
records
records
records
records

Figure 93 and Figure 94 show the output data sets created by the PICKLEX exec.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.LESSTHAN.ZERO --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ZZZZZ
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 93. PICK Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(LESSTHAN.ZERO)
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.GREATER.THN55555 ------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 66666
Input records
000002 77777
Input records
000003 88888
Input records
000004 99999
Input records
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 94. PICK Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(GREATER.THN55555)
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3.74 PIPCMD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PIPCMD__________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PIPCMD stage command to issue pipeline subcommands. PIPCMD reads records from its primary input stream
and issues nonblank records as pipeline subcommands.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PIPCMD reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must contain pipeline
subcommands. Blank records are discarded.
Usage Notes

1. PIPCMD does not delay the records. The pipeline subcommand issued by PIPCMD may delay the records.
2. The following pipeline subcommands cannot be issued with PIPCMD: BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT, PEEKTO,
and READTO.
3. A pipeline subcommand issued with PIPCMD can read from any defined input stream and write to any defined
output stream.
4. See also RUNPIPE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.74.1 Example 1
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3.75 PIPESTOP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PIPESTOP________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PIPESTOP stage command to end stage commands waiting for an external event such as DELAY. When
PIPESTOP reads an input record, it ends the stage commands.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PIPESTOP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PIPESTOP copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. PIPESTOP does not delay the records.
2. You can use PIPESTOP to stop the DELAY stage command.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.75.1 Example 1
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3.76 PREDSELECT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PREDSELect______________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PREDSELECT stage command to copy a record from its primary input stream to either its primary or secondary
output stream. The output stream to which PREDSELECT copies the record depends on the order of arrival of input
records on its other input streams. When PREDSELECT receives a record on its secondary input stream, it copies the
original record from its primary input stream to its primary output stream. When PREDSELECT receives a record on its
tertiary input stream, it copies the original record from its primary input stream to its secondary output stream.
PREDSELECT discards the records it reads from its secondary and tertiary input streams. PREDSELECT requires that
at least two input streams and one output stream be connected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PREDSELECT reads records from its primary input stream.
Secondary Input Stream: PREDSELECT reads records from its secondary input stream, if it is connected, and discards
them.
Tertiary Input Stream: PREDSELECT reads records from its tertiary input stream, if it is connected, and discards them.
Primary Output Stream: PREDSELECT copies a record from its primary input stream to its primary output stream when
a record is received on its secondary input stream.
Secondary Output Stream: PREDSELECT copies a record from its primary input stream to its secondary output stream
when a record is received on its tertiary input stream.
Usage Notes

1. PREDSELECT delays its primary input stream records. Records read from other streams are not delayed.
2. If all of PREDSELECT's output streams are not connected, PREDSELECT ends.
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3. PREDSELECT can be used when testing a stage or sequence of stages to keep an unmodified copy of the input
records intact. To do this, connect the primary output stream of FANOUT to the primary input stream of
PREDSELECT. Then, connect the secondary output stream of FANOUT to the stage or sequence of stages to be
tested. Connect the primary or secondary output streams of the stage or sequence to the secondary and tertiary
input streams, respectively, of PREDSELECT.
4. PREDSELECT severs the secondary input stream when the primary output stream is not connected.
PREDSELECT severs the tertiary input stream when the secondary output stream is not connected.
5. PREDSELECT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary output stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
6. See also GATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.76.1 Example 1
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3.77 PREFACE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PREFACE__ _stagecommand__ __________ _ _________________________>< |
|
|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_subroutine_________________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PREFACE stage command to invoke another stage command or subroutine pipeline, write the records produced
by that stage command or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream, and then copy all records from its primary
input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. If you specify a userwritten stage command, it must either be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it
must be invoked through the REXX stage command. The stagecommand must be a stage command you can specify as a
first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
subroutine
is a subroutine pipeline. No explicit connector can be specified. The beginning of the subroutine pipeline is not
connected. The output stream from the last stage in the subroutine pipeline is connected to PREFACE's primary output
stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: PREFACE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: PREFACE writes any output resulting from the specified stage command or subroutine
pipeline to its primary output stream. PREFACE then copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.
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Usage Notes

1. PREFACE does not delay the records.
2. If PREFACE's primary output stream is not connected, PREFACE ends.
3. BatchPipeWorks scans the operands of PREFACE twice; first it scans the entire pipeline and then it scans again
after it has resolved the operands of PREFACE. For this reason, be careful when using a special character in the
operands of PREFACE.
During the second scan, the vertical bar (|) is defined as the stage separator, the back slash (\) is defined as the end
character, and the double quotation mark (") is defined as the escape character. If you wish to use a vertical bar (|),
back slash (\), or double quotation mark (") in the operand of PREFACE, you must precede it with the double
quotation mark ("), or you can specify two adjacent vertical bars (||), back slashes (\\), or double quotation marks
("").
For the first scan, you must also precede each special character with the escape character defined for the first scan,
or you can specify two adjacent stage separator characters, end character characters, or escape characters.
For example, there are several ways to write a record containing D|E to the output stream and then copy the record
containing ABC from the input stream:
You can use four adjacent vertical bars (||||):
pipe literal ABC| preface literal D||||E| terminal
For the first scan, the PIPE command passes each set of || to the
PREFACE stage as |; the resulting stage is:

preface literal D||E
For the second scan, the PIPE command passes || to the LITERAL
stage as |; the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

You can define an escape character other than a double quotation mark for the first scan:
pipe (escape @) literal ABC| preface literal D"@|E| terminal
During the first scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding at-sign (@); the
resulting stage is:

preface literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
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the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

You can define a stage separator character other than a vertical bar:
pipe (separator ?) literal ABC? preface literal D"|E? terminal

You can define an escape character as a double quotation mark for the first and second scan:
pipe (escape ") literal ABC| preface literal D"""|E| terminal

During the first scan, the vertical bar and the second double quotation mark are not treated as special
characters because of the preceding double quotation marks; the resulting stage is:
preface literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character because of the preceding double
quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

You can use two adjacent vertical bars (||) for the first scan:
pipe literal ABC| preface literal D"||E| terminal
During the first scan, the second vertical bar in the string D"||
is not treated as a special character because of the vertical bar
preceding it; the resulting stage is:

preface literal D"|E
During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a
special character because of the preceding double quotation mark;
the resulting stage is:

literal D|E

4. If you specify REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or VARLOAD as stagecommand, REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or
VARLOAD accesses the variable environments in effect for PREFACE.
5. PREFACE starts at commit level -1. It does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage command must
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commit to 0 if it generates output.
6. See also APPEND, LITERAL, and STRLITERAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.77.1 Example 1
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3.78 QSAM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__QSAM__ddname____________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the QSAM stage command to get records from or put records to a physical sequential data set or a member of a
partitioned data set using queued sequential processing. When QSAM is the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM gets records
from the specified data set and copies the records to its primary output stream. When QSAM is not the first stage of a
pipeline, QSAM reads records from its primary input stream, puts the records to the specified data set, and copies the
records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
QSAM generates a 4-byte record header and a 4-byte block header when doing put operations to data sets in variable
formats V or VB. QSAM removes records descriptor words when doing get operations.
Operands

ddname
is the data definition name of the physical sequential data set or member of a partitioned data set to get records from or
put records to.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When a QSAM stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM reads records from its primary
input stream.
Primary Output Stream: When a QSAM stage is the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM writes the records it gets from the
data set to its primary output stream. When a QSAM stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM copies its primary
input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. QSAM does not delay the records.
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2. If the QSAM stage command is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, QSAM ends.
3. QSAM obtains all data set characteristics for a data set from the DCB or catalog.
4. When you use use QSAM in a fitting, do not use the RLSE subparameter on the JCL SPACE parameter for the
files that are output from QSAM.
5. QSAM starts on commit level -2000000000. It opens the data set and then commits to level 0.
6. See also <, >, >>.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.78.1 Example 1
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3.79 QUERY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_VERSION__
|
| >>__Query__|__________|_____________________________________________>< |
|
|_MSGlevel_|
|
|
|_MSGLIST__|
|
|
|_LEVEL____|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the QUERY stage command to display at the terminal or write to its primary output stream, if connected, the
version of BatchPipeWorks, the message level, the list of messages that have been issued, or the level of
BatchPipeWorks.
A QUERY stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

VERSION

displays or writes the version of BatchPipeWorks.
QUERY VERSION issues the following message:
BPWINX086I CMS/TSO BatchPipeWorks, 5785-RAC/SB5409 1.0109
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is
displayed at the terminal.

If the primary output stream is connected, the message number and the message text are written to the primary output
stream.
VERSION is the default value.
MSGlevel

displays or writes the message level.
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QUERY MSGLEVEL issues the following message:
BPWINX186I PIPMOD MSGLEVEL 15
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is
displayed at the terminal. The message level is displayed as a
decimal number. In this example, the message level returned is 15.

If the primary output stream is connected, four bytes of binary data are written to the primary output stream. The third
and fourth bytes represent the message level.
LEVEL

displays or writes the level of BatchPipeWorks.
QUERY LEVEL issues the following message:
BPWINX560I CMS/TSO BatchPipeWorks, 5785-RAC/SB5409 level 110900xx
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is
displayed at the terminal. The level is displayed in EBCDIC. In the
previous message, the level is 110900xx, where xx is the maintenance
level.

If the primary output stream is connected, four bytes of binary data, representing the level of BatchPipeWorks, is written
to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: The QUERY stage command writes records containing the information specified by the
operands to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to QUERY because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. The QUERY stage command starts at commit level -4. It commits to level 0 when the argument keyword is
validated.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.79.1 Example 1
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3.80 READPDS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__READPDS__ _dsname_____ ______________ _____________ _____________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ _________________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|
(1)| |_'_| |
|
|
|
|_(generation)____|
|
|
|
|_DDname=ddname___________________________|
|
|
|
| >__ ____________ ___________________________________________________>< |
|
| <________ |
|
|
|___member_|_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the READPDS stage command to read members from a partitioned data set.
READPDS searches the library directory for each member you specify. If a member does not exist, READPDS
translates the member name to uppercase and performs the search again. A null record is written after each member.
If an argument string is specified, READPDS searches first for the members in the string. Then READPDS reads
records from its primary input stream and searches for members listed in those records. Null and blank input records are
discarded.
Operands

dsname
is the name of the partitioned data set.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname
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indicates that the partitioned data set is already allocated.
ddname
is the name of the allocated partitioned data set.
member
is a name of the member to be extracted from the partitioned data set specified.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: After searching for all members specified as operands, READPDS reads records from its primary
input stream and searches for the members listed in the input records. The records must be in the same format as one or
more member operands. Null and blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: READPDS writes the contents of the found members to its primary output stream followed by
a null record.
Usage Notes

1. READPDS does not delay the records.
2. If READPDS's primary output stream is not connected, READPDS ends.
3. If READPDS cannot find the specified member as written, READPDS translates the member name to uppercase
and performs the search again.
4. MEMBERS and PDSREAD are synonyms of READPDS.
5. READPDS starts at commit level -2000000000. It opens the DCB and then commits level 0.
6. See also LISTPDS, LISTISPF, < and QSAM.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.80.1 Example 1
3.80.2 Example 2
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3.80.1 Example 1
To extract a member named MYEXEC from the PIPE.EXECS partitioned data set and write the contents of the member
to the existing data set named MYEXEC, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe readpds pipe.execs myexec | > MYEXEC
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3.80.1 Example 1
To extract a member named MYEXEC from the PIPE.EXECS partitioned data set and write the contents of the member
to the existing data set named MYEXEC, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe readpds pipe.execs myexec | > MYEXEC
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3.81 REVERSE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__REVERSE_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REVERSE stage command to reverse the contents of records on a character-by-character basis. The first
character of the input record becomes the last character of the output record, the second character becomes the secondto-last character, and so on. REVERSE reads records from its primary input stream and writes each record in reverse
character order to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: REVERSE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: REVERSE writes each record in reverse character order to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. REVERSE does not delay the records.
2. If REVERSE's primary output stream is not connected, REVERSE ends.
3. When REVERSE reverses the order of characters in a record, any blanks that are part of the record (including
trailing blanks) are reversed as well.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.81.1 Example 1
3.81.2 Example 2
3.81.3 Example 3
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3.81.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command reverses the characters in a literal string:
pipe literal Peace on Earth!| reverse | terminal
!htraE no ecaeP
READY
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3.81.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command reverses the characters in a literal string:
pipe literal Peace on Earth!| reverse | terminal
!htraE no ecaeP
READY
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3.81.2 Example 2
This example breaks up a single record into multiple records and then reverses the contents of each of those records.
pipe literal abcde fghijk lmnop qrstuv wxyz| split | reverse | terminal
edcba
kjihgf
ponml
vutsrq
zyxw
READY

Note that the order of records remains the same, but the characters within each record are reversed.
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3.81.2 Example 2
This example breaks up a single record into multiple records and then reverses the contents of each of those records.
pipe literal abcde fghijk lmnop qrstuv wxyz| split | reverse | terminal
edcba
kjihgf
ponml
vutsrq
zyxw
READY

Note that the order of records remains the same, but the characters within each record are reversed.
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3.82 REXX

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__REXX_____ _member___________________ __ ________ _______________>< |
|
|
_REXX___
| |_string_|
|
|
|_(__member__|________|__)_|
|
|
|
|_ddname_|
|
|
|
|_| Stream |_______________|
|
|
|
| Stream:
|
| |__ _*:___________ __________________________________________________| |
|
|_*.streamnum:_|
|
|
|_*.streamid:__|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Typing the REXX stage command may be optional if you are invoking |
|
a REXX program that is a member of a partitioned data set that is |
|
allocated to ddname REXX. See the Purpose for details.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REXX stage command to invoke a REXX program as a user-written stage command. The REXX program can
be a member of a partitioned data set or read from an input stream. An explicit REXX stage command is not required to
invoke a REXX program that is a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX unless the name of
the program is the same as the name of a stage command
If you want to invoke a REXX program which has a name conflict with a stage command, the REXX program must be
invoked as an operand of the REXX stage command. When the REXX program is invoked with the REXX stage
command, the member names of partitioned data sets that are allocated to ddname REXX are searched for the member
name specified on the REXX stage command. If the member is not found, the list of BatchPipeWorks stage commands
is searched. This allows the program you specified on the REXX stage to be the first one encountered in the search, and
therefore the program that gets executed.
Operands

member
is the name of the member of a partitioned data set that contains a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage
command.
ddname
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is the data definition name of the partitioned data set that contains the member that is to be run as a user-written stage
command. If you do not specify ddname, a data definition name of REXX is assumed.
*:

specifies the program is to be read from the REXX stage's primary input stream.

*streamnum:

is a number identifying the specific input stream containing the program to be read into the pipeline, where 0 is the
primary input stream, 1 is the secondary input stream, and so on. A colon must immediately follow streamnum with no
intervening blanks.

*.streamid:
references the particular input stream containing the program to be read, so the input stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command
with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively. A
colon must immediately follow streamid with no intervening blanks.

string
is the argument string to be passed to the REXX program.
Streams Used
Input Streams: When the program is read from an input stream, the REXX stage command reads records from the
specified stream. The program invoked by the REXX stage command can read from any connected input stream.
Output Streams: The program invoked by the REXX stage command can write to any connected output stream.
Usage Notes

1. REXX may delay the records depending on the user-written stage command that it runs.
2. If the program is read from an input stream and the program reads from that stream, the program receives an endof-file condition.
3. REXX programs to be run as user-written stage commands are run in a dedicated re-entrant environment.
Therefore, to issue a TSO command from a user-written stage command, use the COMMAND, TSO, or
SUBCOM stage commands. To issue the TSO LISTCAT command, use the CALLPIPE subcommand. The
following REXX excerpt shows a TSO command being issued.
/* Issue a TSO command */
'callpipe command listcat'

4. The REXX stage command starts at a commit level of -1. When the program is read from an input stream, REXX
commits to 0 before reading the program. When the program is not read from an input stream, REXX commits to
level 0 when the first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued
unless the stage command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand. The stage command can issue
COMMIT before READTO or OUTPUT to test if another stage has returned with a nonzero return code on
commit level -1.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.82.1 Example 1
3.82.2 Example 2
3.82.3 Example 3
3.82.4 Example 4
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3.82.1 Example 1
To run the REXX program, MYPROG, which is stored as a member of a partitioned data set allocated to ddname
PIPEPROG, and to display the data written to its primary output stream, issue the following:
pipe rexx (myprog pipeprog) | terminal

Note that you must specify the ddname to execute MYPROG since it is not REXX. If you specify only the member
name, the ddname defaults to REXX.
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3.82.1 Example 1
To run the REXX program, MYPROG, which is stored as a member of a partitioned data set allocated to ddname
PIPEPROG, and to display the data written to its primary output stream, issue the following:
pipe rexx (myprog pipeprog) | terminal

Note that you must specify the ddname to execute MYPROG since it is not REXX. If you specify only the member
name, the ddname defaults to REXX.
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3.82.2 Example 2
To pass the data set name INPUT.FILE as an argument string to the REXX program PROCFILE that you want to run as
a user-written stage command, issue:
pipe rexx PROCFILE input.file
You do not need to specify a ddname since the PROCFILE program is a member
of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX.
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3.82.2 Example 2
To pass the data set name INPUT.FILE as an argument string to the REXX program PROCFILE that you want to run as
a user-written stage command, issue:
pipe rexx PROCFILE input.file
You do not need to specify a ddname since the PROCFILE program is a member
of a partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX.
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3.82.3 Example 3
To determine if a REXX program has been invoked as a user-written stage command, the program can examine the
seventh word of the response from a REXX PARSE SOURCE instruction. If the seventh word is PIPE, the program was
invoked as a stage command. For example, the following program invokes itself as a stage command to write Hello
world! to the terminal:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(HELLO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on novalue
|
|
parse source . . $name $dd .. how . /*get member/ddname and how called*/ |
|
if how='PIPE'
/* if stage command, output message */
|
|
then signal filter
/* else call self as stage command */
|
|
/* and display message */
|
|
address tso
'PIPE rexx (' $name $dd ')|terminal'
|
|
exit
|
|
filter:
|
|
'output Hello world!' /* write hello world to output */
|
|
exit
|
|
novalue:exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

If the seventh word returned by PARSE SOURCE is PIPE, the exec is running as a user-written stage command. The
REXX label filter: is signaled and the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand is issued to write Hello world! to the stage's
primary output stream.
If the seventh word returned by PARSE SOURCE is not PIPE mark, the exec is running as a REXX program. It issues a
PIPE command, which uses the REXX stage function to invoke the exec as a user-written stage command. The REXX
stage is followed by a TERMINAL stage, which receives output from the user-written stage command invoked by
REXX and displays it on the terminal.
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3.82.3 Example 3
To determine if a REXX program has been invoked as a user-written stage command, the program can examine the
seventh word of the response from a REXX PARSE SOURCE instruction. If the seventh word is PIPE, the program was
invoked as a stage command. For example, the following program invokes itself as a stage command to write Hello
world! to the terminal:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(HELLO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on novalue
|
|
parse source . . $name $dd .. how . /*get member/ddname and how called*/ |
|
if how='PIPE'
/* if stage command, output message */
|
|
then signal filter
/* else call self as stage command */
|
|
/* and display message */
|
|
address tso
'PIPE rexx (' $name $dd ')|terminal'
|
|
exit
|
|
filter:
|
|
'output Hello world!' /* write hello world to output */
|
|
exit
|
|
novalue:exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

If the seventh word returned by PARSE SOURCE is PIPE, the exec is running as a user-written stage command. The
REXX label filter: is signaled and the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand is issued to write Hello world! to the stage's
primary output stream.
If the seventh word returned by PARSE SOURCE is not PIPE mark, the exec is running as a REXX program. It issues a
PIPE command, which uses the REXX stage function to invoke the exec as a user-written stage command. The REXX
stage is followed by a TERMINAL stage, which receives output from the user-written stage command invoked by
REXX and displays it on the terminal.
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3.83 REXXVARS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
|
| >>__REXXVARS__|__________|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REXXVARS stage command to get information about defined REXX variables. A REXX environment must be
active before REXXVARS can be used. A REXXVARS stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when retrieving information about variables. invocnum
must be 0 or greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the REXXVARS stage is specified on a PIPE command or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand,
the variables are in the exec that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the REXXVARS stage is
specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variables are in the userwritten stage command that issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: REXXVARS writes a record to its primary output stream containing the source string from the
REXX environment. For each REXX variable in the program, REXXVARS then writes two records to its primary
output stream. Each record written begins with a single character prefix followed by a blank. The prefix character
identifies the information that follows the blank. The prefix characters and their meanings are:
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Prefix Meaning
s
n
v

The source string passed to the REXX program. This is the first record written.
Variable name.
Value of the variable whose name is defined in the preceding record. Only the first 512 bytes of data are written
to the output stream.

Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to REXXVARS because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If REXXVARS's primary output stream is not connected, REXXVARS ends.
3. REXXVARS can be used to dump the contents of variables in the section of a REXX program that handles syntax
errors.
4. The output from REXXVARS must be buffered if other stages access the environment. For example,
REXXVARS output must be buffered when the STEM stage command is also being used.
5. REXXVARS cannot be used to obtain the default value assigned to a stem because it does not distinguish
between a default value and a compound symbol with a null index. Therefore, the following example will fail. To
obtain a valid stem variable, see Figure 101.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(RXTEST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
array. = 0
/* default value */
|
|
inx = ""
|
|
array.inx = 1 /* compound symbol with a null index */
|
|
|
|
'PIPE rexxvars | terminal'
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

When you run RXTEST it returns to the terminal every assignment but the default value assigned to the stem:
Figure 101 illustrates this point.
rxtest
s TSO CLIST
n INX
v
n ARRAY.
v 1
Ready;

Figure 101. REXXVARS Stage Command Example: Terminal Output Resulting from
RXTEST
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Use the VAR stage command to obtain the default value of a stem. For example, the following REXX exec
named VARTEST returns the default value of zero (0):
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(VARTEST)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
array. = 0
/* default value */
|
|
inx = ""
|
|
array.inx = 1 /* compound symbol with a null index */
|
|
|
|
'PIPE var array. | terminal'
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

6. If REXXVARS is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, REXXVARS retrieves
information about variables in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command
was issued.
7. REXXVARS starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while
processing its parameters). It gets a dummy variable from the pool to ensure that it starts getting variables at the
beginning of the pool and then commits to level 0.
8. See also STEM, VAR, VARLOAD, and STACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.83.1 Example 1
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3.84.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec executes a pipeline that inserts a global option TRACE at the beginning of each of the
pipelines RUNPIPE issues. The local NOTRACE option on the TERMINAL stage command called by RUNPIPE
overrides the global option TRACE. The exec places all resulting messages in the existing data set PIPELINE.TRACE:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TRCESOME)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg pipeline
/* read pipeline passed as argument */
|
|
pipeline = '(trace)' pipeline /* prefix pipeline with TRACE option */
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'var pipeline',
/* get input pipeline
*/
|
|
'| runpipe',
/* execute the pipeline with TRACE
*/
|
|
'| > PIPELINE.TRACE'
/* write trace info to data set rather */
|
|
/* than the terminal
*/
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 106 shows the terminal output resulting from using the TRCESOME exec with the pipeline literal Hello out
there! | (notrace) terminal. The data set PIPELINE.TRACE will contain the trace messages from only the
LITERAL stage command.
trcesome literal Hello out there! | (notrace) terminal
Hello out there!
READY

Figure 106. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Terminal Output Resulting from
TRCESOME

Note: This exec will produce a syntax error if the pipeline argument you enter contains other global options.
Return Codes
RUNPIPE ends immediately upon receipt of a negative return code. The return code is the aggregate of the return codes
from the pipelines issued by RUNPIPE. The aggregate return code is the minimum return code if any return code is
negative. If no return code is negative, it is the maximum of the return codes received.
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3.84.5 Record Header
The format of the first eight bytes is common to all EVENTS records.

Table 3. Common Record Header
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
Record type. This byte contains a non-negative
                    integer that defines which particular events
                    record is present. If there is additional
                    information defining the record, it begins at
                    offset 8.
     1
    1
X'00' indicates this record header format. A
                    nonzero value means the record is extended or
                    contains information different from what would
                    normally define the record.
     2
    2
Reserved.
     4
    4
Reference. A unique number defining a particular
                    stage, an argument string to the PIPE command, or
                    a pipeline consisting of a series of stage
                    commands.
variabl Beginning of information that will vary with each
     8
                    record type.
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3.84.3 Example 3
The following REXX exec executes a pipeline that inserts a global option TRACE at the beginning of each of the
pipelines RUNPIPE issues. The local NOTRACE option on the TERMINAL stage command called by RUNPIPE
overrides the global option TRACE. The exec places all resulting messages in the existing data set PIPELINE.TRACE:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TRCESOME)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg pipeline
/* read pipeline passed as argument */
|
|
pipeline = '(trace)' pipeline /* prefix pipeline with TRACE option */
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'var pipeline',
/* get input pipeline
*/
|
|
'| runpipe',
/* execute the pipeline with TRACE
*/
|
|
'| > PIPELINE.TRACE'
/* write trace info to data set rather */
|
|
/* than the terminal
*/
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 106 shows the terminal output resulting from using the TRCESOME exec with the pipeline literal Hello out
there! | (notrace) terminal. The data set PIPELINE.TRACE will contain the trace messages from only the
LITERAL stage command.
trcesome literal Hello out there! | (notrace) terminal
Hello out there!
READY

Figure 106. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Terminal Output Resulting from
TRCESOME

Note: This exec will produce a syntax error if the pipeline argument you enter contains other global options.
Return Codes
RUNPIPE ends immediately upon receipt of a negative return code. The return code is the aggregate of the return codes
from the pipelines issued by RUNPIPE. The aggregate return code is the minimum return code if any return code is
negative. If no return code is negative, it is the maximum of the return codes received.
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3.84 RUNPIPE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__RUNPIPE__ __________________________ __ ________ _______________>< |
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _| |_TRACE__|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|_EVENTS_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the RUNPIPE stage command to issue pipelines and intercept the BatchPipeWorks messages those pipelines
produce as they run. RUNPIPE reads records from its primary input stream and issues them as pipelines in the same
way that the PIPE command does, creating a new pipeline set for each record it reads. Each pipeline issued by
RUNPIPE runs until it completes. When a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE produces an events or trace record, it waits
while RUNPIPE writes that record to its primary output stream, if connected, and then resumes when the record
RUNPIPE wrote is consumed. The MSGLEVEL setting allows you to control the BatchPipeWorks messages written to
its primary output stream.
A RUNPIPE stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

MSGlevel

suppresses the issuing of certain messages for each set of pipelines run by RUNPIPE. RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL also
controls the messages issued from a stage it runs that invokes an ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE subcommand. If
MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to the global message level setting specified in the pipeline
issued by the RUNPIPE stage command. The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
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Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
representation in quotation marks.

You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
A message level of 7 (X'07', B'111') issues messages BPW001, BPW002, and either BPW003 or BPW004 in
conjunction with other messages.
A message level of 4 (X'04', B'100') issues message BPW003 or BPW004 in conjunction with other messages.
A message level of 2 (X'02', B'010') issues message BPW002 in conjunction with other messages.
A message level of 1 (X'01', B'001') issues message BPW001 in conjunction with other messages.
If you specify a message level setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify MSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001 and BPW002 are issued in conjunction with
other messages.
Note: If an operand or option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001 will always be issued at the initial start of each stage regardless of any message level setting.
TRACE

forces a trace of all stages running in the pipelines issued by RUNPIPE. The trace cannot be disabled by options in the
individual pipelines.
EVENTS

writes detailed records ready to be processed by other programs describing each event in the processing of the pipeline
issued by RUNPIPE. Refer to "Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS" in topic 3.84.4 for a complete
format description of each type of events record. The EVENTS operand applies to all pipelines issued by RUNPIPE.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: RUNPIPE reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must be in the same
format as the string of operands and options on a PIPE command. Blank and null input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: RUNPIPE writes an events or trace record produced by a pipeline it runs to its primary output
stream, if connected. When the record is consumed, control is regained by the issued pipeline. RUNPIPE writes
messages produced from pipelines it runs to its primary output stream. The RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL setting allows you
to control the BatchPipeWorks messages produced from pipelines run by RUNPIPE. All BatchPipeWorks messages
produced by the issued pipelines (including any produced by the MESSAGE pipeline subcommand) are written to the
output stream of RUNPIPE. Both the message identifier and the message text are included in the output records.
Usage Notes

1. RUNPIPE does not delay the records.
2. The first 10 or 11 characters of every message issued is the message identifier. Programs that process these
messages should be able to handle messages with three- or four-digit message numbers.
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3. RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL works in coordination with a MSGLEVEL setting on the PIPE command that issued that
RUNPIPE stage. RUNPIPE can suppress messages returned from a stage it issued, messages that may be
requested in the PIPE command's global MSGLEVEL option, but it cannot request messages that have already
been suppressed in a PIPE command's global MSGLEVEL option. For example, if a PIPE command suppresses
all messages (B'000'), its global setting overrides any local MSGLEVEL setting of the RUNPIPE issued by that
PIPE command.
4. RUNPIPE displays the messages it obtains along with messages returned to it from any stage invoking an
ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE subcommand, dependent upon their MSGLEVEL setting.
5. The REXX environment for a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE is the one in effect for RUNPIPE.
6. A stall or error condition in a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE does not affect the pipeline that contains the
RUNPIPE stage command.
7. See also PAUSE and PIPCMD.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.84.1 Example 1
3.84.2 Example 2
3.84.3 Example 3
3.84.4 Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS
3.84.5 Record Header
3.84.6 00--Message
3.84.7 01--Begin Pipeline Set
3.84.8 02--End Pipeline Set
3.84.9 03--BatchPipeWorks Scanning
3.84.10 04--Pipeline Vector
3.84.11 05--Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
3.84.12 06--Scanner Item
3.84.13 07--Calling Syntax Exit
3.84.14 08--Start Stage
3.84.15 09--End Stage
3.84.16 0A--Resuming Stage
3.84.17 0B--Calling Dispatcher Service
3.84.18 0C--Pipeline is Stalled
3.84.19 0D--State of Stage
3.84.20 0E--Pipeline Committing
3.84.21 0F--Terminal Input
3.84.22 10--Terminal Output
3.84.23 11--Pause
3.84.24 12--Subroutine Pipeline Complete
3.84.25 13--Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
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3.84.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command reads records that contain stage commands, stage separators, and comments from a data
set named COMMON.CODE. The records are then stripped of the comments, joined into one record and issued as a
pipeline by the RUNPIPE stage command.
pipe < common.code | chop str ?/*? | join * | runpipe | terminal
Figure 103 shows the contents of the input data set, COMMON.CODE, and
Figure 104 shows the contents of the input data set, NAMES.DATA.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.COMMON.CODE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
< NAMES.DATA
/* Read records one at a time */
000002 | TAKE 5
/* Keep only the first 5 records */
000003 | PAD 80
/* Make it at least 80 long for OUTPUT */
000004 | CHOP 80
/* Don't let it be longer than 80 */
000005 | > FIRST.FIVE
/* Write it to the terminal */

Figure 103. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(COMMON.CODE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NAMES.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Andrews, Joe
Permanent Employee
000002 Brown, Sue
Permanent Employee
000003 Jones, Fred
Permanent Employee
000004 Mills, Bob
Permanent Employee
000005 Smith, Sue
Permanent Employee
000006 Smith, Elaine
Temporary Employee
000007 Smith, Joe
Temporary Employee

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 104. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(NAMES.DATA)
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Figure 105 shows the contents of the resulting output data set, FIRST.FIVE. Any messages produced by the pipeline run
by RUNPIPE are displayed on the terminal.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FIRST.FIVE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Andrews, Joe
Permanent Employee
000002 Brown, Sue
Permanent Employee
000003 Jones, Fred
Permanent Employee
000004 Mills, Bob
Permanent Employee
000005 Smith, Sue
Permanent Employee

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 105. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(FIRST.FIVE)
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3.84.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command reads records that contain stage commands, stage separators, and comments from a data
set named COMMON.CODE. The records are then stripped of the comments, joined into one record and issued as a
pipeline by the RUNPIPE stage command.
pipe < common.code | chop str ?/*? | join * | runpipe | terminal
Figure 103 shows the contents of the input data set, COMMON.CODE, and
Figure 104 shows the contents of the input data set, NAMES.DATA.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.COMMON.CODE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
< NAMES.DATA
/* Read records one at a time */
000002 | TAKE 5
/* Keep only the first 5 records */
000003 | PAD 80
/* Make it at least 80 long for OUTPUT */
000004 | CHOP 80
/* Don't let it be longer than 80 */
000005 | > FIRST.FIVE
/* Write it to the terminal */

Figure 103. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(COMMON.CODE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.NAMES.DATA ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Andrews, Joe
Permanent Employee
000002 Brown, Sue
Permanent Employee
000003 Jones, Fred
Permanent Employee
000004 Mills, Bob
Permanent Employee
000005 Smith, Sue
Permanent Employee
000006 Smith, Elaine
Temporary Employee
000007 Smith, Joe
Temporary Employee

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 104. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(NAMES.DATA)
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Figure 105 shows the contents of the resulting output data set, FIRST.FIVE. Any messages produced by the pipeline run
by RUNPIPE are displayed on the terminal.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.FIRST.FIVE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Andrews, Joe
Permanent Employee
000002 Brown, Sue
Permanent Employee
000003 Jones, Fred
Permanent Employee
000004 Mills, Bob
Permanent Employee
000005 Smith, Sue
Permanent Employee

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 105. RUNPIPE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(FIRST.FIVE)
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3.84.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec traces all stages in the pipeline issued by RUNPIPE by specifying the TRACE operand on
RUNPIPE. The exec uses the RUNPIPE stage command to issue a pipeline with a local NOTRACE option on one of the
stages. The TRACE operand on RUNPIPE overrides all global or local TRACE options. Issue the TRACEALL exec
with the following command:
traceall < AB.FILE | sort | countwds | (notrace) terminal

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TRACEALL)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg pipeline
/* read pipeline passed as argument
*/
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'var pipeline',
/* get input pipeline
*/
|
|
'| runpipe trace',
/* execute the pipeline with TRACE
*/
|
|
'| > PIPELINE.TRACE'
/* write trace info to data set rather */
|
|
/* than the terminal
*/
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The data set PIPELINE.TRACE contains the trace messages from all of the stages commands: the <, SORT, and
TERMINAL stage commands and the user-written stage command named COUNTWDS.
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3.84.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec traces all stages in the pipeline issued by RUNPIPE by specifying the TRACE operand on
RUNPIPE. The exec uses the RUNPIPE stage command to issue a pipeline with a local NOTRACE option on one of the
stages. The TRACE operand on RUNPIPE overrides all global or local TRACE options. Issue the TRACEALL exec
with the following command:
traceall < AB.FILE | sort | countwds | (notrace) terminal

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TRACEALL)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg pipeline
/* read pipeline passed as argument
*/
|
|
'pipe',
|
|
'var pipeline',
/* get input pipeline
*/
|
|
'| runpipe trace',
/* execute the pipeline with TRACE
*/
|
|
'| > PIPELINE.TRACE'
/* write trace info to data set rather */
|
|
/* than the terminal
*/
|
|
exit rc
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The data set PIPELINE.TRACE contains the trace messages from all of the stages commands: the <, SORT, and
TERMINAL stage commands and the user-written stage command named COUNTWDS.
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3.84.4 Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS
RUNPIPE EVENTS produces a detailed account of a running pipeline in a format designed for processing by any type
of program.
The EVENTS record contains detailed information about the pipeline and its progress while running. The record format
consists of an 8-byte header common to all events records, followed by varying information defining each record type.
Layouts of each EVENTS record type are shown in Table 3 in topic 3.84.5 through Table 23 in topic 3.84.25.
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3.84.5 Record Header
The format of the first eight bytes is common to all EVENTS records.

Table 3. Common Record Header
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
Record type. This byte contains a non-negative
                    integer that defines which particular events
                    record is present. If there is additional
                    information defining the record, it begins at
                    offset 8.
     1
    1
X'00' indicates this record header format. A
                    nonzero value means the record is extended or
                    contains information different from what would
                    normally define the record.
     2
    2
Reserved.
     4
    4
Reference. A unique number defining a particular
                    stage, an argument string to the PIPE command, or
                    a pipeline consisting of a series of stage
                    commands.
variabl Beginning of information that will vary with each
     8
                    record type.
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3.84.6 00--Message
This record is written when a message is issued. The message is suppressed.

Table 4. 00-Message
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'00' for message.
     4
    4
Reference. A unique number defining the issuing
                    stage, if known. This field contains binary zeros
                    when the stage is not known.
     8
    4
Zeros or the address of a character field
                    containing the module name.
    12
    4
The message number. If negative, there is a list
                    of variables to substitute. If positive, a single
                    variable is substituted.
    16
    8
Variable to substitute if the message number is
                    positive.
    4
Address of substitution list if the message number
    16
                    is negative.
    20
    4
Number of items in the substitution list.
    24
    1
Number of bytes of substituted message text.
    25
    n
Substituted message text.
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3.84.6 00--Message
This record is written when a message is issued. The message is suppressed.

Table 4. 00-Message
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'00' for message.
     4
    4
Reference. A unique number defining the issuing
                    stage, if known. This field contains binary zeros
                    when the stage is not known.
     8
    4
Zeros or the address of a character field
                    containing the module name.
    12
    4
The message number. If negative, there is a list
                    of variables to substitute. If positive, a single
                    variable is substituted.
    16
    8
Variable to substitute if the message number is
                    positive.
    4
Address of substitution list if the message number
    16
                    is negative.
    20
    4
Number of items in the substitution list.
    24
    1
Number of bytes of substituted message text.
    25
    n
Substituted message text.
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3.84.7 01--Begin Pipeline Set

Table 5. 01-Begin Pipeline Set
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'01' for Begin Pipeline Set.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline set.
     8
    4
The address of the initial pipe command.
    12
    4
The length of the initial pipe command.
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3.84.7 01--Begin Pipeline Set

Table 5. 01-Begin Pipeline Set
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'01' for Begin Pipeline Set.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline set.
     8
    4
The address of the initial pipe command.
    12
    4
The length of the initial pipe command.
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3.84.8 02--End Pipeline Set

Table 6. 02-End Pipeline Set
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'02' for End Pipeline Set.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline set.
     8
    4
Return code.
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3.84.8 02--End Pipeline Set

Table 6. 02-End Pipeline Set
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'02' for End Pipeline Set.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline set.
     8
    4
Return code.
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3.84.9 03--BatchPipeWorks Scanning
This record has no varying data. Information about the pipeline is described in a group of records of events consisting of
one record for the overall pipeline and a record for each pipeline, stage, connector, and label reference. The end record
identifies the end of the pipeline.

Table 7. 03-Enter BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'03' for Enter BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline.
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3.84.9 03--BatchPipeWorks Scanning
This record has no varying data. Information about the pipeline is described in a group of records of events consisting of
one record for the overall pipeline and a record for each pipeline, stage, connector, and label reference. The end record
identifies the end of the pipeline.

Table 7. 03-Enter BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'03' for Enter BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline.
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3.84.10 04--Pipeline Vector
An information guide is set up for each pipeline set created from the PipeWork's scanning process.

Table 8. 04-Pipeline Vector
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'04' for Pipeline Vector.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline set.
     8
    8
The eight characters 'pipedef '
    16
    1
The level of the scanned records.
                                                                        
                       01 Initial specification.
                            This record is 40 bytes long.
                            The last two bytes contain zeros.
                       02 The record is 88 bytes long.
    17
    1
Flag byte. A byte of all zeros indicates the
                    pipeline was issued by PIPE or RUNPIPE.
                                                                        
                       01 Function is CALLPIPE
                       02 Function is ADDPIPE
Flag byte representing a global option within the
    1
    18
                    argument string for the pipeline running.
                                                                        
                       01 option TRACE
                       02 option LISTERR
                       04 option LISTRC
                       10 option STOP
                       20 option LONG (default)
                       80 option LISTCMD
    19
    1
Reserved.
    20
    8
The option NAME. The value is truncated after
                    eight (8) bytes. Refer to offset 48 in this
                    record, it contains a pointer to the complete
                    name.
    28
    2
Bits to turn on in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    30
    2
Bits to clear in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    32
    1
The stage separator character.
    33
    1
The end character. This byte contains a blank
                    when no end character is defined.
    34
    1
The escape character. This byte contains blank
                    when no escape character is defined.
    35
    3
Reserved.
    38
    2
Contains zero unless an internal pipeline was
                    issued, in which case this field contains the
                    number of bytes that follow.
    40
    4
Address of the original pipeline argument string.
    44
    4
The length of the original pipeline argument
                    string.
    48
    4
The address of the name for the pipeline. The
                    first 8 bytes of the name is found in offset 20.
    52
    4
The length of the name for the pipeline. This
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    56
   32

length may be greater than 8.
Reserved.
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3.84.10 04--Pipeline Vector
An information guide is set up for each pipeline set created from the PipeWork's scanning process.

Table 8. 04-Pipeline Vector
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'04' for Pipeline Vector.
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline set.
     8
    8
The eight characters 'pipedef '
    16
    1
The level of the scanned records.
                                                                        
                       01 Initial specification.
                            This record is 40 bytes long.
                            The last two bytes contain zeros.
                       02 The record is 88 bytes long.
    17
    1
Flag byte. A byte of all zeros indicates the
                    pipeline was issued by PIPE or RUNPIPE.
                                                                        
                       01 Function is CALLPIPE
                       02 Function is ADDPIPE
Flag byte representing a global option within the
    1
    18
                    argument string for the pipeline running.
                                                                        
                       01 option TRACE
                       02 option LISTERR
                       04 option LISTRC
                       10 option STOP
                       20 option LONG (default)
                       80 option LISTCMD
    19
    1
Reserved.
    20
    8
The option NAME. The value is truncated after
                    eight (8) bytes. Refer to offset 48 in this
                    record, it contains a pointer to the complete
                    name.
    28
    2
Bits to turn on in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    30
    2
Bits to clear in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    32
    1
The stage separator character.
    33
    1
The end character. This byte contains a blank
                    when no end character is defined.
    34
    1
The escape character. This byte contains blank
                    when no escape character is defined.
    35
    3
Reserved.
    38
    2
Contains zero unless an internal pipeline was
                    issued, in which case this field contains the
                    number of bytes that follow.
    40
    4
Address of the original pipeline argument string.
    44
    4
The length of the original pipeline argument
                    string.
    48
    4
The address of the name for the pipeline. The
                    first 8 bytes of the name is found in offset 20.
    52
    4
The length of the name for the pipeline. This
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    56
   32

length may be greater than 8.
Reserved.
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3.84.11 05--Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
The pipeline argument string is either disregarded or passed to the pipeline dispatcher to run.

Table 9. 05-Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'05' for Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline argument string.
     8
    4
Return code. The pipeline argument string is
                    disregarded if this return code is not zero.
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3.84.11 05--Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
The pipeline argument string is either disregarded or passed to the pipeline dispatcher to run.

Table 9. 05-Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'05' for Leave BatchPipeWorks Scanning Process
     4
    4
Reference for the pipeline argument string.
     8
    4
Return code. The pipeline argument string is
                    disregarded if this return code is not zero.
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3.84.12 06--Scanner Item
The scanner items describe the beginning of a pipeline, a stage, a label reference, or a connector. This variable length
record contains four sections, one for each of these items.
Note: Stage separators and characters designated to end a pipe command are discarded once translated by the scanner.

Table 10. 06-Scanner Item
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'06' for Scanner Item.
     4
    4
Reference to the pipeline, except for record
                    subtypes (01-stage), where this defines the
                    reference for the stage.
     8
    4
Pipeline number. The first pipeline has number
                    one (1).
    12
    4
Stage number. This field is zero (0) in the
                    pipeline begin item.
    16
    2
Number of bytes in the remainder of the record.
    18
    1
Item type. This specifies whether the pipeline
                    begin, stage, label, or connector section contains
                    the remaining data in the record.
SECTION FOR PIPELINE BEGIN
    18
    1
X'00' specifies the beginning of a pipeline.
    19
    1
Reserved.
SECTION FOR STAGE
    18
    1
X'01' Stage.
Flag byte representing a global option within the
    1
    19
                    argument string for the pipe running.
                                                                        
                    01 option TRACE
                                                                        
                    02 option LISTERR
                                                                        
                    04 option LISTRC
                                                                        
                    10 option STOP
                                                                        
                    80 option LISTCMD
    20
    2
Bits to turn on in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    22
    2
Bits to clear in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    24
    8
Label or blank.
    32
    4
Stream identifier or zeros.
    36
    4
Entry point address or zero to resolve the entry
                    point for the stage command.
    40
    4
Address of the stage command.
    44
    4
Length of the stage command.
    48
    4
Address of the argument string of a stage command.
    52
    4
Length of the argument string of a stage command.
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SECTION FOR LABEL
    18
    1
X'02' Label reference.
    19
    1
Reserved.
    20
    4
Reference. The unique number defining the stage
                    that this label references.
    24
    8
The label being referenced.
    32
    4
Stream identifier or zeros.
SECTION FOR CONNECTOR
    18
    1
X'03' Connector.
Flag.
    1
    19
                                                                        
                    01 Input.
                                                                        
                    02 Output.
                                                                        
                    04 Conditional. Connect only if the referenced
                         stream exists. This flag applies only to
                         encoded pipeline argument strings.
    20
    4
Stream identifier or zeros.
    24
    4
Stream number.
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3.84.12 06--Scanner Item
The scanner items describe the beginning of a pipeline, a stage, a label reference, or a connector. This variable length
record contains four sections, one for each of these items.
Note: Stage separators and characters designated to end a pipe command are discarded once translated by the scanner.

Table 10. 06-Scanner Item
  Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset
                                                             
     0
    1
X'06' for Scanner Item.
     4
    4
Reference to the pipeline, except for record
                    subtypes (01-stage), where this defines the
                    reference for the stage.
     8
    4
Pipeline number. The first pipeline has number
                    one (1).
    12
    4
Stage number. This field is zero (0) in the
                    pipeline begin item.
    16
    2
Number of bytes in the remainder of the record.
    18
    1
Item type. This specifies whether the pipeline
                    begin, stage, label, or connector section contains
                    the remaining data in the record.
SECTION FOR PIPELINE BEGIN
    18
    1
X'00' specifies the beginning of a pipeline.
    19
    1
Reserved.
SECTION FOR STAGE
    18
    1
X'01' Stage.
Flag byte representing a global option within the
    1
    19
                    argument string for the pipe running.
                                                                        
                    01 option TRACE
                                                                        
                    02 option LISTERR
                                                                        
                    04 option LISTRC
                                                                        
                    10 option STOP
                                                                        
                    80 option LISTCMD
    20
    2
Bits to turn on in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    22
    2
Bits to clear in the low-order halfword of the
                    message level.
    24
    8
Label or blank.
    32
    4
Stream identifier or zeros.
    36
    4
Entry point address or zero to resolve the entry
                    point for the stage command.
    40
    4
Address of the stage command.
    44
    4
Length of the stage command.
    48
    4
Address of the argument string of a stage command.
    52
    4
Length of the argument string of a stage command.
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SECTION FOR LABEL
    18
    1
X'02' Label reference.
    19
    1
Reserved.
    20
    4
Reference. The unique number defining the stage
                    that this label references.
    24
    8
The label being referenced.
    32
    4
Stream identifier or zeros.
SECTION FOR CONNECTOR
    18
    1
X'03' Connector.
Flag.
    1
    19
                                                                        
                    01 Input.
                                                                        
                    02 Output.
                                                                        
                    04 Conditional. Connect only if the referenced
                         stream exists. This flag applies only to
                         encoded pipeline argument strings.
    20
    4
Stream identifier or zeros.
    24
    4
Stream number.
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3.84.13 07--Calling Syntax Exit
The pipe parser's third pass is about to call a syntax exit. No record is produced to indicate the return from the exit. If
records of this type are produced, a nonzero return code in record type 05 indicates that one or more syntax exits
returned with a nonzero return code.

Table 11. 07-Calling Syntax Exit
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'07' for Calling Syntax Exit.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Address of work area allocated for stage.
    12
    4
Register 1. Depending on the programming language,
                   this may be a pointer to the stage's work area or
                   to a parameter list.
    16
   48
Registers 0 through 11.
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3.84.13 07--Calling Syntax Exit
The pipe parser's third pass is about to call a syntax exit. No record is produced to indicate the return from the exit. If
records of this type are produced, a nonzero return code in record type 05 indicates that one or more syntax exits
returned with a nonzero return code.

Table 11. 07-Calling Syntax Exit
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'07' for Calling Syntax Exit.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Address of work area allocated for stage.
    12
    4
Register 1. Depending on the programming language,
                   this may be a pointer to the stage's work area or
                   to a parameter list.
    16
   48
Registers 0 through 11.
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3.84.14 08--Start Stage
The pipeline dispatcher is about to call the initial entry point for a stage.

Table 12. 08-Start Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'08' for Start Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
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3.84.14 08--Start Stage
The pipeline dispatcher is about to call the initial entry point for a stage.

Table 12. 08-Start Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'08' for Start Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
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3.84.15 09--End Stage
The stage returns to the pipeline dispatcher.

Table 13. 09-End Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'09' for End Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Return code.
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3.84.15 09--End Stage
The stage returns to the pipeline dispatcher.

Table 13. 09-End Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'09' for End Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Return code.
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3.84.16 0A--Resuming Stage
The pipeline dispatcher is about to return control to a stage. The stage has previously called a pipeline dispatcher
service, referred to as a service call.

Table 14. 0A-Resuming Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0A' for Resuming Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Return code.
    12
    4
Register 0.
    16
    4
Register 1.
    20
    2
Reserved.
    22
    2
Two-character service code for the previous service
                   call issued by the stage. Refer to the description
                   in record type 0B.
    24
    4
Number of the input stream that is currently
                   selected by the stage. Zero (0) indicates a stage
                   with no input stream.
    28
    4
Zero (0) indicates the currently selected input
                   stream is not defined. Negative one (-1) indicates
                   the currently selected input stream is not
                   connected. A positive number refers to the
                   producer stage.
    32
    4
Stream number selected by producer. Negative one
                   (-1) indicates the previous field at offset 28 is
                   not positive.
    4
Number of the output stream that is currently
    36
                   selected by the stage.
    40
    4
Zero (0) indicates the currently selected output
                   stream is not defined. Negative one (-1) indicates
                   the currently selected output stream is not
                   connected. A positive number refers to the
                   consumer stage.
    44
    4
Stream number selected by the consumer stage.
                   Negative one (-1) indicates the previous field at
                   offset 40 is not positive.
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3.84.16 0A--Resuming Stage
The pipeline dispatcher is about to return control to a stage. The stage has previously called a pipeline dispatcher
service, referred to as a service call.

Table 14. 0A-Resuming Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0A' for Resuming Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Return code.
    12
    4
Register 0.
    16
    4
Register 1.
    20
    2
Reserved.
    22
    2
Two-character service code for the previous service
                   call issued by the stage. Refer to the description
                   in record type 0B.
    24
    4
Number of the input stream that is currently
                   selected by the stage. Zero (0) indicates a stage
                   with no input stream.
    28
    4
Zero (0) indicates the currently selected input
                   stream is not defined. Negative one (-1) indicates
                   the currently selected input stream is not
                   connected. A positive number refers to the
                   producer stage.
    32
    4
Stream number selected by producer. Negative one
                   (-1) indicates the previous field at offset 28 is
                   not positive.
    4
Number of the output stream that is currently
    36
                   selected by the stage.
    40
    4
Zero (0) indicates the currently selected output
                   stream is not defined. Negative one (-1) indicates
                   the currently selected output stream is not
                   connected. A positive number refers to the
                   consumer stage.
    44
    4
Stream number selected by the consumer stage.
                   Negative one (-1) indicates the previous field at
                   offset 40 is not positive.
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3.84.17 0B--Calling Dispatcher Service
A stage issues a service request to the pipeline dispatcher.

Table 15. 0B-Calling Dispatcher Service
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0B' for Calling Dispatcher Service.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Reserved.
    12
    4
Register 0.
    16
    4
Register 1.
    20
    2
Reserved.
    22
    2
Two-character service code for the previous service
                   call issued by the stage. Service code
                   descriptions follow.

The service codes are:
CM

CT
ES
LO
MS

Issue Pipeline command. Register 1 contains the address of the command. Register 0 contains the length of the
command.
Commit. Register 0 contains the commit level requested.
The stage returns on the initial call from the dispatcher. An end-stage events record follows.
PEEKTO.
Miscellaneous services. The value in register 0 defines the service requested as follows:
0
1
2

Stall the pipeline.
Suspend.
Set break wait flag. This signals whether or not to break from a wait state when a record is received and
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consume it.
3
4
5

PA
PI

PO

SA

Clear break wait flag.
Process internal ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE requests that are assembled into programs.
Test if events are enabled. Register 1 contains the address of a fullword into which the dispatcher stores the
stage's reference number.

Set parameter registers to their original values on entry to stage. (Not used.)
READTO. Register 1 contains the address of the buffer. Register 0 contains the length of the buffer (zero means
release input record).
OUTPUT. Register 1 contains the address of the record. Register 0 contains the length of the record. When the
stage resumes processing, register 0 contains the number of bytes consumed. This is reflected in the 0A record
type.
STREAMSTATE. The value in register 0 indicates the side to test:
-1
-2

Input.
Output.

Register 1 contains the stream number or stream identifier (if the high-order byte is nonzero).
SH
SL

SHORT.
SELECT. The value in register 0 indicates the side to select:
-1
-2
-3
-4

Input.
Output.
Both.
Any input.

Register 1 contains the stream number or stream identifier (if the high-order byte is nonzero).
SN
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STAGENUMBER.
SV

SEVER. The value in register 0 indicates the side to sever:
-1
-2

WE

X

Input.
Output.

WAITECB. Register 0 contains the code to post when an input record arrives (if the break-wait flag is enabled).
Register 1 contains the address of the PIPECB.
Set dispatcher exit. Register 0 contains the address of the exit routine, or zeros.
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3.84.17 0B--Calling Dispatcher Service
A stage issues a service request to the pipeline dispatcher.

Table 15. 0B-Calling Dispatcher Service
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0B' for Calling Dispatcher Service.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Reserved.
    12
    4
Register 0.
    16
    4
Register 1.
    20
    2
Reserved.
    22
    2
Two-character service code for the previous service
                   call issued by the stage. Service code
                   descriptions follow.

The service codes are:
CM

CT
ES
LO
MS

Issue Pipeline command. Register 1 contains the address of the command. Register 0 contains the length of the
command.
Commit. Register 0 contains the commit level requested.
The stage returns on the initial call from the dispatcher. An end-stage events record follows.
PEEKTO.
Miscellaneous services. The value in register 0 defines the service requested as follows:
0
1
2

Stall the pipeline.
Suspend.
Set break wait flag. This signals whether or not to break from a wait state when a record is received and
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consume it.
3
4
5

PA
PI

PO

SA

Clear break wait flag.
Process internal ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE requests that are assembled into programs.
Test if events are enabled. Register 1 contains the address of a fullword into which the dispatcher stores the
stage's reference number.

Set parameter registers to their original values on entry to stage. (Not used.)
READTO. Register 1 contains the address of the buffer. Register 0 contains the length of the buffer (zero means
release input record).
OUTPUT. Register 1 contains the address of the record. Register 0 contains the length of the record. When the
stage resumes processing, register 0 contains the number of bytes consumed. This is reflected in the 0A record
type.
STREAMSTATE. The value in register 0 indicates the side to test:
-1
-2

Input.
Output.

Register 1 contains the stream number or stream identifier (if the high-order byte is nonzero).
SH
SL

SHORT.
SELECT. The value in register 0 indicates the side to select:
-1
-2
-3
-4

Input.
Output.
Both.
Any input.

Register 1 contains the stream number or stream identifier (if the high-order byte is nonzero).
SN
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STAGENUMBER.
SV

SEVER. The value in register 0 indicates the side to sever:
-1
-2

WE

X

Input.
Output.

WAITECB. Register 0 contains the code to post when an input record arrives (if the break-wait flag is enabled).
Register 1 contains the address of the PIPECB.
Set dispatcher exit. Register 0 contains the address of the exit routine, or zeros.
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3.84.18 0C--Pipeline is Stalled
This event has no varying data. A record with code X'0D' is written for each stage.

Table 16. 0C-Pipeline is Stalled
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0C' for Pipeline is Stalled.
    4
    4
Reference for the set of pipeline argument strings.
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3.84.18 0C--Pipeline is Stalled
This event has no varying data. A record with code X'0D' is written for each stage.

Table 16. 0C-Pipeline is Stalled
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0C' for Pipeline is Stalled.
    4
    4
Reference for the set of pipeline argument strings.
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3.84.19 0D--State of Stage

Table 17. 0D-State of Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0D' for State of Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Encoded state of stage.
    12
    8
Decoded state of stage.
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3.84.19 0D--State of Stage

Table 17. 0D-State of Stage
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0D' for State of Stage.
    4
    4
Reference for the stage.
    8
    4
Encoded state of stage.
    12
    8
Decoded state of stage.
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3.84.20 0E--Pipeline Committing

Table 18. 0E-Pipeline Committing
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0E' for Pipeline Committing.
    4
    4
Reference for the pipeline argument string.
    8
    4
The committed aggregate return code.
    12
    4
The level to which the pipeline is committed.
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3.84.20 0E--Pipeline Committing

Table 18. 0E-Pipeline Committing
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0E' for Pipeline Committing.
    4
    4
Reference for the pipeline argument string.
    8
    4
The committed aggregate return code.
    12
    4
The level to which the pipeline is committed.
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3.84.21 0F--Terminal Input
A TERMINAL stage that is first in a pipeline requires a record. The TERMINAL stage that runs under control of
RUNPIPE EVENTS does not read from the terminal; it signals a terminal input event. The output of the TERMINAL
stage within the pipeline is not displayed online. A stage that processes the events records without their being delayed
from the RUNPIPE stage can store an input record in the input buffer and set the number of bytes for the length of data
in the buffer. If this events record is consumed without a record being stored, the terminal stage assumes a null record
was entered.

Table 19. 0F-Terminal Input
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0F' for Terminal Input.
    4
    4
Reference for the terminal stage.
    8
    4
Address of the input buffer.
    12
    4
Maximum number of bytes allowed for the length of
                   the input buffer. The controlling stage can store
                   less than this number of bytes in the buffer.
    16
    4
Address of a fullword into which the controlling
                   stage should store the actual length of the input
                   line (data).
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3.84.21 0F--Terminal Input
A TERMINAL stage that is first in a pipeline requires a record. The TERMINAL stage that runs under control of
RUNPIPE EVENTS does not read from the terminal; it signals a terminal input event. The output of the TERMINAL
stage within the pipeline is not displayed online. A stage that processes the events records without their being delayed
from the RUNPIPE stage can store an input record in the input buffer and set the number of bytes for the length of data
in the buffer. If this events record is consumed without a record being stored, the terminal stage assumes a null record
was entered.

Table 19. 0F-Terminal Input
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'0F' for Terminal Input.
    4
    4
Reference for the terminal stage.
    8
    4
Address of the input buffer.
    12
    4
Maximum number of bytes allowed for the length of
                   the input buffer. The controlling stage can store
                   less than this number of bytes in the buffer.
    16
    4
Address of a fullword into which the controlling
                   stage should store the actual length of the input
                   line (data).
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3.84.22 10--Terminal Output
A terminal stage that is not first in a pipeline has read an input record. The terminal stage issued from RUNPIPE
EVENTS does not write to the terminal; it signals a terminal output event. A stage that processes the events records
without their being delayed from the RUNPIPE stage can obtain the record from the buffer.

Table 20. 10-Terminal Output
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'10' for Terminal Output.
    4
    4
Reference for the terminal stage.
    8
    4
Address of the output buffer.
    12
    4
Length of the output buffer.
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3.84.22 10--Terminal Output
A terminal stage that is not first in a pipeline has read an input record. The terminal stage issued from RUNPIPE
EVENTS does not write to the terminal; it signals a terminal output event. A stage that processes the events records
without their being delayed from the RUNPIPE stage can obtain the record from the buffer.

Table 20. 10-Terminal Output
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'10' for Terminal Output.
    4
    4
Reference for the terminal stage.
    8
    4
Address of the output buffer.
    12
    4
Length of the output buffer.
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3.84.23 11--Pause
PAUSE has read an input record. A stage that processes the events records without their being delayed from the
RUNPIPE stage can now react to this event. The PAUSE stage is resumed as soon as this record is consumed.

Table 21. 11-Terminal Output
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'11' for PAUSE.
    4
    4
Reference for the PAUSE stage.
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3.84.23 11--Pause
PAUSE has read an input record. A stage that processes the events records without their being delayed from the
RUNPIPE stage can now react to this event. The PAUSE stage is resumed as soon as this record is consumed.

Table 21. 11-Terminal Output
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'11' for PAUSE.
    4
    4
Reference for the PAUSE stage.
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3.84.24 12--Subroutine Pipeline Complete
This record is generated when all stages of a subroutine have ended and all connections are either at end-of-file or
restored to their original state.

Table 22. 12-Subroutine Pipeline Complete
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'12' for Subroutine Pipeline Complete.
    4
    4
Reference for the pipeline argument string.
    8
    4
The return code.
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3.84.24 12--Subroutine Pipeline Complete
This record is generated when all stages of a subroutine have ended and all connections are either at end-of-file or
restored to their original state.

Table 22. 12-Subroutine Pipeline Complete
Decimal
Length
Description
  Offset                                                               
    0
    1
X'12' for Subroutine Pipeline Complete.
    4
    4
Reference for the pipeline argument string.
    8
    4
The return code.
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3.85 SCM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_39__71__/*__*/_________________________________
|
| >>__SCM__|________________________________________________|_________>< |
|
|
_71__/*__*/_______________________ |
|
|
|_startcol__|__________________________________|_|
|
|
|
_/*__*/_______________ |
|
|
|_endcol__|______________________|_|
|
|
|_string1__ _________ _|
|
|
|_string2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SCM stage command to line up comments and complete unclosed comments in programs written in languages
such as C and REXX that require beginning and ending comments.
An input record is copied unchanged to the output stream when:
It has no beginning comment string
It has an ending comment string that is after the last beginning comment string in the line and the ending
comment string is not at the end of the line.
When a line has only one beginning comment string and is the first nonblank string on that line, the ending comment
string is aligned with the ending column (assuming the line does not extend beyond this column).
If the line contains nonblank characters before the last comment string and if the instruction and comment parts are both
shorter than the width of their respective column ranges, the string is aligned within the specified columns.
If the instruction or the comment is longer than the column range allocated, but combined are shorter than the area
allocated, the comment is aligned to the right. Otherwise the comment is appended to the instruction.
Operands

startcol
specifies the column number where a comment should begin when the REXX instruction is short enough to leave room
for alignment. The default is 39.
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endcol
specifies the ending column number for the comment. The default is 71.
string1
specifies the beginning comment string. You cannot specify a blank within the string. If string1 is not specified, the
default is /*.
string2
specifies the ending comment string. You cannot specify a blank within the string. If string1 is specified, but string2 is
not specified, the default is a null string. If neither string1 nor string2 is specified, then the default is */.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SCM reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: SCM writes records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SCM does not delay the records.
2. If SCM's primary output stream is not connected, SCM ends.
3. SCM starts at commit level -1. It verifies its operands and then commits to level 0.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.85.1 Example 1
3.85.2 Example 2
3.85.3 Example 3
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3.85.1 Example 1
To complete the unclosed comment, enter the following command:
pipe literal
/* Now we check a and b| scm | terminal
/* Now we check a and b
READY

*/
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3.85.1 Example 1
To complete the unclosed comment, enter the following command:
pipe literal
/* Now we check a and b| scm | terminal
/* Now we check a and b
READY

*/
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3.85.2 Example 2
To align the instruction and close the comment, enter the following command:
pipe literal

If a=b /* The same thing? | scm | terminal

If a=b
READY

/* The same thing?

*/
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3.85.2 Example 2
To align the instruction and close the comment, enter the following command:
pipe literal

If a=b /* The same thing? | scm | terminal

If a=b
READY

/* The same thing?

*/
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3.86 SNAKE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SNAKE__numcols__ _________ _____________________________________>< |
|
|_numrows_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SNAKE stage command to reformat records into one or more matrices. Each matrix is of size numcols by
numrows records. Each matrix is formed column by column where a column is made up of sequentially read input
records. When the number of columns in a matrix equals numcols and there are more input records to read, the next
matrix is formed using the same procedure. If numrows is not specified, the input records are formatted into 1 matrix
with the smallest possible number of rows. If numrows is specified, each matrix is formed column by column until the
number of columns equals numcols.
Operands

numcols
specifies the decimal number of columns to create. If the number of records in the input data set is not evenly divisible
by the number of columns specified, the last column is not full.
numrows
specifies the number of rows in each matrix of output records.
If you do not specify numrows, the number of rows is the number required to format at least one record into the last
column. SNAKE fills the last column as much as possible. SNAKE reads the entire data set to determine the number of
records and sets the number of rows accordingly. It chooses the smallest possible number of rows.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SNAKE reads the records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: SNAKE writes the multicolumn records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. SNAKE delays the records.
2. If SNAKE's primary output stream is not connected, SNAKE ends.
3. The following diagram shows how input data is formatted into a matrix if you specify SNAKE 3:
_____
__________________
|a |
| __ _ |
|b |
| |
|
|
|c |
____________
|a | e |i |
|d | |
|
|b | f |j |
| e |-----| SNAKE 3 |-------| c | g | k |
|f | |
|
|d | h |l |
| g | |____________|
|| | | |
|
|h |
| |__| |___|
|
|i |
|col. col. col. |
|j |
|1 2 3 |
|k |
|
|
|l |
|__________________|
|_____|
input
output
stream
stream

The following diagram shows how the data is formatted if you specify SNAKE 2 2:
____
_________________
|a |
|
_
|
|b |
| |
|
|c |
____________
| a | c row 1 |
|d |
|
|
| b | d row 2 |
| e |------| SNAKE 2 2 |-------| | |
|
|f |
|
|
| |__|
|
|g |
|____________|
|
_
|
|h |
| |
|
|i |
| e | g row 1 |
|j |
| f | h row 2 |
|k |
| | |
|
|l |
| |__|
|
|____|
|
_
|
input
| |
|
stream
| i | k row 1 |
| j | l row 2 |
| | |
|
| |__|
|
| col. col.
|
| 1 2
|
|_________________|
output
stream

4. If you specify numrows, then the first record of the output data in the first matrix contains records 1, numrows+1,
2*numrows+1, and so on. (For example, if numrows is 3, the first record in the output contains the records that are
numbered 1, 4, 7, and so on.) Thus, if the input records have been sorted, then the columns on the page will be
sorted downwards.
5. If the input stream consists of fixed-length records, SNAKE divides the records among the specified columns and
does not pad or truncate the records. Therefore, the resulting output columns will line up corresponding to the
way the input stream records would line up.
If the input stream consists of variable-length records, the input records are treated as variable-length character
strings and the resulting output columns may not line up. In this case, you may need to precede the SNAKE stage
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with a CHOP or PAD stage command depending on if you need to remove or add blanks to make the columns
line up.
6. SNAKE starts at commit level -1. It verifies its arguments and then commits to level 0.
7. See also JOIN, JOINCONT, SPLIT, CHOP, PAD, STRIP, BLOCK, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.86.1 Example 1
3.86.2 Example 2
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3.86.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command arranges a series of blank-delimited character strings into three columns:
pipe literal aaa bbb ccc ddd eee fff| split | snake 3 | terminal
aaaccceee
bbbdddfff
READY

The SPLIT stage command divides its input record at blank characters and discards the blanks to create multiple
records.
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3.86.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command arranges a series of blank-delimited character strings into three columns:
pipe literal aaa bbb ccc ddd eee fff| split | snake 3 | terminal
aaaccceee
bbbdddfff
READY

The SPLIT stage command divides its input record at blank characters and discards the blanks to create multiple
records.
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3.87 SORT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_Ascending__
|
| >>__SORT__ ________ __| Padtype |__|____________|___________________>< |
|
|_COUNT__|
|_Descending_|
|
|
|_UNIQue_|
|_| Group |__|
|
|
|
| Padtype:
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| |__|__________________|______________________________________________| |
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
<__________________________________________
|
|
_Ascending__
|
|
| |____columnrange__|____________|__| Padtype |_|______________________| |
|
|_Descending_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SORT stage command to arrange records in ascending or descending order. SORT reads records from its
primary input stream and writes the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. SORT reads all records from
its primary input stream before it writes any records to its primary output stream.
By default, SORT compares the entire record to determine the order of records in its output stream. However, you can
specify one or more key fields to determine the sequence of records in the output stream. A key field is a specific range
of columns within each record.
Operands

COUNT

specifies that each record in the output stream is prefaced with a 10-character field that represents the number of records
with identical key fields. The number is right-justified with leading blanks. Records are considered to be identical if the
specified key fields contain the same data. If a key field is not specified, records are considered to be identical if they
contain exactly the same data.
When COUNT is specified, only the first record is retained; duplicate records are discarded.
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UNIQue

writes all unique records and the first record of each set of duplicate records to the output stream. Records are
considered to be identical if the specified key fields contain the same data. If a key field is not specified, records are
considered to be identical if they contain the same data.
NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The NOPAD operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage command:
If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, NOPAD applies to
the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD only applies to that particular key field.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields in
other records. The PAD operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage command:
If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, PAD applies to the entire
record.
If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD only applies to that particular key field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Ascending

sorts records in ascending order. The ASCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage
command:
If ASCENDING is specified and columnrange is not specified, ASCENDING applies to the entire record. This is
the default.
If you specify ASCENDING after columnrange, ASCENDING only applies to that particular key field. This is
the default.

Descending

sorts records in descending order. The DESCENDING operand can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage
command:
If DESCENDING is specified and columnrange is not specified, DESCENDING applies to the entire record.
If you specify DESCENDING after columnrange, DESCENDING only applies to that particular key field.
columnrange
defines a key field to sort on. If you do not specify columnrange, the complete record is compared. You can specify
columnrange as follows:
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column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)-1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SORT reads all records from its primary input stream before writing any output records.
Primary Output Stream: After sorting the records read from the input stream, SORT writes the records to its primary
output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SORT delays the records until end of file is reached.
2. If you do not specify COUNT or UNIQUE, records that are identical or have specified key fields that are identical
remain in the same order as in the input stream.
3. If the key fields in two records are of differing lengths when SORT is determining their order in the output
stream, a position that is not present in one record is less than the contents of a record that has any character in
that position. Use the PAD operand to extend a key field with a specific character.
4. See also MERGE and UNIQUE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.87.1 Example 1
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3.88 SPECS

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_STOP__ALLEOF_____
|
| >>__SPECs__|__________________|________________________________________> |
|
|_STOP_ _ANYEOF_ __|
|
|
|_n______|
|
|
|
| <_______________________________________
|
| >____ _| Group |_________________________ _|__________________________>< |
|
|_READ______________________________|
|
|
|_READSTOP__________________________|
|
|
|_WRITE_____________________________|
|
|
|_SELECT__ _streamnum_ _____________|
|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|_PAD_ _char____ ___________________|
|
|
| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
| |_BLANK___|
|
|
|
| |_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|__ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ ___|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|__ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
| |__| Input |__| Conversion |__| Output |__| Alignment |________________| |
|
|
| Input:
|
|
(1)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange________________ _________________________| |
| |
(1)
|
|
| |_Fields_______fnumberrange_______________|
|
| |_cnumberrange____________________________|
|
| |_/string/________________________________|
|
| |_Xhexstring______________________________|
|
| |_Hhexstring______________________________|
|
| |_Bbinstring______________________________|
|
| |
_FROM__1_______ _BY__1_____ |
|
| |_RECNO_|_______________|__|___________|__|
|
| |
|_FROM__fromnum_| |_BY__bynum_| |
|
| |_TODclock________________________________|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Conversion:
|
| |__ _______ __ ______________________ _________________________________| |
| |_STRIP_| |_C2B__________________|
|
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|
|_C2D__________________|
|
|
|_C2F__________________|
|
|
|_C2I__________________|
|
|
|_C2P_ _____________ __|
|
|
| | (1)
| |
|
|
| |_____(scale)_| |
|
|
|_C2V__________________|
|
|
|_C2X__________________|
|
|
|_B2C__________________|
|
|
|_D2C__________________|
|
|
|_F2C__________________|
|
|
|_I2C__________________|
|
|
|_P2C_ _____________ __|
|
|
| | (1)
| |
|
|
| |_____(scale)_| |
|
|
|_V2C__________________|
|
|
|_X2C__________________|
|
|
|_f2t__________________|
|
|
|
| Output:
|
| |__ _Next_ ________ ____________ ______________________________________| |
| |
| (1) |
|
|
| |
|_____.n_|
|
|
| |__ _NEXTWord_ __ ________ __|
|
| | |_NWord____| | (1) | |
|
| |
|_____.n_| |
|
| |_columnrange________________|
|
|
|
| Alignment:
|
| |__ ________ __________________________________________________________| |
| |_Left___|
|
| |_Center_|
|
| |_Right__|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are not allowed here.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SPECS stage command to rearrange the contents of records. SPECS reads records from its primary input
stream, by default, or from the one or more input streams specified by the operands. SPECS writes records to its primary
output stream.
SPECS constructs one or more output records on a field-by-field basis. The output fields can come from input record
fields (from one or more input records), literal values, the record number, or the time-of-day clock. The data may be
converted into a different format before it is placed in the output record. The output data can be left-aligned, centered, or
right-aligned in the output field.
The basic format of the SPECS stage command is:
<______________________________________________
>>__SPECS____input__ ____________ __output__ ___________ _|_____________><
|_conversion_|
|_alignment_|

input

is literal data or the location of data in the input record you specify. For example, you can specify the string ABC or
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columns 1 through 5 of the input record.
conversion

is the type of conversion you can specify to change the format of the input data. For example, input records in
binary integer format can be converted to a printable decimal string.

output

is the location where the data will be placed. For example, the data can begin in column 3 of the output record.

alignment

is the type of alignment you can specify for the data written to the primary output stream. You can specify the
output data to be left-aligned, centered, or right-aligned.

Other operands allow you to:
Specify more than one input stream
Specify a character to be used for padding
Write pieces of multiple input records to a single output record
Write multiple output records from a single input record.
The following is an example of a SPECS stage:
... | specs 1-* x2c 5 right | ...
| | | |
| | | |
| | | |
input __________| | | |
| | |
conversion _________| | |
| |
output ________________| |
|
alignment _________________|

Operands
Note: The definitions of most of the operands begin with a notation that describes if the operand can be used to define
input, conversion, output, or alignment. The operands that do not begin with this notation do not fall into one of
those categories.
STOP ALLEOF

specifies that SPECS stops processing records when it determines that all input streams being used are at end of file.
STOP ALLEOF is the default.
STOP ANYEOF

specifies that SPECS stops processing records when it encounters the first input stream at end of file.
n
specifies that SPECS stops processing records when the specified number of input streams (n) are at end of file, or when
all streams used are at end of file.

STOP

Words

(input) defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited character strings (words). The
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character string
in the following PIPE command consists of 4 words that are separated by a blank:
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pipe literal abc def ghi jkl | specs words 2-4 1 | terminal
def ghi jkl
READY

The operands WORDS 2-4 specify the second, third, and fourth words in the string as the input data for the SPECS
stage.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. The following example shows
both types of null words:
pipe literal ?abc?def??ghi?jkl | specs ws ? words 2-4 1 | terminal
def??ghi?jkl
READY

Fields
(input)

defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited fields. The FIELDSEPARATOR operand
defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal ab cd-ef gh |specs fs - field 1 1 field 2 10 |terminal
ab cd ef gh
READY
The operands FIELD 1 1 specify that the first field, ab cd, is placed
in column 1 of the output record, and FIELD 2 10 specifies that the
second field, ef gh, is placed in column 10 of the output record.

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters
withOUT.DATA between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef| specs fs ? f1 1 f2 2 f3 5 f4 9 f5 14 | terminal
ab cd
ef
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
(input) defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers.
The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates that the range
is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. You can specify a
location as follows:
location
-location
(input) is

a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last
location in the record is -1.
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location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
(input) is a range of columns,

words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you
specify both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2
must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input
record, (that is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For
example, the following PIPE command specifies the last eight columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDEFGHIJKLMN| specs -8;-1 1 | terminal
GHIJKLMN
READY
If you specified WORDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last word and the second-from-last word as the input
location:

pipe literal ABC DEF GHI JKL MNO| specs words -3;-2 1 | terminal
GHI JKL
READY
If you specified FIELDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last field and the second-from-last field as the input
location:

pipe literal ab?cd?ef?gh?ij| specs fs ? fields -3;-2 1 | terminal
ef?gh
READY

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
SPECS are rearranged if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
(input) is a range

of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field
of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
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(input) is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending
with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

(input) is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
(input) is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)
-1 for n.
/(diagonal)
(input) is a nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string. You do not have to use the same delimiter
character if string is specified more than once in a SPECS stage. For example,
... | specs /abc/ 3 ,xyz, 8 | ...

is the same as
... | specs /abc/ 3 /xyz/ 8 | ...

You cannot use a W, w, B, b, X, x, H, h, F, or f for a delimiting character.
string
(input) specifies a string of characters that defines the input data. The data defined by string is written to the output
record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
(input) specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines the input data. The X or H can
be specified in uppercase or lowercase. The data defined by hexstring is written to each output record. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
(input) specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines the input data. The B can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. The data defined by binstring is written to each output record. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
RECNO

(input) specifies that the record number of each record (where, by default, the first record number is 1, incrementing by
1 for each subsequent record) is the input data. The record number is written to each output record. The record number
is a 10-character field. The number is right-aligned with leading blanks. For example, the two records generated by the
following PIPE command contain the record number:
pipe literal ABC | literal XYZ | specs recno 1 1-* 12 | terminal
1 XYZ
2 ABC
READY
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fromnum
specifies the record number for the first record. The default is FROM 1.
FROM

For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 10 1 1-* 12 | ...
the first record is record number 10, the second record is 11, and so
on.

You can specify fromnum as a negative number. If it is negative, a leading minus sign is inserted in front of the most
significant digit in the record number. The minus sign is dropped if the number has 10 significant digits.
bynum
specifies the increment for the record numbers. The default is BY 1.

BY

For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 10 by 2 1 1-* 12 | ...
the first record is record number 10, the second record is 12, the
third record is 14, and so on.

You can specify bynum as a negative number. For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 100 by -2 1 1-* 12 | ...
the first record is record number 100, the second record is 98, the
third record is 96, and so on.

If the record number is negative, a leading minus sign is inserted in front of the most significant digit in the record
number. The minus sign is dropped if the number has 10 significant digits.
TODclock
(input) specifies

that each input record written to the output stream has a 64-bit binary field containing the value of the
time-of-day clock that was stored when the corresponding set of input records started getting processed. The time-ofday clock is the time at the primary meridian. A local time zone offset is not applied. BatchPipeWorks does not provide
facilities to convert timestamps.
If you specify the WRITE operand to write more than one output record from a set of input records, the time-of-day
value remains constant while the set of output records is built.
STRIP

(conversion) specifies that the input data is stripped of leading and trailing blanks before being converted and placed in
the output field. For example,
... | specs 6.8 strip c2x 1 | ...
removes leading and trailing blanks from the input data and then
converts it to hexadecimal.
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Note: The following C2x conversions convert data from an internal (binary) representation to a format that can be
printed or displayed.
C2B

(conversion) converts input data bytes (character) to binary. Each byte is converted to its 8-character binary equivalent.
For example:
Input C2B
Output
----- ----------- ---------------A converts to 11000001
13 converts to 1111000111110011

C2D
(conversion)

converts input data that is in System/390* internal format for binary integers (with negative numbers in
twos-complement notation) to a decimal character string.
Note the following when converting with the C2D operand:
Numbers must be within the 32-bit precision of the fixed-point instruction set.
Input fields that are longer than 4 characters are only allowed if the leading characters represent a sign extension
of the fourth-to-last character. The result is 11 characters right-aligned with leading blanks.
Negative numbers have a leading minus sign immediately in front of the first significant digit.
Positive numbers and 0 are unsigned.
C2F

(conversion) converts input data that is in System/390 internal format for long floating-point numbers to scientific
notation.
Note the following when converting with the C2F operand:
The input field must be from 2 to 8 bytes in length; a field shorter than 8 bytes is padded on the right with binary
zeros.
Exact zero (positive or negative) is converted to the single character, 0. All other numbers are converted to a 22character string where the number is in scientific notation.
Numbers in scientific notation have a leading sign, one significant digit before the decimal point, and a 15-digit
fraction.
Numbers in scientific notation with an absolute value from 1 to 10 have 4 trailing blanks.
Scientific notation 10 and greater are represented with a positive exponent.
Numbers in scientific notation less than 1 are represented with a negative exponent.
C2F conversion can show the effect of rounding errors in the least significant digit when the exponent is close to
the limits of the representation.
C2I
(conversion)

converts input data which is MVS Julian date format to International Organization for Standardization
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(ISO) (or sorted) format.
Note the following when converting with the C2I operand:
The format of the input data (MVS Julian date) is:
>>__ ____ __yyddds__ ____________________ __><
|_cc_|
|_hh__ ____________ _|
|_mm__ ____ _|
|_ss_|
Thus, the input data can contain between three and seven
characters where:

Each two digits represents eight bits (for example, yy is eights bits)
cc, if present, is the number of centuries beyond 1900
yy is the last two digits of the year
ddd is the Julian day
s is the sign (which must be X'F')
hh, if present, is hours
mm, if present, is minutes
ss, if present, is seconds.
The output field contains at least eight characters for the date, expressed in printable ISO format: yyyymmdd.
(Each output digit is a readable EBCDIC character.) Additional characters in the form hhmmss are appended
when the input field contains a timestamp.
The following PIPE commands perform C2I conversions:
pipe strliteral x93063f| specs 1-* c2i 1 | terminal
19930304
READY

pipe strliteral x0100132f073000| specs 1-* c2i 1 | terminal
20000511073000
READY

C2P
C2P(scale)
(conversion)

converts input data which is a packed decimal number to a printable form.

Note the following when converting with the C2P operand:
The input field must contain a valid IBM System/390 packed decimal number (but it is not restricted in length).
Parentheses containing a scale factor (scale) may be appended to the C2P operand. (Do not put any blanks
between C2P and (scale).) When no scaling is specified, the scaling is assumed to be zero. A positive scaling
indicates the number of decimal places; a negative scaling represents additional orders of magnitude in the
number.
The output field contains a sign (plus or minus), the integer part of the number (if any), a decimal point (if the
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scale is specified), and the decimal fraction (if the scale is specified).
C2V

(conversion) converts input data which is a character string prefaced by the length of the string to the character string
only.
Note the following when converting with the C2V operand:
The preface of the input data that indicates the length of the string is 2 bytes in length and in binary format. The
number may be in the range 0 through 65535 inclusive.
The number of characters in the output character string is the number defined by the 2-byte length from the input
data.
An error results if the length specified by the first 2 bytes of the input field is greater than the length of the input
field minus 2. If, for example,
40 is the length specified by the first 2 bytes of the input field
34 is the length of the entire input field
then an error message results because 32 (34 minus 2) is less than 40.
C2X

(conversion) converts input data from bytes (character) to hexadecimal representation. The output data contains 2
characters (the hexadecimal equivalent) for each input byte. For example:
Input C2X
Output
----- ----------- -----AB converts to C1C2
23 converts to F2F3

Note: The following x2C conversions convert data from a format that can be printed or displayed to an internal (binary)
representation.
B2C

(conversion) converts input data from binary to byte (character) representation. For example:
Input
B2C
Output
--------------- -----1100100010001001
converts to Hi
111100011111000011100111 converts to 10X

Note the following when converting with the B2C operand:
The input data must consist entirely of the characters 0 or 1 and its length must be a multiple of 8.
The output data consists of 1 character for every 8 characters in the input data.
D2C
(conversion)

converts input data that is a signed or unsigned decimal integer to a fullword binary number in
System/390 internal representation.
Note the following when converting with the D2C operand:
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The decimal integer may contain leading and trailing blanks. Blanks are also allowed between the sign and the
number.
The output data is 4 bytes with the number in binary using twos-complement notation for negative numbers. The
number must be within the 32-bit precision of a fullword (4 bytes).
F2C

(conversion) converts input data that is a floating-point number from an external representation (scientific notation) to
the System/390 internal representation of a long floating-point number.
Note the following when converting with the F2C operand:
The input data can be signed and can have an exponent.
The resulting internal floating-point number is 8 bytes in length.
Conversion to floating-point format is, in most cases, accurate within rounding of the least significant bit.
I2C
(conversion)

converts input data which is ISO timestamp format to Julian date format.

Note the following when converting with the I2C operand:
The input data (ISO timestamp) must consist of readable EBCDIC characters in the following format:
>>__ ____ __yymmdd__ ____________________ __><
|_yy_|
|_hh__ ____________ _|
|_mm__ ____ _|
|_ss_|

The length in bytes of the input field must be even, between 6 and 14. When the input field is 6 characters long, a
3-byte output field is generated. When the input field is 8 characters in length or longer, the first 4 characters
specify the year.
The output field contains the Julian date in the form:
>>__ ____ __yyddds__ ____________________ __><
|_cc_|
|_hh__ ____________ _|
|_mm__ ____ _|
|_ss_|
Where:

Each two digits represents eight bits (for example, yy is eight bits)
cc, if present, is the number of centuries beyond 1900
yy is the last two digits of the year
ddd is the Julian day
s is the sign (which is X'F')
hh, if present, is the hours
mm, if present, is the minutes
ss, if present, is the seconds.
P2C
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P2C(scale)
(conversion) converts input data which is in printable form to packed decimal numbers.

Note the following when converting with the P2C operand:
The input field consists of an optional sign, an optional integer, and an optional decimal fraction. Blanks are
allowed before and after the number, and between the sign and the number.
Parentheses containing a scale factor (scale) may be appended to the P2C operand. (Do not put any blanks
between P2C and (scale).) When no scale factor is present, the packed number contains all digits from the input
field, right-aligned. When a negative scale factor is specified, that number of integer digits are truncated on the
right (the fraction is ignored). When a positive scale factor is specified, the fraction is truncated or padded with
zero on the right to this number of digits. When 0 is specified for the scale factor, the digits after the decimal point
are truncated.
The PAD 00 and RIGHT operands are required when an output range is specified that is greater in length than the
resulting output. For example,
pipe < in.data | specs pad 00 49.5 p2c 1.5 right | > out.data
PAD 00 and RIGHT ensure that the packed decimal is padded with
leading nulls (X'00') instead of leading blanks (X'40').

V2C
(conversion)

converts input data that is a character string to a character string prefaced by the length of the string.

Note the following when converting with the V2C operand:
The preface of the output data that indicates the length of the string is 2 bytes in length.
The maximum input data length is 65535 bytes.
X2C
(conversion)

converts input data from hexadecimal character strings to bytes (characters). For example:

Input
X2C
Output
----- ----------- -----C1C2 converts to AB
F1F5F8 converts to 158

Note the following when converting with the X2C operand:
The input data must contain an even number of hexadecimal characters.
Blanks are allowed in the input data but only between byte boundaries; blanks are not allowed at the beginning or
end of the data.
The resulting output data is a character string where each character represents 2 hexadecimal characters from the
input data.
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f2t
(conversion) converts input data directly from one printable format f to another printable format t. Table 24 shows the
possible values for f (From) and t (To).

Table 24. Valid Printable to Printable Conversion Combinations
  To D   To X   To B    To F   To V   To P   To I
From D    -   D2X    D2B     -   -   -   -From X    X2D    -   X2B    X2F
   X2V    X2P    X2I
From B    B2D    B2X    -   B2F
   B2V    B2P    B2I
From F    -   F2X    F2B     -   -   -   -From V    -   V2X    V2B     -   -   -   -From P    -   P2X    P2B     -   -   -   -From I    -   I2X    I2B     -   -   -   -Note: The -- means the combination is not valid. (For example, D2F
is not a valid combination.)

If you use an f2t combination that converts to or from P, you can also specify a scale factor. Parentheses containing a
scale factor (scale) may be appended to the f2t operand. (Do not put any blanks between the conversion name and
(scale).)
NEXT
(output)

specifies that the output field begins in the next position in the output record.

Specify .n immediately after the NEXT operand to indicate a length (number of columns to be used) for the output data.
There cannot be any blanks between NEXT and .n.
In the following PIPE command, SPECS writes abc in column one of the output record, and then takes the whole record
currently in column one (pipeline) and places it in the next position in the output field:
pipe literal pipeline| specs /abc/ 1 1-* next | terminal
abcpipeline
READY

.n
(output) specifies the output data length (where n is the number of columns) after the operands NEXT, NEXTWORD,
or NWORD. There cannot be any blanks between NEXT, NEXTWORD, or NWORD and .n, for example:
pipe literal BatchPipeWorks are| specs 1-* 1 /fun to learn/ next.3 | terminal
BatchPipeWorks arefun
READY

NWord
NEXTWord

(output) specifies that the output field is to begin in the column that is one after the next available column. A blank is
placed in the next available column.
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Specify .n immediately after the NEXTWORD or NWORD operand to indicate a length for the output data; the length
you specify does not include the blank that separates the output data. There cannot be any blanks between NEXTWORD
or NWORD and .n.
The SPECS stage in the following PIPE command writes its input data, Princeton, beginning in the first column of the
output record and then writes the character string University one space after the next available column in the output
record:
pipe literal Princeton| specs 1-* 1 /University/ nextword | terminal
Princeton University
READY

Specifying NEXTWORD.1, as shown in the following PIPE command, writes the first character, U, one space after the
next available column in the output record:
pipe literal Princeton| specs 1-* 1 /University/ nextword.1 | terminal
Princeton U
READY

columnrange
(output) defines a range of columns that can be used to specify a location of the output data. You can specify
columnrange as follows:
column
(output) is a single column number.
column1-column2
(output) is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2,
inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
*-column2
(output) is

inclusive.

a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2,

column1.n
(output) is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31)
- 1 for n.
Left
(alignment)

specifies that the output data is left-aligned within the output field. When there is no conversion of the
input data, leading and trailing blanks are stripped before alignment. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C,
F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and trailing blank characters before alignment.
When the conversion is D2C, F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading and trailing
blanks before alignment.
If the data is too large for the specified output field, the right-most data is truncated to fit the output field.
Center
(alignment)

specifies that the output data is centered within the output field. When there is no conversion of the input
data, leading and trailing blanks are stripped before centering. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C, F2C,
I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and trailing blank characters before centering. When the
conversion is D2C, F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading or trailing blanks before
centering.
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If the data is too large for the specified output field, data is truncated evenly (when possible) on the left and right to fit
the output field.
Right
(alignment)

specifies that the output data is right-aligned within the output field. When there is no conversion of the
input data, leading and trailing blanks are stripped before alignment. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C,
F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and trailing blank characters before alignment.
When the conversion is D2C, F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading and trailing
blanks before alignment.
If the data is too large for the specified output field, the left-most data is truncated to fit the output field.
READ

consumes the current input record and reads without consuming the next record on the currently selected input stream
(which is initially the primary input stream). READ can put data from consecutive input records into a single output
record. If end of file is encountered when reading without consuming an input stream record, input fields referring to
any part of that record is considered to be null.
The following example shows a SPECS stage that specifies the READ operand:
pipe literal ABCD| literal 123| specs 1-* 1 read 1-3 4 | terminal
123ABC
READY

The SPECS stage reads the first record in its input stream and places the data (123) in the output record beginning in
column 1. The READ operand signals that it is done with that input record. SPECS then reads the next input record and
places the first three columns of the data (ABC) in the same output record beginning in column 4.
You can use READ if you want to process the output records from the LOOKUP stage command to combine a master
record and detail record into one record.
READSTOP

consumes the current input record and reads without consuming the next record on the currently selected input stream
(which is initially the primary input stream). READSTOP can put data from consecutive input records into a single
output record. If end of file is encountered when reading the data set, then SPECS writes the record build so far and
does not process the remainder of the operands for the stage specified after READSTOP.
In the following example, when SPECS processes the last of three records, READSTOP writes the record built so far
and does not go on to add the asterisks to the final output record.
pipe literal a| dup 2 | specs 1-* 1 readstop 1-* nw /**/ nw | terminal
a a **
a
READY
If you use READ in place of READSTOP in this example, READ continues
processing the remainder of the stage which adds the asterisks:

pipe literal a| dup 2 | specs 1-* 1 read 1-* nw /**/ nw | terminal
a a **
a **
READY
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WRITE

writes the output record built so far to the primary output stream. A new, empty output record is begun. WRITE can put
data from a single input record into multiple output records. The following example shows a SPECS stage that specifies
the WRITE operand:
pipe literal ABC123| specs 1-3 1 write 4-6 4 | terminal
ABC
123
READY

The SPECS stage reads the first 3 columns of the input record and places the data (ABC) into the output record beginning
in column 1. WRITE writes the record to the output stream. SPECS then reads the data in columns 4 through 6 of the
same input record and places the data (123) into the next output record beginning in column 4.
You can use WRITE if you want to write a record for each word in the input record (provided you know there are a
fixed number of words).
SELECT

sets the currently selected input stream. When SELECT is not specified, the primary input stream is the currently
selected one.
SPECS reads one record from all input streams specified by the SELECT operands for each output record that is built.
SPECS stops when all input streams reach end of file.
streamnum
is the number identifying the input stream to be used as the source for the subsequent input data specification, where 0 is
the primary input stream, 1 is the secondary input stream, and so on.

streamid
references the input stream to be used as the source for the subsequent input data specification, so the stream identifier
must match the assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE
stage command with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6
respectively.
One record is read from each of the selected input streams for each output record that is built. Input streams that are
connected, but not referenced, are not read when SELECT is used.
The SPECS stage command stops only when all input streams have reached end of file. Until then, an input stream at
end of file is considered to hold null records.
PAD

specifies that a pad character is used to pad the output positions that do not contain data after the input data is written to
the output location. For example, PAD fills positions in front of the output data if you specify the data to begin in a
column other than the first column or the next available column:
pipe literal 3.14159| specs pad 0 1-* 5 | terminal
00003.14159
READY
PAD fills positions at the end of the output data if the output data
does not extend to the last column you specify. For example:

pipe literal Why| specs pad ? 1-* 1-10 | terminal
Why???????
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READY

If PAD is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a pad character remains in effect until the next PAD specification
is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for PAD.
WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEP to specify that
the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | specs wordsep - w1 1 w2 5 w3 9 | terminal
a b c
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to
specify that the question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b??c| specs fieldseparator ? f1 1 f2 5 f4 9 | terminal
a b c
READY

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a field separator character remains in
effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
PAD to specify the pad character.
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
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specifies that blanks are used as the:
Pad character when specified with the PAD operand.
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Streams Used
Input Streams: By default, SPECS reads records from its primary input stream. If specified by the operands, SPECS
reads records from other specified input streams.
Primary Output Stream: After rearranging the contents of the input records as specified by the operands, SPECS writes
the resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SPECS does not delay the records unless the READ or READSTOP operand is specified. SPECS with the READ
or READSTOP operand delays one record for each record read.
2. If SPECS's primary output stream is not connected, SPECS ends.
3. SPECS is not required to use any part of an input record. For example, SPECS does not use the data contained in
its input stream (the literal string XYZ) in the following PIPE command:
pipe literal XYZ| specs /Bob is a tennis player./ 1 | terminal
Bob is a tennis player.
READY

4. Depending on the length of a record, the input data may be present in full, partially, or not at all. If input data is
not present in a record, the field is null (the length is 0).
For example, if you specify an input data range that is larger than the input data itself, SPECS writes the data up
to the end of literal data or record and does not issue an error message. The following pipeline shows an example
of this:
pipe literal record1 record2| specs words1-5 1 | terminal
record1 record2
READY

5. NUMBER is a synonym for RECNO.
6. The C2D, D2C, C2X, and X2C operands define a conversion similar to the REXX/MVS conversion routines that
have the same names.
7. Because LITERAL does not allow you to specify a hexadecimal string as an operand, you can use the following
two stages of a pipeline to write a hexadecimal string of characters to the pipeline:
... | literal | specs x00c4 1 | ...
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8. If alignment is not specified, the data is written to the output field left-aligned. The output field may have leading
blank characters, may be truncated, or a pad character may fill the field on the right to the size of the output
specification.
9. The output record is at least long enough to contain all literal fields and all output fields defined with a range. It is
longer if there is an input data field beyond the last literal field, and the input record does contain at least part of
the input field.
10. Output data whose position is specified by NEXT or NEXTWORD can be overlaid by a subsequent specification
indicating a specific output column.
11. SPECS with the SELECT operand can cause a set of pipelines to stall when a record is not available on all
connected input streams. When the SELECT operand is specified, there must be a record available on all input
streams before any input record is consumed.
12. For every conversion operand there is another operand that performs the opposite function. For example, C2B is
the opposite of B2C, and C2D is the opposite of D2C.
13. SPECS starts at commit level -2. If SPECS finds an error in the operands you specify, it returns a nonzero return
code. SPECS commits to level 0 when the operands are processed without error. SPECS does not continue if the
commit return code is not 0.
14. See also PREDSELECT, XLATE, XRANGE, VCHAR, UNTAB, and GATHER.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.88.1 Example 1
3.88.2 Example 2
3.88.3 Example 3
3.88.4 Example 4
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3.88.1 Example 1

The following command writes the entire input record to the output stream beginning in column 5:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 | terminal
The rain
READY

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

The following example adds a character string to the output record:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ next | terminal
The rainin Spain
READY

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

/in Spain/ next

writes the character string in Spain in the next available position in the output field.

Use NEXTWORD as the output location to put a blank between the two strings, as the following example shows:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword | terminal
The rain in Spain
READY

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

/in Spain/ nextword writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain in the next available
position in the output field.

The following PIPE command adds an asterisk (using its hexadecimal equivalent X'5C') at column 25:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword x5c 25 | terminal
The rain in Spain
*
READY
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writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain in the next available
position in the output field.
/in Spain/ nextword
x5c 25

writes an asterisk in column 25 of the output field.

The following PIPE command uses a pad character, +, to fill the output positions that do not contain data:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(RAIN)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal The rain'||,
/* write "The rain" to input of SPECS */
|
|
'| specs pad + 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword x5c 25',
/* rearrange */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* and display at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 112 shows the result from the RAIN exec:
rain
++++The rain in Spain+++*
READY

Figure 112. SPECS Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

pads the output positions that do not contain data with +. Note that the blanks in the output record
result because they are part of the original input data.

pad +

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain in the next available
position in the output field.
/in Spain/ nextword
x5c 25

writes an asterisk in column 25 of the output field.
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3.88.1 Example 1

The following command writes the entire input record to the output stream beginning in column 5:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 | terminal
The rain
READY

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

The following example adds a character string to the output record:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ next | terminal
The rainin Spain
READY

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

/in Spain/ next

writes the character string in Spain in the next available position in the output field.

Use NEXTWORD as the output location to put a blank between the two strings, as the following example shows:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword | terminal
The rain in Spain
READY

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

/in Spain/ nextword writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain in the next available
position in the output field.

The following PIPE command adds an asterisk (using its hexadecimal equivalent X'5C') at column 25:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword x5c 25 | terminal
The rain in Spain
*
READY
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writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain in the next available
position in the output field.
/in Spain/ nextword
x5c 25

writes an asterisk in column 25 of the output field.

The following PIPE command uses a pad character, +, to fill the output positions that do not contain data:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(RAIN)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'literal The rain'||,
/* write "The rain" to input of SPECS */
|
|
'| specs pad + 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword x5c 25',
/* rearrange */
|
|
'| terminal'
/* and display at terminal */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 112 shows the result from the RAIN exec:
rain
++++The rain in Spain+++*
READY

Figure 112. SPECS Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

pads the output positions that do not contain data with +. Note that the blanks in the output record
result because they are part of the original input data.

pad +

writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input record to the output record
beginning in column 5.

1-* 5

writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain in the next available
position in the output field.
/in Spain/ nextword
x5c 25

writes an asterisk in column 25 of the output field.
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3.88.2 Example 2
This example converts the data set CHAR.DATA to hexadecimal format and adds the record number to each record in
the existing output data set:
pipe < CHAR.DATA | specs 1-6 c2x 1 recno next | > HEX.DATA

The input data set contents are shown in Figure 113 and the output data set is shown in Figure 114.
converts the input data in columns 1 through 6 from byte (character) data to hexadecimal and writes the
resulting hexadecimal data to the output record beginning in column 1.

1-6 c2x 1

gets the record number for each output record and writes the record number to each record
immediately following the data written to each record so far. Note that the next available column in each output
record is column 13, but the record number is a 10-character field with leading blanks.

recno next

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.CHAR.DATA ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 LR 1,2
000002 LR 3,4
000003 ST 2,3
000004 A 1,4
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 113. SPECS Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.HEX.DATA -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 D3D940F16BF2
1
000002 D3D940F36BF4
2
000003 E2E340F26BF3
3
000004 C14040F16BF4
4
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 114. SPECS Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.88.2 Example 2
This example converts the data set CHAR.DATA to hexadecimal format and adds the record number to each record in
the existing output data set:
pipe < CHAR.DATA | specs 1-6 c2x 1 recno next | > HEX.DATA

The input data set contents are shown in Figure 113 and the output data set is shown in Figure 114.
converts the input data in columns 1 through 6 from byte (character) data to hexadecimal and writes the
resulting hexadecimal data to the output record beginning in column 1.

1-6 c2x 1

gets the record number for each output record and writes the record number to each record
immediately following the data written to each record so far. Note that the next available column in each output
record is column 13, but the record number is a 10-character field with leading blanks.

recno next

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.CHAR.DATA ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 LR 1,2
000002 LR 3,4
000003 ST 2,3
000004 A 1,4
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 113. SPECS Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.HEX.DATA -------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 D3D940F16BF2
1
000002 D3D940F36BF4
2
000003 E2E340F26BF3
3
000004 C14040F16BF4
4
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 114. SPECS Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.88.3 Example 3
This example combines two input streams with the SPECS stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TRANSACT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< BANKACCT.FILE',
/* read BANKACCT.FILE */
|
|
'| s: specs',
/* rearrange record */
|
|
'select 1',
/* select input stream 1 */
|
|
'1.9 1.9 right',
/* copy and right justify 1st 9 columns */
|
|
'/transferred to/ nextword', /* append "transferred to" */
|
|
'select 0',
/* select input stream 0 */
|
|
'words1.2 nextword',
/* append 1st 2 words from input */
|
|
'| > TRANSACT.FILE',
/* write resulting record to data set*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< AMOUNT.FILE',
/* read AMOUNT.FILE */
|
|
'| s:'
/* define secondary input for SPECS */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The input data sets for this example are shown in Figure 115 (BANKACCT.FILE) and Figure 116 (AMOUNT.FILE).
The output data set TRANSACT.FILE is shown in Figure 117.
(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< BANKACCT.FILE
s: specs

reads the data set BANKACCT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label s for the SPECS stage. SPECS rearranges the contents of records.

select 1

chooses the secondary input stream (stream 1) as the currently selected stream.

1.9 1.9 right writes the data from columns 1 through 9 to the output record beginning in column 1. The
data in the output field is right-aligned and padded with blanks.

writes a blank followed by the character string transferred to in the next
available position in the output field.
/transferred to/ nextword
select 0

chooses the primary input stream (stream 0) as the currently selected stream.

writes a blank followed by the first two blank-delimited words of the input record in
the next available column in the output field.

words1.2 nextword
> TRANSACT.FILE

pipeline.

?

writes the records to the existing data set TRANSACT.FILE. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.
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< AMOUNT.FILE

reads the data set AMOUNT.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label s on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
SPECS stage. The input records from the preceding < stage flow to the SPECS stage as its secondary input
stream.

s:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANKACCT.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Checking Account 2345-00
000002 Savings Account 9876-03
000003 Money Market 5645-09
000004 Money Market 1289-09
000005 Savings Account 5901-03
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 115. SPECS Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(BANKACCT.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.AMOUNT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 900.00
000002 5.00
000003 6,600.00
000004 7,200.00
000005 50.00
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 116. SPECS Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(AMOUNT.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TRANSACT.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
900.00 transferred to Checking Account
000002
5.00 transferred to Savings Account
000003 6,600.00 transferred to Money Market
000004 7,200.00 transferred to Money Market
000005
50.00 transferred to Savings Account
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 117. SPECS Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(TRANSACT.FILE)
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3.88.3 Example 3
This example combines two input streams with the SPECS stage command:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(TRANSACT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< BANKACCT.FILE',
/* read BANKACCT.FILE */
|
|
'| s: specs',
/* rearrange record */
|
|
'select 1',
/* select input stream 1 */
|
|
'1.9 1.9 right',
/* copy and right justify 1st 9 columns */
|
|
'/transferred to/ nextword', /* append "transferred to" */
|
|
'select 0',
/* select input stream 0 */
|
|
'words1.2 nextword',
/* append 1st 2 words from input */
|
|
'| > TRANSACT.FILE',
/* write resulting record to data set*/ |
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< AMOUNT.FILE',
/* read AMOUNT.FILE */
|
|
'| s:'
/* define secondary input for SPECS */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The input data sets for this example are shown in Figure 115 (BANKACCT.FILE) and Figure 116 (AMOUNT.FILE).
The output data set TRANSACT.FILE is shown in Figure 117.
(endchar ?)

assigns ? as the pipeline end character.

< BANKACCT.FILE
s: specs

reads the data set BANKACCT.FILE into the pipeline.

defines a label s for the SPECS stage. SPECS rearranges the contents of records.

select 1

chooses the secondary input stream (stream 1) as the currently selected stream.

1.9 1.9 right writes the data from columns 1 through 9 to the output record beginning in column 1. The
data in the output field is right-aligned and padded with blanks.

writes a blank followed by the character string transferred to in the next
available position in the output field.
/transferred to/ nextword
select 0

chooses the primary input stream (stream 0) as the currently selected stream.

writes a blank followed by the first two blank-delimited words of the input record in
the next available column in the output field.

words1.2 nextword
> TRANSACT.FILE

pipeline.

?

writes the records to the existing data set TRANSACT.FILE. This is the last stage of the first

marks the end of the first pipeline.
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< AMOUNT.FILE

reads the data set AMOUNT.FILE into the pipeline.

references the label s on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream for the
SPECS stage. The input records from the preceding < stage flow to the SPECS stage as its secondary input
stream.

s:

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.BANKACCT.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Checking Account 2345-00
000002 Savings Account 9876-03
000003 Money Market 5645-09
000004 Money Market 1289-09
000005 Savings Account 5901-03
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 115. SPECS Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(BANKACCT.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.AMOUNT.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 900.00
000002 5.00
000003 6,600.00
000004 7,200.00
000005 50.00
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 116. SPECS Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents
(AMOUNT.FILE)

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.TRANSACT.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001
900.00 transferred to Checking Account
000002
5.00 transferred to Savings Account
000003 6,600.00 transferred to Money Market
000004 7,200.00 transferred to Money Market
000005
50.00 transferred to Savings Account
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 117. SPECS Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
(TRANSACT.FILE)
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3.89 SPILL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_/ /____________________________________
|
| >>__SPILL__number__|________________________________________|________> |
|
| _STRing____________
|
|
|
|_|___________________|__delimitedString_|
|
|
|_ ________ __ANYof_|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_NOT____|
|
|
|
|
<_______________________________
|
| >___ _____________________________ |________________________________>< |
|
|_ANYcase_____________________|
|
|
|_KEEP________________________|
|
|
|_OFFSET__ _number__________ _|
|
|
|_delimitedString_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional between NOT and ANYOF.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
spill splits lines longer than a specified number into multiple output lines. Unlike deblock FIXED, spill splits at word
boundaries.
Input records that are shorter than the specified length are passed unchanged to the output.
A leading string is split off long input records until the remainder is not longer than the specified length. The remainder
is then passed unmodified to the output.
For the first output record for a long input record, the split position is at the specified length or before; for subsequent
records, the split point is at the specified length less the length of the offset. The split point is established at the
rightmost occurrence of the word separator within the specified range, or abutting the range on the right.
If no word separator can be found within the required range, further processing depends on whether the secondary
output stream is defined or not. When the secondary output stream is not defined, the split point is then established
within a word. When the secondary output stream is defined, no further attempts are made to split the record. Instead,
the remainder of the input record is written to the secondary output stream. It is prefixed with the offset if one or more
records were written to the primary output stream before the long word was encountered.
Unless KEEP is specified, word separators are discarded when records a split; this can lead to complete record segments
being discarded on the output.
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Subtopics:
3.89.1 Type
3.89.2 Usage Notes
3.89.3 Converse Operation
3.89.4 Related Commands
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3.89.1 Type
Filter.
Operands
A positive number is required as the first operand. The second positional operand specifies the word separator; it is
optional. Remaining operands are optional and may be specified in any order.
number
Specify the maximum output record length.
STRING
The word separator is a string of characters. If the delimited string contains more than one character, the word
separator consists of the specified characters in the order shown.
ANYOF
Any one of the characters enumerated in the delimited string is a word separator.
NOT ANYOF
Any one of the characters not enumerated in the delimited string is a word separator. (This is the complement set.)
ANYCASE
Ignore case when comparing for the word separator. The default is to respect case.
KEEP
Retain the word separator in the output record. The default is to strip word separators at the split point.
OFFSET
Specify the indent on the second and subsequent output lines for an input record. A number specifies the number
of
Streams Used
Secondary streams may be defined. Records are read from the primary input stream; no other input stream may be
connected.
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3.89.1 Type
Filter.
Operands
A positive number is required as the first operand. The second positional operand specifies the word separator; it is
optional. Remaining operands are optional and may be specified in any order.
number
Specify the maximum output record length.
STRING
The word separator is a string of characters. If the delimited string contains more than one character, the word
separator consists of the specified characters in the order shown.
ANYOF
Any one of the characters enumerated in the delimited string is a word separator.
NOT ANYOF
Any one of the characters not enumerated in the delimited string is a word separator. (This is the complement set.)
ANYCASE
Ignore case when comparing for the word separator. The default is to respect case.
KEEP
Retain the word separator in the output record. The default is to strip word separators at the split point.
OFFSET
Specify the indent on the second and subsequent output lines for an input record. A number specifies the number
of
Streams Used
Secondary streams may be defined. Records are read from the primary input stream; no other input stream may be
connected.
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3.89.2 Usage Notes

1. spill does not delay the last record written for an input record.
2. spill starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
3. spill terminates when it discovers that any of its output streams not connected.
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3.89.2 Usage Notes

1. spill does not delay the last record written for an input record.
2. spill starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
3. spill terminates when it discovers that any of its output streams not connected.
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3.89.3 Converse Operation
join.
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3.89.3 Converse Operation
join.
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3.90 SPLIT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SPLIT__ ____________ ____________________________________________> |
|
|_MINimum__n_|
|
|
|
|
_AT__BLANK______________________________________
|
| >__|________________________________________________|_______________>< |
|
|_| Group |__ _____ __| Target |__ ____________ _|
|
|
|_NOT_|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_numrep_____|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
|
_AT__________________________
|
| |__|_____________________________|___________________________________| |
|
|_ _____________ __ _BEFORE_ _|
|
|
|_ ___ __disp_| |_AFTER__|
|
|
|_-_|
|
|
|
| Target:
|
|
_BLANK__________________
|
| |__|________________________|________________________________________| |
|
|_charrange______________|
|
|
|_ANYof__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Do not let Target default to BLANK if you specify numrep.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SPLIT stage command to split records into multiple records. SPLIT reads records from its primary input stream,
splits the records, and writes the resulting records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If no operands are
specified, SPLIT divides the records at blank characters and discards the blanks.
Records are split relative to occurrences of a specified target. The target can be a range of characters, a list of characters,
or a character string.
You can specify the number of characters to skip before SPLIT begins looking for the target. You can also specify that
the records be split at, before, or after a target. If you specify that the records are to be split before or after the target, the
split can be made at a specified displacement before or after the target.
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Operands

n
specifies a number of characters (n) that are skipped before SPLIT begins searching for the target. n must be a positive
integer. Thus the smallest possible output record is n bytes long.
MINimum

AT

causes the input records to be split at the specified target. The target characters are discarded. AT is the default.
disp

-disp
is the relative displacement, in number of columns, from the target to the position in the record where the split is made.
If you specify:

disp and BEFORE, a split occurs before the column that is disp columns to the left of the target
disp and AFTER, a split occurs after the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and BEFORE, a split occurs before the column that is disp columns to the right of the target
-disp and AFTER, a split occurs after the column that is disp columns to the left of the target.
BEFORE

causes input records to be split before the target. The target characters are retained.

AFTER

causes input records to be split after the target. The target characters are retained.
If you specify AFTER with STRING, the records are split after any columns that contain the last character of string.
NOT

negates the way in which SPLIT locates the target.
If you specify NOT with charrange, the target is any character not within that range. If you specify NOT with ANYOF,
the target is any character not in the specified list. If you specify NOT with STRING, the target is any column not part
of a matching string.
charrange
is a range of target characters. If you do not specify charrange, ANYOF, or STRING, the default target is a character
string consisting of a single blank. You can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
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hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.

When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the range is based on the hexadecimal
representation of the characters. The characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1',
X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof

specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of target characters. A split occurs when any one of the
characters in the string is matched.
STRing

specifies that the string of characters following STRING is a string of target characters. A split occurs only when the
entire string is matched.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match.

Xhexstring
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Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to be located. The
X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even
number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be located. The B can be specified
in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible
by 8.

numrep
specifies the maximum number of times each record is split. For example, if you specify a numrep of 2, only the first
two occurrences of the target in each record cause a split. Thus, there will be at most three output records. If numrep is
not specified, every occurrence of a target causes a split. If you specify numrep without specifying any target character,
the number you specify as numrep is interpreted as the charrange operand. Thus, if you want the default target
character, you must specify the BLANK operand before numrep.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SPLIT reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After splitting the input records into multiple records, SPLIT writes the resulting records to its
primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SPLIT does not delay the records.
2. If SPLIT's primary output stream is not connected, SPLIT ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal representation of the ending character is less
than the starting character, the hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is X'00'.
4. SPLIT copies null input records to its primary output stream. It does not generate null output records.
5. Use the DEBLOCK stage command with the FIXED operand to split input records after a specified column.
6. See also CHOP, JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, STRIP, DEBLOCK, and TOKENIZE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.90.1 Example 1
3.90.2 Example 2
3.90.3 Example 3
3.90.4 Example 4
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3.90.1 Example 1
The LISTDS PIPE.EXEC command returns information similar to the following:
listds pipe.exec
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
If you specify the following PIPE command,

pipe tso listds pipe.exec | split | terminal
the following output is displayed at your terminal:

PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1

Figure 118. SPLIT Stage Command Example: Terminal Output

Because no operands are specified on the SPLIT stage command, SPLIT divides the input records at blanks and discards
the blanks.
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3.90.1 Example 1
The LISTDS PIPE.EXEC command returns information similar to the following:
listds pipe.exec
PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1
If you specify the following PIPE command,

pipe tso listds pipe.exec | split | terminal
the following output is displayed at your terminal:

PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC
--RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
VB
255
3120
PO
--VOLUMES-D27PK1

Figure 118. SPLIT Stage Command Example: Terminal Output

Because no operands are specified on the SPLIT stage command, SPLIT divides the input records at blanks and discards
the blanks.
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3.90.2 Example 2
To change the output displayed by the PIPE command in Example 1 such that the commas (,) and dashes(-) are
removed, specify the following PIPE command:
pipe listds pipe.exec | split at anyof / ,-/ | terminal

Because AT is specified, any blanks, commas, and colons (:) are discarded.
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3.90.2 Example 2
To change the output displayed by the PIPE command in Example 1 such that the commas (,) and dashes(-) are
removed, specify the following PIPE command:
pipe listds pipe.exec | split at anyof / ,-/ | terminal

Because AT is specified, any blanks, commas, and colons (:) are discarded.
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3.90.3 Example 3
To rewrite data set OUTPUT.FILE from data set INPUT.FILE such that the input records are split at each occurrence of
a string of one or more numeric characters, and to discard any nonnumeric characters, use the following PIPE
command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip | split not F0.10 | > OUTPUT.FILE
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3.90.3 Example 3
To rewrite data set OUTPUT.FILE from data set INPUT.FILE such that the input records are split at each occurrence of
a string of one or more numeric characters, and to discard any nonnumeric characters, use the following PIPE
command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strip | split not F0.10 | > OUTPUT.FILE
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3.91 SQL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
<______________
|
|
_COMMIT___ |
|
| >>__SQL____|__________|_|__ ____________________________ ____________> |
|
|_RELEASE__|
| <________________________ |
|
|
|_NOCOMMIT_|
|__ _INDicators___________ |_|
|
|
|_NOINDicators_________|
|
|
|_ _SUBSYSID_ __system_|
|
|
| |_SSID_____|
|
|
|
|_PLAN__plan___________|
|
|
|
| >__ _ _________ __ __________ __SELECT__statement____ ______________>< |
|
| |_EXECUTE_| |_DESCRIBE_|
|
|
|
|_ _________ __INSERT__INTO__tablename__| Group |_|
|
|
| |_EXECUTE_|
|
|
|
|_EXECUTE__ ___________ __________________________|
|
|
|_statement_|
|
|
|
| Group:
|
| |__ ______________________ __________________________________________| |
|
|
<_,__________
|
|
|
|_(____columnname_|__)_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SQL stage command to query and maintain DB/2 tables, insert rows in DB/2 tables, and invoke DB/2
commands in a pipeline.
When an SQL stage command issues a statement to query a table, the result is written to its primary output stream, the
result of a second query is written to its secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further output streams.
The result of the remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered output stream defined. The output streams must
be connected.
When an SQL stage command inserts rows in a table, the rows are specified by the records in its primary input stream.
The SQL stage command can invoke DB/2 statements read from its primary input stream.
Note: Before you can use the SQL stage command, your system administrator must install DB/2 on your system and
your system administrator must perform the steps in the SmartBatch Systems Management book for preparing
BatchPipeWorks to use DB/2.
Operands
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COMMIT

commits the unit of work without releasing the DB/2 connection at the completion of a stage, or rolls back the unit of
work without releasing the DB/2 connection when a negative return code is received from DB/2. Because the
connection is retained, COMMIT should only be used when you expect to access DB/2 fairly soon. This is the default.

RELEASE

commits the unit of work and releases the DB/2 connection at the completion of the stage, or rolls back the unit of work
and releases the DB/2 connection when a negative return code is received from DB/2. Because the connection is not
retained, RELEASE should only be used if you do not expect to access DB/2 in the near future. If you remain connected
to DB/2, resources will be tied up. On the other hand, re-establishing a connection also creates overhead.
NOCOMMIT

does not commit without releasing the DB/2 connection at the completion of a stage, or rolls back the unit of work
without releasing the DB/2 connection when a negative return code is received from DB/2. Use NOCOMMIT when
processing multiple cursors or if you wish to issue DB/2 statements from multiple invocations of SQL as a single unit of
work. The connection to the DB/2 server is retained.
REPEATable

requests isolation level repeatable read. This means that you choose to put a lock on all the data that your program's
current logical unit of work has read. If you do not specify REPEATABLE, isolation level cursor stability is used. With
cursor stability, you choose to put a lock on the row or page of data that your cursor is pointing to.
INDicators

includes the indicator halfwords in front of the variables in the data streams used by SQL SELECT and SQL INSERT.
The halfword field precedes each column and specifies whether the column has a null value or contains data.
NOINDicators

suppresses the indicator halfwords in front of the variables in the data streams used by SQL SELECT and SQL
INSERT. For SQL SELECT, indicator words are read and discarded; therefore, errors are not reported when null fields
are selected. Null fields contain blank or zeros, as appropriate to the field format.
SUBSYSID
SSID

specifies the subsystem identification of the DB/2 system to be used. If you do not specify a subsystem, the default is
DSN.
system
specifies the name of the subsystem of the DB/2 system that is to be used.

PLAN

specifies the plan to use. If you do not specify a plan, the default is PIPSQI.
plan
specifies the name of the plan that is to be used.

EXECUTE

invokes SQL statements. A statement specified after EXECUTE is run first; the primary input stream is then read and
each statement in the input stream is run. All DB/2 statements are run as a single unit of work. Most DB/2 statements
are supported; see the description of the PREPARE statement in the DB/2 Application Programming Guide for TSO and
Batch Users for a list of unsupported statements. DB/2 operator commands are not supported.
___ Question _______________________________________________________
|

|
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| What is the MVS equivalent of the PREPARE statement?
|
|
|
|____________________________________________________________________|

The SQL stage command invokes CONNECT, COMMIT, and ROLLBACK directly; thus, they are also supported.
Unsupported statements are returned by DB/2 with return code -515. Processing stops as soon as an error is reported by
DB/2.
DESCRIBE

describes a query. One line is written for each field in the query. See the description of the SQLDA (SQL Descriptor
Area) in the SQL/Data System Application Programming for IBM VM Systems book. Each record has five blankdelimited fields of fixed length:

Length
      3
     16
        
        
        
      5
        
        
      5
        
        
        
        
        
     30
        

Field description
Decimal number defining the field type.
Field type decoded, or Unknown if the field type is not
recognized by BatchPipeWorks. The first four positions have
the word LONG if the field is a long character or graphics
field.
Field length as reported by DB/2. This is a single number
except for decimal fields where the precision and scale are
reported with a comma in between.
Maximum length of the field in characters, including a
halfword length field if required, computed from the length
and field type. This is the number of bytes SQL SELECT
reserves for the field in the output record from a query, and
the number of bytes required in the input record to SQL
INSERT. The length does not include the indicator word.
Field name. The record is truncated at the end of the name;
the name field is from 1 to 30 bytes.

When SQL DESCRIBE SELECT is run with EXECUTE, the result of the first query is written to the primary output
stream, the result of the second query is written to the secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further
output streams. The result of the remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered stream defined. The output
streams must be connected.
SELECT

performs a query. The result of the query is written with one record for each row. By default, each column is preceded
by a 2-byte indicator word specifying whether the column has a null value or contains data. Use the NOINDICATORS
operand to suppress this field in the output record.

In an indicator word, binary zero indicates that the column has a value; the column has a null value when the indicator is
negative. A positive value in the indicator word means that the column is truncated; this should not occur because each
column has as many positions reserved as SQL DESCRIBE reports for the table. Columns with a null value and variable
length columns have blanks or zeros in the unfilled positions, as appropriate in the field format. When the last field has
variable length, the record is truncated to the end of the data present.
When SQL SELECT is run with EXECUTE, the result of the first query is written to the primary output stream, the
result of the second query is written to the secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further output streams.
The result of the remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered output stream defined. The output streams must
be connected.
statement
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is a statement to be passed to DB/2 for execution. The statement must be written exactly as specified in the DB/2
Application Programming Guide for TSO and Batch Users book.
INSERT INTO

adds a single row of data into an existing table.
An INSERT statement with a VALUES clause is run immediately without reference to an input stream. The VALUES
clause cannot specify host variables.
When you do not specify a VALUES clause with an INSERT statement, SQL supplies a VALUES clause that
references fields in input lines. A row is inserted in the table for each input line. You can specify a list of fields to insert
in parentheses; this list is used by SQL to build a data area describing the input record.
When there is no list of columns after the name of the table, the input record contains data for all columns in the table in
the order returned by SQL DESCRIBE SELECT * FROM. When a list of columns is specified, the input record has the
columns in the order specified and in the format returned by the describe function. You cannot insert a literal value into
a column; use the SPECS stage command to put a literal into all input records. The format of an input line is the same as
the output record from SQL SELECT.
Use the operand INDICATORS when you wish to load null values into selected columns. All columns must have a 2byte prefix which is binary zero when the field has a value; it is negative to indicate a null value. The default is not to
use indicator words.
Input lines are read from the primary input stream when EXECUTE is omitted. When SQL INSERT statements with no
VALUES clauses are issued with the EXECUTE operand, the first statement reads lines from the secondary input
stream, the second statement reads from stream number 2, and so on. It is an error if a stream is not defined.
tablename
specifies the name of the table where the row is to be inserted.
columnname
specifies the name of the column where the data is to be inserted. If you do not specify columnname, then the default is
all the columns in the order that they were named when the table was created.
Streams Used
Input Streams: When EXECUTE is specified, SQL reads DB/2 statements from its primary input stream. When
INSERT is specified without a VALUES clause, SQL reads rows to be inserted from its input streams.
Output Streams: When SELECT is specified, SQL writes the query results to its output streams.
Usage Notes

1. SQL does not delay the records.
2. If the SQL stage command discovers that any of its output streams is no longer connected, the SQL stage
command ends.
3. The SPECS stage command is often used to insert indicator words for columns that are always present.
4. The result of a query can be a single integer; use the following SPECS stage to convert it to decimal, if necessary:
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... | specs 1-* c2d 1 | ...

5. To make sure that all DB/2 requests are issued from the same MVS task, use ADDRESS LINK to invoke
BatchPipeWorks from a REXX exec.
6. SQL INSERT must have a values() clause specifying literals. Use the SPECS stage command to construct an
insert statement from data in the record.
7. SQL starts at commit level -4. It allocates any work areas needed, loads the SQL interface if not linked, allocates
an DB/2 cursor and then commits to level 0.
8. See also SQLCODES.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.91.1 Example 1
3.91.2 Example 2
3.91.3 Example 3
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3.91.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command creates an DB/2 table named SAMPLE:
pipe sql execute create table sample (kwd char(8), text varchar(80))

SQL EXECUTE issues the statement that follows it. The following REXX exec creates the same DB/2 table where the
primary input stream for the SQL stage is the statement to be issued by SQL EXECUTE:
________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *****************************|***/
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SQLCREAT)
| */
|
/*
| */
|
/********************************************************************|***/
|
'pipe literal create table sample (kwd char(8), text varchar(80))', |
|
'| sql execute'
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|
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3.91.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command creates an DB/2 table named SAMPLE:
pipe sql execute create table sample (kwd char(8), text varchar(80))

SQL EXECUTE issues the statement that follows it. The following REXX exec creates the same DB/2 table where the
primary input stream for the SQL stage is the statement to be issued by SQL EXECUTE:
________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *****************************|***/
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SQLCREAT)
| */
|
/*
| */
|
/********************************************************************|***/
|
'pipe literal create table sample (kwd char(8), text varchar(80))', |
|
'| sql execute'
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|
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3.91.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec inserts rows in an existing DB/2 table named MVSFILE:
___________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************|/
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SQLINSER)
|/
|
/*
|/
|
/***********************************************************************|/
|
'pipe literal TSO Time Sharing Option',
/* write data for */ |
|
'| literal MVS Multiple Virtual Storage',
/* SPECS */
|
|
'| specs 1-4 1 5-* v2c 5',
/* rearrange */
|
|
'| sql insert into mvsfile'
/* insert data into MVSFILE table */ |
|
|
|___________________________________________________________________________|

literal TSO Time Sharing Option

pipeline.

writes a record that contains the string TSO Time Sharing Option to the

literal MVS Multiple Virtual Storage

to the pipeline.

specs 1-4 1 5-* v2c 5

writes a record that contains the string MVS Multiple Virtual Storage

does the following:

Writes the first four characters of the input data to the output record beginning in column 1.
Gets the input data from column 5 through the end of the record and, in column 5 of the output record,
writes the length of the data in a 2-byte prefix followed by the data.
sql insert into mvsfile

inserts a row of data into the table named MVSFILE.
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3.91.2 Example 2
The following REXX exec inserts rows in an existing DB/2 table named MVSFILE:
___________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************|/
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SQLINSER)
|/
|
/*
|/
|
/***********************************************************************|/
|
'pipe literal TSO Time Sharing Option',
/* write data for */ |
|
'| literal MVS Multiple Virtual Storage',
/* SPECS */
|
|
'| specs 1-4 1 5-* v2c 5',
/* rearrange */
|
|
'| sql insert into mvsfile'
/* insert data into MVSFILE table */ |
|
|
|___________________________________________________________________________|

literal TSO Time Sharing Option

pipeline.

writes a record that contains the string TSO Time Sharing Option to the

literal MVS Multiple Virtual Storage

to the pipeline.

specs 1-4 1 5-* v2c 5

writes a record that contains the string MVS Multiple Virtual Storage

does the following:

Writes the first four characters of the input data to the output record beginning in column 1.
Gets the input data from column 5 through the end of the record and, in column 5 of the output record,
writes the length of the data in a 2-byte prefix followed by the data.
sql insert into mvsfile

inserts a row of data into the table named MVSFILE.
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3.92 SQLSELECT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SQLSELECT__ _______________ __Select Operands___________________>< |
|
|_(SQL Options)_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SQLSELECT stage function to query DB/2 tables and convert the results to a printable format with a header
line showing the names of the columns.
When an SQLSELECT stage function issues a statement to query a table, the first record written to the primary output
stream is a header record containing the column names. The result of the query is then written to the primary output
stream.
Note: Before you can use the SQLSELECT stage command, your system administrator must install DB/2 on your
system and your system administrator must perform the steps in the &hcpa5. book for preparing BatchPipeWorks to use
DB/2.
Operands

SQL Options
When the first non-blank character is a left parenthesis, the string up to the first right parenthesis is processed as options.
Refer to the SQL stage function for a description of available options.
Select Operands
is treated as an SQL SELECT statement.
Streams Used
Output Streams: Output Streams: SQLSELECT first writes a header record containing column names followed by the
query results to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. SQLSELECT does not delay the records.
2. If the SQLSELECT stage command discovers that its output stream is no longer connected, the SQLSELECT
stage command ends.
3. SQLSELECT starts at commit level -4 and then commits to level 0.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.92.1 Example 1
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3.93 STACK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_FIFO_
|
| >>__STACK__|______|_________________________________________________>< |
|
|_LIFO_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STACK stage command to read from or write to the data stack. When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline,
STACK determines how many lines are on the stack, reads that number of lines, and writes the lines to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK writes its primary input
stream records to the data stack. If its primary output stream is connected, STACK also writes its primary input stream
records to its primary output stream.
Note: No operands are allowed when using STACK to read from the data stack.
Operands

FIFO

specifies that records are to be written to the stack FIFO (first in, first out). This is the default.

LIFO

specifies that records are to be written to the stack LIFO (last in, first out).
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK reads records from its primary input
stream.

Primary Output Stream: When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline, STACK writes the lines read from the data stack
to its primary output stream. When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK copies its primary input stream
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the record does not apply. When STACK is not the first
stage of a pipeline, STACK does not delay the records.
2. If STACK is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, STACK ends. An additional line
may have been consumed from the stack when this occurs.
3. STACK lets you read all the lines on the terminal stack including null lines which would cause the TERMINAL
stage command to stop reading.
4. All lines on the data stack may not be read if a subsequent stage ends or disconnects its input stream before
STACK writes all the lines. For example, assuming there are at least two lines on the program stack, the
following PIPE command reads only the first two lines from the stack:
pipe stack | take 2 | > STACKED.INPUT

Any other lines remain on the stack after execution of the PIPE command.
5. STACK causes lines longer than 255 characters to be truncated.
6. When using a TERMINAL stage followed by a STACK stage to read from the terminal and write the lines read to
the program stack, specify a BUFFER stage between the TERMINAL stage and the STACK stage. A loop may
result if no BUFFER stage is specified.
7. See also STEM, VAR, VARLOAD, and REXXVARS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.93.1 Example 1
3.93.2 Example 2
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3.93.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec demonstrates how to stack items and display the items in reverse order:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(STACKEM)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Transfer data to a pipeline using the stack
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
push 'line one'
|
|
push 'line two'
|
|
push 'line three'
|
|
'pipe stack | specs recno 1 1-* nw | terminal'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The resulting output looks similar to the following
1 line three
2 line two
3 line one
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3.93.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec demonstrates how to stack items and display the items in reverse order:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(STACKEM)
*/ |
|
/*
-- Transfer data to a pipeline using the stack
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
push 'line one'
|
|
push 'line two'
|
|
push 'line three'
|
|
'pipe stack | specs recno 1 1-* nw | terminal'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The resulting output looks similar to the following
1 line three
2 line two
3 line one
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3.94 STATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STATE__ ______________________________________ _________________>< |
|
|_QUIET________________________________|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_dsname_____ ______________ __________|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ ______________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_| |_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname________________________|
|
|
|_member__ _________ __ddname__________|
|
|
|_DDname=_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STATE stage command to determine if one or more data sets exist.
STATE searches first for the data set named in its operands, if any. It then reads records from its primary input stream
and searches for the data sets named in those records. When a data set is found, STATE writes the fully qualified name
of the data set to its primary output stream. When a data set is not found, STATE copies the input record to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Operands

QUIET

specifies that the return code is set to 0 when one or more data sets are not found. When the QUIET operand is not
specified, the return code is set to 28 when one or more data sets are not found.
dsname
is the name of a physical sequential data set or a partitioned data set. A physical sequential data set must be cataloged.
generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified physical sequential data set or partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully
qualified.
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DDname

indicates that the data set to be read is already allocated.
ddname
is the name of the allocated physical sequential data set or partitioned data set.

member
is the name of a member of a partitioned data set.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STATE reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must contain the data set name
or ddname of the allocated data set (in the format required in the operands) to search for. Null or blank input records are
discarded.
Primary Output Stream: STATE writes the fully qualified data set name to its primary output stream for every specified
data set it finds.
Secondary Output Stream: STATE copies its primary input stream to its secondary output stream if the specified data
set is not found.
Usage Notes

1. STATE does not delay the records.
2. If all of STATE's output streams are not connected, STATE ends.
3. If a data set name you specify does not exist with the exact case you specified, STATE translates the name to
uppercase and performs the search again.
4. If a data set exists, it does not mean that data set is readable. You cannot determine if a data set is readable using
STATE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.94.1 Example 1
3.94.2 Example 2
3.94.3 Example 3
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3.94.1 Example 1
To determine if the data set named PIPE.TESTER exists, enter:
pipe state pipe.tester | terminal
JOHN.PIPE.TESTER
READY

Because this data set exists, the fully qualified name JOHN.PIPE.TESTER is written to the primary output stream.
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3.94.1 Example 1
To determine if the data set named PIPE.TESTER exists, enter:
pipe state pipe.tester | terminal
JOHN.PIPE.TESTER
READY

Because this data set exists, the fully qualified name JOHN.PIPE.TESTER is written to the primary output stream.
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3.94.2 Example 2
To determine if a data set is allocated to ddname OSCAR, enter:
pipe state dd=oscar | terminal
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3.94.2 Example 2
To determine if a data set is allocated to ddname OSCAR, enter:
pipe state dd=oscar | terminal
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3.95 STEM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
_FROM__1_
|
| >>__STEM__stem__|__________|__|_________|___________________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_| |_APPEND__|
|
|
|_FROM__n_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STEM stage command to retrieve or set REXX compound variables whose names begin with the stem you
specify. Specify STEM on a command invoked from a user-written stage command or a REXX exec.
The stem of a REXX variable is that part of a variable name up to and including the last period. For example,
pipe.var. is the stem of the REXX variables pipe.var.1, pipe.var.2, and pipe.var.3.
When STEM is the first stage of a pipeline, STEM retrieves values of variables. Before STEM can be used to retrieve
variables, variable stem0 must contain the number of variables whose value you want to retrieve. The value should be 0
or positive. For each variable retrieved, STEM writes a separate record containing the variable's value to its primary
output stream. By default, output records are written beginning with stem1. The output records are written in ascending
order of the numeric suffix of the variables until the number of records written equals the value of stem0.
When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM sets variables. By default, when STEM is used to set variables, it
sets one variable for each record in its primary input stream. Variables stem1 through stemn, where n is the number of
records in the primary input stream, are set to the contents of the first through the nth input stream records, respectively.
After all n records have been set, STEM sets variable stem0 to the number of variables that were set. STEM also copies
its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Operands

stem
is the stem of the compound variables whose values you want to set or retrieve. The stem of a REXX variable is that
part of a variable name up to and including the last period.
invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when retrieving or setting the variables. invocnum must
be 0 or greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
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The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the STEM stage is specified on a PIPE command or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the
variables are in the user-written stage command that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the STEM
stage is specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variables are in the
exec that issued the CALLPIPE or RUNPIPE.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
APPEND

specifies that variables are to be set beginning with stem(n+1) where n is the value of variable stem0. Variable stem0
must contain a zero or positive whole number prior to invoking the STEM stage command with the APPEND operand.
After all variables have been set, STEM sets variable stem0 to the numeric suffix of the last variable that was set.
APPEND cannot be specified on a STEM stage command that is used in the first stage of a pipeline.
n
specifies that values of variables are to be retrieved or variables are to be set beginning with stemn where n is the value
specified. When retrieving a variable, n should be 0 or positive, and less than or equal to the value in stem0. After all
variables have been set, when STEM is not the first stage in the pipeline, STEM sets variable stem0 to the numeric
suffix of the last variable that was set. The default value for n is 1.
FROM

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM reads records from its primary input
stream. Input records must contain the values of the variables to be set.
Primary Output Stream: When STEM is the first stage of a pipeline, STEM writes records to its primary output stream.
Each record contains the value of a variable retrieved by STEM. The number of records written is the number contained
in variable stem0 when the FROM operand is not specified.
When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.
Usage Notes

1. STEM does not delay the records.
2. If STEM is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, STEM ends.
3. If STEM is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, STEM sets or retrieves
variables in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
4. STEM starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while processing
its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
5. See also REXXVARS, VAR, VARLOAD, and STACK.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.95.1 Example 1
3.95.2 Example 2
3.95.3 Example 3
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3.95.1 Example 1
To read the data set INPUT.FILE and display each line prefixed with This is line n: where n is the line number, create
an exec similar to the following:
___________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************|
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LINENUM)
*|
|
/***********************************************************************|
|
'pipe < INPUT.FILE | stem recs.' /* read data set into array
*|
|
do i=1 to recs.0
/* for each record of the data set
*|
|
say 'This is line' i':' recs.i /* display records prefixed with
*|
|
/* "this is line n" where n is line #.|
|
end
|
|
|
|___________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the PIPE command reads the records of INPUT.FILE. Then, STEM stage command assigns each record
as a element of an array. The array is a compound variable with a stem of recs.. STEM also sets variable recs.0 to the
number of variables set. The DO loop uses recs.0 as a counter to write each line to the terminal prefixed with the
specified text and the line number.
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3.95.1 Example 1
To read the data set INPUT.FILE and display each line prefixed with This is line n: where n is the line number, create
an exec similar to the following:
___________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************|
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(LINENUM)
*|
|
/***********************************************************************|
|
'pipe < INPUT.FILE | stem recs.' /* read data set into array
*|
|
do i=1 to recs.0
/* for each record of the data set
*|
|
say 'This is line' i':' recs.i /* display records prefixed with
*|
|
/* "this is line n" where n is line #.|
|
end
|
|
|
|___________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, the PIPE command reads the records of INPUT.FILE. Then, STEM stage command assigns each record
as a element of an array. The array is a compound variable with a stem of recs.. STEM also sets variable recs.0 to the
number of variables set. The DO loop uses recs.0 as a counter to write each line to the terminal prefixed with the
specified text and the line number.
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3.95.2 Example 2
To sort the values in an array of compound variables that have a stem of bananas and to create a new array called bunch
from the sorted values, use the following:
'pipe stem bananas. | sort | stem bunch.'
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3.95.2 Example 2
To sort the values in an array of compound variables that have a stem of bananas and to create a new array called bunch
from the sorted values, use the following:
'pipe stem bananas. | sort | stem bunch.'
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3.96 STRFIND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRFIND__ _/string/___ _________________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRFIND stage command to select records that begin with a specified string of characters. STRFIND reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the records that begin with the specified string to its primary output
stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFIND writes all other records to its secondary
output stream.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines a group of characters that you want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. Each character in
string must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in string is considered to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in string matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic characters do not match. To be selected, an input record
must be at least as long as string, including any trailing blanks.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a group of characters you want to find,
beginning in the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Each character
in hexstring must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
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1. A 40 (the hexadecimal representation of a blank) in hexstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 6D (the hexadecimal representation of an underscore character) in hexstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
To be selected, an input record must be at least as long as the string defined by hexstring.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a group of characters you want to find, beginning in the
first column of an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Each character in binstring must
exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 01000000 (the binary representation of a blank) in binstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 01101101 (the binary representation of an underscore character) in binstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. To be selected, an
input record must be at least as long as the string defined by binstring.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRFIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRFIND copies each input record that begins with the specified string of characters to its
primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFIND copies each input record that does not
begin with the specified string of characters to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRFIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRFIND's output streams are not connected, STRFIND ends.
3. STRFIND selects all records beginning with the operand.
4. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option. For example, to display all lines of the data set INPUT.FILE that begin with the character string A|B, issue
the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT.FILE | strfind /A%|B/ | terminal

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In the second stage, the STRFIND stage
function is used to locate records that begin with the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the
default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this occurrence of the | character as
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a stage separator, an escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a double vertical bar || in the
STRFIND stage. The PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the STRFIND
stage as |. For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | strfind /A||B/ | terminal

5. If you specify STRFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
6. If you want to select records that contain an underscore character, use the LOCATE stage command.
7. STRFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
8. See also FIND, LOCATE, NFIND, STRNFIND, NLOCATE, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.96.1 Example 1
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3.97 STRFRLABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ _STRFRLABel___ __ _/string/___ ________________________________>< |
|
|_STRFROMLabel_| |_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRFRLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are
determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record.
Once a record that begins with the target string is found, the record that begins with the target string and the following
records are shorted to the primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, STRFRLABEL writes the records that are before the record that begins
with the target string to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, STRFRLABEL
discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must be located in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be located. The string must be located in
the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
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Bbinstring

defines the starting string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be located. The string must be located in the first column of
an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRFRLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRFRLABEL copies the first input record that begins with the specified target to its primary
output stream. All remaining input stream records are then copied to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFRLABEL copies all input records not
copied to its primary output stream to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRFRLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRFRLABEL's output streams are not connected, STRFRLABEL ends.
3. If you specify STRFRLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
4. STRFRLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
5. See also FRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, TOLABEL, WHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.97.1 Example 1
3.97.2 Example 2
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3.97.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that begin with the letter P through
the end of the alphabet and to write these records to a data set called PHONE P-Z, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strfrlabel /P -/ | > PHONES.P-Z
Figure 120 and Figure 121 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE P-Z, after
execution of the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 120. STRFRLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.P-Z ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
000001 P - T
000002 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000003 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000004 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000005 U - Z
000006 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|

|

Figure 121. STRFRLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.97.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that begin with the letter P through
the end of the alphabet and to write these records to a data set called PHONE P-Z, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strfrlabel /P -/ | > PHONES.P-Z
Figure 120 and Figure 121 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE P-Z, after
execution of the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 120. STRFRLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.P-Z ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
000001 P - T
000002 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000003 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000004 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000005 U - Z
000006 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|

|

Figure 121. STRFRLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.98 STRIP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_BOTH__BLANK_______________________________________
|
| >>__STRIP__|___________________________________________________|____>< |
|
| _BOTH_____
|
|
|
|_|__________|__ _____ __| Target |__ ____________ _|
|
|
|_LEADING__| |_NOT_|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_TRAILING_| |_TO__|
|_maxnum_____|
|
|
|
| Target:
|
|
_BLANK__________________
|
| |__|________________________|________________________________________| |
|
|_charrange______________|
|
|
|_ANYof__ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_STRing__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Do not let Target default to BLANK if you specify maxnum.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRIP stage command to remove leading or trailing characters from records. STRIP reads records from its
primary input stream, removes the specified characters, and writes the resulting records to its primary output stream, if it
is connected. If no operands are specified, STRIP removes leading and trailing blanks from the records.
Operands

BOTH

removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from the beginning and the end of the records.
BOTH is the default.

LEADING

removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from the beginning of the records.

TRAILING

removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from the end of the records.
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NOT
TO

negates the way in which STRIP locates the leading or trailing characters to be removed.

If you specify NOT with charrange, only characters that are not within the range are removed. If you specify NOT with
ANYOF, only characters that are not in the specified list are removed. If you specify NOT with STRING, only
characters not matching the specified string are removed.
TO is a synonym for NOT.
charrange
is a range of characters to be removed. STRIP removes leading or trailing occurrences of any characters within the
specified range. You can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
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SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.
When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the range is based on the hexadecimal
representation of the characters. The characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1',
X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof

specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of characters to be removed. STRIP removes leading or
trailing occurrences of any characters within the specified list.
STRing

specifies that the characters to be removed must match the string following STRING.

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to be located.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. The X or H can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters
in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be located. Uppercase and
lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any blanks in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

maxnum
is the maximum number of characters to remove from the beginning or end of the input records. When BOTH is
specified, maxnum applies independently to each end of a record. If you specify maxnum without specifying any target
character, the number you specify as maxnum is interpreted as the charrange operand. Thus, if you want the default
target character, you must specify the BLANK operand before maxrep.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRIP reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After removing the specified characters from records read from its primary input stream,
STRIP writes the resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes
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1. STRIP does not delay the records.
2. If STRIP's primary output stream is not connected, STRIP ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal representation of the ending character is less
than the starting character, the hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is X'00'.
4. STRIP copies any null input records to its primary output stream.
5. If all the characters in a record are removed, STRIP writes a null record to its primary output stream.
6. See also CHOP, JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, and DEBLOCK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.98.1 Example 1
3.98.2 Example 2
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3.98.1 Example 1
In this example, STRIP removes leading and trailing asterisks (*) and blanks from the input records. Figure 122 and
Figure 123 show the contents of the input data set and resulting terminal output after execution of the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PROLOG.FILE | strip anyof /* / | terminal

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PROLOG.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ***********************************************************************
000002 *
*
000003 * THIS ROUTINE REMOVES LEADING OR TRAILING CHARACTERS FROM RECORDS
*
000004 * READ FROM THE PRIMARY INPUT STREAM. THE ROUTINE WRITES OUTPUT
*
000005 * RECORDS TO THE PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM.
*
000006 *
*
000007 ***********************************************************************
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 122. STRIP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

THIS ROUTINE REMOVES LEADING OR TRAILING CHARACTERS FROM RECORDS
READ FROM THE PRIMARY INPUT STREAM. THE ROUTINE WRITES OUTPUT
RECORDS TO THE PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM.
READY

Figure 123. STRIP Stage Command Example: Terminal Output
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3.98.1 Example 1
In this example, STRIP removes leading and trailing asterisks (*) and blanks from the input records. Figure 122 and
Figure 123 show the contents of the input data set and resulting terminal output after execution of the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PROLOG.FILE | strip anyof /* / | terminal

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PROLOG.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 ***********************************************************************
000002 *
*
000003 * THIS ROUTINE REMOVES LEADING OR TRAILING CHARACTERS FROM RECORDS
*
000004 * READ FROM THE PRIMARY INPUT STREAM. THE ROUTINE WRITES OUTPUT
*
000005 * RECORDS TO THE PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM.
*
000006 *
*
000007 ***********************************************************************
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 122. STRIP Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

THIS ROUTINE REMOVES LEADING OR TRAILING CHARACTERS FROM RECORDS
READ FROM THE PRIMARY INPUT STREAM. THE ROUTINE WRITES OUTPUT
RECORDS TO THE PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM.
READY

Figure 123. STRIP Stage Command Example: Terminal Output
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3.99 STRLITERAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRLITeral__ _/string/___ ______________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRLITERAL stage command to write a specified character string as a record to its primary output stream, if it
is connected. If the primary input stream for the STRLITERAL stage contains any records, STRLITERAL then copies
the records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
is a string of characters that makes up a record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that makes up a record. The X or H can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that makes up a record. The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRLITERAL reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream: After writing the operand string to its primary output stream, STRLITERAL copies any records
read from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRLITERAL does not delay the records.
2. If STRLITERAL's primary output stream is not connected, STRLITERAL ends.
3. Because STRLITERAL writes the operand string as the first record of its output stream before copying its input
stream, records from multiple STRLITERAL stages are written to the output in reverse order compared to the
order of the stages in the pipeline. Here is an example:
pipe strliteral /or not to be/ | strliteral /To be/ | terminal
To be
or not to be
READY

To write the character strings to the output in the same order as they are written in a pipeline, use APPEND stages
following the first STRLITERAL stage, as in the following example:
pipe strliteral /1/ | append strliteral /2/ | terminal
1
2
READY

4. To write a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage separator character, use the ESCAPE
option with an escape character or use a double stage separator. For example, the following two PIPE commands
produce the same results:
pipe (escape %) strliteral *3%|3*| strliteral *G/B ratio:*| terminal
pipe strliteral *3||2*| strliteral *G/B ratio:*| terminal
In the first stage, the STRLITERAL stage command is used to write the
ratio of girls to boys. The string contains the | character, which is
the default stage separator character.

In the first PIPE command, the ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. To prevent
the first PIPE command from treating the occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
In the second PIPE command, the PIPE command does not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the
STRLITERAL stage as |.
5. See also APPEND and LITERAL.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.99.1 Example 1
3.99.2 Example 2
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3.99.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes a character string to the terminal:
pipe strliteral /This is a record./ | terminal
This is a record.
READY
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3.99.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes a character string to the terminal:
pipe strliteral /This is a record./ | terminal
This is a record.
READY
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3.100 STRNFIND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>____STRNFIND____ _/string/___ ____________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRNFIND stage command to select records that do not begin with a specified string. STRNFIND reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the records that do not begin with the specified string to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, STRNFIND writes all other records to its
secondary output stream.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
is any string that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. To be considered a match and
therefore not be selected, each character in string must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record,
with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in string is considered to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in string matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not match an
underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do not match. Records that are shorter in
length than string are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a group of characters that you do not
want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
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To be considered a match and therefore not be selected, each character in hexstring must exactly match the
corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 40 (the hexadecimal representation of a blank) in hexstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 6D (the hexadecimal representation of an underscore character) in hexstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Records that are shorter in length than the string defined by hexstring are always selected, regardless of the contents of
the record.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a group of characters that you do not want to find,
beginning in the first column of an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. To be considered a
match and therefore not be selected, each character in binstring must exactly match the corresponding character in the
input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 01000000 (the binary representation of a blank) in binstring is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. A 01101101 (the binary representation of an underscore character) in binstring matches only a blank character in
the input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8. Records that are
shorter in length than the string defined by binstring are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRNFIND reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRNFIND copies each input record that does not begin with the specified string to its primary
output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRNFIND copies each input record that begins
with the specified string to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRNFIND does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRNFIND's output streams are not connected, STRNFIND ends.
3. STRNFIND selects all records that do not begin with the operand.
4. If you specify STRNFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. The target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or equal to
the length of the column range.
5. If you want to select records that do not contain an underscore character, use the NLOCATE stage command.
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6. STRNFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
7. See also NFIND, NLOCATE, FIND, STRFIND, LOCATE, ALL, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.100.1 Example 1
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3.101 STRTOLABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRTOLABel__ _/string/___ ______________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRTOLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are
determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record.
STRTOLABEL writes to its primary output stream, if connected, the records that are before the record that begins with
the target string.
If the secondary output stream is connected, the record that begins with the target string and the following records in the
primary input stream are shorted to the secondary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is not connected, the STRTOLABEL stage stops before reading the record beginning
with the target string.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must begin in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be located. The string must begin in the
first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces
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in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring

defines the starting string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be located. The string must begin in the first column of an
input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRTOLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRTOLABEL copies input records that do not begin with the specified target to its primary
output stream until a record is found that begins with the target. The record containing the target is not copied to the
primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRTOLABEL copies to its secondary output
stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRTOLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all of STRTOLABEL's output streams are not connected, STRTOLABEL ends.
3. STRTOLABEL disconnects its input stream when the record that begins with the target string is found.
4. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the STRTOLABEL stage stops before reading the record
beginning with the target string, and this record is available for further processing.
For example, the following user-written stage commands translate records to uppercase up to, but not including,
the first line that begins with the string xxxxx.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|strtolabel /xxxxx/', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'short'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|strtolabel /xxxxx/', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'callpipe *:|*:'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
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|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

When you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | MYTOLAB | terminal
the SHORT pipeline subcommand or the second CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand processes the matching record and remaining records.

5. If you specify STRTOLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the
first column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the
target string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be
less than or equal to the length of the column range.
6. STRTOLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
7. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, TOLABEL, WHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.101.1 Example 1
3.101.2 Example 2
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3.101.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE.DIRECTRY, that begin with the letters A through
O and to write these records to a data set called PHONE.A-O, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strtolabel /P -/ | > PHONE.A-O
Figure 124 and Figure 125 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE.A-O, after
execution of the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 124. STRTOLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.A-O ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000008 K - O
| 000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|
|

Figure 125. STRTOLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.101.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE.DIRECTRY, that begin with the letters A through
O and to write these records to a data set called PHONE.A-O, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | strtolabel /P -/ | > PHONE.A-O
Figure 124 and Figure 125 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE.A-O, after
execution of the previous PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 124. STRTOLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.A-O ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000008 K - O
| 000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|
|

Figure 125. STRTOLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.102 STRWHILELABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STRWHILElabel__ _/string/___ ___________________________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STRWHILELABEL stage command to select consecutive records from its primary input stream. The records
selected are determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an
input record. If the first record of the primary input stream begins with the target string, this record and any consecutive
records that begin with the target string are written to the primary output stream. When a record is found that does not
begin with the target string, the record and the remaining records in the input stream are shorted to the secondary output
stream, if connected.
If the first record of the primary input stream does not begin with the target string, no records are written to the primary
output stream. If the secondary output stream is connected, STRWHILELABEL copies all the records from its primary
input stream to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, STRWHILELABEL
discards all the records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must be located in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
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defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be located. The string must be located in
the first column of an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
blanks in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines the starting string of 0's and 1's, following the B, to be located. The string must be located in the first column of
an input record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: STRWHILELABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: STRWHILELABEL copies to its primary output stream consecutive input records that begin
with the specified string. STRWHILELABEL copies records to its primary output stream only if the first input record
begins with the specified string.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, STRWHILELABEL copies to its secondary
output stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. STRWHILELABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all STRWHILELABEL's output streams are not connected, STRWHILELABEL ends.
3. If you specify STRWHILELABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in
the first column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the
target string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be
less than or equal to the length of the column range.
4. STRWHILELABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
5. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, TOLABEL, WHILELABEL, FRTARGET, TOTARGET,
TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.102.1 Example 1
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3.103 SUBCOM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SUBCOM__name__ ________ ________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SUBCOM stage command to pass subcommands to a specified subcommand environment. If a subcommand is
specified as an operand, it is passed to the specified subcommand environment. Then, any primary input stream records
are read and passed to the subcommand environment. If its primary output stream is connected, SUBCOM copies each
subcommand record to its primary output stream after the specified subcommand has completed. SUBCOM does not
intercept terminal output from the subcommands issued.
If its secondary output stream is connected, SUBCOM writes the return code from each subcommand to its secondary
output stream after it has copied the subcommand record to its primary output stream.
Operands

name
is the name of the subcommand environment to which you want subcommands sent for execution. If the environment
with the name you specify does not exist, SUBCOM translates name to uppercase and searches again for the
environment.
string
is a subcommand to pass to the specified subcommand environment. The string operand cannot be accepted if the
secondary output stream of SUBCOM is connected. If the secondary output stream is connected, all subcommands that
you want issued must be passed through the primary input stream of SUBCOM.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SUBCOM reads records from its primary input stream. Input records should contain a command
to be passed to the specified subcommand environment for execution.
Primary Output Stream: SUBCOM copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, SUBCOM writes the return code from each
subcommand to its secondary output stream after it has copied the subcommand record to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SUBCOM does not delay the records.
2. In addition to system-supplied subcommand environments such as the TSO environment, you can use SUBCOM
to pass subcommands to an environment you or your installation has defined.
3. If SUBCOM's secondary output stream is no longer connected, SUBCOM ends.
4. To intercept line mode output from the execution of TSO commands, use the TSO stage command. To issue TSO
commands without intercepting terminal output, use SUBCOM with a subcommand environment of TSO.
5. SUBCOM starts at commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
6. See also the TSO stage command and COMMAND.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.103.1 Example 1
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3.104 SUSPEND

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SUSPEND_________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SUSPEND pipeline subcommand to prevent a stage from running until all other stages have been run by the
dispatcher. The return codes is set to the number of other stages that were ready to run at the time the stage was
suspended. The return code is computed at the time the stage is suspended even though the stage must resume before it
can inspect the return code.
Usage Notes

1. The order in which stages are called by the dispatcher is unpredictable. The dispatcher may call the suspended
stage before it has run all the stages that were ready at the time the stage issued SUSPEND. If the return code is
positive, at least one other stage has run.
2. A program should not go into a loop waiting for a producer or a consumer to commit itself to write or read a
record. Two stages using SUSPEND can be chasing each other tails forever doing this.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.104.1 Example 1
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3.105 SYNCHRONIZE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYNChronize_____________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SYNCHRONIZE stage command to synchronize records in a multistream pipeline. SYNCHRONIZE reads
records from each of its input streams until any stream reaches end of file or an output stream is no longer connected;
reading from all streams then stops. Records read from an input stream are copied to the corresponding output stream.
Streams Used
Input Streams: SYNCHRONIZE reads records from each of its input streams.
Output Streams: For each of its input streams, SYNCHRONIZE copies records read from an input stream to its
corresponding output stream.
Usage Notes

1. SYNCHRONIZE does not delay the records.
2. When reading stops because end of file is reached on an input stream, each lower numbered input stream has a
record available that stays in the input stream.
When reading stops because an output stream is not connected, all input streams have at least one record
available. Those records remain in the input streams. A record has been written to each lower numbered output
stream. No records are written to higher numbered output streams after an output stream is no longer connected.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.105.1 Example 1
3.105.2 Example 2
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3.105.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec assigns the people in input data set PEOPLE.INPUT to a seat in input data set
SEATS.INPUT.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SEATING)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PEOPLE.INPUT',
/* read the list of people */
|
|
'| s: synchronize',
/* stop when one list ends */
|
|
'| o: overlay',
/* combine people and seats */
|
|
'| > SEATING.OUTPUT',
/* write results to output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SEATS.INPUT',
/* read the list of available seats */
|
|
'| specs 1-* 15',
/* move over to column 15 */
|
|
'| s:',
/* feed into SYNCHRONIZE */
|
|
'| o:'
/* feed into OVERLAY */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< PEOPLE.INPUT

reads the input data set containing the people's names.

defines a label s for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. In this example, SYNCHRONIZE reads records
from its primary and secondary input streams and copies the records to the corresponding output stream until one
of the streams reaches end of file.

s: synchronize

defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.

o: overlay

> SEATING.OUTPUT
?

writes the merged records to the existing data set SEATING.OUTPUT.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

< SEATS.INPUT

reads the input data set containing the available seats.

shifts the contents of the records 15 columns to the right. This allows OVERLAY to merge records
without loss of data.
specs 1-* 15

references the label on the SYNCHRONIZE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream
for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. SYNCHRONIZE stops reading when there are no more people or no more seats
to process.

s:

references the label on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the OVERLAY stage.

o:
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Given the input data sets shown in Figure 128 and Figure 129, the output data set resulting from issuing the SEATING
exec is shown in Figure 130.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PEOPLE.INPUT ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mary Lou
000002 Howard
000003 David
000004 Don
000005 Beth
000006 Jen
000007 Kris
000008 Jack
000009 Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 128. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SEATS.INPUT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1A
000002 1B
000003 1C
000004 2A
000005 2B
000006 2C
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 129. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SEATING.OUTPUT -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mary Lou
1A
000002 Howard
1B
000003 David
1C
000004 Don
2A
000005 Beth
2B
000006 Jen
2C
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 130. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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If you remove the SYNCHRONIZE stage from the SEATING exec (lines 4 and 10), the resulting output data set is
shown in Figure 131.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SEATING.OUTPUT -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mary Lou
1A
000002 Howard
1B
000003 David
1C
000004 Don
2A
000005 Beth
2B
000006 Jen
2C
000007 Kris
000008 Jack
000009 Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 131. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.105.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec assigns the people in input data set PEOPLE.INPUT to a seat in input data set
SEATS.INPUT.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(SEATING)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe (endchar ?)',
|
|
'< PEOPLE.INPUT',
/* read the list of people */
|
|
'| s: synchronize',
/* stop when one list ends */
|
|
'| o: overlay',
/* combine people and seats */
|
|
'| > SEATING.OUTPUT',
/* write results to output data set */
|
|
'?',
/* start of second pipeline */
|
|
'< SEATS.INPUT',
/* read the list of available seats */
|
|
'| specs 1-* 15',
/* move over to column 15 */
|
|
'| s:',
/* feed into SYNCHRONIZE */
|
|
'| o:'
/* feed into OVERLAY */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< PEOPLE.INPUT

reads the input data set containing the people's names.

defines a label s for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. In this example, SYNCHRONIZE reads records
from its primary and secondary input streams and copies the records to the corresponding output stream until one
of the streams reaches end of file.

s: synchronize

defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the records from its primary and
secondary input streams and writes the merged records to its output stream.

o: overlay

> SEATING.OUTPUT
?

writes the merged records to the existing data set SEATING.OUTPUT.

marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.

< SEATS.INPUT

reads the input data set containing the available seats.

shifts the contents of the records 15 columns to the right. This allows OVERLAY to merge records
without loss of data.
specs 1-* 15

references the label on the SYNCHRONIZE stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input stream
for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. SYNCHRONIZE stops reading when there are no more people or no more seats
to process.

s:

references the label on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines the secondary input and output
streams for the OVERLAY stage.

o:
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Given the input data sets shown in Figure 128 and Figure 129, the output data set resulting from issuing the SEATING
exec is shown in Figure 130.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PEOPLE.INPUT ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mary Lou
000002 Howard
000003 David
000004 Don
000005 Beth
000006 Jen
000007 Kris
000008 Jack
000009 Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 128. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SEATS.INPUT ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 1A
000002 1B
000003 1C
000004 2A
000005 2B
000006 2C
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Figure 129. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SEATING.OUTPUT -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mary Lou
1A
000002 Howard
1B
000003 David
1C
000004 Don
2A
000005 Beth
2B
000006 Jen
2C
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 130. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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If you remove the SYNCHRONIZE stage from the SEATING exec (lines 4 and 10), the resulting output data set is
shown in Figure 131.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.SEATING.OUTPUT -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Mary Lou
1A
000002 Howard
1B
000003 David
1C
000004 Don
2A
000005 Beth
2B
000006 Jen
2C
000007 Kris
000008 Jack
000009 Emily
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 131. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.106 SYSDSN

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYSDSN__ ________ ______________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
sysdsn calls the REXX function sysdsn() and writes the function's result to the output stream.
Subtopics:
3.106.1 Type
3.106.2 Usage Notes
3.106.3 Related Commands
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3.106.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
If you specify an argument string, the string is processed before sysdsn processes reads input records, as if it was an
input record.
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3.106.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands
If you specify an argument string, the string is processed before sysdsn processes reads input records, as if it was an
input record.
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3.106.2 Usage Notes

1. sysdsn strictly does not delay the record.
2. sysdsn starts on commit level -2. It commits to level 0 before processing data.
3. sysdsn ends when it discovers that its primary output stream is no connected.
4. Data set names must follow MVS naming conventions.
5. Enclose a fully-qualified name in quotes. Otherwise, the userid prefix is prepended to data set names.
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3.106.2 Usage Notes

1. sysdsn strictly does not delay the record.
2. sysdsn starts on commit level -2. It commits to level 0 before processing data.
3. sysdsn ends when it discovers that its primary output stream is no connected.
4. Data set names must follow MVS naming conventions.
5. Enclose a fully-qualified name in quotes. Otherwise, the userid prefix is prepended to data set names.
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3.107 SYSOUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYSOUT__ _____________________ _________________________________>< |
|
|_OUTDESCriptor_word__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
sysout writes a system output data set. sysout writes each input record to SPOOL and then copies it to the output, if it is
connected.
Subtopics:
3.107.1 Type
3.107.2 Usage Notes
3.107.3 Related Commands
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3.107.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands

OUTDESCRIPT
Specifies an output descriptor, which has been defined by the TSO/E command OUTDES or the JCL statement
OUTPUT. The output descriptor is one to twelve characters and is translated to uppercase. By default, no output
descriptor is associated with the data set. Only one output descriptor is supported.
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3.107.1 Type
Device driver.
Operands

OUTDESCRIPT
Specifies an output descriptor, which has been defined by the TSO/E command OUTDES or the JCL statement
OUTPUT. The output descriptor is one to twelve characters and is translated to uppercase. By default, no output
descriptor is associated with the data set. Only one output descriptor is supported.
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3.107.2 Usage Notes

1. sysout does not delay the record.
2. sysout starts on commit level -2000000000. sysout allocates the data set, opens it, and commits to level 0.
3. If the options supported by sysout are not adequate for your application, use the ALLOCATE command to
allocate a SYSOUT data set and then use > DD= to write the data set.
4. Specify a class on TSO/E. The default output class is usually purged.
5. printmc is a synonym for sysout, which sets MACHINE by default.
6. punch is a synonym for sysout, which does not set carriage control by default.
7. Option code J is not supported.
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3.107.2 Usage Notes

1. sysout does not delay the record.
2. sysout starts on commit level -2000000000. sysout allocates the data set, opens it, and commits to level 0.
3. If the options supported by sysout are not adequate for your application, use the ALLOCATE command to
allocate a SYSOUT data set and then use > DD= to write the data set.
4. Specify a class on TSO/E. The default output class is usually purged.
5. printmc is a synonym for sysout, which sets MACHINE by default.
6. punch is a synonym for sysout, which does not set carriage control by default.
7. Option code J is not supported.
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3.108 SYSVAR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SYSVAR__ ______________ ________________________________________>< |
|
| <__________ |
|
|
|___variable_|_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SYSVAR stage command to retrieve the value of a system variable and write the value to its primary output
stream. If a system variable is specified as an operand, SYSVAR retrieves the value of the system variable and writes
the value to its primary output stream. SYSVAR then reads its primary input stream records, which must contain system
variable names, and retrieves the values of those system variables and writes each value to its primary output stream.
Operands

variable
is the name of a system variable.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: SYSVAR reads records from its primary input stream. Input stream records must contain a
system variable name. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: SYSVAR writes the value of the specified system variable to its primary output stream. Each
value is written as a separate record.
Usage Notes

1. SYSVAR does not delay the records.
2. If SYSVAR's primary output stream is not connected, SYSVAR ends.
3. See also TSO.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.108.1 Example 1
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3.109 TAKE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_FIRST_
_1_
|
| >>__TAKE__|_______|__|___|__________________________________________>< |
|
|_LAST__| |_n_|
|
|
|_*_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TAKE stage command to select one or more records from the beginning or end of its primary input stream.
TAKE copies the selected records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is
connected, TAKE copies all other records to its secondary output stream, otherwise it discards the unselected records.
Operands

FIRST

selects records from the beginning of the input stream. This is the default.
LAST

selects records from the end of the input stream.
n
is the number of records to be selected from the input stream. The default is 1. If you specify 0, TAKE copies all records
to the secondary output stream, if it is connected, otherwise it discards all records.

*

specifies that all records are written to the primary output stream if connected, otherwise TAKE discards all records.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TAKE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TAKE copies the selected records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Secondary Output Stream: TAKE copies the unselected records to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.
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Usage Notes

1. TAKE FIRST does not delay the records. TAKE LAST delays the specified number of records.
TAKE LAST stores the specified number of records in a buffer. For each subsequent input record (if any), TAKE
LAST writes the record residing longest in the buffer to the secondary output stream, if it is connected. Otherwise,
it discards the record. The input record is then stored in the buffer, queued on a first-in, first-out basis. When endof-file is reached on the primary input stream, TAKE LAST writes the specified number of records from the
buffer into the primary output stream, if connected, otherwise it discards the records.
2. If all TAKE's output streams are not connected, TAKE ends.
3. TAKE writes an input record to one output stream when both output streams are connected.
4. If no secondary output stream is connected, then TAKE FIRST reads the specified number of records and
disconnects its input stream without reading any additional records.
5. TAKE FIRST disconnects its primary output stream before it shorts its input to its secondary output stream.
TAKE LAST disconnects its secondary output stream before it copies the selected records to its primary output
stream.
6. TAKE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
7. See also DROP, HOLE, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, and TOTARGET.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.109.1 Example 1
3.109.2 Example 2
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3.109.1 Example 1
The TSO QUERY ACCESSED command displays a heading line followed by a line for each data set you have
cataloged. To display at your terminal the heading line followed by information about only your first cataloged data set
enter the following command:
pipe tso listcat | take 2 | terminal
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3.109.1 Example 1
The TSO QUERY ACCESSED command displays a heading line followed by a line for each data set you have
cataloged. To display at your terminal the heading line followed by information about only your first cataloged data set
enter the following command:
pipe tso listcat | take 2 | terminal
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3.110 TERMINAL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>____TERMinal____ _____________________ ___________________________>< |
|
|_EOF__ _/string/___ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NOEOF_______________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TERMINAL stage command to read lines from or write lines to the terminal in a TSO environment.
When TERMINAL is not the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL reads records from its primary input stream and
writes them to the joblog or terminal and to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
When TERMINAL is the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL reads records from the terminal and writes the records to
its primary output stream, if it is connected. TERMINAL stops reading if its output stream is not connected. If no
operands are specified, TERMINAL also stops reading when a null line is entered. To enter a null line, press enter
without typing anything on the command line.
Note: No operands are allowed when using TERMINAL to write to the joblog or the terminal.
Operands

EOF

specifies that TERMINAL is to stop reading from the terminal if the line read matches string, hexstring, or binstring.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters you want TERMINAL to recognize as a signal to stop reading from the terminal. The string is
not written to the output stream. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match.
TERMINAL stops reading from the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify.
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Xhexstring
Hhexstring
is a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters you want TERMINAL to
recognize as a signal to stop reading from the terminal. The string is not written to the output stream. TERMINAL stops
reading from the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify. The X or H can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters
in the string.
Bbinstring

specifies a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters you want TERMINAL to recognize as
a signal to stop reading from the terminal. The string is not written to the output stream. TERMINAL stops reading from
the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
NOEOF

specifies that the data being read is not inspected for an end of file indicator signaling that TERMINAL should stop
reading. Therefore, TERMINAL only stops when its primary output stream becomes disconnected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When TERMINAL is not the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL reads records from its
primary input stream. When TERMINAL is the first stage of a pipeline in a TSO environment, it reads from the
terminal.
Primary Output Stream: When TERMINAL is the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL writes the records it reads from
the terminal to its primary output stream. When TERMINAL is not the first stage of a pipeline, TERMINAL writes the
records it reads from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. TERMINAL does not delay the records.
2. If TERMINAL is first in a pipeline and its primary output stream is not connected, TERMINAL ends.
3. TERMINAL first tries to read from or write to the terminal using TSO services. If TERMINAL is not used in a
TSO environment, then TERMINAL tries to write using WTO (write-to-operator) services.
4. TERMINAL may stop reading from the terminal before the condition specified in the operands occurs if a
subsequent stage ends or disconnects its input stream before the condition occurs. For example, the following
PIPE command stops reading from the terminal after two lines of data are entered. The lines are written to the
existing data set TERMINAL.INPUT.
pipe terminal | take 2 | > TERMINAL.INPUT

5. When TERMINAL is in a pipeline set that has been issued under control of RUNPIPE EVENTS, TERMINAL
signals read or write events instead of reading from or writing to the terminal.
6. To read about the TERMINAL limits, see the WTO macro in the MVS/ESA Assembler Services Reference.
Examples
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Subtopics:
3.110.1 Example 1
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3.111 TIMESTAMP

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_8_
|
| >>__TIMEstamp__|___|________________________________________________>< |
|
|_n_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TIMESTAMP stage command to determine when a record was read. TIMESTAMP prefixes each record with a
timestamp showing when the record was read. The TIMESTAMP output consists of the year (including the century), the
month, day, hour (in 24 hour format), minute, second, and hundredth of a second in the form yyyymmddhhmmss00.
Operands

n
specifies the number of characters to include in the timestamp. Valid values are 1 through 16. The default is 8. If n is
less than 16, the characters are truncated from the left and put in front of the data from the input record when it is passed
to the output stream. The default results in the hour, minute, and second. The hundredth of a second (the two rightmost
characters) are always zero.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TIMESTAMP reads records from the primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TIMESTAMP writes records to its primary output stream prefixed with the timestamp of the
record.
Usage Notes

1. TIMESTAMP does not delay the records.
2. If TIMESTAMP's primary output stream is not connected, it ends.
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Examples
Subtopics:
3.111.1 Example 1
3.111.2 Example 2
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3.111.1 Example 1
To see what the current time of the day is, use the following PIPE command:
pipe literal is the time
10491700 is the time
READY

| timestamp | terminal

The output shows that it is 10:49:17.
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3.111.1 Example 1
To see what the current time of the day is, use the following PIPE command:
pipe literal is the time
10491700 is the time
READY

| timestamp | terminal

The output shows that it is 10:49:17.
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3.112 TOKENIZE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TOKENIZE__ _/string1/___ __ _____________ ______________________>< |
|
|_Xhexstring1_| |_/string2/___|
|
|
|_Hhexstring1_| |_Xhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring1_| |_Hhexstring2_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring2_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TOKENIZE stage command to parse the contents of records. TOKENIZE writes one output record for each
token found in its input stream. Optionally, it writes an additional record at the end of the set of records derived from
each input record. Blanks always delimit tokens; you may also specify a list of single-character tokens that delimit other
tokens.
Operands

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For example,
TOKENIZE /abc/ ?def?
is the same as

TOKENIZE /abc/ /def/

You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
is a list of single-character tokens that delimit other tokens. This operand can be specified as a null string, such as //.
Blanks always delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this list. Character tokens in this list are
written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks are not written to the output stream.
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Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
is a list of the hexadecimal representation of single character tokens that delimit other tokens. The X or H can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. Blanks always delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this
list. Character tokens in this list are written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks are not written to the
output stream.

There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters following each X or H.
Bbinstring1

is a list of the binary representation of single character tokens that delimit other tokens. The B can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. Blanks always delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this list. Character
tokens in this list are written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks are not written to the output stream.
The number of binary digits following each B must be divisible by 8.
string2
is a record that is written to the primary output stream, if connected, after each input record is processed.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2

is a hexadecimal representation of a record that is written to the primary output stream, if connected, after each input
record is processed There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the record.
Bbinstring2

is a binary representation of a record that is written to the primary output stream, if connected, after each input record is
processed. The number of binary digits following each B must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TOKENIZE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TOKENIZE writes to its primary output stream one output record for each token it finds in its
primary input stream. If string2, hexstring2, or binstring2 is specified, TOKENIZE writes an additional record
containing string2, hexstring2, or binstring2 at the end of the set of records derived from each input record.
Usage Notes

1. TOKENIZE does not delay the records.
2. If TOKENIZE's primary output stream is not connected, TOKENIZE ends.
3. Tokens are not padded, truncated, or translated to uppercase.
4. See also SPLIT and CHOP.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.112.1 Example 1
3.112.2 Example 2
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3.112.1 Example 1
Given the input data set shown in Figure 133, use the following command to parse records in PRINT.FILE into blankdelimited words:
pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokenize // | terminal
Figure 134 shows the resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PRINT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 PRINT PROFILE (LINECOUN 30)
000002 PRINT TEST
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 133. TOKENIZE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokenize // | terminal
PRINT
PROFILE
(LINECOUN
30)
PRINT
TEST
READY

Figure 134. TOKENIZE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.112.1 Example 1
Given the input data set shown in Figure 133, use the following command to parse records in PRINT.FILE into blankdelimited words:
pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokenize // | terminal
Figure 134 shows the resulting output after execution of the PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PRINT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 PRINT PROFILE (LINECOUN 30)
000002 PRINT TEST
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 133. TOKENIZE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < PRINT.FILE | tokenize // | terminal
PRINT
PROFILE
(LINECOUN
30)
PRINT
TEST
READY

Figure 134. TOKENIZE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.113 TOLABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TOLABel__ ________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TOLABEL stage command to select records from its primary input stream. The records selected are determined
by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record. TOLABEL
writes to its primary output stream, if connected, the records that are before the record that begins with the target string.
If the secondary output stream is connected, the record that begins with the target string and the following records in the
primary input stream are shorted to the secondary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is not connected, the TOLABEL stage stops before reading the record beginning with the
target string.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. string must begin in the first column of an input record. If string is
not specified, no records are written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TOLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TOLABEL copies input records that do not begin with the specified target to its primary output
stream until a record is found that begins with the target. The record containing the target is not copied to the primary
output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, TOLABEL copies to its secondary output stream
all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. TOLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all TOLABEL's output streams are not connected, TOLABEL ends.
3. TOLABEL disconnects its input stream when the record that begins with the target string is found.
4. Use only one blank to separate the TOLABEL stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the
blank and continues until the next stage separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the
pipeline.
5. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the TOLABEL stage stops before reading the record beginning
with the target string, and this record is available for further processing.
For example, the following user-written stage commands translate records to uppercase up to, but not including,
the first line that begins with the string xxxxx.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|tolabel xxxxx', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'short'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYTOLAB)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'|tolabel xxxxx', /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
|
|
'|xlate upper',
/* translate records to uppercase */
|
|
'|*:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
'callpipe *:|*:'
/* write remaining records as they are */
|
|
exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

When you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | MYTOLAB | terminal
the SHORT pipeline subcommand or the second CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand processes the matching record and remaining records.
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6. If you specify TOLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the first
column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the target
string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less
than or equal to the length of the column range.
7. TOLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits
to level 0.
8. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.113.1 Example 1
3.113.2 Example 2
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3.113.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that begin with the letters A through
O and to write these records to a data set called PHONE.A-O, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | tolabel P -| > PHONE.A-O
Figure 136 and Figure 137 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE.A-O, after
execution of this PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

Figure 136. TOLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.A-O ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000008 K - O
| 000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|
|

Figure 137. TOLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.113.1 Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory data set, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that begin with the letters A through
O and to write these records to a data set called PHONE.A-O, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE.DIRECTRY | tolabel P -| > PHONE.A-O
Figure 136 and Figure 137 show the contents of the input data set,
PHONE.DIRECTRY, and the resulting output data set, PHONE.A-O, after
execution of this PIPE command.

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.DIRECTRY -------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
000008 K - O
000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
000010 P - T
000011 Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
000012 Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
000013 Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
000014 U - Z
000015 Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************

Figure 136. TOLABEL Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.PHONE.A-O ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 NAME
AGE PHONE
000002
000003 A - E
000004 Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
000005 Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
000006 F - J
000007 Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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| 000008 K - O
| 000009 Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
| ****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
|

|
|
|
|

Figure 137. TOLABEL Stage Command Example: Output Data Set Contents
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3.114 TOTARGET

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TOTARGet__stagecommand__ __________ ____________________________>< |
|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TOTARGET stage command to select all records up to but not including the first record selected by a specified
stage command. TOTARGET invokes another stage command and selects all records until the specified stage selects a
record. TOTARGET passes records read from its input streams to the specified stage command. The records are written
to the primary output stream of TOTARGET until the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output
stream. TOTARGET does not write the input record corresponding to this trigger record or any following records to its
primary output stream; it writes them to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name of a stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command. This specified stage command must
support a connected primary input stream, a connected primary output stream, and a connected secondary output stream.
If the secondary input stream of TOTARGET is connected, the specified stage command must support a secondary
input stream. The stage command should produce one output record for each input record without delaying the records.
The stage command should also end without consuming the current record when neither output stream is connected, and
it should not consume the record it is writing when it encounters end of file on any output stream.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: TOTARGET reads records from its primary input stream and passes these records to the primary
input stream of the specified stage command until the specified stage command writes a record to its primary output
stream. TOTARGET then writes the input record corresponding to that trigger record and all remaining primary input
records to its secondary output stream, if connected.
Secondary Input Stream: TOTARGET reads records from its secondary input stream and passes these records to the
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secondary input stream of the specified stage command. Once the specified stage command writes a record to its
primary output stream, TOTARGET reads no further records from its secondary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: TOTARGET copies to its primary output stream all records that the specified stage command
writes to its secondary output stream. TOTARGET disconnects its primary output stream when the specified stage
command writes a record to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, TOTARGET writes the trigger record and the
remaining primary input records to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. TOTARGET itself does not delay the records. If the specified stage command delays the records, then any records
that the specified stage command is buffering at the time it writes the trigger record, including the trigger record
itself, will be lost.
2. If TOTARGET's output streams are not connected, TOTARGET ends.
3. When both of the specified stage's output streams are connected, the specified stage command may write the same
input record to both streams. However, the stage should not write the same record first to its secondary output
stream and then to its primary output stream, because that would cause the trigger record to be written to both
output streams of TOTARGET.
4. TOTARGET causes a set of pipelines to stall if the specified stage command does not end when all of its output
streams become disconnected.
5. BatchPipeWorks scans TOTARGET only once, unlike the two-scan process for APPEND and PREFACE.
6. TOTARGET starts at commit level -2. TOTARGET does not perform an explicit commit; the specified stage
command must eventually commit to level 0.
7. See also FRTARGET, TOLABEL, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, TAKE, DROP, and PREDSELECT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.114.1 Example 1
3.114.2 Example 2
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3.114.1 Example 1
In the following PIPE command, TOTARGET selects all records up to but not including the first null record (the first
record that is not at least one byte long):
pipe < TEST.FILE | strip | totarget nlocate 1 | terminal
Since strip removes leading and trailing blanks, it creates a null record
from each input record that is all blanks. In this example, nlocate 1
rejects records that are at least one byte long, so it selects only null
records. Thus, nlocate 1 reads records and if they are one byte or more
in length writes them to its secondary output stream, which causes
TOTARGET to write them to its primary output stream. When nlocate 1 gets
its first null record, it writes that record to its primary output stream,
triggering TOTARGET to short the remaining input stream to its secondary
output stream, starting with the first null record.
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3.114.1 Example 1
In the following PIPE command, TOTARGET selects all records up to but not including the first null record (the first
record that is not at least one byte long):
pipe < TEST.FILE | strip | totarget nlocate 1 | terminal
Since strip removes leading and trailing blanks, it creates a null record
from each input record that is all blanks. In this example, nlocate 1
rejects records that are at least one byte long, so it selects only null
records. Thus, nlocate 1 reads records and if they are one byte or more
in length writes them to its secondary output stream, which causes
TOTARGET to write them to its primary output stream. When nlocate 1 gets
its first null record, it writes that record to its primary output stream,
triggering TOTARGET to short the remaining input stream to its secondary
output stream, starting with the first null record.
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3.115 TSO

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__TSO__ ________ _________________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the TSO stage command to issue TSO commands from a pipeline and to write the responses from the commands to
the pipeline rather than the terminal. If an operand is specified, it is passed as a command to TSO through the TSO
subcommand environment with full command resolution. Then, any primary input stream records are read and passed to
TSO as commands. When the TSO stage command issues each of these commands, any line mode output from a
command that would usually appear on the terminal is buffered until the command ends and is then written to the TSO
stage command's primary output stream, if it is connected. Each line of output is written as a separate record.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the TSO stage command writes all line mode output from each command to
its primary output stream and then writes the return code from each command to its secondary output stream. This is
repeated for each command issued by the TSO stage command.
Operands

string
is a command to pass to TSO for execution. The string operand cannot be specified if the secondary output stream of the
TSO stage command is connected; in that case, the TSO stage command issues only the commands that it reads from its
primary input stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: The TSO stage command reads records from its primary input stream. Input records must contain
a command to be passed to the TSO subcommand environment for execution. Null or blank input records are discarded.
Primary Output Stream: The TSO stage command causes any line mode output from the commands to be written to its
primary output stream. Each line of output is written as a separate record.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, the TSO stage command writes the return code
from each command to its secondary output stream after it writes any line mode output from that command to its
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primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. The TSO stage command does not delay the records; it writes all of the output from each command before it
consumes the input record.
2. If the TSO stage command's secondary output stream is no longer connected, the TSO stage command ends.
3. TSO commands are invoked with full command resolution through the TSO subcommand environment. This
means the command is invoked exactly as if it had been entered from the command line. The REXX ADDRESS
TSO instruction also causes commands to be issued in this manner.
4. To issue TSO commands without intercepting terminal output, use the SUBCOM stage command.
5. Because the TSO stage command writes no output to its output stream until the command it is issuing has
completed, it is recommended that you do not use the TSO stage command to invoke full-screen applications. The
TSO stage command captures line mode output regardless of whether you are using a line mode or a full-screen
application.
6. The TSO stage command starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and
then commits to level 0.
7. See also COMMAND and SUBCOM.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.115.1 Example 1
3.115.2 Example 2
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3.115.1 Example 1
To write to the data set named LISTCAT.RESULTS the results from issuing a TSO LISTCAT command, issue the
following after the data set LISTCAT.RESULTS has been allocated:
pipe tso listcat | > LISTCAT.RESULTS
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3.115.1 Example 1
To write to the data set named LISTCAT.RESULTS the results from issuing a TSO LISTCAT command, issue the
following after the data set LISTCAT.RESULTS has been allocated:
pipe tso listcat | > LISTCAT.RESULTS
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3.116 UNIQUE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_NOPAD____________
|
| >>__UNIQue__ _______ __|__________________|__________________________> |
|
|_COUNT_| |_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
_1-*_________________________________________
|
| >__|_____________________________________________|___________________> |
|
|_columnrange_________________________________|
|
|
|
<___________________________________
|
|
|
|_(____columnrange__ __________________ _|__)_|
|
|
|_NOPAD____________|
|
|
|_PAD__ _char____ _|
|
|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
_LAST________
|
| >__|_____________|__________________________________________________>< |
|
|_FIRST_______|
|
|
|_SINGLEs_____|
|
|
|_MULTiple____|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|_PAIRwise____|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) You cannot specify the PAIRwise operand with the COUNT operand.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UNIQUE stage command to select unique or duplicate records.
By default, UNIQUE reads records from its primary input stream and compares each one with the following record to
determine if they are the same. When the records are the same, UNIQUE continues reading records until it reaches a
record that is different. The comparison is based on the contents of the entire input record. When a contiguous set of
duplicates is read, UNIQUE selects only the last record in each set and discards the others. UNIQUE writes the selected
records to its primary output stream. The discarded records are written to the secondary output stream, if it is connected.
Two matching records that are not contiguous are not considered to be duplicates. Therefore, the input stream for the
UNIQUE stage must be sorted for UNIQUE to determine unique and duplicate records in the data set.
Optionally, you can choose to compare two records to each other and write output records based on those two records
before reading in another pair of records. The comparison can be based on the contents of the entire input record, or you
can specify one or more key fields to determine which records are considered duplicates. A key field is a specific range
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of columns within each record.
Operands

COUNT

prefaces each record in the output stream with a 10-character field that represents its position in a set of duplicate
records. Consecutive records that have the same key fields are considered a set of duplicate records. The count is 1
when a record is unique. The number is right-justified with leading blanks.
When combined with the default operand LAST, COUNT puts the number of duplicate records in the first 10 positions
of the each record written to the output stream. For example, if the first three records of an input stream are duplicates,
the third record is written to the output stream prefaced by the number 3. 3 is the position of the last record in the set of
duplicates; this is the same as the total number of duplicates.
NOPAD

specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields of
other records. The NOPAD operand can be specified in two positions on the UNIQUE stage command:
If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, NOPAD applies to
the entire record. This is the default.
If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD only applies to that particular key field.
PAD

specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they are compared with longer key fields of
other records. The PAD operand can be specified in two positions on the UNIQUE stage command:
If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not specified, PAD applies to the entire
record.
If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD only applies to that particular key field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange
defines a key field. If you do not specify columnrange, the key field is the entire record. You can specify columnrange
as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
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column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with column number column2, inclusive.

*-*

is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and ending with the last column of the record,
inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one, you must place at least one blank
between each columnrange you specify and you must enclose the set of columnrange operands within parentheses.
LAST

writes all unique records and the last record of each set of duplicate records to the primary output stream. All duplicate
records that are not written to the primary output stream are discarded or written to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected. This is the default.

FIRST

writes all unique records and the first record of each set of duplicate records to the primary output stream. All duplicate
records that are not written to the primary output stream are discarded or written to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected.
SINGLEs

writes only the unique records to the primary output stream. All sets of duplicate records are discarded or written to the
secondary output stream, if it is connected.

MULTiple

writes only the duplicate records to the primary output stream. All of the unique records are discarded or written to the
secondary output stream, if it is connected.
PAIRwise

specifies that if a pair of records are not identical, both are written to the primary output stream. If the records in a pair
are identical, both are written to the secondary output stream, if it is connected. If there is an uneven number of input
records, then the last input record is written to the primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: UNIQUE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After selecting the specified records from its input stream, UNIQUE writes the selected records
to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: UNIQUE writes the unselected input records to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. UNIQUE FIRST does not delay the records. UNIQUE PAIRWISE delays the first record of a pair but does not
delay the second record of the pair. If neither FIRST nor PAIRWISE is specified, UNIQUE delays one record.
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2. If all UNIQUE's output streams are not connected, UNIQUE ends.
3. UNIQUE waits to write a record to its output stream until it has compared it to the next record in its input stream.
However, if you specify the FIRST operand, the input record does not wait to be compared before it is written to
the output stream. If you specify the PAIRWISE operand, UNIQUE waits to write the first record of the input pair
to the output stream until it has compared it to the second record of the input pair before writing both records to
the output stream.
4. The following diagram shows how UNIQUE (with the default operand LAST) compares input records:
Primary Output Stream
_________
Primary Input Stream |
|
|jog
|1
_________
| U |
|sprint
|3
1 |jog
|
|
|_________ÿ|jog
|4
2 |sprint
|
| N |
|sprint
|5
3 |sprint
|
|
|
|jog
|6
4 |jog
|_____ÿ| I |
|walk
|7
5 |sprint
|
|
|
|stretch |9
6 |jog
|
| Q |
|_________|
7 |walk
|
|
|
8 |stretch |
| U |
Secondary Output Stream
9 |stretch |
|
|
_________
|_________|
| E |_________ÿ|sprint
|2
|
|
|stretch |8
|_____|
|_________|
_____

Note the following points about the diagram:
UNIQUE, by default, writes the last record of a set of duplicate records and the unique records to its
primary output stream; the duplicate records not written to the primary output stream are written to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected.
The numbers to the left of the primary input stream indicate the position of each record within the stream.
The numbers to the right of the output streams indicate the position the record was in the primary input
stream.
Although records 2, 3, and 5 contain identical data, record 5 is not adjacent to records 2 or 3 and therefore
record 5 is considered unique.
5. Use the SORT stage command with the UNIQUE operand instead of separate SORT and UNIQUE stages when
the data set has many duplicate records and you do not wish to process the duplicate records further.
6. UNIQUE does not have an operand to specify the inverse of the PAIRWISE operand. To invert the contents of
the output streams so that the unique records are written to the secondary output stream, use the NOT stage
command with UNIQUE as its operand.
7. UNIQUE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then commits to
level 0.
8. See also SORT.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.116.1 Example 1
3.116.2 Example 2
3.116.3 Example 3
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3.116.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes only the unique records from the data set EXERCISE.FILE to the terminal:
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique singles | terminal

Figure 141 shows the data set EXERCISE.FILE and Figure 142 shows the PIPE command and resulting terminal
output.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.EXERCISE.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 push-up
000002 sit-up
000003 sit-up
000004 knee-lift
000005 push-up
000006 push-up
000007 push-up
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 141. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique singles | terminal
push-up
knee-lift
READY

Figure 142. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Using the data set EXERCISE.FILE as shown in Figure 141 and specifying the MULTIPLE operand on the UNIQUE
stage, the following PIPE command writes only the duplicate records to the terminal:
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique multiple | terminal
sit-up
sit-up
push-up
push-up
push-up
READY
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Figure 143. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.116.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes only the unique records from the data set EXERCISE.FILE to the terminal:
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique singles | terminal

Figure 141 shows the data set EXERCISE.FILE and Figure 142 shows the PIPE command and resulting terminal
output.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.EXERCISE.FILE --------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 push-up
000002 sit-up
000003 sit-up
000004 knee-lift
000005 push-up
000006 push-up
000007 push-up
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 141. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique singles | terminal
push-up
knee-lift
READY

Figure 142. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Using the data set EXERCISE.FILE as shown in Figure 141 and specifying the MULTIPLE operand on the UNIQUE
stage, the following PIPE command writes only the duplicate records to the terminal:
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique multiple | terminal
sit-up
sit-up
push-up
push-up
push-up
READY
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Figure 143. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3.116.2 Example 2
To determine the number of duplicate records in a data set, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique count | specs 1-10 1 11-* 12 | terminal

SPECS repositions its input stream data leaving a blank between the count and the remainder of the record.
Figure 141 in topic 3.116.1 shows the data set EXERCISE.FILE and Figure 144 shows the resulting terminal output.
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique count | specs 1-10 1 11-* 12 | terminal
1 push-up
2 sit-up
1 knee-lift
3 push-up
READY

Figure 144. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Although the first record and the last three records contain the same data (push-up), they are considered unique because
they are not adjacent to one another.
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3.116.2 Example 2
To determine the number of duplicate records in a data set, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique count | specs 1-10 1 11-* 12 | terminal

SPECS repositions its input stream data leaving a blank between the count and the remainder of the record.
Figure 141 in topic 3.116.1 shows the data set EXERCISE.FILE and Figure 144 shows the resulting terminal output.
pipe < EXERCISE.FILE | unique count | specs 1-10 1 11-* 12 | terminal
1 push-up
2 sit-up
1 knee-lift
3 push-up
READY

Figure 144. UNIQUE Stage Command Example: Command and Terminal Output

Although the first record and the last three records contain the same data (push-up), they are considered unique because
they are not adjacent to one another.
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3.117 UNPACK

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__UNPACK__________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UNPACK stage command to convert packed data to its original form. UNPACK reads records from its primary
input stream and writes the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: UNPACK reads records from its primary input stream. The records must be in the same format
as the output from the PACK stage command.
Primary Output Stream: After unpacking the records read from its primary input stream, UNPACK writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. UNPACK delays the records.
2. If UNPACK's primary output stream is not connected, UNPACK ends.
3. UNPACK determines if its input data has been packed. If not, it copies the records to its output stream
unchanged.
4. The input stream can contain multiple packed data sets. A null input record is interpreted as the end of one input
data set and the possible beginning of another. The next record is inspected to see if it is the beginning of another
packed data set.
5. See also PACK and CRC.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.117.1 Example 1
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3.118 UNTAB

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_-3_______
|
| >>__UNTAB__|__________|_____________________________________________>< |
|
|_-n_______|
|
|
| <______ |
|
|
|__column|_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UNTAB stage command to expand tab characters (X'05') in a record to blanks. This puts the data in the record
into columns.
Operands

-n

specifies a tab stop in column 1; data is written starting in column 1 and for every n columns. For example, specifying
-10 writes the data separated by tab characters in each record in columns 1, 11, 21, 31, and so on until each tab character
is processed. The default is -3, which is equivalent to specifying 1 4 7 10 and so on.
column
specifies the tab stops desired. Specifying one column writes the complete record starting in the column specified.
Specifying more than one column inserts blanks according to the tabs in the record and the columns specified. The
columns specified can be in any order. The smallest column number specifies where the leftmost character in the input
record is to be placed.
If the input record has leading blanks, specifying 1 preserves the leading blanks in the output record. If the input record
has leading tabs, specifying 1 inserts a leading blank for each leading tab in the output record.
Specifying more columns than the number of tabs in your input record, expands the record according to the number of
tabs in your input record. After all tabs have been expanded, the remaining column numbers are ignored. Specifying less
columns than the number of tabs in your input record, expands the record according to the number of columns specified
on UNTAB. After the tabs have been expanded for the columns specified, the rest of the record is written inserting a
blank for each remaining tab.
Streams Used
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Primary Input Stream: UNTAB reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: UNTAB writes records to its primary output stream. Records not containing tab characters are
written to the primary output stream unchanged.
Usage Notes

1. UNTAB does not delay the records.
2. If UNTAB's primary output stream is not connected, UNTAB ends.
3. If you want to enter tab characters from the terminal, use the field mark key, if available.
4. UNTAB starts at commit level -10. It sets up the tab positions and then commits to level 0.
5. See also SPECS, XLATE, and VCHAR.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.118.1 Example 1
3.118.2 Example 2
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3.118.1 Example 1
In this example, the percent sign is defined as the tab character. To space data in a record in columns 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21,
25, and 29, specify the following command:
pipe literal Do%re%me%fa%sol%la%ti%do! | change /%/ x05 | untab -4 | terminal
Do re me fa sol la ti do!
READY
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3.118.1 Example 1
In this example, the percent sign is defined as the tab character. To space data in a record in columns 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21,
25, and 29, specify the following command:
pipe literal Do%re%me%fa%sol%la%ti%do! | change /%/ x05 | untab -4 | terminal
Do re me fa sol la ti do!
READY
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3.119 UPDATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_73-80_______
|
| >>__UPDATE__|_____________|__ _______ __ ______ __ ___________ _____>< |
|
|_columnrange_| |_FIRST_| |_LAST_| |_*__string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the UPDATE stage command to modify a data set according to UPDATE control statements. The update applied by
UPDATE contains UPDATE control statements in the format defined by the CMS UPDATE command.
UPDATE reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes records to its primary and secondary
output streams. The secondary output stream must be connected in order for the data to be written to the primary output
stream, if the primary output stream is connected.
The primary input stream contains the records to be modified and the secondary input stream is an update data set which
contains the UPDATE control statements. UPDATE writes the updated records to the primary output stream and writes
the update log to the secondary output stream. An update log is a record of the changes that were made to the input data
set; it identifies the records that were added, changed, or deleted.
Operands

columnrange
defines the location of the sequence field for the records in the primary input stream. The length of the sequence field
can be 1 to 15 digits. If you do not specify columnrange, 73-80 is the default column range. You can specify
columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column2 must be numerically equal to or greater than column1.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can specify any number from 1 to 15 for n.
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FIRST

specifies that the sequence numbers of the primary input stream records are to be verified (the records must be in
ascending order). FIRST specifies that this is the first (or only) update in a series of updates to the data set.
LAST

specifies that the sequence numbers of the primary output stream records are not verified. This lets you generate an
updated data set without sequence numbers. Note that LAST should be used only when you want to suppress sequence
numbering for the lines added by the last update applied.

*

is the first character of a comment that identifies the update being applied.
string
is a comment you specify to display in an error message. If an error is found, the error message returned contains string
to identify the UPDATE stage. The comment string is not used by the UPDATE stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: UPDATE reads records to be modified from its primary input stream. The primary input stream
records must contain a sequence field whose length can be from 1 to 15 digits.
Secondary Input Stream: UPDATE reads CMS records from its secondary input stream. The input records must be in
the format of a CMS update file which contains UPDATE control statements. The secondary input stream must be
defined.
Primary Output Stream: UPDATE writes the updated records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: UPDATE writes the update log to its secondary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. UPDATE delays the records.
2. If either of UPDATE's output streams is not connected, UPDATE ends. If you do not want the update log records,
connect the secondary output stream of UPDATE to the HOLE stage command.
3. If errors regarding the sequence numbers are found during processing, the messages are written to the update log
(secondary output stream).
4. The information that determines the updates to the primary input stream are called UPDATE control statements.
The control statement data must not extend beyond column 50. For more information on UPDATE control
statements, see the CMS UPDATE command in the VM/ESA: CMS Command Reference.
5. The update records in the secondary input stream and the records in the primary input stream do not have to be the
same length.
6. UPDATE applies updates in parallel when there is a series of UPDATE stages in a pipeline.
Examples
Subtopics:
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3.119.1 Example 1
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3.120 VAR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
|
| >>__VAR__variable__|__________|__ __________ _______________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_| |_TRACKing_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the VAR stage command to retrieve or set a REXX variable. Specify VAR on a command invoked from a userwritten stage command or a REXX exec.
By default, when VAR is the first stage of a pipeline, it retrieves the value of an exec variable and writes the value to its
primary output stream. When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, it sets the specified variable to the contents of the
first record in its primary input stream, then requests a short operation which disconnects the VAR stage. If the input
stream is at end of file, the variable is dropped. VAR also copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.
Operands

variable
is the name of the variable whose value you want to retrieve or set.
invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when retrieving or setting the variable. invocnum must
be 0 or greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the VAR stage is specified on a PIPE command or an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the
variable is in the user-written stage command that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and VAR is
specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variable is in the exec that
issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or RUNPIPE command.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variable is in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
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TRACKing

specifies that VAR, when it is the first stage command of a pipeline, continuously obtains the value of the variable and
writes it to the primary output stream. When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, TRACKING specifies that VAR
sets the variable to the contents of each input record as it is read. The final value of the variable is the last record read
from VAR's primary input stream. The variable remains unchanged if no records are read from the primary input
stream.
Note: VAR with the TRACKING operand, when it is the first stage of a pipeline, writes an infinite number of records
unless you limit the number of records.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, VAR reads records from its primary input stream.
When the TRACKING operand is not specified, the first record in the input stream must contain the value of the
variable to be set. When the TRACKING operand is specified, the last record in the input stream must contain the value
of the variable to be set.
Primary Output Stream: When VAR is the first stage of a pipeline and the TRACKING operand is not specified, VAR
writes a record containing the value of the specified variable to its primary output stream. When VAR is the first stage
of a pipeline and the TRACKING operand is specified, VAR writes the infinite number of records containing the value
of the specified variable to its primary output stream.
When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, VAR copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. When VAR is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the records does not apply. Otherwise, VAR does not delay
the records.
2. If VAR is the last stage in a pipeline and you wish to consume any remaining input records before end-of-file is
triggered, connect a HOLE stage command to the primary output stream of VAR.
3. If VAR is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, VAR sets or retrieves variables
in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
4. VAR translates the specified variable name to uppercase before accessing the variable in the REXX environment.
5. VAR starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while processing
its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
6. See also REXXVARS, STEM, VARLOAD, and STACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.120.1 Example 1
3.120.2 Example 2
3.120.3 Example 3
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3.120.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec finds the more positive of two numbers passed to it as arguments and writes the largest
number to data set MAX.FILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FINDMAX)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg x y
/* get arguments in x and y */
|
|
maxnum = max(x, y)
/* find largest of the two */
|
|
'pipe var maxnum | > MAX.FILE'
/* write largest to MAX.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, VAR obtains the value of maxnum, which is the result from the REXX MAX function. The > stage
command writes the value obtained by the VAR stage to the existing data set.
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3.120.1 Example 1
The following REXX exec finds the more positive of two numbers passed to it as arguments and writes the largest
number to data set MAX.FILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(FINDMAX)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg x y
/* get arguments in x and y */
|
|
maxnum = max(x, y)
/* find largest of the two */
|
|
'pipe var maxnum | > MAX.FILE'
/* write largest to MAX.FILE */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

In this example, VAR obtains the value of maxnum, which is the result from the REXX MAX function. The > stage
command writes the value obtained by the VAR stage to the existing data set.
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3.120.2 Example 2
To create an exec that examines the user's NAMES.LIST data set and issues different messages depending on whether
the data set contains more or fewer than 100 nicknames, write a REXX exec similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(CHECKNAM)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< NAMES.LIST',
/* read user's NAMES.LIST data set */
|
|
'| split before string /:/', /* split lines before colons */
|
|
'| find :nick.'||,
/* find beginning of a nickname */
|
|
'| count lines',
/* count the number of nicknames */
|
|
'| var namewrds'
/* set variable with the count */
|
|
/* issue msgs based on count */
|
|
if namewrds > 100 then say "You know lots of people, don't you!"
|
|
else say "You should try to get out more often!"
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< NAMES.LIST

reads the user's NAMES.LIST data set into the pipeline.

split before string /:/

divides input records just before each occurrence of a colon.

selects only those input records that begin with the :nick. tag. A REXX concatenation operator (||)
is used at the end of this stage to prevent REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the stage separator in
the next line. This is needed because trailing blanks are significant to FIND.
find :nick.

count lines

counts the number of lines in the input stream, which is the number of nicknames.

var namewrds

sets the REXX variable NAMEWRDS to the number of lines returned by COUNT.

if namewrds > 100...

nicknames.

writes different messages to the terminal depending on whether there were more than 100
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3.120.2 Example 2
To create an exec that examines the user's NAMES.LIST data set and issues different messages depending on whether
the data set contains more or fewer than 100 nicknames, write a REXX exec similar to the following:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.EXEC(CHECKNAM)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'pipe',
|
|
'< NAMES.LIST',
/* read user's NAMES.LIST data set */
|
|
'| split before string /:/', /* split lines before colons */
|
|
'| find :nick.'||,
/* find beginning of a nickname */
|
|
'| count lines',
/* count the number of nicknames */
|
|
'| var namewrds'
/* set variable with the count */
|
|
/* issue msgs based on count */
|
|
if namewrds > 100 then say "You know lots of people, don't you!"
|
|
else say "You should try to get out more often!"
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

< NAMES.LIST

reads the user's NAMES.LIST data set into the pipeline.

split before string /:/

divides input records just before each occurrence of a colon.

selects only those input records that begin with the :nick. tag. A REXX concatenation operator (||)
is used at the end of this stage to prevent REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the stage separator in
the next line. This is needed because trailing blanks are significant to FIND.
find :nick.

count lines

counts the number of lines in the input stream, which is the number of nicknames.

var namewrds

sets the REXX variable NAMEWRDS to the number of lines returned by COUNT.

if namewrds > 100...

nicknames.

writes different messages to the terminal depending on whether there were more than 100
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3.121 VARLOAD

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_0________
|
| >>__VARLOAD__|__________|___________________________________________>< |
|
|_invocnum_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the VARLOAD stage command to set REXX variables. Specify VARLOAD on a command invoked from a userwritten stage command or a REXX exec.
The names and values of variables set by VARLOAD are specified by the records in its primary input stream.
VARLOAD sets one variable for each input record that contains a character other than blank or asterisk in the first
position of the record. Records beginning with blank or asterisk are ignored. All other records are treated as delimited
strings. VARLOAD copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream. A VARLOAD stage cannot be
the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

invocnum
is the number of REXX invocations (generations) to refer back when setting the variables. invocnum must be 0 or
greater, and less than or equal to the existing number of REXX generations. The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
If invocnum is 0 and the VARLOAD stage is specified on a PIPE command or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand,
the variables are in the user-written stage command that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the
VARLOAD stage is specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage command, the variables
are in the exec that issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or RUNPIPE command.
If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the generation selected when invocnum is
0. The specified generation may precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
Streams Used
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Primary Input Stream: VARLOAD reads records from its primary input stream. Input records must contain the names
and values of the variables to be set. Records beginning with blank or asterisk are ignored. Records must be in the
following format:
/name/value

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in name.
name
is the name of a variable to be set. The name must be in uppercase.
value
is the value to be assigned to variable name.
For example, in the record /NUM/7, NUM is the name and 7 is the value.
Primary Output Stream: VARLOAD copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. VARLOAD does not delay the records.
2. VARLOAD does not translate variable names to uppercase. VARLOAD does not substitute symbols in the stem
of a variable name specified as a compound symbol.
3. To remove unwanted trailing blanks from input records before running VARLOAD, use the STRIP stage
command with the TRAILING operand.
4. If VARLOAD is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, VARLOAD sets
variables in only the variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
5. VARLOAD starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it did not do so while
processing its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
6. See also REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, and STACK.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.121.1 Example 1
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3.122 VCHAR

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__VCHAR__n1__n2___________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the VCHAR stage command to recode data to a different number of bits per character. VCHAR copies each record
from its primary input stream, changes the length of each character in the record, and writes each record to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. The input and output records are considered bit strings. The operands of VCHAR
specify whether to decrease or increase the length of the bit strings. VCHAR truncates the high-order positions of a
character to shorten the length, or adds zeros to the high-order positions of a character to increase the length.
Operands

n1
is the number of bits per character in the input record. The value you specify for n1 must be positive.
n2
is the number of bits per character in the output record. The value you specify for n2 must be positive.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: VCHAR reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: After changing the length of each character in records read from its input stream, VCHAR
writes the resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. VCHAR does not delay the records.
2. If VCHAR's primary output stream is not connected, VCHAR ends.
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3. If the number of bits in the input record is not an integral multiple of the number of bits in an input character (n1),
the incomplete last input character is discarded. Characters are not spanned across input records.
4. If the number of bits in the input record is not an integral multiple of the number of bits in an output character
(n2), the output is padded with zero bits to complete the last output character.
5. See also XLATE, SPECS, and UNTAB.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.122.1 Example 1
3.122.2 Example 2
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3.122.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command uses VCHAR to recode an input data set that contains four 6-bit characters packed into
every three 8-bit bytes:
pipe < DATA.FILE | vchar 6 8 | > NEWDATA.FILE

The output data set has each of the 6-bit characters in a separate 8-bit byte with 2 high-order zeros in each byte.
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3.122.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command uses VCHAR to recode an input data set that contains four 6-bit characters packed into
every three 8-bit bytes:
pipe < DATA.FILE | vchar 6 8 | > NEWDATA.FILE

The output data set has each of the 6-bit characters in a separate 8-bit byte with 2 high-order zeros in each byte.
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3.123 VERIFY

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__VERIFY__ _________ __ ____________ __delimitedString____________>< |
|
|_ANYCASE_| |_inputRange_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
verify selects records that contain only specified characters. It rejects records that contain characters that are not present
in the specified string.
verify tests the characters within the input range for being in the specified string. If the input range is null or all
characters in the range are in the specified string, the record is passed to the primary output stream. Otherwise, the
record is discarded (or passed to the secondary output stream if the secondary output stream is connected).
Subtopics:
3.123.1 Type
3.123.2 Stream Used
3.123.3 Usage Notes
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3.123.1 Type
Selection stage.
Operands
Specify ANYCASE to make the comparison case insensitive. An input range is optional. This specifies the part of the
record to be inspected. The delimited string enumerates the characters that are allowed within the input range.
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3.123.1 Type
Selection stage.
Operands
Specify ANYCASE to make the comparison case insensitive. An input range is optional. This specifies the part of the
record to be inspected. The delimited string enumerates the characters that are allowed within the input range.
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3.123.2 Stream Used
Records are read from the primary input stream. Secondary streams may be defined, but the secondary input stream
must not be connected.
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3.123.2 Stream Used
Records are read from the primary input stream. Secondary streams may be defined, but the secondary input stream
must not be connected.
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3.124 WHILELABEL

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__WHILELABel__ ________ __________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the WHILELABEL stage command to select consecutive records from its primary input stream. The records
selected are determined by the target string you specify. The specified target string must begin in the first column of an
input record. If the first record of the primary input stream begins with the target string, this record and any consecutive
records that begin with the target string are written to the primary output stream. When a record is found that does not
begin with the target string, the record and the remaining records in the input stream are shorted to the secondary output
stream, if connected.
If the first record of the primary input stream does not begin with the target string, no records are written to the primary
output stream. If the secondary output stream is connected, WHILELABEL copies all the records from its primary input
stream to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the primary input stream records
are available for further processing by another stage command.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the
input records exactly matches the target strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in
the input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.
Operands

string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. string must be located in the first column of an input record. If
string is not specified, WHILELABEL copies all input records to its primary output stream.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: WHILELABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: WHILELABEL copies to its primary output stream consecutive input records that begin with
the specified string. WHILELABEL copies records to its primary output stream only if the first input record begins with
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the specified string.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, WHILELABEL copies to its secondary output
stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. WHILELABEL does not delay the records.
2. If all WHILELABEL's output streams are not connected, WHILELABEL ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the WHILELABEL stage command from its operand. The operand starts after the
blank and continues until the next stage separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the
pipeline.
4. If you specify WHILELABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage command, the target string must begin in the
first column of the specified column range instead of the first column of the input record. To be selected, the
target string must be completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be
less than or equal to the length of the column range.
5. WHILELABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not connected and then
commits to level 0.
6. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, TOLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET,
TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.124.1 Example 1
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3.125 WRITEPDS

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >>__WRITEPDS__ _dsname_____ ______________ __________ _______________> |
|
|
|_(generation)_|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
|
|
|_'dsname______ ______________ __ ___ _|
|
|
|
|_(generation)_| |_'_| |
|
|
|_DDname=ddname________________________|
|
|
|
|
_DELIMiter__*COPY_____
|
| >__|______________________|__ ________ __ __________________ ________> |
|
|_DELIMiter__delimiter_| |_CHOP___| |_PAD_ _char____ __|
|
|
|_COERCE_|
|_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| >__ __________________________ _____________________________________>< |
|
|_ISPFSTATs________________|
|
|
|_USERDATA_ _/string/___ __|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the WRITEPDS stage command to store members into a partitioned data set. WRITEPDS reads records from its
primary input stream. Primary input stream records are either the member name prefixed by a delimiter, or a record to
be stored into a member. If the record contains the member name prefixed by a delimiter, the delimiter must begin in
column one and be separated from the member name by at least one blank.
When WRITEPDS reads a record that contains the delimiter beginning in column one, it identifies the next word as the
member name and begins storing subsequent input stream records into that member until another record is identified as
the delimiter and a member name.
Operands

dsname
is the name of a partitioned data set. The partitioned data set must be cataloged.
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generation
is a signed number specifying a relative generation of a data set that is a member of a generation data group.
Enclose the specified partitioned data set in single quotation marks if the name is fully qualified.
DDname

indicates that the partitioned data set that the member is being stored in is already allocated.

ddname
is the data definition name of the allocated partitioned data set.
DELIMITER

specifies the word that is used to identify records that contain member names.
delimiter
is the word that is used to identify records that contain member names. *COPY is the default.

CHOP

specifies that input records longer than the specified record length of the data set are truncated to the record length of the
data set.

COERCE

specifies that input records are padded with blanks or truncated to the record length of the data set.

PAD

specifies that records shorter in length than the record length of the data set are padded with the specified pad character
to the record length of the data set. If PAD is specified without COERCE or CHOP, input records must not be longer
than the record length of the data set.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar, used for padding. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that blanks are used for padding.
ISPFSTATs

updates or creates user data in the format maintained by ISPF that is inserted in the directory entry.

USERDATA

inserts the specified literal string in the directory entry.
string
defines a string of characters to insert in the directory entry.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string of characters to insert in the
directory entry. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string.
There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
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Bbinstring

defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that defines a string of characters to be inserted in the directory entry.
The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: WRITEPDS reads records from it primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: WRITEPDS copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. WRITEPDS does not delay the records.
2. If WRITEPDS's output stream is not connected, WRITEPDS ends.
3. PDSWRITE is a synonym of WRITEPDS.
4. Use the CHOP, COERSE, and PAD operands when storing a member into a fixed-format partitioned data set.
5. WRITEPDS starts at commit level -2000000000. It opens the DCB and then commits to level 0.
6. See also LISTISPF and LISTPDS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.125.1 Example 1
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3.126.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command changes specific characters in a record:
pipe literal (2+2)/10=40%? | xlate 1-* % . ? 0 4 0 + (2-2)/10=00.0
READY

| terminal

The XLATE stage in the example does the following:
1-*

specifies the cnumberrange from its input stream which includes the entire record

%.

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the percent sign (%) is replaced by a period (.)

?0

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the question mark (?) is replaced by the number 0

40

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the number 4 is replaced by the number 0

+-

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the plus sign (+) is replaced by a minus sign (-).
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3.126.3 Example 3
The following PIPE command changes specific characters in a record:
pipe literal (2+2)/10=40%? | xlate 1-* % . ? 0 4 0 + (2-2)/10=00.0
READY

| terminal

The XLATE stage in the example does the following:
1-*

specifies the cnumberrange from its input stream which includes the entire record

%.

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the percent sign (%) is replaced by a period (.)

?0

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the question mark (?) is replaced by the number 0

40

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the number 4 is replaced by the number 0

+-

specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the plus sign (+) is replaced by a minus sign (-).
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3.126 XLATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_1-*____________________________________________
|
| >>__XLATE__|________________________________________________|________> |
|
|_ _| Separator |__| Inputrange |______________ _|
|
|
|
<__________________________________
|
|
|
|
(1)|
|
|
|
|_(____| Separator |__| Inputrange |____|__)_|
|
|
|
|
_UPper_____________________________
|
| >__|___________________________________|____________________________>< |
|
|__| Transtable |__| Modifytable |__|
|
|
|
| Separator:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
| Inputrange:
|
|
(2)
|
| |__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ ___________________________________| |
|
|
(2)
|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| Transtable:
|
| |__ _________________________________ _______________________________| |
|
| <_____________________________ |
|
|
|__ _UPper_____________________ |_|
|
|
|_LOWer_____________________|
|
|
|_A2E_______________________|
|
|
|_E2A_______________________|
|
|
|_ _TO___ __ __________ __n_|
|
|
|_FROM_| |_CODEPAGE_|
|
|
|
| Modifytable:
|
| |__ ________________________________ ________________________________| |
|
| <____________________________ |
|
|
|___fromcharrange__tocharrange_|_|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a |
|
blank.
|
|
|
| (2) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
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Use the XLATE stage command to replace characters according to a translate table. XLATE reads records from its
primary input stream, compares and replaces characters according to the translation specification, and writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. The output record has the same length as the input
record.
If its secondary input stream is not connected, and no translate table operands or modify table operands are specified,
XLATE defines the translate table as the uppercase table. Otherwise, XLATE constructs the translate table as follows:
If its secondary input stream is not connected, XLATE defines the translate table according to the operands. Each
operand specified has a cumulative effect on the translate table. The first translate table operand defines the
translate table, and any following translate table operands modify this translate table, cumulatively. Then, any
fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify the translate table by mapping a "from" character or range of
characters to a "to" character or range of characters. If no translate table is defined in the operands, any
fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify the neutral table.
If its secondary input stream is connected, XLATE reads the first record from its secondary input stream and
defines the translate table by the first 256 bytes of that record. If the first record read from its secondary input
stream is less than 256 bytes, XLATE defines the translate table by overlaying the neutral table with the contents
of that record starting at the first byte of the neutral table. Any remaining bytes in the neutral table are not
changed. The translate table is then modified by any operands, each operand having a cumulative effect. All
translate tables operands modify the translate table before any fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify
the translate table by mapping a "from" character or range of characters to a "to" character or range of characters.
You can use XLATE to translate entire records or specified locations of the input data in the record. You can specify
locations of the input data in terms of columns, words, or fields. By default, words are defined as blank-delimited
character strings, and fields are defined as tab-delimited character strings. Input data that is outside all specified
locations is left unchanged. When more than one input data location is specified, the contents of each location are
translated in the order they are specified (left to right in the command specification).
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS

specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | xlate wordsep - word 3 | terminal
a-b-C
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in an XLATE stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to
specify that the question mark separates each field:
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pipe literal a?b?c | xlate (fieldsep ? fields 2-3) | terminal
a?B?C
READY

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in an XLATE stage, a field separator character remains in
effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited character strings (words). The
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, in the following PIPE
command, the input character string to XLATE consists of 4 words that are separated by a blank:
pipe literal abc def ghi jkl | xlate words 2-4 | terminal
abc DEF GHI JKL
READY
The operands WORDS 2-4 specify the second, third, and fourth words in
the string as the input data for the XLATE stage.

A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the delimiters. In the following example, the
first word begins after the first delimiter, and the third word begins after the two consecutive delimiters:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef | xlate (ws ? word 1 word 3) | terminal
?AB?cd??EF
READY
Fields

defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited fields. The FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand
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defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains three fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal ab cd-ef gh-ij kl | xlate fieldsep - field 2 | terminal
ab cd-EF GH-ij kl
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two consecutive delimiters
is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd???ef | xlate (fs ? field 3 field 6) | terminal
?ab?CD???EF
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers which is to
be translated. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates
that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. If you do
not specify a location, XLATE translates the entire record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2

location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the last eight columns as the input location:
pipe literal abcdefghijklmn| xlate -8;-1| terminal
abcdefGHIJKLMN
READY
If you specified WORDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
second-from-last and third-from-last words as the input location:
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pipe literal abc def ghi jkl mno | xlate words -3;-2 | terminal
abc def GHI JKL mno
READY
If you specified FIELDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last and second-from-last fields as the input location:

pipe literal ab?cd?ef?gh?ij| xlate fs ? fields -3;-2 | terminal
ab?cd?EF?GH?ij
READY

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
XLATE are translated in the following PIPE command since location1 is positioned after location2 in the record:
pipe literal abcdefghijklmn| xlate -8;6| terminal
abcdefghijklmn
READY

location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
UPper

specifies that lowercase alphabetic characters are converted to uppercase; uppercase letters remain unchanged. If you do
not specify any operands for the XLATE stage or if you specify only column ranges, characters in the input records are
translated to uppercase.
LOWer

specifies that uppercase alphabetic characters are converted to lowercase; lowercase letters remain unchanged. If the
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uppercase translate table translated two or more characters to a particular uppercase character, when translating from
uppercase to lowercase, the character with the lower hex value is used.
A2E

specifies that an ASCII-to-EBCDIC translation is performed where characters are changed from the ISO 8859 Latin
Character Set 1 (Western Europe) characters to the characters from code page 500.
E2A

specifies that an EBCDIC-to-ASCII translation is performed where characters are changed from code page 500
characters to the ISO 8859 Latin Character Set 1 (Western Europe) characters.
TO

specifies that characters are translated to one of the national-use code pages from code page 500.

FROM

specifies that characters are translated from one of the national-use code pages to code page 500.

CODEPAGE

specifies a code page to be used to translate characters.
n
is the number of the national-use code page used to translate characters. Code pages 037, 273, 274, 275, 277, 278, 279,
280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 297, 437, 500, 819, 850, 863, 865, and 871 are supported.
fromcharrange tocharrange
is a pair of characters or character ranges that modifies the translate tables. The character or range of characters
specified by fromcharrange is converted to the character or range of characters specified by tocharrange. For example,
specifying A-B as fromcharrange and 1-2 as tocharrange translates A to 1 and B to 2. The order of characters in the
range follows the standard collating sequence. If you specify fromcharrange and tocharrange without specifying a
translate table, the neutral table (no translation at all) is in effect for the characters not included in fromcharrange. You
can specify fromcharrange or tocharrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.

char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
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hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: XLATE reads records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream: XLATE reads the first record from its secondary input stream, if it is connected. The first 256
characters from this record define the first translate table used by XLATE. If the first record read from its secondary
input stream is less than 256 bytes, XLATE defines the translate table by overlaying the neutral table with the contents
of the record starting at the first byte of the neutral table. Any remaining bytes in the neutral table are not changed. After
this record is read, XLATE severs the secondary input stream before processing any records from its primary input
stream.
Primary Output Stream: After translating characters in records read from its primary input stream, XLATE writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. XLATE does not delay the records.
2. If XLATE's output stream is not connected, XLATE ends.
3. TRANSLATE is a synonym for XLATE.
4. You can specify a character as fromcharrange more than once in an XLATE stage. However, XLATE uses the
last (rightmost) translation; it ignores all earlier ones. For example:
pipe literal ABCDEFG | xlate A X B Y C Z A 1 | terminal
1YZDEFG
READY

Here, A is specified as fromcharrange twice in the XLATE stage but only the translation from A to 1 is performed.
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See "Example 4" in topic 3.126.4 for a more complex illustration of this concept.
5. If you specify a translation of characters where A is translated to B and B is translated to C, it does not follow that A
is translated to C, as shown in the following example:
pipe literal ABCDEF | xlate A B B C | terminal
BCCDEF
READY

Note that this is true for column ranges that do not overlap.
6. When you are translating the entire record and are specifying fromcharrange and tocharrange, specify a
cnumberrange of *-* to prevent your first translation element from being interpreted as cnumberrange. For
example, the following PIPE command returns an error message because 40 is interpreted as column 40:
pipe literal X X X| xlate 40 F0 | terminal

Using *-* as in the following example ensures that 40 is interpreted as fromcharrange and not as cnumberrange
(column 40):
pipe literal X X X| xlate *-* 40 F0 | terminal
X0X0X
READY

7. XLATE changes characters in the order specified by the cnumberrange, wnumberrange, or fnumberrange
operands. When you specify ranges that overlap one another, as in the following example, the resulting
translations are cumulative:
pipe literal ABCDEFG | xlate (1-7 5-7) F G G H | terminal
ABCDEHH
READY

The first cnumberrange specified (1-7) translates F to G and G to H, and then the second cnumberrange (5-7) goes
through the same two translations.
8. When you use the fromcharrange and tocharrange operands where tocharrange is shorter than fromcharrange,
the last part of fromcharrange is translated to the last character of tocharrange. For example, the following PIPE
command maps A to 1, B to 2, C to 3, D to 3, and E to 3:
pipe literal ABCDE| xlate *-* A-E 1-3 | terminal
12333
READY

Conversely, when fromcharrange is shorter than tocharrange, only the part of fromcharrange that tocharrange
specifies is translated. For example, the following PIPE command maps only A to 1 and B to 2:
pipe literal ABCDE| xlate *-* A-B 1-5 | terminal
12CDE
READY
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9. See also SPECS, UNTAB, VCHAR, and XRANGE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.126.1 Example 1
3.126.2 Example 2
3.126.3 Example 3
3.126.4 Example 4
3.126.5 Example 5
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3.126.1 Example 1
In this example, XLATE changes a character string to uppercase:
pipe literal Have a wonderful day.| xlate | terminal
HAVE A WONDERFUL DAY.
READY

Because the XLATE stage does not specify any operands, the uppercase translate table is used.
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3.126.1 Example 1
In this example, XLATE changes a character string to uppercase:
pipe literal Have a wonderful day.| xlate | terminal
HAVE A WONDERFUL DAY.
READY

Because the XLATE stage does not specify any operands, the uppercase translate table is used.
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3.126.2 Example 2
This example translates three single columns as specified by cnumberrange:
pipe literal BE OBSCURE CLEARLY | xlate (1 4 12) lower | terminal
bE oBSCURE cLEARLY
READY

The XLATE stage command in the following PIPE command specifies that a lowercase translation takes place in
column 2, in a range of 6 columns beginning with column 5, and in a range of columns beginning with column 13 to the
end of the character string:
pipe literal BE OBSCURE CLEARLY | xlate (2 5.6 13-*) lower | terminal
Be Obscure Clearly
READY
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3.126.2 Example 2
This example translates three single columns as specified by cnumberrange:
pipe literal BE OBSCURE CLEARLY | xlate (1 4 12) lower | terminal
bE oBSCURE cLEARLY
READY

The XLATE stage command in the following PIPE command specifies that a lowercase translation takes place in
column 2, in a range of 6 columns beginning with column 5, and in a range of columns beginning with column 13 to the
end of the character string:
pipe literal BE OBSCURE CLEARLY | xlate (2 5.6 13-*) lower | terminal
Be Obscure Clearly
READY
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3.126.4 Example 4
When the translation for a given input character is specified more than once, only the last specification is used. For
example:
pipe literal abcdefghi | xlate c-g = e e | terminal
ab==e==hi
READY

The characters c, d, f, and g are translated to equal signs and e is left as e.
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3.127 XRANGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_00-FF_____
|
| >>__XRANGE__|___________|___________________________________________>< |
|
|_char______|
|
|
|_charrange_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the XRANGE stage command to create one record containing a specified range of characters. The record can be no
more than 256 bytes in length. XRANGE must be the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

char
specifies a single character to be selected. You can specify char in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE

is a single blank character.
charrange
specifies a range of character values to be selected. You can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
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SPACE.n

is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.
char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2

is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE and ending with char2, hexchar2,
BLANK, or SPACE.
Streams Used
Primary Output Stream: XRANGE writes a single record containing the specified characters to its primary output
stream.
Usage Notes

1. Delaying the record does not apply to XRANGE because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. Not all alphabetic characters are adjacent in EBCDIC. For example, if the default coded character set is United
States CECP (00697 00037), the following PIPE command includes the seven non-alphabetic characters between
i and j in its output:
pipe xrange i-j | terminal
i»«ðýþ°±j
READY

3. If the range is specified in the form char.n, and if n is larger than 256, n is divided by 256 and the remainder is the
length that is used. For example, if 2.259 is specified as the range, then only 3 bytes of data beginning with the
value 2 (which is the string 234) are written to the output stream.
4. The range wraps from X'FF' to X'00' if necessary. For example, if the argument to XRANGE is a range where the
first character is larger than the second character, the range wraps from X'FF' to X'00' and continues until the
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second character is reached. If the range 9-0 is specified on XRANGE, the range starts at 9 (X'F9'), continues
until it reaches X'FF', wraps to X'00', and continues to 0 (X'F0') for a total length of 248 bytes:
pipe xrange 9-0 | count bytes | terminal
248
READY

5. See also LITERAL and SPECS.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.127.1 Example 1
3.127.2 Example 2
3.127.3 Example 3
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3.127.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes the first nine lowercase letters to the terminal:
pipe xrange a-i | terminal
abcdefghi
READY
You can also write the first nine lowercase letters to the terminal by
using the following PIPE command:

pipe xrange a.9 | terminal
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3.127.1 Example 1
The following PIPE command writes the first nine lowercase letters to the terminal:
pipe xrange a-i | terminal
abcdefghi
READY
You can also write the first nine lowercase letters to the terminal by
using the following PIPE command:

pipe xrange a.9 | terminal
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3.127.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command writes the numbers 0 through 9 to the terminal. Note that the argument to XRANGE is
specified as two-character hexadecimal values:
pipe xrange f0-f9 | terminal
0123456789
READY
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3.127.2 Example 2
The following PIPE command writes the numbers 0 through 9 to the terminal. Note that the argument to XRANGE is
specified as two-character hexadecimal values:
pipe xrange f0-f9 | terminal
0123456789
READY
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3.128 ZONE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__ZONE__ _________________________________ ________________________> |
|
|_ _WORDSEParator_ __ _char____ __|
|
|
| |_WS____________| |_hexchar_| |
|
|
|
|_BLANK___| |
|
|
|
|_SPACE___| |
|
|
|_ _FIELDSEparator_ __ _char____ _|
|
|
|_FS_____________| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|_BLANK___|
|
|
|_SPACE___|
|
|
|
|
(1)
|
| >__ _Words_______wnumberrange____ __ _______ __ _________ ___________> |
|
|
(1)
| |_CASEI_| |_REVERSE_|
|
|
|_Fields_______fnumberrange___|
|
|
|_cnumberrange________________|
|
|
|
| >__stagecommand__ __________ _______________________________________>< |
|
|_operands_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) Blanks are optional in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ZONE stage command to specify locations of the input data in a record from which records are selected when
using a specified stage command. ZONE reads records from its primary input stream. A specified stage command that
ZONE invokes selects records based on the specified input data location. ZONE writes the matching records to its
primary output stream.
If its secondary output stream is connected, ZONE writes the records that are not selected to its secondary output
stream. If its secondary output stream is not connected, ZONE discards the records that are not selected.
ZONE discards an input record if the invoked stage command discards the record. That is, ZONE does not write a
record to its primary output stream or secondary output stream if the invoked stage command discards a record it reads.
Operands

WORDSEParator
WS
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specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For example, use WORDSEPARATOR to
specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal c-b-a | zone ws - w3 find a| terminal
c-b-a
READY

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a ZONE stage, a word separator character remains in
effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS

specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For example, use FS to specify that the
question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b?c? | literal c?b??a | zone fs ? f4 find a| terminal
c?b??a
READY
If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a ZONE stage,
a field separator character remains in effect until the next
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) specification is encountered.

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE

specifies that a blank is used as the:
Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand.
Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand.
Words

specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on which the specified stage command operates.
The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character
string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words each where the words are separated by a
blank:
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pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | zone word 2 find i | terminal
gh if kl
READY
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more
delimiters, the first word in that record begins in the position
immediately following the delimiter or delimiters. Two or more
consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one delimiter which
means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, ab is the
first word and ef is the third word:

pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef ab?cd?ef | split | zone ws ? w3 find e | terminal
?ab?cd??ef
ab?cd?ef
READY
Fields

specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the specified stage command operates. The
FIELDSEPARATOR operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d | literal c f-g h | zone fs - f2 find c | terminal
a b-c d
READY

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the first field. Two delimiters without data
between them is considered a null field. The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??af ab?cd?af | split | zone fs ? f3 find a | terminal
ab?cd?af
READY

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field numbers, or column numbers on which
the specified stage command operates. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative
number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the
beginning of the record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location

is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is relative to the end of the record. The last location
in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-

;
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location1 location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify
both locations relative to the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2), location2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that
is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, the
following PIPE command specifies the third-from-last to the second-from-last columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDE FGHIJ | split | zone -3;-2 find HI| terminal
FGHIJ
READY
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -3;-2 specifies that the
third-from-last word or field to the second-from-last word or
field is the input location.

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the position in the record defined by location1
must occur before the position in the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input record to
ZONE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after
location2 in the record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending with the last column, word, or field of the
record, inclusive.

*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with
location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;*

is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column, word, or field of the record and ending with the
last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can specify any number from 1 to 2(31) -1 for n.
CASEI

specifies that the stage command selects records regardless of whether the character string is in uppercase or lowercase.
The target string is translated to uppercase and the contents of the specified input record locations are translated to
uppercase before the search begins. ZONE writes the original record (not the uppercase version) to its output stream if it
is selected.
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REVERSE

reverses the contents of the specified input record locations before selecting the records. ZONE writes the original
record (not the reverse) to its output stream if it is selected.
stagecommand
is the name of a BatchPipeWorks stage command, or the name of a user-written stage command that reads records from
its primary input stream and writes records to its primary or secondary output stream depending on some condition.
When both its output streams are connected, the stage must write an input record only once and to only one stream. The
stage must not delay the records. If you specify a user-written stage command, it must either be a member of a
partitioned data set that is allocated to ddname REXX, or it must be invoked through the REXX stage command. The
stagecommand must not be a stage command that you can only specify as a first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage command or user-written stage command.
Streams Used
Primary Input Stream: ZONE reads records from its primary input stream.
Primary Output Stream: ZONE copies input records that contain the selected records to its primary output stream.
Secondary Output Stream: If its secondary output stream is connected, ZONE copies to its secondary output stream all
input records not copied to its primary output stream.
Usage Notes

1. ZONE does not delay the records. If you specify a stage command that delays the records for stagecommand,
results are unpredictable.
2. When you specify the CASEI operand, the input records are translated to uppercase before the specified
stagecommand processes them. Keep in mind, however, that if the stagecommand searches for a hexadecimal
representation of the lowercase character, it will not find any occurrences because the input records have all been
translated to uppercase. In the following example:
pipe literal AaBbCc| zone 1-* casei all x81 | terminal
READY
the lowercase a (X'81') in the literal string is not found because it
was translated to uppercase before ALL processed the string.

3. ZONE and CASEI are commutative; in other words, the following two stages give identical results:
... | casei zone 7-10 frlabel abc | ...

... | zone 7-10 casei frlabel abc | ...

4. If you specify an input range as an operand on the stagecommand, then that input range is relative to the input
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range specified by ZONE, as in the following PIPE command:
pipe literal 123456789| zone 2.3 locate 1.1 /2/| terminal
123456789
READY
The column range specified after ZONE, 2.3, refers to the 234 in the
input stream. The column range specified after the LOCATE stage
command, 1.1, refers to the 2 in the data string 234. Note that the
column range specified after LOCATE did not refer to the entire input
record 123456789.

5. ZONE is scanned only once. unlike the two-scan processing of APPEND and PREFACE.
6. You should not specify as stagecommand any stage command that modifies records; ZONE should only run a
stage command that selects records. If a specified stage command that ZONE invokes modifies records, the
output record that is written is not be modified.
7. See also CASEI, ALL, FIND, NFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND, LOCATE, NLOCATE, FRLABEL,
STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, BETWEEN, INSIDE,
OUTSIDE, and NINSIDE.
Examples
Subtopics:
3.128.1 Example 1
3.128.2 Example 2
3.128.3 Example 3
3.128.4 Example 4
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3.128.1 Example 1
To select records from the first record in DATA.FILE with a b in column 2, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < DATA.FILE | zone 2 frlabel b | > OUTPUT.FILE

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.128.2 Example 2
Figure 156 shows a data set called INPUT.FILE.
__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Blueberry Strawberry Raspberry
000002 Pear Apple
000003 Peach Nectarine Plum
000004 Orange Tangerine
000005 Watermelon Cantaloup Honeydew
000006 Pineapple
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 156. ZONE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

To find all records in the data set INPUT.FILE that do not contain the character string apple anywhere within the last
10 characters of the record, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | zone -10;-1 nlocate /apple/ | terminal
Blueberry Strawberry Raspberry
Pear Apple
Peach Nectarine Plum
Orange Tangerine
Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew
READY

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2000
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3.128.1 Example 1
To select records from the first record in DATA.FILE with a b in column 2, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < DATA.FILE | zone 2 frlabel b | > OUTPUT.FILE
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3.128.2 Example 2
Figure 156 shows a data set called INPUT.FILE.
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|

EDIT ---- PREFIX.INPUT.FILE ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--000001 Blueberry Strawberry Raspberry
000002 Pear Apple
000003 Peach Nectarine Plum
000004 Orange Tangerine
000005 Watermelon Cantaloup Honeydew
000006 Pineapple
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 156. ZONE Stage Command Example: Input Data Set Contents

To find all records in the data set INPUT.FILE that do not contain the character string apple anywhere within the last
10 characters of the record, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | zone -10;-1 nlocate /apple/ | terminal
Blueberry Strawberry Raspberry
Pear Apple
Peach Nectarine Plum
Orange Tangerine
Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew
READY
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3.128.3 Example 3
Using INPUT.FILE (shown in Figure 156 in topic 3.128.2), the following PIPE command selects records that contain
the string apple in the last 5 characters of each record, regardless of the case of the letters in that string:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | zone -5;-1 casei locate /apple/ | terminal
Pear Apple
Pineapple
READY
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3.128.3 Example 3
Using INPUT.FILE (shown in Figure 156 in topic 3.128.2), the following PIPE command selects records that contain
the string apple in the last 5 characters of each record, regardless of the case of the letters in that string:
pipe < INPUT.FILE | zone -5;-1 casei locate /apple/ | terminal
Pear Apple
Pineapple
READY
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4.3 ADDPIPE

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_LONG______
<_endchar______
|
| >>__ADDPIPE__|___________|__ __________ ____| Pipeline |_|____________>< |
|
|_| Opt A |_| |_stagesep_|
|
|
|_endchar__|
|
|
|
| Pipeline:
|
|
<_stagesep__
|
| |__ _________________________ ____| Stage |_|__________________________> |
|
|_| Connector |__stagesep_|
|
|
|
| >__ _________________________ _________________________________________| |
|
|_stagesep__| Connector |_|
|
|
|
| Connector:
|
|
(1)
_.*_______________
|
| |__*_____ _______________ __|__________________|__:____________________| |
|
|_.__ _INput__ _| |_.__ _*_________ _|
|
|
|_OUTput_|
|_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
| Stage:
|
| |__ _ ____________ __ ___________ __stgcmd__ __________ _ _____________| |
|
| |_| Lgroup |_| |_| Opt B |_|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_| Lgroup |__________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Lgroup:
|
| |__ _label:___________________________________ ________________________| |
|
|
(2)
(2)
(2)
|
|
|
|_ _______ ______._____ __________ ______:_|
|
|
|_label_|
|_streamid_|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed within connectors.
|
|
|
| (2) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
<____________________________________
|
| |__(____ ________________________________ _|__)________________________| |
|
|_ _ENDchar_ __ _char____ _______|
|
|
| |_ESCape__| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_LISTCMD________________________|
|
|
|_LISTERR________________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC_________________________|
|
|
|_LONG___________________________|
|
|
|_ _MSGlevel___ __ _decstring__ _|
|
|
| |_NOMSGlevel_| |_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NAME__name_____________________|
|
|
|_ _STAGESEP__ __ _char____ _____|
|
|
| |_SEParator_| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_TRACE__________________________|
|
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|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Opt B:
|
|
<__________________________________________
|
| |__(____ ______________________________________ _|__)__________________| |
|
|_ ____ __ _LISTCMD__________________ _|
|
|
|_NO_| |_LISTERR__________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC___________________|
|
|
|_LONG_____________________|
|
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_TRACE____________________|
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand to add one or more pipelines to the set of running pipelines. The stage that
issues ADDPIPE continues to run in parallel with any newly added pipelines.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, you can specify connectors to change the connections between the invoking stage and
other stages as follows:
If one or more input connectors are specified, one or more of the following occur:
The pipeline specified on ADDPIPE is connected to the input stream of the invoking stage. The original
connection can later be restored.
The output stream of the stage that precedes the invoking stage is connected to the pipeline specified on
ADDPIPE. This change is permanent; the original connection cannot be restored.
Any unused streams are disconnected.
If one or more output connectors are specified, one or more of the following occur:
The output stream of the invoking stage is connected to the pipeline specified on ADDPIPE. The original
connection can later be restored.
The pipeline specified on ADDPIPE is connected to the input stream of the stage that follows the invoking
stage. This change is permanent; the original connection cannot be restored.
Any unused streams are disconnected.
Operands
Note: With the exception of connectors, the syntax of ADDPIPE is identical with the syntax of the PIPE command.
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stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following stage. By default, the stage separator character
is the character on your terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.) However, you can
use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a different stage separator character. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to separate multiple pipelines on a single
ADDPIPE subcommand. You must specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left parenthesis,
right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
*

specifies a connector. Connectors begin with an asterisk and end with a colon (:). Two optional components of a
connector can be specified between the asterisk and the colon. If specified, each component must begin with a period.
The first component controls how the added pipeline is connected to the streams of the pipeline that invokes ADDPIPE.
INput

when specified at the end of a pipeline, INPUT causes a connection to be made to the input stream of the stage that
issues the ADDPIPE subcommand.
When specified at the beginning of a pipeline, INPUT causes a connection to be made to the output stream of the stage
preceding the stage that issues the ADDPIPE subcommand.
When a connector is at the beginning of a pipeline, INPUT is the default.
OUTput

when specified at the beginning of a pipeline, OUTPUT causes a connection to be made to the output stream of the
stage that issues ADDPIPE.
When specified at the end of a pipeline, OUTPUT causes a connection to be made to the input stream of the stage
following the stage that issues ADDPIPE.
When a connector is the end of a pipeline, OUTPUT is the default.
The second component specifies the stream to which the connection is to be made.

*

specifies that the connection is to be made to the currently selected stream. This is the default.
streamnum
is a number identifying the stream to which the connection is to be made, where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the
secondary stream, and so on.
streamid
references the particular stream name to which the connection is to be made, so the stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. To see how to assign a stream name on ADDPIPE, refer to topic 4.3.
Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the CALLPIPE subcommand
with topic 4.6.
The colon must follow the other components of the connector with no intervening blanks. You can place connectors at
the beginning or end of a pipeline (or both), but not in the middle. You must place a stage separator between a connector
and the rest of the pipeline.
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See Usage Note 1 for more information on how to modify connections with connectors.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams. The first occurrence of a label is
called a label definition. It establishes the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline
where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a label reference. Use label references to define
additional input and output streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only label with no
stage command.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. A label must be immediately followed by a stream identifier or a
colon with no intervening blanks. For more information about using labels, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by adding an identifier to the label. Write
the label immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream identifier must be immediately followed
by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
is the name of a stage function or the name of a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage command. If you
specify a user-written stage command, the REXX program must be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to
ddname REXX. For a complete description of the stage functions, see Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified stage function or user-written stage command.
Options
You can specify options in two ways on a ADDPIPE subcommand:
1. You can specify options immediately after the subcommand name, ADDPIPE. In this case, the scope of the
options is global to the entire ADDPIPE subcommand.
2. You can specify options at the beginning of a stage. In this case, the scope of the options is limited to the stage on
which the options are specified. If a label definition is specified, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage: ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME,
STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally on a ADDPIPE subcommand. You must enclose options
in parentheses.
NO

turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified. Use NO to turn off an option for an
individual stage that was specified as global to the entire ADDPIPE subcommand. Blanks are allowed between NO and
the option it precedes.

ENDchar

char

hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or the 2-character
hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ENDchar

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the pipeline end
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character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an option for an individual stage.
ESCape

char

hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the processing of a character that has special
meaning to the ADDPIPE subcommand. These special characters include the stage separator character, the pipeline end
character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined). Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period and
colon (:). may have a special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape character immediately
before the character that you do not want treated as a special character. The escape character can be specified as a single
character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.

ESCape

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the escape character.
There is no default escape character. You cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than specifying the ESCAPE option, you can override the processing of a stage separator or an end character by
specifying a double stage separator or double end character.
LISTCMD

causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT,
OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, and REXX.

LISTERR

causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return code.

LISTRC

causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends executing.

LONG

is a default function that enables stages to write records of up to 2(31) - 1 bytes in length. Though it does not have to be
typed in, LONG is included for compatibility reasons.

MSGlevel

controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111').
A message level of 7 issues messages BPW001I, BPW002I, and either BPW003I or BPW004I in conjunction with other
messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel

suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that determine which messages are not issued.
The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
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representation in quotation marks.
You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message BPW003I or BPW004I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message BPW002I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message BPW001I while issuing other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001I and BPW002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001I will always be issued regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
name
assigns a name to this invocation of the ADDPIPE subcommand. Messages resulting from the execution of this
ADDPIPE subcommand include the name you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging application
programs that use the ADDPIPE subcommand. You cannot specify NAME as an option for an individual stage.
NAME

STAGESEP

char

STAGESEP

hexchar

SEParator

char

hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to separate the specification of a stage from a
subsequent stage. The character can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

SEParator

If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the default stage separator, you can use the
default stage separator as an argument of a stage command.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the STAGESEP or
SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE

displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application programs. This option can cause a large
amount of data to be displayed.
Usage Notes

1. Table 26 summarizes how stream connections are modified when connectors are used on an ADDPIPE
subcommand. All connections that are not mentioned remain unchanged. The table also identifies which
combinations of operands allow the original connection to be restored. For the entries containing YES in the last
column, the original connection is saved on a stack. To restore the stacked connection, specify the SEVER
pipeline subcommand.
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Assuming that A and D are any valid stage commands, the table shows the result of each possible ADDPIPE
subcommand issued by user-written stage command Z in the following command:
PIPE A | Z | D

and C, which appear in the ADDPIPE subcommands in the table, are any valid stage commands. There can be
more or fewer than two stages specified on ADDPIPE; two stages are used in the table.

B

Table 26. Effects of Using Connectors on the ADDPIPE Subcommand
Original
ADDPIPE Subcommand
Result
                                                            Connection
                                                            Restored?
ADDPIPE B|C
No connections are
Not
                               changed.
applicable
ADDPIPE B|C|*.INPUT:
C's output stream is
Yes
                               connected to Z's input
            
                               stream. A's output stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE *.OUTPUT:|B|C
Z's output stream is
Yes
                               connected to B's input
            
                               stream. D's input stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C
A's output stream is
No
                               connected to B's input
            
                               stream. Z's input stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE B|C|*.OUTPUT:
C's output stream is
No
                               connected to D's input
            
                               stream. Z's output stream
            
                               is disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE
A's output stream is
No
*.INPUT:|B|C|*.INPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to Z's input
            
                               stream.
            
ADDPIPE
Z's output stream is
No
*.OUTPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to D's input
            
                               stream.
            
ADDPIPE
A's output stream is
No
*.INPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to D's input
            
                               stream. Z's input stream
            
                               and output stream are
            
                               disconnected.
            
ADDPIPE
Z's output stream is
Yes
*.OUTPUT:|B|C|*.INPUT:
connected to B's input
            
                               stream. C's output stream
            
                               is connected to Z's input
            
                               stream. A stall is
            
                               possible.
            

For more information about using connectors with ADDPIPE, see BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
2. The ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands add pipelines to the set of running pipelines. However, ADDPIPE
and CALLPIPE differ in the following ways:
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a. When CALLPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it is suspended until the new pipeline has run to
completion. When the CALLPIPE subcommand completes, its return code is the return code resulting from
the added pipeline.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it regains control as soon as the new pipeline has been
created. The added pipeline runs in parallel with the stage that created it. Neither pipeline is able to examine
the other's return code. The return code from the ADDPIPE subcommand indicates only whether its
operands are syntactically correct.
b. CALLPIPE can use only a subset of the connectors shown in Table 26. INPUT can be specified on a
connector at the beginning of the pipeline, or OUTPUT can be specified on a connector at the end of the
pipeline, or both of these may be specified. No other combinations are allowed.
c. When using connectors, restoration of the original connection differs between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE.
When a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE stops processing records and returns an end-of-file
condition to the invoking stage, the invoking stage's original connection is automatically reinstated.
After an ADDPIPE subcommand runs, if the original connection is restorable, as shown in Table 26,
restoration of the stage's original connection is not automatic; a SEVER subcommand must be issued to
restore the connection.
d. A pipeline added by CALLPIPE can run only at the same commit level as the invoking stage or at a lower
commit level than the invoking stage. If a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE attempts to commit to
a higher level than the invoking pipeline, it is suspended until the invoking pipeline reaches that commit
level.
The commit level of a pipeline added by ADDPIPE is independent of the commit level of the invoking
pipeline. Data can flow on a connection established by ADDPIPE even if the pipelines on the two sides of
the connection are not at the same commit level.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.3.1 Example 1
4.3.2 Example 2
4.3.3 Example 3
4.3.4 Example 4
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4.3.1 Example 1
ADDPIPE can be used to insert one or more stages before or after a user-written stage command. This is useful when
you want to use a function already provided with BatchPipeWorks in your user-written stage command.
The following user-written stage command centers and translates to uppercase each line from the primary input stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UPCENT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
'addpipe',
/* pre-process input stream .. */
|
|
'*.input:',
/* .. for this stage
*/
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate data to uppercase */
|
|
'| *.input:'
/* into this stage's input
*/
|
|
do forever
/* do until end of file
*/
|
|
'readto record'
/* read the next record
*/
|
|
'output' center(record,72)
/* center and write it
*/
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit rc*(rc¬=12)
/* set rc to 0 if end of file
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

This stage uses an ADDPIPE subcommand to insert a pipeline into its input stream. The records that flow from the
previous stage in the main pipeline go first through the added pipeline, which feeds them through its XLATE stage to
translate them to uppercase. Only then do the records become available to be read by the READTO subcommand in this
stage. The DO FOREVER group reads each record, centers the data, and writes the resulting records to the primary
output stream.
Given the input data set with variable length records in Figure 157, Figure 158 shows the output data set resulting from
the following command:
pipe < LEFT.FILE | upcent | > CENTER.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.LEFT.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 fun with
000002 pipeworks!
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 157. ADDPIPE Example: Input Data Set Contents
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.CENTER.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001
FUN WITH
000002
PIPEWORKS!
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 158. ADDPIPE Example: Output Data Set Contents

The following user-written stage command named TSTAMP inserts a timestamp before each record. TSTAMP uses
ADDPIPE to insert a pipeline into its output stream. The added pipeline uses CHOP and PAD stages to ensure that the
output records are exactly 80 characters in length.
________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *****************************|*/
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TSTAMP)
|*/
|
/********************************************************************|*/
|
signal on error
|
|
'addpipe',
|
|
'*.output:',
/* connect to this stage's output */|
|
'| chop 80',
/* Shorten longer records */
|
|
'| pad 80',
/* Lengthen shorter records */
|
|
'| *.output:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */|
|
do forever
|
|
'readto record'
/* Read a record */
|
|
'output' date('o') time() record /* Write record with timestamp */|
|
end
|
|
error: exit rc*(rc¬=12)
/* set rc to 0 if end of file
|*/
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

The DO FOREVER group reads the records that flow from the previous stage in the main pipeline, inserts the
timestamp, and writes the resulting records to the output stream. These records then flow through the added pipeline,
which extends them to 80 characters in length and truncates any characters after column 80.
Note that even though ADDPIPE places stages after the current stage, it must be executed before the first OUTPUT
statement to redefine the running pipeline set and give the desired result.
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4.3.1 Example 1
ADDPIPE can be used to insert one or more stages before or after a user-written stage command. This is useful when
you want to use a function already provided with BatchPipeWorks in your user-written stage command.
The following user-written stage command centers and translates to uppercase each line from the primary input stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(UPCENT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
'addpipe',
/* pre-process input stream .. */
|
|
'*.input:',
/* .. for this stage
*/
|
|
'| xlate upper',
/* translate data to uppercase */
|
|
'| *.input:'
/* into this stage's input
*/
|
|
do forever
/* do until end of file
*/
|
|
'readto record'
/* read the next record
*/
|
|
'output' center(record,72)
/* center and write it
*/
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit rc*(rc¬=12)
/* set rc to 0 if end of file
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

This stage uses an ADDPIPE subcommand to insert a pipeline into its input stream. The records that flow from the
previous stage in the main pipeline go first through the added pipeline, which feeds them through its XLATE stage to
translate them to uppercase. Only then do the records become available to be read by the READTO subcommand in this
stage. The DO FOREVER group reads each record, centers the data, and writes the resulting records to the primary
output stream.
Given the input data set with variable length records in Figure 157, Figure 158 shows the output data set resulting from
the following command:
pipe < LEFT.FILE | upcent | > CENTER.FILE

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.LEFT.FILE ------------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 fun with
000002 pipeworks!
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 157. ADDPIPE Example: Input Data Set Contents
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__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.CENTER.FILE ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001
FUN WITH
000002
PIPEWORKS!
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 158. ADDPIPE Example: Output Data Set Contents

The following user-written stage command named TSTAMP inserts a timestamp before each record. TSTAMP uses
ADDPIPE to insert a pipeline into its output stream. The added pipeline uses CHOP and PAD stages to ensure that the
output records are exactly 80 characters in length.
________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX *****************************|*/
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TSTAMP)
|*/
|
/********************************************************************|*/
|
signal on error
|
|
'addpipe',
|
|
'*.output:',
/* connect to this stage's output */|
|
'| chop 80',
/* Shorten longer records */
|
|
'| pad 80',
/* Lengthen shorter records */
|
|
'| *.output:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */|
|
do forever
|
|
'readto record'
/* Read a record */
|
|
'output' date('o') time() record /* Write record with timestamp */|
|
end
|
|
error: exit rc*(rc¬=12)
/* set rc to 0 if end of file
|*/
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

The DO FOREVER group reads the records that flow from the previous stage in the main pipeline, inserts the
timestamp, and writes the resulting records to the output stream. These records then flow through the added pipeline,
which extends them to 80 characters in length and truncates any characters after column 80.
Note that even though ADDPIPE places stages after the current stage, it must be executed before the first OUTPUT
statement to redefine the running pipeline set and give the desired result.
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4.3.2 Example 2
ADDPIPE can be used to replace the original input or output stream with a different stream. This is useful when you
want to test a user-written stage command, but you cannot modify the syntax of the pipeline for some reason.
To give your user-written stage command input data from data set INPUT.DATA instead of the data from the original
input stream, use the ADDPIPE subcommand as follows:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYIN)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addpipe',
|
|
"< 'PREFIX.INPUT.DATA'",
/* read INPUT.DATA */
|
|
'| *.input:'
/* replace original input stream */
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

To write the output of your user-written stage command to the existing data set OUTPUT.DATA instead of to the
original output stream, use the ADDPIPE subcommand as follows:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYOUT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addpipe',
|
|
'*.output:',
/* replace original output stream */
|
|
"| > 'PREFIX.OUTPUT.DATA'"
/* write to OUTPUT.DATA instead */
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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4.3.3 Example 3
ADDPIPE can be used to bypass your user-written stage command. The following user-written stage command named
HEXSORT sorts records containing only hexadecimal numbers:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HEXSORT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addpipe',
|
|
'*.input:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* A-F fa-ff', /* Translate A to F to be above X'F9' */
|
|
'| sort',
/* Sort the records */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* fa-ff A-F', /* Restore original characters A to F */
|
|
'| *.output:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given the input data set in Figure 159, Figure 160 shows the output data set resulting from the following command:
pipe < HEX.UNSORTED | hexsort | > HEX.SORTED

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.HEX.UNSORTED ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 B999
000002 1323
000003 FFFF
000004 BA82
000005 1A43
000006 20DD
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 159. ADDPIPE Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ----- PREFIX.HEX.SORTED ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..
00004 1323
00005 1A43
00006 20DD
00007 B999
00008 BA82
00009 FFFF
00010 ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 160. ADDPIPE Example: Output Data Set Contents
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4.3.2 Example 2
ADDPIPE can be used to replace the original input or output stream with a different stream. This is useful when you
want to test a user-written stage command, but you cannot modify the syntax of the pipeline for some reason.
To give your user-written stage command input data from data set INPUT.DATA instead of the data from the original
input stream, use the ADDPIPE subcommand as follows:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYIN)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addpipe',
|
|
"< 'PREFIX.INPUT.DATA'",
/* read INPUT.DATA */
|
|
'| *.input:'
/* replace original input stream */
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

To write the output of your user-written stage command to the existing data set OUTPUT.DATA instead of to the
original output stream, use the ADDPIPE subcommand as follows:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYOUT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addpipe',
|
|
'*.output:',
/* replace original output stream */
|
|
"| > 'PREFIX.OUTPUT.DATA'"
/* write to OUTPUT.DATA instead */
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
.
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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4.3.3 Example 3
ADDPIPE can be used to bypass your user-written stage command. The following user-written stage command named
HEXSORT sorts records containing only hexadecimal numbers:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HEXSORT)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'addpipe',
|
|
'*.input:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* A-F fa-ff', /* Translate A to F to be above X'F9' */
|
|
'| sort',
/* Sort the records */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* fa-ff A-F', /* Restore original characters A to F */
|
|
'| *.output:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

Given the input data set in Figure 159, Figure 160 shows the output data set resulting from the following command:
pipe < HEX.UNSORTED | hexsort | > HEX.SORTED

__________________________________________________________________________________

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

EDIT ----- PREFIX.HEX.UNSORTED ---------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7000001 B999
000002 1323
000003 FFFF
000004 BA82
000005 1A43
000006 20DD
****** ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 159. ADDPIPE Example: Input Data Set Contents

__________________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| EDIT ----- PREFIX.HEX.SORTED ------------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072
|
| COMMAND ===>
SCROLL ===> HALF
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

****** ************************* TOP OF DATA **************************
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..
00004 1323
00005 1A43
00006 20DD
00007 B999
00008 BA82
00009 FFFF
00010 ************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Figure 160. ADDPIPE Example: Output Data Set Contents
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4.4 ADDSTREAM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_BOTH___
|
| >>__ADDSTREAm__|________|__ __________ _____________________________>< |
|
|_INput__| |_streamid_|
|
|
|_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand to define an unconnected input stream, an unconnected output stream, or
both for a stage. You can optionally assign a name to a stream with a stream identifier.
Operands

BOTH

defines an additional input stream and output stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is invoked. This is the
default.

INput

defines an additional input stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is invoked.
OUTput

defines an additional output stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is invoked.

streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream that you are defining to the stage. Name a stream using up
to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic
character and no intervening blanks.
Usage Notes

1. After defining a stream with ADDSTREAM, use the ADDPIPE subcommand to connect a stage to the stream.
2. Use the MAXSTREAM subcommand to obtain the stream number immediately after defining an additional
stream. This is useful if you do not specify streamid on an ADDSTREAM subcommand.
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3. If you specify ADDSTREAM BOTH, the stream number assigned to the added input stream may not be the same
as the stream number assigned to the added output stream. For example, if a stage's currently defined streams are
input stream 0, output stream 0, and output stream 1, specifying ADDSTREAM BOTH causes input stream 1 and
output stream 2 to be defined.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.4.1 Example 1
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4.5 BEGOUTPUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__BEGOUTput__ ________ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the BEGOUTPUT pipeline subcommand to enter an implied output mode where anything directed to the
subcommand environment is written to the currently selected output stream. By default, this mode ends when a null line
is issued in the user-written stage command.
Operands

string
specifies that BEGOUTPUT is to stop processing pipeline subcommands as data if a subcommand is issued that
matches string. If string is eight bytes or less in length, the subcommand must match string exactly. If string is more
than eight bytes in length, only the first eight bytes of string must match. If string is not specified, a null record is the
default.
Usage Notes

1. As with any subcommand, REXX evaluates the expression before passing it to the subcommand environment.
Therefore, literals must be enclosed in quotes.
2. BEGOUTPUT cannot be issued from PIPCMD. BEGOUTPUT can be issued only from a user-written stage
command program.
3. While in implied output mode, anything directed to the subcommand environment is written to the currently
selected output stream with the OUTPUT subcommand. Therefore, the stage that issues BEGOUTPUT
automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0 and if NOCOMMIT has not been
issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the first PEEKTO, READTO,
OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage command first issues the
NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
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Examples
Subtopics:
4.5.1 Example 1
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4.6 CALLPIPE

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_LONG______
<_endchar______
|
| >>__CALLPIPE__|___________|__ __________ ____| Pipeline |_|___________>< |
|
|_| Opt A |_| |_stagesep_|
|
|
|_endchar__|
|
|
|
| Pipeline:
|
|
<_stagesep__
|
| |__ _________________________ ____| Stage |_|__________________________> |
|
|_| Connector |__stagesep_|
|
|
|
| >__ _________________________ _________________________________________| |
|
|_stagesep__| Connector |_|
|
|
|
| Connector:
|
|
(1)
_.*_______________
|
| |__*_____ _______________ __|__________________|__:____________________| |
|
|_.__ _INput__ _| |_.__ _*_________ _|
|
|
|_OUTput_|
|_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
| Stage:
|
| |__ _ ____________ __ ___________ __stgcmd__ __________ _ _____________| |
|
| |_| Lgroup |_| |_| Opt B |_|
|_operands_| |
|
|
|_| Lgroup |__________________________________________|
|
|
|
| Lgroup:
|
| |__ _label:___________________________________ ________________________| |
|
|
(2)
(2)
(2)
|
|
|
|_ _______ ______._____ __________ ______:_|
|
|
|_label_|
|_streamid_|
|
|
|
| Notes:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed within connectors.
|
|
|
| (2) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

__________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| Opt A:
|
|
<____________________________________
|
| |__(____ ________________________________ _|__)________________________| |
|
|_ _ENDchar_ __ _char____ _______|
|
|
| |_ESCape__| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_LISTCMD________________________|
|
|
|_LISTERR________________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC_________________________|
|
|
|_LONG___________________________|
|
|
|_ _MSGlevel___ __ _decstring__ _|
|
|
| |_NOMSGlevel_| |_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_NAME__name_____________________|
|
|
|_ _STAGESEP__ __ _char____ _____|
|
|
| |_SEParator_| |_hexchar_|
|
|
|
|_TRACE__________________________|
|
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|
|
| Opt B:
|
| |__(__ __________________________________________ __)__________________| |
|
| <______________________________________ |
|
|
|___ ____ __ _LISTCMD__________________ _|_|
|
|
|_NO_| |_LISTERR__________________|
|
|
|_LISTRC___________________|
|
|
|_LONG_____________________|
|
|
|_MSGlevel__ _decstring__ _|
|
|
|
|_Xhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Hhexstring_| |
|
|
|
|_Bbinstring_| |
|
|
|_TRACE____________________|
|
|
|
|__________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand to run a pipeline and wait until that pipeline completes. The argument of the
CALLPIPE subcommand is called a subroutine pipeline. The stage that invokes CALLPIPE is suspended until all stages
of the subroutine pipeline have completed running and the invoking stage's streams are reconnected.
To connect the subroutine pipeline to the input or output streams of the pipeline that issues a CALLPIPE, connectors
may be specified as follows:
If an input connector is specified, the pipeline specified on CALLPIPE is connected to the input stream of the
invoking stage.
If an output connector is specified, the output stream of the invoking stage is connected to the pipeline specified
on CALLPIPE.
Connectors in the subroutine pipeline connect to streams in the pipeline that issues the CALLPIPE until an end-of-file
condition is passed across the connection. The streams of the invoking stage are reconnected when end of file is
transmitted from the subroutine pipeline.
Operands
Note: With the exception of connectors, the syntax of CALLPIPE is identical with the syntax of the PIPE command.
stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following stage. By default, the stage separator character
is the character on your terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.) However, you can
use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a different stage separator character. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to separate multiple pipelines on a single
CALLPIPE subcommand. You must specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left parenthesis,
right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
*
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specifies a connector. Connectors begin with an asterisk and end with a colon (:). Two optional components of a
connector can be specified between the asterisk and the colon. If specified, each component must begin with a period.
The first component controls how the subroutine pipeline is connected to the streams of the pipeline that invokes
CALLPIPE.
INput

causes a connection to be made to the output stream of the stage preceding the stage that issues the CALLPIPE
subcommand. INPUT can be specified only at the beginning of the pipeline. When a connector is at the beginning of a
pipeline, INPUT is the default.
OUTput

causes a connection to be made to the input stream of the stage following the stage that issues the CALLPIPE
subcommand. OUTPUT can be specified only at the end of the pipeline. When a connector is the end of a pipeline,
OUTPUT is the default.
The second component specifies the stream to which the connection is to be made.

*

specifies that the connection is to be made to the currently selected stream. This is the default.
streamnum
is a number identifying the stream to which you make the connection, where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the secondary
stream, and so on.
streamid
references the particular stream name to which the connection is to be made, so the stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. To see how to assign a stream name on the CALLPIPE subcommand,
refer to with topic 4.6. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the
ADDPIPE subcommand with topic 4.3.
The colon must follow the other components of the connector with no intervening blanks. You can place connectors at
the beginning or end of a pipeline (or both), but not in the middle. You must place a stage separator between a connector
and the rest of the pipeline.
See Usage Note 1 for more information on how to modify connections with connectors.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams. The first occurrence of a label is
called a label definition. It establishes the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the pipeline
where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a label reference. Use label references to define
additional input and output streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only label with no
stage command.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. A label must be immediately followed by a stream identifier or a
colon with no intervening blanks. For more information about using labels, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream by adding an identifier to the label. Write
the label immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream identifier must be immediately followed
by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
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is the name of a stage function or the name of a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage command. If you
specify a user-written stage command, the REXX program must be a member of a partitioned data set that is allocated to
ddname REXX. For a complete description of the stage functions, see Chapter 3, "Stage Functions" in topic 3.0.
operands
are any specified operands valid for the stage function or user-written stage command.
Options
You can specify options in two ways on a CALLPIPE subcommand:
1. You can specify options immediately after the subcommand name, CALLPIPE. In this case, the scope of the
options is global to the entire CALLPIPE subcommand.
2. You can specify options at the beginning of a stage. In this case, the scope of the options is limited to the stage on
which the options are specified. If a label definition is specified, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage: ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME,
STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally on a CALLPIPE subcommand. You must enclose
options in parentheses.
NO

turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified. Use NO to turn off an option for an
individual stage that was specified as global to the entire CALLPIPE subcommand. Blanks are allowed between NO and
the option it precedes.

ENDchar

char

hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single character, char, or the 2-character
hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ENDchar

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the pipeline end
character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an option for an individual stage.
ESCape

char

hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the processing of a character that has special
meaning to the CALLPIPE subcommand. These special characters include the stage separator character, the pipeline
end character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined). Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period
and colon (:). may have a special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape character
immediately before the character that you do not want treated as a special character. The escape character can be
specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

ESCape

You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the escape character.
There is no default escape character. You cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than specifying the ESCAPE option, you can override the processing of a stage separator or an end character by
specifying a double stage separator or double end character.
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LISTCMD

causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT,
OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, and REXX.
LISTERR

causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return code.

LISTRC

causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends executing.

LONG

is a default function that enables stages to write records of up to 2(31) - 1 bytes in length. Though it does not have to be
typed in, LONG is included for compatibility reasons.

MSGlevel

controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111').
A message level of 7 issues messages BPW001I, BPW002I, and either BPW003I or BPW004I in conjunction with other
messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel

suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that determine which messages are not issued.
The message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring

defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that determine which additional messages are issued.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0's and 1's, following the B, that determine which additional messages are issued. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose the binary
representation in quotation marks.

You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message BPW003I or BPW004I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message BPW002I while issuing other messages.
NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message BPW001I while issuing other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting is a combination of the individual
settings. For example, if you specify NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages BPW001I and BPW002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes message BPW028I to be issued, message
BPW001I will always be issued regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
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name
assigns a name to this invocation of the CALLPIPE subcommand. Messages resulting from the execution of this
CALLPIPE subcommand will include the name you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging
application programs that use the CALLPIPE subcommand. You cannot specify NAME as an option for an individual
stage.
NAME

STAGESEP

char

STAGESEP

hexchar

SEParator

char

hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to separate the specification of a stage from a
subsequent stage. The character can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.

SEParator

If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the default stage separator, you can use the
default stage separator as an argument of a stage command.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank as the STAGESEP or
SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE

displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application programs. This option can cause a large
amount of data to be displayed.
Usage Notes

1. Table 27 summarizes how stream connections are modified when connectors are used on a CALLPIPE
subcommand. All connections that are not mentioned remain unchanged.
Assuming that A and D are any valid stage commands, the table shows the result of each possible CALLPIPE
subcommand issued by user-written stage command Z in the following command:
PIPE A | Z | D

and C, which appear in the CALLPIPE subcommands in the table, are any valid stage commands. There can be
more or fewer than two stages specified on CALLPIPE; two stages are used in the table.

B

Table 27. Effects of Using Connectors on the CALLPIPE Subcommand
CALLPIPE Subcommand
Result
CALLPIPE B|C
No connections are changed.
CALLPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C
A's output stream is connected to
                                     B's input stream. Z's input
                                     stream is disconnected.
CALLPIPE B|C|*.OUTPUT:
C's output stream is connected to
                                     D's input stream. Z's output
                                     stream is disconnected.
A's output stream is connected to
CALLPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:
                                     B's input stream. C's output
                                     stream is connected to D's input
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stream. Z's input stream and
output stream are disconnected.

For more information about using connectors with CALLPIPE, see the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide.
2. The ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands add pipelines to the set of running pipelines. However, ADDPIPE
and CALLPIPE differ in the following ways:
a. When CALLPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it is suspended until the new pipeline has run to
completion. When the CALLPIPE subcommand completes, its return code is the return code resulting from
running the added pipeline.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it regains control as soon as the new pipeline has been
created. The added pipeline runs in parallel with the stage that created it. Neither pipeline is able to examine
the other's return code. The return code from the ADDPIPE subcommand indicates only whether its
operands are syntactically correct.
b. CALLPIPE allows only a subset of the connectors valid on ADDPIPE. See Table 27 for the combinations
of connectors valid on CALLPIPE.
c. When using connectors, restoration of the original connection differs between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE.
When a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE stops processing records and returns an end-of-file
condition to the invoking stage, the invoking stage's original connection is automatically reinstated.
After an ADDPIPE subcommand runs, if the original connection is restorable, restoration of the stage's
original connection is not automatic; a SEVER subcommand must be issued to restore the connection.
d. A pipeline added by CALLPIPE can run only at the same commit level as the invoking stage or at a lower
commit level than the invoking stage. If a subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE attempts to commit to
a higher level than the invoking pipeline, it is suspended until the invoking pipeline reaches that commit
level.
The commit level of a pipeline added by ADDPIPE is independent of the commit level of the invoking
pipeline. Data can flow on a connection established by ADDPIPE even if the pipelines on the two sides of
the connection are not at the same commit level.
3. A common use of CALLPIPE is for packaging a frequently used sequence of stages in a user-written stage
command. You can easily invoke that sequence by using the user-written stage command. For example, the
following user-written stage command named HEXSORT contains a sequence of three stage commands that
perform a hexadecimal sort:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HEXSORT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*.input:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* A-F fa-ff', /* Translate A to F to be above X'F9'*/
|
|
'| sort',
/* Sort the records */
|
|
'| xlate 1-* fa-ff A-F', /* Restore original characters A to F*/
|
|
'| *.output:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
Exit RC
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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These three stages could be used directly in a pipeline. However, if you need them frequently, it may be simpler
to package them together under an easily remembered name and use that name in your pipelines.
Note the connectors at the beginning and end of the subroutine pipeline established by this CALLPIPE
subcommand. These connectors allow the subroutine pipeline to take over the input and output streams for the
HEXSORT stage. Records flow into the subroutine pipeline through its input connector and later flow out through
its output connector.
4. Use CALLPIPE for gaining access to BatchPipeWorks function within a user-written stage command. For
example, use the following CALLPIPE subcommand within a user-written stage command to set a REXX
variable to the number of data sets in your catalog:
callpipe tso listcat | drop 1 | count lines | var data setcnt

5. When an end-of-file condition is transmitted from a subroutine pipeline through an input connector, there may
still be records in the input stream. If so, the stage that issued the CALLPIPE can read them after CALLPIPE
completes. This situation arises when certain filters are used in subroutine pipelines. When their secondary output
is not connected, those filters that would ordinarily discard the remainder of the input stream upon reaching a
specified record simply signal end of file and end, leaving the remainder of the input stream intact.
For example, use the following user-written stage command to position the input stream at the next record that has
a comma in column 1, or to read the remaining records if no record has a comma in column 1:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(FNDCOMMA)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe *: | tolabel ,| hole' /* Find next leading comma.
*/
|
|
'peekto'
/* Was there one?
*/
|
|
If RC = 12 Then Exit
/* If not, exit.
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following CALLPIPE subcommand copies the next five input records to the output stream while leaving any
remaining records available to the stage:
callpipe *: | take 5 | *:

Examples
Subtopics:
4.6.1 Example 1
4.6.2 Example 2
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4.6.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command named COUNTWDS counts the number of words in its primary input
stream, adds some text, and writes the result to its primary output stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(COUNTWDS)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| count words',
/* count number of words in input stream */
|
|
'| specs /Number of words is/ 1 1-* nextword', /* prefix record */
|
|
/* with "Number of words is" */,
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

is an input connector. It attaches the output stream of the stage preceding the COUNTWDS stage to the input
stream of the COUNT stage in the subroutine pipeline.

*:

count words

writes the number of blank-delimited words in the input stream to the output stream.

specs /Number of words is/ 1 1-* nextword inserts a prefix of Number of words is at the beginning of the
record containing the count information. It then writes the resulting record to the output stream.

is an output connector. It attaches the output stream of the SPECS stage to the input stream of the stage
following the COUNTWDS stage.

*:

To use this user-written stage command to display the number of words in the data set, PHONE.SCRIPT, enter the
following:
pipe < PHONE.SCRIPT | countwds | terminal
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4.6.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command named COUNTWDS counts the number of words in its primary input
stream, adds some text, and writes the result to its primary output stream:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(COUNTWDS)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'callpipe',
|
|
'*:',
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
|
|
'| count words',
/* count number of words in input stream */
|
|
'| specs /Number of words is/ 1 1-* nextword', /* prefix record */
|
|
/* with "Number of words is" */,
|
|
'| *:'
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
|
|
exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

is an input connector. It attaches the output stream of the stage preceding the COUNTWDS stage to the input
stream of the COUNT stage in the subroutine pipeline.

*:

count words

writes the number of blank-delimited words in the input stream to the output stream.

specs /Number of words is/ 1 1-* nextword inserts a prefix of Number of words is at the beginning of the
record containing the count information. It then writes the resulting record to the output stream.

is an output connector. It attaches the output stream of the SPECS stage to the input stream of the stage
following the COUNTWDS stage.

*:

To use this user-written stage command to display the number of words in the data set, PHONE.SCRIPT, enter the
following:
pipe < PHONE.SCRIPT | countwds | terminal
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4.7 COMMIT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__COMMIT__n_______________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the COMMIT pipeline subcommand to commit a stage to a different commit level or to obtain the current aggregate
return code.
When the specified commit level is higher than the commit level to which the stage is currently committed, the stage is
suspended until all the other stages have committed at least to the commit level the stage requests. When all stages are
committed to the level specified, the COMMIT pipeline subcommand completes and the return code is set to the
aggregate return code.
When the specified commit level is less than or equal to the level the stage is already committed at, the return code is set
to the current aggregate return code for the pipeline. The commit level is never decreased, even if the requested commit
level is less than the current commit level.
Operands

n
is a number specifying the commit level. n can be between -2147483647 and 2147483647.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.7.1 Example 1
4.7.2 Example 2
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4.7.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command, TCOMMT, tests the return code of stage commands that start at commit
level -1 or below.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TCOMMT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
say 'TCOMMT started.'
/* issue message */
|
|
'commit 0'
/* wait until other stages at level 0 or have ended */
|
|
if rc/=0
/* error in another stage?? */
|
|
then exit 0
/* yes, exit without doing anything */
|
|
'output All is well.'
/* issue ok message */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

requests that the commit level of the TCOMMT stage be raised to 0. The TCOMMT stage is then
suspended until all the other stages in the pipeline have committed at least to level 0 or have ended. The return
code from COMMIT is then set to the current aggregate code.

commit 0

if rc/=0 tests the return code from the COMMIT pipeline subcommand. A nonzero return code indicates that an
error has occurred in one of the other stages.
then exit 0

causes this stage to end with a return code of zero if another stage has set a nonzero return code.

writes an output record if the return code from COMMIT is zero (which indicates that all
other stages have committed to level 0 or have ended with a zero return code).

output All is well.

Therefore, if you issue:
pipe rexx tcommt | terminal
you will receive the messages:

TCOMMT started.
All is well.
READY
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4.7.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command, TCOMMT, tests the return code of stage commands that start at commit
level -1 or below.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(TCOMMT)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
say 'TCOMMT started.'
/* issue message */
|
|
'commit 0'
/* wait until other stages at level 0 or have ended */
|
|
if rc/=0
/* error in another stage?? */
|
|
then exit 0
/* yes, exit without doing anything */
|
|
'output All is well.'
/* issue ok message */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

requests that the commit level of the TCOMMT stage be raised to 0. The TCOMMT stage is then
suspended until all the other stages in the pipeline have committed at least to level 0 or have ended. The return
code from COMMIT is then set to the current aggregate code.

commit 0

if rc/=0 tests the return code from the COMMIT pipeline subcommand. A nonzero return code indicates that an
error has occurred in one of the other stages.
then exit 0

causes this stage to end with a return code of zero if another stage has set a nonzero return code.

writes an output record if the return code from COMMIT is zero (which indicates that all
other stages have committed to level 0 or have ended with a zero return code).

output All is well.

Therefore, if you issue:
pipe rexx tcommt | terminal
you will receive the messages:

TCOMMT started.
All is well.
READY
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4.8 MAXSTREAM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__MAXSTReam__ _INput__ ___________________________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stream number of the highest numbered input or output
stream that is defined. MAXSTREAM sets the return code to the stream number.
Operands

INput

returns the number of the highest numbered input stream.
OUTput

returns the number of the highest numbered output stream.
Usage Notes

1. To define an input stream or an output stream, use the ADDSTREAM subcommand. Then, use MAXSTREAM to
find the stream number of the new stream.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.8.1 Example 1
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4.9 MESSAGE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__MESSAGE__ ____________________________ __text___________________>< |
|
|
(1)
(1)
|
|
|
|_xxxmmmnnn_____ ___ ______s_|
|
|
|_n_|
|
|
|
| Note:
|
| (1) No blanks are allowed in this position.
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the MESSAGE pipeline subcommand to issue a message using BatchPipeWorks. Multiple blanks in the message
are reduced to a single blank before the message is issued. If you issue an error or warning message, BatchPipeWorks
may issue additional messages depending on the current message level.
Operands

xxxmmmnnns
xxxmmmnnnns
is the message identification.
xxx
is a three-letter prefix.
mmm
are three letters indicating which module generated the message.
nnn
nnnn
is a 3- or 4-digit message number.
s
indicates severity and is one of the following:
R - response
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I - information
W - warning
E - error
S - severe error
T - terminal (irrecoverable) error
text
is the text of the message to be displayed.
Usage Notes

1. Messages displayed by the MESSAGE subcommand are not written to any output stream.
2. If the stage issuing the MESSAGE subcommand is in a pipeline that was invoked from a RUNPIPE stage, blanks
are not removed from the message text and the text is not written to the terminal. Instead, the text is written to the
primary output stream of the RUNPIPE stage.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.9.1 Example 1
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4.10 NOCOMMIT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__NOCOMMIT________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand to prevent an automatic commit to commit level 0 when the stage issues a
READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand. User-written stage commands begin
at commit level -1. They automatically commit to commit level 0 when a READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT
ANYINPUT subcommand is issued, unless a NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand has been issued previously.
Usage Notes

1. A stage that has issued a NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand must issue an explicit COMMIT 0 pipeline
subcommand when it is ready for data to begin flowing through the pipeline. It should test the return code from
the COMMIT 0 pipeline subcommand and exit if it is not zero.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.10.1 Example 1
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4.11 OUTPUT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__OUTPUT__ ________ ______________________________________________>< |
|
|_string_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand to write a record to the currently selected output stream.
Operands

string
is the data to be written to the output stream. If you do not specify string, OUTPUT writes a null record to the output
stream.
Usage Notes

1. Use only one blank to separate the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand from its operand. The operand starts after the
blank.
2. The stage that issues OUTPUT automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0
and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the
first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage
command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
3. OUTPUT writes to the currently selected output stream. To write to a different stream, use the SELECT
subcommand to select the desired stream before issuing the OUTPUT subcommand.
4. When a record is read by the PEEKTO subcommand, the OUTPUT subcommand of the previous stage cannot
complete until the record is read with the READTO subcommand. After READTO is issued, the OUTPUT
subcommand completes.
5. To write a stage command to implement a stage for which no stage function exists, you may be able to use the
following REXX program as a skeleton:
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______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYSTG)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
do forever
|
|
'peekto record'
/* read record without consuming it */
|
|
/* place your task specific commands here */
|
|
/* to modify the record
*/
|
|
'output' record
/* write record to current stream */
|
|
'readto record'
/* consume and discard the record */
|
|
/* already read by PEEKTO */
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/* return 0 if end of file
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The REXX variable record is not placed within the quotation marks on OUTPUT because the operand is an
expression that is evaluated by REXX. On the PEEKTO and READTO subcommands, the operand, record, is
placed within the quotation marks because the assignment of a value to the variable is performed by PEEKTO or
READTO, not by REXX.
At REXX label error, the EXIT instruction causes return code 0 to be returned if a return code 12 was returned
from READTO or OUTPUT. READTO gives return code 12 when all records have been read. OUTPUT gives
return code 12 when its output stream becomes not connected. The EXIT instruction passes back any other return
code unchanged.
Note that this user-written stage command does not delay the records. See the BatchPipeWorks Users Guide for
more information on delaying records.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.11.1 Example 1
4.11.2 Example 2
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4.11.1 Example 1
To write a literal string from a stage command to the output stream, write a stage command similar to the following
stage command named HELLO:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HELLO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'output' 'Hello, World!'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

To invoke the stage command to write the literal string to the terminal, specify the following:
pipe hello | terminal

The terminal output resulting from execution of this PIPE command is:
Hello, World!
READY
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4.11.1 Example 1
To write a literal string from a stage command to the output stream, write a stage command similar to the following
stage command named HELLO:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(HELLO)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'output' 'Hello, World!'
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

To invoke the stage command to write the literal string to the terminal, specify the following:
pipe hello | terminal

The terminal output resulting from execution of this PIPE command is:
Hello, World!
READY
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4.12 PEEKTO

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__PEEKTO__ _________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_varname_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the PEEKTO pipeline subcommand to read the next record from the currently selected input stream without
consuming the record. If a REXX variable is specified, the variable is set to the contents of the record.
Operands

varname
is the name of the variable in which PEEKTO is to place the input record. The variable may have a stem. The name you
specify must be a valid name for a REXX variable. If you do not specify varname, no variable is set.
Usage Notes

1. The stage that issues PEEKTO automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0
and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the
first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage
command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
2. A record read by PEEKTO remains in the input stream. The next PEEKTO subcommand will read the same
record unless the record is removed from the input stream by a READTO subcommand.
3. Use PEEKTO without specifying varname if you wish only to set a return code indicating whether there is
another record in the input stream.
4. PEEKTO reads from the currently selected input stream. To read from a stream other than the currently selected
stream, use the SELECT subcommand to select the desired stream before issuing the PEEKTO subcommand.
5. When a PEEKTO subcommand receives return code 12 (end of file), the variable specified by varname is
dropped.
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6. When a record is read by the PEEKTO subcommand, the OUTPUT subcommand of the previous stage cannot
complete until the record is read with the READTO subcommand. After READTO is issued, the OUTPUT
subcommand completes.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.12.1 Example 1
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4.13 READTO

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__READTO__ _________ _____________________________________________>< |
|
|_varname_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the READTO pipeline subcommand to read the next record from the currently selected input stream. If a REXX
variable is specified, the variable is set to the contents of the record. READTO consumes records; once a record has
been read by READTO, it is discarded.
Operands

varname
is the name of the variable in which READTO is to place the input record. The variable may have a stem. The name you
specify must be a valid name for a REXX variable. If you do not specify varname, the input record is discarded and no
variable is set.
Usage Notes

1. The stage that issues READTO automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0
and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0 when the
first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage
command first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
2. READTO reads from the currently selected input stream. To read from a stream other than the currently selected
stream, use the SELECT subcommand to select the desired stream before issuing the READTO subcommand.
3. To write a stage command to implement a stage for which no stage function exists, you may be able to use the
following REXX program as a skeleton:
______________________________________________________________________________

|
|

/********************************* REXX ********************************/

|
|
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|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(MYSTG)
*/ |
|
/*
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
signal on error
|
|
do forever
|
|
'peekto record'
/* read record without consuming it */
|
|
/* place your task specific commands here */
|
|
/* to modify the record
*/
|
|
'output' record
/* write record to current stream */
|
|
'readto record'
/* consume and discard the record */
|
|
/* already read by PEEKTO */
|
|
end
|
|
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12) /* return 0 if end of file
*/
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The REXX variable record is not placed within the quotation marks on OUTPUT because the operand is an
expression that is evaluated by REXX. On the PEEKTO and READTO subcommand, the operand, record, is
placed within the quotation marks because the assignment of a value to the variable is performed by PEEKTO or
READTO, not by REXX.
At REXX label error, the EXIT instruction causes return code 0 to be returned if a return code 12 was returned
from READTO or OUTPUT. READTO gives return code 12 when all records have been read. The EXIT
instruction passes back any other return code unchanged.
4. Use READTO without specifying varname to discard the next record on the input stream.
5. When a READTO subcommand receives return code 12 (end of file), the variable specified by varname is
dropped.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.13.1 Example 1
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4.14 RESOLVE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__RESOLVE__stagecommand___________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the RESOLVE pipeline subcommand to determine if a stage command is one supplied by BatchPipeWorks. If the
specified stage command is a stage function, a positive return code is set. Otherwise, the return code is set to 0.
Operands

stagecommand
is the name BatchPipeWorks searches for in the list of stage functions.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.14.1 Example 1
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4.15 REXX

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__REXX__ _member___________________ __ ________ __________________>< |
|
|
_REXX___
| |_string_|
|
|
|_(__member__|________|__)_|
|
|
|
|_ddname_|
|
|
|
|_| Stream |_______________|
|
|
|
| Stream:
|
| |__ _*:___________ __________________________________________________| |
|
|_*.streamnum:_|
|
|
|_*.streamid:__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the REXX pipeline subcommand to invoke a REXX program as a user-written stage command from within another
user-written stage command. The REXX program can be a member of a partitioned data set or read from an input
stream. Using the REXX subcommand in a user-written stage command is equivalent to calling an external function
from a REXX command procedure.
Operands

member
is the name of the member of a partitioned data set that contains a REXX program to be run as a user-written stage
command.
ddname
is the data definition name of the partitioned data set that contains the member that is to be run as a user-written stage
command. If you do not specify ddname, a data definition name of REXX is assumed.
*:

specifies the program is to be read from the REXX stage's primary input stream.

*streamnum:

is a number identifying the specific input stream containing the program to be read into the pipeline, where 0 is the
primary input stream, 1 is the secondary input stream, and so on. A colon must immediately follow streamnum with no
intervening blanks.
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*.streamid:

references the particular input stream containing the program to be read, so the input stream identifier must match the
assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command
with topic 2.0, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively. A
colon must immediately follow streamid with no intervening blanks.
string
is the argument string to be passed to the REXX program.
Usage Notes

1. A stage command invoked with the REXX pipeline subcommand can use subcommands such as the READTO,
PEEKTO, and OUTPUT subcommands to access the streams of the stage that invoked it.
2. The BatchPipeWorks command environment is not available in an external function called from a user written
stage command.
3. If the program is read from an input stream and the program reads from that stream, the program receives an endof-file condition.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.15.1 Example 1
4.15.2 Example 2
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4.15.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command, LOGLINE, writes a line to a log data set, LOGLINE.FILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(LOGLINE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg logtext
/* Get the log text
*/ |
|
logtext = date() time() logtext /* Add the date and time
*/ |
|
'callpipe',
/* Run subroutine pipeline
*/ |
|
'var logtext',
/* Take log text */
|
|
'| > LOGLINE.FILE'
/* And write it to the log data set
*/ |
|
exit rc
/* Exit */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following user-written stage command, which places quotation marks around each record, calls LOGLINE using
the REXX pipeline subcommand:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(QUOTES)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'rexx logline Starting QUOTES'
|
|
/* Write a log line
*/ |
|
'callpipe',
/* Run a subroutine pipeline
*/ |
|
'*:',
/* Connect to previous output stream
*/ |
|
'| specs /"/ 1 1-* next /"/ next',
|
|
/* Put quotes around each record
*/ |
|
'| *:'
/* Connect to following input stream
*/ |
|
exit rc
/* Exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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4.15.1 Example 1
The following user-written stage command, LOGLINE, writes a line to a log data set, LOGLINE.FILE.
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(LOGLINE)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
parse arg logtext
/* Get the log text
*/ |
|
logtext = date() time() logtext /* Add the date and time
*/ |
|
'callpipe',
/* Run subroutine pipeline
*/ |
|
'var logtext',
/* Take log text */
|
|
'| > LOGLINE.FILE'
/* And write it to the log data set
*/ |
|
exit rc
/* Exit */
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|

The following user-written stage command, which places quotation marks around each record, calls LOGLINE using
the REXX pipeline subcommand:
______________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
/********************************* REXX ********************************/ |
|
/* PREFIX.PIPE.REXX(QUOTES)
*/ |
|
/***********************************************************************/ |
|
'rexx logline Starting QUOTES'
|
|
/* Write a log line
*/ |
|
'callpipe',
/* Run a subroutine pipeline
*/ |
|
'*:',
/* Connect to previous output stream
*/ |
|
'| specs /"/ 1 1-* next /"/ next',
|
|
/* Put quotes around each record
*/ |
|
'| *:'
/* Connect to following input stream
*/ |
|
exit rc
/* Exit
|
|
|
|______________________________________________________________________________|
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4.16 SELECT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_BOTH___
|
| >>__SELECT__ _|________|__ _streamnum_ _ ___________________________>< |
|
| |_INput__| |_streamid__| |
|
|
| |_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|_ANYINput__________________|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SELECT pipeline subcommand to select a stream for subsequent use by the READTO, PEEKTO, or OUTPUT
subcommands. The stream specified becomes the currently selected stream.
Operands

BOTH

assigns the stream you specify as both the currently selected input stream and the currently selected output stream. This
is the default.

INput

assigns the stream you specify as the currently selected input stream.
OUTput

assigns the stream you specify as the currently selected output stream.

streamnum
is a number identifying the stream you want to select, where 0 is the primary input or output stream, 1 is the secondary
input or output stream, and so on.
streamid
is a name identifying the particular stream you want to select. The streamid must match the stream name on the label
specified in the pipeline, or a stream name on an ADDSTREAM or other pipeline subcommand. Write the label
immediately followed by a period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic characters and
digits that includes at least one alphabetic character.
ANYINput

specifies that if the currently selected input stream has records available, the records are read from that stream. If there
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are no more records available on the currently selected input stream, the next stream to be selected cannot be determined
by the user; any input stream on which records are available may be selected.
Usage Notes

1. If no SELECT subcommand is issued, the initial selected stream for READTO, PEEKTO, and OUTPUT is stream
0.
2. Use the STREAMNUM subcommand to obtain the stream number of the input stream selected when you specify
ANYINPUT.
3. When SELECT ANYINPUT is specified, the stage that issues SELECT ANYINPUT commits to level 0 if the
stage is not already committed to level 0 and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.16.1 Example 1
4.16.2 Example 2
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4.16.1 Example 1
Within a stage command, to read a record from the primary input stream and write the record to the secondary output
stream, code the following statements:
'select input 0'
'select output 1'
'readto record'
'output' record

The first SELECT subcommand selects the input stream. Note that 0 is specified because streams are numbered
beginning with 0. The second SELECT subcommand selects the output stream. The secondary output stream is stream
number 1, not 2.
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4.16.1 Example 1
Within a stage command, to read a record from the primary input stream and write the record to the secondary output
stream, code the following statements:
'select input 0'
'select output 1'
'readto record'
'output' record

The first SELECT subcommand selects the input stream. Note that 0 is specified because streams are numbered
beginning with 0. The second SELECT subcommand selects the output stream. The secondary output stream is stream
number 1, not 2.
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4.17 SETRC

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SETRC__n________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SETRC pipeline subcommand to set the return code for an OUTPUT subcommand issued by the previous stage.
SETRC cannot be issued from a stage command that is the first stage of a pipeline.
Operands

n
is a return code to be passed to the waiting stage.
Usage Notes

1. The stage that issues a SETRC subcommand must first issue a PEEKTO subcommand to ensure that the stage at
the other end of its input stream is waiting for an OUTPUT subcommand to complete. After issuing the SETRC
subcommand, it should issue a READTO subcommand to read the waiting record. This will cause the other
stage's OUTPUT subcommand to complete with the specified return code.
2. SETRC should be used only when connected to a program that is prepared for the return code to be passed to it.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.17.1 Example 1
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4.18 SEVER

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SEVER__ _INput__ _______________________________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SEVER pipeline subcommand to disconnect from the currently selected stream. After a SEVER subcommand is
issued, the severed stream is no longer attached to the pipeline containing the stage that issued the SEVER. If the stage
that issued the SEVER originally connected the stream with ADDPIPE and if ADDPIPE stacked the connection, the
connection at the top of the stack is restored.
Operands

INput

disconnects the currently selected input stream.
OUTput

disconnects the currently selected output stream.
Usage Notes

1. When a stream is severed, the effect on the stage at the other side of the connection depends upon whether the
connection was created with CALLPIPE.
If the connection was created with CALLPIPE, the previous connection is reinstated. If the connection was not
created with CALLPIPE, the streams become unconnected. If the stage is waiting for input or output on the
stream, or if it is waiting for input on any stream and this is its last input stream, it receives an end-of-file
condition.
2. For more information on stacked connections, see "ADDPIPE" in topic 4.3.
3. In a stage with more than one output stream, sever a stream as soon as you finish writing to it. This may avoid a
stall.
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Examples
Subtopics:
4.18.1 Example 1
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4.19 SHORT

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__SHORT___________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the SHORT pipeline subcommand to connect the currently selected input stream directly to the currently selected
output stream. The stage that issues SHORT is bypassed.
Usage Notes

1. Use SHORT when you want to copy the remainder of the input stream to the output stream.
2. After using the SHORT pipeline subcommand, the stage that issues SHORT cannot read from the input stream
nor write to the output stream.
3. It is more efficient to use SHORT to connect the currently selected input stream directly to the currently selected
output stream than to use READTO followed by OUTPUT for each record in the input stream.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.19.1 Example 1
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4.20 STAGENUM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
| >>__STAGENUM________________________________________________________>< |
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STAGENUM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stage's relative position in the pipeline. The return code from
STAGENUM is the position of the stage in the pipeline.
Usage Notes

1. If the stage that issues STAGENUM appears in more than one pipeline of a multistream pipeline, the return code
indicates the stage's position in the pipeline to which its primary stream is connected.
2. If a CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand issues a user-written stage command that issues
STAGENUM, STAGENUM returns the stage's relative position in the pipeline specified on the CALLPIPE or
ADDPIPE command. If the pipeline specified on CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE begins with a connector, the connector
is counted as the first stage of that pipeline.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.20.1 Example 1
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4.21 STREAMNUM

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_*_________
|
| >>__STREAMNUm__ _INput__ __|___________|____________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_| |_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stream number of a specified stream. STREAMNUM sets
the return code to the stream number. A stream number of 0 (zero) refers to the primary input or output stream, 1 (one)
refers to the secondary input or output stream, and so on.
Operands

INput

returns the stream number of the specified input stream.
OUTput

returns the stream number of the specified output stream.

*

returns the stream number of the currently selected stream. This is the default.
streamnum
is a number identifying a specific stream, where 0 is the primary input or output stream, 1 is the secondary input or
output stream, and so on. By specifying a stream number as your stream identifier, you can use the number returned to
verify you have a defined and connected stream.
streamid
references the stream whose number you want to obtain, so the stream identifier must match the assigned stream name
on the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for
the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
Usage Notes
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1. If you specify streamnum or streamid, STREAMNUM checks if the specified stream is defined. If the stream is
undefined, STREAMNUM sets return code -102 or -178.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.21.1 Example 1
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4.22 STREAMSTATE

________________________________________________________________________
|
|
|
_*_________
|
| >>__STREAMSTate__ _INput__ __|___________|__________________________>< |
|
|_OUTput_| |_streamnum_|
|
|
|_streamid__|
|
|
|
|________________________________________________________________________|

Purpose
Use the STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand to obtain the state of a specified stream. STREAMSTATE sets the
return code to indicate the state of a stream. The possible stream states are:
Not defined
Defined but not connected
Defined and connected
Within the defined and connected state, there are three possible states:
The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is waiting for an action to occur on the
specified stream
The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is waiting for an action to occur on the
specified stream on a different commit level
The stage with the stream to which the specified stream is connected is not waiting for an action to occur on
the specified stream.
Operands

INput

returns state information about the specified input stream.
OUTput

returns state information about the specified output stream.

*

returns state information about the currently selected stream. This is the default.
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streamnum
is a number identifying a stream for which status is returned, where 0 is the primary input or output stream, 1 is the
secondary input or output stream, and so on. By specifying a stream number as your stream identifier, you can use the
number returned to verify you have a defined and connected stream.
streamid
references the stream whose status you want to obtain, so the stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on
the label in the pipeline. Assigning a stream name is described for the PIPE stage command with topic 2.0, and for the
ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands with topic 4.3 and with topic 4.6 respectively.
Examples
Subtopics:
4.22.1 Example 1
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B.3 Commit Level
Each stage command has a commit level associated with it. In usage notes that accompany descriptions of the stage
commands, you can find the level. Additionally, Appendix A, "Characteristics of Stage Functions" in topic A.0 includes
the commit level for each stage command.
Use the information about the commit level to prevent the loss of data only in the case where the data read by the
pipeline cannot be recreated once read. If, for example, your input comes from a TP line and the pipeline breaks, you
cannot recreate the input data. In this case, understanding and using the commit level information helps prevent loss of
data.
For most pipelines, understanding the commit level is unnecessary. If you can reread or recreate the input data, you do
not need to know the commit level, as these two examples show:
Some stage commands read from data sets. If the pipeline breaks during processing, you can reread from that
same data set
Some stage commands read from a BatchPipes pipe. If the pipeline breaks during processing, you can rerun the
BatchPipes jobs and recreate the input.
BatchPipeWorks uses the commit level to coordinate the progress of the various stages. It allows all stages to validate
their argument strings before any stage takes an action that might destroy data, such as erasing a data set or writing on a
tape. Thus, BatchPipeWorks stops processing a pipeline if a stage command has an error in its arguments or if a userwritten stage command returns with a nonzero return code before it reads or writes data.
The commit level is a number between -2147483647 and +2147483647. Each stage is at a particular level at any time. A
stage increases the commit level with the pipeline subcommand COMMIT; it cannot decrease its commit level.
The parser performs an implicit commit when a stage is defined. The definition of a stage function includes the commit
level at which it begins; stages that read from or write to multiple streams begin at commit level -2; user-written stage
commands begin at commit level -1; other stages begin at commit level 0.
BatchPipeWorks initiates the stage with the lowest commit level first. When more than one stage begins at a particular
commit level, it is unspecified which one runs first. The stages at the lowest commit level run until they complete
(return) or issue a COMMIT pipeline subcommand.
At any time, BatchPipeWorks can issue an aggregate return code in response to a pipeline specification. Initially, the
aggregate return code is zero. BatchPipeWorks updates the aggregate return code as each stage completes processing. If
either number is negative, the aggregate return code is the minimum of the two numbers; otherwise, BatchPipeWorks
uses the maximum.
When all stages at the lowest commit level have ended or committed to a higher level, BatchPipeWorks examines the
stages at the next commit level. If the aggregate return code is not zero, BatchPipeWorks abandons stages that have not
begun. For stages that have begun and are waiting to commit to the new commit level, BatchPipeWorks sets the return
code for the COMMIT pipeline subcommand to the aggregate return code at the time of the commit to the highest level;
BatchPipeWorks then prepares to run those stages. A stage can inspect the COMMIT return code and perform whatever
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action is required; stage functions deallocate resources they have allocated and return with return code zero when the
COMMIT return code is not zero, thus quitting when they determine that another stage has failed.
The scope of the commit level is a pipeline specification. BatchPipeWorks added with the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand commit without coordinating their commit level with the pipeline that added them.
When a pipeline specification that is issued with CALLPIPE increases its commit level, BatchPipeWorks checks that
the commit level for the stage that issued the CALLPIPE is at or above the new level requested. When the subroutine
pipeline would go to a commit level higher than the caller's current commit level, BatchPipeWorks performs an implicit
commit for the stage that issued the CALLPIPE. The subroutine pipeline proceeds only after the caller's commit has
completed (that is, only after the commit level of the calling pipeline has been raised to the new level). If the caller is
itself in a subroutine pipeline, then the same process occurs for its caller.
By convention, all stage functions process data on commit level 0. Stages must be at the same commit level for data to
pass between them, except when data flows on a connection that has been set up with ADDPIPE. The pipeline stalls if a
stage at one commit level writes a record after the stage on the other side of the connection has issued a COMMIT
pipeline subcommand to commit to a higher level.
A user-written stage command begins at commit level -1. User-written stage commands automatically commit to level 0
when the first OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued. Because
BatchPipeWorks raises the commit level automatically, most user-written stage commands need not be concerned with
commit levels. In the usual case, a user-written stage command validates its arguments before it begins reading and
writing data. If it finds an error in its arguments and exits with a nonzero return code before it has used any of the four
commands that cause an automatic commit, then the pipeline specification will in effect terminate at commit level -1,
before data has begun flowing and before other stages have taken any irreversible actions (assuming they adhere to the
same convention). On the other hand, if a user-written stage command finds no error in its arguments and begins to
process data by using one of these four commands, then the automatic commit is done, possibly suspending that stage
until all other stages are ready for data to flow.
In some cases the automatic raising of the commit level for user-written stage command may not be suitable. If your
user-written stage command erases data sets or performs some other irreversible function before it reads or writes, it
should first use the COMMIT pipeline subcommand to do an explicit commit to level 0 to wait until all other stages
have validated their arguments. If the return code on COMMIT is not zero, then the user-written stage command should
undo any changes it may have made and exit with return code 0.
If your user-written stage command needs to use any of the commands that cause an automatic commit before it is ready
to commit to level 0, it must issue the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand to disable the automatic commit and then
later issue a COMMIT. To perform read or write operations on commit level -1 (to read a parameter data set from a
different input stream, for example), use ADDPIPE to connect the input or output stream (or both) to your user-written
stage command. (You cannot use CALLPIPE for this because it would force a commit to level 0 before data could
flow.) Having defined the new streams with ADDPIPE, use READTO and OUTPUT to read and write. When you are
finished, issue SEVER to restore the original connection. Then issue COMMIT to perform an explicit commit. Check
the return code on the COMMIT before reading or writing the original stream.
Subtopics:
B.3.1 How a Pipeline Ends
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